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VICTOR BICYCLES
Have been the leaders ever since they entered

the market. This is why the best riders use

them.

OVE^mnfl CUHEELi CO., ]Waket*s,
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OUR MODESTY HAS THUS FAR PREVENTED
the printing of testimonials. Why? because. Suppose we were to publish a letter from some prominent wheelman, stating that he had
owned and ridden all of the high-grade wheels and very much prefered the Elliott Hickory Safety. What would you think?
Honor bright now, wouldn't you say the writer of such a letter was insane? And yet we have a number of just such letters from just

such riders. We may print them sometime.
Our 1S90 catalogue is now ready for delivery. We have little to say for it, except that it is unlike others; we give them away

(the catalogues.)

107 editors have made kindly mention of it. All generous, six of these cover over 500 lines of space each, 23 others average over
1-2 column each. We give the following extracts from a few of them :

"A striking example of the use that ma_> be made of satire in advertising."

—

The Office, N. Y.
"It is absolutely new and unprecedented. We are bound to admit that Mr. Elliott has broken the record."—Mechanical News, N. Y.
"Undoubtedly the most unique catalogue ever published."

—

Am. Machinist, N. Y.
"The most original compilation we have seen."

—

Wooster (Ohio) Collegian.
"The handsomest catalogue that has come to our office."

—

Farm Machinery, St. Louis, Mo.
"It is decidedly the greatest hit in advertising a legitimate manufacturing business ever put before the American public."

—U. S. Sewing Machine Times, N. Y.
"It is a gem."

—

Milling Engineer, Milwaukee, Wis.
"An original genius in the art of advertising."—N. Y. Sun.
"It will repay the curious to look it over as well as those who have an eye to business."

—

Republican Journal, Belfast, Me.
"You should manage to get one. Buy, beg, borrow, steal. Get one somehow."

—

Chicago Journal of Commerce.
All that is really necessary, however, to get one, is to send us a postal card with name and address written so that we can read it.

If you send a stamp, please don't "lick" it.

STERLING CYCLE CO., Newton, JIass,

Ask your local dealer for

Chain*- *

Graphite. 1

II Cycle
'

;

fc

ill
trTAJ

REGISTERED

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

One-Third Actual Size.

This oiler, as the cut shows, consists ol a tube for

holding the oil, fitted at the top with an Acme tip,

which can be unscrewed when it is desired to refill the
oiler. A cap of the same diameter fits over the top.
Only throws a small quantity ol oil at a stroke. Best
and neatest in the world. Handsomely nickel plated.
For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt ol

price, 50 cents each. CUSHMAN & DENISON,
172 9th avenue, New York

SOfflETfllNG NEW Hi ItAflTERHS.

They cannot be shaken out.

They have a spring back.
They are lock seamed.
They positively do not rattle.

They light from the outside.
Their wicks can be raised from

outside.
They can be used on Safeties or Or-

dinaries, and are

the

The Best Built Lanterns ever put together.
Price, Rambler No. i, Enameled, -

Price, Rambler No. 2, Enameled,
(The No. 1 throws the largest light.)

$5-50-

4.00.

50-PHGE CHTHLOGUE ON HPPLICKTION,

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO., - Chicago, III.
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements m this Department 20 cents a line.

jgj** Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken.

L. A. W. BADGES,
For Gold Pins of the Official

Design, send direct to

CHAS. H.LAMSON,
177 Middle Street,

Portland, Me.
Patented. Price, $3.50, $5.00, $7.00 and $8.00,

according to finish. Diamond Badges $15 to $50 for

for the larger pins, and $10 to $30 for the small size.

Send for circular free. Also, for sale in New York, at

M.J. Paillard's, 680 Broadway; G. R. Bidwell's, 313
West 58th St.; in Philadelphia by the Hart Cycle Co.,
81 1 Arch St. ; in Boston by the Pope Manufacturing
Co. ; in Chicago by John Wilkinson & Co. ; and in San
Francisco by Osborn & Alexander.

Send 25 cents and get one of the

Hew L. A. W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of fine rolled Silver Plate.
Very neat and serviceable.

N. H. GIBBS,
Box 633. PROVIDENCE, E. I

UREKA HOME TRAINERAND BICYCLE
STAND, for Safety, Star or Ordinary. Now is

the time you want one. Cycles, parts, sundries, &c.
Rubber Stamps, Rubber Goods; Buggies, $75.00;
Carts, $16.00; Cutters, $20.00; Writing Desks, $10.00.
M. A. WOODBURY, Bradford Pa.

BICYCLE OIL BY MAIL OR EXPRESS.—
Two ounces of Flyer Wheel Oil, by mail, 20

cents; by express, per gallon, $1.00. Safety lamp oil
same price. EASTERN LUBRICATING OIL CO.,
40Dey street, N. Y. Send for circular.

ECONDHAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th St., New York City.

AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers,
or mailed by the manufacturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.
OLUMBIA TANDEM TRICYCLE ; run about
two months; in perfect order ; balls all round; for

$175. Send for list of second-hand wheels. PAL-
LISTER BROS., Ottumwa, Iowa.

"BICYCLE BARGAINS."
50 American Challenge, fine order $33.00
50 Club, ball bearings, good order 37.00
51 Star, good running order 25.00
52 Expert, soiled, never used 100.00
52 Harvard, ballbearings, good order 33.00
52 Otto-Special, spade handles, new 31.00
52 Expert, with lamp 45.00
52 American Challenge, new 42.00
54 Premier, ball bearings, good order 31.00
54 Victor, good shape 50.00
54 Sanspanel, new tires, ballbearings 40.00
56 Expert, ball bearings, cow-horn bars 4S.00
56 American Champion, fine order, ball bear'gs 45.00
56 Club, ball bearings, spade handles 40.00
55 Rudge Light Roadster, ball bearings 40.00
58 Standard Columbia, ball bearings, good 35-oo
60 Expert, ball bearings, fine order 45-00
1880 Rambler, like new 105.00
Columbia Tandem Safety, good 135.00
Crescent Safety, like new 50.00
400 more second-hand wheels.
Guns and typewriters taken in trade.

A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio.
Mention this paper.

THE COURIER SAFETY.
Full Ball Bearings all around. Price $90. Will

sell for balance of season at $75. Guaranteed for
one year.

BALTIMOBE BIOYOLE 00. , Baltimore.Md.

Ask your local Dealer (given gratis) for

HINTS- CARE of
CYCLE-
CHAINSi

LEAGUE HOTELS.
SAND LAKE, N.Y.—League Official Hotel, of easy

access from Troy and Albany. A first-class table,

prompt attention and all the luxuries in season.
John H. Weed, Proprietor.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, jj cents a line. 8g-Cash must

accompany the order.St

Jgg** Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken.^gSQ]

ONE NO. 5 Thermostatic Incubator, 500 eggs' ca-

pacity, in first-class order; will sell outright, or
exchange for Columbia or Victor Safety Bicycle.

S. W. ORNE, Ridgewood, N.J.

ONE NEW EXPRE-.S SAFETY, for lady or
gent; only $55 00; regular price $75; balls to both

wheels. P. O. Box 171, Somerville, N. T.

FOR SALE—At a Bargain—One 18S9 American
Rambler, in first class condition. Address M. S.

WORDEN, North Adams. Mass.

FOR SALE—Columbia Light Roadster Safety;
new in July; guaranteed Ai condition; Butcher

cyclometer: luggage carrier; King of Road lamp:
outfit cost $153; $120 takes it, or $uothe bicycle
alone. F. C. WESTON, Bangor, Me.

GCN WANTED—Double-barrelled breech- loading
Shot Gun, kammerless, 12 gauge and choke-

bored. Will exchange bicycle of equal value. Ad-
dress, stating maker, weight, cost and condition,
N1MROD, Box 1010, Orange, N. J.

WANTED—3g-inch Star or Safety Star, for Smith
American Organ. JOHN ROSE, 2345 E. York

street, Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED

—

Camera Outfit, in exchange for
Z. & S. Star Lamp, Hub Lantern, Cyclometer,

and various other Bi. Sundries, all practically new.
Address A. B. CO., Box 1015, Peoria, 111.

BARGAIN — Crescent Safety; never uncrated;
balls all around. Price, $75. C. H. THOMP-

SON, Brattleboro', Vt.

Repairs ! Repairs !

!

Bicycle Kepairing in all its. Branches.

Difficult Repairing a Specialty.

Estimates cheerfully given. Out of town orders

promptly attended to. Send your machine to our
headquarters and save paying two or three profits

All work done on our premises by our regularly em-
ployed workmen under our personal supervision.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO,

No. 4 East 60th St., N. Y. City.
5th Ave. Entrance to Central Park.

LYNCH BICYCLE LOCK:

Superior to all others. Chain
lengthened or shortened at will.
Complete Little Yale Lock.
Nickeled. Chain 20 inches.
Price, 81.00. Liberal discount
to trade.

Lynch Mfg.Co.,Madison,Wis.

The Billings & Spencer Co,, Hartford, Conn.,
U. S. A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's
Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when
closed. Well and favorably known on two continents

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough
manner and case hardened. Small in size but giants
in strength, warranted a first-class tool in everv
respect. „ ^-—*»!>.—T>g—J<
For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers. _

REMOVAL.
In order to meet the demands of

our trade, we have secured store

formerly occupied by the Overman
Weeel Co. at

No. 182 Columbus Avenue,
and shall take possession at once.

SIDWELL & SABEN.
Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Ensset
Cider.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Grab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance of natural fruit acid

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the
press, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ling and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED 1S65.

THE NEW BOOK.

Cycling, Art, Energy anil Locomotion.

Sent Postpaid onEeceipt of $2.00.

Address, ROBERT P. SCOTT,
Box 114, BALTIMORE, MD.

Published by Lippincott; can also be had of your
bookseller.

&ARRI
**£

CataJS

^£EVER

BSMESS
A NEW TREATMENT.
Sufferers are not generally aware thatl

tbeMi diseases are contagious, or that theyl
are due to the presence ot living para-l
sites in the lining membrane of the nosel
and eustachian tubes. Microscopic re-

1

search, however, has proved this to be a
fact, and the result of this discovery is
that a simple remedy has been discovered
which permanently cures the most aggra-
vated cases of these distressing diseases by
afew simple applications made(tit>o«'ic/>s
apart) by the patient at home. A pamph-
let explaining this new treatment is sent
free by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 'Si'i

West King Street, Toronto, Canada.
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INCER CYCLES
IHADE FOR ROAD USX!.

Liight fanning and Durable.
]VO BREAKAGES, NO MISHAPS

-IN THE-

Great Twentv-Five Mile Road Race,
;
GIVEN UNDER THE AUSPICES; OF

THE0BOSTOJV ATHIyE^TlC ASSOCIATION,
Saturday, October 5th, 1889.

E, C, Anthony, on a 54-in, "APOLLO" LIGHT ROADSTER BICYCLE, First, Time, 1,36,17.

A. P. Benson, on a "SINGER" ROADSTER SAFETY, Second. Time. 1,36.44 2-5.

DR/Ej^ID! COITSIDEI?/!

SINGER & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., - BOSTON, MASS.

NEW MAIL
Values records of this sort rather than racing records. Tis a wheel for

road use. In '87 and '88 also, W. F. Murphy rode over 12,000 miles

on a New Mail.

Extract from BOSTON HERALD, Oct. IS.

• Albert Beers of Everett is making a good bid for the Adams medal. He rode his 6oooth

mile of the season on Odt. 9. In the first eight days of this month he covered 485 1-2 miles.

Mr. Beers has wheeled over 12,000 miles in the last two seasons.

MR. BEERS RIDES A NEW MAIL SAFETY.

This Safety Bicycle Bridle
is still in daily demand. Every mail brings us orders from all parts

of the country and the trade are ordering them largely. A SIMPLE
DEVICE for KEEPING the front wheel steady, and IT DOES IT.

We repeat what we previously said. It looks as though every

Safety Rider in the Country is going to have one. Only $1.50 by
mail. We are sole Agents. Discount to the trade. Surely send for Second-Hand List oi Bicycles

and Safeties, just out. One New Mail Safety, second-hand, used but little, $85.00. One Humber
$85.00, and one Premier, $85.00.

WM. READ <&, SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.
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Devoted To The Interests Of CrciM

Published Every Friday

THE BICYCLING WORLD COIIIPflNY,

12 Pearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., TJ. S. A.

4^- Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

the Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old

address and Folio number.

Messrs. NEUMANN BROS., ol 118 W. 19th Street, New York, represent
the World and Bulletin as Advertising Agents exclusively for the Eastern
and Middle States.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.

Copy for new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure
their being inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
later than Monday, to insure attention for the following issue.

JKf All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the
order of the Bicycling World Co.

8®** Postage Stamps will not be accepted hereafter in
payment for advertisements or subscriptions. checks,
Money Orders or Postal Notes only will be taken..

The management of this paper refuse to print in the advertising
columns of this paper any matter that is disparaging of a rival or
which in its estimation is objectionable in any way.

EDITORS:

C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

situation if he would remain in this country and represent their

club in athletic competitions. The row that Mitchell had with
them brought to light that he was dissatisfied with what had been
offered him, and that he thought he was worth considerably more.
A position as night watchman for a certain building was refused by
him, as was also a night managership in a messenger boy service

company. Several others were offered him, but the work was
either too hard or the salary too low, and he refused to take any,
and had an open rupture with those whom he claims induced him
to stay in this country, on promise that they would provide hand-
somely for him."

The Sun mentions a number of similar "deals," and then makes

the following comment:
"The whole system is condemned in athletic circles, but there

are so many ways in which athletes can be rewarded for their

athletic ability that it is doubtful if there ever will be a stop to it.

The subject has never been publicly discussed, and the fact that it

has not received notice has made clubs and individuals fearless in

the way they pursue it. President W. H. McMillan, of the Amateur
Athletic Union, alluded to it in an off-hand way in his annual re-

port submitted on September 14, but as a detailed discussion of it

would have implicated several of the large and wealthy clubs in the
Union, no move was made to pry into it."

BOSTON, j NOVEMBER, i88g.

"^TIAGARA FALLS seems to be very popular as the place for

*-™ the next meeting, if we are to judge by the number of letters

we have received endorsing the selection. We must apologize to

our numerous correspondents that we do not publish their letters,

but we acknowledge them, and they only reiterate what has already

been said in favor of Niagara for the annual meet of 1890.

In connection with this question it comes in line to print below

the action of the Niagara Falls Club, which action shows that the

riders there mean business :

"At a recent meeting of the Niagara Falls Bicycle Club, it was
unanimously voted to tender an invitation to the L. A. W. to hold

their next annual meet at Niagara Falls. The invitation will be

presented to the National Assembly at their meeting in February."

' I "*HE New York 5km, in a very able article, exposes the "ways
*- and means" adopted by certain of the New York athletic and

rowing clubs to secure the fast amateurs. It reveals the methods
of how the clubs supply the means of support to men who can

carry their colors to victory in the amateur arena. One illustra-

tion, as told by the Sun, will give an idea of the methods :

"James S. Mitchell came over to this country with the team of
Irish athletes which invaded these shores last fall. Most of the
members of this team returned to their native land, but Mitchell
was such a phenomenal performer that he attracted attention. He
was a farm hand in Ireland, and probably had nothing special to
draw him back. Certain officers of the M. A. C. offered him a

T^HE mysterious disappearance of Mr. W. P. Robinson, par-

-*- ticulars of which and description of whom appears in another

column, is indeed a sad affair. Wisconsin and Minnesota wheel-

men are specially urged to use all effort to get reliable information

and track of the missing young man.

WE have just received a copy of Mr. Robert P. Scott's work,

entitled "Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion." Nextweek

we shall review at length the work.

A MORAL FOR ADVERTISERS.
TES, WE SEND PAPERS TO CHINA, ALSO.

15 Tsukiji, Tokio, Japan, 1st October, 1889.

Llewellyn H. Johnson :

Dear Sir—I saw, in the Bicycling World, your ad. of the Cat-
ford Premier Safety. I want a wheel, and. the Catford seems to be
a fine machine. Please send me a catalogue, and tell me what is the

best you can do for me on a Premier Catford Safety.

Yours' very truly, H. W. Swartz.

AN INC/DENT IN THE HARE AND HOUNDS CHASE
OF THE HARVARD BICYCLE CLUB.

And it came about that two bicyclers were riding down Mt.
Auburn street, one in front of the other. And these two bicyclers

were going fast—that is, they were going as fast as they could.
Then Satan put it into the head of a small boy to throw his cap

in front of the first man's wheel. But the first man was bold beyond
his years, and rode over the cap without injury. Then the small
boy thought he would throw his cap in front of the second man's
wheel, and he ran in front of this same second man, to pick up his

cap.

The second man, seeing the small boy near his wheel, turned to

the right to avoid him, but the small boj', being seized with a great
and sudden fear, jumped to the right also.

And then verily the little boy was sore stricken in the flank; and
likewise the rider was humbled from his proud position. And the
small boy lay on the ground with an exceeding great pain in the
region of" the stomach. And the wheelman, seeing him lying on
the ground -with an exceeding great pain in the region of the
stomach, thought to have killed the small boy, and humbly begged-
his pardon for having killed him.

Presently the small boy got up, saying that he was not hurt.

Then truly the wheelman, seeing that the small boy's exceeding
great pain was but transitory, waxed wroth and shook his fist, and
swore at him, and went his way. Kay Bee.

A Mr. E. F. Staples, of Taunton, Mass., has a bicycle that he
offers to any cycler (barring professional trick riders) who will

ride it away from his residence. Several parties have mounted
the wheel expecting to have an easy victory, but by some peculiar
defect in the gearing, even the most skillful rider is soon thrown
from his seat. He is now awaiting other victims.
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About a year ago the active riders of

BOSTON NOTF^ ^' Somerville organized a bicycle club,

but owing to improper management it

" TONF"K" soon passed into obscurity and nothing
more was heard of it until about a month
ago, when the question of reorganization

was again brought to the attention of wheelmen. The question
was thoroughly discussed in all its stages, and last Thursday
evening fifteen cyclists met and organized under the name of the
Nifty Cycle Club. Although the membership of the club is com-
posed partly of members ol the old club, this organization has no
connection whatever with that formed last spring. The club will

be comfortably housed during the winter on Meade street.

The Charlestown Rovers, who are about the first wheelmen to

be seen on the roads in the spring and the last to house their
machines, will make weekly runs during the present month and
will close a most eventful and enjoyable riding season by an
afternoon's ride to Chestnut Hill Reservoir.

The Somerville Cycle Club has issued a neat invitation to its

sixth annual ball, at Odd Fellows' Hall, Winter Hill, on Tuesday
evening, Dec. 3d. The committee having the party in charge is

doing its utmost to make this party surpass all its predecessors,
both in point of attendance and enjoyment.

It must certainly be encouraging to theL. A. W. to see a society,
such as the Beacon of Boston, take up and thoroughly discuss the
subject of "Roads and Highways." At last Saturday's dinner of
the club this subject was spoken upon by many of the leading
pavers of the State, and Mr. Charles Harris, ex-Superintendent of
streets, stated that there was not a good paved street in Boston.
What's the matter with the attention of the present superintendent
of Boston's public streets being called to Mr. Harris' speech?

Comparatively few persons are aware that P. W. Davis, the
brother of R. H. Davis, of Harvard, is somewhat of a flyer, but
such is the case, and he proved himself to be worthy of that title

by capturing the two mile race at Harvard last Monday afternoon.
His time for the two miles was 611. 58 3-4 sec, and the "time for the
last lap was a little less than 40 sec.

Although it is yet very early in the annual game of League
election, I have heard many tickets spoken ot, and perhaps the
one that will find favor in the eyes of Massachusetts wheelmen is

the appended : For President, Jas. R. Dunn, of Ohio; for first

Vice-President, Dr. W. H. Emery, of Massachusetts ; (or second
Vice-President, Geo. S. Atwater, of District of Columbia.

NEW YORK.
To anyone who has given the question

even the slightest attention, the fact is

plainly evident that the present plan of

"HAWKSHAW" holding L. A. W. championships is an
extremely faulty one, and does not ac-
complish what it is intended to do : i. e.,

determine who is the fastest rider at the distance named. As it is

now the championships are parcelled out all over the country, and
the winner of one secures it through snap judgement by being the
swiftest of local riders. While the winner thus becomes an
L. A. W. "champion" in name, he is often far removed from being
a champion in his speed and form, and the honor is a barren and
meaningless one in consequence. National championships should
only be gained by national competition, and the winner of one
should feel proud of the honor, since to win it he must defeat the
best riders at the distance, in the country. To accomplish this, I

see no way but for the principle of trial heats to be introduced.
Let the local State Championships be ridden at some central point
in each State, and the winners of these only allowed to compete in
the National Championships; by this means the finals will be
between champions, and the winner will indeed then be entitled to
the title, since he will be a champion of champions. As an
incentive to racing men to train and race in their best form, let the
L. A. W. sanction a clause in the constitution of each State
Division, whereby the Division will be authorized to pay the ex-
penses of its champion in the National contests, and the bene-

ficial results from a racing and record point of view will soon
become evident. Local racing men will train and compete in State
Championships where they know that the winning of them means
not only glory of a local contest, but the chance at a national one,
The National Championships would, of course, be held in some of
the large cities, and the profits from same would be no small item,

as soon as the public became aware of the fact that the contests
were really among champions. To further add to the interest and
excitement of the affair, let some arrangement be made whereby
the club to whom the winner belonged should share in the profits of
the meet, and the result would be that when the L. A. W. endorsed
a racing man as a "champion," he would be worthy of the title,

since to bear the term he would have to defeat the best men in the
United States, and until a rider has done this he is only a

"champion" in name, not in reality.

There is a fortune in store for the manufacturer who will invent
some sort of cycle which can be ridden by two riders of the

opposite sex, and which can at will be made to run and steer itself.

It is in the possession of these two qualities more than any others

that has given the dog cart and other vehicles their great ad-

vantages over any of the various forms of cycles, for how can any
wheelman steer and propel a cycle and have time or opportunity
to do anything else, no matter how charming his fair companion
may be? Let some of our manufacturers take notice of this great

defect in wheel construction, and when they have remedied it by
introducing some form of cycle which is perfect in this respect,

they may be sure of both the blessings and the boodle of all

unmarried wheelmen. I have thoroughly studied the subject and
know this to be a fact, but if any one doubts it let him ask
himself or any other wheelmen if I am not right.

The question of whether the L. A. W. should enter into politics

to accomplish road improvements and other needed aids and bene-
fits to cycling is an open one, and will admit of good arguments on
both sides, but to me it seems that whenever one is giveti anything
by the world, and especially the political portion of it, that what is

given is usually not worth receiving, so that to secure valuable and
lasting concessions we must be prepared either to demand them, or

to purchase them. To purchase is often the quickest, if not the

most honorable, way to secure them, but as the L. A. W. is stronger

in its members and its honesty, than in its purse, we can at once
la_> this plan aside, and we find ourselves left the correct and best

method of securing what we ask. Let us be in a position to de-

mand, not to beg or buy what needed improvements and
reforms we want, and at once the way is open for us, and
we will find friends and helpers by the score. It is the might
oftener than the right, that succeeds in politics and in all things

connected therewith. Properly guided, the L. A. W. has in its far

and wide spread membership, a power for political good almost
limitless, and it is my sincerest wish to see it at an early date be-

come conscious of that fact, and exert it for the benefit and protec-

tion of its members.

A wheelman on a lonely Western road was commanded by a

road agent to hold his "hands up." The fright and the unexpected-

ness of the demand rattled the rider so, that he at once took a

header, and in consequence his feet, not his hands, were elevated

in the air. Bicycles were a novelty in that section, and the robber

thought the declination of the wheelman to literally obey this order

of hands up was some new fangled way of pulling a gun on him,

and instantly shot the unfortunate rider. Moral—Don't ride on
lonely Western roads.

In the last Wheelman's Gazette

s- a **t, r, rr>r- c jm-rcc was an article by "Tack," in whichCAMBRIDGE NOTEb.
he ga;d that h/ Would rather be

u „. .,. „„„ „ killed in a war, or in a race, thanKAI tftLO..
live to lose his faculties, and die of
old age or dyspepsia. This must

strike an answering chord in many of us. One cannot read his

article without melancholy, in remembering how soon Jack's wish

was fulfilled, even before it was published.

Two years ago I saw a grand action in a foot-ball game between
Princeton and Harvard. A gigantic Princeton man, with the ball,

broke through Harvard's rush line, passed her half-backs, and had

but one man between him and the goal. That man was Holden,

the full-back. He was not more than half the size of the Princeton

man, but lie did not think of that. That ball must not get to Har-

vard's goal. He bent forward slightly and waited. On came the

Princeton man ; it seemed as if Holden must be annihilated. They
came together, and fell to the ground ten feet beyond. Harvard
was saved, but Holden lay motionless with a broken collar bone,

and had to be carried off the field. Such a sight as this is more in-

spiriting than most sermons. Not a person among the audience,

probably, who did not come away ennobled by seeing it.
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Racing can never die while men keep a high ideal of manly
courage. Nothing, perhaps, can equal foot-ball as a manly sport,

but after that racing, whether on foot or on a bicycle, must come
next. Baseball and tennis call for pluck, but it is of a different

kind.

It is strange that racing men do not realize how large a part of
riding consists in keeping on one's wheel. The first advice to a
novice is to keep on top of his wheel. But a racing man who comes
in last seems to think he has fully excused himself if he says "I
took a header."

MEMPHIS.

"ANCHOR."

I want to make a few remarks criticising

the management of the ioo mile race run
on the Raleigh road on October 20. A race

of this kind should be made over a course
on which a record could be made. Last year
the course chosen was twenty miles in length

{as per rule laid down by the World), but this year the management
laid out a course two miles in length, and at every turn the riders

had to dismount. This was inconvenient to say the least of it,

but what is the use of running a long distance race over a short

course, the time over which can not be put down as record in case

fast time is made? I hope to see the next race run under rules laid

down by this paper; I hope future mangements will take the hint.

[See racing columns for the account of the race.

—

Ed.].

Next month is set for the time in which the long distance medal
will be awarded. This medal is to be a beauty and the chances are

ten to one on Seelig winning, as he still has the lead, which no one
has been able to take away from him since he got to 750 miles, and
he now has to his credit 3347 miles - The score was taken last Sat-

urday night and shows as follows : Julius Seelig 3347 miles; A. F.
Alberts, 1796 miles; *Geo. Phillips, 1686; *Wm. Wood, 1001 ; *Wm.
Whitemore, 868 ; *Julius Wood, 860; *Wm. Haley, 472. [*Dropped
from the race.] In a few weeks a race will be run between Wm.
Whitemore, and a gentleman byname of Cornish of Little Rock,
Ark. President Seelig is making all the arrangements. Of course
we of Memphis are backing our man.

ST. LOUIS.

"LINNEUS:

The corn is in the sere and yellow leaf,

the stubble fields are gray and bleached,
and in the bottom lands the grass is bowed
in dread of the coming frosts. The morn-
ings are crisp and chilly, and the evenings
close swiftly, with the foreboding of the

time of snow. Nature has nearly completed her circle of life, and
vigor and decay, strong life and coming death stand hand in hand.
All vegetation drops towards its yearly end

;
yet amid all these

signs of perishing, cycling moves on in a full maturity of strength
and vigor, which no season of the year can show except this
melancholy, joyous ending and beginning time of fall. Up to the
first of the week the roads hereabout were in an unusual fine con-
dition, which would have been perfect but for the dust, caused by
the long dry spell. Runs have been regularly taken by both the
clubs, but in spite of the fine weather and exertions of Capts.
Hildebrand and Sanders, they were not nearly as well attended as
they should have been. Last Sunday the Cycling Club took its

annual run to Indian Cave, a romantic spot, situated on the
extreme southern edge of the county and reached by way of
the Telegraph road and a short mud road. Twelve of their mem-
bers participated, and to say that they all enjoyed the ride is

putting it mildly. Upon reaching their destination, the par-
ticipants first drank in the beautiful scenery from the top of the
high bluffs towering fully 500 feet above the mighty Mississippi,
and then, under the careful guidance of one of their number,
explored the innermost recesses of this dark cavern. The roof is

as white as alabaster, and wishing to leave a memento of their
visit on its white surface, Geo. Tivy was sent aloft to smoke in the
name of the Cycling Club, the names of the participants and the
date. Hardly had he reached a spot high enough to reach the
ceiling, when the light went out ; then there was royal fun seeing the
boys tumbling over each other in an endeavor to reach the man
with the matches. Everything went off in apple-pie order,
however, and upon reaching Point Breeze upon their return a
hearty dinner was done full justice, and each man registered a
solemn promise to be with the club on its next outing.

The members of the Cycling Club are rejoicing over the fact
tnat they have, by dint of perseverence, secured one of the finest
locations for a club house in the city. The house is situated on
Garrison avenue, and was originally built by Dr. Engelman to be
used as a private hospital. It was never put to this purpose,
however, and has been boarded up for five years. The house is a
two-story brick structure, with a modern wide entrance and stone
trimmings. It is finished throughout in hard wood, and when the

alterations are completed the club will boast as fine a club house as

could be devised.

I understand from Local Consul Scott that the question of

rock roads in Randolph Co. has received a temporary set back,

because of the insane opposition of the merchants of the inland

towns. Never mind we'll bide our time.

Members of the League who have been in the habit of leaving

their tickets at home will soon have ample cause to use them in this

State, as Chief Consul Holm is perfecting arrangements with
hotels in this vicinity, and throughout the State, on the New York
Division plan, to grant reductions only on presentation of ticket.

Framed hotel certificates will be hung in a conspicuous place in

each hotel designated as an official hotel, and a record book will

also be kept there.

I cannot but express a regret that the grand old Missouri
Club, will shortly experience another serious row, brought about
by a few of the non-riding active members who wish to see the dis-

tinctive bicycle feature eliminated from the club. This movement
received a very black eye only a few months ago, but in spite of

this fact I have positive assurance that this question will again be
brought up at the next meeting of the club. The theory that the

introduction of non-riders would eventually increase and strengthen
the active riders' ranks has proven a fallacy. In fact, the new ele-

ment has proved to be a very serious menace to the legitimate

cycling aims of the club. I hate to drag the club's dirty linen out
to public gaze, but the time for decided action has again come, and
unless the riding actives stick together and vote, to a man, for the

purpose of exterminating these would-be reformers, the days of this

club as a bicycle club are numbered. I therefore trust that each
and every active member of this club will make it his business to be
present at the meeting to be held Tuesday, November 5th.

To-night the cyclists of St. Louis, headed by Captain Sanders
and his merry men, will hie themselves to Clarksville, on their

annual visit to meet the cyclists of Hannibal, Quincy and Louisi-

ance.

Local Consul J. Harold Child has gone East on a two months'
visit, and upon his return will assume his former position. During
his stay here he has made many friends, and as an officer of the

Track Association he proved to be all that could be desired. L. H
Frost is another Eastern man who has come among us to live this

season, and if the effete East has any more riders of such calibre

who wish to come out here they will be made welcome.

'ARIEL "

Van Wagoner will be here Friday, and

PENNS YL VANIA. the
f

f°»°™ng day, if the weather is pleas-
• ant, will endeavor to break the Lancaster
Pike record from Paoli into 52d st. The
present figures are forty-eight minutes and
some seconds, made by Wilhelm a couple

of years since, but I am told that the time was not as carefully
checked as it might have been ; however this may be, Van, accom-
panied by Dampman and possibly some of the Kings County men
will attempt to lower these figures. If the weather is pleasant Mr.
Taxis will also enter, but he cannot run any risks riding when the
weather is chilly, as he is liable to become overheated and take cold.

On Sunday the Wilmington Wheel Club will be the guests of the
Pennsylvanias on an invitation run to Willow Grove with dinner at

the latter place. A large delegation is expected up and the visitors

who will be here on Saturday to make the run for the pike record
will be invited to remain over to accompany the run.

Both the South End and Pennsylvania Clubs are out for the
twenty-four hour record. Walton and McCurdv of the South End
made 145 miles week before last, and now McDaniel, Draper and
Clark of the Pennsylvania Club propose to go that one better, while
the South End men express their determination to go for whatever
figures the others may make.

Charles Wilson, Jr., of the South End, and McDaniel propose
doing fifty miles on the asphalt around Passyunk Square with the
intention of seeing how close they can shave the record. The
Square has an asphalt track of five laps to the mile and forms an
admirable course for this sort of work. The only drawback is, that
in order to avoid the pedestrians crossing the square during the
day time, the race will have to be run at night, starting at ten or
eleven o'clock. With the weather we have been having what a nice
cold time the checkers and timers will have.

The first dance of the Pennsylvania Club will be given on next
Tuesday evening, November 5th, the committee in charge being G.
T. Heilig, F. A. Brown, G. T. Laing, H. Mingus, H. L. Roberts,
F. K. Taylor, D. Helms and J. K. Bretz.

Ex-Lieutenant Robert L. Schafker's funeral last week was
attended byr a number of the Century Wheelmen. The club sent a
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very handsome floral tribute. Mr. Schaffer was one of the best

known riders of the club, and his death is greatly regretted.

Captain Leisen of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club will decline

re-election at the expiration of his present term of office. Nobody
is selected for the vacant office as yet, in fact the club are mourning
over the loss of t*o capable men within a year in the Captaincy.

Captain Supplee, since his resignation, has been very rarely seen

on the road owing to press of business, and it is feared that Cap-
tain Leisen's face may also be among the missing. That this will

be a loss to the club goes without saying.

The informal reception and opening of the new club house of the

Century Wheelmen has been postponed until November 21st, when
it is expected that everything will be in readiness. The extension

to the wheel-room will also be under way shortly, when they pro-

pose to show one of the most commodious in the city.

Dr. Fruh, Treasurer of the Century Wheelmen, who had the

misfortune to fracture his ankle by being thrown from his carriage

several weeks since, is slowly convalescing, but it will be some time
before he will be able to ride again.

Strong grounds are taken by the "World" and several other of
the cycling papers, I see, on the question of athletic clubs paying
the expenses of racing men, who connect themselves with these or-

ganizations,but let me ask what is a racing man to do who is not in po-
sition, financially speaking, to take long journeys for the purpose of
attending race meets in a country like ours, where the locations are

so widely separated? An ordinary pocket book cannot stand such a

drain, and the amateur either becomes a promature or else comes
out like a man and has the athletic clubs pay his expenses. Now
which is best, a fair and square deal, or an underhanded whipping
the devil around the stump. Cannot any one suggest a remedy for

the evil, or would it be thought best to debar our best flyers from
entering race meets by cutting off sources of supplies? [Our cor-

respondent has not read us carefully. Our objection is to the
practice of certain athletic clubs practically "hiring" out of town
talent. We do not object to legitimate expenses paid in a
legitimate way.

—

Ed.]

Situated up in the Northwestern part

SHARON, CONN. °f,f
he old ™\odGe.n NutmeS St

f
te '

ls a H»le

village called Sharon, remote from the

"CORN STALK" busy centres °f civilization, a place of
many hills and plenty of bad roads—in
fact, no good ones—the reader would find,

were he by chance to happen this way, a number of wheelmen who
enjoy the sports which are obtained in no other way from that of
bicycling—wheelmen who have had but short experience in its

pleasures, but are as fond of the sport as those who have ridden
the wheel for years and over the best of roads.

Last year the first wheel ever owned in town was owned by the
writer; since that time the sight of a wheel on our streets is so
common as to excite no comment. A few of us belong to the
League, others are on the way.

Through the columns of the World we note the doings which
are continually happening in the outside world, doings of which
we have had but little time or chance to take part; yet they are
of interest to us.

Reading over the "Ladies' Reception Room" items, in the issue
of October 4th, the advice on yielding more of the road than the
law compels you, is advice well wortny of every wheelman's
attention—to my mind—rather than make trouble; the giving up
the last possible inch without taking a header is preferable to a
possible law trouble. In fact a courteous dismount, nine times out
of ten, meets with far greater be.neficial results than the disposition
to show the true motives or principles of a gentleman are unknown
to you, even though you have a wheelman's rights to back you.
The only true way in which to see that which is in and around

about you, as was stated in the same article, is to take things slow.
Starting out on a trip a week or so ago, our company not only
found the above true, but found it more than beneficial, not only
for comfort's sake but pleasure. Our trip registered one hundred
and thirty-six miles, taking from Wednesday noon until Saturday
night; the route was through the Berkshire Hills, west to the
Hudson River and home. Our first night's stop was made at
Great Barrington, Mass. While there Mr. Mansier of the
Berkshire Courier office made our stay very pleasant, giving us an
evening's entertainment it will take a long time to forget. The
run from Great Barrington to Pittsfield, Mass., was not hurriedly
taken, which gave us a chance to size up Stockbridge and Lenox,
as all lovers of sight-seeing should take. Through the courtesies
of Mr. Atwood, Chief Consul, the road from Pittsfield to Hudson
was well mapped out. From Hudson to Poughkeepsie (in order to

reach home on the following night), we took the train. After
spendidgthe forenoon in sight-seeing at the latter place, the mount
was taken at noon ; a pleasant run from there home.

If any one can crowd into the same space of time any more
enjoyment and fun, drink more milk and eat a greater quantity of
apple pie, (which, by the way, were the cause for our stopping at

so many farm houses on the way), their trip like ours could not
have been in vain, and if by chance the reader should another
season take in the Hartford meet and notice a lot of corn stalks in

line, he can feel assured they represent our jolly "Sharon nine."

It is with regret that we say farewell to

SYRACUSE Secretary Cherry. Mr. Cherry expects to be-
come a "blooming Kanuck", and has gone to

^SAI INA " Toronto, Ont., to manage a thriving busi-
ness. He will try to keep posted on what
goes on in the Syracuse Cycling Club. The

vacant Secretaryship must be filled, and the position requires
a hustler. Henry Rounds is favorably spoken of, and stands a good
chance of being elected to the vacancy.

Harry L. Curran has returned from Chicago after nearly a
year's absence to recuperate after a severe illness. Harry likes the
wheelmen of the pork city, and says the roads about there are fine,

except in wet weather. He took several rides over roads entirely
submerged. In places he appeared to be pushing through lakes,
the safety men being so low down that their pedals dipped into the
drink.

"Salina" has some pleasant intelligence for cyclers of Central
New York, in the announcement that there is very likely to be a
fine bicycle race track in Syracuse early next season. Certain in-

fluential men of the city are interesting themselves in the project,
and have gone so far as to hold several meetings. It is not a past
idea, but a real live one. The plan and location will be given in

detail when ready for publication. There are some speedy riders

in the Cycling Club, who with a chance for development will make
their mark among wheelmen. In Central New York there is not a
really fine track for bicycle racing, and the nearest prepared bicycle
track is at Albany. With the addition here it will be a mighty
boom for cycling.

CHICAGO

THE STROLLER.'

Rouse, of Peoria, takes exception to

the comparison of the respective merits
of Winship and Myers, and says they

,, are not in the same class, as Myers has
always beaten Winship, and beat both
Winship and Tuttle in all the principal

races at the Chicago tournament last spring. I think my friend

Rouse must be laboring under a delusion, as Winship, if I mistake
not, only rode in one race at our spring tournament, and that was
the team race in which he started without any training, and in

which Myers was not a contestant. This being the only race in

which Winship was entered or rode, I fail to see how Myers beat
Winship in all the principal races. In the Illinois vs. Chicago road
race this summer, Winship beat Myers, which Harry has also for-

gotten. I trust the two races mentioned above are the only two
races in which Winship has taken part (except those at the recent
Peoria tournament) this season, and I certainly think the two flyers

are in the same class as yet, Winship's well-known staying powers
offsetting Myers' spurt at a finish, and if Winship used as much
head work in racing as the Peoria flyer, would, in my judgment, be
a trifle ahead of Myers on the ladder of fame.

Garden and Lumsden have been in Wisconsin the past week,
trying their skill at hunting, and from the stories they tell of their

successes must be trying to beat the "Famous Seven" at their own
game.

Barrett has left for Trinidad, Col., to accompany Roe thence
to Kansas City, where Van and the big four will meet them, and
then see how the unterrified "Seven" will break the record.

The annual ball of the Illinois Club was well attended Thursday
evening, and a grand time enjoyed by all.

Do you notice the revenge Miles is taking on the Chicagos, for

their recent action on his application? Not a word of news about
the three C.s is to be found in the columns of his paper.

The Lincolns held a very pleasant smoker at their handsome
club house, Saturday evening, that was well attended by members
and visitors, in spite of the inclement weather; the character im-
personations by W. L. Bush, and Prof. Steinbach on the zither,

being especially good.

The Douglas Club ball will be at Apollo Hall, the eve of Novem-
ber 14th, and will be as unique and successful as before. Sloan
will be there, and will not miss any of the waltzes.
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m 3-4 MILES
iiv-

Hours, 59 Minutes, 50 Seconds

oiv a-

SWIFT + SAFETY,
M. Mousset, (France), September- 19, 1889.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CD.,

239 Columbus Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

" Behold the Perfect Man and Mark the Upright/' (which is the Correct thing.) Is

he a knock-kneed individual? You bet he isn't! ! ! Not much! ! ! Because he rides a 'White Flyer

Safety, which is a foe to the tendency, and will effect a radical cure if its use is persevered in. We
need not tell you to order a W. F. right away. A word to the wise is sufficient. We will, however,

call your attention to our unrivalled Three-Knot Skookum Oil. The name is not familiar to

you? Of course it isn't! ! ! When we offer a thing for sale, it is something new, and has an

air of novelty and a name that has some character to it. Skookum Oil is the oil of the

Skookum, an animal who stays out late nights and gets home early in the A. M. He is said

to be blind, like a oriole, and has the same kind of a boring tool on the end of his nose; its hair

and fur very long, points towards its head, said to be caused by running backwarks, the favorite

style of locomotion of the animal. He has an exceedingly long tail and seems fond of practical

jokes, as when the new moon appears he at once ties a knot in his tail
;

just when he ties the

second knot, the best authorities (Injuns) differ, but all agree that at the full of the moon he has

three knots in his tail. This is the sign he hangs out, that he is ready to yield up his oil.

As he is always in best condition at this time, the oil, if Three knot, keeps for an indefinite

period in perfect condition. We shall soon offer a lot of Three-Knot Skookum Oil.

Write for a picture of the Skookum, taken by our artist on the spot. Shows the Skookum as

he always looks when seen by a white man. Address

WHITE CYCLE CO., WESTBORO', MASS., U. S. A.
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ONCE MORE!

Ydii Wagoner and the Eagle to ront

The great Wilmington 2 5-mile handicap road race

October 19th, won from Scratch by Wm. Van Wag-
oner on a 46-lb. EAGLE. Time, 1 hour 37 minutes

52 seconds. Twenty-three starters and twenty finished.

What's the matter with the EA&LE 7

IT'S ALL RIGHT!
IT DOES NOT FOLLOW TO ANY GREAT EXTENT, BUT GEN-

ERALLY LEADS THE PROCESSION.

Catalogue Free. Agents Wanted.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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You should have seen the letter that Burley Ayres wrote to Van
in regard to Miles. Conk, says it was a corker, and were it not so

filled up with dashes and exclamations I would send you a copy for

publication. Burley proposed the "By-stander" for membership,
hence the letter. But why Van only?

Aruhur has volunteered to instruct the Illinois cyclers in the

manly art during the winter. Road hogs will do well to take warn-

ing from this next season.

When Chief Consul High

pnnrrnpn/ /<r NOTF? learned that the Ohio Divisionporkorolis jvujus.
had been passed in point of num .

,,„„.„ » bers by Illinois, he pulled off his

coat, rolled up his sleeves, spit on
his hands, and, after boxing the

ears of some half dozen messenger boys, sat down and wrote
letters to a number of Local Consuls in localities where the L. A W.
membership was small, urging them to bring in all the new mem-
bers they could. In response he has received promises of large

accessions to the League ranks in the near future. If these prom-
ises are fulfilled Illinois will—but perhaps I had better not make
any rash assertions.

On the evening of October 26, a meeting of the local wheelmen
was held at the rooms of the C- B. C. to take some action towards
entertaining the State meet to be held here next July. There were
present representatives from the Avondales, Crescents, Kentons,
Athletics and Cincinnatis. Conspicuous among the throng were
the Veteran Jennings, the Patriarchal Bennett, the Bashful Justis,

the Victorious "Teddy," the Poetic Fuller, the Industrious Workum,
the Brave Loewenstein, and the Intellectual Norton. Chief Con-
sul M. A. High, in his usually mild and deliberate manner, made
an earnest appeal to those present to unite in the endeavor to make
the meet a success. His remarks were received with considerable
enthusiasm, and all who heard him, won by his seductive eloquence,
agreed to aid him in every possible way to make the meet one long
to be remembered. After appointing several committees the meet-
ing adjourned to convene again on the last Saturday in November,
at the Cincinnati Gymnasium.
A run to the Zoo will no doubt be on the meet programme.

Among the attractions on that day there might be a scratch race
between the porcupine and the red, white and blue monkey, a han-
dicap race between the elephant and the tumble bug, trick riding
by the giraffe, and an example of a final spurt by the sea lion.

In the championship race of the C. B. C. Wayne and Baldwin
made a big mistake in allowing Benckenstein to gain such a lead.
They supposed, from the pace he set, that he would do himself up
long before reaching the finish. He evidently knew what he was
about, for he had made the distance but three days before in fifty-

nine minutes.

It is said that Charley Allen intends to compete in the next
C. B. C. championship race. If he does—look out! for it is be-
lieved that he will be finished long before Benckenstein reaches
Springdale.

*

The fall games of the Plainfield

NEW JERSEY NOTES. ^^ £'Ub ' ^'^
,

are t0
u
6

held in Crescent Rink, on the

"NITRAM" evening of November 14, promise
to be a grand success. The open
events include 70-yard dash, half-

mile run, and one-mile safety bicycle race. Entries are coming in
well, and as a gold and silver medal are the first and second prizes
in each event, the competition promises to be close and exciting.
After the games a "smoker" will be held in the club house, to
which all visiting wheelmen are cordially invited.

A revival of interest in wheeling has been growing in Newark.
The Atalantas have increased their membership, in the last few
months, from 21 to 53. Keep it up, Atalantas ! New Jersey will
soon hold its old position in the League.

The Hudson County Wheelmen took an all-day run to Plainfield
on Sunday, October 20th, where they dined, returning in the after-
noon. This club, one of the most enterprising in the State, will
give an entertainment in their club house, about November 10th, in
honor of the ladies who have so kindly assisted them during the
past year, and a very interesting programme is promised. From
December 17 to 21, inclusive, they intend holding a fair in their
club house, No. 555 Communipaw avenue. Remembering the old
saying, "Sweets to the sweet," the boys have induced the ladies to
attend the booths, and success is therefore doubly assured.

Owing to the inclemency of the weather, the lantern parade to
have been given by the Elizabeth Wheelmen, on Saturday evening,

October 26th, was postponed indefinitely. Not discouraged, how-
ever, Captain Gilbert sent telegrams to the Captains of all the
clubs that were to have participated in the parade, requesting them
to bring their men and join in the festivities of a "smoker," which
was enjoyed by about 150 members from the following clubs:
Plainfield, Kings Count}', Atalantas, Hudson County, Elizabeth,
Athletic, Pamrapo, Orange Wanderers, Riverside, Essex, Roselle
Ramblers, Rutherford, Passaic, Orange Y. M. C. A. and New Jersey
Wheelmen. Music, dancing, singing, and addresses by President
Geo. C. Pennell, Chief Consul Dr. G. Carleton Brown, and Vice
Consul Dr. H. A. Benedict, were the order of the evening. Among
other things Dr. Brown said that the long expected New Jersey
Division road book would be ready about December 1st, and al-

though the price had been raised from forty to sixty cents, the
division would endeavor to supply its members free of charge.
The committee in charge of the refreshments had supplied such an
abundance that twice the number present could have been supplied
with ease, and the music, which was under the direction of" the
bugler of the club, Mr. A. T. Downer, was "simply immense."
The evening was thoroughly enjoyed by all who participated, and
much credit is due the Elizabeth Wheelmen for the happy way in

which they overcame the interference of Sir Pluvius.

At the "smoker" of the Elizabeth Wheelmen Mr. Rudolph
Struck, of Newark, an amateur prestidigitator was unearthed, and
afforded much amusement by his clever performance.

The Racing Committee of the

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. Rambling Wheelmen have fixed up-
on November 6th as the date for the

"ATOSTAW" road race. A course of fifteen

miles will be travelled, and the race
will take place at Seaside Park. At

first several demurred about having the event take place at the
Park, the riders of safeties claiming that the high wheels had an
advantage, owing to the smooth condition of the roads. The Park,
however, is a delightfully situated spot, and as it has a boulevard
extending along the Sound for several miles, will make an excellent
place for the race. Another advantage is the fact that the riders
can be seen while travelling over the course, and a large number
of spectators will undoubtedly witness the race. In addition to the
cup there will be a second prize of a handsome silver medal. Mr.
Joseph Wilkinson, in behalf of the Pope Mfg. Co., has also kindly
consented to furnish a third prize.

Captain Arthur B. Smith, of the Rambling Wheelmen,
sprained his left wrist quite severely on the morning of the 21st
inst. He was riding along Stratford avenue on his machine, and
his wheel becoming caught in the horse car track a bad header was
the result. It will be a couple of weeks before he is able to ride
again.

The Bridgeports held an interesting meeting in their rooms on
Fairfield avenue, Saturday evening, the 19th inst. An amendment
to the constitution was discussed, after which a "smoker" was held.
Refreshments were also served during the evening.

While in Philadelphia the other day,

NE WS we saw the steam tricycle at Kirk Brown's.
It certainly was a most beautiful vehicle

AND COMMENT and the steam apparatus the very acme of
ingenuity. The affair, however, seemed
almost too complicated for a man not up

in steam engineering, to handle. The great difficulty with these
steam carriages is, that they cease to be practical when skill and
knowledge is required to run the same. In other words the public at
large are not sufficiently up in the use of steam to be able to run a
steam engine.

Mr. F. P. Prial was in town last Wednesday and made us a call.

W. F. Murphy, of Brooklyn, lately succeeded in lowering the
Queens Co. mile record to 2.59 3-5. The best previous was
3-03 3-5-

Van Wagoner offers a gold medal as a prize to the winner of a
5 mile road race to be held Wednesday, Nov. 6.

The Portland, Me., Wheel Club propose shortly to give a
minstrel entertainment.

The introduction of the safety in Portland, Me., has been the
means of more than doubling the number of riders in that city.

Tom Roe allowed his beard to grow in the interim between
leaving San Francisco and arriving at Albuquerque. He left San
Francisco with a neatly trimmed moustache and smooth chin. He
arrived at Albuquerque a bearded pard.

Charles Johnson, of New Haven, Ct., was recently accident-
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Send to WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass., for Catalogue.

ally run down by the driver of the stage. Mr. Johnson was on
the right side of the road, but the driver "did not see him."

C. J. Iven, who won the Buffalo to Rochester road race, is a

reporter on the Rochester Union.

The Lancaster, Pa., Bicycle Club has given up the ghost. We
hear that the chief cause of demise was the heavy losses sustained

at the tournament given by the club last summer. Another cause

was that certain of the club members did not live in harmony.
We also hear that a new club will be formed.

The Melrose (Mass.) Bi. Club gave a reception last Friday.

President Hilbourne did the honors graciously. The ladies were
present in full force. A fine spread by Dill was disposed of.

Music and dancing finished up the programme.

In commenting on the great Rochester to Buffalo road race a

Buffalo paper says: "It was noticeable that the ordinaries left the

safeties in the rear."

Tom Roe "keeps a'moverin."

Niagara Falls seems to be the choice of "the people" as the

next place of the L. A. W. meeting.

Mr. J. R. Dunn and Mr. C. S. Luscomb are so far the only avowed
candidates for the Presidency. Mr. Mott and his friends have not

yet decided as to whether the able Marylander will be in the field for

the suffrages of the L. A W. members.

We received by mail the following item cut from a Newark, N. J.,

paper. On the margin of the cutting the sender writes : "How
about this?" We don't ^kow how about it, we haven't recovered

our breath yet. It is a bit startling to be told that 1.58 for the mile
has been made, but when "Mr. Dubois" states his belief that "better

time can be made" on this wheel, we feel paralysis gently stealing

over us. Now for the clipping : "A tandem bicycle with a fifty-six-

inch wheel went bowling over the walks in Military Park yesterday
afternoon at almost railroad speed wherever the walks were clear of
pedestrians. The sight was a novel one and the crowd enjoyed it

hugely. The machine is the first high-wheel tandem ever made.
It is the invention of J. A. Dubois, of the Atalanta Wheelmen's
Association, and was built by E. Alsdorf & Co., of this city. It

covers over fourteen feet with each revolution of the wheel, The
machine was ridden yesterday by Mr. Dubois and George W. Car-
man, Jr., the former having the first saddle. With the wheel all

previous records for speed can be beaten, one mile being covered in

one minute and fifty-eight seconds. Mr. Dubois believes that even
better time than this can be made. The machine is a smooth rider,

easily steered and said to be safe."

Dick Howell and Ralph Temple are having it over records.

Temple says Dick's claim of 2.31 2-5 for the mile is a false claim,

and Dick retorts that the quarter-mile record of Temple, 32 2-5

seconds, is a fake. "So you pays your money and takes your
choice."

A Scotch "Chairman of a local board" announces his opinion
that "cycling is the curse of the age." We hope the manufacturers
won't take the opinion of the local Solon too much to heart and
shut up shop.

The Milwaukee, Wis., Wheelmen have secured new rooms, at

225 West Water street, and will be settled in same by the first week
in November.

Mr. W. F. Gassler, Jr., of Niagara Falls, has accepted the
challenge of J. B. Milley and F. M. Brinker, to ride them respec-
tively a one-mile race on the safety and ordinary.

An interesting question to wheelmen arose in the recent Bristol
races, and has just been decided by the Racing Board of the League.
A diamond pin was offered as a special prize for the fastest half-

mile run in any event. Charles H. Wood, of Hartford, entered the
three-mile lap race, ran a fast half mile, and then drew out of the
race. By the racing rules, no man can take a prize in a lap race
unless he finishes the race. It was claimed under this rule that
Wood's half-mile record could not count for the scarf pin. The
question was referred to the L. A. W. Racing Board, who have
awarded the pin to Wood, holding that the special offer was not
governed by the general lap rule.

Mr. R. Phillip Gormully, President of the Gormully & Jef-
fery Mfg. Co., of Chicago, gave us the pleasure of a call at our
office last Monday. Mr. Gormully has but lately returned from a
pleasure trip to Europe, where he enjoyed a well-earned respite
from the cares and duties of a great and growing business. The
gentleman stated that his rest and vacation had done him a world
of good and his hale and healthy appearance did not belie his

words. He was glad to take a rest, but the pleasure of going did
not equal the pleasure of returning. "There is no place like

home" said Mr. Gormully. He reports an excellent business
year, and is already making plans for a still further extension
during the coming season.
Mr. T. F. Ryan, ot the St. Nicholas Bicycle Co., ot Chicago,

gave us a call last Wednesday. He reports business good in his

territory for his company.

Mr. J. Harold Child, with Mr. Snitzjer, of St. Louis, paid a
visit to the Hub this week. We had the pleasure of meeting Mr.
Child, who, by the way, is a brother of Kennedy.

Mr. Stringer, of the Coventry Machinists' Co., is paying a
visit to this country, in the interests of his company. We had the
pleasure of meeting Mr. Stringer at the Town Club the other day.
He will stay in the United States for a few weeks, and then back to
old England in time to eat his Christmas dinner.

A writer from Hillsdale, Mich., asks : "In what way can we
get the city to fill the holes beside the cross walks? Several riders

have taken bad headers because of those holes." In case of injury
to person or machine the city can be made liable for damages. A
suit and recovery for damages is the best remedy, and one that will

likely cause the roadway to be put in a safe, rideable condition.

The Somerville (Mass ) Bi. Club will hold its sixth annual ball

at Odd Fellows' Hall, Winter Hill, Tuesday evening, Dec. 3d next.

We are in receipt of an excellent photo, group of the Berkshire
Rovers of No. Adams, Mass., taken by S. S. Quinn of that place,

and from whom copies can be obtained on application.

Mr. A. H. Overman, President of the Overman Wheel Co., will

return home in a short time from his vacation and trip abroad. He
will find completed improvements at Chicopee Falls, which when
he went away were in course of being made.

Chicago and St. Louis are both flooding the country with circu-

lars putting forth the attractions of their different cities as the place
for the exhibition in 1892. Both cities are generous in contributions,

money is plenty and more a-coming. What a different aspect New
York presents. Lots of local newspaper talk, lots of suggestions as

to grand devices, but cash not plenty and real push wanting. We
tear the Empire City will get left.

We are sorry to read of dissensions in the Cambridge (Mass.)
Bicycle Club, which has led to the resignation of Mr. Perkins.

It is the old story of quarrel between the associate and social

element and the cyclers. The social branch of the club have
come up on the top of the heap, and the disbandment of the

Cambridge Bicycle Club, as a bicycle club, is a likely sequel.

We present to our readers' notice below, a bona tide name of a

Welsh parish. To the first ten who send in the correct pro-

nunciation, as given by the natives, we will send a copy of A. B.

Barkman's book, entitled "Hints on Cycling:"
" Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwll-llandis-

iliogogogoch."
We hear that good Welsh wives require their husbands to

pronounce this name distinctly after returning late home "from the

lodge," not for publication, of course, but as a proof that the

spring water imbibed was of a good quality, and that they have
not "too much of it." Won't "Senator" Morgan please try his

hand at it?

WHEELMEN'S RIGHTS IN TENNESSEE.

While riding near Lebanon, Tenn , several weeks ago, Mr. Jas.

H. Barham of Nashville met a wagon drawn by a mule. The mule
showed a tendency to get frightened and the driver, getting out to

hold the mule, told Mr. Barham to pass by. Mr. Barham had in the

meantime dismounted and in trying to roll his wheel by, 1 he mule
became frightened and dashed off down the pike. Mr. Barham at

once put his wheel down, overtook the mu'e and assisted the driver

to hold the wild animal until the parties who were in the wagon
could get out. The mule then jerked loose from its captors, turned

up a lane near by and wrecked the wagon. The owner of the wagon
has entered suit against Mr. Barham in the Circuit Court for $10,000

damages. Mr. Barham, after employing a competent lawyer, ap-

plied to Chief Consul J. R. Wilson, Jr., for aid in fighting the case.

As this is clearly a case for the L. A. W. to take hold of, Chief

Consul Wilson has promised to see that Mr. Barham has all the as-

sistance which the Division can give. As this is the first case of the

sort that has ever come up in Tennessee, the result of the trial will
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be looked forward to with great interest The hearing of this suit

will come off probably between now and January ist. The Ten-
nessee Division, although small, will do all in its power toward
gaining this suit, and endeavor to put a stop to the cry that comes
from all parts of this State as well as others where the League is

weak—"What good does League membership dome?" Chief Con-
sul Wilson intends showing those who have not joined our ranks
as well as those who are connected with his Division that the League
will stand by them in all matters where the rights of wheelmen are

concerned. There can, of course, be little doubt as to the result of
the trial. ' Dash."

LADIES' RECEPTION ROOM.

[All communication to "Ladies' Reception Room" should be
addressed to Helen Grey, care of this office.

—

Ed.]

Expect soon to hear a marvellous tale of a bear hunt on bicycles.

We have had the hunt, but we haven't as yet bagged the game.
Eastern Massachusetts has been in a great state of alarm during the
last month, arising from the escape of a bear from a wandering
showman, and the visits of his unwelcome bearship to numerous
farms, where he has killed animals and frightened the peaceful
agriculturalists. He has been seen, chased, shot at. But he still

wears his hide. Wheelmen have been particularly interested in the
search that has been made for Bruin, and numerous parties have
been organized to ride about the vicinity where he was last re-

ported, with the hope of getting sight of him. "If we can only get
him to chase us," said one of them to me the other day, "I think
we can keep away from him and lead him to where the gunners can
attend to him." It is needless to say that the ladies do not relish

the presence of Mr. Bear, and the wooded roads are not the favored
paths for them at this time. Like all scares of the kind the danger
has been greatly magnified, and Bruin has terrorized the people for
miles and miles around. And yet the tale has truth for its basis,

for the bear has been seen many times and his presence has been
made manifest. He chased a party of wheelmen near Highland-
ville last Sunday, and was making a v^ry lively pace, when a car-
riage approaching from the opposite direction frightened him, and
he took to the woods. The wheelmen tried to stir him up again,
but he preferred to remain under cover. They report that the marks
of his great claws were easily distinguishable in the dust of the
roadway over which he passed. I hope I may be spared a meeting
with Bruin, and yet I do not believe I shall ride one mile the less,

though he has seen fit to take up his lodgings within the territory
pressed by my rubber.
The glorious Indian summer invites us to the country. Ride

now, and enjoy the red and gold tinted forests, for in these few
weeks do we have the choicest riding of all the year.
But the riding season is about over, and we may now look back

and see what we have done. I shall be very glad to know what the
ladies have been doing this year, and will thank them to send me
their records and a concise narrative of the season's work. Any
little hint regarding the best way of riding, the best costume, etc.,

etc. , will be of value, for remember that when you send those things
to me they go to help many who are yet in their novitiate, and to
whom they will be a boon.

I was not a little surprised to hear, the other day, that Buffalo
ladies use no brake on their wheels. I can hardly imagine what
they gain by leaving the brake off, and I can see a great many ad-
vantages that they lose. I shouk not dare coast without a brake,
and if I could not coast much of the delight of riding wonld disap-
pear. Will some Buffalo rider let us know why the brake is taken
off? Helen Grey.

TOAT ROE IS PROGRRSSI.VG.

The latest advices show that Tom Roe, the Chicago Herald's
tourist, is making good time, though he has been suffering because
of a lame knee. He was at Watrous, N. M., October 26, having
covered some 1450 miles. The receptions given the tourist at places
he has stopped in New Mexico have been on a princely scale. At
Albuqurque he was received by a delegation of leading citizens, and
not allowed to go on his way until he had been "banqueted."
Speaking of his condition, he says :

"My health is of the very best. I am pretty well tanned, as you
see, but have lost no flesh by the hardships I have undergone.
When I wheeled out of the Palace Hotel in San Francisco I weighed
178 pounds. Down the San Joaquin Valley I sped along at a very
rapid gait, and when I entered the Mojave Desert I weighed 165
pounds. The desert is nearly three hundred miles long, and it

took me at least fifteen days to traverse it. My leg pained me
terribly. After I crossed the Mojave desert I was weighed, and
found to my surprise that I had gained five pounds. This gain I

attribute to eating good solid beefsteaks at the Santa Fe eating
houses. I got weighed here this morning, and discovered that I

tip the beam at 176 pounds, so, you see, I have kept my weight."
Tom Stevens' time from San Francisco to Chicago was seventy-

three days, while a man named Gregg claims a record of fifty-nine
days. It is this last record (though not authentic) that Roe wants
to beat, and, barring accidents, he will accomplish his intent.
At Kansas City a large delegation from Chicago will go down to

meet him, and if he gets there on time the temperature of that
lively city will rise perceptibly, by means of the warm reception
Tom will get. The Chicago Herald has sent invitations to all the
leading sporting papers to have a representative go down to Kan-
sas City and meet Roe.

LA TER.
Tom Roe arrived at Trinidad, Col., Oct. 27. By a good deal of

hard riding Roe has been able to catch up on his lost time and at
Trinidad he was a day ahead of the schedule time. If his knee does
not go back on him he will make his schedule sure.

MR. MOTT TO MR. SHRIVER.

Editor Bicycling World: After a practical experience in the field

of several years in facing (and backing) guns and fortifications,

and over twenty years' practical experience with that military
branch of the army, who are educated in the science of war, and
who study, plan out and build fortifications, and being tolerably
familiar with that subject and of the opinions of military men, in-

cluding Gen. Sheridan, perhaps it will not be surprising if ignor-
ance is confessed on the military point brought forward by Mr.
Shriver in his communication to the last issue of the Bi. World.
Mr. Shriver writes: "Perhaps he (Mott) is not aware that the
most elaborate fortifications abroad have been pronounced useless

against modern artillery." No, ignorance is confessed. "Who pro-
nounced" them so? newspapers? As there is no limit except that
of finance in protecting guns ashore, the engineers have felt tolera-

bly secure in being able to put enough metal or clean, sharp sand
in front of a shot to stop it. How much steel will a shot pass
through—20, 30, 50, 100 feet? Ignorance is also confessed "that
no less an authority than Gen. Sheridan has declared that the true
policy for us in such matters is to dig rifle pits only." Perhaps Mr.
Shriver will pardon if it is greatly doubted that Gen. Sheridan
ever made any such idiotic remark in relation to fortifications gen-
erally. Rifle pits are for the protection of men handling small
arms against the shot of small arms. If the fifty million inhab-
itants of the United States were armed and assembled in rifle pits

on each side of New York Bay, Mr. Shriver would be tolerably safe
in attacking the great metropolis with an Hoboken Ferry boat
armed with an old smooth bore ten-inch Columbiad. Isn't Mr.
Shriver getting a little mixed on field and harbor fortifications?
No, if this is "the kind of discussion" that the League will be
plunged into, it is not feared in the least. League members will
hardly discuss matters generally that they have not some little in-

formation about beyond a very superficial knowledge. It is seldom
a League member will "plunge" in where angels fear to tread.
Understand, please, this is not personal to Mr. Shriver. No such
discourtesy is intended. But League members generally will not
put in cold print assertions that they are not sure of.

Yes, national, interstate roads is "a hopeful field for work;" ex-
tremely so, and the more "hopeful" if it follows the channel of "the
annual river and harbor scandal" "that corrupts Congress at each
session." Having been in "the annual river and harbor scandal"
for over twenty years, and being perfectly familiar with the whole
circumlocution through Congress and out of it, having handled
millions of the money appropriated, and yet, even yet, alas pre-
served a modicum of honesty ("if I do say it as shouldn't," as
Dickens' characters have it), it may be asserted that it is quite sure
that that "precedent" was and is intended, and is not "unfortun-
ately chosen for illustration." That is the "illustration" desired to
be made, and it is also quite sure "that the experience of the peo-
ple," actual experience—not hearsay or theory—will make national
roads quite as popular as rivers and harbors are now ; that practical
popularity which begets annual appropriations. Of course, if Mr.
Shriver is sure that the "river and harbor scandal" is a dishonest
scheme, then it cannot be hoped that he will join in or embrace the
similar national roads scheme.
"Who except wheelmen wants interstate highways si nee railroads

were invented?" Well, it was thought that question was answered
in former articles before asked. Why, the United States wants
them for military and postal purposes; farmers want them; horse-
men, pleasure and business drivers, manufacturers, store keeper*,
clerks, book-keepers, laborers and everybody else ; even railroads
want them as feeders. It cheapens living, and everybody feels it.

It makes the country blossom as a rose, and everybody participates
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in the general prosperity. Mr. Shriver appears to have imbibed

the idea that national highways are for stage coaches, and that as

that primitive method of travel has to a great extent been super-

seded by the railroad, the highways must pass away with the

coaches. It is really too much of an undertaking to follow Mr.
Shriver "round and round the mulberry bush." Every point he

has raised has been treated of in former articles, except the

"socialism," and "the State directing industry," "free trade," "pro-

tection," and all that sort of thing. It is confessed those subjects

are not thoroughly understood, and really of not much importance

in connection with the very simple subject of interstate highways.

Mr. Shriver has discovered that the writer is a "protectionist," as

opposed to his "free trade." Well, thanks awfully for the informa-

tion, but as the technical terms are not thoroughly understood there

is not much enlightenment. Of course he cannot furnish the com-
prehension, and so the writer is quite as happy as if he had been

called "a son-of-a-gun." In discussing those topics with Mr.
Shriver, the writer would be as far "out of depth" as Mr. Shriver is

in "Internal Improvements" and "River and Harbor scandals."

Both would be at the mercy of the crude knowledge of some sub-

editor eager to fill space, and who seizes the topic of the hour to

enlighten (?) his readers; at least, that is generally where we get

our impressions from when we have not made a life-long study of a

subject which perhaps does not greatly interest us. If "our par-

ties" have ever "fought over" the question of internal improvements
they have not done it in a couple of decades, and each party, Demo-
cratic and Republican, votes annual appropriations for internal im-
provements, and have had it as a plank in their platforms.

But what is the use of going around in a ring continually. All

thete things have been said and said, written and written, and the

repetition will be tiresome to the reader and do no real good.
Belief is simply asked that the writer knows what he is talking

about when discussing internal improvements and the circum-
locution of appropriations in that direction by Congress, for his

life work has been in that line, and it can be stated with entire

truth and without fear of successful contradiction, that there are

fewer abuses in the "River and Harbor scandal" than in the use of
public money for any other public purpose, with few exceptions,

like lighthouses, fortifications, etc. Not one dollar of river and
harbor money has ever been stolen or misapplied, and proof to the

contrary is freely challenged.
Having long been an admirer of "Hawkshaw's" writings, it is

more encouraging than can well be expressed, to read his com-
mendation in the Bi. World, issue of October 25. Holding a

public position, it would be unwise and impolitic to put in print all

the ways and means of accomplishing the grand project of
national roads. To do so might bring a very unpleasant buzzing
around the ears of a public servant and lead to serious con-
sequences to him. This makes a handicap in any public dis-

cussion of the ways and means, but the information will be
available for any L. A. W. committee, should it undertake the
project. This has been hinted in former articles, and it is thought
"Hawkshaw" comprehends. His words are extremely gratifying,

and the kindness intended is thoroughly and sincerely appreciated.
Albert Mott.

Baltimore, Oct. 28, 1889.

MISSING.

William Platte Robinson, of Richmond, Ind. (about 20
years of age, light hair and complexion, about five feet ten inches
high, erect in carriage, weignt about 150 pounds) is missing
from Lake City, Minn., since the evening of Sept. 6, 1889, where
he was last seen rowing from the shore of Lake Pepin. Was sup-
posed to have been drowned, but is now believed to be wandering
under aberration of mind, caused by a partial sunstroke suffered
some days previously.
He wore a blue cutaway suit of light weight, a blue soft hat,

laced shoes, a flannel shirt, and had with him a small bundle, sup-
posed to contain a red-striped or checked bathing suit. Is believed
to have had with him a Smith & Wesson nickel-plated revolver, an
English lever gold watch with white open face, and the name T.
M. Brown engraved on back of the case, and a moderate sum of
money. He had and may wear blue or green spectacles, but not
for any defect in sight. His nose has been broken by an accident,
and a cut through the upper lip left an indistinct scar, noticeable
especially when laughing. He was an active member of the Y. M.
C. A., a member of the Protestant Episcopal Church, a member of
the Wheelman's Club, and an ardent lover of all out-door sports
and the gymnasium. Is an expert stenographer and typewriter,
and an amateur in telegraphy ; might seek employment as such.
Was spending vacation at Lake City, and was intending to go at
an early day to St. Paul by river, spending a few days there, and at

Minneapolis, thence to Chicago by railandboat, and then home.
A liberal reward will be paid for his body or effects, or for any

information leading to a recovery of either or both. Information
may be given to or obtained from Geo. F. Benson or H. A. Hub-
bard, Lake City, Minn.; Ass't Gen'l Supt. Collins, C, M. & St.

Paul R. R., Minneapolis, Minn.
; John F. Miller, Columbus, Ohio,

or H. E. Robinson, Richmond, Ind.

LATER.
In answer to a telegram we sent on Wednesday we received the

following

:

"Has not been found ; but is thought to be somewhere in Wis-
consin, as a person answering description has been seen."

H. E. Robinson.

THE MARYLAND DIVISION AND LOCAL POLITICS.

The Maryland Division Highways Committee has struck out in-

to local politics, as will be seen by reading the following circular,

which has been sent to candidates for offices in the city of Balti-

more government

:

CIRCULAR.
Dear Sir: The committee on Highway Improvement of the

Maryland Division, League of American Wheelmen, believing that
Baltimore is one of the worst paved cities in the country, and that a
decided reform in the matter is imperatively demanded by a very
large number of citizens of all classes, propose to throw the votes of
the wheelmen of the city, and of all other classes interested in the
subject, in favor of those nominees now before the public, irrespec-

tive of party, who will do most to give our city better paved streets.

We desire to ascertain your views on the subject, in order that those
whom we represent may know how to cast their ballots. With this

end in view we ask you to forward at once to the undersigned (for
which purpose a stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed), your
answers to the questions on the enclosed blank, making them as
full and definite as possible, as we propose to publish the results of
our inquiries previous to the coming election.

We advocate the laying o'f the highest grade street pavements
because of the consequent great enhancement of property values

;

the vast improvement in cleanliness, and hence in the public
health, and because, while high-grade surfaces are somewhat more
expensive as to first cost, they are by far the most economical in

the long run for the reasons that the cost of keeping them in re-

pair is trifling, and they require relaying only at very long intervals.

The wheelmen feel that their aim is a thoroughly unselfish one
for the reason that, while they are to benefit thereby, so are also, to

quite as great an extent, all horse owners, pleasure drivers, busi-

ness men who use horses and wagons, and in fact all, even pedes-
trians, who use the city's streets.

We ask that your answer may be prompt and in perfect accord
with what may be expected of you in the event of your election, as

you will be asked to take prompt action when the City Council as-

sembles. Help us and we will help you.
Very truly, &c.

,

James B. Reed,
Chairman Highway Improvement Com.
THE QUESTIONS.

1. Do you favor the laying of the highest grade pavements in

the city of Baltimore, and of such enly?
2. Will you, if elected, vote for an ordinance which shall require

the city to pay the whole cost of repaving any street or streets the

repaving of which may be hereafter provided for by the City Coun-
cil, as opposed to the present custom of one-third payment by the

city, and two-thirds by the owners of property fronting on the pro-

posed improvements?
3. In the event of your election will you, if requested, introduce

such an ordinance in the City Council, and do all in your power to

secure its passage?

THE WIND BLEW HIM ALONG.

Naturally the plain unvarnished statement that Bert Myers
had ridden a mile straight away' in 2.13, caused a thrill of unbelief
to wander through our brain, and consequently we allowed the
thrill to direct our pen in a doubting vein. Our comments have
called forth the following statement from a Peoria gentleman :

"In commenting about Mr. Myers' wonderful performance on
the high-geared safety, you say that the figures got cross-legged
and were intended for 2.31 instead of 2.13. This is not the case.

Mr. Myers rode that mile in 2.13 without any doubt, and as the
Peoria Bicycle Club have had the mile surveyed on several different

occasions there can be no possible doubt about the distance. The
reason for his making such phenomenal time was a gale of wind
which fairly blew him along the road. The time was taken by two
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responsible members of the Peoria Bicycle Club, and there is no
question of the performance having been bona fide. It was cer-

tainly a wonderful performance under any circumstances, but that

he actually rode the mile in 2.13, there is not the slightest doubt."

This claimed performance is on a par (only more remarkable) of

the 2.19 ride of Lee, Whittaker and Oxborrow on a Rudge Triplet.

The riding of a mile in 2.13 on a 60 inch wheel means that each

crank would have to make two and three-fourths revolutions per

second and the machine would have to travel nearly forty feet !

!

Will our Peoria friends bear with us if we analyze what this per-

formance means, and ask for statements from the gentlemen who

did the timing? How was it done ? what kind of watches were used ?

and any other points that might suggest.

WHT IS MONEY CHARGED TO ENTER AMATEUR
RACES?

This is a question that I have been turning over in my mind, and
I have come to the conclusion that it is necessary only to bring the

men to the scratch, but when they do come to the tape and race I

think the managers of the race meet ought to refund the money.
Now we will sav that a man wants to enter the races at Hartford,

and lives in Providence ; he would go for two days, and would enter

two events each day, the entrance fees would be $500; railroad ex-

penses, round trip, $4 50; two days' board, $2.50, $500; the loss

of two days' labor, $5.00; small expenses, 50 cents; making a sum
total of $20.00. Now we will say for example that he got nothing
(some one has got to lose) ; now if the entrance fee were refunded,

he would have $5 00 to fall back on and the management could

well afford to do it if they were successful at all. What would the

management do if it were not for the fellows that are willing to go
into their pockets twenty dollars or more? What would the race

meets be good for?

It is not enough that a man goes in for all he is worth, but he is

expected to pay from fifty cents to five dollars for the kind privilege

of perhaps breaking his neck or otherwise injuring himself, but if

he escapes he perhaps gets a five dollar umbrella or an 8k. gold

medal for twice that, and three times perhaps, that he has already

paid out.

I know that we ought not to look at it for what we get out of it

but for the fun that we get, but there is reason in all things, and if

the management make a success I say refund the entrance fees, and
I would like to see it in the L. A. W. rules on racing that any
amount may be charged to enter but must be refunded to those that

start in the race.

The racing men get little enough for their training and trouble,

and I think that this would be fair and square for if we do not help
them they will stay away. B. Taylor Bruce.
Providence, R. I.

DISTRICT AND NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS.

Editor Bicycling World : Having read articles on amateur bicy-

cle championship races, written by Chairman Davol and Messrs.
Mott, in the Bicycling World, and Miles, in the A'eferee, I have
a few points on the same subject; to offer. 1 think a limit should
be placed on the number ol national championship races, say a one-
mile race for bicycle safety and tandem safety, one-mile race for

each class of wheel, making three one-mile races in all. The ques-
tion will arise, how are we to get the best men for these races? My
answer would be, let the L. A. W. Racing Board divide the coun-
try into two districts, Eastern and Western, and award to each dis-

trict a series of races to be known as district championships, the
series to consist of a one, five and ten mile bicycle, one, two and
three mile safety, one, two and three-mile tandem safety.

The three men competing in each class (bicycle, safety and safety

tandem), whose average is the best in each series, shall be selected
from each district to start in the national championship races.

This would give three men for each race from each district (i. e.),

six starters in all, in each national championship race.

The dibtrict races should be run off before June 17th, and
the national championships July 4th, each year. All these races
should be run on a track not less than one-third of a mile. The
prizes for national championships should consist of gold medals
valued at $50 to first; gold medal valued at $25 to second; silver

medal valued at $to to third; district prizes to cost half the price
of the above. In order to stop loafing in championship races
special prizea should be awarded to the men leading at the quarter,
half and three-quarter distance in each race.

The clubs on whose grounds the district races are held should
offer the same inducements to men starting in the above races.
The national championship races should be awarded to the manage-
ment making the best offer, as suggested by Mr. Mott.

The district races should be awarded to clubs in different parts

of each district, and should be changed each year. One of each
class of races could be run at each meet. Entrance fee to cham-
pionships, district or national, should be one dollar for each race

The above suggestions, if acted on, may be the remedy sought for

W.m. J. Corcoran,
Boston, Mass. Bicycle and Athletic Trainer.

DOG DAMAGES.
Judge Barnard, of Poughkeepsie, has filed his decision in the

case of Goring (a bicyclist) against Kennedy, to recover damages for

injuries received from an accident occasioned by a dog in the pos-

session of the defendant. The court gives the plaintiff $500 judgment.

Judge Barnard finds that the defendant harbored the dog, and
although he was owned by his son-in-law, Hoolohan,the defendant

is liable for the damages, for harboring a vicious dog, knowing him
to be vicious. The proof shows that before the plaintiff was hurt

the dog had attacked others, who told Kennedy of the viciousness oi

the dog, and instead of disposing of him he still harbored him.

As the injury to the plaintiff does not appear to be of a permanent
nature the jury awarded him $500.

A CENTURY FOR THE MINNEAPOLIS CLUB.

The longest club run in the annals of Minnesota wheelmen was
made bv five members of the Minneapolis Bicycle Club, on Sept. 29,

'89, in charge of 1st. Lieut. E. J. Hale, 2d Lieut. E. K. Pritchett

and with A. M. Buchmann, E. B. Tunstead and William Walsh,
club members, and Will Robinson, unattached, in line.

Exactly at 3.30 A. M. the party mounted and started out for a

long distance ride. The ride to St. Paul was made before daylight,

when it was dark as Egypt in 1 hour and 15 minutes. Here we
picked up Mr. T. L. Bird, of the St. Paul Cycle Club, and after a

pause of about 15 minutes we started, crossing the Mississippi river

over the new bridge, which is an up-grade of 2700 feet. After

leaving St. Paul the road was good for about 2 miles, but beyond
that, for a distance of 1 1-2 miles, they were repairing (?) the road

and walking was the only way of proceeding. We struck good
roads after that for a while, and reached Westcott at 6.15, just

25 1-4 miles from our starting point. At this point the party
divided—one division to ride fast and the other slower.

The first division, Hale, Walsh and Bird, was soon out of sight of

the "slow division" and reached Farmington at 7.45 for breakfast.

The second division stopped at a farmhouse about two miles this

side of Rosemount for a bite and then pushed on towards Farming-
ton which was reached at 8.30, where we stopped a half-hour, thirty-

seven miles from starting point. At nine o'clock we left again for

Northfield. The weather which during the morning had looked
threatening, began to look squally and the head wind we had to fight

against all the way, increased and blew a small cyclone right in our
faces. We kept at it despite wind and sandy roads and reached
Northfield at eleven A. M., at which point the first division waited
for us an hour. On account of the terriffic head wind we decided
to make Northfield our turning point (52 miles from Minneapolis)
instead of Faribault as was originally intended. If we had even
fair weather we would have made Faribault and return, a run of

140 miles, but with such a head wind no man could do it. The
return trip was much easier as we had the wind on our backs.

Hale, Bird and Walsh rode the last nine and a half miles into Far-
mington in thirty-four and one-half minutes. We took dinner at

the Commercial Hotel and ordered the whole bill of fare, and I

imagine that hotel keeper now knows the capacity of touring wheel-
men. After dinner we sat down under the shelter of friendly hay-
stack about a mile out of town and some rested, while four others

played a friendly game of whist. At three P. M. we started again
and took a road through some dense woods back to Rosemount.
This road surpassed anything ever ridden over in Minnesota in

point of beautiful scenery. At one time it led us over a high
plateau where we could view the country for miles around, causing
exclamations of wonder and pleasure. Rosemount was reached at

3.55 and Westcott at 4.50 P. M. As soon as we crossed the rail-

road tracks at Westcott we could see there had been a slight shower,
and as we nea ed St. Paul it grew quite muddy. The hill at the

west end of the new bridge in St. Paul together with the bridge
itself made a fine coast of one and one-eighth miles. It was evident
when we reached St. Paul that there had been a great deal of rain

so we came home via University avenue, and took the sidewalk
wherever there was one, as the mud was fully ten inches deep and it

was verj' dark. We reached the club rooms at 7 40 P. M., having
made 102 mile by two cyclometers, the longest club run on record

in Minnesota, and I think we can claim the club record of the North-
west. One feature was everyone who started came back a-wheel
and rode the entire distance. Club mileage for five members was
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510 miles. Every one voted it a grand success and then dispersed

to their respective homes "to fill up an aching void."

E. K. Pritchett. 2d Lieut. M. B. C.

RACES AND RECORDS ON ROAD AND TRACK

AT MEMPHIS, TENN.—The 100 mile road race was run of

October 20 over a two mile course. The road selected was good, the

weather fine and the men in good condition. The start was to have
been made at six A. M., but because of unforseen delays it was not

tsarted until 8 o'clock. Mr. Deupree cut out the pace at the start

and was followed by Dick Whitemore, then Sawyer, Dougherty and
Scott in the order named. Deupree evidently tried his best to shake

the crowd but "nary shake could he." Dougherty had a mishap at

ten miles which threw him out of it. For two hours and twenty
minutes did they keep up a rattling pace and then the men stopped
a very short moment for "drinks." Deupree again set a cruel pace,

but just after the twenty-three mile was passed, Whitemore managed
to head Deupree, which lead he kept for about seven miles, and then
Scott took an inning for about four miles. Deupree rode close up
and forced Scott to set a good pulling pace or drop behind. Thus
side by side the two men raced until the sixtv-eighth mile was
reached, the last six miles beingridden in the good time of eighteen
and three-fourth minutes. At 84 miles Scott quit, having done
that distance in seven hours and Mr. Sawyer had had "quite suffi-

cient" when he reached the sixty-ninth mile. When Scott dropped
out this left Deupree alone with a lead of over thirty minutes over
Whitemore and so it was a sure thing for Deupree barring accidents.

It proved a sure thing, Deupree finishing the 100 mile in eight hours
eleven minutes and Whitemore second in eight hours and fifty-two

minutes. It was a good race although a short course was used.
Anchor.

BUFFALO TO ROCHESTER —The road race from Buffalo to

Rochester occurred last week Tuesday, as per result given in our
last. It was contested by eighteen men—six from each of the fol-

lowing clubs : The Genesee, Messrs. Thompson, M. F. Shafer, G.
S. Montgomery, E. B. Freatman, H. Dreman and P.J. Dukelow;
the West End, Messrs. C.J. Iven, F. Chamberlain, F. Smith, C.J.
Connoly, L. Mabbett and N. Roe ; the Buffalo Bicycle Club, Messrs.
F. M. Brinker, T. A. Russell, D. H. Lewis, J. S. Hedge, J. L.
Daniels and E. A. Kingston. This race was awaited with much
interest, and it proved to be very exciting.

The Rochester men arrived on Monday, and after paying a visit

to the Buffalo Bicycle Club, retired in good season, as did also the
Buffalo Club representatives. President Hotchkiss appointed the
managers, checkers and assistants for the Buffalo team, and ample
provision was here made for food, both solid and liquid. On Tues-
day morning all the checkers took the early train for their respec-

tive stations, through which the racers were to pass.

The officers on the Rochester end were as follows: Scorers,
Messrs. Goetzman, Barry and Montgomery; judges, Messrs. Wil-
liams, Hughes and Woodhall; referee, Wendel Smith; starter, Mr.
W. K. Jackson, of Buffalo.
The riders were started in teams of six, two from each club, im-

mediately following each other.
It was nine minutes after nine when Mr. Jackson gave the word

"go."
The sky was clouded, the air was sharp and raw, but no wind

was here experienced. Bowmansville and Mill Grove were passed,
all the racers being in a body, save Mr. Kingston, who rode a
wheel which he was unfamiliar with, reaching Bowmansville eleven
miles from Buffalo about six minutes behind the leaders. At Mill
Grove he was seen to make up for lost time. The fates, however,
seemed against him, as at Batavia he exchanged wheels, but he was
now so far in the rear that any further attempt seemed useless.
Mr. Kingston, nevertheless, stuck to it, and arrived in Rochester at
about supper time. Mr. Daniels accompanied Mr. Kingston.
Batavia was reached at 12.04, thirty-six miles; Bergen at 1.25, and
Rochester, 3.54, seventy-four miles.
Mr. Iven, of the West Ends, was the first man to pass the line;

his time was five hours and forty-five minutes. Mr. Lewis, of the
Buffalo Bicycle Club, came second; time, five hours and fifty-four

minutes.
These two gentlemen made extraordinary fast time, considering

the road. There is but one way of expressing it—the road on the
average was beastly, especially the last ten miles. Up to Bergen
Buffalo was well up in the lead, but lost heavily on the bad home
stretch, as they were unfamiliar with it.

It was a scorching race from the beginning, and the West Ends
won, with several points to spare.
The scoring was by points, the first man to receive iS points, the

second 17, the third 16, etc. The club winning the most points
won the race. The result gave the West End Club first place, and
the Genesee Club second place.

The distance ridden was 74 miles. In our telegraphic report, as
per our last issue, the third man, Roe, was erroneously reported
as belonging to the Genesee Club. Mr. Roe is a member of the
West Ends.
We cannot help but specially allude to the remarkable work done by

Mr. C. J. Iven, the genial President of the West End Club, who, after

unfortunately breaking his right wrist and breaking the saddle oft

his wheel, rode from Byron, a distance of 20 miles, into Rochester
in that State and beat Lewis, of Buffalo (the next man in), by 9
minutes. Such "grit" is certainly worth more than a passing
remark, and the record established by Mr. Iven will certainly not
soon be beaten.
Following is a table, showing the time of finish and other facts

connected with the race :

Running
Racers' names. No. W. End. Gen. Buffalo. Finish.

A. M.
time.

H. M.
C. J. Iven -

D. H. Lewis
Nathaniel Roe -

7

11

18

16
17

2-54

303
3 J 4

5 39
5 48

5 59
G. S. Montgomery
Fred Smith

1

8 14
15 316

3.22

6 01

6 07
P. J. Dukelow - 2 13 3 25 6 10

M. F. Shafer 3 12 3-27 6 12

J. S. Hedge
F. Chamberlain

15

9 10

11 329
3-34

6 14
6 19

C J. Conolly -

E. B. Freatman
Robert Thompson
L. G. Mabbett -

T. A. Russell -

10

4

5
12

17

9

6

k

7

5

3-38

342
3-5o

3-50

3-59

6 23
6 27

6 35
6 35
6 44

Henry Dreman -

F. M. Brinker -

6

13
4

3

4.00
4.01

6 45
6 46

E. Kingston

J. L. Daniels
18

16

2

1

4-33

4-55
7 18

7 40

73 59 39
RUNNING TIME BY TEAMS.

West End—Average time, 6.10; average per mile, 5m.
Genesee—Average time, 6.22 ; average per mile, 5m. 9s.

Buffalo—Average time, 6.45; average per mile, 5m. 28s.

INDIVIDUAL AVERAGES.

Iven, West End, per mile, 4m. 35s. ; Lewis, Buffalo, per mile,

4m. 42; Montgomery, Genesee, per mile, 4m. 53s.

Mr. W. F. Gassier, of Niagara Falls, accepted the challenge of
Messrs. F. M. Brinker and J. B. Milley, of the Buffalo Bicycle Club,
to a mile race an ordinary and safety wheels respectively. The race

will be for medals valued at fifty dollars. "Ali Baba."

AT CAMBRIDGE, MASS. — The features of the Harvard
College Freshman's Athletic Association was the breaking of the

college record of 2 miles by W. B. Greenleaf, '92, by riding that

distance in 5.59 1-4. This beats the Harvard record of 6m. 4-5S.,

made by P. W. Davis, '91. Greenleaf was accompanied by T.
Barron, '91, K. Brown, '91, and E. A. Bailey, '91, who took turns

in setting the pace. His time by quarter miles was as follows :

First quarter, 463. ; second, 43s. ; third, 43s. ; fourth 44 1-4S.

;

fifth, 46 3-4S. ; sixth, 47s.; seventh, 45s.; eighth, 44 1-4S. ; total,

5m. 59 1-4S.

The first of the events on the programme was the two-mile
bicycle race. The winner was P. W. Davis in 6m. 58 3-4S., J. E.
Tweedy second. Davis made his last lap in less than 40s.

AT PROVIDENCE, R. I.—Two bicycle races were held at the

Driving Park last Saturday afternoon. The first one was for one
mile, and was won by G. Cole in 4m. 20s. The second race was
for five miles, and was won by E. Phinney in 22m. 44s., with J.

Lindsley only two seconds behind.

AT NEW YORK.—At the annual fall games of the Columbia
College Athletic Association, held on the Manhattan Athletic

grounds October 25th, 18S9, Robert B. Kimber, '91, 100 yards, won
the two-mile bicycle race, in 6m. 57 i«5s. ; G. R. Van Ripen, '93,

100 yards, second, by 20 yards; R. L. Scott, '93, 100 yards, third:

W. H. Hall, '91, scratch, fourth; J. T. Davies, '91, 100 yards.

AT BALTIMORE, MD. Oct. 24th.—Road—The ten mile race

for the championship of the Centaur Club, postponed from October
10, was run Thursday, October 24th, around Druid Lake. Few
spectators were present, and only two contestants, owing to the

chilly weather. The contestants were F. B. Eisebrarrdt and G. C.
Wedikind. Wedikind won by twenty feet. The time by laps was;

4-35- 5-40, 5 40, 6.25, 6.30, 5.30, 5.10; total, 39.30. Quite a number
of horses were being speeded around the lake. This was due to the

poor time made. Both racers narrowly missed colliding with a

trotting horse on the fifth lap. The prize was a handsome jewelled
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medal. Mr. Wedikind will hold it for one year. The starters were
Chas. R. Eisenbrandt and Chas. House. M. Williams and C. R.
Eisenbrandt were the timers, and C. H. Eisenbrandt, the judge.

AT MILWAUKEE, WIS —The ten mile handicap road race

at Milwaukee last Saturday resulted in a victory for the local man,
Terry Andrae, over the Chicago crack, F. H. Tuttle. Both Tuttle

and Andrae were placed at scratch. All interest centered in the

performance of these two men, as the others were not in it. Andrae
came in in 38 1-4 and Tuttle reached the line at 39, the finish being
hotly contested and enthusiastically cheered. The time and handi-

cap by minutes of other contestants was as follows : E. H. Paige,

two minute handicap, 41 minutes; W. C. Wegner (6), 44 minutes;
G. F. Smith (6), 44 1-2 min. ; Fred Schmitz (6), 44 3-4 min. ; H. P.

Andrae (6), 45 min. ; C. Price (6 1-2), 46 3-4 min.

ENGLISH RECORDS.—A meeting of the Road Record Asso-
ciation was held at 27 Clement's Lane, Lombard street, E. C, on
the 3d inst. , Mr. H. T. Arnott in the chair, when the following
claims were passed as record, viz. :

M. A. Holbein, 12 hours, safety, 175 1-2 miles, made September
7th, 1889.

M. A. Holbein, 24 hours, safety, 324 miles, made September 7th,

1889.

H. R. Pope, London to York (tricycle), 2ih. 4m., made Septem-
ber 18th, 1889.

Messrs. Ward and Goulding (dead heat), 12 hours, tricycle, 151

miles, made September 7th, 1889.

W. C. Goulding, 24 hours, tricycle, 280 miles, made September
7th, 18S9.

G. T. Langridge, 12 hours, bicycle, 154 miles, made September
7th, 1889.

F. T. Bidlake, 100 miles, tricycle, 6h. 55m. 58s., made September
nth, 1889.

F. T. Bidlake, York to London (tricycle), i8h. 28m., made Sep-
tember 30th, 1889.

And the following claims were adjourned :

C. A. Smith, London to Bath and back (safety), made September
10th, 18S9.

Henry Osborne, York to London (safety), made September 9th,

1889.

IN FRANCE.—It will be remembered we lately reported a
"record" made by M. Mousset, of 177 3-4 miles, on a safety, in 12

hours. Now we hear that a young Frenchman, M. Fol, has
ridden 180 1-2 miles in the 12 hours. The claim is made for a
"road record," but it will not stand as such, as the course traversed
is about 1 1-2 miles in length, and equal in surface to the best rac-
ing path extant.

IN ENGLAND.—At Bristol, Mr. H. H. Sansom rode a flying
quarter in 34 2-5S., which is amateur English record.

AT SPRINGFIELD, ILL.—The ten-mile handicap road race of
the Capital City Cycling Club, of Springfield, 111., was run off last

week, and resulted in a victory for H. Johnson, scratch ; Temple
Smith, 5 min., 2; R. Matlock, scratch, 3. Time, 45m. 52s.

IN ENGLAND.—A record for the tricycle for 199 miles has re-

cently been established by Mr. F. T. Birdlake, of the North Road
Club. The route was from York to London, via Tadcaster, the
distance exactly 199 miles and the time i8h. 28m.

AT TORONTO, ONT., October 28.—The 72-hours' bicycle race
at the Mutual street rink closed at 11 o'clock last Saturday. Only
two remained in the race to-day, W. A. Rhodes and Desmond.
Dingley, who led when the race was adjourned last night, did not
show up at all to-day. The score at n P. M., when the 72 hours
expired, was: Rhodes, 919 miles ; Desmond, 832. Rhodes has thus
beaten the record for 72 hours, which was 904 miles.

—

Herald.
[The claim of record will not stand. J. S. Prince, at Minneapolis,
in May, 1886, put the 72-hour indoor record at 1042 1-8 miles, and it

stands as record yet.

—

Ed.]

A CARD.
Editor Bicycling World: In connection with the recent per-

formance of Mr. Bert Myers, of Peoria, 111., we desire, in view of
the many conflicting reports regarding the kind of machine, gear
of wheel, etc., to render our knowledge of the circumstances under
which this wonderful ride of a mile in 2.13 was made.
The safety was one of our regular stock, New Light Rovers,

weighing 36 pounds, with, pedals, and geared to 60 inch.
Yours truly, The Jno. Wilkinson Co.,

Chicago, Oct. 28, 1889. U. S. Agents for the Rover.

Although a number of the wholesale houses of Boston deprived
their clerks of the Saturday half-holiday with the beginning of Sep-

ember, the Pope Manufacturing Company, with its mual generosity
still continues to close at one o'clock Saturdays, giving its many
employees an opportunity for needed rest and recreation. It is a
remarkable fact that The larger the commercial house is and the
more business it does, the more liberal it is to its employees and the
easier the business hours. Col. Pope's example could be well fol-

lowed by nine-tenths of the business houses in Boston.

To-day, November 1st, the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., will
open a branch store in Boston at No. 178 Columbus avenue to be
in charge of Mr. Albert E. Schaaf. The local wants of Boston will

be attended to from this store and it will also be the depot from
which all the New England agencies will be supplied. The fact

that Mr. Schaaf has been selected as the manager of the Boston
branch and New England headquarters is warrant enough that the
business interests of the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. in this

section will be pushed to the very utmost and we wish this new
venture all the success that they expect and aim for.

The illustrated advertisement of the Star bicycle is a novel one to

say the least. In answer to our inquiry as to] the exact key, they
write, "In the cut the motley group following the rider all represent
safety competitors of the Star. The 'Goats,' 'Kangaroo,' 'Eagle'
and the 'White Flyer' represented by the Duck. Underneath the
cut note the legend, 'and they followed the Star.'"

In an article on the bicycle the Item of Richmond, Ind., winds
up thusly: "The fact is, the bicycle is the coming machine for

road use, the same as electricity has crowded the horse off the
street railway. Business men, mechanics, professional men, are
awaking to the fact that it is not only a health-giver, but a time
saver and a convenience; and the town or community who try to be
unjust to the quick little flyer-without-wings will inside of five

years stand in about the same shoes as the Legislature of New
York, which not so many years ago decided that a railroad might
be built in that State, but that the cars mustn't run faster than six

miles an hour."

Mr. Geo. H. Strong, the Pacific slope agent of the Victor cy-
cles, was in town last week. Cycling on the slope is gaining in
popularity, and in consequence the Overman wheels are having
their full quota of the increased sales. Mr. Strong will remain in

the East for a week longer, and then hie him away to his home in

San Francisco.

One of the clearest and best instantaneous photos we have ever
seen is that of Mr. Wm. T. Robertson on an Eagle bicycle riding
down the Capitol steps at Washington. Not only is it a splendid
picture of the Eagle rider, but the view given of the Capitol itself is

most excellent. We have to thank the Eagle Bi. Mfg. Co. for a

copy.

Road races will be held by the following clubs this month :

Kings County Wheelmen, twentv-five-mile race; Brooklyn Bicycle
Club, ten-mile race ; New York Bicycle Club, ten-mile race ; River-
side Wheelmen, ten-mile race ; Manhattan Bicycle Club, two and
ten mile races; Hudson County Wheelmen, one-mile race; Eliza-
beth Wheelmen, ten-mile race ; Harvard Bicycle Club road race;

possibly a road race between teams from Harvard and Yale,
t o try and break Wilhelm's record on Lancaster Pike.

"One of the largest bicycle contracts ever made was closed in this

city to-day by the Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co. Negotiations have been
in progress for some time between the company's general agent, A.
Kennedy-Child, and Charles F. Stokes, of Chicago, and as a result

Mr. Stokes, who was in the city to-day, gave an order for $50,000
worth of the company's machines, the order to be filled as early as

possible next season. Mr. Stokes was the guest of the directors of
the company at the Glendower this noon."

—

Union.

Mr. H. S. Owen, of the Capital Cycle Co., sailed on the 30th of

October, on the City of Paris, for England. He goes abroad to

prepare for next season, and intends to put twelve Psychos on the
market varying in weight and constrction, but will make no change
in present form of Psychos.

We received from the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. a most ex-
cellent autotype reproduction of a photo, of the team of cyclers

that hold certain of the world's records. The group and separate
likeness include Whittaker, Dingley, Eck, Munger, Knapp, Prince
and Crocker. It is handsomely framed in rosewood and the size is

about 18x22. It is a very artistically gotten up affair ; the back-
ground is of the new rough plaster ornamentation, while the
photos, themselves and the records, which are on paper, stand out
from the background in a very artistic and delusive manner. This
picture would be an ornament to any club room, and we are advised
that bicycle clubs can obtain one by sending in its name to Messrs.
Gormully & Jeffery. We are also indebted to the same firm for a

very good autotype likeness of Mr. T. Roe, who is now riding
across the continent on a Light Champion cycle.
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For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street, BUFFALO. N. Y

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a
bottle of '.Vilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also
prevent Nickel and steel from rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on recept of 50
cents in stamps Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.

REPAIRS
Of all kinds, and parts and sundries tor all make
machines at lowest rates. Shop worn and Second-
hand machines in job lots to dealers. Great Bar-
gains. Send for catalogue of the American Cycles.
Rear Driver Safeties from $12 upward.

MURRAY'S,
243 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

fore you put your machine
away for the winter, go
over its ragged tires with

TVTA flTC CEMENT.AWJLX^WAw it will heal all

cuts and holes, and make the tires
as good as new. We mail it for 25c.

MAGIC CEMENT COMPANY,
NEWTON, MASS.

HARRISON'S CONTINUOUS

ALARM.
This Bell, as now constructed, is certainly the Best

Bell in the market. It is neat in appearance and
effective to a degree that will be appreciated by those
who use it. Price by mail, $2.00. Single Alarms,
$1.50.

WHITTEN, G0DDING^& CO., Providence, R. I.

PATE NT WRENCH
AND SCREW DRIVER COMBINED.

Turns Nuts, Gas Burners or Pipe without adjustment.
Made of Best Polished Steel. Sent by mail for 25 eta
Chaeles U. Elt, P. O. Box 1945, New York City.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,
RANDOLPH, MASS.

No. 1 Shoe Bears Our Label.
Sent direct from factory postpaid.

No. 1, Hand-sewed and Hand-stitched, 85.00
No. 2, " " " " 3.50
No. 1, Ladies' Tricycle Shoe, - - 4.50
Ideal Racing Shoe, ..... 5.00
Sprint Running Shoe, .... 5.(10
Gymnasium Shoes, - - 81.50, 2.50, 3.00

,63"Ask your dealer for them.

ROAD MAP
Middlesex County, Mass.
The most perfeft Road Map of a Massa-

chusetts County ever issued. Shows all
the Roads. Printed in Colors, mounted
on canvas and varnished. Scale about 5-8-in

to the mile. The best Map value ever
given for the price, $1.00, postpaid.

Bicycling World Co.,

12 PEARL ST., BOSTON.
N. B. If this venture meets with encouragement

we hope it will, other maps of Massachusett's Coun-
ties will be issued on the same lines.

HE OH CIPIEBB-FOR WHEELMEN.
THE operation oi securing views with this camera consists simply ot leve

ing it at the object to be photographed, and pressing a button.
One Hundred instantaneous views may be made without reloading, and

a knowledge of photography is unneccessary. The "Kodak" is but
about six inches in length, and weighs less than two pounds.

A handsome russet leather carrying case with shoulder strap forms a part
oi each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and secure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

£gjp" Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak
photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.Price, $25.00-

Every Club House should have an
Automatic Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS:
1 2 Pearl Street Room 37

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1889—90.

President,
CHAS. H. LUSCOMB,

2S0 Broadway, New York
First Vice President.

TAMES R. DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

Second Vice President,
SANFORD LAWTON,

Springfield, Mass.
Treasurer,

W. M. BREWSTER.
300 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

Secretary,
ABBOT BASSETT,

12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

Standing Committees.
Executive and Finance.

The President and Vice Presidents (as by the Con
stitution required.)

Membership.
A. E. Mealy 1736 Druid Hill Ave., Baltimord, Md-
F. L. Casselberry , Mansfield, Ohio.

Rights and Privileges.
A.Moore Berry 421 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
George A. Perkins Cambridge, Mass.
Isaac B Potter Brooklyn, N.Y.

Rules and Regulations.
Dr. Wm. H. Emery. .. .ico Warwick St„ Boston, Mass.
W. A. Davis Chicago, 111.

Chas. L. Brockway Middletown, Conn.

Improvement of Highways.
Dr. Chas. S.Butler 6S0 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Wm. W. Share Brooklyn, N. Y.
Junius E. Beal Ann Arbor, Mich

Racing.
C. S. Davol Warren, R. I.

George S. Atwateri Washington, D.C.
Harry H. Hodgson ..New Orleans, La.
George Collister Cleveland. Ohio.
Robt. A. Smyth San Francisco, Cal.

Transportation

.

W. M. Brewster 309 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

' I ^HE second half of the League year be-
* gins November 1st, and from this date

to the close of the year the fee for new mem-
bers will be $1-50. No further reduction will

be made and those who delay sending in ap-

plications will lose many advantages.

Connecticut Division Notice.

Will each Local Consul throughout the State please
forward to the subscriber a list of the Selectmen of
their town or towns in their district.

It is desired that these names be written in the order
of their rank, and that the Post Office address of each
be accurately given. We would be pleased to receive
lists from any I .. A. W. member in towns where there
may be no Consul.
Here is a chance, gentlemen, where you may all

speak at once. A. A. Dean,
Chairman Improvement of Highways Com.

Damelsonville, Ct., Oct. 2S, 1SS9.

Missouri Division.

The following hotels have been appointed as League
Hotels and reductions will only be allowed on presenta-
tion of membership card. Certificates ot appointment
have been sent to each official hotel and should be
noticed hanging in a conspicuous place in hotel office.

Members will greatly oblige me by reporting official

hotels who do not comply with this part of the agree-
ment.
No. 1. Kirksville, Hotel Steele, regular rates, $2.00

per day; to L. A. W., $1.40; meals 35 cents; lodging
35 cents.
No. 2. Maryville, Linville Hotel, regular rates, $2.50

per day; to L. A. W., $2.00; meals 50 ctnts, lodging
50 cents.

No. 3. Kansas City, Coates Hotel, regular rates,

$3.50 per day; to L. A. W., $3.00; meals $1.00; lodg-
ing $1.00.
No. 4. Moberly, Grand Central Hotel, regular rates,

$2.00 per day; to L. A. W., $1.50; meals, 40 cents;
lodging 40 cents.
No. 5. Knobnoster, Hotel Steele, regular rates, $1.50

per day; to L. A. W. $1.00; meals, 25 cents; lodging 25
cents.
No. 6. Brookfield, Babbs Hotel, regular rates $2.00

per day; to L. A. W., $1.50; meals, 35 cents; lodging,
50 cents.
No. 7. Hannibal, Park Hotal, regular rates, $2.50

per day, to L. A. W., $1.^0. Twenty per cent discount
on meals.
No.S. Carrollton, Jacobs Hotel, regular rates $1.50
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per day; to L. A. W., $1.00, meals, 25 cents; lodging,

25 cents.
No. 9. Huntsville, Rutherford House, regular rates,

$2.co per day; to L. A. W., $1.50; raea's, 35 cents;

lodging, 45 cents.

Consuls who have not yet made an arrangement with

a h tel in their locality are urgently requested to give

this matter immediate attention. Application forms

have been mailed to each c nsul. If mislaid, duplicates

will be furnished by the undersigned.
Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm,

Chief Consul.

New Jersey Correspondent.

Mr. F. L. C. Martin of Plainfield has been appointed

Division correspondent to the Bulletin. Club Secre-

taries, Captains, and New Jersey members in general

are requested to send all local items of interest direct

to him. G. Carleton Brown, Chief Consul.

Eliz ibeth, N. T-, Oft. 28, 2889.

Missouri Division.

To St. Louis members :

I have appointed Geo. E. Tivy local consul pro tem
for St. Louis during the absence of J. Harold Child.

Parties wishing information or appl cation blanks for

local use can procure them from him at No. 620 W. 3rd

street. Fra ernally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.

Missouri Appointment.

Mr. J. E. Eberly, care Eberly-AKurst, Arms Co.,

is hereby appointed local consul for St. Joseph, and is

also reinstated as a member of the racing committee.
Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.

Missouri Division.

To consuls and members :

The last half of the League year commenced Novem-
ber 1, and all parties who join us now remain with us
till July 1, 1S90. The League year is no longer divided
into quarters as many members seem to think and
therefore wheelmen should be made to join now as the

cost o! memb.rship will be the same as if thty joined
in the spring.
There is hardly a town in the State but what boasts

at least 3 or 4 cyclers and in large cities such as St.

Louis, Kansas Ci r

y, St. Joseph and Joplin our present
L. A. W. membership is a mere bagatelle and as with
this small membership we cannot execute the work out-
lined, all consuls and members of this Division are ur-

gently requested to do everything in their power to in-

crease our membership. Fraternally,
Robt. Holm, C. C.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list of applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, whicn is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateurwheelman, in good standing, eighteti.

vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of

two League members in good standing, or of three re-

putable citizens 01 the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the

year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upor
the approval of the Board of Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication of the name ii

a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."

Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correft.

Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objeftion

able person may unite with the League, members are

given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date

of publication, and contain specific charges so far as

it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.

The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-

tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 213—Total 68—11,620.

Boston, Nov. i, 1SS9.

California Division—4—399.

Garden City Wheelmen.

25325 Merigot, A. F., 332 Vine St., San Jose

25324 Alvarez, M. M., 183 W. St. James, "

Unattached.

25294 Lamory, L. A. 2409 Telegraph ave., Oakland
25293 Makinson, A. J., 306 Fulton St., San Francisco

Colorado Division—6—45.

Holyoke Wheel Club.

25295 Woodford, A. M., Box 338, Holyoke
25296 Jordan, W. N.,

25297 Westover, P. C.,

25298 Cullis, J. M, Box 9,

25299 Johnson, W. E., Box E,
25300 Lewis, Alfred B.. Box 34,

Connecticut Division—13—678.

Hartford Wheel Club.

25329 Dwver, Robert W., Box 355,

Unattached.

25327 Bell, Chas. H., 66 Hudson St.,

2532S

25.530

2533 >

25332
25333
25334

Hartford

Hartford
Bulkley, Henry S., 924 Asylum ave., "

Faxon, Edw. R. Jr , 237 Lawrence St., "
Kennedy, Thos. J. 113 Main St., "

Koch, Charles, 35S Asylum St., "

Lawrence, Edward, 252 Lawrence, "

Manvick, A. Jr., 376 Asylum St., "

25336 Orgelf, J., 2S1 Main St., "

25335 O'Neil, Michael J., Drawer n, "

25337 San Souci, E. J., 331 Main St.,
"

25338 White, Herbert H.. S2 Jefferson St.,
"

25339 Holmes, Frank E., ITS - • J Rocky Hill

District of Columbia Division—2—190. iFl'f

Unattached. • - ylslj

25301 Batchelder, J. F., 1215 F St.. N. W. Washington
25317 Canfield, C. H., 126 D st-, S. E., "

Illinois Division— 1—S2S.

Chicago C. C.

25302 Field, Chas. G., 572S Rosalie Court, Chicago

Kansas Division— 1—133.

Unattached.

25340 Barton, S. F., Belle Plaine

Massachusetts Division—8—1547.

Belmont Club Wheelmen.
25321 Baxter, Robt. D. Jr

Rovers C. C.

25304 Huntress, Herbert C, 50 Green St., Charlestown

Y. M. C. A. Bi.Club.

25305 Loomis, Gilbert J., 62 Court St., Westfield

Unattached.

25341 Flanders, Chas. W., 30 Cary ave., Chelsea

25303

25.J20
2S3'S

iry a'

Sylvester, G. B., 14 Rockville Park, Roxbury
Lindsey, Wm. M., 41 Winthrop St., Taunton
Hill, Fred W., Box 238. Whitman Sta.

" -3°o-Missouri Division-

Missouri Bi. Club.

25342 Chauvenet, L. C, 2703 Lucas ave., St. Louis

25343 Moder, Chester L., 3307 Wash, ave., "

25344 Milford, R. M., 3105 Olive St.,

25345 Dormitzer, Paul, 519 N. Main St.,

Unattached.

25346 Gann, L. C, Maiyville

25347 Welch, Edw. H., care Smith Bros.,

25348 Bayless, J. S., care Howell Bros.,

25349 Andrews, Ernest, care Eversale & Romasser,
Maryville

New Iersey Division—3—573.

Atlanta Wheelmen.

25358 Drabble, Wm. A., 752 Broad St., Newark
Unattached.

25359 Richards, Wm. P., Box 477 Orange
Bloom field25360 Beardsley, Wm. P.. Box 20

New York Division- 16—2047.
Flower City Wh:elmen.

25311 Chamberlin, Elmer H., "Whitcomb House

25319 Whitmarsh,

care Davenport & Mason,
Taunton

Louis W., 52 Oak st
,

"

Rochester

Hudson Co. Wheelmen.

25306 Smith, Wi Hard P., Box 2600, New York

Syracuse C. C.

25350 True, Dr. R. S., 41S S. Salina St., Syracuse

25351 Francis, D. J., 453 S. Salina St.,

25352 Peck, Herbert R., 605 W. Genesee St., "

25353 Gere, Robert, 342 W. Onondaga St.,

25351 Aldridge, A. E. lr., 314 Hawley St.,
"

25355 Wads worth, R. F., 117 W- Wash. St.,
"

25356 Dodge, A. I., 306 Wyoming St.,

Unattached.

25357 Currie, H. G., 215 W, 51st St.. New York
25308 Kaufman, Henry, 2042 7th ave.,

25307 Ripley, Geo, Box 571,

25322 Rollins, Frank S., 170 W. 59th St.,

25309 Stevens, A. E., 124 W. 9,1th St.,

25312 Burkhard, John F., 20S So. ave.,

25310 Levy, Mortimer, 95 Division ave., Brooklyn

Ohio Division—2—823.

Fremont Bi. Club.

25313 Schimkat, C. G., 40S Ohio ave., Fremont
25314 Auspach, J. F., 102S Hayes ave.,

Pennsylvania Division—1— 1351.

Unattached.

25315 Rawle, James, Box 402, So. Bethlehem

Rhode Island Division— 1—317.

R. I. Wheelmen.

25326 Phillips, E. Rowland, 516 Broad St., Providence

Texas Division— 1—36.

Dallas Wheel Club.

25316 Arbuckle, Geo. C, S07 Main St., Dallas

Alabama— 1— 13.

Unattached .

25323 Murray, H. D., Drawer N., Florence

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.
ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:—Enclosed you -will find $ for initiation fee and dues in the

League of American Wheelmen to April 30, t8go. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years of age, and that I am an amateur
within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club,. St. and Number, or Box,.

References

:

City,.

State,.

Enclosed for Holder.
(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first half year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and 51 cents during the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date belwecn date ol paper and May 1, 1S90. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage- stamps will not be received

tf II you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle for ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and a packet for per-
sonaPcards, send 25 cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the margins in using this bia nk .
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TRADE MARK
High grades in Silk, Silk and Jaeger's, Silk an

Cotton, all Wool, Merino, Dr. Jaeger's all Wool yarn
in Summer, Winter, and extra heavy Weight.
Readers in the vicinity of Boston call and examine.

Take Elevator. Send stamp for catalogue.

Jersey Fitting Garments
FOR

Bicycle Riders, Lawn Tennis Players, Yachtfng
and Rowing, Base Ball and Foot

Ball, Gymnasium.

League Color,'.Grey Mixed, Black, Navy or any Color,
Plain or Stripe.

1 This Supporter is in

holmes 1 use by Bicycle Riders,
Base Ball Players, Ath-
letes, Bathers and Gym-
nasts, and we are told
that it is the

Best and most satis-

factory Supporter
made.

$ Let every Sportsman
try them.

I
Price, $1.00.

Will send by mail on
receipt of price.

Send Size ot Waist
and Hip.

Jersey -Pitting

Stocking.

j. -3. Full Fash-
ioned, Narrowed
at ankle in black,

navy, League
b r o w n, grey
mixed and any
other color, $1.50

j_i. Black, navy,

grey mixed,
stocking, $1.25

\—i. Black, navy,
grey mixed,
stocking, $1.00

Send for Illus-

trated Catalogue
and Price List.

Manufactured by

HOLMES &. CO.,
109 Kingston'Street, Boston, Mass.

Special Clearance List Singer's Cycles.
THE Machines on this List are offered at a great reduction of price to effect a clearance.

They are all NEW and of best material and workmanship, but in some cases not ot

present standard pattern, while others are styles of machines that, in order to reduce the

number of our patterns, we are discontinuing to make. The prices quoted are already

very low, but we are prepared to consider offers for two or more machines.
The tricycles offer a rare opportunity for those who may require machines for hiring pur-

poses, and the stock being limited, intending purchasers should order at once.

SINGER'S "APOLLO" ROADSTER BICYCLE.

List Price $130 00. Offered at $100.00.

Singer's "Apollo" Light Roadster Bicycle.

List Price, 130.00. Offered at $100.00.

SINGER'S "CHALLENGE."
List Price, $100.00. Offered at $80.00.

SINGER'S "TRAVELLER" TANDEM.

List Price, $235.00. Offered at $165.00.

SINGER'S "TRAVELLER" TRICYCLE.

Offered at $50.00.

SINGER'S "CARRIER" TRICYCLE.
List Price, $195.00. Offered at $100.00.

SINGER'S "XTRAORDINARY."
(KING OF SAFETIES).

List Price, $157.50. Offered at $75.00

For Specifications, etc., send for Descrip-
tive list.

SINGER & CO., 6 & 8 Berkeley St., Boston.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
IRE THE MOST
* * * PERFECT.

Sporting Goods of Every Description.

SMITH IFG. CO. PP.,

Nos. 121 and 123 Fulton St.

NEW YORK.
Send for handsomely Illustrated

Catalogue. Sent free.

REPAIRING
-ALL KINDS OF-

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES REPAIRED

AT LOWEST PRICES.
FULL LINE OF= SUNDRIES.
GILBERT A. LITCHHULT,

352 Lenox Ave.. - - - N. Y. CITY.

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen.
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

^~^t^<^x^^^^^2jc^^^cy-^C^^ Committer

Browning, King \ Co.

Official Tailors of the L.A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only OfflcialTailors to the L.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c, each.,

A. G. Spalding $ Bros.

Makers of the Official L, t. W. Sundries.

L9pSi League Regulation 1.JJ5

CVkT-i»+o League Regulation a.00
Ollll t». No. XX Fine Cheviot for hot

weather wear 1.00
^H-^-n-» It-? nrv cj Our celebrated X.:nen
£3 LOlyJr^lIlgiS. Sole Stocking, League

color 1.0©
TJ^lJ-gj No. X Silk, Edge's League color,
J->t?lLS. white centre, Snake Buckle SO

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle .40

^linOQ Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
OJH_FV?Q« hand made, light, strong, elastic.5.00

No. I, Canvas, leather trimmings.3.50

Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits

A. G. SPALDING & BROS,
241 Broadway, New Yor.

108 Madison St., ^aicago
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And tlxe^r follo^red tlxe Star."-[^«/(?7.]

Look at the CHAMPIONSHIPS Won on the STAR during 1889.

any machine beat this record? Facts that talk.

Three-Mile L. A. W. Championship, Mav 30th,

One-mile State Championship, May 30th,

Five-mile State Championship, Mav 30th,

Half-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,

Ten-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,r r COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan.

25-Mile Road Race Championship of Minnesota, July, 31, 1889,
COLIE BELL. Minneapolis, Minn.

Half-mile L. A. W. State Championship, July 18, 1889,
W. I. WILHELM, Reading, Pa.

One-mile L. A. W. State Championship, July 19, 1889,
W. I. WILHELM, Reading, Pa,

Quarter-mile L. A. W. State Championship,
d-> By W. I. WILHELM, York, Pa., Sept. 3d, 1889.

h B. SMITH MACHINE CO., - - - Smithville, N. J.

J. PHIL. PERCIVAL, Los Angeles Cal.

W. S. WING, Los Angeles, Cal.

W. S. WING, Los Angeles, Cal.

COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan.
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bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OFOTLttfti.

$1.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 8 NOVEMBER, i88g.
Volume XX.
Number z.

VICTOR BICYCLES
Have been the leaders ever since they entered

the market. This is why the best riders use

them.

OVE^mflfl OlHEELi CO., Makers,

CHICOPEE FALLS, IMIJLSS.
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A Testimonial That Talks!

Philadelphia, September 29, i88g.

Strong & Green Cycle Co.
Gentlemen:—In regard to the Quadrant Safeties which we rode through Europe this summer, we have

nothing but the highest praise. Every man thinks his own wheel is the best, but we know it, and can prove it.

Scotland, England, France, Italy, Switzerland, Germany and Holland, all failed to produce anything that could
equal it in lightness, tough resisting strength, or durability. Of the six wheels which carried our party, all are
now in perfect condition, in spite of the facl: that one member buckled his front wheel by running off the road
down a deep hill, and trying to tunnel the bank in England, and another tried to remove a Roman milestone by
running into it at full speed. In each case the wheel yielded to the force of circumstances, but we sat right
down, and by main strength brought them back into shape again, and I defy anyone to pick them out of the lot.

The Dutchmen insisted that the spokes were too light, even in face of the fadl that only one in the whole party
gave way during the trip. But Mynherr refused to see it. Two of us weigh over 170 pounds each.

Yours Truly,
HOMER SYNNESTVEDT, 1821 Wallace Street.

MORAL:—If you want the very best wheel ever built, buy a QUADRANT.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE JUST OUT.

STRONG & GREEN CYCLE CO., Sole Importers,

707 Arch Street, 1724-26 No. Broad Street,

PHILADELPHIA, - - - ' - - PA.
"Unique, funny, and full of sensible hits."—Builder & Woodworker, N. Y.
"Not only a curiosity, but a genuine work of art."

—

Blacksmith & Wheelwright, N. Y.
"Let any one who wants a good laugh send for it."

—

Portland (Me.) Transcript.
"It is gotten up with much care and attention to details, and is the production of the facile and facetious pen of our old friend Sterling Elliott.—Boston Journal of Commerce.
"All should send for copy of this extraordinary pamphlet."

—

"The Hub," N. Y.
"It is a better combination o) the sublime and the ridiculous than we ever remember to have seen."

—

Wade's Fibre & Fabric, Boston, Ma_s.
"Fun, fa<5t and fancv are intermingled with an eye to business."

—

City & County, Columbus, Ohio.
"The book is a decided hit and certainly excels anything yet attempted in that line."

—

Manufacturers' Gazette, Boston, Mass. '

"It is a departure from the conventional dry forms."

—

Manufacturers' Review, N. Y.
"We have selected from this catalogue several cuts of a decidedly humorous character, which we propose to reproduce."

—Iron Trade Review, Cleveland, Ohio.
"Decidedly the handsomest pamphlet issued for advertising purposes."

—

The Patentee, Washington, D. C.
"The book is really a dextrous device and liable to do well its work of advertisiug."

—

Boston Times.
"It is certain that everybody who gets hold of this bcok will read it through."—Age of Steel, St. Louis, Mo.
"It is one of the great hits of the day."—Montpelier (Vt.) Argus.
"Highly ingenious and entirely original."

—

M'f'r & Builder, N. Y.
"Nowhere has the art of advertising developed more genius."

—

Power & Transmission, Elkhart, Ind.

"Interesting and bright as it is novel."-JoUKNAL of R. R. Appliances, N. Y.
"The most uniq e and attractive pamphlet.—Lumber World, Buffalo, N. Y.
•'It is well worth keeping to cure a fit of the blues."

—

Lynn Ithm.
"We are indebted to it for s< me unique ideas on advertising."

—

Chicago Commercial Bulletin.
The above extracts are selected irom over a hundred complimentary notices.

We have from these notices received 2S47 enquiries for copies of the catalogue, also nearly 1400 letters of commendation from people who received it and were
pleased. Among the latter were several from gentlemen who are known throughout the world.

When we get over blushing we may continue the subject, but will spare our friends for the present.
We have on hand a few more of these catalogues which we furnish free to all who ask for them.

STERLING CYCLE CO., Newton, 3Iass.

Ask your local dealer for

J| Cycle- ^Cycle-
Chains
Graphite.

\) REGISTERED.

>e rr Tricycle CHAIN.

SPINARIES.

One-Third Actual Size.

This oiler, as the cut shows, consists ol a tube ior
holding the oil, fitted at the top with an Acme tip,
which can be unscrewed when it is desired to refill the
oiler. A cap ot the same diameter fits over the top.
Only throws a small quantity oi oil at a stroke. Best
and neatest in the world. Handsomely nickel plated.
For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt ol
price, so cents each. CUSHMAN & DENISON,

172 9th avenue, New York
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements tn this Department 20 cents a line.

%g*~ Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken.

L A. W. BADGES,
For Gold Pins of the Official

Desijrn, send direct to

CHAS. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle Street,

Portland, Me.
Patented. Price, $3.50, $5.00. $7.00 and $8.00,

according to finish. Diamond Badges $15 to $5° for

for the larger pins, and $10 to $30 for the small size.

Send for circular free. Also, for sale in New York, at

M.J. Paillard's, 6S0 Broadway; G. R. Bidwell's, 313
West sSth St.; in Philadelphia by the Hart Cycle Co.,

811 Arch St.; in Boston by the Pope Manufacturing
Co. ; in Chicago by John Wilkinson & Co. ; and in San
Francisco bv Osboro & Alexander.

Send 25 cents and get one of the

New L. A. W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of fine rolled Silver Plate.
Very neat and serviceable.

•N. H. GIBBS,
Box 632. PROVIDENCE, B. I

EUREKA. HOME TRAINER A VD BICYCLE
STAND, for Safety, Star or Ordinary. Now is

the time you want one. Cycles, parts, sundries, &c.
Rubber Stamps, Rubber Goods; Buggies, $75.00;
Carts, $16.00; Cutters, $20.00; Writing Desks, $10.00.

M. A. WOODBURY, Bradford Pa.

B"
ICYCLE OJX BY MAIL OR EXPRESS.—
Two ounces of Flyer Wheel Oil, by mail, 20

cents; by express, per gallon, $1.00. Safety lamp oil

same price. EASTERN LUBRICATING OIL CO.,
4oDey street, N. Y. Send for circular.

ECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th St., New York City.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers,
or mailed by the manufacturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

COLUMBIA TANDEM TRICYCLE ; run about
two months; in perfect order ; balls all round ; for

Send for list of second-hand wheels. PAL-mTER BROS., Ottumwa, Iowa.

"BICYCLE BARGAINS."
50 American Challenge, fine order $33-00

50 Club, ballbearings, good order 37 -co

51 Star, good running order 25.00

52 Expert, soiled, never used 100.00

52 Harvard, ball bearings, good order 33-O0

52 Otto-Special, spade handles, new 31.00

52 Expert, with lamp 45-O0

52 American Challenge, new 42.00

54 Premier, ball bearings, good order 3'.oo

54 Victor, good shape 50.00

54 Sanspariel, new tires, ball bearings 40.00

56 Expert, ball bearings, cow-horn bars 48.00

56 American Champion, fine order, ball bear'gs 45.00

56 Club, ball bearings, spade handles 40.00

58 Rudge Light Roadster, ball bearings 40.00

58 Standard Columbia, ball bearings, good 3S-O0
60 Expert, ball bearings, fine order ... 45.00
1880 Rambler, like new 105.00

Columbia Tandem Safety, good 1 35 .00

Crescent Safety, like new ... 50.00

400 more second-hand wheels.
Guns and typewriters taken in trade.

A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio.
Mention thin paper.

HARRISON'S CONTINUOUS

ALARM.
This Bell, as now constructed, is certainly the Best

Bell in the market. It is neat in appearance and
effective to a degree that will be appreciated by those
who use it. Price by mail, $2.00. Single Alarms,
$1.50.

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO., Providence, R. I.

LEAGUE HOTELS.
sAND LAKE, N.Y.—League Official Hotel, of easy

access from Troy and Albany. A first-class table,

prompt attention and all the luxuries in season.

John H. Weed, Proprietor.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, is cents a line. «- Cask must

accompany the order.^M

ySF" Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken.

COLUMBIA TANDEM BICYCLE — Good as

new. Price, $135.00. Address H. A. EVERLTT,
No. 1 Keenan Building, Broadway, Troy, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Victor Light Roadster, '88 pattern, in

first-class condition. Not ridden over 500 miles;

price, $65.00. A. B. REID, Clarion, Pa.

FOR SALE—Psycho Tandem Safety, as good as

new, price, $150. Address JOHN C. ARTZ,
Hagerstown, Md.

EXCHANGE — A new gold watch, extra heavy
hunting case, Elgin, best grade, for an 1S89 Co-

lumbia or Victor safety. Must be in first-class order.

W . H. CUMMINGS, Plantsyille, Ct.

FOR SALE—42-inch Special Facile, fine running
order, $60. DR. R. C. WILKINSON, Pittsburgh,

N. Y.

<fi>C K 52-inch Expert Columbia, all nickle finish;

tJpoO* good condition; bell and carrier; small
tire well worn. B. P. FLORY, Sayre, Pa.

FOR SALE—Columbia Light Roadster Safety;

new in July; guaranteed Ai condition; Butcher
cyclometer: luggage carrier; King of Road lamp:
outfit cost $153; $120 takes it, or $110 the bicycle

alone. F. C. W ES TON, Bangor, Me.

Repairs ! Repairs !

!

Bicycle Eepairing in all its. Branches.

Difficult Repairing a Specialty.

Estimates cheerfullv given. Out of town orders

promptly attended to. Send your machine to our

headquarters and save paying two or three profit;

All work done on our premises by our regularly em-

ployed workmen under our personal supervision.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO.,

No. 4 East 60th St., • N. Y. City.

5th Ave. Entrance to Central Park.

The Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.,

U. S. A.
Manufacturers ofthe Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when
closed. Well and favorably known on two continents.

V ' :>'
;:

T

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough
manner ana case hardened. Small in size but giants
in strength, warranted a first-class tool in every
respect.
For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.

Many a first-class Sfidle
Horse fiHB been ruined for
want of a remedy to properly
cure its Sore Buck, or keep it

healed so as to endure the
weight of saddle and rider.

Phenol Sodique
iB a specific for this
trouble; it always
romptly cures all

kinds of Hurts Galls
and Diseases of Ani-
mals, such as Ulcers,
Eruptions. Crack,
Thrush. ltch.Mange,
Cattte-Tvphus, Foot-
Rot, and Foot and
Mouth Diseases, etc.

For descriptive circulars and testimonials, address
Proprietors, Hancf. Kbos. & White. Philadelphia.
For sale by Druggists # General Merchandise dealers.

REKOVAL.
In order to meet the demands of

our trade, we have secured store

formerly occupied by the Overman
Weeel Co. at

No. 182 Columbus Avenue,

and shall take possession at once.

S1DWELL & SABEN.
Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Ensset
Oider.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Crab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance of natural fruit acid

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the
{>ress, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ing and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints

per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTT,
C4£a/^M£. \

118 "Warren Street, New York

fc,, ^m Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

^BE3^^ established ,S6S .

THE NEW BOOK,

Cycling, Art, Enercy and Locomotion.

Sent Postpaid onEeceipt of $2.00.

Address, ROBERT P. SCOTT,
Box 114, BALTIMORE, MD.

Published by Lipp.ncott; can also be had of your
bookseller.

9

C/

k
THE Favorite Prescriptions of

the Brightest Medical Minds
in the world, as used bv them in

:he Hospitals of London, Paris,

Berlin and Vienna.

ONB
MEDICINE
FOR ONE
DISEASE.

No. 1—Cures Catarrh, Hay Fever, Kose
Cold, Catarrhal Deafness.

No. 2—Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis. Asth-
ma, Consumption. A PeerlessKemedy.

No. 3—Rheumatism, Gout.
No. 4—Liver & Kidneys, Dyspepsiajn-
digestion, Constipation, Blights Disease.

No. 5—Fever and Ague, Dumb Ague,
Malaria, Neuralgia.

No. 6—Female Weakness, Irregulari-

ties, Whites. A Golden Bemedy.
No. 7—A Perfect Tonic, which gives
Health, Form and Ftnlness, Clear Com-
plexion, Good Blood and lots of it.

No. 8—NervousDebility,Loss of Power
Impotence, an incomparable remedy.

RELIABLE

ACENTS
WANTED.

I

Ever v boitln Riiarnntml to cure
its special diseaso if CUKAPXE and
to fiivo permanent relief ALWAYS.
Pesi-nptive Circulars pent free on
application. HOSPITAL TEilEDi
COMPANY, Toronto, Canada.
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INGER CYCLES
MADE FOR ROAD USE.

liight Running and Durable.
NO BREAKAGES, IVO IH I SHA r» S

-IN THE-

Great Twentv-Five IVIile Road Race,
GIVEN[UrCDER

1
THE[AUSFICES OF

THE BOSTON ATHlvETlC ASSOOIA'TION,
Saturday, October 5th, 1880.

E, C, Anthony, on a 54-in. "APOLLO" LIGHT ROAESTER BICYCLE. First, Time, 1.36,17,

A. P. Benson, on a "SINGER" ROADSTER SAFETY, Second, Time. 1.36,44 2-5,

'RIEIJlJDI COITSIDEB!

SINGER & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St*, BOSTON, MASS.

NEW MAIL
Values records of this sort rather than racing records. 'Tis a wheel for

road use. In '87 and '88 also, W. F. Murphy rode over 12,000 miles

on a New Mail.

Extract from BOSTON HERALD, Oct. 13.

Albert Beers of Everett is making a good bid for the Adams medal. He rode his 6oooth

mile of the season on 0&.. 9. In the first eight days of this month he covered 485 1-2 miles.

Mr. Beers has wheeled over 12,000 miles in the last two seasons.

MR. BEERS RIDES A NEW MAIL SAFETY.

is Safety Bicycle Bridle
is still in daily demand. Every mail brings us orders from all parts

of the country and the trade are ordering them largely. A SIMPLE
DEVICE for KEEPING the front wheel steady, and IT DOES IT.

We repeat what we previously said. It looks as though every

Safety Rider in the Country is going to have one. Only $1.50 by

mail. We are sole Agents. Discount to the trade. Surely send for Second- Hand List ot Bicycles

and Safeties, just out. One New Mail Safety, second-hand, used but little, $85.00. One Humber
$85.00, and one Premier, $85.00.

WM. READ &, SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.
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,i<YawyoiP
Devoted To The IHterlsts Or CraiHs

Published Every Friday

THE BICYCLING WORLD CODIPflHY,
12 Pearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
19- Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

the Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old

address and Folio number.

Messrs. NEUMANN BROS., ol 11SW. 19th Street, New York, represent

the World and Bulletin as Advertising Agents exclusively for the Eastern
and Middle States.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.

Copy for new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure
their being inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
later than Monday, to insure attention for the following issue.

t&~ All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the

order of the Bicycling World Co.

8gJ*~ P fSTAGK Stamps will not be accepted hereafter in

payment for advertisements or subscriptions. checks,
Money Orders or Postal Notes only will be taken.

be affected. Smyth's advice was taken, the race run, and immedi-

ately Chairman Doane notified Chairman Davol that he (Doane)

had suspended the contestants (Messrs. Turner, Pogue, of the

California Division, and Monroe, of the Rhode Island Division
)

from all California tracks, and requesting Chairman Davol to sus-

pend these men from all tracks in the United States. Chairman

Davol has very properly refused to accede to Mr. D;>ane*s request

and does not recognize the Division Chairman's right to suspend

from the Division tracks, even for good cause.

The race being announced and run under L. A. W. rules, the

action of Chairman Doane was wrong. The status of the contestants

is in no way affected.

The management of this paper refuse to print in the advertising
columns of this paper any matter that is disparaging of a rival or
which in its estimation is objectionable in any way.

EDITORS:

C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

BOSTON, 8 NOVEMBER, iS8g.

FROM limited information at hand it seems that Mr. J. R. Dunn
of Ohio will go into the officers' meeting with New England

practically a unit for him as President. Several of the Western

States (Ohio of course) seem to be leaning strongly towards the

gentleman from Massillon. Pennsylvania and New York have not,

so far as we can learn, indicated which way they will go. A Phila-

delphia paper makes an appeal on behalf of Mr. Mott, while our

correspondent "Hawkshaw" seems to think that "My Maryland"

will be a popular tune in the Empire State, on what facts he (Hawk-
shaw) bases his conclusions we know not.

Mr. Luscomb's friends have not yet shown their hands, and as

two of the principal divisions together with several Western and

Southern States are still a sort of terra incognita, politically speak-

ing, the New York gentleman'6 chances in the melee are not yet

fully defined.

So far as facts and rumors indicate, Mr. Dunn holds the strongest

hand up to the present writing.

THERE is a little breeze in racing circles on tbe Pacific coast,

and a slight ftiction between the California Division Racing

Board and the National Racing Board.

It seerrs that "Senator" Morgan, during his professional tourna-

ment, offered a medal for a five-mile amateur race, to be run under

L. A. W. rules. Mr. Doane, the Chairman of the Division Board,

told the men who proposed to enter that if they raced he would
suspend them. On the other hand, Mr. R. A. Smyth, a member of

the National Racing Board, took the ground that as the race was

announced to be run under L. A. W. rules their status could not

r
I ""HE Maryland Division Highway Improvement Committee
•* mean business; witness the following head lines of an appeal

which was printed in the Baltimore Herald of November 4:

"LET US HAVE LESS MUD!

WE MUST HAVE BETTER PAVED STREETS.

ATTENTION !

WHEELMEN, HORSE OWNERS, BUSINESS MEN, PEDESTRIANS AND
ALL WHO USE THE CITY'S STREETS."

The appeal then goes on and urges the support of all, irrespective

of party, to vote for a given list of candidates to the City Council,

who have pledged themselves in favor of better city pavements.

We shall await the result of this movement with more than common
interest, and we hope to hear that the candidates in favor of better

streets are elected by a large majority.

QUITE an original idea comes to us from the "tight little isle.'

As an incentive to good road building and maintenance, the

cyclers of Newcastle-on-Tyne, England, propose to offer a cash

prize to the road menders in the vicinity of Newcastle, who during

the past season have kept their sections in the best condition.

r
I ""HE attention of cycle manufacturers, present and prospective,

-*• is directed to the article headed the "Springfield Bicycle

Company," on page 35. There is a grand chance for some one to

secure a cycle factory equipped and all ready to start up at a

moment's notice.

/~^HIEF CONSUL BULL'S letter on the championship question
^-^ occupies space in this week's issue, and is worthy of careful

perusal. In proposed changes of racing By-Laws, under fifth and

sixth clause, he hits the nail pretty squarely on the head. If these

changes are embodied in the racing rules it will effectually head off

the custom of athletic non-League clubs from appropriating the

fast racing men of the country, after the manner of the Berkeley

Athletic Association, for instance.

AMONG the names mentioned prominently for a position on
the National ticket is that of Mr. C. S. Davol, the Chairman

of the Racing Board. A better selection for preferment at the

hands of League members could not be made, and were it not for

the fact that we consider the position of Chairman of the Racing

Board is most eminently fitted to the man who now occupies it, we
should be pleased to see Mr. Davol elected a 'Vice." Mr. Davol

has performed the duties as Chairman of that most important com-
mittee in such a way that we want to 6ee him retained, and we be-

lieve that his continuance in that office would be a most gratifying

method of recognizing his faithful woik as Chief of the Racing

Board.

There is work cut out for the Racing Board during the coming
season, and we know of no better way to have that work success-

fully accomplished than by retaining the services of Mr. Davol, in

the position he has so satisfactorily filled during the past season.
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~\ yTUCH has been said in these columns lately as to the way the

-**-*- League National Championships should be decided. There

seems to be consension of opinion on the chief point that district

champions should be brought together and that they should com-

pete at the National events. We are thoroughly in accord with

this idea and it is only in the matter of a few minor details that our

correspondents and contributors differ.

Given, therefore, the grand central principle that hereafter the

National Championships must be run between men who are the

flowers of the racing path, North, South, East and West, we can

safely leave the matter of detail to our most efficient Racing Board.

That the legitimate expenses of the men competing in the district

championships be borne by the clubs to which they belong, and the

legitimate expenses of the men competing in the National events be

paid by the Division to which they belong. We also are most

heartily in favor of it.

As expressed by many of our contributors, "let the National

Championships in the future be run by men who are district

champions !"

FOR a position on the National ticket, as one of the Vice Presi"

dents, we hear the name of Chief Consul Emery, of Massachu-

setts, strongly put forth. Dr. Emery is another man who can

stand squarely on his record as being a faithful worker in the fold.

As a resident of the Bay State we cannot but feel gratified that his

name is so favorably connected with that of honorable promotion.

As the time set for the holding of the

HO^TON JVOTFS ^~" ^" ^' ^ at 'ona l Assembly approaches,
the interest in the annual election mate-

" TONFT" rially increases, and although there is yet
no solid or substantial foundation upon
which the wheelmen can base their opin-

ions, they are assiduously at work conjecturing upon the next
board of officers. Though opinion seems to vary as to the candi-
date for the Presidency, there is no doubt whatever, in the minds
of many, that Messrs. Mott and Dunn will be nominated for that

office. Both have been endorsed by their respective Divisions,
and both are great believers in road improvements. The Massa-
chusetts men will undoubtedly advocate the nomination of Dr.
Emery for one of the Vice-Presidencies, and they would probably
nominate him for tha Presidency, did they not know that two
stronger candidates will be in the field. Rumors have it that
Charles S. Davol will be nominated for 2nd Vice-President, but
it is stated on the best of authority that Chairman Davol will not
allow his name to be used in that connection. This is certainly good
news, as the racing interests require that the energy and ability of
the most efficient Cnairman that has ever presided over the deliber-

ations of the Racing Board, should be exercised a little longer.

"Alley" Wilton, of the Dorchester Bicycle Club, a protege of
Met-srs. Benson and Doane, is developing into a long-distance
rider. He recently purchased an establishment in Providence,
R. I., and as soon as things are straightened out a little, proposes
to ride from Dorchester to Providence and return, every fair day.

One of the most enjoyable parties yet given in Melrose was the
second annual assembly of the Melrose Cycle Club, which was
held in Eastman Hall last Wednesday evening. This organization
has recently received a great impetus and its officers propose to

take an active part in wheeling during the coming season.

At the invitation of Captain Kehew, of the Cambridgeport Club,
I occupied an orchestra seat at the Boston Theatre last Friday even-
ing, and, together with other members ot that club, witnessed the
performance "of the grandest aggregation of specialty artists on the
continent." There is hardly any need stating that the wheelmen
thoroughly enjoyed themselves.

The growth of cycling has been so great within the last few
years that many persons who still look upon it as a childish sport
will be surprised at the number of prominent business men who
find relaxation from the conduct of their affairs by an active use of
the wheel. Beginning with this week I propose to show that most
of the Captains of the different bicycle clubs in the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts are well known, not only in cycling but in busi-
ness circles. This week I present a short biography of Captain H.
W. Robinson, of the Charlestown Rovers. There are many genial
fellows in the little cycling world of Boston, but probably none can
boast of more friends than "Hen," as he is familiarly called. Henry
was ushered into this world of sin and woe on the third day of Jan-
uary, in the year of our Lord 1861. As soon as he was able to hold
a spelling book he was sent to the common schools of Charlestown,
and after years of hard study graduated from the High School with
considerable honors. In the spring of 1886 the club of which he is

Captain was organized, and he was one of the charter members.
Although he claims no title as a fast rider, he is considered as one
of the best all-round riders of Charlestown, and has gained that
distinction by hard and persistent work. Captain Robinson is par-

ticularly modest in giving me a sketch of his and the club's career,

and writes : "The club is simply a road-riding club, without ambi-
tion for track or road racing." Now anyone that knows a little

about the Rovers will not gainsay that some of its twenty-seven
members can show their hind wheel to many who claim to be fleet

road riders. Captain Robinson at present occupies the position as
head book-keeper at the establishment of the I.amson Consolidated
Store Service Co.

DENVER.

" OCCASIONAL.

Your very timely councils in your
issue of the 25th have been noted. It

has always been my idea that the mem-
bers of a division should "go to work
and help" their Chief Consul. With
that end in view, I tendered my services

(such as they are) to Mr. Hartwell immediately after his appoint-
ment. It was to help him that I mentioned those items in my last.

That they have served their purpose is shown in the advice given by
you to the wheelmen of Colorado, for which please accept thanks,
as it is bound to do good.

The Social Wheel Club's five-mile road race was to have been
ridden Sunday, November 3d, but that fickle thing (that I had
bragged so much of), the "glorious climate," was against us. A
four-inch carpet of the beautiful :s spread over everything. This is

the earliest snow storm, by two months, that Denver has en-

joyed (

.

?>
) in years. The race has been postponed one week. I

will send results.

What has become of Gerwing? Bob left here in August, and it

was said that his destination was Wilmington, and that he would
take part in t.ie great road race at that place but accounts of that

event fail to mention his being there. Gerwing is a good one on
the road, and we would like to see him have another go at Damp-
man, who rode away from Gerwing at Buffalo last year.

The inaugural hop of the Social Wheel Club took place Wednes-
day evening, October 30th, at Martine's handsome new academy.
About seventy couples enjoyed the excellent programme of dances,
until a late hour. Although the number present was small to what
it would have been had the weather been more propitious, all report
the affair as a Social success. The club is satisfied, as the financial

portion isn't considered in these monthly hops.

Eastern wheelmen, especially those in the vicinity of Niagara
Falls, have written much in favor of the latter place for the League
meet in 1890. It is all very well, boys. We know you can take

care of all that come, etc,, but how long do you wish to do so? For
several years the East has had the honor of entertaining the League
members, and it has also derived the benefit of their presence in

the shape of recruits—and money. Now the West is not greedy,

but then it occasionally likes a bite of a good thing. I don't speak
for Denver now, as she has no track this year, but in 1S91 will be
all right. In the meantime let some point a little nearer the

Mississippi than the Falls are have a chance. Several of us

Western people would like to attend, but we couldn't, you know,
unless !

"Baby" Jackson, Captain of the Denver Ramblers, seems to

think a little more of the Social Wheel Club than he does of his

own. "Dame Rumor" has it that he tendered his resignation as a

member ot the Ramblers, but that the club refused to grant it. Had
he succeeded in withdrawing from the "D. R.s" it is said that he
would have joined the "S. W. C.s."

''Hod" Kennedy, a fancy rider of some repute, and a resident of

Denver, has been giving exhibitions throughout the country for

several months past. He has done very well, but will not stay on
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the road during the winter. Instead, he will return to this city

some time in December, and embark in his old business—repairing.

'SALINA."

.VEW YORK.

We thought the cycling season in this city

<?V7? ACTT'ZF was aDOUt ended, but from the present out-

look the ardor for a lantern parade has not
been dampened in the least by the last shades
of summer. At last the influential men of the

city have taken an interest in cycling, and they
feel almost as jubilant as we do over the completion of our first

asphalt pavement. It is on James street, the finest avenue in the
city, and as we glide over the asphalt it seems as if we were riding
over a gigantic billiard table. The stretch is three-quarters of a
mile in length, about half the distance on a hill. The street will be
ushered into service with a lantern parade, which will eclipse any-
thing of the kind ever seen here. Throughout the city young and
old riders are organizing clubs for the occasion, and citizens are
assisting vigorously. They will take care of the expense of every-
thing, and promise that James street will be a glare of red fire and
rockets. Two coasting races among the safeties will be a not minor
attraction. Prizes will be awarded to the riders of the wheels coast-

ing the longest distance from a starting point at the summit of the
hill, and it will be a grand opportunity to determine which make of
the safeties runs the easiest, as about fifty, of half a dozen different

manufactures, will compete.

The prosprct of a bicycle track here is almost positive, now that
a new driving park will be built, with a fine half-mile track. A
Syracuse Driving Park Association has been formed, and are
negotiating for a tract of land easily accessible, and well suited for

the purpose.

The newly-organized Knickerbocker Cycling Club is still in ex-
istence, though the early enthusiasm of its members has somewhat
quieted down.

•

The more the student of club life ex-
amines into the advisability of the "social
member," the more he must become im-

"HAWKSHAW" Pressed witn tne faĉ tnat the ultimate
future of any wheel club is seriously en-
dangered by admitting to membership

therein any individual not a rider. I have during the past eight
years seen many examples of the inadvisability of non-riders being
allowed to become members of wheel clubs, and I cannot now recall a
single instance wherein, sooner or later, friction did not result
from his membership. At the beginning, the non-rider is but the
tail to the dog, but eventually the tail seems to out-grow the dog to
which it is attached, and feeling its abnormal development at once
proceeds to wag itself, and eventually the canine finds himself in
the position of being wagged by his own tail, without any ability to
prevent this very unpleasant and seemingly unnatural proceeding.
In most cases fhe canine at once bethinks himself of amputation as
a remedy, but at once discovers too late that such a course means
death, but at last despairing of any other remedy, dies. The spirit
and aim of a wheel club can only be maintained by members who
are riders, and while often in its infancy, the financial aid of non-
riding members may prove extremely desirable, yet it will be found
in the end to be the borrowing of money at highly usurious interest.
As a well wisher for the welfare of every wheel club, I would desire
to impress this fact upon them, so that when the promised benefit ot
present good, in the form of non-riding members, be urged upon
them, that they will not forget the future ills of such a course ot
action, and wisely decline to borrow assistance at the exorbitant in-
terest that eventually they will be called upon to pay for it.

The slate maker has put in his appearance, and from this out we
may expect to see the virtues and merits of the candidates for
L. A. \V. officers noted and extolled. Your last issue had an exam-
ple of this. I don't want to go on record as being an applicant for
prophetic honors, but I do want to say, that any slate maker who
wants to becbme a success in his art, had better go to the nearest
music store, and there purchase a copy of "My Maryland," and
learn the same thoroughly. He will need it before the campaign is

over. See if he doesn't!

A humorist in one of our dailies, recently decided that Wheel-
ing, W. Va., should be the home of all cyclists, on account of its
appropriate title. This is an old and ra'ther moth-eaten joke. I

can give him a better place than Wheeling. What is the matter
with c oasiers' Island ?

Henry George, Jr., has joined the New York Bicycle Club I
shall expect to see his ideas of land value change considerably after
he has taken his first header.

It looks like Niagara Falls would be the next meeting place of
the L. A. W. A better one could not be chosen. It will silence

the most determined club liar after he sees them, and we shall no
longer be annoyed by any further narration of his exploits in the
line of falls. It will please the temperance members, too, since
these are water, not whiskey falls.

Old man "Record" seems to have formed a partnership here
with the clerk of the weather. For the fifth consecutive Sunday
now it has rained, and prevented his being slaughtered by a host of
racing men, each of whom feels confident of adding his scalp to

their lists of trophies. He can't escape, though, so the racing men
say, and he is sure to die upon the course between Tarrytown and
New York, on the very first Sunday that the sun will shine upon a
decent road. He is an agile individual though, and not so easy of
slaughter as many racers seem to think, and it won't do to order
crape for use at his obsequies until after his demise has actually
occurred.

'NOSTA W."

An article which appeared in one

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. ^"L^™^ P*Per
?,
the

^Zttlattracted considerable attention

among local wheelmen. It gave a

most thorough description of the

poor condition of our public roads
in Connecticut and offered some good advice to the selectmen and
others in authority who have charge of the care of our public high-
ways. The author is a prominent physician who is quite an en-
thusiastic cyclist. His modesty, however, compels him to remain
incognito, and so he signs himself "Carriage and Bicycle." Such
articles as these will, in my judgment, do a great deal toward the
promotion of this great movement.

The "Rambling Wheelmen" are contemplating taking a run to

New Haven some Sunday. But those roads, those terrible roads
compel the boys to think a long think before doing so. Neverthe-
less they will get there sometime in the near future providing the
weather permits.

There are thirteen members of the Rambling Wheelmen who do
not intend to get left, as far as athletic exercise goes, when the
weather becomes too cold for riding. They have organized a foot-

ball team with Fred Trilton, Manager; Charles Read, Secretary

;

and H. S. Hudson, Captain. The first game will come off with
some out of town club on Thanksgiving Day.

The Bridgeport Bicycle Club expect to give a number jolly

"smokers" as well as several pleasant social entertainments during
the coming winter months. Their receptions last winter were a
great success, and the proposed events for the coming seasjn
promise to be equally so.

The Rambling Wheelmen will inaugurate their social season
about November 20th, with a smoker. The whist tournament will
also be under way in a few weeks.

Wheelmen in this section of the country are unanimously in
favor of Niagara Falls as die place for the next National League
meet. No better place could be selected, and if the Falls are de-
cided upon a party will undoubtedly be organized in this State to
wheel there. The trip over the excellent roads in New York State
could be easily made in about a week.

It has been suggested that only

PORKOPOLIS NOTES. L
'
A. W. members be allowed to

participate in the parade, excur-

"STAR" sions, etc., of the meet of the
. Ohio Division to be held here

next July. It is argued that no
other organization permits outsiders to participate in its parades,
and why should the L. A. W. We have some wheelmen among us
who will not join the L. A. W. because they say they can enjoy all

its benefits without joining. It is believed that the moral influence
of such economical persons will amount to nothing. The way to

make the League respected is not to lower its dignity by permitting
them to enjoy its advantages unless they become members.
Those who would drag the League into politics in order to

secure better roads are like the builder who in building a house
began at the roof. Unless there is a demand by the public for
better roads, few legislators will have the hardihood to enact such
legislation, as they tear that by so doing they would lose their grip
on their constituency. That is why the Tyron Bill, which was sup-
ported by the Ohio Divisions came to such an untimely end. What
is needed is some way of educating the public to a realization that
poor roads are a very expensive luxury. When that is done, the
laws will come of themselves. The League, with its army of local

consuls scattered around among the towns and villages of our
country, has a splendid means of reaching the very people we want
to educate. Thousands of copies of the pamphlets on road im-
provements, etc., could by this means be put where they would do
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the most good. In time this leaven could not help but make itself

felt. Spasmodic efforts by a few will acomplish nothing! It is

only by united and concerted effort that we may expect to do any
good.

If it is not yet decided where the February meeting of the Na-
tional Assemble is to be held I would like to suggest that Pork< p lis

would be just the place If they will only come here we will shake
up the shuck matrasses in the spare bedroom and put a new gourd
at the spring.

The significance of the initials of our Chief Consul is no longer
a mystery, they stand for "Muck-A-High !"

Otto Barth. who cut down his record in the last club race just

thirty-nine seconds, believes if he can do that every time, he may
some day wear the club medal—if only enough races are run.

"Little Lord Fauntleroy" says he will attend every club run
next season if he can only get out from under Webster's thumb.

The "Duke" is with us again, the "Count" will soon follow, and
then Gut Heil !

!

The champion header taker of the Plainfleld Bicycle Club has
entered the sack race for November 14th. We wish "him luck, and
hope he will deviate from his former course.

HARVARD NOTES.

"KAT BEE."

NEW JERSET NO TES.

"N/rRAM."

Harvard has eight men training
on the track this fall, seven of whom
can beat three minutes. The in-

terest in bicycling, and growth of
the bicycle club is greater than ever
before. At its last meeting it was

voted to hold a hare and hounds run every week as long as the
weather permitted.

The annual fall handicap roa J race will be held next Friday, the

15th. The Harvard Bicycle Club has also challenged the Yale Bi-

cycle Club to a road race this fall, leaving all the conditions to the

latter. Besides this the Harvard Bicycle Club is trying to make
arrangements with the Technology Cycling Club for an annual fall

road race between the two colleges, either for a challenge cup or
banner, or for fun ; and has offered, if Technology wishes, to use
the $30 already won in the two iormer races as a nucleus for a

challenge cup.

Greenleaf and Davis have gone out of training and will

neither compete in the handicap road race, nor in the Technology
race if it comes off.

The course for the road race will begin and end at Mt. Auburn,
and extend fifteen miles through the Newtons and past the Great
Sign Boards.

-»

An adjourned meeting of the
Board of Officers of this Division
was held on Thursday evening,
Oct. 31st, in the Hudson County
Wheelmen's club house. Present,
Chief Consul Dr. G. Carlton

Brown, Vice Consul Dr. H. A. Benedict, Secretary-Treasurer Geo.
C. Pennell, Jno. B. Lunger, Fred C. Gilbert and Frank L. C. Mar-
tin. Tne committee appointed at a previous meeting to draft a
new set of By-Laws made its report, and after being voted on, sec-

tion by section, the By-Laws were adopted. The road book ques-
tion was thoroughly discussed, and a committee consisting of
Messrs. Lunger and Benedict: was appointed to look into the feasi-

bility of getting up a book of maps similar to that of the Connecti-
cut Division. Meeting adjourned at 10.30, after which the Hudson
Countys entertained the visitors with music, by their world-re-
nowned cchestra, led by Professor Theo. F. Merceles, Jr.

Mr. C. W. Higgins, of the H. C. W., has the sympathy of all,

at the sad loss which he has sustained by the shocking death of his

wife, which occurred on Wednesday, October 23d. Mrs. Higgins
was a resident of Bayonne, on the Jersey Central Railroad, and was
about to board a train for New York, when she was struck by an
engine going in the opposite direction, and instantly killed.

The fair to be held from December 17th to 21st, by the Hudson
County Wheelmen, already gives promise of a big success. The
various committees are hard at work, and expect to have the pro-
gramme out soon.

Great enthusiasm is displayed by the members of the Plainfield
Bicycle Club over their second annual fall games to be held in

Crescent rink on the evening of Thursday, Nov. 14. The committee
in charge is doing its utmost to make it a big success, and consid-
erable interest is manifested by both the Elizabeth Wheelmen and
the Plainfield Bicycle Club over the fug-of-war in which they are to
have an encounter. It will be remeu Sered that these clubs had a
pull at the last games given by the Plainfield boys, in which Plain-
field won. Seats have already been secured by several out-of-town
clubs, who will participate in the "smoker" to be given in the hand-
some club house of the Plainfield Club, immediately after the
games.

Among so many reports of cycling

TRXINGTON KT d°' ngs ,n other sections I rarely see
' ' an\thing from wheelmen this far South.

l 'A H K" While our roads are not as good as some
of the Northern brethren enjoy, and
while we have fewer clubs by which to

gain an insight into the social phases of bicycle lite. siilF it shows a
lack of appreciation on the part of Southern cyclists for the benefits
derived from the bicycle, that they do not noise abroad the praise of
the wheel through some of the various channels open to them.

Several advocates of the sport, I being one, made an effort to
organize a club here, but it seems that the material was lacking
among the older class of riders. However, there are four of us who
increase our muscles every Saturday, by rides to neighboring
towns, distant from twenty to fifty miles. Mr. Alf Brent and I rode
to Harrodsburg last Saturday (October io/h). On the way we
passed the railroad bridge of the Cincinnati Southern road. The
track at this point is 2S6 feet above the Kentucky River, hence the
name High Bridge. Thinking it an undertaking which involved
but little risk, we rode across the bridge. The space between the
ties was so small as to render it a very smooth ride, comparatively
speaking.

«

Last Sunday (October 27th) five brave

LINCOLN, NEB. c^'c
!

ers *tarte
.?

out *£°r dinn" to circum-
cycle the city. We use "brave ad-

" ^TTTT FT? " visedly, for the dust was something terri-

ble in places, and these "places"' were by
no means "few and far between " In the

party were two of our famous racing men, Mr. Kelly and Mr.
Sullivan.

About three miles of brick pavement have been laid this season,

and in addition to about five miles of cedar blocks make. Lincoln a

prominent wheeling centre.

The Lincoln Wheel Club, in a very prosperous condition, about
twenty strong, has changed its quarters from No. 830 O street to

No. 432 South Eleventh street. They will in a few weeks have
their rooms in good shape, and will welcome all visiting wheelmen.

There are about a dozen League members here, but none ot

them seem to want their productions in print so I have "boned up"
to carry through the operation.

J. A. Drain, one of our "flyers," has chased his wheel about
2000 miles in about two months and a half, including a trip to

Denver.

On November nth the club takes a spin to Omaha, sixty-five

miles. There are already eleven who have registered for this run,

and among the party will be two tandem safeties, about the first, I

believe, in Nebraska.

There was considerable talk among

HAT?r?r<znnr?r pa the wheelmen of the city last weekHAKKlSVUKij, l'A. over an article appearing in the daily

'CYC."
papers, announcing a road race to

take place Saturday. 26. from Dauphin
to Harrisburg, and going so far as to

name the contestants. As there was no foundation whatever for

its publication, it was amusing to the supposed participants in

answering their numerous friends' queries, and had it been a clear

day, the river road would have been too full of vehicles for

wheeling, race or no race, such being the enthusiasm. The truth

of the matter was that a few of the Wheel Club mutually agreed to

qui-tlv try the run for the purpose of lowering the time made by
Stone'and Gerhardt (thirty-nine minutes to Upper Hotel Duphin to

Market Square), and a later run made bv the Fry brothers, on their

tandem, in thiity-seven minutes, but there was to be no race, the

men ag eeing to start ten minutes apart.

Which recalls that great run of Chayne and Cook, over the same
route, in thirty-three minutes in the spring of 1SS6 A majority do

not believe that it was done, but it must not be forgotten that we
have not the roads now that we had that season. We must remem-
ber that we had a spring freshet and ruined the once good road.

To fatisfy myself as to the run, I had a conversation with the above

gentlemen., and they assure me that they did it with no apparent

effort. The pace was made by a speedy" two-horse team, and they

were in shape for a fast run. having been in training for some time

before, and 1 accept their word as true.

In my former notes I said that I doubted if that thirty-three min

ute run" would be equalled, but I am ready at any time to recall it
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"SWIFT."

The Swift is the strongest, lightest, simplest and'swiftest Safety ever

built. Why? Because we have been making cycles for 23 years, longer

than any other firm in the business, and have made it a rule to have the

best material regardless of cost. Look out for 1890 Swift Safety. It will

have the same name. Why should we alter it?

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CD.,

239 Columbus Ave., - BOSTON,

SOMETHING HEW IK MNTERNS.

THE HUBS. Ho. I n 2.

They cannot be shaken out.

They have a spring back.
They are lock seamed.
They positively do not rattle.

They light from the outside.
Their wicks can be raised from the

outside.
They can be used on Safeties or Or-

dinaries, and are

The Best Built Lanterns ever put together.
Price, Rambler No. 1, Enameled, -

Price, Rambler No. 2, Enameled,
(The No. 1 throws the largest light.)

$5-50-

4.00.

SOURCE CHTHLOGUE ON KPPLICHTION.

GQRMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO., Chicago, III.
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ONCE MORE!

to Wtpp id t|e Eagle to the front.

The great Wilmington 2 5-mile handicap road race

October 19th, won from Scratch by Wm. Van Wag-
oner on a 46-lb. EAGLE. Time, 1 hour 37 minutes

52 seconds. Twenty-three starters and twenty finished.

What's the matter with the EADLE 7

IT'S ALL RIGHT!
IT DOES NOT FOLLOW TO ANY GREAT EXTENT, BUT GEN-

ERALLY LEADS THE PROCESSION.

Catalogue Free. Agents Wanted.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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detroit, michigan.

" judge:'

I see that the Turn-pike Commissioners are making every effort to

get the road back in old-time form, sparing no expense it seems'

and when such men as the Fry brothers, Duke, Chayne and Roher
make up their minds to do as well, then I want to grab my "Little

Bye. and sit on the fence and see 'em scoot by," and be prepared to

say to the World that the "boys did 'em up." When will we
have it, boys?

The first theatre party of the

season given by the Star Club
proved a great success. Twenty-
four members attended "Ka-
janka." the spectacular attraction

at Miners' last week. The boys

occupied the front row of orchestra seats, with Beals the only bald

head and married man in the party as "Mascot." The performance
on the whole was enjoyable. The attractive faces and figures and a

picturesque lack of costumes in the ballet proved vastly amusing to

the boys.

The day is not far distant when Detroit will possess one of the

finest club-houses in the West. It is evident that all that was needed
was a start. The Star Club have furnished this. Starting out one
month ago with only twenty members, it secured a fine suite of

rooms, centrally located, and has already doubled its membership.
Now all that is needed is members. Let every Detroit wheelman
who wishes to further the sport join this organization and in a

short time we will be able to secure the much wished for club house.

I have just heard from Frank Wheldon who left last week for

Colorado Springs. He is much disappointed at not having taken

his wheel, as the roads are excellent and the weather fine. Mr.
Wheldon inter ds extending his trip as far west as San Francisco,

and probably will be gone for three months at least.

Joseph Bressler and brother have just returned from a four

months' trip abroad, having visited England, Germany, France and
Italy. They praise the English wheelmen and say that everywhere
throughout England they received a royal welcome.

NEWS

AND COMMENT.

A. H. Overman returned to Boston
last Monday. He started on the Cunarder
which broke down and had to put back
into Queenstown, hence his voyage was
protracted to one of twelve days. He has
had a glorious time. His wife accom-

panied him, and is reported by Mr. O- as being a most excellent
6ailor. We are glad to hear of the gentleman's safe return, and we
have no doubt he comes back from his vacation, and to work, with
a renewed vim, and ready to "carry the war clear into Africa."

A well-known wheelman from the West writes: "We are for

Dunn first, last and solidly."

Dr. Emery of Massachusetts, Atwater of Washington, and Mott
of Baltimore, are the names we hear constantly mentioned in con-
nection with a place on the National ticket.

"One of the first and strongest shocks of disgust that a foreign
traveller receives on visiting this country, is that produced by the
6ight of our miserable roads, which in our vanity we sometimes de-
nominate pikes. He is unaccustomed to such routes of travel, for
in his country the money of communities is freely expended upon
public highways, and the home government interests itself in giv-
ing to the people easy and convenient modes of access to markets
and to trade centres."

—

Exchange.

The Niagara Falls Bicycle Club has just moved into its new
quarters. A fine large hallway presents itself to the visitors first.

On the right is the parlor, handsomely furnished in antique oak,
with leather upholstering. From this, folding doors open into the
reading room, furnished in heavy oak. At the left, upon entering,
is a small room handsomely furnished, which is used as a card
room, and to the rear of this the pool room, containing a pool table
of the newest design. From this a door leads into the billiard
room, to the south of which is a refrigerator room. Back of the
billiard room are the living apartments of the janitor. Ascending
the s airs, to the left is the bath room and to the east a large hall-
way, which will be used as a gymnasium. The building is heated
throughout by hot air and furnished with great; taste, all colors
blending in a pleasing manner.

"It is not necessary to enter into an argument to prove the
necessity of good roads; they are the avant couriers of civilization,
promoters of intelligence, evidences of industry and constructors of
trade and commerce. We all speak of the blazed bt idle-paths and
corduroy mads of a country as evidences of its barbarism ; but when
the people build good roads, churches, school houses, comfortable
dwellings, towns and cities, trade and commerce rapidly follow."

—

Exchange .

Ralph Temple sends us a postal card written from the top o'

the Eiffel Tower. He says : "lam at the top of the tower and
have been four hours getting here—such a fearful crush. The view
from this point is inexpressibly magnificient. Lovely Paris lies

stretched far beneath. The Seine winds its silvery course through
the city. To the South are the woods of the Bois de Boulogne.
Every building of historic and romantic history in the city is

visible. The superb glass roof of the Exposition building lies

like an enormous soap bubble right at my feet. The fountains'

sparkle and flash in the warm rays of the sun during the day,

while at night time these fountains, illuminated by colored electric

lights, present a scene indiscribable. The tower is the most
wonderful example of modern engineering skill.

Last week our types referred to Mr. Stringer as being of the

Coventry Machinists' Co. We should have said of Singer & Co.,

of Coventry, Eng. The correction is made proper in that Mr.
Stringer does not love Coventry Machinists' Co. less, but that he
loves Singer & Co. more. A lunch and "a bottle" await the

gentlemen interested.

The use of vitrified fire brick in some sections of the West as a
pavement has met with more or less success, according to the

method of laying, the foundation used and the care in main-
tenance. An exchange says: "If the principal highways of the
country were paved with fire brick, say to a width of ten or twelve
feet, and the sides protected by a cheap fire brick curb, such as has
recently been patented, with a common dirt roadway by the side

for the passage of vehicles, we believe they would last 25 years,
without any material expense for repairs."

Repairers and second hand dealers take notice that the Singer
Safety No. 60.672, stolen from E. B. Robinson & Co., of 398 Con-
gress street, Portland, Me., has not yet been found. Make a mem.
of the number and get the reward Robinson & Co. offer.

There is some vague talk about the February officers' meeting
being held in Chicago.

The "winter of our discontent" is upon us of New England, and
the desire to face on a bicycle a cold northeast wind possesses us
not.

Grant Bell is now willing to be reinstated into a full possession
of amateur rights.

The 72-hours professional race lately held at Toronto, Can.,
was a dismal failure. The projectors are said to be out $2000 cold
cash. If so, we are sorry for "the projectors."

Last week the road racing team of the West End Bicycle Club,
Rochester, N. Y., composed of C. J. Conolly, Frank Chamberlain,
Fred. H. Smith, L. G. Mabbett, C. J. Iven and Nathaniel Roe, in
celebration of their great victory, enjoyed an elaborate supper at

the residence of Robert Leadley, captain of the club, on Favor
street. The evening was pleasantly passed and the hospitality ol

Mr. and Mrs. Leadley heartily appreciated.

It is the intention of the Hudson County Wheelmen, of Jersey
City, N. J., to hold a mammoth fair at their club house in Jersey
City, from Dec. 17th to 2tst, 18S9, inclusive. Particulars will be
given later.

In commenting on the Indianapolis to Cincinnati fake by mem-
bers of the Chicago Club, Verax, in the Athlete, says: Not half of
the successfully perpetrated fakes have found the light of day. I

am a confidante to some myself. I should be as ashamed as the
principals were I to publish them. Th°y are too nasty. It is not
necessary, however, to pry into the archives of the past." Now we
think it a duty that Verax owes to himself and to the sport that he
lay bare the facts of the fakes to which he has been a "confidante.''

The cyclers of Buffalo, N. Y., complain that it is not safe for a
rider to pass through certain sections of the city. He is sure to be
assailed by "a storm of venomous words" accentuated by a volley of
brick-bats, stones and other missiles.

Buffalo wants a track for bicycle racing exclusively. By the
way, what has become of the track built last year under Ducker's
supervision ?

Brinker and Milley, of the Buffalo Club, will ride a match mile
tandem race with Iven and Chamberlain, of the West Ends of
Rochester, probably on the 16th.

The Buffalo Bicycle Club is within twelve members of the limit,

150.

The date fixed by the West End clubs (of Rochester, N. Y.)
annual dinner is November 13. It will be held at Teall's. The
club will give a grand carnival and entertainment at Wasnington
Rink, December 3d.

Van Wagoner is after records. He and Weld want the twenty-
five-mile tandem record, and Van himself wants the fifteen-hour
road record.
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Send to WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass., for Catalogue.

At a meeting of the Wilmington (Del.) Wheel Club a motion
was passed prohibiting members of the club from riding under any
athletic association colors.

The Salt Lake City Wheelmen are making an effort to lease from
the cii v for a term of five years, a portion of Washington Square.
The object of the club is to so improve the grounds as to fit them
for all kinds of legitimate athletic sports, including bic\ cling, base-

ball, cricket, polo, and all other kindred gamf>s and entertainments.

W. W. Taxis, the crack racing man, who had such phenomenal
luck on the path this season, has competed in fifty-five races, and
won thirty-seven first, nine second and four third prizes. He rides

under the colors of the Schuylkill Navy Athletic Club, not being a

member of any bicycle club.

"Senator" Morgan and his wife will not leave California.

Morgan says that San Francisco is one of the finest cities in the
Union for his line of business, and in future he will engage in short
races throughout the State.

Norfolk, Va., has an ordinance providing that any person
using signs or signals of the police department shall be fined not
less than five dollars nor more than twenty. As the police have
decided to enfore this law against bicycle whistles, cyclers are given
the tip.

The Hartford, Ct, Wheel Club's annual dinner will be held
November 13.

In recognition of the kindness and hospitality shown the contes-
tants in the late big Buffalo to Rochester road race by Mr. and Mrs.
W. Love, the members of the West End Club presented Mr. and
Mrs. Love a handsome French clock.

The Salt Lake City Herald quotes the World copiously but does
not credit. Why for?

We have received the late cop3' of the Massachusetts and Rhode
Island Road Book, corrected and enlarged. It is an excellent work
and reflects credit on the compilers.

Our St. Louis correspondent in alluding to the "Fleet Wing
Outing Club" of that city inadvertanly wrote it "Fleetwood."

The Queens Bicycle Club of Queens, N. Y., will hold a shooting
tourney for the benefit of the club fund. It will only be open to

bona fide members of bicycle clubs, teams to consist of three men
each, ten shots each offhand, at 115 yards, at a 100-yard Creedmore
target. A handsome trophy will be awarded the winning team, and
a handsome gold medal to each man on the winning team. A
special medal to the man making the highest individual score will

also be given. The shoots will be held once a month in the months
of November, December, January, February and March, on the
Queens Bicycle Club range, at Queens, L. I.

Cards announcing the marriage of Dr. W. G. Kendall to Miss
Clara May Mosely, Oct. 30, have just been issued. We were aware
that the happy event was set down for some time this fall, but we
were much surprised to have the first "official" announcement come
in, to the effect that the affair had taken place. The genial Doctor
stole a march on us, but our congratulations are none the less

hearty and our well wishes for their happiness none the less

sinceie, because the Doctor did take this important step so very
quietly.

One of the neatest and most useful little pamphlets we have
seen in a long time is that issued by H. G. Rouse, of Peoria,
entitled "Hints to Lady Cyclers." It contains 16 pages of good
solid advice and hints on all points of how to dress, how to ride
and how to take care of machine. The book is cheap at the price

(10 cents), and can be procured of H. G. Rouse, Peoria, 111.

WM. PLATTE ROBINS ON.

WEBB HEARD FROM?
We have it from what appears to be an authentic source that the

bicyclist Webb, who it was supposed took a neader from the north-
end bridge near Springfield, Mass., and was drowned in the Con-
necticut River, is alive and living in a Western town.
Moreover, it is rumored that he has written a letter to his sister,

who lives in Holyoke, explaining his motive for running away and
leaving the bicycle in such a position that it might be supposed he
met his death by accident.

It is also said that Webb has "disappeared" four times before,
under much the same circumstances. All manner of rumors con-
cerning Webb are afloat in Holyoke and it is not unlikely that Webb
is still alive.

What motive he could have had in running away is not known.—Springfield hews.

given to or obtained from Geo. F.
Lake City, Minn ; A^s't Gen'l Supt
R. R., Minneapolis, Minn.; John F. Miller
H. E. Robinson, Richmond, Ind.

Last week we published an
article headed "Missing,"
giving an account of the mys-
terious disappearance of Mr.
Robinson from Lake City,
Minn., on Sept. 6 h Since
that time no authentic news
has been received of him.
Certain clues in Wisconsin
are now being followed up,
and it is urged on every wheel-
man of that section to use
every effort to discover and
make known his fate. The
accompanying cut is an ex-
cellent likeness of the unfortu-
nate young man. A liberal re-

ward will be paid for his body or
effects, or for any information
leading to a recovery of either

or both. Information may be
Benson or H. A. Hubbard,
Collins, C, M. & St. Paul

Columbus, Ohio, or

HE IS "INCHING ALONG."
Tom Roe's injury to his ankle has been the means of making

his progress across the continent not only one of greater difficulty,

but at all limes he has suffered more or less pain. 'Tis hard enough
to make the ride with all the members of the body in nice working
order, but to have a sprained ankle to contend with, in addition to

the other and natural difficulties, would have been justifiable cause
for taking to the train and "giving it up." Roe, however, seems
to be made of sterner stuff, and it looks as though he would accom-
plish his mission, as the Chicago Herald repiesentative, G. K.
Barrett, met Roe at Trinidad, Colo., and will coach him in. and aid

him in every legitimate way possible. Heavy rain and snow de-

layed Roe in cossing Colorado, and the roads were so bad that it

took him six days to cover 170 miles. At Garden City, Kansas, he
was about fifty miles behind schedule time, but unless he strikes

more blizzard weather he will catch up on that. The snow in

Colorado and Kansas was from three to five inches deep, and for a

day or so Roe and Barrett were storm bound. The roads and
weather are described as simply terrible.

Things looked better at Garden City, Kansas, and indications for

clear and cool are cheering. Weather permitting, a large delega-

tion of Kansas City wheelmen will go out to Hutchinson and ride

back to Kansas City with the nervy tourist. A large delegation ot

Chicago wheelmen will go to Kansas City on a special train, and
ride back to Chicago with Roe. The ride between these two cities

will take about six days. Roe is due in Chicago about the 14th.

PROVIDENCE WHEELMEN'S THEATRE PARTY.
"A 'stag' party of between 50 and 60 of the Rhode Island wheel-

men attended the performance of the 'Rag Baby' at the Gaiety
Opera House last week. They occupied a square section of front

seats on the leftside of the parquet, and the solid patch of young
men attracted a good deal of attention from the rest of the audi-

ence. The party evidently exerted more or less influence on the

piece, that resulted in some improvements, or at leastalterations in

author Hoyle's work. 'Old Sport,' instead of making his usual

grand entrance on the last lap of a walking match against time, ap-

peared last evening mounted on a bicycle. It took four men and
the brindle dog that figures in the piece to hold him and the bicycle

up and trundle him a ross the stage. 'Old Sport' had a wheel-

man's helmet on his head and said that he had made 16 miles in 16

hours, but 'Van Wagoner had beaten him.' Van Wagoner being

the crack bicyclist of this territory the cyclers applauded his name.
The tramp, who, by his usual lines is run over by a hearse, an-

nounced for this occasion only that he had been run over by a bi-

cycle. There were sundry other 'gags' and pers -nalities interest-

ing especially to the half a hundred cyclers present and the orches-

tra introduc d a bicycle whistle and bell into a galop they played.

The theatre party was the first of the winter's season of entertain-

ments that the wheelmen are wont to indulge in, and Messrs. How-
ard L Perkins and Nelson H. Gibbs were the committee who en-

gineered it.

—

Journal.
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THE MBDFORD CYCLE CLUB S DANCING CLASS.

There was revelry by night out at Medford, on the 30th, and the

official croaker* of the Medtord Cycle Club were petrified into un-

precedented silence.

The occasion was the opening of the "dancing class" and the

series of accompanying assemblies, which the club has been adver-

tising for the past month. The most patient and scrutinizing of

entomologists can find no "specimens" on the M. C. C, and when
it goes into a thing, it goes in deep. Its committee engaged the

Opera House, and Prof. W. S. Stokell for instructor, advertised ex-

tensive! v, and ran up the expenses to such a figure that the croakers

were bathed in ecstatic bliss for weeks together. But the more the

croakers pawed the air, the harder the club hustled, and it is a

famous band of hustlers.

On the opening night. October 30th, Messrs. Newcomb and Perry
(the originators of the scheme) and the rest of the commmittee and
club, were early on hand, and the changing expressions on their

faces as time went on were simply kaleidoscopic. From 7 to 7.30
they wore a look of haggard care. About 730, h_>wever, a close

observer could have seen the faint traces of a coming smile, which
at 7.45 was broadening and deepening. At 7. 50 they simply beamed
and radiated happiness, when the doorkeeper announced that the

huped-for number of pupils had been reached. At 7 55 Newcomb
and Perry were seen to solemnly shake hands and drop each a happy
tear. At 8 o'clock, with over 200 pupils on the floor, and no per-

ceptible diminution in the stream of arrivals, joy reigned para-

mount. Old feuds were forgotten and forgiven, new fiiendships

cemented in the common gaiety, and it is even reported that

"Ralph," in the mad joy of the successful stockholder, offered a

friend a cigar. But as the moments passed, and the big Opera
House floor was seen to be insufficient for those already inside, and
still the block at the door got thicker and deeper, and the hallways

were crowded, and the stairs were well nigh impassable, a look of
pleased perplexity began to grow on the faces of the committee. And
at 8 15, when Prof. Stokell began the lesson with a class of 230—and
more coming—it gradually dawned on the managers that they were
being given a surprise party of Eiffelian proportions. And they
went up to the club rooms over the hall, to plan a brown-stone
front, ba\-windowed club house.

Prof. Stokell handled the big class with experienced ease until 10,

when it was dismissed, and the floor cleared for general dancing.
All through the evening buyers of "assembly" tickets had been
pouring their shekels into Treasurer Barker's retentive grasp, and
when first violinist Powers gave the word, and the eight starters of
the M. C. C. orchestra got away beautifully on the first waltz, there
were 200 dancers in the hall.

General dancing followed till midnight. The club has put
through many enterprises of startling originality, and has achieved
60tne famous successes. But its dancing class and assemblies bid

fair to out-do anything in the money-making line heretofore

attempted, and as a social and enjoyable success it is simply bril-

liant. Lessons and assemblies will continue on each Friday even-
ing hereafter, till January 3, when the series will close with a final

ball. Tee Dee.

IMPORTANT DECISION.—$500 DAMAGES.

Last week we received and printed the bare decision in the case
of Goring vs. Kennedy. The decision ofJudge Barnard is given be-

low in full :

'Barnard, J. The defendant (Kennedy) is not the owner of the
dog which occasioned the accident, but the evidence, although con-
flicting, establishes the fact that the defendant harbored him.
Originally, he was tied by his owner in the defendant's barn while
he was sick, to protect defendant's property. The defendant in

person, after the middle of May, 1889, adopted this act. He then
told Walker, who was assaulted by the dog, that he kept the dog
on his premises to protect his wood-pile, but that one Hoolihan
was the ow ner. This evidence is supported by the evidence of other
witnesses, that both before and after the attack upon Walker, the
dog was seen tied up on defendant's premises. On different occa-
sions he was about the premises untied. On the occasion in ques-
tion, when plaintiff (T. E. Goring) was thrown off his wheel by
the dog, he was with the defendant's hired man under the defendant's
wagon, and quite a distance from the residence. The owner lived
near by, but this dog, after the 9th of May is not shown to have
been on his premises. The evidence convinces me that the de-
fendant harbored the dog. The defendant had notice of his vicious
propensity. Walker told him of his assault upon him, and the de-
fendant oidered the dog to be kept tied up. The plaintiff was in-

jured. He was thrown off his wheel upon a stone on the side of the
road. He testifies that he has since been lame. It is proved that
after this occasion the plaintiff was upset while driving i n a wagon

The proof does not show that this accident inflicted any injury.

The plaintiff was injured, therefore, by the dog. It isayiven ques-
tion as to the amount of the injury. The physicians differ. Drs.
Wood, Porteous and Powell testify to a hip injury. Dr. Parker
made a careful examination, and he can discover no injury. Dr.
Porteous differs frotn Drs. Powell and Wood as to whether the in-
jury is permanent. The proof is sufficiently doubtful to justify a
finding against the permanent nature of the injury. It may be per-
manent, but it cannot now be so predicted.

Assuming, therefore, an injury, but not a lasting or very painful
one, I deem five hundred dollars a sufficient compensation for the
injury to plaintiff and his wheel. Judgment will be awarded ac-

cordingly."

IS IT RIGHT TO RIDE UN THE SABBATH'!-

This question has come up once more, in an article published in

the World of October 25th, written by Mr. D. W. Barker. The
author of this communication is evidently on the "wrong tack."
While some of his statements are to be admitted, he is manifestly
wrong in others.

Although the ' Sabbath of the Bible and the modern Sunday are
different as to the day of the week, they are the same in morality.
The New Testament, while it does not perceptively set apart any
special day as the Sabbath, it preserves, of course, all the moral law
of the Old Testament which is forever binding; and therefore that
part of the moral law which pertains to the Sabbath is continued.
We are taught throughout the Scriptures that we are to observe one
day out of the seven as the Sabbath, and, although the Sunday of
the present time is not the Sabbath of the olden .ime so far as the
day of the week is concerned, it is a day that has al-jjays been set

apart by Christian nations for special religious worship and rest,

the law of our land requiring that this day be not broken. Mr.
Barker says that the "essential idea in the commandment is the
prohibition of all labor." True, but the writer mistakes the mean-
ing of Scriptures at this point.

The Sabbath is certainly a "day of rest, a cessation from all toil,

a day of refreshment and re-invigoration, to prepare the mind and
bodv for another week of toil," but the question is, how are we to
refresh ourselves in the best, i. e , the truest way? We are plainly
taught how to do this by the Bible. Our minds are to be turned
toward God and engaged in His special service on this day in seven
that He appropriated for His own holy use. Some say we cannot
publicly worship all day; this is not expected. No, we are not to
spend the entire day at church, but there are many duties that are
required of us, such as visiting the poor, the sick, the afflicted,

ministering in various ways to the needy. Mr. Barker seems to
live for himself on y, and does not remember that he owes much to

his fellowr-men. God plainly set Sunday apart for His service, and
we should turn our thoughts to Him on that day and bv so turning
our minds from worldly cares and thoughts, refresh both mind and
body for the labors of the week.
We always hear the same argument, if it can be called an argu-

ment, viz., "I am shut up in my store or office all the week, and
have no time lor riding, except on Sunday." Don't let us mislead
ourselves in such a way as this, but ever bear in mind that the
Sabbath is not ours to do as w-e please with. If I cannot take any
time from my own service for riding, I have no right to take any of
the time away from God that he has set apart for Himself. He has
given us six days, surely we can spare Him one. True, the
"Sabbath was made for man, not man for the Sabbath," but, as has
been well said, "it was made for man's use not his abuse." The
Sabbath was made for man's use, but man cannot choose the way in

which he is to spend it, and thereby throw aside all Scriptural
teachings. The Sabbath was made for man's use, i. e.. for man to

use as a day of rest and re-invigoration, and I have already spoken
of the teachings of Scripture as to the best way of resting our minds
and bodies, i. e. , by a change of mental occupation. How any man
can say that he "protests against any attempt to dictate to him how
he shall use the Sabbath, I cannot see, for we are so plainly taught
the proper way to observe God's Holy day in His Book. If a man
is so confined as to the body that he can onl\ find time to ride on Sun-
day, it is the fault of that state of soc :ety that makes it necessary for

him so to confine himself. At any rate, no man can presume to
think that he can be, in any way. "a law unto himself"

Clarksville, Tenn., Nov. 2d, 1SS9. J. R. Wilson, Jr.

SPRINGFIELD BfCYCLE CO.MPA XV.

At a largely attended and harmonious meeting of the creditors ot

this company at the Court of Invsolveny in Boston last Friday, Mr.
E. S. Mansfield, lawyer, 42 Court street, was unanimously elected

assignee and was thereupon appointed to that office bv the Court.
It is understood, although not authoritatively announced, that the
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assignee intends to immediately solicit bids for the purchase of the

entire plant formerly belonging to the company at the well equipped

factory at Highlandville, to be submitted to him before the twentieth

of this month, to give those who desire to at once enter upon this

profitable business, an opportunity to do so.

CORRESPONDENCE.
[ The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter

which in his opinion is improper.]

MR. SHRIVER WRITES HIS LAST WORDS.

Editor Bicycling World: My controversy with Mr. Mott has

"dragged its slow length along" until very probably your readers are

beginning to tire of it, so I will close my case with a brief summing
up and let my worthy antagonist hammer away at his hobby in

peace hereafter, so far as I am concerned. In the first place I should

explain that I have never met Mr. Mott and know nothing of the

nature of his business, so that I am entirely guiltless of any un-

pleasant intention in my references to the river and harbor bill, and

am even now ignorant of what may be his associations with that

bill. I am perfectly ready to admit that this bill and its companion,
the "pork" bill (which, by the way, you printed "Park" in my last

letter) contain some necessary appropriations and that such intererst

as I am sure Mr. Mott has in them is perfectly proper; but on the

whole I think the almost unanimous voice of the press is correct in

pronouncing them g'gantic steals.

The nav) r and fortification dispute was a digression, pure and sim-

ple, and I will not follow Mr. Mott in it further ; though on looking it

up a little more, he may perhaps find that I am simply quoting from
the best and most recent authorities in citing my opinions. I do
not wish to make any comparative display of knowledge on either

military or political topics, but simply to recapitulate my grounds
of objection to Mr. Mott's plan to improve the highways through
the method of a Congressional appropriation, for which the surplus

is to be tapped. These are, first—That I do not believe it is consti-

tutional, and that we will therefore waste our energies by following

up a false scent.

Second—That I do not believe it is practicable, and that the

League will make itself ridiculous rather than useful in trying to

do something probably beyond its power to accomplish.
Third—That I do no' believe it is expedient, as nothing that is

really an "interstate highway" is wanted. The United States, like

other civilized na ions, moves its troops and mails by railway, and
all the other needs instanced by Mr. Mott are strictly local ones, to

be properly met by local action.

Fourth—That it will drag the League into politics in the most
objections] way, by placing it on one side of a great politcal issue,

as to which its members necessarily disagree. Mr. Mott's failure to

appreciate this, even when presented to him, is evidently accounted
for by his statement that he does not understand the difference be-

tween free traders and protectionists, a difference that is the sole

thing with which the politics of to-day are concerned.
Free traders oppose spending the surplus, because they claim

that the proper thing to do is to abolish the taxes which make the
surplus, and that all these plans to dispose of the money are simply
plans to evade the real issue, and put out of sight one of the results

of the burdens which have been placed upon industry in the
interest of the monopoly. For the same reason they oppose
abolibhing the whiskey tax rather than the tariff tax, a phase of the
discussion that surely anyone must have heard. What I have said

oi free iraders applies, only with less force, to those who are tariff

reformeis only, and who must equally object to being parties to any
schemes 10 "get rid of the surplus" in this manner.
[We think (if we have read aright) that Mr. Mott ,is distinct in

detning that his scheme was for the "avowed purpose of making
employment," etc. The employment of men is simply a component
and not the chief end for which Mr. Mott argues.

—

Ed.]
Further than this, a great many League members who are neither

fr°e traders, or tai iff reformers even, if their attention is called to it

as I have endeavored to do, will object to have their organization
father a scheme for the spending of government money with the
avowed purpose of making employment, the Socialistic part of the
Mott programme. Such membeis may obje(5t on the general
ground that they don't think that the public treasury should be used
for relieving private wants; or they may go deeper and argue that
such a policy only aggravates the evil of industrial distress, which
can be cured only by striking off the shackles from industry through
the removal oi taxation from trade and improvement, and the open-
ing up of natural opportunities for labor by making it unprofitable to
withhold these from use on speculation; but on whichever ground
their objection is founded, they can hardly be expected to lend their
countenance to measures to which they are conscientiously opposed.

Finally, this last letter of Mr. Mott's suggests another very grave
reason why his scheme should not be taken up by the League; in

the intimation that its success is to be attained through what may
be plainly called a process of lobbying, the details of which it is

not safe to make public. With this I will leave the discussion,
which I do not wish to make interminable.

Yours truly, E. J. Shriver.

A PROTEST.

Editor Bicycling- World : Under the caption "Berkshire and the
Hudson" in the issue of the World of Oft. 25, a wheelman has the

following to say about the visit of his party to North Adams :

"We did not, however, meet the Local Consul ; in fact, we under-
stood that though Captain of a club which had not sufficient in-

terest to keep any headquarters he had never seen fit to procure
any wheel of his own. It would seem, accordingly, that his ap-
pointment as Consul must have been somewhat accidental."
The slur on our Local Consul, Mr John Kane, is as unwarranted

as it is contemptible, and could have emanated but from one source,
that of a certain jockeying wheelman whose business methods have
placed him under the ban of all respectable cyclers, and who has
been but recently re-instated into the League, from which he was
suspended by Chairman Davol, for crooked work on the race track.

Allow me to say a few words regarding the club referred to and
its Captain. The Berkshire Rovers is the only League club in the
county of Berkshire, and practically the only club of any kind in

North Adams, for while it numbers a score of riding members, the
other local club can boast of but a quarter of that number. Capt.
Kane, probably the most popular wheelman in town, owns and rides

a wheel at the present time and has owned and lidden various
makes in the past. He is easily found by visiting wheelmen, and
has always a warm welcome for them. He is also a perfect ency-
clopedia of local road information, and his appointment, therefore,

as Consul, far from being accidental, was a most excellent one
Your correspondent's statement as to lack of interest among club

members is amusing. We not only have cosy headquarters to

which all visitors may make themselves at home, but there can be
no club in the country whose members are more enthusiastic over
wheeling. Not a week has passed since early in May that the boys
have not taken a run to some more or less distant point, frequently
of two or three days' duration. I send with this a photograph of
twelve of the members, taken October 20, just previous to a run to

Hoosac Falls, twenty miles distant. Be kind enough to print this

vindication of Mr. Kane, and oblige,

Yours fraternally, A. W. Mabbett, 22,664,
Secretary League Club 234.

MR. BULL ON THE CHAMPIONSHIP QUES 7 ION.

Editor Bicycling World : In common with other members of the

L. A. W. , and with some of the bright minds of the cycling and
sporting press, I have views concerning methods of giving and
conducting championship meetings, and find myself unable to

longer repress myself.
Boiled down, my plan is designed to develop more and better

racing, and to draw more clubs into the League, while holding
closely to those now members.
There is no disguising that the L. A. W. is in danger of losing

what littl racing prestige it has gained. Most of the fast riders of
the East, those distinguished for their racing abilities are identified

with athletic organizations other than those which are members of
the L. A. W.
More than this, bicycle race meets are being given three times

for one by athletic clubs as compared with cycling clubs; meets
which are open to an)' amateur, and at which costly prizes are

offered. The Amateur Athletic Union itself is giving bicycle cham-
pionskips at its Eastern, its Western, its all-round and its annual
championship athletic meetings, not to mention those which are

held by wheeling organizations, not closely identified with the

L. A. W.
It appears to be the fact that a great popular interest in wheeling

just now is in racing, and that it is a growing one. Nothing seems
plainer to the writer than if the L. A. W. does not reform and revive

this department of its work, if it does not do something to prevent
the gradually slipping away of so many of its crack riders, that

much of that which has in the past gone to make the League so

successful, will be conspicuous by its absence.
Naturally enough 1 want to propose some amendments to the By-

Laws of the L A. W., as follows:

First—There shall be a Racing Board in each State Division,

which shall have full control over all matters pertaining to Division
championships and racing by League organizations within their re-

spective States, subject to the L. A. W. Racing Board.
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By "all matters" it is understood, of course, that the State Board
will decide where the State championships shall be held, and when,

and any and all other points that may arise, subject, etc.

Second—The annual meet of the L. A. W. shall be held not

earlier than September 15th in each year, where all National cham-
pionships shall be contested by holders of State Division champion-

ships.

Third—The annual State Division meets shall be held at least ten

days before the annual meet of the League, at which winners of

State Division championships, at club meets throughout the season,

shall be prepared to defend (or to forfeit) their titles, if challenged

prior to date of said State meet; but no competitor having been de-

feated at a club meet for the State championship shall be allowed

to challenge the winner during the same season.

Fourth—Any L. A. W. club may pay actual travelling and hotel

expenses of competing members, or cost of repairing wheel, either

at State Division or L. A. W. championship meets; and State

Divisions may pay actual travelling and hotel expenses, or cost of

repairing wheel, of holders of State Division championships at

L. A. W. meets.
Fifth—No competitors in any State Division or League cham-

pionship shall ride for, in the name of, or wear the colors or the

emblem of any club or organization not a member of the L. A. W.
Sixth—No competitor at any State Division or L. A. W. cham-

pionship meet shall compete for (or wear colors or emblem) of any
organization which is a member of the L. A. W., unless said com-
petitor shall have lived within fifty miles of the headquarters of

such organization for at le stone year, or unless said L. A. W.
club is the League club nearest the place where said competitor has

lived at least one year.

Seventh—A wheelman who has competed at State Division, or

National L. A. W. championships under the colors of an L. A. W.
club shall not be permitted to compete for any other L. A. W. club

at any subsequent State or National championship meet until after

the expiration of one year from said former competition unless by
permission of the club for which he first competed, or unless said

club shall have practically ceased to exist.

It would appear to me, Mr. Editor, that most, if not all, of these

proposed changes speak for themselves.
No one fcr a moment will claim that our present system of

scattered L. A. W. chamionships tends to let the real champion win
or even tends to get most of the "champions" together.

By distributing the State Division championships to various

"clubs" a local as well as a general interest would be stimulated

;

and by permitting L. A. W. clubs to pay actual expenses of mem-
bers, we should be assured full entry lists, and all the crack men as

starters.

There is no use in trying to identify the word "amateur" exclu-

sively with "a gentleman of means" and leisure. It cannot with
justice be done. A rider who has never received money or other
valuable compensalioti for riding is as much an amateur as anyone,
and no specious definition can make him otherwise. When it comes
to representation at the National Meet, the State Divis-ions being
permitted to pay expenses of State Division championships, would
practically insure our having the California and Oregon champions
present no matter where held.

By what authority do we claim to be better judges of pure ama-
teurship than another? The A. A. V., with its forty-five clubs and
17,000 members, last year paid the actual expenses from New York
to Detroit to its championship meeting of from one to five athletes

from each of the Eastern clubs sending competitors.
As planned by me, racing would be good all through the season,

because if a local man won a State Division championship early in

the season, he would be compelled to keep in training to defend his

title at the State Division meet, and he could afford to do this as he
would be allowed to accept his actual expenses from his club.

My plan, too, as you have no doubt noted ere this, would go far

to prevent wealthy cycling or athletic organizations from securing
fast riders from weaker clubs, in order to scour the country, and
scoop championships, as entries will have to be from L. A. W.
clubs solely, and from clubs within fifty miles of which the com-
petitor has lived for at least one year.
Good racing talent would be drawn out by this plan, for no entry

would be received at the National Meet, except frarn winners of
State Division championships.
As these suggestions would, if considered advisable, revolutionize

our present system of championships, and necessitate amendments
to the L. A. W. By-Laws. I would like to have them discussed by
all interested members of the L. A. W. , by the present efficient

Chairman of the Racing Board, C. S. Davol, and by such racing
experts as H. E. Ducker, Sam Clark, G. R. Bidwell, Van Sicklen,
Berger of St. Louis, Gideon of Philadelphia, Mohrig and Cook of
San Francisco, Goodman of Hartford, Merrill of Springfield, Elliot

Johnson, Barkman, Potter of Cleveland, Fred Jenkins, and Rouse of

Peoria, also by Editors Dean, Prial, and Miles, particularly by the

latter. His Western association plan being somewhat in the same
line as the changes proposed by myself.

I trust this plan will receive full and free discussion at an early

date. If the plan is considered practicable, it will be necessary to

give at least thirty days' notice of the proposed amendments to the

By-laws before the February meeting of the Board of Officers.

Buffalo, N. S., Oct. 30th, 1889. W. S. Bull.

INHOSPITABLE TREA TMENT.
Editor Bicycling World: Last Sunday Mr. Paul W. Adams and

myself rode from Quincy toward Rockland, when it commenced to

rain quite hard, as we were passing through South Scituate. Think-
ing it would be nearer to get the train at Hingham, we hurried back
and put up at the Cushing House, as we had two hours to wait for

a train. We were wet through entirely, and asked the proprietor to

give us a warm room and something to eat. He said he could not
give us a warm room, much less anything to eat, as dinner had
been cleared away, and he did not care to disturb the servants.

We finally prevailed upon him to give us some hot coffee.

I think the members should mo>t certainly be warned in regard
to the treatment they may expect to receive there. A man who
keeps a hotel is supposed to be a public servant, and as I had a very
bad cold I asked him to give us what may be called some extra
attention, for which we were only too willing to pay. I must add
that we feel very indignant and trust you will give this article

prominence in the World. George H. Brown,
Quincy, November 2d, 1889. No. 23,910.

CYCLING ART, ENERGY AND LOCOMOTION.
(SCOTT.)

The above is the comprehensive title of a book by Robert P.

Scott of Baltimore. In dealing exhaustively with the title subject

Mr. Scott starts from the very foundation, and we find in Chapter
II. the question, "Can we improve on the Creator's metods?" dis-

cussed. From that point, having answered in the affirmative,

takes us through successive chapters, showing the best and most
direct application of power, "The connecting link between the leg

of nature and the wheel of mechanics." In Chapter VI. he deals
with the application of power to cycles, balancing, potential en-
ergy, hill climbing, &c.
Chapter VIII. is "Comparison of the curves of translation, in a

machine of which the diameter or combination of wheels differ, of
a point taken in the same relative position on the several saddles

—

Consequent concussion and effect on momentum."
Then follow chapters on anti-vibration, springs in saddles, gear-

ing, the rear-driving safety, tandems, and so-called rational bicycle,

bearings, cycle construction, patents and hobbies form Part First,

nearly 200 pages. The above epitome of subjects will give an idea or

the scope of the work. In treatment Mr. Scott is thorough, and he
spares no pains, either in words or diagrams and drawings (with
which the work is copiously illustrated) to establish facts and
prove his theories. It is a book that no one who is interested in

the science of cycling can afford to be without, and in the writing
of it Mr. Scott has proved himself to be one of the most thor-
oughly posted men on the art of cycling in this or any other
country.

Part Two of the work is alone worth the price of the book as a
record of some useful and many absurd inventions in the cycle line.

As Mr. Scott says, Part Two is "designed rather to amuse than in-

struct." This part contains about 100 pages and illustrations of
the remarkable and ridiculous products of the would-be inventor,
and only goes to show how prolific the inventive mind can be on
occasions in producing "monstrosities." Many of these illustra-

tions have been printed at intervals in the World of about four to

five years ago.
The whole book shows conscientious work, and a tremendous

amount of it withal. The typography, paper and get up of the
book are far in advance of anj'thing of the kind ever published.
It is deserving of a generous reception at the hands of cyclers. It

certainly is useful, unique and entertaining, and those who desire

to know something about the science of cycling more than the

usual "Rule of Thumb," cannot afford to be without a copy.

[J. B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia; cloth, 305 pages. Price, $2.

A rumor is floating through the general press of the country to

the effect that Miss Farrar has been appointed Local Consul at

Toledo, Ohio. The official announcement has not yet been made
of such appointment, though from what we hear it is likely that

such announcement will be made. If it becomes a fact, we shall

expect to see all the tourists passing through that section make a

long stop at Toledo, and that Miss Consul Farrar will be in con-
stant demand by gallant cyclers in need of consular directions and
advice.
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THE ADAM'S MEDAL.
We would respeiftfully ask those who are to compete for the

Adam's mileage medal to send in the results and figures. We ap-

pend below the cyclometer record of Mr. Albert Beers of Everett,

Mass., and we must say the figures indicate that Beers has got a big
show for the medal

:

Oi5l. 1 - - - 43 1-2 0<ft. 18 - - - 41

oa. 2 - St oa. 19 - - - 70 1-2

Oifl. 3 - - - 69 1-2 Oa. 20 - - - 102 1-2

Oift. 4 - - - 58 1-2 061. 21 - - - 45 1-2

Oifl. 5 - - - 66 1-2 Oa. 22 - - - 79 1-2

Odt. 6 - - - 40 Oa. 23 - - - 101 1-2

0<5t. 7 - 41 Oa. 24 - 34
oa. s - - - 851-2 oa. 25 - - - 363-4
oa. 9 - - - 74 oa. 26 - - - 53
oa. to - - - 83 1-2 oa. 27 - - - 36 1-2

oa. it - - - 32 1-2 oa. 28 - 43 1-2

oa. 12 - - - 59 oa. 29 - . - 40 1-2

oa. 13 - 47 oa. 30 - - - 45 1-2

oa. 14 - - - 00 oa. 31 - - - 71 1-4

oa. 15 - - - 82

oa. 16 - - - 73 1852

oa. 17 - - - 122

Mr. Beers in sending his log says : "You will find several check-
ers below, and will gladly furnish more if you wish it." H. D.
Hutchins, Maiden, Mass.; Geo. H. Drummond, Cambridgeport,
Mass.; G.J. McArthur, Oak Grove, Maiden, Mass.

Boston, Mass., Nov. 6, 1889.

The cyclometer used by Mr. Albert Beers is one made by our
company. It is for a 30-inch wheel, registers 672 revolutions to

the mile. It was properly tested by me, and I have frequently ex-

amined it to see that the mileage was correct. It was used on the
rear axle of a New Mail Safety, and the distance registered is

correct. Joseph Butcher,
Supt. of the Butcher Cyclometer Co.

RACES AND RECORDS ON ROAD AND TRACK
[Notice.—Those who send us in reportf of races will oblige us

by seeing that initials of competitors, handicaps and time in full,

ARE GIVEN IN ALL CASES.

—

Ed.]

AT PHILADELPHIA—The following telegram from "Ariel,"
dated Philadelphia, November 6th, says:
"W. Van Wagoner yesterday broke the Lancaster Pike record, of

48.10. from Paoli to Fifty-second street, doing the distance of
fifteen and one-quarter miles in 47m. 41 4 5s."

IRVINGTON—MILBURN, N- J. COURSE.—We take from the
New York Sun the results of the several events run over the above
named course on Election D iv.

Twenty -five mile club handicap of the Kings County Wheelmen :

J. McLean, 12m.; H. VViegand, 9m.
; J. Weller and C. Isbell, 9m.;

J. Bedford, 7m. ; I. Bowdish, 6m. ; W. Steves, 6 m. ; W. Marion, 5m.

;

T. J. Hall, Jr., 3m. ; J. Bensinger and C. Murphy, 2m. ; W. Murphy
and F. Hessee, scratch. T J. Hall finished first: J. Bensinger,
second ; C. Murphy, third, and W. Marion, fourth. Time, 1.33.34 4"5-

Scratch man's time was 1.55 22.

Ten-mile club handicap, Brooklyn Bicycle Club.—G. Quimby,
4m. 30'. ; W. Meeteer, 4m. 30s. ; J. Sheffield. 3m. 30s ; F. Coningsby,
2m.; F. Borland, im. 45s., and H. Bradly. scratch. J. Sheffield

finished first, F. Coningsby second, W Meeteer third, J. Quimby
fourth. Time, 3Sm. 45 4-5S. Best time made by F. Coningsby,
36m. ; scratch man's 36 n. 25s.

Ten-mile championship. Prospect Wheelmen—Five starters : won
by W. T. Shannon; R. Wulff, second and V. Valentine, third.

Time, 41m. 30s.

Ten-mile handicap, Elizabeth Wheelmen—Eight starters; won by
W Caulkins, 6m.

; J. Dripple, second, and J. Pennell, third.

Ten mile scratch, for unattached wheelmen of Brooklyn: eight
starters—Won by G. Holland; R. Miller second, and A. F. Felt-

meye^ third. Time, 41m. and 20s.

Ten-mile handicap, Atalanta Wheelmen—Messrs. Jones, Crane,
and Congleton, 7m.; L. A. Edwards, 5m.; Messrs. Thorne and
Rummell, 2m. ; Messrs. Russell. Dodd, Brock and Swain, scratch.
L. Thorne finished first; E. Congleton, second ; H. Jones, third, and
F. Brock, fourth - Time, 42 minutes.
One-mile, club, Hudson County Wheelmen, for Benedict medal;

six starters. Won by E. T. McLoughlan; E. A. Day second.

FROM ELIZABETH, N. J, a correspondent writes : "The cy-
clers of the Oranges had a rare good time, Oaober 31st, at the Park
rink, under the auspices of the O'Rielly Zouaves, at their annual
fall indoor games and ball.

The bicycle events were surprises, as the favorites all had to watch

the rear wheel of a comparatively 'unknown' boy. He rode an
ordinary while some of his competitors rode safeties. [If this is

true, we fear it is a case for the Racing Board.—Eu ] The unknown
boy, Mr. Harry Wade, has been riding only four months, but he
managed to capture the one and two mile races. The track was an
eleven-lap track, and Wade won the two-mile race in 7 45 The
outcome of these races is a probable challenge to Wade, bv the de-
feated men, to ride a five-mile road race." [Our correspondent
omits the names of the other competitors. Neither does he give
the time of the one-mile event. We wish correspondents would
give all .particulars, as requested at head of this column. Such re-
poits as above are very unsatisfa&ory for record.—En.]
AT YONKERS, N. Y—New York Bicycle Club and Riverside

Wheelmen. Results from the Sun :

Five-mile handicap. New York Bicycle Club twelve starters,
won by J. Van Buren, seven minutes' handicap; G Nes>bitt,
scratch, second; W. Hanson, scratch, third. Nesbitt rode the
distance from scratch in 17 1-3 minutes; winning time, 24 seconds.

Riverside Races—Half mile scratch, ten starters, won bv F.
Miller; J. N. Judge, second; time, 1 minute 27 seconds. One-
and-a-half-mile safety, four starters, won by F. Cossett; T. Ward,
second; time, 5 minutes 45 seconds.
Two-mile handicap, twelve starters, won by F. R. Miller, scratch

;

J. Judge. 75 yards, second ; time, 6 minutes 4S seconds.
One-mile novice, nine starters, won bv W. C. Barker; F. Olm-

stead second; time, 2 minutes 58 seconds.
Five-mile scratch road race championsh ;p—Twenty-one starters;

won by W. C Barker; F. R. Miller, second, J. W. Judge, third.
Time, iS 48.

AT HARVARD.—The two bicycle races at the fall handicap
meeting of the Harvard A. A., last Friday (Nov. ist), yvere among
the most interesting events of the day. Fiist came the two-mile
ordinary race. W. B. Greenleaf, '92, and K. Brown, '91. were
scratch, with Barron, '91, Tweedy, '93, and P. W. Davis. '93, at 150
yards, and Goodrich, '93, at 300 yards. When the pistol was fired

Barron yvent off" at a rattling clip, closely followed bv Tweedy and
Davis. The scratch men did not gain at all on 150-vard men during
the first mile, although the latter gained fast on Goodrich. On the
back stretch of the fifth lap Brown, who had been following Green-
leaf, took the lead, and went after the handicap men yvith a vim,
but was unable to catch them on account of the pacemaking abilities

of Barron. On the back stretch of the last lap Davis spurted and
looked a sure winner, but Tweedy had profitted by his defeat the
Monday before, and on the home stretch spurted finely, and came
in half a length ahead of Davis, with Barron third, Goodrich fourth,
Brown fifth, and Greenleaf sixth. Time, 604 1-5.

The two-mile safety race had three starters: R. H. Davis. '91, and
Bailey, '91, scratch; and P. W. Davis. '93. 300 yards. This « as the
prettiest exhibition of head work that has ever been seen at Harvard.
Davis had only trained three or four days for the race, and was not
nearly in his best condition, and the general opinion was that
Bailey would have an easy job to beat him.
At the word "go" Baile took the lead and set the first half mile,

in im. 29s. This was pretty fast for Davis, in his poor condition,
and he set the next half in im. 3SS. P. W. Davis came in 100 yards
ahead of the scratch men, but the race between the two latter was
very exciting. On the back stretch of the last lap Pailey, despite
the best efforts of Davis, forged ahead, but Davis stuck to him, and
by a truly magnificent spurt on the home stretch, beat Bailev by a
foot. Kay Bee.

AT NASHVILLE, TENN. — The 24-hour State road record
received a shaking up a yveek ago. at the hands of J. H Bar ham
and H. J Slack. Starting at 3 A. M., on safeties geared to 57 and
60 inches respeaivelv, thev rode to Lebanon and breakfasted.

Then on to Murfreesboro,' 26 1-2 miles distant, at which place they
arrived at 1030. Shelbyville, 25 1-2 miles distant, was the next
objeaive point, arriving there for dinner at 1 45. About one hour
was spent here, and then the men mounted and started for Nash-
ville via Eagleville, Triune and Nolensville, arriving in Nashville
at 10 20. They were gone just nine'een hours and twenty minutes.
Their stoppages included about three hours and the distance
traveled was a fraaian over 139 miles. The a&ual riding time was
sixteen hours and twenty minutes.
The roads yvere fair to bad, though some excellent surfaces for

short distances was ridden over. Care was exercised in checking
the men at the places they passed through. The distance made,
13^ miles, now stands as State record.

IN ENGLAND.—The fifty mile tricycle road record yvas, on
Oa. 15. broken bv W C. Goulding. the holder of the 24-hour
tricycle road record. G. P. Mills' reco d of 2h. 53m. 25 sec, made
about a year ago, was the record Goulding was alter. He covered
the distance of 50 miles, from Hitchen to Peterborough, in 2h.
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50m. 20 sec, thus getting inside by 3m. and 5 sec. He rode a

Muswell. geared to 60 inches.

AT EAST PROVIDENCE, R. I. — Last week a match road

race took place between Napoleon Bedard of the E. Providence Bi.

Club and H nry Scott of the Sydenh itn Bi. Club. The distance

run was about 19 miles, and was won by a margin of about 4 min-
utes by Scott in ih. 21 3-4111. At the turn, about 9 12 miles,

Bedard had a lead of nearly 3 4 of a mile, owing to an accident to

Scott's wheel. Scott changed wheels and by hard sprinting caught
his man about two miles from the finish and won as above.

AT COLUMBIA, PA.—A bicycle road race was held among
the wheelmen of Columbia, October 29, for the championship of
the town. The race was from the top of Ragtown hill on the
Lancaster pike to Mountville and return. The contestants were
Samuel Arnold, W. L. Oberlin, Dawson Fornwalt, John Fissel,

John McLaughlin and John Brubaker. Arnold won, making the
good time of 27 1-2 minutes. The time made by the others is as
follows: Oberlin, 28; Fornwalt, 2S 1-4; Fissel, 29 1-2;

McLaughlin, 32 1-2. [Distance not given

—

Ed ]

IN ENGLAND —A. J. Sheen of the Cardiff United Cycle Club>
made an attempt on Oi5t. 19, at the Sophia Gardens track, to reduce
the sta' ding quarter-mile record for safety bicjcles, and succeeded
in lowering it by 2 2-5 seconds. About 1000 people were present,
and much excitement was shown. Mr. Gee fired the pistol, and
the time was taken by Pembroke Coleman, official timekeeper to
the National C\cli>ts' Union. Sheen later on came out and had a
try for the flying quarter, and lowered that by 1 3-5 second, doing
the good time of 32 1-5 seconds.

AT QUEENS L. I —"At the recent trials of speed on the

Queens, L. I. track William Murphy of the Kings County Wheel-
men e>-tablished a three-mile safety record—time. 10 minutes and
9 seconds—and a five mile safety record—time, 16 minutes and 45
seconds, which was only one minute slower than the five-mile or-

dinary record, held by Al Banker."

—

N. Y. Sun.

CATARRH, HAY FEVER, CATARRHAL DEAFNESS.
A NE W HOME THEA TMENT.

Sufferers are not generally a^are that these diseases are con-
tagious, or that thev are due to the presence of living parasites in

the lining membrane of the nose and eustachian tubes. Microscopic
research, however, has proved this to be a fadt, and the result is

that a simple remedy has been formulated wherer^' these distressing

diseases are rapidly and permanently cured in from one to three
simple applications made at home by the patient once in two weeks.
A pamphlet explaining this new treatment is sent free, on applica-

tion, by A. H. Dixon & Son. 337 and 339 West King street, T01 onto,

Canada.— C h ristian Sta ?ida rd.

Mr. J. Ruggles Weld, Jr., for about a year head salesman of
the Springfield Roadster Company, has been engaged to occupy a

responsible position with the Pope Manufacturing Company. Mr.
Weld, who is one of the most popular salesmen in the country and
well known from ocean to rcean, will spend a part of his time on
the road Last week we noticed the faift that the Pope Mfg. Co.
gave half holiday of each Saturday, and we are further advised that

they further grant a whole holiday to each of their employees
each month. This liberality is most commendable.

" Behold the Perfect Man and Mark the Upright," (which is the Correct tiring.) Is

he a knock-kneed individual? You bet he isn't! ! ! Not much! ! ! Because he rides a White Flyer

Safety, which is a foe to the tendency, and will effect a radical cure if its use is persevered in. We
need not tell you to order a W. F. right away. A word to the wise is sufficient. We will, however,

call your attention to our unrivalled Three-Knot Skookum Oil. The name is not familiar to

you? Of course it isn't! ! ! When we offer a thing for sale, it is something new,^ and has an

air of novelty and a name that has some character to it. Skookum Oil is the oil of the

Skookum, an animal who stays out late nights and gets home early in the A. M. He is said

to be blind, like a mole, and has the same kind of a boring tool on the end of his nose; its hair

and fur very long, points towards its head, said to be caused by running backwarks, the favorite

style of locomotion of the animal. He has an exceedingly long tail and seems fond of practical

jokes, as when the new moon appears he at once ties a knot in his tail ; just when he ties the

second knot, the best authorities (Injuns) differ, but all agree that at the full of the moon he has

three knots in his tail. This is the sign he hangs out, that he is ready to yield up his oil.

As he is always in best condition at this time, the oil, if Three knot, keeps for an indefinite

period in perfect condition. We shall soon offer a lot of Three-Knot Skookum Oil.

Write for a picture of the Skookum, taken by our artist on the spot. Shows the Skookum as

he always looks when seen by a white man. Address

WHITE CYCLE CO., WESTBORO', MASS., U. S. A.

Seconcl-Hancl Wheels and Typewriters

ot all kinds boughi, so'd and taken in exchange on a- y new wheel in

the market taleties included. We constantly carry ,vo tn 400 wheels,
including manv r .re bargains in Second-Hand and Shop Worn
Cycles. Send for latest I^ist and Catalogue describing every Amer-
ican make and many novelties in Sundries. Liberal discounts to

agents.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO, 9 G St., Peoria, 111.

Successors to GEO. W. ROUSE & SON.

'CYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS
With no extra charge except 8 per cent. Interest—
Victors, Springfield Roadsters, Columbia*. Champions, Rivals, Stars,
Ramblers, »• arwicks, Ottos, and ALL other makes. Prices on all

wheels guaranteed as low as the lowest. Low rates by tast freight and
express— 13 railroads. Best makes boys* wheels cheap. Send Tor 40p.
illus. Ca»a. with Mill particulais. Repairing and Nickeling.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., U G St., Peoria, 111.

Successors to GEO. W. ROUSE & SON.
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For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street, BUFFALO. N. Y

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a

bottle of Wilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also

prevent Nickel and steel from rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on recept of 50
cents in stamps Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.

REPAIRS
Of all kinds, and parts and sundries tor all make
machines at lowest rates. Shop worn and Second-
hand machines in job lots to dealers. Great Bar-
gains. Send for catalogue of the American Cycles.

Rear Driver Safeties from $12 upward.

MURRAY'S,
243 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

PATE NT WRENCH
AND SCREW DRIVER COMBINED.

Turns Nut8, Gaa Burners or Pipe without adjustment.
Made of Best Polished Steel. Bent by mail for 25 eta
Cuablbs U. Ely, P. O. Box 1946, New York City.

Something New for Wheelmen!

"VSriXjO-TJS'
Combined Wrench with Oil Can,
Spoke Tightener& Screw Driver.

Will exchange for Bill'ngs & Spencer Four-inch
Wrench, in good condition, as we are using the Jaws
of their Wrench. Send old Wrench, with $1.25, and
we will return our Combination Wrench, Full Nickel
Plited. Will send Wrench, Postpaid, for $1.90.
Address

Philadelphia Bicycle Co., Agents,

831 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pat

LYNCH BICYCLE LOCK.

Superior to all others. Chain
ngthened or shortened at will.
mplete Liitle Yale Lock.
ckeled. Chain 20 inches.
ice, 81.00, Liberal discount
trade.

Lynch Mfg. Co., Madison.Wis.

A few second-hand wheels in exchange for

new mounts. Will sell

54-inch Star $ 15.00
51-inch Star 30 ro
54-inch Special Columbia 35-O0
51-inrh Special Star 45-co

5 -inch Spr nglield Roadster 40.00
46-inch Ideal 2000
52-inch Special Columbia 45.00
52-inch Expert Columbia 70.00

54 inch Expert 70.00
I 1 ourier ~afety 50.00
1 Columbia Tandem Safety Bicycle 140.00
1 Columbia I ight Roadster Safety 110.00

1 Quadrant Safety 100.00

WHITE CYCLE CO.,

118 N. Green St., - TEENTON, N. J-

TBE HI GOPIEBP-FOR WHEELMEN.
THK operation ol securing views with this camera consists simply of leve

ing it at the object to be photographed, and pressing a button.
One Hundred instantaneous views may be made without reloading, and

a knowledge of photography is unneccessary. The "Kodak" is but
about six inches in length, and weighs less than two pounds.

A handsome russet leather carrying case with shoulder strap iorms a part
of each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and secure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

ffiS*~ Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak
photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.Price, $25.00-

Eyery Clnh Honse should have an
Automatic Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street.
BROOKLYN, N. V

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS:
13 Pearl Street, ... - Room 87,

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1889—90.

President,
CHAS. H. LUSCOMB,

280 Broadway, New York
First Vice President.

TAMES R. DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

Second Vice President,
SANFORD LAWTON,

Springfield, Mass.

Treasurer,
W. M. BREWSTER.

300 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.
Secretary,

ABBOT BASSETT,
12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

Standing Committees.
Executive and Finance.

The President and Vice Presidents (as by the Con
stitution required.)

Membership.
A. E. Mealy 1736 Druid Hill Ave., Baltimord, Md-
F. L. Casselberry Mansfield, Ohio.

Rights and Privileges.
A. Moore Berry 421 Olive St., St Louis, Mo.
George A. Perkins Cambridge, Mass.
Isaac B Potter Brooklyn, N.Y.

Rules and Regulations.
Dr. Wm. H. Emery.... iro Warwick St, , Boston, Mass.
W. A. Davis Chicago, 111.

Chas. L. Brockway Middletown, Conn.

Improvement of Highways.
Dr. Chas. S. Butler 6Sj Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Wm. W. Share Brook lvn, N. Y.
Junius E. Bcal Ann Arbor, Mich

Racing.
C. S. Davol Warren, R. I.

George S. Atwaten Washington, D.C.
Harry H. Hodgson New Orleans, La.
George Collister Cleveland. Ohio.
Robt. A. Smyth. San Francisco, Cal.

Transportation

.

W. M. Brewster 309 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

Missouri Division.

I have the following appo ntments : Chas. Barney,
Local Consul for Jpolin ; F. B. Quiscnberry, Local Con-
sul for St datia.

The following hotels have been appointed as League
head-quarters and the certificate of appointment should
be found hanging in theirotlices. Members will please

report any hotel n t complying with this part of the

agreement.
No. 1. Kirksville, Hotel Steele, regular rates, $2.00

per day. To L. A. W., $140, meals and lodging, 35
cents.
No. 2. Maryville, Linville Hotel, regular rates, $2.50

per day. To L. A. W., $2.00, meals and lodging, 50
cents.

No. 3. Kansas City, Coates Hotel, regular rates
,

$3.50 per day. To L. A. \V. $3, meals and lodging $1.
No. 4. Moberly, Grand Central Hotel, regular rates,

$2.00 per day; to L. A. W., $1.50, meals and lodging,
40 cents.
No. 5. Knob Noster, Elliott House, regular rates,

$1.50 per day : to L. A. W., $1.00, meals and lodging,

35 cents.
No. 6. Brookfield, Babbs Hotel, regular rates, $2.00

per day, rates 1 50, meals 35 cents, lodging, 50 cents.

No. 7. Hannibal, Park Hotel, regular rates, $2.50;
to L. A. W., $1.50, 20 per cent reduction on meals.
No. S. Carrollton, Jacobs Hotel regularrates, $1.50;

to L. A. W., $1.00, meals and lodging, 25 cents.

No. 9. Huntsville, Rutherford House, regularrates,

$2 00; to L. A. W., $1.50, meals, 35; lodging, 45 cents.

No. 10. Columbia, Powers House, rates, $2 00 per
day, meals and lodging, 50 cents.

No. 11. Bobringville, Hotel Bobrine, rates $1.00
per day, meals, 25 cents; lodging, 35 cents.

No. 12. Fenton, Western Ho' el, rates, $1.00 per day,
meals, 20 cents; lodging, 20 cents.

No 13. Clayton, Autnenrieth Hotel, rates, $1.00 per
day. meals, 25 cents; lodging, 25 cents.

No. 14. Bartolds, Bartolds Hotel, rates $1.00 per
day, meals, 25 cents; lodging, 25 cents.

No. 15. Palmyra, Dudleys Hotel, regular rates, $2.00
to L. A. W. $1.50, meals and lodging 50 cents.

No. 16. Miami, Miami House, regular rates, $2.00;
to L. A. W., $1.50, meals, 35 cents; lodging, 50 cents.

No. 17. Oakrield, Mrs. Smiths, rates, 60 c* nts per
day, meals, 25 cents; lodging, 25 cents.

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.

Missouri Division Road Book.

The road reports have now been all compiled by the

undersigned, kind y assisted by Messrs. W. P. Grath
and G. E. Wetzel, and as soon as corrections and
alterations have been made contracts will be let to issu

the book early in the spring. The book could be gotte
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out now, but would be of little value as the riding
j

season is about over. It has therefore been decided to

issue it early in the spring. Fraternally yours,
Robt. Holm, C. C.

Suspension.

The amateur standing o\ Messrs. Fred Hood and S.

G. Spier of San Francisco, having been questioned they

are hereby suspended from the race track pending in-

vestigation. Amateurs are warned not to compete with
them. Chas. S. Davol,

Chairman L. A. W. Racing Board

.

Iowa Committees.

Touring-H.L. Chase, Cedar Falls; C. W. Dibble,

Osceola; C. H. Curley, Prairie City.

Racing John VV. Garrett, Des Moines ; Will A. Rail,

Cedar Falls; F. A. Luce, Sioux City.

Rights and Privileges—R. L. Thompson,Muscatine;

J. A. Pillister, Ottumwa; J. C. Hume, Des Moines.
Improvement of Highways—J. F. Rail, Cedar

Rapids; Chas. D. Howell, Winterset; Frank Schooley,
Indianda. J. B. Green,

C. C. Iowa Division.

Iowa Local Consuls.

Algona, Thos F.Cook.
Cedar Rapids, Harry Barber.
Cedar Falls, Will H. Knapp.
Centreville, J. A. Campbell.
Creston, M. D. Smith.
Columbus Junction, Ira Carr.
Council Bluffs, C. H. Judson.
Clinton, Eugene Weston.
Charlton, C. Q.. Thorpe.
Davenport, Louis Haussen, Jr.

Des Moines, John W. Garrett.

Dubuque, F. B. Eckert.
Fairfield, B. S. McElhinny.
Ft. Madison, A. A. Lukins.
Humboldt, W. H. KnowleS,
Indianola, Frank Schooley.
Iowa City, F. W. Lohr.
Le Mars, Frank A. Post.
Jefferson, W. M. Ferguson.
Mt. Pleasant, Walter Bartlett.

Muscatine, R. L. Thompson.
Osage, Frank S. Lohr.
Oilwein, O. Cornulsen.
Osceola, C. W. Dibble.
Ottumwa, John A. Pallister.

Prairie City, C. H. Curley.
Sioux City, F. A. Luce.
Spencer, Hubbard Ackley.
Thurman, L. E. Roberts.
Washington, C. R. Daueherty.
Webster City, Geo. W. Teed.
Williamsburg, T. T. Osburn.
Winterset, Chas. D. Howell.
What Cheer, J. S. Chipman.

J. B. Green, C. C. Iowa Division.
Des Moines, Iowa.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list oi applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, which is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of
two League members in good standing, or of three re

putable citizens ol the Unitea States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the

year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval oi the Board ol Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication ot the name in

a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice it their names and ad

dresses are correct.
Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection

able person may unite with the League, members are

given the right to protest, but such protest must be re

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date

of publication, and contain specific charges so far as

it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.

The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-

tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 214—Total 55—11,675.

Boston, Nov. 8, 1SS9.

(CALIFORNIAfDlVISION— I—400.

Unattached.

25369 Ralston, L.C., 576.8th" St., | Oakland

ColoradoIDivision— 1—46.

Unattached.^

25375 Heath, W. R., S08 15th St., Denver

Connecticut Division—6—6S4.
Connedicut Bi. Club.

25392 Wilson, Frank;B., Drawer 45, Hartford

Unattached.

25376 Ashcroft, A. B , 25 Main St., "

253SS Carey, Frank S , 45 Wadsworth St.,
"

25389 Glover, Thomas, 5S Seymour St.,
•'

25390 Smith, Luciun P., 17 Talcott ft., '

25391 Stratton, James D., 7 Hamilton St.,
"

Illinois Division— 1—829.

Unattached.

25377 Gibson, Frank P., 4S So. Carpenter St., Chicago

Iowa Division—2— 124.

Des Moints C. C.

25370 Chase, Will P., Des Moines
25371 Hume, J. C, "

Maryland Division— 1—518.

Unattached.

25393 Harmon, E., m South St., Baltimore

Massachusetts Division—4—1551.

Unattached.

25379 Thorpe, Wm. H., 34 Fan'l Hall Square, Boston
2537S Clark, Samuel, 14 Greenwich Pk., "

25394 Freeman, Carlos D., care A. H. Sweet, Norton
25361 Lobben, T., Box 599, Worcester

Minnesota Division— 1—132.

Minneapolis Bi. Club.

25381 Davis, Sherman I., 1014 Nicolelt ave.,

Minneapolis

Missouri Division—S—30S.

Fleetwing Outing Club.

25265 M'Yer, Miss Daisy B., 3400 Morgan St., St. Louis
25365 Ripley, Miss Nellie //., 3SS4 Delmar ave., "

25364 Ripley, Mrs. Jno. 3016 Lucas ave., "

25363 Ripley, Jno , 3016 Lucas ave., " "

Unattached.

25367 Gardner, Wm. T., 1012 Olive St.,

25366 Snitjer, D., 1 01 2 Olive St., "

25372 Pauley, Grant, Carthage
25395 Matthews, John G., Box 46, Kirkwood

New Hampshire Division— 1—70.

Unattached.

25396 Sawyer, F. B., Littleton

New Iersey Division—3—576.

Hudson Co. Wheelmen.

25399 Thomiar, G. C, S5 Hoboken avenue,
Jersey City

25397 Christian, Geo. M., 116 1-2 Harrison avenue,
Jersey City

Unattached.

2539S Eveland, Mrs. Ella V., 90 Monticello avenue,
Jersey City

New York Division -5—2052.

Independent B. C.

25400 Wilson, Harry W.. 1037 Third avenue,
New York

Kings Co. Wheelmen.

25352 Hutten, Edwin P., 23 Maiden Lane, New York
Unattached.

253S1 Jones, S. La Mott, 74 East 87th St., New York
253S5 Engel, Dan E., Lyons
25386 Schmid, Otto B., L. Box 27, New Paltz

Ohio Division—8—831.

Athletic C. C.

25401 Doob, Leo., 132 W. 3d, Cincinnati
254'2 Hirsch, Edward, 58 Carlisle avenue, "

25403 Rauh, Is. L., care Louis Stix & Co.,j "

25404 Seinsheimer, H. A., 321 West 8th, "

Crescent Wheelmen.

25405 Roth, C. H.. 36 Wheeler St., Cincinnati

Cincinnati Bi. Club.

25415 Murray, Elbert, Box 645, Cincinnati

Unattached.

25373 Hentz, Michael, 24 Western avenue, Cincinnati
25353 Lessnei, T. S., 12 So. Market, Springfield

Pennsylvania Division—7— 135S.

Edgerly Bi. Club.

2536S Crawford, J. Gordon, Camp's Ship Yards,
Philadelphia

Frankford Bi.Club.

25410 Milnor, Wm., M. D., Penn and Allen streets,

Frankford
Wissahickon Wheelmen.

25407 McConaughy, Alex, 9$ Herman street,

Germantown
25405 Rebmann, H. F., 24 Mehl St., "

Unattached.

25406 Henson, Wm. F., 4441 Germantown av., "

25409 Ward, Joseph T., 4657 Wakefield street, "
25374 Reese, "Frank J., Box S71, Pittsburg

Rhode Island Division—6—323.
Unattached.

25414 Lockwood, James T., Box 44, Apponaug
253S7 Armington, Arthur H., 40 Courtland St.,

Providence
25354 Fuller, James, 56 Candte St., "

2541

1

Jenks, Richard P., 40 Linwood ave., "
25412 Leake, Thomas C, 314 Potters ave., "
25413 Coons, Louis S., 150 Main st., Westerly

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.
ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you will find $ for initiation fee and dues in the
League o) American Wheelmen to April 30, i8qo. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years of age, and that I am an amateur
within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, or Box,.

References

:

City,.

State,.

Enclosed. for Holder.
(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first hall year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and SO cents during the second half, Nov. 1o April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date ol paper and May 1, 1S90. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be received.
<*" H you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best call skin, with a receptacle lor ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and a pocket for per-

gonal cards, send 25 cents extra. II you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the margin* in using this Ha nk.
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Special Clearance List Singer's Cycles.
THE Machines on this List are offered at a great reduction of price to effedt a clearance.

They are all NEW and of best material and workmanship, but in some cases not ot

present standard pattern, while others are styles of machines that, in order to reduce the

number of our patterns, we are discontinuing to make. The prices quoted are already

very low, but we are prepared to consider offers for two or more machines.
The tricycles offer a rare opportunity for those who may require machines for hiring pur-

poses, and the stock being limited, intending purchasers should order at once.

TRADE MARK
High grades in Silk, Silk and Jaeger's, Silk an

Cotton, all Wool, Merino, Dr. Jaeger's all Wool yarn
in Summer, Winter, and extra heavy Weight.
Readers in the vicinity of Boston call and examine.

Take Elevator. Send stamp for catalogue.

Jersey Fitting Garments
FOR

Bicycle Riders, Lawn Tennis Players, Yachtfng

and Rowing, Base Ball and Fool

Ball, Gymnasium.

League Color, Grey Mixed, Black, Navy or any Color,
Plain or Stripe.

j This Supporter is in

I use by Bicycle Riders,

\ BaseBall Players, Ath-
5g» letes, Bathers and Gym-
|§a nasts, and we are told

that it is the

Best and most satis-

factory Supporter
made.

Let every Sportsman

try them.

Price, $1.00.
Will send by mail on

receipt of price.

Send Size ot Waist
and Hip.

Jersey -Fitting

Stocking.

t—j. Full Fash-
ioned, Narrowed
at ankle in black,

navy, League
brown, grey
mixed and any
other color, $1.50

j—1. Black, navy,

grey mixed,
stocking, $1.25

i—i. Black, navy,

grey m i x e a ,

stocking, $1 .00

Send for Illus-

trated Catalogue
and Price List.

Manufactured by

HOLMES &, CO.,
109 Kingston Street, Boston, Mass.

SINGERS APOLLO" ROADSTER BICYCLE.

List Price $130 00. Offered at $100.00.

Singer's "Apollo" Light Roadster Bicycle.

List Price, 130.00. Offered at $100.00.

SINGER'S "CHALLENGE."
[List Price, $100.00. Offered at $80.00.

SINGER'S "TRAVELLER" TRICYCLE.

Offered at $50.00.

SINGER'S "CARRIER" TRICYCLE.
List Price, $195.00. Offered at $100.00.

SINGER'S "XTRAORDINARY."
(KING OF SAFETIES).

List Price, $157.50. Offered at $75.00

RINGER'S "TRAVELLER" TANDEM.

List Price, $235.00. Offered at $165.00.

SINGER & CO., 6 & 8 Berkeley St., Boston.

For Specifications, etc., send for Descrip-
tive list.

GILLOTTS STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
* * * PERFECT.

THE COURIER SAFETY.
Full Ball Bearings all around. Price $90. Will

sell for balance ot season at 875. Guaranteed for
one year.

BALTIMORE BIOYOLE 00. , Baltimore.Md.

Ask your local Dealer < -iver. gratisi for

CYCLE-

HINTS- CARE of
CHAINS

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,
RANDOLPH, MASS.

No. 1 Shoe Bears Oar Label
Sent direct from iactory postpaid.

No. 1, Hand-sewed and Hand-stitched, »o.OO
No. 2, " " " " 3.50
No. 1, Ladies' Tricycle Shoe, - - 4.5©
Ideal Racing Shoe, .... - 5.0©
Sprint Running Shoe, - 5.00
Gymnasium Shoes, - - S1.50, 2.50, 3.00

ayAsk your dealer for them.

Official Outfitters^ the League of American Wheelmen.
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

^yf.i^<^»^^^^^jcsa^^cy-^^^ Committee

Browning, King \ Co,

Official Tailors of the L.A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Duly OfficialTailors to the L.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each,.

A. G. Spalding k Bros,

Haters ot the Official L, A. W . Sundries.

League Regulation 1.25Caps.
Cll-,i -»»-*-ci League Regulation 8.00O1111 L». No. XX Fine Cheviot for hot

weather wear l.OO

C+/\/iT7-iiirt'D Our celebrated Unen
OtUCJi.lIlg»» Sole Stocking, League

color 1.00
"O^vl+a No. X Silk, Edge's League color,
X>t51liiS» white centre, Snake Buckle 80

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40

GVi rv/iu °ur new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
>31Hjt?iS» hand made, light, strong, elastic.5.09

No. i, Canvas, leather trimmings. 3.50

Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits

A. 6, SPALDING & BROS,,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago
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»• And tlie^r follo^wrecl tlxe ^tar."— [History.]

J. PHIL. PERCIVAL, Los Angeles Cal.

W. S. WING, Los Angeles, Cal.

W. S. WING, Los Angeles, Cal.

COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan.

Look at the CHAMPIONSHIPS Won on the STAR during 1889. Can
. any machine beat this record? Facts that talk.

Three-Mile L. A. W. Championship, Mav 30th,

One-mile State Championship, May 30th,

Five-mile State Championship, Mav 30th,

Half-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,

Ten-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,r r7 7 COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan.

25-Mile Road Race Championship of Minnesota, July, 31, 1889,
COLIE BELL, Minneapolis, Minn.

Half-mile L. A. W. State Championship, July 18, 1889,
W. I. WILHELM, Reading, Pa.

One-mile L. A. W. State Championship, July 19, 1889,
W. I. WILHELM, Reading, Pa.

Quarter-mile L. A. W. State Championship,
By W. I. WILHELM, York, Pa., Sept. 3d, i88g.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO., - - - Smithville, N. J.
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UU-ETlN.®*
bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OfQTLIIK.

$1.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 15 NOVEMBER, 1889.
Volume XX.
Number 3.

Coasting qualities are a pretty good test of the bearings of bicycles.

VIOTORJS ARK> NOTORIOUSLY

New proof of this was found in Syracuse the other day,

when the only three Victors entered in the coasting match

took 1 st, 2d and 3d prizes, distancing all others except one.

Victors are built on lines that have shown themselves

to be right. Ask their riders.

oVE^mfl^ oiHEEii co.,

1

MAKERS OF

TOR .f BICYCLES,
BOSTON, WASHINGTON,

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

CHICOPEE F=PTLI_S, 7VmSS.
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1

1 WOULDN'T TAKE A HICKORY BICYCLE AS A GIFT.
The man who made this very probable remark was a prominent and speedy wheelman, so much so that he had taken that way several other machines from their

respective makers. Being interested to know who had offered a Hickory wh el on such liberal terms, we put the appropriate query. So far as he was concerned, we
were incog, (we always travel that way except when we have our improved chain).

He seemed to be a gentleman, or, to put it another way, he was an L. A. W. member, and this was what he said :

" A friend of mine saw one of these hickory bicycle s recently, which, though it had been out of the factory but a month, was rattling fearfully, the spokes being
loose and the joints coming to pieces."

He kindly furnished the n.ime and location of his friend, on whom we called, telling him that we were somewhat interested in cycles, (a facft which the public will
more lully appreciate in a few years), and that we understood he was an authority from which we could obtain points as to the best wheel <o buy. •Well," said he,
"there are a number of good wheels on the market, each possessing more or less that is desirable." "What do you know ol this wooden bicycle made by some fellow
up in Massachusetts," we timidly enquired.

" When I first heard of it, it struck me much as did the wooden cook stove which was exhibited a few years ago, and even now the thought of a wooden nicvele is

hard to swallow. I have recently tried one, however, and like the "feel" of it, though I fear it may go to pieces in time." -, Is your fear based on evidence or is it a
plain ordinary f ar such as children feel when in the dark, and did you not say to Mr. last week that you saw a hickory bicycle that was very much rattled?"
This seemed to please him and he laughed • s merrily as though his remark had not lacerated a human heart. And this was his explanaion :

"During one of my wheeling trips I stopped by the wayside to rest. (Please notice that he didn't ride a hickory wheel and he did stop to rest —S. C. Co.)
While amusing myself by tightening up a few loose spokes, there appeared before me an individual riding what I soon learned was a veritable hickory bicycle. I in-

dicated by waving mv spoke-grip th it I would like to have him dismount, which he reluctantly did. (You will observe that the rider of hickory wheel dismounted
"reluctantly."— S. C. Co ) I had oft.n heard of this innovation and my curiosity wanted relief. Among the answers to my questions were the following : "There aint
no rattle yet." "I have only had it a month, but there aint no loose spokes in it."

*' In relating this lavish use of negatives to my friend of whom you speak, I remarked that if his talk were taken literally the Hickory Bicycle must have been in
bad shape. Kvidently it was only this last remark that Mr. remembered and repeated in his own way."

Our satisfaction at having nailed another campaign lie was marred only by the thought that it was the most illiterate of the three who had bought one of our
wheels. But perhaps this was a coincidence.

STERLING CYCLE CO., NGWTON, MKSS.
P. S. If you want one of our catalogues, say so.

Speaking about Feet.
EVERYBODY HAS FEET, MORE OR

LESS, and they would not slip off the
pedals if you had the

RANKIN PAT. TOE CUP,

on them.
AGENTS "WANTED in every City or town in the

United States. Write for terms, etc. Mention this
paper, please.

RANKIN & BRUCE, \ &
S
ManYturers

Box 103, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mail orders, (postage paid), will receive prompt
attemion. Per Pair, 50 cents.

Infringers pro^ecuted.
References.—M . McDaniels, Wilmington, Del.;

C. E. Monroe. San Francis o, Cal.; E. ]• Dou-'het,
Cleveland, Ohio; W. Van Wagoner, Newport, R. I.;
F. Brigham , No. Attle oro'. Mass.

THE NEW BOOK.

Cycling, Art, Energy and Locomotion.

Sent Postpaid onEeceipt of $2.00.

Address, ROBERT P. SCOTT,
Box 114, BALTIMORE, MD

Published by Lippmcott; can also be had ot youi
bookseller.

nfARRlSM'S^ONTINUOUS

ALARM.
This Bell, as now constructed, is certainly the Best

Bell in the market. It is neat in appearance and
effective to a degree that will be appreciated by those
who use it. Price by mail, $2.00. Single Alarms,
$1.50.

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO., Providence, R I.

One-Third Actual Size.

This oiler, as the cut shows, consists ol a tube tor

holding the oil, fitted at the top with an Acme tip,

which can be unscrewed when it is desired to refill the
oiler. A cap ot the same diameter fits over the top.
Only throws a small quantity ol oil at a stroke. Best
and neatest in the world. Handsomely nickel plated.
For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt ol

price, 50 cents each. CUSHMAN & DENISON,
173 9U1 avenue, New York

The EXCELSIOR, for Wiater Cyclinri,
—MANUFACTURED BY-

OHIO CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,

ST. 7V£75F2Y'S. - OHIO.

Improved Automatic Telephones.
Pat. Nov. 30, 1SS0, and June 21, 1SS1.

For use between Office, Store, Resi-
dence or Factory. Cheaper than Speak-
ing-tubes throughout a building. These
new instruments (see above cut) are em-
phatically superior to all others for lines
within a mile.
They embody all latest improvements,

'.ly in all kinds of weather,
embody all

work splendidly in
and are great favorites with business men.

Price Per Set, 87.50.
Over 2000 in practical operation in this

city. Send tor illustrated circular and
testimonials. Address

EDW. E. HAKBERT & CO.
Dealers in Telephone and Electric Supplies 01

Every Description.
1 32 W. Van Buren Street. - - Chicago. IIP

"BICYCLE BARGAINS."
50 American Challenge, fine order $33-oo
50 Club, ballbearings, good order 37.00
51 Star, good running order 25.00
52 Expert, soiled, never used 100.00
52 Harvard, ball bearings, good order 33-00
52 Otto-Special, spade handles, new 31.00
52 Expert, with lamp 45-00
52 American Challenge, new 42.00

54 Premier, ball bearings, good order 31 .00

54 Victor, good shape 50.00

54 Sanspariel, new tires, ballbearings 4 .00

56 Expert, ball bearings, cow-horn bars 4S.00
56 American Champion, fine order, ball bear'gs 45.00
56 Club, ball bearings, spade handles 40.00
58 Rudge Light Roadster, ball bearings 49.00
58 Standard Columbia, ball bearings, good 35-°o
60 Expert, ball bearings, fine order 45-00
18S0 Rambler, like new 10500
Columbia Tandem Safety, good J35-00
Crescent Safety, like new 50.00
400 more second-hand wheels.
Guns and typewriters taken in trade.

A. W- GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio.
Mention this paper.

REPAIRS
Ol all kinds, and parts and sundries tor all make
machines at lowest rates. Shop worn and Second-
hand machines in job lots to dealers. Great Bar-
gains. Send for catalogue of the American Cycles.
Rear Driver Safeties from $12 upward.

MURRAY'S,
243 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

BINARIES

The Hillings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.,.

U. S. A.
Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when
closed. Well and lavorablv kn^wn n« two rontinents

,

Drop lorged of bar steel and finished in a thorough
manner and case hardened. Small in size but giants
in strength, warranted a first-class tool in every
respetft.

For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements in tkis Department 20 cents a line,

ffif* Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only -will be taken.

L. A, W, BADGES,
For Gold Pins of the Official

Design, send direct to

CHAS. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle Street,

Portland, Me.
Patented. Price, $3.50, $5.00, $7.00 and $8.00,

according to finish. Diamond Badges $15 to $50 for

for the larger pins, and $10 to $30 tor the small size.

Send for circular free. Also, for sale in New York, at

M.J. Paillard's, 6S0 Broadway; G. R. Bidwell's, J13
West 58th St.; in Philadelphia by the Hart Cycle Co.,

811 Arch St.; in Boston by the Pope Manufacturing
Co.; in Chicago by John Wilkinson & Co.; and in San
Francisco hv Oshoro <fc Alexander.

Send 25 cents and get one of the

New L. A. W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of fine rolled Silver Plate.
Very neat and serviceable.

N.
Box 632

M. GIBBS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I

EUKEK \ HOvtE FRAf VER A>D BICYCLE
STA.VD, for Safety, Star or Ordinary. Now is

the time you want one. Cycles, parts, sundries, &c.
Ruhber Stamps, Rubber Goods; Buggies, $7500;
Carts, $16 o>; 1 utters, $20.00; Writing Desxs, $10.00.
M. A. WOODBURY, Bradford Pa.

BICYCLE OIL~BY~MAII, OR EXPRESS.—
Two ounces of Flyer Wheel Oil, by mail, 20

cents; by express, per gallon, $1.00. Safety lamp oil

same price. EASTERN LUBRICATING OIL CO.,
4oDey street, N. Y. Send for circular.

UECOND HAND MACHINES—Many line new.O Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part
payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th St., New York City.

LAM SON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Urdi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers,
or mailed by the manufacturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

COLUMBIA TANDEM TRICYCLE; run aboui
ivio months; in perfect order; balls ailrounn; lor

$175. Send for list of second-hand wheels. PAL-
LISTER BROS., Otiumwa, Iowa.

FOR SALE.
TWO COLUMBIA

TRNDGMS,
Two Columbia Light Roadster

TR I C VC LOS,
Second-hand. Will sell cheap.

E. & W. VAN WAGONER,
NEWPORT, E. I.

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Mckel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABEFER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what von will sav when you get a
bottle of Vilson's Wonderful Nickel an.i Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Mickel and En unel, also
prevent NJickel and steel from rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent bv mail on recept ol 50
cents in stamps Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.

LEAGUE HOTELS.
SAND LAKE, N.Y.—L-atrue Official Hotel, of easy

access from Troy and Albany. A first-class table,
prompt attention and all the luxuries in season.
John H. VVekd, Proprietor.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, /j cents a line. tjg-Cask must

accompany the order.^Str

Jg^** Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will he taken.^pft\

FOR SALE— i olumbia Light Koad-ter Safety; run

I months; in fi ie condition; InwnciMe lamp and
toos. Price Scoo cash. C. C. PEAtSODY, Omaha,
Neb.

COLUMBIA LUht Roadster Saf ty. 'So; n -t new
;md shiny, hut ;is yooii for all practical purposes,

and I want an offer, C. O. D. (and express charges)
qui. k. Address L. A. W., P. U. Box 1263, Midule-
lown, Conn.

QQA 54-inch Victor Light Koadster; alums 1

?JPt7vF. nr.ind new; genuine bargain. O. W.
Sv\ 1FT, Danbury, Lonn^

EXCHANGE— Premier Tannem Safely; goid as
new; for S.if^iy and c:ish, or two Sateties. CHAS.

E. PELTO.V, Lowvill^, N. Y.

FOR SALE—51 inchCohimbia Light Roadster,
1SS7 pattern; in good condition. Audress J. M.

PAIN PER. Kittanning, Pa.

FOR SALE— Viftor Light Roadster, 'SS pattern, in
first-cl iss condition. Not ridden over 500 miles;

price. $65.00. A. B. REID, Clarion, Pa.

FI»R SALE—Psycho Tandem .safety, as good as
new, price, $150. Address JOHN C. AKTZ,

Hasrerstown, Md.

EXCHANGE — A new gold watch, extra heavy
hunting ca>e, E gin, best grade, for an 1SS9 Co-

lumbia or Victor safety. Must be in first-class order.
W. H.CUMMI.VGS, Plantsville. Ct.

FOR SALE—42-mch ^peci il Ficile, fine running
order, $60. DR. R. C. V\ ILKlNsO.V, Plattsburgh,

N. Y.

PHOTOS. OF BERT MYERS, as he appeared
riding the one mile in 2 13 on a Safetv, o-

- with
the wheel he won the champ onship of the United
Mites. E th.rwillbe ma leit to any address on re-

ceipt ot 26 cents in stimps. Add'ess J. A. VAM
DuELZE.V (Photographer), P oria. III.

MUST BE SOLD IMMEDIATELY,
""2S UsL- As owner wants the money, - 1 1 j .an
No. 1 SWIFT [SAFETY,
iSSopittern; in fine order, $-15. Also Stars, $55, $65,
$8;; Victor S ifeties, $100, $:tS. Men's d up frame
Psycho; used six weeks; sold for no fault. $120;
cost $140

A. A. GILUORE,
North Easton, Mass.

Repairs ! Repairs !

!

Bicycle Repairing in all its. Branches.

Difficult Repairing a Specialty.

Estimates cheerfully given. Out of town orders

promptly attended to. Send your machine to our

headquarters and save paying two or three prohti

All work done on our premises by our regularly em-
ployed workmen under our personal supervision.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO.,

No. 4 East 6itth St., - N. Y. City.

5th Ave. Entrance to Central Park.

STOLEN.
Quadrant Tandem Tricvcl *

t
No. 3494, f"*orn our

place, Oct. to. bv tine dressed geQtlcm<in about 5 icet

4 niches

—

slightly m.irke » fro n small pox. A reward
will be given ior ihe return of said wheel 10

The CLARK CYCLE CO.,

90S Pa. Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

31 DWELL &SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.
Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Basset
Cider.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Crab Apple Cider,

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance ot natural iruit acid

Sparkling Sweet Cider.

Unfermented juice oi sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the

firess, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ing and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Cider "Vinegar.

If your grocer does not keep our
goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED 1S65.

PATEIN1 WHENCH
AND SCREW DRIVER COMBINED.

Turns Nuts, Gas Burners or Pipe without adlnpt-ment.
SUde of Best Polished Steel. Sen! I., mail for 2a eta.

I'MiR'™ f Fl T V •> P'.T 1-U.S Kpw V-tIi litv

WARR

Deafness
A NEW TREATMENT.
Sufferers are not generally awaro tbail

tbebe cii6ea6tBare contagious, orihat they
J

are due to the prtEence of livk.g para-j
eites in the lining membrauo < ( the ncsel
and eustachian tubes. Miorrscopic ro- I

search, however, has proved this to be a
fact, and the result of this discovciy is

that a simple remedy has been discovered
|

which permanently cures the most aggra-
vated cases of these distressing diseases by

|
afew Bimpleapplicationsmaiieftu'O weeks
apart) by the patient at home. Apamrh-

|
let explaining this new treatment is sent

[free by A. H. Dixon & Son, :«7 and 839
West King Street, Toronto, Canada.
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I1TGER CYCLES
MADE FOR ROAD USE.

bight Running and Durable.
SCO BREAKAGES, NO ]M I SHA !F» S

IN THE

Creat Twentv-Five Mile Road Race,
GIVEN UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

THE BOSTON ATHIvETlC ASSOCIATION,
Saturday/ October 5th, 1889.

E, C. Anthony, on a 54-in, "APOLLO" LIGHT ROADSTER BICYCLE, First, Time, 1,36,17,

A, P. Benson, on a "SINGER" ROADSTER SAFETY, Second, Time. 1,36,44 2-5,

zr,:e^:d i coistsiidieir, i

SINGER & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., - BOSTON, MASS.

NEW MAIL
Values records of this sort rather than racing records. Tis a wheel for

road use. In '87 and '88 also, W. F. Murphy rode over 12,000 miles

on a New Mail.

Extract from BOSTON HERALD, Oct. 13.

Albert Beers of Everett is making a good bid for the Adams medal. He rode his 6oooth

mile of the season on Oct. 9. In the first eight days of this month he covered 485 1-2 miles.

Mr. Beers has wheeled over 12,000 miles in the last two seasons.

MR. BEERS RIDES A NEW MAIL SAFETY.

This Safety Bicycle Bridle
is still in daily demand. Every mail brings us orders from all parts

of the country and the trade are ordering them largely. A SIMPLE
DEVICE for KEEPING the front wheel steady, and IT DOES IT.

We repeat what we previously said. It looks as though every

Safety Rider in the Country is going to have one. Only $1.50 by
mail. We are sole Agents. Discount to the trade. Surely send for Second-Hand List oi Bicycles

and Safeties, just out. One New Mail Safety, second-hand, used but little, $85.00. One Humber
$85.00, and one Premier, $85.00.

WM. READ & SONS, - - 107 Washington St., Boston.
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[jg^tuNqyoip
Devoted To The Interests Of QaiJiS

Published Every Friday

THE BICYCLING WORLD COHPflNY,
12 Pearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

O" Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

the Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old

address and Folio number.

Messrs. NEUMANN BROS., oi 118 W. 19th Street, New York, represent
the World and Bulletin as Advertising Agents exclusively for the Eastern
and Middle States.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.
Copy for new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure

their being inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
iter than Monday, to insure attention for the following issue.
$9- All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the

order of the Bicycling World Co.

• Postage Stamps will not be accepted hereafter in
payment for advertisements or subscriptions. checks,
Money Orders or Postal Notes only will be taken..

The management of this paper refuse to print in the advertising
columns of this paper any matter that is disparaging of a rival or
which in its estimation is objectionable in any way.

EDITORS :

C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

BOSTON, is NOVEMBER, 1889.

\\ 7E are always willing to give space in our columns to ques-

* * tions under controversy, but we make it a rule that anony-

mous communications be consigned to the w. p. b.

The question of "Sabbath Riding" has been discussed in a re-

spectful and decorous manner, by several correspondents, whose
names have been given us every time. We have before us a letter

signed "H. R. S.," on this question, which handles the subject in a

manner that would shock a vast majority of our readers. We can-

not say why H. R. S. omitted his or her name, we leave that to

conjecture. We ourselves have an idea. No matter if H. R. S.

had signed the full name, we should have refused to print the letter.

We do not like anonymous letters anyway, and we do not like such

anonymous efforts as H. R. S. has favored (?) us with.

He or she uses the word "blasphemously." There are more ways
of application for that word than the one claimed by our anonymous
correspondent.

/^HIEF CONSUL BULL has issued a very strong circular,
^-^ dated November 1, 1SS9, to non-League cyclers, and we hope
to hear that Mr. Bull's Lieutenants, his Local Consuls, have spread

them broadcast among non-members. After recounting what the

League has done and is doing, he lays down the lines of work for

the future. The following note of warning is sounded bv Mr.
Bull :

"Even where justice and enlightenment now prevail, ignorance
and bigotry are not yet dead, but we are liable at any time to be
called upon to defend our rights from the attacks of those who

would wrest them from us. There are rumors of attempts to be
made to secure the repeal of the 'Liberty Bill,' and we may need
the support of every wheelman in the State to defeat such an
attempt."

He winds up his appeal by the following "terse and to the point''

sentence :

"The League invites every amateur cycler in America to join its

ranks ; but he is doubly welcome who contributes his work and his

influence as well as his dollar to the cause. There are advantages
to be had in membership; but he who says, 'What can I do for the

cause?' is a more valuable man to cycling than he who says, 'What
am I going to get for my dollar?' "

' I ^HE spirited manner in which Chief Consul Bull and several

-*- other Chief Consuls are pushing the League in their Divisions

is, alas, in striking contrast to the apathy and Rip Van Winkle style

with which some of the Chief Consuls are administering (?) the

affairs of their Division. There needs more push, more wide-

awakeness, more go-aheaditiveness in some sections. Chief Con-

suls ought not to be allowed to slumber (as some of them are do-

ing). An official prod from an official sharp-stick would be a good
thing Wake 'em up, and if when awake they still fail to bring re-

sults let the members of the Division or the appointing power see

to it that a live, wide-awake man is put in position, and then things

will boom. Come, slumberers, wake up.

r
I ^HE New York Herald waxes funny over the faft that it pre-

-*- tends to believe that Tom Stevens, on a bicycle, was sent in

search of Stanley. The facetious spasm and the cat in the meal is

accounted for by this ill-natured reference to the New York World's

enterprise :

"The embassador oi cheap journalism (italics ours), astride of his

bicycle, must have been an impressive sight in Zanzibar."

The petty slur is unworthy of a great paper like the Herald, and

is more in line with the "cheap journalism" that would distinguish

the Squashville Snarler or the Podunk Whine r.

"IV TR. MILES, in a letter printed elsewhere, takes exceptions to

-L»-i- the plan of Mr. Bull to regulate racing matters. At first read-

ing Mr. Miles seems inconsistent in his position, as in the first part

of the letter he is against the scheme of Divisions paying expanses

of Division champions, while in the last part he advocates the

scheme of districts, composed of several Divisions paying such ex-

penses. It is, however, evident that Mr. Miles considers that the

draft on some of the Division treasuries might be too heavy, while

the same draft on several would not be considered a burden. We
do not see but that Mr. Miles and Mr. Bull are in line so far as the

idea goes, it is simply a difference as to the detail.

Mr. Miles, however, takes Lhe stand that "we want something;

beyond League championships."

On this point we take direct issue with the Chicago gentleman.

We propose to take the position that there shall be nothing

"beyond" (above) "League championships."

The League is a vast national club, in the ranks of which can be

found a large majority of the bright lights of American cycledom in

all its branches. By the right of being some 12,000 to 14,000

strong, and by the right of being the national cyclers representative

body, the League has pre-eminently the prerogative to establish

the cycle championships of the United States. It also has the right

to insist that these, the championships, shall be known and called

League championships. We take the above uncompromising ground
that the championships of the United States and League champion-

ships shall be one and the same thing, because we claim the League
to be a national club. We claim the prerogative for theL. A. W.,
as the cyclers representative body, to establish the national chain

pionships and to refuse to the amateur the right to start in nationa

events who has so little interest in the representative national

as to refuse his moral and petty financial support.
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HARRISBURG, PA.

"CYC."

Where would you go to find a
jollier crowd lhan "V\heelmen?"
Whether assembled in their club room
or out on a run, there are few that ex-

cel them in iheir enjoyments, and it is

right, for this is what we use our
tteeds for, and a man that cannot enter into its full erjoyment is

not a real wheelman. But while all should enjov it to its lull ex-

tent, yet we cannot be too careful in the kind indulged in and more
especially the day upon which we enjoy them and wnere.

Last Sunday night (3d) nine members of a prominent wheel
club from a near-by city quaruercd themselves for the 'night at the

Lochiel Hotel, and I am told that their conduct was simply out-

rageous, so much so thai the guests entered complaint, and thrice

was the night clerk compelled to call them to order. I was loath to

believe that men from such a prominent club and city would visit

here and make no effort to call upon fellow-wheelmen, who would
have been glad to have entertained them, and more so that they
would register as such when not in uniform and without wheels,
but our eves beheld their names prominently upon the hotel regis-

ter. • Is it any wonder that we are sometimes looked upon and
styled as rowdies?

Possibly the 1 >ss of our room and effects would not have called

forth more sympathy than was expressed for the Fry brothers by
the members and their friends, for the loss of their wheels by fire

on last Friday night. Their tandem and roadster were stored in

their -workshop adjoining their home on Dock street, and this

building was apparently set on fire, and when discovered was too
late to save the wheels. The building also contained two sets of
tools that were valuable, making their loss deeply felt. We ex-
tend our sympathy, and hope that when the wheeling season re-

turns it will rind them pedalling another of the same kind.

Wednesday, the 20th, has been set apart as Ladies' Night, and
it is determined to make it the best reception yet held. A piano
has just been purchased, and the assistance of the best musical
talent in the city is promised.

Very little wheeling has been indulged in here during the past
week, and for five Sundays we have had to b'j content with resting
in our room, or between showers visiting the parks, and having the
"lens" thrown upon us by Chayne.

cured employment as a buyer for Brown, Durrell & Co., one of the
largest small ware jobbing houses of Boston, and after five years of
faithful service was induced to enter the emplov of Winslow &
Fairbanks, agents for the White Bronze Monumental Works of Ports-

mouth, N 11. Through the efforts of Capt. Fairbanks the Dudley
Club has reached a hitih standard of excellence, and yvherever the

cyclists most 00 congregate, there jou will always find "Pretty
Jimmy" and his stahvart supporters.

The Rovers of Charlestown have decided to hold their annual
banquet at Young's Heel, on Friday evening. December 13, and I

have decided to be present, and consequent)' hope to chionicle
some of the exceedingly witty things said and done.

Capt. Arthur Benson informes me that E. C. Anthony of
Taunton has joined the Dorchester Club, and will race under its

colors during the next racing season. He certainly is a valuable

acquisition to the racer* of that club, and if he is one of the members
of the club team, the Dorchester men will have good n ason 10 he
proud of its racing team, as it w ill be strong enough to cope with
any other within the country.

Last Wednesday evening the rooms of the Dorchester Club were
overcrowded with wheelmen anxious t 1 witness the opening of the

annual pool tournament. On November 22 this club will hold a

whist party, and on January 17 yvill give its third annual partv'.

Among the many visitors to Boston last week was Mr. H S.

Higgins of Portland, Me., who acted as treasurer of the Ellwell

European Party. He was entertained by Capt. A. D. Peck. Jr., and
other members of the Massachusetts Club and while in their com-
pany recited many amusing incidents in connection with his travels

in Europe. Before leaving Boston for the West, where he is to act

as best man to one of the touring party, he stated that he proposed
to enter into partnership with Mr. Elwell, and they yvill next season
pilot another party over the European continent.

Captain and Mrs. W. G. Kendall have returned from the

wedding 'our, and both are looking forward to the evening of Nov.
20, yvhen they will formally receive the congratulations of the

numerous friends, among whom will be some fifty or seventy-five

wheelmen.

BOSTON NOTES.

" TONET."

One of the most familiar faces that is

seen about the roads throughout the eastern

section of the State is that of James L.
Fairbanks, who wears the captain's badge
of the Dudley Associates Wheel Club of

Boston Highlands. "Pretty Jimmy Fair-

banks," as he is familiarly called, is a descendant of Air. and- Mrs.

Jonathan Fairbanks, two of the original settlers of Dedham, Mass.,

and who occupied the old Fairbanks homestead in that town, which
by the way, is one of the oldest houses in New England. He was
born in Roxbury, Mass., June 12, 1S66 He graduated from Rox-
burv High School in 1SS2, and while there captained the Roxbury
High School foot ball team and was the acknowledged champion of

his class, both in boxing and fencing Small wonder was it then

that in his after life he should not only be a prominent wheelman
but a devotee of almost every manly sport. He has made a reputa-

tion as a tider, and, when the Dudley Associates Wheel Club yvas

organized in April of the present year, his companions appreciating

his past experience and good felloyvship. elected him their captain.

Captain Fairbanks is a member of the Dudley Association, the leart-

ing young men's club of Roxbury, a member of the Young Men's
Christian Association, and also of the Roxbury Horse Guilds, M.
V. M., which company he represented in the State rifle match at

South Framingham. One peculiar thing about the wheel club is

that it is a club witnin a club, or as it has been stated, a cycle within

a cycle, it being composed exclusively of members of the Dudley
Associates, which club supports a $50 oco club house on Clifford

Street, Roxbury. Upon graduating from school Mr. Fairbanks se-

The principal event in cvcling circles

., T „ dr,n the past wtck has been the Illinois Club's
LHILA^U.

theatre party, at the "Grand," to wit-

„ TOT cT o/)7 TPP" ness the pleasing capers of their fellow-THE STROLLER. dub melr)beri Fiailcis Wilson, in the

"Oolah." last Wednesday evening.

Some three hundred seats were sold, ar.d great preparations made
to erj >v the evening. But the Illinois hoys seem fated in regard

to theatre parlies, and although the gentleman yvho was responsible

for the trouble at the one last year yvas not here to attempt any
repetition of the same, owing to his being engaged at the present

time in an attempr 10 ride from San Francisco to Chicago, yei like

Banquo's ghost, he will not down as far as the Illinois Club is con-

cerned, and was again the means of marring the pleasures of what
would otherwise have been a very pleasant evening. Ir seems ihat

''a prominent member'" of another club had proposed a j >int theatre

partv, composed of all the clubs here, but the Illinois men would

not listen to it, saving they would be pleased to have as many j >in

them in their partv from the other clubs a- would, but it would be

an Illinois Club theatre party, not a j >int aff.tir. Then the "promi-

nent member'' was seized with a might)' idea, combing both busi-

ness and revenge, as well as pleasure, and calling to his assistance

another prominent wheelman, who, by the way, is a member of

the Illinois Club, a call was made upon the manager of the paper

in whose interests Roe is riding across the continent, and the co-

operation and necessarv funds secured to carry out their purposes,

and then two bicycles were very tastily decorated with flowers, and

across the large* wheel, in letters formed of carnations, yvas the

name "Tom Roe," and across the other large wheel the name of the

paper Roe represents. Then the two conspirators, representing

themselves as delegates from the Illinois Club, secured permission

from lhe man; ger ot the theatre, to place their so-called floral

d< corations on the stage, one at each side, and the deed was done.

Just imagine the effect on that theatre party, as they seated them-

selves and gazed yvih pleasure upon the name of their old friend ( ?),

Roe, and then at the other wheel and its decoration. Billy Arthur

told Co\e if he would take down one wheel he would see that the

other one followed it. The Illinois members did not recover their

composuie duiing the entire evening, and some ot Wilson's happi-

est hits were passed unnoticed. But what yvill be the late of the

conspirators? Wait until the returns are all in. and then see!!

The Chicagos had a club walk to Pullman, last Sunday, for

dinner. Ten members participated, under command of Ingalls,.

the philosopher. Evenston yvill be their objective point to-day.
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It is said that Conklin, Spalding's right-hand man in the bicy-

cle department, leaves that firm Saturday night for good, and will,

in connection with another gentleman, who is said to be George
Lloyd, handle an English make of wheel next season.

Slate making in all the clubs is being very quietly indulged in,

and feelers are constantly being thrown out as to who you are for

or against. I have heard nothing definite as to candidates, but it

look-; as though there would be a pretty lively election in some of
the clubs, and that a good many of our present officers would have
to write ex before their title alter election.

Brewster, of St. Louis, was in town recently, and from a little

conversation [ had with him it is quite evident that he is on a still

hunt for the Presidency of the League next year—not for himself,

but for a Western man, nevertheless.

I ran up against Albert Shock, accidentally, the other day, and
after the usual salutation in his place of business, and a short
look at the ceiling, he spoke about Tom Roe's ride, and said that

next summer he was going to ride across the continent, and went
on to tell me what a record he would make, and as I was wonder-
ing how I could make my escape an order came sailing in—"Bos-
ton fancy and half dozen raw." As he turned to make ready the
order, 1 fled in haste, but my time was record to the door.

Lloyd's application has mysteriously disappeared from among
the Chicagos' applicants, and another good item is lost.

A lively time is expected at the Chicagos' monthly meeting,
when, it has been asserted, a vote of censure will be passed upon
the "seven" record breakers.

ST. LOUIS.

'LINNEUS:

The meeting of the Missouris last Tues-
day must go on record as a stormy one, and
for a time it looked as if the opposing lac-

tions would lock horns over the all-absorb-

ing question of doing away with the bicycle

feature of the club. Twenty-one members
were present, and before order was called it was learned that P>esi-
dent Andrews would not be present, and that Vice President Sells
would preside. This was hardly a surprise, as it was known mat
he preferred to give the leader of the associate side a chance to have
a swipe at the club. Treasurer Kidson, a man who had been
elected by the riding element of the club, gave notice that at the
December or some special meeting of the club he would introduce
a change to the bylaws, to eliminate the special bicycle feature
from the club, and increase its membership limit to 300. with $2
monthlv dues, thus giving the control o\erto the associate mem-
bers. Before this was done that lot of would-be reformers tried a
scheme of transferring nearly a dozen associate members to the ac-
tive list, thus giving them a better chance for a majority at the next
meeting. The scheme was as transparent a- day, and was jumped
on by VV. P. Grath, Robert Holm and others, and after a red-not
discussion was laid on the table. Particular stress has been laid on
the financial side of the question right along, by the parties favor-
ing the change claiming that the club was in the "soup" finan-
cially. The treasurer's comparative statement showed this opinion
to be a fallacy, and instead of running behind last year's figures,
the club is actually $400 better off than at the same time last year.
The President, Vice President, Secreta>y and Treasurer, four main
officers of the club, are wheelmen in name only, and the last three
of them openly stated in the meeting that they did not own a wheel
for some time. This admission on their part should by all means
cost them their official position, as with non-riders at the head the
club cannot hope to prosper as a bic)cle club. [Later.—We are
advised by -'Linneus' that at a special meeting, held to vote on the
transfer of twelve associate members to the active ranks, the vote
to make the transfer was lost by a vote of 25 to 7. The applicants
for transfer were not wheelmen. This is a victory for the cycling
element, and insuies the perpetuity of the Missouri Club as a bicy-
cle club —Ed ]

The Grand Jury has indicted Robert Graham for cycle stealing,
and he will probably get two years in the penitentiary. Wider
and Laing deserve credit for pushing the suit, and it is hoped that
the example will teach the thieving fraternity a good lesson.

Western Missouri contains some of the finest roads to be found
in the State, and cycling is booming at Maryville in consequence.
-A club known as the Marxville Cyclists was recently organized,
through the exertions of "the indefatigable W.

J. Staples, and on
Sunday. October 27 the first run was called to St. Joseph, forty-six
miles away. Six members participated, and arrived at the Bacon
House, St. Joseph, in time for a late dinner. The distance was
covered in a trifle over eight hours; very good time considering the
hilly condition of the roads. At St. Joseph the party was enter-
tained by a delegation of local cycli»t6.

W. H. Cameron writes me from St. Joe: "The roads are fine.,

and wheeling is beginning to pick up. The Ruralists will inaugu-
rate regular runs next Sunday, and take them until the end of thg
riding season Capt. B P. Hatch entertained the club at his residence
in Wyatt Park, last Saturday evening. Siirring speeches were
made, and all the members promised faithfully to stand together
and revive the interest in cycling affairs. Consul E. J.

Eberly was
married at Hastings. Minn., last week, and has returned with his

bride from a trip East, bringing a new tandem with them."

The Cycling Club's tour to Pike County was a big success, and
although but six riders partiiipated, on account of the threatening
weather, they enjoyed thenis Ives hugelv. After an early breakfast
the party started from trie Ca-roll House, at Clarksville. heading
for Louisiana, anc had not been gone but a short di-tance when one
of the riders' machines broke down, necessitating a delay of over
two hours, and the postponement of the tour to Bowling Green.
After the needed repairs had been made, wheels were re-mounted,
and Louisiana was reached in good time for dinner at the Palmer
House. After spending the major portion of the afternoon seeing
the town, a climb was made to the "Pinnacle," a hiah bluff, whicfc

afforded a good view of the country for miles around. Wneels were
then re-mounted, and the return to Clarksville was made, where all

arrived in good cheer at 6 P. M. The usual unbounded Pile*

County hospitality was done full justice, and cider flowed lik*

water. Not a single wheel was noticed to be ridden by the Clarks-
ville bovs, and on this account Louisiana, which lies in the exa&
centre of this famous riding, wiil be made the headquarters of the

next tour.

The many friends of Mr. Walter

PVfivTnmvrrr a//T7V?<t Waterman, ex-Capiain of the Paw-PR O VIDENCB NOTES.
tuxet WheelmeiIj ^j,, be p)ea<;ed to

" WT NDD " learn of his good fortune in winning
a seventy-five dollar diamond ring
at one of the local fairs the past

week. Walter, whose genial countenance is always found wreathed
in smiles, is a rider of great speed and endurance; he still holds the

championship of the Pawtuxet Wheelmen.

Messrs. Cummings and Van Wagoner (brother to the champion^
rode up to this city last Monday afternoon from Newport, and spent

the evening at the rooms 1 f the R. I. W.
Messrs Smith, Campbell. Copeland and Thomas, members of

the R. 1. W., arrived home last Thursday evening, having been
gone over ten weeks doing France, England, Scotland and Ireland

on their wheels. They weie well received at the depot by an en-

thusiastic party of wheelmen.

At a meeting of the R. I. W. held last Monday evening, a com-
mittee with Howard L. Perkins as Chairman, was appointed to see

about holding a team road race on Thanksgiving morning, com-
posed of a 1 the riders in the club that committee could prevail upon
to race, so as to form four teams if possible.

Once more Van Wagoner and squash pie to the front. The great

pie eating match at the Central Hotel, Providence, R. I., October
29th, won by Wm. Van Wagoner on six common every day pieces ol

squash pie. Time not taken. Three started and two finished. He
does not eat to any great extent, but generally gets there just the

same.

The Bristol County Wheelmen of Warren will open a grand fair-

on the fifth of December to continue for one week. The R. I. W.
will attend in a bodv on the opening night under the leadership of

Messrs. Gibbs and Doyle.

The R. I. W. gave a reception to Wm. Van Wagoner, Esq., the

club champion, and also to the returned European Party last Friday
evening, which was a grand success, socially speaking.

Things are getting in shape for

,vPB'OTff9PrmTA'? a big boom in cycling, and nextNEW JERSEY NOTES.
yeaf wl„ wUness a great manj

• 1 tijtti? a as" new r'ders; already new clubs areJSiiHAM. being formed throughout the
State. On September 30th the

wheelmen of Camden met and organized a club under the name of
"The West Jersey Cvclers" and elected the following officers for the

ensuing year: D. Hitner Geise. President; B. O. Miller. Vice Presi-

dent; Frank W. Cramer. Secretary-Treasurer. Meetings will be
held at the homes of the different members during the winter on the

last Monday evening of each month, and the membership will be
limited to twenty-five un il the spring, when the club will secure

permanent headquarters. Action will be taken at an early date to

have all the members of this club join the L. A. W. by several of

its members who have already joined.
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The sixth annual ten mile handicap road race of the Elizabeth

Wheelmen was run on election day on the stretch of road between
Irvington and Milburn. There were eight starters, but owing to

the wind the time was slow. The winners were A. F. Calkins,

first; W. H. Whipple, second, and Capt. Fred C. Gilbert, third;

W. H. Caldwell (scratch) made a brave fight, but had a poor chance,

as he was handicapped out of it. This race is intended by the club

to bring out new men, and as the old riders were heavily handi-

capped they got left. A movement's on foot among the Elizabeth

Wheelmen to give a large ball in the Armory during the winter.

The election of Mr. Voorhees in the first assembly district was en-

tirely due to the wheelmen of Elizabeth. They voted for him on
account of his county road bill ; this fact has excited a great deal of
comment about the city, and especially by the opposition papers.

This certainly is a step in the right direction, and one which we
hope more of the wheelmen will follow.

The Hudson County Wheelmen's fourth one-mile road race of

the series for the Benedict medal was won by E. T. McLaughlin,
with Capt. E. J. Day a close second. The race was run on election

day on the Irvington-Milburn course.

Although the weather was anything but pleasant, ten men
started in the ten mile handicap road race of the Atalanta Wheelmen,
which was run on the Irvington-Milburn course on election day ; the

winners were L. N. Thorne, first; C. E. Congleton, second, and H.
Jones, third.

Hillsdale, N. J., can now boast of having a bicycle club. On
October 26th a club was organized to be known as "The Bergen
County Wheelmen" with the following officers : President, N. Gar-
diner; Vice President, I. D. Cole; Secretary, L. Cole; Treasurer,

C. Gardiner.

The Plainfield Bicycle Club held its monthly meeting on Monday
evening. November nth, and was attended by nearly all the mem-
bers. The chief topic discussed was about their second annual fall

games, which will be held on the evening of November 14th. Nearly
all the reserved seats have already been sold, and a mammoth suc-

cess is assured.

And now the question is asked, who will be our next President.
The answer immediately comes back in the reply, James R. Dunn,
of course. That's right, let the good work go on, and see that it is

done (Dunn).

Truly it was a great race and

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. one ll
?
at the Rambling Wheelmen

may be proud of. [See racing

u«7/icTjiffji columns.

—

Ed.T Before another
A'Oo /AW. ,

J
T , , , .

season, however, I would advise a
general shaking np of the "racing

committee." Very little credit are they entitled to for the success
of the affair, and outride of fixing the date and tending to a few
other arrangements their work ceased. Many more entries would
have been received if the committee had awakened to their duty, but
when wanted they were nowhere to be found. The race has at

least demonstrated one fact; it has shown that the club contains
some first class racing talent. Smith, who has never before figured in

a race of any importance, will undoubtedly be heard from next season.
Rubey is another dark horse, and will also make a good showing.
The others are by no means far behind, and next year a team of
able bodied racers will be heard from.

Local Consul Moore is busily at work notifying non-League
members that now is their chance to join the League for $1.50, as

the second half of the League year has commenced. Wheelmen
should take advantage of this opportunity.

The boys can now cry out to Fov, "where did you get those
pants?'' It was Fox who came in third in the race and secured as a
prize a pair of pants. The second prize was a Lakin's cyclometer.

After the race a game of foot-ball was indulged in between the
Rambling Wheelmen foot-ball' team and the High School team.
The High Scool team was victorious by a score of fourteen to four.
It was the first game of the Ramblers, however, and they will un-
doubtedly make a better showing when they play the Hillhouse
boys in New Haven on Thanksgiving Day.

What can be more healthful and invigorating than a quiet spin
on a pleasant Sunday? Notwithstanding all arguments to the con-
trary, I fail to see any harm in Sunday riding, providing it is not
carried to such an extent that it becomes a detriment to the morals
of all wheelmen at large. Every pleasant Sunday numerous wheels
may be seen gliding smoothly along our principal thoroughfares.
Denver wheelmen, however, 1 think, are carrying this matter de-
cidedly too far when they indulge in regular racing on the Sabbath.
Nothing will tend to degrade the sport more quickly. The ex-
tremely high altitude in which our Western brethren live may per-
haps lessen the number of rounds in the ladder they will have to
climb before they reach their Heavenly home. I, for one, how-
ever, am willing to stand my chances with our Western neighbors,
notwithstanding the inequalities of terra firma.

The success of the venture at re-dedicating

SVF?ACT/<>F James street to the use of the public, after the
completion of its asphalt pavement developed

is Qjr j-xta <• ' n to a regular bicycle carnival, far exceeding
the ambitions of the most enthusiastic wheel-
men. Over 150 bicycles were in line, and the

illuminations ot the residences were superior to anything ever seen
in the city. Fifteen thousand people witnessed the lantern parade,
which was confined entirely to the asphalt pavement, three-quarters

of a mile in length.

Riders of the safety in the city have achieved an accomplishment
which it is safe to say ts not generally known. A few weeks ago
George H. Harris, of the Syracuse Cycling Club, while wheeling
carelessly over a smooth road noticed that his safety ran unusually
easy. He attributed the cause to the zig-zag course he had been
riding, and conceived the idea of sculling his wheel. He got under
headway, and placing his feet on the rests in coasting position,

swayed himself sideways, back and forth, at the same time steering
sharply to the right and then the left. After a few trials he suc-

ceeded in maintaining considerable headway, and has now accom-
plished the feat of "sculling" over a mile on a level sidewalk. By
this method he won the coasting race on James street, carnival

night. Several others have become quite skillful in the art which
is not unlike that of sculling on skates. George claims to be
the originator of this style of riding.

As "Salina" predicted, Henry Rounds was elected Secretary of
the Syracuse Cycling Club in place of Walter Cherry, who has
gone to Toronto.

Lieutenant Wesley A. Yale will give a banquet to the Cy-
cling Club, at the annual meeting in January.

It was decided, at the last meeting of the Cycling Club, that all

members will join the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium this winter. They
will be given a special class.

Some of the boys are wondering how "Salina," from his Cana-
dian position, can keep so well posted. They seem to forget that

Ted Hopkins is his friend.

The Grand Rapids Club are

r.r,A*TTs. nAomc fi/rTnu now in their new winter quartersGRAND RAPIDS, MICH. -

n the McMullen Block
4

Thej
" <r/5 r?fi/vr

"

have no doubt the finest clubStLKUM. rooms in the State. The rooms
are divided up as follows : Parlor,

billiard and reading rooms and riding hall.

The club will formally open their rooms to the publicNovember 15,

with a dance and pedro party. It now has a membership of over
seventy-five, and is the only club in the State that has two repre-

sentatives. Among the members is President Bates, well known
by all wheelmen as a writer of many wheel stories. The club also

has eleven lady member who are active wheelers.

Guy White, formerly of the Star Club of Detroit, has recently

moved here and joined the club.

Perry Whiting, an active member of the local club, has gone
to Denver, Col., to spend the winter. We recommend him to the

wheelmen of Denver as a wheelman who will be a good addition to

any club.

Captain Hain is getting out patents on his pa| er-bearing safety,

and intends to manufacture some.

The club was the hit of the parade given in honor of the Pan-
American delegates, on their visit to this city, and after passing

once were recalled by the hearty applause from the delegates.

I hear that the Louisiana Cycling Club

,.„,,, ,-.„, „ . .,£. have fifteen applications to act upon atNEW ORLEANS.
thejr next me

P
e
H
ting . This wi ,l bring

" TJnK~nMT<Z " their membership up to seventy-one wheel-
.

NUKUM1C3. m en, and taking into consideration that

all their members are active, this is a

pretty good showing indeed.

Cycling in the Crescent City is on a boom ; new riders are seen

on St. Charles asphalt every evening, and the L. A. W. member-
ship is approaching near the century mark. Harry H- is working
for that hundred.
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SWIFT."

The Swift is the strongest, lightest, simplest^and "swiftest Safety ever

built. Why? Because we have been making cycles for 23 years, longer

than any other firm in the business, and have made it a rule to have the

best material regardless of cost. Look out for 1890J Swift Safety. It will

have the same name. Why should we alter it?

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CD.,

239 Columbus Ave., - - - - * - - - BOSTON.

f\
u/01^ op /}F([

IS TZHZIE 181X23

PHOTO - GRMVURE
"WIE HI^-VIE ^ZECZEZSTTX/ST ISSTTIEID.

It contains correct portraits of Prince, Whittaker, Dingley, Eek, Munger,
Knapp and Crocker, excellently executed, and forms,^withal, a worthy decora-
tion to a Cyclist's Home.

We shall take pleasure in mailing it, postage paid and securely packed,
for 20 cents.

Regularly organized Clubs supplied with a framed copy Free, we, how-
ever, do not pay express charges on same.

GORMULLY HJEFFERY MFG. CO., - Chicago, III.

JV. B. We are always glad to mail our] 80-page Catalogue.
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The "Lancaster Pike" Record is now held on the "Eagle."

From 1he "Wheel."

November 8, 1S89.

Van Wagoner was successful in his Election
Day ons.oiight on the Lancoster pike record.

He was splendidly paced, and covered the dis-

tance horn Paoli to Fifty-second Street (15 1-2

miles) in 48m. 44 i-2s., beating the previous
record (Whhelm's) by 29 3-4S.

TO WHEEliJVIEfl.
In answer to the numerous inquiries we are daily receiving, and for the benefit of those

who wish to purchase Eagle machines, we take this opportunity of making the following state-

ment:
All improvements which are likely to be put on Eagle Bicycles for 1890 are now in

readiness, and we are now making up machines as last as possible for the spring trade.

W r

e do not intend to build a tangent spoke and hollow rim wheel. For a road wheel
we consider the direct spoke much preferable to the tangent, for the reasons which we state in

our catalogue. It has more elasticity and will stand more hard use than the tangent spoke. It

is more expensive to make, but we use it in the Eagle as the best possible construction for a

wheel that is ridden over rougher roads and subjected to harder usage than any other bicycle.

The Eagle, as at present constructed, has now been thoroughly tested by this st ason's

use. It has Jar surpassed the expectations of its designer, and in the hands of hundreds of

riders ard on every kind of road, it has proved its superiority over all its rivals. It is perfect:

and complete in all its details,^ combining perfect salety with ease of running, speed, strength

and graceful appearance.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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Bogel, the great safety man, has forsaken his first love, and now
rides an ordinary. Time works wonders sometimes.

The L. C. C. boys are working like beavers on their club house,
and say by the ist ofJanuary next the club will be "At Home."
From observations I have heard lately, there is anything but

friendly fueling in this locality towards a certain member of the

L A. W. Racing Board, for taking the stand he has in reference to

the re instatement of O. M. Spring as an amateur.

New Orleans now boasts of three lady bicyclists. One in par-
ticular does her fifteen miles per day regularly. They are all mem-
bers of the L. C. C.

NEWS

AND COMMENT.

The editors of this paper have to ac-

knowledge the receipt of invitations to be
present at the first assembly of the P>.nn
Wheelmen of Reading, Pa., to be given at

the Grand Opera House in that city, on
the evening of November 26. We regret

that we cannot accept the kind invitation, but we wish the Penn
Wheelmen success and a jolly good time.

It was Wilhelm's record that Van VVagoner lowered on the Lan-
caster Pike a couple of weeks ago, and so now Wilhelm will have a
go at it, and try to re-capture the coveted record.

A cablegram from England announces the safe arrival of Mr.
Geo. W. Stevens, of the Coventry Machinists' Co., on the "other

side."

The outcome of the Buffalo to Rochester race is, that a challenge
has been issued and accepted for a match race, between Montgomery,
of the Genesee Club, and C. J. Iven (ihe winner), of the W est End
Club. The race will be held next season over the same course, and
a prize valued at from $>oo to $500 will be put up.

A writer in a New Jersey paper says : "In Lovers' Lane we saw
three ladies. They were all mounted on bicycles, and the ruddy
glow in their cheeks was proof that they were taking all the good
the exercise affords. I predict that next year lady wheelmen will

increase in number."

Now that the wheeling season is practically over the New York,
Brooklyn and Newark Bicycle Clubs will turn their attention to
bowling.

The Brooklyn Park Commissioners have suspended sentence on
Officer Kelly, the mounted policeman who ran down Lest r

Beaslev. K. C. W. , until the result of the officer's trial before the
Grand Jury is known.
An exchange describes the ''freeze" of a certain bicycle club

room, and then goes on to descant on the "running water" in the
same room ! The items do not fit together. It's a cold day when
our e. c. does not know the oifference between •jreeze'' and frieze.
Good place to make ice cream !

"Few farmers appear to realize how much they are taxed by bad
roads."

—

Exchange.

The local Racing Board of California have usurped the exclusive
powers of the National Racing Board in "suspending" (?) Messrs.
R. W. Turner, H. A. Pogue and C E Monroe. We think Mr.
Doane, the local Chairman, must have construed the words "Rac-
ing Board" to mean the local Board, when in reality it means the
Nationa Boird. We are sorry for the mix, as it may cause friction
and bad feeling.

At a late mreting of the New Haven (Ct.) Bi. Club it was de-
cided to give a reception to the wheelmen of the State, about the
middle of this month, at the club's new home. A committee con-
si-ting of W. F. Perkins, Captain of the team, F. M. Kinney and
D. C. Rowe was appointed to make the arrangements. Invitations
•will be extended to the bicycle clubs of Hartford, Meriden, Bridge-
port and other cities. There will be refreshments and a musical
and literary entertainment.

Chicago claims to have a team of the fastest men in the world,
and names Arthur Lumsden, Frank Tuttle, N. H. Van Sicklen, H.
R. Winship and G. A. Thorne. These young men are all amateurs,
and are either at school or in business.

"There ought to be some systematic direction of the labor ex-
pended in bui ding and repairing country roads, and every one
should feel it for his interest to do all he consistently can to make
the roads what they should be. Good roads are both labor-saving
and economical, while bad roads are ihe reverse."

—

Exchange.

Chairman Davol has called a meeting of the Racing Board, at
Chicago, January nth.

Reports from the Pacific Coast infer that all was not happiness
and content between "Senator" Morgan and the financial partner in
the late firm, hence the aggregation will not delight Australian

audiences, and scoop in Australian "spuds" as was originally in-
tended.

In our report of the Buffalo to Rochester race it was stated that
Mr. iven broke his wrist, and rode quite a distance thus disabled.
We a e glad to learn that the report was overstated. Mr. Iven
sprained his wrist but did not break it. Further, the statement that
a man with a broken wrist could so handily beat men whose bones
were whole was rather a reflection on the prowess of the other con-
testants.

An ugly rumor reaches us that Frank Dingley made some deal
with the book makers at the Toronto professional races of a couple
of weeks ago, and that by such a deal Dingley made a cool $900.
What gives color to this rumor is that Dingley, for no apparent
cause, disappeared vt-ry suddenly from Toronto, when he had a
strong lead over Rhodes.

We are advised that a well-known wheelman (name later) will
organize a party of twenty-five ladies and gentlemen for a cycle
tour through the White Mountains, next August. The projector
has been a member of Mr. Elwell's parties, and his White Moun-
tains tour will he planned on the same principles as those govern-
ing Elwell's. The gentleman says : "I do not care to have my name
mentioned at present, but you may say, if you wish, that such a
tour is contemplated."

In last week's issue our proof-reader followed copy too carefully
where he made the winning time in the five-mile handicap race at
Yonkers, N. Y., as twenty-four seconds.

The Providence, R. I., Journal says: "A reception was given
last evening (November 8] at the club rooms of the Rhode Island
Wheelmen, on South Main street, to Messrs. Henry Campbell, VV.

B. Copeland, Benjamin Smith Herman Thomas and William Van
Wagoner. The four former comprise a party of the Rhode Island
Wheelmen which spent the summer in 'doing' Europe on their
wheels, and have returned to this city this week. Mr. Van
Wagoner ha*- just returned from Philadelphia with new laurels, for
the club, having broken while there the Lancaster prize record,
previously held for two years by W I. Wilhelm. All five of the
gentlemen were the objects of assiduous attention from their less ven-
turesome or less gifted wheelmen in the club last night, and they
must have felt quite like lions for the time. There were about fifty

members all told at the reception, and in their behalf Mr. Howard
L. Perkins made a brief speech of welcome, and presented souvenirs
of chestnuts. A sociable time followed, and then came the refresh-
ments usual to such occasions."

If a dispatch from New York is to be believed, the question of
abolishing a League uniform will be one of the "live" questions to

be discussed at the February meeting of officers,

On the tapis for the first of next season is a 100 mile road race, to
be held at Newport, R. I. An effort will be made to secure entries
from such men as Murphy, Dampman, McDaniel, Elliott, Ger-
wing. Hall and Bowdish. and of course Van Wagoner. Such an
event ought to be a big success, although the cracks will need to

keep in training all winter to be in condition to tackle a 100-mile
contest at the outset of the season. Newport is an ideal place for
such an event, and the meet of wheelmen that would be bound to
accompany it.

Chairman Davol will leave for Chicago December ist, and will

spend the winter in the Western metropolis.

We hear that Los Angeles wheelmen promised to pay the Cali-
fornia Division $100 for the privilege of having the Division meet
at that place. Complaint is made that the agreement has not been
fulfilled by the Los Angeles wheelmen. There seems to be a mis-
understanding somewhere.

"No class of our citizens is so interested in good roads as our
farmers, and yet no class appear so indifferent to them."

—

Ex-
change.

The Boston Times has this to say about the action of certain
wheelmen : * * * 'Frequent complaints have come to us from
the suburbs that certain bicyclists—not all, by any means, but
enough to be noticeable—have a habit of monopolizing the road-
way, by taking the wrong side, or both sides when in groups, and
in other wavs interfering with the free passage of carriages." * *

* The bicycle is a carriage, and any rider guilty of breaking the
law is amenable for such transgression. A few "examples" would
set the thing right.

We think it was an exhibition of bad judgment to start Tom Roe
on a trip across the country at the time of year when snow storms
and blizzards are likely weather conditions.

We are told that "Van Wagoner, Dampman and McDaniel have
joined forces and are open to team competitions against all comers.
It is a great team, and it is doubtful if another can be found in the
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country to take any points ahead of them, either on road or track.

Dampman and McDaniel both think Van Wagoner the greatest

road rider in the country, a fact which they are generous enough
to acknowledge so far as they themselves are concerned, as well as

to pin their faith on him against anybody else."

By the way Van Wagoner is anxious to pocket a few more
records before he puts away his little bike. He is modest, and all

he wants is 24-hour record, the 15-hour tandem record, the 25-mile

tandem record, and any other little affairs that may happen to come
handy his way.

At a supper enjoyed by the Portland (Me.) Wheel Club, Mr. F.

A. Elwell tells the following good one on Lamson. It seems
Elwell and Lamson were out riding, in the vicinity of Boston, with

some local riders. Mr. L. was coasting legs over handle-bars down
a hill, when his brake refused to work. He shot down the hill

like lightning. When Mr. Elwell reached hirrf at the foot of the

hill, Mr. Lamson greeted him with the query, "Is my hair white?"

"Don't say a word," said Elwell, "the Massachusetts riders think

you are a dare-devil on a wheel; they think you always coast like

that."

"The agitation for better roads now being made by the League
of American Wheelmen is, apparently, beginning to be felt."

—

Ex-
change

Great hopes are expressed by a prominent member of the Hud-
son County Wheelmen, of Jersey City, that that club will once
more be enrolled as a League club.

The fourth anniversary banquet of the Hartford Wheel Club was
enjoyed by the members and a number of invited guests, at Haben-
stein's, on Wednesday evening. Particulars too late for this issue.

Danvers and Newburyport, Mass., are quarelling over the ques-

tionable honor of possessing the worst roads in Essex County.
Each claims the "honor" (?).

The Baltimore Herald says : "President Luscomb writes that it

is intended to make a fight for improved roads this winter in the

Legislatures of several States, of which Maryland is to be one. He
desires the Maryland Committee on Rights and Privileges to draft

a suitable bill for the collection and proper expenditure of the road
tax in this State, and has asked the names and addresses of the

different members of the Legislature. There will be a joint meet-
ing of the National, Executive and Rights and Privileges Commit-
tees in New York early next month, when the work will be mapped
out and the details arranged."

The Manhattan Bicycle Club, of New York, will give its third

annual reception at the Lexington Avenue Opera House, on Fri-

day evening, February 7, 1890.

The New York Sporting' Times, of New York City, is one of the

best papers to advertise in. It is the official organ of the Amateur
Athletic Union, of the United States, and has a circulation of 45,000
copies per week. It is the leading athletic paper of America.

THE BALTIMORE, MD., CITY ELECTION.

Says Mr. James B. Reed, the chairman of the Road Improvement
Committee in Baltimore Herald: "The wheelmen have good cause
to congratulate themselves on the result of the election. There was
not sufficient time to work the matter up as thoroughly as should
have been done, but, even with the very limited preparation, of the
twenty-two nominees recommended ten were elected, and there were
important results in wards where the men recommended were un-
successful. This is notably true in the Nineteenth and Twentieth
wards, which gave a Republican majority of 166 last year, but in
which Mr. Ford was beaten by only eighty-eight votes. In the
First ward our nominee for the First Branch had a majority of 122,
while last year the majority was seventy-one. In the Twelfth ward
the majority was increased from 120 to 203, and in the Nineteen h
from 132 t 242. while in the Fourteenth, which last year gave a
Democratic majority of 174, our nominee, who happened to be a
Fusionist, won by forty-four votes. Our hardest fight, however,
was in the Eleventh and Twelfth wards for Mr. Supplee. These
wards gave Harrison a majority of but eighty-six, and Mr. Supplee's
predecessor won by 273 votes. Our fight was hard and our oppo-
nents were not altogether fair, but we managed to give Mr. Supplee
a majority of 406. Comment is unnecessary." * * * *.

"What will be the immediate effect of our work?" continued Mr.
Reed. "Well, we shall see. We have much in view, but accom-
plished facts are more eloqueut than prophecy. We hope much,

and before the next city council adjourns we expect to be able to
show results which will convince all of the few 'doubting Thomases'
who have questioned the propriety of our methods."

AN OUTRAGE.
The following clipping was sent us from Iowa City, Iowa :

"A couple of weeks ago Lohr, Davidson and Hall were out on
the Muscatine road, on their wheels, and got into a slight difficulty

with a farmer named W. J. Hall. The boys, seeing Hall's horses
were liable to get badly frightened, dismounted. The horses kept
on jumping, broke the wagon tongue and ran into a barbed wire
fence, mixing things up pretty generally. On the return trip the
boys were stopped by Hall, who stated that he had been damaged
to the extent of $100, but if they would pay him $2 he wou'd say no
more about it. As the bicyclists had used all proper care, they re-
fused to pay anything, saying they had as much right on the road
as any one else with any sort of vehicle. Hall insisted upon $2 or
blood. As by this time there were about half a dozen farmers, all

of one mind, and but three bicyclists, it was deemed best to pay the
amount demanded, so it was done, and a receipt taken for the
money. The following Monday Davidson filed a complaint against
farmer Hall, charging him with assault. Thursday the prisoner
was brought in, and had a consultation with Messrs. Craven and
Orelup, the prosecuting attorneys. The result was that farmer
Hall was glad to return the amount extorted and pay all costs. By
extorting the payment as he did, the farmer laid himself liable to a
fine of $500, or two years in the penitentiary, and when informed of
the serious nature of his offence, he was glad to get off so easy.
The cyclers were not inclined to persecute the man, so they brought
the lightest charge, that of assault, and now as they gained their
point and convinced the fellow of the error of his ways, they will
let the matter rest."

TOM ROE'S HARD RIDE.

Tom Roe looked haggard and careworn when he arrived at
Kansas City last Saturday, Nov. 9. His wife, who was in the city

to meet him, did not recognize him, as he had grown a heavy
beard, his hair was almost down to his shoulders, his costume a
big pea jacket, leather cow-boy trousers, and a big white sombrero.
His reception in Kansas City was splendid, and was almost a fair

recompense for the hardships he has endured. Van Sicklen, the
old Chicago war horse, was the genial spirit there. "Birdie"
Munger; Barrett, conspicuous with his white shirt bearing the
words "Chicago Cycling Club;" Frank Riggs, Obergfell, Dillon,
Oliver, Frank Morris and a dozen other Chicago men, were there.

Of course the stalwart Roe was the centre of attraction, and the
details of his journey were listened to with rapt attention.

Roe has had the worst condition of things to c rnbat—persistent
rain, snow, wind and mud have been the difficulties he had to con-
tend with. The roads and weather have been simply horrible.

Roe is pretty tired, but though some 80 miles behind his schedule,
he still hopes to make a good record. "No money would tempt
me to repeat the journey," says Roe. The story of his adventures
would fill a book, and that he has got through with a whole hide is

a fact that he can congratulate himself on. Here is the itinerary

of Roe's journey complete from San Francisco to Kansas City :

Sept. Miles. O&. Miles.
San Francisco to Livermore, Cal., 41 16, Williams to Flag-staff, A. T 34

22, Livermore to Grayson, Cal 60

23, Grayson to C hirleston House Cal., 58
24, Charleston House to Hemdon,Cal.,63
25, Heindon to Kingsbury, Cal 33
2>, Kingsbury to Aii a, Cal 50
27, Alila to hakcrsfield, Cal 45
2S, Bakcrsfielrt to Keene, Cal 32
29, Keene to Mojave, in < esert 31

30, Mojave to Kramer, in desert 3S
Oct.
1, Kramer to Barstow, desert 34
2, Laid off.

3, Barstow to Newber>y, desert 21

4, Newberry to Hasktt, desert 13

5, Haslttt to Ash Hill, desert 2'->

o, Ash Hill to Bagdad, desert lS

7, Bagdad to Cadiz, desert 22

8, Cadiz to Fcnner, desert 30
(Ti tal, 233 miles in Mojave Disert.)

9, Fmner to Needles, A.T 41

10, Needles to Kingman, A. T.... .... .59
11, Laid off

12, Kingman to Peach Springs, A. T..50

13, Peach Springs to Yampi A. T....14
14, Yamp to Fairview, A. T 61

15, KairvieW to Williams, A.T 23

17, Flagstaff to Winslow, A.T 5S
iS, Winslow to Nav:ijo Springs, A. T.73
10, Navajo Springs to Coolidjre, N. M.76
20, Coo idge to Laguna, N. M 70
21, Laguna to Albuqutrque, N. M 66
22, I aid off... 00

23, Albi.qm.rque to Lamy, N. M 66
24, Lamy to Las Vtgas.N. M 65
25, La Vegas to Watrous, N.M 20
26, \\ Straus to Dor>ey, Colo 75
27, Dorsey to Trinid d, Colo 39
2S, Trinida o Clark's Ranch, Colo. ..53
29, Laid off 00
30, Clark's Ranch to Las Animas, C0I067
31, Las Animas to Coolidge, Kan 67
Nov.
1, Laid off 00
2, Coolidgv to Syr cuse, Kan 25

3, Syracuse to Garden City, Kan 52
4, Laid off 00

5, Garden City to Spearville, Kan . . . .73

6, Spearville to Hutchinson, Kan. ..103

7, Hutchinson to Strong City, Kan...S6
S, Strong Cny to Ottawa, Kan 77
9, Ottawa to Kansas City, Mo 47
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Total miles traveled, 2156. September 21, 1-2 day; November 9,

1-2 day; September 22 to November 8 inclusive, 48 days; total, 49
days. Average. 44 miles per day. Actual number riding days. 43

;

laid off on account ankle, weather, etc, 6- Total, 49; average for

riding days, 50 1-7 miles per day. Distance claimed from San

Francisco to Chicago on a trip of 2134 miles—59 days ;
average, 36

miles per day

CORRESPONDENCE.
f The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter

which in his opinion is improper.]

MYERS— WINSHIP.
Editor Bicycling World: I notice in your issue of November 1st,

that "Stroller," of Chicago, think- Bert Myers, of Peoria, is on the

same mark with Winship. To the impartial wheelman who has

known and carefully watched the work of both men, this view seems

unfairly predjudiced in favor of Winship. The Chicago racers

almost literally lived on the track here, and were therefore in

splendid condition, but in the face of this fact the only men who
fairly outran Myers in the recent tournament were, Lumsden, in the

ten-mile; Tuttle, in the five-mile; W. A. Thorne, in the half-mile

safety; and (possibly) George Thorne, in the ten-mile. (Winship,

it should be stated, was not in any of these races at the finish.)

Your correspondent closes his argument with the remark that Win-
ship's well-known staying powers offset Myers' spurt at a finish,

and that if Winship used as much head work as the Peoria flyer, he

would in his (Stroller's) judgment, be a trifle ahead of Myers on
the ladder of fame ; but I fail to see how he can honestly place Win-
ship's "staying powers" above Myers'; and as for "head work," it

has struck me (and I think other impartial observers will agree with

me) that Myers has little to brag of on that score—and certainly

Winship shows the best judgment his pedal extremities will allow

him. Fair Play.
Chicago, Nov. 4.

MR. MILES' REPLY TO MR. BULL.

Editor Bicycling World: Mr. Bull's plan for improving the

method of conducting the championships hardly seems to me
practicable. I have given the matter considerable thought, and at

one time made many inquirers into the feasibility of the idea now
suggested by Mr. Bull, but became convinced that few of the Divi-

sions have sufficient money to pay the expenses of representatives

to the National meeting, and, what is worse, have no men in power
who possess sufficient energy and ambi ion to promote and make a

success of the State Divi-iun meets and championships and thus

raise funds. Another thing with which I disagree is the proposal

to make it compulsory to join the League to be eligible to compete
for the championship. The events should be made National in

every seme of the word, and to make them so they must be open to

ever) amateur in America, regardless of whether he is a member of

the League or not, or even a member of a club. We want some-
thing beyond League championships. Offer every legitimate in-

ducement., and use every agument to increase the membership, but
don't try to force men to come in.

Mr. Bull has been interesting himself in the rules of the Amateur
Athletic Union, evidently, for he proposes the adoption of a rule

preventing a man changing his club inside of a year. The Amateur
Athletic Union found it necessary to adopt this rule, because in the
athletic ranks are no end of men. who, to athletic clubs, are just

what promateurs were to manufacturers, willing to change clubs

according to the situation and salary to be gained thereby. Bicycle
clubs have not reached the stage o( vaunting ambition occupied by
rich athletie organizations, and I am inclined to think such an
action as is proposed would be unecessarv and unjust legislation.

A rule providing that a man must have been a member of a club,

say three months before he can represent it in competition, however,
might be advisable.

The idea for the improvement of championships which seems to

have taken root among Western men is to divide the country into
three sections, Eastern, Western or Central, and Pacific Coast ; to

perfect an organization in each of these sections, each to have
charge of racing affairs in its district subject to the laws made by
the National Racing Board, and to promote sectional championships,
the winners to be sent to compete for the National championships,
expenses paid. Each Division should have a Racing Board, and
it might be found advantageous for the chairman of each to be a
member of the National Racing Board. By this means we can cer-

tainly get nearer the truth as to who is really champion, and all

doubts and fears about the legitimate use of expense money may be
allayed. Samuel A. Miles.

Chicago, 111., Nov. 11.

A PROTEST TO A PROTEST.

Editor Bicycling World: As Mr. A. W. Mabbett cannot possibly
have reference to anyone but myself, I am forced, in self defence, to

nail all of his lies, which fortunately I can do, right in League
circles.

Every local wheelman understands the slur is meant for me, as I

am the only wheelman in town who has been suspended by Chair-
man Davol

I was not suspended for crooked work, as he well knows, but for

racing at the North Adams Wheelmen's club tournament. May 30,
which was handicapped by the Hoosac Falls, N. Y., Local Consul,

J. S. Hazwell. For my club's and my own ignorance of the changed
L. A. W. rules, I was suspended with the other contestants until

July 1 st.

As to the slur on Mr. John Cain : The wheelman who wrote the

article referred to, will, I am sure, bear me out in saying that he
never saw or heard of me, as I did not have the pleasure of meeting
him. I was at Newport, Vt, when he passed through here.

As to the facts he mentioned I would have been too much ashamed
of the local wheelmen's spite against each other to have spoken 01

it to an out of town wheelman. Nevertheless, there was more
truth than poetry in it.

As to my jockeying methods; I have been a wheelman for five

years, and four times have been elected Captain of my club. I am
not a racing man, never having raced, only in a few local races,

and have never been accused of jockeying bj- any one It only goes
to show the spleen of the writer, who, in the Sunday Express, on
which he is employed, even called the bicycle I represent, the world-
renowned Columbia, a "milk wagon wheel."
As to my business methods : I defy any man to prove that I have

not treated them fairly. I sold Mr. Mabbett his first wheel last

spring, for which reason, I am told, he holds such malicious spite

against me. I will leave it to any fair judge if it is not worth the

fifty dollars which he paid for it. Mr. Cain, for whom Mr. Mabbett
takes up the cudgels for, is an agent for a rival wheel, and of course
does not agree with me, and has evidently poisoned Mr. Mabbett's
mind against Columbia wheels.
As the protest shows such malignant spite I wonder that it was

ever allowed to appear.
The Berkshire Rovers (on whom I do not wage war), as a new

club, I wish them all success. If they have club rooms, as Mr.
Mabbett says they have, they are unknown to any member of the
well-known North Adams Wheelmen's club, a club which was or-

ganized five years ago, and which has been the only club in town
until within a few months.

In justice to my character and business I trust you will allow me
space to vindicate myself, as I have been a League member four
years. Yours sincerely. F. H. McKee, L. A. W. No. 11,603.

Treasurer North Adams Wheelmen.
North Adams, Mass., Nov. 11, 18S9.

ON THE SAME SUBJECT.

Editor Bicycling World: In your last issue you print "A
Protest" from L. A. W. 22.664, anc*. ' n justice to Mr. Frank McKee,
(to whom, I s-uppose, the article refers), I would say, that as a
"business man," he, and his methods of conducting same, are
commended by all respectable and unbiased citizens and cyclers.

And as far as the "crooked work on the path" is concerned, you
could and should have inquired of Chairman Davol before pub-
lishing such slander. The facts of his suspension are, that he,

with ten others, entered and competed in a handicap race, which
was not officially handicapped, and he being ignorant of violating
Clause 3, of Racing Rule F.

Such local differences, like that which shows itself in your last

issue, can be of no interest to your general readers, and (quoting
from one of your editorials), "calling names and disparaging
attacks settle nothing and enlighten nobody," besides showing
very poor taste on the part of the writers of same.
Hoping you will give this a space in your paper at your earliest

convenience, I am, Very fraternally,

John B. French, No. 12.353.

Secy. "North Adam
#
s Wheelmen."

[It is very evident that No. 22.664 has thrown a boomerang, and
we take pleasure in printing the above letters. Mr. 22 664 was all

right so long as he defended the good name of the Local Consul,
but when he jumped at the source of the information obtained by
Mr. Bowen, he allowed his good judgment to go to the wall. Mr.
McKee, we think, comes out of this controversy on "top side."
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We clo*e the controversy here, but have written Mr. Bovven,
asking him it* Mr. McKee was the source of the story he told. We
shall print the results.

—

Ed]

THE ZIGZAG CLUB OF BUFFALO, N. Y.

Editor Bicycling World: Reading an account of "Zigzng" trouble

in a late issue of your journal, and knowing the facts of the matter,

I beg to correct same, as no such "trouble" has ever occurred, and
no such names as ••low-bridge gang," etc., were heard in the club

rooms before published in a local paper by some friend (?) of the

club.

The whole thing is that the officers of the club were simply per-

forming the duties of their office, by trying to put a stop to some
disturbances made bv several members of the club, and the-e mem-
bers understanding it was for the goo 1 of the club, took these "cor-
rections" as they were intended, and not as reported. These little

incidents reach the ears of "gossipers" and newspaper reporters,

who. thinking thev have "struck' an item, immediately publish a

glov\ing account of it, a sample of which you have read.

If the c ub were at war, and were on the point of dismemberment,
it could not arrange and carry out the pleasing programme of
Socials, theatre parties and dances that is planned for this winter's

season.

Kindly publish this in the World, and oblige.

Very truly, Wm. A. L/Hommedieu,
Secretary Zigzag Bicycle Club.

WAS "KA r BEE" SATIRICAL OR IN EARNEST?
Editor Eicycli7ig World: In your issue of the ist inst, in the

notes of "Kay Bee," appears a description of a "grand action" in a

game of foot ball, wherein he describes a collision between a

Princeton rusher and the Harvard full-back, whereby the full-back

had his collar bone broken, and was canied senseless from the

field.

Your correspondent then continues: "Such a sight as this is

more inspiring than most sermons. Not a person among the

audience, probably, who did not come away ennobled by seeing it."

Is it not time to call a halt on such drivel? If his audience at the

game of foot- ball v> ere so impressed by the moral lesson contained
in the above accident, I would suggest that the sight of a hanging
would wonderfully chasten and purify their lives. And a prize

fight or a view of a slaughter house, exalt "Kay Bee" and his audi-

ence to the seventh heaven of delight.

1 admire manly courage, and enjoy a game of foot-ball, but do
not go to a game with my appetite whetted for accidents and gore,

but to see a game well placed, excepting of course the necessary
scrimmages, and enjoying them. i*. _>M.T.a. j

If his article is supposed to be satire, it is poorly done. If it is

written in soberness, it is unmitigated nonsense. Even if the silly

season in cycledom has arrived, save us from such trash.

Yours, Cynic.
Philadelphia, November 5th, 1SS9.

THA T MILE IN 2.13.

Editor Ricycling World: I can scarcely blame people for feeling

a great degree of skepticism concerning Bert Myers' mile in 2 13,

that being the time claimed instead of 2 31, as you at first seemed
to understand. The time is certainly most extraordinary, yet the
facts are precisely as stated in my last, and, although very hard to

believe, we have no reason to doubt the sincerity of the parties

concerned, viz : the two time keepers and the starter. They are

well known here and are entirely above suspicion. One of the

time keepers, II. W Hopkins, is an employee on the Board of
Trade, and is weil known to be much beyond the average of worth
and trustworthiness." He is a son of Judge H. B. Hopkins, one of
the best known and most respected citizens of Peoria. The other
time keeper, Guy T. Mowat, is chief clerk of the T. P. & W.
freight office here. His position is a very responsible one, and
was secured by Mr. Mowat because of sheer worth and ability.

He has 20 or 25 men under him, and stands high in railroad and
business circles. The starter, W. H. McCulloch, occupies a
responsible position with the First National Bank of this city, and
is a son of Judge, McCulloch, than whom few men stand higher in

this city. As to Bert Myers himself, it is unnecessary to sav
anything, as his reputation as a modest, quiet and entirelv trust-

worthy young man, with very little to say on any subject con-
cerning him-elf, is pretty well known. Furthermore, Myers makes
no claim to a record, having the matter of the time entirely to the

6ay-so of the men who held the watches.

Neither of the time keepers nor the starter ride the kind of a
whi-el Myers rode the 2.13 in, nor do they any of them ride the
kind of a wheel that Myers usually rides. They are none of them
interested directly or indirectly in the cycle business, and can have
no motive in misrepresenting the fact. H. G. Rouse.

THE TIMING.

Editor Bicycling World: In response to your inquiry for a
statement from the timers of Bert Myers' mile in 2.13. I send you
the inclosed sketch of the course, showing the position of each
man F om my position, about 1-3 of the way down the course,
and in full view of Mr. McCulloch, who pushed Myers off. and Mr.
Mowat, the other timer, standing 2-3 of the way down the course,
I dropped a handkerchief as the signal to start. Immediately upon
catching the time, Mr. Mowat mounted and rode to the "finish,

catching the time as Myers crossed the line. I attempted to do
the same, but had to dismount and let Myers pass before reaching
it, but still in full view of Mowat as he stood on the line. The
course is slightly up grade for about 1-3 of a mile, then slightly
down grade, and rising again a short distance from the finish.
The whole mile will average up about ltvel. The watches used
were ordinary (not stop) watches, Elgin movement, and correct
time keepers. The riding of a mile in 2 13 seems as incredible to
us as it does to you, but we can see no room for doubt as to the
correctness of the distance or the timing. Think you will hardly
assert that two timers, standing at least 1-8 of a mile apart, could
make an error of exactly the same amount, or that the two watches
would vary from the correct time in exactly the same amount.
Hoping to have convinced you that the only wind about the affair

was the one that blew at Myers' back, I remain,
Yours very truly,

This is correct: H. S. Hopkins.
W. H. McCulloch,
G. T. Mowat.

THE YORK (PA.) CLUB'S MOONLIGHT.

Speak of suberb nights; there never was a more perfect night
than last Tuesday, when fourteen members of our club responded
to a call for a moonlight run. A cloudless sky, full moon, and the
air just brisk enough to keep the boys fiom becoming over-heated.
Only those who have been out on such a night can realize what
sporr it is to take such a moonlight ride. The fact of the matter
was that the boys were not looking out so much for stones and ruts

as for quarters and half dollars which country folk going to market
might have dropped. Besides, the pike was in as fine a condition
as it has been at any time this season. We left York at 7 o'clock,
blowing tin horns and swinging Chinese lanterns. Having only
put the lanterns on our wheels to make our partv look all the more
gay, we threw them away after we were once out of the city, not wish-
ing to be troubled with them. After a short ride of eleven miles we
reached Wrightsville. A \ote was then takt-n whether to leave our
wheels there or ride the P R. R Bridge. It was decided to walk to

Columbia, and accordingly we stacked our wheels in the hotel stable.

After purchasing tickets, a proposition was made to run to the Bridge,
which is a mile and a quarter in length. Nine of the fourteen ac-

cented the proposition, and a brisk trot was started and maintained
until the finish. The leader, when within five hundred yards of the
finish, started a spurt, and was followed by three others.

Orders were then given to meet at 9 ^o at Warren's Restaurant.
It being about an hour of that time, we all dispersed in groups of
twos and threes to call on our respective friends. At the given
time we assembled at Warren's, where a table spread with the
choicest viands awaited us. And didn't we do justice to them, es-

pecially our prize eater, who was sure to get a double share at

every serve and then kept his neighbors in a perfect sweat to pre-
vent their share from falling into his hands. His record was some-
thing like this : Seven raw oysters, eighteen fried oysters, five large
pieces of fried chicken, two plates of salad, about a pound of Malaga
grapes, several oranges and apples, two plates of cream, not less

than a dozen slices of bread, and a glass of water with every slice.

No wonder that boy got the cramp in the regions of his belt, and
took a header every h.tlf mile.

After supper, all being too full for utterance, let alone a mile and
a quarter walk, followed by an eleven-mile ride, we adjourned to

Mr. Warren's parlor, where to the accompaniment of the piano we
had a series of songs and dances.
At 12 30 we started across the bridge. This time we all walked,

but during the entire time we sang the famous "One Little Boy."'

After a delightful ride, during whi;h several of the boys took
"headers"' over their shadows or 'rut sliders" over fence rail

shadows, we arrived home at 2 A. M .all thoroughly delighted with
the pleasures of the evening. "Espew."
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RACES AND RECORDS ON ROAD AND TRACK

[Notice.—Those who fend us in reports of races will oblige us

by i-eeing that initials of competitors, handicaps and time in full,

ARE GIVEN IN ALL CASES.

—

Ed.]

AT NEWPORT, R. I.—The five miles race for the championship
of Newport for prizes offered by W. Van Wagoner was run off

November 6fh. The starters were'William Holland, Walter Holm,
Arthur Cummings, Raymond Himes and Nathan Bray ton. Com-
ing past the finish on the first lap the order was Cummings, Himes,
Holland and Holm ; on the second Holland went to the front, but
was passed just at the post by Cummings. who was evidently riding

well within himself. Holland then dropped behind Himes, who
had previously given wav to Holm, and in that order the fourth cir-

cuit was made, the line being well strung out. In the fifth Holland
dropped out, and the finish was made as follows: Cummings first,

by about fifty feet; Holm second, about the same distance in front

of Himes. All appeared in go d condition. The time was iS min-
utes 12 2-5 seconds, and the distance, according to the city map,
about 4 1-2 miles.

Brayton, who started in the race, soon dropped out. as he was not
in condition to hold the pace.

AT DANVILLE, PA., Oftober 24th—At the fall meeting of the
Danville Driving Park and Fair Association. One-mile open, five

heats— Bert Galbraith, Milton. Pa. , took three straight heats easily;

H. H. Kramm, Williams-port, Pa , second; H. Weidenhamer, Dan-
ville. Pa., third; Bert Vankirk, Danville, Pa., fourth

; John Meixell,
Lewisburg, Pa., fifth. Time— First heat. 3 43; second heat, 3 43;
third heat, 3 45. Condition of track was very poor. The first heat
was the only one which was a close finish, and it was made so by
Kramm fouling Galbraith, as he attempted to pass on entering the
home stretch. Kramm gained fully fit tv feet by it, but Galbraith
made a desperate spurt and won the heat by a length, amid the

wildest applause. [Omitted by oversight from issue of 8'h.

—

Ed ] B. McClure.
AT BRIDGEPORT, CONN.—The fifteen-mile road race of the

Rambling Wheelmen topk place at Seaside Park, Wednesday,
November 6th. Notwithstanding the raw and chilly condition of
the atmosphere there was a goodly sized crowd of spectators in at-

tendance. The contestants remained well bunched together through-
out the race. Following are the results.- Franklin Smith, first,

62m. 32 3-4S. ; Fred Schubert, second, 62m. 35s.; Charles Fox,
third, 62m. 36-;. The roads were in first-class condition but a
strong westerly wind interfered considerably with the racers, other-
wise much faster time would have been made.

AT PHILADELPHIA. PA —The following particulars of the
record made bv Van Wagoner as announced in our last issue,

reach us as follows: "Van Wagoner breaks the Lancaster Pike
record. On Monday Van Wagoner made an attempt on the record
over the Lancaster Pike to 52d street—48 10—made by Wilhelm
of Reading in November, 1SS7. but owing to the heavy condition of
the road failed to break the figures ; the best he could do being
49.14 1-5. Dampman started with him as pace maker, although he
was in no condition for riding, having been on his wheel but once
since the Wilmington road race, and he came in 52.15.
McDaniel and Draper also started on a tandem safety, but the

rear tire came loose at Devon, throwing them out of the race.
As the riders were compelled to dismount at one place and push

their wheels through the mud, it became evident that the Rhode
Island man, would, under favorable conditions, break the record,
and he accordingly made another attempt on Tuesday. November
fifth. The road had dried off very much by the time the race was
started, and the knowing ones predicted that the figures would have
to go, and so the event proved.
On Monday the starters, Messrs. Richwine and Crowther, sent

the men off from the road above the station at Paoli, catching the
train thirty seconds later, reaching the finish at Fifty-second street
about five minutes ahead of Van Wagoner. But on Tuesday Messrs.
Bretz and Van Deusen, who started him, stood on the rear platform
of the train and gave the word precisely at 3 25.3s the liain started.
At Wayne, McDaniel and Draper were waiting on the tandem to

pace him in and they kept with him all the way, crossing the finish
a few seconds ahead.
Wnen, at 4 12. Van Wagoner was seen sweeping around the turn

at the railroad bridge, it became evident a new record would be
made, and so the event proved, he crossing the line forty-seven
minutes, forty-one and four-fifth seconds. The last two miles were
made in nine minutes four-fifth seconds, and he would have
knocked something off this had he not slipped his pedal in turning
out for a team 200 yards from the finish. Wilhelm was among the
spectators, and he pressed his determination to have another go at
the record within three weeks.
McDaniel, Draper and Clark of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club

expect to ride for the twentv-four hour figures next week, and Van
Wagoner has signified his intention of coming on and riding with
them. '-Ariel."
Nov. 6, 1SS9.

A NEW TUE CLIP.

The cut herewith shows
anew toe clip, which can
be applied to any pedal.
We have often wondered
why some ingenious in-

dividual has not before this

put a simple and effective

toe clip on the maiket, as
all riders know from sad
experience that the slipping

of the foot at a critical moment means, in a majority of cases, a bad
header or a b d fall.

The introduction of this invention will therefore be hailed by all

risers with pleasure, and as the price (filty cents) per pair is so
ridiculously small we expect to see the time when it will be the ex-
ception to see the rider who does not use them. Messrs. Rankin
& Bruce are desirous of placing agencies in all cities, and iho^e
who desire to represent them should apply at once, in or er to be
sure and get the agency. Agents address at once Rankin & Bruce,
Box 103, Providence, R. I. See advertisement page 46.

RAHKINPAT, TOE CLIP

VALUABLE BICYCLE MANUFACTURING PLANT FOR
SALE.

The undersigned, assignee in insolvency of the Springfield Bicy-
cle Manufacturing Company, will receive offers or proposals for the
purchase of the entire plant, machinery and tools, formerly belong-
ing fc> this company, on or before 12 o'clock Wednesday, November
201 h. 1S89, at his office. No. 42 Court street, Boston.
The property is situated at llighlandville. Needham, Mass.,

twelve miles from Boston, on the Boston and Albany Railroad, and
is amply adequate 10 build and complete about 2500 bicycles a year.
The factory is in excellent order in every way. Both steam and water
power. The company has been lessee of the factory, and satisfac-

tory terms can undoubtedly be made with the owner for future
occupancy. The former operatives, about seventy in number, are
desirous of resuming work at the factory. The purchaser can com-
mence work at once. Heat sufficient to warm the factory, and 10
keep the plant, machinery, etc., in perfect condition, has been, and
is now continued under the charge of the former foreman. Further
information and permission to examine the property mav be had at
my office. An acceptance of the highest offer will be subject to the
approval of the Court of Insolvency. E. Sumner Mass ield,
November 7th, ICS9. A -ignee.

Van Wagoner, on the Engle, still continues to make havoc
among the records. This has been quite a fly season for the Efigle.

The New Haven Bi. Club must be housed in a princely fashion.
"On the first floor will be a parlor and reception room, smoking
and lounging toom, pool room and billiard rooms, steward's room
and locker, wheel room, kitchen and ba'h room. The carpets
throughout the house are Wiltons, of dark shades. Turkish por-
tieres are hung at every door, and the walls have been covered with
embossed paper of rich dark tints. The furniture in four rooms on
the first floor are of willow wicker work, anil in the other rooms ol
lea'her. On the second floor are six bedrooms, fur nished at in-
dividual expense, for the Use of members and out of town wheel-
men, and two more on the third fl >or. A cupola runs two stories
above the third floor, irom which the colors aie flying all the time-
Beautiful pictures, mostly etchings, adorn the walls.

Tom Roe cannot say too much about the staving qualities of his
Light Champion bicycle. All the long distance trips heretofore
accomplished have been made on heavy straight-spoked roadsters but
Roe.contrary to the advice of many of his friends, insisted upon using
his regular mount, which weighs thirty-eight pounds, and it has
thus far carried him at a record-breaking pace with only two trifling

accidents, bo h of which were caused by headers.

Among the good wheels that have been put upon the market this
season, and without special advertising or pushing. ha\e had a
large and steady sale, is the Youth's Premier Safety, imp .rted b\ L.
H. Johnson. Best quality of steel throughout, weld less steel tube
frame, adjustable ball bearing .and the same per lection of detail,

fitting and finish that characterize all Messrs. Ilillman, Herbert Si

Cooper's productions, place the Youth's Premier in the front rank
of adjustable wheels for growing boys.
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Price, $26.00-

-FOR WHEELMEN.
THE operation of securing views with this camera consists simply of leve

ing it at the object to be photographed, and pressing a button.
One Hundred instantaneous views may be made without reloading, and

a knowledge of photography is nnneccessary. The "Kodak" is but
about six inches in length, and weighs less than two pounds.

A handsome russet leather carrying case with shoulder strap forms a part
of each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and«ecure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

8^°" Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing' Kodak
photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Every Club House should have an
Automatic Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS:
13 Pearl Street, .... Room «7 .

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1889—90.

President,
CHAS. H. LUSCOMB,

280 Broadway, New Yor k
First Vice President.

TAMES R. DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

Second Vice President,
SANFORD LAWTON,

Springfield, Mass.

Treasurer,
W. M. BREWSTER.

309 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.
Secretary,

ABBOT BASSETT,
12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

Standing Committees.
Executive and Finance.

The President and Vice Presidents (as by the Con
stitution required.)

Membership.
A. ~E, Mealy 1736 Druid Hill Ave., Baltimord, Md
F. L. Casselberry Mansfield, Ohio'

Rights and Privileges.
A. Moore Berry 421 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
George A. Perkins Cambridge, Mass.
Isaac B Potter Brooklyn, N. Y.

Rules and Regulations.
Dr. Wm. H. Emery ico Warwick St,, Boston, Mass.
W. A.Davis Chicago, 111.

Chas. L. Brockway Middletown, Conn.

Improvement of Highways.
Dr. Chas. S.Butler 6S0 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Wm. \V. Share Brooklyn, N. Y.
lunius E. Beal Ann Arbor, Mich

Racing.
C. S. Davol Warren, R.I.
George S. Atwateri Washington, D.C.
Harry H. Hodgson New Orleans, La.
George Collister Cleveland. Ohio.
Robt. A. Smylh San Francisco, Cal.

Transportation

.

W. M. Brewster... .... 309 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

Massachusetts Representative.

R. E. Grant, of Hyde Park, Mass., is elected a Rep-
resentative in the Massachusetts Board of Officers on
behalf of the Hyde P.irk Ramblers.

E. E. Abbott, Sec. H. P. R.

Ohio Consu 8.

Chief Consu', M. A. High, has appointed the follow.
ing Local Consuls :

Archbold, E, A Murbach.
Bryan, M. M. Patterson.

Cincinnati, H. Otto Barth.
Coshocton, C. M. Voorhees.
Columbus, Chas. W. Eberly.
College Hill, Sam Goodman.
Dayton, A. A. Simonds.
Defiance, Chsis. E. Slocum, M. D.
Delaware, R. G. Knight.
Delta, T- H. Teeple.
Granville, W. H. Hurlburt.
Hicksville, T. G. Dowell.
Hamilton, Elm r E. Leiter.
Hartwtll, A. Oskamp.
Linton, Arthur W. Strong.
New Comerstown, Frank V. Mulvane.
New Philadelphia, D. A. Raiff.
Middletown, F. A. Jones.
New Bavaria, Chas. P. Slenty.
Patalaska, Wm. H. Mead, Jr.
Pemberville, Augustus Keil.
Toledo, Miss Fannie Farrar.
Toronto, W. B. Francy.
Wauseon, Cy. Snellbak.r.
West Wheeling, Alvin W. Loe.
Appointments for the remaining localities will be

made as soon as the representatives send in their recom-
mendations.

It has been found recessary to make some change in

the assignment of districts to the representatives.
It was discovered that Marcus Moses, representative

at large, to whom district 16 was assigned, was not a
member of the Ohio Division, as he had moved out of
the State in January. This district has been taken in

charge by Vice Consul B. J. Balliet of Mansfield.
It was also discovered that the Toledo Bicycle Club

to whose representatives districts two and five had been
assigned, had not renewed its League membership and
was therefore not entitled to representation.

- istr ct two has therefore been given to A. E.
Mergenthaler of Fostoria, Repiesentative at large.

District five has been given to Vice Consul Balliet.

Cut the above list out and paste it in yonr hand book.
William D. Kempion, Sec.-Treas.

Cincinnati, Nov. 9, 1SS9.

the purpose of revising the Racin? Rules for the sea-
son of 1890. All the r lies will receive tie Board's at-
tention; but the more important matters to be consid-
ered are :

First—The Division of the country into racing sec-
tions for the better contesting of championships and
the improvement of racing generally.
Second— V\ hcther amateurs shall be allowed to re-

ceive expenses from League Divisions, cycle C'ubs,
athletic clubs, or other organizations.
Third—The system of handicapping.
Fourth—Whether professionals shall be allowed to

compete with amateurs in regular races under L. A.
W. Rules.
The Board would be pleased to receive, either in per-

son or by letter, the views of all persons interested in
the advancement of cycle racing. Suggestions are now
in order.
The Board members are: Chas. S. Davol, Chair-

man, Warren, R. I.; Geo. S. Atwater, 1230 Penn ave.,
Washington, D. C; George Collister, Cleveland, O.
(1 are Davis, Hunt & Cp.; H. H. Hodgson, New Or-
leans La.; R. A. Smyth, 22 Montgomery street, San
Francisco, Cal.
Letters addressed to either member will receive the

Board's attention Chas. S. Davol.
Chairman L. A. W, Racing Board.

Per order, Cha-.H. Lu'C MB,
President, L. A. W.

Notice—After Dec. 1st, and until further notice, the
address of the Racing Board Chairman will be No. 1

Thirty-first street, Chicago, 111.

Chas. S. Davol,
Chairman L. A. W, Racing Board.

Missouri Division. ;.
' ;.

To Sedalia members :

At the Sedalia meeting of this Division Mr. Fred E
Hoffman was elect d a member of the Racing Com
mittee. As he is not a member of the League and fails

to answer correspondence, I am forced to declare the
office vacant. Would be pleased to receive applications
for the position. Fraternally yours,

Robt. Holm, C.C.
St. Louis.

Missouri Division Hotel.

The Windsor Hotel has been appointed the League
hotel for Mexico. Regular rates, $2.00 per day. To L.
A. W., $1.50, meals and lodging, 35 cents.

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.

To Racing Men in California.

I am informed that the Chairimn of the California
Division Racing Committee has suspended, from all
racetracks in California, for ore ye r, Messrs. R. \V.
Turner, H. A. Pogue and Clarence E. Monroe; claim-
ing that they violated the L. A. W Racing Rules on
Saturday, October 16th. I wish to state, for the benefit
of racing men gem rally and California men in par-
ticular, that these three men have not violated the L.
A. W. Racing Rules, and are not suspended from any
race track in the United States. Amateurs competing
with them will not be suspet ded. The National Rac-
ing Board of the L. A. \V. are the ones who decide
whether a man has violated its rules, not a Division
Racing Committee.
The Chairman of a Division Committee has no power

to suspend men, even though the men have violated the
National rules.
The National Board alone has the power to suspend.

Racing men will remember, that by competing with
either of these men they do not render themselves
liable to suspension. Chas. S. Davol,

Chairman L. A. W. Racing Board

Road Commissioners' Names Wanted.

To consuls and members :

A supply of Road Improvement Books have been
sent me for distribution and as these books should be
placed where they will do the most good, I wid be
pleased to receive the names of road commissioners or
parties having charge of the roads, in each county of
the State. Please give this matter immediate attention
as the boo'- s should be distributed :is earlv ;is possible.

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.

Racing Board Meeting.

The Racing Board of the League ot American
Wheelmen will meet in Chicago on" Jan. u.iSoo, fo

„ .:-

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list ot applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, whicn is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateurwheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of
two League members in good standing, or of three re-
putable citizens ol the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the
year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval of the Board of Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication of the name in
a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
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Candidates will please notice it their names and ad
dresses are correct.

Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection

able person may unite with the League, members are

given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date

of publication, and contain specific charges so far as

it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.

The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on thi

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-

tions received after that hour must go over to the lisi

of the following week.

List 215—Total 102—11,777.

Boston, Nov. 15, 18S0.

California Division—13—413.

Oak Leaf Wheelmen.

2547S Condy, Edw. B., Stockton

25479 Dudley, W. L., Jr., Farmers & Merchants Bank,
Stockton

Hart, C. Bee,
Higsjins, James, Box 26,

Rhodes, A. McV., 19S Main St.,

Weaver, Dan. L., 246 Main St.,

Wulff, A. L., 20 Main St.,

Wood, C. H.,

Unattached.

25422 Templeton, Harold B.,

25477 Chamberlin, W. P., 574 17th St.,

25423 Burris, G W., Box 1S1,

25416 Davis, W. Irving, 71S Market St.,San Francisco
2550S Shrode, F. M., Duarte

Colorado Division— 1—47.

Unattached.

25441 Lyman, Joseph B., Box 281,

Connecticut Division— 12—606.

Connecticut B. C.

254S6 Bingham, Edwin H., Drawer 45,

Unattached.

25425 Woodruff, JamesjC.,

254S0
25+S1
254S2
254S3
254S4

254SS

Los Gatos
Oakland

Santa Ana

Greeley

Hartford

Bristol

25417 Braslin, John J. E., 1S2 Quinnipiac St.,

Fairhaven
25424 Hoiuard, Miss Amy Lee, 687 Asylum St.,

Hartford
254S7 Cone, James B., 640 Farmington ave., "

2548S Hubbard, Louis B., Box 334,
"

254S9 Perine, F. G-, Times office, "

25490 R-ynolds, Jno. R., 60 Woodland, "

25491 To'lles, Chas. L., Drawer 45,
"

25492 Tracy, Hubert D., Box 957,
"

25493 w»y. R F - WaY & Co -.

2542(1 Finch, C. F., Box 405, Southington

Illinois Division—S—S37.

Capi'al City C. C.

25466 Abbott, Geo. S-, 1007 North 5th si., Springfield

25467 Baumann, Chas. T., 630 E. Wash. St.,
"

2546S Baumann, G. Edw., 630 E. Wash. St., "

25469 Burns, Ed T., 230 N. 13th St.,
"

25470 Grant, Fred L., 219 So 6th St., "

25471 Loper, Harry T., 615 E. Wash. St., "

Mendola C. C.

25427 Ruggles, Mark, Mendola

Rushville C. C.

2541S Bagby, Hans, Rushville

Iowa Division—

i

— 125.

Unattached.

25494 Hass, J. H., care Scott County Sav. Bank,
Davenport

Kentucky Division—1—92.

Ludlow
Unattached.

25464 Good, R. C,

Massachusetts Division—16—1567.

Hyde Park Ramblers.

25442 Rhodes, Albert, Hilton ave., Hyde Park
25443 White, Chas. F., 66 Hyde Park ave.,

25444 Scott, N. W., 4S Summer St.,

25445 Plummer, R. S., 25 Neponset ave.,
"

25446 Sanders, John, 154 Beaver St.,

25447 Vincent, Geo. W ., River St.,

25450 Marks, H., "

25451 Corbett, Chas. F., Huntington ave.,

Clarendon Hills

2545S Andrews, Henry G., Garfield St., Hyde Park
25459 Joubert, W. A., Pierce St.,

New Bedford C. C.

25504 Hunt, Edward, 4 Foster St., New Bedford
25505 Dantsizer, John, 25 Cedar St.,

25506 Burns. Ha ry L
, 78 Purchase, "

25507 Shirtleff, Geo., Fairhaven

Unattached.

2542S Hill, Floyd, L. Box 204,

25452 Sullivan, J. A.,
Chicopee
Needham

Michigan Division—6—433.

Grand Rapids Bi. Club.

25429 Fox, Nicholas A., 221 Lagrave St.,Grand Rapids
25430 Furber, James B., room 20, New Aldrich Block,

Grand Rapids
25431 Hugenholtz, Herman P., 128 Monroe, "

25432 Klo.-e, H. J., 4 Monroe St.,
"

2541,3 Richmond, Miss Clara M., 370 So. Lafayette St.,

25434 While, Harry C, Mich. Artisan, "

-„;kii-. -
h TT.-m Mils ,- .'

. Grand Rapids

J| Missouri Division—4—312." tTJE!

Missouri Bicycle C ub.

25510 Chauvenet, Wm. M., 2703 Lucas ave, St. Louis

Unattached.

25509 Knight, Wm. B., 207 No. 10th St.,
"

25511 Wills, E. S., 1206 Washington ave.,

25512 Hussung, \V. D., 323 Olive St.,
"

Nebraska Division—4—SS.

Lincoln Wheel Club.

25419 Edmiston, A. R., care Burr Bloc'<, Lincoln
25420 Sullivan, Joe L., care Webster & Rogers, '*

Unattached.

25472 Tracy, R. Z, 2614 B. ave.. Kearney
25473 Kostomlatsky, E., 2614 B. ave., "

New Iersey Division—7—5S3.

Hudson County Wheelmen.

Orange Wanderers.

25514 Wheeler, John C, 52 Arlington ave.,

East Orange
25515 Morehouse, Mrs. J. T., Box 72, Orange Valley

Unattached.

25453 Algar, Leonard D., 1334 At'l ave., Atlantic City

25454 1 ick rson, Thos. J., 1334 At'l ave
,

"

25455 Leeds, Horace M., 110 S. Georgia ave., "

25456 Burger, Geo. H., 10 Wilkers St., Jersey City

New York Division— S—2060.

Orange Wanderers.

25516 Prindle, R. S , 20 Cedar St., New York

Unattached.

25436 Watkins, Harry V., Box 18, Bellport, L. I.

25459 Alexander, Alex, 147 East 62d, New York
25460 Hahn, A., 24 Union sq.,

25458 Healey, John A., 548 Pearl St.,

25495 Mackeliar, Wm., 1S1 Lenox ave.,

25435 Olmi, Geo., 2191 7th ave.,

25465 Hindersen, Charles, Box 135, Rosebank,
Clifton, L. I.

Ohio Division—2—S33.

Canton Bi. Club.

25437 Rex, Harry R., Canton

Forest City Ramblers.

25461 Lehman, Isidor, 214 Ontario si., Cleveland

Pennsylvania Division— 11— 1369.

South End Wheelmen.

25496 Coulter, Chas. D., 623 Siegel St., Philadelphia
2549S McCurdy, Rob't P., 1924 So. 7th St.,

"

25499 McDougall, T. W.. 1520 Mole St.,

25501 Young, Samuel, S. \\ . cor. 17th and Wash, ave.,
Philadelphia

Unattached.

25497 Hammer, Robt. E., 1219 Market St., "

25503 Harris, Geo. W., 2315 Vine St.,

25500 Ridings, Geo. W., Box 155S, "

25502 Beeslev, Nannie C., 9 W. Coulter St.,

Germantown
25421 Kleintop, Prof. T., Lehighton
25474 Sturgis, C. A., 222 Market St., Lewisburg
2543S Gaitner, Francis E., Box 1034, Pittsburg

Rhode Island Division—2—325.

Unattached.

25439 Page > Elmer E., Phenix
25517 Brown, Robert P., 17 Planet St., Providence

Virginia Division—

i

—84.

Unattached.

25440 Abram, H. E
,
916 E. Broad St., Richmond

Wisconsin Division—3—S3.

Unattached.

25463 Simmons, Gilbert M., Kenosha
25462 Robinson, H. B. "

25457 Miller, Chas. G., Box 2, Shullsburg

Canada—2— 13.

Unattached.

2547S

25513 Sopcr, C. E., 350 York St., Jersey City

Simpson, Alfred A., 131 St. Alexander St.,

Montreal
25476 Simpson, A.M. Alice, 131 St. Alexanderst.,"

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you -will find $ for initiation pee and dues in the

League of American Wheelmen to April 30, /8go. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years oj age, and that I am an amateur
within the meaning op the League definition. T refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, or Box,.

References , City,.

Enclosed. for Holder.

State,.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.")

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first hall year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and 50 cents during the second half, Nov. 1

»o April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date ol paper and May 1, 1S90. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be received.

I&~ 11 you want a waterproot ticket holder, made of the best call skin, with a receptacle for ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and a packet for per

aonal cards send 25 cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the margins in using this blank

.
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TRADE MARK
High grades in Silk, Silk and Jaeger's, Silk an

Cotton, all Wool, Merino, Dr. Jaeger's all Wool yarn
in Summer, Winter, and extra heavy Weight.
Readers in the vicinity oi Boston call and examine.

Take Elevator. Send stamp lor catalogue.

Jersey Fitting Garments
FOR

Bicycle Riders. Lawn Tennis Players. Yachtfng
and Rowing. Base Ball and Foot

Ball, Gymnasium.
L.eague"Color,„Grey Mixed, Black, Navy or any Color,

Plain or Stripe.

, This Supoorter is in

holmes I use by Bicvcle Riders,
supporter :% Base Ball Players, Ath-

^??~0K letes, Bathers and Gym-
fffjSl nasts, and we are told
|A that it is the

g Best and most satis-

#1^ factory Supporter

jPjtf made.
Let every Sportsman

try them.

4 Price, $1.00.
i Will send by mail on

receipt of price.

• Send Size ol Waist
and Hip.

Jersey -Fitting

Stocking,

j—3. Full F.ish-

ioned, \ arrowed
at ankle in black,

navy. League
brown, grey
mixed and any
other color, $1.so

j— 1. Black, navy,
grey mixed,
stocking, $1.25

I— 1. Black, navy,
grey mixta,
stocking, $1.00

Send for Illus-

crated Catalogue
and Price List.

Manufactured by

HOLMES & CO.,
109 Kingston Street, Boston, Muss.

Special Clearance List Singer's Cycles.
THE Machines on this List are offered at a great reduction of price to effect a clearance.

They are all NEW and of bes-t material and workmanship, but in some cases not ol
present standard pattern, while oihers are styles of machines that, in order to reduce the
number of our patterns, we are di-continuinsr to make. The price* quoted are : Iready
very low, but we are prepared to consider offers for two or more machines.
The tricycles offer a rare opportunity for those who may require machines for hiring pur-
poses, and the stock being limited, intending purchasers should order at once.

SINGER'S 'APOLLO" ROADSTER BICYCLE. SINGER'S "TRAVELLER" TRICYCLE.
List Price $130 00. Offered at $ 10000.

SingePs
T

"Apollo" Lignoadster
-
Blcyis.

' List Price, 130.00. Offered at $100.00.

SINGER'S "CHALLENGE."
[List Price, $100.00. Offered at $So.oo.

SINGER'S "TRAVELLER" TANDEM.
List Price, $235.00. ^Offered at $165.00.

Offered at $50.00.

SINGER'S "CARRIER" TRICYCLE.
List Price, $195.00. Offered at $100.00.

SINGER'S "XTRAORDIN'RY."
(KiNG OF SAFETIES).

List Price, $157.50. Offered at $75.00

For Specifications, etc., send for Descrip-
tive list.

SINGER & CO., 6 & 8 Berkeley St., Boston.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
* * • PERFECT.

LYNCH BICYCLE LOCK.

; V Cy^ Superior t"> all others. Chain
" (~%p' lengthened or shonened at will.

^/ Complete Liitle Yale Lock.
NicKeled. Chain 20 inches.
P'iie, Sl.OO. Liberal discount
to trade.

Lynch Mfg. Co. .Madison.Wis.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE,
RANDOLPH, MASS.

No. 1 Shoe Bears Our Label.
Sent direct from iactory postpaid.

No. 1, Hand-sewed and Hand-stitched, 85 00
No 3,
No 1, Ladies' Triryclc Shoe,
Ideal Kacing Shoe,
sprint Kuiiiiiiig >hoe,
Gymnasium shoes,

<QJ*Ask your dealer for them.

3.50
4.50
5 00
5 OO

S1.50, 2.50, 3.O0

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen.
Authorized by the Uuiform Committee,

Browning, King \ Co.

Official Tailors of the L.A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only OfficiaTTailors to the L.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

01oth,"$2.2.Vper yard.f]

71— Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

Committee

A, G. Spalding $ Bros,

Makers of the Official L. A. W. Sandne*.

V tl|)S. League Regulation 125
C|. Jiify League Regulation 9.u0OLHI l/S. No XX Fine Cheviot for hot

-weather wear 1.00
SH-rk^»lj- 1 1* «•« °ur celebrated Lnen
k3lUC».l.H$^iS. Sole Siockine. League

color 1.00

T?£»l+c No. X Silk, Edge's League color,
-I->".LLo. white centre. Snake Buikle SO

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color. Snake Buckle 40

^l ll <\< iV ^*ur new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
^IH*C?IS. hand made, light, strong, elastic. 5.0<S

No. l, Canvas, leather trimmings.3JSO

Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits

A. G, SPALDING & BROS,
iMl Broadway, N**w York.

108 Madison St., Chicago
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66 JVn.ci tlxe^r follOA^ed tlxe Star."— [History.]

Look at the CHAMPIONSHIPS Won on the STAR during 1889. Can
any machine beat this record? Facts that talk.

Three-Mile L. A. W. Championship, Mav 30th,
J. PHIL. PERCIVAL, Los Angeles Cal.

One-mile State Championship, May 30th,

Five-mile State Championship, Mav 30th,

Half-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,

Ten-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,r r 7 7 COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan.

25-Mile Road Race Championship of Minnesota, July, 31, 1889,
COLIE BELL, Minneapolis, Minn.

Half-mile L. A. W. State Championship, July 18, 1889,
,W. I. WILHELM, Reading, Pa.

One-mile L. A. W. State Championship, July 19, 1889,
W. I. WILHELM, Reading, Pa.

Quarter-mile L. A. W. State Championship,
By W. I. WILHELM, York, Pa., Sept. 3d, 1889.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO., - - - Smithville, N. J.

W. S. WING, Los Angeles, Cal.

W. S. WING, Los Angeles, Cal.

COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan.
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UU-ETlN.a^
bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OFQTLUKi.

$1.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 22 NOVEMBER, 1889.
Volume XX.
Number 4.

Coasting qualities are a pretty good test of the bearings of bicycles.

VICTORS ARK> NOTORIOUSlvY

New proof of this was found in Syracuse the other day,

when the only three Victors entered in the coasting match

took 1 st, 2d and 3d prizes, distancing all others except one.

Victors are built on lines that have shown themselves

to be right. Ask their riders.

OVE^mAfl GUHEELi CO.,

MAKERS OF

VICTOR.*. BICYCLES,
BOSTON, WASHINGTON,

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

CHICOPEE FHLLS, 7VY7SSS.
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CONCERNING HICKORY.
We are asked so many questions, on which even our catalogue sheds no light, and we are so busy on Hickory Wheels for next season, that we must answer in this

open fashion such questions as admit of it.

Of course, when a man addresses his letter to the "manager," marks it "personal and confidential," and asks if he "honestly and truly believes that Hickory is

better than steel," we sometimes make it a personal matter, and inform him, through the mail, in the strictest confidence, that we don't really believe in it, and that we
only do this for fun.

Hickory is a vegetable product, hardy and tough, and is indigenous to many parts of North America. Most of this novel material, like many ot the Federal
office holders, formerly came from Ohio and later from Indiana.

The best 2d growth hickory now obtainable comes from Maryland, North Carolina and Virginia. The timber we use comes from all three of these states. Prob-
ably any one of them could, furnish enough.

It is a singular fact that the toughest hickory comes from Democratic States. If any one can tell us why this is, don't do it. We know why the toughest bicycles
are built in a Republican State, and we are too busy to meddle with politics.

A correspondent asks : "What do you mean by 'Elliott Hickory.' "

We don't mean anything by it. There isn't any such thing. We wish there was, because it would be still tougher. It is the

ELLIOTT HICKORY BICYCLE,
Hickory being an adjective qualifying Bicycle, the immediate cause of its doing so being Elliott. Elliott is a singular noun, first person (to make wooden bicycles), and
stands for Hickory. Bicycle is a plural noun (and getting to be more so), third person, masculine gender, and won't stand for anybody.

Another asks us what we mean by "Hickory Bicycles." If this gentleman had asked why wall paper is so called, what sheep shears or horse blankets are used
for, or, if in his innocence he had enquired the price of $3.00 shoes, we could have some patience, as we are willing to do what we can for the enlightenment of the
human race, but when it comes to furnishing definitions for such things as pine shingles or brass hinges, we must decline to begin so far back.

Speaking of hickory, why is it that there are relatively so few breakdowns among carriages and wagons? Their wheels are all made of timber and some of it

mighty poor timber at that. Look at the number of these vehicles, the length of time they run, the loads they carry, and the roads they run over, compare this with a
like number of bicycles, (don't forget the relative numbers). Suppose you were to buy a first-class carriage, steel tires, no rubber to save it from the jar, you run it over
roads that would be impassable to a bicycle, and suppose you should run it two or three thousand miles without repairs, you wouldn't think of writing to its manu-
facturer about it, and if you did he wouldn't print so ordinary a statement. A man who keeps cycles to let, said he thought the greater durability of carriages was due
to the intelligence of the horses.

STERLING CYCLE CO.,
Those catalogues are going like pop corn off a hot shovel.

isewroN, 7vymss

Second-Hani Wheels ani Typewriters

of all kinds bought, sold and taken in exchange on any new wheel in

the market—Safeties included. We constantly carry 300 to 400 wheels,
including many rare bargains in Second-Hand and Shop Worn
Cycles. Send for latest List and Catalogue describing every Amer-
ican make and many novelties in Sundries. Liberal discounts to

agents.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO, 9 G St., Peoria, III.

Successors to GEO. W. ROUSE & SON.

'CYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS,
With no extra charge except 8 per cent. interest-
Victors, Springfield Roadsters, Coliimbias, Champions, Rivals, Stars,
Ramblers, Warwicks, Ottos, and ALL other makes. Prices on all

wheels guaranteed as low as the lowest. Low rates by fast freight and
express—13 railroads. Best makes boys' wheels cheap. Send For 4op.
illus. Cata. with full particulars. Repairing and Nickeling.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 9 G St., Peoria, 111.

Successors to GEO. W. ROUSE & SON.

Speaking about Feet.
EVERYBODY HAS FEET, MORE OR

LESS, and they would not slip off the
pedals if you had the

BANKIN PAT, TOE CUPi

on them.
AGENTS WANTKD in every City or town in the

United States. Write for terms, etc. Mention this
paper, please.

RANKIN & BRUCE, ^stS
Box 103, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mail orders, (postage paid), will receive prompt
attention. Per Pair, 50 cents.

Infringers prosecuted.
References.—M . McDaniels, Wilmington, Del.;

C. E. Monroe. San Francis o, Cal.; E. T- Dou^het,
Cleveland, Ohio; W. Van Wagoner, Newport, R. I.;
F. Brigham, No. Atlle oro\ Mass.

REPAIRS! SUNDRIES!!
One of the most complete Bicycle Repair Shops in the

country. Parts supplied, estimates given. Charges
reasonable, consistent with good work.
Sundries, wholesale and retail. Second-hand ma-

chines. Send for list.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

Oraton Hall, - Newark, N. J.

HARRISON'S CONTINUOUS

ALARM.
This Bell, as now constructed, is certainlv the Best

Bell in the market. It is neat in appearance and
effective to a degree that will be appreciated by those
who use it. Price by mail, $2.00. Single Alarms,
$1.50.

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO.. Providence. R. I.

The EXCELSIOR, for Winter Cyclim,
-MANUFACTURED BY

—

OHIO CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,

ST. MKRY'S, OHIO.
The Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.,

r. s. a.
Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when
closed. Well and favorably known on two continents .

Drop forged ol bar steel and finished in a thorough
manner ana case hardened. Small in size but giants
in strength, warranted a first-class tool in every
respect..

For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.

Cafety Indispensable. By Henry Sturmey. A
'-'complete analysis of the Safety Bicycle, and illustra-
tions of each kind. By mail, 30 cents. For 1SS5. Foi
sale by Bicycling World Co., 12 Pearl St., Boston.

,9ES* Postage stamps not received in payment.

"BICYCLE BARGAINS."
50 American Challenge, fine order $33-co
50 Club, ball bearings, good order 37-co
51 Star, good running order 25-00
52 Expert, soiled, never used 100.00
52 Harvard, ball bearings, good order 33-oo
52 Otto-Special, spade handles, new 31 .00

52 Expert, with lamp 45-O0
52 American Challenge, new 42.00
54 Premier, ball bearings, good order 31.00
54 Victor, good shape 50.00
54 Sanspanel, new tires, ball bearings 40.00
56 Expert, ball bearings, cow-horn bars 48.00
56 American Champion, fine order, ball bear'gs 45.00
56 Club, ball bearings, spade handles 40.00
58 Rudge Light Roadster, ball bearings 40.00
58 Standard Columbia, ball bearings, good 35-O0
60 Expert, ball bearings, fine order 45-00
1SS9 Rambler, like new 105.00
Columbia Tandem Safety, good 135.00
Crescent Safety, like new 50.00
400 more second-hand wheels.
Guns and typewriters taken in trade.

A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio.
Mention this paper.

LNARE&

One-Third Actual Size.

This oiler, as the cut shows, consists of a tube tor
holding the oil, fitted at the top with an Acme tip,

which can be unscrewed when it is desired to refill the
oiler. A cap of the same diameter fits over the top.
Only throws a small quantity of oil at a stroke. Best
and neatest in the world. Handsomely nickel plated.
For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt of
price, 50 cents each. CUSHMAN & DENISON,

172 9th avenue, New York
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CORRESPONDENCE.
[ The Editor of this paptr is not responsiblefor opinions exprressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter

uhich in his opinion is improper.']

WHY NOT RE-ELECT LUSCOMB?
Editor Bicycling World: I believe that the L. A. W. political

pot has never seethed and boiled so actively and warmly as this

year. I have lately been East, West, North and South, and the

grand grab for office is certainly an amusing spectacle. I am con-

vinced that many of the principal actors in the political drama
regard the thing solely as a game, as a side issue, a relief from the

regular work of earning their bird and bottle.

I am told that the regular ticket—why regular I am not able to

discern—is Dunn, President; Emery, First Vice President, and
Atwater, Second Vice President. Now I have no wish to make
any personal issue with these men. Their various abilities, social

as well as mental, are quite as well known to me as to any cyclist

in the country. I admire Dunn and have noted his eloquent en-

thusiasm at many National Assembly meets. He is a man of more
than ordinary calibre, and would grace and honor the office, for

"Jim" Dunn is not coldly intellectual, but socially and mentally,

warm and admirable. The record of the "Eloquent Emery," as I

have always dubbed him, is a matter of public propeity. He is the

head of a "povverful Division, yvhich he has made more powerful.

He is, perhaps, the only C. C. who hustled around his territory

last spring, stumping for roads improvement and raking in League
members incidentally. Atwater, also, is yvell and favorably known
as a social, hard-headed and sensible man, easily elected to the

head of his Division and unanimously kept there As I say, the

men are all right. But
But why shelve Luscomb? In what manner hath he offended?

I have been, perhaps, his most severe critic. I am near enough to

him to note his comings and goings, and, in times past, it has been
my duty and my privilege to criticise his policy. Yet I have never
denied his activity and his mental worth. As a member of Na-
tional Committees, Luscomb shone, and brightly at that. He is

the kind of a man who revels in Parliamentary complications, and
this appetite for complex codes has enabled him to formulate
legislation, which, while perhaps faulty, is a vast improvement on
anything that had gone before. But it is scarcely necessary for me
tc refer to his ability, for that is a generally admitted fact. He is a
man of great force, of keen discrimination, and of astute and legal

perception : unhappy, some may say, in certain personal peculiar-

ities, but as to that, "let him who is without sin." etc.

The issue I desire to make, is that the League having now
realized that the improvement of the public highways is the vital

spark of its platform, it is worse than folly to elect a man to its

Chief Executive office for the term of one year only. Within that

space of time he has no personal conference with the members of
the National Assembly until they meet to elect his successor. His
committees have scarcely time to become familiar with their work
until they must retire in favor of the new regime.

I am aware that President Luscomb has projected an apparently
feasible scheme for the improvement of the highways in nine of the
larger States. He has already communicated with several men
whom I know to be exceptionably capable, and with their advice
and assistance he will have perfected his legislative project by the
first of the year. It needs no special acuteness to perceive that the
long-delayed improvement of the highways — a delay which is even
now anything but creditable to the League— will be still furtner
put oft" should Mr. Luscomb be retired to private life

The member.- of the League, and those members of the National
Assembl , who are not on the inside, but whose proxies are in such
demand, may as well understand that there is no reason for Lus-
comb's retirement except the political ambition and personal vanity
of some of his co-laborers and pseudo friends, whose advancement
demands his sacrifice. You see, the goal is the Presidency of the
League; the real work of advancing cycling being a matter of sec-
ondary importance. Any well-informed man knows just hoyv much
presidential bee each of the prominent L A. W. men has in his
bonnet. There are perhaps a half-dozen of these moths who flutter

around the candle, and those who are on the outer circles can only
get a peg nearer the flame, when those on the inside are singed or
consumed.

It is quite easy to figure out; Luscomb, President, is to be sac-
rificed; Dunn is to round out his political life bv filling the chair
vacated by Luscomb; Emery steps into Dunn's place, getting a
step nearer the throne of grace, and Sanford Lawton is to be shelved
in favor of Atwater.
This is a very interesting game of political chess to the few, but

tiresome to the many, yvho want good roads, not politics. I think
the continuance of Luscomb in office, at a time when important

work is being undertaken — yvork at which Luscomb is an adept —
yvill insure a speedier and more successful attempt at highway legis-

lation.

As a cyclist I want good roads. Luscomb has nothing to tempt
me; I shall have no share in the division of patronage, yet I have
put my pen to paper to ask members of the National Assembly to

hold their proxies until they rightly understand the situation, to

refrain from turning over their rights to others to be used for po-
litical purposes, but to cast their votes for the man yvho yvill ben-
efit the sport, independent of the ambitions of those who are on
the inside. F. P. Prial,

Member of the National Assembly.

P. S. To prevent any controversy I am anxious to state that I

know that Mr. Dunn's motives are not questioned. He is too
large a man to scramble for so small a place as the League Presi-

dency. He is simply a candidate because his friends have asked
him to be. I know that he could have been President of the
League last year had he said the word. F. P. P.

NOMINATING MR. MOTT.

Editor Bicycling World: The feeling among the members of the

League, in this part of the State, is unanimous in favor of Chief
Consul Albert Mott, of Maryland, for the next League President,

and as the friends of Dunn are claiming fifty-two out of the ninety
votes of the national delegates, I, as a member of the largest club
in the League, and as a L. A. W. Representative in the largest

Division, emphatically protest against delegates to the national

meeting pledging themselves to Dunn, or any other candidate, be-

fore the meeting. The delegates, same as the Representatives of
State Divisions, are elected to act for their constituents, and not for

themselves as individuals, and should first consult their constituents
before pledging their vote or proxy to support a candidate. Yet
have any of these whom the friends of Dunn are claiming done
this ?

While Dunn was Chief Consul of the Ohio Division that Division
ran behind in members, while on the contrary, in the Maryland
Division a growth has been noticed while under Mott. Again, the

West has had many leading officers of the National body, and as

vet the South has had none. Again, Albert Mott has shoyvn him-
self to be an able and willing worker in road improvements, also

with tight ideas on the championship question, and just the man
the League yvants for Chief Executive, while on the contrary Dunn
has had his share of a high office, that of Vice President, and yvhat

has he done for the good of the League? and I am creditably in-

foimed that Dunn is controlled by the same ring that Kirkpatrick
was, and we do not want any more such Ohio men for Presidents
as the latter.

While I have nothing personal against Mr. Dunn, I love the
League more, and there are scores of as able men as those on the
National Board who should have a turn occasionally, and with the
exception of the present President ail have held offices on the
National body time and again, and it is about time that some of

them gave up their positions to some pushers. The League is

reaching a crisis, and something must be done, or it will dwindle
to half of its present membership if not less before another decade
has passed by.

The road improvement question is the one thing above all others
that must be hustled at once, and the League will have to com-
mence work at once, — we have had plenty of ideas on the subject
since I commenced on this road question several years ago (in

18S5, I think it was; you can see by referring to the back numbers
of the League organ) — and yvhat yve yvant noyv is yvork and workers.
When I commenced the war in my native county, five years ago or
more, the local papers would not help me any more than possible

;

but in a few months they were willing to help a little, till now they
are willing to share a page to the proper discussion. Where I first

agitated the ideas among the farmers, they scouted the idea, and
refused to co-operate; yet before I got through with them, the sand
spots, mud holes, and other bad places in the road in my own dis-

trict disappeared, and noyv the road clear across the county, from
north to south, has been turnpiked, and the farmers, yvith few ex-
ceptions, are with me with both hands, and many of the road dis-

tricts have purchased road machines, and are taking great interest
in the roads. When I commenced the fight I did not stop at talk-

ing and discussing the various plans of road making through the
various county papers, but went on to the road myself, and shoveled
dirt, drove teams, leveled off, etc., though I was in no way obliged
to do so, and I also made a practice of removing stones from the
road whenever it was possible, as I do even now, when on country
roads; also, when I found holes and bad spots in the road 1 went
to the proper officer and reported same, and if he did not attend to
same, I made it so warm for him that he did at once. This is the
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kind of work we want. Anyone can agitate road improvement

through the wheel papers, but that don't reach the farmers, voters,

and tax payers; those are the parties we want to reach. We want

the kind of work done as is now being done in Baltimore, and we
want the man who is doing that kind of work now.

Laying all prejudice aside, can we afford to get along without

Mott as President of the League? That is the question ! We have

had several figure-heads; we want some one now that will act, and

I know of none that are better able to take the bull by the horns,

whether on the country roads, city pavements, or on the racing

path.

I do not know that Mr. Luscomb is a candidate for the office of

President, but if he is I am sure he would resign in favor of Mott,

if he is in accord with the rest of this division, as I believe he is.

I have been somewhat personal, but I could not very well get at

the point without, and the question is open to discussion.

Charles E. Gates.
Buffalo, N. Y.

A CHALLENGE TO THE VAN WAGONER TEAM.

Editor Bicycling World: In your "News and Comment" last

week, I notice that it is reported that Van Wagoner, Dampman
and McDaniels have joined forces and are open to team competitors.

While we object to racing a team selected from all over the country,

I am willing to match our team against the above-named team.

As you ; lready know, we claim to be able to defeat any team in the

country got together, strictly under League rules. We will go
farther and say that we feel confident that we are able to defeat any
team of five that can be got together outside of Chicago. On
behalf of the Chicago Cycling Club, I wish to say that we are ready

at any time to arrange for a team race, of any number of men, at

any distance, and if the gentlemen referred to in your report are in

earnest, and will come out, over their own signatures, the details

can be settled in very short order. Fraternally,
N. H. Van Sicklen,

73 Randolph St., Chicago. Captain Chicago Cycling Club.

TONE T "

Phenomenal in the history of cycling

nrwr i \r \rrtTK c clubs has been the growth of the Dorches-
ter Bicycle Club, which to-day is known
throughout the length and breadth of the

country as one of the leading organizations
of the Old Bay State. This organization

was perfected at' Milton Lower Falls early in the riding season of

1884, and since then its membership has increased, until now it has

some sixty-odd members, several of whom are looked upon as the

representative racing men of New England. Although the club is

known as a riding organization, its members always manage to

look after the social side of life, and through the long winter even-

ings enjoy themselves by actively participating in pool, whist, bil-

liard and other tournaments. They, like their brother wheelmen,
hold annual parties and banquets late in the season. One of the

principal reasons that this club is so well known is that some three

or four of its members are prominent frequenters of the race track,

and another is because its ever-genial and accommodating Captain
holds several road records. The present Captain of the club is Mr.
Arthur P. Benson, who was born in Pompey, N. Y., and who laid

the foundation of his education in the public schools of Manlius
and Cazenovia, N. Y.,and graduated from the Quincy High School
in 1884. A year later he became a member of the Dorchester and
Newton Bicycle Clubs, and immediately, thereupon, commenced to

develop his brawn, muscle and speed upon the wheel. It was not

until 1886 that he sprung into prominence as a racer, and then it

was by walking off with the championship and club races of the

Dorchester Club. Then, to prove that he was endowed with a cer-

tain amount of speed and staying power, he entered and won sev-

eral races on Boston and Brookline Commons, on July 4, 1887.

The road then claimed his attention, and in company with other

members of the Dorchester Club he entered and raced against teams
from other organizations, in the first twenty-five-mile road race of
the Eastern Road Club, in 1887. In this race he finished amongst
the winners, and repeated his feat the following year. During the

past racing season he distinguished himself at the Hartford and
Providence races, and won second prize in the Boston Athletic

Association twenty-five-mile road race on October 5.

Captain Benson holds the American record for a twenty-five-

mile safety ride, having ridden that distance in ih. 35m. 25s., and
also the twenty-five-mile tandem safety record, which is ih. 34m.
13s., one minute and twelve seconds faster than the safety record.

If I remember correctly the former record was made during one of

the Eastern Road Club's races, when he was riding against the

fastest men the other clubs could put forth. The Captain has the
honor of having ridden up Corey Hill six consecutive times, in 42
minutes, on a safety geared to 57 inches.

The racing companions of Captain Benson are at the present
time Warner S. Doane and Edward C. Anthony, and when these
three consolidate they present as formidable a foe as anyone cares
to meet. There is no doubt whatever in the minds of many but
what these men have a brilliant racing career before them, and
some argue that with proper training Captain Benson will soon be-
come the leading local racer.

There was high revelry by night at the pretty little villa of Cap-
tain W. G. Kendall, of the Boston Bicycle Club, in Atlantic, last

Wednesday evening, when wheelmen from miles around congre-
gated to extend their congratulations to himself and wife. The
special train on the Old Colony Road, carried a number out, and
from the time of the arrival at Atlantic until an exceedingly late

hour the wheelmen made things pleasant for the recently married
couple. There were presents, presents everywhere, and it took the

happy party quite a long time to properly examine them. The
Boston Town and Bicycle Club sent a handsome sideboard as a
present, and the "unorganized club," that was to do something in

the Division politics a year or so ago, but for reasons best known to

its members kept quiet, remembered its former Captain with a neat
little present, as did also many other clubs and Captains. The
"Doc" was overheard telling a little conclave that he proposed to

take an active interest in League affairs, and that he and his dog
"Bess" would be seen on the roads as in days of yore.

The third select assembly of the Cambridgeport Cycle Club was
held in Armory Hall, Central square, Cambridgeport, last Wednes-
day evening, when a number of wheelmen honored the occasion
with their presence.

THE WARWICK PERFECTION SAFETY FOR i8go.

The 1890 pattern of the Warwick Perfection safety retains all

the proved good points of the 1889 pattern, with such changes and
improvements as a year's test have suggested to the manufacturers.

First.—The doub'.e-tube frame, as used on the last year's safety,

will be retained. The form of the frame has been improved, so

that when the movable stay rod is in position for a man to ride, it

becomes a perfect "diamond frame." For ladies' use, this stay rod

is removed, and the machine becomes a loop frame.

All the bearings are balls, changed from last year's design, the

adjustment of each pair oi bearings is obtained by adjusting screw
on right side of machine, a method which insures a perfect and
equal adjustment of each pair of bearings.

The steering is on a ball head, and the curved steering head
which marked last year's pattern will be retained.

The radical changes are in the form of the frame and the method
of adjusting the bearings.
At an early date we shall give a more extended and detailed

notice of this machine, together with a cut of same. It is an ex-

tremely graceful looking wheel, and it will, no doubt, come up to

its builders' ideal, after practical test.

The Strong & Green Cycle Co. have secured the RuJge
agency for the United States. So the trade booms. The Phila-

delphia Bicycle Co., Limited, have sold out to A. G. Spalding
& Bros., who are opening a cycle depot at 1022 Market street.

Should any of our leading cycle manufacturers contemplate
establishing branch houses or any long established house design
making an increase in force and working capacity, we would call

their attention to the advt. appearing in another column, headed
"To the Trade." Energy and experience are always welcome
additions to a business house, and to none more so than to those

in the cycle trade.

The Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.'s Eastern branch at No.
182 Columbus avenue, Boston, is now open, and Mr. Schaaf, the

manager of same, has arrived in the city and taken charge.

Mr. James R. Dunn was in Boston last Monday in the interest

of a company which is making a patent bicycle saddle. The name
of the company is the Garford Mfg. Company of Elyria, Ohio, and
Mr. Dunn is the Presdent of same. Mr. Dunn expected to place

some large orders before he returned West.

The annual meeting of the Overman Wheel Company for choice

of officers resulted as follows: President, A. H. Overman; Vice
President, Luther White ; Secretary and Treasurer, E. S. White, and
W. C. Overman, assistant Treasurer. The directors are A. H.
Overman, Luther White, Rodney Dennis, C E. Mitchell, E. S.

White, George D. Seymour and W. C. Overman.
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements in this Department 20 cents a line.

%g*~ Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only -will be taken.

L A, W, BADGES,
For Gold Pins of the Official

Design, send direct to

CHAS. H.LAMSON,
177 Middle Street,

Portland, Me.
Patented. Price, $3.50, $5.00, $7.00 and $S.oo,

according to finish. Diamond Badges $15 to $50 for

for the larger pins, and $10 to $30 for the small size.

Send for circular free. Also, for sale in New York, at

M.J. Paillard's, 680 Broadway; G. R. Bidwell's, JJ13
West 5SU1 St.; in Philadelphia by the Hart Cycle Co.,

Si 1 Arch St.; in Boston by the Pope Manufacturing
Co.; in Chicago by John \\ ilkinson & Co.; and in San
Francisco bv Osborn & Alexander.

Send 25 cents and get one of the

New L. A. W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of fine rolled Silver Plate.
Very neat and serviceable.

N.
Box 632.

H. GIBBS.
PROVIDENCE, R. I

EUREKA HOME TRAINER AVD BICYCLE
STAND, for Safety, Star or Ordinary. Now is

the time you want one. Cycles, parts, sundries, &c.
Rubber Stamps, Rubber Goods; Buggies, $75.00;
Carts, $16.00; Cutters, $20.00; Writing Desks, $10.00.
M. A. WOODBURY, Bradford Pa.

BICYCLE Oil. BY MAIL OR EXPRESS.—
Two ounces of Flyer Wheel Oil, by mail, 20

cents; by express, per gallon, $1.00. Safety lamp oil

same price. EASTERN LUBRICATING OIL CO.,
40Dey street, N. Y. Send for circular.

ECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th st., New York City.

AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safely Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers,
or mailed by the manufacturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me. *

OLUMBIA TANDEM TRICYCLE ; run about
two months; in perfect order ; balls all rouna; for

$175. Send for list of second-hand wheels. PAL-
LISTER BROS., Ottumwa, Iowa.

FOR SALE.
TWO COLUMBIA

THIS D8M S,
Two Columbia Light Roadster

T R I CYC ues,
Second-hand. Will sell cheap.

IE. & W. VAN WAGONER,
NEwTOBT, B. I.

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a
bottle of Wilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also
prevent Nickel and steel from rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on recept of 50
cents in stamps Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.
J

LEAGUE HOTELS.
SAND LAKE, N.Y.—League Official Hotel, of easy

access from Troy and Albany. A first-class table,

prompt attention and all the luxuries in season.
John H. Weed, Proprietor.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, 13 cents a line. Kg-Cash must

accompany the order.St

Jgp
1- Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken..

FOR SALE CHEAP—Premier Tandem Bicy-
cle: A 1 condition; lamp and cyclometer; balls

all around. Address H. M. L., 5S9 West Erie, Chi-
cago, 111.

FOK SALE—A Springfield Roadster; ball bear-
ings all around; perfect condition; excel.ent hill

climber. Address J. H. FORBES, Carthage, N. Y.

FOR SALE—American Rambler; in first-clase

condition. $ios. H. E. EYMAN, Montgomery,
Alabama.

FOR SALE—Columbia Tandem Bicycle; as good
as new; new K. of R. lamp and bell. $145.00.

J. W.JOHNSON, 3600 Market street, Philadelphia,
Penn.

NEW TRICYCLES, S and 14 Quadrants, $100
each; 51-inch Col. L. R., '89 pattern, $70, not rid-

den over 200 miles. Write for other bargains. G. E.
HANNAN, Denver, Colo.

ffl> »T ZTfld BUYS a 54-inch, iSSS, Expert Colum-
OP 4 W.l/Ubia; half nickeled; used but little; in

splendid condition. J. LEE MAH1N. Muscatine, la.

OR SALE— iSSS' model, 48-inch Special Star;
hollow frame; balls to front; 2-3 nickeled; spade

handles; extra foot brake; in first-class order. Cost
$140; Price $90. F. R. WEBB, Staunton, Va.

FOR SALE—Columbia Light Roadster Safety; run
3 months; in fine condition; Invincible lamp and

tools. Price $100 cash. C. C. PEABODY, Omaha,
Neb.

FOR SALE—5 1 -inch Columbia Light Roadster,
18S7 pattern; in good condition. Address J. M.

PAINTER, Kittanning, Pa.

FOR SALE—Victor Light Roadster, 'S8 pattern, in
first-class condition. Not ridden over 500 miles;

price, $65.00. A. B. REID, Clarion, Pa.

EXCHANGE — A new gold watch, extra heavy
hunting case, Elgin, best grade, for an 1889 Co-

lumbia or Victor safety. Must be in first-class order.
W. H. CUMMIN'GS, Plantsyille, Ct.

FOR SALE—42-inch Special Facile, fine running
order, $60. DR. R. C. WILKINSON, Plattsburgh,

N. Y.

Repairs ! Repairs !

!

Bicycle Bepairing in all its. Branches.

Difficult Repairing a Specialty.

Estimates cheerfully given. Out of town orders

promptly attended to. Send your machine to our

headquarters and save paying two or three profits

All work done on our premises by our regularly em-
ployed workmen under our personal supervision.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO,,

No. 4 East 60th St., - N. Y. City.

5th Ave. Entrance to Central Park.

HINTS TO
I^acl^r Cyclers.
How to Ride, Mount and Coast; What to Wear and

How to Wear It; the Ankle Motion; Cost of Cycling;
Practicability of the Wheel; Shall Women Ride the
Safety; Opinions of Prominent Newspapers, Maga-
zines, Medical Men and Clergymen as to the Health-
fulness, Practicability and Utility of the Wheel, etc.:
also other points of interest. Only work of the kind
published Price 10 Cents, postpaid. Just the
thing to use in interesting ladies in cycling. Liberal
discounts to the trade.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO.,

No. 9 C St. Peoria, III.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.
Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Bnsset
Oider.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Grab Apple Oider,

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance of natural fruit acid

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the

f>ress, with carbonic gas. Spark
ing and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, ont
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New Torh
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

established 1S65.

PAT ENT WRENCH
AND SCREW DRIVER COMBINED.

Turns Nuts, Gu Burner*? or Pipe without adjustment.
Made of Best Polished SteeL Sent by mail for 25 eta
Chablks U. Ely, P. O. Box 1946, New York City.

PIT*

THE Favorite Prescriptions of

the BriRhtest Medical Minds
in the world, as used by them in

the Hospitals of London, Paris,

Berlin and Vienna.

ONE
MEDICINE
FOR ONE
DISEASE.

No. 1—Cures Catarrh, Hay Fever, Kose
Cold, Catarrhal Deafness.

No. 2—Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Asth-
ma, Consumption. A PeerlessKemedy.

No. 3—Rheumatism, Gout.
No. 4—Liver & Kidneys, Dyspepgia.In-
digestion, Constipation, Blights Disease.

No. 5—Fever and Ague, Dumb Ague,
Malaria, Neuralgia.

No. 6—Female Weakness, Irregulari-
ties, Whites. A Golden Heniedy.

No. 7—A Perfect Tonic, which gives
Health, Form and Fullness, Clear Com-
plexion, Good Blood and lots of it.

No. 8—NervousDebility,Lossof Power
Impotence, an incomparable remedy.

RELIABLE

.AGENTS
WANTED.

I

Every bottle guaranteed to euro
its special disease- if Cl'KAl:
to give permanent relief ALWAYS.
Descriptive Circulars Rent free ua
application. HOSPITAL PGM£1>X
COMPANY, Toronto, Canada.
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INGER CYCLES
MADE FOR ROAD USE.

bight Running and Durable

"The Bicycle business is going to boom in the Spring, and, if I

am not mistaken, the Singer wheels will press other makes harder
than ever. People are going to buy a wheel that has stood the
test, and you will find 1889 wheels of other makes, nothing more
than wrecks next year, where the SINGER SAFETY, that was
sold early in the Spring of 1889, will still be in good order and
their riders satisfied. Then the time will come for me to hang out
my old card, 'SINGER CYCLES PROVE THE BEST.'"

E. C ANTHONY, Taunton, Mass.

"SINGER SAFETY BICYCLES lead them all!! But not in
the repair shop. More Singers sold this season than any other make
of Safety. Strongest, handsomest and finest running Safety that
was ever invented by a cycling genius. It has a raking, racing
looking build. Has the only Spring-wired Tire. Can't come out.

No other Safety has it. Why not? Because Singer & Co. have got
the finest thing, and they are going to keep it to themselves. The

Singer has the most powerful brake can be used. Always reliable.

The Singer rides easily and comfortably. No lame back or loose
false teeth, if you ride a Singer. The Singer is made for comfort
as well as speed. If you don't believe it try one. We give you a
fine spring saddle of any make you may choose. The Singer is

such a reliable wheel, that despite the large number ridden, if we
were to depend for one-quarter of our repair work on Singers, we
should have red flag flying over our door in no time. Its name is

Singer, but not rattler. Notice the handsomest wheels among the
leaders in any road scorch and you will find they are Singers, and
then notice that they don't rattle like a low gear loaded with hoop
iron. If you want to see a first-class piece of cycle mechanism,
beg, borrow, steal or hire a Singer Safety and pull it apart. The
very finest workmanship will be displayed. Notice the ball bearings.

Notice the chain adjustment. Notice the fine finish. In fa<5t, if

you want to see the acme of cycle mechanism notice the Singer."
CAMPBELL & CO., Providence, R. I.

SINGER & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., BOSTON, MASS.

NEW MAIL.

BEOOBD TO XDj^TIE.

-ON A-

HEW Pit SAFETY,

T&^S MILES.

! TRULY A ROADSTER.
We are now ready to arrange Agencies for next season.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.
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THE BICYCLING

-
WORLD COfflPHNY,

12 Pearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
I&- Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

the Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old

address and Folio number.

Messrs. NEUMANN BROS., ol 118 W. 19th Street, New York, represent
the World and Bulletin as Advertising Agents exclusively for the Eastern
and Middle States.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.
Copy lor new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure

their being inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
later than Monday, to insure attention for the following issue.
49" All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the

order of the Bicycling World Co.

figl** Postage Stamps will not be accepted hereafter in
payment for advertisements or subscriptions. checks,
Money Orders or Postal Notes only will be taken..

The management of this paper refuse to print in the advertising
columns of this paper any matter that is disparaging of a rival or
which in its estimation is objectionable in any way.

EDITORS

:

C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

BOSTON, 22 NOVEMBER, i88g.

WE lift the forms to call attention, editorially, to the letters

which we print in the supplement, and which letters reached

us too late to appear in the paper itself. Mr. F. P. Prial writes a

strong letter, in which he urges the re-election of the present able

occupant of the Presidential chair, Mr. C. S. Luscomb.
Mr. Charles E. Gates, of Buffalo, makes an earnest appeal in

favor of Maryland's efficient Chief Consul, Mr. A. Mott, for the

Presidency.

We have but the smallest space and time to call attention to the

above this week, and had to lift forms in order to do so. We
modify our editorial on "the only ticket" to conform to the new
phase in the political sky.

TT 7E commend to our reader the article in the Official Depart-
' * ment of this paper, from President Luscomb, on "Highway

Improvements." Mr. Luscomb defines the proposed policy of the

Executive Committee on this most important matter. It is in line

with the progressive methods of the League, and we hope to see

the proposed plans, as set forth by the President, accomplished
facts in the near future.

O OCIAL amenities among wheelmen are features which, during
^-^ the winter months, we like to see encouraged.

A feature which we would like to see cultivated at these gather-
ings is the custom, which prevails with some clubs, of securing the

presence of representative men outside of cycling. We like to hear
that the Chief Magistrate of the city has been present, or that the
Governor of the State, some member of the State or National legis-

lative bodies has graced and honored the occasion with his or their

presence. Then it behooves the orators on such festive occasions

to define the serious aims oi the League in the matter of roads im-

provements. That these aims should be presented on the broad

ground of public weal, and not on the narrow ground of the cy-

clists' needs only, we opine it is unnecessary to hint. Such means
of influencing and directing interest are perfectly legitimate, and in

accordance with all precedent.

By these proper means the representative guest becomes im-

pressed with the idea that the cyclers' aims reach a little beyond

the mere and only object of sport, and in consequence his respect is

enhanced insomuch as he is impressed with the thought that the

cyclers' Alpha and Omega reaches into the realms of practical and

general good.

Let every club that gives a dinner during the coming winter see

to it that it has a few guests present into whose ears the serious

aims of the League can be confided. The seed thus sown is bound
to yield fruit sooner or later. In the street, over the banquet table,

let us hammer away on this roads improvements question. "Edu-
cation and reiteration" be our motto, be the pass words.

TT7E regret exceedingly to have to announce the death of Mr.
» ^ E. B. Freatman, one of the contestants in the late road race

from Buffalo to Rochester. We regret deeply to have to record the

death of a brother wheelman when the cause, as in this case, can

be traceable to over exertion in riding a bicycle race. When he

finished the race he was thoroughly exhausted, from which ex-

haustion he never fully rallied, in fact it developed into a case of

typhoid fever, with fatal results, as reported.

It must, however, in justice be said that Mr. Freatman was not

in condition at the time of the race. His friends urged him not to

start, but in spite of entreaty and advice he rode the race, which no

doubt hastened his death.

THE only ticket which so far has been presented officially is, J.

R. Dunn, President; W. H. Emery, First Vice; and George

S. Atwater, Second Vice. The attitude of Mr. Albert Mott in the

coming election has not yet been officially defined. As to whether

he will be a candidate on the ticket, we are not yet advised. From
all we can learn New England will practically be solid for the ticket

as named above. Missouri is for the ticket, as also is Ohio. We
hear that Illinois is for it, and that New Jersey will cast some votes

for that ticket. The position of these last two named States is

merely a matter of rumor. [Since writing the above we received

the letters printed in Supplement.]

li^OR methods that are peculiar, if true, commend us to the fol-r lowing statement of facts which came to us from one of Hart-

ford's most prominent wheelmen. It seems that at the September

tournament of the Hartford Wheel Club Messrs. Campbell and

Gassier, of Niagara Falls, went to Hartford and entered as from

Niagara Falls, N. Y. To the same place went Dr. Savage, of the

Berkeley Athletic Association. It seems that the doctor had placed

his eagle eve on Campbell during his first day's racing at Hartford,

on which day he had entered as from Niagara Falls, and also during

the previous meetings at which Campbell had distinguished him-

self. The performances of Campbell pleased the genial doctor, and

as his interest in the Berkeley Athletic Association was paramount,

he concluded to gobble Mr. Campbell for the B. A. A., and have

him race under its name and colors.

Now we have never seen the By-Laws of the B. A. A., and there-

fore are not conversant with the usual mode of procedure in elect-

ing members to that body. On general principles we should have

supposed that the usual notice of application find subsequent vote

of members was taken. Perhaps it was; but our informant states

that Dr. Savage through the agency of Trainer Troy, proposed

and elected Mr. Campbell to membership in the Berkeley Ath-
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etic Association, all of which was done, so we are told, within the

6pace of a few hours, and in the rooms of the Hartford Wheel Club.

It is evident that Mr. Gassier did not find favor in the eyes of the

enterprising doctor, as he was permitted to retain his identity with

the Niagara Falls Wheelmen. Verily, the ways of some amateurs,

and some amateur oganizations, are devious, and difficult to follow.

A CORRESPONDENT suggests that since Philadelphia has
*• *- never had a League meet of any kind, and since New York
State will undoubtedly have the annual meet this year, it would be

a not altogether bad idea to hold the February meeting in the city

of Brotherly Love.

'"POM ROE will fail in his effort to cover the distance between
-*- San Francisco and Chicago in the scheduled time. The fates

and the elements have been against Roe. Since he reached Col-

orado, rain, snow, wind and mud seem to have been the almost

daily menu. Out of 1250 miles' travel Roe walked 675.

^mM^ik

PORKOPOLIS NO TES.

"STAR."

Those who seek, by quoting
from the Bible, to sustain their
arguments for or against the use
of the wheel on Sunday, make a
grand mistake, for it was written
at a time when people led much

simpler lives than now, and in a climate where they lived largely
out of doors, and consequently did not suffer from a lack of sun-
shine and fresh air. There is an universal law, which impartially
deals out its penalties to those who disobey it, no matter how sin-
cere may be their repentance, namely, the law of Nature. If we
wish, physically and mentally, to be able to successfully battle for
those depending on us for support, we must obey this law!
Nothing v ill rest the mind and re-invigorate the body of him who
is confined in an office, counting room, or work shop, for six days
in the week, as much as a Sunday ride through the country, and
that some wheelmen go out on the first day of the week and fill

themselves up to the muzzle with alcohol, and raise Ned generally,
is no more an argument against riding on Sunday than the abuse
of calomel, opium and quinine is an argument against their proper
use.

slackened, an he made a sudden dismount. One of the very wide
legs of those beautiful trousers had caught between the chain and
sprocket wheel, and when I passed him it looked as if it had been
through a sausage mill. I left him standing there looking down in

dismay at the remains.

Now that the excitement of the election has subsided, the Monday
and Saturday evening social meetings of the C. B. C. are beginning
to be better attended. Since the new gas stove has been put up the
capacity of the sitting room has on several occasions been severely
tested. Three applications were received at the last business meet-
ing and the boys begin to think it will not be long till we are en-
titled to two Representatives instead of one.

The Representatives of the various local clubs will meet at the
Gymnasium on the evening of Saturday, November 30, to perfect

arrangements for the entertainment of the State meet next year.

"Marnola," in the Wheel, in his advocacy of Mott, objects to
our Dunn because the Ohio Division has already been honored
with the Presidency. That should not be urged against him, for
Ohio men have filled the United States Presidential chair in quick
succession. Ohio cannot help producing prominent men. It is all
owing to the soil and the climate. The song that will be sung after
the February meeting of the National Assembly may not be "My
Maryland," as "Hawkshaw" suggests, but may sound something
like the following:

"The choice fell on Ohio's son,
James R. Dunn, of Massillon HI "

Tom Schultz, who claims to be too weak to attend club runs,
was recently detected in the act of climbing Crescent avenue.
"What's in a name?" Only two of the nineteen members of the

Newport Bicycle. Club own wheels ! Wouldn't some other name be
equally suitable?

Ohio has passed Illinois, and now once more occupies fourth
place. The lead is not large, it is true, but— ! !

!

Jim Pigman has lately been making such very suspicious in-
quiries concerning the cost of house rent, and the price of furniture
and carpets, that his friends fear he is losing his mind.
As I was riding up.Race street not long ago, a very stylishly

dressed young man sailed past me on a safety. I had barely time
to note the grotesque appearance he made, with the skirts of his
long overcoat floating out behind him like the tail of some gigantic
bird, when his steering suddenly became very erratic, his speed

NEW YORK.
The New York World has sent a female

Mercury, in the person of Miss Nellie Bly,
to endeavor to make a journey around the

"HA WTCSHA W " globe in less than the eighty days made
famous by Verne- Miss Bly is an ardent
disciple of the wheel, and when here in

New York can be seen on almost any pleasant afternoon propelling
a bicycle through the park. It is perhaps needless to say that the
bicycle will form no part of the fair tourist's means of locomotion
in her present race against old Father Time. Miss Bly's schedule
is for seventy-five days, and I much doubt if at such a rate of travel

the bicycle, fast as it is, enters into a serious consideration in the
rapid work she must do.

The Americans have been called a race of badge wearers, a term
that I am afraid we really merit by our attempts to out-glory Sol-

omon, by bedecking ourselves in badges, pins, ribbons, etc. I am
pleased to see that wheelmen, though, are leading the movement to

rid the nation of this mildly idiotic reputation, by ho longer going
in for this system of personal adornment. A few years ago, for a
modest man, who was also a wheelman, to attend any of the large
meets, was to cause him to undergo a most painful shock to his

modesty through the kindness of the people whom he met there.

No sooner did he land at the station than he was met by the Recep-
tion Committee, who pinned upon his coat a brilliant piece of
ribbon all covered with golden letters, and then as he fell into the
hospitable hands of each succeeding committee or club he was
further decorated, badged and be-ribboned, until the famous ulster

of Joseph became as nothing to the many-hued coat of our mode6t
man. Who of the old timers can forget the size and lurid magnifi-
cence of the badge that was wont to decorate the manly bosom ol

Henry E. Ducker, when he was acting as the Director General of
one of Springfield's famous tournaments? None, I am sure, who
ever witnessed it will fail to remember it. Now all of this is

changed, and for the better. Our modest man may attend meet
after meet, and yet remain, as far as this womanish sty le of per-

sonal adornmant goes, as free from it as a native African athlete in

the centre of his native forest. Thanks for this improvement, my
fellow comrades of the wheel. I myself am a modest man, and you
do not know what a relief it is to receive your proofs of good fellow-

ship in some other form than through your causing me to become
an involuntary wearer of motley, appropriate though it be.

A few days since, the daily press was called upon to record the

great performance of some wheel clubs in the interior of this State,

who, in friendly rivalry, had decided upon a 74-mile road race,over bad
roads, and amid falling snow, in remarkably fast time. I thought
at the time that this was carrying road racing to a dangerous ex-

treme, nor did not desire to pose as a growler upon too slight a
provocation, but to-day the same papers that applauded the victors

of this race, are called upon to chronicle the death of one of them,
as the price that he paid for the victory, and we must face the issue,

and in the interests of wheeling, and in the welfare of its many
followers, call a halt. We must not let rivalry rob prudence of
every chance to counsel us. What does it profit the racer if he gain
a hnndred races, and in the end dies from the victory? The game
is not worth the candle, and such a deplorable result as the present
one gives wheeling, and especially racing, such a set-back as only
forgetfulness can cause it to regain. In the fleetness of the flying

racer there is something exhilarating and picturesque but in the

haggard face and mud-covered garments of a crippled sufferer, in a

long-distance road contest, only a feeling of pity can be roused, and
all sight of the misplaced pluck of the performer is swallowed up in

the thought that harm, not benefit, awaits him at the finish. Can
anyone claim that wheeling or wheelmen are either of them bene-
fitted by the performance now being attempted by a Chicago wheel-
man, who is riding against record from San Francisco to his home?
Does anyone think that the sight of this individual, lamed and dirt-

begrimmed, is one that elevates the sport? No indeed, such per-
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formances are foolish and injurious. They violate every principle

of sport, and should meet with discouragement at the hands of

every lover of cycling. What, for instance, does this Chicago rider

thus punish himself for? Is it for money? No, because he is an
amateur, so I am informed. Is it for health? Hardly, because is

he not now a cripple from the punishment he has undergone upon
his journey? Surely it is not for sport, because in such per-

formances there enters not one element of that. What then causes
him to thus punish himself, risking life and limb in this mad at-

tempt? Why, glory! glory with a great big G. That's what he
seeks. But where is this glory, my intelligent reader, can you dis-

cover it? I can't. These two examples but too fitly illustrate how
even wheeling, the most exhilarating sport in all the world, may,
through the ill-advised action of a few, be brought to a position
where in comparison the tread-mill becomes as a paradise of ease,

comfort and enjoyment. Race if you must, gentlemen, but please
don't let it go beyond the realm of moderation and enjoyment; let

wheeling ever be known as the most beautiful, not as the most
brutal, of sports.

Way back in the spring of 1889 Charles W.
'SVRACTT'sF Wood put up, as a prize to the member of the

Syracuse Cycling Club wheeling the greatest

•.•.cat ffji » number of miles during the season, a beautiful

gold L. A. W. badge. Of course Charlie
wanted to sell cyclometers. However, the

scheme was a good one, and it was an incentive to ride. About a
dozen started in the race, each with the understanding that he was
to ride his own wheel. Some of the boys sat in the saddle half of
the time early in the summer, and each was sure he would come
out ahead. Prominent among this number was E. S- Petrie, a rat-

tling good road rider. His cyclometer turned rapidly for the first few
weeks, but the indicator ceased to score when nearing the
icooth mile. Then "Pete" thought it would be cheaper to purchase
a badge than another cyclometer. November 15th Mr. Wood de-
clared the season ended, and presented the prize to George B. Penn,
who had covered about 1600 miles Milton Weaver, L. S. Wilson
and Frank H. McChesney were close competitors. Other riders in
the club undoubtedly wheeled greater distances during the season,
but did not carry cyclometers.

Little knots of wheelmen are seen together frequently of late,
like politicians on election day, and the whispered conversations
bear on the coming annual meeting of the Syracuse Cycling Club.
From present outlooks it appears as if, with perhaps one exception,
there will be an entire change in the Board of Officers. There are
many competent members, and the honors should be equally dis-
tributed.

"Will we get into a club house next season?" is the question be-
ing agitated by the Cycling Club. The lease of the present rooms
expires May 1st, 1890, and immediate action should be taken in the
matter. The present location is a pleasant one, and if the club
house plan falls through, as desirable as any in the city.

The recent bicycle carnival in Syracuse has done much to in-
crease the interest in cycling, and next spring, it is safe to say, the
League will receive a generous addition to its membership. There
are only two clubs in the city, and both belong to the League.
With the prospect of a track in this city the racing fever has

attacked many of the local wheelmen, and a race tournament is a
likely enterprise for next season. Irving Fuller, Captain of the bi-
cycle club at Rome, has stated that if the Syracuse Cycling Club
captured the team race at the next Rome tournament, the team will
not have the easy time it did this summer. "We'll be there, 'Irv,'
and you'll have to hustle."

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Since I last wrote you—which, by

the way, was quite a while ago—cy-
cling here has moved along quite

"ERRATIC &UIIL" P'ac>dly. We had a two-days' race meet
in the early fall, at Washington Park—

a

very pleasant affair—and have had two
or three "smokers" since, the last one being last Saturday, in honor
of Tom Roe and the Chicago wheelmen who came down heie to meet
him. Roe reached town at 2 P. M., having come from Ottawa,
fifty-seven miles, presumably since daylight. It had rained fear-
fully for the two day6 or more preceding, and the roads were simply
terrible, and the boys are still trying to figure out how Roe made
fifty-seven miles, in a sea of mud, in say eight hours of daylight.

However he did it, he was chipper enough when he showed up
at the hotel, after a clean-up at Brother-in-law Cannon's, and a
tete-a-tete with his better half, who was there to meet him.
The Chicago party consisted of Ned Oliver, Munger, Barrett,

Van Sicklen, Oberfelz, Riggs and the Chicago Herald representa-

tive. President Ladish, Geo. W. Curtiss and Tom Cannon, of the
K. C. Wheelmen, took supper with the party—Roe, of course, in-
cluded—at the Midland, and afterwards escorted Roe to the club
house in a carriage, with wheelmen bringing up the rear, amid the
glare of Bengal lights and the hoarse reports of giant bombs. Here
a pleasant time was had, Haynes, however, failing to come to the
front with his customary lusty warble, though Oliver helped to fill

the "aching void," while the efficacy of the red lemonade was
effectually demonstrated at a later hour by succesful high-kicking
efforts performed on the chandelier globes by the 'Frisco-to-Chicago
tourist.

At 2 P. M. Sunday Roe pulled out, accompanied by Munger,
Barrett, Oberfelz and Riggs. They left via the Santa Fe track, the
roads being impracticable. "Birdie" Munger's make-up was a
sight.

The K. C. Wheelmen will have no club house built for them this
year. The plans have been ready for a month, the ground and money
ready also, but legal difficulties connected with incorporating the
club have drifted us into the edge of winter, and nothing will be
done now until spring. In the meantime a hall, 120x25 feet. has
been secured, on the northeast corner of Ninth and Main (the
"Junction" and heart of the city), and we move in to-day. The
hall has been re-papered, decorated and painted, and we shall now
have an ample billiard room, as well as a dancing surface about
70x25—two things we have badly missed of late. We expect to
open the social season with a ball early in December.
"Dick" Seibel, in conversation to-day, complained that League

matters here are at a low ebb, but I am sanguine that the immense
amount of road-building now in progress here will make this a
great cycling town next season, and the League feature is sure to
follow. Road-building is the subject of newspaper comment, and I
am glad to report immense advance in local knowledge of kovj to
do it. For this the Star deserves much credit.

The cycling editor of the San Francisco

/ OS ANCFT FS ^a^ devotes considerable of his space last

Sunday (November 3) to an attack upon
it XT-rum J? v» the wheelmen of Southern California for a

number of "alleged delinquencies. First
he states that the Los Angeles Wheelmen

agreed to pay the State Division a bonus of $100 if the State meet
was held in this city, provided, however, if the meet was a financial
success. The meet was not a financial success because the State
Division meet attachment was an incubus, and expenses were in-
curred which would not have been necessary if the State meet
razzle-dazzle wasn't attached to the race meet proper.

Next our much vexed cycling editor says the Agricultural Park
track is not a full mile in circumference. Your correspondent is

authorized to state that the track is a full mile at the pole, and, if
necessary, affidavits can be produced 10 substantiate the statement.
The bicyclers' course was full eighteen inches from the pole and ex-
tended to middle of track.

Again, our zealous friend claims we didn't apply for our records
to be recorded by the Racing Board. This was neglect, and not
criminal. En passant, would say the records, with one exception,
still remain where our racers placed them.

Lastly, the cycling editor claims we spread the report that the
Napa (Cal.) track was short of a mile; your correspondent is au-
thorized to say that the report is false, and did not emanate from
Southern California; in fact, the fact that the Napa track is short
of a mile is news to us.

Southern California does not want any more State Division
meets. We will, however, give race meets in the future, and hang
up more valuable prizes than the wheelmen of the Northern Citrus
Belt have done. The northern portion of the State did not send a
single racing representative to our last race meet, and all |kicking
about short track, etc. , comes in bad grace. For the last three
years our club has paid the expenses of racing men to represent us
at northern meets. Can 'Frisco say as much ?

Chief Consul Thompson has seen fit to completely ignore the
southern portion of the State in the matter of appointments on
State committee. This is an exceedingly brilliant policy on his
part.

The wheelmen of Southern California are working for a Southern
State Division, and in the very nature of things can hardly be re-
fused by the powers that be. There will be either a separate divi-
sion or an association devoted to the interests of wheelmen in this
part of the State formed. The wheelmen here are in correspondence
with President Luscomb in regard to the matter.

California is too large in area, and the distance to San Fran-
cisco is too great, to insure a good attendance oft our part at north-
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ern meet* ; and vice versa. The railroad fare is too much, too, and
too much time is lost in attending northern meets. With a separate

Division the membership would increase to a good number, and
would result in a better feeling among our wheelmen They get

no benefits from League membership except their weekly paper,

the World. True, all wheelmen should be members of the League,
but there should be other benefits accruing, which will excite in-

terest. We want a separate Division, and we intend doing every-

thing in our power to attain our end.

At the regular monthly meet-

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. |"g hejd Tuesday evening Novem-
' ber 5th, it was decided to post-

11 ?fffrtW" pone the formal opening of the
rooms two weeks, in order that

the committees might have time
to complete their arrangements.

I note with pleasure the prosperity of the Star Club of Detroit,

and hope it will continue. We too are anxious for a club house,
but as we now have very fine city quarters, and as there are two
athletic clubs now organizing, each to have a bicycle track and
club house, we feel that we can wait.

Chief Consul Richmond is working hard on the road improve-
ment question in this State and city; it is almost a settled fact that

the local men will take an active part in the spring city election.

The wheelmen of the "Second Chicago," as we are sometimes
called, are to a man in favor of Niagara Falls for the next meet and
Chicago for the World's Fair. I understand five members of the
club took a solemn vow, and shook on it, that if they were alive and
kicking they would tour from here to Niagara if the meet is there.

Mr. W. Dear, a wheelman of this city, fell the other evening
while crossing a street railway track on his wheel, and it was run
over by an approaching car. The railway company will be asked
to pay damages as the car was nearly half a block away when Dear
fell, and as the wheel was full nickled and the fall took place directly

under an electric light, the driver could not have been paying at-

tention to his duties.

Hawkshaw of New York recently made some queer remarks
about our Hawkshaw; nevertheless our Hawkshaw is a hustler and
has done a great deal for cycling in this city, and generally strikes

the right key notes.

'ARIEL "

Either your typos were wrong last

PENNSYLVANIA. £
eek
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m^ stenographer
blundered badly, for in the account of Van
Wagoner's breaking the Lancaster Pike
record you make me say, "The last two
miles were made in nine minutes, four-

fifths seconds," which should have read "ten miles in twenty-nine
minutes and four-fifths of a second"—quite a difference, as you will

notice. ['Twas the fault of the copy; by no possible way could it

be read twenty-nine minutes.

—

Ed.]

Van Wagoner spent several days with us last week, waiting for

favorable weather to attempt the ten-mile record on the pike. He
rode a safety over the course on Saturday, covering the distance in

the rattling time of thirty-one minutes, and he was only wishing
he had had his usual mount. Yesterday he had intended going for

it, but the Wilmington men came up as guests of the "Pennsy"
boys, going to Willow Grove for dinner (who took the train?)

under a lovely day, and Van went along. Wilhelm had come down
by the morning train, to ride over the course, preparatory to at-

tempting to break Van Wagoner's recent record, and Van would
liked to have made the trip a little friendly trial of speed, but un-
fortunately could not be arranged. Van was going to start to-day
for the twenty-four record, in company with McDaniel and Draper,
but when the morning dawned it was seen to be raining pitchforks,
and the Rhode Island man left by train this afternoon, in search of
a more congenial climate. When it comes off now Old Prob only
can tell.

The Pennsylvania's opening reception last week was a rousing
success, which is to be repeated fortnightly, with progressive
euchre parties sandwiched in every other week, and the Philadel-
phia Club also had their initial dance a week ago. The Mt.
Vernons give a cider and doughnut party to-night, to which yours
truly was very kindly invited (the tremendous rain alone prevent-
ing my going), while Century's informal house-warming and open-
ing reception comes off Thursday night, so you see we are not
perishing of ennui just now, while smokers, dances and parties
without number promise a lively winter.

Mr. Gerould, Spalding's Chicago Manager, and President of
the Lincolns, was »in town last week. He teports trade as never

better in the Lake City, with the promise of a steady increase for

next year.

Both the Century and Pennsylvania Clubs rejoice in the posses-
sion of additions to their wheel rooms, doubling their capacity for

storage. It is proposed by the Centurions to build a gymnasium
above the wheel room, and thoroughly equip it. At present the
fourth floor rooms are used for athletic purposes, and some lively

sparring and wrestling matoes take place there.

There is a movement on foot amongst

TJRW OPT PAN'S the citizens of New Orleans to present to

the wheelmen a large silver cup to be

" ISfOK'OMT's " called the "Citizen's Cup." The races will

be all handicap races, and the course will

be from Canal and Claiborne streets, to

West End, a distance of about four miles on a very good shell road.

A dummy line runs along the entire distance, and on the days of

the .races it is proposed to run a train of eight or ten cars to keep
pace with the racers, thus making a moving grand stand. This
moving grand stand was very successfully tried last year on the

occasion of the Thanksgiving Day handicap race. Harry H. Hodg-
son is at the head of this new departure.

A delegation from the Louisiana Cycling Club went to the

State Fair at Amite City last week, and scooped all the prizes. In
fact any race they wanted the committee of the fair saw that they
got it. They said they wanted a novice race, which was granted
them, but when the master of ceremonies announced it he called it

a "Novelty" race. It is needless to say that there were a few dis-

appointed in the throng when the novice race was over. As one
said, "It's just like any other race "

The Louisanas boast of a boy member of their club, fifteen years
old, weighs 185 pounds when in racing trim, rides a 54-inch wheel,
and holds the championship medal of the club, and has beaten the

State one mile record. He is the club's baby, and his name is B.
W. Cason.

Club runs to the various sugar plantations above and below the

city are all the "go" now, and a very delightful day is often spent
by the wheelmen sucking cane, and hanging around the enormous
sugar kettle sampling the sweets as it is crushed from the cane.

A monster entertainment for the benefit of the club house fund
of the Louisianas is on their calendar for the latter part of Decem-
ber or first part of January.

There is some talk of a handicap race on Thanksgiving Day.

F. K. Braitling, a member ot

BRIDGEPOR T, CONN. th
£
R
H
amb ' ing Wheelmen, who took

a header from his bicycle in front ol

"NOSTA IV."
a rapidly moving horse car, on
East Main street, about a month
ago, whereby his machine was run

over by the car and smashed, has been paid in full by the horse
railroad company for the damage incurred by the accident. The
cause of the mishap was a defect in one of the rails, in which the

rim of the wheel became caught, and from which position Braitling

was unable to extricate it before the car ran over and crushed it.

The Bridgeport Wheel Club will give a full dress reception on
the evening of December 13th.

Elliott, of the Ramblers, is obliged to undergo a large amount
of bantering from his numerous friends just at present. He is a

great advocate of a beef tea diet while training for a race. In his

case, however, he found it didn't work, and now his life is being
made miserable.

At the invitation of Franklin Smith, winner in the recent road

race, about fifty members of the Rambling Wheelmen partook of an
oyster supper in Nichol's Cafe last Wednesday evening. The cup and
time medal were presented to Mr. Smith, and speeches were made by
the President, Frank Smith, Harry Hudson, Harry Elliott, and sev-

eral others The genial host also responded to the good wishes of his

numerous friends in a few well-chosen words. After the banquet
the members repaired to the club rooms on Main street, where
songs and other forms of social amusement were indulged in until

an early hour in the morning.

A number of admiring friends have presented W. A. Rubey, of

the Rambling Wheelmen, with an application for League member-
ship. When Mr. Rubey becomes a member of the League he will

also be presented with ahandsome silver medal. These tokens are

presented to the plucky racer in honor of his good work in the

recent road race. After having dropped over half a mile behind the

other cc.ntestants, he gallantly stuck to his machine, and in the last

mile gained rapidly on his opponents, ending fourth in the race,

only a few seconds behind the winner.
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SWIFT."

The Swift is the strongest, lightest, simplest and^swiftest Safety ever

built. Why? Because we have been making cycles for 23 years, longer

than any other firm in the business, and have made it a rule to have the

best material regardless of cost. Look out for 1890 Swift Safety. It will

have the same name. Why should we alter it?

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO.,

239 Columbus Ave., - BOSTON.

f\
U/OF^ Of /^J
IS THE 18X123

PHOTO - GRKVURE
WE HI-A^TIE BEOBlsTTLY ISSUED.

It contains correct portraits of Prince, Whittaker, Dingley, Eck, Munger,
Knapp and Crocker, excellently executed, and forms, withal, a worthy decora-

tion to a Cyclist's Home.
We shall take pleasure in mailing it, postage paid and securely packed,

for 20 cents.

Regularly organized Clubs supplied with a framed copy Free, we, how-
ever, do not pay express charges on same.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO., Chicago, 111,

JV. B. We are always glad to mail oar 80-page Catalogae.
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The "Lancaster Pike" Record is now held on the "Eagle."

From the "Wheel."

November 8, 1889.

Van Wagoner was successful in his Election
Day onslaught on the Lancoster pike record.

He was splendidly paced, and covered the dis-

tance fiom Paoli to Fifty-second Street (15 1-2

miles) in 48m. 44 i-2s., beating the previous
record (Wilhelm's) by 29 3-4S.

TO WHEEli|VIEH.
In answer to the numerous inquiries we are daily receiving, and for the benefit of those

who wish to purchase Eagle machines, we take this opportunity of making the following state-

ment :

All improvements which are likely to be put on Eagle Bicycles for 1890 are now in

readiness, and we are now making up machines as fast as possible for the spring trade.

We do not intend to build a tangent spoke and hollow rim wheel. For a road wheel
we consider the direct spoke much preferable to the tangent, for the reasons which we state in

our catalogue. It has more elasticity and will stand more hard use than the tangent spoke. It

is more expensive to make, but we use it in the Eagle as the best possible construction for a

wheel that is ridden over rougher roads and subjected to harder usage than any other bicycle.

The Eagle, as at present constructed, has now been thoroughly tested by this season's

use. It has far surpassed the expectations of its designer, and in the hands of hundreds of
riders and on every kind of road, it has proved its superiority over all its rivals. It is perfect

and complete in all its details, combining perfect safety with ease of running, speed, strength

and graceful appearance.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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The Peoria Bicycle Club is now an in-

..„„.. ,., , corporated institution, with President C. F.
FbVKlA, //«/,. Vai , Secretary F . H . Bush, Captain F. D.

^r-vrr npc » Wolcott, H. G. Rouse and F. H. Gift, as its
Ll^^vrs. Board of Directors.. The club stationery

will read henceforth, "Organized January
23d, 1881 ; incorporated November nth, 1889." An entire new
constitution has been adopted. The club was never in a more
prosperous condition, either financially or socially, than at present,

and there is a good prospect for a very rapid growth. The first

club party of the season will be held on Friday evening, at Spencer
Dancing Academy, having been postponed from last Thursday
evening, on account of so many members having other engage-

ments to fill. There will be dancing and card parties alternately

every two weeks all winter, the card parties being held at the club

rooms, while the dancing parties will be at Spencer's Academy.

A local photographer has presented the club with a handsomely
framed 8x10 photo, of Bert Myers, mounted on his safety, just as

he appeared when he made his wonderful mile in 2.13.

Already the entries for the second annual fall race meet of the

Peoria Club are beginning to come in. Geo. M. Hendee writes,

"you may enter me in all open safety events, as I shall surely be
there." Such is fame ; I venture to say that every amateur racing

man of any note in the United States will meet here next October.

Don C. Phillips is the first club member to present his wife

with a ladies' safety, but others will soon follow in his footsteps, as

the enthusiasm is high among the ladies all over the city.

Quite a number of lady school teachers are down for "a bicycle

in the spring, sure."

H. G. Rouse will leave about December 1st to spend another
winter on the Pacific Coast.

As soon as possible I will present your readers with some inter-

esting facts on brick pavements.
;

The second annual fall games
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which were held in Crescent Rink,
on Thursday evening, November
14th, were a complete success in

every particular. There was a
large delegation of wheelmen and athletes present, representing
the following clubs : Elizabeth Wheelmen, Atalanta Wheelmen,
Roselle Ramblers, Rutherford Wheelmen, Hudson County Wheel-
men, Kings County Wheelmen, Riverside Athletic Club, West End
A. C., Elizabeth A. C, New Jersey A. C, Pastime A. C., Harlem
Y. M. C. A. A. C, and New York A. C, who after the games were
over adjourned to the club house, where they were entertained by the
Plainfield boys. As the visitors were all rather hungry from their

long fast, the first thing in order was to "feed the inner man,"
after which the usual '"smoker" hilarity was indulged in. The
entertainment in the rink opened with a parade of club members on
their cycles, led by Captain Frank L. C. Martin. [For result ot

races see racing column.

—

Ed.]

The pool tournament is now goingon among the Hudson County
Wheelmen. The Pool Committee have offered some very hand-
some prizes to the members of the team winning the highest num-
ber of games. This, no doubt, accounts for the great amount of
interest manifested. The record to the present time is as follows:
Team 2, four games won, six games lost; team 3, thirteen games
won, seven games lost; team 4, three games won, seven games
lost.

The H. C. W. bowling team played their fifth practice game on
November 8th, with excellent average result.

The Board of Officers of this Division will hold a meeting in
Trenton on the evening of December 4th.

'NITRAM."

NEWS
We are in receipt of two most excellent

photographs of Bert Myers, of Peoria,
taken by Van Drelzen, of that city. One

AND COMMENT rePresents Mr - Myers standing by the side
of his racing ordinary, and the other on
his safety. They are both splendid pic-

tures, and admirers of Mr. Myers can do no better than send for a
copy of these pictures.

The Bristol t^R. I.) Bicycle Club will give a ball in Artillery
Armory Thanksgiving night, with music by Baker Brothers' Or-
chestra.

The one-mile handicap road race of the Kings County Wheelmen
has been declared off, on account of the many postponements.

"Much attention is being given by the newspapers to the subject
of improved country roads. It is high time."

—

Exchange.

The '92 Princeton men are going to form a bicycle club.

The Minneapolis (Minn.) Bicycle Club inaugurated the social

season last week Thursday, by a progressive euchre party. Ladies
graced the occasion with their presence.

Peoria proposes to be "the Hartford of the West." The mana-
gers of last season's tournament are already making plans for the
1890 race meet.

We should think that Tom Roe's experience with the weather
would deter any well-balanced wheelman from attempting to ride
across the continent so late in the year.

Mr. James R. Dunn, First Vice of the League, paid a very hasty
visit to Boston last Monday.
The Omaha Bee pays a graceful tribute to Chief Consul Mott as

a fit candidate for preferment at the hands of League members.

Rochester wheelmen are on the qui vive in anticipation of the
tandem race, to take place Thanksgiving Day, in that city, between
Milley and Brinker, of Buffalo, and Iven and Chamberlain, of
Rochester.

"The mode of working highways as commonly in use is a con-
spicuous failure. It needs to be supplanted."

—

Exchange.

Who is the Denver Times slapping at in the effete East, in the

following item? Will the Times please "designate?" "Chicago
undoubtedly is the residence of the fastest amateur in the country.
Yet how quietly she wears the honor, no breaks or bluffs. As
quietly as Lumsden won his title, just so calmly will he hold it.

What a living example for some of the would be Eastern cham-
pions."

In Erie, Pa., "The Cloth" in many instances use the wheel to

attend to their parochial duties, a custom which we should like to

see more general among clergymen.

A "sunlight party" is the latest nomenclature for an afternoon
frolic. The Melrose (Mass.) Cycle Club announce an affair of that

kind to take place at Eastman's Hall, Melrose, on Thanksgiving
afternoon.

The Brookline (Mass.) Bicycle Club held its annual banquet at
the United States Hotel last Thursday evening.

The hop given at Jarecki's Hall, by the Erie (Pa.) Cycle Club,
last week Wednesday, was a great success. It was enjoyed by
about fifty couples. Prof. Kohler's fine orchestra furnished a de-
lightful musical programme. One of the pleasing features of the
hop was that of the refreshments being served in the club's cosy
rooms on Seventh street, where the dancers were conveyed in car-
riages from the ball room. The club rooms presented a gay
appearance, being tastefully decorated with flags and tropical
plants.

A writer from Yale College, signing himself "Sev," send us
the following: "We do not take as much interest as we ought in

cycling here, considering the fact it was a wheel which won us the
"Mott-Haven"cup last spring, still we have a number of men who are
enthusiastic wheelmen, among them Clark, who won at the inter-

collegiate games last spring, Bradshaw, Weare and Verhoeff. Har-
vard has sent us a very liberal challenge to a road race, on Thanks-
giving, and we have men enough to give us reasonable hopes of
success, if accepted, which is doubtful. Clark, '91, and Weare, '91,

have gone out of training, though Verheoff, '90, is still in training."

The Belmont Club Wheelmen, of Taunton, Mass
,
gave their

first social last week Wednesday. Owing to the bad weather the
attendance was not quite as large as might have been expected, still

there were thirty-five couples, who enjoyed themselves immensely.
Music was furnished by Nye's Orchestra, Howard prompter. The
badges were purple and orange, club colors, inscribed "Belmont
Club Wheelmen," with cut of safety printed on, and underneath
place filled as member of the committee. During intermission re-

freshments were served. Much credit is due to T. H. Tattersall and
R. D. Baxter, who principally managed the affair.

The presentation of the cup to Mr. Franklin Smith, of Bridge-
port, Ct., the winner of the fifteen-mile road race, was made the
occasion of a banquet, given last week Thursday by Mr. Smith.

The Rhode Island Division hand book is out. It contains a list

of officers, committees, consuls, hotels, and the By-Laws of the
Division.

A writer in a Buffalo, N. Y., daily states that Helen Grey is

mistaken when she asserts that Buffalo ladies ride without brakes.

Bi. Neius, in its usual cumbersome attempt at trying to be face-

tious, reports the profits of the late Hartford tournament as being
something over one million dollars.

Horse car tracks are generally considered a nuisance by wheel
men, but the new electric road which is to run through the New
tons, Watertown and Waltham will have its road bed laid with con
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Crete, and what might be a curse may prove a blessing, for the sur-

face will be as smooth and hard as a sidewalk, and the law will not

bid cyclers to keep off.

Mr. Kirk Brown, of Philadelphia, desires it stated that he i6

not "Kay Bee," as some have intimated he was.

A new tira, the pneumatic, has to be blown up like a foot-ball,

and when it is ready for business it measures two and one-half

inches in diameter. When the wheel goes over a sharp stone or a

piece of glass we suppose that results will follow which will lead to

the blowing up of the inventor.

Massachusetts will be without the services of Representatives

Slocum and Perkins in the Legislature the coming session, and

new champions of the road bill will have to be found.

The book on Highway Improvements, issued for free distribu-

tion by the League, was sent to every agricultural paper in the

country, and every one of these journals gave it a flattering notice.

As a natural consequence to these notices hundreds of requests for

the book have been sent to the Secretary from farmers and road

surveyors all over the country asking for a copy of the book. We
shall soon have public opinion worked up to a degree that will com-
pel communities to build good highways.

Chief Consul Bull is putting in a great deal of work for his

Division. He has had to contend against many discouraging cir-

cumstances, but he keeps hard at work, and the results of his labors

are seen in the rapidly increasing membership of his Division.

Pittsburgers are talking up an indoor tournament.

George Alfred Townsend believes in national trunk roads,

paid for by national money.

There is another "delay" in the coming out of the Pennsylvania
Road Book. It ought to be a corker when it does appear, it has

been so long a-coming.

The Ramblers, of Buffalo, have been fascinated by sprightly

Marie Jansen, in the opera of "Oolah." On the occasion of the

Ramblers' theatre party to see that opera the members of the club

gave Jansen an elegant floral design of the club badge, five feet in

diameter. We believe this is record.

The first of a series of social entertainments was given by the

Minneapolis Bicycle Club, last Thursday evening, to which all

members, friends and ladies were cordially invited. Progressive
euchre was the order of the evening until eleven o'clock, when a

lunch was served. The entertainments are in charge of the Enter-
tainment Committee, of whic^ A. M. Buchanan is President.

Chief Consul Holm of Missouri is thoroughly in earnest. If a
man will neither fish or cut bait he must get off the yacht. Mis-
souri is forging ahead.

The race between Ohio and Illinois for the lead in numbers is

not a little exciting. It is nip and tuck between them. First one
leads then the other. May the best man win.

A correspondent from New York asks : "Can't you let us have
fuller particulars regarding the proposed trip through White Moun-
tains next August? Time, expense and route are valuable this end
of the line." [Particulars will be printed just as soon as the pro-
jectors have made their plans.

—

Ed.]

"The question of Road Improvement resolves itself into this

—

would it not prove of advantage to farming interests in this country
if each town therein should determine to have a system of improved
road ways at the earliest time possible, as a town charge, and made to

cover a term of years in its payment?"

—

Exchange.

At a meeting of the Maryland Bicycle Club of Baltimore the
scheme of a country club house was discussed. A place somewhere
in the neighborhood of Arlington seems to be wanted, and Hal-
stead offers, free of all cost, whatever part of his recently acquired
property in that vicinity may be needed on which to erect a suitable

club house. It has been found necessary to increase the limit of
membership of the Maryland Club to 125.

The Long Island Wheelmen of Brooklyn, N. Y., are to give a
most elaborate reception at the Criterion Theatre of that city, Mon-
day, December 16. The entertainment will be a dramatic one, and
"Old Love Letters" and Pygmalion and Galatea will be presented by
members of the Gilbert Association.

Mr. Alrfed Tucker of Providence, R. I., was recently thrown
from his bicycle, and before he could recover himself the wheels of
a passing carriage passed over his body.

Whether it be as giver of tournaments or the entertaining of
guests, the Hartford Wheel Club is liberal and generous to a degree
in its methods.

The Philadelphia papers speak in the highest terms of Chiel
Consul Mott and favor his election to the League Presidency.
The chief end and object of the future policy of the League is to

secure better highways.

We are advised by Mr. Bowman that Mr. McKee was not the
source of his information as to the supposed status of the North
Adams Local Consul. We have a letter in our hands further dis-
cussing this matter, but as both sides have been heard, and as we
stated in our last that the correspondence must cease, we can see no
further benefit to accrue from a continuance.

The arrangements made for the Poughkeepsie fN. Y.) Bicycle
Club concert and reception, are on the most gigantic scale, the
list of committees and names plainly show that they are capable ol
accomplishing great results. At the concert from 8.30 to 9 30 P.
M., a special feature will be the singing of the club's double quar-
tette under the directorship of E. W. Valentine, and those who
have heard them in their rehearsal are very enthusiastic over their
success.

THE WEST EXDERS OF ROCHESTER FEAST.
'The West End Bicycle Club held its annual ball at Teall's, last

week Wednesday. There were about fifty members present, and at
9.30 o*clock they sat down to a very elaborate supper, served in
Teall's well-known style. After an hour spent over the supper, the
toastmaster, Thomas W. Shannon, called the club to order.
The first toast was 'The League of American Wheelmen.' It was

responded to by C J. Iven. President of the club. He eulogized the
League of American Wheelmen in glowing terms, spoke of its

benefits, and closed with prophecy that the West End Bicycle Club
would one day be one of the largest and most prosperous clubs in
the League.
The second toast was 'The West End Bicycle Club.' John Burns

was called upon to respond to this toast, and he narrated the his-
tory of the club from its organization in 1887 until the present
banquet. He spoke of the achievements of the West Ends on the
race track and the road, and predicted a brilliant future for the
club. Mr. Burns paid a well-deserved compliment to C. J. Iven
for his victory in the Buffalo-Rochester road race. He spoke of the
need of a club house, said that in the future he hoped to see a
ladies' auxiliary.

C. J. Conolly responded briefly to the toast, 'The Buffalo-Roches-
ter Road Race,' and J. George McDonald spoke on 'The Ladies' in
a worthy and graceful manner. Ralph T. Olcott spoke on 'Our In-
vited Guests,' and Frank D. Chamberlin, at the invitation of the
toast-master, took occasion to pay his respects to the 'Bicycle
Thief.' Mr. Chamberlin had his wheel stolen a few weeks ago,
and his response was filled with practical suggestions as to dealing
with people of this class.

A letter of regret from Hon. Charles E. Fitch was read by the
Secretary, and after several other responses to toasts proposed by
the toast-master, the members of the club parted."

—

Chronicle.

HARTFORD ( CT.J WHkEL CLUB'S BANQUET.
Over sixty out of the ninety members of the Hartford Wheel

Club sat down, at Habenstein's Cafe, to discuss a most excellent

menu, on the evening of November 13th. Just as the members and
their guests seated themselves the fire bell sounded the hour ol

nine. It was nigh unto 11 P.M. when Chairman Saunders pre-

sented the newly-elected President, F. H. Crygier, as the toast-

master of the evening. After a few well-chosen remarks welcom-
ing the guests and congratulating the club, Mr. Crygier introduced
the first speaker of the evening, Mr. L. A. Tracy, who responded to

the toast, "The Hartford Wheel Club." Mr. Tracy truthfully spoke
of the history of the club as being one of constant progress and
success. He believed that the club should be the nucleus of a

grand athletic club, on the lines of the New York and Boston Clubs,
and he hoped to see the day when such a club in Hartford would
be a fact, and the Hartford Club the promoter.

Dr. W: H. Emery was eloquent as usual, when replying to the

toast, "The League." The League's history of the past, and
promised policy for the future, spoke volumes as to the grand bene-

fits to be derived from membership in that organization. Roads
improvements was in the future to be the grand aim and object ot

the L. A. W. This was the tenor of the doctor's remarks.
A banjo trio by Messrs. W. M. Francis, R. W. DeLamater and

J. E. Leitz, members of the club, was applauded.

s David J. Post, Chief Consul of Connecticut, in reply to the toast,

"The Connecticut Division," gave a comprehensive history of the
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Division, giving well-merited praise to his predecessors, and he

eulogized the late Stephen Terry.

"The Chronicles and Grinds" by L. F. Middlebrook, being skits

and hits on the members of the club was exceedingly clever and it

did not necessitate being a member of the club to appreciate the ex-

cellent wit displayed.

Mayor Root of Hartford responded fittingly to the toast the "City

of Hartford."
Major Burdette, the Division lawyer, read an eloquent paper en-

titled "Moral—Mend your ways." En passant the Major remarked

that it might appear to many that a lawyer had anything to do with

a matter in which a "moral" was concerned.

In reply to "The Press," C. W. Fourdrinier of the World spoke

briefly on some of the racing questions of the day and compli-

mented the club on the position it had attained as being the leading

race promoting club in the United States.

Mr. Geo. B. Thayer was extremely humorous in his reply to the

toast "Long Distance Touring." He kept his listeners in a con-

tinuous roar of laughter.

E. C. Rowe, of New Haven, spoke for the New Haven Bicycle

Club, and extended congratulations to the Hartford Wheel Club.

The speaking finished, the festivities came to a close shortly be-

fore one o'clock.

DEATH FROM OVER EXERTION.

We regret exceedingly to notice the following telegram, taken

from a New York paper .

"Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 15.—Ell :
s B. Freatman, age twenty-

eight, a member of the Genesee Bicycle Club, who recently com-
peted in the road race from Buffalo to this city, died yesterday.

His death was the result of over-exertion in the race. He leaves a

widow and one child."

CORRESPONDENCE.
[ The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves Ike right to expunge all matter
which in his opinion is improper.}

DO THOU LIKEWISE.

Editor Bicycling World: In the current issue your correspon-

dent, "Star," seems to take a fling at Mr. Mott's scheme. I rise to

remark that if, as "Star" seems to think, our Chief Consul is build-

ing his roof a little previously the Committee on Highway Im-
provements (which includes myself), appointed by Mr. Mott, is

doing what it can to get up the supporting walls. Might I mildly
suggest that "Star" and his Division "go and do likewise?"

G. R. Wilson, L. A. W. 25,198.

WHY IS MONE1 CHARGED TO ENTER AMATEUR
RACES?

Editor Bicycling World: Replying to the above query of Mr. B.
Taylor Bruce, in the World of November 1, would say:

First, as an evidence of good faith.

Second, to enable managers to judge as to the probable number
of competitors who will be at the meeting.
Third, to keep out that class of men who like to see their name

in print, and that only.

Fourth, that the racing man himself can look at the list of entries

and see who his competitors are.

And last, but not least, if the prizes are not worth entering for,

and paying a fair entrance fee, there is no law which compels a
man to enter, and again all men should pay a fair entrance fee that

he may have an interest in the meeting, for the surest way of reach-
ing a man's heart and interest is by way of his pocket-book.
Mr. Bruce thinks that managers should return the entrance fee to

all starters, and cites what it costs a man to race. Mr. Bruce, in

common with most racing men, seems to think that the only work
done at a meeting is that by the racing man. Yet, taking hour for

hour devoted to a successtul race meeting, and the manager will

spend five hours' hard work to every one spent by the racing man.
One thing is certain, a manager is just as essential to a meeting as

the racing man, and while a racing man can count his cost to a
dollar or two, and a chance to get many times his money's worth
in prizes, the cost to the manager is liable to cost thousands of
dollars, or more than it costs all the racing men at the meeting.
But I hear you say he is also liable to make as many; granted. Is

it not the law of all well-governed business that the greater risk the
greater profit?

To sum it up then, the manager devotes more hours to his work,
puts up more money, and takes the chances of the racing men

giving good races, the weather and the fickle public, all of which
are beyond his control ; while the racing man only takes the chances
of his own ability to win, and a man who has not faith enough in

his own ability to back it with a few dollars is better off the track

than on, as the one most essential thing to success in.racing is con-
fidence in one's own ability. Five me*n, in a race, determined to

win, are better than forty men half-hearted.

The largest entrance fee I ever knew of a man paying was $45,
and he won $1200 in cold cash. The amateur paid $26 and took
over $800 worth of prizes, while the managers lost $3500, and then
the question is asked by many, "why not return entrance money?"
In my experience there are only a few men who ask it, and it is the
same class of men who want the makers to give them their wheels,
somebody else to pay their expenses, and all without a word of
thanks. I will venture that if those same men would run two
meetings, and at the first one refund all money (little as it is), that

at the next meeting the fees would be so high that racing men as a
whole would shout "enough," and cry for men who understand how
to manage a meeting.
A man's talents usually lay in one direction, and a manager can-

not be a champion, and vice versa, so let managers and athletes

pull together for the good of the sport, and cycling in particular.

Cleveland, Ohio, November n, 1889. "Henry E. Ducker.

THE CITY OF ELMIRA, N. Y., ISSUES PERMITS FOR
SIDE WALK RIDING.

The following letter from '-'Radix," of Elmira, N. Y., will, to-

gether with certain extracts from the bond, explain itself:

"Editor Bicycling World : I enclose some papers, the nature of
which you will see at a glance, and thought perhaps they might be
of interest to you.
We know our brother wheelmen will rejoice with us in our good

fortune.

As you may imagine we think our good Mayor and Common
Council are simply perfect. None of them are wheelmen, but they
know that wheelmen have some rights, and kindly offer us privil-

eges that we are certainly very grateful for."

The city of Elmira, N. Y. , has issued bonds in the sum of $200,
to be paid by the sureties of the rider to whom the permit is issued.

The bond reads as follows :

"The condition of this obligation is such, That if the above
bounden Richard Roe shall be granted a permit by the Mayor of
said City of Elmira to ride a bicycle or tricycle upon the sidewalks
in said City and shall in all things obey such rules and regulations
as said Mayor shall in his discretion deem necessary and proper
for the regulation and government of such use of said sidewalk, and
shall also indemnify and save the said City free and harmless of and
from all costs, damage and expense which it may incur on account
of any damage by accident arising out of such use of said sidewalks
without fraud or delay, then this obligation to be void, otherwise to
remain in full force and virtue."

The generous attitude of the Elmira officials called forth the fol-

lowing action of the wheelmen of that city :

"In view of the late concession to wheelmen by our Mayor and
the City Council, it seems desirable that an organization of the
adult cyclists of the city be perfected, the principal aim of which
shall be to aid in the enforcement of the rules laid down by the
Mayor in the matter of sidewalk riding.

You are respectfully invited to attend a meeting for the discus-
sion of the question, at Pierce & Dockstader's office, Friday even-
ing, November 15th, at 7.30.

It is proposed to make a condition of membership that the mem-
ber be twenty-one years of age, or upwards. City wheelmen above
that age are invited to attend the meeting.

(Signed) W. N. Easterbrook, and others.

RACES AND RECORDS ON ROAD AND TRACK
*AT PLAINFIELD, N. J., Oaober n.—Annual fall games.—The
following are the results of the events:
Quarter-mile run, scholars' championship—L. E. Waring, first ; C.

H. Angleman, second. Time, im. 7s.

SevenU-yard dash, open heats, winners to run in final—First
heat, C. G. Halsev, Atalanta Wheelmen; second heat, W. II. Mor-
gan, P. A. C. ; third heat, P. O'Hara. W. E. A. C. ; fourth heat, T.
S. Monahan, W. E. A. C. ; final, W. H. Morgan first, C. G. Halsey
second. Time, 6 45s.
Sack race, 1 1-4 laps, club—A. L. C. Marsh, first; Geo. C. Mar-

tin, Jr., second. This race afforded considerable amusement to the
audieneo, as all the contestants took more or less tumbles.
Tug of war, Plainfield Bicycle Club vs. Elizabeth Wheelmen,

three-minute heats—Plainfield Bi. Club—Robt. Rushmore (anchor),
M. S. Ackerman, Dan'l C. Adams, Fred W. Walz; Elizabeth Wheel-
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men—A. F. Bellinger (anchor), Fred C. Gilbert, N. H. White, L.
B. Bonnett. Won by the Elizabeth Wheelmen.
One-mile safety bicycle race, open—D. Oakes, R. A. C, first;

Horace Snyder, Brooklyn, second. Time, 4m. 34 1-2S.

Quarter-mile run, club handicap—G. E. Raymond, 40 yards,
first; Geo. C. Martin, Jr., 45 yards, second. Time, im. i-2s.

Hurdle race, 1 1-4 laps, open to Plainfield—H. D. Morrison, first;

E. L. Walz, Jr., second. Time, 32s.

Three-legged race, 1 1-4 laps, club—Messrs. Frank L. C. Martin
and Geo. C. Martin, Jr., first; Messrs. A. L. C. Marsh and W. Lee
Simonds, second.
Running high jump, club—E. L. Walz, Jr., first, 4 feet, 4 1-2

inches; Roger F. Murray, second, 4 feet 3 1-2 inches.
Half-mile run, open—Wm. S. French, N. J. A. C, first, time,

2m. 22 i-2s. ; with Sidney B. Bowman, N. J. A. C., a close second.
Consolation race, club, two laps on bicycle, one lap walk and

one lap run—J. E. Erickson, first; J. Frank Martin, second.
A handsome banner was presented to the winning team in the

tug-of-war contest, a beautiful silver shaving mug to the winner of
the consolation race, and a gold medal to first, silver to second, in

each of the other events.
During the evening Mr. Horace Snyder, of Brooklyn, gave a very

creditable exhibition of fancy bicycle riding.

COMING EVENT.—The second annual race meet of the Man-
hattan Bicycle Club, of New York, will take place on Thanksgiving
Day, over the Kingsbridge-Yonkers course. The events will be
one ten-mile and one two-mile handicap race. The prizes to be
gold medal to first, silver medal to second, and some useful article

to third man in each race. The trustees also offer a handsome
gold medal to the man making the best actual time in the ten-mile
race.

AT BALTIMORE, MD., November 15th.—Road.—The annual
five-mile race for the championship of the Maryland Club was run
around Druid Lake on Friday morning. November 15th. W. E.
Crist and Phil. Barber, of Washington, were the only contestants,
and the former won after a close finish. Mr. Crist has now won
the championship club medal twice in succession, and has to win
it next year before it will become his personal property. The
medal is a handsome one, and is valued at $75.

DEATH OF MR. GEO. N. STRONG.
We regret exceedingly to have to announce that Mr. George N.

Strong, of the Strong & Green Cycle Co., died suddenly last week
out in Denver, where he had gone for his health. He had
developed rapid consumption, and his death was a great surprise
and shock to his friends.

WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
Having undergone reorganization, and standing as we do upon

the threshold of a new life, we take this opportunity to acknowledge
past courtesies, and express our determination to merit a con-
tinuance of them in the days to come.
With ample increase of capital, [$100,000 paid up.

—

Ed.] we
mean to purchase to the v ry best advantage. With material put
down at our factory at the lowest possible price, with skilled me-
chanics, and constant watchfuness in manufacturing, we feel assured
of our ability to place on the market such goods as will afford our
customers pleasure to handle.
We sincerely believe that our "Safety" for 1890, is the "best on

earth" and for durability, thoroughness of workmanship, and beauty
01 outline cannot be equalled.
For the' placing of first class goods on the market, we lespedtfully

request the co-operation of both buyers and sellers.

Very truly yours, Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co.
Springfield, Mass., Nov. 1, 1889.

CATARRH, HAY FEVER, CATARRHAL DEAFNESS.
A NEW HOME TREATMENT.

Sufferers are not generally atvare that these diseases are con-
tagious, or that they are due to the presence of living parasites in

the lining membrane of the nose and eustachian tubes. Microscopic
research, however, has proved this to be a faft, and the result is

that a simple remedy has been formulated whereby these distressing
diseases are rapidly and permanently cured in from one to three
simple applications made at home by the patient once in two weeks.
A pamphlet explaining this new treatment is sent free, on applica-
tion, by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 339 West King street, Toronto,
Canada.

—

Christian Stajidard.

WE DO NOT WISH TO DISAPPOINT YOU,
Yet we wish to interest you long enough to tell our story.

THE LITTLE GIANT BICYCLE.

The name does not belie its qualities, although its weight is only 35 lbs.,

it is a little Giant in strength. Besides it combines all that makes up a good
wheel. Such as adjustable sleeve steering head, adjustable cone bearings to

wheels, adjustable cone bearings to crank shaft, adjustable cone bearings to

pedals, Tangent spokes, crescent rims, Torkelson Patent adjustable saddle,

the front and rear of which adjust independent of each other. Saddle leather

can also be adjusted to take up the slack without loosening saddle from the

frame. All steel Diamond frame, cold-drawn Weldless steel tube back-
bone, detachable front bar to frame, trimmed in nickle, spokes tied and plated

up to knot, and spade handles. All for the moderate price of $35.00.
Now is your chance Boys ! Do not let anybody stand you off by saying

they cannot get a wheel for you. We can fill orders promptly, and give you
good value for your money. Something that has never been done before.

The Little Giant embodies all of the recent improvements of the Men's
wheel, in a modified form. There! If this don't interest you, no harm
done. Yet we feel satisfied that you all know a good thing when you see it,

and that you will favor us with your sample order. Agents wanted
everywhere.

We know you won't forget where we are located, but to assist the

memory of anyone who may need their memory jogged, will say our faclory

is located at Toledo, O., on Central Ave., and the firm,'s name is,

The Lozier & Tost Bicycle (Ofb. Co.,

BOX 131.
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THE UK VEBI-FOR WHEELMEN.
THE operation ol securing views with this camera consists simply of leve

ing it at the object to be photographed, and pressing a button.
One Hundred instantaneous views may be made without reloading, and

a knowledge of photography is nnneccessary. The "Kodak" is but
about six inches in length, and weighs less than two pounds.

A handsome russet leather carrying case with shoulder strap forms a part

of each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and secure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

ggp* Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak
photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.Price, $*o.OO

Every Club House should have an
Automatic Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS:
13 Pearl Street, - Room 27 .

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1889—90.
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CHAS. H. LUSCOMB,
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W. M. Brewster 309 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

THE opening note of the campaign for

Road Improvement is sounded this week

by President Luscomb. The officers of the

League are thoroughly in earnest and they

propose to prosecute an active campaign in

several States looking to the introduction

and passage of road bills. The work mapped
out looks to positive measures to be taken

to secure the enforcement of the bills after

they are put upon the books, and these meas-

ures are to be pursued with no less vigor than

is employed in the creation of the laws.

Three committees, the Executive, High-

way Improvement and Rights and Privileges

will prepare the work that is to be done.

They ask and should have the earnest co-

operation of every officer and every member
of the League The world must know that

the League means business. Let every man
go to work with his coat off when once the

plan makers tell us what they want done, and

until we are called into line for action let it

not be forgotten that there is great strength

and force in numbers. We have thousands

of men in the United States who were once

members of the League but who are no

longer on the rolls. We believe that many
of them would come back to us did they

know of the great work we propose. Twenty-

thousand members would speak with a louder

voice than the number we now have. Do
not forget that we, like the political parties

of the country, have been looking for an

issue. It has come to us. May we not hope

to prevail upon one or the other great party

to make our cause theirs as well.

HIGHWA Y IMPRO VEMENT.

To the L. A. W. :

After months of careful consideration, (the

opportunity, now for the first time this year

presenting itself) it has been determined to

enter upon a comprehensive project for the

Improvement of Highways.

It is proposed that legislation be under-

taken simultaneously in eight or nine states,

and that bills be introduced at the opening of

the several Legislatures.

The magnitude of the work is such that

the active co-operation of our entire member-
ship is needed.

In importance, this move is radical and far

reaching beyond anything our organization

has ever attempted, because it involves ulti-

mately the practical reconstruction of the

miserably maintained highways of our coun-

try, and the maintenance of properly con-

structed road6.

In declaring this policy of the L. A. W. it

is believed that the benefit of this legisla-

tion which the L. A. W. inaugurates

can be made manifest to the great mass

mass of our citizens whose use of the high-

ways is constant : that it is the common move-

ment in which all, whether using wheel,

wagon or horse, can consistently and profit-

ably join; that the great cause but needs en-

couragement and intelligent guidance, with

determination and perseverance in its prose-

cution, to make it a succesful issue.

There will be a joint conference of the

Executive, Rights and Privileges and High-

way Improvement Committees in New York
on December 7, 1889, when the states to be

selected, the character of the bills to be pre-

sented, and the method of conducting the

campaign, will be fully decided upon and every

effort made to bring the consideration of the

subject before the people in the logical and

practical waj. of asking the people's Repre-

sentatives to declare its necessity by enacting

statutes.

This will bring the discussion before the

proper audience and if our views prove con-

clusive, clinch the successful argument with

a law.

Earnest attention to our contemplated

action is solicited both from League members
and from all citizens interested in better roads,

and suggestions invited, addressing all com-

munications to the undersigned.

Yours fraternally,

Charles H. Luscomb,
President L. A. W.

Right * and Privileges.

Mr. Isaac B. Potter of New York is hereby removed
from the committee on Rights and Piivilegis.
Mr. Charles F. Cossum, 35 Market street, Pough-

keepsie, New York, is appointed a member of the Na-
tional Committee on Rights and Privileges, vi e Potter
removed. Charles H. Luscomb,

President L. A. W.

Connecticut.

A meeting of the Board of Officers ol this Division
was held in the parlors of the Hartford Wheel Club,
Hartford. N ov. 13, 1S80.

Meeting called to order at S.15 P. M., Chief Consul
Post in the chair.
T he following gentlemen were present : Chief Consul

David [. Post, Vice Consul L. A. vliller, Sec.-Treas.
E. A. De Blois, Representatives Joseph Goodman, A.
(J. Fisher and Earnest C. Rowe. Minutes of last

meeting were read and accepted.
On motion, it \v;is voted to p.iy the sum of $iro as a

retainer to Mr. Chas. L. Burdctt, who was elected Di-

vision Lawyer last September.
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The T?oad Book Committee submitted their report,

to the effect that upon investigation they h id found
that the resent book could be duplicated in a revised

form, at the same time retaining the high qual ty of
workmanship that made the last edition such a sue

cess, at a slightly reduced price.

The report was accepted and the committee dis

charged withth:inks.
Mr. L. A. Miller moved that a new committee of

three be appointed by the Chair to proceed with the

work of revising and issuing the Road Book at the

earliest possible moment, with full power to contract

for everything itcessary for its production. Motion
carried. The Chair thereupon appointed Mr. C. G.
Huntington Chairman, and Messrs. L. A. Tracy and
E. A. De Blois remaining members. Adjourned.

E. A. Du; Blois, Sec.-Treas.

New Jersey.

An adjourned meeting of the Board of Officers of

the New Jersey Division L. A. W. will be held on
Wednesday, Dec. 4th, at 7.30 P. M., at the Club Rooms
of the Trenton Wheelmen, Trenton, N. J. Train
leaves Pennsylvania Railroad, foot C'orllandt street,

New York, at 440 P. M.; Newark, 5.05 P. M. Re-
turning leaves Trenton at 10.38 P. M.

Geo.C. Pennell, Sec.-Treas.

G. Carleion Brown, Chief Consul.

To the Members of the Pennsylvania Division.

The Road Book Committee regret to say that the

map makers found it impossible to complete the new
maps for the Road Book at the time specified by them
Nov. 1st; hence it will be necessary to delay the

mailing of the books until later. It was thought wise,

however, to accept the delay in view of the excellent

maps, which will accompany the work. They will

prove their own apology. H. Crowther,
Chairman.

Missouri Division.

To Members

:

The affairs of this Division hive after a good deal of

arduous labor assumed a different shape than what
they had at the July meeting. At that meeting the

membership had "dwindled down to 272—it is now 312,

a gain of 36 members since (Sept. 1) the present ad-

ministration took chirge—certainly not a bad show-

ing. These figures, however, have been the result of

the work of a few, as in many parts of the St.ite where
wheelmen abound nothing has been done. This has

been caused by the indifference of a few official figure-

heads who were installed in office at the Sedalia meet-

in^ upon promises of their friends to do good work.
This a number have failed to do, and as I am deter-

mined to bring the membership of this Division up to

the proper standard, i hereby remove them so as to

make room for belter men, who will increase and not

retard the growth of the Division.
Fraternally yours, Rort. Holm,

Chief Consul.

Missouri Division Removals.

On account of refusing to answer letter* or pay any
attention whatever to League affairs in this State, Mr.
George A. Case is hereby removed from the office of
Representative.
Mr. C. A. Graves of Joplin is hereby removed from

the Tourinsr Committee, for fa ling to answer letters or

pay any attention to L. A. VV. affairs, I should be

pleased to receive applications for the position from

Joplin. Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm,
Chief Consul.

Missouri Appointment.

Mr. A. C. Miller of Hannibal is hereby appointed a

member of the Slate Racing Board, vice F. E. Hoff-

man, removed. Fraternally yours,
Robt. Holm, Chief Consul.

Missouri Hotels.

I have this day appointed the following as officia'

hotels. Certificate of appointment should be found
hanging in hotel office. Members will please report

any infraction of this part of the agreement.
Ind< pendence : Laclede Hotel, regular rates, $2 per

day. To L. A. W., $1.60; meals anu lodging, 40 cent-.

St. Louis—Hotel Richelieu. 14 Washington avenue,
regular rates, $2.50 per day. To L. A. VV. $1.75, meals
and lodging, 50 cents. The St. Louis hotel is sit lated

within one block of the asphaltum and is more con-
venient for wheelmen than down town hotels are.

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.

Massachusetts and Rhode Inland Road Books.

There seems to be a mistaken idea regarding the
price of the Massachusetts and Rhode Island Koad
Books. The price to members of the Massachusetts
and Rhode Island Divisions who have received copies
of the book is fifty cents, but only one copy can be sup-
plied each member at that price. For League members
generally the book will be sold lor $1 per copy, only
one copy to each member. Non-Leagne members are
charge $2 psr copy for the work.

Stampo above the denomination of two cents will not
be accepted. Cha=. S. Howard, Sec.-Tieas.

Office of the Boston Globe.

L.eag;ue Clubs.
The following clubs ha e qualified as League Clubs

and filed proper certificates in the office of the Secre-
tary. They am numbered as below:
No. 243—Auphnwalk Wheel Club, Danielsonville,

Conn., Edwin P. Lyon, Secretary.

Professionals.
Messrs. Frederick Hood and St-phen G. Spiers, of

Caliiornia, are herehy declared to have forfeited their
amateur status, by violating clause B, section 4, article

V, L. A. W. By-Jaws. Amueurs are warned not to
compete with either of these men.

Chas. S. Davol,
Chairman L. A. W. Racing Board.

Massachusetts.
Circular No. 8.

The following consuls have been appointed and will
serve until September 1, 1S90.

I desire a consul in every town and village, any mem-
ber willing to serve will confer a favor by communica-
tii g with ihis office.

Abintrton, Chas. A. Cushman, 15 Belmont street.

Acushnet, Allen G. Briggs, with C. M Morse, Jr.
Amherst, E. R. Bennett, next to Post Office.

Ashfield, L. B. Graves, South Ashficld.
Attleboro, L. B. Kingman, 31 Dunham street.

Belmont, Jas. Otis Simonds, Belmont.
Beverly, J. Elmer Wood, 71 Rantoul street.

Boston, A. D. Peck, Jr., 101 Summer street.

Brigh on, H. A. Fuller, 547 Western avenue.
Brockton, Wm. H.. Bliss, O. C. R. R.
Brookfield, H. E. Cottle, Central street.
Brooklin-, F. L. Olmsted, Jr., Warren and Dudley

street.

Cambridge, W. J. Newman, Harvard square.
Cambridgeport, J. S. Sanborn, Si Main street.

Canton, John W. Tirr 11, 36 W ashington street.
Charlestown, H. W. Robinson, 10 Salem street.

Charlton, Ernest B. Smith, Charlton City.
Chelsea, E. A. Phemister, 27 Crescent avenue.
Clinton, Chas. F. Martin, 224 High street.

Cottage City, Geo. W. Smith, 115 Circuit avenue.
Danvers, John W. Porter, 12 Holton street.

D. dham, F. D. Ely, Jr., Bank Building.
Deerfield, A. W. Harris, So. Deerfield.
Dighton, Jas. H. Codding, No. Dighton.
Dorchester, W. S Doane, Van Winkle street.

East Boston, J. Alva Goodale, 123 Lexington street.

East Bridgewater, A. B. Parker, Elmwood.
Etrremont, Andrew Dunlap, South Egremont.
Everett, Albert W. Beers, 39 Cottage street.

Fairhaven, Geo. W. Bliss, 162 Main St.,

Fall River, Ri hard B. Deane, 14 So Main street.

Framingham, A. L.Kendall, Pleasant street.

Gardner, J Myron Moore, National Bank.
Georgetown, A. B. Tilton, 4 North street.

Great Barrinuton, C. H. Booth, Nat. Mahiive Bank.
Greenfield, R. F. Painter, Greenfield.
Hatfield, R. T. Torkelson, Shattrich's Gun Factory.
Haverhill, Hervey E.Guptill, 21 Washington street.

Holyoke, E. C. Clarke, 6 Dwight street.

Hvde Park, H. M. Carter, 35 West River street.

Ipswich, Eugene N. Spinney, Agawam House.
Leicester, Walter C. Watson, L. S. Watson & Co.
Leominster, Geo. A. Rodger, Worsted Co.
Lynn, Wm. W. Griffin, 1 Market street.

Maid n, Wm. C. Dillingham, 66 Appieton street.

Manchester, A. L. Churchill, Central street.

Maplewood, Wm. Kirkwood, S7 Waite street.

Mar.-hfield, Geo. H. Weiherbee, Jr., East Marshfield.
Medford, Geo. H. Perry, 134 Riverside avenue.
Melrose, A, W. Dui ton, Melrose Reporter.
Milford, H. I. Carpenter, Congress and Walnut sts.

Millbury, S. Water Kogers, B. & A. R. R.
Milton, Albert A. Perry, Strangman & Co.
Needhim, Frank H. Low, Highlandville.
J eponset.S. E. Eastman, A. 1". Stearns Lumber Co.
New Bedford, Frank L. Wing, 36 Purchase street.

Newburyport, F. H. Pettingell, A. F. Fowlc & Son
Co.
Newton, L. D. Whittemore, Jr., 411 Centre street.

Newton Centre, A. M. Gooch, W arren street.

Newtonville, Geo. A. Strout. S35 Washington street.

No. Adams, J H. Kane, 3 BlacMnton Block.
Northampton. H. S. Campbell, 245 Main street.

No. Attleboro. S. E. Lamprey F. M. Whiting & Co.
Nortbridge, P. C. Houghton, Whitinsville.
No. Brcokfie d, F. L. Harris, Journal Office.

No. Cambridge. J. F. Bacon, 154 (a) No. avenue.
No. Easton. H. L. Porter, E. W . Gilmore & Co.
Norton, L.J. L'Amoreux with A. H. Sweet.
Norwood, R. M. Hoy e, with Winslow Bros.
Palmer, Norman W. Chandler, Nat. Bank.
Pembroke, Chas. D. Bonney, Pembroke.
Pitisfield. E. H. Kennedy, Agnc'l Vat'l Bank.
Quincv, Arthur P. Benson, care Field & Wild.
Reading, E. P. Guild, Haverhill street.

Rockland, Geo. A. Young, Summer cor. Concord.
Rochport, Robert Heme, < om. Cable Co.
Roslindale, H. A. Cardinal, Jr., Washington street.

Roxbury, Chas. G. Wells, 2S09 Washington street.

Rutland, A. J. Williams, Ag't B and M. Railroad.

Salem. R. H. Robson, 39 Boston street.
Sandwich, W. H. Heald, Sandwich Tack Co-
Sauyus, Walter Scott, 73 Central street.
So. Boston, J. Frank Cnarnock, 2d and East streets.
So. Easton, Wm. E. Smith, Ross Heel Co.
So. Framingham, F. P. Valentine. Nat. Bank.
So. Hadlev, Geo. B. Skinner, So. Hadley Falls.
Spencer, Frank A. Drury, Nat. Bank.
Springfiell, Frank H. Williams, 31 Market street.
Stou^hton, Chas. F. Tenney, Seaver street.
Sutten, Rev. John Greuson, Wilkinsonv He.
Swampscott, F. A. Bucknam, Essex street.
Taunton, P. L. Hassenlorder, O C. Railroad station.
Templeton, Chas. H. Lane, Templeton.
Thorndike, M. M. Thimas, Thorndike.
Wakefield, Nat S. Rogers, Greenwood.
Waltham, M. H. Gilbert, 159 Brown street.
Weliesly. Geo Rantonl W hite, Wellesley Hill.
West Medford, W. W. Guilford, 73 Sharon street.
West Newton, Wm. H. Bacon, West Newton.
Whately, Chas. E. Crafts, E 1st Whttelv.'
V inchendon, Chas. A. Merrill, Post Office.
Wim hester. Chas. J Kaulbach, Brown's Drug Store.
V\ inlhrop, Fred L. Noyes, Read's Block.
Worcester, L. M. Alexander, 195 Front street.

Fraternally, Wm. H. Emery,
Chief Consul.

Ohio.
List No. 2.

Chief Consul M. A. High has appointed the folljw-
ing Local Consul :

Alliance, Arthur Wright.
Ashtabu a, Chas. F. Benedict.
Bloom Centre, J. Willard Smith
Canion, Will G. Saxton.
Conneaut, C. B. Norton.
Covington, M. B. Ullery.
Enon, Arthur J. Warren.
Geneva, W. A. Potter,
Girard, F. R. Goodrich.
Jefferson, S. R. Fetch.
Kingsville, G. E. Webster.
Louisville, C. E. Schi ling.
Massillon, Frank E. Hess.
New Carlisle, H. S. Credlebaugh.
North Lewi-burg, W. E. Austin.
Niles, F. E. Wiison.
Newton Falls, Wallace Herbert.
New Knoxville, Jas. Slack.
Painesville, C. W. Blackmore.
Richwood, Jas. Embrey.
Selma, F. M. Wilson.
Springfield, Roscoe Pierce.
South Charleston, E M. Van Cleve.
St. Marvs, Willis Kishler.
Sidney, D. R. Orbison.
Tippecanoe, L. T. Sheets.
Urbana, F. S WTilhelm.
West Middleburg, L. N. Seaman.
Washington C. H., F. M. Hartman.
Warren, Thos. W. Ross.
Xenia, S. D. Kingsbury.
Yellow Springs, W. G. Rice.
Zanesfield, J. C. Osburn.
Chief Consul High has also appointed the following

League Hotels

:

Ashtabula— Hotel James, regular rates, $2.50 a day;
to L. A. W., $1.75 a day, and 50 cents a meal.
Alliance— Russell House, regular rate, $3.00 a day;

to L. A. W., $2.0 a day.
Bryan—The Brunswick, regular rates, $200 a day;

t ) L. A. W., $1.50 a day.
B'oom Centre — Halborth House, regular rates, $1.00

a day; to L. A. W., 75 cents a day.
Canion—Barnett House, regular rates, $2.00 a day; to

L. A. W., $1.50.
Coshocton, McDonald House.
Columbus—P.rk, regular rates, $2.50 a day; to L. A.

W., %:.o . a day.
Conneaut—Commercial, no reduction.
Covinsrton—Central hotel, regular rates $1.50 a day

;

no reduction.
D. Ian are—Donavin, regular rates $2.00, no reduction.
Delta—Central Hotel, regular rate $2.00 a day : to L.

A. W . $i 50 a day.
Defiance—Russell House, regular rate $2.00 a day; to

L. A. W. $1.50 a day.
Granville—American, r gular rates $1.50 a day; to L.

A. W. $i.-o a day.
Girard -t>irard, regular rates $1.50 a day; toL. A. W.

$1.00 a day.
Jefferson—American, regular rates $2.00 a day; to L.

A. W. $1.50 a day.
Kingville

—

Inion, to L. A. W. 40 cents a meali
Louisville—Commercial Hotel, regular rates $1.50 a

day; to L. A. W. $1 25 a day and 25 Cents a meal.
Massillon—Hotel Contad, :

to L. A. W. $1.50 a day.
Massillon—Hotel Contad, regular rates $2.co a day;

New Comerstown— Fountain House, regular rates

$2 00 a day; to L. A. W. $1 .25 a day.
New Philadelphia—Exch inge Hotel, regular rates

$2.00 a day; to L. A. W. $1.50 a day.
New Car. isle—New Carlisle House, regular rates

$2.00 a day; to L. A. VV. $1.00 a day.
New Knoxville—Diedrich House, regular rates $1.25

a day; no reduction.
Painesville—Stockwell, regular rates $2 00 a day; to

L. A. VV. $1 .50 a day and 35 cents a meal.
Ragersvillc—$1.00 a day.
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Richwood—Commercial, regular rates $1.50 a day; to

L. A. W $1 00 a day.
Steubenville—New Imperial, regular rates $2.00 a

day; 10 L. A. W. $1.50 a day.

Springfield—Arcade, regular rates $2.50 and $3 00 a

day; to L. A. W. $2.00 a day.

South Charleston—Acklcy.
St. Marys—Fountain House, regular rates $2.00 a

day; to L. A. W. $1 50 a day.

Sidney—Wagner House $2.00 a day.

Tippecanoe—City Hotel, regular rates $1.50 a day; to

L. A. W. $1.00 a day and 35 cents a meal.

Toledo--Boody House, regular rates $}.ooaday; to

L. A. W. $2.00 a day.
Urbana—Hotel Soules, regular rates $2 00 a day; to

L. A. W. $1.50 a day.
Wauseon— hountain City, regular rates $1.50 a day;

tl L. A. W. $1.00 a day.
West Middlleburg—McWade House, regular rates

$1.00 a day; to L. A. W. 75 cents a day.

Warren—Park, regular rates $2.00 a day; to L. A.
W. $i.6j a day.
Xenia—St. George.
Cut this out and paste it in your Hand Book.

William D. Kempton Sec -Treas.

New Jersey Division Consul List No. 1.

Elizabeth, Geo T- Martin.
Millville, Geo. Weber.
Hackensa< k, Theo. K. Hastings.
Newark, W. A. Drabble.
Smithville, Thos. Finley.
Trenton, R. V. V\ h tehead.
Bordentown, Fred G. Weise.
Salem, Henry Jackson, M. D.
Beverly, J. L. Clarkson.
Jersey City, Frank Eveland.
Rutherford, Albert Oakly, Jr.

Bloomfield, J. V. L. Peirson-
Bound Brook, P. V. Bergen.
Westfield, F. A. Kinch, M. D.
Burlington, Chas. P. Smith, Jr.

Englewood, F. M. Demorest.
Flemington, H. S. Fulper.
Branchville. Geo. F. Crisman.
Freehold, Joseph McDermott.
Summit, H. E. Ahern.
Washington, S. A. Defoe, M. D.

G. Carleton Brown, Chief Consul.

Illinois.

A copy of our Constitution and By-Laws will be
mailed to each member cf our Division.

In addition to the Constition it contains (as per order
B. of O.) a list of the names and addresses of every
member of the Illinois Division L. A. W., up to and
including those published Oct. 11, 18S9.

A card containing the list of Division Officers for

1889-90, with a list of Hotels, Local Consuls, etc., etc.,

on the reverse side, is sent you at the same time,
Members will phase notice tnat street address only

is given for members resident in Chicago.
I would request each member to see if his name is

Drintfd, and if lhe address given is correct; if not,

notify the Secretary-Treasurer at once, so that lhe

proper correction can be made. An "errata" leaf will

be published for insertion in book as soon as your Sec-

retary thinks the proper time has elapsed; this will en-

sure each member a correct list of names and addresses.

Any member not receiving a copv within ten days
will please notify the Secretary, and one will be mailed
him. Fraternally, Thos. F. Sheridan,

Secretary-Treasurer.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list ot applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, whicn is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen

vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of

cwo League members in good standing, or of three re-

putable citizens oi the United States or Canada, be

eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the

year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval oi the Board ol Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication ot the name in

a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

"dresses are correct.

Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection

able person may unite with the League, members are

given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date

of publication, and contain specific charges so far as

it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.

The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-

tions received after that hour must go over to the list

oi the following week.

List 216—Total 58—11,835.
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California Division—

i

—414.

Unattached.
25518 Gardiner, Alex S., care Balfour, Guthrie & Co.,

San Francisco

Connecticut Division—8—704.
Columbia C. C

25560 Parker, A. H. 111 Oak st., Hartford

25550 Murray, James, 131 Farmington ave„ "

25555 King, Joseph, West "

25557 Hedstrom, A. G. Drawer 11,
"

Hartford Wheel Club.

25556 Dresser, Geo. C, 4 1-2 Chestnut St.,
"

Unattached.

25555 Callahan, John W., 19 Central Row, "

25561 Thompson, H. J.. 30 Washington,
25550 Weatherhead, Frank W., 76 Park St.,

"

Illinois Division— 17—S54.

Illinois C. C.

25519 Bamburger, E. D., 146 S. Leavitt St., Chicago
255*0 Barnum, H. L., 6->S W. Lake St.,

"

25521 Blaine, E. M., 222 Warren ave., "

25522 Foster, F. H., 770 W. Monroe St., "

25523 Gross, Geo. G., 969 Jackson, "

25524 Humphrey, H. B., "The Herald" "

25525 Kimberly, E. E., 1142 Washington Boulvd."
25520 Knowles, Frank J., Polk st.and Ogden ave.,"

25527 Lloyd, Geo. E. 266 S. Leavitt St., "

25528 Staitman, W. A., 375 S. Hoyne ave., "

25529 Warmington, Jno., 60 Flourn ly St., "

25530 Watkins, J. G., 225 Warren ave., " '

25531 Wignall, A. C, 162 Walnut St., "

25532 Williams, E C, 269 S. Leavitt St.. "

Peoria Bi. Club.

25546 Oden, C. V., care Con. Tank Lime Co., Peoria

El Paso
Pontiac

Danville

Baltimore

Unattached.
25551 Campbell, Harry G.,

25547 Daily, J. M.,

Kentucky Division—1—93.

Unattached.
25562 Flaig, Thos. P., L. Box 21,

Maryland Division—7—525.

Balto. C. C.

25533 Zimmerman, Jas. J., Box 254,

Maryland Bi. Club.
25563 Harding, Chas. H., 1702 Madison ave., "

25564 Keilholtz, P. O., 1829 Linden ave., "

25565 Lindsay, <i. W., Jr., 121S W' Lanvale st
,

"

25566 Brawner, Harry O
, 941 Madison avt., "

25^67 Brewer, Jas. R., 751-Norlh ave., "

2556S Hall, A. C, 1707 Madison ave.,

Massachusetts Division—2—1569.

Unattached.
25569 Jones, F. M., Fairhaven
25571 Sherman, Waldo E., Box 911, Milford

New Iersey Division—2—585.

Unattached.
25552 Moore, Henry M., 10 Brinkerhoffst.,

Jersey City Heights
25541 Shinn, Clarence H., Lakewood

New York Division— 10—2070.

Binghamton, Wheel Club.

25573 Merrell, Harry F., 1 Truesdell St., Binghamton
Buffalo Bi Club.

25543 Ratcliffe, S. T., 246 Virginia St., Buffalo

Citizens Bi. Club.
25548 Ford, Simeon, Grand Union Hotel, New York
Columbia Coll. C. C.

25534 Bishop, Cortland F., 13 Madison ave., "

25535 Bookman, Samuel, 9 East 62d St., "

25536 Knap, E. D., 47 East 49th st., "

25537 Tyndall, Wm. D., 47 East 49th St., "

Manhattan Bi. Club.
25570 Elkus, Lawrence, 61 East 61st St., "

25572 Husson, M. A., 1667 Broadway, "

Unattached.
25542 Muir, Geo

, 300 St. James Place, Brooklyn
Ohio Division—

i

—S34.

Unattached.
25553 Colson, F, 34 West Main St., Norwalk

Pennsylvania Division—6— 1375.

Oxford Wheelmen.
25554 Wagner, Louis, 1S3S North 25th St., Philadelphia

Unattached.
25574 Romig, Dr. Geo. M., 523 Hamilton St.,

Allentown
25540 Meixell.John W., Lewisburg
25549 Hotchkiss, A. O., N. Y. P. and O. Depot,

Meadville
25539 Thomas, Simpson, Millgrove
2553S Coleman, Thos. M., 1030 Brown, Philadelphia

Rhode Island Division—2—327.

Rhode Island Wheelmen.
25575 Burrington, Wm. B., Box 504, Providence
Unattached.

25544 Jones, Edw. Simmons, Box 11 13, Providence
Tennessee Division—1—92.

Memphis Wheelmen.
25545 Sawyer, John W., care the J. S. Menken Co.

Memphis

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you -will find $ for initiation fee and dues in the
League oj American Wheelmen to April 30, 1890. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years oj age, and that I am an amateur
within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, or Box,.

References . City,.

Enclosed. for Holder.
State,.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable'citizens.)
Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first half year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and 50 cents during the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date ol paper and May 1, 1S90. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be received.

Iff- II you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best call skin, with a receptacle for ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and a pecket for per
sonal ca'ds send 25 cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the margins in using this blank.
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TRADE MARK
High grades in Silk, Silk and Jaeger s, Silk an

Cotton, all Wool, Merino, Dr. Jaeger's all Wool yarn
in Summer, Winter, and extra heavy Weight.
Readers in the vicinity ot Boston call and examine.

Take Elevator. Send stamp for catalogue.

Jersey Fitting Garments
FOR

Bicycle Riders, Lawn Tennis Players, Yachting

and Rowing, Base Ball and Foot

Ball, Gymnasium.

League'Color^Grey Mixed, Black, Navy or any Color,
Plain or Stripe.

This Supporter is in

HOLMES
SUPPORTER

use by Bicycle Riders,
Base Ball Players, Ath-
letes, Bathers and Gym-
nasts, and we are told
that it is the

Best and most satis-

factory Supporter
made.

Let every Sportsman
try them.

Price, $1.00.
Will send by mail on

receipt of price.

Send Size ot Waist
and Hip.

Jersey -Pitting

Stocking.

j—3. Full Fash-
ioned, Narrowed
at ankle in black,

navy, League
brown, grey
mixed and any
other color, $1.50

j—1. Black, navy,
grey mixed,
stocking, $1.25

1— 1. Black, navy,
grey mixea,
stocking, $1.00

Send for Illus-

trated Catalogue
and Price List.

Manufactured by

HOLMES & CO.,
109 Kingston Street, Boston, Mass.

Special Clearance List Singer's Cycles.
THE Machines on this List are offered at a great reduction of price to effecft a clearance.

They are all NEW and of best material and workmanship, but in some cases not oi
present standard pattern, while others are styles of machines that, in order to reduce the
number of our patterns, we are discontinuing to make. The prices quoted are already
very low, but we are prepared to consider offers for two or more machines.
The tricycles offer a rare opportunity for those who may require machines for hiring pur-
poses, and the stock being limited, intending purchasers should order at once.

SINGER'S
il

APOLLO
n
ROADSTER BICYCLE.

List Price $130.00. Offered at $100.00.

Singer's "Apollo" Light Roadster Bicycle.

List Price, 130.00. Offered at $100.00.

SINGER'S "CHALLENGE."
fList Price, $100.00. Offered at $80.00.

SINGER'S "TRAVELLER" TANDEM.
List Price, $235.00. Offered at $165.00.

SINGER'S "TRAVELLER" TRICYCLE.
Offered at $50.00.

SINGER'S "CARRIER" TRICYCLE.
List Price, $195.00. Offered at $100.00.

SINGER'S "XTRAORDINARY."
(KING OF SAFETIES).

List Price, $157.50. Offered at $75.00

For Specifications, etc., send for Descrip-
tive list.

SINGER & CO., 6 & 8 Berkeley St., Boston.

GILLOTTS STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
* * » PERFECT.

LYNCH BICYCLE LOCK.

Superior to all others. Chain
~(~^Z0f lengthened or shortened at will.

^/ Complete Little Yale Lock.
Nickeled. Chain 20 inches.
Price, SI.00. Liberal discount
to trade.

Lynch Mfg. Co., Madison,Wis.

TO THE TRADE.
An intelligent and experienced business man, who

is an active wheelman, wishes to either exclusively

represent a leading make of wheel in some desirable

locality, or would be willing to purchase part interest

in some well-established house in the cycle trade.

Correspondence solicited. "G," care this paper.

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen.
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

BiiSF^<*^^>
* &ucc^t^r^/C. Committee

Browning, King \ Co.

Official Tailors of the L.A.W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only OfflcialTailors to the L.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

A. G Spalding $ Bros.

Makers of the Official L. A. W. Sundries,

V-tipS. League Regulation 1.25
dVtiii'fo League Regulation 2.00
191111. L». No. XX Fine Cheviot for hot

weather wear 1 .00

tlfrk/ilriiin'ci 0ur celebrated UnenoLUiyJVUlgS. Sole Stocking, League
color 1.00

"R^kl+e No. X Silk, Edge's League color,
DtJl LIS. white centre, Snake Buckle SO

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle *0

QTiADQ Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
OJlU"iS» hand made, light, strong, elastic. 5.00

No. i, Canvas, leather tnmmings.3.50

Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits

A. 6. SPALDING & BROS,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago
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Look at the CHAMPIONSHIPS Won on the STAR during 1889. Can
any machine beat this record? Facts that talk.

Three-Mile L. A. W. Championship, Mav 30th,

One-mile State Championship, May 30th,

Five-mile State Championship, Mav 30th,

Half-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,

Ten-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,r r 7 7 COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan.

25-Mile Road Race Championship of Minnesota, July, 31, 1889,
COLIE BELL. Minneapolis, Minn.

Half-mile L. A. W. State Championship, July 18, 1889,
,W. I. WILHELM. Reading, Pa.

One-mile L. A. W. State Championship, July 19, 1889,
[W. I. WILHELM, Reading, Pa.

Quarter-mile L. A. W. State Championship,
By W. I. WILHELM. York. Pa., Sept. 3d, i88g.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO., - - - Smithville, N. J.

J. PHIL. PERCIVAL, Los Angeles Cal.

W. S. WING, Los Angeles, Cal.

W. S. WING, Los Angeles, Cal.

COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan.
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UU-ETlH.
bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS Or (YCLltfQ.

$1.00 a Year.
5_cents a copy. BOSTON, 29 NOVEMBER, 1889.

Volume XX.
Number 5.

Coasting qualities are a pretty good test of the bearings of bicycles.

VIOTORJS jvrk^ notoriously

New proof of this was found in Syracuse the other day,

when the only three Victors entered in the coasting match

took 1 st.
?
2d and 3d prizes, distancing all others except one.

Victors are built on lines that have shown themselves

to be right. Ask their riders.

OVEHmflfi OlHEEli CO.,

MAKERS OF

VICTOR ••• BICYCLES,
BOSTON, WASHINGTON

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

CHICOPEE FKLLS, 7VYKSS.
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The following chapter was omitted (we hope inadvertently) from Edward Bellamy's popular book,

• 6 IyOOKIlVG BACKWrARD. 99

"After enjoying the recuperative effects of Dr. Leet's hospitality for a few days, he suggested that I accompany him to ride about the magnificent city.

Having learnedto think of horses in connection with such a ride, imagine my surprise on seeing a handsome, though very noisy carriage roll up to the door,
without any apparent reason for its doing so, for it was not only without horses, but it contained no visible machinery of any kind.

I was too much astonished to speak, noticing which, Dr. Leet said : 'This new means of propelling vehicles is, perhaps, the most wonderful invention of this pro-
gressive age. All other motors run by some agency, which may be 'a good servant, but a bad master.'

This, however, is the only force which is a bad master all the time, while acting as a servant and like jealousy it 'makes the meat on which it feeds.'
This remarkable power is none other than the noise made by the vehicle itself.'

I had become expectant of surprises, but this was too much, even from one so reliable as the Dr.; evidently appreciating my doubt, he motioned me toward the
vehicle, realizing, as all must, that an object lesson is most easily learned and remembered. As I climbed into this—to me, very novel carriage, I noticed that the wheels
and indeed all other parts, were made of metal.

When we were seated, the Dr. pulled a sort of trigger at the side of his seat and we moved, slowly at first, the speed gradually increasing until it reached about
twelve miles per hour. My astonished enquiring look at Dr. Leet was responded to. 'You see, Mr. West,' said he, 'this is an age of novelty. The unexpected is even
more likely to happen than it was in your time. A hundred years ago anti-rattling appliances were sought, now noise-making devices are patented by the score.
This carriage contains beneath the seat a small motor, which, by the way, was first experimented with in the latter part of the 19th century, by a much misunderstood
man named Keely, thought it has but recently become practical.

Its power comes from the 'disintegration of water' by 'vibratory induction.'
The entire bottom of the carriage is a metal sounding plate, within which is a microphone for conveying the sound waves to the motor.
To stop, we apply this brake,' and he touched with his foot a small button, and in an instant we were standing still. 'The old style of applying brakes was

wasteful, not only of the momentum, but was a constant wear of both brake and wheel, while our modern brake stores the momentum and applies it as an aid in
starting.' He again pulled the trigger, and we were underway. 'This brake,' he said, 'is indispensable for this class of carriages, as we must start the noise before the
motor can begin to act.

The idea of utilizing the noise of a vehicle for its propulsion, was first conceived by a noted bicycle rider, who lived contemporaneously with Keely. You will
remember that at that time nearly all cycles were made of metal. At about the same date it was demonstrated that a bicycle could be made of hickory timber, which
would be practically noiseless.

For a time each of these discoveries promised to neutralize the other, and yet both are in use at the present time. There is one class who see and enjoy the
benefits of auiet, healthful exercise, and they use the bicycles, all of which are now made of hickory. While we, who are troubled with inertia, (formerly called
laziness) use the self propeller, or, as the irreverent call it, the ' sound scooner.'

'But why, Dr.,' I ventured, 'do they use rubber tires; would not the wheels make more noise if their rims were covered with some harder material?"
[To be concluied next week.] P. S. We still have catalogues.

STERLING CYCLE CO., NEWTON, MASS-

WESTERN WHEELMEN
Have your bicycles overhauled during the Winter season. You will lose none of the good riding weather, and your bill of repairs

will be much lower than the same work would cost next Spring.
We do all classes of repairing, including the finest nickel plating, and Harrington's baked enamel; we apply the latter for

the same price that other shops will charge you for daubing your wheel over with liquid enam 1, and will guarantee as fine a
surface as any of the factories will turn out. All our repairing is guaranteed.

Write us and state what your wheel needs, and we mail you an estimate of the cost.

No charge for drayage on wheels shipped by freight.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., 311 N. 14th St., - - ST. LOUIS, MO.

Speaking about Feet.
everybody'has feet, more or

LESS, and they would not slip off the
pedals if you had the

RANKIN PAT. TOE CUP/

on them.
AGENTS WANTED in every City or town in the

United States. Write for terms, etc. Mention this

paper, please.

RANKIN & BRUCE) } & Man°tfurers

Box 103, PROVIDENCE, B. I.

Mail orders, (postage paid), will receive prompt
attention. Per Pair, 50 cents.

Infringers prosecuted.
References.—M . McDaniels, Wilmington, Del.;

C. E. Monroe. San Francis o, Cal.; E. J- Doup-het,
Cleveland, Ohio; W. Van Wagoner, Newport, R. I.;

F. Brigham, No. Attle oro', Mass.
Ease up on sending stamps; postal notes preferred.

REPAIRS! SUNDRIES!!
One of the most complete Bicycle Repair Shops in the

country. Parts supplied, estimates given. Charges
reasonable, consistent with good work.

Sundries, wholesale and retail. Second-hand ma-
chines. Send tor list.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

Oraton Hall, - Newark. N. J.

HARRISONS CONTINUOUS

ALARM.
This Bell, as now constructed, is certainly the Best

Bell in the market. It is neat in appearance and
effective to a degree that will be appreciated by those
who use it. Price by mail, $2.00. Single Alarms,
$1.50.

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO., Providence, R. I.

<< BICYCLE BARGAINS."

^**^

Tbe EXCELSIOR, for Winter CycliM,
—MANUFACTURED BY

—

OHIO CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,

50 American Challenge, fine order $33-oo
50 Club, ball bearings, good order 37-00
51 Star, good running order 25.00

52 Expert, soiled, never used 100.00

52 Harvard, ball bearings, good order 33-O0

52 Otto-Special, spade handles, new 31.00

52 Expert, with lamp 4S-oo
52 American Challenge, new 42.00

54 Premier, ball bearings, good order 31.00

54 Victor, good shape 50.00

54 Sanspariel, new tires, ballbearings 40.00

56 Expert, ball bearings, cow-horn bars 4S.00

56 American Champion, fine order, ball bear'gs 45.00
56 Club, ball bearings, spade handles 40.00
58 Rudge Light Roadster, ball bearings 49.00

58 Standard Columbia, ball bearings, good 35-O0
60 Expert, ball bearings, fine order 45-oo
iSSq Rambler, like new 105.00
Columbia Tandem Safety, good >35-°o
Crescent Safety, like new 50.00
400 more second-hand wheels.
Guns and typewriters taken in trade.

A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio.
Mention this paper.

ST. MKRY'S, OHIO.
The Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.,

U. S. A.
Manufacturers ofthe Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when
closed. Well and favorably known on two continents .

Drop forged 01 bar steel and finished in a thorough
manner and case hardened. Small in size but giants
in strength, warranted a first-class tool in every
respect.
For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.

Safety Indispensable. By Henry Sturmey. A
complete analysis of the Safety Bicycle, and illustra-

tions of each kind. By mail, 30 cents. For 1SS5. F01
sale by Bicycling World Co., 12 Pearl St., Boston.

AS* Postage stamps not received in payment.

One-Third Actual Size

This oiler, as the cut shows, consists ol a tube for

holding the oil, fitted at the top with an Acme tip,

which can be unscrewed when it is desired to refill the

oiler. A cap of the same diameter fits over the top.

Only throws a small quantity ol oil at a stroke. Best

and neatest in the world. Handsomely nickel plated.

For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt oi

price, 50 cents each. CUSHMAN & DENISON,
172 oth avenue, New York
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements »» this Department 20 cents a line.

Jgp* Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken..

L. A, W. BADGES,
For Gold Pins of the Official

Design, send direct to

CHAS. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle Street,

Portland, Me.
Price, $3.50, $5.00, $7.00 and $8.00,
Diamond Badges $ 15 to $50 for

for the larger pins, and $10 to $30 for the small size.

or circular free. Also, for sale in New York, at

Patented.
according to finish.

for the la

Send for

M.J. Paillard's, 680 Broadway; G. R
West 58th St. ; in Philadelphia by the Hart Cycle
811 Arch St.; in Boston by the Pope Manufacturing
Co.; in Chicago by John Wilkinson & Co.; and in San
Francisco by Osborn & Alexander.

Bidwell's, 313
" Co.,

Send 25 cents and get one of the

New L. A. W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of fine rolled Silver Plate.
Very neat and serviceable.

N.
Box 632.

H. GIBBS.
PROVIDENCE, R. I

FOR THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-
ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and

other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,
$14.0 , $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th st., New York City.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers,
or mailed by the manuticturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

COLUMBIA TANDEM TRICYCLE ; run about
two months; in perfect order ; balls ail round; for

$175. Send for list of second-hand wheels. PAL-
LISTER BROS., Ottumwa, Iowa.

For all kinds of
Bicycle Repairing,

Nickel Plating,
Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street, BUFFALO. N. Y

PATE NT WRENCH
AND SCREW DRIVER COMBINED.

Turns Nuts, Goa Burners or Pipe without adjustment.
Hade of Best Polished Steel. Bent by mall for 26 eta.
Chables V. Ely, P. O. Box 1M6, New York City.

]Uv Cycling Log Book. By "Papa" Weston.
1'1 The transitory pleasures of cycling can be made
as permanent as its physical benefits, by jotting down
in a wel. devised log book, the distances and incidents
of one's various journeys. Knowing that such a
record is a most pleasant thing to have, and believing,
that the keeping of such should be encouraged, as
tending to the permanent good of cycling in more ways
than can be referred to here. The Log Book is hand-
somely and strongly bound in red leather, will last for
years of constant use, and is the best arranged book ot
its kind ever yet devised. It fills a want often felt by
the cyclist who values records of interest for future
reference. Price, post paid, $1.25 For sale by Bicy-
cling World Co., 12 Pearl St., Boston.
#9- Postage stamps not received in payment.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, ij cents a line. Kf Cash must

accompany the order.^K

Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken.

«C1NGEE TANDEM BICYCLE," only $135.^ Nearly new. C.J CONOLLY, Rochester, N. Y.

FOR SALE—American Rambler; in first-clase

condition. $100. H. E. EYMAN, Montgomery,
Alabama.

2 NEW TRICYCLES, 8 and 14 Quadrants, $100
each; 51-inch Col. L. R., '89 pattern, $70, not rid-

den over 200 miles. Write lor other bargains. G. E.
HANNAN, Denver, Colo.

^Tfi AA BUYS a 54-inch, 1888, Expert Colum-
«fl)4 tl.UUbia; hall nickeled; used but little; in

splendid condition. J. LEE MAHIN. Muscatine, la.

FOR SALE—1888 model, 48-inch Special Star;
hollow frame; balls to front; 2-3 nickeled; spade

handles; extra foot brake; in first-class order. Cost
$140; Price $90. F. R.WEBB, Staunton, Va.

FOR SALE—51-inch Columbia Light Roadster,
1887 pattern; in good condition. Address J. M.

PAINTER, Kittanning, Pa.

EXCHANGE — A new gold watch, extra heavy
hunting case, Elgin, best grade, for an 1889 Co-

lumbia or Victor safety. Must be in first-class order.

W. H. CUMMINGS, Plantsyille, Ct.

Repairs ! Repairs !

!

Bicycle Kepairing in all its. Branches.

Difficult Repairing a Specialty.

Estimates cheerfully given. Out of town orders

promptly attended to. Send your machine to our

headquarters and save paying two or three profits

All work done on our premises by our regularly em-
ployed workmen under our personal supervision.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO,
No. 4 East 60th St., - N. Y. City.

5th Ave. Entrance to Central Park.

ROAD MAP

Middlesex County, Mass.

The most perfedt Road Map of a Massa-

chusetts County ever issued. Shows all

the Roads. Printed in Colors, mounted

on canvas and varnished. Scale about 5-8-in

to the mile. The best Map value ever

given for the. price, $1.00, postpaid.

Bicycling World Co.,

12 PEARL ST., BOSTON.

NEW AND SECONDHAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, - - MASS.

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Ensset
Oider.

The juice of * russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Grab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance oi natural fruit acid

Sparkling Sweet Oider,

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the
press, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ling and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New fork
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED lS6j.

N. B. If this venture meets with encouragement
we hope it will, other maps of Massachusett's Coun-
ties will be issued on the same lines.

SrI
*i£

CatM'i

Ci^Sl

STM5S
A. NEW TREATMENT,
Sufferers are not generally aware that]

these diseases are contagious, or that theyl
are due to the presence of living para-l
sites in the lining membrane of the nosel
and eustachian tubes. Microscopic re- I

search, however, has proved this to be a I

fact, and the result of this discovery ia

that a simple remedy has been discovered
whioh permanently cures themost aggra-
vated cases of these distressing diseases by

I

afewsimpleapplicationsmadeftHJOtoecK*
apart) by the patient at home. A pamph-

I let explaining this new treatment is sent
\free by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 339
West King Street, Toronto, Canada.
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INGER CYCLES
MADE FOR ROAD USE.

liight Running and Durable.

"The Bicycle business is going to boom in the Spring, and, if I

am not mistaken, the Singer wheels will press other makes harder
than ever. People are going to buy a wheel that has stood the
test, and you will find 1889 wheels of other makes, nothing more
than wrecks next year, where the. SINGER SAFETY, that was
6old early in the Spring of 1889, will still be in good order and
their riders satisfied. Then the time will come for me to hang out
my old card, 'SINGER CYCLES PROVE THE BEST.'"

E. C. ANTHONY, Taunton, Mass.

"SINGER SAFETY BICYCLES lead them all!! But not in
the repair shop. More Singers sold this season than any other make
of Safety. Strongest, handsomest and finest running Safety that
was ever invented by a cycling genius. It has a raking, racing
looking build. Has the only Spring-wired Tire. Can't come out.
No other Safety has it. Why not? Because Singer & Co. have got
the finest thing, and they are going to keep it to themselves. The

Singer has the most powerful brake can be used. Always reliable.

The Singer rides easily and comfortably. No lame back or loose

false teeth, if you ride a Singer. The Singer is made for comfort
as well as speed. If you don't believe it try one. We give you a

fine spring saddle of any make you may choose. The Singer is

such a reliable wheel, that despite the large number ridden, if we
were to depend for one-quarter of our repair work on Singers, we
should have red flag flying over our door in no time. Its name is

Singer, but not rattler. Notice the handsomest wheels among the

leaders in any road scorch and you will find they are Singers, and
then notice that they don't rattle like a low gear loaded with hoop
iron. If you want to see a first-class piece of cycle mechanism,
beg, borrow, steal or hire a Singer Safety and pull it apart. The
very finest workmanship will be displayed. Notice the ball bearings.

Notice the chain adjustment. Notice the fine finish. In fact, if

you want to see the acme of cycle mechanism notice the Singer."

CAMPBELL & CO., Providence, R. I.

SINGER & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., BOSTON, MASS.

NEW MAIL.
Has been awarded the Adams' medal for greatest

number miles in the one month of October,

isss m: i i, e> »

ON A NEW MAIL SAFETY.

Mr. Beers' record to date for this season,

8032 Wiles on a flem JVlail Safety.

Murphy also made his 12,000 miles for two

years' riding on a NEW MAIL ORDINARY.
The New Mail is built for a Roadster, and

for Coasting has been always at the Front.

We are now ready to arrange Agencies for 1890.
Three New Mail Safeties, 2d hand, at $85 each.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston,
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Devoted To The Interests Of QOliS

Published Every Friday

THE BICYCLING"WORLD CODlPflNY,
12 Pearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
«a~ Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

the Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old

address and Folio number.

Messrs. NEUMANN BROS., ol 118 W. 19th Street, New York, represent
the World and Bulletin as Advertising Agents exclusively for the Eastern
and Middle States. ,

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.
Copy tor new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure

their being inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
^ater than Monday, to insure attention for the following issue.

K&" All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the
order of the Bicycling World Co.

8^** Postage Stamps will not be accepted hereafter in
payment for advertisements or subscriptions. checks,
Money Orders or Postal Notes only will be taken..

The management of this paper refuse to print in the advertising
columns of this paper any matter that is disparaging of a rival or
which in its estimation is objectionable in any way.

EDITORS

:

C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

BOSTON, 29 NOVEMBER, 18

THANKSGIVING throws us behind one day this week ; though

we close our forms on Wednesday, as usual, the presses do

not get in their work until Friday morning. We wish all a very

happy Thanksgiving.

TNAVOIDABLY 6ome articles and correspondence have been
^-^ crowded out this week, notably a letter from Mr. Ducker on
the racing question, which will have space next week.

OINCE writing our last editorial on the political condition of
^-J things, Mr. C. S. Luscomb, the present worthy incumbent of

the Presidential chair, has come out, and through the medium of

his friends has announced his intention to stand as a candidate.

Mr. Luscomb has justly many friends in the East and the West,
and the fact that he has consented to stand as a candidate will in-

sure a brisk and vigorous campaign. The personnel of the rest of

the ticket has not yet been announced.

As a matter of interest to our readers as to why we do not
espouse the cause of some one candidate, we would desire now to

say that it is not in the province of the World, as the League
organ, to meddle in politics, we are not the representatives of a

section or a faction, but a neutral and news giving medium.
From time to time, as opportunity offers, and so far as our in-

formation seems reliable, we shall give our views as to the possi-

bilities, as a matter of news.

It is now too soon to get at the result of Mr. Luscomb's attitude

in the coming campaign, and as to how much he will draw away
from Mr. Dunrr'6 strength will develop later on. Mr. Luscomb's

claims for re-election will be based on his record, and on this foun-

dation he will achieve victory or stand defeat.

The campaign is new yet, and the chances are that while the

contest will be a warm one we hope most sincerely that acrimony

will not be a feature.

The columns of the World are open to all who desire to express

their views on the several candidates, so long as such views are

devoid of objectionable personalities.

Nom de plumes may be used, but the real name must accompany
the communication as an evidence of good faith.

We thus define our position in the coming campaign, and it will

be our aim to be impartial and fair. In case a statement is made
in reference to any of the candidates which the recorded fads do

not justify it will be our pleasant duty to correct same. Beyond
this we do not editorially enter into the merits of the several can-

didates at all.

WE are pleased to give three pages' space this week to the

splendid speech made by Col. Pope, on the subject of Roads
Improvement, before the citizens of Syracuse, on invitation.

It is one of the ablest speeches on the subject ever made, and re-

flects great credit on the speaker.

It is go»d missionary work this, and all cyclers and well wishers

of the Roads Improvements movement will thank the Colonel for

his activity in this direction.

We do earnestly commend the article to the careful perusal of all

our readers.

WHEN will our readers awake to a realizing sense of the fact

that we do not publish anonymous contributions? There is

scarcely a week passes without our having to put in the w. p. b.

one or more of these anonymous nuisances.

WE are advised officially that Mr. A. Mott, of Baltimore, will

not be a candidate for the Presidency of the League. En
passant, the editor of this paper desires to state that he knows per-

sonally that Mr. Mott himself was anything but anxious to allow

his name to be used in this connection, and furthermore the editor

of this paper has never lost an opportunity to thus fairly state the

true position of Mr. Mott, as being one in which he was urged by
his friends to stand as a candidate. We take pleasure in making
this personal explanation, as we hear that Mr. Mott has been

accused of being "an office hunter," a statement which is not true.

' I
AHE novel idea of offering cash prizes to the road builders in the

-*- vicinity of Birmingham, England, as alluded to in a former

issue, has been emulated in a modified manner by the Gazette, of

Fort Worth, Texas. A fund, now amounting to some $1800 (and

still increasing), has been started, to be paid to the individual or

corporation who or which first builds a first-class road from Fort

Worth to the Tarrants County line.

GEORGE ALFRED TOWNSEND, in a lengthy letter to the

Washington Star, takes the ground that the national govern-

ment should build national roads. The, civil and military neces-

sities of the country call for fine trunk roads. He says: "If this

government by any convulsion should disappear antiquarians

would wonder if its inhabitants did not enter and leave it by

tunnels or balloons, for they would see no vestiges of wagon roads."

RHODE ISLAND^has taken hold of the highway improvement

business in a thoroughly earnest manner. A memorial has

been prepared, which sets forth the necessity for and the benefit of

good roads, and points out specifically the defects in the highways

of Rhode Island. It gives in detail what has been done for the im-

provement of roads in each of the towns of the State, and points to

what could and should be done. It is a model document, and

League officials who are at a loss to know what they can do for
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good roads in their respective States, would do well to write for a

copy of this memorial, to Mr. M. P. Bowen, Chairman of Commit-

tee on Improvement of Highways for Rhode Island. The memorial

has been sent to all the State, city and town authorities, to the

press and to many prominent citizens.

TN our issue of last week we published a communication, written

-* by Charles E. Gates, in which the writer made the following

assertion: "While Dunn was Chief Consul of the Ohio Division

that Division ran behind in members." In justice to Mr. Dunn we
desire to say that this statement is not supported by the official

records. The records show a gain in membership rather than a

loss. We trust that Mr. Gates did not make this statement with-

out statistics to back it up, and if he will furnish us with his figures

we will guarantee to correct them.

NOMINATIONS UP TO DATE.

For President,

Charles H. Luscomb,
James R. Dunn.

For First Vice President,

William H. Emery.

For Second Vice President,

Geo. S. Atwater.
[The above only includes those candidates who have themselves

consented to run.

—

Ed.]

ST. LOUIS.

"LINNEUS."

The tire ordinance, which goes into effe<5t

on January i, is getting attention from the
carriage makers, and it looks as if they will

oppose it until a test case is made to decide
its constitutionality. The character of the
the vehicles used upon the roads has a great

influence upon its endurance to the beat of the wheels. With the
same burden a two-wheeled cart does far more damage to the road
than one with four wheels, and this because of the suddenness in

the motion of the wheels, and their irregular, twisting movement
in the track way. The greatest defect of our American carriages is

that for a given weight of carriage and burden the tires of the
wheels are extremely narrow. It is true that on ill-conditioned and
muddy roads a narrow wheel tread is advantageous, for the reason
that the thick mud has a less extended hold when it wraps around
the felloes and spokes ; but with this arrangement the interests sof
the roadway are sacrificed to the convenience of the individual who
drives upon it. These narrow wheels, with tires often not more
than an inch in width, cut like knives into the road bed, and so
deepen the ruts. If we could require that no vehicle in the country
should have a tire not less than an inch and a half in width, and
that all springless carriages have tires at least two inches in width,
increasing in width with the burden, we would secure our ways
against a considerable part ol the evils from which they suffer to-

day.

The Missouris' gymnasium classes are again booming, and under
the careful management of Captain Hildebrand the attendance is

steadily growing. Mondays and Thursdays are class nights for the
winter. By the way, a special meeting of this club has been called
for next Tuesday, to vote on the adoption of an amendment to the
constitution, changing the deciding vote for alterations to the con-
stitution and by-laws from a simple majority to a two-thirds vote
of the members present. This, it is hoped, will effectually block
the plans of the associates to make a social club out of the organi-
zation.

week. The young man hired a wheel at Stone's, and immediately
tried to dispose of it at several of the agencies. He was induced to

leave it with Richard Hurck, until an investigation as to his

ownership could be made, to which he consented, and was to call

at 6 P. M. for a reply. Promptly at that hour the patrol wagon
appeared at Hurck's place, the young man was identified as having
taken the wheel, and twenty-four hours afterwards was transferred

to the House of Refuge.

Jackson County, which contains the Western cycling strong-
hold of Missouri, Kansas City, is to have at least fifty miles of new
macadam roads, to be constructed in the spring.

After two postponements the Cycling Club at last succeeded in

giving its inaugural hare and hounds chase, at Forest Park, last

Sunday, and a big success it was. Promptly at 10 o'clock the

hares, E. N. Sanders and A. L. Jordan, were given the word, and
started over a route leading through West, Cabanne place, Olive
street road, Clayton, Clayton road and Forest Park boulevard.
The hounds were started in detachments, at from three to eight

minutes after the hares, and were soon on their track. The high
wind which prevailed, however, scattered the paper, and at one
place the trail was lost entirely, delaying the pack for fully twenty
minutes. On this account the hares got a big start, and were
never headed, reaching home atn.ioA. M., having covered the six-

teen miles of cross country riding in just i hour 10 minutes. Ten
minutes afterwards the first hound, Bob Laing, put in an appear-
ance, and was soon followed by Harding and Ring, the scratch

men. As the former had not followed the trail, however, second
place was awarded to the latter. After the chase the participants

were entertained at dinner at the home of George Tivy, where the

female portion of the family, headed by Miss Minnie Tivy, set a

feast before the hungry cyclers fit for a king, and it is unnecessary
to state was done full justice. In honor of the successful termina-
tion of the affair all of the participants are invited to a smoker at

Wilder and Laing's to-night.

My good friend "Stroller," it seems, is trying his best to ar-

range a match between Winship and Myers, and for my part I hope
he will succeed in getting them together. Too much ink has al-

ready been wasted over the affair.

With the coming meeting of the Racing Board at Chicago
hinges the question of Western championships, and in anticipation

of favorable action on this matter, is it not about time to begin the

formation of a Western racing circuit, to hold these meetings?
The cities I would like to see in the circuit are St. Louis, Chicago,

Kansas City, Omaha, Peoria, Denver, St. Paul, Detroit, Quincy and
Cincinnati. All the places named have race tracks, and have had

previous experiences in holding race meetings.

NEW YORK.
My thanks are due to your Grand Rapids

correspondent, for the information that

'our 'Hawkshaw'" is a "hustler." I am

Never has retribution struck a cycle thiefso swiftly and surely as
that which struck a young individual,by name of Ed Klosterman,last

it va -urvvrtA ur » Slad to hear this
'
but if he wants me to be~

HAWKStiAW.
Heve it) let him hust ie round and show
originality in securing a nom de plume to

use when writing on wheeling matters, and not make use of mine.

If the gentleman can show that he first used the title of "Hawk-
shaw," I will gladly relinquish the use of same to him, and will not

further compete against so famous a "hustler" as I am informed

he is.

If poor "Jack" had left no other impress upon the cycling world

than the one he made upon the advertising pages of the American
wheel press, he would not have labored in vain, or have been soon

forgotten. It was "Jack" who marked his advent into the ranks of

the manufacturers by a complete change of the methods of adver-

tising their wares, and introduced a system of original notices that

attracted, amused, and ofren instructed, the readers of wheel papers.

Advertisements at once took the form of ever changing essays up-

on things in general, and the maker's wheel in particular. From
the time that wheeling first came before the public in America,

manufacturers had all followed in one beaten rut. When they

sought to call the attention of the reader and rider to the advan-

tages of their particular make of wheel, they simply out-circused a

circus. In other words, they fillel whole pages of the wheel papers

with long and tiresome statements of the perfections of their wheels,

and of the victories that they had won, and always managed to

convey the idea that it was their wheels, not the riders of them,

that made records. Many an innocent and unsuspecting beginner

has been induced to purchase a machine from no other reason than

that the reading of these advertisements had convinced him that

once he owned such a wheel he and record would become intimate

acquaintances. Now thanks to the efforts of poor old "Jack" all of

this is changed, and the advertising pages of the cycling press con-

tains original and bright statements from the pens of able wheel
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writers, which are read and enjoyed by the wheelmen, to his own
and to the manufacturer's profit. This laying aside of the old sys-

tem of advertisement is but one of the many evidences of the per-

manency and solid foundation of wheeling. Wheel manufacturers
are to-day as well recognized a business interest as the carriage

builders, and wheelmen as permanent an institution as the users of

any other vehicle.

PiWhen, in days gone by, we cycling scribes used to find ourselves
in need of copy, we were wont to pick out the name of some man
famous in the world at large, and then by attaching thereto the
statement that he was a wheelman, turn loose upon a confiding
public a brand new item of wheel news. Now all of this is

changed. It is no longer an item of interest to learn that even the
greatest of men are wheelmen, in fact it is fast getting to be an
opinion among ourselves, that no man or woman can be truly great
who does not indulge in cycling, and, as a consequence, we wheel
writers will soon begin to meet this popular idea of the affair by
reversing our former tactics. We will henceforth take the names of
famous personages, and tack on to them the statement that they
are famous, because they do not cycle, and forthwith the world will

wonder how it can be possible that such a thing can be. I don't
know as I ought to give away such a good snap, just at the time,
too, when winter makes it hardest to get enough to fill up one's
regular vi eekly budget, but as a faithful chronicler of the cycling
world of the day, I suppose I must do my duty, even when by
doing so I am the loser.

In the "exchange" column of one of our daily papers the fol-

lowing advertisements appeared side by side, the other day : "Top
Carriage.—Two seats, good as new, for double tricycle." "Tan-
dem tricycle, in good order, for a diamond stud or ring." Was
there ever better examples of the convert, and the apostate, than is

here presented ? I think not. Take the first advertisement, and
what does it present to the mind of the reader? Why simply that a
young man, who, seeing the error of his ways, seeks to reform.
Note well the fact that the carriage has two seats, and that a double
tricycle is wanted. Does this not show that this convert comes
not to the cause of cycling alone, but is accompanied by a
friend, perhaps a fair one! Now to the other. Think of it, ye
men of wheeldom ! He is an individual who so lacks the spirit of
a wheelmen, that he would barter his wheel for a bauble! Does
not the cause gain by the loss of him, and the accession to its

ranks of he, who forsakes the error of horses, for the pleasure of
the wheel ? I think so, and I believe you will agree with me.

Ten of the local club men have

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. °[g">»ed themselves into a circle

oi their own, and are known as

"SPROM" "the Corn Cob Ten." This is

the result of a ride which these
ten took on the night of the 13th

inst. During the day one of the members of the club telephoned
around to the boys that he had a keg of sweet cider at the West
End plaster mills, and invited them to help drink it up. Only ten
showed up at the club rooms in the evening, and they started.

They had only gone about a block when it began to pour. The
road to the mills lay between two big hills, and the night was dark,
and this fact together with the rain did not make them feel very
comfortable. They were desperate, however, and rode like demons
over the roughest road around here. Arriving at their destination,
and after groping around with three bicycle lanterns (the only ones
in the crowd), the barn was opened, and the wet and muddy lot of
cyclers proceeded to down the cider, which operation was performed
in short order. Before starting back each placed a corn cob in his
hat, and it was agreed that these ten should hereafter be known as
"the Corn Cob Ten.'' It was a merry ride, but all got through
without a mishap and had a great time.

A smoker was given the evening of the 20th, by "the Ten," and
a very enjoyable time was spent story telling, drinking cider and
smoking.

Captain Hain went to Chicago the 21st, to purchase tools and
make arrangements for material to be used in making his new
safety. He has $5000 subscribed for stock, and will early sell ten
or fifteen thousand dollars worth more. Mr. Hain is a young man,
but has an old head on him for inventions and mechanical skill.

Ex-Secretary-Tr'easurer Beal, of Ann Arbor, is a candidate
for Postmaster at that place.

A jolly crowd is found in the rooms every evening, playing
billiards and cards. The Corn Cob Ten will help liven up things
in the club. They intend to introduce some novel entertainments
during the winter months (if they ever arrive—no snow jet, No-
vember 22d.).

'NOSTA fV."

The decision of Judge Perry, of

m?rnrifT>ni?T rnMM the Common Pleas Court, in theBRIDGEPORT, CONN.
case Gf Harry Elliott, the bicyclist,

vs. John Herron, the expressman,
was a great surprise to the local

wheelmen. Last summer Elliott,

while crossing on the right hand side of the lower or Fairfield ave-
nue bridge, was run down by Herron, the expressman, who was on
the wrong side of the road. Elliott's machine was badly damaged
and he received several bodily injuries. In the justice court, Elliott

was awarded judgment, but counsel for the defendant appealed and
on one or two technical grounds the decision of the lower court
was reversed. E. S. Sumner, Elliott's attorney, who is an enthusi-

astic wheelmen, is especially disappointed at the decision, as he
thought all along he had a sure case. Now, however, Elliott will

have to pay the entire costs.

Twenty members of the Rambling Wheelmen and twelve mem-
bers of the Bridgeport Wheel Club participated in the grand
smoker of the New Haven Bi. Club, last Thursday evening. The
new club house of the New Haven boys is indeed a model of neat-

ness and comfort, and is beyond a doubt the finest in the State.

The hospitality shown by them to the visiting wheelmen is also

deserving of the highest praise. If the weather had been at all

pleasant the delegation from this city would have numbered about
one hundred.

Henry Lebing, a member of the Bridgeports, while dismount-
ing from his bicycle the other day, turned his right leg in such a
manner that he burst a blood vessel. The injury will incapacitate

him for riding for the remainder of the season.

The Rambling Wheelmen will hold a select sociable in Bostwick
Hall, West End, on New Year's Eve.

Our first "Ladies' Night" for the

T-r a DDTVRTTor pa season is now a thing of the past, andHAKKlSVUtt^, fA.
ag all its pleasurab ie anticipations

.< c VC " were realized, the memory of it cannot
'

be stamped out, and I doubt if it can
be excelled by others, simply because

it was our first, and all made an effort to have the first excel others

that follow. Misses Chayne and Reese received, and the com-
mittee in charge received credit for the elaborate programme,
having the assistance of the best musical talent in the city. At the

opening, the President, Charles P. Lusk, with his usual words of

good cheer, made all welcome, and then followed a piano solo by

J. C. Duke; duett, Misses Baskin and Worley; recitation, "The
Boys," Miss Vollmer; flute solo, Miss "Annie Laurie" Horting;
vocal solo, Miss Kerper; German duett, Misses Hahn ; closing

with the "wheel club song," composed by "H. B. G. ," pnd
dedicated to the ladies. The latter was a surprise to the fair sex,

and was hugely enjoyed. After refreshments were served, dancing
was indulged in until a late hour.

I was amused at a postal card that C. A. Shammo received from
Oves and Rohrer, who started on a wheeling tour about the time
the bad weather began. It seems that they were determined to

make Liverpool (Pa., not Eng.) and being caught at Dauphin for

some days, their hopes were blighted, and they shipped wheels and
started to "walk it." We learn that they stood on the banks of the

Susquehanna, gazing on its angry waters, contemplating a bath.

Its tough, boys, but don't commit suicide.

It is hoped that all the members will interest themselves in the

matter of securing the two rooms adjoining the present quarters.

All could see that we were somewhat crowded on Wednesday.
When the offer is made (which I understand will be in a day or

two) let us accept and be more comfortable.

Mr. R. G. Betts, honorary Captain of

iw-» us nr?rmw the Louisiana Cycling Club, at present aNE W ORLEANS.
resident of the City of New York, has do-

" TvnrrnnTTc; » nated a verv handsome bronze medal to
J\VKOMIi>.

the Lomsianas to be raced for under the

following conditions : That there shall be

a race of fifty miles, winner of race to hold medal, until his time
is beaten, which must be done in four months from race. Should
the winner's time be beaten, he (the winner) will be allowed two
months to equal or beat his opponent's time. As will be seen, the

above conditions will keep the matter as to who will actually own
the medal an unanswered question for six months. The conditions

are new to the cycling world here, and the race will excite great

interest. The race is set for December 8'h.

Next Sunday the L. C. C are booked for a run "down the

river," on Algiers' side.
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A paving boom has struck New Orleans. Gravel roads are be-
ing constructed all over the city, and there has been twenty miles
of streets contracted for to be paved in this way.

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.

At the regular stated meeting of the South End Wheelmen, held
November 18, 1889, the following preamble and resolutions were
unanimously adopted :

Whereas, It has pleased the Divine Providence to remove from
our midst our esteemed friend and fellow wheelman, George N.
Strong, and

Whereas, It is but just that a fitting recognition of his sterling
qualities should be had; therefore, be it

Resolved, That the profound sympathy of this club be tendered
his family in their affliction ; also be it

Resolved, That we condole with and extend to the Camden Wheel-
men our sincere commiseration in the loss of a member' whose ut-
most endeavors were exerted in its welfare.

(Signed) John J. Bradley,
Samuel Jackson, Jr.,

J. R. Lincoln-Edwards,
Chairman.

EXTRACT FROM ANNUAL REPORT FUR 18

CHIEF OF ENGINEERS, U. S. ARMT.
OF

The following excerpt may be of interest to those who are de-
sirous of having light thrown on the powers of Congress, in appro-
priating national money for the purpose of building national roads.

Lieut. Col. Peter C. Hains, Corps of Engineers, in charge.
Congress, by act approved February 23, 1889, authorized the Sec-

retary of War to cause surveys to be made for a national road, from
a point at or near the Virginia end of the Aqueduct Bridge to
Mount Vernon, a report on the same to be made to Congress, to-

gether with an estimate of the cost of building such a road. Ten
thousand dollars was appropriated to defray the expenses of the
survey.
The work was assigned to the charge of Lieutenant Colonel

Hains in March, 1889. That officer reports that the work on that
section of country lying between the Aqueduct Bridge and Hunting
Creek was about completed at the close of the fiscal year.
Amount appropriated by act of Feb. 23, 1889, $10,000.00
July 1, 1889, amount expended during fiscal

year, - $1,228.10
July 1, 1889, outstanding liabilities, - - 1,29844

July 1, 1889, balance available, -

2,526.54

$7-473-46

YONKERS (N. Y.) BICTCLE CLUB DINNER.

The Yonkers Bicycle Club celebrated its tenth birthday last

evening by a dinner at the Getty House in that village. Covers
were laid for forty. Handsome menu cards, with happy references
to cycling and suitable designs printed to represent the club colors,
crimson and gold, were presented to the diners. The programme
of set toasts included the following: "Bicycling," by President
Robert A. Fones; "Our History," by Secretary Alexander R.
Taylor; "The L. A. W.," by Consul Henry W. Pagan; "Yon-
kers Bicycle Club," by Capt. Charles B. Lockwood ; "The Press,"
by Mr. Edwin R. Holden of the Gazette; "Our Riders," by Mr. J.
Joseph Lawrence in an original poem. Vocal music was furnished
by Mr. Harry Rawcliffe, tenor, and Mr. John B. Moffat, baritone.
The Yonkers Bicycle Club is the second League club in this State,
the New York Bicycle Club being the first.

—

bun.

NEW YORK ROADS IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION.

W. S. Bull, Chief Consul of the New York State Division, was
in New York City during the past week, conferring with a Com-
mittee of the New York State Roads Improvement Association,
with the view of effecting a permanent organization of that body,
which now includes some 20,000 members, residing in different
sections of the State.

The preliminary work of the Roads Improvement Association
has been done with much care and with great attention to detail,

and Mr. Isaac B. Potter, of New York City, the Secretary of the
Association, who has given much time and research to the subject
of highway improvement, has practically completed a bill, for in-

troduction into the Legislature of New York State at its next
session, looking to a radical change in the highway laws. The

Association is now in correspondence with prominent members of
the Legislature, upon the subject of proposed legislation, and the
prospect for an active movement in the direction of this needed
reform, is highly encouraging.

During the" coming winter Milwaukee

NEWS *s *° have th-e finest indoor bicycle track
and bicycle riding school in the country.

AND COMMENT There 's a great craze there at present
among safety riders, both ladies arid gen-
tlemen, and the winter season has dis-

gruntled many of these enthusiasts. In order to extend the cycling
season during the cold weather, P. H. Sercombe, proprietor of the
Milwaukee Bicycle Agency, has leased the Exposition Building for
a term of four months. It will be kept open every day and evening.
It will be used for giving instructions to those wishing to learn the
wheelman's seductive art, and some first-class attractions will be
secured in the way of trick riders, etc., and the whole enterprise
will, without doubt, be a very successful one. The largest body of
cyclers in Milwaukee was recently organized under the name of the
"Social Cyclers." It consists of both ladies and gentlemen in
about equal numbers, and Mr. Sercombe has presented them with
the use of the ladies' reception room of the Exposition for their
club headquarters. It looks as though the winter king was going
to be baffled in Milwaukee this year in his attempt to cheat the
cyclers of the fun.

E. W. Hope, of 149 N. Travis street, Sherman, Texas, was the
lucky man to draw the Victor safety bicycle, chanced off by J. B.
Maxwell, of Middletown, Del., on Nov. 22, '89, in the Opera House
a) Middletown.

The Lincolns held a very successful raffle at their club rooms,
Saturday evening, Nov. 16th. A great crowd was in attendance to

witness the drawing. No. 797 drew the first prize, a bicycle,

donated by the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. The following prizes
were also distributed : ©ne handsome gold watch.—One fine

music box.—One club badger.—One safety lantern.—One picture,
"water color."—One violin outfit.—One piano stool.—Five shares
B & L. stock.—Five shares B. & L. stock.—One book.—One box
cigars.—One lock and chain.—One set banjo strings.—One race
track.—One bull pup.—Two theatre tickets.—One game of ball.

—

One can of milk.—One can of cream. The winning numbers
were 797, drawing first prize, 301, 931, 111, 910, 959, 164, 416, 277,

336, 537- 437- 71.3. 600, 318, 245, 252, 734, 719, 74.

Now, gentlemen, get warm, but don't get red hot.

The place of meeting of officers in February has not yet been
decided on. Some want it in New York, some in Chicago, some
say Cincinnati, and some go as far as St. Louis.

Tom Roe did not "get there" on schedule time. Sore knee,
sprained ankle, mud, snow, slush, etc., seemed too much for the
Chicago Herald tourist. Next time we would suggest starting
sometime in September.

We had the pleasure of a flying visit from Mr. A. J. Marrett, who
is in this country in the interests of Messrs. J. K. Starley & Co., of
Coventry, Eng. Mr. Marrett sails for England, to-morrow,
Saturday. As to Mr. Marrett's mission, we refer to same more
fully in another portion of the paper.

Mr. Strawbridge, in the Philadelphia Ledger, says that they
lay the wooden block pavements in the cities of London and Paris

on eight inches of concrete.

Since Luscomb has "declared," the campaign promises to be
devoid of frigid commonplace.

Mr. Mott will probably not be forgotten, and we expect to see

his name on the list of nominations.

Members of the New Haven (Conn.) Bi. Club have organized a
polo team. This team would like to meet similar teams made up
of wheelmen. Write for dates to the New Haven Bicycle Club.
This team is particularly anxious to cross sticks with the Meriden
Club, and get revenge (?) for the defeat the New Havens received

this fall, at the hands of the Meridens, in base ball. They would
also like to have a go at the Bridgeports.

David J. Post, Chief Consul of Connecticut, is a hustler with a
big "H." The membership under his administration is the largest

ever attained in that Division.

Geo. R. Bidwell, of New York, was in Boston this week. He
showed us plans and drawings for his big building in New York,
which opened our eyes wide with astonishment at the magnitude
and completeness of the edifice. It is now built up to the second
story. We shall "enlarge" on this subject at an early date.

The bowling craze is now convulsing the winter-bound cyclists

of New Jersey and New York, and it seems to be the chief sport in-
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The "Lancaster Pike" Record is now held on the "Eagle."

Van Wagoner, on his roadster "Eagle," covered the distance from

Paoli to 52d Street, 15 1-2 miles, in 47 min. 41 4-5 sec, beating the best

previous record by 29 2-5 sec.

NEWPORT, JR. I.

Nov. 6th.

Won by Arthur Cummings on an "Eagle." Four and one-half
mile road race. Time, 18 min. 12 2-5 sec. Five starters.

THE EAGLE FOR 1890.

In answer to the numerous inquiries we are daily receiving, and for the benefit of those

who wish to purchase Eagle machines, we take this opportunity of making the following state-

ment :

All improvements which are likely to be put on Eagle Bicycles for 1890 are now in

readiness, and we are now making up machines as last as possible for the spring trade.

We do not intend to build a tangent spoke and hollow rim wheel. For a road wheel
we consider the direct spoke much preferable to the tangent, for the reasons which we state in

our catalogue. It has more elasticity and will stand more hard use than the tangent spoke. It

is more expensive to make, but we use it in the Eagle as the best possible construction for a

wheel that is ridden over rougher roads and subjected to harder usage than any other bicycle.

The Eagle, as at present constructed, has now been thoroughly tested by this season's

use. It has far surpassed the expectations of its designer, and in the hands of hundreds of

riders and on every kind of road, it has proved its superiority over all its rivals. It is perfect;

and complete in all its details, combining perfect safety with ease of running, speed, strength

and graceful appearance.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
ra kl» 'h* ^STAMFORD, CONN.
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SWIFT TANDEM SAFETY.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Limited,

239 COLTTIUIIBTTS AYE. BOSTON".

f\
u/01^ op f\iq
IS THE 18X123

PHOTO - GRMVURE
WE ZHZAYIE REOEiTTLY ISSTTIEID.

It contains correct portraits of Prince, Whittaker, Dingley, Eek, Munger,
Knapp and Crocker, excellently executed, and forms, withal, a worthy decora-

tion to a Cyclist's Home.
We shall take pleasure in mailing it, postage paid and securely packed,

for 20 cents.

Regularly organized Clubs supplied with a framed copy Free, we, how-
ever, do not pay express charges on same.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO. Chicago, III,

JV. B. We are always glad to mail our 80-page Catalogue.
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dulged in. We are informed that on Tuesday evening, December
3d, a very interesting match game will be played by teams from the

Atalanta and Kings County Wheelmen, on the latter's alleys.

The Maryland Bi. Club, of Baltimore, will holds its annual elec-

tion December 14th.

With Albert Mott out of the race, and with Dunn and Luscomb
in the field, and with a certain large number of votes "uncertain,"

we expect to see some very lively times between now and February.

Our New Haven, Conn., correspondent says "there is room for

a good live wheel agency and repair shop in our city."

Secretary-Treasurer Geo. C. Pennell, of Elizabeth, N. J.,

requests information concerning the following named clubs : Mor-
ris Wanderers, of Morristown ; yEolus Bi. Club, of Paterson

;

Hackensack Bi. Club, Millville Bi. Club, Woodstown Bi. Club, and
Moorestown Bi. Club. Anyone knowing anything about any of

the above named clubs will confer a favor by communicating with

him.

The New Haven men look on Mr. Bull's scheme of running the

National Championships as being the correct method of handling
the matter.

Francis Wilson is doing immense business with the Oolah in

Boston. This comic opera will delight Bostonians for a season of

six weeks.

The Yonkers (N. Y.) Bi. Club celebrated its tenth anniversary
November 19. Elliott Mason, of New York, the founder of the club,

was present at the dinner. The club has moved into new quarters

and is in a flourishing condition.

The Knickerbocker Cycling Club of Syracuse, N. Y., held its

first banquet on Wednesday evening last. President Wilson of the

Syracuse Cycling Club was invited.

Thursday evening, November 21, the New Haven (Ct.) Bicycle
Club opened its new club house at 173 Olive street by giving a

smoker. Notwithstanding the rain, about 200 members and guests
were present. The guests came from Hartford, Waterbury, Bridge-
port, Meriden, Danbury and other cities. The house was hand-
somely decorated, and Bradley catered. The programme of enter-

tainment was excellent. The club punch bowl was well patronized
though not "too well."

The Syracuse Cycling Club minstrels, assisted by local talent

will give two presentations at the Weiting Opera House in the

middle of next month. The boxes for the first night are all engaged
and many tickets have been sold.

Our Syracuse correspondent writes us the following reasons why
fervent thanks were given November 28 by Howard Avery, because
he has a new song in the minstrels: Ted Hopkins, that it was a
holiday; Fred Brigham, that he wasn't killed on James street;

"Billy" Gere, that he can rest from tennis; George Harris, that
according to agreement he may have to buy a lady's bicycle; "Art"
Benjamin, that it is turkey day; George H. Lloyd, to get away from
Cortland ; Horace Doxee, for a vacation from the type writer.

Some time ago a syndicate composed of several of the members
of the Plainfield, N. J., Bicycle Club purchased a handsome com-
bination billiard and pool table. This syndicate has since not only
been fully reimbursed for its outlay, from the earnings of the table,
but has presented the table together with a balance of over ninety
dollars to the club. This result is due in a great measure to the
untiring efforts of Mr. T. S. Burr, the treasurer of the syndicate.
The example of this syndicate might be followed by members of
other similar organizations, not only with pleasure to themselves
but with profit to their club as well.

The time is fast approaching for the opening of the mammoth
fair to be held by the Hudson Connty Wheelmen, in their club
house at 555 Communipaw avenue, Jersey City, which will, no
doubt, be in keeping with all previous efforts of this sturdy organi-
zation, and prove successful in every respect. Don't forget the
dates, December 17th to 21st.

The New Haven Club got in twenty-two new members at their
November meeting; they now number ninety-three, and after the
December meeting the membership will reach 100 and over. They
are the oldest and best housed wheel club in the State.

The Victor Club, of Relay Station, Md., recently gave their
second hop of the season at Mitchell's Hall, Relay. Ladies and
gentlemen were in full evening dress. Among those present were :

Miss Kepner, Miss Burns, Miss O'Neil, Miss Otto, Miss Smith,
Miss Quandt, Messrs. Woodal, Riffle, John Coyle, Fred Scott, W.
Turner, Clyde Kepner, L. Griffith, Harry Wattensheit, Feuss and
R. Lewis of Baltimore.

On Saturday evening, November 23d, the members of the Cin-
cinnati Bi. Club were considerably surprised on entering the parlor
of the club house 10 see an elegant upright piano which had been

donated to the club by several of its members who were too modest
to give their names. The club, we are told, is to be congratulated
on this acquisition, as'itwill head off Mr. Buckles' intended scheme
of forming an Ocarina Band.

If snow hasn't set in the race between Brinker and Milley, of
Buffalo, against Iven and Chamberlain, of Rochester, will have
been run on Thanksgiving Day, in Buffalo.

The Buffalo (N. Y.) Bicycle Club has added to the list an Ath-
letic Committee, and over two hundred members and friends
crowded its gymnasium last Saturday evening, to witness the sport
in the ring. The entertainment was well worth the admission.
Thomas A. Russell and D. H. Lewis, both club members, wrestled
a catch-as-catch-can match two points down, best two in three falls.

Mr. Lewis won two falls in one and one-half and two minutes re-

spectively. Then followed a four-round match, between two local

boxers, who were followed by Jack Hanly and Harry Walton, of
Philadelphia. Then followed an exciting sixteen-round glove con-
test, between a Buffalo and Philadelphia light weight champion.

In some section of Dakota the bicycle is unknown, and during a
recent tour of a couple of Sioux City men through Southern Dakota,
one old lady from La Belle France spoke of the tourists as "ze gen-
tlemen on the buggy wheels."

Dr. Emery is talking of getting up a theatre party, to visit the
"Oolah," during the engagement of that Opera Company in

Boston.

Have you visited the Maritime Exhibition? It is without doubt
one of the most instructive and interesting exhibitions ever held
in Boston.

The Buffalo, N. Y. , Club gave the first of a series of five recep-
tions to their lady friends last Wednesday evening. It was greatly
enjoyed and the season was well managed.

Table Talk describes a cycling suit worn by a Chestnut Hill
(Philadelphia) lady. It is made of dark green woolen cloth, the front

laid in pleats, the back gathered full into the waistband. It falls

just to the ankles. The feet are encased in thick-soled, flat-heeled,

laced kid boots. The Norfolk-shaped jacket matches the skirt in

material, and is confined with a stout leather belt. With this are
worn a cap of dark-green cloth, with visor, and long, tan-colored
mosquetaires. A novelty in the cycling skirt is to make the
material upon a long foundation, bordered with the same. When
mounted the skirt is let down its length, which covers the feet com-
pletely. By means of cords the skirt is reduced to its ordinary
length when the rider wishes to walk.

Our Sioux City (Iowa) correspondent thus spreads himself:
"Ah ! Could we do with this world of ours,
As thou do'st with thy garden bowers,
Reject the weeds, and keep the flowers,

What a heaven on earth we'd make it."

Every time I think of Iowa's poor roads, and glorious climate,
the above lines float through my mind. Could we but have the
highways of Boston and vicinity in Sioux City's climate the height
of wheeling perfection would be reached.

The saying that "a prophet is without honor in his own country"
does not hold good in the case of W. Van Wagoner. The papers in

his section speak of him as the "Great Van Wagoner," and his
admirers when they meet and mention his name, do so with bated
breath and bared head. Van Wagoner owns little Rhody, pretty
nearly.

The West Ends of Rochester have completed arrangements for a
big carnival to be held at the Washington Rink in that city Decem-
ber 3d. Fancy riding, racing and music will form part first of the
programme; part second will be composed of dancing and a supper.

The Hudson County (of Jersey City) Wheelmen's ladies' night,
on Monday evening last, was a positive success. About two hun-
dred and fifty persons attended the entertainment, which was an
exceptionally good one. The programme induced an address of
welcome by Mayor Cleveland, of Jersey City, who is an honorary
member of the club, which was given in the mayor's characteristic

and witty manner. Vocal solos and othej' musical selections were
well executed; two scenes from the Hunchback was very pleasing,
as was also the readings by Prof. Markham and presdigitation by
Prof. Plate. The hit of the evening was Mr. Will Lyle, a member
of the H. C. W. , who did the "minstrel act" in first-class shape.
His jokes were well appreciated and hits on the boys enjoyed.
Dancing and refreshments followed.

The Keystone Bi. Club of Pittsburgh, Pa., will probably build a
club house next spring somewhere in the East End of that city.

Chief Consul Emery has been invited to address the members
of Dorchester, (Mass.) Bi. Club on Wednesday evening, Decomber
5th next.

"Senator" Morgan is now in Portland, Or.,with his aggregation.
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Send to WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass., for Catalogue.

The "Senator" says he is going to boom cycling on the Pacific Coast
and as the ' Senator" usually carries out his plans we expect to see

the present boomlet become a full sized boom.

Many cyclers, etc., have thought the Harlem Wheelmen of New
York dead, but the facts are far from it. At their last meeting they
elected twelve new members making something like fifty-five now
on the roll, and more to come. The club has been hibernating for

a year or so and has just recently woke up. We have every reason
to expect some good work from this organization next season.

Mr. Ducker was always a man who gloried in records, and we
think that the following statistics may establish his right to the

record in the direction named: "Mr. and Mrs. Ducker have a

family of ten children, nine of whom are bicyclists. Between
them they possess seventeen wheels. The wheel-house connected
with their Buffalo home is quite as essential as a barn to a family
keeping horses.

The Bement (111.) wheelmen have organized a big club at that

place. It is expected that at early date it will apply for member-
ship as a League club.

W. Van Wagoner and the weather have had a falling out. The
Rhode Island flyer went to Philadelphia in order to pocket a few of

the road records before he ate his Thanksgiving turkey, but alas

!

old Prob was dead set against it, and was in alliance with the ex-

isting records. It rained, it "snew," and it blew to that extent that

Van W. had to go home and leave the records untouched.

The Topeka, Kas., wheelmen have organized a cycle club. Club
rooms will at once be opened and made attractive.

The Albany (N. Y.) Wheelmen are alive and active in prepara-
tions to afford indoor amusement to its members during the frost-

bound months. The club will have the use of the Academy of
Music once a week.

In talking with a well-known bicycle dealer the other day, he re-

marked that he had been astounded at the size of orders placed for

the season of 1890, by different dealers in different parts of the
country. The indications are that a smashing busines will be done.

St. Louis Spectator says: "They do say in Chicago that the
mysterious 'Stroller' of the Bi. World is none other than W H.
Peters, an old time Rambler, later of the Ananias Club of Chicago."

Chief Consul Holm, of Missouri, has written to President
Luscomb, inviting him to hold the officers' meeting at St. Louis.

The International Maritime Exhibition in Boston is now in full

blast. The attendance is increasing, and the attractions are well
worth a day's journey to see.

ROADS IMPROVEMENTS.
ADDRESS OF COL. POPE TO THE CITIZENS OF SYRACUSE, N. Y.

It has already been my privilege to speak in your city, upon the
benefit of good roads to an important branch of trade, the carriage
industry; and the way in which the Carriage Builders' National
Association has already taken h _>ld of the queston, shows the ex-
tent to which they are beginning to appreciate the importance of
the subject.

But there is a higher and broader view to take of the whole
matter, and we may well consider the importance of good roads to
us as Americans, as men of whatever social or business interests,

as property owners, and finally, as citizens of our respective lo-

calities.

I think that everyone is prepared to grant the value of good roads
to the country at large, since it is quite natural to anyone to think
of various things that benefit mankind in general, even though he
may not take the pains to comedown to the particular way in which
the}' affect him personally.
The influence of good roads toward the development, and in-

crease in value, of the agricultural regions, will hardly be ques-
tioned.

The advantages of improvements are not confined to the pro-
prietors, or to those living immediately upon any road, but are
shared by all who avail themselves of the increased facilities.

Agriculture is both directly and indirectly dependent, in a great
degree, upon good roads for its success and rewards.

Direclly, as these roads carry the production of the fields to the
market, and bring to them in return their bulky and weighty ma-
terials, at a cost of labor which grows less as the roads become
better.

Indirectly, as the cities and towns whose dense population and
manufacturing industry make them the best markets for farming

produce, are enabled to grow and to extend themselves indefinitely,
by roads alone, which supply the place of rivers; to the banks of
which these great towns would otherwise be necessarily confined.
While, therefore, it might be an inexcusable waste of money to

construct a costly road to connect two small towns which had little

intercourse, it is equally wasteful, and is a much more frequent
shortsightedness of economy, to leave unimproved, and almost in a
state of nature, the communications between a great city, and the
interior region from which its daily sustenance is drawn, and into
which its own manufactures and merchandise are conveyed.
When your community was a small one, you could not afford to

construct expensive roads, but now that you have grown into a
large and prosperous city you cannot neglect to make good high-
ways, leading into the country in every direction, without serious
loss to the prosperity of the city.

Suburban people go to the cities, and they go to those cities, and
those markets, that have the best roads leading to them.
The prosperity of any city depends largely upon the surrounding

country, and the better the road facilities, the faster the country
will grow in population, and the more business the city will have
in supplying their wants.
Some of the advantages thus to be attained, have not long since

been well summed up in a report of a Committee of the English
House of Commons :

"By the improvement of our roads, every branch of our agricul-
tural, commercial, and manufacturing industry would be materially
benefitted.

Every article brought into market would be diminished in price;
and the number of horses would be so much reduced, that, by these
and other retrenchments, the expense of millions (pounds sterling)
would be annually saved to the public.
The expense of repairing roads, and the wear and tear of car-

riages and horses, would be essentially diminished ; and thousands
of acres, the produce of which is now wasted in feeding unnecessary
horses, would be devoted to the production of food for man.
In short, the public and private advantages which would result

from effecting that great object, the improvement of our highways
and turnpikes are incalculable; though from their being spread
over a wide surface, and available in various ways, such advantages
will not be so apparent as those derived from other f ources of im-
provement, of a more restricted and less general nature."

If the-counlry is benefitted, it will be of great interest to us to

consider the effect upon the city, the market place for all the coun-
try's production, the centre of trade, and the heart, as it were, of the
great circulatory system about it, of which the roads are the arteries

and veins, and the traffic and travel upon them the commercial life-

blood, which must circulate through the centre to receive its proper
direction and impetus for distribution.

Of this great system, the railroad, of course, is a mighty factor,

and one which as a nation we have taken a greater pride in, and to

which we have devoted our best energies and resources, to the
neglect of our roads and highways, the natural feeders of the rail-

way; but now that our railway mileage is nearly as great as the
whole of the rest of the world, we can better afford to turn our
national attention to the importance of the highways themselves.
And while it is always a matter of pride and pleasure to us to

study our railway systems, and the completeness with which they
are bringing every portion of our country into close communion
with one another, it is certainly of great importance to us as busi-

ness men and citizens, and more to our purpose to-daj', to study the
growing needs of putting our roads in such order as to enable them
to fulfil their part, and iheir functions, the effect they can and do
exert upon the commercial welfare of the respective localities they
feed, upon your business and mine, our convenience and comfort,
our health, and value of our property; and we should not stop in

this work until we have as good a system of highways, and city

streets, all over our country as we now have of railroads.

The objects of good roads are rapidity, safety, and economy of
carriage; they must, therefore, be so located, and so constructed, as

to permit transportation from one place to another in the least

possible time, with the least possible labor, and with the least pos-
sible expense.
Now, while we cannot hope to reach, in this generation, at least,

the high ideal of Milton's "broad and ample road, whose dust is

gold and pavement stars," and, as a matter of fact, would probably
find it an expensive structure, yet it is quite within the range of our
possibilities to provide ourselves with highways of very much more
practical value, and at less cost than the Miltonian plan would in-

volve. This matter expense, is one of the greatest importance to

us as tax payers—and right here we come upon probably' the great-
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est stumbling-block that has put itselfin the way of the attainment

of our present aim—false ideas of economy always have, and un-

doubtedly, to some extent, always will, stand in the way of realizing

that the best is the cheapest.

This is as true of roads as of anything else in the world, and it

would be well indeed for us, if the whole American public could

have the benefit of such a course of instruction in financial science,

and political economy, as should enable them to appreciate that one
dollar well spent, is many times more effective than one-half the

amount injudiciously put out, in the hopeless effort to reach suffi-

ciently good results, which may look as well for the time, no matter

how soon it may have to be done over again.

It is always economy to spend enough to begin with to secure

the best results, and it always costs less in the long run.

A good road should cost more to build, than a poor one, but it is

often the case that a poor road costs as much as a good one would.

But even when a good one is more expensive, it will be easier and
cheaper to keep in good repair, and will last many years longer;

while its advantages, and the saving to those who daily use it, will

very much more than compensate them for the extra expense they

have been put to in the building.

As an expert on the subject has put it

:

"It is plain that if by keeping roads in good order, four horses

are enabled to do the work of five, or three of four (by no means an
unreasonable supposition), the economy of horse labor, and wear
and tear of vehicles and harness must be considerable, but economy
in the actual cost of maintenance generally follows as well.

Experience proves that a road with sufficient strength, good sur-

face, and thorough drainage, can be kept in first-rate order with a

much smaller quantity of materials, than an inferior, ill- kept road
requires; and though a greater amount of manual labor may be
necessary, a good road, on the whole, is generally more cheaply
maintained than a bad one, especially when there is any consider-

able amount of traffic.

It is certain that a large proportion of the heavy expenditure up-
on roads might be used to much greater advantage, with more skill

and system on the part of those concerned in their construction and
maintenance; and the indirect saving in the cost of traction, and
wear and tear of vehicles and horses, which would result from
better roads, would probably far exceed any direct saving in expen-
diture on the roads, considerable as the latter might be."
Mr. Edwin Chadwick, speaking oh this subject, at the Institution

of Civil Engineers, remarked :

"In the present condition of the country, it is of vast importance
to reduce the cost of transit to the uttermost. If by the improve-
ment of the rural roads, four horses could be enabled to do the

work of five, the saving of the country in agricultural horses would
not be let.s than seven millions a year.

If the city traffic be taken into consideration, we believe the cost

of transit to be saved by improvement in roads, would not be less

than from seventeen to twenty millions a year.

A correspondent of the Springfield Republican, writing from
England, and drawing a comparison between the splendid roads of

that country, and the average American highway, very much to the
disadvantage of the latter, has said:

—

"The point which I wish to impress upon my American reader is

simply this : that the English horse, employed in the streets of the
city or on the roads of the country, does twice as much work as the
American horse simi arly employed in America. This is the
patent, undeniable fact. No man can fail to see it who has his eyes
about him. How does he do it? Why does he do it? These are
the most important questions to an American. Is the English
horse better than the American horse? Not at all. Is he over-
worked? I have seen no evidence that he is. I have seen but one
lame horse in London. The simple explanation is, that the English-
man has invested in perfect and permanent roads what the American
expends in perishable horses, that require to be fed.

We are using to day in the little town of Springfield just twice as
many horses as would be necessary to do its business, if the roads
all over the town were as good as Main street is from Ferry to Cen-
tral. We are supporting hundreds of horses to drag loads through
holes that ought to be filled, over sand that should be hardened,
through mud that ought not to be permitted to exist.

We have the misery of bad roads, and are actually, or practically,
called upon to pay a premium for them. It would be undeniably
cheaper to have good roads than poor ones. It is so here. A road
well built is easily kept in repair.

A mile of good macadamized road is more easily supported than a
poor horse."

Such, too, is the experience of all of us who have travelled much
in the principal countries of Europe, and have seen the difference
between their roads and ours.

Prof. Jenks says :

"On Illinois roads a full load for a two-horse team can be carried

for three months of the year, two-thirds of a load for three months,
and half a load for six.

Every man who reads this, can stop and think how much of the
year any country road with which he is familiar, is hard enough to

wheel over it the full load which two horses can pull over a smooth,
hard roadway, on which the wheels cut no ruts.

If the average road is not as low as in Illinois, it will come near
it. The Illinois roads cost $15,346,000 in extra hauling, and reduce
the value of farms at a distance from railway depots by $160,000,000.
If Illinois spent $250,000,000 on good roads the total interest on
this sum would still leave enough of the sum now spent on hauling
to build a new State capitol every year, to say nothing of the ner-
vous wear and tear, and the prismatic profanity induced by country
roads when the frost is coming out. Good roads would save the
State its State taxes every year, and the labor misdirected and
wasted on roads now, would go far toward making good highways."
Good roads are then unquestionably cheaper to maintain and to

use than poor ones.

It is safe to say that a perfect road once laid down will cost far

less to keep in repair from year to year, and at the end of twenty
years will have required a far smaller total expenditure than a
poorer road costing half as much and improperly made.
A properly built highway, constructed upon any one of the sys-

tems accepted as the best for their various purposes and locations,

must necessarily be made with a solid and firm foundation, effectually

separating the surface from the soil below.
It should be thoroughly drained, and provided with water-courses

at the side, and a hard and compact surface, as smooth as the
nature of its composition will admit of, and free from mud, dust,
and loose stones.

To reach this degree of perfection, the best obtainable materials
must be used. It requires good labor, ample time in construction,
and above all, the science and skill of a professional engineer,
whose business is road making.

Certain kinds of road are accepted as the best under certain con-
ditions. For the couutry, it is essential .to make use of such
material as nature furnishes for each locality, but more attention
should be paid than generally is, to the first principles laid down by
such road builders as Macadam and Telford; so far, certainly, as
they provide fort horough drainage, and for homogenous, even sur-

faces of the best materials within reach, and then for systematic
care and repair.

In no case is the old adage more appropriate, "a stitch in time
saves nine," than in the proper maintenance of roads.

Country roads need be no wider than is absolutely necessary for
the accomodation of the traffic and travel that will come upon them.
In many places a road wide enough for a single team, is all that is

necessary, with suitable turnouts, for it is unwise and expensive to
attempt to maintain a country roadway wider than the requirements
of the community demand. The sides can be grassed down making
the road more agreeable to the eye, and a source of comfort in the
greater freedom from dust.

For suburban roads, nothing can be better than what is known
. as the Macadam system, with firm and well-drained foundations,

six or eight inches of good crushed stone, as near as possible to
uniform size, from one to two inches in diameter, very compactly
pressed down by a steam roller, and with a thin crust of fine gravel
on top.

For the best and highest fulfilment of the purposes of the city
street, it is essential that we should have, first, sufficiently ample
breadth not only to more than accomodate all the traffic that may
come upon it, but to afford a good amount of breathing space, with
room for shade trees, as health is to be considered as well as con-
venience and at the same time, to contribute to the city an air of
spacious comfort and dignified distances, which shall for all time
remove from it the crowded appearance of too many of our cities

and towns.
A broad and well-shaded street contributes more than some of us

realize to the attractiveness and health of a city. What can be
more beautiful than such avenues as Euclid of Cleveland, Wood-
ward of Detroit, Delaware of Buffalo, in their best portions, the
splendid and constantly improving streets of our national capital,
and Commonwealth avenue and Beacon street in my own city

;

affording, as they do, a most appropriate setting for the finest
results of the architect's skill, each example of which leads on to
greaterand better efforts in a spirit of rivalry which is the healthiest
sign of a city's vigorous prosperity and growth.
The width of a good street is, however, but a primary element in

its make-up. Taking for granted that the first principles of civil

engineering have been applied, to the extent of securing proper
grades, we come to the feature of the most important interest to us,
and the most neglected one, that of street surfaces.
While the Macadam system is durable, and by all means the most

comfortable and satisfactory, for its cost, for streets immediately
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outlying the city proper, and for those used principally for pleasure

driving; in the central,business portions, where more active traffic

is to be provided for, where commerce plants her heavy foot, and
the wear and tear are considerable, there are no better or more ap-

propriate pavements than granite block, or perhaps the best grades

of fire brick, where the streets have the roughest usage, or are more
liable to disturbances by those dreaded nuisances, the street gangs
of the water and sewer department. And between the suburbs and
the business part of the city where the traffic is the heaviest, asphalt

pavement will be found to be very desirable and probably the best.

Time does not serve here to speak in detail of the respective ad-

vantages of these systems in the matter of cost, durability of use,

and effect on business, on property values, and on the health and
comfort of the citizens, but it certainly is worth while to suggest
that we should take the last points into consideration, to a far

greater extent than is our usual custom.
In the matter of cleanliness and comfortable use, the smoother

the surface the better, and for your city I believe asphalt should be

used wherever practicable. Its noiselessness is a desirable feature,

and its more general use in our city streets will have a very beneficial

effect on the nerves, and, in consequence, the general health of our
business and professional men, and all who have occasion to endure
the incessant noise of the busy street.

I wish to say right here, however, that I have no interest whatever
in any special pavement; my desire is to see the streets and high-

ways of my country, equal to the best in the old world.

As a result of elaborate experiments, made to ascertain the
relative resistance or friction of different pavements, it has been
established that while 200 pounds force is required to draw one ton
over an ordinary dirt road, 100 pounds will do the same work on
Macadam, thirty-three on best granite blocks, and fifteen on asphalt.

As a practical instance of this, it is estimated that in the city of

New York there are 12,000 trucks, carrying an average load of 1 1-2

tons for 12 miles on each of 300 days in the year, at an average
daily cost of $4 for each truck.

The result is about 65,000,000 tons transported one mile in every
year, at a total cost of $14,400,000, or at the rate of over 22 cents per
ton-mile. The excessive nature of this charge is seen, when it is

remembered that the same goods are now carried by rail at 6-10 of

one cent per mile. On asphalt or wood pavements, the same
horses could transport a load three times as heavy as on the present
rough stone pavements. If the saving in transportation is propor-

tional to the load carried, it would amount to nearly $10,000,000
per annum. It is safe to say that at least one-half of this amount
would be saved by substituting smooth pavements for those now in

use in New York ; and in any city where the pavements are on
the average poorer and rougher than those of New York, it is clear

that the proportionate saving by the introduction of the best street

surfaces will be even greater.

Gentlemen, are not these startling facts? Should we not stop and
ponder on them, and find time to give them that proper considera-

tion that we as business men should?
The obstacles which have stood in the way of securing the

streets we should have, are too numerous and varied to admit of
full discussion. .

It is sufficient for our purpose to admit that on the average our
roads and streets are bad ; far below those in other countries in the

world, approaching us in wealth, intelligence and commercial ac-

tivity, and that reasons for this are not hard to find; but one great

drawback has been our lack of disposition to educate ourselves
upon what a good road is, and how to get it, and not offering suf-

ficient inducements to bring out any considerable number of thor-

oughly equipped road makers.
Then, like all other public works, road building is, and, I fear

may always be, too much dependent upon politics. * * *

The great aim now before us is to make it all the time better

worth the while of active business men to concern themselves in

the public welfare, whether they take public office, or devote some
of their attention, as we are to-day, to such matters as are vitally

interesting to you and me. * * *

It is difficult to believe that a town of the wealth, of the intelli-

gence, the commercial activity, and of the conspicuous general
standing of this central city (Syracuse) of the richest and most
populous State of the Union, has been, and is, so blind to her best

interests as a city, so inconsiderate of her own health, convenience
and comfort, so careless of what her tax list will have to amount to

in the many to-morrows, if by false economies she is doing herself

a present injustice. * * *

I find your business streets generally so paved that their use must
often be an aggravation rather than a gratification, and that it must
entail an expense upon you in wear and tear of vehicles and horses,

and in the necessary extra teams, that will exceed many times your
proportion of a tax for first-class pavements.

If an effort is made to keep them decently clean at all seasons of

the year, this must be accomplished at a cost which alone put into
the right kind of pavements at the right times, would have given
you streets which would almost keep themselves clean.

I wish you could go with me to the city of Providence; many of
you have been there, and have seen the magnificent pavement ot
Westminster street.

It is a granite block pavement, laid on an hydraulic cement con-
crete foundation, six inches in depth. The blocks, which are uni-
form in size, and regularly shaped, are set in exactly parallel rows
across the street, and bedded in the concrete. The spaces between
the stones are filled with the same material.
The pavement is not only rigid and firm, but you cannot discover

a ripple or wave of unevenness in the surface—and besides all that,

it is perfectly clean. There is no sand or earth between the stones
to make dirt, and what dirt falls upon the street is quickly gathered
up and removed.
On others of their streets are similar pavements, and every citi-

zen takes a personal pride in them.
The cost is about $4 a square yard, but in the long run it is far

cheaper than inferior pavements, costing much less to begin with.
!^The city of Providence expends yearly but a small amount upon
its highways compared with the city of Boston, but what work is

done is done well.

The pavements referred to were laid by a Board of Public Works
far removed from political influence, and under the immediate
supervision of a competent civil engineer. The work was done
well from inception to completion.
Turning in another direction, and to another kind of pavement,

go to the city of Buffalo, where already, working steadily in the
one direction, they have some sixty miles of the best Trinidad
asphalt pavement in the country; unquestionably at a considerable
expense for the original outlays, but with results that will save
them very many thousands in the long run. I am informed that
the repairs necessary on these streets -within the past six years have
aggregated less than $100. * * *

Passing from your business thoroughfares to the residence streets,

their condition is no more creditable. We find a broad, well-pro-
portioned, well-shaded street, with every element of a splendid
avenue, save a most important one.

Instead of well-laid, smoothly-rolled macadam or asphalt, always
and easily kept clean and dry, we find a poor imitation not equal to

many a good country gravel road. Yet, this avenue is lined with
costly estates, having well-kept grounds, and finely constructed,
and smooth, driveways and walks.

If each of these estates were taxed a small part of what it costs to

keep them in their perfect order, you could have as fine an avenue
as can be found in the world.
Now what is the remedy for all this?

It is not hard to suggest, nor far to find.

The consummation of the ideal plan may have considerable local

difficulties in its way, but there is a way to it, and if you are as
much in earnest as I believe, you can find it.

A thing that is worth doing at all, is worth doing well and thor-

oughly, and at once ; and so I believe that the best thing for you to

do is to determine, through the proper channels, how much it will

cost to properly pave all of your most important streets, raise the
amount necessary by issuing bonds running twenty-five or thirty

years, or for longer time if it seems best.

Have the work done as it should be; remove it as far as possible

from politics, under the eye of a special and competent engineer,
whose business is road construction.

Let him be watched and guided if possible, but not hampered by
your Superintendent of Streets, or your Citizens' Committee, or
whom you will, to make sure that your money is well spent in the
right direction.

These pavements, once laid, will last longer than you and I.

They will give satisfaction to all who use them, will bring credit

upon your city, and their saving alone, annually put by in a sink-

ing fund, will, by the time your bonds are due, be sufficient to take
them up and leave a large surplus.

If you cannot accomplish this whole scheme, do what you can ol

it, beginning at once, and lay as much pavement in 1890 as you can
raise money for, but as far as you go, do it right. * * *

You may well act upon the moral of the old fable

:

"There was a great stir among all the beasts which could boast
of the largest family. So they came to the lioness. 'And how
many,' said they, 'do you have at a birth?' 'One,' said she, grimly,
'but that one is a lion.'

"

Quality comes before quantity.
However much or little you are able to do, see to it that your

new pavement be disturbed as little as possible. It should be ar-

ranged that there shall be certain times when all who want to open
the streets shall do it, and then replace them properly at their own
expense.
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Still better than a necessity for this, is a plan, for the trying of

which a good opportunity is open.

The stability and lasting results of the best streets of London
and Paris are largely due to the fact that there is seldom or never

occasion for disturbing the pavement
Tunnels are built, running beneath the middle of the street, for

the reception of water, sewer and gas pipes, and telegraph and
other electric wires.

This, of course, is a matter of no small expense, but I believe

that you can carry it out satisfactorily.

Bv levying a reasonable toll upon the water and sewer depart-

ments, the gas companies, and any others who may from time to

time be able to use the tunnel, you can realize a considerable return

upon the original expenditure; also save time and money for all

who use it, and above all, remove a source of a continual and great

annoyance to the public.

This will enable you to keep your street surfaces perfect, and
will give them a far longer life than otherwise. It will mark you
as a progressive city, and will be one of the public works which
shall bring you both credit and fame.
For the bettering of residence streets where asphalt cannot be

afforded, the wise policy would be to lay as much macadamized
pavement as possible. You should have the improved stone-

crushers, and heavy steam-rollers, which wilt properly equip you
for doing the work in this direction in the best possible manner.

It adds largely to the value and durability of a street, to keep it

clean. They should be cleaned after twelve o'clock, midnight, and
before six in the morning. Then the streets are deserted, and it

can be done at less expense, and more quickly.

There is no reason why streets should be swept in the daytime,
stirring up dirt and dust mixed with filth, to be blown into the

faces of the passers-by, and if, in the thickly settled part of the

city, ashes could be removed during the same hours, it would be a

blessing to the community, for the removal of ashes in the day-
time is a source of inconvenience and discomfort to all people who
happen to be on the street at the time, for, as the ashes are deposited
in the carts, the wind takes a large part and distributes it through
the air in the faces, and eyes, and down the necks of the passers-by,
causing much unhappiness and bad language.
But in order to best further the good work, and secure the sym-

pathy and interest of the public by making all more conversant
with what is being done, and what ought to be done, and the ad-
vantage and benefits to be reached, I would strongly urge upon
you to form a Citizens' Street Improvement Association ; and for

this you may well take as your model, to such an extent as will

serve your purpose, the Roads Improvement Association in London,
which announces as its four objects :

First.—Circulating popular and technical Road Literature,
having for its object,

a. The enlightenment of tax-payers upon a subject which vitally

affects their pockets and their interests.

b. The^uidance of all authorities having control of roads, and
the instruction of road surveyors and the laborers under their

charge as to the proper system of road repair and maintenance.
Second.—Remonstrating with the responsible authorities in cases

where the neglected state of the road has become a grave scandal,
and, where necessary, taking legal action to enforce the rights of
the public.

Third.—Watching and introducing legislation with a view to
bettering the existing state of affairs.

Fourth.— Taking up the question of street names, signboards,
and milestones, with a view to their erection in places where they
do not at present exist, and to their improvement or maintenance,
as may be necessary.
To this may well be added the encouragement of the planting of

trees, and laying out and beautifying suitable parks and walks, and
other kindred matters which shall tend to make your city an at-

tractive place in which to live and make money.
With such an Association, composed of your active and intelli-

gent business men, you can influence public opinion in favor of
this improvement in streets, and within another decade it may be
said of your city that none is more attractive or better paved.
Then shall those who follow after have cause to bless the wisdom
and forethought of the citizens of to-day.
Once upon a time, the Mice being sadly distressed by the persecu-

tion of the Cat, resolved to call a meeting, to decide upon the best
means of getting rid of this continual annoyance. Many plans were
discussed and rejected ; at last a young Mouse got up and proposed
that a Bell should be hung around the Cat's neck, that they might
for the future always have notice of her coming, and so be able to
escape. This proposition was hailed with the greatest applause, and
was agreed to at once unanimously. Upon which an old Mouse,
who had sat silent all the while, got up and said that he considered
the contrivance most ingenious, and that it would, no doubt, be

quite successful ; but he had only one short question to put, namely
which of them it was who would bell the Cat!

It is one thing to propose, another to execute.
Who will lead in this matter of good streets for your city?

CORRESPONDENCE.
[ The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter
which in his opinion is improper.]

MR. BULL ON THE RACING QUESTION.

Editor Bicycling World : In a late issue of the Sporting Times,
official organ of the A. A. U., of which paper Mr. James E. Sul-
livan, Secretary of the A. A. U. is athletic editor and business man-
ager, was printed my plan for changing the L. A. W. Racing
Rules with editorial comment, presumably by Mr. Sullivan. From
that gentleman's position his utterances are entitled to great consid-
eration. When he states as he did in referring to my letter that
"The non-partisan readers will at once infer that the L. A. W. re-

alizes that its fences are down, and that its racing men have very
largely left it for the athletic or non-affiliated wheeling clubs,"
he emphasizes the point that I desired to make, i. e., the League,
if it desires to retain control of bicycle racing must make some
radical changes in its present system.
The L. A. W. is in every sense of the word a National Organ-

ization, having members in every State in the Union. It is the
oldest athletic national organization in this country; has fostered
bicycle racing, has brought it to its present stage of development,
and has pre-eminently the prerogative to establish the National
Cycle Championships in this country. I cannot see why the
adoption of my plan should bring about, as Mr. Sullivan hints, a
conflict between the L. A. W. and the A. A. U. There can be no
objection to the A.' A. U. giving as now cycle championships
under the L. A. W. rules. Nor will it prevent members of A. A.
U. clubs competing in L. A. W. championships as members of the
L. A. W. , although they could not compete there for A. A. U.
clubs. They as individual- members of the L. A. W. will have the
same right to compete if these suggestions are adopted, as they
have now. My plan was designed to prevent the evil that the A.
A. U. have fought against in their organization, and that is "re-
volving from club to club;" while Mr. Sullivan seems to think that
this is a good rule as applied to his own organization, he opposes
it when it will prevent "revolving" from an L. A. W. club to an A.
A. U. club. As in the majority of cases the bicycle clubs restrict

their membership to bicycle riders only the membership of the clubs
is limited, and they are in no position to bid against a rich and in-

fluential athletic club with a large membership. This being the
fact I believe that the L. A. W. should do everything in its power to

protect L. A. W. clubs, and in doing so I fail to see how the A. A.
U. can claim that the L. A. W. is antagonizing it.

Mr. Samuel A. Miles, editor of the- Referee , disagrees from me in

the proposal to restrict the National Cycle Championships to L.
A. W. members, saying that "the events should be made national
in every sense of the word, and to make them so they must be open
to every amateur in America, regardless of whether he is a mem-
ber of the League or not, or even a member of a club.

I disagree with Mr. Miles on this point. The L. A. W. is not an
association of large clubs who can; furnish the sinews of war to

conduct a national association, but is an association of individual
members scattered over the country. He agrees with me that it is

necessary to have a national organization sub-divided into dis-

tricts. We simply disagree as to the method of forming the sub-
divisions. Now if we permit every wheelman to compete for our
championships how long will it be before we cease to have any or-

ganization at all? The L. A. W. admits to membership "Any am-
ateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen years or over, who
shall be indorsed by two L. A. W. members or three reputable
citizens of the United States or of Canada." The inition fee js but
one dollar, and the annual dues the same amount. Any wheelman
who cannot subscribe to the L. A. W. definition of an amateur,
nor secure the endorsement of reputable men has no business to

compete for a national or any other championship in the L. A. W.,
or any organization, and a wheelman who is not willing to pay the
small yearly sum required, and to give the organization his moral
support in order to help support the organization that has made
cycle racing what it is—one of the finest of amateur sports, and
which protects him, such a man I say has no business in any ama-
teur championship.
As for Mr. Miles' plan to have winners only of an Eastern, a

Western and a Pacific Coast L. A. W. association championships
compete at the proposed annual L. A. W. championships, they
would limit entries at the annual championships to three for each
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event. I am still strong in favor of having State championships, and
permitting the winners of each to compete at the annual cham-
pionships. W. S. Bull.

MR. L USCOMB'S SCHEME.

It is stated, in "News and Comment" of November 15, that it is

the intention of President Luscoinb "to make a fight for improved
roads this winter, in the Legislatures of several States." Now that

sounds nice and looks well in print. We can now tell outsiders

with a flourish of trumpets that the L. A. W. will soon have a 1-a-w

that will make good roads a certainty.

Our worthy President, being a lawyer, has no doubt unbounded
confidence in the majesty of the law, and naturally concludes that

all that is needed to make cycling a luxury is legislation.

Whilst we would not for a moment question his sincerity, or
throw a straw in his way, yet some of us doubt the expediency of
such a move at the present time.

In sections needing the greatest improvement the inhabitants,

accustomed to bad roads from their youth up, have a very poor
conception of the advantages of better highways, and think they
would be more than counterbalanced by the cost of the improve-
ment.

Legislators from such a constituency hesitate before voting for

such laws, as they feel certain that if they do they will not only not

be re-elected, but that the laws will be repealed by their successors.

That is why the Tyron Bill came to an untimely end.

Why not, on the other hand, endeavor, by educating the public,

to cultivate a sentiment in favor of better roads ? What are our
Local Consuls for? Why has the League published so much road
literature ? If, by circulating among them documents to that effect,

we can convince the people that better roads are a benefit, might
not the proper legislation follow as a natural consequence?

Cincinnati, Ohio. W. D. Kempton.

MR. MABBETT EXPLAINS.

Editor Bicycling World: In view of the fact that you have
written Mr. Bowen, to find out if Mr. McKee was the source of the
story told in the Berkshire-Hudson letter, you should, in common
justice, allow me to make an explanation. The "protest" charging
an unscrupulous wheelman with attempting to injure our Local
Consul, contained no mention of Mr. McKee's name, and nothing
to intimate that he was the guilty man. The Secretary of Mr.
McKee's club says that ten wheelmen besides Mr. McKee competed
in the race May 30, which caused their suspension, yet McKee
immediately jumps at the conclusion that the man who is under
the ban of every respectable cycler can possibly be no one but him-
self. In light of the fact that I have never had an unpleasant word
with Mr. McKee, his reference to the sale of a wheel to me is

childish, almost pathetic. To the charge of writing of a certain

make of wheel as a "milk wagon wheel," I plead guilty, and beg a
thousand pardons. Now I am not poisoned against the wheel for

which Mr. McKee is agent, but simply think that the firm make a

better wheel than the one referred to.

Meantime, Captain Kane has been re-appointed Local Consul,
and League work will go on here with renewed enthusiasm.

Fraternally yours, Alfred W. Mabbett,
North Adams, Mass. Secretary League Club 234.
[Although we stated that this controversy must cease, we think

Mr. Mabbett should have a chance to make the above explanation.
—Ed.]

"LINNEUS" IS FOR MR. LUSCOMB.

Never has the election of National Officers received the atten-

tion that is being bestowed upon it this year. I have always been
an admirer ol President Luscomb. Nothing can be said against
him except the loss of the Brooklyn League members. As it has
been the custom to continue the term of the President for two
years, and unless there is some good reason to the contrary, I

would like to see the present incumbent continue, as many im-
portant things are now outlined and underway, which cannot be
finished, only commenced in fact, this year. The First Vice Pres-
idency should by all means revert to Chief Consul Emery of
Massachusetts, in recognition of the hard and faithful work he has
done the past year. The Second Vice Presidency should revert to

the West, to give that large part of the country representation, and
I know of no better man than W. A. Davis of Illinois. If this

ticket is nominated, I think it will sweep the country and receive
the support of all members of the Board who have the best inter-

ests of the organization at heart. Linneus.
St. Louis.

"SAUNA" IS CORRECTED.
Editor Bicycling World: With feeling I read what "Salina" has

to say of the Knickerbocker Bicycle Club. We should be pleased
to have him give us a call, that he may realize his mistake. We
have been organized scarcely four months and are in a decidedly
flourishing condition, and I would call his attention to our showing
in the recent parade, in which we turned out 23 men and the
Syracuse Cycling Club 53. I think this a very favorable com-
parison, they having been in existance about six years, and
"Salina's" insinuation quite uncalled for.

Ernest L. Lancaster,
Syracuse, N. Y. Captain Knickerbocker Bicycle Club.

CHIEF CONSUL BULL ON THE POLITICAL OUTLOOK
IN NEW YORK.

Chief Consul W. S. Bull, of New York, was in Boston last

Tuesday, and as the political aspect of things in the Empire State
has been an unknown quantity, we interviewed Mr. Bull. We
wound him up by asking

:

What are your views on the question of the Presidency?
"My views on this subject," said Mr. Bull, "up to the present

week, have been definite and pronounced. The coming election

will be the most important one in the history of the League, and
speaking for the New York Division I may say it is regarded with
great interest and some apprehension. It is an open secret that

the capacity of the organization as a working body has been more
or less impaired by a disintegration of forces, and in my own State

we have lost, during the past year, hundreds of members by the
withdrawal of the three prominent League clubs in the city of
Brooklyn.

Naturally, I am anxious to reclaim these dissenting factions. I

am for the League first, and am in favor of any candidate who will

work for its success, and whose personal qualities will command
the support and the confidence of the rank and file.

I have thought that Albert Mott was best fitted to answer these
requirements. He is favorably regarded by the New York dele-

gates, and his candidacy would nave been strongly supported in

that State, where the announcement of his withdrawal is a source
of disappointment. With Mr. Mott out of the field the question
opens a wide range of discussion, and I can only give you the situ-

ation as viewed from the New York standpoint. I have just spent
a week in the cities of New York and Brooklyn, and having talked

with many prominent and able wheelmen in those cities, I can say
that while the preparation for roads improvement legislation has
been quietly but vigorously urged during the last two years, and a

great amount of work done, the plans of the New York State

Division are hardly in accord with the policy just declared by Mr.
Luscomb, and the already deplorable condition of Leagvfc matters

in that State is not likely to be improved by this disagreement.

The New York State Roads Improvement Association has a mem-
bership of about 20,000 persons, including a large number of wheel-
men who formed the nucleus of the association itself, and have
ably assisted in its work. The association includes several mem-
bers of the New York State Leisglature, besides many prominent
and influential men in all parts of the State, who have no interest

in common with wheelmen, except as they are united with us in

the general movement for good roads. This work was begun by
my predecessor, Mr. Bid well, in connection with Mr. I. B. Potter,

whose successful work with the "Liberty Bill" must be remembered.
A bill for highway improvement in New York State has been
substantially completed by Mr. Potter, and arrangement has been
made with a prominent member of our Legislature for its early in-

troduction at the coming session. This bill was prepared by Mr.
Potter in his capacity as Secretary and counsel for the Association,

and in view of his position as Chairman of the Committee of Im-
provement of the Highways in our State Division, he conferred

with his associate officers in the State Division, who are fully in

accord with him as to the plan in view. I am convinced that his

work has been thorough and careful, and it is a source of great re-

gret, not only that a personal difference has sprung up between
Mr. Potter and Mr. Luscomb, but that the impetus of the highway
movement in our State should be checked or embarrassed by the

announcement of a separate and conflicting policy on the part of

the general body. It may be that the feeling which has been
stirred up by the correspondence between these two gentlemen will

not be carried into the election, and for some reasons it is better

it should not be ; but the fight has now got into the daily news-
papers, and in any view of ihe case, it can be of no benefit to the

League. Of course, I do not pretend to discuss the merits of the

matters in controversy in these letters. That is a matter for indi-

vidual judgment. What I particularly wish to say relates to the

roads improvement matter. The recent public utterances of Col.
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Pope show that he has a practical and comprehensive idea of how
the thing should be done. It is a work of great magnitude, and
will require long and strong effort to carry it through. It will in-

volve the assessment and collection of millions of dollars in taxes,

and there will be opposing forces with which wheelmen alone can-

not contend.
The idea put forth by some cycling editorials which I have lately

read—that it is only necessary to introduce a 'bill,' take the

League into politics, and force legislation upon a scheme connected
and urged by wheelmen alone—is in the last degree ill-consid-

ered and impracticable. The plan of the New York State Roads
Improvement Association will be carried along, and the wheelmen
of New York will assist it, if I can judge them rightly, and in this

my effort will be to keep them in line for what I believe to be the

only feasible plan for securing the desired end."

COMPANION WANTED.

Editor Bicycling World: I would like to correspond with a League
member with a view of going on a two weeks' tour through the
South, starting, say from Newark, N. J., in the summer of 1890,
passing through Trenton, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington
and around by way of Dover and Wilmington to Cape May, thence
up the Jersey Shore to Sandy Hook and by boat to New York.
The daily distance to be covered would be about fifty miles, allow-

ing two days in Washington for rest and sight seeing.

Shall be glad to hear from anyone who has been over the route
or who would like to go with me. Yours truly,

W. J. Richardson, L. A. W. 24740.
P. O. Box 1317, New York, Nov. 19th, 1889.

'KAY BEE" EXPLAINS.

Editor Bicycling World: The "Cynic," who criticised my opin-

ion so severely in the last number of the Bicycling World, mis-
takes my meaning. I did not mean to say that it was the fact of
Holden's collar bone breaking which was ennobling, but his not
flinching from doing his duty (and for the time being his duty was
to stop that Princeton man), be the consequences what they might
to him.

The story of the man-of-war that sank at sea, where the soldiers

were drawn up on deck under arms, and sank so with the ship, be-
cause there were only boats enough for the women and children, is,

I think, ennobling. I hope the "Cynic" will not draw the inference
from that, that I enjoy drowning kittens as a pastime.

I am sorry the "Cynic" thinks I write "drivel," but he must re-

member that we are "fifty million people, mostly fools," and my
life so far has pretty well convinced me that I am no exception to

the "mostly." Respectfully yours, Kay Bee.
Cambridge, November 19th, 1889.

THE SYLPH

Is the name of a new safety bicycle soon to be placed upon the
market by the Duryea Wheel Company of Washington, D. C. It

is light weight, novel design, suitable for both se\es and of highest
grade throughout. Its principal feature, however, is a three-part
sprig frame that effectually isolates the saddle, handle-bar and pedals
from the wheels and thus relieves them of all jar or vibration. We
hope to present a cut with more complete description in the near
future.

THE SPRINGFIELD CYCLE MFG. CO.

Last week about half of our readers were advised of the fact that
the Springfield Cycle Mfg. Co. had been organized with the fol-

lowing officers : J. B. McCune, President; Walter Measures, Cleve-
land, Treasurer; C. F. Stokes, Chicago, Vice President; Dr.

J.
Motl Smith, of Boston.
The new concern have bought out the plant and patents of the

Springfield Bicycle Mfg. Co. , at Highlandville. The factory was
all ready to start when the new concern took possession. All they
had to do was to secure their mechanics and turn on their power.
We shall give full particulars as to the machines the new concern
will put on the market during the coming season at an early date.

Messrs. Banker and Campbell of New York City placed an
order last week with the Duryea Wheel Co. of Washington, D. C,
for $10,000 worth of their new wheels, the Sylph spring-frame safety.

WE DO NOT WISH TO DISAPPOINT YOU,
Yet]we wish to interest you long enough to tell our story.

THE LITTLE GIANT BICYCLE.

The name does not belie its qualities, although its weight is only 35 lbs.,

it is a little Giant in strength. Besides it combines all that makes up a good
wheel. Such as adjustable sleeve steering head, adjustable cone bearings to

wheels, adjustable cone bearings to crank shaft, adjustable cone bearings to

pedals, Tangent spokes, crescent rims, Torkelson Patent adjustable saddle,

the front and rear of which adjust independent of each other. Saddle leather

can also be adjusted to take up the slack without loosening saddle from the
frame. All steel Diamond frame, cold-drawn Weldless steel tube back-
bone, detachable front bar to frame, trimmed in nickle, spokes tied and plated

up to knot, and spade handles. All for the moderate price of $35.00.
Now is your chance Boys ! Do not let anybody stand you off by saying

they cannot get a wheel for you. We can fill orders promptly, and give you
good value for your money. Something that has never been done before.

The Little Giant embodies all of the recent improvements of the Men's
wheel, in a modified form. There! If this don't interest you, no harm
done. Yet we feel satisfied that you all know a good thing when you see it,

and that you will favor us with your sample order. Agents wanted
everywhere.

We know you won't forget where we are located, but to assist the

memory of anyone who may need their memory jogged, will say our factory

is located at Toledo, O., on Central Ave., and the firm's name is,

The Lozier J Tost Bigycle JUfg. Co.,

BOX 131.

JCIlEE"'
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The Coventry Machinists' Company advise us that they have a

small but excellent line of second-hand wheels, which are bargains.

We would advise to call on them or write for particulars.

Doctor Rachel J. Kemball, of Buffalo, has commenced suit

against Henry Homer of the same place, for injuries sustained, by
Homer's running over her with his bicycle. These injuries she
alleges are permanent, and that they were caused by negligence of

the plaintiff, he riding noiselessly along in the dark, not carrying a

lamp or giving any notice of his approach. She therefore demands
through her attorney, George M. Osgoodby, a judgment against

Homer for $15,000. The case will be tried in the Supreme Court.

Mr. A. J. Marrett, of J. K. Starley & Co., of Coventry, Eng.,
has appointed the John Wilkinson Company of Chicago the sole

United States agents for Messrs. J. K. Starley's famous cycles. We
shall give at an early date the particulars of the plans of the Wil-
kinson Company for the coming season.

The New Mail again another year is at the front with long dis-

tance road records worth having. Last year Murphy completed
12,000 miles in two years' riding on a New Mail ordinary, and now
Beers on a New Mail safety has ridden 7800 this year, and also won
the Adams medal for highest one month's riding, 1852 miles ! Such
speak volumes to the credit of the wheel, and for American roads

such quality wheels are wanted and the ones to invest in.

Mr. Stevens, of the Coventry Machinists' Co., now in England,
writes to the United States branch most excellent reports of the

business the past year, and further says he will soon be back in
this country with facts for publication as to the plans, and cycles
this firm will import for next season's trade.

Mr. L. H. Porter, of East Orange, N. J., proposes to publish
an "American Cyclists' Indispensable" early in 1890, to include all

wheels sold in this country, and to contain, besides descriptive
matter like that in the English "indispensable," chapters on
learning, the use and care of cycles, the advantages of cycling,
and other matter. It will be a well made book of over 100 pages,
with heavy paper cover, and will sell for about fifty cents.

The Strong & Green Cycle Co. have secured the Rudge
agency for the United States. So the trade booms. The Phila-
delphia Bicycle Co., Limited, have sold out to A. G. Spalding
& Bros., who are opening a cycle depot at 1022 Market street.

Should any of our leading cycle manufacturers contemplate
establishing branch houses or any long established house design
making an increase in force and working capacity, we would call

their attention to the advt. appearing in another column, headed
"To the Trade." Energy and experience are always welcome
additions to a business house, and to none more so than to those
in the cycle trade.

Our New Jersey correspondent lately referred to a club at

Hillsdale as the "Bergen County Wheelmen." This is wrong, it

should be the Bergen Wheelmen.

THE KODAK CflPlEBP—FOR WHEELMEN.
THE operation of securing views with this camera consists simply oi leve

ing it at the object to be photographed, and pressing a button.
One Hundred instantaneous views may be made without reloading, and

a knowledge of photography is uimeceessary. The "Kodak" is but
about six inches in length, and weighs less than two pounds.

A handsome russet leather carrying case with shoulder strap forms a part
of each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and secure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

ffig*" Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak
photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.Price, $25.00

Every Club House should have an
Automatic Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Standing Committees.
Executive and Finance.

The President and Vice Presidents (as by the Con
stitution required.)

Membership.
A. E. Mealy ....1736 Druid Hill Ave., Baltimord, Md
F. L. Casselberry Mansfield, Ohio'

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS

:

13 Pearl Street, .... Room 87 .

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1889—90.

President,
CHAS. H. LUSCOMB,

280 Broadway, New York
First Vice President.

TAMES R. DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

Second Vice President,
SANFORD LAWTON,

Springfield, Mass.
Treasurer,

W. M. BREWSTER.
300 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

Secretary,
ABBOT BASSETT,

12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

Rights and Privileges.
A. Moore Berry 421 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
George A. Perkins Cambridge, Mass.
Chas. F. Cossum Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Rules and Regulations.
Dr. Wm. H. Emery 109 Warwick St,, Boston, Mass.
W. A.Davis Chicago, 111.

Chas. L. Brockway Middletown, Conn.

Improvement of Highways.
Dr. Chas. S.Butler 6S0 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Wm. W. Share Brooklyn, N. Y.
Tunius E. Beal Ann Arbor, Mich

Racing.
C. S. Davol Warren, R.I.
George S. Atwateri Washington, D.C.
Harry H. Hodgson New Orleans, La.
George Collister Cleveland. Ohio.
Robt. A. Smyth San Francisco, Cal.

Transportation

.

W. M. Brewster 309 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

Standing Committees, N. J. Division.

The following standing committees have been ap-
pointed for current year

:

Transportation—T. F. Merselis, Jr., Chairman, 191
Whitton St., Jersey City; C. W. Hilman, Plainfield; G.
H.Earl, Jersey City.
Rights and Privileges—C. A. Swift, Chairman, 210

Broad street, Elizabeth; J. M. Coward, Trenton.
Improvement of Highways—F. A.Kinch, Chairman,

Westfield; L. H. Potter, East Orange; A. S. Crane,
Elizabeth. G. Carleton Brown,

Chief Consul.

League Clubs.
The following clubs have qualified as League Clubs

and filed proper certificates in the office of the Secre-
tary. They are numbered as below :

No. 244. Juniata Wheelmen, Huntingdon, Penn.,
D. S. Drake, Sec.

Ohio.

List No. 3.

Chief Consul M. A. High has appointed the following
additional Local Consuls

:

Cumminsville, Amor Hall.
*Dayton, *Fred J. Bowen.
Elyria, A. L. Garford.
Fremont, J. W. Pero. .

Genoa, M. Taylor.
tHicksville, f'-V. F. Horton.
Medina, B. Henderson.
North Bend, O. W. Stone.
Plainville, Estus T. Flinn.
Preston, J. L. Wakefield.
Tiffin, Chas. L. Wenner.
Woodville, Edward Keil.
* instead of A. A. Simonds whose name was in-

serted in list No. 1 by mistake.

t Instead of T. G. Dowell resigned.
The Chief Consul has also appointed the following

L. A. W. hotels :

Cumminsville, Weber House.
Dayton, Phillips House, regular rate $2.00; to L. A.

W. $1.50.
Elyria, Beebe House, regular rate $2.00; to L. A. W.

$2.00.
Fostoria, Earl House, regular rate $2.00; to L.A.W.

$1.50.
Genoa, Genoa House.
Hamilton, St. Charles, regular rate $2.00; to L. A.

W. $1.50, meals 40 cents.
Hartwell, White Hall.
Medina, American House, regular rate $2.00; to L.

A. W. $2.00.
Middletown, United States Hotel, regular rate $2.00

to L. A. W. $2.00.
Tiffin, Morcler Hotel, regular rate $1.50, to L. A. W.

$1.25.
William D. Kempton, Sec.-Treas.

Missouri Division.

The Pacific Hotel has been appointed the League
i Hotel for St. Joseph. Regular rates $3.00 per day. To
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L. A. W. $2.50; meals and lodging 75 cents. Discount

will only be granted on presentation of membership
card. Fraternally yours,

Robt. Holm, C. C.

Missouri Division.

To consuls

:

The list of League Hotels is still incomplete and the

prompt attention of the respective consuls is hereby
called to the following towns in which no appointment
has been made : Clarksville, Booneville, Kdina, Car-
thage. Lexington, Memphis, Bonnie Terre, Farming-
ton, Kirkwood, Joplin and Sedalia. Application blanks
for this purpose have been mailed to each consul. If

lost or mislaid, duplicates will be promptly furnished

by the undersigned. Fraternally yours,
Robt. Holm, C. C.

Missouri Division.

1 have this day appointed the Gait Honse the League
Hotel for St. Charles. Regular rates $2 00 per day; to

L. A. W. $1.50, meals, 35 cents; lodtring, 50 cents.

Show your League ticket to obtain reductions.
Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list of applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, whicn is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of

two League members in good standing, or of three re-

putable citizens ol the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the

year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval oi the Board oi Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication of the name in

a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are corredt.

Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection

able person may unite with the League, members are
given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date

of publication, and contain specific charges so far as

it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.

The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-

tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 217—Total 74— 11,909.

Boston, Nov. 29, 1889.

Connecticut Division—5—709.

Unattached.

45611 Miller, Luther, (Popevill-- Box), Bristol

25612 Ray, Herbert B., 35 Housatonic ave., Bridgeport
25609 Coombs, Thos. J., 223 Main St., Hartford
25610 Porter, Frank A., 83 Maple St., New Britian

25605 Parker, Fred H., Cheney Bros. Office,

So. Manchester

Illinois Division—6—860.

Aeolus C. C.

25551 Andrews, Edw., 1129 No. Wood St., Chicago
25552 De Clucg, Raphael, 225 So. Water St.,

"

25553 Petrie, G. A., 17 Ewing Place, "

25584 Birr, Fred Jr., 124 Cornell st.

255S5 Xewolski, Jno. H., 709 Milwaukee ave., "

Chicago C. C.

25591 Van Sicklen, N. H., 73 Randolph St.,
"

Maryland Division—1—526.

Crescent Bi. Club.

25576 Corbin, Charles C, 228 E. Balto. St., Baltimore

Massachusetts Division—4—1573.

Dorchester Bi. Club.

25592 Hopkins, Charles, Plain St., Neponset

Unattached.

25613 Howell, Frank J., 3 Maple St., Newton
Mansfield

Boston

ave.,
t. Louis

Kahoka

25586 Campbell, James Everett, Box 395,
25640 Swan, Joseph W., City Hall,

Missouri Division—6—317.

Fleetwing Outing.

25506 Hardcastle, Mrs. C. C, 821 No. Ewinj

Missouri B. C.

25615 Young, Charles, 1406 Olive St.,

Keokuk Cyclers.

25643 Sansom, John F., Box 90,

Unattached.

25614 De Camp, Arthur P., Laclede-Bl'dg, "

25641 Kaufman, M., 304 N. 8th St., St. Louis
25642 Whittemore, L. L., 829 S. 8th St.,

"

New Jersey Division—3—5S9.

West Jersey Cyclers.

25577 Miller, B. O., 334 Benson St., Camden
Columbia Coll. C. C.

25644 Beckwith, Geo. A., Paterson

Unattached.

25616 Hankins, James, Neshanic Station

New York Division— 21—2090.

Ft. Edward Wheelmen. .

25603 Cheesman, James Earle, Ft. Edward
K. C. W.

255S9 Smith, Chas. R., Jr., 378 Madison St., Brooklyn
Manhattan Bi. Club.

25557 Campbell, F. H., Box 444, New York
25558 Johnson, C. F., 51 Temple Court, "

Lockport Wheelmen.

25595 Shapleigh, W. C, 55 Waterman st,, Lockport
25596 Van Horn, Harry, 67 Main St., "

25597 Willey, Sydney, 105 Lock St., "

Prospecft W heelmen.

25617 Kane, Charles A., 304 President St., Brooklyn
Columbia Coll. C. C.

25645 Hart, Chas. H., 130 West 125th St., New York
25646 Korn, Louis, 924 Madison ave., "

Harlem Wheelmen.

25647 Vessey, Robt. K., 100 Barron St., "

Unattached.

25594 McQuade, A. C, 88 Hudson ave., Albany
25593 Eisser, Otto L., 36 McKibben st,. Brooklyn
25590 Long, B. G., M. D., 492 Elmwood ave., Buffalo
25578 Mannix, John M., 391 Louisiana St., "

25618 Curtis, A. H., Bank, State of New York
New York

25619 Thompson, R. M., 37 Wall St., "

25620 Taber, Miss Ada, 113 Madison ave., "

25621 Fettretch, Miss M. £., 466 Park ave.,

25622 Insley, Earle,

25648 Andrews, Geo. T., 79 Hudson PI.
Nanuet

Brookly

Ohio Division—6—840.
Fremont Bi. Club.

25623 Forsythe, J. W., 925 Ewing st.,

25624 Agate, A. L., 501 So. Front St.,

25625 Davis, C. W., 1 105 Croghan St.,

Fremont

11

Technology C. C.

25626 Stix, Sol. Henry, Mass. Ins. oi

Boston, Mass.
Technology,

Cincinnati

Unattached.

25598 Kappes, Frank H., 274 W. 8th St.,

25607 Thomas, O. F., 340 Superior St.,

Cincinnati
Cleveland

Pennsylvania Division—14— 1389-

Harrisburg Wheel Club.

25634 Keener, H. O.,

25635 Hoffman, R. Wilson, Box 604,

Middletown
Harrisburg

Tuniata Wheelmen.

25627 Bollinger, Frank M., P. R. R.,
25630 Linsey, Hugh,
25633 Numer, J. L.,

25633 Wilson, S. R.,
2562S Haslett, M. S.,

25629 Lang, S. Vance,
25631 Miller, G. W.,

Huntingdon

11

11

Spruce Creek

Shirleysburg

Unattached.

25608 Stackhouse, A. M., 142 No. 7th St., Allentown
25636 Gallagher, Wm. M., 1209 Shackamaxon St.,

Philadelphia
25604 Minnich, M. R., 3200 Powellton ave., "
25601 Bently, Henry, Walnut Lane and Morton St.,

Germantown
25602 Wheatland, Wm. P., 1828 Montgomery ave.,

Philadelphia

Rhode Island Division—3—330.

Bristol Bi. Club.

25600 Faulkner, John K., Box 92, Bristol
25599 Wright, Arthur Creed, "

25579 Cook, Oliver R., Warren
Tenessee Division—2—94.

Nashville Bi. Club.

25649 Bell, John H., 907 S. Summer St., Nashville

Unattached.

25637 Armstrong, F. M., Clarksville

Wisconsin Division—2—S5.

Unattached.

25638 Baldwin, H. M., Kenosha
255S0 Hodges, L. A., Citizens Bank, Monroe

Georgia— 1—8.

University of Georgia.

25639 Coates, Jesse, care H. C. White, Athens

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you will find $ for initiation pee and dues in the

League oj American Wheelmen to April 30, 1890. I hereby certify that I am over* 18 years oj age, and that I am an amateur
•within the meaning op the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, or Box,.

References:. City,.

State,.

Enclosed. for Holder.
(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable'citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first half year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and 50 cents during the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date oi paper and May 1, 1890. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be received.

tW 11 you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle tor ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and pocket for per
sonal cards send 25 cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the margins in using' th is blank
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TRADE MARK
ISHigh grades in Silk, Silk and Jaeger s, Silk an
Cotton, all Wool, Merino, Dr. Jaeger's all Wool yarn
in Summer, Winter, and extra heavy Weight.
Readers in the vicinity of Boston call and examine.

Take Elevator. Send stamp for catalogue.

Jersey Fitting Garments
.T.T.1 FOR
Bicycle Riders, Lawn Tennis Players, Yachtfng

and Rowing, Base Ball and Foot
Ball, Gymnasium.

League^Color,lGrey Mixed, Black, Navy or any Color,
Plain or Stripe.

This Supporter is in
use by Bicycle Riders,
Base Ball Players, Ath-
letes, Bathers and Gym-
nasts, and we are told
that it is the

Beet and most satis-

factory Supporter
made.

Let every Sportsman
try them.

Price, $1.00.
Will send by mail on

receipt of price.

Send Size oi Waist
and Hip.

Jersey -Fitting

Stocking.

j—3. Full Fash-
ioned, Narrowed
at ankle in black,

navy, League
brown, grey
mixed and any
other color, $1.50

j—1. Black, navy,
grey mixed,
stocking, $1.25

1— i. Black, navy,
grey mixed,
stocking, $1 .00

Send for Illus-

trated Catalogue
and Price List.

Manufactured by

HOLMES & CO.,
109 Kingston Street, Boston, Mass.

Special Clearance List Singer's Cycles.
THE Machines on this List are offered at a great reduction of price to effedt a clearance.

They are all NEW and of best material and workmanship, but in some cases not ot
present standard pattern, while others are styles of machines that, in order to reduce the
number of our patterns, we are discontinuing to make. The prices quoted are already
very low, but we are prepared to consider offers for two or more machines.
The tricycles offer a rare opportunity for those who may require machines for hiring pur-
poses, and the stock being limited, intending purchasers should order at once.

SINGER'S 'APOLLO" ROADSTER BICYCLE.

List Price $130.00. Offered at $100.00.

Singer's "Apollo" Light Roadster Bicycle.

List Price, 130.00. Offered at $100.00.

SINGER'S "CHALLENGE."
List Price, $100.00. Offered at $80.00.

SINGER'S "TRAVELLER" TRICYCLE.
Offered at $50.00.

SINGER'S "CARRIER" TRICYCLE.
List Price, $195.00. Offered at $100.00.

SINGER'S "XTRAORDINARY."
(KING OF SAFETIES).

List Price, $157.50. Offered at $75.00

SINGER'S "TRAVELLER" TANDEM.
List Price, $235.00. Offered at $165.00.

SINGElfr'fL CO., 6 & 8 Berkeley St., Boston.

For Specifications, etc., send for Descrip-
tive list.

G LLlffTS STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
* * * PERFECT.

LYNCH BICYCLE LOCK.

Superior to all others. Chain
lengthened or shortened at will.

Complete Little Yale Lock.
Nickeled. Chain 20 inches.
Price, SI. 00. Liberal discount
to trade.

Lynch Mfg. Co., Madison. Wis.

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a
bottle of Wilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also
prevent Nickel and steel from rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on recent of 50
cents in stamps Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN W, WILSON, Cottage'Py, Mass.

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen.
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

^^£g<£S ~^ +-j

^^fZM-^^^^y^c&^c^^^

Browning, King \ Co.

'Official Tailors of the L.A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only Official Tailors to the L.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

Committee

A. G. Spalding \ Bros.

Haters of the Official L. 1. W. Salaries.

V'cVpS. League Regulation 1.85
CH-t-i-n+o League Regulation 2.00
S3HJ.1 L». No. XX Fine Cheviot for hot

weather wear 1.00
m-J-j-ksaTr-il-irrc] Out celebrated jjnen
3MJt/ll.lllg». Sole Stocking, Leagje

color 1.00
TJolto No. X Silk, Edge's League color,
-t»t3Hj©» white centre, Snake Buckle JJO

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40

QV|f-vfiQ Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
^ll"t55»» hand made, light, strong, elastic. 5.00

No. l, Canvas, leather trimmings.3JJO

Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits

A. Q. SPALDING & BROS,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago
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44 AtmX tlxe^r follo^w^ecA tlxe Star."— [History.]

Look at the CHAMPIONSHIPS Won on the STAR during 1889. Can
any machine beat this record? Facts that talk.

Three-Mile L. A. W. Championship, Mav 30th,

One-mile State Championship, May 30th,

Five-mile State Championship, Mav 30th,

Half-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,

Ten-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,r 7 7 COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan.

25-Mile Road Race Championship of Minnesota, July, 31, 1889,
COLIE BELL, Minneapolis, Minn.

Half-mile L. A. W. State Championship, July 18, 1889,
W. I. WILHELM, Reading, Pa.

One-mile L. A. W. State Championship, July 19, 1889,
W. I. WILHELM, Reading, Pa.

Quarter-mile L. A. W. State Championship,
By W. I. WILHELM, York, Pa., Sept. 3d, 1889.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO., - - - Smithville, N. J.

J. PHIL. PERCIVAL, Los Angeles Cal.

W. S. WING, Los Angeles, Cal.

W. S. WING, Los Angeles, CaL

COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan.
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UU-ETlN.**
bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS Of (VCLlNG.

$1.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 6 DECEMBER, i88g.
Volume XX.
Number 6.

THE SINCEREST FLATTERY IS

^IMITMTION,^
the victor safety, with its

^f^imivo fork,
diamond fra:vi::e>,

pb)rfe>ct bbarings,

HAS BEEN EXTENSIVELY IMITATED. IT . STILL LEADS, OTHERS FOLLOW.

.A.SIEC ITS RIDEBS.

0VE^niR[l OlHEEli CO.,

MAKERS OF

VICTOR •?. BICYCLES,
BOSTON, WASHINGTON.

Office and Factory, CHlCOPEE FAliLiS, ffiASS.
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66BOOKING BAOK^T^VRJD. 99

[From last week.]

"That is quite true," said Dr. Leet, "and it was naturally tried at first, but it was soon found that the metal wheels could not endure the jar long enough to be
useful. However, even with the softening influence of rubber, the metal wheel has been found superior to all others for this purpose.

While the tubular steel framework is found invaluable to transmit and intensify the sound"—at this moment we came upon a road so rough that our speed was nearly
doubled before the Dr. could apply the brake. "You will observe," said he, "that this increase of speed, like love and civil service reform, is caused by its own effect.

As soon as the speed had slackened sufficiently to admit of my being heard, I enquired what effect these terrible noises were having on the hearing of those who con-
stantly have to endure them. "At first, bad results were feared, but time does not demonstrate that they follow. By the law of natural selection the more sensitive
natures are not attracted by this means of travel, and those that adhere to it soon become indifferent. At the outset only boiler makers and the riders of cheap, all-metal

bicycles could stand it, but as such vehicles became more common and withal, more fashionable, the objection has decreased in the same proportion as has the sen-
sitiveness of the average tympanum. "If this sort of things continues," he added, "the third generation from now will be born with cotton in their ears." At this

point, the road began to look what in 1889 we would have called better, but our wouderful vehicle was nearly "becalmed" in consequence. In looking hopefully
forward, I saw a sight which made me doubt whether I had even now become fully awake. Said Dr. Leet, "the Boston of your day derived its water supply from what
was, and is still, known as Chesnut Hill Reservoir, though it has been greatly enlarged, and, by means of a recently discovered process, the surface is kept frozen to a
depth of several inches, even in the hottest weather. This not only supplies our citizens with ice water, but provides an elegant skating area, which, under proper
restrictions, is enjoyed by all who care for this exhilarating pastime."

A thousand acres of ice glittering in the warm September sun, and covered with hundreds of steel shod men, women and children, constitutes a sight not easily

forgotten. On the broad boulevard surrounding this 21st century miracle, I saw a few bicycles, only a few. Those having the high front wheel, known in my time as

the ordinary, were not here, ladies and all were riding near the ground on small wheels, the front one being the smaller and both made of hickory.

I remembered the great future which had been predicted for bicycles, and marveled at the small number in use. However, the Doctor's explanation made it

clear, and as I contrasted the healthy looking faces and forms of those who were riding bicycles, with the occupants of "Keely" carriages, containing, the Dr. said, the
"culture" of this remarkable age, with their abnormally large heads and "exceedingly weak hams," I felt more than glad to know that this change had come about
while I was asleep.

As we rode homeward, by way of Newton, the modern "Back Bay district," we saw an enormous crowd about the window of a large bicycle factory. In the
window was a rusty wire wheel, and on it the following placard :

" A Kelic of Te olden tyme,
made and actually used in the 19th century."

P. S. Every League member is entitled to send for a copy of our catalogue.

STERLINC CYCLE CO., NEWTON, MASS.

WESTERN WHEELMEN
Have your bicycles overhauled during the Winter season. You will lose none of the good riding weather, and your bill of repairs

will be much lower than the tame work would cost next Spring.
We do all classes of repairing, including the finest nickel plating, and Harrington's baked enamel; we apply the latter for

the same price that other shops will charge you for daubing your wheel over with liquid enamrl, and will guarantee as fine a

surface as any of the factories will turn out. All our repairing is guaranteed.
Write us and state what your wheel needs, and we mail you an estimate of the cost.

No charge for drayage on wheels shipped by freight.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., 311 N. 14th St., - - ST. LOUIS, MO.

HINTS TO
X^axI^ Cyclers.
How to Ride, Mount and Coast; What to Wear and

How to Wear It; the Ankle Motion; Cost of Cycling;
Practicability of the Wheel; Shall Women Ride the
Safety; Opinions of Prominent Newspapers, Maga-
zines, Medical Men and Clergymen as to the Health-
fulness, Practicability and Utility of the Wheel, etc.;

also other points of interest. Only, work of the kind
published Price 10 Cents, postpaid. Just the
thing to use in interesting ladies in cycling. Liberal
discounts to the trade.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO.,

No. 9 CSt., Peoria , III.

The Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.,

U. S. A.
Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when
closed. Well and favorably known on two continents

.

Drop lorged of bar steel and finished in a thorough
manner ana case hardened. Small in size but giants
in strength, warranted a first-class tool in every
respecL
tor sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers.

J ntwX

Tf^*
For descriptive circulars and testimonials write to the
Proprietors, Hance B»"'""">s & White, Philadelphia.
/or sale by Druf- ' Merchandise Dealers.

<< BICYCLE BARGAINS."

Tlie EXCELSIOR, for Winter Cycling
—MANUFACTURED BY

—

OHIO CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,

ST. MKHY'S, - OHIO.

REPAIRS! SUNDRIES!!
One of the most complete Bicycle Repair Shops in the

country. Parts supplied, estimates given. Charges
reasonable, consistent with good work.
Sundries, wholesale and retail. Second-hand ma-

chines. Send for list.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

Oraton Hall, - Newark, N, J.

HARRISON'S CONTINUOUS

ALARM.
This Bell, as now constructed, is certainly the Best

Bell in the market. It is neat in appearance and
effective to a degree that will be appreciated by those
who use it. Price by mail, $2.00. Single Alarms,
$1.50.

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO. Providence, R. I.

50 American Challenge, fine order $33*0
50 Club, ball bearings, good order 37-00
51 Star, good running order 25-°°

52 Expert, soiled, never used 100.00

52 Harvard, ballbearings, good order 33-oo

52 Otto-Special, spade handles, new 31*0
52 Expert, with lamp 45-00
52 American Challenge, new 42.00

54 Premier, ball bearings, good order 31.00

54 Victor, good shape 50.00

54 Sanspanel, new tires, ball bearings 40.00
56 Expert, ball bearings, cow-horn bars 4S.00
56 American Champion, fine order, ball bear'gs 45.00
56 Club, ball bearings, spade handles 40*0
55 Rudge Light Roadster, ball bearings 49.00
58 Standard Columbia, ball bearings, good 35-00
60 Expert, ball bearings, fine order 45-00
18S9 Rambler, like new 105.00
Columbia Tandem Safety, good 135.00
Crescent Safety, like new 50.00

400 more second-hand wheels.
Guns and typewriters taken in trade.

A. W- GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio.
Mention this paper.

One-Third Actual Size

This oiler, as the cut shows, consists ol a tube for

holding the oil, fitted at the top with an Acme tip,

which can be unscrewed when it is desired to refill the
oiler. A cap of the same diameter fits over the top.

Only throws a small quantity ol oil at a stroke. Best
and neatest in the world. Handsomely nickel plated.
For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt of

price, jo cents each. CUSHMAN & DENISON,
173 oth avenue, New York
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements %n this Department 30 cents a tine.

jgp» Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. decks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only -will be taken.^^k.

L. A. W, BADGES,
For Gold Pins of the Official

Design, se»d direct to

CHAS. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle Street,

Portland, Me.
Patented. Price, $3.50, $5.00, $7.00 and $8.00,

according to finish. Diamond Badges $15 to $50 for

for the larger pins, and $10 to $30 for the small size.

Send for circular free. Also, for sale in New York, at

M.J. Paillard's, 6S0 Broadway; G. R. Bidwell's, J13
West 58th St.; in Philadelphia by the Hart Cycle Co.,

811 Arch St.; in Boston by the Pope Manufacturing
Co. ; in Chicago by John Wilkinson & Co. ; and in San
Francisco by Osborn & Alexander.

Send 25 cents and get one of the

New L. A. W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of fine rolled Silver Plate.
Very neat and serviceable.

N. H. GIBBS,
PROVIDENCE, R. IBox 632.

FOR THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-
ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and

other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,
$14.0^, $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th St., New York City.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers,
or mailed by the manu'tcturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

COLUMBIA TANDEM TRICYCLE ; run about
two months; in perfect order ; balls ail round; for

$175. Send for list of second-hand wheels. PAL-
LISTER BROS., Ottumwa, Iowa.

For all kinds of
Bicycle Repairing,

Nickel Plating,
Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street, BUFFALO. N. Y

PATE NT WRENCH
AND SCREW DRIVER COMBINED.

Tnrns Nuts, On Burner* or Pipe wlthoutr&rijustment.
Made of Best Polished Steel. Sent by mail for 25 eta.
Charles U. Ely, P. O. Box IMS, New York City.

MVu .'CLI~G LoG BooK
- Ry "Papa" Weston.The transitory pleasures of cycling can be made

as permanent as its physical benefits, by jotting down
in a we . devised log book, the distances and incidents
of ones various journeys. Knowing that such a
record is a most pleasant thing to have, and believing,
that the keeping of such should be encouraged, as
tending to the permanent good of cycling in more ways
than can be referred to here. The Log Book is hand-
soinclv and strongly bound in red leather, will last lor
years ol constant use, and is the best arranged book ot
its kind ever yet devised. It tills a warn olun felt by
the cyclist who values records ol interest tor future
reference. Price, postpaid, $1.25 For sale by Bicy-
cling World Co., 12 Pearl St., Hoston

T
«- Postage stamps not received in payment.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, jj cents a line. t&-Cash must

accompany the order.St
$g^** Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken..

MCJINGER TANDEM BICYCLE," only $135.
*3 Nearly new. C. J CONOLLY, Rochester, N. Y.

FOR SALE—5 1 -inch Columbia Light Roadster,
18S7 pattern; in good condition. Address J. M.

PAINTER, Kittanning, Pa.

EXCHANGE — A new gold watch, extra heavy
hunting case, Elgin, best grade, for an 1889 Co-

lumbia or Victor safety. Mustbe in first-class order.
W. H. CUMMINGS, Plantsyille, Ct.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, - - MASS.

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Basset
Oider.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approv< d
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Grab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance of natural Iruit acid.

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice of sourd,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the
press, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ling and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, ore
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep on r

goods, write us and we will serd
you a case on approval, ezpressage
prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

ROAD MAP
Middlesex County, Mass.
The most perfect Road Map of a Massa-

chusetts County ever issued. Shows all
the Roads. Printed in Colors, mounted
on canvas and varnished. Scale about 5-S-in
to the mile. The best Map value ever
given for the price, $1.00, postpaid.

UlMctflA
/Cj

Bicycling World Co.,
12 PEARL ST., - - BOSTON.
N. B. If this venture meets with encouragement

we hope it wi 1, other maps of Massachusetts Coun-
ties will be issued on the same lines.

109

ING^TON
,

SjREET

TRACE MARK
High grades in Silk, Silk and Jaeger s, Silk an

Cotton, all Wool, Merino, Dr. Jaeger's all Wool yarn

in Summer, Winter, and extra heavy Weight.
Readers in the vicinity of Boston call and examine.

Take Elevator.* Send stamp for catalogue.

Jersey Fitting Garients
FOR

Bicycle Riders, Lawn Tennis Players, Yachting

3X8 and Rowing, Base Ball and Foot

Ball, Gymnasium.

League Color, Grey Mixed, Black, Navy or any Color,

Plain or Stripe.
This Supporter is in

use by Bicycle Riders,
Base Ball Players, Ath-
letes, Bathers and Gym-
nasts, and we are told

that it is the

Best and most satis-

factory Supporter
made.

Let every Sportsman

try^them.

Price, $1.00.
Will send by mail on

receipt of price." I

"Send Size ot Waist
and Hip.

Jersey -Fitting

Stocking.

j—3. Full Fash-
ioned, Nan-owed
at ankle in black,
navy, League
brown, grey
mixed and any
other color, $1.50

3— 1. Black, navy,
grey mixed,
stocking, $1.25

1— 1. Black, navy,
grey mixed,
stocking, $1.00

Send for Illus-

trated Catalogue
and Price List.

Man ufactured by

HOLMES & "CO.,
109 Kingston Street, Boston, Mass.
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INCER CYCLES
bight Running and Durable

"The Bicycle business is going to boom in the Spring, and, if I

am not mistaken, the Singer wheels will press other makes harder
than ever. People are going to buj- a wheel that has stood the
test, and you will find 1889 wheels of other makes, nothing more
than wrecks next Year, where the SINGER SAFE1Y, that was
6old early in the Spring of 1S89, will still be in gcod order and
their riders satisfied. Ihen the time will come for me to hang out
my old card, 'SlIsGER CYCLES PROVE THE BEST.'"

E. C. ANTHONY, Taunton, Mass.

r "SINGER SAFE1Y BlL\CLLb lead them all!! But not in
the repair shop. More Singers sold this sea> on than any other make
of Safety. Strongest, handsomest and finest running Safety that
was ever invented by a cycling genius. It has a raking, racing
looking build. Has the only Spring-wired Tire. Can't come out.
No other Safety has it. W hy not? Because Singer & Co. have got
the finest thing, andjhey are going to keep it to themselves. The

Singer has the most powerful brake can be used. Always reliable.

The Singer rides easily and comfortably. No lame back or loose

false teeth, if you ride a Singer. The Singer is made for comfort
as well as speed. If you don't believe it try one. We give you a

fine spring saddle of any make you may choose. The Singer is

such a reliable wheel, that despite the large number ridden, if we
were to depend for one-quarter of our repair work on Singers, we
should have red flag flying over our door in no time. Its name is

Singer, but not rattler. Notice the handsomest wheels among the

leaders in any road scorch and you will find they are Singers, and
then notice that they don't rattle like a low gear loaded with hoop
iron. If you want to 6ee a first-class piece of cycle mechanism,
beg, borrow, steal or hire a Singer Safety and pull it apart. The
very finest workmanship will be displayed. Notice the ball bearings.

Notice the chain adjustment. Notice the fine finish. In fa<5t, if

you want to see the acme of cycle mechanism notice the Singer."

\CAMPBELL & CO., Providence, R. I.

SINGER & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., BOSTON, MASS.

NEW MAIL.!
Has been awarded the Adams' medal for greatest

number miles in the one month of October,

i ^ •— s m: i r^ e> s

ON A NEW MAIL SAFETY.

Mr. Beers' record to date for this season,

8032 fliles on a pw JJail Safety.

Murphy also made his 12,000 miles for two

years' riding on a NEW MAIL ORDINARY.
The New Mail is built for a Roadster, and

for Coasting has been always at the Front.

We are now ready to arrange Agencies for 1890.
Three New Mail Safeties, 2d hand, at $85 each.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston,
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j^awyoip
Devoted To The taESTs OfCjaiHQ

Published Every Friday

THE BICYCLING"WORLD COfflPHNY,
12 Pearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
49"- Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify
the Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old
address and Folio number.

Messrs. NEUMANN BROS., ol 11SW. 19th Street, New York, represent
the World and Bulletin as Advertising Agents exclusively for the Eastern
and Middle States.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.
Copy lor new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure

their being inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
ater than Monday, to insure attention for the following issue.

4W All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the
order of the Bicycling World Co.

1 Postage Stamps will not be accepted hereafter in
payment for advertisements or subscriptions. checks,
Money Orders or Postal Notes only will be taken..

The management of this paper refuse to print in the advertising
columns of this paper any matter that is disparaging of a rival or
which in its estimation is objectionable in any way.

EDITOR'S

:

C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

BOSTON, 6 DECEMBER, i&

r
I ""HERE is scarcely a race meeting that takes place but what the
-* judges are more or less uncertain as to how they should awaid

first and second on a close finish, and we have not the shadow of a

doubt but that the percentage of correct decision is about even with

that of incorrect judgment.

Now why not appoint a judge whose opinion on close finishes

cannot be disputed? The judge we would name is the camera.

There can be no mistake of judgment in such cases, and the instru-

ment only need be used in cases where the wheels of the first and
6econd man lap. In cases where the least shadow of doubt exists

let the silent but accurate official be the one to decide beyond a per-

adventure.

As Chairman Davol and his able co-laborers are willing to accept

any suggestions, why not embody a rule that in championship
race6 the camera and instantaneous plates be used to record close

finishes. Occasionally rainy or dark weather might interfere with
the picture being a success, but in a majority of cases with the ex-

tra sensitive plates, which almost all makers of the film plates pro-

duce, the results could not help being satisfactory enough to decide

a close judgment.

A/TR. DUCKER discourses on the racing question in another
***- part of our paper. He advocates the old, old idea of allowing
professionals membership in the League, but in his argument for

this state of thing he is scarcely logical. The burden of this

argument seems to us to be that it will be a good thing to get the

professionals in the League, so that we can control them and expel
them 1 1 and thus by the latter action showing the world at large
that we do not approve of trickery, etc. 1

1

In the play of the "Big Bonanza" a certain learned professor,

guileless of the ways of Wall street, essays to establish hi6 theory

of how easy it is to make money, goes on to the street as ignorant

of bulls and bears, shorts, longs and options as a savage. He is

told by a peanut vender to "sell Bonanza." "Nothing easier,"

thinks professor, "but in order to sell I must first buy I !" which he

proceeds to do, with results disastrous, as all well posted operators

will appreciate. The logic of Ducker and the professor seem to

us parallel. Mr. Ducker seems to think it a good plan to get pro-

fessionals into the League for the purpose of expelling them, while

the professor sees wisdom in buying "Big Bonanza" in order to

sell.

Would it not be better not to go to all this bother? The profes-

sional is already outside the League; why not let him 6tay there?

A TR. DUCKER, however, makes one point, and that is he con-
i-»J- demns the practice of allowing amateurs to start in races

promoted by professionals for money making purposes, even though

they be advertised as being run under L. A. W. rules. This may
be a good question for the Racing Board to discuss at the January

meeting.

WE have had or the past week in our possession copies of the

letters which have lately passed between President Luscomb
and Mr. Potter. We thought best not to publish the same for the

good and obvious reason that they were not written for publication

and did not at that time belong to the public. In thus concluding

not to publish we believed that the publication would be detrimen-

tal to the best interests of the League. The public discussion of

League dissensions has more than once brought the organization into

unenviable prominence. We regret the occurrence. The matter

belongs to the parties concerned and to the Board of Officers, and

the letters should have been held inviolate.

As to whether we shall hereafter publish these letters verbatim,

now they to a certain extent have become public, remains to be

6een: it depends on the mutual consent of the parties writing them,

and as to whether the questionable benefits to be derived outweigh

the sure harm in giving further publicity to official differences.

THE Norwich Bulletin, the principal daily paper of Eastern

Connecticut, prints a column and a half editorial, entitled "A
Standing Di-grace." It is, perhaps, needless for us to say that the

"disgrace" alluded to is the condition of the roads of Connecticut.

After enlarging on the magnitude of the "disgrace," and making
comparisons, which are odious, of the American systems and those

of European countries and Canada, the editor say6 :

"It would be impossible for any town to bear the expense of
macadamizing all its main roads at once. * * * But the cost of

macadamizing a short portion of the main roads of a town each
year, in pursuance of a complete plan which should spread the

work over fifty years, would not be great. It would not be so great

each year as the cost of maintaining the extra teams which bad
roads compel farmers and teamsters to maintain.
In many parts of Canada they have as good roads as Europe

—

roads which are a daily blessing to every traveller, and which inva-

riably draw from the visitor of New England habitat (sic) the wonder
how so poor and sparsely settled a country as Canada can have so
much better roads than thickly settled, rich New England. The
answer is simple; the Canadian road makers began with an intelli-

gent plan and purpose. For years they have been macadamizing
as much road as their means would allow. Every season great
piles of stone are broken and heaped up along the road side. When
a hole develops itself enough of these broken stone are taken from
the nearest pile to mend the defect while it is slight. When the

road-making season comes on, what are left of the broken stone are

used to extend the macadam. Every year the area of good roads
extends, and every year the good roads grow better.

If fifty years ago the business of road making in this little State

had been undertaken with a similar purpose and pursued with
similar economy and skill, there would not to-day be a single mile
of bad or even poor road in Connecticut. If a similar plan should
be adopted this year, another half century would see the same re-
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suit, without any appreciable yearly increase in the cost of road
making, and with a constantly decreasing expenditure for horse-
flesh and wagons.
The thing is possible and practicable. But it requires that the

people shall drop doing things wrong because their fathers used to

do them so, and start afresh on a line marked out by their own in-

telligence and the experience of other more progressive countries.
Is that latter possible? Time alone will tell."

"NO WITHDRAWALS."

The correspondence below will explain itself. The rumors re-

ferred to came from authentic sources, hence we addressed the
following letter to Dr. Emery, and received the answer as given.

Our letter read :

December 2d, 1889.

Dr. W. H. Emery :

Dear Sir—The rumor reaches us that the report is being cir-

culated in New York, to the effect of Mr. J. R. Dunn's and jour
withdrawal as candidates, for President and First Vice President, is

most probable. Will you kindly advise us as to the correctness of
this report ?

December 2d, 1889.

Editor Bicycling World : In reply to yours of this date, I can
assure you that the story in regard to Mr. Dunn and myself is false.

There will be no withdrawal. Fraternally, • W. H. Emery.

ANOTHER.
In connection with the question of withdrawals, we also authori-

tatively assert that the Providence Journal is not correct when it

says: "Good authority reports that President Luscomb of the

League has withdrawn as a candidate for re-election." On the

contrary Mr. Luscomb is in the field to abide by the decisions at

the February meeting.

One of the best known wheelmen in
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r? is,?/W. G. Kendall, the "genial captain of the

" TONFV" Boston Bicycle Club, who, for the past
few years, has been one of the "congenial
spirits" of cycledom. His form and

features are known to almost every wheelman of Massachu-
setts, many of whom have sampled his noted Boston Club
"refresher." The doctor was born in Woburn,July 1st, 1854, and
a few weeks afterwards received the name of Walter Gardner
Kendall. He attended the public schools of Dorchester, and, in the
course of time, graduated from the Dorchester High School.
Immediately upon his graduation he entered the Boston Dental
College to study dentistry, and graduated therefrom with the
hightest honors attainable. He was at one time the Second
Lieutenant of the first military company of the Dorchester High
School Regiment, and was also captain of the base ball and foot
ball clubs at the school. The dcdtor was a member of Company
G, 4th Battalion, M. V. M., and while in that company won his

corporal's stripes and sergeant's schevrons in open competition.
Captain Kendall first became generally known among the
wheelmen of this State in 1S84, when he joined the Boston Bicycle
Club, the oldest wheeling organization in America. The same
year he was elected a member of the L. A. W. Board of Officers,

and has been re-elected every year since, consequently he is the
senior member of the present Division board. The first club he
joined was the Dorchester Bicycle Club, and he had the distin-
guished honor of having the sole management of the first road
race of that organization. During his occupancy of a seat as a
Representative on the Massachusetts Board of Officers, he has
done considerable in furthering the interest of cyclers and it was
he that first proposed and enticed the Boston Club to offer medals
in the first Corey Hill climbing contest. Many are the cycling
schemes that he has proposed and helped carry out, and he has the
credit of suggesting the union runs which have resulted so

beneficially to cyclists the past year. While on the road he is always
accompanied by his faithful bull terrier "Bess," which is as well
known as himself, and by means of his camera he has managed to
finely illustrate several of the most enjoyable runs of the Boston
club. He has some degree of skill in all athletic sports, such as
yachting, swimming, skating, rowing, sparring and fencing, and is

particularly fond of fly fishing and shooting. He was the first ex-
ponent of combining photography with cycling, and has several
large books of photographs to exhibit to the curious. The past
year he has become a regulation granger, but now that he is

married he will leave that part of the work to his servant man.
His old office on Tremont street was used as a rendezvous of
wheelmen during the day, and he still heartily welcomes any of
them that visit him at his new office at 24 Boylston street. The
high esteem and honor in which he is held by the wheelmen
was shown by the large number of cj clers that attended his wedding
reception the other week and sincerely wished him all that good
fortune, health, wealth and a loving wife can bring to anyone

The fourth annual party of the Ramblers Cycle Club of Chelsea
was held in Grand Army Hall last Monday evening when a gay and
festive party of wheelmen and their lady friends assembled to do
honor to the occasion by dancing from early evening until the wee
sma' hours.

The Somerville Cycle Club party, which was held in Odd Fellows'
Hall, Somerville, last Tuesday evening, surpassed all its prede-
cessors both in point of attendance and brilliancy. A delegation
from the Charlestown Rovers and the Cambridgeport Bicycle Club
were in attendance.

The Charlestown Rovers had arranged to hold their last club run
of the season on Thanksgiving Day, and Captain Benson and Cap-
tain Kerrison had arranged to pilot a party of wheelmen aboard
the "Squadron of Evolution" in the morning, and through the

Maritime Exhibition in the evening of the same day, but fate

decreed otherwise, and the wheelmen either staid at home or viewed
the Boston conflagration from points of vantage. The cyclists

might have expected it to rain on Thanksgiving Day, as Kerrison
was one of the managers of the proposed entertainment, and it

always rained when he called a run of the Press Cycling Club.

The Charlestown Rovers, a delegation from the Massachusetts,
and many other clubs wheeled to Lynn last Sunday, and viewed
the awful ravages of that most relentless monster, "Fire," which in

its intense fury destroyed the business section of the "City of

Shoes."

NEW YORK.
Fine feathers may not always make fine

birds, but it is nevertheless true that

gorgeous plumages make e\en homely

"HJiyj'CWJiv" birds attractive to the eye, especially toHAWKStiAW.
the feminine one. In recognition of this

fact has grown a peculiar lawsuit, in the

South of France. It appears that a wheelman there ordered from
his tailor a bicycle uniform, which uniform the knight of the shears

agreed to deliver upon a certain date. Now it was the intention of

the wheelman to have donned his new uniform upon the date the

tailor had agreed to have it ready for him, and then in all the glory

of his ornamented person to mount his wheel and visit a young
lady, to whom he proposed to offer his hand in marriage. As is

usual with tailors, however, the promised uniform was notdelivere d

at the time agreed upon, and the wheelman in consequence was un-

able to carry out his intended programme. Now this wheelman
had a rival, and the rival was not a wheelman, and put not his

faith in tailors, so that he had nothing to prevent his going and
pleading his case before the fair one on that day, which he did, and
was accepted. The wheelman thereupon enters suit against the

tailor, claiming that by the non-arrival of his uniform he was
damaged to the value of the lost bride. It now remains for a Court
to determine the true value of a bicycle uniform as an ornament to a

manly form, and to judicially decide whether the fair sex are influ-

enced in favor of wheelmen through their being uniformed. This
question thus becomes of vital interest to every wheelman, and if

the suing cycler wins his case against the tailor I expect that a pro-

digious boom in the uniform direction will at once set in.

Here's a good story : For some time past it has been the cus-

tom of one of the employees of an English steamer running between
China and San Francisco, to take with him aboard the vessel, an an
tiquated old bone-shaker, which from all appearances had been
made in the year one. Trip after trip did he religiously carry his wheel

with him, and at the end of each run of the steamer did this devoted

wheelman, upon receiving shore leave, at once proceed to go off on
a journey, accompanied by his wheel. So app rent was his devo-

tion to cycling that many wondered why he did not purchase a

more modern mount and discard the old ramshackle one he used,
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which had neither beauty nor strength to plead for its continued
use. But argument and ridicule were alike unavailing in persuad-

ing this modern example of a horse marine to forsake the errors of

his ways, and so finally he was set down by all hands as a "crank,"

and allowed to go his way unmolested, except for a running fire of

chaff and ridicule. It is not always those who attempt to pose as

instructors, though, who are themselves the most free from the

need of education, and so it was in the present case. The wheel-

man, to use a slang expression, "knew his little book," and know-
ing it he declined to profit by the well meant attempts at instruc-

tion on the part of his advisers. He knew that it was true that the

back bone of that bicycle looked more like a section of a stove pipe

than anything else, and that the saddle seemed nearer to being a

ham than a seat for a rider, but he always replied to would-be in-

structors that that was the way he liked them, and as he was the

sufferer he guessed they had better not bother any more about the

affair. Presently the owner of the bicycle sent in his resignation

to the steamship company, declaring that he had grown tired of

playing sailor. Strange to relate, almost as soon as he ceased be-

ing sailor he also lost all of his interest in cycling, and his old

favorite bone-shaker remained in the offices of the steamship com-
pany uncalled for, until finally it was disposed of amid a sale of un-

claimed freight, etc. The purchaser thereupon discovered that

what he had taken for a saddle was really a heavy metal case,

shaped something like one, but in no other respect similar to the

usual seat of a bicycle, while the large back bone, that had always

been the cause of so much merriment when viewed by wheelmen,
was capable of being unscrewed from the head and converted into a

water and air tight steel cylinder. In other words, the entire machine
was nothing but a clever means of smuggling opium. When the

owner of it arrived in China he had only to take it ashore to enjoy

a ride upon, and then proceed to fill up the back bone and saddle

with opium, then when he arrived at San Francisco he went
through the same performance in passing the Custom House in-

spectors, to whom, of course, both he and his wheel had become
familiar objects, to which no suspicions were attached. It did not

take many passages for him to accumulate sufficient profits from
his nefarious business to enable him to retire, satisfied with what
he had secured without being detected, and he very wisely refused

to continue in a business in which eventually he would be detected

and punished for. A friend of mine, who at the time this all

happened was a secret service officer, detailed to look up opium
smuggling on the Pacific Coast, and who is himself a rider, narrated

me this experience the other evening, and I have given it to the

reader just as he gave it to me, but for fear that some one might be

tempted to try and work the same dodge, I had better say, perhaps,

that my friend declares that Custom House officers in San Francisco
are not as unsuspicious of the harmless bicycle as they were, a facft

it might be well for any would-be imitator of the introducer of the

above ingenious plan of importing to remember.

CHICAGO.

If you are a member of the Chicagos
attend their next meeting, and watch
the animals go round. It will be a cir-

" THF ^TROT LER " cus
'
anc* a l* vely one, too, from present

indications, and a certain gentleman to

be discussed is likely to find out that he
is not yet a member of the three C.s, or the Chicagos will have to

decide that their constitution is absolutely void. And if you are a
member of the Illinois Club don't miss their meeting for nine
dollars. Be sure and be there and watch the operation of vivisec-

tion that is to be practiced on a poor little "Birdie." It will be an
interesting clinic with surgeons Davis and Sloan as professors of
the art, and the Illinois Club as interested students. "Birdie" is to
be razzle-dazzled, all on account of that theatre party and those two
floral decorations at the same.

The Chicagos have finally moved into their new quarters at
South Park, although the grand opening in honor of the same will

not occur until the middle of the month.

The Kenwoods have also secured new quarters, and are about
ready to take possession of the same. At their next meeting dues
will be raised to one dollar per month.

The Illinois in a social line are even exceeding their record of
la6t winter, their athletic entertainment recently being unusually
good.

I noticed recently a new company incorporated here, for the
manufacture, sale, etc., of bicycles. The incorporators were C. F.
Stokes, Chas. H. Seig and A. L. Collins; capital stock, $100,000.
What's in the wind now, Mr. Stokes?

The hare and hounds' chase Thanksgiving Day was not much of
a success. Lumsden and Thorne of the Chicagos, Riggs of the
Illinois, and Pratt of the Lincolns were the hares. Some half a

dozen hounds, mostly Chicago men, started in pursuit, but the wind
was so strong the scent was soon lost. All met at the finish, and
started for home with chattering teeth.

The Washington Club house is one of the nicest places to spend
a pleasant evening imaginable, and an outsider is made to feel per-
fectly at home as soon as he crosses the threshold. Their member-
ship is also steadily increasing.

Editor Miles is still having lots of fun with the "famous
seven," whom he considers responsible for the numerous black
balls his application received at the hands of the Chicagos recently,
and which resulted in the rejection of the same. It is gall and
wormwood to Miles to think that after all he has done for the club,
that anyone who parts his name in the midJle (yes, and even a
barber) can be elected a member, while Sam, poor fellow, has to
stand shivering on the outside. But revenge is sweet, eh, Sam?
The Spectator man of St. Louis is taking unusual interest in

Chicago affairs of late, in fact he might well label his notes "Chi-
cago Notes," and in the last copy of the same relieves his stomach
of a considerable amount of bile, in regard to the burial of that
hatchet, the I. C. C. theatre party, Tom Roe and the famous seven.
And I am inclined to think that "Thistle" is responsible for the
major part of the notes, as it is a well-known fadt that it is a terrible
strain on "Thistle's" nerves to see so much good free advertising
going to waste on Roe. But for goodness' sake don't say I told
you so.

The political pot is beginning to seethe and boil in all the clubs,
and new combinations are springing up all the time. In the Chi-
cagos candidates are as thick as flies in fly time, all eager to be
struck by lightning. Here's a sample of candidates for the Presi-
dential chair: Thorne, Randall, Langworthy, 2 A. Smith, Field,
Bode, W. F. , and more to hear from. And in the Illinois Club
there are many candidates for the offices of Secretary-Treasurer,
Captain and even the Presidency, on which Sloan is supposed to
have an iron-clad mortgage. Sloan says no more office for him,
but we shall see. Arthur at the present time seems likely to se-
cure the Captaincy. In the other clubs the same thing is true, only
not quite as lively at present.

Ah there, Ohio. Who said Ohio was in the lead. My dear
fellow, you seem to think that I am predjudiced in favor of Winship
over Myers. Well I certainly would bet on him in a race between
the two. You say Myers took a header in the inter-club road race,
but you fail to say chat Myers was behind Winship when he fell,

which I un erstand is the fadt in the case. I was the means of get-
ting on the Lumsden-Stone series of races. Perhaps we can have
a Winship-Myers series next spring, two track and one road race.
I believe "Win" would be willing in spite of that famous mile
record of Bert's.

It was the good} fortune of myself

HARRISBURG, PA. f1?
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sident^U^l° *% ^Sl* ?the first assembly of the Penn Wheel-

"CYC" men at Reading on Tuesday last. It

was a brilliant affair throughout, and
the club made itself popular, as were

heard the expressions of those present. The Opera House was
tastefully decorated with plants, and everywhere could be seen the
colors of the club (orange and black), while from the drop curtain
was suspended three wheels forming a pyramid, the upper of the
three being most prominent because from it shone in gilt letters,

"L. A. W." The Germania Orchestra furnished excellent music,
and one imagined himself in fairy-land, as he glided smoothly over
the dancing floor, with Reading's fair daughters. Although the
programme was somewhat lengthy, yet not tiresome, and at it*

close all wished the evening just begun. The Penn Wheelmen are
to be congratulated upon its success, and especially so from the
faft that their organization is but a year old. It was my privilege
to meet the President, H. C. Boyer and Messrs. Wanner, Weitzel,
Reiter, Willson, Johnson, Heilman, Earl and Schmidt, some of his
co-laborers, and found all very gentlemanly and ready to make all

feel at home. Prominent upon the floor was W. I. Wilhelm and
wife. Irv wore his usual smile, though will not content himself
until he has another trial at the Lancaster Pike record, which was
taken from him by Van Wagoner recently. He tells me that he
will take first opportunity to regain it, and by his determined look,
I believe he will.

Messrs. Oves and Rohrer have returned from their pedestrian
trip, and deny the report that they wanted to commit suicide. They
speak in the highest terms of the hospitality ©f the farmers en
route, and the "chores" they did for their meals and lodging as they
relate them, are amusing. They covered sixty miles in the six days
regardless of the rain, and say they could not have had a better
time by wheeling it.
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"Star" of the Poikopolis City, witnessed what is almost daily

seen here: Safety riders steering away with their troupers rubbing
against the chain, running a risk of not only tearing their trousers,

but danger of a severe tall. Several have experienced it, and I

know they do not care to buy trousers once a week. When we have
a quick trip down in the city fiom our offices, we sometimes over-

look it. A pair of leggings would be a good thing to have at hand.

MEWS

NEW ORLEANS.

"N0KOM7S."

The Louisiana Division of the L.A.W.
is making great strides toward the cen-
tury mark. Last year the Division num-
bered 65 members, while this year it is 87,
showing a big gain. Harry H. Hodgson,
Chief Consul, has issued a postal card

giving the above facts to the members, and asking them to exert

themsehes and each get a member if possible. This will no doubt
stir up the toys, and ii is sate to predict that in a very short time
Louisiana v. ill have a iull fledged Division of one hundred members
or more. 1 here are eight applications ready to be sent in at the

present writing, which, counting these ai plications, makes the

membership oi the Division 95. Harry is working to show an in-

crease ot one hurdrtd per cent, in the membership oi this Division,

which will no doubt be record. ^^^
There are already twelve entiies fcr the Betts fifty -mile medal.

All the last flyers 01 the Louisianas are in, ard there is every in-

dication mat this is not t nty going to be an exciting race, but that

the time made in it will be the Southern fifty-mile record.

There being only two entries in the Thanksgiving Day races it

was decided to abandon them.

Bogel's new niikel- plated-big-rear-wheel-with-his-name-en-
graved-therton has been stolen. There is a movement to oiganize

a Sheriffs' po&se to search for the wheel.

The L. C. C. have finally decided upon a unifoim. It is to be
made ot a •teiy pretty bicwn cloth, trirr.med with black biaid.

Their club house will get along finally.

PEORIA, ILL.

"CICLOLS:'

1 wonder, if I dare mention the fact that

Bert Myeis has again smashed a reccrd
without havirg halt of your eoriespordents
come cut with the inquiry, "Dees Ananias
leside pern arently in Peoria?" or seme
equally siggesthe remaik in regaid to the

truthfulress of Arurs truly, tut the fact lemains. reveitheless, lhat

on Tharksgiving afterrccn. after havirg thoroughly digested the

greater pa it ot a full grown tuj key , and while the club 1 corns weie full

of wreelmen, several of wlrcm held watehes on him, Myers
mounted the rev Biffalo Heme Trainer, and spun off a quarter in

the remarkably fast time- of 15 2-5 seconds, thus beatirg all pre-

vious recoids 4-5 OI a second, unless 1 am greatly mistaken in the

recoid for a quarter, which, 1 telie\e, was 16 1-5 seeords, and I

have taken seme pains to learn the exact time for a quarter on the

home trainer wih the abeve result. If there be rny one who can

pedal a quaner faster than 15 2-5 let him siand right up ard say so

or we si all accept ihis perfcin ance as a record. Myers has done a

mile on tre s: me machine in 1 minute 51 2-5 seconds, but dees not

consider ihis as any thirg remaikable after having done a quarter

at the rate of one mirme ard thiee-fifihs of a secord for a mile. I

hope this worderful perfoimance will dispel all doubt that may still

linger in the rr inds of a few skeptical wheelmen as to Myers' ability

to pedal fast enough to cover a mile in 2.13. If my memory serves

me correctly, seme of your valuable coriespondents deny the fact

that it was rossille for any man to pedal fast enough under any
circumstances to cover a mile in 2.13, regardless of the wind that

was supposed to have blown him along.

The leoria Bicycle Club are rejoicing over the fact that another

racing man has been added to their ranks, in the person of L. Masi,

a young Swiss, who has recently come to Peoria from San Fran-

cisco. Masi is said to be a very fast rider, and I sincerely hope he

will prove to te to, as that will make it possible for Peoria to put a

very fast team in the field for next season.

""Tom Roe and his escort spent Thanksgiving Day in this city.

Tom has been having a remarkably hard time of it since leaving

Kansas City, and to all appearances is thoroughly sick of his

bargain.

The Peoria Bicycle C)u£> held their first card party at the club

rooms last Tuesday evening, and a thoroughly good time was en-

joyed by all its participants.

Up to last Friday evening Sherman and McCuMoch have been at

a tie on the he rr e trainer, for a quarter at 19 1-5, but Friday even-

ing McCulloch tun ofl the distance in 18 4-5, and is new only wak-
ing for Sheiman to catch up so that he can set another matk for

him.

A paper called Every Saturday, pub-
lished at York, Pa., in the issue of Nov.
30, prints a cartoon, which is remarkable
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tic merit. It is entitled : "All Road6
Lead to York—But it's Awful Getting

There." The roads are represented by seas of mud. in the depths
of which are seen men and horses floundering in varied conditions
of submersion. One fellow, more le>ng headed than the rest, has
taken to a boat as means of navigating these roads (?), and 16

calmly rowing himself along to his own entire satisfaction and the
envy of his bemired fel)ow-tra\ellers.

Over icoo wheels have been sold in the city of Buffalo, N. Y.,
during the past season, and yet sometimes we are asked by non-
cyclers, "Isn't cycling on the decline?" !

!

An exchange speaks of Van Wagoner, McDaniel and Merrihew
as being "W estern men." W ill Rhode Island please make a note
of it?

The esserce of good humor was discovered the other dav in a
Syracuse (N. Y.) wheelman. Ht was pounding his roadster over
the sandstone pavement of Souih Warren street, near the inter-

section of East Genesee, when a lady smiled and he raised his hat.

Just at this unguarded moment his wheel diopped into a ca\ity of
unusual size and stopped dead still, but the rider did not step. He
tore a hole thiough space for about ten feet, and then a'ighied on
his hands ar.d knees. "Are you hurt?" was the aggravating
question of his lady friend, as the rider sctambled to his teet.

Then did his best nature assert itself as he replied, glancirg at his
trousers and hands bedaubed with mud: "No-o, but I have dis-

covered that we positively need asphalt pavement on Warren
street." He was "\» arren'-ted in saying so.

Our correspondent "Salina," ficm Syracuse, N. Y., writes as
follows: "1 he venerable Syracuse House block is old and it has
beer old for rr any years. Itean't be destroyed with fire, for that
has been pre \ en. It will have to be torn dow n se on, or it will of
itself fall. New, while ihe Syracuse Cycling Club is deliberating
on a site for a club bouse, "Salina" tegs lea\e to call attention to

the location of the block abo\e mentioned. It seems as if a brown-
stone front right here wculd be quite desirable, with a com-
fortable irlerior something on ihis plan : Double parlors in front,

wiih polished floois ard 11 gs. gy mr asium in the tear, with bath
room ard dresser, fitted wiih leckers, also acccn medatien room
forwheels. Second floor fiont. library and writing icom, dining
hall in the rear. T hiid fle or front, card ic< ms, with tiili?rd par-

lor in the rear. Elevator entrance on Salina street. This is

merely a suggestion to the cenmittee appointed December 2, to

look into the natter of a club house.-

Thus speaks the Attleboro. Mass., Sun: "A bicyclist has no
privileges w hatever, these times, judging frcm the way some get
used by people drivirg teams. Within the past tew rays ore nan
has been thrown ficm his wheel and narrowly esc;.ped setieus

injury , while another was roughly j:rrmed against a post on the

sidewalk." If the World may presume to correct such a glitter-

irg orb as the &un, it would respectfully suggest that the law pro-

vides for such cases, and if the sufferers are L. A. W. membets all

they have to do is to get Chiel Consul Emery interested, and then

the culprit, between the upper stone of L. A. W. and the lower
stone of Law, would be made to appreciate that wheelmen have
"Privileges."

The results of the meeting of the Racing Board in Chicago
nex month will be locked tor with gieat interest by those inter-

ested in that branch of cycling. We have once or twice essayed to

gather seme idea as to the views of Chaiiman Davol on the subject,

and if possible foreshadow the outcome of the conference, but the

burden of Mr. Davol's replies to our irnocent advances has. usu-

ally been : "My eyes are wide open and my ears are pinned back.

In the meantime, wait ;'* and so we "wait " not at all concerned but

that the "results" will be all that we could wish.

The weather has been so "beastly, you know," in Philadelphia

that records could not be attached, and so McDaniel has gone to

Newport to combine with Van Wagoner, and try for a tandem
record or two.

The sixth annual ball and concert will be given by the Milford,

Mass., Wheel Club on Friday evening, December 13th. We
acknowledge with thanks a complimentary ticket to same.

We have it on fairly good authority that the New York and Man-
hattan Bicycle Clubs are seriously considering a scheme of consoli-

dation. 1 he New York's membership is 130, and the Manhattan
80. The combine would be very strong. n. ^ ^. fc"~

|~Mr. Lcuis Block, late of Denver. Col., is row a resident of the

Hub. Mr. Block has called at our office several times, and we are
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NOW IS THE TIME
TO SECURE THE AGENCY FOR "THE EAGLE" FOR 1890.

Machines with all improvements for next season are now ready for

immediate delivery.

Do not wait until spring to purchase an EAGLE. You should know
how to ride it well by that time, if you wish to handle the agency to any

advantage to yourselves or us.

THE EAGLE has been well tried this season, and has not been

found wanting. The remarkable records made and numerous races won
on this machine within the past few months, together with the experience

of hundreds of riders, prove conclusively that the " l^agle" is not only a

practical machine, suitable for both business and pleasure riding, but the

fastest and easiest running wheel ever offered to the public.

^E^VD ;EX)R CATAI.OGUE.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

STAMFORD, CONN.
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SWIFT TANDEM SAFETY.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Limited,

239 COLTTZMZBTTS .A^E. BOSTOIT.

ATTENTION, NEW ENGLAND!
To farther encourage our rapidly developing business in the East, we

have established

JL BRANCH HOUSE
at 178 Columbus Avenue, BOSTON, where we will look after our

LOCAL RETAIL INTERESTS,
and will, at the same time, take care of our wholesale trade in the

NEW ENGLAND STATES ONLY.

Points outside this section will not be supplied, excepting by the factory
as heretofore.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

Send for our Catalogue,
Chicago, III.
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pleased to believe that Boston is the gainer, though Denver has lost

a good wheelman.

Mr. Geo W. Stevens, of the Coventry Machinists' Company,
has returned from England. He will be in this city the early part

of next week.

The Bay State Bicycle Club, of Worcester, Mass. ,
gave its annual

social and dance Tuesday evening, November 26. About thirty

couples were present, and dancing was kept up until an early hour
in the morning. Caterer Marshall, during the intermission, served

a palatable supper in the dining hall. Music furnished by Kibbe's

orchestra.

There is talk among the members of the Syracuse Cycling Club
of building a pair of club "bobs," to coast on the ice this winter.

At last! at lastl ! The L. A. W. members of Pennsylvania, New
Jersey and Maryland will find in their stockings a copy of the new
road book for those States. It is actually promised by Christmas,
and so, gentlemen, don't forget to hang up your wife's or sister's

stocking in anticipation of the appearance of the long promised
book.

Mr. Geo. E. Lloyd and Ralph Temple sailed from Liverpool,
on the City of New York, on Wednesday, the 27th. This ought to

bring them to New York by the time this paper goes to press.

The Dorchester i^Mass.) Club visited the Maritime Exhibition in

a body the other day. A more enjoyable manner to spend an even-
ing cannot be suggested.

The Barnum Gymnasium, at Bridgeport,. Conn., a large and
handsome new structure recently constructed by P. T. Barnum,
bids fair to become quite a favorite resort for the local wheelmen
during the coming winter months. Among its many athletic

equipments it contains a first-class bicycle track. Wheelmen have
been quick to appreciate this feature, and already a large number
have joined almost exclusively for the benefit of this privilege.

The Niagara Falls, N. Y., Bicycle Club held open house on
Thanksgiving Day. An elegant spread of delicious viands graced
a large table in the club's parlors, and about 5 o'clock their large
number of guests, among whom were many ladies, did full justice

to the club's hospitality. Visitors were received and e-corted
through the commodious house. Music, cards and other enjoy-
ments were indulged in. In the evening a banquet for club mem-
bers only was held, making the day's programme a splendid and
complete success.

The members of the Genesee Bicycle Club, of Rochester, N. Y.,
entertained their friends at the New Osburn House Thanksgiving
evening, when the annual reception of the organization was held.

Fully sixty couples were present and enjoyed themselves until an
early hour in dancing out a programme of twenty numbers, ceasing

. only for a short time at midnight to partake of supper, which was
served in the large dining hall.

The Louisville (Ky.) wheelmen are already laying plans for the
running of a cycle tournament, in connection with the State fair to
be held in that city during the fall of 1890.

"The increase in the use of bicycles is likely to have one good
result; that is, the improvement of country roads. We do not
care how much pressure wheel clubs bring on the public, to lead
them to demand smooth, level roads. We believe money judiciously
spent in improving travelled highways is well laid out. One can
hardly realize how much might be saved in the wear and tear of
teams and wagons, if all our roads were as good as they could be
made."

—

Canton, Mass., Journal
"Nostaw" of Bridgeport, Ct, writes us : "The road-sign question

is one that should receive much more agitation in the future than it

has in the past. Particularly in this, the "Nutmeg" State, for.it is

sad to relate, our road-sign system is in a sadly demoralized con-
dition. While riding along the unfamiliar roads of the surround-
ing country, we are oftentimes obliged to stop at almost every
cross-road to inquire of some resident or passer-by which is the
right road to take. These stops necessarily cause considerable
delay in our journey. If, however, we attempt ourselves to pick
out the proper direction, the result is oftentimes disastrous, as we
will invariably wander from the direct road and thus have many
more miles to cover. And why all this confusion ? we ask. Simply
because there are no road-signs. In fact, such curiosities are few
and far between. At present this matter is left for the towns to
attend to, but as the cost is comparatively small, this work would,
in my opinion, be much better taken care of by the State or some
higher authority. Almost anything will be an improvement over
the present system. These road improvement questions are indeed
a mighty and national question, and will permit of much delibera-
tion, but let us not forget, that while we must have better roads, we
must also have placed before us on our public highways the means
of finding them."

The Buffalo, N. Y., Club nominated Chief Consul Bull as Vice
President. Mr. Bull was away when the club sprung this well-
deserved honor on the gentleman, but on his return, and on hear-
ing of it, he declined with thanks and due appreciation, etc., etc.

The head lines that have constantly appeared in the papers, over
the articles in reference to Tom Roe's ride have read in this some-
what cheerful strain : "Tom Roe Lost in the Desert"—"Roe Sprains
his Ankle and Knee"—"Tom Roe Lost in a Swamp"—"Roe
Snowed Under"—"Roe Faces the Blizzard," etc., etc.

The Iven-Chamberlain and Brinker-Milley tandem race was
postponed Thanksgiving Day on account of the weather. It was to
take place on Richmond avenue, Thursday, December 5th, at 3
o'clock.

According to a Cleveland dispatch Henry E. Ducker is in for

another tournament scheme. He is projecting a circuit for next
year to be composed of Boston, Springfield, Hartford and Albany.
His plan is to send an agent to Europe to prevail upon all the crack
riders of England, Ireland and France to visit this country next
spring.

Miss Vietta Hiler is one of Brooklyn's most enthusiastic
lady cyclers, having become much interested in the sport this sea-
son. She contemplates spending a good part of nex'. season tour-
ing on her wheel.

Rumors of "withdrawals" seem to fill the air, but a close inquiry
into the facts seems to point out the only "withdrawal" will be after

the votes are counted at the February meeting. Immediately fol-

lowing editorials we print some facts as to the possibility of "with-
drawal on the part of candidates mentioned.

"Hawkshaw" is now over due in his regular warhoop against
tights. He probably has never seen a pair gracing the limbs of a
Chicago scorcher, and if he did it might be as great a revelation to
him as the Western racers were to the Bankers, Campbell, etc.

The West produces good straight legs, and bow-legged cyclists are
few and far between.

—

Chicago Referee.

The Buffalonians are bound to have a specially-t onstructed cycle
track, and to that end the committee of wheelmen which has the
matter under advisement are working tooth and nail.

Some of the safety riders of Syracuse say they will not put away
their mounts this winter, but will ride over the snow. That will
be a new departure.

A Rhode Islander indignantly repudiates the statement made in
our news column last week that Van Wag »ner owns Little Rhody or
that local wheelmen bare the head and speak his name with bated
breath. On the contrary our correspondent avers that they "yell
out some slang which he writes, but which to our unsophisticated
mind conveys no (meaning, but which we should hazard a guess
were not of a complimentary nature.

On the evening of Saturday, November 30, the local wheelmen
of Cincinnati met at the gymnasium to perfect arrangements for
entertaining the Ohio Division meet. A string of committees
about a yard long was appointed. The meet will be held on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, July 24, 25 and 26.

The Bridgeport, Conn., wheelmen received a very pleasant visit
from ten members of the New Haven Wheel Club, who rode over
on their machines Sunday, the 24th. While there they were the
guests of the Rambling Wheelmen, who, after showing the New
Haven boys about the city, entertained them at dinner at the Wil-
son House. In the afternoon a delegation from the Ramblers
escorted their visitors as far as Stratford on their homeward
journey.

The Presidency of the Plainfield Bicycle Club seems to offer ex-
ceptional inducements to one with political aspirations; while Dr.

J. H. Cooley, late Chief Consul of New Jersey, was acting in that
capacity he was elected to the office of Mayor of North Plainfield,
which office he still occupies. Mr. Townsend Rushmore, the
present head of this club, was elected to the office of Councilman ot
the Third Ward in Plainfield. on Tuesday, December 4th. He has
our congratulations. »

The reception of the Bridgeport, Conn., Wheel Club, on the
evening of December 13th, bids fair to be a grand success. In
addition to their present quarters on Fairfield avenue, they have
secured for the occasion four extra rooms. This gives them plenty
of available room, as they will then have the entire upper floor as
well as two rooms on the floor beneath.

Our correspondent, "Star," of Cincinnati, sends us the following
good item : "The following process is said to have been used during
the Crimean war, to make the tunics of the French soldiers water-
proof: Dissolve in ten gallons of boiling water two and a half
pounds of alum, and in a separate vessel, dissolve two and a half
pounds of sugar of lead in ten gallons of water. Mix these solu-
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Send to WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass., for Catalogue.

tions, thoroughly saturate the garment in the mixture, wring it,

dry it, then wash in cold water, and after drying it is ready for use.

This process, if it does not increase the conducting power of woolen
fabrics, would be just the thing for a bicyclist's clothes, especially

when caught in a heavy dew."

The Baltimore Cycle Club, Baltimore, Md., gave a Thanksgiving
evening dance. About fifty couples were present. While the

dancing was in progress Mr. Arthur Cline was giving exhibi-

tions with a phonograph up stairs. The historian of the club,

Alfred Gaymeux, came on from New York and was given a right

royal welcome. He is composing a "club" song to the air of
"Columbia."

We have to acknowledge the receipt of cards for the dancing
party to be given by the Zigzag Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, N. Y., on
the evening of December 5th. We are sorry we cannot "present
the card at the doer" in person, as politely requested to.

Samuel G Colwell, a member of the Rhode Island Wheelmen,
finished his 7000th mile for the season last Saturday, November 30.

The members of the West Jersey Cyclers, of Camden, N. J.,
had

been looking forward with a great deal of pleasure to a run which
had been called by their Captain, to Glen Mills, Pa., for Thanks-
giving Day. Owing, however, to the continued stormy weather
the roads on that day were in such poor condition (anyone who has
ever ridden on the roads about Camden knows that they are bad
enough at their best) that ihe anticipated run had to be abandoned,
although one to Fairmount Park was substituted, in which eight of

the members participated.

We are in receipt of a splendidly enlarged photograph of "Jack,"
on his safety. The size of the picture is 14x17, and they can be
secured of R. M. Archer, of Huntington, W. Va., by sending him
$1.25.

In reports of the receptions given Tom Roe, and in reply to the
speech of welcome, he is always reported as answering in "one of
his characteristic speeches." We have oiten wondered wherein
"characteristic." The explanation is in the following, taken from
the Chicago Herald: "Tom made one of his characteristic speeches
in response—saying nothing."

Mr. Wm. P. King, of Washington, D. C, with three friends,

is contemplating a trip awheel from Porrland, Maine, to Quebec,
via Augusta and the Canada Road. Wheeling literature relative to

that region is painfully meagre, and if any of the readers of the

World c<>n throw a little light upon the character of the roads,
ways-ide accommodations, "bears and Injuns," etc., we will be very
thankful.

On Friday, November 29th, the Maryland Club, of Baltimore,
Md.,held its third reception. Dancing was the feature of the occa-
sion. At eleven o'clock a palatable supper was served. A large
number of guests were present.

On Sunday, November 24'h, four enthusiastic members of the
C. B. C. made an attempt to reach Miamitown, but on arriving at

the foot of Fairmount Hill they found the dust so deep and so wet
that they turned back and went out on the C. W. B. R. R. instead.
They rode and rode and rode till they came to a station above
which door was painted "1886 miles." They did not teel tired and
were very rr.uch surprised that the,y had so easily broken the record
of the Chicago Cyck.nes. After dinner the return trip was made
in a drizzling rain.

Anothfr good appointment by Chief Consul Brown, of New
Jersey. This time it is that of Mr. B. O. Miller, of the West Jersey
Cyclers, of Camden, to the office of Local Consul for that district.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen held open house on Thanksgiving
Day and the rooms were visited by many unattached wheelmen and
friends. In the evening there was an athletic entertainment and
light refreshments. The tug of war was won by Miller's team, not-
withstanding the opposing team contained the great Van Wagoner.
In the sparring between Messrs. Phillips and Tisdale honors were
even. Messrs. Miller and Weld wrestled for half an hour to a draw,
each having won one fall. The burlesque sparring match between
Sullivan and Jackson resulted in the complete knockout of Sullivan.
Taken as a whole the committee, Messrs. Tucker and Rands, are to
be congratulated upon the success of the evening's entertainment.

Van Wagoner broke another record last Monday night from
Fall River, Mass., to Newport, R. I., covering the distance of
eighteen miles over very poor roads in the dark in one hour six-

teen minutes with seven dismounts He had already ridden 100
miles during the day, so was not very fresh.

Since the introduction of the new piano into the rooms of the
Cincinnati (Ohio) Bi. Club rooms, the members of same have dis-
covered that they have several good dancers; Young-Man-Tired-of-
His-Ocarina, and Old-Man-Proud-of-His-Brake, however, are said
to carry off all the honors.

As the season advances the attendance at the Maritime Exhibition
is increasing. The cyclers of Boston and vicinity seem to be taking
quite an interest in this truly unique exhibition.

The Rambling Wheelmen of Bridgport, Ct., will hold a select
sociable in Bostwick Hall, West End, on New Year's Eve. Exten-
sive arrangements are being made by the committee in charge and
the affair will undoubtedly be a great success.

"Elnod," our Providence correspondent says : "Referring to the
article in the Bicycling World of November 22d, I think that Mr.
Ducker does injustice to Mr. Bruce. Mr. Ducker says, 'Mr. Bruce
in common with most racing men, seems to think that the only
work done at a meeting is that by the racing men.' Now I would
like to respectfully inform Mr. Ducker that Mr. Bruce was Chair-
man of the Rhode Island Wheelmen Decoration Day Tournament
Committee and gave up his business and pleasure entirely, devoted
about three weeks solid time to the tournament, and was rewarded
simply by a 'vote of thanks' from the club."
The Buffalo Medical and Surgical Journal has an article on

"Roads Improvement" and it utges all physicians everywhere to
throw their influence for better highways. The leaven is working,
the attention of all classes has been awakened. Let the snow ball

of public opinion in favor of better highways be so rolled and en-
larged as to defy opposition and thus bring about the great
desideratum.

What Christmas present would please "the boy" more than a
nice safety bicycle.

Messrs. Van Wagoner and McDaniel will attempt to lower the
24-hour record this week Friday or Saturday, December 6 or 7th,-

weather permitting, and providing a good course can be selected.

A writer in a Kansas City paper thus touches off the question of
good roads: "It was said, 'all roads lead to Rome,' and if we are
wise and are willing to work while it is called to-day for the grand
to-morrow, for the benefit of those who shall come after us, for the
future prosperity of this wonderful city of the West, it may be said
of us as it was said of Rome, 'All roads lead to Kansas City.'

"

The Hyde Park Ramblers give the third private party in Ev-
erett Hall, Hyde Park, on the evening of December 11. We ac-
knowledge with thanks the invitation received to be present.

What in the world would become of our good friend Wheeling-
if George Lacy Hillier were to die? We whack "good old Jawrge"
occasionally, but a page of Wheeling would scarce be complete
without a complimentary (?) reference to G. L. H.^

TOM ROE.

The Chicago Herald tourist, Tom Roe, arrived in Chicago Mon-
day, December 2d, at 2.13. He left San Francisco September 23d,

and it was his intention to try and reach Chicago about the 15 vh ta
17th November. The story of his journey has been one of continuous
difficulty. In the early part of his ride he fell and hurt his knee and
ankle to the txtent that he never recovered, but suffered more or
less pain and discomf rt during the whole period of the trip. Then
the elements declared war against Tom, and the history of the
weather was rain, snow, mud, with pleasant variation of flood and
gales.

We do not think Mr. Roe will attempt the feat again, and while-

he did not finish within some ten days or two weeks of the schedule
time made out, he claims to have beaten Mr. Stevens' time between
the two cities. It must, however, be remembered that Stevens did
not ride for record time. As to whether the results of Roe's ride

justify t.ie effort and expense, Mr. Roe, his friends and the Chicago-
Herald can only say.

A FALSE ALARM.

The New York Star of the 29th had the following sensational

heading: "Bad News for Bicyclers," and under the caption
printed the following: "Captain Beatty and his command were
instructed by the Board to enforce stridtly the regulations govern-
ing riding and driving in the park. The question of bicycle

riding and coasting in the park was also discussed, and it was de-
cided that neither would be allowed hereafter."
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The same paper of the 30th has this correction under the caption

"Good news for Bicyclers; "Secretary Burns of the Park Board
explained yesterday that the Commissioners had no intention of

excluding bicyclists from roadyways in the park, a6 intimated, but

Captain Beatty had been instructed by resolutions passed by the

Board meeting, held on Wednesday, to simply enforce the regula-

tions concerning the speed of vehicles, which is. limited to eight miles

an hour. There was no reason why bicyclers should be allowed to

indulge in a higher rate, or the still more dangerous practice of

coasting, whicn means permitiing their machines to run down hill

without having the brakes under control."

nd the old stage route from Springfield, and tourirg wheelmen are
more and more realizing how complete a ride it is through this

region and many have favored us with a visit the past season.
However, we are of the opinion that many are deterred from tak-

ing this route because, by errors in the road book the distance from
Pittsfield to Hudson is given as about fifty-six miles, when it isn't

more than forty-nine, and the "three mile walk over the mountain"
spoken of dwindles down to from one to one-half mile to the or-
dinary rider.

Brother wheelmen, when you take your tour next season, come
to Berkshire, and you will find my description not in the least ex-
aggerated. G. T. B.

THE "AVERAGE FARMER'S" POSITION.

To an enthusiast it is positively dispiriting to see the position

that the average farmer takes when confronted with the question

of the improvement of the highways. The late road race from
Buffalo to Rochester brings several suggestions to the surface.

And right here we may class the road from Buffalo to Rochester as

one of the first importance, ic being the highway between three

large cities, and passing through a score of villiages and all in a

section that has long been settled, and the road has long been
worked (but scarcely improved); truly in the aggregate what a

waste of time and what present results ! To our mind the present

system of road making is about as reasonable as the farmer who
would go into a certain field each season and mow down the weeds.
He would then sow his clover and Timothy broadcast, but the

succeeding year would simply bring forth weeds. He must get at

the roots if he would exterminate the weeds, so must he build a

good foundation in his road bed if he would avoid the continual
ruts, slush and knee-deep mud to be found in our present high-
ways. The above road, I have said, is an old one, and it is a main
road, and. much time and labor has been expenced on it; con-
siderable of the distance is graveled, and jet there isn't a wheelman
who will go in ecstasies over it o rave as to its merits. When will

the farmer be aroused to that same opinion and feeling possessed
by the wheelman? When will he discover that his labors in this

direction are largely mis-spent and in vain? Ali Baba.
Buffalo, N. Y.

A BERKSHIRE BREEZE.

It would be hard to find on this side of the ocean, a territory of
equal area which can boast of more or better roads than the county
of Berkshire. Massachusetts.
One hearing of the "Berkshire Hills," so called, justly famous as

they are as summer homes for the best and most wealthy people,
for their beautiful scenery and pure, bracing air, would hardly
think of this region as one well adapted to wheeling, yet such is

the case. It may well be called the "wheelman's paradise." Hills
there are to be sure, and hills in plenty too, but between and among
these hills are valleys, long and level, and blessed with as fine,

hard gravel roads as wheel need ask to press.

This is especially true of the valley of the Housatonic, through
which one may litle for twenty-five miles without a dismount, over
roads as smooth and hard as a floor, and almost as level, some of it

macadamized, and all through the most varied scenery of hill,

mountain and river of surpassing beauty.
Right in the midst of this finest of fine regions is the village of

Great Barrington, now well known as a summer resort, and grow-
ing yearly in popularity. Favored with such exceptional advan-
tages it is noc strange that a remarkable interest is taken in cycling
here Although we have, as yet, no regularly formed club, still

wheeling has not been indulged in to any gieat extent for more
than two \ears, and judging from the increase of the number of
riders during the past season, we think it safe to say that not
another year will pass before we shall support a large and thriving
organization. Where there were three years ago no more than
half a dozen very moderate riders, we now have a number which
we are sure will compare favorably with that of any other town of
Its size, and several verv good long-distance men.
Three bicycle agents keep things lively in the way of competition

and draw in all the doubting ones ;' there are wheel riders of all age6
from the very youthful to the elderly and dignified but eminently
sensible pastor of our largest church, and "those who know" are
confident that more bicycles will be sold here next season than ever
before, and the indications certainly point that way. If new riders
keep springing up as fast as lately the whole town will evidently
sc n go a-wheeling.
We are on the main road from Hudson, one of the finest turnpikes,

CORRESPONDENCE.
[ The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter
which m his opinion is improper.]

MR. BULL ON ROADS IMPROVEMENTS LEGISLATION

Editor Bicycling World: In the official columns of the Bicyclixg
World and L. A. W. Bullbtin of November 22d, 1SS9, is a com-
munication from President Luscomb, "to the L. A. \V.," stating
that "after months of careful consideration (the opportunity, now
for the first time this year presenting uself ) it has been determined
to enter upon a comprehensive project for the improvement ot
highways," and also stating that "there will be a joint conference
of the Executive, Rights and Privileges and Highway Improve-
ment Committees in New York, on December 7, 1SS9, when the
States to be selected, the character of the bills to be.presented, and
the method of conducting the campaign, will be fully decided upon."
As Mr. Luscomb in his communication has invited suggestions,
and as I have, in an interview published in your paper ventured
the assertion that his policy is not in accord with the policy
adopted for this State, I think it only fair to him that I should state
in what manner the policies are not in accord, and why the im-
petus of the highway movement in this State is liable to be checked
or embarrassed by the announcement of a separate and conflicting
policy on the part of that general body.
While I have some doubts as to its being good policy for the

national organization to introduce a bill in any one State as com-
ing from it. I positively believe that it is bad policy for it to intro-
duce bills simultaneously in nine States, for by so doing it divides
the moral and financial strength of the organization. If after intro-
ducing these nine separate bills in so many States, it should be
discovered that there was a fair fighting chance of securing the
passage of the bill in one or perhaps two States, while there was no
hope in the others, it would be very likely to seriously cripple the
League for future work to withdraw its support from the lafer
States, and concentrate all its energies in those States where there
was some hope, but where only by such concentration of forces
could success be assured. If the national organization is to take
the responsibility of this matter, my belief is that it would be much
better to introduce a carefully prepared bill in one or perhaps two
States where the League is strongest, and where such a bill would
have the greatest chances of success, and then by rallying all the
friends and supporters of this policy of Road Improvement to its

support, secure its passage, and so get a sure foothold for this re-

form. When once it is inaugurated in one or two of the leading
States, it will be a comparatively easy task to extend it to other
States. The result of this policy can be seen in the history of the
"Liberty Bill." The New York State Division prepared "and se-
cured the passage of that bill, which was the first of the kind to be-
come a law. Since then, though but two years have passed, other
States have followed our lead and placed similar statutes upon their
books, and I am now receiving inquiries in regard to it from still

other States.

But I believe this whole matter could moi> jafely b-~ left to the
various State Divisions to prepare and introduce the necessary
bills. Of course they wi 1 need and should have the support of the
national organization, but that body could make its influence and
power most felt by concentrating all its forces in those States where
it has most chance of success. When you go gunning for big game
you load with ball and not with bird shot, and so it does seem to
me that the League loses much of its effectiveness by trying to
scatter over too much territory at one time. And again, if the
State Divisions are left to inaugurate the movement, the proposed
bills would be drawn by men within their own borders, more
familiar with their laws, more cognizant of the needs and require-
ments of their own States, better acquainted with their public and
influential men, and more able to bring to its support those ele-

ments necessary to its success than could possibly be the case if the
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whole matter is to be done by the hand of the national organiza-

tion. Beyond all this, it is worse than useless for us to present any
bill to any Legislature which is not the product of careful thought
and painstaking labor, and after thorough examination of the ex-

isting laws and customs in that State to be affected. While I have
not the advantage ol a legal education, as has the worthy Presi-

dent, yet speaking from a layman's point of view, it would seem to .

me that the preparation of a bill changing the entire policy and
practice of a State in so important a matter as its public highways,
and involving the collection and expenditure of millions of dollars,

would require long and careful study and examination at the hands
of an able lawyer. To present to a legislative body, and ask them
to adopt a bill which has been but hastily prepared, would only
weaken, if not destroy, our influence.

In adopting any line of policy looking to the betterment of the

highways, we should be careful to avoid all appearance of asking
legislation as a class. In other words, we should thoroughly impress
upon the minds of the people and their reprentatives, that what we
ask is not only a benefit to wheelmen, making the enjoyment of
their particular sport more easy and attractive, but that we are aim-
ing to accomplish that which will prove a lasting benefit to all

citizens, rendering not only their pleasure more enjoyable but their

burdens much lighter. The Massachusetts Division not long since

were quite deeply impressed with the policy of avoiding as much as

possible the error to which I have alluded in their efforts to pass a

bill through their State Legislature but in which they were defeated
principally through the prejudice aroused by the belief that they
were selfishly seeking to benefit only themselves at the expense of

others.

In view of this, it is to be regretted that in the otherwise valuable
little pamphlet issued this year by the National Improvement of
Highways Committee there should have been allowed to creep into

the book, as an introduction to one of the most practical articles the
following statement: "Any suggestions for the better construction
and maintenance of our public highways may seem to come with
poor grace from wheelmen, because, while asking for smooth roads,

they, as a class, contribute nothing to make or maintain them, but
if their advice seems obtrusive, they make this excuse, that if they
pay no road tax neither do they cause any damage. A good road-
way is equally beneficial to all vehicles, but theirs is the only one
that causes no 'wear and tear' of the road. As bicycle travel is

almost exclusively confined to the summer and fall months, when
such out-door exercise is most enjoyable, all that they especially

desire is a fairly firm and smooth road in pleasant weather." It is

evident from the above that but for the one fact ( ?) that wheelmen
cause no damage to the roads, they in the opinion of the writer of
that article, would not be at all justified in making "any suggestions
etc.." If that be the view taken by one so intelligent and unpreju-
diced as the author of that statement, we cannot be surprised if the
public generally should be somewhat imbued with the same fallacious

idea. The committee have by publishing and distributing this book
been unwitting instruments in the dissemination of this notion
and put into the mouths of many the argument which we will surely

be called upon to meet. Colonel Albert A. Pope in his recent able
address before the Carriage Builders' National -Association at

Syracuse, takes, in my opinion, the right view of the matter and
states the true position of the wheelmen in this work: "It is true,

that in a certain sense the bicycler is not so dependent as the man
who drives his carriage or road-wagon on the quality of the road-
way, for he can pick his way with much greater facility. Wherever
there is a hand's-width of level way there he can easily pass. He
can turn from left to right with wonderful ease and quickness. He
can even take to the sidewalk and so escape many ill-conditioned
places which the driver of carriages cannot. Nevertheless, I feel

that our interests and yours in good roadways are equal and identical,

and I am here to pledge our heartiest co-operation with you in any
practical measure looking to the improvement of the roadways of the
country.

'

As an instance of what is being done, see the work of the League
of American Wheelmen, in the appointment of its highway com-
mittees, the issuing of road books and maps, the pressing forward
of legislative bills, and lately in the publication of a comprehensive
little manual on the making and care of good roads, a copy of
which I shall be glad to have forwarded to any one who may care to
send me his address.
Work of this sort can well and profitably be undertaken by the

Carriage Builders' National Association. With all the great re-

sources at your command you cannot afford not to divert a small
percentage rach year, beginning right now, toward helping along
in the good work, and it impresses itself upon me most strongly as
a part of your most urgent duty toward yourselves, to appoint at
once, if you have not already done so, your committee on high-
ways, clothing them with power to do some practical work, and
giving them under reasonable limitations, at least, the approach to

your treasury. A moderate amount of money judiciously ex.
pended in educating the people up to their needs and best interests,

in showing them how their roads are, and how they ought to be,
and how to go to work to make them so, could not be put out at
better interest."

In order not to lay ourselves open to the charge of seeking such
benefit merely as a class—as wheelmen only— I think that wherever
possible we should endeavor to unite ourselves with other interests,

and so avoid the charge of selfishness which may be brought
against us.

In our own State we are very fortunately situated in this respect,
for we have an association known as the New York State Roads
Improvement Association, which was organized by Mr. George R.
Bidwell, my predecessor, and Mr. Isaac B. Potter, Chairman of our
New York State Division Improvement of Highways Committtee.
The New York State Division formed the nucleus of this associa-
tion, and it now has a membership of 20,000, including many
prominent and influential men.
The object of this association, briefly stated, is to improve the

public roads of the State of New York. To this end it is proposed :

First—To publish from time to time such circular information as
will increase the knowledge of the public and stimulate its interest
concerning the advantages of good roads and the manner of con-
structing and maintaining them.
Second—To procure, bv appropriate legislation, a change in

the present laws governing the construction and maintenance of
the public highways, thus being identical, as far as they go, with
the objects of the L. A. W.
Mr. I. B. Potter, the Secretary and counsel of the association,

was employed by that association to draft a proper bill, and after

giving much time and research to the subject of highway improve-
ment extending over a period of nearly two years, has practically
completed a bill for introduction into the Legislature of this State
at its next session.

This bill will doubtless meet the requirements of this Sta*e, as
the work upon it has been thorough and careful, and if it shall re-

ceive the active support of the organized wheelmen in this State,

we are very hopeful of success. W. S. Bull,
Chief Consul New York State Division.

MB. DUCKER ON THE RACING QUESTION.

Editor Bicycling World : The growing interest in bicycle racing,

as evinced by many of the most prominent men in the L. A. W.

,

coupled with the desire to have the League exert its influence in

behalf of racing, would seem to indicate that the revival of the

sport was close at hand, and bids fair to outdo the famous racing
days of 1883, 1884 and 1885. It is with pleasure that I read Chief
Consul Bull's letter regarding the running of one championship;
that such a scheme is practicable is beyond question. That it

would result in benefits to our organization, none can gainsay, and,
finally, the Chief Consul of the largest Division has hit the nail

square on the head.
Mr. Bull invites a full and free discussion of his plan at an early

date. Nothing would please me better than to enter into a dis-

cussion of the merits of" his plan, but to me Mr. Bull's ideas seem
so sensible and business like, that there is only one side to the

question, and that New York's Chief Consul has so ably ex-

pounded that there is very little left for the rest of us to say, and
that can be said in a few words. I heartily endorse the views of
Chief Consul Bull on the Championship question, as set forth in

the Bicycling World of November 8, 1889.

While on the racing question, why not abolish the farce which
we have kept up for the past few years and which is a great det-

riment to the League? I now refer to the amateur definition, as

regards membership in one organization, for to-day many are the

clubs that would join the League only for the fact that they have a
valued member who is a professional, not always in cycling, but in

some other sport. Abolish it, I say, only as regards membership
in the L. A. W. , and then the Racing Board have the power to

control racing as it should be, and to expel members who, by any
act, disgrace the sport. As it is to-day, a few professionals can get
together and sell the public or put up a disgraceful job, and we,
as wheelmen, cannot disown them, so the sport as a whole suffers

in consequence. Were they members, we could publicly disown
them, expel them from our tracks; and then by our actions show
the world that we are in no way accountable for such actions.

Take, as an example, Morgan and his aggregation now on the

Pacific coast, travel the country over, giving race meetings, ad-

vertising as being held under L A. W. rules, and at which amateurs
who are members of the League are allowed to compete. When
such things are allowed to exist, is it any wonder that the growth
of the League does not keep pace with the growth of wheeling?
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Let us be men and use horse sense. Take all men into our folds,

expel and disown all that are in any way a disgrace to the wheel,
enforce our amateur laws in a strict way, making the tempter, as

well as the man who receives the money, a professional. What is

the difference between them, for is it not an old saying in law that

the accomplice is as bad as the thief?

Give the men interested in racing a chance. Abolish the
amateur definition as regards membership, adopt Chief Consul
Bull's scheme, and all will be well, and the League prosper, which
is the wish of every true wheelman. Henry E. Ducker.
Canton, Ohio, JNov. 18, 1889.

THE OHIO DIVISION IS "ALL RIGHT."

Editor Bicycling World: In objecting to some remarks of "Star"
on the League and Legislation, Mr. Guion R.Wilson of Baltimore,
whose L. A. W membership dates from October 11 of this year,
mildly suggests that the Ohio Division should go and do likewise.

The word legislation has a very seductive sound which captivates

the novice. It tickles the vanity of a League member to think that

he and his 1 1 ,834 fellow members are about to compel the 70,000,000
inhabitants of the United States to make and keep better roads

!

The Ohio Division has not been as idle as Mr. W's. remark might
lead one to suppose. A subscription was raised last winter to enable
the Division to support a road bill which was introduced into the
Ohio Legislature. The bill was defeated, however, and the Division
realized that any further attempts in that direction would be useless
unless the movement was backed by a healthy public sentiment.
The present officers are therefore not burning any red fire. They

do not expect to turn the Ohio river up stream, to set the world on
fire, or to do anything particularly startling. They have been
quietly at work getting their forces organized, and when that work
is completed they interifl to try to build up a public sentiment in

favor of better roads in Ohio. Very respectfully,

William D. Kempton, M. D.,
Sec.-Treas. Ohio Division L. A. W. , Cincinnati, O.

MR. CHARLES H. LUSCOMB AS A CANDIDATE.

Editor Bicycling World : The announcement that Mr. Charles
H. Luscomb is again seeking the office of President of the League,
is one which I believe every loyal wheelman has reason to deplore.
The "rank and file," unfortunately, cannot decide between the can-
didates; but I propose to give voice to my own protest and to that
of many of my fellow wheelmen, by showing, as well as I can, the
short sightedness of any proposition which looks to the continuance
of Mr. Luscomb in office. The question of ability is not alone the
one to be considered. Ability is not fitness, and "bigness is not
greatness," though upon this point we all know that the League
contains many members who are easily the peers of Mr. Luscomb
in point of executive capacity. I have read with interest the in-

terview in your last issue, in which Chief Consul Bull tells you in
a mild way of the "disintegration of forces" in his own State, and,
reading between the lines, it is easy to see that, notwithstanding
his personal friendship for Mr. Luscomb, he is alive to the fact

that Mr. Luscomb has inspired a personal hostility to himself and
his administration, which has ruined his chances of ever making a
successful President. In New York and Brooklyn, where Mr.
Luscomb and his methods are well understood, he is almost uni-
versally disliked among wheelmen. This dislike is so outspoken
as to lead to the withdrawal of several hundred members of the
League since Mr. Luscomb's election—a fact which is only the
more conspicuous when you remember that the vigorous, work of
Chief Consul Bull has resulted in a gain in all other parts of the
State.

When Mr. Luscomb was first brought out as the candidate of the
star-chamber conference about a year ago, Mr. "Frank" (at that
time with a small "f") Prial sounded the popular sentiment in an
editorial in which he said (see Wheel of January nth, iSSq.) "It
is now no secret that the coat of immaculate kalsomine applied to
Charles H. Luscomb was but preliminary to nominating him as a
candidate for the Presidency. * * * " So it has come to pass
that while Mr. Luscomb has-over ridden all laws of propri-
ety and committee etiquette, that while his club refuses him
its Presidency, and while the great mass of at large League
members do not want him he will be nominated for the high-
est office in the League. He is * * * stiff, angular, un-
adjustable, irritable and overbearing." I am sorry that the
patience of the long suffering ' at large wheelmen" as Mr. Prial
terms them, should have met no greater reward (up to that writing)
than the political summersault on the part of Mr. Prial himself;

but I doubt if the popular sentiment which he so strongly expressed
a few months ago has been in any way dissipated by his change of
front; or that Mr. Luscomb has increased in favor by the "angular,
unadjustable and overbearing" ways which seem to characterize
many of his official acts. A man's personal qualities are only im-
portant to us when he submits himself as a candidate, to the inspec-
tion of the multitude; but in view of the wide spread dissatisfaction
with which League affairs have come to be regarded, it behooves us
to have a man at the helm whose personality commands support
and whose methods will tend to unite our forces and carry en-
thusiasm into the proper work for which the League was organized.

Fraternally yours, "Long Island."

"FOR HE'S ONE OF THE—LARGEST."

Editor Bicycling World: The article published in the last issue
of your paper, (Nov. 22d), headed, "Nominating Mr. Mott," con-
tains so many errors that it demands correction, and proves "I

—

a member of the largest club in the League, and Representative in
the largest Division," (wonder if all this "largeness" was "born"
in, "achieved," or "thrust upon" him?) either knows little of
League history and statistics and must be excused on a plea of
ignorance, or, if otherwise, it is certainly a good thing he signed
the effort in full, "Charles E. Gates, Buffalo, N. Y.," or it would
likely pass as that of a professional political roorback writer,
directed by that individual mentioned in Holy Writ as the Father
of—mis-statements. He -first asserts: "When Dunn was Chief
Consul of the Ohio Division that Division ran behind in num-
bers," etc. On July 23d, 1888, near the close of Mr. Dunn's Chief
Consulate, the rolls showed 831 names—the largest list ever turned
over to a successor by any Chief Consul of this Division; and
although we usually have an efficient Board of Officers, this number
bids fair to be high water mark for some time to come, at that time
in the year. "Comparisons are odious," and especially so when
not based upon facts.

"Again, the West has had many leading officers of the National
body, and as yet the South has had none." It seems that he
quietly ignores our present worthy National Treasurer, Mr. W. M.
Brewster, whose address in the same issue of your paper reads :

"309 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.," surely below Mason & Dixon's
line.

"There are scores of as able men as those on the National Board
who should have a turn occasionally, and, -with the exception of the
present President, all have held offices on the National body time
and again," etc. While not questioning the ability, (and may add
inclination, also), of many League members to fill the various
offices, I would ask why the "present President." is excepted from
the list of those "who have held offices time and again," as all

know that Mr. Luscomb has served with credit upon standing
committees, etc., in the National body for years past.
"And what has he (Dunn) done for the good of the League?"

If this conundrum had been made "what has he not done," it

would hade been harder to answer, for, with all due respect to a
long list of efficient League officers, no one informed on the
subject can point to a man who, in all positions held by him, has
judiciously expended more time, energy or money to advance
League interests than the said James R. Dunn; and the fact and
result of his labor is none the less known, even if quietly per-
formed without a flourish of trumpets by himself or friends.

"

The importance of the Roads Improvement question is fully
realized, and if, as we trust, there is more truth in the "personal"
biography, which modestly (?) forms so large a part of the article

under discussion, than there is in the political portion of the
same, we would be glad to name and support the (self-confessed)
"hustler" in that field of League work, Mr. Gates himself for
President, but as he so emphatically protests against delegates
acting contrary to the desires of their constituency, the Ohio del-
egation will certainly have to support and vote for Mr. Dunn this
time, that being the unanimous wish of the Division we represent.
Canton, O., Nov. 27th, '89. Fraternally, "No. 2719."

WHY IS MONEY CHARGED TO ENTER AMATEUR
RACES?

In answer to Mr. Ducker, I would say, taking his first argument,
that it is evidence of good faith. That is very good so far. My
plan allows of this :

Second—To enable managers to judge the number of competitors
who will be at the meeting (my plan also allows of this). For I say
charge an entrance fee as large as you may wish, but refund it to
those that start and finish in a race.
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Third—To keep out that class of men who like to see their

names in print, and that only. The old adage that the fool and his

money soon parted applies to this argument, for if a man is fool

enough to only want his name in print he is fool enough to part

with his money and pay for it.

Foui th—This one for want of an argument is like unto the second
—That the racing man himself can look at the list of entries and see

who his competitors are.

The words "racing man'' in the fourth take the place of managers
in the second, one could be used for both the manager and the

racing men. Therefore the above argument is no argument at all.

Fifth—The last but not least, Mr. D. says if the prizes are not
worth entering for and paying a fair entrance fee there is no law
which compels him to enter, and again all men should pay a fair

entrance fee, that he may have an interest in the meeting, and he
cites a ca^e of a man's pocketbook as his heart, etc., etc

I would say that this is ihe only argument used yet, and this a

feeble one, for he claims that a man ought to pity the management
and do everything in his power to help the manager, even to the

extent of helping to pay for prizes that perhaps they exerted every
nerve in their body to win.

It's the sport they ought and do enter for, but if prizes are given,

give them, as it is a poor rule that does not work both ways,
inasmuch as racing men get no money for a prize, why should

thev be made to pay out money? As Mr. Ducker says, the greater

the risk the larger the profit; same case here. Doesn't the racing
man risk life and limb for little enough? Didn't the Dorchester
Club sacrifice a l

:

fe in trying for a (perhaps) pewter cup? Over
the lengthy article of our friend in last week's World appears an
article headed, "Death from over Exertion" of Ellis B. Freatman,
age twenty-eight. Would the entrance fee be a fair exchange for

this man's life?

The lacing man, Mr. Ducker seems to think, ought, in order to at-

tend races, perhaps risk his position in business (for the racing men
have to live as well as the managers), keep in training all summer,
deny themselves a lot of good times, keep a road wheel and a
racer, either pay a trainer or have some good obliging friend to do
the act, and last stand ready at all times to rush to the support of a

race meet, that is paying some man a large salary supposed to have
managerial ability.

I wish to protest at the statement made by Mr. Ducker that I

belong to a class of men that want some one to pay their expenses,

and the manufacturer to give them wheels, etc., but I beg to say
that I always ride the wheel I like best, and in every instance
have paid for it myself.

Also as Mr. Ducker has been personal in his remarks he cannot
but allow me the same privilege. He avers that a manager works
five hours to a racer's one ! Well what if the manager does work
five hours to the racer's one. He gets paid for it, or that is Mr. D.
did at Buffalo, and I do not think he would take hold without the

assurance of a good fat salary.

And allow me to state that I know something of tournament work
as I gave three weeks night and day almost, to getting one up. We
had a down pour of rain, gave one thousand one hundred dollars in

prizes and had more than enough to payback the entrance fees (but
did not, I am sorry to say.)

He cites also where the amateur scooped in some $Soo in prizes.

It was a poor race meet without handicaps, and if it did have handi-
caps it was very very poor handicapping to let one man scoop all

the prizes, as this one must have done.
The majority in favor of returning entrance fees would be strong,

and tho»e that voted to the contrary you could name from memory
I do sincerely hope that the outcome of this controversy will be

that at the meeting of the Racing Board it will be decided to have
a rule directing the return of entrance fees as I suggest.

Providence, R. I., Nov. 30, '89. B. Taylor Bruce.

THE BUFFALO RAMBLERS.]}

Editor Bicycling World: I regret exceedingly the feeling that
seems to prevail among the Ramblers against ths L. A. W. ; the
feeling is so strong, in fact, that the club's resignation from the
League would be no surprise. At the time of the recent State
meet in New York Citv, the general opinion among the Ramblers
seems to have been that, the club being one of the largest, if not
the largest, in the League, and having been a League club for over
three years, they were entitled to a representative to the National
Assembly, and accordingly instructed their representatives to use
every honorable means to elect F. C. McChan, a man in every way
worthy and deserving of election, as a representative to the Na-
tional Assembly. When word was received that they were (to use
a common phrase) "knocked out," L. A. W. stock fell 50 per cent.

below par. I was in hopes, at the time, this feeling would cool off,

but "nary a cool ;" the fire ha* been quietly kept burning. What
will the result be?

[If, as our correspondent says, the Ramblers Club is "one of the
largest, if not the largest in the League," we would respectfully
suggest that they show their strength in voting, assert their power
as a large League club, make themselves felt as a power in the
Division. They can do it, if they will only set about it. Stay in
the League, gentlemen, and by virtue of your voting strength
compel the recognition which you think is rightly yours.

—

Ed.]
I might say with "Toney :" "Phenomenal in the history 01

cycling clubs has been the growth of the Buffalo Ramblers Bicycle
Club, which to-day is known through the length and breadth of
of the country as one of the leading organizations of these United
States.

At the recent Ramblers' theatre party the club badge was pre-
sented to Francis VVilson. In acknowledging the same he writes :

"Nothing you could have presented me would have p.eased me
half so much as the beautiful emblem of your association, and I

regard its presentation as a high mark of esteem, ever to be re-

tained as a faithful memento of your jolly good will."

Election of officers for the year '90 will take place the 10th ot
December. A hard tussle is in store for McChan, Laub and Gib-
son, candidates for Captain. Mercury.

RACES AND RECORDS ON ROAD AND TRACK.

[Notice.—Those who send us in reports of races will oblige us
by seeing that initials of competitors, handicaps and time in full,

ARE GIVEN IN ALL CASES.

—

Ed]
AT WILMINGTON, DEL.—The bicycle races by members of

the Wilmington Wheel Club and the football match between the
Delaware Field Club and the Warren Atl#etic Club, both local or-
ganizations, at the Union street giounds, Wilmington, Del., Thanks-
giving Day, were attended by 600 people. The field was a mass of
mud and water, and this precluded fast time being made by the
bicvclists. The races resulted as lollows:
One mile (scratch)—S. Wallis Merrihew, first; W. C. Seeds,

second. Time, 4.39.
One mile—four minute class—T. E. Jefferis first ; Albert Jeflferis

second. Time, 4.45.
One hundied-yard slow race—Z. H. Copeland first. Time, 2.10.

One lap—One-legged race—T. E. Jeflferis first, W. C. Seeds sec-
ond. No time taken.
Three-fifths of a mile race—W. C. Seeds first, S. Wallis Merrihew

second. Time, 2.25.

AT BURLINGTON, N. J.—Representative wheelmen from all

parts of the State were in attendance at the Burlington wheelmen's
semi-annual tournament held in the rink building, evening of Tues-
day, November 26. The races were closely contested and exciting,
The first, a five mile contest for a gold badge, was won by Robert
Southgate, of Smithville. In the two-mile race Gus Weber of Bur-
lington, captured the first prize, and Edward Roe, of Philadelphia,
took the second. Both prizes were gold medals. The obstacle race
was won by William W. Taxis, of Philadelphia.

AT NEW YORK.—The second annual races of the Manhattan
Bicycle Club of New York were held on the Kingsbridge, Yonkers
course. Thanksgiving Day. Despite the heavy rain of Wednesday
and Thanksgiving morning, the course was in fairly good condition
but fast time was out of the question, owing to the strong wind that
was blowing. The races were started at it. 30 A. M., the two-mile
handicap, in which there were twenty-eight entries, being run off

first. Ten men started, and they remained well bunched until with-
in a quarter of a mile from the finish, when a hot finish ensued
between C. E. Clemens, E. J. Keane and F. Howland, the former,
with twenty-five yards handicap, winning in 8 minutes ; F. H. How-
land, 100 yards, second, in 8 minutes 1-5 second, and C. E. Clemens,
25 yards, third, in 8 minutes and 2S seconds.

In the ten-mile handicap race there were twelve starters out ol

the twenty-two entries, and the race proved exceedingly interesting,

being closelv contested after the first five miles by Messrs. Howland
and P. and E. Keane. After a very exciting finish, F. H. Howland
with four minutes handicap, won in 43 minutes; E. J. Keane, with
30 seconds, second, in 43 minutes and 15 seconds; P. G. Keane,
scratch, third, in 44 minutes. The best actual time was made by
E. J. Keane in 43 15.

The prizes consisted of medals and jewelry, and were very hand-
some."

—

Sun.

AT LAWRENCE, KANSAS.—The first annual races of the
Lawrence Wheelmen were held under favorable conditions Novem-
ber 22d. The championship was won by R. C. Manly. In the
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evening a smoker was held in the club rooms, supper being served

in an adjoining restaurant.

AUSTRALIA.—Last October Mr. Geo. R. Broadbent lowered

the Australian hundred-mile road record to 6h. 57m. He was
accompanied by Mr. F. Tilley. who at the 80 miles fell, and bent

his pedal pin so as to delay him for«repairs. Notwithstanding this

misfortune Mr. Tilley finished only about two minutes behind Mr.
Broadbent.

AT PHILADELPHIA. PA.—On Friday morning, Nov. 29, J.

H. Draper, of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, started for the local

twenty-four hour record." He covered the first hundred miles in

ten hours five minutes. When he quit at 11.30 that night he had

150 1-2 miles to his credit, breaking the previous record of 145
miles, held by MtCurdv, one of the South End Wheelmen. B. F.

McDaniel, however, having signified his intention of going for this

record at the first favorable opportunity, determined that as he was
in particularly fine condition on Saturday night (he having gone
to bed at two o'clock Friday night, and had no sleep Saturday
night), he would made the attempt next day. Started at 1.30 A.

M. from the Pennsylvania club house, and riding steadily until 6

o'clock he found thai he could no longer endure the great loss of

rest, consequently he snatched two hours' sleep. S. W. Merrihew
then joined him, and took him along until 11 o'clock, when H.
Crowther and his son, H. Lindley Crowther, joined them, and
paced until 1.30, when he took dinner near the club house. At this

point his cyclometer registered 97 1-2 miles. Here Draper, stiff

and sore from his Friday's ride, took up the running, Merrihew
quitting after having ridden 51 1-2 miles with him, Draper rode

for 73 miles, until supper time, when he had to give up. A short

rest was taken by McDaniel at this point, where his cyclometer
registered 138 1-2 miles. Feeling much refreshed he started out at

a rattling gait, running along Diamond street out to the Park and
out Broad, taking several of his pace makers off their legs. From
seven until eleven Messrs. Bailey and Schell, of the Century, and
T. S and L. M. Zell, with young Crowther (the latter, by the way,
being but fourteen years of age, and riding with him for forty

miles) paced him alternately, the three latter quitting at it.15, cy-

clometer reading 180 miles. It became evident at this stage that

he would reach the 200-mile limit, which he had laid out, and Mr.
E. O. Snow carried him along to a fine finish from this hour, riding

over twelve miles between 12 and 1 o'clock. Mr. Snow showed
fine judgment in his pace making, and thus encouraged McDaniel
finished at 1.20. with 201 1-8 miles to his credit.

During the day the South End Wheelmen were discovered to be
going for the same figures.

After skirmishing around all day to obtain the result of the South
End's eff >rts, I was late this evening through the kindness of a club

member furnished with information that E. G. Kolb and C. A.
Dimon had ridden 205 miles for the twenty-four hours, a fact which
I was unable to authenticate before mailing my notes, and which
was received by a number of club members cum grano salts.

Philadelphia, December 2, 1889. "'Ariel."
LATER—The above claim of the South End Wheelmen for 205

miles is confirmed. Ariel.

AT AUGUSTA, GA., November 28—The wheelmen of .Augusta,

Ga., spent a jolly Thanksgiving afternoon at the Base Ball Park
and furnished good entertainment for their friends, but the severe
cold prevented the large attendance which would otherwise have
been given them.

Several of the races were quite exciting, the finishes causing
hearty applause.
The wind and extreme cold were the only drawbacks to the sport.

Following are the winning riders:

One-mile safety race, won by Palmer, in 407.
One-mile ordinary, won bv Morrison, in 4.02.

Half-mile safety, won by Palmer, in 2 10.

Quarter-mile run and quarter-mile ride, won by Bland, in 2.20.

Half-mile against time, ridden by Browne, in 1.40.

Quarter-mile safety, won by Gordon, in 1.00.

Quarter-mile hands off, won by Morrison, in 1 02 1-2.

Quarter-mile safety, won by Gordon, in 109.
Two mile safety, won by Little, in 10. 21 1-2.

Two-mile ordinary, handicap, won by Browne, in 8.25; Mor-
rison second.

LIST OF CTCLING PA TEXTS
Granted by the United States, November 19, 18S9: H. W. Bur-
leigh, Franklin, N. H., wrench.—S. E. Gilbert, Philadelphia, sad-

dle —Jno. B. Lott, Kittanning, Pa., (2) wheels.—Sidney Pattison,
London, England, saddle.—Chas. G. Teubner, Lexington, Mo.,
6crew driver.

CATARRH, HAY FEVER, CATARRHAL DEAFNESS.
A NE W HOME TREA TMENT.

Sufferers are not generally aware that these diseases are con-
tagious, or that they are due to the presence of living parasites in

the lining membrane of the nose and eustachian tubes. Microscopic
research, however, has proved this to be a facft, and the result is

that a simple remedy has been formulated whereby these distressing

diseases are rapidly and permanently cured in from one to three
simple applications made at home by the patient once in two weeks.
A pamphlet explaining this new treatment is sent free, on applica-
tion, by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 339 West King street, Toronto,
Canada.

—

Christian Standard.

WHITE CYCLE COMPANY.
The property of this concern has lately been leased for a term of

years to Mr. M. V. Livingston, of Boston, and the most active
preparations are being made to push things. A new 75 h. p.
Porter engine has been put in; elecVic lighting plant has been
added to furnish light for 100 lamps. The forge shop has been en-
larged in order to accommodate the new ergine and the dynamo.
The rooms for nickel plating and polishing have been enlarged,
and additional machinery and apparatus placed therein.

Seven new machines will be put in the machine shop—four addi-

tion lathes, one die machine, one profiling, one centrifugal oil ex-
tractor, one additional automatic gear cutter, etc.

In the spring addition 1 buildings will be put up for carpenters'
shop, pattern shop, brazing furnaces and storage rooms.
Drop forges and machinery for drawing and shaping tubing will

be added in the spring.

Mr. White, President of the White Cycle Co. , and inventor of the
Broncho, the new bike to be manufactured by Mr. M. V. L. (of
which a full description will soon appear), remains with the new
management, and will give his full time and attention to what is

coming out in the wheel world here and abroad. He will visit the
Stanley Show, and take a look at what is going on in the wheeling
line in the United Kingdom and on the Continent. Frank E. Peck,
managing Director of the White Cycle Co. , remains with the new
concern, in the capacity of General Manager of the business. Dr.
H D. Drake has also been retained, and will attend to all matters
pertaining to agents and advertising, and give information on all

matters pertaining to the new cyclers.

THE HARTFORD CYCLE CO.

The Hartford Cycle Company has been organized in Hartford,
Conn. It is to occupy the old works of the Engineering Company
on Commerce street, which for many years before was the Woodruff
& Beach plant. David J. Post is President and Treasurer, and H.
M. Pope is superintendent. Mr. Post has been in the employ of
the Weed Company, of Hartford, for the past eight years, and Mr.
Pope is a graduate of the Boston School of Technologv, has been
with the Weed Company for six years. Thus they have both had
thorough training in making and selling cycles in the best of all

schools for such work.
It is the purpose of this new firm to build a safety which can be

sold for $100. The name of the machine will be the Hartford
safety, and it will be ready for the market in January. We 6hall

print cut and particulars at an early date.

THE JOHN WILKINSON COMPANY.

Last week we wrote the John Wilkinson Company of Chicago
for fa<fts in regard to their appointment as the exclusive United
State agents of Messrs. J. K. Starley & Co , and we learn from them
that they will handle seven different styles of cycles described as
follows : Socket Ball Head Steerer Safety, 30-inch wheels, tangent
spokes, hollow rim, weight 48 pounds.
New Light Rover, 2S rear and 30 front wheel, tangent spokes

—

with regular hinge head—weight 44 pounds.
Ladies Rover, 26 8 or 28 and 30 wheels, tangent spokes, weight

40 pounds. Diamond Frame 2S and 30 wheels, hollow rim. tangent
spoke, weight 3S pounds, geared to 57 or 60-inch. This machine is

entirely new for the coming season.
The Universal, 2S and 30-inch wheels, direct spokes, hollow steel

tubing throughout, ball bearing all over, weight 48 pounds.
The novelty ot the season will be a three track Sociable weighing

about 75 pounds, the two riders to be mounted directly over the
rear wheel.
They will also carry a Spring Frame Rover.
They report as already having many applications for the Eastern

territory for the Rover, and are expecting a very large business for

the coming season.
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GEO. E. LLOYD & CO.

A new firm in the cycle trade, Geo. E. Lloyd & Co., of Chicago,

111., will enter the field for public patronage during the coming
season, and in reply to our request for information, we learn that

Mr. L. W. Conkling, formerly of Spalding Bros., will have charge

of the cycle department, and connected with him will be Mr. F. H.
Tu tie, the well-known racing man. The line of goods Messrs.

Lloyd & Co. will handle will consist of cycles made specially for

them by a leading English house (name later.) They will also

handle the goods of one of the best known American high grade
manufacturers. They will also present a fine line of cheaper
goods. They will also handle and control several good things in

the way of sundries. All of which information, while a trifle

vague at present, will be read with interest. On the return of Mr.
Geo. E. Lloyd, who is now in England, we shall give particulars

in detail. The firm will be well and centrally located in very
handsome and commodious salesrooms.

A gentleman from Passaic, N. J., sends us the following item :

"Mr. Allan Campbell, a young man of sixteen years, climbed
Eagle Rock hill last Sunday, diredlly after Coningsby's mishap.
Isn't it a pretty good performance for "one so young"? He rode a

Victor safety, geared to 53 or 54 inches."

The "Stroller," our Chicago correspondent writes us: "I notice
recently a new company incorporated for the manufacturing and
sale of bicycles. The incorporators named were C. F. Stokes, C. H.
Sieg and A. L. Collins; capital stock $100,000."

A correspondent from Brownsville, Pa., writes us : "As spring
forks are all the rage a gentleman here has perfected one for the
Star machine which after a year's experimenting and trial over the

rough hills of Western Pennsylvania has proved a great success.

The fork is applied to any Star machine, and will take all the vibra-

tion from handle bars."

The Eagle was pretty well proven to be a safety of the "first

water" from the facJt that last week Van Wagoner rode from Fall
River to Newport, a distanee of eighteen miles in the dark over poor
roads in the splendid time of one hour and sixteen minutes.

Col. Albert A. Pope, of Boston, should enter the next Presi-

dential race on a "patent safety,'
- with the war cry of "Better

Roads."

—

Buffalo Commercial Advertiser.

The Singer Safety scores another record, this time in antipodean
Australia. Mr. Broadbent, on a Singer Safety, lowered the Austra-
lian hundred-mile road record to 6h. 57m.

Mr. McDaniel in his successful assault on the 24-hour local

record of Philadelphia of 201 miles, rode a regular stock Victor
Safety.

TflE KQDHK MEM--F0R WHEELMEN.
THB operation oi securing views with this camera consists simply oi leve

ing it at the object to be photographed, and pressing a button.
One Hundred instantaneous views may be made without reloading, and

a knowledge of photography is nnnecceesary. The "Kodak" is but
about six inches in length, and weighs less than two pounds.

A handsome russet leather carrying case with shoulder strap forms a part
oi each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and secure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

$g^*"" Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak
photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.Price, $25.00

Every Club House should have an
Automatic Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Secii-M Wheels and Typewriters

of all kinds bought, sold and taken in exchange on any new wheel in

the market, Safeties included. Always in the market to buy large or

small lots, New or Second-Hand Wheels, for Cash, when prices are

right. We constantly carry 400 to 50° Wheels, including many rare

bargains in SECOND-HAND STANDARD MAKES. NEW
WHEELS (bought in job lots) at greatly reduced prices.

Liberal discounts to agents.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO, 9 G St., Peoria, 111.

'CYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS,
with no extra charge except interest. Manufacturers' agents for
Victors, Columbias, Champions, Eagles, Stars, Springfields, War-
wicks, Ramblers, Crescents, Vineyards, Ottos and ALL other Cycles
made in or imported to this country. Prices guaranteed low as the
lowest. Low rates by fast freight or express— 13 railroads. Send for
40 page Illustrated Catalogue, with full particulars, payment plan, and
second-hand and bargain list.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 9 G St., Peoria, 111.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS:
13 Pearl Street Room 37.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1889—90.

President,
CHAS. H. LUSCOMR,

2S0 Broadway, New York
First Vice President.

IAMES R. DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

Second Vice President,
SANFORD LAWTON,

Springfield, Mass.

Treasurer,

Secretary,

W. M. BREWSTER.
309 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

ABBOT BASSETT,
12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

Standing Committees.
Executive and Finance.

The President and Vice Presidents (as by the Con
stitution required.)

Membership.
A.E. Mealy .. ..1736 Druid Hill Ave., Baltimord, Md
F. L. Casselberry Mansfield, Ohio'

Improvement of Highways.
Dr. Chas. S.Butler 6S0 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Wm. W. Share Brooklyn, N. Y.
[uniusE. Beal Ann Arbor, Mich

Rights and Privileges.
A. Moore Berry 421 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
George A. Perkins Cambridge, Mass.
Chas. F. Cossum Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Rules and Regulations.
Dr. Wm. H. Emery 109 Warwick St,, Boston, Mass.
W. A.Davis Chicago, 111.
Chas. L. Brockway Middletown, Conn.

Racing.
C. S. Davol Warren, R.I.
George S. Atwaten Washington, D.C.
Harry H. Hodgson.-. New Orleans, La.
George Collister Cleveland. Ohio.
Robt. A. Smyth San Francisco, Cal.

Transportation

.

W. M. Brewster 309 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

New Jersey Members, Attention'

In examining the membership list of the New Jersey
Division, I find a number of n nnes missing from said
list that should be there, they being League metnbers
and residents of New Jersey. I also find that their
names are credited to New York. The matter is
easily explained, they having sent their applic ition or
renewal trom their place of >usiness, which in a great
many cases is in New Vork City. I won 1 I therefore
request every member doini; business out of the State
to examine his ticket and see from what State he is
entered, if other than New Jersey, pie ise send word at
once to G C. Pennell, Secretary \'e\v lersev Division,
Elizabeth. Don't trust to your ticket being all right,
but examine it. if you are a esiden of .New Jersey you
belong to that Division. Fiaternally,

G. Caklhtov Brown,
Chief Consul N.J. Div.
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Illinois Delegate.

I hereby appoint F. W. Gerould, in the place of

Edwin Oliver, a Delegate on the National Board of

Officers. Fraternally, W. A. Davis, C. C.

Ohio.

The Secretary-Treasurer has a few copies of the

hand book and map of Ohio which sed for fifty cents in

cloth and $1.00 in leather.

He has also the following literature for gratuitous

distribution

:

A circular—"What is a League Club? and how to

form one."
A circular—The objects of the L. A. W. and how to

join.

A pamphlet—"Roads and road improvement, mac-
adam roads."
A pamphlet—Improvement of Highways.
Blank applications for membership in the L. A. W.
The officers of the Ohio Division L. A. W. are send-

ing out certificates to the League hotels in the State

accompanied by the following circulars:

To the Lo-al Consul for

Enclosed you will find a hotel certificate, which you
will please sign and deliver in person to the proprietor

of the together with the ac-

companying circular.

In so doing please see that he reads the circular, es-

pecially the clause referring to the production of their

L. A. W. tickets for the current year, by those to whom
the reduced rates are to be made.
To the proprietor ofthe

At
Dear Sir : Your hotel has been appointed the League

ftotel for on cohdition that

you furnish in every respect the same accommodations
tOjL. A. W. members, that you do to those paying your
regular rates ; and that you make the specified reduction

only to those producing their L. A. W. tickets for the
current year.

As wheelmen, not membejs of the League of Ameri-
can Wheelmen, have been taking advantage of the re-

duced rates at League Hotels, the League, injustice to

its members, as well as to the hotel keepers, has found
it necessary to insist on the observance to the very
leiter ofthe above conditions.

You will please hang the accompanying certificate in

a conspicuous place.
Respectfully, M. A. High, Ceief Consul.

William D. Kempton, Sec.-Treas.

William D. Kcmpton, Sec.-Treas.

550 Freeman ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Missouri Division.

To Consuls

:

I request that the names of repair shops in your
cities be sent me at once for I he purpose of inserting

same in road book. This is very important and should
have prompt attention. Fraternally yours,

Robt. Holm, C. C.

Louisiana.

The Louisiana sub-Division L. A. W. now consists
of eighty-seven members, and we only require thirteen

more members to make a Division, when we will be

entitled to elect a Representative and a Vice Consul.
Will you please interest yourself enough to get at least

one new member, as soon as possible in order to make
the required number 100. Application blanks cm be
had at my office, and the cest for joining is only $1.00.
I pay out of my pocket the extra fifty cents for all ap-

plications received. You are urgently requested to act

at once and oblige, Fraternally yours,
Harry H. Hodgson, C. C.

J. W. Dodge, Sec.-Treas. 13 Carondelet st.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list of applications for member,

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, whicn is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of

two League members in good standing, or of three re

putable citizens of the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for tht

year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval ol the Board ol Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication of the name in

a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correct.

Members are requested to examine carefully these
lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members art

given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as
it is possible to make them. AH such communications
will be considered confidential.
The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on tht

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica
tions received after that hour must go over to the list

ofthe following week.

List 218—Total 29—11,938.

Boston, Dec. 6, 1889.

California Division—3—417.

Garden City Wheelmen.
25661 Granicher, O, 15 South First, San Jose

Unattached.

25676 Sturtevant, Cullen K., 19 Montgomery St.,

San Francisco
25677 Noble, Wm. A. E., 135 So. Main St.,

Los Angeles

Connecticut Division—1—710.

Unattached.

25662 Hayden, J. L., Box 94, Saybrook

Illinois Division—6—866.

Illinois C. C.

25665 Whitney, H. E., 49 Winthrop PI., Chicago
256:14 Carpenter, N. U., 21 N. Ashland ave,, "

Preemption Wanderers.

25655 Conner, A. W., L. Box 103, Preemption

Capital City Cycling Club.

25678 Cochran, Wm. S., Central Coal Co., Springfield

Unattached.

25663 Akin, Mrs. N. F., Maywood
25653 Walton, Edward Seymour, 507 Fullerton ave.,

Chicago

Indiana Division— 1— 142.

Unattached.

25666 Lewis, John A., 204 E. Main St., Madison

Kentucky Division— 1—94.

Louisville C. C.

25650 Strouse, Jos. L., 503 3d st., Louisville

Maryland Division— 1—527.

Baltimore C. C.

2566S Lowekamp, 200 W. Saratoga St., Baltimore

Massachusetts Division—3—1576.

Unattached.

25654 Churchill, F. P., 63 Harvard, Brockton
25667 Howarth, Andrew P., Hotel Adams, Worcester
25675 Saunders, A. C, 169 Cambridge St.,

East Cambridge

Missouri Division—4—321.

Kansas City Wheelmen.

25672 Perlet, Herman, 1027 Broadway, Kansas City

Unattached.

25669 Johnson, Maurice C, 2014 Olive St., St. Louis
25670 Walden, Miss Marion J., 3S2S Cook ave., "

25671 Willson, Raymond M., 1304 Chouteau ave ,"

New (ersey Division—2—591

.

Passaic W. C.

25656 Bell, Stephen, 76 Lincoln St., Passaic
Hudson Co. Wheelmen. *

25655 Collins, W. N., 1S0 1-2 4th St., Jersey C ty

New York Division - 2—2092.

Harlem Wheelmen.

25651 Barrett, Edward R., 453 Hudson st., New York
Unattached.

25659 Thum, Joseph, 401 Greenwich st., New York

Pennsylvania Division—2 — 1391.

Wissahickon Bi. Club.

25652 Stauss, John, 221 Queen St., Germantown
Unattached.

25660 Wilson, Allan A., SiS Spring Garden st.,

Philadelphia

Wisconsin Division—

i

—S6.

Unattached.

25657 Newell, Fred. A., Kenosha

Idaho— 1— 1.

Unattached.

25673 Gaut, J. Harve, Box q, Lewiston

Washington— 1 - -4

25674 H.irgrave, John R., Box 43, Kelso

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:—Enclosed you will find $ for initiation fee and dues in the
League of American Wheelmen to April 30, 1890. Thereby certify that I am over 18 years of age , and that I am an amateur
within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named beloiv.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, of Box,.

References:. City,.

State,.

Enclosed. for Holder.
(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first halt year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and 50 cents during the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date ol paper and May I, 1890. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be received.W H y°u want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle for ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and ocki-t lor per
•onul cards send 25 cents extra. It you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Lcavt tht margins in using 1 I fs Hant
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WE DO NOT WISH TO DISAPPOINT YOU,
Yet we wish to interest you long enough to tell our story.

THE LITTLE GIANT BICYCLE.
The name does not belie its qualities, although its weight is only 35 lbs.

,

it is a little Giant in strength. Besides it combines all that makes up a good
wheel. Such as adjustable sleeve steering head, adjustable cone bearings to

wheels, adjustable cone bearings to crank shaft, adjustable cone bearings to

pedals, Tangent spokes, crescent rims, Torkelson Patent adjustable saddle,

the front and rear of which adjust independent of each other. Saddle leather

can also be adjusted to take up the slack without loosening saddle from the

frame. All steel Diamond frame, cold-drawn Weldless steel tube back-
bone, detachable front bar to frame, trimmed in nickle, spokes tied and plated

up to knot, and spade handles. All for the moderate price of $35.00.
Now is your chance Boys ! Do not let anybody stand you off by saying

they cannot get a wheel for you. We can fill orders promptly, and give you
good value for your money. Something that has never been done before.

The Little Giant embodies all of the recent improvements of the Men's
wheel, in a modified form. There! If this don't interest you, no harm
done. -gYet we feel satisfied that you all know a good thing when you see it,

and that you will favor us with your sample order. Agents wanted
everywhere. 3

We know you won't forget where we are located, but to assist the
memory of anyone who may need their memory jogged, will say our factory

is located at Toledo, O , on Central Ave., and the firm's name is,

The Lozier ( Yost Bicycle JIfg. Co.,

i\

WUI13"'
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BOX 13T.

THE Favorite Prescriptions of

the Brightest Medical Mindn
in the world, as Q6ed by them in

the HospitalB of London, Paris,

Berlin and Vienna.

ONE
MEDICINE
FOR ONE
DISEASE.

No. 1—Cures Catarrh, Hay Fever, Rosa
Cold, Catarrhal Deafness.

No. 2—Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Asth-
ma, Consumption. A FearlessRemedy,

No. 3—Rheumatism, Gout.
No. 4—Liver & Kidneys,Dyspepsiajn.
digestion, Constipation , Blights Disease.

No. 5—Fever and Ague, Dumb Ague,
Malaria, Neuralgia.

No. 6—Female Weakness, Irregulari-
ties, Whites. A Golden Kemedy.

No. 7—A Perfect Tonic, which gives
Health, Form and Fullness, Clear Com-
plexion, Good Blood and lots of it.

No. 8—NervousDebility,Lossof Power
Impotence, an incomparable remedy.

RELIABLE

ACENTS
WANTED.

I

Every bottle Ruarantccd to cure
ita special disease if CURABLE and
to give permanent relief ALWAYS.
Descriptive Circulars sent free on
application. HOSPITAL PEMEDlf
COMPANY, Toronto, Canada.

GILLOTTS STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
* * * PERFECT.

Official Outfitters to the League of Americau Wheelmen.
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a
bottle of '.Vilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also
prevent Nickel and steel from rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on recept of 50
cents in stamps Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.

Browning, King k Co,

Official Tailors of the Z.A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

[NEW YORK.

The Only OfflcialTailors to the L.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard,

—] Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Battens, 3c, each.

Committee.

A. G. Spalding \ Bros,

Makers of tie Official L. A. W. Sundries.

V^tipS, League Regulation 1.85
^|» J ,.^-o League Regulation 2.00
E5JJU1 LS. No. XX Fine Cheviot for hot

weatherwear 1.00
<i+Ai»l7-iiia,a Our celebrated Unen
KSttfC-ivnigS. Sole Stocking, League

color 1.00
T> r^\ +Q No. X Silk, Edge's League color,
-DtJll/S, white centre, Snake Buckle 50

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle *0

Qh/tOQ Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
01HJC5S, hand made, light, strong-, elastic. 8.00

No. 1 , Canvas, leather trimmings.3.50
Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits

A. 6. SPALDING & BROS,,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago
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" ^Vixcl tti&y follo^v-ed ttxe ^t«.r."— [History.']

Look at the CHAMPIONSHIPS Won on the STAR during 1889. Uan
any machine beat this record? Facts that talK.

Three-Mile L. A. W. Championship, Mav 30th,

One-mile State Championship, May 30th,

Five-mile State Championship, Mav 30th,

Half-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,

Ten-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,r r 7 7 COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan

25-Mile Road Race Championship of Minnesota, July, 31, 1889,
COLIE BELL, Minneapolis, Minn.

Half-mile L. A. W. State Championship, July 18,1889,
W. I. WILHELM, Reading, Pa.

One-mile L. A. W. State Championship, July 19, 1889,
W. I. WILHELM, Reading, Pa.

Quarter-mile L. A. W. State Championship,
By W. I. WILHELM, York, Pa., Sept. 3d, 1889.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO., - - - Smithville, N. J.

J. PHIL. PERCIVAL, Los Angeles Cal.

W. S. WING, Los Angeles, Cal.

W. S. WING, Los Angeles, Cal.

COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan.
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" The philosophy of trade forces prices to

correspond with quality. No man can

buy for a dollar that which is worth two

dollars, nor can one man make for a

dollar what another and older man can

not produce for twice as much money.

There are prices and prices, and qualities

and qualities, and every time they corre-

spond. My advice to buyers, whether they

buy washtubs or steamships, is to pur-

chase of long established houses with pro-

nounced reputation. The manufacturer

who has one price and maintains it gives

positive evidence of the standard value of

his goods. It is worth something to know
what you are going to get."

IVrhapo there H meat in the above for the purrhaetno, riirUr.



UU-ETIN.**
bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS 0F(VCLlHQ.

[$i.oo a Year.
5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 13 DECEMBER, 1889.

Volume XX.
Number 7.

DON'T BUY A SAFETY THAT 13 AN EXPERIMENT.

E>X::E»;E>Rr]\j;:E>;iVr» may oe all right.
E^XI^E^RIIVIE^KI^ are generally all| v^rong.

E^X^JE^RIM^^T^ are generally costly,

WHY EXPERIMENT?
Buy A SAFETY That Has Proved A "STAYER."

The VICTOR was the first AMERICAN Hierh-Grade SAFETY.

OVESmflfi ttlHEEli CO.,
MAKERS OF

VICTOR f BICYCLES,
BOSTON, WASHINGTON

Office and Factory, CJ4ICOPEE FAkkS, mASS.
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"WIE J^&tt IDISCOTTR^GKEID.
Dear reader if you hav> n't enrugh trouble of your own, we will divide up with you. The Christmas season is no time to be niggardly, and especially of those

things of which we have an abundance.
We received a letter this morning, we really received several, being about the first of the month, but the others were of a more sacred nature. (If that gets printed

"scared" nature, we shall lay it to Ihe m.nager of this papi r, and not to ihe compositor.)
But to the point. We started out (or rather we staid at home) to make hickory bicycles, not so much for the pleasure of introducing a radical product, nor yet for

the sake of anv good we mi,, ht do the world, but solely for the pecuniary gain, for which, until this morning, we had hoped.
There is one point, however, about all this that is apt to be overlooked by many of the wrecks which accumulnte on the commtrci J scrapheap.
Our selfishness can be realized on only by your co-operation. We can only get your money by making you think you have got something for it. A bicycle runs

through so much daylight that you can easily hang your hat on its wtak points, if it has any. These "outs" are not only obvious to its ownc, but to A\ who may see
him plodding homeward with a pocket full of pedals and the rubber tire hanging around his neck. History records no instance, and so long as mankind is built on the
present linef, probably never will, where a manufacturer made money the first year on a new cycle. By "new" we don't mean the substitution of tweedledee for
tweedledum, or any ot the thousand and one knr ts that are being tied in the same old string, but when we say new, we mean—well new. If the above alleged facls will
admit of having the "a'leged" left oft, then it follows thatw* must expect; our new departure to stay with us (if a departure can stay) until the second year at least, and
we would hardly care to linger on the outskirts of oblivion for as brief a time as two years, when we could have more company inside. So we are makirig hickory
bicyclt s, because we believe that, like the iniquities of the father, they "will be visited upon the children, even unto (more than) the third and fourth generation?'

But about that letter that cast such a long shadow over us this A. M. We had come to think that hickory was the proper thing for wheels, in Fact, until to-day, we
had always thought so, when we used to ride in our own (baby) carriage, and later when riding in the Black Maria, or still later as we ride one of the "hickories." We
have often thought that if as much effort were put forth to make wooden wheels properly, as there has been to make go, inferior substitutes for trem, which couldn't
run a d >y without rubber tire, the world would be n arer to civilization than it is. We have just closed (so far as the two-wheeler is concerned) our first season, during
which we had found much reason to hope. To be sure our wheels haven't won any of the great races, but this is partially due to the fact that none of them were
entered, and yet we had won the crnfiHtnce of our grocer to some extent. Many of our neighbors purchased their summer supply of bicycles of us, and there are still

a lew of thtm who have not yet asked for the return of their money.
We had ordered hickorv for a considerable number of our improved 1890 wheels, which has bet n in process for several weeks. Our hopefuliess, supplement^

by that of friends in the building trades, had even got so far as to begin an addition lo our factory. We awoke this morning feeling rested and encouraged, but at 9
A. M. came, all un xpected, this fatal letter.

Well I we are going to give away the balance of those catalogues, even if we never sell another bicycle.

STERLINC CYCLE CO., NEWTON, MASS.
P. S. The letter was from a gentlemen who says he has had trouble with carriage wheels, but has never had any with his 54-inch bicycle.

P. S. No. 2. If the Colon 1 will send us $2.00, we will give the name of the bicycle.—S. C. Co.

WESTERN WHEELMEN
Have your bicycles overhauled during the Winter season. You will lose none of the good riding weather, and your bill of repairs
will be much lower than the 1 ame work would cost next Spring.

We do all classes of repairing, including the finest nickel plating, and Harrington's baked enamel ; we apply the latter for

the same price that other shops will charge you for daubing your wheel over with liquid enam 1, and will guarantee as fine a
surface as any of the factories will turn out. All our repairing is guaranteed.

Write us and state what your wheel needs, and we mail you an estimate of the cost.

No charge for drayage on wheels shipped by freight.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., 311 N. 14th St., - - ST. LOUIS, MO.
WE DO NOT WISH TO DISAPPOINT YOU,

Yet We Wish to Interest You Long Enough to Tell Our Story.

The Little Giant Bicycle.
The name does not belie its qualities, although its weight is only 35 lbs., it is a little Giant

in strength. Besides it-combines all that makts up a good wheel. Such as adjustable slec\e
steering head, adjustable cone bearings to wheels, adjustable cone bearings to crank shaft, ad
justatjle cone bearings to pedals, Tangent spokes, crescent rims, Torkelson Patent adjustable
saddle, the front and rear of which adjust independent of each oiher. Saddle leather can al=o be
adjusted to take up the slack without loosening saddle from the frame. All steel Diamond
frame, cold-drawn Weldless steel tube backbone, detachable front bar to frame, trimmed in nic^ le,

spokes tied and plated up to knot, and spade handles. All for the moderate price of 835.00.
Now is your chumce,Boy-<! Do not let anybody stand you off by saying they cannot get .1

wheel for you. We can fill orders promptly, and give you good value for your money. Something
that has never been done before. The Little Giant embodies all of the recent improvements 01

the Men's wheel, in a modified form. There! If this don't interest you, no harm done. Yei
we feel satisfied that you all know a good thing when you sec it, and that you will favor us with
your sample order. Agents wanted everywhere.

We know you won't foi get where we are located, but to assist the memory of anyone who
may need tht ir memory jogged, will say our factory is located at Toledo, O., on Central Ave., and
the firm's name is,

THE LOZIER & YOST BICYCLE IIIFG. CO., BOX 131.

Agents for New England: " M. READ k SONS, Roston.

REPAIRS! SUNDRIES!!
One of the most complete Bicycle Repair Shops in the

country. Parts supplied, estimates given. Charges
reasonable, consistent with good work.
Sundries, wholesale and retail. Second-hand ma-

chines. Send for list.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

Oraton Hall, - Newark, N. J.

One-Third Actual Size.

This oiler, as the cut shows, consists ol a tube loi

holding the oil, fitted at the top with an Acme tip,

which can be unscrewed when it is desired to refill the
oiler. A cap ot the same diameter fits over the top.
Only throws a small quantity ol oil at a stroke. Best
and neatest in the world. Handsomely nickel plated.
For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt of
price, so cents each. CUSHMAN & DENISON,

172 oth avenue, New York

NEW.AND SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, - - MASS.

FOR SALE—S100—Columbia Lt. Roadster, or-

dinary; 52-inch, 'S9 desitn; first class running
order; finish, enamel and nickel, somewhat marred;
ball bearings all around; been nddi-n only four
monlhs. Address CHAS. M. WOODBURY, Dan-
ville, Illinois.

PATE NT WRENCH
AND SCREW DRIVER COMBINED.

Turns Nuts, Gas Burners or Pipe without adjustment.
Made of Best Polished Steel. Sent by mail for 26 cU
Chables U. Elt, P. O. Box 1*46, New York City.

The Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.,
U. S. A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's
Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when
closed. Well and favorably known on two continents

.

Drop forged ol bar steel and finished in a thorough
manner and case hardened. Small in size but giants
in strength, warranted a first-class tool in every
respect.
For sale by cle manufacturers and dealers.
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements m this Department 30 cents a line.

ffif*~ Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken..

L. A. W. BADGES,
For Gold Pins of the Official

Design, send direct to

CHAS. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle Street,

Portland, Me.
Patented. Price, $3.50, $5.00, $7.00 and $8.00,

according to finish. Diamond Badges $15 to $50 for
for the larger pins, and $10 to $30 for the small size.

Send for circular free. Also, for sale in New York, at

M.J. Paillard's, 6S0 Broadway; G. R. Bidwell's,J13
West 58th St.; in Philadelphia by the Hart Cycle Co.,
811 Arch St.; in Boston by the Pope Manufacturing
Co.; in Chicago by John Wilkinson & Co.; and in San
Francisco by Osborn & Alexander.

Send 25 cents and get one of the

Hew L. A. W. Lapel Bnttons.

Made of fine rolled Silver Plate.
Very neat and serviceable.

N.
Box 632.

H. GIBBS, .
PROVIDENCE, R. I

s

FOR THE HOLIDAYS-Thirty-two styles writ-
ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and

Other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,
$ra.o

, $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

ECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many liKe new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
EW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East

60th St., New York City.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. anH $1.00. Sold by all dealers,
or mailed by the manii'tcturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

COLUMBIA TANDEM TRICYCLE ; run about
two months; in perfect order ; balls all round; for

$175. Send for list of second-hand wheels. PAL-
LISTER BROS., Ottumwa, Iowa.

FOR SALE,
TO CLOSE OUT.

I Columbia '89, L.R. Safety ; run about 100 miles;
perfect condition, $110.

1 Crescent Safely; new; full balls; list $90; for $60.
1 Juno Safety; new; drop frame; 28 inch wheels;

list $60; jor $40.
1 Crescent; half balls; second hand, but in good

condition, for $20.

F. COLSON, - Norwalk, Ohio.

The EXCELSIOR, for Winter Gyclini,
—MANUFACTURED BY

—

OHIO CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,
ST. MKRY'S, - OHIO.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, is cents a line. Kg- Cash must

accompany the order.-»*

8§P* Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken..

*fi»ft ^ BITYS a 48 inch Special Star; 2-3 nickeled;
*IJ'"tF power straps; fine condition; nickel bright;
tires show very little wear. A bargain. E. A.
HINDS, Richfield >>prings, N. V.wANTED — BufTalo Home Trainer.

DAMPMAN, Honey Brook, Pa.
F. M.

WANt ED—Eagle Bicycle in first class condition;
must be cheap; also want a Tandem Safety, if

in first-class condition and cheap for cash. C. W.
DIBBLE, Osceola, la.

Speakinq about Feet.
EVERYBODY HAS FEET, MORE OR

LESS, and they would not slip off the
pedals if you had the

l Sole owners
( & Man'cturers

RANKIN PAT. TOE CUP.

on them.
AGENTS WANTED in every City or town in the

United States. Write for terms, etc. Mention this
paper, please.

RANKIN & BRUCE,
Box 103, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mail orders, (postage paid), will receive prompt
attention. Per Pair, 50 cents.

Infringers prosecuted.
References.—M-. McDaniels, Wilmington, Del.;

C. E. Monroe. San Francis o, Cal.; E. J. Doufhet,
Cleveland, Ohio; W. Van Wagoner, Newport, R. I.;
F. Brigham, No. Attlcoro', Mass.
Ease up on sending stamps; postal notes preferred

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Russet
Oider,

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Grab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance of natural fruit acid.

Sparkling Sweet Oider,

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the
firess, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ing and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

TRADE MARK
High grades in Silk, Silk and Jaeger s, Silk an

Cotton, all Wool, Merino, Dr. Jaeger's all Wool yarn

in Summer, Winter, and extra heavy Weight.
Readers in the vicinity of Boston call and examine.

Take Elevator. Send stamp for catalogue.

Jersey Fitting Garments
FOR

Bicycle Riders, Lawn Tennis Players, Yachtfng

and Rowing, Base Ball and Foot

Ball, Gymnasium.

League Color, Grey Mixed, Black, Navy or any Color,

Plain or Stripe.
- This Supporter is in

u -. .„,-«- i use by Bicycle Riders,

I s\)pp£rt?r Base Ball Players, Ath-
lik^ ~ ^** letes, Bathers and Gym-

nasts, and we are told
that it is the

Best and most satis-

factory Supporter
made.

Let every Sportsman

try"them

.

Price, $1.00.
Will send by mail on

receipt of price.1

Waist

Jersey -Pitting

Stocking.

S—3. Full Fash-
ioned, Narrowed
at ankle in black,
navy, League
brown, grey
mixed and any
other color, $1.50

j— 1. Black, navy,
grey mixed,
stocking, $1.25

1 — i . Black, navy,
grey mixed,
stocking, $1.00

Send for Illus-

trated Catalogue
and Price List.

Manufactured by

HOLMES & CO.,
109 Kingston Street, Boston, Mass.
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INCER CYCLES
BIADE FOR ROAD USE.

bight fanning and Durable.

"The Bicycle business is going to boom in the Spring, and, if I

am not mistaken, the Singer wheels will press other makes harder
than ever. People are going to buy a wheel that has stood the
test, and you will find 1S89 wheels of other makes, nothing more
than wrecks next year, where the SINGER SAFETY, that was
sold early in the Spring of 1889, will still be in good order and
their riders satisfied. Then the time will come for me to hang out
my old card, 'SINGER CYCLES PROVE THE BEST.'"

E. C ANTHONY, Taunton, Mass.

"SINGER SAFETY BICYCLES lead them all!! But not in
the repair shop. More Singers sold this season than any other make
of Safety. Strongest, handsomest and finest running Safety that
was ever invented by a cycling genius. It has a raking, racing
looking build. Has the only Spring-wired Tire. Can't come out.
No other Safety has it. Why not? Because Singer & Co. have got
the finest thing, and s

they are going to keep it to themselves. The

Singer has the most powerful brake can be used. Always reliable.

The Singer rides easily and comfortably. No lame back or loose

false teeth, if you ride a Singer. The Singer is made for comfort
as well as speed. If you don't believe it try one. We give you a

fine spring saddle of any make you may choose. The Singer is

such a reliable wheel, that despite the large number ridden, if we
were to depend for one-quarter of our repair work on Singers, we
should have red flag flying over our door in no time. Its name is

Singer, but not rattler. Notice the handsomest wheels among the

leaders in any road scorcTi and you will find they are Singers, and
then notice that they don't rattle like a low gear loaded with hoop
iron. If you want to see a first-class piece of cycle mechanism,
beg, borrow, steal or hire a Singer Safety and pull it apart. The
very finest workmanship will be displayed. Notice the ball bearings.

Notice the chain adjustment. Notice the fine finish. In fadt, if

you want to see the acme of cycle mechanism notice the Singer."

CAMPBELL & CO., Providence, R. I.

SINGER & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., BOSTON, MASS.

NEW MAIL;
A TESTIMONIAL WORTH READING,

Buffalo, N. Y., Dec. 7, 1889.

W. G. Schack, Agent New Mail Bicycle :

Dear Sir—The New Mail Safety which I purchased from j-ou has

carried me a full season, over all kinds of roads, with perfect satis-

faction, carrying my weight, 235 pounds, without a break, which

is proof of its great strength. Wishing you all success, I am
A. M. Mixton.

Mr. Beers' record to date for this season,

8356 JWiles on a fleoi JVIail Safety.

Murphy also made his 12,000 miles for two

years' riding on a NEW MAIL ORDINARY.
The New Mail is built for a Roadster, and

for Coasting has been always at the Front.

We are now ready to arrange Agencies for 1890. Three New Mail

Safeties, 2d hand, at $85 each. ff^LOOK OUT FOR OUR '90 SAFETY!

WM. READ & SONS, - 107 Washington St., Boston.
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r
I
AHE existing agitation having for its object the improvement of

* highways, reminds us that in 1884 an agitation somewhat
similar in character was carried on in England. By reference to

the files of our English exchanges, we find that Mr. Kennedy-Child

made some decidedly interesting speeches on the question. Per-

haps he could give us a little information as to the modus operandi

of our English friends, which we note was very successful.

r*HE League passes the 12,000 mark of membership this week,
-*- and is rapidly going ahead. It was not till January 18 of this

year that the 12,000 mark was passed in the enrollment of the last

year, and the list published this week contains more names than

were published in the entire month of December last year. In a

word, more has been accomplished in less than eight months of the

present year than in twelve months of 1888.

npHE political pot continues to boil, and the friends of each of the
-* candidates are beginning to range themselves in definite lines.

Since Mr. Mott has withdrawn it has been a matter of speculation as

to how his friends would adjust themselves, and from what we can
learn from outside sources we should judge that Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia will go solid for Mr. Lus-
eomb, and we also notice from our New York contemporary that

Mr. Luscomb will carry his own district in New York State.

Louisiana, which was for Mr. Mott, declares for Mr. Dunn.
It therefore appears to stand this way, so far as we can learn, and

the figures are based on information which is more or less reliable :

For Mr. Luscomb—-Pennsylvania solid, about half of New York-
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and Delaware solid ; about one
to three votes from New England; one vote from Missouri.

For Mr. Dunn—New England (with the exception of one to three

votes) solid, half New York State, Ohio solidf Missouri two votes.

Illinois is also claimed by Mr. Dunn's friends. Louisiana will go

for Mr. Dunn.
The rest of the States are claimed by the friends of both candi-

dates in part or in whole; as to how they will swing we have no

information on which to form an opinion. This "uncertain quan-

tity" is that which will no doubt settle the question next February.

In the mean time we await developments for further record.

"PRESIDENT HARRISON, in his message, recommends tor Congress appropriations for river and harbor improvements,

and a correspondent asks, why cannot President Harrison add

national highways also? The policy of national legislation for the

purpose of establishing national highways has been pretty thor-

oughly discussed in the columns of the cycling press, and while we
admit that we think that results from action at present looking

towards national legislation chimerical at least for the time being,

there is no harm in keeping this object in view as the supreme aim

of those in favor of better roads, the achievement of which may be

many years in the future. We believe that the conservative and

effective way is to build from the foundation of "Favorable Public

Opinion" up through the slower but surer methods of town, city,

county, State, and finally national legislation. In order to be suc-

cessful we must invoke and command the support of citizens other

than those who ride a bicycle. Just this thing is being done,

notably in New York. We appreciate the grandeur of the national

scheme, and we care not how soon it may be shown to be feasible,,

but with all due respect to the enthusiastic workers who endorse it v

we do not think the time has yet come to inaugurate a campaign in

the national halls of legislation.

THE wheelmen of Baltimore, Md., have just experienced the first

benefit from their activity in the late municipal election. In

the morning of one day they asked for an appropriation to repair a

road within the city limits, and before the close of the same day it

became a law.

THE MARITIME EXHIBITION.
The public of New England are beginning to awaken to the fact

that there is in Boston one of the most unique and interesting ex-
hibitions ever held in this country. We say the public is ''begin-

ning ;" that is just about it. It is a burning shame that they are
not jully awake to the fact, and to the excellence and worth of the
enterprise. Outside the exhibition itself, the musical attractions
furnished each day ought to be sufficient to draw large crowds.
That the attendance is increasing is a pleasant fact, but the ex-
hibition is worthy of ten times the patronage that it has so far re-

ceived. The student after nautical knowledge, whether it be in the
realms of practical construction from the frail canoe up to the
heaviest sea-goer, or in the domain of the curious, will find ma-
terial to interest him for many hours, if not days. It will be im-
possible to enumerate all the attractions ; our paper would not af-

ford space. The full-sized model of the yacht Quickstep, with its

bands of music, is of course the unique feature. The exhibit of
the United States, showing models and photographs, is of great in-

terest. The boat Liberdade, built by the modern Robinson Crusoe,
is a marvel, and as the builder himself is with the boat, the story
of his and his family's sufferings and adventures is alone worth a
visit to the exhibition. -—«•

. 3
The art galleries are filled with marine pictures of the finesfkiiTd,

and one can spend a whole evening there with profit and pleasure.
There are other points which we shall allude to at a later date; in
the meantime don't put off the order of you going, but go and' be
instructed and entertained.

Dr. W. G. Kendall, the worthy Captain of the Boston (Mass.)
Bicycle Club, recently killed his fatted pig, and last Wednesday
evening he had a party of his intimate friends at his mansion in
Atlantic, and the manner in which they got away with the spare
ribs was a caution to the uninitiated. It was one of the most en-
joyable parties that has ever gathered at the doctor's house, and all
hands went away wishing that the pleasant affair might be re-
peated before long.
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'NITRAM."

The Hudson County Wheel-

NEW JERSEY NOTES men '

s Fa"" Invitation Committee
have sent invitations and compli-
mentary tickets to all the cycling
clubs in New York City, Brook-
lyn and New Jersey, that are not

too far away, to attend their grand fair, which will open Tuesday even-
ing, Dec. 17, and continue through the 21st. In order that all the clubs
from one locality shall meet the same evening, the committee have
set aside special nights, as follows : Wednesday, December 18th,
cycling clubs of Brooklyn ; Thursday, December 19th, cycling clubs
of New York City; Friday, December 20th, cycling clubs of New
Jersey. Special attractions will be found in the bicycola or bag-
atelle board. The person making the highest score on this "teaser"
will be presented with a new safety bicycle. Second and third
prizes will also be awarded. A voting contest for the most popular
bicycle club has been arranged. The cycling club (outside the H.
C. W.) receiving the largest number of votes will be awarded a
handsome piece of furniture, the generous gift of Mr. W. H.
DeGraaf of DeGraaf & Taylor, the Fourteenth street (New York)
furniture dealers. As you well know, Mr. DeGraaf is a prominent
member of the Harlem Wheelmen. Large delegations from the
neighboring cycling clubs are expected, and I am instructed to re-

quest that for the purpose of identification the members of the
various clubs will please wear their uniform coat and cap.

It will be remembered that some time ago the Hudson County
Wheelmen withdrew from the L. A. W., owing to trouble caused
by one of their number with racing proclivities who entered the
promateur ranks, although some thirty-two of the members
individually retained their membership in the League. At a late
meeting of the club Chief Consul Brown was present, and
he explained very plainly just what the L. A. W. had done, is

doing and was going to do, particularly in this State. A motion
was made and seconded to have the club made an L. A. W. club,
but owing to the large expense that this club has been put to lately
the members did not feel like incurring any additional expense at
present. As a result a motion to lay it on the table until the next
meeting was carried ; by that time the result of their fair scheme
will be known, and the club will then feel in a better position to
make the necessary outlay needed in joining the L. A. W. The
initiation fee at present is $5, and on motion it was decided as a
special inducement to reduce same to $2.50 for the months of
January and February.

NEW YORK.
There are certain items which, by long

acquaintance, we have learned to regard
as old friends, and to expect our favorite

"HA WKSHA W " wnee l paper to be prompt in supplying us
with when the season for them becomes
due. For instance, around Thanksgiving

there is the old, old turkey "gag." For years correspondents for
cycling papers have rung all of the possible changes upon it, until
it is now an impossibility to spring one upon us that is not an old
and valued acquaintance. Now has the season arrived when the
cycler's stocking is due to make its appearance in print, as the most
advantageous possible arrangement to hang up to receive
Christmas gifts in. Of course we will be told how Billy Somebody
hung his up, and next morning found a ton of coal, or a brand
new safety, or some other small token of appreciation from Santa
Claus in it. Of course we will laugh at this, out of mere force of
habit; we had been doing so for for ten years or more now, and
we have grown used to doing it. I hope then, my dear Mr. Editor,
that you will not fail to supply your "old subscribers and admiring
readers" with their usual dose of this sort of stufi", because if you
fail in doing so, we will conclude that you are not quite as much of
an editor as we had thought you to be, and we would not fail to
grumble at the omission. I should feel that my enjoyment of the
gay holiday season now upon us, was robbed of half its pleasures
if I did not see this old friend of my youth in print, as I have
always done; be generous, therefore, and don't fail to give us our
usual and expected dos-e of cycling Christmas chestnuts.

The man who grumbles ; who does not know him? and who,
knowing him, does not love him? Is there a wheel club in all the
world that has not at least one specimen of this lovely biped? If

there be such an organization, for goodness' sake let us learn of its

whereabouts, so that we may emblazon its name upon a scroll,

where we may ever look upon it when we desire to form an idea of
a club paradise. The grumbler is always and ever the same. He
never does anything himself to promote the club, its interests or
the comfort or pleasure of its members, and yet no matter what
others may do towards accomplishing these desirable results, he is

always to be found at his post, ready and able to fault-find and con-
demn. He always declares that the club is going to the dogs, that
the officers are incompetent or negligent, that everything in con-
nection with the organization is a failure, and so on, ad infinitum.
Has any one, though, ever known a case where the grumbler ever
did anything to remedy these things he growls at? I am sure they
have not. Another peculiar feature of the grumbler is that with all

of his knowledge of the unpleasant features of his club, and his
alleged unacquaintance wi h any pleasant ones, that he never seems
to think of the complete cure for all of these ills that he possesses
in his power to resign from the club, and be thus, once and for all,

entirely rid of the burden he so loudly bewails. Oh, no; your true
grumbler never does this. He wants to grumble, that's his pleas-
ure, and if he resigned then of course his pleasure would cease, and
he remains a member of the club, a hinderance to its progress, dis-

liked and detested by every one in it. There may be more un-
pleasant individuals in club life than the grumbler, but I am afraid
none of us know him, or have any great desire to do so. The
member who has a just grievance in an organization of which he is

a member, is not to be confused with the grumbler. The former is

entitled to be heard, and if his complaint be as he claims, to have
it redressed. The honest critic is a blessing, while the grumbler i6

a curse. I have often thought I should like to see all ot the grum-
blers come together and organize a club of their own, to be run
after their own ideas, and I am sure that the lovely time that the
talkative parrot had with the ill-tempered monkey would be as a
heaven compared to what such an organization would be.

CHICAGO.
Chairman Davol of the Racing

Board has arrived and settled down to
spend the winter here. Mr. Davol is

„y,rrr <ZT7?OTrFR" rapidly becoming acquainted with Chi-
cago wheelmen, and our racing men are
exceedingly pleased with the gentleman

and expect great things for the Western racers as a result of the
meeting of the Racing Board here in January.

Well, Roe has arrived and has been received with processions
and all the glories of red fire, sky rockets, torches, theatre parties,

banquets, etc., and as a result the merry war of last winter between
the Chicagos and Illinois bids fair to pale into insignificance beside
the war cloud that is now rapidly spreading itself over the cycling
sky here, and correspondents of cycling papers are in high glee over
tne outlook, as items will still be plenty even though the wheel be
laid away.

The Roe party were tendered boxes at the Columbia Theatre
Thursday evening by Mr. Davenport to witness the performance of
"La Tosca." The boxes were appropriately decorated in his honor
and a fine picture of "handsome Tom" stood in the lobby. But
live small urchins who had been carefully instructed by certain

Illinois conspirators, so it is said, and who obeyed those instructions

to the letter, stood at the entrance to the theatre and fairly forced

each and every person entering to take a large circular accusing Roe
of ways that are dark and the liberal use of horse and buggy instead

of his bicycle. The boys were driven away time and again but all

in vain. The circular being annnonymous, does not cut much of a

figure although it is said that the author is a prominent League
wheelman, and in due time his name will be given. Tom tied his

circular to a piece of ribbon and bravely hung it over the front of
his box. But the end is not yet.

Saturday night the Chicagos gave a banquet at Kinsley's, to

Tom, at which some 200, more or less, partook. The Mayor of
Fort Madison, la., and Mayor of Streator, 111., were among the

guests and speakers of the evening, and Mayor Cregier of Chicago
also honored the occasion by his presence, and it was the small
hours before the last toast had been proposed and drank. Treas-
urer Brewster, of St. Louis, had promised to be there, he being in

the city, but owing to the political status of Chief Consul Davis
Brewster was conspicuous by his absence. I am told that Frank
Riggs was the lone Illinois Representative.

I see my friend "Linneus" is out for Davis for Vice President on
the Luscomb ticket, but I do not think Will would accept, and
although highly pleased that friend "Linneus" appreciates the

sterling worth of Illinois' Chief Consul, yet I have no hesitancy in
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6aying that the Illinois delegation will be solid for Dunn, of Ohio.
And in my humble judgment Dunn is the man for the place, and I

hope that in the near future you will agree with me, "Linneus."
The West should be solid, and act as a unit, in this matter of
choosing a President, for our interests are identical."

ST. LOUIS.

"LINNEUS."

At last Tuesday's meeting of the Missouri
Bicycle Club ten associate and two dissatis-

fied active members, including President
Andrews, resigned from the club, and it is

hoped that the troubles which have been
threatening to disturb the very foundation of

the club are over. W. M. Chauvenet, one of the oldest members,
was elected to fill the vacancy, and under his vigorous administra-
tion the club will soon again begin to prosper.

Rumors of a consolidation between the Missouris and Cycling
Club are again current, and I hope to see the matter speedily con-
summated. The latter club has been unable to get possession of
the club quarters it had rented, and is therefore homeless for the

time being. They have everything to gain by joining forces with
the Missouris, as they will step into the finest club house in the
West. President Chauvenet has appointed C. H. Stone, W. M.
Brewster and Robert Holm a committee with full power to act, to

bring the consolidation about.

Last week's hare and hounds' chase, which was postponed from
Thanksgiving Day on account of inclement weather, was like its

predecessors a big success, and what it lacked in quantity was
made up in the quality of the riders present. Captain Sanders and
A. L. Jordan again acted as the hares, and led the pack a lively

chase across gravel, mud and macadam roads, winding up at the
Blair monument in Forest Park. The total distance was about
14 miles, and was covered by the hares in the good time of 50 min-
utes. Geo. E. Tivy was the first hound in, arriving just 3 1-2 min-
utes after the hares, and was shortly followed by V. P. Ring. As
these men started 8 minutes after the hares their riding was ex-
cellent. A fine guitar was offered by Geo. Tivy to the first man in,

and was presented to Captain Sanders.

On the fourth day of July a big celebration in honor of the fiftieth

anniversary of the laying of the corner stone of the State's univer-
sity wi 1 be had at Columbia, and Local Consul Prof. H. C. Penn
is therefore of the opinion that if the Division meeting is held at
that time it cannot help but be a big success. Columbia is surround-
ed by one of the finest systems of gravel roads in the State, and
boasts nearly a dozen riders, all of whom are League members,
thanks to theefforts of the efficient Local Consul.

As outlined in my last, the big stock carriage people are up and
doing in a lively manner, collecting funds to defeat the, to them,
obnoxious tire ordinance. How any class of persons as intelligent

as the carriage makers claim to be, can conspire to defeat an
ordinance which in the end will result in so much ultimate good, is

a thing past my finding out. As a full year's notice was given be-
fore the ordinance becomes effective, and the carriage makers were
given every chance to state their objections, this eleventh hour
kicking is decidedly out of place.

The annual competition for the Missouris' mileage cup and gold
medal closed on December 1, and at Tuesday's meeting Chairman
Grath, of the Mileage Committee, read his annual report which
showed Lieutenant Geo. F. Peckham to have carried off the honors
by riding 3592 miles between April and December 1. The medal
remains the property of the winner, while the cup has to be won
twice by the successful competitor before it reverts to him. The
total reported mileage of the first sixteen members is 21,991, and the
first five rank in the order named: G. F. Peckham, 3592 ; Jno.
Hurck, 3089; Ed Grath, 2679; Robt. Holm, 1655 ; W. P. Grath,
163 1.

A gold medal was also offered for the best attendance on club
runs, and was won by Jno. Hurck, he having attended all but two
runs of the club.

ENDORSES MR. BULL'S PLAN.

The New York Sporting Times has the following article on Mr.
Bull's plan for national championships :

"We confess to no little admiration for the statesmanship, not to
say diplomacy, with which Mr. W. S. Bull, Chief Consul of the L.
A. W. , State of New York, relates his views on the L. A. W.
racing championship question in the last number of the Bi. World
and L. A. W. Bulletin. Mr. Bull, from his point of view, con-
cerning which we cannot take issue with him, appears to havo per-
fected a practicable plan for holding future L. A. W. champion-
ship racing meets, and we trust, from his point of view, again, that
his plan will prevail with the L. A. W. magnates; for it unques-

tionably will do much to hold L. A. W. racers and to foster and
promote interest in racing among L. A. W. clubs, in that it will

prevent revolving of L. A. W. club members and tend to create a
wider interest in L. A. W. racing at State and national meetings.
Mr. Bull's reply to our esteemed confrere, Mr. Samuel Miles, of
the Chicago Rejeree, appears to be ample. With your scheme,
Sam, of Eastern, Western and Pacific Coast L. A. W. associations,
the winners only to compete at national championships—the entire
list at the latter would be so small as to render national meets de-
void of special interest. By all means let Mr. Bull's plan be
adopted. It is carefully wrought out, and shows that its author is

devoted to the interests of the organization he so ably represents.
With such men as Mr. Bull in control in the L. A. W., there is lit-

tle fear of any serious disagreement between that body and the
A. A. U."

NE W JERSEY DIVISION.

An adjourned meeting of the Board of Officers of this Division
was held on Wednesday evening, December 4th, in the rooms of
the Trenton Wheelmen's Club. Present—Chief Consul Dr. G. C
Brown, Vice Consul Dr. H. A. Benedict, Stcretary-Treasurer Geo.
C Pennell, A. T. Dodd G. H. Cain, Robt. V. Whitehead and Frank
L. C. Martin. At this meeting considerable important business
was transacted. The Chief Consul read a letter prepared by himself,

explaining the benefits to be derived by joining the L. A. W. , and
urging all riders to join that body. A copy of this letter he pro-

poses to send to every non-League club in this State, and it will, I

think, prove very beneficial in rolling up our membership. The
Secretary-Treasurer reported that the new Constitution and By-
Laws, which were adopted on October 31st, have already been
printed in pamphlet form, and that he would send them to the
various clubs, for distribution among the members, at an early

date. I strongly advise every member to read them thoroughly.
After the business was transacted, the members adjourned around
the corner, where Messrs. Whitehead and Cain had prepared a

spread, which all did ample justice to. Nitram.

THE JOINT MEETING OF i'HE COMMITTEES IN
NEW YORK.

As per notice and call of President Luscomb, requesting a joint

meeting of the Executive Committee, Committee of Rights and
Privileges, and Committee on Improvement of Highways, the fol-

lowing gentlemen met at the office of President Lugcomb in New
York, at 10 o'clock, Saturday, December 7th, with President Lus-
comb in the chair, and Sanford H. Lawton as Secretary:

Executive Committee—Chas. H. Luscomb, of New York; James
R. Dunn, of Ohio; and S. H. Lawton, of Massachusetts.
Committee on Rights and Privileges—Geo. A. Perkins, Boston,

Mass., and Chas. F. Cossum, of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Committee on Improvement of Highways—Dr. Chas. S. Butler,

of Buffalo, N. Y. ; W. W. Share, of Brooklyn, N. Y. ; and Julius E.
Beal, of Ann Arbor, Mich.
Although Chief Consuls were invited to attend, the only one who

responded in person was Dr. Brown, Chief Consul of New Jersey.
The object of the meeting was to discuss the best ways and means

of promoting such legislation as will bring about the improvement
of highways.
Dr. Chas. S. Butler, of Buffalo, N. Y., Chairman of the Com-

mittee on Improvement of Highways, delivered an interesting and!
exhaustive report, which lasted over an hour. In brief, he pre-
sented codification of rules and laws governing roads constructed:
and maintained in the United States. He stated that an active
interest was evinced in improvement of roads by professors in
universities and other prominent citizens and officials. He read^
letters from the Superintendent of the National Park Reservation
at Niagara, endorsing the work as proposed by the League, and-
making valuable suggestions. He also read letters from others,,
recommending methods to be pursued. He also had a letter from
the Secretary of Agriculture, Rusk, endorsing the movement pro-
posed by the L. A. W., and expressing hearty sympathy. The
doctor's report suggested that the questions to be discussed were as
to what were the best methods to be employed by the League, and
which would bring about the best results.

After brief speeches by most of the gentlemen present, in which
the most earnest evidence of a desire to accomplish something tan-
gible was evinced, it was voted that the Governor of each State
shall be memorialized by sending through the Committee of Im-
provement of Highways, an address to each Governor, accompanied
by extracts from messages of such Governors as have already en-
dorsed the movement.
Mr. Perkins then addressed the meeting, and advised that the

methods to be employed be that of working in the State Legisla-
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tures, and in the course of his remarks he related the cause of the
defeat of the bill which was presented in Massachusetts in the last

session.
Dr. Butler advocated an active and earnest policy on the part of

the L. A- W. if they wished to retain leadership in the movement
of securing better roads, as it was spreading so rapidly and grow-
ing to such proportions among educated and leading men.

Dr. Brown, of New Jersey, spoke in approval of Dr. Butler's re-

makrs and gave most interesting statistics gathered from his

Division.
Mr. Cossum favored the compulsory system as now in force in

New Jersey, as against the advisory policy of Massachusetts.
Dr. Butler deprecated the policy of employing convict labor.

Such measures were sure to invoke the opposition of the laboring
classes. In speaking of the different kinds of pavements and road
surfaces for city purposes, he spoke in the highest terms of the
Trinidad sheet asphalt. He thought that the law ought to define
and insist upon the manner of repairing country roads, and he also
wanted the law to provide for the appointment of a State Engineer,
together with a sufficient corps of assistants, whose sole business
shall be to supervise this work.

It was thereupon voted that it is the opinion of this conference
that it is not advisable at the present time to apply to the National
Congress for any National legislation leading to the improvement
of building roads.

It was also voted that it is the opinion of the conference that the
Jine of legislation to be, the preparation of bills which shall take a
direct method of improving highways in such States as it is deemed
advisable.

It was then voted that the States of New York, Maryland, Ohio,
and Virginia, shall be the states which shall first have bills presented
as suggested in former motion, and also in such other States as the
committee in their wisdom may select.

It was also voted that inasmuch as New Jersey and Massachu-
setts have indicated the direction in which they desire legislation in
their respective States, it is resolved that the Committee on Improve-
ment of Highways be directed to co-operate with such Divisions in
the presenting of such bills.

In the discussion that followed it was decided that the proposed
bills should embody the following principle points : to provide for
and create a State Superintendent of Highways, a civil engineer,
together with the necessary corps of assistants, whose exclusive busi-
ness should be the power to direct and control the laying out,
building, and maintenance of the highways. It was decided that
the roads of J:he different States should be classified as follows

:

First, highways—between centres; second, roads—cross roads;
third, lanes—private ways. All highways and roads should be
maintained by direct cash taxation, to be levied and collected by the
county supervisors.

It was voted that the Treasurer of the League be directed to pay
to the Secretary of the Conference $500 for the necessary preliminary
expenses to be incurred in prosecuting the work as laid down by
this joint conference. The Executive Committee in compliance
with the above vote, then voted to appropriate the sum above
mentioned.
The Executive Committee also passed a vote approving of the

proceedings of the joint conference. The conference then adjourned.
This report would be incomplete without a few words added to the

effect that it was undoubtedly the most earnest and important meet-
ing that the committee of the League have ever held. The gentle-
men composing the conference are entitled to the thanks of the
entire League for their hard work, and their earnest efforts to bring
about results most beneficial. The speeches made, show great care
and thought, and the different committees are now hard at work on
the tasks assigned them.

DID ROE CYCLE AND WALK ALL THE WAY ?

Rumors are rife in Chicago to the effect that Tom Roe, on
•several occasions, used other means of getting over certain sec-
tions of the country between San Francisco and Chicago, than the
cycle and "shanks' mare." [Some 3000 circulars purporting to
come from a resident of Ottawa, 111., were circulated in the City of
Chicago, directly charging Roe with using a team to carry
himself, his wheel, and Munger from Ottawa to Joliet. We also
hear that "Roe has admitted that he took the train from Las
Animas to Coolidge, Col., a distance of about 70 miles, and that
his reported ride of 103 miles existed only in theory."
These are all serious rumors, and Mr. Roe and those connected

with him in his cross-country enterprise should take steps to refute
them. If Mr. Roe did accomplish all he claims, then great injustice
is being done him ; if, on the contrary, there is foundation for the
reports, language is too weak to condemn him.
The circulars and rumors are public property in Chicago; it

remains to be seen what action Mr. Roe will take. If he desires to -

say anything, the columns of the World are at his disposal.

LATER.
Roe was seen yesterday (November 7) by a Chicago Tribune re-

porter. He was brown as a berry and looked fresh. He said, as he
puffed a cigarette, that he felt first-rate.

"Have you seen the Ottawa paper's story about your riding from
Ottawa to Morris in a carriage?' he was asked.
"Yes, I've seen it. They're off their base. tThere's no truth in it."

"It is said you have been riding part of the way in freight-cars."
"That, too, is a lie. I have covered the whole distance squarely.

When a man breaks a record there is always somebody trying t»
dispute it. I don't intend to pay any attention to any of these
stories any more."

NEWS
The New Jersey wheelman are waking

up and throwing their influence politically

for candidates in favor of "better ways."

AND COMMENT. ^L^f" 1w^61?" ^l? Wr
£
C8 :

"In the Elizabeth charter election, Dec.
3, every candidate favored by wheelmen

was elected. We do not take the whole credit, but we helped them
considerably, and they were anxious to have our backing."

Mr. Geo. Lloyd and Mr. Ralph Temple arrived in New York
on the S. S. Teutonic last Thursday. They both proceeded to

Chicago on Saturday.

"On Thursday, Dec. 5th," says our Cincinnati correspondent,
"the Cincinnati Bicycle Club gave a smoker. The members were
out in force and so were the invited guests. There was plenty of
smoke, music, pipes, smoke, tobacco, smoke, cigars, smoke,
doughnuts, smoke, cider, smoke and smoke. It was midnight
before the company broke up. The affair was such a decided
success that we will soon have another one, if for no other reason
than just to keep the moths out of the piano."

"Nostaw," of Bridgeport, Ct, writes: "I am very glad to
hear that Norwalk is going to have better roads. For several years
past the poor condition of the roads in that place and South Nor-
walk have been the bane of all wheelmen who visited that place
from this city. Now that the Board of Public Works in that place
have taken the matter in hand, however, road improvements are
being pushed forward with great activity. Verily, Norwalk wheel-
men are to be congratulated."

On the evening of Dec. 5th the Fall River, Mass., Ramblers
attended the fair held by the Bristol County Wheelmen at

Armory Hall, Warren, R. I. The Ramblers, though small in

numbers, are a well organized club and energetic.

A polo team is being organized from among the members of the
Rambling Wheelmen, of Bridgeport, Ct. So much interest has
been manifested in the matter, however, and as there are so many
members desirous of joining the team, that on Monday evening,
the 2d inst, two teams were made up from the club and repaired to

the Gem Rink, where an exciting game was played. One of the
teams was composed of Messrs. A. Smith, Hill, Hurd, Elliott and
Kehyon, and the other of Messrs. F. Smith, Rubey, North, O'Neill
aud Challenger. The game resulted in a victory for the latter five,

by a score of 4 to 2. According to agreement, the team winning
the game will be the one to join the league now being formed by
the several wheel clubs about the State.

Mr. Henry F. Campbell delivered a most interesting lecture
in Auburn, R. I., on his tour through England and France. The
occasion was for the benefit of the Auburn Library. The lecturer,

though an amateur, did wonderfully well, and before he had pro-
ceeded far he completely captured the audience. The interest
during the two hours the lecture lasted was sustained throughout,
and the happy hits and clever imitations of foreigners were
heartily applauded. Some relics of interest were exhibited. A
surprise was worked on the speaker in the shape of a large number
of Rhode Island wheelmen, who marched into the hall in a body.

Lieutenant Yale, of the Cycling Club, of Syracuse, N. Y. , is

busy arranging a programme of entertainment for his banquet to
the Cycling Club. He is endeavoring to knock out the "record"' of
the one given by his old chum McDougall, but we are told that he
will have to hustle if he does it.

Mr. Harry Buckles, of Cincinnati, is getting up a design for

the programme of the Ohio State meet that is at once novel and
attractive, and cannot be copied by any other Division.

The Rambling Wheelmen, of Bridgeport, Ct. , have added a
handsome new upright piano to the furnishings of their present
quarters on Main street. This will furnish a long-felt want, as
there are a large number of musically-inclined members in the
club. At a meeting of this club held December 4th, it was decided
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NOW IS THE TIME
TO SECURE THE AGENCY FOR "THE EAGLE" FOR 1890.

Machines with all improvements for next season are now ready for

immediate delivery.

Do not wait until spring to purchase an EAGLE. You should know
how to ride it well by that time, if you wish to handle the agency to any

advantage to yourselves or us.

THE EAGLE has been well tried this season, and has not been

found wanting. The remarkable records made and numerous races won
on this machine within the past few months, together with the experience

of hundreds of riders, prove conclusively that the "Liagle" is not only a

practical machine, suitable for both business and pleasure riding, but the

fastest and easiest running wheel ever offered to the public.
_ 3|

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

STAMFORD, CONN.
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THE - VERDIGT - OF - 1889

IS

THAT

SWIFT SAFETY. LADY'S SWIFT SAFETY.

THEY ARE CORRECTLY NAMED.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Limited,

BOSTON.

ATTENTION, NEW EflGMHD!
To farther encourage our rapidly developing business in the East, we

have established

A BRANCH HOUSE
at 178 Columbus Avenue, BOSTON, where we will look after our

LOCAL RETAIL INTERESTS,
and will, at the same time, take care of our wholesale trade in the

NEW ENGLAND STATES ONLY.

Points outside this section will not, be supplied, excepting by the factory
as heretofore.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

Send for otur Oa.t:0Llog?u.eJ

Chicago, III.
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to keep open house on New Year's Day. All local wheelmen and

friends of the sport, as well as all out of town cyclists are cordially

invited to attend.

The circular that Chief Consul High sent out to the Ohio
Local Consuls has been so generally responded to that the Sec-

retary-Treasurer is kept busy mailing packages of literature.

We regret to learn from our Cincinnati correspondent that

"owing to the ungentlemanly conduct of several wheelmen in the

past, there are several hotel keepers in Ohio who will not make
any concessions, whatever, to the L. A. W. The League ought to

take cognizance of the acts of these hoodlums and expel them. If

something is not done we may lose the respect of all hotel

keepers. This is a subject that should command the attention of

the National Assembly at its February meeting."

Jerome Van Keuren, an active and popular member of the

Syracuse Cycling Club, was united in marriage Thursday, Dec. 12,

to an estimable young lady of that city. The ceremony was
witnessed by a large representation of the club. Mr. Van Keuren
had many best wishes for the future.

Clubs making arrangements for entertainments this winter will

do well to read the advertisement of Mr. E. R- Collins, on page 143
Mr. Collins is well and favorably known among the wheelmen 01

New York and Newark.

Chas. Croninger, the Captain of the Kentons, of Covington,
Ky., was recently run down by a road hog in a milk wagon. The
Kentucky Division ought to prosecute.

Mr. D. J. Post, Chief Consul of Connecticut, was in Boston last

Saturday.

"Last year $162,048.03 were expended upon the roads in Alle-

gheny County, Pa., and within the past fortnight four horses were
unable to haul a carriage over one of these roads. If four horses
were unable to haul a carriage, how many would be required to

haul a farmer's wagon ?"

—

Exchange.

"Star" of Cincinnati, Ohio, thus comments: "Heavy loads on
narrow tires have as much to do with the destruction of our high-
ways as poor construction. They create and perpetuate ruts, scatter

freshly laid macadam instead of packing it down, and thereby keep
our highways in an abominable condition. The next pamphlet the

L. A. W. publishes ought to contain an article on this subject."

A curious condition of things is told in the following item by
our Syracuse, N. Y., correspondent : "The rubber on the right

pedal of E. S. Petrie's roadster was entirely worn off at the close of
the wheeling season, while that of the left pedal showed but little

wear. It did not come from doing the pedal mount, for Mr. Petrie

can't do that. The boys say one leg must he shorter than the
other, but Mr. P. denies this and continues to wonder how it hap-
pened. The same thing occurred to the wheel of George Harris a

year ago, but Horace Perry accounted for that." [Was it not caused
by the rubber on one side being softer than the other?

—

Ed.]

A new departure that of the Nashua, N. H., Cycle Club, which
has voted to give a ''public supper" on the evening of the 17th.

The West End Bicycle Club of Rochester, N. Y., held a very
successful carnival Tuesday evening, nearly 1000 persons being
present. The programme was a varied one, consisting of music,
trick bicycle riding, horizontal bar performances, roller skating
race, which was won by Fred Smith; a slow race on wheels, also
won by Smith; and a mile safety race between C.J. Iven and F.
Chamberlain, which was won by the latter. Chamberlain took the
lead at the start, and Iven was unable to pass him because of the
narrowness of the track and the constantly recurring turns. Col.
A. A. Pope made a short address.

"Enough money has been expended in Allegheny County in the
last ten years to make better roads than the national road was when
it was at its best. * * * The State of Pennsylvania is taxed
about seven million dollars a year for roads. In Allegheny County
we allow $162,000 for roads, and $65,000 in addition for bridges, and
what have we to show for it? This comes of a system of road
making that dispenses with engineers and with common sense."—Ex-
change.

Mr. Yost, of the Lozier & Yost Mfg. Co., Toledo, paid a very
hurried visit to this city a few days ago. We barely caught sight of
the gentleman long enough to say howdy and good-bye '-I am
rushed for time," said Mr. Yost, "there are lots of friends I want to
6ee but time forbids."

Good sleighing and good wheeling hardly a mile apart, is rather
an unusual occurrence, yet such is the fact on the two roads that
lead from Bangor to Oldtown, Me. The river road is in the best
possible condition for wheeling, while the back road, as it is called,
never sees any better sleighing in the dead of winter than its

smooth surface now affords.

A couple of Baltimore riders, while passing over the Baltimore
and Riesterstown pike, were charged toll. Thi6 was a new de-

parture, and the riders, so the report says, threaten to "contest the
company's right." We should advise them not to do this. The
pike company have an undoubted right to charge toll, unless their

charter is very faulty.

The Guards' Armory of New Bedford, Mass., was the scene of a

very brilliant ball, given by the New Bedford Bicycle Club. Mrs.
H. M. Knowlton and Mrs. Nathan D. Phinney were the patronesses
of the ball, and as fast as guests arrived they were presented in due
form.

Ex-Captain E. W. Dean, Jr., of the Rutherford, N. J., Wheel-
men, will shortly come to Boston, at which place he expects to re-

main during the winter months.

The quarterly meeting of the Board of Officers of the Maryland
Division will be held on Saturday, December 21st.

The Somerville, Mass., Cycling Club cleared $25, over and above
all expenses out of its annual party, which was held the other week.

S. Wallis Merrihew, of Wilmington, Del., has accepted the
challenge of N. H. Van Sicklen, of Chicago, to a road race, naming
May 30, 1890 (Decoration Day), as the time, the Irvington-Milburn
course, near New York city, as the place, twenty-five miles as the

distance, and the teams to consist of five or six men each, open to

all members of the Chicago Cycling Club and the Wilmington
Wheel Club, irrespective of L. A. W. rules.

The Peoria (111.) Bicycle Club have started in actively to influence

public opinion and the city government towards the maintenance of
better roads. A committee will be appointed who will make i r their

business to see personally, each and every member of the City Coun-
cil from the Mayor down, as well as every member of the Board of
Supervisors.
In consequence of the similarity of the colors of the West Jersey

Cyclers and the Philadelphia Bicycle Club the resultant diffi-

culty in distinguishing the two, the former club has decided to

"change the combination."

Last Thursday evening the members of the Charlestown, Mass.,
Rovers and their invited friends gathered around the festal board at
Young's Hotel, and discussed the "whichness of the when."

The Harlem (N. Y.) Wheelmen are again on the road to pros-
perity. Not a week passes but what two or three names for mem-
bership are posted up. On Sunday, December 8th, 1889, this club

took its last run of the season to Yonkers and Tarrytown. Twenty
started out but the roads were so bad that when Yonkers was
reached eleven dropped out, while the other nine continued on to

Tarrytown, where they had a most enjoyable time in spite of the
rain.

The Plainfield, N. J. Bicycle Club cleared $190 by its recent in-

door athletic tournament The club is seriously considering the
advisability of building a gymnasium on the vacant lot in the rear

of the club house. It was estimated that such a building as would
be required would cost some $2000. A committee has been ap-
pointed to look the matter up.

"The League of American Wheelmen is engaged in a good
work in the direction of securing better roads, and it is to be hoped
that its efforts will continue until the roads are more intelligently

controlled and improved."

—

North Altleboro Chronicle

.

The Dorchester, Mass., Bicycle Club listened to an interesting

address by Chief Consul Emery, Thursday evening.

"Senator" Morgan writes us from Portland, Oregon: "We
are giving cycling a boom here. We will possibly go to the

antipodes yet. Our going is only postponed for a while."

A veteran corps has been organized in the Maryland Bicycle
Club, of Baltimore, Md., which is composed of those who have held
membership for five years or more. The number is now about
thirty-five.

Good roads indicate common sense, thrift and economy. They
are among the surest signs of intelligence, wealth and liberality.

Their absence argues dullness, slothfulness and stupidity.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club, of New York, "respectfully
decline" to consider the question favorably of consolidating with
the New Yorks. The Manhattan Club will now bend its energies
towards the building of a new club house in the spring.

The Philadelphia Bicycle Club rather discredits the claim of
205 miles for 24 hours by Kolb and Dimon of the South End
Wheelmen. The Item offers a prize to be run for between these

two men and Draper ar.d McDaniel, of the Philadelphias, in .1

24-hours race. Diaper and McDaniel have stated that they will

run such a race with pleasure.

The Globe, of Atchison, Kan., refers to a lot of bicyclers desiring

to form a club as "bicvele maniacs."
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Send to WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass., for Catalogue.

CORRESPONDENCE.
[ The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter
which in his opinion is improper\\

''DELIVER ME FROM MY FRIENDS."

Editor Bicycling- World: Mr. Luscomb, President of the L. A.
W., is certainly an unfortunate man. Unfortunate in the possession
of ambition and of a manner so toploftical as to make him least

liked where he is best known, and this, too, in spite of the fact that

he is a man of real ability in some directions, and a good fellow at

heart in the bargain; unfortunate in "beginning to begin" the

good work of the Road Improvement crusade at the wrong end of
his term of office ; unfortunate that in making his first noticeable
move as President he has contrived to get into a snarl with so good
a man from a League standpoint, as Isaac B. Potter; unfortunate
in that his own district and city show a large falling off in League
membership, while the rest of the State shows a gain ; unfortunate
in that he cannot influence the large club of his own city to renew
their allegiance to the League. But he is perhaps most unfortunate
in his friends. Witness page 264 of the Wheel of November 29,

1889, wherein appears two letters advocating Mr. Luscomb's re-

election, one from the editor, Mr. F. P. Prial, which he felt was too
good to be kept as the exclusive property of his own select circle of
readers and so had it published for the benefit of the cycling public
at large in the World of November 22, 1889.

This is a mighty queer document all through, chiefly remarkable
for the painful predominance of the perpendicular pronoun. It has
as many cap. I's as a Century war article, and as a Luscomb elec-

tioneering weapon strongly resembles a scythe without a handle.
Suppose some one who opposed Mr. Luscomb's re-election should

refer to the state of the Highway Improvment movement as "a delay
which is even now anything but creditable to the League."
Suppose the same or another opponent of Mr. Luscomb's re-

election should refer to the honored President of the League as "a
man ofgreat force, of keen discrimination and of astute and legal per-
ception ; unhappy, some may say, in certain personal peculiarities."
would it not seem that he was "damning with faint praise?" Sup-
pose this suppositious opponent of Mr. Luscomb's should insist,

truthfully enough, that the rank and file of the League "want good
roads, not politics" and then proceed to describe Mr. Luscomb as
"the kind of man who revels in Parliamentary complication" and
who is possessed of (or by) "an appetite for complex codes."

Suppose, but it is far easier to suppose that this is the language
of an opponent of Mr. Luscomb's re-election than it is for "those
members of the National Assembly, who are not on the inside" and
who consequently do not know that guile has no place in the inner
circles of League politics, to imagine that this letter is in good faith

an attempt to boom Mr. Luscomb for a second term.
One can imagine, though, the grieved expression with which the

President, after reading this letter, would turn to his newly con-
verted supporter and exclaim, "Call you this backing of your friends,
Mr. P.?"
Mr. Alden's chief argument for the re-election of Mr. Luscomb

is based on a general assertion that "the term of the League execu-
tive should be at least two years in length." His argument against
the present system seems to be

:

Fir6t—"The annual upheaval due to a new and therefore inexperi-
enced President, and a restdting change in the personnel of the
various national committees are certainly far from benficial."
Second—"The various Presidents have apparently felt forced to

reappoint and retain many men on the national committees whose
principal claim to recognition is that they have served before, and
therefore possess that important quality of experience."

[All above italics are "Rural's."

—

Ed.]
How is that for an argument?
The next point that Mr. Alden makes, viz., "With Mr. Luscomb

it seems peculiarly proper and imperative that he be re-elected,"
may be conceded, but, with many others, the propriety and im-
perativeness of Mr. Luscomb's re-election are not so apparent.
Mr. Alden seems to have some doubts if Mr. Luscomb's road

improvement policy "can be made successful," but thinks Mr. L.
ought to be given another year to try. Mr. A.'s argument in favor
of Mr. L. will apply, at least, as well to Mr. Dunn, who also "has
had a year's experience together with his co-workers on the com-
mittees," and who besides has had experience as the Chief Consul
of a large State Division, which Mr. Luscomb lacks.
But the part of Mr. Alden's letter devoted to the direct advocacy

of Mr. Luscomb is as nothing compared with the concluding por-
tion in which he takes Mr. Gates to task for saying that he thought
Luscomb might resign in favor of Mott. Hear him :

"In a letter to the Bicycling World, Mr. Chas. E. Gates, of
Buffalo, N. Y. , makes rather an absurd, and altogether unwarranted
statement. Starting modestly, and posing merely as 'a member of

the largest League club, and an L. A. W. representative in the

largest Division,' he warms up over his own egotism, and finally

proclaims that he does not know whether Mr. Luscomb seeks re-

election, but 'if he does I am sure he would resign in favor of Mott,

if he is in accord with the rest of the Division, as I think he is.'

From his far-off western corner of this State, I think Mr. Gates has

given himself a tremendous amount of rope in voicing the senti-

ments of the New York Division, and will venture the suggestion

that when he looks at his mirrored reflection he sees but an ex-

tremely small portion of the said Division. I do not think Mr.
Luscomb will resign in favor of Mr. Mott, nor do I think such
action would be in accord with the rest of the Division."

How fine is the scorn with which Mr. Alden reproves a man
"from his far-off western corner of the State" for presuming to

voice the sentiment of the New York Division.

"Far-oft" corner of the State" is good. Far off from what? From
rich clubs that withdraw their organized support from the League,
yet contrive to get about as much out of it as if they loyally sup-

ported it? Far off from the centre of intrigue and disloyalty—of

official influence and overbearing selfishness?

When one reflects that this reproof comes from a gentleman who
is not a member of a League club, whose club, the Long Island

Wheelmen, of which his candidate for President was and is a mem-
ber, withdrew from the League, as a club, a year ago, who owes his

position as "Delegate to the National Assembly" to a bit of parlia-

mentary sharp practice, by which a minority of votes cast was made
to elect, one can but admire the "nerve" that enables a man in Mr.
Alden's position to read a man in Mr. Gates' position the lecture

he does. Ceasar informs us that "All Gaul was divided into three

parts." It would seem that the possession of at least two of them
would be necessary for such a performance.

Mr. Alden, as a League member, has a right tc his opinion as to

who should be President, as a "Delegate to the National Assembly"
he will have, when the time comes, a right to vote for the man of

his choice, but he may as well understand at once that members in

"the far-off corners of the State," where League membership is the

rule among wheelmen and wheel clubs, and where loyalty to the

League is the rule among League members, have quite as good a

right to their choice and opinions as if they belonged to some of the

non-League, or a«/ALeague, cycling clubs of New York City or its

suburbs, and that letters like trie one under consideration will do
his candidate far more harm than good.

He may know that Mr. Luscomb is not likely to resign in favor

of Mr. Mott or anybody else so long as there is the faintest pros-

pect of his own success, but it is not wise to sneer publicly at the

honest fellow "from the far-off corner of the State," who has a

higher, though possibly unfounded, opinion of Mr. Luscomb's ele-

vation to the body which has once honored him with the highest

position in its gift.

Well might Mr. Luscomb exclaim after reading the letters of

Messrs. Prial and Alden, "The Lord deliver me from my friends."

Yours, Rural.

" LINNEUS" ON ROADS IMPROVEMENT LEGIS-
LA TION.

The general obligation and necessity for better highways is fully

acknowledged, and the question of means and expediency alone
are left for consideration. Should the powers that be, deem it ad-

visable to adopt the local option feature upon the law, under which
counties may issue bonds for road construction or the direct tax

feature, I would urge upon them the great importance of restricting

the power to well defined limits, in order that the people may not
be burdened with a heavy public debt beyond their capacity to pay,
constituting a mortgage on their property for year6 to come. For
this reason road legislation for the large and comparatively scantily

populated Western States will have to be radically different than
what will be adopted in the East. Take Missouri for example,
with an area almost as large as the entire New England, with miles
upon miles of uncultivated and wild lands, and the problem of
road improvement becomes a difficult one, except near the larger-
cities. To repeal the present road law in this State entirely, a"d
provide for public roads by taxation alone, would be as unjust as
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the law now is in many features, and would practically confiscate

the property of some sections*where it is mainly in the hands of

the minority of the people, and it would exempt a large class who
contribute in no other way to the necessity of the State, not even

paying a poll tax. There is a mutuality of obligation, which

should not be ignored in this question. In this connection the

thanks of all wheelmen and all believing in good roads are due to

Col. Albert A. Pope for the active stand he has taken. These

speeches are being scattered all over the West, and I was greatly

gratified to find one of them published in the Cameron, Mo.,

Vindicator. Colman's Rural World, an agricultural paper with

the largest circulation in the Mississippi Valley, has taken up this

question, and its wide influence will, no doubt, be felt ere many
days. The League, in pushing this question, has wrought a noble

work, and it is, therefore, of the utmost importance that the can-

didates for the office of President pledge themselves through the

columns of the Bicycling World to give this matter their fullest

support and push it to a successful end wherever legislation is

attempted. Linneus.

St. Louis, Dec, 9.

LOUISIANA FOR JAMES R. DUNN, OF OHIO.

Editor Bicycling World: I rise to explain, as I have been advo-

cating the election of Albert Mott, of Maryland, for President.

I still insist that Mott would have made a grand officer, and a

President that all League members would have been proud of, he

is such a faithful, earnest worker, and I know him so well I saw a

bright future for the L. A. W., but his withdrawal stops all com-
ment in his behalf.

My only objection to Dunn was that he was from Ohio, and as

that State had had a two-term President, wanted a change, but as

one of your correspondents said last week, "we cannot help it, our
soil and climate produces great men, which we cannot help."

James R. Dunn, of Ohio, has been in the League politics so long
he is better acquainted with its needs and requirements than any
other man. He has been a faithful worker, and has faithfully

guarded the best interests of the League. The withdrawal of Mott
leaves only one candidate in the field, and that is Dunn.

I can see nothing but good for the League with Dunn at its head.

He knows the inner workings of all its committees; he has been
on them, and knows what they have done and what is left for them
to do. Under his guidance, the League will flourish, and make
another big stride towards success.

Our votes from this State will be sent

To vote for Dunn for President.

New Orleans, La. Marnola.

NO NEED OF SIGN-BOARDS IN CONNECTICUT.
Editor Bicycling World: In last week's World we noticed

"Nostaw's" plaint about the absence of sign-boards on Connecticut
roads. He recounts befuddlements resulting from the absence of
these targets at cross roads.

Is it to be presumed that the Bridgeport gentleman does not
possess a copy of the Connecticut Road Book, which is a sign-board
at every turn in the State ?

Drop us out of the clouds on any highway in Connecticut, our
road book in pocket, we inquire of the first native to get our bear-
ings, and we get home, it makes no difference from where, road
signs or no road signs. This is where the wheelman has the ex-
pansion on the driver of asses. Get thee a road book, "Nostaw."
It will be some little time yet before we get all our road improve-
ments well under way.

In the meantime this will save you much annoyance. Think of
it! A road sign for every fork and cross road in the State, bound
in leather, convenient size for the pocket.
Touching other phases of this subject we shall have more to say

anon.
Will "Nostaw" kindly send us his address?
Danielsonville, Conn., Dec. 9, 1889. Arthur Allen Dean.

F. M. DAMPMAN ON THE RACTNG QUESTION.

Editor Bicycling World : I have not received the two last copies
of your valuable paper, and may not be posted to date on the dis-
cussion of the racing problem, but I have read the articles contrib-
uted by Mr. Bull and Mr. Miles with interest, and as one of the
racing men, I am heartily in sympathy with the former and endorse
his ideas.

Dividing the country into sections, as suggested by Mr. Miles,
seems to me to be but a half-way step. True, it is in the right
direction, but it would be far better for the members of each Di-
vision to compete for the honors at different distances for their own
States; and then the honor men—only— be eligible as competitors

for a national event. Excepting that where evidence is conclusive

that no competitions for State championships were held in some
certain State ; entries of members from that Division should not

be rejected.

The paying of expenses should be allowed, except when paid by
manufacturers or dealers for advertising purposes, but of course be
optional with the Division or club to which the racer belonged.

I believe in the "League" for the "League-" only.

As a distinct body of men, with work to do in the future, it is

policy to work every department so as to gain more power, more
members and more influence, and to emphasize our distinctness by
correct legislation and its rigid enforcement. The victories which
the "League" has gained, and all the advantages which it has

earned for wheelmen, should benefit its members and them only.

All cycle races are now run under its rules, and I believe the plan

as outlined by Mr. Bull, would ultimately give tne "League"
absolute racing control, make its championships national, in fact

as well as in name, and add to its prestige and power in other lines

of work. Frank M. Dampman.
Honey Brook, Pa., Dec. 5, 1889.

THE CHICAGO CLUB TEAM.
Editor Bicycling World: By giving the following notice a place

in your columns you will greatly oblige the undersigned :

The recent notice, accepting the defi. of Van Wagoner, McDaniels
and Dampman, has been construed as a challenge to the world by
some of our racing men. To such I wish to say that we claim to

have the best racing team in this country and stand ready to

receive a challenge from any team organized strictly under L. A. W.
rules, and we will stick to this clause with the exception of the
above named team. Distance must not be over ten miles, except
in the case of the Wilmington Wheel Club with which we are nego-
tiating for a race of twenty-five miles on the road, but we will not
race this distance with any other club, and we prefer track to road
racing. Notice is also hereby given that owing to the Pullman
handicap being run annually on the 30th of May, (Decoration Day)
we cannot make a date for that day. Respectfully,

W. H. Van Sicklen,
Captain Chicago Cycling Club.

"DON'T STOP THERE."

Editor Bicycling World : If Mr. Kempton will allow, I would
like to enquire what possible harm may come if we should lose in
the Road Improvement Legislation on the first trial. Could we
not come up again, smiling, with larger numbers? By all means
distribute education, but don't stop there.

Now, in this section the roads have been steadily growing poor
for several years. I have talked with large numbers of farmers
(whom are usually represented as thinking no progress is needed
in the road line.) All have declared that we need good roads and
that we will have them, too. I think if the trial is made, you will

find all will favorably receive it. Respectfully,
Baltimore, Md. 23,257.

"SALINA" TO CAPTAIN LANCASTER.
Editor Bicycling World: Captain Lancaster, of the Knicker-

bocker Cycling Club, in his communication of 29 November,
headed " 'Salina' is Corrected," manifested the proper feeling of
protection for his little band of followers, such as an officer should
always show. If the Knickerbockers have not fallen off in club
enthusiasm, then "Salina" was misinformed, and regrets that a
paragraph to that effect was ever written. It would be well to state,

however, for my own justification, that the information came di-

rectly from a member of the Knickerbocker Club, whose exact
words to me were, "I am getting tired of the club, for there is no
life in it." I wish also to call Captain Lancaster down for the
statement that he had twenty-three men in line at the recent parade.
The number was barely half of that, and some of them were riders
under eighteen years of age, or not members of the club.

Salina.

COMPANION FOR A TOUR ACROSS THE CONTINENT
WANTED.

Editor Bicycling World : I would like to open correspondence
with some L. A. W. man, with reference to a trip to the Pacific
Coast from New York City.

I have in mind the following suggestion : The trip to the west-
ward to take not over no days, and the entire distance to be
traversed awheel or afoot. The routes to be taken would be Geo.
B. Thayer's outward one (1SS6), and the middle of April generally
finds frost out of the ground, and would be the time I should prefer
to start. My pleasure would be in proceeding fairly slow and
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"taking it all in," not in breaking records. It will be a pleasure to

answer fully any query addressed to L. A. W. 23,416, care Treas-

urer N. H. B. C., New Haven, Conn., 173 Olive street.

RACES AND RECORDS ON ROAD AND TRACK.

AT NAPA, CAL.—The wheelmen of Central California held a

race meeting at Napa, Saturday, November 20. The attendance

was about 500. The first and last quarters of the track were very

fast, the balance sticky, making the time in mile races slow.

In the one-mile race novice, John Brown, Allen Marshall and
George P. Wetmore started. Marshall won easily, Wetmore
second. Time, 340.

In the one and a quarter mile, Wm. Day, F. E. Southworth,
Thomas H. Doane, C. B. Wheaton and C. E. Townsend were the

starters. Won by Southworth in 37 1-2 seconds, breaking the

Pacific coast amateur record. Doane and Wheaton collided soon
after starting. Both fell and were unable to rise, and were carried

from the track badly bruised, but not seriously injured.

One-mile safety novice; starters—W. M. Parker and George H.
Seibe. The latter was an easy winner. Time, 3. 58.

Three-mile handicap; starters—J. E. Southworth, scratch; Julius

Smith, scratch; C. E. Townsend, 50 yards. Won by Southworth,
Townsend second. Time, 11. 14 3-4.

One-mile safety—C. N. Langton, C. B. Lakeman and Sanford
Plummer entered. The last named won, Lakeman second. Time,

3- 25-
One-mile—F. E. Southworth, Alphonse Coe and C. B. Wheaton

entered. Won by Southworth, Wheaton a close second. Time,

3.37.
One and a quarter mile, Vineyard Valley wheelmen only; en-

tries—Joseph Parker, Chris Veight, Charles Kather and George
Thompson. Won by Parker, Thompson second.

Five-mile handicap—George P. Wetmore, 300 yards; Julius

Smith, scratch ; F.E.Richardson, 150 yards. Richards»n with-

drew af er the first mile. At the end of the fourth mile Smith and
Wetmore were even. Suddenly Smith took a header and fell

heavily, and was carried senseless from the track and did not revive

for ten minutes. He was badly bruised, but no bones were broken.
Wetmore continued, finishing in 20 minutes and 14 seconds.

Two-mile safety handicap ; entries—Sanford Plummer, scratch
;

C. B. Lakeman, 50 yards; C. N. Langton, 150 yards: W. M.
Parker, 350 yards; G. H. Siebe, 300 yards. Won by Plummer,
Lakeman second. Time, 7.03 2-5.

The festivities closed with a grand ball in the Opera House this

evening.

AT BUFFALO, N. Y.—The much-talked-of match tandem race

between Messrs. Brinker and Milley, of the Buffalo Club, and
Messrs. Iven and Chamberlain, of the West Ends, Rochester,

N Y., came off at Buffalo last Saturday. The route was from
Summer street, and the finish at Bouck avenue, the end of the

Richmond avenue asphalt; distance, one mile. At 4 P. M. the

men faced the starter and on being sent on, the Rochester men cut

out a clinking pace. The Buffalo teams, however, kept right along
and at Utica street pulled up even, passing the West Enders a short

distance beyond. The pace had been hot, but the Bisons made it

hotter, in fa<5t so warm that the Rochester men had to view the

rear of the Buffalos' wheels forty yards away when the latter

crossed the line easy winners.

The "time keepers" ( ?) at start and finish were so excited that they
forgot to time. Hence the time given, 2.39, was guessed at.

AT NEW ORLEANS The route between Baton Rouge and New
Orleans has many times been essayed to be ridden over in one day,
but until the other day all efforts have been futile. Messrs. F. B. Borm
and O. M. Spring, of the Louisiana Club, accomplished the feat.

The start was made from Baton Rouge, at 5.30 A. M., December 1,

the cyclists taking the river road down the river, passing on the

way Whitehall, College Point, Bonnet Carre, Red Church and
Kenner, and thence to New Orleans. They arrived at Carrollton,

at 2.300'clock yesterday morning, being very tired and covered from
head to foot with dust, and having travelled 121 1-3 miles over as

bad a stretch of roads as can be found in the State. After deduct-
ing the time consumed in stops, 6 hours and 28 minutes, it leaves

the adtual riding time for the 121 1-3 miles 14 hours and 32 minutes,
being very fair time indeed. The distance was measured by cy-

clometer, and was checked at different points along the way. The
roads were heavy with sand, and a head wind prevailed.

AT PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The local 24-hour championship
record made a week ago by the South End Wheelmen, through their

riders Dimon and Kolb, did not stand very long, B. Frank McDaniel
of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club accomplishing 211 1-2 miles,

starting Saturday night. The four men, McDaniel and Draper
from the Pennsylvania Club, and Dimon and Kolb from the South

End, were to have started together from General Wayne at six

o'clock, but Draper did not turn up,
#
so the other three began their

long ride at seven o'clock. It was a clear moonlight night, and
McDaniel began cutting out the pace at a lively gait, gaining a full

lap on the South End men by midnight, at which hour he had
ridden 67 1-8 miles. The race was over the the 7 1 -8-mile course on
Montgomery avenue and the Lancaster Pike, and checkers took the
time of the men as they made the circuit.

Six A. M. showed McDaniel over seven miles in the lead, and at

noon he was nearly seventeen miles ahead—two laps and a half

—

having about 180 miles to his credit. At this point it became
evident that, barring accidents, he would place the record at 250
miles, and when it began to rain heavily great regret was expressed.
McDaniel stopped at 12.31, while the South End men pluckily

ploughed on through the rain, making up a lap when they stopped
at about half past one o'clock, with a score of 171 miles. The heavy
mud on the road gave evidence that they could not do more than
205 miles—their previous performance—and as they had by their

gallant efforts completely vindicated their claims of a week ago, it

was thought best by their club friends that they withdraw, which
they accordingly did. The Pennsylvania man, However, was not
in a stopping humor, and at 2.45 P. M. he was on his machine
again, and carried along by Merrihew and Van Wagoner rolled off

lap after lap, through the rain and mud, stopping at 615, with
211 1-8 miles as the record for twenty hours' work, 60 miles of which
were ridden through mud so heavy that the wheels were clogged.
The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club thus hold the championship.
McDaniel takes the special prize offered by the Item to the winner,
which is no less than a handsome gold watch, suitably inscribed.

"Ariel."

THE LTTTLE GIANT BICYCLE.
( T//e Lczier & Tost Picycle Mfg. Co.)

We made an examination of this youths' beautiful bicycle the

other day, and we were delighted with its appearance. The cut

above gives an excellent idea of the form of this machine, and of
the diamond frame. We tried to "spring" the frame, but our ef-

forts were unavailing, and it stood the twisting and spring test as

stiff as a church. The backbone is of cold drawn weldless steel

tubing. The top brace rod can be removed, and thus converted

into a girl's bicycle, a point of great importance to purchasers.

The wheels are tangent spokes, tied and plated up to the knot.

The bearings are cone, of an extremely neat pattern. The crank
shaft bearings are so arranged that "locking" from the accidental

introduction of grit is impossible. The chain adjustment is most
simple, effective and strong, and is covered by patents. The steer-

ing head is of the sleeve pattern, which adds to the machine's
beauty materially. The brake and steering rods are adjustable.

The handles can be furnished plain, pear shape or spade as de-

sired. The saddle is one of the nicest things we ever examined.
It is double cradle. It is adjustable, to take up stretch, by means
of a simple arrangement of set screws and sliding plates, and does
not have to be removed from the L rod when adjustment is de-

sired. The saddle is also adjustable if need be for side sag—that is,

there are four distinct points, two front and two in the rear—at

which the saddle can be lowered or made higher. It admits of

fore and aft adjustment in every possible way. This saddle is Tor-

kelson's patent. The brake is a direct plunger. The finish

(enamel and nickel) is wonderfully fine considering the price.

Weight 35 pounds. Price $35.
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Lozier & Yost are to be congratulated on bringing out such a

splendid little wheel, and if the capacity of their factory is not

taxed to the utmost to furnish the demand then we shall put the

public down as being most non-appreciative of a good thing when
they see it. We have seen nothing in the market at the price to

compare with it in appearance and fittings.

Messrs. Wm. Read & Sons of Boston have been appointed sole

New England agents All orders for that district should be placed

through them, and as the demand will be large, we should advise

quick orders.

THE UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.

Errata. Not through any fault of ours, but because of a mis-

take in giving information to us, we have spoken of the re-organ-

ized Springfield Bicycle Mfg. Co. as the Springfield Cycle Mfg. Co.

This was a mistake. The new company will be known as the

Union Cycle Mfg. Co. Full particulars as to machines, etc., for

-1890 will be forthcoming at an early date.

The best Christmas present for a growing boy is a good safety

bicycle. It is sure to be appreciated, lasts indefinitely and benefits

him more than a complete gymnasium. One of the best youth's

safeties is the Premier, built by Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, of

Coventry, England, and imported by L. H. Johnson, Orange, N. J.

Twenty-six inch wheels, ball bearings to the principal wearing parts,

hollow forks and the most careful fitting of the best steel only, go

to make up a small adult's safety that will stand a boy's incessant

use until he is ready for a full sized machine. Mr. Johnson has a

stock of these wheels ready for immediate delivery and guarantees

shipment the day order is received. The price is $65. Catalogue

mailed on appli ation.

"We will expend upwards of $800,000 on our roads in Allegheny

County, Pa. , in the next five years; if we persist in the practice that

was a make-shift for past generations, we shall have as little to

show in the wav of progress as Hottentots."

—

Exchange.

W. S. Maltby, the renowned "scientific and artistic cyclist," is

at present giving exhibitions of fancy riding on the "Eagle" bicy-

cle in the principal cities of Australia, and is astonishing the

natives by his performances on the American "bird." In some
recent correspondence he sends photos, of himself doing his trick

riding, and gives some amusing accounts of the-reception of this

novel wheel by the Australians. Mr. Maltby uses his "Eagle" al-

together for road riding, and all sorts of remarks are passed about
it, such as, "I say, Boss, yer going the wrong way," and "I'll bet

yer a bob he's riden' 'er backwards."

Secretary Burns yesterday notified all local bicycle clubs, of

New York City, that the Park Commissioners would not hereafter

allow club members to exercise at a greater rate of speed than six

miles an hour in the parks, nor any coasting whatever on the

inclines.

It is the intention of the White Cycle Co., of Westboro', to have
printed and sent out a fine reproduction of a photograph of "Jack,"
taken on a safety, and dressed in the clothes he wore at Hagers-
town. "Jack's" admirers are legion, and all will be pleased to be
able to get one of these pictures.

In view of the adtion of the Danbury, Conn., authorities in for-

bidding sidewalk riding, the Danbury Wheel Club passed the fol-

lowing resolutions: " * * * Resolved, That we recognize the
fadrt that a bicycle has no right upon the sidewalk, and we will both
as individuals and as a club use our influence to prevent the indis-

criminate use of the walks; and be it further Resolved, * * *

That we depiore the miserable condition of most of our streets,

which is a disgrace to the city, and which so often makes riding in

some places impossible, except upon the walk."

The Passaic (N. J.) City Wheeling and Athletic Association will

hold a grand fair, in their new club house, from December 17th to

19th inclusive, the profits accruing from same to be devoted ex-

clusively toward furnishing their house. Invitations have been
sent to all the neighboring cycling organizations.

THE OH fiflPIEI-FOfl WHEELMEN.
THE operation ol securing views with this camera consists simply oi leve

ing it at the object to be photographed, and pressing a button.
One Hundred instantaneous views may be made without reloading, and

a knowledge of photography is unneccessary. The "Kodak" is but
about six inches in length, and weighs less than two pounds.

A handsome russet leather carrying case with shoulder strap iorms a part

of each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and secure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

ggj*» Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak
photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.Price, $25.00

Every Club House should have an
Automatic Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

SPOKE GRIPS1—

p

Isi arc no1 expensive, but are mighty con-

JM^L. venient sometimes, and every wheel
UflflV man should have one.

Our DOUBLE GRIP" is a good,
substantial one, and fits perfectly No. 10 and 12 wire.

Price by imail, 60 cents.

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO.
118 So. Main Street, Providonce, B. I.

to clubs:
If vou are goin£ to give an entertainment this sea-

son it may interest you to know that

E. R. COLLINS,
one of the well-known humorists of "Texas Sittings,"
and also well known among wheelmen, is open for a
few engagements during January and Ftbruary. For
dates and terms address,

"Manager," Box 207, Westfield, N. J.

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS:
12 Pearl Street, - - . - Boom 27.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICEBS FOB 1889—90.

President,
CHAS. H. LUSCOMB,

2S0 Broadway, Mew York
First Vice President.

JAMES R. DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

Second Vice President,
SANFORD LAWTON,

Springfield, Mass.
Treasurer,)

W. M. BREWSTER.
300 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

Secretary,
ABBOT BASSETT,

u Pearl Street, Boston, Mass

.standing Committees.

Executive and Finance.

1 he President and Vice Presidents (as by the Con-
stitution required.)

Membership.
A. E. Mealy 1736 Druid Hill Ave., Baltimord, Md.
F. L. Casselberry Mansfield, Ohio

Improvement of High-ways.

Dr. Chas. S.Butler 6S0 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Wm . W. Share Brooklyn, N. Y.
Junius E. Beal Ann Arbor, Mich

Rights and Privileges.
A. Moore Berry 421 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
George A. Perkins Cambridge, Mass.
Chas. F . Cossum Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Rules and Regulations.
Dr. Wm. H. Emery.... 109 Warwick St,, Boston, Mass.
W.A.Davis Chicago, 111

Chas. L. Brockway Middletown, C onn

Racing.
C. S. Davol Warren, R.I.
George S. Atwaten Washington, D.C.
Harry H. Hodgson New Orleans, La.
George Collister Cleveland. Ohio.
Robt. A. Smyth Sa n Francisco, Cal.

Transportation

.

W. M. Brewster 309 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

Missouri Appointment.
M r. lno. Sansom is heuby appointid Local Consul

for K:i noK a ard vicinity. Fr; ternally vours,
Robt. Holm.
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Pennsylvania Division.

At Bryn Mawr refreshments and meals may be had
at Wolfe's bakery. Large parties may be accomodated
upon giving reasonable notice.

Samuel A. Boyle, Chief Consul.

League Clubs.

The following clubs have qualified as League Clubs
and filed proper certificates in the office of the Secre-

tary. They are numbered as below :

No. 24s—Vineyard Valley Wheelmen, Napa, Cali-

fornia. R. A. Simon, Pres ; S. K. Buford, Sec.

Local Consuls for Illinois.

1 have this day appointed the following local consuls

for 1S90

:

Argenta, W. D. Kidder.
Beardstown, G. Bley, Jr.

Bement, H. S. Bowers.
Braceville, J. J. Young.
Braidwood, D. S. Barr.
Bridgeport, E. B. Hunter.
Cairo, J. C. Hancock.
Carthage, W. H. Davidson.
Carpentersville, F. E. McEwen.
Chenoa, VV. D. Fales.
Chillicothe, A. Gray.
Collinsville, F. H. Roberts.
Edgewater, J. S. Goldsack.
El Paso, E. L. Dunn.
East St. Louis, C. H. Belden.
Fairbury, E. Bangs,
Forrest, J. H. Kingsbury.
Forreston, G. B. Covell.

Fulton, J. R. Koetter.
Gardner, E.J. Peck.
Genoa, Dr. A. M. Hill.

Girard, J- C. Roach.
Grand Crossing, C. F. Lovejoy.
Hegerwisch, CD. Allis.

Hudson, H. W. Cox.
Illiopolis, B. F. Ogle.

.. La Place. S.J. Cripe.

Lanark, F. L. Heirling.
Lincoln, J. W. Barrett.

Marengo, G. A. Stanford.
Marshall, J. A. Norton.
Mendota, Mark Ruggles.
Menard, H. L. Swartz.
Mt. Aytr, D. L. McConanghy.
Mt. Carmel, W. W. Olmstead.
Mt. Sterling, J. Thurman.
Normal Park, A. Guthrie.

Oak Park, T. H. Morris.

Olney, B. S. Murray.
Onarga, J. A. Wright.
Paxton, F. T. Sutton.

Piper City, J. K. Montelius.

Princeville, J. B. Ferguson.
Polo, C. W. Powell.
Ravenswood. G R. Beam.
Sandoval, J. B. Grice

Seneca, W. Jones.
South Chicago, A. Kraetzer.

Sparta, J. M. Nickles.

St. Joseph, F. M. Koch.
Sycamore, W. C. Stine.

Walnut, A. E. Burress.
Warrensburg, J. T. Edwards.
Waverly, Dr. J. W. Hairgrove.

,
.

Woodland Park, F. T- Smith.
W. A. Davis, Chief Consul 111.

Chicago, Dec. 6, 1889.

Tennessee Appointments.

List No. 2.

Local Consuls have been appointed as follows . Term
of office to expire September 1st, 1800 :

No. 6—Geo. H. Wilson, Knoxville.

No. 7—T. S. Sedgwick, Chattanooga.
No. 8—Wm. O. Homer, Cleveland.

No. o—A J.
BuKhardt, Franklin.

No. ic—W. W. Sheen, Bristol.

Joseph K. Wilson, Jr.,

Chief Consul of Tenn. Div.

Membership Committee.

Mr. A. E. Mealy of Baltimore, Md., of the Member-
ship Committee is hereby appointed its chairman, in

the place of Mr. Jessup, resigned.

Mr. George C. Pennell of Elizabeth, N. J., is ap-

pointed third member of the Membership Committee to

fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Mr. Jessup.
Charles H. Luscomb,

President L. A. W.

to pass. The Legislature refused to vote for it on the
ground that there"was no demand for such abill among
their constituency.

It is therefore evident that it would be the height of
folly to repeat the attempt until there is a public senti-

ment favoring such a measure.
It is our duty then to begin at the beginning and en-

deavor to create such a sentiment.
We must get as many wheelmen as possible to join

the L. A. W.
We must get them to form League clubs.
We must get them interested in road improvements.
We must get them to do all they can in circulating

road literature where it will do the most good.
We must get the Press in our State interested.
We must endeavor to instruct road supervisors as to

the best methods of keeping roads in repair.

We must try to convince carriage makers, livery

stable keepers, and all those who use the roads that our
interests are their interests, and that by helping us they
will be helping themselves.
The officers of the Division can do very little with-

out the earnest and hearty co-operation of each and
every Local Cousul.
Th • Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. William D. Kempton,

550 Freeman avenue, Cincinnati, will supply you wi h
whatever quantities of the following printed matter you
can use

:

1. Blank applications for membership in the L.A.W.
2. "What is a League Club? and how to form one."

A circular.

3. "The objects of the L. A. W., and how to join."
A 4 page circular.

4. "Roads and Road Improvement, Macadam
Roads." A 20 page pamphlet.

5. Improvement of Highways." A 76 page pam-
phlet.
Hoping that you will use your utmost endeavors to

get this literature placed where it will do the most
good, so like the leaven which the woman hid in three
measures of meal, it may soon leaven the whole lump,

I remain fraternally, M. A. High,
Chief Consul Ohio Div. L. A. W.

Ohio.

To Local Consuls

:

One of the objects of the League of American
Wheelmen is, as you are aware, to secure a reform in

the method of making and repairing our highways.
With this object in view the Ohio Division L. A. W.

raised a subscription- last winter to enable them to sup-
poittheTyton Bill which had been introduced into

the Ohio Legislature, but which unfortunately failed

Ohio.

List No. 4.

Chief Consul M. A. High has appointed the following-
Local Consuls :

Ada, W. H. Morrow.
Akron, H. D. Folley.
Bedford, W. C. Whittaker.
Bridgeport, John A. Topping.
Belleville, Lynn A. Le Fevre.
Cleveland, Henry E. Chubb.
Eaton, Ed. Wyatt.
Foster's, Walter G. Bridge.
Fostoria, D. F. Berrenger.
Germantown, Orvon Graff Brown.
Greenfield, D. O. Miller.
Harrison, Hairy O. Campbell.
Lewisburg, S. N Keighley.
Lebanon, W. G. Lowry.
Lindale, Walter Dolen.
Lockland, David M. Hensley.
Leetonia, Jesse Slargeon, M. D.
Mt. Carmel, A. R. Crook.
Mason, Pete W. Ross.
Miamisburg, G. A.Hoover.
Medina, B. Hendrickson.
Marion, B. E. Dombaugh.
Norwood, W. S. Cadman.
North Lewisburg, W. E. Austin.
New Vienna, L. C. Malone.
Norwalk, H. G. Morrow.
Oberlin, Theo. Edward Tennev.
Plainville, Estus T. Flinn.
Ravenna, S.J. Post.
SteubenvilleJ. B. Griffith.

Sinking Spring, J. Frank Pugsley.
Troy, J. H.Julian.
Upper Sandusky, Sherman A. Cuneo.
West Alexander, O. E. Halderman.
Youngstown, Independence Giove.
Chief Consul High has also appointed the following

League Hotels :

Ak'on, Buchtel; reg. rate, $2.50; to L. A. W., $:-5o.

Ada, Young Hotel; reg. rate, $2; toL. A. W., $1.50.

Beilefontaine, Mittenberger : reg. rate, $2; to L. A.
W.. $1.50.
Cincinnati, Palace Hotel; reg. tate, $2; to L. A.

W., $2.
Cleveland, Weddell House; reg. rale, $3; to L. A.

W., $3.
Fremont, Ball House; reg. rate, $2; to L. A. W.,

$1.50, and 50 cents per meal.
Hicksville, Swilley House; reg. rate, $2; to L. A.

W., $1.50.
Leetoni i.Hershey House; reg. rate, $2.50; to L. A.

W.,$i.so.
Miami, Miami House; to L. A. W., 50 cents a meal.
Marysvple, Park; to L. A. W., $1.50 a day.
Marion, Hotel Marion; reg. rate, $2; to L. A. W.,

$1.50.
Ravenna, Etna House; reg. rate, $2; to L. A. W.,

$1.50.
Upper Sandusky, Pierson House; reg. rate, $2; to

L. A. W., $1.50.

Youngstown,Tod House; re^. rate, $2 and $2.50;
no reduction to L. A. W.
There are still three districts to be heard from. As

soon as these come in the supplement to the Hand
Book will be given to the printer. It is hoped that it

can be mailed to the members of the Division some
time in January.
Chief Consul High has decided to hold the meet of

the Ohio Division in Cincinnati on Thurdday, Friday
and Saturday, July 24, 25 and 26; a notice giving fur.
ther particulars will be mailed with the supplement to
the Hand Book. The meet will be a strictly L. A. W.
aftair. None but those presenting their L. A. W. tick-

ets will be permitted to take advantage of the reduced
rates on the railroads, or to participate in any of the
festivities. William D. Kempton,

Sec.-Treas Ohio Division L. A. W.

Attention! ! Tennessee Local Consuls and

Members.

Gentlemen : Our State membership this year is onlv .

about ninety-five. We closed the last League year with
about one hundred and twenty names on our roll.

Surely it is not the purpose of the Tennessee League
members to let our State, which holds such an advanced
position in other matters, lag behind in League work.
We can and should lead all of our sister Southern
Divisions in the great work we have before us, but it

takes numbers to accomplish the task that we, as a Divi-
sion, should deem it a privilege to accomplish. The
League is about to undertake a work in which, especially
in our section of the country, the laborers are too few.
If our fellow wheelmen througout the State care for the
good of their chosen sport, they will certainly be willing
to contribute their yearly mite of one dollar ($1 00) for

the carrying on of the work, even though they did not
receive the benefits to be derived from League member,
ship. To every member of the T. nnessee Division who
is loyal to his State, I most earnestly appeal. Bestir
yourselves and enter upon the work that falls to you
each and every one, as a member of the League of
American Wheelmen. Although each member is a
very small part of the working force of the League,
only think what results might be obtained if we were
all to awake from our stupor and lend a helping hand.
What is this work we all have to do and that is of so

much importance to the future prosperity of the League
and the welfare of its members? The first work lo be
done is that of recruiting'. Let each one of us during
the next few months secure at Jeast four or five new
members and as many more as possible. All about us
are non-League wheelmen, and a few words spoken as
to the advantages of League membership, the great
work already accomplishedby the parent body, and its

obj cts, as well as its plans for future usetullness,

would bring about a great increase in membership.
With a large membership, all else will be possible.

From many who are already connected with the L. A.
W. comes the question, "What good does League
membership dome?" It is a sad truth that our Divi-

sion has been enabled to accomplish little in the past,

and consequently our State members have derived little

real good from membership in the L. A. W. Why is

this? Not because of the inactivity of your officers, not

because they have not been constantly endeavoring to

devise plans for the good of our members and the wel-
fare of the League in general, but because of the weak-
ness of the State organization, because the membership
at large is idle and won't engage in the work. First,

then, we must increase our numbers, and thereby widen
our influence, for with a membership of not over one
hundred or one hundred and fifty scattered over a large

State like Tennessee the wo'k is very slow and the ad-
vantages of membership very few. As our membership
grows, so will our yearly income increase, and so will

our influence become greater and more widely felt. We
want, and must have if possible, a suitable State Road
Book; a League Hotel in every important town in

Tennessee; better highways; large and enthusiastic

State meets and tours annually, and ;ther advantages
that can be obtained without much trouble by a Division
that is numerically strong. Do you want these advan-
tages? They are yours if you wish to obtain them.
Don't blame the State Board of Officers if you do not
receive the full benefit of your yearly dues, for they are

doing all they can to help you and only ask your hearty
support and co-operation in the work. Let us, then, go
to work and double, triple or quadruple our State mem-
bership by bringing all of our cycling friends and ac-

quaintances into the League. Many will join if asked,
and many more if urged. In your touring over the
State try to persuade the unattached to join us, for

almost every wheelman in the State would willingly
give one dollar ($1.00) annually if they see that they
will secure any good to themselves by so doing. If yon
know of any wheelmen in your own town, or in other
distr cts, whom you cannot see personally, send me their

names and I will mail r> cruiting circulars to them.
Don't put this off, but commence it at once. In our
work we must, of course, see that no objectonable per-

son^ are admitted and thereby keep up the present high
standing of the League.
Let me respectfully and most earnestly urge each rnnd

every member of the Tennessee Division to exert him-
self to obtain as many recruits as possible, and as soon
as possible. A tew « ords spoken out of business hours
even will accomplish nuicn. Don't leave this to any
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one who "has more time," but work as if the entire
success of the Division depended on each inividual

member. It is for our common good that we are work-
ing', not for any individual.
There are towns where we have no members, where

much good might be done by members touring, or as
before requested, by sending me the names ofwheel-
men of your acquaintance.
Again, we want League clubs all over the State. Let

our clubs join the League as clubs and thereby help
themselues as well as the L. A. W. Let our League
clubs with twenty or more members elect Represe ta-

tives to the State Board of Officers and thereby increase
their club influence and importance as well as give us
more energetic leaders in the work.
Hoping you much success, and with regards and best

wishes to the members of the Division one and all, I

remain Fraternally and respefttully yours,
Joseph R. Wilson Jr.,

Chief Consul Tenn. Div. L. A. W.

Missouri Division.
Circular No. 1.

To Consuls :

A copy of the L. A. W. Road Improvement book has
been mailed to each Local Consul early this week and
you are requested to place it where it will do the most
good.
The book is intended to serve as the entering wedge

for a systematic improvement of our country roads and
to attain the desired end, copies of the same should
reach the hands of every road commissioner, county
surveyor, or any other persons having the State's roads
In charge.
You will therefore please give me the names, titles

and addresses of the persons having your county's roads
in charge and upon receipt of the information a copy of
the work will be mailed them.
The people at large should be educated to the great

necessity of good roads as a factor of civilization and
in no way can success be better insured than by obtain-
ing the hearty co-operation of the press in this important
matter. Copies of the book will be promptly mailed to

any newspaper you may designate.
Awaiting an immediate reply giving the desired in-

formation. I remain Fraternally yours,
Robt. Holm, Chief Consul.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP,
The following is a list of applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, whicn is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement oi

two League members in good standing, or of three re

putable citizens ol the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the
year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval oi the Board oi Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication of the name in

a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correct.

Members are requested to examine carefully these
lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members are

given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as
it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.
The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-
tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 219—Total 76— 12,014.

Boston, Dec. 13, 1SS9.

California Division—7—424.
Vineyard Valley Wheelmen.

25691 Bu'ord, S- K., Napa City
25692 Kather, Chas. A.,

25693 Parker, Jos. R.,

25694 Parker, Wm. M.,
25695 Simon, R. A.,
25696 Thompson, Geo. H.,
25697 Voigt, Christian Jr.,

Connecticut Division— —719.

Bridgeport Wheel Club.
25715 King, H. D., Box 1697, Bridgeport
25716 Lebing, H.J. , Bishop Block, "

Hermes Wheel Club.
25712 Booth, G. E., Box 85, Saybrook

Meriden Wheel Club.
25714 Graham, Albert H., 116 Miller St., Meriden
Rambling Wheelmen.

2569S Jones, Robert M-, 59 William St., Bridgeport
256S7 Rubey, Wm. A., 134 Broad St.,

"

Unattached.
25710 Abbot, Edw. H., Box 186, Hartford
25711 Be/den, Fred S., Drawer 45,

"

25713 Bugbee, O. C, Wethersfield

Illinois Division—9—S75.

Illinois Cycling Club.
25717 Hughes, Harry C, 783 W.Congress St., Chicago
25718 Patterson, Edgar, 591 W. Madison St., "

25719 Bryant, Thos., 63 De Kalb St., "

25720 Goodjohn, C. A., 24 Plum St., "

25721 Barkey, T
. A., Peoria and Kinzie sts., "

25722 More, R. Wilson, 390 Washington B'd., "

25723 Holtfodt, Fred R., Phenix Bl'dg, "

Unattached.
25753 Hunt, Edd., 127 Canalport ave., "

25754 Tegtmeyer, Phil., 6S5 So. Union St., "

Kentucky Division—10— 104.

Louisville C. C.

25735 Humphreys, Ben., 117 W., Chestnut St.,

Louisville
25736 Chickering, Wm. A., 663 Weissinger ave.,"
25737 Maas, J. Fred, 1924 W. Jefferson st.,

"

25738 Schoettlin, A. J., 666 Fourth St., "

25739 Mathey, Ed A., 436 W. Market St.,
"

25740 Park, Sam T„ 1621 W. Broadway, "

25741 Vernon, Ed. H., 549 Second St., "

25742 Herget, Ed A., 911 Third St., "

25743 Woodruff, Oath F., 415 Fourth St.,
"

25744 Keller, Chas., 349 W. Main St.. "

Louisiana Division— 11—98.

New Orleans Bi. Club.
25729 Mi ler, Geo. A., 236 Philips St., New Orleans
25730 Winehill, Julian, 43 Baronne St.,

•'

25732 Ziegler, Charles, 36S Seventh St.,
"

25733 Ziegler, E. F., 368 Seventh St.,
"

25734 Ziehl, Wm., 155 Joseph St.,
"

Y. M. G. C.
25731 Woulfe, James J., 135 Gravier St., "

Unattached.
25724 Armstrong, J., Box 156,

"

25725 Le Blanc, Alfred, 210 First St.,
"

25726 Haynes, G. Jr., 35S St. Charles ave., "

25727 Hodges, C. T., 94 Canal St., "

25728 Lemarie, L. E., Ji ., Germania Nat'l Bank,
New Orleans

Maryland Division— 1—528.

Chesapeake Wheelmen.
25747 Ring> Joseph, 752 Lexington St., Baltimore

Massachusetts Division— 14— 1590.

Belmont Club Wheelmen.
256SS Rudolph, Jos., 18 Second ave., Taunton
Fall River Ramblers.

25679 Westgate, Charles L., care E. S. Brown,
Fall River

25680 Kershaw, Charles C, 10 Purchase St., "
25651 Dow, Walter E., Box 447,

"

25652 Nichols, Wm. A., 29 Bank St., "

No. Adams Weeelmen.
256S9 Evans, Walter S., 44 State St., No. Adams
25690 Smith, E. L., Box L. L., "

Y. M. C. A. Bi.C.
25745 Burt, Emerson, L. 67 Mechanic St., Westfield
25746 Prevcott, Rev. Allen C, Box 69, "

25707 Nichols, Frank C, 18 New Boston Road,
Fall River

2^7°3 Whitmarsh, Joshua, Neponset
25704 Wight, D. Ernest, Walnut St., "

257.15 Hammond, W. E., Box 29, Sandwich
25699 Hewitt, Rev., Geo. R., W. Springfield

Missouri Division—2—3^5.

Unattached.
25749 Calhoun, J. L., Broadway and Olivv, St. Louis
25748 Sanders, Jno. 720 Olive, "

Niw [ersey Division—3—594.
West Jersey Cyclers.

25654 Ware, C. Frank, Box 50, Camden
25655 Eastlack, Wm. S., Sth and Market,

Unattached.
25685 Dunkle, Robert J., Box 2738, Atlantic City

New York Division- 4— 2c 96.

Crescent C. C.
25706 Hammes, P. C, 217 Columbia, Utica

Syracuse C. C.
25656 Penn, Fred W., 514 Crouse ave., Syracuse
25700 Boyd, John H., 254 First St., New York
25701 Orr, Hobert P., 74 Cortlandt St., "

Pennsylvania Division— 2 — 1393.

Unattached.
25705 Sti eepy, S. A., Nazareth
25750 McAteer, Wm. J., Wilkinsburg

Rhode Island Division—2—332.

Unattached.
25702 Phinncy, S.Z., 139 Pine St., Pawtucket
25709 Mason, Earl Philip, 23 Charles Field St.,

Providence

West Virginia Division—

i

—64.

Blennerhasset Wheelmen.
25751 Tavenner, Herman, Parkesrburg

Wisconsin Division— 1—&7.
Beloit Academy Wheelmen.

25752 Rust, F. Lee, Box 1375, Beloit

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you will find $ for initiation Jee and dues in th*.

League oj American Wheelmen to April 30, 1890. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years oj age, and that I am an amateur
within the meaning oi the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date Name,

Club, St. and Number, ot Box,.

References . City,.

Enclosed. for Holder.

State,.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first halt year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and qo cents during the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date of paper and May 1, 1890. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be received.

W II you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle for ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and ooket for per

»onal ca'ds Ben ' 2; rents fxtra. If you want vour name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the marfi'nt in HSIHf '< Hank
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No. 475. #
Solid Sterling Silver, (white) ..... $4 00
" " " (oxydized) - - - - - 4 00

Best quality Rolled Gold Plate, (pol shed) .... 450
" " '* " " (Roman) - - - - 4 50

No. 477.

Solid Sterling Silver, (white)
" " " (oxydized)

Best quality Rolled Gold Plate, (polished)
" " " " " (Roman)

$5 So

6 00
6 00

Solid Sterling Silver, (white)
" " " (oxydized)

Bestqualitv Rolled Gold Plate, (polished)
" " " " " (Roman)

7 00

7 88

Make YOUR WIFE or BEST GIRL a present of one of my Superior quality

<4 SOLID SILVER OR ROLLED COLD LINK BRACELETS >>
Sent prepaid to any address in the U. S. on receipt of price.

Remittances should be made by P. O. Money Order, Express Company's Money Order, N. Y. Draft, or send money in Registered Letter.

JENS F. PEDERSEN, Manufacturing Jeweler,

I 1-2 MAIDEN LANE,
Send 8 cents in postage for illustrated catalogue and price list.

NEW YORK.

ATARI

c^AfNESS
A NEW TREATMENT,
Sufferers are not generally aware that!

these diseases are contagious, or that they
|

are due to the presence of living para-l
sites in the lining membrane of the nose'

|

and eustachian tubes. Microscopic re-

1

search, however, has proved this to be a
fact, and the result of this discovery is

that a simple remedy has been discovered
which permanently cures the most aggra-
vated cases of these distressing diseases by
afew simple applications ma,de{twoweeks
apart) by the patient at home. Apamph-

J iet explaining this new treatment is sent
I free by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 339
West King Street, Toronto, Canada.

GILLOTTS STEEL PENS f
EETH^c

T
T .

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a
bottle of Wilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also
prevent Nickel and steel from rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on recept of 50
cents in stamps Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen.
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

Committee.

A. G, Spalding \ Bros.

Makers of tot Official L. 1. W. Snadries.

V^il/pS, League Regulation 1.35
dtiufci League Regulation 2.00OllU L». No. XX Fine Cheviot for hot

weatherwear 1.00
Q^A/tlrirKva Our celebrated UnenkSHJCtHIlgiS. Sole Stocking, League

color 1 .00

TJ*a>l'l"a No. X Silk, Edge's League color,JDCltS. white centre, Snake Buckle .50
No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40

G |inno Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
IO.LHJt35», hand made, light, strong, elastic. 5.00

No. 1, Canvas, leather trimmings .3.50

Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits

A, 6, SPALDING & BROS,,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago

Browning, King k Co.

Official Tailors of the L.A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

LNEW YORK.

The Only Offici^TaUors to the L.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

J .«^2 Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.
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•* AxiiX tl*e>r £ollo^red tlxe Star."-[^'^.]
Look at the CHAMPIONSHIPS Won on the STAR during 1889. Uan

any machine beat this record? Facts that talk.

Three-Mile L. A. W. Championship, Mav 30th,

One-mile State Championship, Mav 30th,

Five-mile State Championship, Mav 30th,

Half-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,

Ten-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,r r7 7 COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan.

25-Mile Road Race Championship of Minnesota, July, 31, 1889,
COLIE BELL, Minneapolis, Minn.

Half-mile L. A. W. State Championship, July 18, 1889,
W. I. WILHELM, Reading, Pa.

One-mile L. A. W. State Championship, July 19, 1889,
W. I. WILHELM, Reading, Pa.

Quarter-mile L. A. W. State Championship,
|By W. I. WILHELM, York, Pa., Sept. 3d, 1889.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO., - - - Smilhville, N. J

J. PHIL. PERCIVAL, Los Angeles Cal.

W. S. WING, Los Angeles, Cal.

W. S. WING, Los Angeles, Cal.

COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan.
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taWop
bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS Or (YCLlNQ.

$1.00 a Year.
5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 20 DECEMBER, i88g.

Volume XX.
Number 8,

A man has a hobby

—

"Cranky notion" of his own.
May be one thing, may be another.
Depends on circumstances.
Likely as not its a scheme to get rid of potato bugs, or get the snow oft

his side-walk without manual labor.
Anyway, it's SOMETHING.
This man is everywhere.
(If disease was as scarce as this man is plenty, what a long winter

day it would be for the doctors?)
You must know him.
Now, did you ever try to reason him out of particular pet belief?
To show him how patent automatic potato bug picker would overlook

bugs, which, in coy retirement, hid under leaves down close to roots?
Or that scientific scheme in connection with congealed aqueous deposit

on side-walk MIGHT, under some circumstances, miss fire?
Wouldn't hear a word of it, would he?
Why not?
Because he knew best.
Riders hold that Victors are best bicycles in the world.
You can't convince them otherwise
So far they are like party above mentioned.
GREAT DIFFERENCE is in fact that their belief is positive knowledge.
They know best.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

OVE^mAJ* ttlHEELt CO.,
MAKERS OF

VICTOR A. BICYCLES,
BOSTON, WASHINGTON.

Offiee and Factory, CHICOPEE FAliliS, (DflSS.
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AGENTS, LOOK HERE JUST A MINUTE, PLEASE.
We hope you will excuse us for not calling on you

before, but we have been so busy banking up our house
and cutting wood for winter (guess what kind of wood)
that we have had little time to visit, and beside, the
roads have been rather bad lately.

However, as soon as our shoemaker gets a little more
whole-souled, perhaps we can have our boots half-

soled, and then we will start out to call on agents.
Those who have become so by habit, and others who
have failed in everything else and would like to try
selling bicvcles for a novelty, to such the Hickory
Bicycle is peculiarly adapted, for what can be a more
sublime sight than a man whose experience has taught
him to expect nothing. Although it doesn't take a
very robust man to handle the Elliott Hickory Bicycle,
we object to an agent who has a chronic sour stomach.
So in each place we shall first call upon the tamily
physician ot each of those who have applied to us for

an agency, after which we will try and see his worst
enemy. (Enemies : Please send in vour names at

once, and get a copy of our catalogue, also state whose
enemy you are.) We shall not come upon you "like a
thief in the night," because we shall come in the day-

time. Those having money to loan should send it by
mail to this address now, and thus avoid annoyance
later on.
Anyone claiming to be our representative should be

looked upon with suspicion (and probably would be).
When we come we shall bring all the needful straw-

berry marks, etc., to fully identify us with the only
hickory bicycle. Beware of spurious imitations, none
genuine unless the name (and nearly everything else)
is blown in.

We don't consign machines to Thomas, Richard and
Henry, nor pay a commission for every kind word of
the judicious, nor do we hold any grudge against the
misguided sons of worthy parents, who would convict
us without a trial.

If your minister or other conspicuous citizen has one
of the

Elliott Hickory Bicycles,
don't imagine that he settled for it with a "testimonial."
If an agent in your town is offering for sale our wheels,
remember that we authorize him to tell you only what
we can back up; if he goes beyond this we both have

Newton, Mass.

a case against him.
To procure an agency for our bicycles, proceed as

follows : Get a small sallow postal card, or if you can
afford it, write a letter, stating that you want to be an
agent and with the agents stand ; affix your autograph,
and don't assume that we already know what it is, for
possibly we don't.
Tell us what state you live in, as some little clue

like that might assist us in finding you if you get
mislaid. If you have been agent for some other bi-
cycle and really want to reform, be perfectly frank
with us and all will be forgiven. If you have often
longed to stand between a bicycl- manufacturer and his
local victims, but have never before seen a bicycle that
was up to your ideal, don't fail to say so, as this will
have a good effect on us and be inexpensive to you.
Don't think because your office is over, near or

opposite the Fir t National Bank that no other
guarantee is needed (unless you have an underground
connection), in which case remember that our heart is

easily touched, but it takes a heap to break it.

We are all well at present, "please write so.
Yours,

STERLING CYCLE CO.
A Western moonshiner writes : "The pictures in your catalogue are very ticklish.

WESTERN WHEELMEN
Have your bicycles overhauled during the Winter season. You will lose none of the good riding weather, and your bill of repairs

will be much lower than the tame work would cost next Spring.
We do all classes of repairing, including the finest nickel plating, and Harrington's baked enamel; we apply the latter for

the same price that other shops will charge you for daubing your wheel over with liquid enam 1, and will guarantee as fine a
surface as any of the factories will turn out. All our repairing is guaranteed.

Write us and state what your wheel needs, and we mail you an estimate of the cost.

No charge for drayage on wheels shipped by freight.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., 311 N. 14th St., - - ST. LOUIS, MO.
WE DO NOT WISH TO DISAPPOINT YOU,

Yet We Wish to Interest Ton Long Enough to Tell Our Story.

The Little Giant Bicycle.
The name does not belie its qualities, although its weight is only 35 lbs., it is a little Giant

in strength. Besides it combines all ihat makes up a good wheel. Such as adjustable sleeve
steering head, adjustable cone bearings to wheels, adjustable cone bearings to crank shaft, ad-
justable cone bearings to pedals, Tangent spokes, crescent rims, Torkelson Patent adjustable
saddle, the front and rear of which adjust independem of each other. Saddle leather can al-o be
adjusted to take up the slack without loosening saddle from the frame. All steel Diamond
frame, cold-drawn Weldless steel tu*ie backbone, detachable front bar to frame, trimmed in nic ~le,

spokes tied and plated up to knot, and spade handles. All for the moderate price of W35.00.
Now is your ch race, Boy* I Do not let anybody stand you off by saying they cannot get a

wheel for you. We can fill orders promptlv, and give you good value for your money. Something
that has never been done before. The Little Giant embodies all of the recent improvements of
the Men's wheel, in a modified form. There! If this don't interest you, no harm done. Yet
we feel satisfied that you all know a good thing when you sec it, and that you will favor us with
your sample order. Agents wanted everywhere.

We know you won't forget where we are located, but to assist the memory of anyone who
may need their memory jogged, will say our factory is located at Toledo, O., on Central Ave., and
the firm's name is,

THE LOZIER & YOST BICYCLE fflFB. CO., BOX 131.

Agents for New England: WM. READ & SONS, Boston.

REPAIRS! SUNDRIES!!
[One of the most complete Bicycle Repair Shops in the
country. Parts supplied, estimates given. Charges
reasonable, consistent with good work.
Sundries, wholesale and retail. Second-hand ma-

chines. Send for list.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

Oraton Hall, - Newark, N. J.

One-Third Actual Size

This oiler, as the cut shows, consists ol a tube lor

holding the oil, fitted at the top with an Acme tip,

which can be unscrewed when it is desired to refill the

oiler. A cap ot the same diameter fits over the top.

Only throws a small quantity ol oil at a stroke. Best
and neatest in the world. Handsomely nickel plated.

For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt ol

price, so cents each. JCUSHMAN & DEN1SON,
17a oth avenue, New York

Cycling Art, Eneiiy and Locomotion.

The most valuable, interesting, unique

and amusing book on

SCIENCE OF CYCLING
Ever issued.

It contains 300 pages of solid meat for

those interested in the

Art of Cycling as a Science.

Profusely illustrated and beautifully print-

ed and bound. Price, $2.00.

For sale by the

Bicycling "World Co.,

12 Pearl Street, Boston.

ROAD MAP

Middlesex County, Mass.

The most perfect Road Map of a Massa -

chusetts County ever issued. Shows all

the Roads. Printed in Colors, mounted

on canvas and varnished. Scale about 5-S-in

to the mile. The best Map value ever

given for the price, $1.00, postpaid.

Bicycling World Co.,

12 PEARL ST., - - BOSTON.
N.'B. If this venture meets with encouragement

we hope it will, other maps of Massachusetts Coun-
ties will be issued on the same lines.
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements in this Department 20 cents a tine.

ggp» Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only -will be taken..

L, A. W. BADGES,
For Gold Pins of the Official

il Design, send direct to

CHAS. H.LAMSON,
177 Middle Street,

Portland, Me.
Patented. Price, $3.50, $5.00, $7.00 and $S.oo,

according to finish. Diamond Badges $15 to $50 for
for the larger pins, and $10 to $30 for the small size.
Send for circular free. Also, for sale in New York, at

M.J. Paillard's, 6S0 Broadway; G. R. Bidwell's, 313
West 58th St.; in Philadelphia by the Hart Cycle Co.,
Si 1 Arch St.; in Boston by the Pope Manufacturing
Co.; in Chicago by John Wilkinson & Co.; and in San
Francisco by Osborn & Alexander.

"POR THE HOLIBAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-
-*- ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and
other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,
$14.0 , $15.00. and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th st., New York City.

LAMBON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. anr> $1.00. Sold by all dealers

,

or nailed by the mann' tcturer. C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

OLUMBIA TANDEM TRICYCLE ; run about
two months; in perfect order ; balls ail round; for

$175. Send for list of second-hand wheels. PAL-
LISTER BROS., Ottumwa, Iowa.

The EXCELSIOR, for Winter CycUnc,
—MANUFACTURED BY-

OHIO CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,
ST. WHRY'S, - OHIO.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, is cents a line. 0g-Cash must

accompany the order.S*
Jg^

1* Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken.*JS%]
SACRIFICE—Rambler Safety, $75; cost $130.

Wheels true; bearings Ai condition; finish
good ; front tire new ; a few gravel cuts on rear. J.
V. DUNBAR, Parkersburg, W, Va. t-^a
FOR SALE—A first class B flat Cornet; silver

plated, burnished and engraved; made by Chas.
Missenharter; in case and all complete; positively a
first-class instrument in quality and tone. Also an
1SS9 American Rambler in excellent condition. Cor-
respondence solicited. GIFFORD, 21 Chase ave.,
North Adams, Mass.

LIGHT TR1CYULE lor Lady or Gent; cos'
$180, for Columbia Safety Bicycle. R. H.BURR.

Middletown, Ct.

K

WANTED—Two Bicycle Repairers; must thor-
oughly understand fitting, brazing and wheel

building. Address R. H. ROBSON, Salem, Mass.,
giving wages expected and experience.

FOR SALE—Caligraph; used by one person for a
few months only; good as new. Original cost

$S5; will sell for $50. Apply at office of Bicycling
World, 12 Pearl street, Boston.
~ ODAK FOR SALE—26 West 43d street, New

York.

OR SALE—Expert ; ball bearings all around;
nickeled spokes and trimmiugs; balance enamel;

Ai shape. A bargain at $65 cash. L. L. LEIGH,
197 Main street, Northampton, Mass.

ROSING CANOE Alice for sale; fnll set racing
and cruising sails; shot ballast; radix centre-

board, paddles and deck cushions complete; a splen-
did seaworthy boat in absolutely perfect condition;
can be seen at the Maritime Exhibition, Puritan
Canoe Club exhibit, in the basement; will sell cheap
if sold this winter. Address S, care Bicycling World,
12 Pearl street, Boston.

WAN!ED—Eagle Bicycle in first class condition;
must be cheap; also want a Tandem Safety, if

in first-class condition and cheap for cash. C. W.
DIBBLE, Osceola, la.

FOR SALE—$100—Columbia Lt. Roadster, or-
dinary; 52-inch, '89 design; first class running

order; finish, enamel and nickel, somewhat marred;
ball bearings all around ; been ridden only four
months. Address CHAS. M. WOODBURY, Dan-
ville, Illinois.

FOR SALE.
TO CLOSE OXJT.

I Columbia '89, L.R. Safety; run about 100 miles;
perfect condition, $tio.

1 Crescent Safely; new; full balls; list $90; for $60.
1 Juno Safety; new, drop frame; 28 inch wheels;

list $60; 5°r $40.
1 Crescent; half balls; second hand, but in good

condition, for $20.

F. COLSON, - - Norwalk, Ohio.

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Kusset
Oider.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Grab Apple Oider,

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance of natural fruit acid.

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice of sour.d,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the

f»ress, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ing and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar,
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED 1865,

Just the article every Cyclist
needs.

Mark's Ball Bearing

Cleaner.

By the use of this little de.
vice the cleaning of the Ball
bearings is perfectly easy and
safe, with no loss, as it is not
necessary to handle them.
Send for one at once, and you
will say it is just as indespen-
sable as a wrench or oil can.
Full nickel, neatly, packed,
wi h full directions", and sent
post-paid, on receipt of 75c.
All orders addressed to the
Inventor.

C. E. MARK, Flint, Mich.

The Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.,
U. S. A.

Manufacturers ofthe Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's
Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when
closed. Well and favorably known on two continents

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough
manner and case hardened. Small in size but giants
in strength, warranted a first-class tool' in every
respect.
For sale hv cle manufacturers and dealers

NEW AND SECONDHAND .

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, - - MASS.

Improved Automatic Telephones.
Pat. Nov. 30, 1SS0, and June 21, 1SS1.

For use between Office, Store, Resi-
dence or Factory. Cheaper than Speak-
ing-tubes throughout a building. These
new instruments (see above cut) are em-
phatically superior to all others for lines
within a mile.
They embody all latest improvements,

work splendidly in all kinds of weather,
and are great favorites with business men.

Price Per Set, 87.50.
Over 2000 in practical operation in this

city. Send tor illustrated circular and
testimonials. Address

EDW. E.HAEBERT& CO.
Dealers in Telephone and Electric Supplies 01

Every Description^
|

132 W. Van Buren Street, • Chicago, III
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ZXTGER CYCLES
MADE FOR ROAD USE.

bight Running and Durable.

BUY THE BEST.
SINGER & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., - BOSTON, MASS.

Better Than Racing Records.
ALBERT BEERS

Has been awarded the Adams' Medal for greatest number of miles in one month's

riding of 1889,

1852 MILES IN OCTOBER.
H^> He has ridden 8368 miles for the season, Riding a NEW MAIL SAFETY.
Mr. Beers' record for past two years' riding is 14,256 miles on the NEW

MAIL.
Mr. Murphy made his 12890 miles on a NEW MAIL Ordinary for two years'

riding.

A TESTIMONIAL.
BOSTON. Dec. 17th, 1889.

MESSRS. WM. READ & SONS:
Dear Sirs—Having ridden nearly all the high-grade wheels of the day, it is my candid opinion

that the New Mail Safety is the most powerful, and at the same time, the easiest-running safety

made. Have given the wheel the hardest kind of usage on the New England roads, and they at

their best are poor. Any cyclist who wants a safety that will "stand the racket," should first

look at the New Mail. Should this letter be of use to you, well, use it.

Yours truly, ALBERT M. BEERS.
P. S. Record last year, 6888, ordinary. Record this year, to date, 8368, safety: i4,456 miles.

I think this is as large a record for two years as I have seen.—A. M. BEERS.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.
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/^^HRISTMAS week we shall be late in our issue, as Christmas
^s Day comes on Wednesday. Our readers will please bear

with us.

TI 7E print elsewhere a decision quite recently rendered in the

* * Bown Ball Bearing patent case. This is a most important

decision, and settles the question which has been in dispute as to

the validity of the priority of the Bown patent.

/"""'OVERNOR BEAVER, of Pennsylvania, was interviewed by a
^~* Philadelphia Record reporter the other day, on the question of

Roads Improvements. The Governor again places himself on
record as being an earnest advocate of good roads and cash taxation

to build and maintain same. The wheelmen of Pennsylvania
should bear their present Chief Magistrate in grateful remembrance,
and when opportunity offers show their substantial appreciation.

COME two weeks ago we suggested the future use of the camera
'^ in deciding bicycle races, and this week we notice the following

item, which has an analogous bearing. There is no mechanical

reason why a device built on the same principle as that described

below should not be made and used for the purpose of deciding bi-

cycle races. From Australia come many good suggestions, the

mode of balloting, for instance, and the excellent scheme of timing

and photographing finishes by electricity. We should like to hear

from any of our readers versed in the science of electricity, as to

the feasibility of producing such an apparatus :

"An Australian sporting editor has just perfected a contrivance
for judging and timing foot races. At the start there is fixed a disk

to which is attached an electric wire running down to the finish.
The starter fires his pistol close to this disk, and the concussion
starts the current and sets the clock, which is fixed at the end of
each track, going. No matter how close the finish, the electric
clock on the winner's track will be stopped a visible space before
the others. This is done, however, by a very simple contrivance.
Across each track is laid a very thin steel band, resting on two up-
rights connected by electricity with the clocks. As the runner
knocks the tiny rod off its support he cuts off the current and the
clock stops. This disconnection also drops a shutter, which shows
the numbers and liberates the trigger of a photographic camera,
and the men are photoed as they finish, so that should anything
go wrong with the other apparatus the negative would be there to
decide the positions."

TT7HILE the Racing Board is in session next month we hope
» » they will not overlook the question of fees to handicappers.
We really think that the present fee allowed by the rules is

ridiculously low; in the majority of cases-not enough to cover the

expense of postage and stationery. We think that twenty-five cents

per entry would not be any too high. Certainly at these figures

the handicapper could never expect to become a millionaire, but the

above fee would at least insure him against actual financial loss.

By all means let the Board take this matter into consideration.

T^HAT the farmers' committees of Queens County, L. I., should
*- invite President Luscomb to confer with and address them on

the question of improved highways for that county, is a most im-
portant event, we think all our readers will admit. It is a gratify-

ing recognition at the hands of the farmers that they recognize the

value ol the League co-operation. President Luscomb met the

committee, and addressed them with more than ordinary pleasure,

as it is the first instance on record when the farmers of any section

have officially recognized the great work that is being inaugurated

and carried on by the League. May it be the precursor of many
such joint conferences.

A brief report of the proceedings appears in another column of

this issue.

/^\UR correspondent, "Tutti," criticizes the nomination of Mr.
^J Atwater, for Second Vice President, and then suggests several

names which in his opinion would carry more weight with them.
Had our correspondent put any one name forward we should have
been pleased to have placed that name in nomination. The gentle-

men he does mention are all earnest workers in the good cause, and
would do honor to the position connected with their names.

In the meantime our correspondent, "Tutti," will notice that Mr.
Atwater formally withdraws, and places in nomination one of the

best-known names in the League.

\T 7E print, in another part of the paper, a letter from Mr. Geo.
* * S. Atwater, formally withdrawing his name as candidate for

the position of Second Vice President, and nominating for that

position Mr. George R. Bidwell, of New York.

As to whether Mr. Bidwell will accept the nomination we are not

yet advised. Mr. Bidwell is a worker, and one of the strongest men
in the League. As a member of the Executive Committee he will

be a power and a worker, if he consents to stand and is elected.

Our readers will await with interest the reply of Mr. Bidwell as to

whether he will accept Mr. Atwater's nomination.

TI 7E would most respectfully protest that the abusing of a can-

* * didate is not necessarily an argument in favor of the opposi-

tion candidate. We therefore hope our correspondents will kindly

turn their attention more to the endorsement of the candidate of

their choice than to the be-devilling of the candidate to whom they

are opposed.

We cannot entirely control the utterances of our correspondents,

or we should be overwhelmed with the cry of "gag law," but we
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can quietly suggest, and we hope the hint will not fall on rocky

ground. ____

WE specially call the attention of League members and officials

to the very important notice sent us by Mr. Kirk Brown, of

Philadelphia. The article is headed "An Important Invitation,"

and the League cannot afford to pass it by without official recogni-

tion and acceptance.

NEW YORK.
Mr. Arthur Allen Dean, in your

last issue, very neatly replies to "Nos-
taw's" wail for sign-boards in Connecticut,

i.rijwft-rr.mn by advising him to get a road-book,
claiming that this vaae mecum is "a road
sign for every fork and cross-road in the

State, bound in leather, convenient size for the pocket." I doubt
not but what this is a truthful description of the Connecticut Road
Book, but still I think the point taken by "Nostaw" is a good one,
and the evil remains unremedied, even by the suggestion of Mr.
Dean. "Nostaw" is perhaps like most riders, just a plain, or-

dinary, everyday pedal pusher, and is therefore neither a Canary
nor a Maltby, and therefore like the balance of us, finds it ex-
tremely difficult to come to a standstill at each unknown road or
turn, and while remaining so, take from out his pocket his road
book and look up therein the information he desire. No, I do not
think that any book or map can ever supply the need of sign-
boards. It is true that in mapping out a tour or run the road book
is a necessity, but when it comes to actually undertaking either, the
absence of sign-boards becomes, next to poor roads, the greatest draw-
back to a successful wheeling trip of any extended dimensions.
Even the natives of the locality through which one is touring are,

as a rule, unable to supply this deficiency. Experience has taught
me that information concerning roads, direction, distance, &c,
when secured from the ordinary rustic, is about the most unrelia-

ble and unsatisfactory knowledge that the touring wheelmen can
get. Let us have sign-boards by all means.

Everybody knows that the Hudson County Wheelmen have
been holding a highly successful fair this week, for the benefit of
this very energetic club. I say everybody knows this. Well, if

they don't, it isn't any fault of the club or the managers of the af-

fair. They have issued a handsome twenty-eight page paper, filled

to overflowing with information on this subject, interlarded with
contributions from some of the brightest pens in wheeling jour-
nalism. The articles that bedeck the pages of that paper are a col-

lection of gems, yet among them all creeps in a blot so small that
were it elsewhere than in such a galaxy, it would perhaps pass un-
noticed, and it is of this I write. To each of the writers and journals
who have furnished their respective quota of brilliancy, due credit
is given to them, save in the instance of the Bicycling World, to
which Mr. Merseles, the editor, seems to have forgotten that he is

indebted for three of the brightest articles used. I say brightest,
with a full knowledge of what brightness is, and with a most inti-

mate acquaintance with the articles themselves. I don't think any
one can appreciate them quite as much as I do, because—well, be-
cause they were taken from this column, and I wrote them. Excuse
my modesty Brer Merseles, but I had to blow my own bugle, be-
cause you failed to blow it for me.

The man who works, the reverse side of the grumbler's picture;
would that he was more universal than he is. To the man who
works, does the club, blessed by possessing him as a member,
usually owe the successes it makes. Always foremost in his efforts

to promote the interest and welfare of his club, he is a shining light
around which centres the brighest and most pleasant features of a
club life. No matter what it is to be done, it is always the man
who works who is expected to shoulder the burden, and rarely does
he do so complainingly. But strange as it may seem, while no one
ever denies his value as a member, or the advantages of his labors,
yet as a rule I do not think he is ever appreciated as he should be.
There seems always to exist in every club a large number of mem-

bers who occupy an intermediate position between that of grumbler

and worker who seem to be imbued with the idea of a Donny Brook
Fair, i. e., "when you see a head hit it,"and it rarely fails to come to

pass, that sooner or later the head of the man who works is made
personally aware of this rule. Carried on by his enthusiasm and
his plans for the club's improvement and advancement, the worker
fails to properly bow down to this class of membership, and sooner

or later the word is whispered around, that Mr. Worker, is getting

"too fresh," he is trying to run the club, &c, &c, and he must be

sat upon, and sat upon he is, at the first convenient opportunity.

His unexpected introduction to the "McGinty trick," of being sent

"to the bottom of the hole," usually settles Mr. Worker, and if he

does' not then and there become a grumbler, he eventually resigns

and the club suffers. I do not think any student of club happenings

will claim that either of these pictures have been overdrawn, but

will admit that he himself has known their prototypes to have existed

in his own club. It's a queer combination though, and I don't know
just which I would prefer to be. "You pays your money, and you

takes your choice :" worker or grumbler, both have their dis-

advantages.
+

Chas. E. Duryea, of the Duryea Wheel
__ „,. ,, T Co., is in the city. He is the same whole-

Fb.UKlA, ILL.
sou iedj good-natured old boy that he used to

„„...„„ be when he rode an old bone-shaker in these
tfCLUfS.

parts, the only change being a slightly

moth-eaten whisker, very similar to the

one worn by Conkling when he was down to the tournament.

Duryea is very much liked bv the wheelmen of this city, and is

looked upon as sort of belonging to us. I am sorry to say that his

visit will be a short one, owing to the pressure of business at his

new factory.

Mr. Chas. Hansel (of Springfield), another old Peoria boy,

and one of the first members of the Peoria Bicycle Club, is spending

a few days in the city, the guest of his father. He is accompanied

by his wife and baby.

I was just preparing to answer "Stroller's" article concerning

Myers and Winship this morning, when the Referee put in an ap-

pearance, and I found that Utprosim had saved me the trouble, by

telling the truth in regard to Myers' position in the Illinois and

Chicago road race at the time of his terrible header. It is a fact

that Winship was over a hundredyards behind Myers when he fell,

and not ahead, as "Stroller" had him. If "Stroller" is anxious to

see a race between Myers and Winship I will make him this propo-

sition : I will put up $25 to pay for one half of a suitable prize to

reward the boys for their trouble, provided "Stroller" (or anybody

else) will put up the balance; the race to take place at the time of

the Peoria tournament.

Before this letter appears in print Mr. H. G. Rouse will be in

California, where he will divide his time, for the balance of the

winter, between shooting the landscapes with his camera and eat-

ing oranges.
^

Local base ball magnates have secured

V ^ c- a *rr c- t z? c a valuable piece of land near the city's

LOii AJVUHLUZ.
centre> ancj are laying it out and erecting a

„
grand stand for the purpose of furnishing

VJJWVJLJC. amusement to devotees of the national

game. A quarter- mile bicycle track will

also be put in, which feature will be warmly praised by our local

wheelmen. Bicyclers owe Mr. Ed. B Tufts a vote of thanks for

this move in their behalf, as he is a friend of the wheelmen. Mr.

Tuft's brother John is one of the speediest wheelmen in Los

Angeles. The new park is conveniently located, being about one

mile from the business centre, and reached by a cable line. The

present race course, Agricultural Park, is nearly four miles from

the business portion of the town ; but, notwithstanding this dis-

tance, good gates were always in attendance. With a track within

ten minutes' ride of our main street, race meets in the future will be

crowded The base ball season opens up in a few weeks.

Now that a good track is assured, the annual tournament of the

Los Angeles Wheelmen is being talked about in wheeling circles.

It will probably be held on the Fourth of July, as the G. A. R
think street parades on Memorial Day are desecrating the hallowed,

anniversary, and it has been loud in its condemnation of the "out-

rage." In any event, the race meet will be a howling success, as

previous ones have been ; and we hope to have the Northern racing

contingent on our native heath.

If local wheelmen are to be believed they will tour to the ends of

the earth next year. But winter time is a good season for planning

tours.

A young man in this city succeeded in securing three bicycles
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at as many different cycleries and then "raising the wind" on them
at his "uncle's." The young man is in a dungeon cell, and prob-
ably thinks now that securing cycles under false pretences is a lost

art. Apropos, a base ball player was recently presented with a

gold watch for stealing bases. It is altogether probable that the

aforesaid young man will be presented with a good-sized sentence
in the Pen. for stealing bicycles. A man in the West goes to jail

for stealing, while in the East a man is showered with honors for

committing larceny.

The Times, of this city, recently commented favorably on Col.

A. A. Pope's address on "Road Improvements," delivered before

the Carriage Builders' Association last autumn. There is a uni-

versal feeling here in favor of good roads, and it is only a question
of time when our roads will be famous for their quality. The
farmers here are a more progressive and far-seeing class, and are,

as a rule, in favor of improved highways. What is needed here is

constant agitation of the subject.

PENNS YL VANIA.

"ARIEL "

J. H. Draper has had to take it all

around for not having materialized at the
hour when McDaniel started with Dimon
and Kolb for the 24-hour record, but he
claims a misunderstanding with McDaniel
as to the hour when they were to have

started, and showed me a letter from McDaniel naming two o'clock
in the morning. I believe that no one regrets the affair more sin-

cerely than Mr. Draper, more especially as the Itetn now states that
it was their intention to have given gold watches to both first and
second men.

Whittaker, I understand, is to, or already has, joined the South
End Wheelmen, and will make application for re-instatement in the
League. What a crop of records the South End would take, to be
sure, should this come to passl

For three weeks past rain has interfered with attempts on the
Lancaster Pike record from Paoli in, and yesterday was no excep-
tion, the rain knockingall riding. Van Wagoner last Wednesday at-

tempted the 25-mile amateur road record of 1.30, held by Kluge, but
a tremendous gale was blowing down the pike, and the best he could
do was 1 38.24 1-5, the last ten miles being done in 33.25, lowering
Frank Kohler's record of 34.06, which has stood for several years.
Wells and McDaniel started for the 20-mile tandem record, but ten
miles of the wind and mud was enough for them and they with-
drew. Van Wagoner can knock that 25-mile record, though, sky-
high. Put that down. Messrs. Shields and Perrett, AC. S. N.,
I. Van Deusen and H. Crowther, Pennsylvania Club, and Kirk
Brown, Century, were timers and starters.

At last the long agony is over, and that Pennsylvania road book
is out. There's a Christmas present for the Division, and a beauty
it is. Ought to be, too, for it cost enough !

Delegates to the Associated Cycling Clubs have received in-
structions from their clubs, directing them to endeavor to have the
Park regulations relative to the use of bicycles in the Park amended
so far as is practicable and advisable. At present no resting of the
feet is permitted ; they must always be kept in motion.

NE W JERSE 1' NO TES.

"NITRAM."

On Saturday evening, Dec. 14,

the Plainfield Bicycle Club in-

augurated for the winter the reg-
ular Saturday night "jubilee,"
similar to those held so success-
fully during last winter. On en-

tering the club house each member was individually made to "ride
the goat" as an initiation into the sport of the evening; immedi-
ately after going through this highly delightful (?) formula, he
was prepared to lend a helping hand in putting the next man
through a like maneuver. The evening was spent in the usual
manner in which this club whiles away the time in its "stag"
rackets, 6uch as boxing, pulling, tug-of war, etc. While the fes-
tivities were at their height the club patriarch stole away on the
quiet to make provision for a supply of clam chowder which, when
it arrived shortly after, the boys did ample justice to, as well as a
goodly supply of refreshments in general, provided by other mem-
bers of the club.

The Atalanta Wheelmen of Newark, N. J., last week won the
6ixfh game in the wheelmen's bowling league. They beat the
Brooklyn Bi. Club team by a score of 1367 to 1309. This places
the Atalantas in the lead in the race for the championship.

*

The West Enders, of Rochester, N. Y., will have a road and
track racing team, which will be heard of to some account next
season.

SOCIALITIES.

The rooms of the Bridgeport, Conn., Wheel Club, situated in

the Judson Building, on Fairfield avenue, presented a decidedly
gala-like appearance last Friday night. Amid dazzling brightness,
potted plants, palms and flowers, beautifully robed feminine figures

were seen gliding hither and thither, leaning on the arm of their

escort, or tripping lightly to the time of orchestral music. Indeed,
it might have been likened to one of those mythical dances of
"The Mermaids of the Ocean Blue." Such might be described the
first grand reception of the season of the Bridgeport Wheel Club.
Suspended from the wall of one of the rooms hung a beautiful wheel.
It wascomposed entirely of evergreens and flowers, and on it were the
handsome gilt letters L. A. W. Much credit is due to Messrs.
Moore, Lyon, Freyer, Lebing. Newman and Hawley, the Commit-
tee on Arrangements, who had almost entire charge of the affair.

In all, there were about fifty couples in attendance, among whom
were several members of the New Haven Bi. Club. A sumptuous
collation was served about midnight, and the merry gathering did
not disperse until an early hour in the morning. Theclub intend
to give several more receptions before the close of the winter
months.

The Ramblers', of Buffalo, N. Y., reception, held last week Fri-

day night, at Concert Hall, was by far and away the most successful

affair held under the auspices of the "Hustlers." The attendance
was large and fashionable—quite 150 couples honoring a 24-dance
programme. The stage was prettily decorated, and the committee
worked unceasingly to carry out the arrangements, which were per-

fection.

The annual dinner of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, of Phila-

delphia, was held at the Colonnade Hotel last week Thursday even-
ing. Covers were laid for forty-six. Toasts were responded to by
Messrs. Bracher, Laing, McKintoz, Harry Meyers and W. D. Sup-
plee. A gold stop watcn was presented to T. J. Byrne, for making
the greatest number of club runs. John Draper received a gold
medal for the highest average of ten-day runs. During the present
year Mr. Draper has covered over 6000 miles.

The Ramblers' Bicycle Club, of Hyde Park, Mass., gave their

third annual private dancing party, in Everett Hall, last week
Wednesday evening. The hall was handsomely decorated with
bunting, and across the wall at the back of the stage was a large

banner, bearing the legend, "Welcome to the third private party of
the Ramblers." A number of bicycles were grouped on the stage.

About seventy couples were present, nearly all the members of the

club and also a number of guests from out of town.

The Rovers' Cycle Club, of Charlestown, Mass., have a national

reputation a
%

s being composed of a royal lot of good fellows, and
when it gives a dinner or a dance the man who is forgotten is a fit

subject to be pitied. Last Friday was the occasion of the fourth

annual dinner of this club, and the scene of festivities was Young's
Hotel. Among the guests were James R. Dunn, Vice President of

the League of American Wheelmen ; Dr. W. H. Emery, Chief Con-
sul of the Massachusetts Division ; Abbot Bassett, Secretary of the

national League; W. G. Kendall, Captain of the Boston Bicycle

Club; W.J. Newman and H. N. Bevens, of the Cambridge Club;
and Chas. S. Howard, Secretary of the Massachusetts Division of

the L. A. W. , and others.

President Burbeck as toastmaster was a success. Prizes were
awarded to members attending the greatest number of club runs.

Captain Robinson took first, he having attended thirty out of the

thirty-three called. The club quartette rendered some excellent

music, and then Dr. Emery was called oi to respond to the toast of
the L. A. W., which he did in his earnest manner. Dr. Emery
made this point in speaking of the proposed revising of the road
laws: "Wheelmen did not ask that taxation be increased, but that

the money expended on the roads be used to the best advantage.
This could only be done by the appointment of a Commissioner of
Roads and Bridges."
Vice President Dunn was next introduced, and he spoke in a very

happy and entertaining manner, then he became serious and spoke
earnestly as to the aims of the League and the methods that were,

and to be, employed.
Abbot Bassett read one of his excellent poetic efforts, causing

much and boisterous merriment.
Chas. S. Howard, of the Globe, responded to the toast of "The

Press," and following this B. T. Hall sang a song 60 admirably as

to awaken the wildest enthusiasm. Mr. Seward responded for the

"Fellow Wheelmen" very happily, and in a felicitous vein. Arthur
W. Robinson spoke for the Rovers' Cycle Club. Other speeches
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were made, intermingled with jolly songs, and not until a late

hour did the festivities end.

Over two hundred members and friends of the Century Wheelmeu,
of Philadelphia, attended the musical and athletic entertainment

given Thursday evening Deceember 12, at the clubhouse on North
Broad street. Among those assisting in the musical portion of the

programme were: Messrs. Al Lindsay, H. W. Schell, W. H.
Knipe, Frank Schell, Dr. Dalsen, H. J. Brown, Kirk Brown and
the Century Glee Club. The athletic contests were held in the

wheelroom and consisted of wrestling matches between George
Bahl and H. W. Sayre, of the Century; Professor Smith, of the

University, and pupil ; J. J. Wilson and F. P. Rhawn; sparring

exhibitions between A. G. McGlathery and H. W. Graupe, of the

Century; Charles McCue, of the Century, and Professor Travis,

Keystone Athletic Club; C. H. Steinmetz, of the Century, and

John Materson; Professor Graulich and J. Tryon, Keystone
Athletic Club; A. H. Allen and George Pavord, of the Century;
fencing between Professor Scannapico and Captain Van Leer;

single stick contest between Professor Austin and R. H. Kane.

A correspondent writes us : "The social season has fairly opened
among the cyclers of Washington, and while individual riding has
been by no means suspended or even fallen off on account of the

approach of winter, club runs have given way to hops, smokers,
billiard tournaments, etc., and the club man, instead of mounting
his cycle capers nimbly on the ball room floor. The Washington
Cycle Club gave its first formal hop of the season on the 6th inst.

and a decided social success it was, although the amusement com-
mittee figures itself somewhat short financially. The club parlor,

which has recently been refitted and decorated, was comfortably
filled by some twenty-five couples and dancing was kept up until a

late hour."

The Hartford Wheel Club is alive with enthusiasm and the
winter promises to be one of great enjoyment. Arrangements are

on foot for sociables, smokers and a billiard tournament, and to-

gether with the addi ion of other attractive features to their rooms,
a large and thoroughly appreciative patronage is warranted. bo."ti

The party given by the Fort Huron, Mich., Wheelmen at the
Armory, December 13th, was a brilliant success. About one hun-
dred couples were present, including many friends of the members
of the club from various towns and cities in this section of the

State. Nearly the entire bicycle club of Sarnia were in attend-

ance. Music was furnished by the Italian orchestra. The dec-

orations of the hall were among the finest ever seen there. Around
the walls were hung various designs suggestive of bicycling. Sup-
per was served in the west room, while in the parlor were card
tables for those who desired to play. The upper room was divided

by curtains into dressing apartments.

The sixth annual concert and ball of the Milford (Mass.) Wheel
Club at Washington Hall last week Friday, was attended by nearly
400 persons. Music was furnished by Knowlton & Allen's orchestra
of Natick, six pieces. The concert commenced promptly at eight
o'clock, with the Latann overture, "Lebenlust," after which came a

delightful concert waltz, "Bains Des Baden." W. Dodge then gave
an excellent trombone solo; next was a selection, "Black Manties"
by Bucalossi, and the Finale Mephistopheles from Faust, was the
last number.
During the concert, W. W. Windle of Millbury, gave one of the

finest exhibitions of fancy trick riding ever witnessed in this town,
and received a merited applause. Promptly at nine o'clock, the
music for the grand march began. The march was led "by H. C.
Tilden and Miss Grace Blood and Charles Daniels and Miss Earnes,
followed by forty-eight other couples. Among those present were
quite a number of wheelmen from the neighboring towns. All who
were present speak very highly of the manner in which the members
of the Wheel Club conducted the affair, which will net a small sum
for their treasury.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club gave their first in-town banquet
at the Colonnade Hotel on Thursday night, and it was an unqualifien
success. Draper, who rode more days during the season than any
other club member, was presented with the handsome gold medal
offered as a prize for the feat and responded suitably.

invited guests. Music by the glee- club, sparring, fencing and
wrestling, filled up a very enjoyable evening, the athletic exercises
being given by some of the most noted exponents of their several
lines in the city. Refreshments were served during the evening,
while as for the smoke—it could have been wheeled out in solid

chunks. The athletics were done in the wheel room, which had
been suitably prepared for the purpose.

The Long Island Wheelmen last Monday evening inaugurated
the season 1889-90, by a dramatic entertainment at the Criterion
Theatre. The programme included Brongon Howard's comedy,
"Old Love Letters," and Gilbert's "Pygmalion and Galatea."

The Social Wheel Club, of Denver, Col., are giving a series of
monthly hops, at Martine's Academy, which have become very
popular. They are all well attended, and have proved to be very
enjoyable affairs. This club has also made arrangements for their

second annual ball, which will be held at the Windsor Hotel, in

February. Extensive preparations are being made, with a view to
making this one of the social events of the season.

The Berkshire Rovers, of North Adams, Mass., held its first

annual supper at the Richmond House, last nighj: ^Thursday).
The affair was a success, and we only regret that we could not
accept the kind invitation to be present.

The amateur minstrels, in which members of the Syracuse.
N. Y. , Cycling Club participated, at the Wieting Opera House last

week, were a glorious suecess. Two tho isand people witnessed the
performances. The receipts were appropriated to charitable pur-
poses. A notable feature of the entertainment was the bicycle act

executed in a novel way by E. I. Rice, champion fancy rider of
Central New York. The stage setting was a cottage scene. Rice
wandered in, comicallv attired as a tramp, discovered a bicycle near
the cottage door and resolved to ride it. He performed his tricks

on the style of "silence and fun" and made a great hit.

NEWS

Century had the first of the season's "Smokers" at their club
bouse on Thursday evening, and the entertainment committee pre-
sented a most enjoyable programme to their fellow members and

A new order of things prevailed at the
annual meeting of the Buffalo Bicycle
Club last week. For the first time in the

jivn miMMUMT history of the club the printed ballot wasAMU ^ummmjvi.
uged) and the pollg were Qpen from 5 tnl

8 30 P. M. Fully one hundred members
voted for the list of candidates. Mr. Chas. F. Hotchkiss was re-

elected for President, and he deserved this tribute at the hands of
his friends. The retiring Treasurer, in his annual report, stated

that the club's property was valued at twelve thousand five hundred
dollars. The successful candidates furnished cigars, and the meet-
ing adjourned.

This is the way the Gazette of Fort Worth, Texas, goes at the

roads question : "Clamoring for Roads—The Voice of the People
as Spoken by the Press—The Remedy is with the People—Elect

only Advocates of Good Roads to the Legislature." Then follow a

dozen extracts from representative papers all over the State, and
they certainly do clamor for better highways with a ring that bode6
success.

Work has been commenced on the Kirkwood Driving Park, at

Syracuse, N. Y. Kirk's woods are being cut away, and engineers
have surveyed a half-mile track. The grand stand will be erected

on the model of that at the Paterson, N. J.. Park, and will seat

1500 persons. The new track will be included in the national cir-

cuit, and everything will be in readiness for next spring's meeting.
The capital stock is $20,000. This will be a great thing for Syra-
cuse cyclists.

The Bridgeport, Conn., Farmer wants to have the L. A. W.
present a Roads Improvement bill in the State Legislature. The
Farmer is out in favor of "ca"sh taxes for roads improvements."

An exchange says that "advices from England state that Ameri-
can importers have ordered from English manufacturers 20,000
safeties, which will soon be coming to this country." We think
that the above is an over-estimate.

Mr. Shoefer, who was lately suspended by the Brooklyn,
N. Y. , Bicycle Club, because of his action in joining the Berkeley
Athletic Association, and racing under the latter's colors, has re-

signed from the Berkeley Athletic Association and applies for re-

instatement in the Brooklyn Club.

We don't know what Mr. "Oolah" Francis Wilson will think of
the Hub, as compared with other cycling centres of the country.

He was here six weeks, and none of the cycling organizations
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NOW IS THE TIME
TO SECURE THE AGENCY FOR "THE EAGLE" FOR 11890.

Machines with all improvements for next season are now ready for

immediate delivery.

Do not wait until spring to purchase an EAGLE. You should know
how to ride it well by that time, if you wish to handle the agency to any
advantage to yourselves or us.

THE EAGLE has been well tried this season, and has not been

found wanting. The remarkable records made and numerous races won
on this machine within the past few months, together with the experience

of hundreds of riders, prove conclusively that «the " liagle" is not^only Ba

practical machine, suitable for both business and pleasure riding, but the

fastest and easiest running wheel ever offered to the public.

»E>JVI> FOR CATAIyOGUB.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

STAMFORD, CONN.
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THE - VERDICT OF - 1889

IS

TT3LJL.T

SWIFT SAFETY. LADY'S SWIFT SAFETY.

THEY ARE CORRECTLY NAMED

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Limited,

BOSTON.
SANTA CLAUS.-"No

use talking, reindeers are

altogether too slow for

these times. I've got a

Rambler, and now Til get

around sure,"

Send for our 80-page
Catalogue.

Gormully & Jeffery Ifg. Co.,

222-228 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET,

CHICAGO.

178 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.
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made up theatre parties to do him and his excellent company honor.

But individually the cyclers patronized the "Oolah" to the extent

of many shekels.

The telegraph companies in Los Angeles, Cal., mount their

messengers on wheels, and now messages are delivered the same
day they are received. But wait till the boys learn the stand-still

ad, and then the citizens of Los Angeles will consign them to the

"demnition bow-wows."

The wilev Westerners have been trying hard to pump Chairman
Davol as to" the probable action of the Racing Board, at its meeting
in Chicago, January ii. Mr. Davol maintains a very proper and
discreet silence and merely says "wait."

We regret to hear that Ned Oliver is quite ill with pneumonia.
He contracted a heavy cold during a late club run, which has

seriously developed as above. We sincerely hope that good old

Ned will toon be himself again.

The Boynton bicycle railway was given another test on Long
Island last week. The result was most gratifying. If subsequent

experiments prove as satisfactory, it is admitted that a revolution

in the L system of railroads in New Yark will result.

There is a man in Peru, Ind., who weighs over 200 pounds, and
rides a 69-inch wheel, so we are told.

A Washington, D. C.; lady thus gives her experience with
wheeling. She had tried tennis, etc., during the summer, while
she was in the country, and she says: "When winter came again
and I was in town in a room too small to think of clubs, I tried to

keep up what I had gained by regular exercises But I felt indiges-

tion slowly getting its claws on me, and I began again in another
direction. I tried tricycling. It solved the difficulty for me, and I

have not had anything to find fault with since then. Six months
ago I substituted the bicycle for the tricycle, and now, although I

would be glad indeed for the institution of a gymn isium for girls and
women, I don't feel dependent on that as the only way in which I

can get the exercise I want. I am perfectly independent of any
others' co-operation. I find that my wheel gives me the ability to

digest tacks, if I found it necessary to subsist on them; I sleep

without waking from the time my head is fairly on the pillow; my
working hours are long, but I find myself easily able to stand them
and enjoy life; I don't feel cross any more; I am prepared to find

friends on all sides, instead of that dreadful 'nobody-loves-me' feel-

ing, and, thanks to my wheel I am as strong and well a woman, I

confidently assert, as there is in the United States."

Our correspondent "Vindex," of Los Angeles, sends us the fol-

lowing item which is, no doubt, intended to excite our envy. He
seems to think that the change of climate within 24 hours, from
summer heat to winter cold, is a condition of things peculiar to

Southern California. Our New England climate fits that descrip-

tion to a "T" just now. For variety of climate New England
cannot be excelled: "The climatic conditions of the East and
Southern California at this season of the year stand forth in bold
contrast, but it is in our favor, for which you have our heartfelt

commiseration. Wheelmen of the East have housed their wheels
for the winter solstice ere this, while we, your more fortunate

brothers are spinning along under clear skies, and the days are as

balmy as a New England Maj' morning. The atmosphere here is

bracing, and sends your blood tingling through every fibre of one's

body. Sixty miles away is 'Old Baldy,' 10,000 feet above the sea
level, with its crest covered with a mantle of snow; while nestling
at the very foothils of this grand old peak thousands of oranges
are turning into a beautiful golden tint. The hillsides are covered
with the gorgeous golden poppy, making the foothills a veritable

bed of red. Such is Southern California. You can take a dip in

the ocean in the morning, board a train, ascend the mountains, and
be above the clouds by nightfall, and there throw snow balls and
skate on ice, if you so choose. Nowhere in the world, except in

Southern California, can you experience the changes of summer's
exhilarating air to winter's chilly blasts in the space of twelve
hours."

Isn't it about time for the restless record breaker to retire to

winter hibernation? The weather is "agin" you, gentlemen.

The Press of Minneapolis, Minn., prints the following racy
story of a Washington, D. C, lady cyclist. The writer relates the
incident thus : "I heard one story about a female bicyclist that, if

true, probably did something to hurt the first crusade in favor of
the bicycle. It seems that there was a young woman who had bi-

cycling proclivities, but lacked social might necessary to get into
the exclusive precincts of the club. But she determined to ride.

One moonlight night the ladies were to have a little run and had
invited some gentlemen to go with them ; now the young woman
in question who had been practicing industriously on her bicycle
determined to go with the club. She knew one of the men who
had been invited to go, and bv pretty seductions persuaded him to

let her go in his place. The young man consented, and empha-
sized his consent by sending the adventurous girl his bicycle suit.

I am not informed as to the fit, but it is said that she broke up the
run before they had ridden five mile, and to the disgust of the
other ladies this pretty masquerader was escorted home by all the
men of the party. She was probably, from all description, a pretty
sight."

Governor Beaver, of Pennsylvania, has appointed the fol-

lowing commission to report a general road law : David McCargo,
Pittsburgh; Jacob Bollard, Conneautville ; Cyrus Gordon, Clear-
field; H. S. Goodwin, South Bethlehem; Samuel R. Downing,
West Chester. These act in conjunction with three Senators and
five Representatives.

Mr. C H. Luscomb has been nominated for the office of Presi-
dent of the Long Island Wheelmen
The New York Sun has been employing instantaneous photog-

raphy to prove that the upper portion of a rolling wheel moves
faster than the lower portion. We very much fear that the Sun's
enterprise will stir up the discussion again. The soul-stirring
political questions of cycledom pale before the momentousness of
this rolling wheel question.

The O-wash-ta-nong Boat Club, of Grand Rapids, Mich., will

have an athletic park at Reed's Lake the coming summer, and a
bicycle track will be among the features. The boat club desire the
wheelmen of that city to join the athletic club, and promise to
arrange matters so they can do so without having to join the boat
club As matters now stand Grand Rapids will probably have a
grand bicycle tournament the coming season, which will be on a large
scale with the Peoria and Hartford tournaments. There is no reason
why it could not be a success, as the railroad facilities are the best,

and it has already been demonstra"ted that bicycle races in Grand
Rapids never fail to draw.

An excellent story comes to us from Peoria, 111, but we suspress
natnes. It seems that one of the most popular wheelmen in Peoria
is also the butt of a good many severe practical jokes, all of which
he takes in a good-natured, whole souled way. It seems that one
evening, just as our hero, X , was about to leave some public
entertainment or other, in company with a young gentleman friend,
his friend said to him, "there comes Miss Blank, one of the most
popular and charming young ladies in the city. I'll give you an
introduction and you can see her home." Now X is always
dead willing to meet a charming young lady, and so they ap-
proached the fair girl and X was duly presented by the mutual
friend, who immediately took his departure, leaving X to the
tender mercies of "the most popular young lady in the city." Of

. course he asked permission to see her home, and as she was ac-
quiescent they strolled languidly along Main street, stopping only
at the most fashionable cafe, where, to make himself all the more
solid, arid to gain time to become better acquainted with the young
lady, X ordered an elegant little lunch, after which thev con-
tinued their walk to the young ladies' home. Imagine X -'s sur-
prise on reaching a most beautiful residence in a fashionable street,

to be ushered around to the back door, and into the kitchen, there
to be entertained by the servant girl, on whom he had been wasting
so much sweetness. It is needless to say that X made his es-
cape as soon as possible, and is still carrying a sand bag with which
to get even with the man that put the job up on him.

Mr. Geo. H. Hastings, of Newton, entertained the Newton Bi-
cycle Club at his beautiful new residence, "Fairview," on Tuesday
evening last.

"The amount of tax levied for special road fund in Muskingum
County (Ohio) is entirely inadequate to enable the commissioners
to make any permanent improvements of any consequence, and
they, of course, don't feel justified in increasing the levy unless the
people demand it. It then behooves the people, who are so vitally

interested in good roads, to get together and agitate this question
enlighten themselves on it, and set to work in a business-like way
to have the desired reformation brought about."

—

Exchange.

Mr. Dockendorf, the ex-Secretary of the New Haven Bicycle
Club, sails for South America soon after New Year's.

We very much doubt the accuracy of the report that W. Windle
will go to England next season, and race under the colors of the
Berkeley Athletic Association. In the first place a re-instatement is

necessary in the L. A. W., and in the next place if Mr. W. is re-in-

stated we opine, with much of an opineness, that the Berkeley
Athletic Association will not claim him as its own. Mr. Windle
would do well to choke off his friends, they talk too much if he only
but knew it.

Our correspondent, "Elm City," sends up the following note:
"Mr. A. W. Welton, an ex- Treasurer of the New Haven Bicycle
Club, has left for Chicago, 111., and will make that metropolis his
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Send to WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass., for Catalogue.

home hereafter. If any one in that city runs across him I beg that

they will treat him kindly, as he is small."

Chief Consul Hartwell of Colorado is a worker, and if there

is any material to stir up in that Division the new Chief Consul
will stir and bring in new members. We hope to see evidences of

a boom in that State in the spring.

Our road laws are monuments of legislative unwisdom and our
roads, on the average, are shocking bad affairs. Their inferiority

involves an enormous tax upon agriculture, retards the develop-

ment of the State, depreciates the value of farming lands situated at

any considerable distances from railroad towns, diminishes the

trade of our cities and towns, and causes an amount of incon-

venience, discomfort and profanity every year which is appalling to

contemplate.

Come fellow scribblers and correspondents of the L. A. W. let up
a bit, personalities are not good politics.

The New Haven, Ct., Bicycle Club cordially invite visiting

wheelmen from any section to call at the club honse, 173 Olive

street. They will be assured of a hearty welcome.

The New Haven, Ct., Bicycle Club has a total membership of

ninty-six, with an associate membership limited to twenty. This
is in order to do away with the danger that the tail would ever be
"able to waggle the dog."

A scheme is well under waj to build a Telford road from Mil-

burn to Cape May, N. J. Total cost will be about $400,000.

IsN't it very bad taste in those, who pose as Mr. W. Windle's
friends (?) to constantly allude to him as the "Champion Amateur
Bicyclist of the World?" Mr. W. is not "C. A. B. of the W," and
his friends (?) do him more harm by this silliness than they per-

haps imagine. Windle should pray to be delivered from his

friends ( ?)

.

The Connecticut Wheel Clubs propose to organize a State Polo
League. This is a great scheme and will be the means of bringing
the wheelmen of different parts of the State together, and in this

way spread acquaintance. The New Haven Bicycle Club Polo team
have a very tasty unirorm of the club color red and blue. The New
Havens play the Meridens, Friday, December 20, and will soon fix

a date on which to play the Ramblers of Bridgeport.

The Buffalo Courier puts forward the name of Mr. W. S. Bull

as candidate for the positron of President of the L. A. W. That
Chief Consul Bull's name should be mentioned in connection with
that office is but natural, as Mr. Bull is one of the hardest and most
conscientious workers in the League.

We do not wish to pose as the American G. Lacy Hillar and cast

doubt on claimed records unreasonably but that "authentic record"

of one mile in 2.27 2-5 said to be made by George Hendee in 1886,

has certain elements in it which arouse the doubting Thomas in us.

The great secrecy with which the "claim" has been guarded for

over three years is sufficient to cast a glamor of uncert inty over
its "authenticity" to say the least of it. Unlike G- L. H we are

open to conviction, however.

The New York Press falls into the grave error of imagining that

there is no need of such roads in this country as are common in

Europe because "heavy transportation and practically all travel

takes to the Railroad." Our New York contemporary is evidently
under the wrong impression that railroads pass and stop at every
farmer's door, or it would not be guilty of repeating such a thread-

bare and nonsensical argument.
The Memphis, Tenn., Wheelmen are looking forward to Christ-

mas week as being the time they will enjoy seeing some good road
racing. Wheelmen from Little Rock, Ark., are expected to partici-

pate, and the talked of match race between Deupree of Memphis and
Cornish of Little Rock, excites a good deal of interest.

Mr. William Dorherty, one of Memphis', Tenn., most noted
wheelmen, leaves that city to make his future home in Louisville, Ky.

DEATH OF A PROMINENT WHEELMAN.
Death claimed a member of the Grand Rapids, Mich., Bicycle

Club, Wednesday, December 4th. Geo. L. Hain, one of the club's
brightest members, was taken sick while out of the city, taking
charge of a large contract. He was brought home Saturday, and
died the following Wednesday. The club sent a beautiful floral

piece, in the shape of a broken wheel. The members accompanied
the remains to Fremont, Mich. The deceased was a brother of
Captain R. B. Hain, and formeilv lived in New York State.

LADIES' RECEPTION ROOM.

[All communication to "Ladies' Reception Room" should be
addressed to Helen Grey, care of this office.

—

Ed.]

Dolly B. has sent me a very interesting article on cycling dress.

I wish that I might have many more like this, for we see very
much nonsense in the papers which goes for good advice regarding
what should be worn on a cycle.

The following is an account of a Philadelphia lady's cycling
costume, recently published in the Wheel: "It is made of dark-
green woolen cloth, the front breadths laid in plaits, the back
gathered full into the waist band. It falls just to the ankles. The
feet are encased in thick-soled, flat-heeled, lace kid boots. The
Norfolk-shaped jacket matches the skirt in material, and is confined
with a stout leather belt. With this are worn a cap of dark-green
cloth, with visor and long tan-colored mousquetaires. A novelty
in the cycling skirt is to make the material upon a long foundation,
bordered with the same. When mounted the skirt is let down its

length, which covers the feet completely. By means of cords the
skirt is reduced to its ordinary length, when the rider wishes t®

walk." I'have had quite a little experience with cycling costumes,
and I read with avidity anything I find relating to the subject. I

am in search of something practical and pretty. One always
wants to look as well as circumstances will permit. The costume
described above is, in my opinion, entirely unsuitable for a lady to

use on a safety; it might possibly do on a tricycle, although I

think it very doubtful. In the first place the skirt is the most par-
ticular part of the dress.

Of course, nearly every lady has a different idea in regard to it.

I have tried the full skirt, and although I like the cut of it, have
found it unsuitable for bicycle riding for the following reasons :

First.—The wind finds no vent and causes it to assume the
appearance of a balloon. Second.—And more important is this,

that being full, very often when one is riding, it will wind around
the pedal crank, and be liable to throw the rider. Only the first of
this season I started out, in company with others, feeling quite
nicely, as I had a new riding skirt of dark-grey ladies' cloth, and
knowing that, as it was new, it was free from oil spots. (It is

utterly impossible for one to keep a dress free from them.) Well,
as we were enjoying a fine coast, I felt a tugging at my skirt, and
found that it was being wound around the "crank. I applied the
brake as quickly as possible and got off all right, but the skirt was
almost entirely torn off- the binding. Imagine my feelings ! Two
of my lady friends hastened to my relief and repaired to a neigh-
boring house, where with needles and thread we did our best to

make it presentable, until I reached home. My next experiment
was the ordinary gored walking skirt, minus draperies. This I

liked very much until one day, while climbing a hill and bending
forward as one naturally does, the hem of the skirt fell in between
the pedal crank and the dress guard, and I was caught again! But
nothing serious happenen, only I was obliged to make a sudden
dismount. The skirt I know wear is the ordinarj - gored skirt, a
very little shorter than usual walking length.

I cannot imagine how this Philadelphia lady can ride with her
dress covering her feet, for of course one cannot propel a wheel
without a great deal of action, particularly at the ankles. I saw a

picture recently of a French lady's cycling suit, and it looked sim-
ilar to our mountain costumes : Kilted skirt falling a few inches
below the knees, and gaitt rs to meet the dress. If the lady cyclists

could only feel at liberij' to wear such a costume! We ought to

adopt something of the kind. If only some ingenious lady would
invent something of the sort I am quite sure that the n ajority of
the women cyclists will heartily adopt it. To go back again to the
Philadelphia lady. She wears "a stout leather belt." Hoirors! I

will confess that once and once only I wore one. It is the worst
thing for healh thzt a lady can wear. In legard to boots, one
ought to wear a pair of low, flat-heeled shoes, with flexible soles,

made of the best of leather, not lid. Nothing should be worn that

would bind the ankles.

I do not feel satisfied with my cycling suit, but I think I may say
without egotism, it is in my opinion much more useful for practical

wear than the costume described at the begir ning of this article.

There i;> said to be a lady in Boston who has invented a new kind
of dress for the cycle. I hope some day to meet her, but I have
wheelea 1400 miles in and around the Hub this season, and have
not yet had that pleasure. I trust some other lady or ladies will

let us know through the World any good ideas they may have on
this interesting and important subjecV Dolly B.

We who thought that no great numbers of ladies would take to
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the two-wheeler must admit that we were wrong. I have to confess

that I had no idea the tricycle would see so many deserters. The
desertion speaks volumes for the push and courage of the fair sex.

Mrs. B. writes : 'I have ridden the two-wheeler since April last,

and have made 1300 miles. Have ridden over sixty miles on three

occasions, over fifty miles twice, forty miles five times, and beyond
this have taken very many short rides. My riding has been done
on a single-wheel, and I have had more pleasure arid less fatigue

than I have experienced in previous years when doing half the

work on a tandem."
Miss Mary C. says : "My record can only be approximated for,

though I have a cyclometer, my wheel has been ricden by scores of

people who wanted to try it for just a little spin. I have sacrificed

the pleasure of seeing an absolutely correct record for the sake of

gratifying many friends. * * * My cyclometer shows 900 miles.

Not a very large figure, you will say, but as the numbers have been
added on to another I have been surprised to note how very slowly

they accumulate, and I believe that no one appreciates the work in-

volved in a record of 2000 until he or she has thought they must
have gone as many miles as this and found that their figures are

below half of it."

Many other ladies have promised to send me letters giving a

short account of what they have done the past year.
Helen Grey.

GOVERNOR BEAVER ON THE PENNSYLVANIA
ROAD LAWS.

Governor Beaver, who was the moving spirit in the creation of
the Commission to prepare a uniform Road law for the entire State,

was asked to-night what work would be mapped out by the Commis-
sion. He said that question would be settled when the Commission
will hold its first meeting, and that he did not care to be regarded
as making any suggestions. Being asked concerning the defects in

the present road laws, the governor said there were a number, but
only two of considerable importance.
"We have very poor roads all over the State," said the Governor,

"but they are not to be attributed to the fact that supervisors have
no authority to make good roads. They simply do not carry out
the laws. If they did, they would give us such roads as have been
made in Montgomery county by William M. Singerly and A. J.
Cassett under their personal supervision.

I thing there should be but one supervisor in a township, as now
provided by law, and all road taxes should be paid in cash. The
law now permits taxes to be 'worked out,' and the work is now done
in a bungling manner by inexperienced men whose only object is to

put in sufficient time to make up the amount of their tax. Where
there is but one supervisor he could devote his entire time to the
work and see that it would be done well. The most grievous abuse,
however, is the working out of taxes on the road. The work is not
done. One supervisor and cash taxes would be a capital beginning
in the right direction.

It is not necessary to revolutionize the entire system at once. I

recognize the difficulty of the Commission's task, for they must
exercise a great deal of care to get a law that will operate for the
advantage of all. The Commission, however, represents all sections,
and some of the members are practical engineers and road-makers,
and they will no doubt prepare an acceptable law.— The Record of
Philadelphia.

QUEENS COUNTT (L. I.) FARMERS IN FAVOR OF
BETTER ROADS.

A most important meeting was held last Saturday, in Queens
County, L. I. The meeting was composed of Committees from the
several towns in that county, with a view to taking decided action
upon the proposition to build three macadam roads through the
county, from the eastern county line. One through Roslyn and
Flushing to Long Island City ; another through Jericho, Jamaica
and Newtown, to Long Island City Court House; and one through
Amityville, Rockville Centre, Springfield and Locust avenue, to
Brooklyn. The particular significance of this meeting Uys in the
fact that it is a movement on the part of the farmers, originated by
them, and further President Lusco-nb of the League was invited to
attend the meeting, and explain the contemplated action of the
League, and to confer with a view of mutual aid and counsel.
President Luscomb gladly availed himself of this opportunity to

co-operate with the farmers of Queens in obtaining better roads for
that section, and as per request addressed them at length on the
question of legislation as bearing on the matter.
The conferen;e appointed a committee, with powers to engage

counsel, present a report on the road laws of the county, and to
consider what legislation shall be necessary to empower the county

authorities to proceed. The Queens County conference agreed to
instruct the counsel to be appointed to confer with President Lus
cimb on the matter of legislation.

This certainly is an important joining of forces. To go before
the Legislatures "in the name of the farmers," as well as the name
of the wheelmen, is a factor in the success of Roads Improvements
legislation, which none can gainsay.

WHO O WNS THA T NOM DE PLUME ?

It looks as if "Hawkshaw" of New York had a severe case of
enlargement of that part of the person supposed to contain the
intellectual organs, and was trying to flaunt that old chestnut,
"None genuine without the maker's name blown in the bottle."
We made a flying trip to Washington last week, and a careful in-
vestigation of the Patent records there failed to bring to light any-
thing which would restrain any one from using that blood curdling
name. I met our "Hawkshaw" the other evening, and asked him
if he had seen the last World. He assured me he had, and wished
me to state that he laid no claim to being the originator of the
nom de flume, exclusively claimed by Mr. H. of New York, but
being obliged to change from another under which he had been
writing, the editor of the paper for whom he writes had taken the
one in question, without giving the matter any thought. He
assured me, however, had Mr. H. of New York made his objections
in a gentlemanly' manner, instead of conferring such eloquent
terms as "idiot," "fool," and "nuisance" upon him he would have
changed his nom de plume out of newspaper courtesy, but under the
circumstances he cannot do so. If Mr. H. of New York will bring
out a stock of nom de flumes when he comes to the World's Fair at
Chicago, Mr. H. of Grand Rapids says he will be pleased to look
them over. Serom.
[The gentlemen will please drop the subject now; our readers

have had enough.

—

-Ed.]

CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter
which in his opinion is improper.']

ON "RURAL" TOPICS.

Editor Bicycling World: Another blunderbuss has exploded at
or near the vicinity of Buffalo, in Western New York State, and
under cover of the well chosen "Rural," belches its smoke and
witless shot at various presumably offensive targets. To that por-
tion of the letter in which I am mercilessly "snatched bald-headed"
by this late-born marksman, I beg leave to answer as briefly as
possible.

To begin with, objection is raised to my argument, in connection
with a two-years' term for President, that much confusion and
inefficiency result, from a yearly change of President, and his
committees (practically his cabinet), and that newly-elected Presi-
dents feel the necessity of counteracting this to a degree, by
retaining experienced men on their committees, who are, perhaps,
not in especial harmony or in other respects, worthy of retention.
I think the argument reasonably sound ; the substituted italics and
hiatus of this alleged critic are to an extent misleading.
Then follow some "glittering generalities," including studies in

syntax, which, though of unmistakably "rural" origin, are valued
according to their connection with the question in point. It is

here claimed I lack confidence in the success of Mr. Luscomb's
roads improvement policy, because I assert that if it can be carried
to success, he is beyond question the man most capable of doing it.

What degree of lack of confidence this may possibly show, has
disappeared in view of the earnest way in which the League Com-
mittees have endorsed the President's plans and pledged their
support, at the meeting of Dec 7th. In regard to Mr. Dunn being
equally as able in the premises, I personally know nothing, pro or
con, yet why snatch from Luscomb the credit of carrying his
project to successful issue, after having conceived and inaugurated
it?

5

Here follows a portion of this remarkable letter, in which the
writer proves himself a stranger to all forms of courtesy, con-
sideration or fair dealing. With no apparent point in view,
certainly with no rhyme or reason, this anonymous "rural" gen-
tleman (?) devotes considerable space to a personal accusation,
involving my official position and character, as well as statements
derogatory to the district I am honored to represent. For the
credit of the League in this State, and far more especially for the
section of the Division "Rural" ostensibly champions, it were
better that some recent proceedings in this Division should escape
publicity. But when I am thus publicly confronted by a malicious
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accusation of "holding my position as National Delegate to a bit

of parliamentary sharp practice," (and that, too, through an
anonymous letter), it is out of question for me to permit it to pass

in silence. My election as a Delegate to the National Assembly
from the N. Y. Division was due to the fact that I was one of the

eleven receiving the highest number of votes cast, th j election

being held at a meeting undoudtedly authorized to choose such

delegates. That "sharp practice" did figure in the proceedings of

that meeting, I myself declare, though it did not come from my
side, if I may so designate the friends there, to whom I owe my
election. At the call for nominations for National Delegates, a

fine example of "ring" business was immediately developed by the

Buffalo Representatives, who had industriously circulated a

"ticket" among outside Representatives, to the utter exclusion of

any New York and Brooklyn participation or consultation. I had
at that time, and have at the present time, no idea of the reason

prompting such a course—though the said "ticket" had a great

flavor of Buffalo meat about it—but, whereas the meeting had
theretofore been harmonious in the extreme, this action created

unlimited disgust and opposition from Representatives of the ist

and 2d districts, and the immediate preparing of another ticket,

which was partially successful. The meeting ended in a wrangle,

and with much ill feeling, provoked as far as myself and friends

were concerned, by the would-be cunning and "sharp practice" of

the rural contingent. Thus the Buffalo men descended upon the

"disaffected sections," in an endeavor to circulate the olive branch.

With recollections of that meeting still vividly before me, I, too,

can faithfully testify as to how far off Buffalo is "from the centre of

intrigue and disloyalty—of official influence and overbearing

selfishness," and of treasury plundering.

I am, admittedly, a member of the Long Island Wheelmen, a

club that for years had been a League club, and an exceptionally

able and loyal one, whose withdrawal from the League, in company
with the other two Brooklyn clubs in concerted movement, was
compassed because of exceedingly faulty by-laws of the Division

regulating elections, since amended ; but who can tell, under the

present management of the Division and the concentrated Buf-

falonian attack upon the Division treasury, what arguments will

again induce it to "enter the fold."

Mr. Luscomb is also an oft-honored member of the same club,

was for years its Captain, and is now chosen with practical

unanimity by the nominating caucus to be its President during the

coming year. And this, too, in distinct and complete refutation of

the much circulated statements of Mr. Luscomb's local unpopu-
larity.

Unquestionably have we all rights of individual preference as to

candidates for office, and the ponderous proclamation of "Rural,"
that I "may as well understand that at once," is foolish and un-
called for. What I did, and do, object to decidedly and emphati-
cally was Mr. Gates' unauthorized self-appointment as the mouth-
piece of "the rest of the Division." Witness Bicycling World
Supplement 22 November.
Well might Mr. Gates, in his honest procedure of acknowledging

his personal sentiments over his signature, disclaim the assist-

ance (?) of this "Rural" champion, who sends forth his charges of

"sharp practice" under the cloak of a nom de plume.
Yours, C. C. Alden,

Brooklyn, N. Y., December 17th, 1889.

ARGUS, JR.. TO DR. KEMPTON.
One of the infant members of the Maryland Division has, I

notice, lately brought upon himself the sarcasm of the Secretary-

Treasurer of the Ohio Division by a 'mild suggestion" that "Star"
rather than visiting unqualified condemnation upon the scheme of

L. A. W. intervention in politics as a means of securing better roads
should induce the members of his Division to try the medicine
which recently worked so well in this city's municipal election.

Incidentally it occurs to me that the vehemence with which Secre-
tary-Treasurer William D. Kempton, M. D. comes to his defence,

savors of near relationship between himself and "Star." At any
rate I am confident that our infant member before mentioned did

not mean to belittle the importane of educating the masses on the

subject of better roads ; but rather to convey the idea that that and
the education of the League in practical politics should go hand in

hand.
However, I am not writing this in defence of our "novice" but to

correct any impression which may have gotten abroad that the
Maryland Division is confining its work for better highways to the
political end of the lever. On the contrary the committee having
the matter in charge fully realizes the importance of educating
public sentiment on the subject, and has been actively prosecuting
this work. The effect fe very noticeable. One of the official body

which controls the roads in our most important county has lately

made a tour of the Orange district of New Jersey, studied the roads
there and familarized himself with the road laws of that State. The
knowledge he has acquired has been laid before his associates and
the result will, we think, soon become apparent on the roads. One
of our most important daily papers, too, has taken up the fight and
lately devoted considerable space to an account of the work done by
the Division. All of which is respectfully submitted to Dr. Kemp-
ton and to others of his way of thinking. Argus, Jr.
Baltimore, Md.

MR. GATES 7 MR. ALDEN.

Editor bicycling World: In a letter to the Wheel headed "He*will
vote for Luscomb," C. C. Alden takes about a column to tell why he
will support a member of his own club for President of the L. A. W.
for a second term. I am glad to see that at least there is one League
member in the L. I. W besides Mr. Luscomb. and that he will

support his fellow club man, as I have been told that the club will

not for the same office of the club. Mr. Alden is a gentleman who
I have a high regard for, but if he will consult facts I think he will

find that I was perfectly right in what I said about voicing the

opinion of the State Division, as I got my facts straight, did not
surmise ; also that the majority of the Division is outside of New
York and Brooklyn, and even in those cities the League members
are not anxious to elect his fellow club man. If he will consult
facts again he will find about as many League members and also

about as many riders of all kinds of wheels in Buffalo as any other
city in the county, also that in streets and parks this out of the way
town can knock silly the City |of Churches. Oh, no, we are not as

slow as we might be, and we would have very much liked to see Mr.
Mott President of the L. A. W. A man who has shown that he
can do good work in his own town and have no difficulty to keep
his own club in the League. I do not want to cause any ill feeling,

but I don't think it looks nice for a "Delegate to the National body"
to take particular pains to sign himself such when it took a snap
game to elect him to that office. Chas. E. Gates.

Buffalo, N. Y., December 14, 1889.

ANOTHER FROM MR. GATES.
Editor Bicycling World: I don't usually pay any attention to

anonymous attacks, but as the humorous effusion appearing on the

121st page of the present volume of the World entitled "For he's

one of the Largest" was signed by a number, and numbers when used
as a means of recognition even on a convict can be translated into

the proper name. A man who seems to be ashamed to father this

production of his with his own name is already known, and as I

have no advantage to gain by calling names I will leave him in-

dividually to his aliases, and pass on to his various misstatements.
In the first paragraph, after an|introduction of Billingsgate and

sarcasm, he says, "On July 23, 1888, near the close of Dunn's Chief
Consulate, the rolls showed 831 names;" then he goes on to say-

that is the biggest number the Division ever had on its rolls. By
referring to the official reports in the Bulletin I find way back in

1886 that that Division had 847 members ; again in report for the
spring of 18SS I find the number of members 946; about six months
later he says there were one hundred and fifteen members less, that

looks kind of tunny don't it? Then on June 29, 1888, after all the

renewals were in there were just 794 members, one hundred and
forty-six less that there was late in the year before. Quite a gain !

Eh ! ! From that time up to the end of Dunn's term there were
about forty members received, about equals divided between club
members and unattached; those from the clubs had to join on unit-

ing with these League clubs, and the rest were outside of the town
where the C. C. resided, so that he had but little to do towards se-

curing them. Let me say right here that the Ohio State Division
ought to be ashamed that it cannot show at least 1200 members with
such wheeling towns as Cincinnati, Cleveland, Toledo, Conneaut,
Massiliion, Youngstown, Alliance, Mansfield, etc.

In re his second paragraph quoting what I said about the South's
representation, he refers to St. Louis as representing the South. If

he will look at any map of the United States he will see that the

whole State of Missouri is beyond the Mississippi, and though St.

Louis is on the eastern border of the State, it is farther West than
half of the State of Wisconsin; also if he is posted on trade and
commerce as much as any American ought to be he will find that

the State of Missouri is not included in the eleven Southern States;

also, if he goes by Mason and Dixon's line he will find that if he
extends it far enough west to take in the State of Missouri he
might just as well extend it to the Pacific Coast, and then it would
take in half of the Western States.

He asks, WTiy not include the present President among those who
have held offices time and again in the national body, as he has
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been on committees time and again, ani also on, "etc." I believe

neither of these latter are offices of the national body, I having

been ignorant enough to suppose that all the offices were included

in the President, Vice Presidents, Secretary and the Treasurer, and

I am foolish enough to have that idea still.

In closing, number 2719, my dear sir, I cannot find the fadls to

bear out your various statements, and I hope jou will have gained

nerve enough by the next time you write to a paper to sign your

own name, and give something more substantial than a bluff.

Buffalo, N. Y., December 16th, 1889. Chas E. Gates.
[Mr. Gates said in issue of November 22: "While Dunn was

Chief Consul of the Ohio Division that Division ran behind in

members," etc. The fadts are these. Mr. Dunn took office Octo-

ber 25 1886, with S34 members. The next complete year beginning

January 1, 1887, he carried the membership to 940. He served

eight months of 1888, and in those months the State enrolled 890

members.

—

Ed.

HE WANTS MORE LIGHT.

Editor Bicycling World: Possibly the information I desire could

be obtained through the Secretary of the L. A. W., or some other

official, but in so doing I alone would be the wiser, and from this

fa<ft and the belief that there are many others who are as ignorant as

myself regarding the matter, I make bold to write the following

:

From time to time the League has received many members who
have either been influenced to join the ranks through the influence

of some friend a member, or have done so from the fad: that they

have wished to be counted "one" of a jolly good lot of fellows. In

taking the step, how many are there of them who fully understand
what they are joining? I believe the League to be a right good
thing, and to which every wheelman should belong, yet at the same
time I believe every applicant either before or after making appli-

cation for msmbership should receive a copy of the Rules and
Regulations which govern the national L. A. W. organization.

None of our members here have ever seen a copy of the same. The
few of us who do belong to the League in this place feel the same
as no doubt many others do who live in remote places. We are but

the tail of the cat. The best results coming from any organization

are those which come from a thorough understanding of the organ
and its wants. That the League has by far more work to be done
than it has workers there is not the least possible doubt. This be-

ing the case, why not give each and every member a clear and
enlightened insight as to the fundamental principles which the

League's twelve thousand members are supposed to stand by and
support, on the start. Northwestern Connecticut members are not
grumblers, neither are they kickers, as friend "Hawkshaw" may,
on reading the above, surmise, nor will they, on being lully posted,

turn the State upside down. Yet give us more light, and the little

aid we can give will surely follow. Fraternally,

Sharon, Conn. L. A. W. 25,029.

[Our correspondent's plaint is a reasonable one, and we are

pleased to be able to send him a copy of the Constitution and By-
Laws of the L. A. W., and at the same time speak of the great

aims and objedts of the League. Originally organized with the

chief aim to protect and establish the rights of wheelmen to the

same privileges as governing the users of other vehicles; this

condition of things now exists, our rights are no longer disputed,

and now the League is turning its full energy on the larger and
grander objedt of Roads Improvements, an aim the furtherance of

which every wheelman in the United States should encourage by
joining the League. In addition to the above attained and hoped-
for advantages, members of the League get a good newspaper, we
hope, and the League also governs the amateur bicycle track racing

of the country.

—

Ed.]

A GENEROUS OFFER. CLUBS ATTENTION.

Editor Bicycling World: I have in my possession files of the

L. A. W. Bulletin from the first, with only two or three numbers
•missing, I think. With a rather large working library on my
hands I find it difficult to secure all the book room I wish. Conse-
quently, I wish to propose that I will present all of these back num-
bers, unbound, including the Bicycling World up to date, to such
bicycle club as may desire them, provided said club is a vigorous
organization, earnestly working in the interests of cycling. The
expressage on these papers must be borne by the club which re-

ceives them.
In order to know how much of a demand there is for these papers

on the part of any one or more clubs, I should prefer to have the
club Secretary inform me if the club supports a library, and to what
extent in volumes. C. S. Plumb (6755),

Knoxville, Tenn.

WE STAND CORRECTED.
Editor Bicycling World: We desire to correct a mistake which

occured in last week's World regarding the item of some Baltimore
men objecting to paying toll. Not wishing to be misrepresented to

the cycling public we desire to state that we did not object to pay-
ing toll, knowing full well that the sooner we pay toll and become
recognized by the turnpike companies the better will be our pros-

pects of securing better roads. What we did say, however, was that

the pike, although about the best leading out of Baltimore, was yet

in a very bad condition. By publishing the above and placing us
rightly before the public, you will greatly oblige,

Yours very respectfully, J. J. Bowersox.
C. F. Hanson.

Baltimore, Md. W. S. Callaghan.

AN IMPORTANT INVITATION.
Editor Bicycling World : I enclose a copy of a card that has been

sent to me by the Secretary of the Pennsylvania Board of Agricul-
ture, and which explains itself.

The agitation of the road question has begun to bear fruit, and
there is now presented to us a grand opportunity to take some prac-

tical and definite action; action that will lead to immediate and
tangible results. You will notice that an invitation is extended to

all organized bodies to send delegates to this meeting, and I wish
to urge upon you the necessity and value of the representation of
the League of American Wheelmen at this meeting. As you value

the interests of cycling I hope you will Ube your influence and the
influence of your paper to urge the necessity of grasping this, the
first really practical opportunity that has been presented to our or-

ganization, to let its voice be heard in behalf of that national agi-

tation for which we have been longing and praying. By all means
the League should be represented at this gathering by a delegation
that will be representative of the whole country; by speakers, by
practical men whose views will claim attention and show to the
world the power that our organization can bring to bear on such an
important movement.
The strongest opposition to this scheme, or any scheme of road

improvement, will come from the cities. Here lies the opportunity
of the American Wheelmen, who for the most part are residents of
cities. Let then their influence and voice be heard.

Kirk Brown.
The invitation alluded to by Mr. Brown reads as follows :

Office Pennsylvania Board of Agriculture, 1

Harrisburg, Pa., Dec. 1st, 1889. J

At the annual meeting of the State Board of Agriculture, to be
held at Harrisburg, Jan. 22 and 23, 1890, the subject of Roads,
Road Construction, Road Repairs and Road Laws will receive

special attention, and one or more sessions will be devoted to their

consideration. Numerous essays from practical writers will be
read and discussed ; Gov. Beaver will address the meeting on the

subject of Roads and Road Laws of Pennsylvania; it is expected
that the commission recently appointed by the Governor and
the Legislature will be present and assist in the discussion. It is

specially requested that all agricultural and other organizations in-

terested will send delegates empowered to present their views;
arrangements will be made by which such delegates and all attend-

ing the meeting will receive the same rate of reduction in railroad

fare and board as are accorded to members of the Board of Agri-
culture. All attending the meeting will be invited to take part in

the discussion. For further particulars address,
Thos. J. Edge, Secretary,

Harrisburg, Pa.

CONNECTICUT SIGN-BOARDS.
Editor Bicycling World : In your last issue I notice a communi-

cation from Mr. Dean, of Danielsonville, this State, criticising my
recent statements concerning the horrible condition of the road sign
system now in vogue in Connecticut. As I have heretofore stated,

this road improvement question is a mighty and national one, and
will not permit of any light bickering such as our neighbor from
the rural district of Danielsonville has been indulging in. The road
sign question may not be an important one in other States,

but it is a decidedly important one in this State, as our sys-

tem here is very faulty. Between New Haven and New York I can
state from my experience in travelling over the territory I do not
believe there are ten road signs the entire distance travelled inside

the Connecticut lines, which is over one hundred miles. In other
directions, the conditions are just the same. Then my neighbor
from the rural districts tells me to "go and buy a road book." The
advice is entirely unnecessary, as I have tried one and with very
fair success. But it does not meet all the demands, and cannot be
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expected to. From it you can get a very good general idea of the

direction to take in order to reach the desired destination, bat as for

attempting to remember every little cross road or junction \ i<5f.ured

out on the map, it is almost out of the question. You would be
continually on the qui vive for fear you had taken the wrong road,

or, as is more generally the case, be continually dismounting to

pore for about half an hour over the map spread on the ground be-

fore you. Life. is altogether too short for this method
;
perhaps not

up in the rural districts where our neighbor lives, but decidedly so

in t.ie vicinity of this wide-awake city of Bridgeport. My experi-

ence has also taught me in my associations with large numbers of
Connecticut wheelmen, that this defect in our road sign system is

the one greatest bane of our lives, and now if New York and other
States can have road signs and plenty of them, there is no reason
under the sun why Connecticut cannot be blessed likewise.

Bridgeport, Conn. Respectfully, "Nostaw."

ATHLETIC GROUNDS FOR BUFFALO, N. Y.

The Buffalo Bicycle Club are considering the feasibility of form-
ing a Bicycle Track Association, for the promotion of race meets,
and the advancement of cycling on the track. The idea is to form a

stock company irrespective of club affiliations, to interest wheelmen
and others in the formation of a stock company for the purpose of
giving tournaments, etc. This is a praiseworthy undertaking and
should have the support of every wheelman. Buffalo with its three

thousand or more wheelmen can accomplish grand results in this

direction. The finest bicycling track and athletic gronnds can and
ought to be constructed in our midst. To this end much power to

your elbows gentlemen. Athletic entertainments are a fine diver-

sion from receptions and balls in a club house, if they are con-
ducted on a high plan of excellence. They are beneficial in that

they stimulate one to greater efforts in the development of muscle
and consequent good health. But for the success and permanent
good of such entertainments there should be no blood drawn or

spilt in so-called "boxing exhibitions to a finish ; here we draw the

line. There is but one view as to this kind of "sport," it is brutal.

There is much genuine enjoyment found in wrestling, fencing,

sparring, etc. All the fine points are applauded and afford healthy
amusement, not so in a glove "contest to a finish." The feelings

are changed, the brows are knit even on the spectator, and the com-
petitors enter into the spirit of a fight. Surely this is not genuine
sport. Entertainments devoid of such contests will always be wel-
comed and universally enjoyed in a bicycle club gymnasium.

Ali Baba.

IT WAS NOT OVER-EXERTION.

Editor Bicycling World : Will you kindly allow me space in your
paper for the following words, bearing on the death of Mr. E. B.

Freatman, of this city, who participated in the recent Buffalo-

Rochester road race ? When the subject of a road race was first

mentioned in club meeting, Mr. Freatman was the first man to

offer himself as one of the team for the Genesee Bicycle Club.

About one week before the race he said he was not feeling well, and
after the race he told us he was in no condition to ride. Two weeks
after his ride he was stricken down with typhoid fever, which ended
his life. I had hoped the subject would not appear in print again,

but I saw it in the last issue of the Bi. World and Bulletin, and
now wish to say there is no positive proof that Mr. Freatman died

from over-exertion, for we all know hundreds of people die with
typhoid fever who never engage in any athletic exercise. That race

may have injured his prospects for recovery, and perhaps the end-
ing of his life might have been the same had he not ridden ; no man
can tell. B. Woodhull, Genesee Bi. Club.

Rochester, N. Y.

THE THIRD POSITION ON THE TICKET.

Editor Bicycling World : Mott is "my man" for President first,

last and all time, but as that cannot be, whecher it be Luscomb or

Dunn, it makes no very great difference to me. The man who is

elected will have to work. It is already cut out for him. This
much, however, if Mr. Dunn had been the energetic Vice President
that he should have been, more might have been accomplished, and
for the inaction that prevailed he is not altogether blameless. But
it is not of Presidency that I would speak, but rather to call atten-

tion to the other officers.

Against Mr. Emery I have naught to say. I believe he has made a

good Chief Consul, and his record as such in the roads im-
provement line merits the broader field to which he aspires. But
of Mr. Atwaler ! Now what has he done that he should be raised

to a Vice Presidency? As a slate maker on the strict q. t. he is

possibly an emphatic success, but take him] in his role of Chief
Consul of the District of Columbia Division and there is nothing
particularly brilliant about him. Consider the immense field he
has to draw from, and then size up the membership of his Division.
Then, too, I cannot find that he has been identified with any road
improvement work, and have yet to see his name coupled there-
with. As an Ohioian he may have done something, but we're
taking him as he is, not as he has been. He wants the office badly,
I believe, but why honor him when there are oihars equally as well
fitted, and whose records show them to be far more deserving.
There's Brown and Benedict of New Jersey, Holm of Missouri,
Davis of Illinois, every one of whom a close observer can hardly
have failed to notice were workers "from way back." No, let us
have a little discussion of the merits of the other candidates, along
with Dunn and Luscomb, and honor those to whom honor is due.
Treasurer Brewster, too, appears to have degenerated into a non-
worker of late, and a new holder of the purse strings might not be
a bad idea. Now let the suggestions come. Tutti.

[In this same issue we print a letter from Mr. Atwater, withdraw-
ing, and nominating Mr. Geo. R. Bidwell, of New York.

—

Ed.]

WEST VIRGINIA IS FOR MR. LUSCOMB AND
NIAGARA FAILS.

Editor Bicycling World: Although West Virginia is not a very
great State—from a cycling point of view, and although the
Blennerhassett Wheelmen is not a very large organization, still, we
have ideas as to the officers of the L. A. W. for 1890 91, and our
choice is : For President, Chas. H. Luscomb; for First Vice Presi-

dent, Wm. H. Emery; for Second Vice President, Geo. S. Atwater,
and while we are about it, we want to say right here, that we unani-
mously favor Niagara Falls, for 1890 Meet, and "we'll be there in

force." The Blennerhassett Wheelmen.
By C. C. Byers, President.

Parkersburg, W. Va. Attest E. P. Lang, Sec.

MR. ATWATER WITHDRAWS AND NOMINATES
MR. GEORGE R. BIDWELL. '

Editor Bicycling World: In a recent issue of your paper, my name
was officially announced as a candidate for the office of second Vice
President of the League. I now desire to say to the many friends

who have so generously advocated my election, that owing to the

pressure of business and other matters, which will require all of my
time, I do not feel that I can conscientiously accept such an office,

and I deem it advisable to withdraw at once. In making this with-

drawal, I desire to publicly thank my friends for the kind interest

they have taken in my behalf, and at the same time ask them to

give their support to one of the oldest workers in the League, a man
who has done as much, if not more good for the organization than

any member in it, and who is eminently qualified to conduct the

important duties of the office, and whom it gives me great pleasure

to place in nomination. I refer to Mr. Geo. R. Bidwell of New
York, and I sincerely trust he may be prevailed on to accept.

Sincerely yours, Geo. S. Atwater.
Washington, D. C, December 14, 1889.

DECISION ON AN IMPORTANT PATENT.

In the matter of an application by George Butler and Samuel
Stanton, for English Letters Patent No. 18827 of 1888, and in the

matter of the opposition thereto by William Bown.

DECISION.

The applicant's invention appears to be for ball bearings, in

which the bearing cones are adjusted by the hand of the operator,

with or without the aid of springs, and secured after adjustment by
set screws.
The patent granted to J. H. Hughes (known as the Bown patent)

No. 3531 of 1877, I must regard as a master patent for bearings in

which balls are so employed in combination with conical or curved

surfaces as to allow universal adjustment.
I shall therefore require the insertion of the following disclaimer

in the applicant's specification :

"We are aware of the patent granted to J. H. Hughes, dated the

19th September, 1877, and numbered 3531, and do not claim any-

thing described and claimed therein."

I will then proceed to seal a patent in due course.

(Signed) H. Reader Lack,
Comptroller General.

This decision comes with all of the legal seals and attesltotions of

genuineness, and goes to show the respect in which the Bown
patent is held by the Comptroller General in England.
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AT DENVER, COL.—The Social Wheel Club held a five-mile
handicap road race on the first inst., and an interesting race it was.
Austin Banks, ex-President of the club, came in from his ranch
down on the "divide," with the expectation of doing the scooping
act. He was not disappointed, and came in an easy winner, in the
time of 18.10 1-2, with Shaw, another scratch man, a good second.

THE ADVERTISERS' REPORTER.

Volume VIII of the Advertisers' Reporter, published by the
Publishers' Commercial Union, of Chicago, 111., has just come to

hand. The book in every way is a further improvement on former
issues. It is enlarged and complete up to date, and so far as the
ratings are concerned, from our personal knowledge of those we
know of we should judge them to be most correct. In writing us
in re the volume, the publishers say :

"We submit for your consideration this volume, and especially
invite your attention to the improvements made in the work, and in

the arrangement of the directories as they appear. While admit-
ting the inaccuracies that a work of this magnitude contains, and
especially with a class so changeable as advertisers are, we feel

justified in asserting that the work is by far the most perfect and
valuable of any yet published."

[Publishers' Commercial Union, 1105 Tacome Building, Chi-
cago, III.]

CATARRH, HAY FEVER, CATARRHAL DEAFNESS.
A NEW HOME TREATMENT.

Sufferers are not generally aware that these diseases are con-
tagious, or that they are due to the presence of living parasites in
the lining membrane of the nose and eustachian tubes. Microscopic
research, however, has proved this to be a fact, and the result is

that a simple remedy has been formulated whereby these distressing
diseases are rapidly and permanently cured in from one to three
simple applications made at home by the patient once in two weeks.
A pamphlet explaining this new treatment is sent free, on applica-
tion, by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 339 West King street, Toronto,
Canada.

—

Christian Standard.

THE QUADRANT TRICiCLE CO.

We beg to give you the following preliminary information :

Spring Wheel (protected). The few spring wheels we sent out at the
commencement of this season suffered from the breaking of the coil

springs; we consequently allowed the matter to stand over until
autumn should bring us a little leisure. We have now the pleasure
to inform you that the small difficulty has been perfectly overcome
so that the spring front wheel in our Safety Bicycle is likely to
figure very largely in our next year's sales. It is a great luxury, pre-
venting all vibration and shocks to the rider's arms from the front
wheels.

Adjustable Suspension Spring for the saddle of bicycles and tri-

cycles (protected). This is entirely new, and is beyond all doubt
the most perfect means ever devised to isolate the body of the rider
from the vibration of rear wheels, such for instance as is received
from the rear wheel of safeties. The rider seated on this spring
feels nothing whatever of granite sets or rough, uneven roads, no
matter how small the wheel beneath him. It is lighter than the
ordinary springs, is of everlasting wear, takes any saddle and above
all, is adjustable to any weight from eight to twenty stone. Noth-
ing approaching this in the way of a saddle spring, has ever, hitherto,
seen the light of day. Yours faithfully,

The Quadrant Tricycle Co.

GEO. C. LLOYD &• CO.

In reply to request for information, we received the following re-

ply from Messrs. Geo. C. Lloyd & Co., ol Chicago

:

"We have the sole United States agencies for the goods of
Bayliss, Thomas & Co. and the Centaur Cycle Co., of Coventry.
The former will make our ordinaries, and the latter our safeties.
All the goods will be built specially for us to our own designs.
The ordinaries will have true tangent spokes and be hollow all

over, and will average thirty-six pounds weight. We can abso-
lutely guarantee them to stand as hard work as the average forty-
pound light roadster.

Of safeties we shall have several styles, including two weights
and two qualities of both ladies' and gentlemen's machines. We
really have a safety that can be ridden hands off by anyone, with
almost no practice. We shall also include the 'Victor' in our re-

tail line for city trade. We have not yet settled our location.
However, we will soon fix that point; in the meantime we have
6hown something out of the usual run by opening a branch house

before we open a main depot. We have taken the handsome corner
store at Fifty- Seventh street and Lake avenue, and diagonally
opposite the new house of the Chicago Cycling Club, and right at
the main entrance to the South Park system. We shall employ
Mr. C. G. Field of the drug firm of Field & Johnson, to take charge
of this branch.
We shall be glad to give you more accurate information and cuts

of any of the machines as soon as we have them ready.
(Signed) Geo. E. Lloyd & Co."

THE MERRITT.
We have been shown an

excellent low-priced type-
writer, "The Merritt," the
simplicity and strength of
which commends itself.

Some of the advantages
which the makers claim for
it are that it prints from or-

dinary printer's type, is

self inking and has no rib-
" bon to soil the fingers. It

is impossible for the letters to get out of alignment, as each letter

has to come up through a fixed socket or mortice. The machine
is easily cleaned and clogging of machine is also impossible. For
traveling it is neatly and strongly boxed, and for commercial
traveler's use is most handy. The New England agents are the
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., 17S Columbus avenue, where the
machine can be seen and orders placed. What is the matter with
the Merritt as a Christmas present?

The first Rudge Triplet imported to this country is shown by
Strong & Green, of Philadelphia. This concern we are told lately

took an order for 1000 machines, to be delivered to a party in New
York State.

The new bicycle firm of Schumacher & Shoefer will open busi-

ness at 73 St. Marks avenue, Brooklyn, early in January. They
have taken the agency for the "Eagle" in Brooklyn, and will carry
a full line of these wheels.

The long distance race between wheelmen of Memphis, Tenn.,
will close Christmas Day. It is a close squeak towards the end.
At present Julius Seelig leads with 5447 miles. Albert Alberts sec-,

ond with 4980 miles and Geo. Phillips third with 4898 miles.

Mr. J. Ed. Long, of Taylorville, 111., recently successfully ac-

complished the feat of riding down a flight of twenty-nine steps on
his 56-inch "Eagle." Over $500 changed hands on the result.

Mr. Hill of the Coventry Machinist Co., sailed for England last

Wednesday. He will scarcely make Merrie England in time for

Christmas Day.
The Wissahickon Wheelmen lose a prominent and valuable

member, and the residents of Germantown and vicinity a mechani-
cal genius, in the person of Mr. William Boorman (L. A. W.
19,464), whose bicycle repair shop was a valuable adjunct to the
cycling trade. He has gone to California with the view of starting

in the cycle business in Pasadena and Los Angeles, as he represents
the Invincible safety, having the agency for both cities.

Prince Wells, the great fancy rider is filling an engagement at

one of the Boston theatres.

The Grand Rapids Bicycle Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich., is now
fully organized, and will be running soon. The following are the
officers: President, F. B. Walbridge ; Vice President, A. B. Rich-
mond; Secretary, Mr. McCay; Treasurer, L. T. Wilmarth. R. B.
Hain will have charge of the factory, and controls an interest, a6
the wheels are to be manufactured under his patents. Mr. Hain's
safety saddle is said to be a valuable invention, and no doubt will

be in great demand.

The steady demand for Premier Safeties at this season, when the
cycle trade is supposed to be at a standstill, shows the popularity
of these sterling machines in this country, and is good proof of the
satisfaction they have given during the past summer. All patterns
are now shipped the day the order is received.

The Rev. G. Hedgelong, Congregationalist minister, while
riding a tricycle to Godalming from Guildford (England), last

month, was run into by a horse and trap, and received injuries

from the effects of which he shortly afterwards died. It seems that
the horse became frightened at the escaping steam of a passing
locomotive and ran away. The verdict of the coroner's jury was
"accidental death."
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T0E KODAK CIEBHOR WHEELMEN.
THE operation of securing views with this camera consists simply of leve

ing it at the object to be photographed, and pressing a button.

Price, $25.00

One Hundred instantaneous views may be made without reloading, and
a knowledge of photography is unneccessary. The "Kodak" is but
about six inches in length, and weighs less than two pounds.

A handsome russet leather carrying case with shoulder strap forms a part
of each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and secure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-
cidents which no trip is without.

Jg^* Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak
photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Every Club House should hare an
Automatic Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS

:

12 Pearl Street Room 27.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1889—90.

President,
CHAS. H. LUSCOMB,

280 Broadway, New York
First Vice President.

TAMES R. DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

Second Vice President,
SANFORD LAWTON,

Springfield, Mass
Treasurer,!

W. M. BREWSTER.
309 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

Secretary,
ABBOT BASSETT,

12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass

Standing Committees.

Executive and Finance.

The President and Vice Presidents (as by the Con
stitution required.)

Membership.

A. E. Mealy 1736 Druid Hill Ave., Baltimord, Md-
F. L. Casselberry Mansfield, Ohio-

George C. Pennell Elizabeth, N.J.
Improvement of Highways.

Dr. Chas. S.Butler 680 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Win. W. Share Brooklyn, N. Y.
Tunius £. Beal Ann Arbor, Mich

Rights and Privileges.
A. Moore Berry 421 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
George A. Perkins Cambridge, Mass.
Chas. F. Cossum Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Rules and Regulations.
Dr. Wm. H. Emery 109 Warwick St„ Boston, Mass.
W. A. Davis Chicago, 111

Chas. L. Brockway Middletown, Conn
Racing.

C. S. Davol Warren, R.I.
George S. Atwaten Washington, D.C.
Harry H. Hodgson New Orleans, La.
George Collister Cleveland. Ohio.
Robt. A. Smyth San Francisco, Cal.

Transportation

.

W. M. Brewster 300 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

League Literature.

For the proper prosecution of League work the Secre-

tary-Treasurer of each Division has, or should have a
supply of the following printed matter on hand :

A four-page circular—Giving the objrcts of the

League and the benefits of membership. This is used
for recruiting purposes, and tells the whole story of
League work, and now to become a member.
A circular—Defines a League Club and tells how to

unite with the League as a club and the advantage of

such a union.
A pamphlet — Gives Court decisions and Legal

opinions regarding the status of the cycle and the
rights of wheelmen. Opinions by Charles E. Pratt,
Esq., of Boston, and Isaac B. Potter, Esq., of New
York.
A pamphlet—"Improvement of Highways," issued

by the committee on Improvement of Highways, con-
taining "Our Country Roads," by one of the most ex-
perienced road makers in the country; "Treatise on the
Science of Road Making," by Clemens Herchel; (prize
essay for which the State of Massachusetts awarded a
prize of $400.) "A Specimen Road Bill," for the con-
sideration of Legislators.
A pamphlet—Roads and Road Improvement. Con-

tains suggestions regarding making ant care of roads
and an article on "Macadam Roads" by L. H. Porter
of Orange, N.J.

Stencil Outfit—Containing League stencil, ink, brush
and directions, packed neatly in a tin box.
Constitution and By-laws, L. A. W., Racing Rules,

L. A. W.
Application Blanks, Renewal Blanks, League Club

Certificates, etc.

The above are furn shed to the Division at cost and
any member wishing a copy of any or all should ad-
dress the Secretary-Treasurer of his Division.

Abbot Bassett, Sec.

Suspension.

The amateur status of F. W. Van Sicklen having
been questioned, he is hereby suspended from the race
track pending investigation. Chas. S. Davol,

Chairman L. A. W. Racing Board.

New Jersey Representative.

This is to certify that at a meeting of the Trenton
Wheelmen held Thursday evening, November 21st,

1S89. Mr. Robert V. Whitehead was elected to repre-

sent the club on the Board of Officers of the New
Jersey Division of the League of American Wheelmen.

Gardner H. Cain, President.
Harvey F. Whitehead, Secretary.

Trenton, N. T-, December 4th, 1SS9.

Connecticut Appointments.

I hereby appoint Henry Goodman of Hartford, a
Representative and take this opportunity to publicly

commend the excellent Division work accomplished by
Mr. Goodman during the psst few months.
Mr. E. H. Wilkins of Portland is hereby appointed a

member of the Improvement of Highways Committee
in place of S. J. Wakelee removed on account of non-
residence, David ]. Post, Chief Consul.

Missouri Division.

I have appointed Mr. Chas. W. Barstow, Jr., Local
Consul for West St. Louis. His address is 1631 Lucas
Place. Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.
December 11, 1S89.

Illinois Consuls.

Local Consuls, December 13, /SSo.

Aurora, G. S. Webb.
Austin, F. X. Mudd.
Bloomington, G. R. Frisbie.
Canton, J. L. Blackadore.
Centralia, H. M. Warner.
Carrollton, A.J. Sharon.
Chicago, North Side—J. E. Templeton; South Side-

A. E. Lumsden; West Side—J. B. McCleery.
Champaign, E. H. Sperry.
Danville, W. L. Kelley.
Decatur, ]. B. Freeman.
Evanston, H. M. Angle.
Elgin, Joseph Vail.
Greenville, R. C. Morris.

Jacksonville, Irving Woods.
Jerseyville, A. W. Newton.
Joliet, F. G. Woodruff.
Kankakee, F. H. Holmes.
Lake View, A. M. Luce.
La Salle, H. Hegelere.
Monmouth, H. C. Davies.
Maroa, Silas Long.
Maywood, Otto Maas.
Marseilles, John Lord.
Mattoon, J. C. Mohr.
Macomb, E. J. Norton.
Ottawa, Louis "V. Hess.
Peoria, C. F. Vail.
Princeton, L. L. Wickersham.
Rushville, T. S. Bagby.
Springfield', E. S. Barnae.
Quiocy, F. W. Evatt.
Slreator, L. W. David.
Tavlorville, C. C. Phinney.
Winnetka, G. B. Lathrop.

Ohio Consols.

List JVo.j.

Chief Consul M. A. High has appointed the following
Local Consuls

:

Athens, A. O. Sloan.
Delphos, B.J. Hartwell.
Duport, E. L. Marriott.
Findlay, Chas. Van Tine.
Gallipolis, C. C. Olmstead.
Lima, R. W. Sterrett.
Mineral, J. C. Hewitt.
New Slraitsville, W. O. Sheibell.
New Lisbon, W. H. Pritchard.
Portsmouth, F. M. Smith. .
Scott, B.J. Smith.
Salem, Chas. B. Hunt.
Van Wert, Chas. E. Furgeson.
Wellston, A. M. Hinkley.
Chief Consul High has appointed the following L.

A. W. hotels

:

Athens, Central House, $1.50, no reduction to L. A.
W.
Germantown, the Florentine, $2.00 a day, 50 cents a

meal; to L. A. W. $1.50 and 40 cents a meal.
Greenfield, Elliott Hotel, $2.00; to L. A. W. $1.50,

meals 50 cents.
Harrison, the Central Hotel, $1.50, meals 40 cents; to

L. A. W., $1.25 and 35 cents.
Leetonia, Valley House, to L. A. W. $1.50.
Mineral, Mineral House, $1.00 a day; no reduction to

L. A. W.
Miamisburg, Hotel De Young, $2.00; to L. A. W.

$1.40, meals 35 cents.
Mason, Burch House, meals 25 cents.

New Straitsville, Central House, $2.00; to L. A. W.
$1.50.
Ntw Lisbon, Hostetter House, $2.00; to L. A. W.

$1.50.
Sinking Spring, Latona Hotel, $1.00 a day, meals 25

cents, no reduction. William D. Kimpton,
Sec.-Treas. Ohio Div. L. A. W.

Cincinnati, O.

To the Pennsylvania Division.

The Pennsylvania-Maryland-New Jersey-Delaware
Road Book is now completed, and will be mailed as

rapidly as possible. Fraternally yours,
H. Crowther,

Chairman Road Book Committee.
Philadelphia, Dec. 14, 18S9.

Colorado.

Attention, L. A. W. members of Colorado:
It is high time that more active steps w re taken

towards waking up the dormant interests of the League
in Colorado. We have the material to make one of the

strongest Divisions in the country if the proper interest

could oe enlisted. One of the stepping stones toward
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success is to gain new recruits, and every wheelman in

Colorado should send in his application at once. It

costs but $1.50 to join, if applicntion is made between

this time and the 1st of June next. It cannot be ques-

tioned that the League is of great benefit to its mem-
bers. We want a wide-awake, hustling Local Consul

in every city and town in the State, and these appoint-

ments will be made as soon as possible.

If those members throughout the State who are will-

ing to accept the position of Local Consul will wiite to

me, their appointments will be made at once. Now, let

us go to work with a will and see what can be accom-

plished. E. S. Hartwell,
Chief Consul Co orado Division L. A. W.,

1319 .Sixteenth street, Denver.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.

The following is a list ot applications for member-
ship received up to date, and published in accordance

with Article III. of the Constitution, which is as fol.

lows

:

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen

vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement o)

two League members in good standing, or of three re-

putable citizens ol the United States or Canada, be

eligible to membership in this League upon payment
ol an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the

year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval oi the Board ol Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication ot the name in

a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correct.

Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection

able person may unite with the League, members are

given the right to protest, but such p'rotest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date

of publication, and contain specific charges so far as

it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.

The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-

tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 220—Totals* — 12,096.

Boston, Dec. 20, 1889.

California Division—2—426.

Unatl ached.

25834 Bliss, Charles H., 122 Eddy St., San Francisco
25S35 Broadwater, Edward S., 246 Oak St., "

Connecticut Division— 11—730.

N. H.Bi. Club.

25797 Atwood, C. J., 170 Meadow St., New Haven
25-01 Frcy, J. H., 171 Franklin St.,

"

25802 Stevenson, Chas. H., Westville

Unattached.

2520S Bailey, Edward D., 3S3 Quinnipiac St.,

New Haven
25709 Bissell, Arthur Y., 744 Chapel St.,

"

25800 Cartier, Fred A., 366 No. Front St., "

a;8i8 Brewster, J. H., Hartford

25519 B-own, Gerald H., 34 Oxford St.,

25520 King, Wm. H.,
25821 Pratt, Walter W., Box 104,

25S22 Whitmore, F. G., Highland St., W.

District of Columbia Division— 1 —191

.

Unattached.

25755 Bolton Mrs. C. J., 908 Pennaave., Washington

f3 J Illinois Division—1—876.

• Unattached.

21:823 Devereaux, Thos. H., 113 Michigan ave.,
3 J Chicago

Iowa Division-

Des Moines C. C.

25S13 Jones, J. S., Box 100,

Spencer C. C.

25768 Snow, S. S.,

25769 Painter, David,
25770 Morgan, E. G. Jr.,

25771 Medlar, Frank W.,
25772 Cruver, W. B.,

25773 Kunalh, H.,

25774 P mber, H. H.,

25775 Griggs, Miss Cora,

25776 Phillips, L. K.,

25777 Bender, C. C,
2577S Purdy, Geo. H.,

25779 Flincit, Wm.,
25780 Willard, F. E.,

2578. Hubbard, D. R.,

IS—14°-.

East Des Moines

Spencer

Mason City

Kentucky Division—2—106.

Louisville C. C.

25803 Williams, Tames Jr., Box 89, Louisville

Unattached.

25S24 Wisenall, Paul, 121 E. Third St., Covington

Louisiana Division—2—100.

La Cycling Club.

25756 Copes, Dr. Jno. C, 216 Howard ave.,
New Orleans

Unattached.

25S14 Conner, J. H., 370 1-2 Chippewa St.,
"

Maryland Division— 1—529.

Chesapeake WTheelmen.

25815 Merriam, E. S., 1609 Edmondson ave. .Baltimore

Massachusetts Division—6—1596.

Bay State Bi. Club.

25S35 Andrews, Frank C, 6 Jaques ave., Worcester

Unattached.

Snyder, Etta H., 59 Hill St., New Bedford
Grenon, Joseph, 363 Acushnet ave., "

Katchtrlor, Geo. H.. 1S7 Cottage st.,
"

Chapin, L. F., 1 Grove St., No. Ad 1111s

Campbell, J. M., Box 264, Warren

2SS25
2S7S3
2S75S
2S7S2
25757

Michigan Division— 1—434.

G. R. Bi. Club.

25759 Gibson, L. T., Room 20, Aldrich Block,
Grand Rapid

Missouri Division—2—325.

Unattached.

258J7 Barstow, Theo G., 1631 Lucas PI., St. Louis
25826 Hill, R. L., 1012 Olive St.,

"

New [ersey Division—2—596.

Trenton Wheelmen.

25760 Healh, Charles M., Box 293, Trenton

Unattached.

25804 Searing, Albert F., 296 Mulberry St., Newark

New York DivisioN-24—2120.

Buffalo Bi. Club.

25805 Wayland, E. E., 1132 Delaware ave., Buffalo
25806 Chace, Henry, Room 17, 36 Niagara St.,

25807 Wesley, John E., 352 Main St.,

25S08 Palmer, A. J. Jr., 306 M^in St.,

25809 Chase, E. H., Anchor Line,
25810 Gladwin, C. A., 220 Main,

Niagara Falls Bi. Club.

25763 Deimer, Geo. F., Niagara Falls

Lockport Wheelmen.

25793 Wilson, R., care Holly Mfg. Co., Lockport
257)2 Winds r, Wm., 26S Church, "

New York Bi. Club.

25784 Andrews, J. F., 48 W. 71st St., New York
257S5 Good, J. W , Jr , 10S W. 74th St., "

25786 Anderson, F. M., 60 W. 72d St.,
"

25787 Constantine, Robt., 1931 Vyse, "

257SS McClave, Albert, 156 W. 72d St.,
"

257S.) Gilliland, E. T., 179 West End ave., "

Unattached.

25795 Dayton, Chas , 247 Cleremont ave., Brooklyn
25794 Dayton, Richird S., 247 Cleremont ave., "

25790 Klag^ad, August, 55 Pulaski st.,
"

25701 Leczinsky, Staiislaw, 49^ Lexington ave., "

25762 Mason, A. Fugene, 6 Hunter, Glens Falls
25761 Blackmore. Bert. Box 7, Portland
25812 Cory, David W., 296 East ave., Rochester
25796 Williamson, Joseph, S Carlton PI., "

25532 Light, Geo. D., Purdys' Station

Ohio Division—3—S43.

Unattached.

25811 Day, Geo. E.,5th and Eggleston ave.,Cincinnati
25S17 Curtiss. MerritL A., Findlay
25S16 Tonnellier, Harry, 231 S. Main St.,

Pennsylvania Division—5— 139S.

Columbia Cyclers.

257 15 Weber, Fred W., 164S No 10th St., Philadelphia

Wilkes Barre Bi. Club.

25766 Thomson, B. S., Luzerne
25767 Hamlin, E. B., Wilkes darre

Tioga C. C.

25764 Jones, Theoclerc, 3416 N. 22d st., Philadelphia

Chestnut Hill Wheelmen.

25533 Whittaker, John H., Chestnut Hill. "

Rhode Island Division—4—336,

Rovers Bi. Club.

25S30 Brown, R. T., East Providence
25S2S Bucklin, Frank E., Walnut St., providence
25S3i Harrison, Geo. A., 26.) India St., "

2S929 Helme, Arthur W., East '•

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you -will find $ for initiation fee and dues in the
League of American Wheelmen to April 30, jSqo. I hereby certijy that I am over 18 years oj age, and that f am an amateur
within the meaning of the League definition. F refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,

Club,. St. and Number, ot Box,.

References

.

City,. Bit

State,

Enclosed for Holder.
(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L>. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

MKMHKKSHir Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first halt yeflr, May 1 to Oct. 30, and 50 cents duri*g the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date ol paper and May 1, 1S90. Write plainly—Printing preferred,. Postage stamps will not be received.

«jr II you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best call skin, with a receptacle tor ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and ocket for per
a >nal ca^ds send 25 cents extra. II you want your name, in Ljold, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the margins in using it blank
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UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.
MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

SPRINGFIELD • ROADSTER • AND UNION • SAFETY,

CHICAGO, ILL. HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

Have just completed their 1890 Wheel—a Crank Safety—which for
Strength, combined with Elegance, cannot be surpassed.

Dealers will find it to their interest to reserve for it a share of their

patronage.
TO SEE IT I» TO BUY IT.

Second-Hand Wheels and Typewriters

of all kinds bought, sold and taken in exchange on any new wheel in

the market, Safeties included. Always in the market to buy large or
small lots, New or Second-Hand Wheels, for Cash, when prices are
right. We constantly carry 400 to 500 Wheels, including many rare

bargains in SECOND-HAND STANDARD MAKES. NEW
WHEELS (bought in job lots) at greatly reduced prices

.

Liberal discounts to agents.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO, 9 G St., Peoria, 111.

'CYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS,
with no extra charge except interest. Manufacturers' agents for
Victors, Columbias, Champions, Eagles, Stars, Spring-fields, War-
wicks, Ramblers, Crescents, Vineyards, Ottos and ALL other Cycles
made in or imported to this country. Prices guaranteed low as the
lowest. Low rates by fast freight or express— 13 railroads. Send for

40 p«ge Illustrated Catalogue, with full particulars, payment plan, and
second-hand and bargain list.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 9 G St., Peoria, 1U

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street, BUFFALO. N. Y

PATE NT WRENCH
AND SCREW DRIVER COMBINED.

Turns Nuts, 9u Burners or Pipe without adjustment.
Made of Best Polished Steel. Sent by mail for 86 eta.

Chablks U. Elt, P. O. Box 1M6, New York City.

SPOKE GRIPS
are not expensive, but are mighty con-

J^^L venient sometimes, and every wheel-9V man should have one.^^ Our DOUBLE GRIP" is a good,
substantial one, and fits perfectly No. 10 and 12 wire.
Price by mail, 60 cents.

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO.
118 So. Main Street, Providence, R. I.

HE Favorite Prescriptions of
* the Brightest Medical Minds
in the world, aB used by them in

the Hospitals of London, Paris,

Berlin and Vienna.

ONE
MEDICINE
FOR ONE
DISEASE.

No. 1—Cures Catarrh, Hay Fever, .Rose
Cold, Catarrhal Deafness.

No. 2—Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Asth-
ma, Consumption. A PeerlessBemedy,

No. 3—Rheumatism, Gout.
No. 4—Liver & Kidneys,Dyspepsia.In-
digestion, Constipation, Brights Disease.

No. 6—rever and Ague, Dumb Ague,
Malaria, Neuralgia.

No. 6—Female "Weakness, Irregulari-
ties, Whites. A Golden Remedy.

No. 7—A Perfect Tonic, which gives
Health, Form and Fullness, Clear Com-
plexion, Good Blood and lots of it.

No. 8—NervousDebility,Lossof Power
Impotence, an incomparable remedy.

RELIABLE

",ACENTS
WANTED.

Every bottle guaranteed to cure
I its special disease if CURABLE and
I to give permanent relief ALWAYS,
I Descriptive Circulars sent free un
I application. HOSPITAL PEALED If

I COMPANY, Toronto, Canada.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
* * * PERFECT.

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen.
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

QiitM^*^*^?

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a
bottle of Wilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also
prevent Nickel and steel from rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on recept of 50
cents in stamps. Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.

Browning, King \ Co,

Official Tailors of the Z.A.W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only Official Tailors to the L.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c, each.

Committee.

A. G. Spalding \ Bros.

lakers of toe Official L. 1. V. Sundries.

^«*PS« League Regulation 1.83
^I-k \ ii-fj-c! League Regulation 8.00
£31111 LS. No. XX Fine Cheviot for hot

weatherwear 1.00

SitnplriTia'C 0ur celebrated Unen
K3 LillyiVlllgiS. Sole Stocking, League

color 1.00
"O^l 4-« No. X Silk, Edge's League color,
JL»C/11j». white centre. Snake Buckle JH>

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40

CVinfkQ Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
CT111H5S»» hand made, light, strong, elastic. 5.00

No. i, Canvas, leather trimmings.3.50

Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits

A, G. SPALDING & BROS,,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago
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Look at the "CHAMPIONSHIPS Won od the STAR during 1889. Uan

any machine beat this record? Facts that tarn.

Three-Mile L. A. W. Championship. Mav 30th,
J. PHIL. PERCIVAL, Los Angeles Cal.

One-mile State Championship, Mav 30th,

Five-mile State Championship, Mav 30th,

Half-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,

Ten-mile L. A. W. Championship, June 4th,r rJ 7 COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan.

25-Mile Road Race Championship of Minnesota, Julv, 31, 1889,
COLIE BELL, Minneapolis, Minn.

Half-mile L, A. W. State Championship, Julv 18, 1889,
W. I. WILHELM, Reading, Pa.

One-mile L. A. W. State Championship, Julv 19, 1889,

Quarter-mile L. A. W. State Championship,
By W. I. WILHELM, York, Pa., Sept. 3d, 1M0.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO., - - - Smithville, N. J

W. S. WINQ, Los Angeles, Cal.

W. S. WING, Los Angeles, Cal.

COLIE BELL, Ottawa, Kan.

W. I. WILHELM, Reading, Pa.
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A Very Important Point
OF THE

LIGHT BOiSTEB SAFETY,

AND ALL, OTHER COLUMBIAS.

COLUMBIA BALL BEARINGS,
THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

THEY are best, partly because they are the simplest, partly because they are scientifically

and properly designed and arranged for their various positions, and largely because they

are made of the finest steel, with the most suitable machinery, by the best of workmen-

Their excellence accounts to a very great degree for the superior running qualities of the

Columbia Light Roadster Safety.

One hundred and forty-six balls are a good many ; but the number is not what we wish

to call attention to, so much as the fact that every one has its part to play in contributing to

the general result.

We manufacture these balls ourselves under processes which make them cost us more

than we could go outside and buy others for; but quality, not price, is the first consideration

in making a Columbia bicycle.

This is one of the features which make Columbias the least expensive to their owners in the

long run, and the most satisfactory all the way through.

POPE MFC. CO.
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.



fauwjWp
UU-ETlN.**
bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OfGTLIKG.

$1.00 a Year.

S cents a copy. BOSTON, 27 DECEMBER, 1889.
Volume XX.
Number 9.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

OVEHmflfi ttlHEEli CO.,

MAKERS OF

VICTOR ••• BICYCLES,
BOSTON, WASHINGTON,

Office and Factory, CHlCOPEE FflliUS, mflSS.
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POETRY THAT IS LAME IN ITS FEET
should not be overworked, even on a bicycle.
We met a friend yesterday (an enemy would have

kept quiet under the same circumstances) and this was
what he said

:

"Say Elliott; why don't you advertise your business
in the regular way? The stuff you print every week in
that bicycle paper is entirely without rhyme or reason."
So we resolved to attempt at least the rhyme, and in
view of a recent death, proceeded to emit the follow-
ing:

Elliott had a little pet,
It was a hickory wheel,

And every time he mentioned it

They said they wanted steel.

It followed as a consequence
They thought he was a fool,

The wheelmen couldn't understand
How he could be so cool.

And so he let them laugh and scout,
But still kept sawing wood,

And labored patiently about
Until he'd made them good.

Then he came, and laid his case

STERLING CYCLE CO.

Before the public dear,
As if to say I'm in the race
For this my second year.

What makes the man have so much cheek
The people all enquired

The dose he gives us every week
Begins to make us tired.

After perpetrating the above we showed it to our
dyspeptic friend and asked his opinion. "Positively
the worst I ever saw," said he with emphatic earnest-
ness. It is but justice, however, to say that he
promptly modified the above statement after we had
made the second attempt, which was this :

Hickory had a little boom,
Its strength was in its favor,

And everywhere the -afety went
It made its friends the braver.

It followed quite a lengthy lead
The wire wheels had gotten,

It made the agents laugh and say,
These wheels will soon be rotten.

And so the factory turned them out,

But still the wheelmen wondered
And waited patiently about,

Till we'd made several hundred.

And then they ran to us and laid
Their cash upon our desk,

As if to say I'm not afraid.
You'll save us from all risk.

What makes the hickory go so well?
The eager wheelmen cried.

Because they're built to run that way
Their riders quick replied.

Replying to the question, "What use shall we mike
of this?" our self-appointed guardian said: "Wheel-
men are, as a rule, long suffering:, and they may stand
it. But I should say that your chances of participating,
actively, in the resurrection were very slim."
Our attempted laugh at this ghaslly wav of putting

it was not a success, but the hickory bicycle is, and by
the way, we want these wheels to stand or fall on their
merits, and they will tall much the same as others, but
they don't fall with the same kind of a thud, and the
fall don't knock out so many spokes.

Newton, Mass.
P. S. Our catalogue may still be had on the same terms as heretofore.

WE DO NOT WISH TO DISAPPOINT YOU,
Yet We Wish to Interest You Long; Enough to Tell Our Story.

The laittle Giant
The name does not belie its qualities, although its weight is only 35 lbs., it is a little Giant

in strength. Besides it combines all that makes up a good wheel. Such as adjustable sleeve
steering head, adjustable cone bearings to wheels, adjustable cone bearings to crank shaft, ad-
justable cone bearings to pedals, Tangent spokes, crescent rims, Torkelson Patent adjustable
saddle, the front and rear of which adjust independent of each other. Saddle leather can also be
adjusted to take up the slack without loosening saddle from the frame. All steel Diamond
frame, cold-drawn Weldless steel tube backbone, detachable front bar to frame, trimmed in nic-de,
spokes tied and plated up to knot, and spade handles. All for the moderate price of $35.00.

Now is your chance, Boy*! Do not let anybody stand you off by saying they cannot get a
wheel for you. We can fill orders promptly, and give you good value for your money. Something
that has never been done before. The Little Giant embodies all of the recent improvements of
the Men's wheel, in a modified form. Therel If this don't interest you, no harm done. Yet
we feel satisfied that you all know a good thing when you sec it, and that you wUi favor us with
your sample order. Agents wanted everywhere.

We know you won't forget where we are located, but to assist the memory of anyone who
may need their memory jogged, will say our factory is located at Toledo, O., on Central Ave., and
the firm's name is,

THE LOZIER & YOST BICYCLE fflFG. CO., BOX 131.

Agents for New England: WM. READ & SONS, Boston.

REPAIRS! SUNDRIES!!
One of the most complete Bicycle Repair Shops in the

country. Parts supplied, estimates given. Charges
reasonable, consistent with good work.

Sundries, wholesale and retail. Second-hand ma-
chines. Send for list.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

Oraton Hall, - Newark, N. J.

One-Third Actual Size.

This oiler, as the cut shows, consists ol a tube lor

holding the oil, fitted at the top with an Acme tip,

which can be unscrewed when it is desired to refill the
oiler. A cap of the same diameter fits over the top.

Only throws a small quantity ol oil at a stroke. Best
and neatest in the world. Handsomely nickel plated.

For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt ol

price, jo cents each. ICUSHMAN & DENISON,
173 qth avenue, New York

N and Around Cape Ann, by John S. Webber, Jr,
being a hand book of that most charming section of

Massachusetts. It is a book equally valuable and in-
teresting to the wheelman, tourist, the student and res-

ident. It is illustrated finely and bound handsomely.
It is one of the most complete and well written little

books ot the kind ever published. Price So cents, post
paid. For sale by Bicycling World Co., 12 Pearl St.,

Boston.O- Postage stamps not received in payment.

I

Cycling Art, Eneip anil Locomotion.

The most valuable, interesting, unique

and amusing book on

SCIENCE OF CYCLING

Ever issued.

It contains 300 pages of solid meat for

those interested in the

Art of Cycling as a Science.

Profusely illustrated and beautifully print-

ed and bound. Price, $2.00.

For sale by the

Bicycling World Co. t

12 Pearl Street, Boston.

ROAD MAP

Middlesex County, Mass.

The most perfect Road Map of a Massa-

chusetts County ever issued. Shows all

the Roads. Printed in Colors, mounted

on canvas and varnished. Scale about 5-8-in

to the mile. The best Map value ever

given for the price, $1.00, postpaid.

Bicycling World Co.,

12 PEAEL ST., BOSTON.

N. B. If this venture meets with encouragement

we hope it will, other maps of Massachusett's Coun-

ties will be issued on the same lines.
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SPECIAL.

All Advertisements tn this Department 30 cents a tine.

jgj** Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken..

L. A, W, BADGES,
For Gold Ping of the Official

Design, send direct to

CHAS. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle Street,

Portland, Me.
Patented. Price, $3.5*, $5-co» $7.00 and $S.oo,

according to finish. Diamond Badges $15 to $50 for
for the larger pins, and $10 to $30 for the small size.
Send for circular free. Also, for sale in New York, at

M.J. Paillard's, 6S0 Broadway; G. R. Bidwell's, 313
West 58th St.; in Philadelphia by the Hart Cycle Co.,
Si 1 Arch St.; in Boston by the Pope Manufacturing
Co.; in Chicago by John Wilkinson & Co.; and in San
Francisco by Osborn & Alexander.

"CK>R THE HOLIOAYS-Thirty-two styles writ-
-- ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and
other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,
$14.0 , $15.00. and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th St., New York City.

LAMBON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers,
or mailed by the mann 1 icturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

COLUMBIA TANDEM TRICYCLE; run about
two months; in perfect order ; balls ail round; for

$175. Send for list of second-hand wheels. PAL-
LISTER BROS., Ottumwa, Iowa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, ij cents a line. 49- Cash must

accompany the order.^jf
SgS*" Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Ckecks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken.

Tie EXCELSIOR, for Winter Cyclinjr,
—MANUFACTURED BY

—

OHIO CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,
ST. TERRY'S, - OHIO.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Special Spark-
brook bicvele, 50 inch, 'S9 pattern; run 300 miles

and in perfect shape; or would exchange for an
"Eagle." FRANK JJE1NBACH, No. 20271, Denver,
Pa.

PEW CHANCES LEFT on s; ftty bicjele;
50 cents a chance. Address SELINSGR j\'E

BICYCLE CLUB, Box 163, Selinsgrove, Pa.

DRAWING—52-inch American Champion, all ball

bearings, as good as new, $1.00 ticket; 52-inch B.
Challenge, in good condition, ticket, 50 cents; 54-inch
A. Club, ball be rings, run 500 miles, $i.co ticket.

BICYCLE OPERA HOUSE, Philip Young, Man-
ager, Montclair, N.J.

FOR SALE—Caligraph; us-d by one person for a
tew months only; good as new. Original cost

$S5; will sell for $50. Apply at office of Bicycling
World, 12 Pearl street, Boston.

FOR SALE—Expert; ball bearings all around;
nickeled spokes and Irimmiugs; balance enamel;

Ai shape. A bargain at $65 cash. L. L. LEIGH,
197 Main street, Northampton, Mass.

CRUISING CANOE Alice for sale; fnll set racing
and cruising sails; shot ballast; radix centre-

board, paddles and deck cushions complete; a splen-
did seaworthy boat in absolutely perfect condition;
can be seen at the Maritime Exhibition, Purita>
Canoe Club exhibit, in the basement; will sell cheap
if sold this winter. Address S, care Bicycling World,
12 Pearl street, Boston.

Elwell European Bicycle Tour,

(SEASON OF 1890.)

CATALOGUE NOW READY.
Ad lress

F. A. EL,WELL,,
153 PEARL ST., - PORTLAND, ME.

Suitable t<j All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Basset
Cider.

The juice of russet applt s

treated in accordance with approvt d
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Crab Apple Cider.

Slightly spiritous and containir g
an abundance of natural fruit acid.

Sparkling Sweet Cider.

Unfermented juice of sourd,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the
press, with carbonic gas. Spai k-
ling and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, ore
dozen quarts or two dozen pins
per case.

Superior Old Cider Vinegar
If your grocer does not keep 01. r

goods, write us and we will ser d
you a case on approval, expressai e
prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTT.
118 Warren Street, New York.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Cc

ESTABLISHED 1865.

jVTv Cycling Log Book. By "Papa" Weston.
*"*• The transitory pleasures of cycling can be m:ide
as permanent as its physical benefits, by jotting down
in a wel. devised log book, the distances and incidents
of one's various journeys. Knowing that such a

record is a most pleasant thing to have, and believing-
that the keeping of such should be encouraged, as
tending to the permanent good of cycling in more ways
than can be referred to here. The Log Book is hand-
somely and strongly bound in red leather, will last for
years of constant use, and is the best arranged book of
its kind ever yet devised. It fills a want often felt by
the cyclistwho values records of interest for future
reference. Price, post paid, $1.25 For sale by Bicy-

i
cling World Co., 12 Pearl St., Boston.
«S~ Postage stamps not received in pavment. 1

Just the article every Cyclist
needs.

Mark's Ball Bearing

Cleaner.

By the use of this little de-
vice the cleaning of the Ball
bearings is perfectly easy and
safe, with no loss, as it is not

31 necessary to handle them.
£ Send for one at once, and you
u will say it is just as indespen-
I sable as a wrench or oil can.

Full nickel, neatly, packed,
wi'h full directions, and sent
post-paid, on receipt of 75c.
All oruers addressed to the
Inventor.

C. F. MARK, Flint, Mich.

The Killings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.'
U. S. A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's
Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when
clo<;*-ri. ,-jt :i r.i i tvorably known on two continents

Drop forged ol bar steel and finished in a thorough
manner ana case hardened. Small in size but giants
in strength, warranted a first-class tool in every
respect.
For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL& SABERS
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, - - MASS.

Speakinq about Feet.
EVERYBODY HAS FEET, MORE OR

LESS, and they would not slip off the

pedals if you had the

RANKIN PAT. TOE CLIP

on them.
AGENTS WANTKD in every City or town in (he

United States. Write for terms, etc. Mention this
paper, please.

RANKIN & BRUCE, (-/SSSffiSt
Box 103, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mail ordt-rs, (postage paid), will receive prompt
attention. Per Pair, 50 cent*.

Infringers pros-ecuted.
References.—M . McDaniels, Wilmington, Del.;

C. E. Monroe. San Francis o, Cal.; E. J. Douvhct,
Cleveland, Ohio; W. Van Wagoner, Newport, R. I.

;

F. Brigham, No. Attle oro', Mass.
Ease up on sending stamps; postal notes preferred
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INGER CYCLES
MADE FOR ROAD USE.

bight Sunning and Durable

BUY THE
SINGER & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., BOSTON, MASS.

Better Than Racing Records.
A L B E E T BRERS

Has been awarded the Adams' Medal for greatest number of miles in one month's

riding of 1889,

1852 MILES IN OCTOBER.

MAIL.

U^£=- He has ridden 8368 miles for the season, Riding a NEW MAIL SAFETY.
Mr. Beers' record for past two years' riding is 14,256 miles on the NEW
Mr. Murphy made his 12890 miles on a NEW MAIL Ordinary for two years'

riding. .

A TESTIMONIAL.
BOSTON. Dec. 17th, 1889.

MESSRS. WM. READ & SONS:
Dear Sirs—Having ridden nearly all the high-grade wheels of the day, it is my candid opinion

that the New Mail Safety is the most powerful, and at the same time, the easiest-running safety

made. Have given the wheel the hardest kind of usage on the New England roads, and they at

their best are poor. Any cyclist who wants a safety that will "stand the racket," should first

look at the New Mail. Should this letter be of use to you, well, use it.

Yours truly, ALBERT M. BEERS.
P. S. Record last year, 6888, ordinary. Record this year, to date, 8368, safety: 14,456 miles.

I think this is as large a record for two years as I have seen.—A. M. BEERS.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.
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excellent highways, while others do not deserve the name. If

local wheelmen would attend town meetings, preach the gospel of

good roads, and work for larger appropriations, more and^better

results would follow. Statutes will not make good roads.

We would like to see the question tested from a wheelman's point

of view, whether a road was safe and convenient within the mean-
ing of the law. Pick out a road that is so bad that a wheelman can

by the exercise of the utmost skill ride on it, but which is in such

poor condition that no man would call it a convenient road ; then

with plenty of witnesses to make out the case, obtain an indiiftment

against the delinquent town. We do not believe in wheelmen
making themselves obnoxious, but we do believe that a fine in.

flicted upon a town or two, for their neglect of a statutory duty

would have a very wholesome effect.

BOSTON, 27 DECEMBER, i88g.

OUR good friend Wheeling looks forward to the early applica-

tion of apparatus for the electrical propulsion of cycles. We
know that many inventors are at work upon devices to accomplish

this desirable result. Moreover, we are informed that a company
has \ een 1 rganized for the purpose, among others, of adopting a

storage battery to tricycles and other vehicles. No artificial pro-

pulsion can ever take the place of the rider himself, in keeping

wheeling to the fore as a sport and pastime, but the introduction of

a p actical road vehicle propelled by electricity will do more to

bring about road improvement than anything else. The success of

any vehicle moved by the traction of its wheels must depend upon
the surface of its track. Let the public once be able to obtain a

self-propelling vehicle, and there will be no trouble about high-

ways.

In fact to-day it is not that legislation is not favorable to good
road building, it is the lack of a general public demand for some-
thing better. In the "State of Massachusetts each city and town is

bound by law to keep its roads in a 6afe and convenient condition

at all seasons of the year. But what is safe and convenient must
largely depend upon the feeling of the public upon the matter. As
a Massachusetts Judge has said, what is safe and convenient in a

country town would not be in a large and populous city. We may
legislate as much as we please, but it is only by educating the pub-

lic to a desire for good roads that we will succeed in obtaining

them. Under the same laws in this State, some towns have most

' I "'HE decision of Judge Fouke of a county Circuit Court of
-*- Illinois, though not the decision of a court of last resort,

settles once for all in the State of Illinois the rights of wheelmen.

Judge Fouke very properly followed the best precedents and

especially the case of Taylor and Goonwin, the leading English

authority. It is well that the League has defended this case with

vigor, as an adverse decision even of one of the lower courts might

do almost irreparable harm. We have reported the case at length,

as we deem it an important one.

THE following clipping from a Colorado Springs paper will

furnish food for those who have criticised us for condemming

sidewalk riding

:

"It cost a young man $9.35, yesterday, for riding his bicycle on
the Nevada avenue sidewalk. It has been quite the custom for

young men with bicycles to use the walks on that street at night.

Monday night Officer Wood get behind a tree out of sight and
when this particular young man came along he threw his long arms
affectionately about him and stopped the whole proceeding."

THE EUROPEAN TOUK FOR i8qo.

We would call the attention of those of our readers who con-

template doing Europe on the wheel next summer, to the Elwetl

Tour, personally conducted, advertised in our columns, whose
route includes France, Switzerland, Germany, (the Black Forest

and the Rhine) Belgium and London. Cycling over Europe has

become one of the favorite ways of "doing" the Old World, and
the Elwell Tours correspond to the personally-conducted tours of

Cook and Gage, or the Raymond tours of this country, differing

only in the mode of travel. Mr. Elwell has probably conducted

more extended touring parties than any other wheelman, and his

partner, Mr. H. S. Higgins, is a gentleman of great executive

ability. They have had experience in European touring, and have
carefully selected a route that embraces some of the finest roads

and grandest scenes of the countries named above. The party is

limited to thirty. The advantages of joining this party by those

who visit Europe for the first time are many. All responsibility is

assumed by the management, who provide guides in and out of the

large cities, pay all custom house deposits, and look after the

thousand and one details of travel that are constantly coming up.

To the business man who wishes a vacation a-wheel, relieved ol*

its attendant responsibilities or to parents who wish to send their

sons abroad on such a trip, and be assured of their being well

cared for, this is the party lo join. Send at once for catalogue.

ROAD TMPRO VEMENT.

The Committee on Rights and Privileges are hard at work on
road legislation. Mr. Geo. A. P. rkins. of Massachusetts, has been

closeted with Mr. C. F. Cossum, of Poughkeepsie, at the latter

place, and a road bill has been drawn up which will be presented to

the New York Legislature in due time. Messrs. Perkins- and

Co'sum will visit Ohio. Virginia and Maryland, to consult with

the League officers in these States with a view to setting on foot

some action looking to the introduction of road bills.
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" TONET."

Early in 1879, when cycling was in its

Dn(.T/UI v/itec infancy, a call was issued for a meeting of
ail those wheelmen interested in the for-

mation of a club, to be known as the
Massachusetts Bicycle Club, of Boston.
Some eleven gentlemen answered the call,

and on the 8ht of March in the same year, the club was formally
organized and officers elected. Its membership slowly but surely
increased until some two years ago, when the club received a great
impetus by the success of the mid-winter carnival, which was given
in Mechanics' Building under the auspices of the club. After that
the membership reached the high water mark of about 500. The
club erected and fitted out the finest club house in the country, but
owing to the small amount of interest manifested by its members
the club house had to be abandoned about a year ago, and now in-

stead of holding monthly meetings in their own club rooms the
gentlemen of the Massachusetts Club meet about once a year at

Young's Hotel; but it is not with the history of this great club
that this article has to deal with, but rather with the history and
doings of its ever efficient Captain, Mr. Alonzo D. Peck, Jr.

Mr. Peck was born in Boston May 17, 1858, and received his
early education in the public schools of this city. He commenced
to take an active interest in cycling in 1883, when he joined the
old Boston Ramblers Bicycle Club, and since then has been prom-
inently brought before the wheelmen of the country by the success
of the many things he has managed. In the following year he was
admitted to membership in the Boston and Nonantum Bicycle
Clubs. Besides being a member of those organizations Captain
Peck is a member of the South Boston Yacht Club, and one of the
governors of the Boston Athletic Club. He was one of the Big
Four Tourists that took a trip a-wheel through Canada some few
years ago, and in 1887 he rode to New York, Philadelphia, Balti-

more, Washington, Luray Caverns, Va., and return. He was the
projector of the above-mentioned cycling carnival, the lantern pa-
rade that occurred in Boston in 1887, and the ever-enjoyable hare
and hound chase on machines. In times past Capt. Peck has held
and filled the following offices, besides acting as an official at most
of the racing events that have occurred in New England : First
Lieutenant Boston Ramblers and Massachusetts Clubs; Captain
Corey Hill Snowshoe Club; Vice President of the Corey Hill To-
boggan Club; First Lieutenant Boston Division Big Four Tour-
ists ; a member of the Executive Committee of the Boston Ath-
letic Club, and Boston Consul for the L. A. W. and C T. C. It

was he that first proposed and managed the Boston Athletic road
races over which so much interest was manifested during the
fall, and which culminated in a grand victory for Anthony
of the Dorchester Club. At the present time Captain Peck
occupies the position of head bookkeeper for the firm of A. D.
Peck & Co. It is to be hoped that Captain Peck will continue to

carry on his good work in the ranks of cycling.

By the way, why would not the holding of another such a cy-
cling carnival as that held in 1885 prove a great boom to wheeling
in this State. Such men as Vice Consul Robinson, Captain Rob-
inson and Captain Kendall ought to make one a brilliant success.

The simple yet expressive sign "To Let" is displayed in the
windows of the Cambridge Bicycle Club house on North avenue,
Cambridge. This partly explains the authenticity of the statement
that the Cambridge Club has gone out of existence. I have it on
good authority that the riding members of this once famous organi-
zation propose to perfect another organization of wheelmen in the
"learned city," and profiting by their past experience, will not
commence life with a large club house, which luxury will neces-
sarily bring about additional expenses, and no wheelman likes to

pay an extra assessment in order to properly support a club house.

The fa(5t that the Massachusetts Division 6tands second in

numerical strength in the national body ought to be hailed with
delight by its members. Come, boys, be up and doing, and place

the Old Bay State ahead of all its competitors.

In reply to my circular, Capt. Nat Rogers sends me a truly char-

acteristic letter, of which the following is a copy :

Dear Bi. World—I am afraid that my biography or the club's
history would not be very intertaining, so "Toney" must get along
with what he hears about us. Yours very truly,

Nat G. Rogers, Captain Wakefield Bi. Club.
I think that is wrong for Mr. Rogers to think that the wheelmen

of the State and especially those uf his own town would not take
any interest in reading the history of their club and that of their

Captain, and I promise him that I will publish whatever informa-
tion he may forward to me.

NEW YORK.
Having conquered all things terrestial.

cycling seeking new fields of -victory,

seems to have gone into celestial surround-

'HA WfCSHA W" 'n^s to secure them. I arrive at this con-
clusion from a column article, forwarded
me by a Wet-tern correspondent, in which

is set forth the exploits of " 'Bicycle Jim,' the Brigadier," who, as a
wearer of the uniform of the Salvation Army, is carrying convic-
tion to the hearts of many of his hearers. The article does not
state how James came to abbreviate his name and prefix it with
Bicycle, so that I am not exactly clear as to the connection between
the bicycle and his missionary work.

It is a nice thing to be a swell doctor, for when you are money is

made both easily and rapidly. A friend of mine, finding himself
attacked with insomnia, wtnt to one of our mobt noted nervous
specialists for a remedy, and what do you think that doctor very
sensibly advised him to do? Why, to get a bicycle and ride it every
morning of his life. This advice cost the inquiring insomniaist just

$10, and theie isn't a wheelman in all America who couldn't have
given him the same advice for nothing. It is a high com-
pliment, though, when so able a man as the above prescribes cy-
cling as a remedy for one of the most dreaded afflictions of modern
days, and the best of all is that any individual who can be induced
to enjoy the pleasures of health and wheeling for so trifling a sum
as $10 is most- certainly getting full value for every cent of his

money.

Louis R. Harrison, who in days gone by, both as the editor of
the Bicycling World and as a writer in its columns, over the
signature of "Madeline," wa6 a prominent figure in American
wheeling, has settled down here in New Yo'k, and has surrounded
himself with one of the brightest circles of Bohemians in Gotham.
Harrison has become one of the leading spirits in the Fellowcraft
Club, an organization to which only artists and literary men are
admitted, and it seems that his apprenticeship in the old Boston
Bicycle Club sands him in good, as he keeps well to the fore in an
organization where the pace is 6et to kill.

There are no less than a dozen prominent athletes in and around
this city who are suffering from severe illnesses, or convalescing from
attacks of same. In most every instance the disease is of the nature
of typhoid fever, a fact that should not fail to be noted by racing
men. T aining in moderation, and to a certain point, is a physical
benefit to a man, but carried to excess, or continued for too great a
length of time, it becomes a positive injury. Doctors have de-

clared in the cases of the above athletes, that their illness is the

direct result of long- continued training, and wheelmen who race
should not fail to heed the lesson thus put before them. A man in

training is like a delicate musical instrument, with his nerves and
physical powers keyed up to a concert pitch, to maintain which,
without an intervening period of relaxation and rest, means certain

and sure disaster to all who are unwise enough to attempt it. Race
if you must, but after a few months of it, and the attendant train-

ing, let up on yourself and no bad results will follow, and jou will

find when the next season's racing comes round that you will ride

stronger and get into shape quicker and easier than a man who has
spent the winter grinding away on a home-trainer, depriving him-
self of every pleasure, with the mistaken idea that by doing so he
is improving his chance of riding in winning form later on. The
trainers of race horses or of prize fighters, or of any other branch
of professional sport, have long since become convinced of the

danger and uselessness of endeavoring to keep their charges always
in training, and in consequence we see the race horse which is made
fit for a race kept there only- for a limited time, and then turned
out to rest and recuperate. The prize fighter trains only till his

battle occurs, and then ceases, and so all through the athletic world
where men or animals are intelligently handled is the lesson of
continual training shown to be a danger to those who adopt it, a

fact that racing men should most firmly impress upon themselves if

they would receive benefit, not injury, from racing.

I don't know whether it is because the American climate has
changed so greatly during the past ten jears, or whether it is that
the riders of late years and their mounts have improved so over
those of a decade ago, but for whatever reason it is cycling has
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ceased to be regarded as purely a summer sport, and to day is un-

doubtedly the greatest all year round, out-door pastime in existence.

We used to think that with the first fall of snow the season of cy-

cling was over, and machines were oiled and put away for the win-

ter, to so remain until the last snow had melted and gone, but now
it is all changed. No one but a "jay" ever thinks of storing his

wheel away, and with the exception of when the roads are made
unrideable by rain or snow, cycling goes merrily on. There is to

me, in fact, an added zest to a sharp run o er frozen roads, where
the bite in the frosty air acts as a tonic and incentive to the pro-

pulsion of the wheel that has a charm not less potent than that of

the summer day with its dusty roads and thirst producing heat.

Many of our Southern brethren of the wheel never see this side of

wheeling, and are wont to pity us our colder climate with its visions

of snow and ice, while we who live in it are really blessed, not

cursed, by the varying phases of wheeling we are enabled to enjoy,

though possessing both extremes of temperature.

Among the "old timers," the news that one of our already small

nuiibers has been stricken down with death or disease, always acts

as a decided dampener upon our spirits, so when we read in the

columns of your last issue, that Ned Oliver was down upon a sick

bed, our sympathies and best wishes for his recovery went out to

him. We haven't many "Veraxes," and even if we had we don't

want to lose this one, and I hope that when these words meet the

eye of Ned Oliver that he may be well enough to laugh over the

far that caused his old friend to pen them.

Mr. George Semple, a favorite and energetic member of the

New York Club, will in future make his home in Denver, and to

all wheelmen there I commend him to their good graces, as one in

every way worthy of them.

ST. LOUIS.

LINNEUS:

As I predicted in my last two letters, the

tire ordinance, which was hailed with so
much joy. by our cyclists, has through the
influence (and presumably "boodle") of our
carriage and wagon workers been amended
so that it is a practical dead letter. The

original draft of the ordinance had the number of animals drawing
a vehicle as the criterion of the width of the tire, but at the meeting
of the City Council last Wednesday, this was changed and the size

of the axle is to be the foundation upon which the width of the tire

i> to be computed. It is needless to say that the police will not get

down on their hands and knees to measure axles, in order to see

who is evading the ordinance, and as a consequence the old order

of things will remain with us. In anticipation of the strict enforce-

ment of 'he ordinance, a number of our prominent business houses
had the tires of their vehicles changed to the standard width, and
they, seeing that the law is practically a dead letter, are now very

much put out about it. Considerable feeling is exhibited, and it

remains to be seen what will be the outcome of this municipal
muddle.

The weather has been superb for wheeling the past few weeks,

and the roads, rock as well as dirt, were never in a better condition.

As a consequence a good many wheelmen who have put away their

hikes in their annual covering of vaseline are to be pitied, as they
are losing some of the finest riding of the season. Last Sunday
was particularly fine, and the Cycling Club, to the number of
twelve, headed by Captain Sanders, rode to Ballwin, where they
arrived in time for one of mine host Busch's famous lunc es, and
after dinner the entire party started for Undertaker and Son-of-a-

Gun Hills. The former has never been climbed, but Vice Consul
Jordan succeeded in putting the high-water mark several notches
higher. Son of-a-Gun was found in good condition, and was
climbed by seven men.

G. Frohman has made the Division officers an offer to furnish
maps of the riding districts of the larger cities for the new road
book, free of charge, and it is needless to say that it was thank'ully
accepted. The cities selected will be St. Louis, Kansas City, St.

Joe, and possibly Joplin, Columbia and Hannibal. The maps will

greatly enhance the value of the book in every way, and give
6trangers a much-needed reference to pick their way through the
intricate system of roads of the cities named.

A few evenings ago a party of cyclists were discussing the for-

mation of a large League club in this city, and all seemed favorably
inclined to the scheme except League Treasurer Brewster, who
stated that he could not see what benefit would result to any club
taking such action. Coming from such a source, the argument is

well worthy of attention, and at the coming meeting of the Nation;. 1

Assembly I should very much like to see the matter more fully dis-

cussed. It is my opinion that, the Representative irom a League
club should have a voice in the National Board of Officers, as well
as in the Division Board, and other concessions should be granted

so as to induce many of ihe large clubs to become League clubs.

If the majo! ity of the clubs take such action it is safe to say that the

percentage f non-renewals, which has always greatly retarded the

growth of the League, will be much reduced.

The proprietor of the Ballwin hotel will probably again make
his usual offer of presenting a bottle of wins and a fine dinner to

the first cyclist who arrives at his hostelry on New Year's Day, and
already competition waxes warm over the affair. The race this

3 ear, as such it will surely be, will be run under certain restric-

tions, and one of them is that no cyclist, who intends to compete
for the prize, will be allowed to start before 10.50 P. M December
31. This is found necessary so as to obviate the annoyance many
a square competitor had to endure by finding that upon his arrival

a number of cyclists, who had gotten ahead of him by starting
early and hiding in the village until midnight, and then making a

break for the hotel. Among those who will surely start are
Pomarede, Tivy and the Hardings.

Twenty-two members of the

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. Rambling Wheelmeii covered over
one thousand miles the past season.

mmcTjiirn Seven covered over two thousand,"NOSTAIV. . ,. , c ... '

one or two ran as high as four thou-
sand miles. Each one of these is

entitled to a medal.

Andrew J. Steiger, a local wheelman, met with a severe acci-

dent while returning home from Fairfield the other evening. He
was riding slowly and did not notice two rapidly moving teams ap-
proaching him. The drivers were racing, and before Mr. Steiger
could get out of the way they were upon him. His machine was
literally reduced to atoms, but the rider was thrown clear of either

team and escaped with bruises. Neither driver stopped after the
accident. If Mr. Steiger ascertains who they are he will prosecute
them.

A jolly good time and lots of it, is the best way to characterize
the first club "smoker" of the Rambling Wheelmen held in their

rooms, last Wednesday. The efforts of the Social Committee met
with great success, and there was a large attendance. Musical
selections by the Imperial Quartette and individual members of the
club were rendered in an acceptable manner. The banjo club was
also heard to good advantage. The Social Committee are now busy-

making arrangements to keep open house on New Year's Day, and
invite all wheelmen.

The people of Trenton were

NEW JERSEY NOTES. £
eate

,

d ^a grand concert on
J luesday, December 10th, which
" NTTWAM" was S'ven by the New York Phil-

harmonic Club under the au-pices
of several of the leading members

of the Trenton Wheelmen. On this occasion they were greeted by-

one of the largest and best audiences ever gathered in the Opera
House. Although the Trenton Wheelmen as a club took no re-

sponsibility in the management of this enjoyable affair, its managers
were all members of the club, and they have handed the proceeds,
amounting to about $150, to the club Treasurer.

The Mercer County Wheelmen is the name of a new club re-

cently organized in Trenton. They have a membership of about
forty, nearly all of whom are active riders, and a club house on
South Warren street.

In appointing Mr. Geo. C. Pennell on the Membership Com-
mittee, L. A. W. , President Luscomb has made a. very wise selec-

tion. Mr. Pennell is the efficient President of the Elizabeth Wheel-
men and also Secretary-Treasurer of this Division, and is very well
fitted for the office to which he has just been appointed.

Dr. Fred A. Kinch, Jr., President and Captain of the Union
County Wheelmen of Westfield, is looking forward to a great re-

vival of interest in wheeling next spring; he reports the county
road as progressing finely. This club has recently been the re-

cipients of "World's Records," published by Gormully & Jeffery ; a
very fine work of art, which is greatly appreciated by the members.
At a special meeting of the Plainfield Bicycle Club, held on

Thursday evening, December 19, it was unanimously decided to

erect a gymnasium on the lot in the rear of the club house, the
building to be about forty-five by forty-seven feet, and to cost about
$2000; work will be begun about January firs*, and it is expected
that everything will be completed early in March. Mr. Aug. L.
C. Marsh (more familiarly known as "Gussie"), a member of the
club and a rising young architect who had charge of the building
of the club house, has kindly offered his services once more, and he
will superintend the work. It is the intention of the members to
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hold a Mammoth Fair in the gymnasium building on Washington's
Birthday, Feb., 22d, 1890.

CHICAGO.

A correspondent of the Referee
seems to think that my items are any-

thing but facts, and here I have been

,lT„c CTpnr r e v >> congratulating myself all along that
1 PIE Z>1KVL1.*K.

whatever fault m igh t be found with my
weakly (no joke) budget of news, its

truthfulness could not be questioned. He of the unpronounceable
name accuses me of not being at the Illinois club house for more
than a year, when hardly a week passes but what I am there. He
also says that from the finish he saw Myers fall in the interclub

road race. What eyesight he must have to see over or through
half a thousand of spectators and through the dust also. I was At

the finish line, and I acknowledge I was unable to see any where
near the distance he claims to have been able to. He also says

Myers was ahead of Winship when he fell, and still with all due
respect to the gentleman the fact; is Winship was ahead of Myers
when Bert fell. He also says that the Illinois Club is not at all

excited over its coming election of officers, and yet another corre-

spondent in the same paper says affairs are decidedly mixed at

present, to say the least. And one has only to stroll into the

Illinois' cozy quarters to be almost immediately sounded as to

who he will vote tor, if he be a voter. He says that I live in a

suburban home, and there he has me, or thinks he has. Oh,
"Utprosim," when that down on your upper lip has increased to

a respectable growth, you may not then be as positive in your
statements, but in spite of that they may be more truthful.

I understand that Roe and Barrett had quite a lively time last

week on the North Side, all owing to their trying to secure a few
shekels for their trip by wheel (?), during which it developed that

several hundred dollars had been forwarded to them in care of that

festive newspaper correspondent, who had failed to turn over the

same, aside from a few quarters and halves at odd intervals during
the trip, and the boys are now looking for him to explain.

The Chicagos nominated Randall for the Presidency for the en-
suing year, and much to my surprise he accepted the same. " With
a membership of over two hundred, and their experience of the
past year to profit by, it seems a pity that they could not put up
and elect a real live man for the place.

Barrett and Van Sicklen are making the fight for the Captaincy,
and if the Kenwoods are admitted Lumsden will also enter the race.

Also there will be an interesting fight over the Treasurership.

Munger is no longer a member of the Illinois Birdie did not
have the nerve to attend that meeting, although he promised to be
there, and so he was promptly dropped from the membership roll.

"Hie jacet."

I received a letter from one of the editors of that r ew paper,
about to fill a long-felt want in cycling circles, The Bearings, ask-
ing me to contribute to the same. I am sorry, gentlemen, but my
contract with the Bi. World p-events me from entering into nego-
tiations with you. I forgot to mention that Messrs. Van Sicklen
and Barrett are the editors and proprietors, and that the first

issue will appear February 6th, and will doubtless contain the songs
of seven.

than ever before. The other two are Mr. Will McCune, formerly of
the Springfield Bicycle Co., who is well known to all readers of
wheel papers and his friend Mr. Jackson ; these two gentlemen have
came here to go Into business, and have alreadyannounced their in-

tention of becoming members of our club.

For the first time since the organization

PEORIA ILL °^ l 'le Peor 'a Bicycle Club there is a political
' ' ' wrangle, and yet I presume that every large

li CTCLOPS " or well known club in the country has ex-
perienced the same sort of "littleness" on
the part of some of their members that the

Peoria Bi. Club is called upon to set down on at the coming election.
There are always more or less members of any organization of this
kind that as long as the club is struggling along in a sort of a weak,
halfhearted way, will sit back and allow some one else to do all the
work, take all of the responsibility, and shoulder all the blame if

there be any. But as soon as the club gets fairly and squarely on
its feet with good rooms all finely furnished, money out at interest,
a good reputation all over the country as a live, wide-awake, go-
ahead business organization, these heretofore do-littles come to the
front and seek to be elected to positions of honor so that they mav
lead in all the glories and triumphs that the hard work and brains
of others have attained

Three new wheelmen arrived in the city last Saturdav and an-
nounced their intention of taking up their abode permanently
amongst us, one of them being the Rev. Mr. Odell, formerly Presi-
dent of the Aurora Bicycle Club. Rev. Mr. Odell comes to Peoria to
take charge of the First Baptist Church and it is needless to say
that more wheelmen will attend the Baptist church in the future

BUFFALO.
The wheeling season of 1889 in

Buffalo has been the longest for this

section in the history of the bicycle.

"IV O TOFTEN" From March to the present tirre the
boys have been hard at it, rolling up
mileage, and it is safe to say that at

least ten of the members of different clubs can show a record of
over 4000 miles. The first athletic exhibition of the Buffalo Bicycle
Club was an enjoyable and successful affair, and emboldened by
this experience, another exhibition of the club s athletes will be
given Saturday evening. Di Lewis is the champion wrestler of the

club, and we would hint to Mr. Muldoon that he had better look to

his laurels, as the Buffalo Club has the coming champion wrestler

of the world. The Ramblers intend to add a gymnasium to their

club rooms, and with that addition this popular club wi 1 enjoy a
greater "boom" than ever. Almost every evening their rooms are
thronged with members, and the billiard and pool balls click merrily
until late in the evening.

Now that the Buffalo boys have beaten two of Rochester's crack
riders, in the tandem bicycle race, they have thrown off the sack
cloth and the other emblems of mourning they donned after the 75-
mile race from Buffalo to Rochester, and feel thems< Ives again.
As it seems to be the custom for every city and "town to have a
Business Men's Association to convince the balance of the country
that they' ought to settle within their corporation, it would be the

proper thing for the wheelmen of Buffalo to form such an associa-

tion, and inform the wheelmen of the world of the fact that they
ought to live here- Just think of the inducements we could offer :

Eighty miles ol asphalt, hundreds of pretty girls, a large proportion
of them living on streets that could be reached by an asphalt route,
and numerous other advantages.

I shall be much surprised if at the meeting

JiAI TIMORF °f tne National Assembly there is not some
very emphatic talk about a change in that part

"ARCTIC ¥J? " of the Constitution which refers to the election
' * ' of officers of that body. Just now this is one

of the most engrossing subjects upon which
the workers hereabout are lavishing their best thinking powers. Of
course I realize that the members of this Division, or of any other
single one for that matter, might think on this subject till the pigs
begin to fly, without appreciable effect. The gentlemen who framed
the Constitution had, I judge, unlimited faith that it would forever
be the best under which the League could live. They certainly
took the precaution of so hedging it round that (as I read Article

VII.) it is as nearly as may be impossible to change it. Those who
attended the business meeting in this city on June 18, '88 (and though
I was in attendance throughout the session, I did not see very many,
spite of the 1052 votes cast) will remember that the present Consti-
tution was there adopted as a whole. Had it been passed upon by
sections I cannot think that Article VII. would have been adopted
in its present shape. No one realizes more clearly than I how in-

advisable it is to tinker with the Constitution of any organization.
There may come a time in any of them, however, when a change is

imperative. Such a time, I believe, has now come in the League.

There is among the members of this Division a vast deal of dis-

satifaction with the present method of electing officers. The belief

is fast gaining ground that the Division Representatives in the
National Assembly do not, as a rule, represent the sentiment of the
members of their several Divisions; and yet more common is the
conviction that the gentlemen who attend the annual meeting armed
with a multitude of proxies, do not always cast their votes for the
candidates whom the rank and file would like to see elected. I do
not mean to question the elections of the past any more than I

would that of President Harrison, whose legal election i6 undoubted,
although he did not receive a majority of the votes of the people.
What I do very seriously question is the wisdom of permitting dele-

gates, who are empowered to send proxies, to elect our National
officers. There is not a doubt in my mind that the voting should
be done by the individual members of the League, by ballots cast
with, say, the Secretary-Treasurer of each Division. I have said
that the sentiment is strong here in favor of some such change. I

am informed on good authority that it is equally strong in several
other Divisions. If this is true it would be wise, if the present
rulers of the League desire its perpetuation, for them to consent to

a change in the Constitution at once. True, such a change might
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PAT.—"Jist listen to this, Mary Ann. Here's a letther frum Tim in

Ameriky, and he says he's workin' fer a Boysikle Mon, an ridin' an Agle."

MARY ANN.—"Phat strong birds thare bees in Ameriky. JSure Tim
is a sthout by."
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THE - VEflDIGT - OF - 1889

IS

TIKC^T

SWIFT SAFETY. LADY'S SWIFT SAFETY.

THEY ARE CORRECTLY NAMED.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Limited,

BOSTON.
Would you like to know something about our Wheels for 1890? If so.

send for our Catalogue. It is, perhaps, as welcome a New

Year's greeting as we can extend. Here they are:

SAFETIES.
THE AMERICAN RAMBLER, THE AMERICAN LIGHT RAMBLER,

THE AMERICAN IDEAL RAMBLER, (With tangent spokes and hollow rims.)

BICYCLES.
THE AMERICAN CHAMPION, THE AMERICAN LIGHT CHAMPION,

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE, THE AMERICAN IDEAL.

TRICYCLES.
THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE, THE AMERICAN IDEAL.

TANDEM TRICYCLES.
THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE, THE AMERICAN IDEAL.

A ]F»OSTArv CARD \XTIT*T^ DO.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO., Chicago and Boston.

Boston Store, 178 COLUMBUS AVE.; and also, "SOLE NEW ENGLAND AGENTS
for the CELEBRATED MERRITT TYPE WRITER."
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-curtail their power, but if it is persistently denied I am sure that

that power will be altogether blotted out by the final breaking up of

the JLeague, and in this belief I am joined by some of our most
earnest thinkers.

The Chesapeake Wheelmen, one of the youngest, but one of the

most energetic wheel clubs of this city has acquired in Henry Dietz,

what promises to develop into a phenomenal hill climber. Some
weeks ago he smashed the record on the hard hill west of Prospect

Hill in Druid Hill Park, by climbing it with ease ten times in suc-

cession, and quite recently he did the same for what is probably the

hardest hill hereabouts. It is known as Windy Gales, and was
bucked against by a number of visitors during the meet of 1888, a

few of whom succeeded in climbing it. It is something like 1600

feet long, has a heart-rending surface of shifting sand and gravel

and grows steeper and steeper as the top is neared. The best record

I know of is two trips without a dismount. Dietz made three, and
says he would have done better but that he had to hurry home to

dinner.

The wearing down of the rubber

nnnirsmsM re ,r/iTDc on one pedal of Mr. Petrie's wheelPORKOPOLIS NOTES. whHe ^ Qn the Qther wag but

"STAf?" slightly worn, recalls the experi-
siak. ence of one of the members of the

C. B. C. In pushing, down on
his right pedal his heel would swing outward and the consequent
rotation of the sole of his shoe on the rubber wore it off. It was
not due to the softness of the rubber, for when he changed the

pedals putting the unworn one on the right side it also soon showed
signs of wear.

On the evening of December 14th the C. B. C. had a theatre

party. It was not gotten up for the benefit of Pauline Hall, Buffalo

Bill, nor any other operatic star, but was in honor of our talented

fellow member, Will Marqua, who officiated as end man in an
amateur minstrel show for the benefit of a charity.

There is a certain town in the United States that lie? half in one
State and half in another. Now suppose there should be a League
club of just twenty members formed in that locality, half of them
living in one State and half in the other, would the club be entitled

to a representative, and if to in which State would he serve?

With Taylor married, Benckenstein engaged. Buckles building a

house, and Allen sprucing up of late, the C. B. C. seems to be
threatened with an epidemic.

XRWS
The Buffalo Courier of December 24th

contains a lengthy article upon the state

of the roads improvement question in the

j Arn rniMMRMT State of New York. It says that the New/USV ^ummw 1
. York State Roads Improvement Associa-

tion, with a membership of over 20,000,

complains that the L. A. W. will not accord its support. It even
charges the League with being antagonistic to its work. Mr.
Bull, in an interview with a .Courier representative, defends the
association, and says : "The State Division and every officer of the
Division will aid the roads improvement movement in every possi-
ble way, and we shall ask for and expect to receive the candid and
earnest support of the national organization. We have no fight

with the L. A. W., but we do object to this Conference (!ike the
three tailors of Tooley street, 'we, the people of England,') 'we the
L. A. W.,' reading this Division out of the national body, as per
Mr. Prial's semi-official report." We Sincerely trust that no local

«r personal differences will interfere with, the successful promotion
of roads improvement. It is the duty of the League to lend its aid
to any association in an honest endeavor to promote the movement
which is gaining strength day by day.

Richard Webb, the Holyoke cyclist who disappeared so myste-
riously some months ago, has been seen in Troy, N. Y. No cause
is given for his sudden and secret departure. The Holyoke Tran-
script has been hunting up Webb's female acquaintances, but assures
its readers that ''there is no woman in the case."

The Toledo Cycling Club will "stag" it on New Year's eve.

The Manhattans a'e talking "new club house."

PFrom the racing path to the cycle business is but a step, and a
most common one. The latest additions to the trade are William
Shumacher and John Shoefer, of the Berkeley Athletic Club, who
intend opening a place in Brooklyn, N. Y.

It must be clear to any man with the most ordinary business in-
stincts that good road6 mean thrift, liberality and wealth. They
mean good farms and good value to real estate. They mean that
the farmer enjoying their use will save time going over them, will

save wear and tear, not only on his wagons, but on his teams, will

be a richer man on account of them.

Connecticut wheelmen have formed a polo league, and intend
to keep in good form during the winter months.

We believe it is a fact that Charles Overman belongs to the
Columbia Bicycle Club, of Washington, D. C. Who'd a thought it?

A Florida exchange says : "Give us good wagon roads first and
railroads afterwards. The wagon road is a necessity, the railroad a

luxury."

J. W. Schoefer, who was suspended for four months by the
Brooklyn Bicycle Club, for racing under the colors of the Berkeley-

Athletic Club, has been re-instated to all rights and privileges in

the B. B. C, as he has resigned from the B. A. C.

Two wanderers have returned to America. Charles Richards
Dodge, who has been at Paris, is now in Washington; and W. E.
Hicks, formerly of St. Louis, who has been wheeling abroad, is in

New York.
A number of New York city cyclists will go out for the bottle of

wine annually offered by a hotel proprietor in Tarrytown for the
first person to reach his place from Fifty-ninth street on New Year's
Day. The bottle was last year captured by Captain' Nesbitt and W.
E. Findley, of the New York Bicycle Club. The one offered by
the proprietor of the Mansion House, at Roslyn, L. I., will take a
number of Brooklyn riders that way on January 1, W. Marion, K.
C. W. , getting the bottle last year.

This is the right sort of talk. The Denison (Tex.) Herald says :

The roads leading to Denison from the east are the most abominable
highways in the county. This is a broad assertion, but neverthe-
less it is gospel truth. The Gate City Guide makes mention of the
subject: "By way of suggestion the Guide would call the attention
of property owners east of the city to the necessity of a general
meeting or convention with a view of making a well defined and
systematic movement in the matter of securing better roads in that

locality. Beginning at the top of the hill on Main street in Ea6t
Denison, and going one mile east across Papaw hills, a more horrid
road cannot be found in Texas. It will take time, labor and money
to change it, but the change will add fifty per cent to the value of
every acre of land in that community."

The Albany (N. Y.) Wheelmen have decided to hold an indoor
athletic tournament next February, similar to that held last winter.

The report that the Rochester, N. Y. , Bicycle Club is to disband
is refuted.

The reports seem to be unanimous in the report that S. G.
Whittaker will apply for re-instatement in the League.
W. H. Barber has been enthusiastically entertained by the West

End Club of Rochester, N. Y.

We note that the Columbia Bicycle Club, of Attleboro', still

thrives, but we mi6s among its newly elected officers many old
narr es.

On the 12th inst. the San Francisco Bicycle Club held its annual
election for officers to serve for 1890. "For President, Geo. J.
Hobe; Vice President, Len.D. Owens; Captain, F. J. H. Manni- g ;

First Lieutenant, W. G. Lowery ; Second Lieutenant, R. H. Ingham
;

Recording Secretary, S. B. Morse; Financial Secretary, H. Allen
Mathews. On the nth of January, 1S90, at 9.30 P. M., the club
will hold its thirteenth annual banquet, in its club rooms, no
McAlister street. A big time is expected, and all but a few of its

members will be present. .

When the farmers fully realize the advantages of road improve-
ments, they will not be slow in securing them, even though they
may be assessed for the entire cash cost. Even then the improve-
ment would be the most profitable one the farmer could make. A
good road will increase the value of every farm abutting upon it far

beyond the assessment. In addition to this, the farmer can get his

money back every year through the increase in the amount of work
he can perform, since he can do his hauling at times when he can-
not work on his farm.

H. W. Robinson corrects our statement that the "Oolah" did
not receive the organized attention of wheelmen. The Charlestown
Rovers proved a happy exception to the indifference of Boston's
other clubs.

Col. Albert A. Pope evidently believes in profit sharing. He
recognized the efforts of his employees, and marked his apprecia-
tion of Christmastide by distributing among his employees in the
cycle business in Boston the sum of twelve hundred dollars.

The following from the Toledo Bee : "The League of American
Wheelmen will ask for legislation for the improvement of the
common roads. Leagues of American farmers and tradesmen ought
to join the wheelmen and swell the chorus. There is no one item
of so much importance in the development of a country as that of
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Send to WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass., for Catalogue.

good roads, and yet of all measures for the general good it seems
to receive the most reluctant attention."

The Hillside Bicycle Club, of Hillside, Mich., held a most suc-

cessful reception recently. Prideaux and Williams gave a capital

exhibition of fancy riding.

Goodman, the energetic, of Hartford, called on us this week.
His political prognostications were exceedingly entertaining.

"Linneus" suggests that an effort be made to induce the pub-
lishers of "patent insides" to issue a series of road improvement
articles.

The "king maker" of New York wonders why he is the target

for so much hot shot. When a man makes a target of himself he

must expect to get hit.

What is Los Angeles' loss is Boston's gain is tiue in one sense

of the term. Charles .B. Shannon, formerly of Cleveland, O.,

(Forest City Ramblers) but more lately of this city, left for Boston
this morning (Dec. ioth), and will make that city his future home.
He will embark in a wholesale business in conjunction with his

father. Last night a few of his club mates tendered him a farewell

supper, which was served in the dining-room of the club. The
menu was excellent and the service superb. The guests were Messrs.
Arthur E. Little (President), W. S. Wing, Emil Kirschner, E. S.

M. Judson, J. W. A. Off, Harry G. Stuart, L. D. Sale, Sherman
Pease and the honored guest, Mr. Charles B. Shannon. The best

wishes of his legion of friends follow him to his new home. Mr.
Shannon will be a decided acquisition to the wheel world of Boston.
He is an expert wheelman and a quiet, unassuming young gentle-

man, and has a happy faculty of making friends everywhere. He
spent the past summer touring in Europe, as a member of the

Elwell party.

The Daily City Item of New Orleans takes up the cudgels in favor

of better highways, and speaks flatteringly of the active interest

which wheelmen are taking in the general movement.

"Meforno" writes from Topeka that the Topeka Cycling Club
held their first social smoker, at their elegant apartments in the

Ross Block, last Friday evening. A very enjoyable evening was
spent with billiards, pipes and tobacco, music, cider and sand-
wiches, fruit and sociability, and the guests, thirty-five in number,
went away happy, with kindly thoughts for the new club. We have
been organized but a month, but are booming.

Last Sunday, Hill, Mulvane and Cannift" rode to Lawrence,
twenty-nine miles, to try a new tandem, with Mulvane and Canniff
over the wheels. Very good time was made, considering the very
hilly road traveled, being three and one-half hours for the distance.

The boys think that not bad as it was their first tandem ride. A
heavy mist hung low, which gave them the appearance of having
been in a rain storm, as they were plastered with mud.
This most unprecedented wheeling wheather is a boon to we riders.

Fall is still with us, and roads simply elegant, with indications they
will hold so far a Christmas Day run.

Can any one tell what has become of that most genial and suc-
cessful racing man, Colie Bell? He has hosts of friends here, who
would like to know if he still inhabits this sinful world.

WE^are authorized to state that Mr. George. R. Bidwell accepts
the nomination as Second Vice President on the Dunn ticket.

Buffalo expects to have a first-class racing track next year.

The fair of the Hudson County Wheelmen was a great success
financially and socially.

It is said

:

That Piial wishes he hadn't.

That Rich, of Brooklyn, wishes to race Windle.
That Bull, of Buffalo, refuses to run for President.
That the Racing Board will be asked to re-instate Windle.
That Rochester is proud of Kaufman and Barber.

SOCIALITIES.
"The members of that deservedly popular organization, the Long

Island Wheelmen, and their friends crowded the Criterion Theatre,
Brooklyn, last week, to witness the production of Bronson Howard's
one-act comedy "Old Love Letters" and W. S. Gilbert's "Pygmalion
and Galatea," by members of the Gilbert Dramatic Association.
The first-named piece was most acceptably played by Miss Grace

Gayler Clark as Mrs. Florence Brownlee, and Harrie J. Stokum as
the Hon. Edward Warburten. Two humorous recitations by Piof.

J. P. Silvernail, A. M.,were as well received as they were rendered,
and then followed the treat of the evening, "Pygmalion and
Galatea," given by the following amateurs :

Pygmalion, an Athenian sculptor, Harrie J. Stokum; Leucippe,
a soldier, John C. Costello; Chryso6, an art patron, William T.
Harris, Jr. ; Agesimos, Chrysos' slave, J. E. Quinn; Mimos, Pyg-
malion's slave, Edwin Walter; Cynisca, Pygmalion's wife, Alice
Shepard; Daphne, Chrysos' wife, Mamie Sloat; Myrine, Pygma-
lion's sister, Libbie Healey; Galatea, an animated statue, Grace
Gayler Clark.
From start to finish the play was given in a manner that re-

flected credit on the performers, who put their best efforts forth,

with the result that the performance merited the frequent applause
with which it was received. Miss Clark made a most charming
Galatea, while Mr. Stokum's Pygmalion was almost above criti-

cism. The rest of the support. was all that could be desired, the
humorous rendition of the art collector Crysos, by Wm. T. Harris.

Jr., and that of Daphne, his wife, by Mise Mamie Sloat. being
worthy- of special mention."

—

Citizen.

The Linden Club of Maiden, Mass., held a most enjoyable ball

on Christmas Eve. There was a good atttendance, and all who at-

tended spent a delightful evening.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club gave a very successful ladies' recep-
tion last Saturday evening. Music, dancing and readings filled up
a most delightful evening.

The Port Huron (Mich.) Whetlmen had a pleasant party on
Friday of last week.

A SEASONABLE STORY FOR THE CHILDREN.
{BY "STAR.")

One night, just a week before Christmas, as little Gottlieb
Blitzenstrahl lay all alone in his little bed wondering what treasures
Santa Claus had in store for him, and had thought of everything
from a nimble jack which could be bought for a cent, to a pony and
cart without being able to decide on just what he wanted, or rathi r

what he did not want, a window at the foot of his bed was softly-

raised.

Startled by the sound, soft as it was, Gottlieb quickly drew the
bed clothes over his head and lay there for several moments expect-
ing every instant to be seized and carried bodily away by either a
ghost or a burglar.
No such calamity resulting, however, his alarm soon subsided,

and peeping out from under the blankets he saw at the open window
a chubby little fur-clad dwarf pointing toward something in the
yard below.

Reassured by the pleasant smile which lit up his rosy face, and
being somewhat curious to know just what might be outside,

Gottlieb crept out of bed and cautiously approached the window.
He had no sooner caught a glimpse of a sleigh with a team of

reindeer than.he was whisked out of the window by the dwarf, who
after quickly wrapping him up in a robe made of bear skin, and
placing him in one corner of the sleigh, climbed in after him, and
giving his team a signal they were off like a flash.

Noiselessly they flew along, now over the house tops, now pa6t a

church where the people were gathered in worship, now past houses
through the windows of which they could see little children peace-
fully sleeping, now over thelcy bosom of a river, now far up in the
air

L
over a great city, whose many lights] looked like a handful of

diamonds sprinkled over the ground. On, on they flew till a star

appeared in the distance, small at first, but gradually growing larger
till it was no longer a star, but an immense icy palace, lit up by
millions of little wax candles.

As they draw up before this strange building the doors swing
open, and little Gottlieb and his captor alight and enter.

This must surely be heaven, thought little Gottlieb, as he viewed
with astonishment the mountains of ice cream, the pyramids of
delicious cake, the abundance of candy, the apparently unlimited
supply of nuts and fruits, and the endless variety of toys.

For a few moments he stood as one bewildered, and then with
eyes so widely opened that it seemed impossible for them ever to be
closed again, he began in an ecstacy of glee to run from one object
to another, exclaiming "Oh don't I wish I had that! Oh don't I

wish I had this! Oh! Oh! isn't that nice! Oh my! wouldn't I

like to have that!" as his eyes fell now on a fiddle, now on a drum,
a sled, a pair of skates, and a thousand other articles so dear to the

heart of the small and vigorous boy. Thus he ran to and fro till

suddenly he came to a stop before a handsomely nickle plated boy's
safety bicycle. Fiddles, drums and skates were instantly forgotten.
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He had eyes for nothing else. Wasn't it a beauty? Real rubber

tires just like a man's wheel! A real bell that would ring! How
springy the saddle! How shiny the handle-bar and spokes ! And
then the tool bag ! A real wrench and a screw driver ! An oil can

that would not leak ! was there ever anything so wonderful ? Oh
that was just what he wanted !

No part of the machine escaped his scrutiny. He applied the

brake, examined the chain and twirled the pedals; but just as he

squeezed the oil can a jet of its contents struck him in the eyes and

he immediately felt so drowsy that he would have fallen to sleep on

the ground had he not been picked up by the dwarf and again

placed in the sleigh.

On awaking next morning he was greatly surprised to find him-

self in bed. He sprang to the floor and ran to the window, but

neither track nor hoof print were to be seen.

Puzzled in the extreme, he donned his clothes and went to break-

fast. Much to his mother's alarm he left his food untouched. At
school he saw safeties on every page of his books, and even the

figures on the blackboard went through the performance of some

rery queer manoeuvres.
When Saturday came and he went down town to look at the win-

dows of the toy stores, he saw in one of them the exad: counterpart

of that safety, and the more he looked at it the more certain he be-

eame that he was destined to own that very identical machine ; and

oh how impatiently he counted the hours that must'elapse between

that time and Christmas morning.
Never did a boy look forward more eagerly to that morning, never

did time pass so slowly, and neTer was a boy more certain as to what

the day would bring forth.

The night before Christmas at length arrived and, after hanging

up his stocking and placing two chairs beneath it to receive the bi-

cycle, little Gottlieb crawled into bed firmly determined to lie

awake till his presents arrived ; but like a great many other little

boys who had tried the same experiment he was soon fast asleep.

When he awoke he saw that Santa Claus had come and gone
while he slept, for on the chairs in full view were a bag of candy, a

silk handkerchief, a pocket knife with a pearl handle, some oranges

and nuts and a handsomely bound gilt-edged Bible. "Only these

and nothing more!"

CORRESPONDE N C E

.

[ The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter
which in his opinion ts improper.']

feated ones will feel too sore after it is all over to give their loyal

support to the necessary work of the League. We have other men
who have had experience in League affairs, but who have yet not
become hopelessly involved in the present quarrel, and who might
therefore command harmony better than either of the prominent
contestants. Taking them in reverse alphabetical order—not even
to suggest a preference—there are Emery, Brewster, Bull, Atwater,
and last but not least, if we want a "hustler," Burlej' A;yres; any
one ofwhom would make a good President, and might heal all differ-

ences if delegates to the National Assembly will onl3' hold them-
selves free to use their judgment when the time comes; since un-
fortuately they can have no way of discovering the wishes of their

constituents. Yours truly, E.J. Shrivek.
New York, Dec. 21, 1889.

TEArNESSEE FOR J. R. DUNN.

Editor Bicycling World: I wish to say that I will support Mr-
Dunn for President of the L. A. W. at the coming election. I

believe it will be to the interest of the League to make Mr. Dunn
President, and, as I have the interests of our organization at heart,
I think it my duty to vote for the man who will fill the office to the
best advantage. Do not let us consider personal advantages when
we cast our votes at the coming election, but putting aside all petty-

animosities of this sort,ele(5t our officers from among those League
workers who will conscientiously strive for the welfare and upbuild-
ing of the League and the good of its members in all parts of the

* country. Not until we work together for the good of our organiza-
tion, and do away with all of our personal ambitions, will we fully

realize the good to be derived from membership in the League of
American Wheelmen. I sing, with "Marnola" of Louisiana.

"Our votes from the State will be sent
To vote for Dunn for President."

C. C-

MR. BREWSTER EXPLAINS.

Editor Bicycling World: In the current issue of the World vour
correspondent, "Stroller," does me an injustice; unintentional, I

am sure, but none the less an injustice. I received a most cour-

teous invitation from Mr. Randall to attend the banquet to Roe, and
it was my desire, as well as my intention, to be present, but a busi-

ness appointment of a personal character which took me to Chicago,
and which was not affected in any way by "the political status of
Chief Consul Davis," detained me beyond the hour named for the

banquet. I do not flatter myself that I was any more "conspicuous
by my absence" than I would have been by my presence and I only
make this explanation that Mr. Randall may understand that I was
not unappreciative of the courtesy which he showed me on behalf
of his club. Very truly yours, W.M.Brewster.

St. Louis, Dec. 16, i88q.

MR SHRIVER'S ADVICE TO DELEGATES.

Editor Bicycling World : From a purely personal point of view,
the present contest for the League Presidency is not without its

satisfactory features to me; my frequent condemnation of .our del-
egated electoral system being so fully justified by the pulling and
hauling, the recriminations and bad blood aroused ; all of which
would be done away with in a popular election, which would hang
upon the general judgment, not upon the whims or petsonal inter-
est of a few. But, looking at it in a broader light, I cannot but
think that the virulence of this canvass is an unfortunate thing for

the League, and made all the more 60 by those who are pledging
their voces in advance, whether it is for a consideration or out of
sympathy with one side or the other. For myself, I have not
promised my vote for either Mr. Luscomb or Mr. Dunn, and do
not propose to; and one reason is that I am coming to believe that
it may be best in the common interest to hold one's self free hon-
orably to vote for some one who has not been actively concerned in
this personal warfare ; I have nothing whatever against either of
the candidates now in the field; but unless their friends on both
sides cool off a little soon, there is very great danger that the de-

A REPLY TO "NOSTA W."

Editor Bicycling World: In behalf of Mr. Dean of Danielson-
ville, Conn., I wish to reply to "Nostaw's" production of Decem-
ber 20th. I agree with "Nostaw" that the road signs are needed
and that the road book does not fully supply the deficiency. Yet
I would remind him that the little village of Hartford is up in "this
rural district,'' giving Mr. Dean abundant opportunity to get his
hair cut in city style. Let us see "Nostaw" just how wideawake
Bridgeport is? Mr. Dean, of Highways Committee, issued a call

for names of Selectmen in Connecticut; did Bridgeport seem very
wide awake on this ? Is not riding forbidden on a public race
course in Bridgeport? How long ago was it that an ordinance was
proposed forbidding wheelmen the use of certain streets in wide
awake (?) Bridgeport? How much discount is given at the L. A.
W. hotel in Bridgeport? Coming to more recent events of general
public interest. How long has the Police Department been awake?
Did not a wheelman in Bridgeport get his wheel crushed by an ex-

pressman in Bridgeport, and did the verdict in this case show you
very wide awake ?

A few judicious "squelches" like the one you applied to Mr. DeaR
would probably deprive Connecticut Division of an able and
energetic worker "Nostaw," so please don't do it again, please don't.

Respectfully,
_

23 257-

DR. KEMPTON REPLIES.

Editor Bicycling World : In the issue of December 13th, Mr. W.
T. Eastwood, of Baltimore, would like "to inquire of Mr. Kempton
what possible harm may come if we should lose in the Road Im-
provement Legislation on the first trial," etc.

The average American citizen is more easily led than driven, and
if you attempt to force him you produce abrasions that heal but
slowly.

If, on the other hand, you can convince him that the measure
you advocate will benefit him, you will then have a powerfull ally.

Premature attempts to secure legislation are apt to a<5t like a
boomerang. Especially is this the case with road legislation. The
people at large look on it as an attempt on the part of a few wheel-
men to compel the rest of the community to go to the expense of
making better roads, so that the favored few may get more enjoy-
ment out of their wheels.
In a previous communication I have endeavored to explain why

legislation has failed in this State.

The Ohio Division is just as anxious for better roads as other
Divisions, and is just as sincere in its attempt to secure them, and
hopes some day to see a vast improvement in that direction, but it

believes that any attempt to secure legislation this winter would
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not only signally fail, but would be a waste of money, and put off

the day of ultimate success.

Possibly belore the first year of Mr. Eastwood's League member-
ship has elapsed he raaj find that desiring legislation and securing

it are two very different matters. Very respectfully,

William D. Kempton, M. D.,
Sec.-Treas. Ohio Division L. A. W. , Cincinnati, O.

BETTER ROADS DEMANDED.

OJVE RESULT OF THE MANX HEAVY RAINS THIS YEAR.

In consequence of the ruinous effect of the continued rains of the

past year upon the roads and highways about New York, extraordi-

nary interest has been manifested by property owners of the

suburban counties in the system of road making inaugurated by
Mr. Chauncey B. Ripley in Union County, N.J. Roads that have
been considered of the first class, and that have cost enough to

make a solid and durable highway, have been so sof ened by the

wet weather that they have succumbed to the strain of ordinary
teaming, and are cut to pieces and seamed with dangerous ruts.

"Respecting work on the country roads," said Mr. Ripley, yester-

day, ''the weather has been so unfavorable for the past ten days that

very little work has been possible. Not more than two or three

days at most were suitable. The unprecedented rains have made
mud intolerable on the country roads, and often in the cities as

well, though of course not so generally. The work in Union County
t

is progressing slowly, but, according to contract, rigidly in all

cases. Many questions have been asked me about the provisions

of the contracts under which we are working, mostly by letters,

which I am still receiving from many sections of country suburban
to New York. I should be glad to answer them, once for all,

through the Times. Our public roads are generally laid out 66 feet

wide. Of this width one-fifth, or about 13 feet, on each side is

allowed and used for sidewalks and shade trees. The country roads
are macadamized only 16 feet in width or 8 feet on each side of the

centre line, which the surveyor first defines, and which, when
found, controls all other lines in the progress of the work.

First among the essentials of a first-class road is drainage. The
contract, specifications and drawings all provide for such a grade as

shall carry off all water from the surface of the road and that which
percolates through the stone. Before any stone is laid the road-

bed is perfectly graded, with reference to shedding water toward
the sides as well as carrying it off lengthwise. The centre of the

road-bed is higher, and the slope to each side is regular. A shoul-
der is left on each margin of the 16-foot bed, so that the foundation
stones cannot spread. The road-bed is made smooth, and rolled

before any stones are placed on it.

After its preparation is completed a layer of blocks of stone about
12 inches long by 6 or 8 inches on the sides is laid, each stone by
hand. Each stone stands an inch or so away from other stones.

The stones in the first layer are pretty uniform in size, and of trap

rock, and crack or split easily when struck with a stone hammer,
which is used, on the top of each stone till all are broken into, say,

half a dozen pieces. The broken pieces fall down wedge shape,
spreading so as to fill the vacant spaces left between the blocks, as

originally laid, and form a mass of wedged stones that will stand in

the position they are left by the hammer forever, we may almost
say. After this the roller is applied, and the stones are packed by
rolling. Then a layer of larger stones is placed upon this founda-
tion, say stones of the size of 2 to 2 1-2 inches on a side. This
layer is then rolled, and a finer grade is used on top, till stone dust
and gravel complete the evenness of the surface. The roller now
in use on the Union County roads is a steam roller, and has a
pressure of twelve tons."
"What do such roads cost, and how is the money raised?"
"The cost is about $10,000 a mile, I judge by observation and

imperfect reports. It is not far from that sum I can safely sayA .It

seems a great deal to one not acquainted with road making. It is

not. We have few good roads in our county that have not cost at

least that amount of money per mile. And they wear out in a few
years. The money under our county act is raised by bonds, run-
ning twenty years at 4 1-2 per cent, interest. The interest on these
bonds is all that the present generation will have to pay, as a rule.

It is very light, too, when spread over a county. A taxpayer own-
ing a house and lot worth $5000, and having $50co more out at in-

terest, told me the other day his yearly tax would not be more than
a dollar or two greater on account of these roads. Although at

first a croaker and opposed to them, he is now in favor of the
roads."
"But when the bonds fall due. what then?"
"When the bonds fall due Union County will contain three times

the number of inhabitants it has at present, and tke taxable prop-
erty will be three times as great. This we are safe in assuming,

and more, judging the future by the past two decades. I haTe fresh
evidences every day of the increasing interest in improving car-
riage roads in Rockland, Orange, Dutchess and Westchester Coun-
ties in New York. The earth is so full of water from the excessive
rainy season we are passing through that the old style of gravel
roads has been put to a severer test than ever before in the memory
of this generation. This accounts in some degree for the increased
interest, and makes better roads a greater necessity."

—

A'ew Tori-
Times.

THE WARWICK SAFETY FOR 1890.

The Warwick Cycle Manufacturing Company, whose reorgani-
zation we alluded to a few weeks ago, have decided to place on the
market a safety differing in some points from the pattern which
they are now selling, and which will prove a very welcome addition
to their line of wheels.

The frame is a combination of loop and diamond, and iike their
other safety is of two distinct parts of cold drawn weldless steel
tubing, which run from the neck to the rear bearing, without ;i

joint or rraze.

The steering of the machine is ball

bearing, easy and accurate, and the
mnkers claim it to be the least er-

ratic of all rear drivers in this point.
The rear hub and sprocket wheel

are forged in one piece, and the hub
deep recessed.

The handle- bars are bent well
back and furnished with the "War-
wick Perfection" spade handles.
The front or steering wheel will

attract attention, not only by reason
of its workmanlike elegance, but
also by its narrow hub, which meas-
ures but 2 1-4 inches across; this

does not decrease the strength of the
wheel, being supported by the War-
wick Perfection rim, which being
drilled on one side only, and having
a thickened bottom is claimed to be
the strongest rim manufactured.
The cranks are fitted in an orig-

inal manner, and cannot work loose.

They are adjustable from 5 1-4 to

6 3-4 inches throw.
The Pedals are of new design, and

tenacious in their grip of the foot.

Each rubber is impressed with the

name Warwick Perfection.

The chief points in which this

new Safety differs from the present
machine, now on the market, is in

the diamond (removable) frame, as

shown in cut; the ball bearing head
;

and the absence of spring ends to

the forks. These latter will be fitted

to the Warwick Perfection No. 2,

thus enabling the Company to sup-
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ply the needs of the rider who wants their spring fork, and the

rider who believes in a rigid wheel.

The bearings are all fitted with dust-proof flanges, and the

wheels are adjustable wherever adjustment is demanded.
The Saddle, of new design, embraces all the desirable qualities,

the peculiar and satisfactory arrangement of springs, making it

what a Safety saddle should be.

The workmanship is of the highest quality—the machine con-

structed without the use of cast metal, and from drop steel forg-

ings. The finish is splendid.

The Warwick Perfection Safety is suited equally to a lady or

gentleman rider, and will doubtless prove a favorite and popular
mount.

Mr. Edward G. Messing, formerly of Buffalo, N. Y., and a

member of the Buffalo Ramblers, can now be found at the Boston
depot of the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., by which firm he is now
employed.

The Overman Wheel Company will produce a ladies' bicycle for

next season. We hope to give particulars at an early date.

C. E. Duryea, H. G. Rowe and S. H. Hazard have incorporated
the Rouse-Duryea Manufacturing Company, with a capital stock
of $50,000. The company will locate at Peoria, and manufacture
cycles.

Mr. E. P. J. Morton, formerly with the Pope Mfg. Co., has ac-

cepted a position as salesman with A. O. Very. 173 Tremont street,

who has taken the New England agency for the Union Cycle Co.'s

safety, the Warwick and the Yost & Lozier machines.

"A record order.—We have pleasure in recording the receipt

by a Coventry firm of what we believe to be the largest order for

cycles ever given, Messrs. Warman & Hazlewood, of the West
Orchard Works, being the fortunate recipients. This order, which
is for 4000 'Rival' safeties, is from an American house, the Sweet-
ing Cycle Co., of Philadelphia, and is a striking example of
American enterprise. The Sweeting Cycle Co. is sole agent in the

States for the sale of the 'Rival' cycles, and has sold during the
past season the best part of 1000 machines, and it is the satisfaction
which these have given which has induced the firm to place its

whole confidence in make for next season's trade. Mr. Sweeting,
the President of the company, has been in Coventry during the
past week, and has taken the opportunity of carefully inspecting
Ihe construction of the machines, from beginning to finish, as
carried on in Messrs. Warman & Hazlewood's works. Such large
business as this is suggestive of prosperity with the particular
houses interested, and speaks well for the soundness of the trade in
general . "— Cyclist.

C. F. Watkins, of Buffalo, N. Y., writes us as follows : "I have
patented an in\ention for a spring fork for the safety machine,
which can be adjusted to suit all riders and all condition of roads.
It will allow an up and down play to the wheel of over two inches,
or can be adjusted to play any distance from that to perfect solidity.

One of the strongest points in its favor is the fact that it allows the
wheel when passing over rough roads, or when striking an obstacle,
to take its natural course, i. e., upward and slightly backward, thus
relieving the machine, and especially the handle-bars, from that

very unpleasant jolting sensation so well known to riders of the

safety. It also furnishes a perfectly firm and rigid steering, pre-

venting any possibility of side play."

F. F. Ives, formerly of Meriden, Conn., has gone to Chicago,
where he will have full charge of the bicycle department of A. G.
Spalding's store. He has sold his business in Meriden to his

brother Frank.

The Pope Mfg. Co.'s calendars for 1890 are out. In
style they are similar to those of 18S9. but of an im-
proved form, and every one of the 365 "squibs" is

new, and if possible more interesting and valuable
than of yore. By all means secure a Pope Mfg. Co.
calendar for 1S90 if you can.

The Sweeting Cycle Co., of Philadelphia, write
us that they have secured the sole agency of the
United States for the celebrated Silico Enamel.

A New York physician says: "Three-fourth of
the sickness in cities is caused by a combination of
she three things—decomposing matter, heat and mois-
ture. The decomposing matter is the litter in the
streets; the summer sun furnishes the heat, and
moisture is provided by the sprinkling cart."

•

The Standard Cycle Co. of Buffalo announces its

birth with the New Year and will conduct a wholesale
and retail business in cycles and sundries. The com-
pany is incorporated with Mr. H. C. Martin, Presi-
dent ; Mr. M. S. Benedict, Vice President; and Mr.
O. F. Thomas, Treasurer. It will handle only a line

of first class goods, and intends to do a general whole-
sale business.

Messrs. Lozier & Yost spent a day in Peoria, 111., last week.
The gentlemen had a sample of their Little Giant with them, and
it is certainly a beauty. Rouse, Hazard & Co. placed a large order
with them for this wheel and I understand succeeded in securing
exclusive control of quite a territory on it.

AN IMPORTANT DECISION.

The case of John E. Ransom against David C. Talbott came up
before Judge Fouke, Nov. 25th, 1889, upon a demurrer by the de-
fendant to the plaintiff's declaration. The facts in the case, as set

forth in the declaration, are these : Some time in 18S8 Ransom was
riding on a bicycle on a public highway in this county, and met
Talbott in a two-horse carriage. Ransom turned his bicycle to the
right side of the beaten track, but Talbott refused to turn out. and
the result was a collision, in which Ransom's bicycle was demol-
ished. The present suit was brought to recover damages for the
destruction of the bicycle, and will be made a test case on the
subject.

Tne defendant demurred to the declaration which raised the
question of whether a bicycle was a carriage under the statutes of
the State of Illinois. "Whenever any persons travelling with car-
riages shall meet on any turnpike, road or public highway in this

State the persons so meeting shall reasonably turn their carriages
to the right of the beaten track so as to permit each carriage to

pass without interfering with or interrupting the other, under a
penalty of $5 for every neglect or offence, to be recovered by the
party aggrieved : Provided this section shall not be construed to

apply to any case where it is impracticable, from the nature of the
ground, for the driver of the carriage or wagon to turn to the
right of the beaten track." The same statute further says: "The
term 'carriages' as used in this act shall be construed to include
stage coaches, wagons carts, sleighs, sleds and every other car-
riage or vehicle used for the transportation of passengers and
goods, or either of them." Counsel for the defendant urged that
this statute was passed at a time when bicycles were not known or
contemplated by the law; that it refers only to vehicles drawn by
horses, and therefore does not apply to bicycles; and further that
the term "carriages" in the statute does not include a bicycle, and
that the different decisions wherein a bicycle has been decided to be
a carriage were in States where there was no statute similar to ours
defining what a carriage is.

Messrs. Conkling & Grout, on the part of the plaintiff, in de-
fending against the demurrer, gave citations to decisions of the
Supreme Courts of Rhode Island, New York and Indiana deciding
that bicycles are carriages, and as such are equally entitled to the
road with what we commonly underst nd to be carriages as in use
upon our public highways; and that the read laws of those States
about turning to the right, which are almost identical with the pro-
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visions in our statute, require carriages or other vehicles to give

half the road to the rider of a bicycle. This general rule is sub-

ject to a few exceptions arising from the character of the road or of

the vehicle; but the general rule, the plaintiff's counsel contended,

is as stated in the foregoing. There are also citations to several

English decisions to the same effect, and some decisions of the

United States Government concerning the tariff to be paid upon
imported bicycles, all of which hold bicycles to be carriages.

There was not cited a single case in the United States holding that a

bicycle is not a carriage ; and only one English decision, and that

arose under the charter of a turnpike co npany. The Supreme
Court of Illinois, it was argued, has decided that a street is made
for the passage of persons and property, and the law cannot define

what exclusive means of transportation and passage shall be used.

To say that a new mode of passage shall be abandoned from the

streets, no matter how much the general good may require it,

simply because streets were not so used in the days of Blackstone,
would hardly comport with the advancement and enlightenment of
the present age. Again the Supreme Court of Illinois has re-

ferred to public wagon roads and highways upon which every one
may transact his own business with his own means of conveyance.
Under these decisions and the statute the plaintiff contended that
a bidycle is a carriage, and that the Law of the Road applies in

this case.

On December 17th Judge Fouke overruled the demurrer, which
is in effect a decision that a bicycle is a carriage, and has equal
rights upon the highway with other carriages. It is to be hoped
that the case will go up to a court of last resort. This victory is to
be put down to the credit of the Illinois Division, and to Edgar S.
Barnes, Consul at Springfield, 111.

TSE KODHK SHP1EB0-FOR WHEELMEN.
XHE operation ol securing views with this camera consists simply of leve

ing it at the object to be photographed, and pressing a button.
One Hundred instantaneous views may be made without reloading, and

a knowledge of photography is unnecceasary. The "Kodak" is but
about six inches in length, and weighs less than two pounds.

A handsome russet leather carrying case with shonlder strap iorms a part
ol each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and secure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

Jgg
1* Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak

photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO.
Price, $25.00- ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Every Club House should have an
Automatic Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

"It is excellent discipline for an advertiser to feel that he must say
all he has to say in the fewest possible words, or his readers are sure to

skip them; and in the plainest possible words, or his readers will certainly

misunderstand them. Generally, also, a downright fact may be told in a
plain way, and we want downright facts at present more than anything
else.

The 'downright facts' are these: For durability, thoroughness of

workmanship and beauty of outline, the Warwick Safety stands first

among high-grade wheels."

CATALOGUES READY JANUARY 15, 1890.

I
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Del.—A. E. Mergenthakr, Fostoria
Del.— Geo. Collister, 147 Ontario, Cleveland
Del.— Frank C. Meyer Canton

Pennsylvania

.

C. C—Sam'l A. Boyle, Ass't Dis. Att'ny, Philadelphia
Y.C.—D K. Trimmer, York;
Del.—Henry Crowther, Box 15S2, Philadelphia!
Del.— Kirk Brown, o So. Broad, "

Deh—W. N. Seibert, New BloomlicUl
Del.—T. (. Lee, Pbillipsburg
Del —J.J. Van NtiiI, Scranton
Del— C. C.Taggart, Box 736, Pittsburg

Rhode Island.

C. C—C. S. Davol,
V. C.—Geo. L. Cooke, Box 1101,

Del.—James L. Spiers, S3 Vinton St.,

Tennessee.

C. C—J. R. Wilson, Jr.,

Texas.

C.C.—Geo. C.Arbuckle,Room 5, Merchant-.' Exchange,
Dallas

Warren
Providence

Clarksville

Norfolk

Wheeling

Vermont.
Not appointed.

Virginia.

C. C— Ira B. White, 16 Noll's court,

West Virginia.

C. C- Clarence E. Irwin,

Wisconsin.

No election.

Ex-Ottieiis Members.
P RESIDENT,

CHAS. H LUSCOMB,
2S0 Broadway, New York

First Vice PresidEiNi,

JAMES R. DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

Second Vice President,

SANFORD LAWTON,
Springfield, Mass

Secretary,
ABBOT BASSETT,

12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass

Membership.
A. E. Mealy, 1736 Druid Hill ave., Baltimore, Md

Rights and Privileges,

A. Moore Berry, 421 Olive st., St. Louis, Mo
Improvement of High-mays.

Dr. Chas S. Butler, <>So Main St., Buffalo, N. Y

Chief ConSul of Texas.

Mr. George C. Arbuckle of Dallas, Texas, is hereby
appointed Chief Consul of Texas sub-Division.

Charles H. Li' comb, President L. A. W.

Proxies.

To Delegates to National Assembly :

Gentlemen: My attention having been called to the
following portion of section 1, article II, L. A. W. By-
laws :

"At meetings of the National Assembly any member
thereof may be represented by proxy, provided that the
person holding the proxy shall be also a member ol the
assembly and that no person shall be proxy for more
than three members," for the information of all con-
cerned and that no one may be in doubt as to the
character of proxy to be used under this provision, or
be misled ky the provision governing proxies in the
former By-laws, notice is hereby given that should the
question be raised at the meeting of the National
Assembly, I shall rule that under this section, a legal
proxy is sufficient if duly signed by the member giving
it and presented and voted by the member named in the
body of the instrument, further, that the provisions of
the former By-laws on this subject were abrogated by
our present By-laws and do not apply.
This is anticipating a question which may not arise,

but it is deemed advisable to announce the ruling thus
early, that no member's vote may be lost by technical
irregularity. Yours fraternally,

C. H. Llscomb, President L. A. W.

H. G. Kennedy.

Pending investigation of his amateur standing Mr.
H. G. Kennedy of Denver, Col., is suspended from the
race track. Amateurs are warned not to compete with
him during suspension. Chas. S. Davol,

Chairman L. A. W. Racing Board.

Official Department, Attention Colo Div.

I want a Local Consul in every city and town in the

Colorado Division wfcere there is a League member.
Communications have been addressed to members in

every town, with but few exceptions, though fiw re-

sponses have been received. We have the material in

Colorado to make a strong Division if the members will

work, and if those members who are willing to accept
tho positions will send in their applications, the ap-

pointments will be made at once.
E. S. Hartwell, C. C. Colo. Div.

1319 16th St., Denver.

I have this day appointed the following Local Consuls
Leadville— Jas. W. Neill, care Harrison Reduction

Works.
Monte Vista—O. H. Cheeney, L. Box 1S0.

"Hotel Blaneti." of Monta\ ista, is hereby appointed
as the official hotel. Regular rates $3.00 per day, rates

to L. A. W. $2.50. E. S. HAHTWhLL,
C.C. Colo. Dir.
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Corrections.
In the list of consular appointments published in the

Bulletim of December ijtfi, 1SS9, from this State, there
are two mistakes. It should be YVm. O. Homer not
Homer, also A. J. Burkhardt not Bukhardt. Please
make these corrections, and oblige, Yours truly,

Joseph R. Wilson, Jr., C. C. of Tenn.

Racing Board.
The L. A. W. Ra-ing Board will meet at the Grand

Pacific Hotel, Chicago, on January nth, 1890, at nine
o'clock, A. M. Chas. S.Oavol,

Chairman L. A. W. Racing Board.

Missouri Division.
To consuls and members :

A H ighwa) s Improvement Committee hiving become
a necessity in this State to properly push the work of
road improvement, the Division Board have th s day
created one to consist of the following members : Prof.
H. C. Penn, Columbia, Chairman; H. G. Wolzendorf,
care St. Louis Dental Co., St. Louis and T. H McNeil,
515 Main street, Kansas City, who will have full charge
of the work. Consuls are earnestly i equested to aid in
the work and lend the committee all the ass stance in
their power in pitting the press of their respective
localities to publish the road improvement articles
which will be furnishtd by the Chairman, as well as
performing other duties that the Chairman may request.

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.

Missouri Division.
The following are hereby appointed League hotels

for the respective cities and the certificate of appoint-
ment shou d be found hanging in hotel office. Show
your ticket to obtain reductions:
Caithage, Harrington House, regular rales, $2.00

per day, L. A. W., $1 50, meals 35 cents.
Sedalia, Sichers Hotel, regular rates, $2 00 per day,

to L. A. W., $1.50, meals and lodging 40 cents.
McAKister Springs, Hoffman House, regular rates,

$2 00 per day, to L. A. W., $1.50, meals and lodging 35
cents.
Clarksville, Carroll House, rates to L. A. W., $1.50

per day, meals and lodging, 40 cen'.s. Special rates
will be made to large Darties or to wheelmen making
an extended stay. Fiaterdally yours,

Robt. Holm, C. C.

Ohio Consuls and Hotels.
List No. b.

Chief Consul, M. A. High has appoinedthe following
Local Consuls

:

Fast Palestine, J. F Rehmann.
Gilboa, A. O. Matthias, M. D.
Ironton, F. A. Cronacher.
Ottawa, Will A. Kellv.
Chief Consul High has appointed the fo'lowing L.

A. W. Hotels:
Delphos, Phelan House, $2.00 a day, meals 50 cents.
Dupont, Beck Hotel, $1.50 a day, mtals 50 cents; to

L. A. VV. $1 1 a day. meals 35 cents.

East Palestine, Book House, regular rate, $2.00; to

L. A. VV., $1.60, meals 40 cents.
Gilboa, Gilboa House, $1.50 a day; to L. A. W., $1.00,

meals 25 cents.
Hamlet, Offut House, to L. A. W., 75 cents a day,

meals 25 cents.
Ironton, the J. T. Moffett Hotel, $2/0 a day and 50

cents a meal; to L. A. W., $1.50 a day and 35 cents a
meal.

Ottawa, the Leopold House, $2.00 a day and 50 cents
a meal; to L. A. VV. $1.50 a day and 35 cents a meal.
Van Wert, the Hotel Marsh, $2.00 a day; to L. A.

W., $1 .50 a day, meal 40 cents.
Wm. D. Kempton,,

Sec.-Treus. Ohio Division.

Chicago Representatives.
This Division being entitled to two additional Repre-

sentatives, Herb rt W. Foltz oi Joliet and Julius P.
Schuh of Cairo are hereby appointed.

W. A. Davis, C. C.
Local Consuls are requ-sted to see that they have a

League Hotel in their respective towns. W. A. D.

APPLICATIONS FOB MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list ot applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, whicn is as fol-
lows :

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteec
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of
two League members in good standing, or of three re-
putable citizens ol the United. States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the
year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval of the Board oi Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication oi the name in
a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correct.
Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors a'nd
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members are
given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-
ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as
it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.
The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-
tions received after that hour must go over to the list
of the following week.

List 221—Total 39—12,135.

Boston, Dec. 27, iSSo.

Illinois Division—5—S81

.

Peoria Bi. Club.

25S40 Loomis, L. A., 514 Sanford St., Peoria
25841 Masi, L., care J. F. AUxander, "

25542 Wechselberger, J.. 80S Fayette St., "

Unattached.

25S61 Garnet, W. E., care Spiagu", Warner & Co.,
Chicago

25543 Bartlett, F. S., Galesburg
Kansas Division— 1—135.

Unattached.

25544 Follett, Hugh M., Yates Centre

Maine Division—2— 155.

Portland Wheel Club.

25S37 Liscomb, Frank M., 24 Free St., Portland

Unattached.

25S57 Griffin, P. T., 69 Oxford St., Portland

Massachusetts Division-

Unaltached.

25S48 Bissell, Chas. M.,
2SS49
2SS5°
25^5"
2^52
2SS53
25854
25*55

Bur* ell, G A.
t

Burn-ell, Mrs. G. A.,
Merchant, John,
Measure, Walter,
Metz, Chas. 11.,

Satterlee, Joseph,
Staintcrth, Allred,

S— 16(14

HighlandviUc

Monroe

St. I.ouis

Columbia
St. Louis

Michigan Division— 1—435.
Unattached.

25S38 Jackson, Gale E.,

Missouri Division—3—3^
St. Louis C. C.

25S72 Todd, Wm . C, 520 Wash, ave.,

Unattached.

25S58 Williams, Walter, care Herald,
25S71 Brown, W. H. S., 608 Market St.,

New [ersey Division—2—601

Bergen Wheelmen.
25862 Gardenler, Norman, Hillsdale

Englewood Wheelmen.

25873 Banta, Barney C, Cherry Hill
New York Division- 9—2126

Genesee Bi. Club.

25563 Harrington, Burt, 20 Chestnut St., Rochester
25564 Craig, Fmmet H., 233 Alexander 1 1..

"
2^865 Hoich*iss. FranK D., 105 Wilder Bl.dg, "
25S66 Ross-Lewin, G. VV., 40 state St., "

Business Men's Cycle Club.

25875 Ailing, Chas. E., 5 Rundel Park, Rochester
Unattached.

25845 Mitchell, Miss Emily B., 427 Gates ave.,

Brooklyn
25B59 Shults, W.J. , Lock Box 442, tohoarn
2.18,6 George, Henry, Jr., 327 East 19th si., New York
25839 Sternberger, Maurice M., 125 West 74th St.,"

Ohio Division— 2—845.

Unattached.

25867 Poage, Frank C, 343 West 7th St., Cincinnati
25565 Kobman, Chas., 827 Central ave., "

Pennsylvania Division—4— 1402

Century Wheelmen.
25S74 Knight, Walter H., 2016 E. Yorkt St..

Philadelphia

Unattached

.

25569 Rohrer, Jeremiah, 22 Penn sq., Lancaster
25546 Shrum, John H., 11S No. Quern St., "

25S60 Boycr, Lem, E., Gaskel St., Pittsburgh

Rhode Island Division— 1—337.

The Rovers.

25570 Davis, Harrie, James St., Eavt Providence

Virginia Division— 1—S5.

Unattached.

25547 Taylor, J. Spottiswoode, University of Va.

Application for Membership in the L. A. \V.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

E?tdosed you -will find $ for initiation fee and dues in (i-

League of American Wheelmen to April 30, i8qo. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years of age, and that I am an amatrw
within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, o? Box,

References

.

City,.

State

Enclosed. for Holder.
(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable'citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first half year. May 1 to Oct. 30, and 50 cewts during the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date of paper and May 1, 1890. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be rec&'ved.

^f If you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle for ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and ocket for per

«onal cards send 25 cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the margins in using < i t» blank
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UMION CYCLE MFG, CO.,

-MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED-

SPRINGFIELD • ROADSTER • AND : UNION • SAFETY,

CHICAGO, ILL. HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

Have just completed their 1890 Wheel—a Crank Safety—which for

Strength, combined with Elegance, cannot be surpassed.

Dealers will find it to their interest to reserve for it a share of their

patronage.

TO »K>E> IT I» TO BXTY IT.

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
IS West Chippewa Street, BUFFALO. N. Y

PATENT WRENCH
AND SCREW DRIVER COMBINED.

Turns Note, Gas Burners or Pipe without adjastmen>-
Made of Best Polluted Steel. Sent by mail for 26 ea
Chablks U. Ely, P. O. Box 1M6, New York City.

SPOKE GRIPS
jjjj

are not expensive, but are mighty con-
JMfiL venient sometimes, and every wheel-
^£b|V man should have one.^^ Our DOUBLE GRIP" is a good,

substantial one, and fits perfectly No. 10 and 12 wire.
Price by mail, 60 cents.

WHITTEN, GODDING &
118 So. Main Street, Providence, R.

CO.

WARRi

c^AfHESS
A NEW TREATMENT.
Sufferers are not generally aware that!

these diseases are contagious, or that they I

are due to the presence of living para-l
sites in the lining membrane of the nose I

and eustachian tubes. Microscopic re-l
search, however, has proved this to be a
fact, and the result of this discovery is

that a simple remedy has been discovered
which permanently cures the most aggra-
vated cases of these distressing diseases by
afew simple applicationsmade(two weeks
apart)by the patient at home. Apamph-

I let explaining this new treatment is sent
\free by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 839
West King Street, Toronto, Canada.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE I MOST
* * * PERFECT.

^^-^-^^^^SL^^I^z^z

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a
bottle of Wilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also
prevent Nickel and sleel from rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on recent of 50
cents in stamps. Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.

Official Outfitters to the League of American.Wheelmen.
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

Committee.

A, G. Spalding \ Bros.
Maters of the Official L. 1. W. Santas.

VydUS. League Regulation 1.35
Sill "I T*f".Sl League Regulation 8.00^Al-IA U». No. XX Fine Cheviot for hot

weatherwear 1.0©
S+rknlrillCre °ur celebrated UnenDbUl/JUUgS. Sole Stocking, League

color l.OO
Ttfkl "!"« No - x SUk

-
Edge's League color,

MJKjl. HO. white centre, Snake Buckle .50
No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40

ttV| f\(xa Our new LJV.W. Kangaroo Shoe,*jm*J*3&» hand made, light, strong, elastic.B.OO
No. 1, Canvas, leather tnmmings.3.50

Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits

A. 6. SPALDING & BROS,,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago

Browning, King k Co.

Official Tailors of the L.A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only OfficialTaUors to the L.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

CIoth,
r
.$2.25 pei\yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.
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VILL ANOTHER TEXTURE OF THE

COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER SAFETY.

THE KlRKP/TTRKK 5/IDbLE,

modified and perfected by our own ideas, for adaptation to the Safety.

The Kirkpatrick Saddle is unquestionably the most satisfactory and successful

saddle ever put on the market. This statement is fully substantiated by the twenty-

five thousand saddles which have been sold to the wheelmen of America, with a con-

tinuous increasing demand.

The various patterns are respectively best for the regular bicycle, the tricycle,

and the safety.

The rider is carried in a natural position and with the greatest degree of comfort,

with weight well distributed.

The simple tilting device affords ready adjustment to suit the various require-

ments of riders, and well-proportioned springs afford relief from vibration to a greater

extent than in any other saddle.

NO SADDLE HAS COME NEARER PERFECTION.

POPE f\FQ. CO., BOSTON, NEW YORK, QHKdQO.



imWop
UU-ETIN.
bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS Or (YCLlNG.

$1.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 3 JANUARY, 1890.
Volume XX.
Number 10.

We are making
several Victors

for the
season of 1890,

and according to
our ideas, which

are by no
means infantile.

The} are about
the nearest

approach to what
the sensible and in-

telligent rider wants
of anything that has

yet seen the
glorious light

of day,
You are the

party we want
to reach if you

are looking for the
best thing to ride,

and
we hope you

will send for
our '90 catalog,

which will tell

you all about it.

It will be sent
on request without

charge for wrapper.

BOSTON

OVEHOlflri OlHEEli CO.,
MAKERS OFVICTOR ... BICYCLES,

WASHINGTON.
Office and Factory, CHICOPEE FALiLiS, flQASS.
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,4TO Alvlv VSTHOM it :may OCXNTOEM^ST."
Be it known that I, Sterling- Elliott, existing at New-

ton, in the County of Middlesex and State of ner
vous suspense, being; sound in wind and limb and still

at large, do hereby declare that the relations between
myself and the Sterling Cycle Co. have for some time
been more or less strained, and as a season of the year
is at hand when all unpleasantness should be thrown
aside 1 find myself evidently regarded by the Co. as an
unpleasantness.

I have heretofore occupied the dual (not duel) posi-
tion (or to speak more after the prevailing custom) the
position and situation respectively of general manager
and loblolly boy to the Sterling Cycle Co. My duties
as manager were very arduous while the salary was
only —but why mention the salary so long as I still

live. Not being much of a surveyor it seemed modest
enough that I should want to be monarch of all I sur-
veyed, and I told the Co. so with the above re-
sult, they evidently thinking that out of doors I would
have more room to grow. However, as I was passing
out I took the Co.'s business and concealed it under
my coat, and toward morning went back and secured

the plant. At present it would be difficult to tell which
was the tumor and who it was removed from. I have
now obtained from the Company the right of way.
The rolling stock I already had; and also some of the
floating stock. This transaction having been legalized
the business in future will be conducted under the
glare of my eagle eye. In addition to being conduc-
tor I shall also act as engineer and brakeman. The
latter duty will be an easy one though, as the thing is

now almost broke.
There was lecently quite a stir in financial circles

when it was reported that 1 was now paying for things.
Among my creditors a denial of this absurd story

would not be called for except to say that the quality of
the hickory bicycles will not be aftected by it one way or
the other.

It has also been rumored that I had taken Jay Gould
in partnership.
This was no doubt started by some envious rival

hoping to make wheelmen think that the price of hick-

ory safeties would be raised to $500, when in fact the
price is but $100, the raise from $90 being due to

improvements which go with our new (1S90) macniue.
All orders should be sent direct to the factory at

Newton, and not bother Mr. Gould with them, as he
has no interest whatever in the wheel further than the
one we are to deliver to him in the spring.
A letter just received says : "Your catalogue is the

best I ever saw, but that don't prove that the hickory
bicycle is good for anything." So it don't, John, so "it

don't. We are glad to know that our catalogue metis
with your approval, but you can't ride the catalogue,
that's a fact, and we are glad you don't rf«ride it. The
Hickory Safety is well now do you know, John?
It's queer as well as interesting to know how safe we
are when we let that machine speak for itself. Unlike
the average salesman it tells just enough, and unlike
the salesman again, it's argument is always logical.

You must see and try the hickory for yourself, just
as you have the catalogue, and although the safety costs
more than the book does, you will find that it is

worth the difference.

STERLING ELLIOTT, Newton, Mass.
Heir apparent[to the STERLING CYCLE CO.

WE DO NOT WISH TO1DISAPPOINT YOU,
Yet We Wish to Interest Yon Long Enough to Tell Onr Story.

The Little Giant Bicycle.
The name does not belie its qualities, although its weight is only 35 lbs., it is a little Giant

in strength. Besides it combines all that makes up a good wheel. Such as adjustable sleeve
steering head, adjustable cone bearings to wheels, adjustable cone bearings to crank shaft, ad-
justable cone bearings to pedals, Tangent spokes, crescent rims, Torkelson Patent adjustable
saddle, the front and rear of which adjust independent of each other. Saddle leather can also be
adjusted to take up the slack without loosening saddle from the frame. All steel Diamond
frame, cold-drawn Weldless steel tube backbone, detachable front bar to frame, trimmed in nickle

,

spokes tied and plated up to knot, and spade handles. All for the moderate price of 835.00.
Now is your chance, Boy» ! Do not let anybody stand you off by saying they cannot get a

wheel for you. We can fill orders promptly, and give you good value for your money. Something
that has never been done before. The Little Giant embodies all of the recent improvements of
the Men's wheel, in a modified form. There I If this don't interest you, no harm done. Yet
we feel satisfied that you all know a good thing when you sec it, and that you will favor us with
your sample order. Agents wanted everywhere.

We know you won't forget where we are located, but to assist the memory of anyone who
may need their memory jogged, will say our factory is located at Toledo, O., on Central Ave., and
the firm's name is,

THE LOZIER & YOST BICYCLE fflFD. CO., BOX 131.

Agents for New England: WM. READ & SONS, Boston.

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y

The only CyclingPaper in the world (hat has not the

LARGEST CIRCULATION.

The CYCLING COURIER,
E. H. CORSON, Editor,

EAST ROCHESTER, New Hampshire.

A Journal of Cycling that

Speaks Right Out in Meeting Once a Month.
One of the neatest and liveliest little papers pub-

lished. Controlled by no outsiders. Brim full of
news. Editorials timely. Speaks to the point.
Sketches by the best tourists. Practical hints by
practical wheelmen. Confined to no particular wheel,
but tells you about them all, and is fearless in its

criticism. A paper for every male and female that
ever bestrode a wheel. Bj_ it

Put your hand down into your trousers pocket

AND HAUL OUT

Twenty-five cents. (25) Twenty-five cents,

and send it NOW for a year's sub.

Cycling Art, Eneie and Locomotion.

The most valuable, interesting, unique

and amusing book on

SCIENCE OF CYCLING

Ever issued.

It contains 300 pages of solid meat for

those_intere6ted in the

Art of Cycling as a Science.

Profusely illustrated and beautifully print-

ed and bound.l [Price, $2.00.

For sale by the

Bicycling World Co.,

12 Pearl Street, Boston.

ROAD MAP

Middlesex County, Mass.

The most perfect Road Map of a Massa-

chusetts County ever issued. Shows all

the Roads. Printed in Colors, mounted

on canvas and varnished. Scale about 5-8-in

to the mile. The best Map value ever

given for the price, $1.00, postpaid.

Bicycling World Co.,

12 PEARL ST., BOSTON.

N. B. If this venture meets with encouragtittnt

we lope it will, other maps of Mass achusett's Coun-

ties will be issued on the same lines.
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements tn this Department so cents a line.

Jgjf** Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken..

Patented.
according to finish.

L, A. W. BADGES,
For Gold Pins of the Official

Design, send direct to

CHAS. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle Street,

Portland, Me.
Price, $3.50, $5.00, $7.00 and $8.00,
Diamond Badges $15 to $50 for

for the larger pins, and $10 to $30 for the small size.

Send for circular free. Also, for sale in New York, at

M.J. Paillard's, 6S0 Broadway; G. R. Bidwell's, 313
West 5SU1 St.; in Philadelphia by the Hart Cycle Co.,

811 Arch St.; in Boston by the Pope Manufacturing
Co. ; in Chicago by John Wilkinson & Co. ; and in San
Francisco by Osborn & Alexander.

"CH>B THE HOLIDATS-Thirty-two styles writ-
J"- ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and
other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,

$14.0 , $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th St., New York City.

LAMSON'S EUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. an<t $1.00. Sold by all dealers,
or mailed by the manu' tcturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

COLUMBIA TANDEM TRICYCLE; run about
two months; in perfect order ; balls all round ; for

$175. Send for list of second-hand wheels. PAL-
LISTER BROS., Ottumwa, Iowa.

*a*»^

The EXCELSIOR, for Winter Cyclini,
—MANUFACTURED BY-

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, is cents a line. Kg-Cash must

accompany the order.St
JSP*" Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. decks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken.

OHIO CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,
ST. MHRY'S, - OHIO.

COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER vAFETY—
Invincible lamp; oilcan; patent toe clips; bridles;

bell and tools. Run about one month. Good as new.
Address Lock Box m, Knoxville, Tenn.

OR EXCHANGE—A 56.inch light roadster In-
vincible, with cyclometer, in good order, for a

good Cruising Canoe. Address Bicycling World.

FOR SALE—Caligraph; us-d by one person for a
lew months only; good as new. Original cost

$85; will sell for $50. Apply at office of Bicycling
World, 12 Pearl street, Boston. t

RUISING CANOE Alice for sale; hill set racing
and cruising s.iils; shoe ballast; radix centre-

board, paddles and deck cushions complete; a splen-
did seaworthy boat in absolutely perfect condition;
can be seen at the Maritime Exhibition, Puritan
Canoe Club exhibit, in the basement; will sell cheap
if sold this winter. Address S, care Bicycling World,
12 Pearl street, Boston.

Elwell European Bicycle Tour.

(SEASON OF 1890.)

CATALOGUE NOW BEADY.
Address

F. A. ELWELIi,
15* PEARL ST., - PORTLAND, ME.

Suitable to Ail Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Eusset
Oider. BX\L

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Orab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance of natural fruit acid.

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the
Sress, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ng and brilliant, but containing

no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case. I = ;-'%> .- - s,: v?

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep ou r

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED 1S65.

SPOKE GRIPS
are not expensive, but are mighty con-
venient sometimes, and every wheel,
man sheultl have one.
Our DOUBLE GRIP" is a good,

substantial one, and fits perfectly No. 10 and 12 wire.
Price by mail, 60 cents.

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO.
tEv. f 118 So. Main Street, Providence, R. I.

DON'T FORGET
—THAT THE

—

Quickest
AND

Surest
Remedy is

PHENOL SODIQUE
For descriptive circulars and testimonials address
Ha.nce Bros. ,v White, Proprietors, Philadelphia
For sale by Druggists and General Merchandise Dealers

<~y/fl'(/<;{t,?ia

—IF YOU HAVE

—

Aches, Pains,
Soreness,

Bums, Scalds.
Swellings,
Sprains,

Bruises, Cuts,
Wounds,

Just the article every ^Cyclist
needs.

Mark's Ballbearing

Cleaner.

By the use of this little de-
vice the cleaning »f the BaU
bearings is perfectly easy and
safe, with no loss, as it is not
necessary to handle them.
Send for one at once, and yon
will say it is just as indespen-
sable as a wrench or oil can.

'jj Full nickel, neatly, packed,
^ wiih full directions, and sent

post-paid, on receipt of 75c.
All orders addressed to the
Inventor.

C. E. MARK, Flint, Mich.

The Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.,
U. 8. A.

Manufacturers ofthe Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's
Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when
ol"<=pd. Well and favorably knowxi n^ *wn ronti nents

Drop torged ol bar steel and finished in a thorough
manner and case hardened. Small in size but giants

in strength, warranted a first-class tool in every

respect. „_M
For sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, - - MASS.

TO CLUBS.
If vou are going to give an entertainment this sea-

son it may inte.est you to know that

E. R. COLLINS,
one of the well-known humorists of "Texas Sittings,"
and also well known among wheelmen, is open for a
few engagements during January and February. For
dales and terms address,

"Manager," Box 207, Westfield, N. J.

One-Third Actual Size

This oiler, as the cut shows, consists ol a tube lor

holding the oil, fitted at the top with an Acme tip,

which can be unscrewed when it is desired to refill the
oiler. A cap ol the same diameter fits over the top.
Only throws a small quantity ol oil at a stroke. Best
and neatest in the world. Handsomely nickel plated.
For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt ol
price, so cen*s -ach. JCUSHMAN & DEN1SON,

17a Qth avenue. New York

REPAIRS! SUNDRIES!!
One ol the most complete Bicycle Repair Shops in the

country. Parts supplied, estimates given. Charges
reasonable, consistent with good work.
Sundries, wholesale and retail. Second-hand ma-

chines. Send for list.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

Oraton Hall, - Newark, N. J.
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XXTCER CYCLES
MADE FOR ROAD USE.

liight fanning and Durable.

SINGER &. CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., BOSTON, MASS.

Better Than Racing Records,
ALBERT BEERS - a.™

Has been awarded the Adams' Medal for greatest number of miles in one month's

riding of 1889,

1852 MILES IN OCTOBER.
lf^r* He has ridden 8549 miles for the season, Riding a NEW MAIL SAFETY.
Mr. Beers' record for past two years' riding is 15,256 miles on the NEW

MAIL.

riding.

Mr. Murphy made his 12890 miles on a NEW MAIL Ordinary for two years'

A TESTIMONIAL.
BOSTON. Dec. 17th, 1889.

MESSRS. WM. READ & SONS:
Dear Sirs—Having ridden nearly all the high-grade wheels of the day, it is my candid opinion

that the New Mail Safety is the most powerful, and at the same time, the easiest- running safety

made. Have given the wheel the hardest kind of usage on the New England roads, and they at

their best are poor. Any cyclist who wants a safety that will "stand the racket," should first

look at the New Mail. Should this letter be of use to you, well, use it.

Yours truly, ALBERT M. BEERS.
P. S. Record last year, 6888, ordinary. Record this year, to date, 8368, safety: 15,256 miles.

I think this is as large a record for two years as I have seen.—A. M. BEERS.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.
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P^unqV01^
Devoted To The Interests Of (jcli^

Published Every Friday

THE BICYCLING WORLD CODIPHNY,
12 JPearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

*8~ Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

the Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old

address and Folio number.

Messrs. NEUMANN BROS., ol 118 W. 19th Street, New York, represent
the World and Bulletin as Advertising Agents exclusively for the Eastern
and Middle States.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.

Copy lor new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure
their being inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
later than Monday, to insure attention for the following issue.
49- All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the

order of the Bicycling World Co.

Jgp*
1 Postage Stamps will not be accepted hereafter in

payment for advertisements or subscriptions. checks,
Money Orders or Postal Notes only will be taken..

The management of this paper refuse to print in the advertising

columns oi this paper any matter that is disparaging of a rival or
which in its estimation is objectionable in any way.

EDITORS

:

C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

BOSTON, 3 JANUARY, i8go.

NO well-regulated editor could allow the present holiday season

to pass without one word of congratulation on the past, and

good wishes for the future. It is a pleasant thing to note, as we
pass the defined milestone of time, that on the completion of each

year we can see an improvement in the status of cycling in all its

forms. The history of good old 1889, deceased, has been one of

general prosperity to the trade, a partial and encouraging revivi-

fication of the racing interests, and a broadening of the aims of the

devotees of cycling as a body. The year of 1889 will always stand

forth as being the year in which the question of Roads Improve-

ments received its first organized and systematic consideration at

the hands of wheelmen. The agitation started during the past

year has already borne most cheering results. The attention oi

farmers, business men and users of the pleasure carriage has been
aroused to such an extent that we are certain of practical results in

the near future, if we only bear in mind that "Education" is neces-

sary before we can hoDe to accomplish much. To this end all good
wheelmen must work, and we must look to it that the splendid

work begun in 1889 is carried nearer the goal aimed at during 1890,

and thus persistent conservative action will bring about a better

condition of highways, and a closer bond between wheelmen.

TI 7E notice that several writers of cycling notes are laboring

* " under the false impression that the question of the method
of voting for President, Vice Presidents and Treasurer is one that

comes within the scope and control of the Board of Officers. This

is an erroneous idea. The present methods of election can only be
changed by a Constitutional Convention. We make the statement
so that those who consider themselves posted can switch on to the

right track, and not run away with the notion that the Constitu-

tional question will be one for discussion and action at the Febru-
ary meeting.

' I ^HROUGH the courtesy of Mr. Geo. A. Perkins we have read
-*- the proposed Highway Improvements bill, which is to be pre-

sented at the coming session of the New York Legislature. We
have read the draft as intelligently as a layman could, and it seems
to be exhaustive in its treatment of the case. It provides for the

appointment by the Governor, of a State Superintendent of High-
ways with offices at Albany, the appointment by the local Board of

Supervisors, of a County Superintendent and Engineer of High-
ways. The duties and powers of each of these officers are defined

and laid down with exact care. The bill also provides for the

method of taxing and raising money for the purpose of building

and maintaining the public roads and highways. The document
shows evidences of great care in preparation ; it is concise, plain

and exact in all its sections.

There is one feature in this matter that we deplore, and that is

that the Chief Consul of New York (and the other State officers, we
believe,) is not in sympathy with the proposed adtion of the Na-
tional Executive. In order to have the movement successful it is

absolutely necessary to have the State officials and the national

officials in harmony, and we are of the opinion hat if the State of-

ficials desire to handle the matter of local legislation alone, that

they should be permitted to do so.

If our correspondent, "Argus Jr.," of Baltimore, is correct; in his

statement which appears in another column, then it would appear

that the intervention in Marylaud of the National Executive Com-
mittee is not receiving that concordance which we believe abso-

lutely necessary to the successful attainment of proper legislative

adtion. We regret this state of things. We would like to see the

State and national^bodies moving in harmony, but to ignore the

real fadts of the case would be to ignore a matter of news which is

of the most vital importance.

WE are advised on the very best authority that a ticket which
will be presented for the favorable consideration of the dele-

gates at the meeting next February will be in its entirety as follows :

For President, Charles H. Luscomb, of New York.

For First Vice President, George A. Perkins, of Massachusetts.

For Second Vice President, Junius E. Beal, of Michigan.

Of Mr. Perkins, those who know him in his own State and else

where know him to be a man versed in the requirement of properly

presenting matters for legislative consideration. He has been a

member of the Massachusetts Legislature tor two years. He is

now one of the most adtive members oi the Rights and Priv-

ileges Committee.

Mr. Beal is one of the best-known wheelmen in Michigan, and is

a man who has a fine record as a men.Jer of the Roads Improve-

ments Committee.

The above is the ticket which will be put in nomination in oppo-

sition to Messrs. Dunn, Emen and Bidwell, and we may add here

that we have been advised that Mi. Bidwell has consented to stand

as the third man on the ticket with Mr. Dunn.

The gentlemen in charge ol both opposing campaigns are very

free with pencil and paper to show how sure a thing their side has

got. We don't deal in "futures," political futures less than any

kind,.but if our information is of any reliability it would seem that

the Dunn ticket has the strongest pull so far. The associates

chosen to run with Mr. Luscomb may be able to change the aspect

of affairs. The selection of Mr. Perkins is an attack on the New
England phalan\, while the naming of Mr. Beal may shake up

things in the West. It will be "a very pretty fight, good sirs," and
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the existence of some twenty to thirty "doubtful TOtes" will make
things of the most interesting uncertainty.

WE are told that the Albany Argus is not in favor of any Roads

Improvement bill which may g» before the New York Legis-

lature, giving as a reason that it is the "wheelmen's scheme."

We are aware that the Argus will live, and perhaps thrive, for

many years to come even if we do score them sharply, but we most

respectfully protest to the editors of that prominent paper, that it is

not in line with the spirit of this age of broad mindedness to oppose

any measure which is of undoubted general public good, simply be-

cause they see in any scheme the hand and influence of wheelmen.

This is a pretty narrow objection to emanate from the editorial

sanctum of a paper of the Argus' standing.

But our Albany friends are not well posted if they think the

movement for better highways is an "only and original" one of the

wheelmen, and the editors ought to know that in the Empire State

there is an organization of non-cyclers numbering nearly 25,000,

which makes the question of better roads a paramount one.

This 25,000 is a nucleus gathered in the course of a couple of

years' work, and if the increase during the next ten years is in the

6ame ratio to that of the past two, our friend the Argus may have

its fabled hundred eyes opened to the fact that there is "something

in it" more than a "mere wheelman's scheme."

GOVERNOR JACK8ON of Maryland is the first Chief Magis-

trate of any State to be memorialized by the League in rela-

tion to good roads. The document reads as follows :

"The undersigned, a committe on improvement of the public high-
ways for the League of American Wheelmen, beg to direct your at-

tention to the movement in behalf of better roads and to respectfully

request that in your forthcoming annual message you will bring it

to the attention of the Legislature and present such recommenda-
tions looking toward a better system of construction and repair of
the highways as in your judgement shall seem wisest and best at

the present time.

It is believed that no sufficient reasons exist why the roads of the
United States should be the worst in the civilized world, and we
confidently feel that when once our people have become familiar

with economic and other advantages derived from good roads, that

they will profoundly regret that this important matter has been so

long neglected.

The indifference to this subject hitherto is chiefly attributable to

an unfamiliarity with scientifically constructed roads and to igno-
rance of the inexpensiveness of maintaining them when once they
are properly made.
That the movement is serious and wide spread is evident from the

present tone of the public press; from recent valuable essays written

by men well qualified to speak on the subject; from public consulta-

tion in Georgia and legislative enactment in New Jersey ; from the

recommendations of the Governors of Massachusetts and Pennsyl-
vania in their inaugural addresses, and by the recent appointment
in Pennsylvania of a commission to revise the entire road legislation

of the State, with power to prepare and present a bill for the con-
struction and maintenance of high class roads. »

We confidently urge this matter upon your consideration, believ-

ing that a movement in behalf of good roads is in the interest and
for the welfare of every man. Respectfully,

Chas. S. Butler, Buffalo.

Wm. W. Share, Brooklyn.
Junius E. Beal, Ann Arbor."

MAN HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR MUD.
At a prayer meeting held in the First Methodist church in Port-

land, Ore., last week a lady expressed her inability to see why cer-

tain things were thus and so, and was especially severe upon Provi-

dence for inflicting so much mud upon mankind. Said she, "No
matter how much I may clean, my house is continually tracked with
mud; my porches are kept in a filthy condition, and it's n' thing
but mud, mud. mud." When the speaker finished, the pastor arose
and remarked : "I cannot conclude this meeting without saying that

God is not responsible for the mud; in fact if there were no men
there would be no mud. Moreover, in Portland, Ore., where it

rains about six months in the year there is no mud, for the simple
reason that they have men there who know enough to make roads."
—Exchange.

i^Milhl

NEW YORK.

'HAWKSHAW:

Many years ago, whenever two individ-

uals differed in their beliefs or opinions
they were wont to cover themseives all

over with boiler plate, and then adjourn
to some neighboring field or tourney, and
there hack and hew at each other until ex-

hausted, wounded or dead, one was vanquished, and thenceforth
the victor's opinion was declared to be the correct one, and so re-

mained, until same other individual with more iron upon him, or
more muscle beneath it, defeated him, and then the last conqueror's
ideas were correct. All of this tomfoolery was called "the judgment
of combat." As time rolled on, and men gradually forsook boiler
plate as a dress material for the more airy and graceful one of to-

day, the demonstration of the correctness of one's beliefs was set-

tled upon the field of honor, with rapiers or pistols. As this was
an improvement, so have the customs of to-day been an advance-
ment upon even the field of honor racket. We no longer, when we
differ in our ideas from others, seek to convince them of the cor-

rectness of our own by killing all who are not of the same opinion,
but are content to let those who maintain ideas different from our
own, to continue doing so, confident that "truth is mighty and must
prevail." Yet away down in our hearts there is yet the memory of

the savage way our ancestors settled their differences, and we are

all more or less believers in the rule of the survival of the fittest, so

that when two ideas are supported before the public, and one
eventually dies, we are much inclined to conclude that the surviv-

ing one is the correct one and the other was not. It is in about
this position that the L. A. W. stands to-day. Since its organiza-
tion, there have been many who thought that it was a failure, that

it was mismanaged, that it was controlled alternately by the manu-
facturers or a ring, that it did nothing for its members or the cause,

or that their individual interests were overlooked or uncared for.

In several instances these individuals, their friends and their sup-

porters, have been unwise enough to organize rival associations,

to demonstrate the correctness of their beliefs, and what has been
the result? The L. A. W. triumphantly continues to go on, ever

increasing in the number of its members, and the advancement of

the interests of the sport it was lormed to protect and defend.

And the rival institutions, where are they? Well, dead, gone and
forgotten. It is an old adage that raanj can always help a few,

while a few cannot always help many, so that it is safe to predict

that what the L. A. W. , with its numbers and its officers, have
failed to accomplish, that no smaller orginization can hope to suc-

ceed in doing. Cease trying then, my petty grumblers, to hamper
it in its good work, by attempting to organize these smaller organi-

zations, which are doomed to death before they a re fairly born, and
let the energy and grumbling you thus find vent for, be visited up-

on the heads of our enemies, and soon will you see that the best

friend cycling has ever had is the League of American Wheelmen
and its supporters.

I have received several complaints from individuals who thought
my recent paragraph regarding the "man who grumbles" was
aimed at them, and was intended as a personality instead of a type.

To these gentlemen I would say that if the cap fits them they must
wear it, but at the time the lines were written I had none of them
in my mind as a model though their taking up the gauntlet so

quickly leads me to believe that the picture must have been a true

one. It was my desire to show the "grumbler" up in his true light,

not to anonymously attack anyone in print, a performance that the

editor would not allow, or myself attempt.

No one can accuse New York of not being generous to Chicago,
now she has sent her M. L. Bridgman. I am sure that if the

wheelmen of Brooklyn and New York, had to vote whether we had

to give Chicago Bridgman or the world's fair, that most of us

would vote to keep the popular ex-President of the K. C. W.
Wherever he may go, and in whatever he may engage, the best

wishes of a host of wheelmen will ever follow him.

I see that "Coaster" wants me to specify just what articles Mr.
Merseles used from the columns of the Bicycling World, without
crediting, in editing the fair paper of the Hudson County Wheel-
men, and claims that "not one line" was taken from these columns,
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but that all clippings were from other papers. In this he may
be correct, but still it only shifts the blame from Mr. Merseles'

shoulders to those of these journals, since every unsigned and
uncredited article in the paper, excepting the editorial page and
some verses, was originally from the columns of the Bicycling
World. Even granting that these articles were not taken from
this paper by the papers named, why were they not credited to one
of these journals if they were responsible for them?

The news that Charles A. McClenahan has

BA1 TfAfORF Jomed tne "silent majority" was received with
deep sorrow by the many wheelmen of this

"ABCTTS VP " city, who had known and esteemed him. Mr.Aituuo, fA. Mccienahan died at Port Deposit, on the 26th
ult., of typhoid fever. He was an active mem-

ber of the Maryland Club, and upheld the reputation of that organi-
zation for whole-souled good fellowship wherever he went. His
loss is a great one to his club and to the Division.

January 1st is always a red letter day among the wheelmen of

this city, and its observance this year was fully up to the mark. At
all the club houses visitors were made welcome in one way or
another. The Chesapeake Wheelmen threw open their charming
home to all comers, and entertained in a style which would have
done credit to a very much older organization. The Chesapeakes,
despite their youth, have a habit of doing things up brown, and
nothing they do now is surprising.

The Maryland Club men beat their own record. Their house
was thronged from two o'clock to midnight, and no one left their
house dissatisfied with wheelmen. The House Committee, H. F.
Williams, T. J. Lindsay and J. H. Bennett, were assisted in receiv-
ing by President Moses Norris, E. P. Hayden, S. T. Clark and E.
F. LeCato—than whom, none who know them would wish for
better hosts.

Captain Milton Irving Deane is the

BOS'TOV VOTFS gentleman who commands the Fall River
Ramblers, the most active bicycle club in

" TOVET" the city of spindles. He was born in Fall
River in 1868, and has been one of the
most active cyclists there for some years.

Not only is he a prominent wheelman, but he is also a member of
the Annawan Boat Club, Y. M. C. Association, Fall River Athletic
Club and the Fairmount Tennis Club, all of which organizations
he has represented in different tournaments. Early in 1887 he was
imbued with a desire to do a little racing, and journeying to Taun-
ton captured second prize in the novice race and third in the one-
mile open event. In 18S8 he won the one-mile road race at Fall
River, captured second in the one-half-mile track, and third place
in the three-mile lap races at Taunton. He seems to have confined
his racing career to Fall River and Taunton, as those are the only
places in which he ever won or came in among the leaders in a
race. During the past season he was among the winners in the
ten-mile road race at Taunton, and won the anrual one-mile road
race at Fall River. The Ramblers were organized on the first day
of August of the present year, and although it is yet quite young it

contains men who are the acknowledged leaders of that city.
Messr>. M.J. and R. B. Deane, F. H. Borden and E. P. Kershaw
are looked upon as the four fastest men of the city, and under the
efficient training of their captain there is no reason whatsoever why
they should not improve in their riding and represent their club at
6ome of the different tournaments that will be held in the East
during the coming season. Captain Deane his, during the past
season, worked hard in the interest of the League, and before he
discontinues the good work he hopes to have Fall River represented
by a large number of Ltague members.
The Cambridgeport Bicycle CJub celebrated ladies' night at its

rooms on Main street last Friday* evening, and everyone who was
in attendance had a jolly good time.

Our old friend Worden, of hill-climbing fame, left Boston last
week for Toledo. Among the other wheelmen who have left this city
might be mentioned Captain Nat Rogers, of the Wakefield Club,
who so handsomely entertained the cycling visitors to Wakefield.
Whenever he knew the Captain ©f a club had called a run for that
place he mustered a few men, and if they did not ride several miles
to meet the visitors, they always made it their duty to give them a
cordial reception, and see that they wanted for nothing while in
their city.

If you ask Totman, of the Charlestown Rovers Cycle Club what
he got for a Christmas present, he will blush like a school girl.

The Western press is once more talking about re-instating
Whittakeras an amateur, and the New York Sun says when he

joins the amateur ranks he will become a member of the South End
Wheelmen.

I recently received a handsome circular of information con-
cerning the proposed European cycle tour to be conducted by Mr.
F. A. Elwell, of Portland, and when I called upon E. B. Pillsbury
of the Massachusetts Club I discovered him deeply interested in

reading the same. He says he is going on that tour if he can
manage to leave his business affairs for a few months.

On Christmas Day it was my privilege to see a colored individua'
riding a bone shaker up and down an asphalt-paved street at the

North End, while an audience of Italian boys and girls that lined

the whole length of the sidewalk, liberally applauded the efforts of

the embrvo wheelmen. He gave some good and bad imitations of
Maltby and others, and the joke of the whole affair was that he
really thought he was an artist at trick riding.

Perhaps the strongest lady rider in this section of the State is

Miss Kirkwood, of the Middlesex Club of Melrose, and she and
Miss Beers can give many of the boys all the pedalling they want
to do to keep up with them on the roads. Miss Kirkwood has,

during the past season, ridden over 2100 miles.

The Atalanta Wheelmen still
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in the

J Wheelmen s Bowling League.

" NTTRA M" The last game was played on the
evening of December 23, between
the Brooklyn and New York Bi-

cycle Clubs, the Brooklyns coming out victorious by 54 pins. The
next game will be played on Friday evening, January 3d, between
the Atalantas and the Hudson Countys, on the Court House alleys

in Jersey City. The scores to date are as follows : Atalanta Wheel-
men, won, 2; lost, o; to play 8. Brooklyn Bicycle Club, won, 2;
lost, 1 ; to play, 7. Citizens' Bicycle Club, won, o; lost, 3 ; to play,

7. Hudson County Wheelmen, won, 1 ; lost, 1 ; to play, 8- Kings
County Wheelmen, won, 2; lost, 1 ; to play, 7. New York Bicy-
cle Club, won, 1 ; lost, 2; to play, 7.

The annual meeting for the election of officers of the Elizabeth
Wheelmen, will be held on Tuesday evening. January 7th. It is

expected that the present officers will be re-elected.

THEtegymnasium now in course of erection, by the Plainfield Bi-

cycle Club, has started quite a boom in the shape of applicants for

membership. Already over 25 applications have been received by
the Membership Committee, and they will be voted on at the regu-

lar monthly meeting, to be held on Monday evening, January 13th.

It was thought that the building could be erected at a cost of about
$2000, but after the plans had been drawn it was found that the cost
would be $2800.

»

Van Sicklen has accepted Merrihew's

PENNS YL VAN/A. challenge for
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race
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cago

team and one from the Wilmington Wheel

"ARTEL " Club, for any time and place, pieferably
for twenty-five miles. The Wilmington
men will probably insist on naming the

distance they would prefer, which should not be less than fifty miles.
A neutral course will be selected and—what a race it's going to be 1

I don't know of any contest that will attract more interest unless
perhaps a match can be arranged for a track race between all Chi-
cago and the East, to come off at the League meet.

The troubled political pot has not seemed to boil quite so lively

during the past week. It has been noticed that Pennsylvania is put
down as "solid for Luscomb," but the announcement is lather pre-
mature. Pennsylvania has committed herself for no one. Per-
sonally, while I know very little of either Messrs. Dunn or Lus-
comb, I, in common with a good many more who have ihe true in-

terests of the League of American Wheelmen at heart, should be
glad to see a compromise candidate selected.

Athletics are the order of the day at the clubs just now, and the
embry* Sullivans and Muldoons slug and wrestle each other every
night, getting their hands in. Last Friday night the South End
Wheelmen had an exhibition of the prowess of the various members,
which was thoroughly enjoyed by the club and their guests.

New Year's Day will be celebrated by two of our clubs. The
Century, in accordance with their usual custom, will have open
house, from two to six in the afternoon, and the new club, the Ox-
ford Wheelmen, will have a reception in the evening.

A German was given by the Philadelphia Bicycle Club, last

week, which was one, of the most seleit of the season's dances. All
the members and their invited guests were in evening dress, ana
the occasion was a notable one, even in the annals of the Philadel-
phia Club—which is. far excellence, the social club of this city.
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The limit of feminine membership in the Philadelphia Club has
been raised from thirty to fifty, which will accomodate quite a num-
ber of applicants who have hitherto been prevented from joining by
the limit.

Coupon clipping is always an enjoyable occupation ; hence the

news that the Pennsylvania and Century Clubs are this week pay-
ing the interest on their bonds will be pleasing information to the
holders of said bonds.

Following the example of the South End Wheelmen, the Cen-
turions propose organizing a club orchestra to enliven ( ?) the even-
ings of those members who pass the leisure time at the club house.
Many strings to their bows, and much wind to their lungs

!

Why, oh why, did "Perseus" forget to use his pseudonym in sign-
ing that article in a late Sporting' Life?

NB WS
The Maryland Bicycle Club, of Balti-

more, send the editors of this paper an in-

vitation to be present at the reception to

AMD COMMENT be Siven b^ the club 0n New Year '

s Dav -

Hjyu ^ummaiv i . Qne q{ thg editors of this paper was once
the recipient of hospitalities at the hands

of the Maryland Club, and with the pleasant memory thereof fresh

is his mind he is more than sorry he cannot help the Marylanders
celebrate the New Year. We wish them a continuance of their past

prosperity.

We wish all a Happy New Year.

Success to the League in its efforts toward better roads.

Success to the trade; may its business quadruple during the

year 1890.

Success to the riders ; may the year 1890 pass without one of
them taking a header.

Success to the winning ticket; may the history of the coming
executive powers be one that will cover it "as with a mantle of
glory," when it renders an account of its stewardship next year.

Success to all our brothers of the cycling press; may we all

work together in harmony for the general good of cycling and
better roads.

Success to everybody, and hurrah! for the good New^fearoi
1890; may it bring us all prosperity and happiness.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen of Providence will probably co-

operate with Van Wagoner and the Newport wheelmen, and run a

100 mile handicap road race there in the spring.

Two young Australian cyclists, George W. Burston and H. R.
Stokes of Melbourne, have just completed a twelve months' jour-
ney on their machines. Their route was through a portion of Aus-
tralia, thence to Java, where they rode 250 miles. Taking steamer
to Singapore they rode to Penang- Again sailing to British Bur-
mah, then went overland to Calcutta; thence to Bombay via

Delhi, a trip of 2000 miles. From India they shipped to Egypt
and did Palestine. Entering Europe at Sicily they rode across

Europe, and came out at Rotterdam. In England and Scotland
they added the distance of 1500 miles. The whole journey was
done on ordinary bicycles, and, marvellous to relate, they did not
have a single fall. Their whole luggage was a spare shirt and
waterproofs.

—

Sun.

We always look with pleasure for the calendar issued by the
Smith & Anthony Stove Works of Boston, the well-known manu-
facturers of the Hub ranges. It comes to us at last. It is a repro-

duction in delicate colors, of the late Miss Humphrey's water color
drawing, entitled the "First Step," and is one of the most charm-
ing of this artist's pictures of child life. The design is on heavy
cardboard, 10 1-2x8 inches. It can be had by sending 15 cents in

stamps or currency to the above address. Our readers will be for-

tunate if they secure a copy.

Good roads promote the advancement of country and town, and
country and town should unite to have them. •

The rooms of the Connecticut Bi. Club of Hartford have under1

gone renovation and redecoration. The dado is of lincrusta walton,
tinted an old ivory shade, and the walls and ceiling harmonize
with the geneSal plan of color. The club is in a most prosperous
condition. The membership is limited to 125, and applications are

now on file for vacancies when they shall occur. There are also

about twenty-five non-resident members.

The man who has not had la Grippe these days is a rara avis.

The New York Bicycle Club, under Captain Nesbitt, took a
New Year's, run on that day. Some twenty members started from
the club house at noon, and rode out to King's Bridge.

President Charles H. Luscomu, in company with Messrs.

Perkins, Cossum and Butler will represent the L. A. W. at the
meeting of the Pennsylvania State Board of Agriculture, to be held
at Harrisburg, January 22, 23, to discuss the question of Roads Im-
provements. The invitation which was sent to Mr. K. Brown we
printed December 20th.

"Elnod," our Providence, R. Inscribe, thus speaks of a very
well-known wheelman. He says : "We in Providence occasionally
hear from our old friend, Clarence E. Monroe, who ts at present
living in San Francisco, having been away from here for nearly
six months. He still continues his membership in the R. I. W.
No doubt 'Mon' (as he was known among his familiars here) has
made many friends in his new home, as he was a fine fellow and a
rider from the word go."

We are in receipt of a most splendid photograph of Chicago's
most celebrated racing men, and the group comprises Geo. A. and
W. C. Thorne, Kurtz, Dole, Skeer, Fanning, Tuttle, Van Sicklen,
Lumsden, Winship and Barrett. We have to thank Mr. R. D.
Garden for this donation to our portrait gallery. While on the
subject of Chicago racing men, we would like to acknowledge the
receipt, from some "unknown" in Chicago, of a beautiful little

New Year's card, representing three jolly green frogs coasting,
arms folded, on beautiful golden bicycles. There is a hidden (?)
sarcasm in the picture and the names which appear under the
froggies. The announcement appears that these are "Chicago
racing men," and under frog No. 1 appears the name of A. C.
Banker, under the frog No. 2 W. D. Banker and frog No. 3 W. S.
Campbell. All the frogs are exceedingly protruberant as to eyes,
intensely ample as to mouth, and excessively rotund as to stomach.
We would like to know the donor of these portraits.

"Nostaw," of Bridgeport, Conn., writes us: "An exciting game
of polo took place at the rink Monday evening, the 23d, between the
Rambling Wheelmen polo team, of Bridgeport, Conn., and the
team from the New Haven, Conn., Bicycle Club. After forty
minutes' exciting playing time, the game resulted in a victory for
the Ramblers, by a score of 4 to 3. A large crowd was in attend-
ance, and the noise and racket which emanated irom tin horns,
crickets, etc., in the hands of the spectators was almost deafening.
It was a great game, however, and the Ramblers feel quite jubilant
over their victory. At a meeting held in New Haven Thursday,
the 26th, the Connecticut Wheelmen's Polo League was duly-
organized. In addition to representatives from Meriden and New
Haven, Bridgeport was doubly represented, there being in attend-
ance at the meeting representatives from both clubs in this city.

The action of the League in admitting two teams from one city is,

I think, an unwise move, as one team in a place is about all the
public can attend to. However, the feasibility of this action will

undoubtedly be determined in the near future."

A six days' bicycle roller-skating race took place last week, at
Kernan's Monumental Skating Rink, at Baltimore, Md. The con-
test was between Champion McDowell, the roller skater, and Hattie
Lewis and Frankie Nelson, bicycle riders. They were evenly-
matched, and in consequence the race was closely contested. The
final score was: McDowell, 228 miles; Frankie Nelson, 227 miles,

19 laps; Hattie Lewis, 209 miles, 14 laps. The conditions of the
race were four hours daily, 200 miles required for a place, 50 per
cent, of the gross receipts and a purse of $200 to the winner. The
race was under the management of Manager D. G. Goff, who
represented the interests of Sporting Editor O'Brien of the New
York Police Gazette.

"Everywhere there is a demand for better roads. This cry for
road improvement is not confined to any one State, but extends to
nearly every State in the Union. When the whole people take
hold of a matter like this, something is sure to be done, and it will

not be done too soon."

—

Exchange
We are told that even though "Rhode Island's Chief Consul is in

Chicago, the soul of the Chairman of the National Racing Board i6

still marching on, as demonstrated by the weekly suspension of a
'suspect' racing man or two."

It is claimed that fully two-thirds of the wheels now ridden in

Portland, Me., are of the safety type. The prophecy of the World
of some four years ago is certainly being verified.

There are some muddy roads about Sycamore, 111., just now,
but none so bad as to necessitate such precautions as a Rockford
man took. He rode his bicycle about the streets with an enormous
life preserver strapped on to his handle-bar.

A well-known Irish rider writes us as fellows: "I notice in the
Bicycling World that you do not think highly of the pneumatic
tire. * * * The tire is really a most marvellous invention; it

annihilates vibration ; it enables a very much lighter machine to
be ridden. * * * These are not mere assertions, but facts

which have been proved.*' * * *
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PAT.—"Jist listen to this, Mary Ann. Here'slfa letther frum Tim in

Ameriky, and he says he's workin' fer a Boysikle Mon, an ridin' an Agle."

MARY ANN.—"Phat strong birds thare bees in Ameriky. Sure Tim
is a sthout by."
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THE - VEflDICT - OF 1889

IS

TIHI^T

SWIFT SAFETY. LADY'S SWIFT SAFETY.

THEY ARE CORRECTLY NAMED

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Limited,

BO^TOIV.

It is certainly

not to be won-

dered at that
"Uncle Zeke"

should moralize

on the improve-
1
' ments of the cen-

tury when look-

ing at the first

and only machine

on the market

having a Spring

Frame

!

Chicago.CORMULLY & JEFFERY MFC. CO.,
Don't forget to call at our new store at 178 Columbus Avenue, BOSTON, where we also handle Ihe

celebrated MERRITT TYPEWRITER as Sole New England Agents.
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Hallettsville (Texas) New Era: "If you know anything

about a good road, let us have it. If you would rather travel on a

good road than stick in a mud hole, think up a feasible plan to get

out of it."

The Bristol (R. I.) Bicycle Club is making preparations to hold

a bazaar in their beautiful rooms in Mount Hope Block, Bristol,

R. I., on the evenings of January 28, 29 and 30. They intend to

have an abundance of vocal and instrumental music, and the rooms
will be beautifully decorated.

A wheelman of Providence, R. I., has in his possession a

"Columbian Calendar or Almanac for the year of our Lord 1806."

There is a page devoted to road distances between various points in

the State, and thence to Boston, Portsmouth, Casco Bay, Benning-

ton, Hartford, New Haven, Albany and Philadelphia and interven-

ing towns. It is described as quite a Road Book.

In Australia they are evidently wakening up to the fact that the

pure amateur is not always the immaculate sport ,'oving being that

we all once trustingly thought him ; witness the following from an

antipodean exchange : "When intercolonial racing was in its in-

fancy, and racing was popular because the public believed in the

bona fides of racing men, there were large 'gates' and profits, which
enabled the race-promoting clubs to dispense lavish hospitality.

In the light of latter day experience it is unfortunate that this hos-

pitality was shown, as it appears to have come to this that a large

section of racing men appear to want their expenses paid, have
their entry fees paid for them, and consider 'racing' a very secon-

dary matter to the 'hospitality' extended to them. This has been
felt very severely in Sydney for some time, and it appears that even
the Adelaide people have found it out. The sooner this matter is

brought to a crisis th« better. Amateur race-promoting clubs will,

no doubt, soon arrive at the conclusion that the most profitable and
enjoyable race meetings will be those unpretentious ones which can-
not be called 'intercolonial,' and at which first-class scratch races

will be 'barred.'
"

During the next two months we may expect to record the birth

of two new papers, devoted to the sport of cycling and roads im-
provement. One will first see t e light of day at Hartford, Conn.,
about February 1st, and Mr. Joseph Goodman will be the pro-
genitor. We hear that Mr. Goodman's venture will be called the
Cyclist and will be published monthly. The other paper will owe
its being to Messrs. Van Sicklen and Barrett, of Chicago, and will

be christened Bearings.

"It is unreasonable to suppose that an inveterate bicyclist can
injure his spine by constant riding," said Dr. William Hunt, a
well-known Philadelphia physician, a few days ago. "In many
years' experience I have never heard of any such case, and I sus-

pect the man who would accuse the bicycle of enmity to the well-

being of the spinal cord is one who tried to master the intricacies

of the nickel-ribbed steed in vain. I have been called upon to bind
up the wounds of more than one victim of a header, but it has al-

ways been a fractured limb or a broken head that needed treatment,
not a misplaced or injured spine."

The general idea prevailing seems to be to get up good roads
without the expenditure of money. That thing "can't be did, you
know," and if people are really in earnest in their desire for good
roads, they must go down in their pockets after the needful.

The Long Island Wheelmen must go on record as the champion
medal-distributing club of the country. This club recently dis-

tributed. thirty-four medals to members of the club for mileage made
during the year.

The Wilmington (Del.) Wheel Club has bought the three-story
dwelling at No. 907 Shipley street, Wilmington, and it will be con-
verted into a club house. The price paid was $5500.

It seems a long time since we heard of "Quilla" Rich on the
racing path, so when we hear that this old-timer is quietly prepar-
ing for the path next season, we look forward to some fun. Rich
is ambitious, and is after the scalps of such m%n as Lumsden,
Myers and Windle.

A new club has been formed at East Orange, N. J., and is known
as the Juanita. The membership will be made up of the younger
cyclists of the Oranges, all riders over fifteen years of age being eligi-
ble to membership. The Juanitas have cosy club rooms at the
corner of Park avenue and Washington street, East Orange, at
which place visiting riders will be welcome.
A correspondent from Chambersburg, Pa., writes us : "I wish

to tell the cycling public in general how the Chambersburg (Pa.)
Wheel Club is progressing. It was organized two years ago, and
last January they furnished a room for meeting and social pur-
poses. But the room proved to be too small, and the first day of
January will see them in new and much larger apartments. This
new room will be entirely refurnished with new carpet, curtains,

decorations, etc., and last, but not least, an excellent billiard table.

The club is composed of strictly first-class cyclers, all energetic
workers, and nearly all membeis of the L. A. W. By next season
the club expects to be a League club. Any tourists coming this

way will always be made welcome."

Our Syracuse (N. Y.) correspondent "Salina" wishes a correc-
tion made in the description of the grand stand for the new Kirk-
wood Drivir g Park in that city. It will seat jj,ooo people, instead
of 7300, as appeared in the World. Work on the new park is

progressing rapidly, despite the unfavorable weather.

We have several requests for information as to who the proper
party is to apply to in the matter of the Pennsylvania and New
Jersey Road Book. All communications should be addressed to

H. J. Crowther, 1022 Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Knickerbocker Cycling Club, of Syracuse, N. Y., has a team
^tthree men in training this winter for track racing. The team
consists of E. L. Lancaster, James P. Becker and Burt Becker.
The Syracuse Cycling Club will have to look out for its laurels

next season

The Century Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, Pa., as usual held open
house January 1st. We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of
cards.

Our Grand Rapids correspondent "Serom" writes us: Lady
riders will be on the increase here next season, judging from the
marriages taking place. Soon after Thanksgiving news reached
us that Perry Whiting, who started for Denver, Col., had stopped
over at Kansas City and married an old Grand Rapids flame. Be-
fore this note is in print another will have been added to the list of
benedicts. Mr. W. B. Garvis, a prominent member of the local

club, will have taken unto himself a charming bride. Several
others of our fellows have been seen lately at different jeweller's
looking at rings.

Mr. Doubleday, of the Cortland County, N. Y. , Cycling Club,
was in Syracuse on Christmas Day. He said the Cortland boys have
a promising race team for next season, which is willing to challenge
any Syracuse team for a track or road race any distance, for a
valuable p-ize. They are especially anxious to meet Captain Laa-
caster, who captured two first prizes at their last tournament.

The committee of the Syracuse (N. Y.) Cycling Club appointed
at the last business meeting, to reconnoiter for a club house, has
been actively at work, and several desirable locations have been
selected. The club has taken hold of the idea with vim, and a site

is likely to be chosen.

Reports from all over the country report the most unusual
weather; more like May than December. Very nice, but very con-
ducive to a good case of La Grippe.

Mr. Guy White, "of Grand Rapids, Mich., has left that city

and we understand he intends locating at Portland, Oregon, after

January 15th. Oregon wheelmen will find Mr. White a jolly gojd
fellow.

Neat little cards have been issued by Secretary-Treasurer
Conover, of Michigan, announcing the birth of a son December 23.
The name of the young stranger will be Charles Junius. We ex-
tend congratulations.

A State Wheelman's Polo League has been formed in Connec-
ticut. The places represented so far are New Haven, Bridgeport
and Meriden. Hartford will be represented later.

Who is "Browne, the noted English bicyclist," who it is claimed
started to tour round the world a la Stevens, but in consequence of
being robbed at Gallup, Ari., and having smashed his machine,
crys "enough" on arriving at Denver, Col.?

The La Plata County, Col. , Improvement Co. filed articles of incor-
poration lately. The object of the new corporation is to expend a
large sum of money in building- and improving- the wagon roads of
La Plata and San Juan Counties; also to construct a wagon road
from Rockwood to Rico. The capital stock of the company is

$500,000.

Messrs. Whitten, Godding & Co., of Providence, speak in
the highest terms of the World as an advertising medium. See
their announcement in the trade notes.

The Hartford Wheel Club gave a "smoker" last Saturday evening.
Music, together with sparring and wrestling matches, made up a
highly enjoyable entertainment. The skill displayed in the wrest-
ling between Messrs. Ellwood and Buckley deserves much praise.

We regret very much that want of space prevents us from print-
ing the account of the famous Christmas tree of the Rhode Island
Wheelmen of Providence. The appropriate presents that were given
to each were provocative of the greatest amusement. There was
one omission and that wis Chairman Davol did not get a present
of a pure amateur or a framed portrait of himself as it appeared in
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Send to WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass., for Catalogue.

the Wheel. A little attention like that would have pleased "good
old Charley," and it would have been so eas_y to get.

The Knickerbocker Wheelmen, of Syracuse, N. Y., send out a

most tasty New Year's card, and greeting and invitation for non-
attached gentlemen to become fellow-members.

The Dorchester, Mass., Bicycle Club will hold a ball at Wood's
Hall, Neponset, Mass, on the evening of the 17th January. Rich-
ardson's Orchestra will furnish the music. We acknowledge re-

ceipt of the "complimentary" with thanks.

The grand entertainment and hop, held at Grand Army Hall,

Washington, D. C., by the Columbia Cycle Club, December i^s
reported as being a grand success. A special club song was com-
posed for the occasion, and rendered. Two of the stanzas run thus :

We're organized for pleasure
And we'll have you all to know,

We make ourselves agreeable,

No matter where we go.

We're honored and respected
Wherever we may be,

As the famed Columbia Cycle Club,
Of Washington, D. C.*****

Our club is young and growing,
On our members we rely,

All honest sons of gentlemen
(No others need apply).

Our motto is excelsior,

And honesty's our guide,

In the famed Columbia Cycle Club,
We take the greatest pride.

CORRESPONDENCE.
[ The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter
which in his opinion is improper.']

. TO "HA WKSHA W" AND "NOSTA W."

Editor Bicycling World: We trust that "Hawkshaw" will believe
me to speak in all respect, when we say that very probably the New
York gentlemen never before had heard of Danielsonville. He may
judge, then, that we were not a little "sot up" to note that, "one
whose writings we have always admired" should have considered
our reply to "Nostaw" as "neatly." (This along here is a bid for

continued reciprocity, dear "Hawkshaw"). We feel that it is "nice
to see ones name in print" even though, as we read along, we find

that he of Gotham does not agree with us in our very narrow view
of the question. Furthermore,, we are elated because "Hawkshaw"
expresses his opinion in a real kind, gentlemanly manner, so that
we feel another golden link has been forged in the chain of a cer-

tain mysterious friendship which binds us to all the World's corre-
spondents. Thank you !

But this was not the end ' 'Nostaw's" reply greets the view. Now
the gentleman from the heart of all cycling activity and erudition,
refers to D in terms which lead us to believe that he does know
where we are granging. As to the rant about our residence, we
have only to say that it is away out here in the brush that such men
as' Winslow T. Williams, L. A. W. No. 5 have kept alive an enthu-
siasm for wheeling for nine years in a region, the roads of which
are so bad that six miles an hour is good riding. We are used to

being sat on ; but it might be well to remember that should any
future letters of ours assume such torrid verbiage as has characterized
some communications to the World, the Editor will very likely

sand-bag us both with that little foot-note of his, at least, so we
hope.
In the first place we were not responsible for the heading to our

letter. "No Need of Sign-Boards in Connecticut" emanated from
the World's sanctum, did it not, Mr. Editor? [It did.

—

Ed.] We
did not have in mind, nor did we say that road signs were not
needed in Connecticut. We wished to convey that this was one
way of looking at it, and this was the Editor's reading. The
Bridgeport gentleman will read that we expressed a. personal opin-
ion ; that we argued our point with reference only to our own nar-
row-minded views, just as if there were no wheelmen in the world
other than "Nostaw" and myself. Further than airing this hobby
and advertising the Connecticut Road Book we did not speak.
"Hawkshaw" understood us.

"Nostaw" seems to be keyed up pretty high about the condition
of these road signs, and from some things which he lets fall in his

letter, we do not wonder at it.

If we were to leave the "Rome of cycling" activity en route to New
York we should take our road book along and make short cuts.

"Nostaw" has by hook and crook worked out a route from New
Haven to New York, which is about one hundred and thirty miles.

Anyone can see that the road book route is some forty miles
shorter than this. We do not wonder that "life is altogether to»
short for this method," or "that this defect in our road-sign sys-

tem is the one greatest bane of our lives." Away here in the corn
husks we are going to do what we can to abate the nuisance; but
we don't intend to lose our shirt nor "turn the State upside down,"
as another member away up in the hills, at Sharon, says. And as

we have before remarked, we shall have more to say; not in "'tis"

and "tain't," however. Arthur Allen Dean.
Danielsonville, Conn.

MR. ROUSE ON THE ENTRANCE FEE $UESTrO.\.

Editor Bicycling World : It seems to me B. Taylor Bruce takes

a wrong position in asking the Racing Board to pass a rule at its

next meeting, directing the return of entrance fees to men who
start. It seems to me this is a matter in which the Racing Board
should not interfere. It seems to be no more the province of the

Racing Board to determine whether entrance fees shall be returned
or not, than to fix the amount of entrance fees themselves, or, for

that matter, the charge which shall be made at the gate or amphi-
theatre. The amount of the entrance fee, and the question as to

whether they shall be returned to competitors who start or not, is

a matter, it seems to me, that should be determined by. the pro-

motors of each tournament for themselves. Conditions vary, and
while it may be possible to return entrance fees in some cases,

without financial loss to the club holding the tournament, the

reverse is usually the case. But few tournaments pay expenses.
The risk of loss in giving them is very great, and inasmuch as the

racing man who wins a prize is the one most directly and personally
benefitted by the tournament, it is no more than fair that he
pay a small tee for the privilege of competing—especially as it is

a well-established custom.
Mr. Bruce seems to assume that tournament managers are as a

rule paid a large salary for their work, and while this might properly
have been the case with Mr. Ducker, the Buffalo races having been
given by a Fair Association and not by a bicycle club, it is un-
questionably not generally the case, and it will be found that

managers not only give their time, labor and influence gratis, but
not infrequently go deep into their pockets for prizes, while they in-

variably have to stand a heavy proportion of any loss that may
result.

It will not be disputed that managers go into tournaments quite

as much for the good of the cause as racing men, while personally
they receive no prizes or other compensation for their time, whereas
a successful racing man does.
The interest of racing men and managers should be, and in most

cases are, identical. A successful race meet cannot be given with-

out the presence of first class racing men, and neither can a first

class meet be given without first class management; furthermore
the success of the meet depends to a very great extent on the

character, value and desirability of the prizes offered, and as the
prizes almost invariably depend not only upon the ability of the

management but very largely upon the resources at their command,
racing men should not object to any legitimate means of increasing
the receipts of » tournament, which receipts the management antici-

pates in offering prizes. The small entrance fee usually charged in

amateur races is a very small tax on each competitor, while in the

aggregate it is no small assistance to the promoters of a tournament.
Managers can afford to and do offer very much better prizes when
they charge an entrance fee that is not to be returned, than when the

fee is to be returned. Take our last fall's Peoria tournament for

instance. In one of our races we had forty-five entries, which at

fifty cents each netted us $22.50. It will readily be seen that antici-

pating the receipt of this sum we could afford to give a much better

prize than we could had we returned the greater part or all of this

amount. True the amount is small as compared with the prizes

which for this race were worth probably $200, but I can still say
that the entrance fees in the aggregate were by no means regarded
as insignificant in figuring our probable receipts and expenditure.
The entrance fee was a reasonably certain quantity, while the gate
receipts were not.
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In this connexion, illustrating the great risk assumed by tourna-

ment promoters, even when entrance fees are not returned, I will

say that on the evening before the first day of our tournament, we

were still so uncertain of success, notwithstanding the fact that we
had at that time the greatest field of starters that had ever entered

at an American amateur tournament, that we issued a circular letter

which was delivered to every member of the club the following

morning, urging the strongest endeavors to sell tickets, as the pros-

peel: at that time was that if a large additional number of tickets

were not sold each member would have to stand an assessment of

$10 to make up the loss on the tournament. This circular and the

prospect of this loss had a great effect upon our members, all of

whom made efforts to sell tickets and interest people in the tourna-

ment, which would not otherwise have been done. Our tourna-

ment was a success, and we did not lose money, but we confidently

expected to lose when we got it up, and up to the very moment that

the first race was called would have esteemed ourselves fortunate if

we could have been guaranteed against loss. This being the case

it will readily be seen that tournament managers and clubs promot-

ing tournaments will not feel inclined to give tournaments when
the risk of loss is materially increased, as would be the case should

the rule be established by the Racing Board that entrance fees be

returned. First-class tournaments are not so plenty in this country

thit the Racing Board can afford to handicap race meet promoters.

This being the case I certainly hope that no such action as that

suggested bv Mr. Bruce will be taken.
Very truly,^ H. G. Rouse.

NOSTA W" A GAIN.

Again I hear those murmurings from above. Is No. 23,257
another member of the Road Improvement Committee that my re-

marks should thus fluster him? However, No. 23,257 does us a

great injustice when he attacks me in such an unkind manner.
Bridgeport has no Selectmen ; that is, she has no active officials of

that name. The Common Council, Board of Public Works and
Street Commissioners are the custodians of our public thorough-
fares. We could not give to Mr. Dean that which we have not got.

Riding is forbidden on our public racing course only a few hours
in the day, as is likely to occur in any -well regulated community.
Give the horses and carriages a chance once in a while. It is one
thing to propose an ordinance, but quite another thing to have it

adopted. Just the result in this case No. 23,257 mentions. Our L.
A. W. hotel does not give the discount in money, perhaps, that

some hotels do, neither does it give a discount in edibles that a

certain L. A. W. hotel did at which I stopped at up North the 2d

and 3d of last September. Never question the decisions of a court

of law. They are always supposed to be equitable and just,

whether for or against us, and if a case has been fairly tried and
decided it is not right for newspapers or anybody else to try them
over again. Is Bridgeport wide awake? Well, f guess so. Never-
theless don't forget those road signs. Nostaw.

ARGUS, JR., OF BALTIMORE, OBJECTS TO THE NA-

TIONAL EXECUTIVES' SCHEME OF LEGISLATION.

The first move of the National Committee in the matter of se-

curing road legislation of some sort in this and other States has
been made here. Messrs. Butler, Share and "^eal have sent to
Chief Consul Mott. to be forwarded to Gov. Jackson, a communi-
cation, calling the attention of the latter to the importance of im-
proving the highways of the State, and asking that he bring the
matter before the coming Legislature. [We print the memorial in
another column.

—

Ed.] I would not for a moment discourage any
effort having for its object the securing of better highways, but I

cannot but feel that the plan of the present Executive, so far as we
know it, is ill-advised so far as this State is concerned. Our
county Divisions are peculiar, and perhaps strange to every mem-
ber of the National Committee. The end sought will be difficult

to attain under any circumstances, because, while heartily desiring
better roads, the county people are jealous of the expenditure of

their road tax and are not minded to submit to immediate and radical
changes. Our local committee on Rights and Privileges who were
charged with the task of preparing a bill for submission to the
Legislature, as desired by President Luscomb, are unanimous in the
opinion that a bill which would be applicable to the whole State
would be difficult to frame and impossible to pass at this time. I

would most respectfully submit that the matter had much better be
left in the hands of the local Highway Committee, who are looking
into it very carefully, and from the very fact that they are on the
ground are better able to manage the case.

In vouchsafing to W. T. Eastwood of this city another grain ol

explanation on this subject, Dr. Kempton emits a small ray of

truth where he remarks that "premature attempts to secure legis-

lation are apt to act like a boomerang." In my opinion only the

local committee can judge when and how action should be taken.

As the case stands now we, of the Maryland Division have not yet

attempted to secure legislation which will affect the counties, know-
ing that they are not yet ready for it. We have dabbled in city

politics, however, and with excellent effect, for we have not only
been the means of seating many of the lately elected city council-

men, but have so placed ourselves before that body that they are

ready to listen favorably to anything reasonable we may have to

say. No better evidence of this is needed than the fact already

noted in the World, that we were given an appropriation the same
day it was asked, during the recent very brief preliminary session

of the council. Dr. Kempton's communications lead me to suspect

that an attempt was made to "drive" the people of Ohio, and that

the failure, theieof, has made anything but the slow educational

process impossible there. 1 assure him no such attempt is contem-
plated here, but we feel sure that a little politics and a little educa-
tion will go hand in hand decidedly well. What I fear is that the

interference of the National Committee, however well meant, will

prove the boomerang. Our agitation is bearing fruit, and the

county people, particularly those in the immediate neighborhood of
this city, aie holding frequent mass meetings for the discussion of
the subject. Argus, Jr.
Baltimore, Md.

THE HUDSON COUNTY WHEELMEN'S FAIR.

The huge fair, which was recently held by the Hudson County
Wheelmen (KiYippy!! KiYippyM!) was in every way a thor-

ough success ; nearly all the men turned out and took a hand in

the work, being ably assisted by about forty-five young ladies,

friends of the members, at the booths. Some of the ladies were
present at every session, and the members feel very grateful to

them. No doubt we will soon hear that they have arranged an en-
tertainment to be held in honor of the ladies who were so untiring
in their efforts to bring about the grand result which followed. The
voting for the most popular wheeling club resulted in a victory for

the Harlem Wheelmen, they carrying off the handsome chair
which was offered as the prize ; the highest scores were : Harlem
Wheelmen, 438; Brooklyn' Bicycle Club, 419; Elizabeth Wheel-
men, 22S. The scores made on the "Bicyola" were not very high}
the winners were : Dr. Johnson, 4600; prize, Columbia Safety Bi-

cycle; N. V. H. Post, 4200—prize, bicycle uniform: Oscar Gubel-
man, 3500—prize, fancy clover leaf table.

The phonograph afforded considerable pleasure, and netted very
good results, as did the shooting gallery, in which Messrs. E. P.
Baggot and J. H. Green made the highest scores, which were 20
and 19 respectively.

Although it cannot be ascertained at present the exact sum net-

ted by the club, it will in all probability be about $1000. Repre-
sentations from the various surrounding wheeling clubs were
present at every evening se.-sion. Nitram.

A RECORD FOR LOUISIANA.

The membership of the Louisiana Division, L. A. W., was in

1886, 68; in 18S7, 72; in 1888, the membership fell off to 57; and in

1889, new life and activity was the cry. and at this date they num-
ber too members, with four months vet to hear from, and several
applications in hand.
Of the 57 members in the Division in 1888 54 of them renewed in

1889, or a renewal percentage of 95 per cent., and the increase to
date over 188S is now 76 per cent. , and will soon reach 100 per cent.

,

with the new applications in hand and to be received in the next
four months.
Has any Division equalled our 95 per cent, of renewals and 76

per cent, increase in membership for 1889?
We are certain that this is record.

The New Orleans Bicycle Club and the Louisiana Cycling Club
are also on a boom, the former with some 62 members and the latter

with 75.

While our Northern brothers are -using vaseline, and practicing
on the "home trainer," we of New Orleans are riding dail\,and
only last Sunday held a road race on a road covered with dust, and
the thermometer about 80 degrees, and two weeks ago, in a 50-mile
road race, one of the riders fainted from the heat.
Here we ride 365 days in the 3'ear, rain alone preventing our

riders from taking an outing.
We are proud of our record in the League, and propose to wear

the blue ribbon, until some other State equals our record.
An election for Vice Consul and Representatve will be held on

January 4th, 1890. "Marnoi.a."
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ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENT AWHEEL.
(BY GEO. D. MITCHELL.)

" ," Ihese were the words I felt like saying, as we were
kept lanquishing six tantalizing hours on board the "City of Paris,"

within a stone's throw of the Liverpool landing stage, waiting for

the procrastinating ship's people to get our baggage off. It was a
beautiful afternoon, and our quartette was longing to get ashore,
after wrestling with Neptune for even the comparatively short time
it took our ocean record-breaker to cross. I had never crossed in

the second cabin before, but we were desirous of making our trip

as economical as possible, consistent with reasonable comfort,
and we decided to try it. Second cabin is tolerable, notwithstand-
ing some incidental vexations however; among the passengers
there exists less of that senseless reserve which is characteristic of
the saloon, and the voyage is thereby rendered more endurable. It

is somewhat like travelling third class on European railroads; to

an observing and not over-fastidious traveller it is much more in-

teresting than first class.

It was our purpose to proceed at once to Coventry, the centre of

the cycling trade of the world, and there select our wheels.
The number of different styles of wheels is of course legionary;
indeed there were over one hundred independent factories repre-

sei ted at the recent Stanley Show, and there are fifteen makers In

Coventry alone.

It is unnecessary to say that the safety pattern has almost exclu-

sive possession of the market, the ordinary type having fallen into

practical disuse so far as new machines are concerned. We owe to

Coventry, and to James Starley, the pioneir in the industry, to

whom the city has erected a grateful monument, the introduction

and subsequent development of that great institution, the cycle.

Twenty-one years ago the first bicycle at all approximating the
present form was constructed, and a year or two thereafter the idea

of the suspended wheel and rubber tire, which has alone made the

bicycle practical, was adopted.
The five or six largest manufacturers in Coventry employ from

two hundred to seven hundred hands each, the total number engaged
in the industry being about 3500; one factory alone, that of the

Coventry Machinists' Company will turn out probably 7000 machines
of all kinds this year, while the aggregate product of the town will

doubtless reach 45 000 Singer & Co. have made forty bicycles for

the Royal Army and they have been found to be practical substitutes

for horses in the cavalry service; while one of the brass bands of
Coventry has been supplied with a tandem for "fifteen riders and a

bass drum," as the makers proudly expressed it.

Indeed, cycling has developed irito a sober, practical matter of

business, though too many in America especially still look upon it

only as a pastime. Tradesmen, milkmen and others are using tri-

cycles very generally for delivering their wares. The other day at

Stratford-on-Avon I happened to fall in with Mr. A. A. Adee, the

Second Assistant Secretary of State, who evidently does not con-
sider a bicycle jaunt inconsistent with the dignity of his official posi-

tion. At Oxford I met a young fellow who had come all the way
from Birmingham or "Brum," as they have it in the vernacular,

seventy miles, before 10.30 in the morning. Indeed, the twilights

here in this more northern latitude are so much longer than ours that

cyclists are able to avoid the heat of the day and do all their riding in

the early morning and at evening; in fact, during these longest days
of the year it is possible to read at ten o'clock at night by the light

yet remaining.
Of course wheels are cheaper here than in America; as a matter

of fact the judicious buyer can get them for about half, although the

extra strong and really first-class machines that are designed es-

pecially for the American market are usually listed at about twenty
pounds. We spent a week in Coventry to allow time for slight

changes in our wheels, have our Cycling Tourist Club outfits made
and perfect our whole equipment preparatory to starting awheel for

London, as our first objective point, and the time was profitably

spent in visiting the various factories, which are particularly in-

teresting to cyclists.

I will leave the ride to London, leading through the most beauti-

ful and historic part of old England, for the subject of my next letter.

{To be continued.')

handsomely bound road book of some 260 pages is the result. To
Mr. Crowther and the present indefatigable Road Book Committee
we offer our hearty felicitation on the accomplishment of a long-
drawn-out job.
The book contains eight maps, corrected up to date.

THE PENNSYLVANIA-MARYLAND-NEW JERSEY-
DELAWARE ROAD BOOK.

Many, very many times have we "cried wolf" on this Pennsyl-
vania, etc., road book, and at last the time has come, as told in the

fable, that the cry of wolf has really substantial foundation for be-

ing uttered. The long-looked-for, the long-desired, has "arriv."

The mountain has been in travail, and we are pleased to say that a

mouse is not the outcome, but a very handsome, well printed,

THE COST OF POOR ROADS.

Here is a little item, received from a correspondent, that may
serve to illustrate in a very small way the cost of poor roads : "On
account of the bad condition of the roads potatoes have advanced
at Vergennes to 65 cents per bushel." Another correspondent
wrote us the other day that farmers could not afford to take their
milk to the creamery in their teams because oC the trouble and
time necessary in order to carry it over the muddy roads to the
creamery, the farmers finding it more profitable to feed sweet milk
to stock than attempt its transportation. When the people can be
made to understand that it actually costs more in time and money
to travel over a poor road than it does to travel over a good one,
they will be less inclined to begrudge the first expense of good
roads, and, what is of more importance still, will be willing and
anxious to put the business of road making into the hands of intel-
ligent men who understand the business. Poor roads are the ex-
pensive things that curse a country district.

—

Burlington Free Press.

THE CYCLIST ANNUAL.

We have before us the 1889 Christmas annual of the Cyclist, and
we find much in it that appeals to the American as well as the
English cyclist. The illustrations by Moere are better, if possible,
than usual. The story in verse, of "John Quillpin," is a very
clever parody on the ride of John Gilpin. The cyclist mounts a
machine, and, after the manner of the unfortunate Gilpin, the safety

on which Quillpin is riding runs away, and scatters dismay and
disaster on all sides. The illustrations of this doleful ditty are
most amusing. The "Compleat Cycler," by Isaac Vaulton, is a
series of articles on the different phases of cycling, treated in a most
pleasing and entertaining manner. In the fifth chapter there are
many very excellent songs introduced, one verse of one song,
which we reproduce, must nave caused waves of joy to course over
the form of Mr. Hillier, on reading the same. The verse 16 as
follows :

When the cinder path we try

For our recreation,

Thousands flock to see us fly.

Ready with ovation.
Then we go,
Sure and slow
Just at first,

And are curst
Without stint

Till we sprint,

And thus secure the laurel.

The book contains a table of gears for tricycles and safety bicy-
cles, compiled by Henry Sturmey, also a complete racing calendar
of the English path for 1889; short biographies of who is who in

English cycledom, a list of English cycle clubs, and a table of the
English path records.

The annual is most beautifully printed and illustrated. It con-
tains nearly 200 pages all told, divided as follows : About 132 of
matter, as above described, and the balance of pages in advertising.

Orders will be received at this office. Price, postpaid from Eng-
land, fifty cents.

UNIVERSITY ROAD PRIZES.

Mr. William H. Rhawn, with Messrs. A. J. Cassatt, Joel J.
Bailey, George W. Childs, Charles Richardson, Edward Long-
streth, Joseph Wharton, Jay Cooke, Charles F. Berwind, Charles
C. Harrison, Henry W. Sharpless, Justus C. Strawbridge, Henry
H. Houston, Beauveau Borie, Edward C. Knight and Wm. Hacker,
have united to offer three prizes of $200, $150 and $100 respect-

ively, to be known as the "University of Pennsylvania Road
Prizes," for the best three papers on road making and maintenance,
subject to the following conditions : »

"The competition shall be open to all, and will be under the aus-
pices of the University, with the advice of the committee.
The subject of road making and maintenance should include the

engineering, economic and legislative features of construction, re-

construction and maintenanre. and ihe advantages of thoroughly
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scientific treatment, but omit history, excepting where necessary to

illustrate or impress an argument.
The papers should be terse, logical and original (not compila-

tions), written on one side of a sheet only. It is pre/erred that

they should be in type-writing. A paper may be the joint produc-
tion of two or more persons.
The author's name should not appear upon his paper, nor be

otherwise prematurely disclosed, but his name and address should
be enclosed in a sealed envelope, attached to his paper in such
manner that it may be readily removed without injury. The papers
and envelopes will be correspondingly numbered as received, and
the envelopes will remain unopened until after awards of prizes or

honorable mention are determined upon, when only those will be
opened which correspond to the successful numbers ; the rest will

be destroyed and the identity of the writers remain unknown.
All communications should be addressed to Dr. William Pepper,

Provost, University ot Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.., and be pre-

sented on or before April 5, 1890.

The papers received will be submitted to a Board of five or seven
Adjudicators to be appointed by Dr. Pepper, with the advice and con-

sent of the committee, which Board shall be the sole judges of all

papers, and will not consider any paper that fails to comply with

these conditions. They shall report, if possible, within one month
from the date of receiving the papers. The vote of a majority of

the Board upon the merits of any paper shall be final.

When the adjudie ation shall be made and reported to the Provost,

he shall call a meeting of the committee, at which meeting he shall

open the envelopes corresponding with the successful papers, and
award the prizes, in accordance with the adjudication, to the

authors then disclosed and entitled to receive them.
The papers for which prizes have thus been paid shall become

the property of the University for early publication, after which it

is proposed by the committee to invite a second competition for

the best drafts of legislative bills designed to carry out the features

developed by the first competition."

—

Philadelphia Ledger.

CATARRH, HAY FEVER, CATARRHAL DEAFNESS.
A NEW HOME THEA TMENT.

Sufferers are not generally aware that these diseases are con-
tagious, or that they are due to the presence of living parasites in

the lining membrane of the nose and eustachian tubes. Microscopic
research, however, has proved this to be a fact, and the result is

that a simple remedy has been formulated whereby these distressing
diseases are rapidly and permanently cured in from one to three
simple applications made at home by the patient once in two weeks.
A pamphlet explaining this new treatment is sent free, on applica-
tion, by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 339 West King street, Toronto,
Canada.— Christian Standard.

A WARNING.

We have been desired to call the attention of readers to the ad-
vertisement of Holmes & Co. which appears on page 206. Messrs.
Holmes warn all manufacturers of knit goods that to manufacture
certain patterns of garments on which they have patents will force
them to take legal steps to protect said patents. Messrs. Holmes
& Co. are one of the largest and most reliable firms in the country,
and we cheerfully recommend them to our readers as being most
worthy of patronage.

CHANGE OF FIRM.

The undersigned hereby gives notice that it has sold its Ameri-
can business, plants and patents, and the same are now owned by
the Eastman Company, a corporation organized under the laws of
the State of New York, and having its principal place of business at
Rochester, and that it has sold its European business, stock in

trade, and patents to the Eastman Photographic Materials Com-
pany, Limited, a corporation organized under the laws of Great
Britain, and having its principal place of business at 115 Oxford
street, London, England.
The new companies will co-operate to extend the sale of the

Eastman specialties throughout the world. A continuance of pat-
ronage is respectfully solicited for them.

The Eastman Dry Plate & Film Co.
Rochester, N. Y., January 1st, 1890.

company will continue to carry on the business under the same
management that has heretofore so successfully conducted the
affairs of the old company. It is the intention of the Eastman
Company to still further extend the business of the manufacture of
Photographic Materials and Apparatus, and especially to develop
the Eastman system of Film Photography, which has with the
recent invention of the Transparent Film been made practical for
general use. To this end neither labor nor capital will be spared,
and every effort will be made to maintain the reputation of the
company for manufacturing goods of the highest quality.

The Eastman Company.
Rochester, N. Y.

, January if f 1890.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
Having purchased the plant, patents and business formerly owned

by the Eastman Dry Plate and Film Company in America, this

"Senator" Morgan will at last settle down, and to that end
will pay taxes in Portland, Or., having last week purchased two
lots in the suburb. The "Senator" will handle a first class agency
ot bicycles, school and repair shop in the big Mechanics' Pavilion,
which he has leased. He would like to hear from firms who want
a live agent; also from a skilled repairer who wishes to "go West"
and grow up with the country. From what we know of Morgan's
advertising and hustling abilities we think he will make a big suc-
cess of his venture. The Portland Bicycle Club, forty strong, ten-
dered Morgan and his riders a complimentary banquet recently,
which was very successful. The club will hold their quarterlv
races in the Pavilion about Jan. 10th.

Mr. G. Minturn Worden has gone on the road in the interests

of the Lozier & Yost Manufacturing Company. Mr. Worden is a
live salesman, and the Lozier & Yost goods will be pushed ener-
getically by our live young fellow townsman.

Miss Orpah Schaff, of Chambersburg, Pa , who was in at-

tendance at the Hagerstown meet, riding so gracefully her tricycle,

has for several months past been the happy possessor of an Amer-
ican Rambler, and is quite pround of, and has by this time became
quite master of her two wheeler. The Maryland Club, through
Capt. Le Cato, has presented Miss Schaff with a copy, hand-
somely framed, of the L. A. W. picture at Hagerstown, together
with a separate picture of the Maryland Club, with which Miss
Schaff was in company during most of her stay. The young lady
is very enthusiastic over cycling, and declares her intention of at-

tending the next meet, wherever it be held.

We wrote Messrs. Gormully & Jeffery asking for information as

to the plans and novelties they expected to put forth for the year
1890. In reply they wrote as follows : "The Light Rambler is about
the only thing we have this year in the way of a novelty. That
machine has tangent spokes and the same hollow rim that we use
on our Light Champion. It will also be built very carefully, and
be constructed entirely of steel, ar is our Rambler lor that matter.
We have a model here at the factory completed, and actual experi-
ment shows that every man in the office can ride it hands off, so
you can see how easily the machine steers. All our goods have been
improved wherever possible. We are looking for as large a trade

in tricycles as ever."

Messrs Whitten. Godding & Co., of Providence, R. I., will

extend their already growing business next season. They write

us: "We shall have a Juvenile safety, 26-inch wheels, a sort of" go-
between,' medium size safety for boys. It will be strictly a high-
grade machine, and we already have many orders on our books,
from dea ers all over New England and the West. Wherever it

has been shown up it has met with universal favor. We shall do a
large importing business, in the way of supplies, sundries and
parts, and we also manufacture the "Gem," or better known
"Best," Whistle, which is now universally used everywhere. We
have recently enlarged our store and shop two-fold, and refitted all

up new. Our floor now covers an area of 50x100 feet, and is one
of the finest bicycle salesrooms in the country. If you ever come
to Providence, call and see us. We consider your paper a valuable
medium for the introduction of our goods, as every advertisement
we have ever inserted has brought us not only numerous answers
but orders. Please accept our hearty thanks for past favors, and
best wishes for the new year."

We wrote the Joliet (111.) Wheel Co. for information s to its

projects for the coming season, and we received 1 he following reply :

"Gentlemen—Replying to your esteemed favor, would say that it is

our intention to start out making a first class medium priced ma-
chine, of a popular safety pattern ; from this we expect to branch
out, and make a full line of safeties including ladies' and children's
machines, also tandems. We have a stone building 180 by 70, also
forge room and storage room attached. We are pushing the work
forward as fast as we can obtain the forgings, steel tubing and other
stock, and hope to be turning out machines by February 15, 1890."
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" It is excellent discipline for an advertiser to feel that he must say
all he has to say in the fewest possible words, or his readers are sure to
skip them; and in the plainest possible words, or his readers will certainly
misunderstand them. Generally, also, a downright fact may be told in a
plain way, and we want downright facts at present more than anything
else."

The "downright facts" are these: For durability, thoroughness of
workmanship and beauty of outline, the Warwick Safety stands first

among high-grade wheels.

1890.

Price $135.

CATALOGUES

READY

JANUARY 15

MANUFACTURED BY

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.

No. 881. Heavy Rib FULL PANTS.

(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat,

strap & pocket.

No. 884. Heavy Rib.

KNEE PANTS.
(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

FULL TIGHTS.

(Patented.)

§34-

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat and

pocket.

KNEE TIGHTS.

(Patented.)

842. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

We hold letters patent on all these garments, and we hereby notify the

trade and all manufacturers that they will be held responsible for manufac-

turing or selling any infringements on these garments.

These will all appear in our new Catalogue, and we commend all Bic ycle

riders to examine these Pants and Tights, as we have made improvements they

will appreciate.

HOLMES & CO., 109 Kingston Street, Boston
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DIE KODHK BnVDEVP

—

for wheelmen.
THE operation of securing views with this camera consists simply of leve

ing it at the object to be photographed, and pressing; a button.
One Hundred instantaneous views may be made without reloading, and

a knowledge of photography is unneceessary. The "Kodak" is but

about six inches in length, and weighs less than two pounds.
A handsome russet leather carrying case with shoulder strap forms a part

of each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and secure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

Price, $25.00

Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak
photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Every Club House should have an
Automatic Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS:
18 Pearl Street, .... Room 27.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1889—90.

President,
CHAS. H. LUSCOMB,

280 Broadway, New York
First Vice President.

JAMES R. DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

Second Vice President,
SANFORD LAWTON,

Springfield, Mass
Treasurer,'

W. M. BREWSTER.
joq Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

Secretary,
ABBOT BASSETT,

12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass

Standing Committees.

Executive and Finance.

The President and Vice Presidents (as by the Con
stitution required.)

Membership.

A. E. Mealy ....1736 Druid Hill Ave., Baltimord, Md
F. L. Casselberry Mansfield, Ohio-
George C. Pennell Elizabeth, N. J.

Improvement of Highways.
Dr. Chas. S. Butler 6S0 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Win. W. Share Brooklyn, N. Y.
Junius E . Beal Ann Arbor, Mich

Rights and Privileges.
A. Moore Berry 421 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
George A. Perkins 3 Pemberton sq., Boston
Chas. F.Cossum Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Rules and Regulations.
Dr. Wm. H. Emery. .. .109 Warwick St,, Boston, Mass.
W. A. Davis Chicago, 111

Chas. L. B reck-way Middletown, Conn
Racing.

C. S. Davol Warren, R.I.
George S. Atwateri Washington, D.C.
Harry H. Hodgson New Orleans, La.
George Collister Cleveland. Ohio.
Robt. A. Smyth San Francisco, Cal.

Transportation

.

W. M. Brewster 309 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

Massachusetts.
Circular No. o.

To Local Consuls

:

You will receive within a week three copies of the
book on "Improvement of Highways," which are to
be distributed among Superintendents of Streets and
Selectmen.
As soon as the Road Bill, which it is intended to

present to the Legislature has been revised, copies will
be mailed you ana reasons given in favor of its adop-
tion. You will be expected to urge upon the Repre-
sentatives from your district all of these reasons, and

by letters, petitions and all honorable methods seek
their supp ort in the coming effort to obtain better roads
in this Siate.
Be alive to the necessity of active work; remember

that the re suits sought are too valuable to tolerate in-

difference. Every man must work.
Fraternally, Wm. H. Emery,

Boston, Dec. 31, 1SS9. Chief Consul.

Freights and Farmers.

In a book recently published, Profs. Jenks and Ely
present very elaborate and careful estimates of the cost
of hauling freight in wagons on country roads. The
general result of these estimates is presented in the
brief but pregnant statement that at present the average
cost of hauling 100 bushels of grain one mile is sixty
cents. In other words, sixty cents is the cost of haul-
ing three tons one mile. If there is no mistake in the
estimate, it is something for the farmer to thing about.
The average cost of hauling 100 bushels of wheat one

mile by rail is said to be one-third of a cent. From
these statements taken together it appears that it costs
180 times as much to haul a given quantity of wheat
from the farm to the railway station as it does to haul
it the same distance by rail. To state it in another way,
it costs as much to haul a crop of wheat a distance of
ten miles from the farm to the station as it does to haul
the same crop 1800 miles from the station to market.
The average distance from the !arm to the station may
not be ten miles. Suppose it to behalf that distance, or
five miles. It is then to be said that the average haul
by rail to market is not 1S00 miles, but less than half
that distance. The conclusion remains that it costs
fully as much to haul the crop to the station as it does
to haul it from the station to the market.
The lesson which the farmer has to learn from all this

is obvious. His worst enemy, so far as transportation
is concerned, is not the railroad, but the wagon road.
And what he most needs to do is notto make war against
the railroad companies, but to set about the business of
cheapening transportation from the farm to the railway.
It is right and proper, of course, to resist extortion
where it is practiced by railway and elevator companies,
but the farmer should not permit himself to become so
much absorbed in that business as to neglect the other
business, where there is an incomparably more promis-
ing field for economy.
A bushel of wheat is hauled by rail 1500 miles for

five cents. That is pretty cheap, and the farmer can
not expect much cheaper railway service very soon. It

costs him five cents to haul the bushel about eight miles
by wagon. If the cost of the wagon-haul were reduced
to one cent per bushel it would still be thirty-six times
the cost of the haul by rail for the same distance, and
the farmer would be ahead four cents a bushel, or about
$21 on the average crop of wheat harvested from forty
acres of land. Here is the place for economy.— Chicago
Times.
[Members can help the cause by securing the publica-

tion of the above in papers which circulate in the farm-
ing sections.

—

Sec]

Missouri Division.

To consuls and members :

Another year has rolled around and left the member-
ship of this Division in a very unsatisfactory condition.
At the time of taking charge of this office I set my
heart upon obtaining 400 members by January 1, and
had I received but one third of the support and en-
couragement which is accorded the Chief Consuls of
other Divisions, we would have gotten there. As it is

we have just seventy members less than what we started
out for and while the Division has grown from 274 to

330 members (an increase of nearly twenty-five per cent
during the four months of the present administration)
still it is not what it would have been had the majority
of the local consuls and the members themselves done
their duty at recruiting. The larger part of the work
of securing recruits was done right here in St. Louis by
the undersigned and Vice Consul Jordan, while sucn

citie s as Kansas City, St. Joseph and Joplin were rarely
if ever heard from, in spite ot the fact that each of them
has either a Representative, committee chairman or a
member of one of the most important committees of the
Division. With the advent of the New Year this all

has to be chaDged and I hope to see an immediate im-
provement in work of recruiting. There are at p-esent,
at the very lowest estimate, looowheelmen in tfis State
who all could be gotten to join by using a little per-
suasion . The names and addresses ofthe riders are in my
possession, and should any member desire a list ot
names to work on I shall be pleased to furnish it. In
this connection it would be well to say that I will pre-
sent a fine calendar to every member who secures us a
recruit during the present month. The said calendar is

a work of art and will not be out of place in the finest
parlor or drawing room. Fraternally yours,

Robt. Holm, Chief Consul.

Total Membership.

Below we publish tables showing the total member-
ship of the League to January 1, 1S90, and the corre-
sponding figures ot a year ago. The total membership
to the close of the League year, April 30, 1S89, was
12,193 and it will easily be seen that we shall go far
ahead of that record the present year

:

1S89. 1890.
California 401 426
Colorado 63 4J
Connecticut 471 730
Delaware 45 39
District of Columbia 164 191
Illinois 756 881
Indiana 194 142
Iowa 170 140
Kansas 159 135
Kentucky 91 106
Louisiana 56 100
Maine 144 155
Miryland 465 529
Massachusetts 1236 1604
Michigan 354 435
Minnesota . 115 132
Missouri 361 328
Nebraska 90 SS
New Hampshire 103 70
Newjersey 742 601
New York 2467 2126
Ohio .'

946 •
84S

Pennsylvauia 1476 1402
Rhode Island 263 337
Tennessee 114 04
Texas 35 P
Vermont 57 37
Virginia 120 §5
W.Virginia 38 64
Wisconsin 99 87
Alabama 14 13
Arizona 8 10
Arkansas... n 5
Dakota 10 10
Florida 17 , Q
Georgia 16 S
Idaho -. 1

Oregon 1

Mississippi 14 u
Montana 2 6
Nevada 2 10
New Mexico 8 8
North Carolina 5 3
South Carolina S *
Utah . 10 12
Washington 1 4Wyoming 4 3
Bermuda 1 1

Canada 9 13
England 4 4
Nova Scotia 8 S
Switzerland 1

11,948 12,152
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Financial Report Missouri Division.

Oct. 1. To balance as per report $381 44
Disbursements.

Oct. 9. By stamps and express, Chief
dnsul $5 75

Oct. 9. Printing blanks 300
Oct. 30. Framing- Hotel Certificate

Kansas City 50
Oct. 31. Postage and express, Chief

Consul 3 35
Oct. 31. Printing circulars 550
Nov. 13. Printing cards, letter hds,&c. 2650
Nov. 25. Expiess booi>s 35
Dec. 18. Postage Chief Consul 400
Dec. 31. Balance on hand 33249

$381 44
Respectfully submitted,

Joe. H. Kelly, Sec.-Treas.
Sedalia, Mo., Dec. 31, iS$9.

Approved: Robert Holm,
Chairman Finance Committee.

4«® SPRINGDALE 4m. 7

\ FAIRTOWN 2M. \

/ OAKVILLE 6 r
* i.„,. —

6>
FAIRV1EW.

3m. LAKESIDE.
If M. BEECHWOOD

The League Stencil.

We have received several inq iries regarding the
League-Stencil outfit and in response th reto we sub-
mit the following. The cut herewith shows the shape
of the Official Sign-board—the pointed end of the board
indicates the direction, and the around color must be
white, with lettering in black. The stencil signals may
be used on th.se boards.

The three authorized signals
are sho.vn below the boards:

No. i, the upper, is the O. K.,
or direction sign. It means:
cyclers go this way, the best
road. At the top of" a hill it

means : may be safely coasted.

No. 2 is the Cautionary
signal. It means: ride
with care; at the top of a hill

descend carefully, dangerous
coasting. (The aroow points
in the direction of the danger.)

No. 3, the lower, is the Dan-
ger signal. It means: better
dismount, uns .fe riding—no
coasting. (The horizontal ar-
row points in the direction of
the danger.)

The three authorized signals
are all that are intrnd-d to be
used at present, but other com-
binations will suggest them-
selves.

The outfit consists of the two
stencils, a brush, a flexible tube
of ivory black and a can for
turpentine. These are neatly
packed in a tin box and are
easily carr ed. The outfit is

furnisheu Division officers for

$1.00 which incudes delivery.

Rhode Island Division.

Members of this Division who have not as yet re-

ceived a Road Book may obtain one by making appli-
cation through their Local Consul.

Members residing in Providence can get one by call-
ing on the undersigned at 218 Westminster street.

Nelson H\ Gibbs, Sec.-Treas.

Missouri Hotel.

Braun's Hotel is hereby appointed the L. A. W.
hotel for Farming ton. Regular rates, $2 per day ; to
L. A. W. $1.50 on presentation of ticket.

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP,
The following is a list oi applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, whicn is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of
two League members in good standing, or of three re-

putable citizens ol the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
oi an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the
year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval ol the Board ol Officers, or a committee
hereof, two weeks after the publication ot the name in

a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice ii their names and ad

dresses are correct.
Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members are
given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as
it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.
The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-
tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 222—Total 37—12,189.

Boston, Jan. 3, 1890.

California Division—2—428.

California Bi. Club. .

25911 Clark, Geo. S., 1236 1-2 Folsom St.,

San Fransisco

Unattached

.

25876 Salbach, L. F., Stockton

Connecticut Division—3—733.

Unattached.

258S4 Mellen, Chas.B., 78 Park St., Hartford

25593 Cummings, Mites L., Litchfield

25594 Prait, Ernest L., "

Illinois Division—7—S88.

Illinois Cycle Club.

25S09 Balis, W. J., 109 Park ave., Ch'cago
25000 Beardsley, F. S., 86 W. Lake St.,

"

25901 Pyott, \Vm , 291 Ashland ave.,

25902 Shields, Nelson, 89 Loomis St.,
"

Washington C. C.

25555 Batchelder, C. H., 22 Fifth ave., "

25556 Hah-, John F., 1142 Rookery Bld'g., "

258S7 Madden, Stephen A., 740 Van Buren St., "

Indiana Division— 1—145.

Unattached.

25S95 Rettig, F.J., Box 58, No. Manchester

Iowa Division— 1— 141.

Unattached.

2588S Johnston, Ed. A., Box 753, Sigourney

Louisiana Division—2— 102.

Unattached.

25896 Kelts, Mrs. Florence H., 437 St. Charles ave.,

New Orleans
25897 Delahoussaye, L. P., Jr., 1292 St. Charles ave.,

New Orleans

Massachusetts Division—4— 1608.

Holyoke Bi. Club.

2589S Richards, Geo. W., 12 Fairmount sq., Holyoke
Unattached.

25S77 Chamberlain, Henry G., 322 Washington ave.,
Chelsea

25S7S Stratton, Edward B., 12 Lash St.,

25S79 Bolhg, Frank E., 103 Conant St.,

Missouri Division—3—331.

Unattached.

25005 Calhoun, Jno. Alfred,
25903 Gordon, Harry, 1921 Olive St.,

25904 JewetL, E. C, U. S. Assay Office,

New Hampshire Division—1-

Unattached.

25909 Stewart, Chas. H., 82 No. Main St.,

New [ersey Division— 1—602.

Unattached.
25910 Voorhees, Geo. E., Jr., Washington St.,

Morristown

New York Division-6—2132.

Manhattan Bi. Club.

25SS9 Cavanagh, John W., iVan Ness Place,
New York

25S90 Connolly Geo. F., 306 W. 28th St., •'

23891 Richard, Edwin H., 61 Broadway, "

Unattached.

25S92 Sternberger, I. G., 31 East 65th st
,

"
25550 Rogcs, L. H., Jr., 341 Lenox ave.,

25551 Ward, Rev. Henry, 512 Swan St.,

Roxbury

Clarksville
St. Louis

Conco-d

Buffalo

Ohio Division— 1—846.

Unattached.

25906 Schenck, Robert N., Middletow*

Pennsylvania Division—3— 1405.

Chestnut Hill Wheelmen.

25913 Whittaker, Herbert W., Chestnut Hill,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Unattached.

Denver
Ephrata

Wisconsin Division— 2—S9.

Unattached.

25907 Moore, V. Mumford, 94 19th St., Milwaukee
2590S Hall, Frank A., 1464th St., "

25S83 Leinbach, H. D., Box 18,

258S2 Fishburn, H. W., Box 136,

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you -will find $ for initiation fee and dues in fit

League of American Wheelmen to April 30, i8qo. I hereby certijy that I am over 18 years of age, and that I am an amateur

within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St- and Number, ot Box,.

References :

.

City,.

State,

Enclosed. for Holden.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable'citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual'Dues are $1 during the first half year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and 50 cents during the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date oi paper and May 1, 1890. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be received.

49- Ii you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle for ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and ecket for per

«onal cards send 25 cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send <;o cents extra. Leave the margins m using 1 1 -s blank
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UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.,

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED
\

SPRINGFIELD • ROADSTER AND • UNION - SAFETY,

CHICAGO, ILL. HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

Have just completed their 1890 Wheel—a Crank Safety—which for

Strength, combined with Elegance, cannot be surpassed.

Dealers will find it to their interest to reserve for it a share of their

patronage.

TO »E>E> IT I» TO BXTY IT.

Second-HaHfl Wheels and Typewriters

ol all kinds bought, sold and taken in exchange on any new wheel in

the market. Safeties included. Always in the market to buy large or

small lots, New or Second-Hand Wheels, for Cash, when prices are

right. We constantly carry 400 to 500 Wheels, including many rare

bargains in SECOND-HAND STANDARD MAKES. NEW
WHEELS (bought in job lots) at greatly reduced prices.

Liberal discounts to agents.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO, 9 G St., Peoria, 111.

'CYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS,
with no extra charge except interest. Manufacturers' agents for
Victors, Columbias, Champions, Eagles, Stars, Springfields, War-
wicks, Ramblers, Crescents, Vineyards, Ottos and ALL other Cycles
made in or imported to this country. Prices guaranteed low as the
lowest. Low rates by fast freight or express—13 railroads. Send for

40 page Illustrated Catalogue, with full particulars, payment plan, and
second-hand and bargain fist.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 9 G St., Peoria, 111.

THE Favorite Prescriptions of

the Brightest Medical Minds
in the world, sb used by them in

the Hospitals of London, Paris,

Berlin and Vienna.

ONE
MEDICINE
FOR ONE
DISEASE.

No. 1—Cures Catarrh, Hay Fever, Boss
Cold, Catarrhal Deafness.

No. 2—Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Asth-
ma, Consumption. A Peerless.Remedy,

No. 3—Rheumatism, Gout.
No. 4—Liver & Kidneys,DyEpepsia.In-
digestion, Constipation, Brights Disease.

No. 6—Fever and Ague, Dumb Ague,
Malaria, Neuralgia.

No. 6—Female Weakness, Irregulari-
ties, Whites. A Golden Remedy.

No. 7—A Perfect Tonic, which gives
Health, Form and Fullness, Clear Com-
plexion, Good Blood and lots of it.

No. 8—NervouBDebility,Lossof Power
Impotence, an incomparable remedy.

RELIABLE
'.ACENTS
WANTED.

I

Every bottle guaranteed to euro
its special disease if CURABLE and
to give permanent relief ALWAYS.
Descriptive Circular* sent free on
application. HOSPITAL REiLEDY
COMPANY, Toronto, Canada.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE I MOST
* * * PERFECT.

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen-
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

OUR LITTLE HOME.
WALTZ SONG AND CHORUS,

BY

J. L. FKEENEY.
Can oe obtained free of charge by sending name and

address to the

CLARK CYCLE CO.,
908 Pa. Ave. N. W., Washington. D. C.

It is n gular 40c. sheet musit

Browning, King $ Co.

Official Tailor8 of the L.A.W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only OfflcialTailors to the L.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Hut tons, 3c. each.

Committee.

A, G. Spalding $ Bros.

Makers of the Official L. 1. W. Sundries.

^«*PS. League Regulation 1.85
Sillll'+U League Regulation 8.00
CT-U-Ai |J». No. XX Fine Cheviot for hot

weatner wear 1.00
Si"fkr»lr 111 era. °ur celebrated LinenOLUI^Ii.lllgS. sole Stocking, League

color 1.00
"Rfkl+ci No. X Silk, Edge's League color,
•U^-a- DO. white centre, Snake Buckle .50

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle *0

W ll i\(±a Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
*~>mj*jOt hand made, light, strong, elastic. 5.OO

No. I, Canvas, leather trimuiings.3 J50
Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits

A. 6. SPALDING & BROS,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago
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V1LL ANOTHER FEATURE OF THE

COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER SAFETY.

THE KlRKP/lTRICK 5/1DDLE,

modified and perfected by our own ideas, for adaptation to the Safety.

The Kirkpatrick Saddle is unquestionably the most satisfactory and successful

saddle ever put on the market. This statement is fully substantiated by the twenty-

five thousand saddles which have been sold to the wheelmen of America, with a con-

tinuous increasing demand.

The various patterns are respectively best for the regular bicycle, the tricycle,

and the safety.

The rider is carried in a natural position and with the greatest degree of comfort,

with weight well distributed.

The simple tilting device affords ready adjustment to suit the various require-

ments of riders, and well-proportioned springs afford relief from vibration to a greater

extent than in any other saddle.

NO SADDLE HAS COME NEARER PERFECTION.

POPE HFQ. CO., BOSTON, NEW YORK, QHKdQO.
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SPRING FORKS
More than three years ago, the Overman

Wheel Co. made the first American safety

of the Rover type. They believed at that

early day what has since been recognized as

true, that the Rover type Safety required

elasticity in the front fork. The machine to

which this device was first applied was

named the Victor Safety, and in the machine

bearing that name to-day, the Spring Fork,

essentially the same as first used, is still re-

tained, and forms a leading feature-

Like all patented inventions it was vigor-

ously decried by competitors, who argued

that the great necessity was for rigidity and

not for elasticity, and, consequently, that

the Overman Wheel Co. were dead wrong

in this idea.

After considerable opposition to the

Spring Fork theory, the Victor Safety] in

the meantime leading the trade, competitors

began to appreciate the fadt that what was

needed in Safety forks was elasticity, and

many devices were tried to attain the same

results achieved by the Vidtor, but always

with indifferent and partial success.

Springs have been introduced in many

ways, often doing more harm than good to

the general results, but it has now been

adopted as a principle that some kind of a

spring must be U6ed—if not the best, then

one of some kind, something that could be

referred to as a spring fork and that would

no4 infringe the patentjn the case.

As stated, the Overman Wheel Co. were

the first in the field not only as makers of the

Rover type Safety, but also first to recognize

the fact that Spring Forks were required.

The Victor Spring Fork as now used is un-

altered in principle, although many improve-

ments have been made in details and con-

struction.

It is not too much to say that the Spring

Fork is the most important one feature of

the Safety Bicycle, so largely does it con-

tribute to the comfort of the rider and every-

thing else.

* * *

OVE^mflJl CUHEEli CO.,
MAKERS OF

VICTOR .f BICYCLES,
BOSTON, WASHINGTON.

Office and Factory, CJ4ICOPEE FA^liS, CQASS.
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\Z\TE> BCTW^.
*

Apropos of our Ad. in this paper of Oct. 18th we
have rec'd the following letter from a Chinese Gentle-
man who is in a position to know what he is talking
about. We are much pleaded with his vindication, as
a lew credulous persons have doubted the correctness
of our statements of above date. We also appreciate
Mr. Pi's gratitude to us for recognizing his remote an-
cestor, c > p£34
Although a sense of justice was all that prompted us,

we feel doubly glad to nave been able to rescue from
obscurity the name ot a man who h id done so much
for the human race [which by the way, is one of the
races that is not always to the Swift. | We desire in
this ope" manner to express our thanks to Mr. Pi
Hoen for his kind worrts and especially for the pleas-
ant allusion to our hstorical sagicity. His well
chosen language marks him as a scholarly gentlt-man
of whom his inventive forefather mav well be proud.
We mav not have had enough experience to make

good bicycles, but when it comes to taking the kinks
out of ancient history we have special facilities, and

that reminds us that during the reign of Wan Te and
the screwed together wheels as described in our Ad.
above referred to, there existed a band of Chinese
Brothers who had so ofcen been "thrown together"
that they formally organized a rlub and named it after
their mutual experience, "AUPHENWAUK." This
club and its name became inocuous, however, after the
introduct on of Pi Ching's i vention and was not again
heard oi until since the recent r. surrection of the "re-
pairer's delight." Quite recently, however, down in
Daielsnnville, Conn , the boys have a bicycle club to
which they have attached this same appropriate name,
We can imagine that after they have had to get Auph-
anwauk several miles in a broiling August sun and
carry the remains of what, for once at least, they can
call their "silent steed," even the appropriates ss of
the c ub name would be little consolation, and no
doubt the hoys by any other name would smell as
sweet and be just as haj-py. Riders of the Hickory
Bicycle do not auphenwauk.

STERLING ELLIOTT, Newton, Mass.

To get one of those catalogues : Write for it,
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WE DO NOT WISH TO DISAPPOINT YOU,
Yet We Wish to Interest Ton Long Enough to Tell Onx Story.

The Little Giant Bicycle.
The name does not belie its qualities, although its weight is only 35 lbs., it is a little Giant

in strength. Besides it combines all that makes up a good wheel. Such as adjustable sleeve
steering head, adjustable cone bearings to wheels, adjustable cone bearings to crank shaft, ad-
justable cone bearings to pedals, Tangent spokes, crescent rims, Torkeison Patent adjustable
sadole, the front and rear of which adjust independent ot each other. Saddle leather can alio be
adiusted to take up the slack without loosening saddle from the frame. All steel Diamond
frame, cold-drawn Weldless steel tuhe backbone, detachable front bar to frame, trimmed in nickle,
spokes tied and plated up to knot, and spade hand les. All for the moderate price of #35.00.

Now is your chance, Boy«! Do not let anybody stand you off by saying they sannot get a
wheel for you. We can fill orders promptly, and give you good value for your msney. Something
that has never been done before. The Little Giant embodies all of the recent improvements of
the Men's wheel, in a modified form. There! If this don't interest you, no harm done. Yet
we feel satisfied that you all know a good thing when you sec it, and that you will favor us with
your sample order. Agents wanted everywhere.

We know you won't fotget where we are located, but to assist the memory of anyone who
may need th. ir memory jogged, will say our factory is located at Toledo, O., on Central Ave., and
the firm's name is,

THE LOZffiR & YOST BICYCLE DIFB. CO., BOX 131.

Agents for New England: WM. READ & SONS, Boston.

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.,
MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

SPRINGFIELD • ROADSTER • AND -UNION • SAFETY,
293 and 295 Wabash Avenue,

CHICAGO, ILL. HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

Have just completed -'their}.;1890 Wheel—

a

r Crank Safety—which' for

Strength, combined with Elegance, cannot be surpassed.

Dealers will find it to their interest to reserve.Lfor it a share of their

patronage.

TO »E^E> IT I« TO BUY IT.

Elwell European Bicycle Tour,

(SEASON OF 1890.) - \B

CATALOGUE NOW READY.
Address' fT IT* ^

F. A. ELWELL,
188 PEARL ST.,n3.; ::- PORTLAND, ME.

WANTED.
A competent Bicycle Repairer; must

come well recommended, and be familiar
with all the standard makes. State wages
expected.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
Newark,IN. J.

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating.

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements tn this Department 20 cents a line.

JgJ"» Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only -will be taken..

L, A, W. BADGES,
For Gold Pins of the Official

Design, send direct to

CHAS. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle Street,

Portland, Me.
Patented. Price, $3.50, $5.00, $7.00 and $8.00,

according- to finish. Diamond Badges $15 to $50 for

for the larger pins, and $10 to $30 for the small size.

Send for circular free. Also, for sale in New York, at

M.J. Paillard's, 680 Broadway; G. R. Bidwell's,jij
West 58th St.; in Philadelphia by the Hart Cycle Co.,

811 Arch St.; in Boston by the Pope Manufacturing
Co.; in Chicago by John Wilkinson & Co.; and in San
Francisco by Osborn & Alexander.

Send 25 cents and get one of the

New L. A. W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of rolled Silver Plate, oxy-
dized. Very neat and serviceable.

N.
Box 632.

H. GIBBS.
PROVIDENCE, R. I

F>R THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-
ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and

Other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,

$14.00, $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
foth st., New York City.

AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

•oiseless. cheap. 75c. and $ 1 .00. Sold by all dealers

,

or mailed, by the manu'icturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland) Me.

e)LUMBIA TANDEM TRICYCLE ; run about
two months ; in perfect order ; balls ail rouna ; for

m Send for list of second-hand wheels. PAL-
TER BROS., Ottumwa, Iowa.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

lore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, - - MASS.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, is cents a line, teg- Cash must

accompany the order.^g

S§?**" Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken..

Just the article every] Cyclist
needs.

Mark's, Ball Bearing]

Cleaner.

By the use of this little de
vice the cleaning of the Ball
bearings is perfectly easy and
safe, with no loss, as it is not

!a necessary to handle them.
S? Send for one at once, and you

will say it is just as indespen-
sable as a wrench or oil can.

Ig Full nickel, neatly packed,
* with full directions, and sent

post-paid, on receipt of 75c.
All orders addressed to the
Inventor.

<'. E. MARK, Flint, Mich. I

WANTED — Safety Bicycle — Columbia Light
Roadster preferred. THOMAS BURKE, 303

Walnut street, Philadelphia, Pa. fcjla

OLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER SAFETY—
Invincible lamp; oilcan; patent toe clips; bridles;

bell and tools. Run about one month. Good as new.
Address Lock Box in, Knoxville, Tenn.

OR EXCHANGE—A 56-inch light roadster In-

vincible, with cyclometer, in good order, for a
good Cruising Canoe. Address Bicycling World.

FOR SALE—Caligraph; used by one person for a
few months only; good as new. Original cost

$Ss; will seB for $50. Apply at office of Bicycling-
World, 12 Pearl street, Boston. 4

CRUISING CANOE Alice for sale; full set racing
and cruising sails; shot ballast; radix centre-

board, paddles and deck cushions complete; a splen-

did seaworthy boat in absolutely perfect condition;
will sell cheap, if sold this winter. Address S, care
Bicycling World, 12 Pearl street, Boston.

POSITIVE BARGAINS.
$Ss—50-in. Volunteer, new, scarcely shop worn.

$100—53-in. Col. Lt. Rd., nickel and enamel; good as
new; not ridden 50 miles. $90—57-in. Col. Lt. Rd.,
enamel; good as new. $65—50-in. Springfd. Road-
ster, balls; shop worn; $100 machine. $50—50-in.

Springfield Roadster; ad hand; good order; $100
machine. $60—56-in. Rudge Lt. Roadster; 2J hand;
excellent order. $65—Safety Ideal Rambler; balls;

food as new; $83 list price; never been on road.

100—Safety, Col. Lt. Rd.; fine order. $25—Tricy-
cle, Ideal; good as new; reg. price $15. $115—Tri-
cycle, Col. Lt. Roadster; excellent onder; $160 new.
Upon receipt of $5 will send either of the above

machines C. O. D-, with privilege of examination.
Facilities for Repairing only surpassed by the

factories. H. VON DER LINDEN, 48 Market St.,

(near Nelson House), Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Basset
Oider. B'Xt

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Orab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance of natural fruit acid.

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the
press, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ling and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. K. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York.
Mills, BouckviHe, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED 1S65.

&fai/
/

3&i£.

The BUUngg Si Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.,
U. S. A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's
Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when
cl"«ed. Well and favorably known on two continents

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough
manner and case hardened. . Small in size but giants
in strength, warranted a first-class tool in every
respect.

r sale by all Cycle manufacturers and dealers

YOU CET THERE
WITH BOTH FEET WHEN YOD USE

RANKIN'S
I PAT. TOE CUP.

PATENT TOE CLIPS.
Just the thing for scorchers and road riders. Makes

riding hands off easy ard safe; also learns the
Ankle Motion.
Boys, Keep Up with the Times and get a pair.

Liberal Discounts to Agents. Agents Wanted
Everywhere.

Sole owners
& Man'&urersRANKIN & BRUCE, \

Box 103, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Mail orders will receive prompt attention. Per

Pair, 50 cents, postage paid.
References.—M.. McDaniels, Wilmington, Del.;

C. E. Monroe. San Francisco, Cal.; E. ]. Douflrhet,

Cleveland, Ohio; W. Van Wagoner, Newport, R. I.;

F. Brigham, No. Attle^oro', Mass.
Ease up on sending stamps; postal notes preferred

^3-jg

gjMfe

=^***-^

The EXCELSIOR, for Winter Cycllnir,

—MANUFACTURED BY

—

OHIO CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,

ST. raT^RY'S, - OHIO.

One-Third Actual Size

This oiler, as the cut shows, consists ol a tube tor

holding the oil, fitted at the top with an Acme tip,

which can be unscrewed when it is desired to refill the
oiler. A cap of the same diameter fits over the top.
Only throws a small quantity ol oil at a stroke. Best
and neatest in the world. Handsomely nickel plated.
For sale everywhere, or sent by mail ^>n receipt ol
price, 50 cents each 1CUSHMAN & DENISON,

173 oth avenue. New York
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INGER CYCLES
WIADE FOR ROAD USE.

bight Running and Durable

SINGER &. CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., BOSTON, MASS.

Better Than Racing Records.
ALBERT BRERS

Has been awarded the Adams' Medal for greatest number of miles in one month's

riding of 1889,

1852 MILES IN OCTOBER.

MAIL.

H^» He has ridden 8549 miles for the season, Riding a NEW MAIL SAFETY.
Mr. Beers' record for past two years' riding is 15,256 miles on the NEW

riding.

Mr. Murphy made his 12890 miles on a NEW MAIL Ordinary for two years'

A TESTIMONIAL.
BOSTON. Dec. 17th, 1889.

MESSRS. WM. READ & SONS:J
Dear Sirs—Having ridden nearly all the high-grade wheels of the day, it is my candid opinion

that the New Mail Safety is the most powerful, and at the same time, the easiest- running safety

made. Have given the wheel the hardest kind of usage on the New England roads, and they at

their best are poor. Any cyclist who wants a safety that will "stand the racket," should first

look at the New Mail. Should this letter be of use to you, well, use it.

Yours truly, ALBERT M. BEERS.
P. S. Record last year, 6888, ordinary. Record this year, to date, 8368, safety: 15,256 miles.

I think this is as large a record for two years as I have seen.—A. M. BEERS.

WM. READ &, SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.
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12 Pearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

ttr Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

the Secretary, Abbot BasaiJtt, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old

address and Folio number.

Messrs. NEUMANN BROS., ol 11SW. 19th Street, New York, represent
the World and Bulletin as Advertising Agents exclusively for the Eastern
and Middle States.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.

Copy tor new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure
their being inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES mmst be in hand no
later than Monday, to insure attention for the following issue.

K&- All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the
^rder of the Bicycling World Co.
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Money Orders or Postal Notes only will be taken..
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columns of this paper any matter that is disparaging of a rival or
which in its estimation is objectionable in any way.
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C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

BOSTON, 10 JANUARY, i8go.

TN this week's issue we print an extremely interesting article, by

Mr. Simon, of Napa, Cal., on the question of elecVic starting,

timing and photographing of cycle races. That such a method is

feasible we believe, and as the expense is so slight as compared
with the benefit to be derived we should like to see it adopted and
used at all the principal race meets of the country.

We should like to hear further from Mr. Simon in the matter of

detail.

A PERUSAL of Mr. Maltby's letter, from Melbourne, Aus-
-* * tralia, will reveal some very interesting points as to how they

conducl racing matters in that colony.

We must say we admire the evident manner with which the

officials hold to the rules in the letter as well as the spirit. The
ruling out of Mullins, the winner of the Great Austral cup, because
he, according to his own remark, for the past three years had been

ridinj so as to get a handicap which would insure his winning the

coveted trophy, shows conclusively that sharp practice will not be

tolerated for one moment by the Australian authorities, and it

argues well for the cleanliness of the 6port in that country.

We notice that the rules also require the use of a certain well-

prescribed racing dress, and we must say that we think that while

th« costume described is undoubtedly picturesque and neat, we
doubt the utility of same for racing purposes. We would like to

6ee a compromise between the bathing-suit-like costume in fashion

with our own and the English racing men, and the rather stiff but
very dressy costume worn by the Australians.

npO-MORROW (Saturday, January ii.) the Racing ;Board will

-*• meet at Chicago, to discuss and settle on certain changes in

the present racing rules.

Mr. Davol and his associates have been assiduous in their en-

deavors to get at the best sentiment of those versed in racing and
its requirements. The personnel of the Committee itself is of the

right sort, and one of the most gratifying features of the whole
affair is the oyster-like silence observed by the members. They
have not talked but they have listened, and so they go into con-

sultation not committed by word to any policy. The questions

which will be under discussion will be of the most important char-

acter, and that the committee is fully able to cope with them we have

not the least doubt.

A/TESSRS. PERSEUS,' of the Philadelphia Sporting Lije, and
*•**- Kerrison, of the Boston Herald, are the two best posted cy-

cling scribes, who still persist in thinking that the question of chang-

ing the method of election will receive the attention of the officers

meeting to be held next month. We have before said that this is a

question for a Constitutional Convention, and not for the Board of

Officers to decide. We suppose, however, if it is unanimously voted

to discuss the matter informally, there is no law preventing the

delegates from expressing their personal views, but they cannot

legislate on or change same. *

OUR talented correspondent, "Hawkshaw," cannot see wherein

the friends of Roads Improvements clash in their methods of

attaining the same end.

"Some," he says, "want to drive the farmer into building good
roads, * * * while others are as equally bent upon getting the

citizen to build good roads, by educating him up to the need of

same." * * *

They simply clash this way. One says ''drive" and the other

says "educate" first and there will be no need of driving. It is a

question of which end to commence at.

When a man is "educated" (convinced) up to the point of belief

that he is sick, he will call the physician and take his remedies, h rgo:

"Educate" (convince) the citizen that his business health demands
the attention of scientific road builders, and he will then of his own
accord call on the Legislature to furnish the necessary laws and

formula.

It is in the method of going at it, that authorities "clash."

WE have before us the first eight sections of the proposed Roads
Improvement bill drawn up by Mr. Isaac B. Potter of New

York to be presented to the New York Legislature by the New York
State Improvements Association, and with the indorsement of the

Division officers of the State.

The proposed bill provides for a State Board of Highway Com-
missioners to consist of three members. The powers of the Board

will be to employ such engineers, inspectors, assistants and clerks

as may in its judgement be needful. The expenses of such force,

however, not to exceed the appropriations made by the Legis

lature.

The Board shall proceed to prepare maps, plans and speciications

for construction and repair of a system of highways in the several

counties of the State.

The selection of highways for improvement shall be left to the

Country Board of Supervisors. (The County of Kings and New
York are excepted in the bill.). The Supervisors, however, are

required to select such highways, the minimum aggregate length

of which shall not be less than at the rate of one mile for each 10,000

inhabitants of said county. Such work must be done by contract,

calls for proposals being advertised for in the usual way. The bill

provides for a form to be used in advertising for bids.

Above is in brief the scope of the eight sections received up to

this time; the remaining sections will be in our hands in time for
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our next issue, at which time we shall be in position to receive the

bill as a whole and comment on same.

Mr. Potter has not spared himself in preparing the bill or in

properly bringing the matter to the attention of every member of

both branches of the Legislature fy personal letter, and he advises

us that the most encouraging replies have been received from many
of the prominent Senators and Assemblymen.

In many cases members of the Legislature have joined the Roads

Improvement Association, thus showing practically that they are in

sympathy with the movement.
Mr. Potter has been at work night and day to get the machinery

in smooth working order, and with a portion of the bill before U6

and the fa<5ts at hand we look for the success of the movement.

We shall refer more at length to this bilj when we have the other

sections to review.

TN connection with the above reference to the New York State

-*- Roads Improvement Association bill, we take pleasure in pub-

lishing what Gov. Hill, in his message, has to say in regard to this

matter, which we clip from the New York World:

"On the subject of improving country roads, the Governor in-

cludes a suggestion for State highways, two through every county,
running in different directions, and to form all together a general
system of roads to be constructed and maintained by the State,

under the direction of thfi State Engineer or other competent au-
thority.

This system, when once completed, would enable a person to

start from New York City, Albany, or any other point, on foot or
in carriage, and visit every county in the State without once leav-

ing the State roads, thus insuring comfort, convenience, pleasure
and speed.
He believes the people would not object to this improvement, but

would submit the question to them before incurring any debt."

' I ''HERE is an aggressive activity in certain of the Southern
- States, inaugurated by non-cyclers* which we would like to see

duplicated more extensively in 6ome of our Western and Eastern

States. The press and the public of Tennessee are just now
especially active, and the holding of a State Convention to consider

the ways and means of securing better highways is no doubt an

event of the near future.

The stand taken by the leading papers of the State, is that "good
macadamized roads are as necessary to the State progress as rail-

roads." This is the right and broad view of the question, and just

as soon as the farmers and business men wake up to the fa<ft that it

'V& dollars and cents in their pockets to insist on and pay for good
roads, which are passable at all times of the year, just so soon can

we feel assured that we shall have good roads.

PHILADELPHIA PHESTIVITIBS.
To the music of the melodious tin horn and the nimble kazoo, the

Century Wheelmen rode out Diamond street to the Park at mid-
night on New Year's Eve, taking the first club run of 1890, which
they justly claim as record, and if any other club in the country can
equal it I should be glad to know the fa<ft. The weather was not
particularly pleasant, but by no means so bad as "Marnola," writing
in the last Bicycling World, from New Orleans, would have us
believe. He had better post himself as to facts before he writes.

None of our wheels up North here have as yet been put in vaseline.

Twenty-one of the Century Wheelmen went on that run and it

strikes me that is quite a respectable little list for a midnight run at

this season of the year.

A New Year's reception was given by the Century Wheelmen on
New Year's Day, which was the first given in their new house, in

which they more than repeated the successes of their previous
"efforts. Between three and four hundred wheelmen, among whom
were Representatives from all the local clubs thronged the club
house, the hall and dining «ooms of which were beatifully decorated
with evergreens and plants. From two to six refreshments were
served while an orchestra discoursed sweet sounds.
The Oxford Wheelmen, the new uptown club, celebrated their

first New Year's Day by a reception at which they received their

many friends.

Altogether the first day of 1890 was filled in very nicely consider-
ing celebrants were a lot of sober Quakers. "Ariel."

NEW YORK.
It seems strange that while all wheel-

men agree upon the advisability and
necessity of improved roads, that they

"HAWK*iHAW " cannot come to some agreement among
themselves, as to the most feasible way of
securing them. Some want to drive the

farmer into building them, through the introduction in the State
Legislatures of bills forcing the residents of the State to improve
tjieir road surfaces, whether they want to or not, while others are
as equally bent upon getting the citizen to build good roads, by
educating him up to the need of same, and the method of construct-
ing them. Either of these plans is a good one, and I must confess
that I can't see just where they clash so much as some of their up-
holders declare. I cannot see why it will not be a successful com-
bination, if the citizen is both made to construct good roads by
law, and at the same time is educated to see that the coercion thus
used is entirely for his benefit and profit. Rural heads are wont to

be dense, though, as a rule, and I very much fear that the road that
leads to improved highways is going to prove a very rocky and
thorny one for such as engage in the crusade.

It is fashionable now to have "the grip," and for once it is both
easy and economical to be fashionable, though, as usual, it can't be
said to be very pleasant. In fadt, many of us have found ourselves
forced into being fashionable, even though our modesty caused U6
to attempt and avoid the honor. I met my old friend, Smart Alick,
crawling along through the park on a safety the other afternoon,
and stopped to have a chat with him, and while doing so, I noticed
that his brake was missing from his wheel, and asked him why he
permitted such a dangeYous omission to happen. "Why, it's sim-
ple enough," the idiot replied, "that brake of mine had the all-

firedest grip on to it you ever saw, and I just took it off for fear of
catching the disease my«Tlf." He was gone before I had recovered
enough from the shock to murder him.

I think that one of the greatest advantages of the safety has not
been thoroughly appreciated by its many admirers, and that is that

the introduction of it has been the means of bringing into cycling a
class of riders who will do more to give wheeling solidity and in-

fluence than anything that could possibly have transpired. Whea.
bicycling first came in vogue, the wheelmen perched upon the top
of his lofty mount, was a source of wonder to all who saw him, and
the wonder he thus created was only equalled by the admiration

.

the public felt for his bravery in thus risking life and limb. As a

consequence of this idea, the adherents of wheeling were, as a rule,

recruited from the ranks of the younger and more athletic portion
of our citizens, and cycling was looked upon more as a passing
fancy than as a means of locomotion of a more practical nature.

While these ideas prevailed, the older and more conservative class

of citizens feared the ridicule of their friends, and the charges
of their physicians, too much to take hold of cycling, notwith-
standing the fa<ft that many of them beheld in it a means of
locomotion and exercise that they had long needed. With the

appearance of the safety, however, all of this was at once
changed, and the elderly and more conservative class of citizens,

who had formerly looked askance at the sport, saw his opportu-
nity, and at once took advantage of it and became a rider.

The result has been an enormous increase in the number of
riders, and in an elevation of age averages, that was much de-

sired. I should say that the average length of time that a young
man keeps up cycling would be rather under five years than above
that time, so that with the old style of things, we found the cause
robbed of every one of its supporters on an average of every five

years or less, and their places filled by a new set of riders who
were themselves not likely to outlive that period as such. Added
to this, the difficulty of legislating for and by such a number of
young men was an extremely difficult performance. With the
safety came the man of age and experience, and he came to stajj;

his adoption of the wheel was no bo\ish fancy; it served some
useful purpose, and was arrived at only after due thought and con-
sideration, and so it was not likely to be lightly cast aside. In
most cases the man the safety thus brought into wheeling was such
as could not but be of benefit to.any cause he became interested in ;
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usually he was the man of business, dyspeptic from all work and
no exercise; the professional man, run down by the claims of his

profession, and the need of pure air, or the artist or the student
suffering from confinement. From all of these, and a thousand
other walks of life, did the safety draw to cycling men to whom
wheeling meant life, and who in return for it, were but too glad to

give to the cause some little portion of their time and talents.

The result was at once seen; wheeling took an upward turn, its

ideas were broader, and of a more lofty kind; the young giant be-

gan to feel his strength and use it; he feared not to attack individ-

ual, town or State, when they stood between him and what he
knew to be his rights, and throughout the ranks of those who had
formerly ridiculed and oppressed him, fear swept, leaving behind a

feeling of awe and respect for a gia,nt that could thus at one bound
pass from infant to warrior. All of this, and much more, does
cycling find itself indebted to the safety for, and if one can be-

lieve what informers from all sides assure us, the reign of the little

giant has but just begun, and we may expect in the future to see

yet even greater advantages result to the cause from it. Great is

the safety, and may its shadow ever grow less, through reduction
in its weight, is the prayer, I ara sure, of all of its admirers.

papers to publish road improvement matter, to be furnished them
by the Chairman, and as soon as the public mind is sufficiently

educated to the necessity of better highways, a road bill will be pre-

pared to be introduced at the next session of the Legislature.

ST. LOUIS.

"LINNBUS."

Before this reaches your readers the
much-talked-of consolidation of the Mis-
souri Bicycle and St. Louis Cycling Clubs
will have been consummated, and St. Louis
will therefore have one of the most powerful
cycling clubs in America. The committees

appointed by both clubs, with full power to act, had a meeting at
Treasurer Brewster's house, and the delegates of the Cycling Club
submitted their proposition, which was accepted, to consolidate
with the Missouris on the following basis: First, that the club be
admitted as a body, and second, that the name of the organization
be changed to read Missouri Cycling Club. By effecting the con-
solidation the Missouris secure the fastest of our local racing men, as
well as a coterie of road riders who will hold their own anywhere,
and add greatly to the riding element of the club. [After going to
press we received the following dispatch : Consolidation of clubs
not effected; committee's report rejected as unconstitutional.

—

Ed.]

E. C. Klipstein, now of "Springfield, Mass., paid us a visit

during the holidays, and was warmly received by his many friends.
On Monday last he led the Missouri's gymnasium classes, and in-
troduced many new features that had been adopted by the Spring-
field gymnasium, of which he is a prominent member.
Recruiting in this State is not what it should be, and I am con-

Tinced that a number of Local Consuls as well as committee mem-
bers are not doing their duty, as otherwise our applications would
number many more. With but few exceptions, the officers of the
Division pay little or no attention to this important matter, and
unless a decided improvement shortly takes place, I know of a
number of official heads which will drop into the basket.

Last Saturday Mayor Noonan signed the amended tire ordinance
and it has now become a law. Just before he had affixed his signa-
ture a delegation of wagon makers waited on him, with the inten-
tion of asking him to sign it. The Mayor asked if the bill were
"all right," and they replied it was. Wagon makers now claim
that they objected to the bill in its original form because it was not
drawn up to modern ideas of wagon architecture, as it would force
them to put two-inch tires on as light a vehicle as a sulky, just be-
cause it was drawn by one horse, etc.

Under the new law, road overseers are elected in this State.
They are elected the 6ame time in April as the School Directors.
The County Courts will re-district the counties at the February
term; each road district shall include not less than one nor more
than six school districts, except where a school district lies in two
or more counties; then the county line shall be the boundary of the
road district.

Rain spoiled the run which was on the boards to come off on
New Year's night to Ballwin, and as a consequence all the entries
save that of Will Harding were withdrawn. The time of starting
was set at 10.30 P. M., but it was postponed with the hope of see-
ing the rain cease. After waiting some fifteen minutes, Harding
started, and arrived at Ballwin a few minutes before one o'clock,
thus winning the dinner and the bottle of wine offered by the land-
lord, as well as a number of prizes put up by the local dealers.

Professor Penn, Chairman of the Highways Improvement
Committee, is already hard at work getting out circulars to be sent
to all of the newspapers in the State, calling their attention to the
great need of better roads, a'nd asking their co-operation in this im-
portant matter. The committee will put itself in correspondence
with all the State's road officers, and for their names it must depend
on Local Consuls. A written agreement will be made with all

I hear rumors that one of our largest

RAT TfMORJf league clubs is very careless as to whether its

members are or are not members of the

"ARCTIC fR" League. I cannot vouch for these rumors, but
1 * ' it seems to me that even a suspicion of

such a condition of affairs should prompt
an investigation.

While I am on the subject of League clubs, by the way, it gives

me pleasure to mention a report that the Chesapeake Wheelmen, of

this city, are soon to ask to be made such. One can always gamble
on the Chesapeakes as a progressive organization.

A copy »f the Pennsylvania, etc., road book has reached
our Chief Consul, who has written to inquire upon what terms
Maryland can get it. When this is ascertained the Board of Offr
cers will discuss the advisability of adopting the book as official for

this Division.

Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Clark are on the stormy bosom of "the
puddle," with only the "Etruria" between them and a salt bath.

They left on Saturday.

On Sunday the large adult smile of our Vice Consul, George F.
Updegraff, dawned upon us. George says that his particular pet.

the Hagerstown Bi. Club, is soon to move into elegant new quar
ters, upon just one of the many rooms of which $300 will be
lavished for decorative purposes.

Albert Thompson, of the Maryland Club, has become a bene-
dict, and as a consequence has retired to the associate membership
list. It does not generally last long, however.

One of our wheelmen is credited with having discovered that

riding a bicycle is a sure cure for La Grippe. He does not, how-
ever, tell just how a victim is going to manage to ride.

The formation of the Connecticut Wheel-

MRW HA VPN men's Polo League was effected last week.
It consists of teams from four clubs, viz.,

"X?rnr rTTV Meriden Wheel Club, New Haven Bicyclen^M (,11 v.
Club) Ramblers and Bridgeport Clubs of
Bridgeport. The Hartford Club could not

come into the League, as they have no rink to play in. Twenty-
four games are played, each team playing eleven games. A great
interest is taken in the games already.

Andrews, the Captain of the New Haven Bicycle Club team, is

a dandy polo player, and he is getting his team into first-rate play-
ing condition. We (the New Havens) played a return game with
the Meridens last Thursdav, and defeated them 5 to 4. It was a
very exciting game, and we take considerable pride in defeating
them. Thursday, January 9th, we play the first of the champion-
ship games with the Ramblers of Bridgeport. Mr. F. N. Kinney,
as the originator and manager of the polo scheme, deserves much
praise for his hard work in this direction.

The N. H. B. C. celebrates its tenth anniversary January 24th,

with a banquet, at Loomis Temple of Music. Prominent wheel-
men will be in attendance, and good speeches and an enjoyable
time guaranteed.

The club here is prospering in their new quarters. A musicale
is held every Sunday afternoon, and we have a first-class orchestra
composed of club members.

Several of our members are contemplating a trip^across the
continent in the spring.

We have been interested in the discussion between "Nostaw"
and A. A. Dean. We think "Nostaw" is a little previous. As far

as road signs go, I have always found plenty of them, when needed,
on our country roads, though not L. A. W. signs. But road signs
are posted pretty generally on our country roads, and the Connecti-
cut Road Book is far better than all these signs put together.

I have stopped at a good many League hotels and non-League
hotels, but never struck one yet that treated me as I was at the At-
lantic House, in Bridgeport, July 8th last summer. They did not
pretend to give any reduction, notwithstanding that fifty or sixty
wheelmen were there, and they more than gave a reduction on table
service. It was all a man could do to get anything to eat at all

and more than half the viands called for were "out." It took me
one and one-half hours to try to get dinner. Then I got furious,
went down, paid my bill and got dinner elsewhere. This is what
Bridgeport calls a "first-class hotel." Look out "Nostaw," -rtrhen
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speaking about hotels in the northern part of the State. "People
in glas6 houses," etc., you know.

I am sorry to see Mr. Dean sat on so heavily, and if all L. A. W.
men -were as good workers as he, the Nutmeg State would have good
roads to-day.

«

The old saying, that those who
pnorrnvni rv Mnmc pay the least find the most fault,PORKOPOLIS NOTES. ^ striklngly inustrated during

" STAR " tne *our °f tne Ohio Division last

summer. A certain individual
who rode a borrowed wheel, wore

borrowed clothes, and was not even a member of the League, found
so much fault and raised so much disturbance when anything did

not happen to suit his fastidious tastes, that all who heard him
were thoroughly disgusted and exasperated.

There is a wheelman in this vicinity who until recently attended
the runs of the Kenton Club so regularly, that it was generally sup-
posed that he was one of them. Such, however, was not the case,

for nothing loth to enjoy the advantages of the club, he did not
seem at all desirous to assist in defraying its expenses. His actions

on the race track have been such that he would not be permitted to

compete in a race held under the auspices of any local club, and if

his name should ever appear in the list of applicants for member-
ship in the League there are about fifty local wheelmen who would
send in a protest that would be nothing if not emphatic.

A few days ago I had the pleasure of seeing a sketch that Buckles
had made for the covers of the meet programme. It is novel,
unique and peculiar. Charley Allen is to furnish the literary part,

and his rich vein of humor, his sparkling wit and glowing style,

are a positive assurance to those who know him that his effort will

be a departure from the usual rut and will completely eclipse all

previous programmes.

Ever since "Hawkshaw" made that remark about the "Wild,
Windy and Woolly West," I have had a sort of sneaking feeling,

that has been intensified by the events of the past two months, that

he was right and that we were rather barbarous, uncultured, and
behind the times. Why just look at Ohio ! Her officers nominated
Dunn and are supporting him like a family of brothers, whilst the
New York Division are having a regular monkey and parrot time
of it. Just think of what we have missed 1 Just think of the fun
we might have had if we were only a little more advanced ! Yes,
we are certainly away behind.

'NTTRAM."

A new and taking feature was
xTDtir <yzyDciyv nm-TLO recently conceived by some of theNE W JERSE r NOThS. membe^s of the p^fieid Bicy-

cle Club; it is "The Saturday
Night Entertainment Commit-
tee," whose duty it is to furnish

entertainment and refreshments for the members on that evening,
and as it is intended that every member shall have a chance to dis-

tinguish himself; a different committee, consisting of two, will act

each Saturday. Committees have been appointed. It has for a

long time past been the custom of this club to have some sort of
hilarity at the club house every Saturday night; the boys very sel-

dom think of making any social engagements for that evening, as

it is universally considered club night. Only occasionally, how-
ever, did the members have refreshments at these "rackets." Now
the homely but healthful gingerbread, the festive and hard to di-

gest doughnut, and the inspiriting apple (fluid) help to hold high
carnival. When to these is added hot clam broth, as prepared by
Moy only, the Plainfielders' cup of bliss is full.

Last New Year's night will long be remembered by both the

Harlem and the Hudson County Wheelmen. On that night a

party of eighteen of the Hudson Countys called op the Harlem
boys, and were received and entertained in a royal good manner.
The chair which the Harlem Wheelmen won at the fair of the H.
C. W. last month, has a very neat silver plate fastened to it, on
which is engraved : "The most popular cycling club; voted to the
Harlem Wheelmen at the Hudson County Wheelmen's Fair, Dec.
I7th-2ist, 1889," and occupies a prominent position in the club
house.

On Monday evening, January 20th, Park Sisters' Quartette (in-

strumental), and Mr. Marshall P. Wilder (humorist), will give a

very entertaining programne under the auspices of the Atalanta
Wheelmen, at Association Hall in Newark. The committee in

charge has sent invitations to the surrounding wheel clubs, and it

Is expected that quite a delegation of wheelmen will avail them-
selves of this grand treat.

At the annual meeting of the Hudson County Wheelmen an

election was held on Thursday evening, January 2d : President,
Geo. H. Earl; Secretary, Geo. C. Thomiar; Captain, Edward J.
Day. The Board of Trustees will meet to elect a Treasurer in a
few days. At this meeting it was decided to give a reception at an
early date to the ladies who so kindly assisted at the recent fair
held by them, and a committee of twelve was appointed <to make
the necessary arrangements. It has been the custom of this club
for the past two years to award medals to the members making a
record of 1000 miles or more during the season, and this year will
be no exception.

Louisiana is now a full-fledged Di-

NEW ORLEANS v 'sion of IO° members. That century that
Harry H. Hodgson has been striving so

"NOKOMIS " hard for has at last been attained. In do-
ing this he has made a record for the
Louisiana Division that surpasses any

other ever made by any Division since the organization of the
League. Here it is. Last year the membership was 57; of this 57
54 renewed, which made a percentage of renewals of 95 per cent.
Last year the membership was 57, and this year, at present writing,
counting applications on hand, the membership is no. This is an
increase of 100 per cent., with four more months to run on. Can
any Division show such a record? Maybe Harry H. doesn't feel

good. Next Saturday evening a meeting is called at which a Vice
Consul and a Representative will be elected. It is expected that
this meeting will be the largest of any that has ever bee* held here.

From rumors I hear, it seems that the meeting of the Racing
Board at Chicago is going to be a "lively" one.

The last race for the Betts medal having been declared off, the
next one will take place about the 26th inst. Southern record this
time.

Harry Nathan, a L. C. C man, late a resident of Texat,, has
come back to his first love, the Crescent City, and his old friends
are glad to welcome him back.

The L. C. C. Club House Committee report great progress on
their house. It will be a beauty, and the Louisianas will be justly
proud of same, for it will be the first house ever built and owned by
any cycling club in the South. Their membership is now over 70,
which includes several ladies.

Weather of late has been very fine, and consequently the roads
around the city are in prime condition, and any Sunday morning
groups of wheelmen maybe seen wending their way to "the Lake,"
Shrewsbury, or to the "Fort."

TENNESSEE BOARD OF OFE1CERS.
SPECIAL MEETING.

The officers of the Tennessee Division held a special meeting at

the office of B. A. Patch, Secretary-Treasurer, Clarkesville, on
December 31st, 1889, for the purpose of taking steps toward secur-
ing legislation in Tennessee for the improvement of highways.
The Tennessee Legislature holds its next meeting about a year
hence, and in the meanwhile active steps will be taken preparatory
to introducing a bill for the improvement of highways in the State.

The work is in the hands of Chief Consul J. R. Wilson, Jr., and the
plan is to communicate with every member of the Legislature be-

tween now and the time for introducing the bill ; and, in every way
possible, educate the people up to the point of requiring better

roads. This last purpose will be carried out through the press,

mainly. Chief Consul Wilson will soon commence work on the
bill with the aid of a competent lawyer, who is a member of the
State Legislature, and every effort will be used to pass the bill.

The exact nature of the proposed bill has not been determined upon
as yet, but will be announced later.

The Tennessee Division has a very small membership, when
compared with that of many of the other States, but our officers are
alive to the fact that there is no time like the present at which to

begin the good work of securing better highways, and it behooves
each and every member of the Division to lend a helping hand in

the cause, and do all in their power to set plainly bef re the minds
of our farmers and others, the great benefit that better roads will

confer upon all classes of people, especially those who have to haul
their products over the country highways. We have a good many
good roads in some sections of the State, but we want good roads
all over Tennessee; we want highways connecting the three sec-

tions of the State with one another; we must have a different

method for keeping the roads in repair (?). The present 6ystem of
working out the road tax is not as it should be, and not until this

is abolished and the proper laws are passed for the building and
maintaining of public roads, will the highways of Tennessee be
'what they should be. Dash.
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WHY NOT YOU?
IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES THERE IS AN

OPPORTUNITY TO OBTAIN THE AGENCY FOR THE "EAGLE," UN-
LESS IT HAS ALREADY BEEN SECURED BY SOME FORTUNATE
PERSON.

IF IN YOUR TOWN IT IS STILL OPEN WHY SHOULD NOT
YOU HAVE IT?

LAST SEASON EVEN WHEN THE "EAGLE" WAS COMPARA-
TIVELY NEW AND UNKNOWN MANY OF OUR AGENTS SOLD A
LARGE NUMBER OF MACHINES AND ADDED MATERIALLY TO
THEIR SUPPLY OF CASH ; IT IS CERTAIN, THEREFORE, THAT
THIS SEASON WHEN THE "EAGLE" HAS A WORLD-WIDE REP-
UTATION, AND THE PROMINENT RACING MEN OF THE COUNTRY
ARE MAKING IT THEIR PERMANENT MOUNT, THAT THOSE
WHO ARE LUCKY ENOUGH TO SECURE AN AGENCY WILL BE
MANY DOLLARS IN POCKET BESIDES OWNING THE BEST AND
SAFEST BICYCLE EVER BUILT.

WRITE FOR TEBMS.
-+T

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co-,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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THE - VERDICT - OF - 1889

IS

THAT
SWIFT SAFETY. LADY'S SWIFT SAFETY.

THEY ARE CORRECTLY NAMED.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Limited,

Why don't you call and see us at our

flEW BOSTON STOHE ?

We want you to, and know a visit will prove most interesting.

Our complete line for 1890 is on display there, including our new rear

driver,

The American Light Rambler
(Spring frame, hollow rims, tangent spokes.)

And then too there is the

MERRITT TYPEWRITER.
It costs but $15, and is perfectly practical mechanically.

Catalogue ready in a few days.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.
BOSTON BRANCH:

178 Columbus Avenue.

OFFICE AND FACTORY:
222 to 228 No. Franklin St, Chicago, 111.
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NEWS
The Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Bicycle Club

have made great improvements in its club

rooms. The growth of the club has

.,,„ ^/i,/i/oa;7' necessitated the enlargement of the ac-AND COMMBNl. commodations . The ptrlors are the hand-
somest in the Hudson River valley. Still

more important changes are to be made, and in time the -bicycle

club will become one of the leading organizations of the city. New
Year calls were received, and an elaborate lunch was furnished for

the entertainment of visitors.

In the election of the Long Island Wheelmen held last Tuesday,
Mr. Charles H. Luscomb was elected President by a majority of

6eventee» votes.

We were delighted to receive a visit from Mr. Charles Richards
Dodge last Wednesday. Mr. Dodge has been absent some time in

Europe on special business connected with the United States Agri-
cultural Department. Mr. Dodge will be located in Washington.
He is looking hearty and speaks glowingly of the splendid time he
had while abroad.

We think that the first theatrical or operatic bicycle club ever
formed is the "Andrews Opera Co. Bicycle Club." This company
travels through the West, Kansas, Minnesota, Colorado, etc. The
new club has applied for membership to the L. A. W.
Good old ''Jack" Prince has risen to the dignity of a Colonel, if

we are to judge by the item in the Omaha, Neb., Democrat, which
states that: "Col. John Shillington Prince will devote his leisure

hours to the construction of a treatise on 'Bicycling, Its Uses and
Abuses by the Female Sex.' The work will be copiously illustrated

by SenorMardis." This reckless bestowing of titles would indicate

that the ridiculous custom ridiculed by Dickens in Martin Chuzzle-
wit is still in vogue is some sections of the country.

The reception given by the Rambling Wheelmen of Bridgeport,

Ct, in Bostwick Hall, West End, on New Year's Eve passed off in

a very auspicious manner. The little hall was filled with dancers
who merrily danced the old year out and the new year in. The toilets

worn by some of the young ladies were simply exquisite in every
detail. A number of the New Haven boys were over, and helped to

swell the ranks of the merry throng. Although not financially a

great success the club netted a very neat little sum from the enter-

tainment. Fully several hundred visitors called on the Rambling
Wheelmen at their rooms on Main street on New Year's Day. A
sumptuous spread had been prepared where the hungry visitors

could regale themselves to their heart's content. It is needless to

say that the opportunity was improved upon with a will, and every-

body went away with the feeling that when the Ramblers do a thing
they do it up in just the proper style.

"Trebor" writes us : "The annual meeting of the Queens County
Wheelmen of Richmond Hill, L. J., N. Y., for the election of officers

and other business was held on January 3rd, 1890. It was a very
full meeting, only two members being absent. After following the

regular order of business the meeting proceeded to the election of
officers for the ensuing year. It was decided to give mileage bars

for the ensuing year; each man making 1000 miles to get a bronze
bar and after getting five bronze ones, he gets a gold one.' The club
is in a very prosperous financial condition, thanks to our late treas-

urer, Mr. Roberts, and has a handsome balance in the treasury, all

debts being paid. The boys are already to be seen on the road, en-
joying the pleasant riding weather we arc having, and several of
them have done quite a little on their 1890 mileage."

The Milwaukee (Wis.) wheelmen have arranged for a series of
dancing parties to be given during the winter, the first of which will

take place at Germania Hall on January 23. The members manage
to amuse themselves during the winter by playing billiards and
chess at their rooms at 225 West Water street. They are very fond
of chess, and tournaments among themselves add to the interest felt

in the game. Their rooms are neatly furnished and they have a
well- stocked library.

Out-door racing at Christmas tide in the latitude of Rochester,
N. Y., is decidedly a novelty, and yet the Genesee Bicycle Club of
that city had a very exciting race for the club championship, Dec.
30. The distance was five miles and the race was won by Peter J.
Dukelow in sixteen minutes and thirty seconds. This race was to

come off on Thanksgiving Day, but had to be postponed on account
of the weather. The prize is an elegant gold medal which was held
last year by B. A. Pratt.

This is the way the Cincinnati Gazette refers to a New Year's
entertainment to be given by one of the local clubs: "Although
their punch bowl has been purloined and their cider keg is empty,
the Cincinnatis still have some tire cement, liquid enamel and
lubricating oil, and will be glad to 6ee their friends on New Year's
Dav."

The annual New Year's Eve "stag" of the Citizen's club of New
York was a grand success. Over one hundred wheelmen partici-
pated in the revel, which lasted until the new year was well started.
James S. Burbank was the entertainer in chief, assisted by an or-
chestra and an immense bowl of punch. The latter was a large
element in the festivities. The early part of the evening was spent
in bowling at the Citizens' Ninth avenue alleys, and the club house
entertainment began at 9.30. Seldom have the "Cits" had 6uch a
jovial reunion.

The Maryland Bicycle Club, of Baltimore, kept open house on
New Year's night. The visitors were received on the first floor by
a committee composed of M. Norris, E. P. Hayden, E. F. LeCato
and S. T. Clark, assisted by the House Committee, H. T. Williams,
F.J. Lindsay and J. H. Bennett. Professor Emerick's string band
furnished music, and a fine lunch was served. Among those
present were Mayor Davidson and ex-Mayor Latrobe.

Good roadways built with money raised by road bonds will be
here for posterity to enjoy, and posterity will be made able to pay
the bonds by the construction of the roads.

The Victor Cycle Club, at Relay Station, Md., held a reception
on New Year's eve, and danced the old year out and the new year
in, by the music of a harp.

The San Francisco Call states that the three delegates from
California are non-committal as to how the votes will be cast.

On New Year's eve the Hagerstown, Md., Club gave a hop at
Hose Opera Hall, Hagerstown, Md. A large attendance was
present. Prof. Ziegler's orchestra furnished the music.

Mr. W. C. Monro, of Cincinnati, writes us: "The suggestion of
'Linneus,' that arrangements be made to have a series of articles
on road makiny appear in the 'patent insides,' should not be lightly
treated, and it is to be hoped the Committee on Improvement of
Highways will take the matter in hand. Almost all the country
papers are now furnished with 'patent insides,' and almost every
farmer takes his local paper. This, it seems to me, is a very im-
portant matter."

The first club run of 1890 of the Century Wheelmen, of Phila-
delphia, was started at 12.01 A. M. January 1st, to East Park and
return. The members were provided with cowbells, horns, whis-
tles, bells, etc., to celebrate the occasion. The riders were Dalsen,
Brown, McGlathery, Degin, Whiteside, Bahl, Walker, Carey,
Allen, Hare, Keim, Sadler, Schell, Fruh, McCune, Spicer and
Maggi.

The Thanksgiving Day meet of the Wilmington (Del.) Wheel-
men, to raise funds for the improvement of the New Castle road,
netted the sum of $56. The club house project is progressing
finely, arid the club expects to be housed on or before March 25th.

On Christmas Day the Napa Valley (Cal.) Wheelmen celebrated
the opening of their new rooms, and admission as a club into the
League, by keeping open house from 1.30 P. M. until 10.30 P. M.

;

Vineyard Valley best and a general smoker for the evening,
music, songs and games of all kinds made the boys wish
that Christmas came every month.

At the annual meeting of the Melrose, Mass., Cycle Club officers
were elected for the ensuing year. The club now has a member-
ship of fifty, and is in a very flourishing condition. Tuesday even-
ing, January 14th, the club will have a ladies' night. A course of
assemblies is being given, commencing January 3, and held every
other Friday evening.

The Hartford Wheel Club has decided not to enter the Connecti-
cut Wheelman's Polo League, as it can secure no suitable building
in which to play, the custom of renting armories in Hartford to

polo teams having become obsolete.

The annual report of the Buffalo, N Y., Bicycle Club was filed

with the County Clerk December 31, 1889. The assets of the
organization amount to $13,362.02 and the liabilities to $6995.
The club house and lot, included in the assets, are valued at
$10,000, and the furniture and fixtures of the same at $2487.87.
The principal item in the liabilities is a mortgage of $6000, payable
January 1, 1898.

A Philadelphia paper says that "the idea is slowlv gaining
ground that all the bicycle clubs in New York City should" unite in-
toone large organization." The"idea"may be "gaining ground" in
Philadelphia, but we imagine the idea has not much foundation in

New York City.

The Niagara Falls Bicycle Club held its annual meeting and
election December 9th. On December 23d the new Board of Offi-

cers gave a reception and supper to the club members. Abundance
of good cheer for the "inner man," and happy speeches by the
President and others, made the "wee sma' " hours creep on un-
awares, but before disbanding it was unanimously agreed that
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"Forbes" was a "jolly good fellow," and that the only place for the

1890 L. A. W. meet is at Niagara Falls.

"Nostaw," of Bridgeport, Ct., writes us : "The large number of
clergymen of all denominations, teachers, professors, and other

literary inclined and learned men, who are fast joining the wheel-
men's ranks is a fa<5t of great significance While their books and
confinement are sapping the life blood out of them they feel that

some exercise is imperative for them to take. A number of years

ago, this subject was, indeed, to them a mighty one. They knew
that they sorely needed exercise, but what sort and kind to take

was the question. Lifting machines, dumb bell exercise or a walk
before breakfast was about all that was open for them. But now
everything is changed. When a person is heard to remark that he
is in need of exercise the first suggestion that his auditor offers is,

try the bicycle. Men of the above-named class are rapidly seeing
the wisdom conveyed in these three words, and the result is a rapid

enlistment of them in the L. A. W. ranks. They are, indeed,
valuable acquisitions.

Mr. R. M. Jaffray, business manager for Mr. S. A. Miles, of

the Chicago Referee, is in Boston this weeks in the interests of his

paper. We were pleased to have Mr. Jaffray make his headquarters
with us during his visit to the Hub.

Mr. H. D. Corey, so long and so well-known in the cycle trade,

has formed a partnership with Mr. Frederick L. Milliken, for the

general transaction of stocks, bonds and investment securities in

all exchanges. Mr. Corey was at one time amateur champion bi-

cyclist, and has a large number of friends in Boston and vicinity.

Mr. Milliken was for seven years the cashier of the Boston house
of W. S. Lawson & Co., and is well-known among the different

banking houses in this city. Messrs. Corey & Milliken have
spacious offices at No. 45 Kilby street, where they would be pleased
to welcome their friends.

Dr. Willis C. Cummings is a member of the Rambling Wheel-
men of Bridgeport, Ct. Once in a while his poetic tendency gets
the better of him, and he is obliged to unbosom himself. The last

time he was attacked this way his poetic tendency spread itself

in the following lines to the "baggage smasher from a bicycle:"

Handle me carefully, baggage smasher dear,
For tender are my swift and willing feet,

And if your eye is bright and keen and clear,

You'll find a choice Havana beneath my naked seat.

Thus "Nostaw," of Bridgeport, Ct. : "It is indeed gratifying to

note the large increase in the Connecticut L. A. W. membership
during the past year. As the statistics show, this State, next to

our Northern neighbor, Massachusetts, has had the largest increase,
this year's figures being an increase of 259 over those of last year.
All of these facts tend to show that the wheelmen in Connecticut
are up and awake, and alive to this great cause. It also tends to

show that they appreciate a good thing when they see it."

The bottle of wine offered by Mr. S. Bennet, of Franklin House,
Tarrytown, N. Y. , to the first wheelman who should reach his hotel
from 110th street, New York City, on Jan. 1st, was won by W. F.
Pendleton and J. H. Hanson, New York Bi. Club, mounted on a
tandem tricycle, in the excellent time of two hours and five min-
utes; second, R. B. Morrison, Harlem Wheelmen, followed by
Hcrton and Paynter, N. Y. B. C. ; C. H. Chamberlain, N. Y. B. C.

;

DeGraaf and Litchult, Harlem Wheelmen; H. Pierce, Harlem
Wheelmen.
The Berkshire County Wheelmen of Pittsfield, Mass., will give a

fancy ball on January 22d. A costumer will be on hand to supply
all wants in that direction. The Germania orchestra will furnish
the music. It is expected that this ball will be a6 successful and
pleasant as the one given last winter.

Mr. Luther L. Smith of Grand Rapids, Mich., thus writes us:
"To the fervent and increasing cry for better roads that seems every
day more engrossing to the people at large, let me add my feeble

voice, in calling your attention to an able article on "The Common
Roads" written by Mr. N. S. Shaler and published in the October
number of Scribner's Magazine. Unless I am greatly mistaken, no
notice of this paper has been published in the columns of the
World, and I would suggest that some attention be accorded it,

since all contributions tending to increase the agitation must be
welcome, and furthermore since there is much in the discussion of
interest to those who have this grand work thoroughly at heart."

CHARLES E. KLUGE DEAD.
Our readers will learn with sorrow of the death of Mr. Charles

E. Kluge on Friday last. Mr. Kluge was a well known figure on
the racing path during the past three or four years. He held the
Milburn-lrvington course 25-mile record. The cause of Mr. Kluge's
death we are not aware of.

ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENT A WHEEL.
{BY GEO. D. MITCHELL.)

(Continued.

)

I arose early one morning to pay a visit to the famous Coventry
cemetery, and finally reached it, after threading through an almost
endless maze of crooked streets and hedged-in walks. There is a
charming peculiarity about the streets of Coventry, for they reveal
something unexpected at every turn ; that is, they are so crooked
that you invariably come out at an entirely unexpected point. The
factories, and almost everything that one has occasion to visit, are
located around in back alleys, which it was my daily amusement to
jump across from curb to curb, always in the rear of something or
other, and requiring the tadtics of a veteran pig puzzler to find

them, the front streets being occupied principally by the various
houses where Ellen Terry was born, Peeping Toms, and other such
curios. But to return to the cemetery. It is one of the prettiest

cemeteries I ever saw, only there seems to be a scarcity of graves,
and I have noticed, some way, that there is always something lack-
ing about a graveyard without graves. As I turned into a new
path I came upon two figures, stooping in an attitude of prayer over
one of the few graves. I approached with uncovered head, moved
with reverential awe, but in passing I noticed it was only the gardener
receipting a bill for a man, and as I felt myself thus letdown, I

registered a fearful oath that from that moment I would not allow
myself to be moved by anything, however impressive, not even by ,

the plaintive appeal of the waiter asking for a tip.

As our party of four, all with brand new wheels and outfits com-
plete, started out from Coventry on the King's high road to Lon-
don, we each presented an imposing spectacle (thus forming two
pairs of spectacles), and my bosom swelled with the pride of a
slide-trombone player in a circus parade. I suppose there is not
such another really beautiful bit of country road anywhere, or so
attractive to a cyclist, as that from Coventry to Woodstock. It is

smooth and comparatively level, being graded in many places
almost like a railroad, shaded by great oaks and elms that almost
form a bower, and flanked by well-kept hedges, with a narrow
lringe of turf between the road and the path on either side,

so that the whole seems more like a fairy scene or exag-
gerated stage-setting than an actual reality. As I mounted the
easy hills I was urged on to my task by the mixed fragrance of
blooming locust, wild roses and' new-mown hay, which latter, by
the way, seems much more poetic when "snuffed from afar" than
when courted at a shorter range.
The five miles from Coventry J;o Kenilworth was passed before

we realized it. I scarcely know of a road in America to compare
with it. We made the descent into the town by a long coast, which
led. through what was almost a park, and as we swooped down up-
on the unsuspecting village, through this leafy bower, I felt my
soul thrilled with a delight which revealed new possibilities in life

for me, and which my bumpety-bump coasts in America had failed

to inspire. It seemed to me like a roller coaster and a toboggan
slide rolled into one, with the promised land and a freshly-gilded

harp at the lower end.
We ma.de an advance upon Arnold, the Fruiterer's, and rested

while we watched the two wholesome looking daughters of the

house preparing our light noon-day refreshment, and right here let

me offer an unconditional eulogy upon the rosy complexion, red

lips, beautiful hair, and frank, natural ways of the English country
girl, who, with due respect to the girls of America, presents a pic-

ture of health and native beauty which, to say the least, is refresh-

ing. The strawberries we had were the finest by far that I ever

saw, for some of the smaller fruits they raise here to perfection.

Fine, well-baked bread, plenty of milk, cheese and cakes, formed
the rest of our luncheon, and it was all so excellent—and only a

shilling—that I hope I may live to help erect a monument to Arnold,
the Fruiterer, as there are still places over here where a few more
monuments can be crowded in.

The country all around Kenilworth is most charming, and a cy-

clist who hadn't the record-breaking mania could well spend a week
in the neighborhood, as many do every summer. We visited the

ruins of the old castle, of course, but the place was full of pic-

nickers, whose rollicking sports seemed strangely ill-fitted to the

surroundings, and which marred the impression I had received on
a former visit, wnen with only the peaceful sheep around, the old

walls, in the 6erene quiet, seemed fairly communicative.
On the way from Kenilworth to Warwick, we stopped at the old

Saxon mill at Guy*6 Cliff, where we met an American gentleman,
who wa6 on a pedestrian tour, and with whom we exchanged points

and passed mutual good wishes in that spirit of fellowship which
makes Americans away from home old friends at once. We aho
had a drink from the old pump, of the finest water we have had in

England, for however the infrequent use of water over here for

drinking purposes may have been sportively referred to by face-
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tious historians, it is no less a fa<ft that a good drink of water is

about as great a luxury as one can imagine. I hare hardly seen

half a dozen pieces of ice since 1 landed. Cold drinks are practi-

cally unknown, but this is no doubt a boon to cyclists, for our

indiscriminate use of ice is the one thing that Englishmen ridicule

most sharply in Americans.
Arrived at Warwick; having seen the sights myself on a former

visit, I left my fellow-wheelmen, and rode over to Leamington to

feast again on the beauties of the favorite old watering place, which I

suppose is about the prettiest town in all England.—Leamington,
where J.

Bagstock, "tough old Joey," and Mr. Dombey came to

sojourn a while, you remember. It was now approaching evening,

but we knew that with the long twilight we could yet reach Strat-

ford on-Avon, nine miles away, before ending our stage. By a

long and gradual ascent, the road being graded down in some
places by deep cuts, and winding between the grassy terraces thus

formed, we reached Sherbourne Hill, whence we commanded a

varying prospect of field, hedge and wood, with one or two far-

away steeples relieving the scene. A long coast brought us into

Stratford; in fact almost all the towns of this district are located

in valleys, allowing us a fine ride into them, but necessitating a

hard push out again.

I conducted my three companions through the town in the dusk,

and seeing a half-timbered house sufficiently ancient-looking for

my purpose, pointed it out to them as the birthplace of Shakes-

peare, upon which they went into the appropriate raptures over the

old place, and succeeded in surreptitiously making off with some
small fragments of the same for mementos; next morning I es-

caped only by pleading that I had mistaken the house, but having
labelled the fragments as souvenirs from Shakespeare's birthplace,

they decided to keep them to work off upon some unsuspecting
curiosity cranks at home.

(To be continued.}

HOW THEY RUN RACE MEETINGS IN AUSTRALIA.

Dear Bicycling World: Thinking it might interest your readers

to hear direct of the interest taken in wheeling at the present time
in the "Queen City of the -South," and wishing to let my friends

know my whereabouts, and that I am still "doing a trick or two on
the sihnt steed," I take pleasure in attempting to give you an ac-

count of the first day of the spring meeting of the Melbourne Bicy-
cle Club, and the "Austral," a two-mile ordinary bicycle race which
1b the event of the year, here in the Colonies, in wheel racing.

The meeting was held on the Melbourne Cricket Club's grounds,
which are the finest in Australia. They are large and prettily laid

out, with a "public grand stand" which seats 8000, and a "members'
stand" seating 2000. The grounds are in themselves worth paying
a visit to, and I doubt if there are many in the States to compare
with them.
The meeting of yesterday was in my opinion one of the largest

attended and most successful meetings ever given anywhere. There
were fully 20,000 people present, a large number being of the fair

sex, who, with their bright colored dresses, promenading up and
down the beautiful green lawn, helped vastly to make the scene a
picturesque one. The Governor, Sir William "Wobinson," was
present, and seemed as much interested as anyone (he being him-
self an active wheelman).
The weather was perfect, as far as comfort was concerned, but

there was too strong a breeze for fast times. The attendance and
receipts were very gratifying to the club, especially so as they were
liable to some loss, owing to the race having to be postponed the
preceding Saturday.
The following is the programme of the races :

One-mile novice bicycle race—First, A. J. Davey, Suburban Bi.

Club, 80 yards; second, K. Lewis, Southern District Club, 60
yards; third, W. H. Leach, Southern District Club, 40 yards.
A detailed account of the races would not be of general interest

to your readers, but a couple of incidents related here will indicate
to you how they run races in Australia. In the novice race there
were two starters, and P. T. Sharp, of the Victory Bi. Club, came
in first, but as his trainer did not leave the track immediately after
the start, as the rules require, Mr. Sharp was disqualified, and the
race was given to Mr. Davey. This fac\ indicates that the Austra-
lian race officers will not allow any monkeying with the racing
rules.

In the "Great Austral" two-mile handicap, for a £200 trophy Cor
pot, a6 the racing fraternity call it), there were 34 starters out of
the 47 entries. There was a little delay in starting this, as the
Governor was late, and had sent down word to postpone it awhile,
but it was but a short break, and when it was started it was a bril-

liant sight indeed, the bright costumes of the riders making a very
striking contrast with the beautiful grounds, and here I wish to

state that the Australian wheelmen deserve great credit for the tasty

appearance they make on the track, particularly the Victorians.

The rules of the Union compel each rider to wear a satin jacket and
cap and white knee tights, the same as in horse racing, and each

rider must always use the same colors. This not only makes it

very easy to pick out a rider, but it adds very much to the appear-

ance.
The men all started well in the Austral. Dingle, the limit (400

yards) man, held the pace for the first two laps, but was overtaken

by Twentyman in the third, and held for several laps, and it looked

as if he would win, when for some unknown reason (except per-

haps to himself), he collapsed. Mullins, the South Australian rep-

resentative, now gradually went to the front, and before the com-
mencement of the last lap it was seen he had the race in his hands

;

he eventually won. Gieenwood second and Chrisp third. Tom
Burst, the champion, who rode from scratch, made some gallant

efforts, and two or three laps some very fast time, but the strong

wind put him out of it.

Almost immediately after the race Mullins, the winner, made the

remark : "I have been laying for this race for the past three years 1"

This remark came to the ears of the officials, and Mr. Mullins was
promptly suspended for two years on the ground that he had been
riding in falseform ! Another instance that Australian racing of-

ficials cannot be prevailed on to wink at sharp practices.

Immediately after this race I gave an exhibition, first in my bur-

lesque act, and then on the Eagle and the ordinary.

The racing was good but the time slow compared to the time

made at home, but the grass track must be taken into consideration.

There was a nice l'ttle bit of flirting indulged in during the after-

noon on the lawn. Of course every girl has her fellow out here if

she is "any good at all," and although there was not very much
chance for isolation, several couples found quiet corners to them-
selves.

''How would you like to see me on a bicycle?" asked Adonis.
"I would sooner see you by my side," was the naive reply, and

then she sighed and he sighed, side by side.

Expecting to reach good old Boston again ere very long, I am off

this afternoon to fill an engagement at the South Sea Exhibition.
With regards, I am, yours fraternally,

W. S. Maltby.
Melbourne, Australia, Nov. 24, 1889.

CORRESPONDENCE.
[ The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter
which in his opinion is improper.^

IS MR. SHRIVER A CANDIDATE?

Editor Bicycling World : I have just seen a letter of Mr. E. J.
Shriver, dated December 21st and published in a late issue of your
paper, in which Mr. Shriver, in his characteristic manner attempts
to throw cold water on the candidates for the presidency of the
League. Mr. Shriver ought to know that a proper consideration
for New York State and the common courtesy due to Mr. Luscomb
as an able, successful and popular candidate, imposes upon him
(Shriver) the duty, if not the inclination of giving Mr. Luscomb
his support in the pending canvass. For my own part, although I

am not a delegate I am pleased by the masterly manner with which
Mr. Luscomb disposes of difficulties which would appall men of less

calibre, and I have no doubt Mr. Sliriverwill see the wisdom of get-

ting on the right side of the fence before election. Everybody knows
that Burley Ayers in not a candidate and probably does not intend
to be. May it not possibh be that Mr. Shriver by his clever attempt
to decry the candidacy of Luscomb (of course Mr. Dunn is out of
the race) is onlj rr anoeuvering to suggest himself as a possible
candidate for the office of President? A Luscombitk.
Dated Januar} 6th. 1890.

ELECTRICAL STARTING, TIMING AND PHOTO-
GRAPHING

Editor Bicycling World: In the World of December 20, you ask
to hear from some one versed in the science of electricity, as to the
feasibility of producing an electrical contrivance for the timing,
starting, photographing of bicycle races. Although not an Edison,
Thompson, Rowland, Sprague or H. P. Brown, in 1S79 I built a
contrivance for a Fire Department hook and ladder race and a foot
race. The hook and ladder companies started with their hind wheels
resting on a line which was attached to an electrical attachment, and
as soon as the hind wheels left the line a bull's eve dropped and at the
same time started a clock. At the finish the H. L. team stood up a
thirty foot ladder and a man ascended and grasped a wire stretched
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across the track and by pulling same stopped the clock, thus giving|the
most accurate time possible for such a race. For hose cart races
the start was the same, but at the finish there was a fixed disk which
stopped the clock when the water from the hose struck the disk. In
straight away races everything was the same excepting when the
team crossed the finish and the hind wheels of the cart or truck
struck the line the clock stopped. In- foot racing or bicycling I

would suggest that an electric mechanical gong be placed at the
start to take the place of a pistol shot, as it can be worked by an
unseen button in the judge's stand or other place desired. For
handicap races an electric bell should be placed by each racer and
rung by the starter by pressing the button. This would beat the
old style of looking back for smoke or listening for pistol shots.

The cost of such a contrivance with starting and stopping clock at-

tachment, all to work from one push of a button ; strike the gong
to start, start clock and stop clock when winner crosses line,

would be from $15.00 to $30.00. The pistol shot can be used for this

attachment by those preferring it.

Before we held our Thanksgiving meet at this place (Napa, Cal.,)

I had plans all made out to construct such an aparatus, but I had
too many irons in the fire and did not get it finished. I have also

plans for attachments to the above which prints the time on paper
the instant the winner crosses the tape.

As for the use of a camera, I can send you photo, of the same
which I made for a party in Alameda two years ago, but I have
not heard of him since, with the exception of a few pictures. As
soon as the weather clears up I will forward some electrical pictures

taken with my camera whereby you can judge. "California on
Wheels," Vineyard Valley Wheelman. R. A. Simon.
Napa, Cal.

TENNESSEE MEANS BUSINESS.
The Commercial (of Memphis, Tenn.,) has to keep the agitation

for a Public Road Convention alive until it is a consummation, one,
as we know, that is most devoutly to be wished for. "To what the
Banner says as to the place of holding the convention, we are free

to say we are indifferent, although we are still of the opinion that
we have given some pertinent reasons why it should be held here
in Memphis. But we are more intent upon good results for the
State and the States contiguous to ours than we are upon any small
advantage to Memphis and therefore are willing to concede the
holding of the convention to Nashville. Besides, if it is necessary
a tri-State convention may afterward be held here with a view to

arousing in our neighbors something like the same interest that
Tennessee is now beginning to manifest in this great undertaking.
Let us then have the convention, in Nashville if necessary, and
formulate a plan that may be incorporated in the laws of the State

that it may thus become an example for people elsewhere to secure
macadamized public highways that will stand the test of time and
the wear and tear of ordinary travel and traffic. Let us have the

best possible public roads, and it will not be long before the farmers
in all parts of the State will acknowledge them a blessing, not
merely because of the ease of travel they will afford, but because of
the increase of values they will compel."

f Mr. A. O. Very has been appointed New England agent for the

Union Safety, the Warwick Perfection and Yost & Lozier ma-
chines, No. 173 Tremont street. Mr. E. P. J. Morton, formerly
with the Pope Mfg. Co., will have charge of the bicycle department
and look after the New England agents, and would be pleased to see

any of his friends. Mr. Morton has had five year's experience in

the business and is well acquainted with the New England trade.

Mr. A. O. Very ha» the N. E. agency for the Standard sewing ma-
chines and has now added to his business that of bicycles, believing

that there is a good field for the bicycle business. It is Mr. Very's
intention to fit up his present store and carry a large stock of ma-
chines, also of bicycle sundries and parts. Mr. Very's location is

especially desirable for local trade.

We are in receipt of the following announcement from Messrs.
Banker Bros, of Pittsburgh, Pa. : "Having purchased the stock of

wheels, tools and sundries of the former firm of W. H. and W. D.
Banker, we have moved out to the East End of Pittsburgh, the rid-

ing district of the city, where we wiTl keep on hand a full stock

of different makes of bicycles, tricycles, and sundries. Our firm will

be stvled 'The Banker Bros.' consisting of A. L. Banker and Geo.
A. Banker. We opened up in our new store room January 1st, 1890.

We have the exclusive agency for the Lozier & Yost safeties,

and several other agencies."

Rankin & Bruce of Providence, R. I., whose advertisement
appears in our paper, are doing a rushing business in their toe clip.

They are now booking orders to be filled in the spring. The toe

clip has proven to be a most excellent article and one that is selling

like hot cakes.

THE HARTFORD CYCLE CO.

Mb* ;

'••'..v"' -• ' Some few weeks ago
fen.* we announced the forma-

tion of a company in
Hartford, to be known
as the Hartford Cycle
Co., for the purpose of
manufacturing cycles,
and in reply to our re-

quest for announcement
we have been courteously
furnished the cuts, and
the following informa-
tion for publication.

The Hartford Cycle Co. is located in the commodious factory
formerly occupied by the Hartford Engineering Co. The company
has a full corps of skilled mechanics, and is further well equipped
for a long and successful business career. In the announcement
the Hartford Cycle Company says, among other things :

"The advent of the Hartford Cycle Co. is due, in no small degree,
to an imperative public demand and a genuine desire on our part
to serve the public. We do not greet you with the bold assertion
that we are going to revolutionize the bicycle business. We do not
claim that the Hartford, for one hundred dollars, is superior or
even equal to the very few highest grade wheels, commanding the
price of one hundred and thirty-five dollars. No, we base all our
claims on facts, and stand prepared to substantiate them by positive
proof." * * *

"The Hartford is a pattern decided upon after having been practi-
cally tested, and having been found highly satisfactory, we are con-
fident that it will meet with the approval of those who require a well-
made, simply constructed, easy running, and in every way a
reliable mount at a reasonable figure. We have no intention of
sacrificing quality for cheapness. We shall rely upon the intrinsic
value of our goods for a prosperous career."
The company will at this time make only one wheel, the "Hart-

ford Safety."

Specifications : Frame— Combination cross, and diamond,
made of cold-drawn, weldless steel tubing. Wheels—30 inch. Fel-

loes—7-8 inch solid rolled steel, crescent shape. Tires—7-8 inch
moulded gray Para rubber. Spokes—Direct, No. 11 1-2 guage,
thirty-six to each wheel. Bearings—Ball. Cranks—Forged steel,

detachable, 5 3-4 to 6 3-4 inch adjustment. Neck and spindle

—

Forged steel, conical bearings. Sprocket wheel — Detachable.
Handle Bars—3-4 inch cold-drawn, weldless steel tubing, with vul-

canite handles. Handle bar shaft—7-8 inch cold-drawn, weldless
steel tubing, adjustable as to height in steering head, and directly

connected thereto. Chain—Humber pattern, with adjustment at

rear forks. Brake— To front wheel, of -the well known Plunger
pattern. Saddle—Hartford pattern, made under Kirkpatrick patents.

Pedals—Ball, with the Hartford "Elastic" rubbers. Gear—54. inch.

Tool bag and complement of tools. Spokes and small parts nick-

eled, balance enameled. Weight, 49 pounds. Price, complete,
$100.

Boston wheelmen are invited to call at No. 178 Columbus ave-

nue, the Eastern depot of the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., and
inspect the new 1890 pattern of that company's wheels. They con-
sist of the tangent spoke Rambler, the 1890 pattern Light Cham-
pion, and the 1890 pattern direct spoke Rambler. Mr. Schaaf will

be pleased to have all wheelmen call.

Mr. Carle P. Cubberly, captain of the Somerville (Mass.)
Cycle Club, and well known as a popular teacher of dancing, has
accepted a position with W. W. Stall, and will represent him at 509
Tremont street, Boston, and on the New England circuit.
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THE COLUMBIA LADIES' SAFETY.

We are pleased to be able to present to our readers this week cut

and particulars of the latest novelty of the Pope Mfg. Co., the
' 'Columbia Ladies' Safety." The company says in regard to this

machine :

"Appreciating as we do both the benefit conferred by those ladies

who have added themselves to the ranks of cyclers, and that re-

ceived by them, we could not do less than turn our best efforts and
resources to the preparation of a safety bicycle particularly suitable

for their use, and affording them all the advantages of a Columbia
in its perfectness of design, manufacture and finish, backed up by
our unquestioned guarantee—a point adding materially to its value
and one which will not be overlooked by the careful buyer."
Frame.—Here two seimless-steel tubes are used, so formed and

bracketed together as is claimed to be much stronger and more
rigid than any other loop.

The spring fork is the same as used on the Columbia
Light Roadster Safety. The springs can be replaced quickly and
easily when necessary, and can be made non-acting at any time by
tightening the joint bolts. The company advise the use of the
6pring fork for the comfort of the rider and the life of the machine,
but they will substitute a continuous fork in a new machine when
thu is preferred.

The wheels are the company's regular tangent spoke, seam-
less hollow felloe pattern, and though comparatively small and
light are well proportioned for their special purpose, splendidly
made and very strong.
The tires are of the best quality, put in with great care under

the new method and are there to stay.

The bearings are regular Columbia adjustable ball-bearings, easy
running, simple, and not liable to get out of order, and if cared for
according to the instructions furnished, w ill outwear many other
parts of the safety.

The driving gear departs from that of the Light Roadster Safety
only in its arrangement for taking up the slack of the chain. This
is accomplished when necessary by adjusting the position of the
rear wheel shaft in the slots of the frame bracket in which it is

carried. The perfect adjustability of the chain is an important
feature. While the gear is regularly 50, it can be furnished geared
to 47 or 53 if desired.

The Kirkpatrick saddle is of a pattern especially prepared for this
machine, and has no superior for comfort and safety. The handle-
bar is of one piece of seamless steel tubing of larger diameter than
the company has ever used before, and is very strong. The brake
arrangement is strong and of easy action. The cranks are the well-
known Knous pattern. They regularly use on this safety- a nar-
rower pedal than the usual size, giving 3 1-4 inches in the clear.
Adjustments.—In its arrangements for adjusting the saddle,

pedals, handle-bar and brake connection, the Ladies' Safety is ex-
cellent, and any rider within reasonable limits can be fitted. A
feature introduced for the first time is the adjustable foot re6ts.
which will contribute to the convenience of the rider.

Light wire dress guards are placed
over the driving-wheel and gear to

prevent contact with these parts,

and by no means detract from the

good appearance of the safety.

Its equipment is complete, and
finish unsurpassed.

Brief.—28-inch wheels. Endless
moulded 3-4-inch rubber tires. Cold-
drawn and rolled, seamless-steel,

hollow felloes. No. 13 tangent
spokes, 36 to rear 32 to front wheel,
all adjustable at felloe. Columbia
adjustable ball-bearings all around.
Seamless-steel tubular front fork
with anti-vibrating spring joints.

Columbia tubular steel, double-loop
frame. Adjustable crank and chain
driving gear. Improved Ewart
forged-steel, detachable-link chain.

Detachable Knous cranks, 5. 5 1-2

and 6 inch throw. Columbia ''dou-

ble grip" rubber ball-pedals, 3 1-4

inches wide. 5 1-2-inch ball-bear-

ing, socket steering head. 28-inch,

one piece, 3-4-inch tubular steel,

tapered and curved handle-bar, ad-
justable for height Vulcanite han-
dles. Adjustable rear wheel lever-

spoon brake. Adjustable seat-rod.

Detachable steel wire lar.tern bracket*

Round step. *LC'justable foot rests. Dust guards to driving and
steering wheels and chain. Improved netting dress guards to rear

wheel andjdriving gear. Tool bag. with Columbia B. & S. monkey
wrench, screw-driver and oil can. Gear 50 Weight, 48 |lbs. Fin
ish, enamel and nickel tips.

Special Kirkpatrick saddle.

We are advised by Mr. Sterling Elliott that they are putting the

roof on their new addition ti shop 60x32 feet, four stories high, the

top floor (without posts) is to be used as a riding scnool for ladies,

and others vho are less fortunate. The total floor space now is a
little over 14,000 feet, and it is covered four feet deep with hickory
bicycles in various stages of ripeness, many of which will be ready
to pick in March.

Says the Canton, Ohio, News Democrat: "The present bad con-
dition of the public roads and highways has kept many a dollar

from the Canton merchant the past few weeks. Farmers say they
can hardly come to town with an empty wagon, and could some of
the products of the sturdy Stark County farmer have reached a
market, more money would have been put into circulation, and a

great many benefitted. There lives not a man who owns a horse
who has not prayed for better roads."

The Indianapolis (Ind.) Nevus says : "The cold wave flag has
been ordered up again, but nevertheless the Indiana Bicycle Com-
pany expects to turn out 10,000 'machines' this year. The compa-
ny's business has grown too large for its present quarters opposite
the State House, and a new three-story brick factory, 49x190 feet,

will be built about a square and a half south of Washington street,

on Liberty. Over a hundred men and boys will be employed, and
the number of bicycles turned out will vary from fifty to a hundred
a day. The company manufactures safety bicycles only, for the
demand for high wheels is light Ladies' wheels are not made.
The company's wares are sent all over this country. The success
of the company has been largely due to the business tact of a young
lady, Miss Mamie Hutchinson. Two years ago she bought an in-

terest in the business, and in a 6hort time completely mastered its

details. She gives her entire time to the company's business, and
is said to be the most successful business lady in Indianapolis."

A. A. Avery ,\nd C. D. Rice, agents for the American Rambler,
have presented both of the local clubs of Bridgeport, Conn., with
a number of pictures. While they are partly in the form of adver-
tisements, they are considerably above the usual line, and form
very pretty adornments to the club rooms.

Mr. H. T. Hearsey of Indianapolis who has lately made great in-

crease in his business, necessitating the enlargement of his facilities

has succeeded in leasing the north half of the Meridian Rink No.
116 and 118 N. Penn street, at which place he will have a riding
school and a repair shop. Mr. Hear6ey was originally with Cunning-
ham, Heath & Co. of Boston but has now built up one of the best

retail businesses in Indiana.
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"It is excellent discipline for an advertiser to feel that he must say
all he has to say in the fewest possible words, or his readers are sure to
skip them; and in the plainest possible words, or his readers will certainly
misunderstand them. Generally, also, a downright fact may be told in a
plain way, and we want downright facts at present more than anything
else."

The "downright facts" are these: For durability, thoroughness of
workmanship and beauty of outline, the Warwick Safety stands first

among high-grade wheels.

1890.

Price $135.

CATALOGUES

READY

JANUARY 15

MANUFACTURED BY

WARWICK2CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.

No. 881 . Heavy Rib FULL PANTS.

(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat,

strap & pocket.

No. 88 i. H«-avy Rib.

KNEE PANTS.
(Patented.)

Sio. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

FULL TIGHTS.

(Patented.)

834-

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat and

pocket.

KNEE TIGHTS.

(Patented.,

842. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

We hold letters patent on all these garments, and we hereby notify the

trade and all manufacturers that they will be held responsible for manufac-

turing or selling any infringements on these garments.

These will all appear in- our new Catalogue, and we commend all Bicycle

riders to examine these Pants and Tights, as we have made improvements they

will appreciate.

HOLMES & CO., 109 Kingston Street, Boston.
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TPE KODAK (QV-FOR WHEELMEN.
THE operation 01 securing views with this camera consists simply of leve

ing it at the object, to be photographed, and pressing a button.
One Hundred instantaneous views may be made without reloading, and

a knowledge of photography is onnecccssary. The "Kodak" is but
about six inches in length, ana weighs less than two pounds.

A handsome russet leather carrying case with shoulder strap iorms a part
oi each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and secure^ by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

Price, $25.00

Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak
photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Every Club House should have an
Automatic Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS:
18 Pearl Street, - - . - Room 27.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1889-

Prhsident,

-90.

all Representatives should be published and

a certificate should be filed as per article IX

of the L. A. W. Constitution which reads,

"Representatives from League clubs shall

file with the Secretary a certificate of their

election, signed by the President and Secre-

tary of the club which they represent."

CHAS. H. LUSCOMB,
280 Broadway, New Vork

TI 7"E have now passed high water mark in

* * League membership and the tide is

still rising. 12,193 is the total of last year

and the largest ever scored. We have many
weeks yet to add to the membership and there

is no doubt but that we shall show a very

large increase.

First Vice President.
TAMES R. DUNN,

Massillon, Ohio

Second Vice President,
SANFORD LAWTON,

Springfield, Mass

Racing Board.

Treasurer,

Secretary,

Mr. Malcolm L. Bridgman of Brooklyn, N. Y. and
Chicago, 111., is hereby appointed member of the Rac-
ing Board, vice Smvth, resigned.

Charles H. Luscomb, President L. A. W.

W. M. BREWSTER.
300 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

ABBOT BASSETT,
12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

Standing Committees.

Executive and Finance.

The President and Vice Presidents (as by the Con
strtution required.)

Membership.
A. E. Mealy .. ..1736 Druid Hill Ave., Baltimord, Md
F. L- Casselberry Mansfield, Ohio-
George C. Pennell Elizabeth, N. J-

Improvement of Highways.
Dr. Chas. S. Butler 680 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Win. W. Share Brooklyn, N. Y.
Junius E. Beal Ann Arbor, Mich

Rights and Privileges.
A. Moore Berry 421 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
George A. Perkins 3 Pemberton sq., Boston
Chas. F.Cossum Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Rules and Regulations.
Dr. Wm. H. Emery 109 Warwick St,, Boston, Mass.
W. A. Davis Chicago, 111
Chas. L. Brockway Middletown, Conn

Racing.
C. S. Davol Warren, R. I.
George S. Atwaten Washington, D. C.
Harry H. Hodgson New Orleans, La.
George Collister Cleveland. Ohio.
Robt. A. Smyth San Francisco, Cal.

Transportation

.

W. M. Brewster... 300 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

OEVERAL League clubs have ele&ed
*—

' Representatives and failed to publish the

same in the official organ. The names of

New Tork.

The semi-annual meeting of the New YorK State Divi-
sion Board of Officers will be held at the Grand Union
Hotel, New York City, Saturday, February 15th, at
three P.M. W. S. Bull, Chief Consul.

Buffalo, January 6th, 1SS9.

Massachusetts.

Circular No. 10.

The following consuls have been appointed in addi-
tion to those published in Bulletin of November 22 :

The Chief Consul especially desires consuls in Ames-
bury. Fitchburg, Florence, Gloucester, Jamaica Plain,
Mattapan, Marlboro, Natick, Whitman and in every
town where there is a League member. Any member
knowing a wheelman in either of the placi s mentioned
above whom he can recommend for the position and
whom he believes has sufficient patriotism to accept
will confer a favor by forwarding the address to this
office.

Arlington, W. R. Fuller, Arlington Heights.
Athol, C. A. Perry, with Bales Bros.
Ayer, E. C. Sabine, Union DtDOt.
Baldwinville, F. M. B irnett, Bank Building.
Franklin, Geo. B. Coleman, So, Union street.
Lynnfield. C. A. Copcland, Broadway.
Mansfield, Jas. E. Campbell, with Evans, Cobb & Co.
Readville, W. Ellerv Bullard, Readville.
Somervflle, W. J. Emerson, Broadway & Marshall.
Swansea. Wm. P. Mason, No. Swansea.
Westfield, Gilbert ]. I oomis,A Court street.

Fraternally,
'

v?M. H. Emery,
. Chief Consul.

Pennsylvania.

To the Pennsylvania Division:
I have to-day appointed Mr. H. W. Flshburo Local

Consul at Ephrata, Lancaster Co., Penna.

All Local Consuls are urgently requested to have
printed in local newspapers the article which appeared
in the Bulletin dated 3 January, 1S60, page 207 en-
titled freights and farmers.

It may materially assist in the struggle for better
roads which is now bigun. Fraternally,

Samuel A. Boyle, Chief Consul.

Illinois Division.

Financial Statement.

Article 16 Constitution. The Secretary-Treasurer
shall publish in the official organ of the L. A. W. a
true statement of the expenditures and financial condi-
tion of the Division upon the (1st) first days ofJanuary
and July of each year.

'

1889
July 1.

July 10.

Oct.

Cr.

By cash on hand July Report.$563.i3
By check from Abbot "assett

for applications and re-

newals to date 185.50
By check from Abbot Basset

for applications and renew-
al to date 18S.50

Dr.

July 15. To postage stamps "Sec.".. .. .25

July 20. To two champ medals "Rac-
ing Board" 70.00

Aug. 5. To $00 one cent envelopes
"Election Annual" 9.00

Aug. 5. To printing ballots and en-
velopes 5.75

Aug. 24. To express on records to
Canvassing Board .25

Sept. 9. To delivery on telegram from
Peoria 35

Sept. 9. To Chief Consuls expenses
1SSS-1SS9 14.64

Sept. 9. To postage records to Peoria. .25

Sept. 25. To printing ioco Rights and
Privileges 10.00

Sept. 25. To expenses Sec.-Treas.
Board of Officers meeting. 9.00

Oct. 5. To express "Recruiting Cir-
culars, etc .50

Oct. 21. To woodcut Divisionemblem. 3.00
Oct. 31. To champ medals, Peoria,

"Racing Board" 60.00
Oct. 25. To 100 two cent postage

stamps Sec 2.00
Oct. 31. To express on Division em-

blem jj
Nov. 15. To 1000 Constitutions 111.

Division . 26.60
Nov. 15. To 1000 cards "List of Con-

suls, etc 4.00
Nov. 20. To Soo one cent envelopes

"mailing above" ... y.oo
Nov. 18. To type writing 600 circular

letttcrs C. C 300
Nov. 26. To fifty trames League Hotel

certificates 10.00
Dec. 19. To 'egal services in Keese vs.

W. F. Co 10.00
Dec. 19. To expense M. O. Am. ex-

press on above .31

1S90.
|an. 1. To cash to balance, Marine

Bank, Springfield 6SS.18

$9j6-iJ

Fraternally,

$9iO. 1

J

Thomas K. Shkkioan,
Sec Treas.
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Missouri Division.

To consuls :

The committee having charge of the new road book
are desirous to have it include the names of all repair
shops in the State for the convenience of tourists. You
are therefore earnestly requested to send me the re-

quired information at once. Fra'.ernally yours,
Robt. Holm, C. C.

Missouri Appointment.

Chas.J. Case of Carthage is hereby appointed Repre-
sentative of this Division, Vice Gto. A. Case removed.
He will have charge of the southwestern portion oi the
State including Joplin, Laman and Springfield.

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.

New Jersey Representative.

This is to certify that Capt. C. A. Lindsley, No. 27
Cone street, Orange, has been appointed club repre-
sentative on the State Board by the Orange Wanderers.

L. H.Johnson, Pres.
Jno. B Dodd, Sec.

Ohio Consuls.

List No. 7.

Chief Consul M. A High has appointed the following
Local Consuls

:

Bucyrus, J. C. Gormly.
Galion, F. H. Bowlby.
Chief Consul High has appointed the following L

A. W. hotels :

Archbold, Hotel Wernier, $2.00; to L. A. W., $1.50
Bellevue, The Bourdette, $200; to L. A. W., $1.50.
Bucyrus, Stall House, $2.00; to L. A. W., $1.40.
Clyde, The Nichols, $2.00; to L. A. W., $1.50
Eaton, Eagle Hotel, $1.50; to L. A. W., $1.00, meals

30 cents.
Galion, Central Hotel, $2.00; to L. A. W., $[.50.
Gallipolis, Park Central Hotel, $2,00; to L. A. W.,

$1.50.
New Vienna, Harrison House, to L. A. W., $1.60

meals 40 cents.
Norwalk.lSt. Charles Hotel, $2 00 ; to L. A. W., $1 .50.

Portsmouth, Dever House, $2.00; to L. A. W., $1.50
to four or more.

Wellston, Bundy House, $2.00.
Scott, Exchange Hotel, $1.50; to L. A. W., $i.co,

meals 25 cents.

William D. Kempton,
Sec.-Treas. Ohio Div. L. A. W.

Cincinnati, O., Jan. 4, iSqo.

Connecticut Appointments

1 hereby announce as Consul appointments, G. E.
Booth, Saybrook; Frank H. Barnes, Southington; C.
H. Stevenson, Westville.
The following consuls are removed for cause; H. H.

Taylor, Westville; A.J. Cutting, Southington.
David J. Post, Chief Consul.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list ot applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, which is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen
years of age or over, shall, with the indorsement oi
two League members in good standing, or of three re-

putable citizens ol the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the
year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval oi the Board oi Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication ot the name in

a list of [candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice ii their names and ad

dresses are correct.
Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members are
given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as
it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.

The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the
Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-
tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 223—Total 44— 12,233.

Boston, Jan. 10, iSco.

California Division—5—433.
Los Angeles Wheelmen.

25931 Hiller, H. W., Box 87, Los Angeles
25932 Herwig, A., 128 Pacho St.,

25933 Quinn, Frank, Shriver & Quinn,
25934 Pfaffinger, Frank, care Times Mirror, "

Unattached.

25913 Hood, E.E., I. O. O. F. Bld'g, Stockton

Connecticut Division—4—737.

New Haven Bi. Club.

25937 Andrews, Antonello R., 18 Orange, New Haven
25938 Geary, James J, 1 Clark St.,

Unattached.

25935 Ewell, Chas. F., Box 46, Hartford
25936 Kashmann, Isaac, 12 State St.,

Illinois Division—2—S90.

Chicago C. C.

25953 Miles, Samuel A., 22 Exchange Bld'g, Chicago
25939 Root, Chas. P., 109 53d St.,

Iowa Division—

i

— 142.

Keokuk C.C.

25940 Conn, Joe. C, 515 Main St., Keokuk

Kansas Division— 1— 136.

Unattached.

25941 Hainer, J. R., care J. W. Craucer & Co.,
Leavenworth

Kentucky Division— 1—107.

Unattached.

25925 Driskell, Vernon, Ghent

Massachusetts Division- 9— 1617.

Rovers Cycle Club.

.25954 Hodgdon, C. W.,45 Pleasant St., Chirlestown

Unattached.

25924 Nightingale, S. C, 134 Pearl St., Boston
25929 Atwood, Frances B., Box 89, Highlandville
25926 Chambers, Miss Anna, Box oS,

25927 Rowe, Miss Mary E.,

25928 Whetton, Harry, "

25930 Bancroft, Wm., S., Newton Upper Falls

2595; Graves, Geo. B., 302 Washington St., Boston
25956 Green, Wm. F., 41 Putnam St., Somerville

Missouri Division—4—335.

Fleetwing Outing. ..

25914 Hardcastle, Miss Delia, 821 N. Ewing ave.,

St. Loui-

Unattached.

25915 Funk, C. H., Box 306, Stanberry
25943 Ray, Frank S., care Catlin Tobacco Co.,

St. Lotii--

25942 Young, F. W., 3130 Chestnut St.,

New Ieksey Division—9—611.

Englewood Wheelmen.

25916 Colgate. Chester, Englewood
25945 Barber, J.,

"

25946 Foster, E. D., "

25947 McQuaid, S. J.,
'•

25948 D marest, Edwin, Tenafly

25949 Maugham, Ralph S., •'

25917 Fishbough, L. C., New Bridge
2591S Zobriskie, P. H., "

Unattached.

25919 Sharrock, Wm. E., 91 Mechanic St., Paterson

New York Division -2—2134.

Harlem Wheelmen.
25920 Goldberg, Bennett, 11S West 122 St., New York
Unattached.

25950 Rosenthal, I., 348 E.Ssth St., New York

Nebraska Division— 1—S9.

Unattached.

25944 Estabrook, W. G., Box 54, Kullerton

Pennsylvania Division— 4— 1409.

Wissahickon Wheelmen.

25922 Why, Joseph, 4423 Waksfield St., Gennantown
Unattached.

25923 Hacker, J. B., Box ii, Denver
25921 Clapp, E. H., 3S0J Spruce St., Philadelphia

25951 Collins, W. W., 4154 Germantown ave., "

Rhode Island Division—1—338.

Unattached.

25952 Capron, Geo. N . 72 Somerset St., Providence

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you -will find $ for initiation fee and dues in the

League 0/ American Wheelmen to April 30, 1890. I hereby certify that I am over r8 years of age, and that I am mn amateur

within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, o? Box,.

References

:

City,

State,.

Enclosed. for Holder.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputablecitizens.)

" Membership Fee —The initiation Fee is $1.00: the Annual Dues are $1 during the first half year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and 50 cents during the second half, Nov. 1

to AprU 3" Enclose $.50 wftn this Mank oVany date berwe«i date ol paper 2nd May^i , .890. Write plainly-Printing preferred
5

. Postage stamps will not be received.

«- Ii you wanl a waterprooi ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle ior ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view and

tonal cards send 25 cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the margins m using this blank
ecket for per
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TO THE WHEELMEN OF "ALL OUT DOORS.
n

The WHITE CYCLE COMPANY of Westboro', Mass., U. S. A., most re-

spectfully calls on you to N. B.:

i. That " SKOOKUM " OIL takes first money in all trials for supremacy as a lubricant.

2. That the KEYSTONE SADDLE has received the unqualified approval of thousands of riders

all over this Continent.

3. The BRONCHO SAFETY BICYCLE has been pronounced by the " Boys who ride, you know,"
to be the CLEANEST, SIMPLEST, NATTIEST, LIGHTEST, STRONGEST, EASIEST, SPEEDIEST
SAFETY BIKE on top of ground.

4. Our '90 CATALOGUE will be delivered by Jan. 15, '90,

5. We send, gratuitously, a picture of "JACK " to all who send name and address.

6. A picture of the wonderful RARA AVIS (?) the " SKOOKUM," accompanies every Catalogue.

7. We desire the name and address of every rider, and would-be Cyclist in the world.

8. We want live men, who are " Rustlers," as agents, in every City and Town in America, and ad-

joining countries.

WHITE CYCLE COfP, ., II. u. H.

WARHi

%mmi
A NEW TREATMENT.
Sufferers are not generally aware that

these diseaaesare contagious, or that they
are due to the presence of living para-
sites in the lining membrane of the nose
and eustachian tubes. Microscopic re-
search, however, has proved this to be a
fact, and the result of this discovery is
that a simple remedy has been discovered
which permanently cures the most aggra-
vated cases of these distressing diseases by
afew simpleapplicationsmade(twoweefc8
apart) by the patient at home. Apamph-

I let explaining this new treatment is sent
\free by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 839
West King Street, Toronto, Canada.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
* * * PERFECT.

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen.
2'lJ.b » Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

«—fc>^rt^^gx^x<^4(! Committee.

^#:

OUR LITTLE HOME.
WALTZ SONG AND CHORUS,

BY

J. L,. FREENEY.
Can be obtained free of charge by sending name and

address to the

CLARK CYCLE CO.,
908 Pa. Ave. N. W., Washington, D. C.

It.is^rtgular 40c. sheet music.

Browning, King $ Co.

Official Tailors of the L.A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only OMalTailors to theL.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Hntlons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c, each.

A, G, Spalding $ Bros.

Haters of the Official L. 1. W. Sundries,

V <1|)». League Regulation i.aa
£lTi l"f~£l £eague Regulation 3.0001111 *>»• No. XX Fine Cheviot for hot

weatner wear 1.00
KtrkPlrintro °X11 celebrated Linen
K3lUl/Jl.l.IlgB. sole Stocking, League
_, ' , color 1.00
TJf»| #-« No. X Silk, Edge's League color,
*-**;* vBt white centre, Snake Buckle .50

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle .40

KllAPKI Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
*C>11UCD< hand made, light, strong, elastic. 5.00

No. I, Canvas, leather trimmines .3-50
Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits

A. 6. SPALDING & BROS,
241 Broadway, New York,

108 Madison St., Chicago
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COLAiriBltf

QflTflLOQME

For 1890

Beautifully Illustrated.

(LITHOGRAPHIC FRONTISPIECE, IN WATER COLORS.)

The Largest and Most Comprehensive Cycling

Catalogue Published.

FREE UPON APPLICATION.

POPE MFG. COMPANY,
BOSTON- =NEW YORK= "

CHICAGO.



UU-ETIN.
bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OfGTLIHG

$1.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 17 JANUARY, 1890.
Volume XX
Number 12

WATCH HIM.
The man who proposes to give something for nothing-
He's the same man who is trying to get something for nothing.

He's after your money—
Without giving you its worth in exchange.

Whether you are buying sausage or Bicycles,

Buy the best and it will behave well.

Bad sausage will sometimes bark at you.

Poor bicycles will always break with you—
Your money's gone

—

And where are you?
VICTOR BICYCLES are guaranteed.

To stand the test of hard use-
To give honest service

—

Reliable steeds.

The oldest riders of VICTORS are

Their strongest friends.

Send for '90 catalogue.

OVE^mflfi CUHEELt CO., fakers,
BOSTON, WASHINGTON

Office and Factory, CtflCOPEE pAliLtS, CQASS.
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THE AVERAGE ENGLISHMAN
doesn't tale any stork in our bicycle. He thinks too
much of hi* life- to "risk ii on uny blawsted wooden
tr p, \e know." Of course we feel just a I tile bn sad
to know this, hut they like our ca'alojrue, the issuing
of which, after all, is our principal business. V\ e
make hickory bicycles, but only as a side issue. So
long as we can ho'd the long-distance catah g'ie record,
we care not who writes the songs of our country. We
hive a letter from an English eentl man, saying that
he re er had so much fun in hi* life as he has en-
joyed since he received our c-aX. logue. He says. *'It is

more funny th m anything I hav esecn in Punch."
In view of this we are irl d now. th t we restrained

ourselves and di n't m k'- it as funny as we could,
because it wo Id rave been too rich for general dis.
trbution. Anotht r let'er says: "Mydaughtr was
engaged to a duke, and was to have been mar ied
ntxt spring; about two months ago she obtained one
of your catalogues. She was mi.ch pleased with it

They weigh 42 lbs.

and loaned it to the duke. When he call'-d again we
ohserv d evidences of his having been thinking; this
so alarmed mv daughter that she s-t once asked him
what w is the matter. Said he: I h-ive an idea— but
ii was too 1 He, his system was not equal to the st-ain,
he never recovered. Mv daughter says that ihough it

was prttty tough (the loss of him, not the duke) she
thinks th<- hickory hi vcles are tougher, and > he intends
to have one in the spring."
When we received this letter a week ago it looked

like a joke and we still have a suspicion as to its

genuineness, althongh it comes from New Jersey
People seem to seledt us as a target for all sets of

jokes. We don't mind this at all, in fridt we u=e them
as a sort of dyspepsia cure. It gives us something to
rhew on between meals "If not callid f>r please
forward to th insane asylum." How is that?
'Hickory Elliott," "Woo-ien wheel crank," etc.,

are among the pet names. Here is something with a

moral to it: "We don't think vour hickory bicycles
are good for anvthing, (or we have never seen one."
Written, this is pi inly satire. What is it when only
thoughtf We "paws" for a reply.
We are about to print a litile pamphlet devoted to

the answering of questions concerning details of con-
struction used in the hickory safetv.
Meanwhile we wish to s'ate th it the material used

and the manner of its putting together are. so far i s
we know, of the best. Mind you we sav "sojar as we
know" for the infiimites of age have not vet got so
firm a hold on us th it we can ask you to pay for what
we ought to know. The

ELLIOTT HICKORY SAFETY
is a radical dep-utu'e in bicycle construction. We
have said that before. It is still a fa<ft.

Will carry 200 lbs. Price $100, and "we back 'em up."

STERLING ELLIOTT, Newton, Mass.
P. S. The hickory wheels are noiseless, not simply while new, but all the lime.

WE DO NOT WISH TO DISAPPOINT YOU,
Yet We Wish to Interest Ton Long Enotigh to Tell Our Story.

The Little Giant
The name does not belie its qualities, although its weight is only 35 lbs., it ^s a little Giant

in strength. Besides it combines all that makes up a good wheel. Such as adjustable sleeve
steering head, adjustable cone bearings to- wheels, adjustable cone bearings to crank shaft, ad-
justable cone bearings to pedals, Tangent spokes, crescent rims, Torkelson Patent adjustable
saddle, the front and rear of which adjust independent of each other. Saddle leather can al-o be
adjusted to take up the slack without loosening saddle from the frame. All steel Diamond
frame, cold-drawn Weldless steel tune backbone, detachable front bar to frame, trimmed in nictie,
spokes tied and plated up to knot, and spade handles. All for the moderate price of #35.00.

Now is your chance, Boy<! Do not let anybody stand you off by saying they cannot get a
wheel for you. We can fill orders promptly, and give you good value for your money. Something
that has never been done before. The Little Giant embodies all of the recent improvements of
the Men's wheel, in a modified form. There I If this don't interest you, no harm done. Yet
we feel satisfied that you all know a good thing when you sec it, and that you will favor us with
your sample order. Agents wanted everywhere.

We know you won't foiget where we are located, but to assist the memory of anyone who
may need their memory jogged, will say our factory is located at Toledo, O., on Central Ave., and
the firm's name is,

THE LDZIEB & YDST BICYCLE IHFQ. CO., BOX 131.

Agents for New England: WM. READ & SONS, Boston.

Seconii-M Wheels and. Typewriters
ot all kinds bought, sold and taken in exchange on any new wheel in

the market, Safeties included. Always in the market to buy large or
small jots, New or Second-Hand Wheels, for Cash, when prices are
right. We constantly carry 400 to 500 Wheels, including many rare
bargains in SECOND-HAND STANDARD MAKES. NEW
WHEELS (bought in job lots) at greatly reduced prices.
Liberal discounts to agents.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO, 9 G St., Peoria, 111.

'CYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS,
with no extra charge except interest. Manufacturers' agents tor
Victors, Columbias, Champions, Eagles, Stars, Springfields, War-
wicks, Ramblers, Crescents, Vineyards, Ottos and ALL other Cycles
made in or imported to this country. Prices guaranteed low as the
lowest. Low rates by fast freight or express—13 railroads. Send for

40 p ige Illustrated Catalogue, with full particulars, payment plan, and
second-hand and bargain list.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 9 G St., Peoria, 111.

Elwell European Bicycle Tour.
Cycling Art, MO

(SEASON OF 1890.)

CATALOGUE NOW READY.
Address

F. A. ELWELL,
158 PEARL, ST., - PORTLAND, ME

The most valuable, interesting, unique

and amusing book on

SCIENCE OF CYCLING
Ever issued.

It contains 300 pages 01 solid meat for

those interested in the

Art of Cycling as a Science.

Profusely illustrated and beautifully print-

ed and bound. Price, $2.00.

For 6ale by the

Bicycling World Co.,

12 Pearl Street, Boston.

ROAD MAP
Middlesex County, Mass.

The most perfect Road Map 01 a Massa-

chusetts County ever issued. Shows all

the Roads. Printed in Colors, mounted

on canvas and varnished. Scale about 5-8-in

to the mile. The best Map value ever

given for the price, $1.00, postpaid.

Bicycling World Co.,

12 PEARL ST., BOSTON.
N. B. If this venture mtets with erccurag«n <nt

we 1 ope it wijl, other maps o( Massachusttt's Coun-
ties will be issued on the same lines.
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements >n this Department 30 cents a line.

JOT" Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only -will be taken.

L. A, W, BADGES,
For Gold Fins of the Official

Design, send direct to

CHAS. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle Street,

Portland, Me.
Patented. Price, $3.50, $5.00, $7.00 and $8x0,

according to finish. Diamond Badges $15 to $50 for
for the larger pins, and $10 to $30 for the small size.

Send for circular free. Also, for sale in New York, at

M. J. Paillard's, 680 Broadway; G. R. Bidwell's,J13
West 58th St.; in Philadelphia by the Hart Cycle Co.,
811 Arch St.; in Boston By the Pope Manufacturing
Co. ; in Chicago by John Wilkinson & Co. ; and in San
Francisco bv Osborn & Alexander.

Send 35 cents and get one of the

New L. 1. W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of rolled Silver Plate, oxy-
dized. Very neat and serviceable.

N. H. GIBBS,
PROVIDENCE, JR . 1Box 632.

EXCHANGE — Genuine Humber Tandem for
Safety in good «rder. GILMORE REMEDY

CO., Rochester, N. Y.

TRY YOUR LUCK by taking a chance on a 56-
inch Expert, nearly new and in first-class con-

dition; fitted with Lakin Cvclometer. Tickets 50c.
each ; in clubs, 1 1 for $5. Address W. E. BEACH,
Howell, Mich.

OR THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-
ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and

other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,
$14x0, $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.J Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part
payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th St., New York City.

AMBON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers

,

or mailed by the mann'icturer. C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland , Me.

new and Second-hand

Bicycles and Tricycles.
Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.
The Billings A Spenoer Co., Hartford, Conn.,

C. 8. A.
Manufacturers ofthe Wheelman's Favorite, Billing's

Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long when
closed. Well and favorably known on two continents

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, ij cents a line. KfCash must

accompany the order..Cfr

ffiF* Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken.,

WANTED—A second-hand Safely Bicycle. Ad-
dress, with full particulars, M. COMPTON,

150 Nassau St., New York City.

TO MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS
in Sporting Goods, Bicycles, Type Writrrs,

Skates, Office Desks, etc., etc. Send full cata-

Drop forged ol bar steel and finished in a thorough
manner and case hardened. Small in size but giants
in strength, warranted a first-class tool in every
respect.
For sale by^all Cycle manufacturers and dealers

logues, circulars, etc., to Northwest Sporting Em-
porium (of Portland, Oregon), FRED T.MERRILL,
Propr., care Bicycling World, Boston, Mass.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—A 54 Colum-
bia Racer, almost new ; will trade for any new or

s cond h:ind machine or machines. Address F. T.
MERRILL, care Bicycling World, Boston, Mass.

>CQ PATTERN 50-inch Expert; good as new;
CJ *J not ut-ed mucn ; D. finish. Will sell for $S5.

If not as represented can be returned; privilege of ex-
amination. J. F. LE1TZ1NGER, Clearfield, Pa.

FOR SALE—New 50-inch B finish '90 pattern
Eagle; $115.00. H. H. TEAMES, Thoraaston,

Conn.

COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER SAFETY—
Invincible lamp; oilcan; patent toe clips ; bridles

;

bell and tools. Run about one month. Good as new.
Address Lock Box 111, Knoxville, Tenn.

FOR EXCHANGE-A 56-inch light roadster In-
vincible, with cyclometer, in good order, for a

good Cruising Canoe. Address Bicycling World.

FOR SALE—Caligraph; used by one person for a
tew months only; good as new. Original cost

$S5; will sell for $50. Apply at office of Bicycling
World, 12 Pearl street, Boston.

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Russet
Oider.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Grab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance of natural fruit acid

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the
firess, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ing and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If ybur grocer does not keep ou r

goods, write us and we will seed
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED 1S65.

Just the article every] Cyclist
needs.

Mark's Ball Bearing

Cleaner.

By the use of this little de
vice the cleaning of the Ball
bearings is perfectly easy and
safe, with no loss, as it is not

ji necessary to handle them.
S? Send for one at once, and you
* .vill say it is just as indespen-

-able as a wrench or oil can.
Full nickel, neatly packed,
wi'h full directions, and sent
post-paid, on receipt of 75c.
All orders addressed to the
Inventor.

O. E. MARK, Flint, Mich.

WANTED.
A competent Bicycle Repairer; must

come well recommended, and be familiar
with all the standard makes. State wages
expected.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
Newark, N. J.

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating.

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.

Lamson's Detachable Luggage Carrier No.l.

As now made fits all the Safeties. (Patented.)
Does not rattle or chafe the machine. Does not

interfere with the use of the brake or lantern. Very
light and durable. May be quickly removed from the
machine without undoing the bundle, and then forms a
perf & shawl-strap. Price, St. 00. For sale by all
dealers in Cycling goods. Made by

0. H. LAMSON, - • PORTLAND, ME.
(Electrotypes furnished dealers who publish cat-

alogues.)

Improved Automatio Telephones.
Pat. Nov. 30, 1SS0, and June 21, 1SS1.

For use between Office, Store, Resi-
dence or Factory. Cheaper than Speak-
ing-tubes throughout a building. These
new instruments (see above cut) are em-
phatically superior to all others for lines
within a mile.
They embody all latest improvements,

work splendidly in all kinds of weather,
and are great favorites with business men.

I—

>

Price Per Set, 87.50.
Over acoo in practical operation in this

city. Send tor illustrated circular and
testimonials. Address

E1>W. E. HARBERT & CO.
Dealer* In Telephone ami Electric Supplies of

Every I>e«crlptlon.

132 W. Van Buren Street. • • Chicago, III
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INCER CYCLES
MADE FOR ROAD USE.

liight Running and Durable.

BUY THE BEST.
SINGER & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley St., - BOSTON, MASS.

Annual Announcement!!

As for several years past, before the season opens

we offer a few

]SlEW f/lRlli ORDINARIES,

taking Other Wheels in Part Payment. This gives

wheelmen an opportunity of realizing for their old

mount more than any other way and obtaining a New

Mail, the reputation of which is too well known to need

description.

Describe fully your wheel, stating size, condition

make, and your valuation.

SEND FOR NEW MAIL CATALOGUE.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington Street, Boston
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,i<YawW0RLD
Devoted To The Interests OfQraiiiS

Published Every Friday

THE BICYCLING WORLD D0II1PBNY,

12 Pearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

49- Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

the Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old

address and Folio number.

Messrs. NEUMANN BROS., ol 118 W. 19th Street, New York, represent
the World and Bulletin as Advertising Agents exclusively for the Eastern
and Middle States.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.

Copy ior new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure
their being inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
ater than Monday, to insure attention for the following issue.W All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the
order of the Bicycling World Co.

Jg^* P»stagk Stamps will not be accepted hereafter in
payment for advertisements or subscriptions. checks,
Money Orders or Postal Notes only will be taken.,

The management of this paper refuse to print in the advertising
columns of this paper any matter that is disparaging of a rival or
which in its estimation is objectionable in any way.

EDITORS

:

C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

BOSTON, 17 JANUARY, /Sgo.

TN cases of accident to wheelmen, through the imperfection of the

*- roadways, we would like to see the authorities sued, as we be-

lieve damages could be recovered. A case in question is that of a

Mr. Frank Bauskett, who was riding up Main street, Columbia,

S. C, on his bicycle. He struck the rock crossing at the corner of

Main and Washington streets, which projects considerably since

the recent heavy rains, and was thrown very violently to the ground,

striking the rail of the street car track. He was picked up in an

unconscious condition by several persons who ran to his assistance.

\\ 71TH the incoming of the new year many Chief Magistrates,

* " both of State and city, enter actively into the functions of

administration. On such occasions it is customary for the newly
elected to issue a message of advice and suggestions to the legisla-

tive bodies over which they may preside. Our desk is well covered

with clippings of such "messages" from papers all over the coun-
try, and we are pleased to notice now very many of them contain

valuable suggestions and advice on the matter of better highways.
We hide our local head in chagrin when we have to record that

Governor Brackett of Massachusetts gives the question the entire

go by, thus indicating that our genial Governor is not actively in

accord with the idea of good roads. Governor Ames put himself

squarely on record as seeing the necessity of some "reconstructed"

method of procuring better highways, but Governor Brackett i6

chillily silent on the question, a fact we regret more than a little.

A cheerful contrast to Mr. Brackett'6 avoidance of the subject is

Governor Hill's (of New York) exhaustive treatment of the matter.

His words are a comfortable assurance that a good business-like

roads improvement bill will receive his signature, providing the

projectors and friends of such a bill can pilot it safely through the

shoals and rocks of the two branches of the Empire State Legisla-

ture.

As a whole the good work is progressing. Now if we could only

harmonize our methods joy would be ours, and victory more sure

of achievement.

' I "'HE long-looked-for meeting of the Racing Board is now a

-*- matter of the past, and on another page will be found the re-

port of the informal joint meeting which preceded that of the

Board. With the information which is not official at hand we re-

frain from making any comment. This, of course, out of courtesy

to the Board, and because we do not wish to comment on matters

the facts of which are not before us in their entirety. From the

tone of our correspondent's report of the preliminary meeting, and
from the scraps we gather from other sources, we believe that the

work of the Board has been thorough.

TT would be strange indeed if the press of the United States were
*- unanimous on the necessity of roads improvements. Once in a

great while we run across a paper which is not quite in accord with

the spirit of the times, and the latest evidence that we shall meet

befogged opposition from quarters where enlightened support is

expected, is in the article we clip from the Gazette of Cincinnati,

Ohio, as follows

:

"Our bicycle friends are still hammering away on the subject of
good country roads, and have enlisted in their cause journals other
than those devoted to the bicycle interest. Good roads are very
desirable, but wheelmen should con: ider that they cost money in

construction and maintenance. How much, by the way, do the
wheelmen contribute toward country road improvements?"

Thank goodness that a ray of intelligence has pierced the gray

matter of the party inditing the above. He really grasps the

correct idea that good roads cost money! and
t
he desire? us to

"consider it." We have ! we are ! we do ! But not until our atten-

tion was called to it by our bright friend did we "consider."

As to the share of taxes paid by wheelmen, we are not aware that

riding a wheel or being a member of the League exempts one from

paying taxes, and we have no doubt but that there are many cy-

clists who pay just as much in taxes as does the writer of the

brilliant squib printed above.

THE Wheel questions if Divisions can be organized and Vice

Consuls chosen when the one-hundred mark of membership

has been reached. We refer the editor of the Wheel to the official

portion of this paper of January 11, 1889, where he will find that

the Chairman of the Rights and Prhileges Committee (Mr. Lus-

comb) and the Executive Committee decide that Divisions may be

organized and Officers chosen whenever one hundred members are

enrolled.

WE are in receipt of the missing sections of the proposed bill

as completed by Mr. Issac B. Potter on behalf of the New
York State Roads Improvement Association. Mr. Potter advises

us that he has received during the past week the most encouraging

replies to his letters from members of the Legislature, and one of

the mo6t prominent members of the Assembly has expressed a

6trong desire to become sponsor for the bill, a desire which will no
doubt be gratified. Speaker Husted of the Assembly has sent in

his name as a member of the Association, and so the bill will not be

without many of the strongest men in the Assembly as friends.

ERRATUM.
In last week's issue we stated that Charles E. Kluge, the well

cyclist, was dead. The item was received on Wednesday afternoon
too late to verify before our going to press on Thursday morning.
On Friday we were advised that the report was a mistake, and

that the rumor arose from the death of Mrs. Charles E. Kluge.
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SAN FRANCISCO.

" 5. F."

Now is the season at hand when the
Southern California land boomer is wont
to send glowing communications to the
Eastern press extolling the glories of Cal-
ifornia climate in general and his own
county in particular, but this year, thank

fortune, the rain has changed his name to mud. It has rained,

rained, rained for the last month, of course putting a quietus on
everything in the out-door bicycling line. However the Bay City
Wheelmen intend holding a tournament in the Mechanic's pavilion,

very shortly, so that the racing men need not grow rusty. The
affair has been placed in the hands of a committee whose well-

known names guarantee a great success.

"Senator" Morgan has been here with his company, and has
left town a wiser, and we think a poorer man. How long will it be,

we wonder, before all this class of shows learn that San Francisco
is no longer a backwoods town, and that an exhibition must be at

least fairly respectable before it will become a success?

The new Board of Officers of the California Division L. A. W.
have begun work in a very business-like manner. They intend
soon to issue a hand book, which will contain a great deal of infor-

mation relative to League affairs, California Division in particu-
lar, and a road map and description of tours, compiled by Mr. W.
M. Meeker, Chairman of the Touring Board. The book will be
sent free to every L. A. W. member in California, and should give
a great impetus to the League in this State.

Mr. R. A. Smythe, member of the National Racing Board for

this district, has been unable, owing to business affairs, to attend
the meeting of that body at Chicago.

A paper carnival will he held in this city in the course of a
couple of months, and continuing for one week. One of the prin-

cipal attractions will be a competitive bicycle drill for a trophy
valued at $150, offered by the management. The B. C. W.s of S.

F. , and the Garden City Wheelmen of San Jose, it is understood,
have already entered their drill corps. Should the S. F. Bi. Club
and the Oak Leaf Wheelmen of Stockton enter the competition,
it would make a most interesting sight.

A whist tournament is in progress at the B. C. W. club rooms,
17 Franklin street, and is affording the boys a great deal of amuse-
ment.

The Somerville Cycle Club is recog-

RnsTOA/ NOTFS nized by all authorities as the largest and
' the most active wheeling organization in

" Tf)l\TF T" *ne Division, and in the past it has ex-
emplified this statement by turning cut a
large number of men on ail its runs and

other occasions, both under its own and the Division auspices.

During the last two seasons the Captains of the club pushed it so

far forward that to-day it is recognized as one of the leading clubs

of the State. Its cosey rooms on Winter Hill have become so in-

adequate in size that the House Committee was at one time re-

quested to consider the advisability of building a club house in the

centre of Somerville, but after considerable discussion on the topic

the subject was finally dropped, and has not since been resumed.

The gentleman who rides at the head of this gallant club is Mr.
Carle Purdy Cubberly, who first saw the light of day on the 14th

of Jure, 1S64, in New York City. He was educated in the public

schools of New York, and when his parents came to the "Hub of

the Universe" he accompanied them. Mr. Cubberly was for sev-

eral years associated with Brown, Durrell & Co., and left their

employ last winter to join the ranks of dancing masters. Since

then he has conducted several private parties, which have received

the support of the wheelmen. At one time he was a member of the

Somerville Lacrosse Club, and played in its ranks when it held

the championthip of New England. He conducted the affairs ol

the cycle club last year in such an efficient manner that his con-

stituents honored him with a re-election to the Captaincy, some-
thing that ha6 never before occurred in the histoiy of the organiza-

tion. Captain Cubberly informs me that the membership list of

the club bears the names of some 90 odd wheelmen, who are more
or le6s known in cycling circles. The fastest riders of the organi-
zation are the great Van Wagoner, who joined during the past sea-

son, Albert Beers, whose record is well known and who covered
8368 miles during the past season, and who now holds the Adams
medal for the longest distance ridden in one month. The other
prominent riders of the club are Eugene Sanger, Carle Cubberly,
Cartwright, Collins, Jacobs and Foque, who seldom take a back
seat in a friendly brush on the roads.

The members of the Dorchester Bicycle Club held their annual
party in Wood's Hall, Neponset, last Friday evening. Those riders

who rode the old year out and the new year in were on hand, and
recited the details of their midnight ride and how they euchered the

other clubs.

Mr. Sylvester Baxter, of the Bos'on Press Cycling Club,
started for Mexico the middle of this week, and was wished a bon-
voyage by his numerous friends and fellow workers on the Herald
staff. It will be remembered that several years ago Mr. Baxter
rode a bicycle along the Mexican frontier, and had several interest-

ing and exciting escapades.

The many lady friends of the Charlestown Rovers are anxiously
awaiting the arrival of the evenings for the holding of their annual
party and minstrel show. It is rumored about "Pigtown" that the

ladies will follow their custom of former years and present the club
with an ornament for its rooms.

A good story is told of a gentleman from Chelsea, who is noted
for having more than one birthday in a year. It is to the effect that

he attended an opera at the Globe Theatre, and was so intent upon
watching the movements of the actors and listening to the music
that he fell asleep, and did not wake until the curtain had gone
down on the last scene. He was so infatuated with Wilson that he
had to visit the theatre a second time, in order to tell and demon-
strate to his friends the truth of his statement to the effect that he

had seen and heard the opera.

NEW YORK.
"I don't see what good the League is

anyway, when here in the paper is an ac-

count of how a young man ha6 just been

"i7jnrx'<?wjiw" arrested, and sentenced to a year in theha waatiA w.
penitentiary, out West, for riding a bicy-

cle," said Smart Aleck, in the club the

other evening, as he sat reading the daily paper. "For riding a

bicycle 1" I remarked, "well that is an outrage! Let me see the

particulars." Smart Aleck handed me the paper, and it was true.

A young man had been arrested and convicted of riding a bicycle,

and sent to spend twelvemonths behind prison bars inconsequence,

but Smart Aleck had failed to inform me that the bicycle belonged
to another man, and the rider of it had taken it without the owner's
knowledge or consent, and was heading towards a pawn broker's

when he was apprehended. Sometimes these little particulars

make a difference.

So my dear friend Prial finds fault with my remarks about the

ex-editor of the World, Louis R. Harrison, and says that that gen-

tleman is a godsend to me when copy runs short. How easy it is

to accuse others, and yet be more guilty than they ourselves.

Those who live in stone houses should not throw glass balls, my
dear Prial. There is a wide difference between using an individ-

ual's name in print when it is necessary to do so to impart to the

reader a piece of news, and of using it to vent personal spite and
opinions upon. In the same issue of your paper wherein you thus

bring me to task, you have inserted in eight different places the

name of a Western writer or his paper, and in each and every case

have done so only to vent your personal and uncomplimentary
opinion of them. Had you been more particular about the correct-

ness of your own actions, and less solicitous for mine, you would
perhaps have seen the bad taste of these acts yourself, and would
not have had to wait for me to note them for you. I am always

glad to have you keep a paternal watch and care over me and my
work, because I know your position as a public censor of cycling

demands it, but please dont sit on me too hard when you yourself

6et the example, because it isn't right, you know.

There is one man here in New York, who is bound to become a

wheelman no matter what the expense may be, as is evinced by the

following advertisement in one of our dailies: "Will exchange two
suburban lots, which will shortly be worth $200, at par, market
value, for a good bicycle."

It might be well that incorporated wheel clubs should be made
acquainted with a recent decision in the Supreme Court of Penn-
sylvania, in the case of Mr Arthur Burt, who, after six years' litiga-

tion, has been reinstated in the Union League, by the Court, after

having been expelled from that club for "conduct unbecoming a

gentleman." Judge Finletter, in delivering his opinion, says
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"Language which might disturb the harmony of a meeting, or in-

terfere with its business, and therefore be an offense against the

corporation itself, may have a different aspect when it occurs in

a drinking place, between two members. It is then an offence

against an individual, in which the corporation cannot be involved

and can have no interest. * * * No corporation having prop-

erty in which the members have individual rights can disfranchise a

member unless the power is given by its charter. If the charter

authorizes by-laws for expulsion the right must be exerted, other-

wise it does not exist. By-laws to be operative must set out at

length the conduct which is punished by expulsion." Expulsion is

the last thing that a club should at any time resort to as a punishment
for its members. To expel a man from a club, it matters not how
6mall it may be, puts a stain upon his name that can never be entirely

eradicated, and charity, as well as the law, should cause those in

club power to use such a dangerous weapon of punishment with

much care and discretion. To say that a man is expelled from an
organization for "conduct unbecoming a gentleman" is to say one

of the severest things possible against his good name, since the

vagueness of the charge covers everything from arson to murder,

and I am glad to see that in the case above noted, the law has at

last stepped in and made it a dangerous thing for any body of men
to thus brand one of their fellow-men. There is quite a lesson

here, and club magnates should heed it well.

BUFFALO.
You don't hear a great deal from the Bison

City. Wheeling is getting so practical here
that the poetry has all turned to prosy matter

cl
„__. CAC" °^ ^a<^' The ^ew 'onS distance riders and
"^ general utility men are still pushing their

wheeU through rain and snow. Among these

are Billy Schaak, Captain Dietzer and Mac Martin, of the Ram-
blers; Prof. Richardson, of the Buffalos; W. T. Damon, of the

Queen Citys; Dr. Frank Potter and. several others.

The Buffalo Bicycle Club is holding a series of athletic enter-

tainments, and only members are allowed as spectators.

The Ramblers had another smoker, this time with progressive

euchre, boxing, etc. , as an attraction , on the evening of the iSth ult.

"Sweet cider, Wiener sissiges (?), sauerkraut—just ripe." E. A.
Vogt won first prize, and H. Trautman the booby prize.

If the present indications are any guide to go by there will be a

fine half-mile track for cycling and bi-monthly tournaments will be
held here next season. Among our racing men will be Brinker,
Milley, Lewis, Hedge and Adams, of the Buffalos; Kane, Gates,
Callan, Kempke, Gibson, Schaak, Houck, Laub, Brunner, Bonney
and Klipfel, of the Ramblers; L'Hommedieu, Holden and Luitte,

of the Zigzags; Chappell, Mead and Fralick, of the Queen Citys;
Stacey, of the Columbias; and several from the Koakes. The Erie
County and the Buffalo Athletic Clubs will have road racing teams,
and the latter some track racers. Surely we will have a good field

to show up some "dark horses" from. If Buffalo should turn out
several crack riders next season, it would not be entirely unex-
pected, among those that know.

The Buffalos held their annual election on the 10th of last month.

About forty miles of asphalt will be laid next year, which will

make a total of over one hundred miles in the city. Among streets

to be asphalted next season is Seneca and part of the New South
Park road. This will do away with four miles of plank road and
•and on this end of the Erie to Buffalo course, over which next
June*6 100-mile road race will be run.

A good joke at the expense of the Ramblers, which has not got
out yet, will come quite appropriate now, as the Salvation Army is

in the city. The Ramblers wear a silver script "hat sign" on their
caps, and their black uniform with its wide diamond black braid,
which with the black long trousers to match the more enthusiastic
members wear for business, did look a little similar, so that in two
cases the Ramblers were taken for members of the Salvation Army.
W. S. Bull, our efficient Chief Consul, has been nominated for

President by the New York Evening Post, Buffalo Courier and
American Athlete. We interviewed him the other day, and he says
he ha6 no desire whatever for the office, would not take it, and be-
lieves as we do, that a man can do more good for wheeling as a
Chief Consul than as President of the L. A. W.
Buffalo has one rider who has ridden over 5000 miles ; two who

have ridden 4000, nearly ; ten who have ridden over 3000; and a

score who have ridden over 2000; and more than fifty who have
ridden over 1500 miles.

The Ramblers have lately added to their suite of rooms a gym-
nasium 36x64. and it has been finished up in warm colors and is

very cosy. The boys are busy putting in their machines, and say
when it is fully equipped it will be next to the largest gymnasium

in the cit) Shower bath and locker rooms have also" been^added,
besides a large, convenient lounging room. They now occupy..two

entire floors of the Ulbacher & Davis Building.

Messrs. George A Perkins and Charles

RA I TIMORF *"' Cossum . of the Rights and Privileges Com-
mittee, have been here the past day or two on

"ATtCTT<i VR " business connected with highway improve-ahuuz, jk. ment legislation. They fell into the hands of

some of the most genial of the Maryland Club
members. Whether a "Bacchanalian orgie" resulted I do not
know. I have not been able to learn anything of what they did or
said, nor of what plans (if any) they made, but hope tj be in a

position to chronicle them later.

The number of our wheelmen is growing constantly, and they
are of the sort to be proud of. One of them, Mrs. N. Tip Slee,

who is one of the most accomplished wheelwomen we have, re-

cently rode from Westminster to Reistertown, a distance of twelve
miles, over a hilly and bad pike road, in an hour and forty min-
utes. This ride includes the climbing of the celebrated Falls Hill,

which is about two miles long, and is noted hereabouts for its diffi-

culties.

The city clubs are preparing to give Francis Wilson and the
"OolaK" a great reception when they come this way next week.
The Chesapeake Wheelmen have already engaged the two best
boxes, and their colors will decorate the stage. Long live the
Chesapeakes ! This club had a royal time on Tuesday last, by the
way. Oysters and the neighbors suffered; the latter at the hands
of the "Kazoo" band, which discoursed until 2 A. M.

Bert Myers was attacked by a ferocious

PFORIA II I
mad dog, while on his way home a few

' nights ago, and but for the fa<5t that he hap-

• i CYCT OP<? " pened to be carrying an extra overcoat over
his arm he might have fared very badly ; as
it was, however, the fangs of the brute

pierced the extra coat instead of Bert's arm, and tearing it away
from him, he mauled it around on the sidewalk, biting it through
and through to his heart's content, until seeming to be satisfied he
trotted calmly off, just as a policeman appeared, who was after his

life's blood for having bitten someone else a short time before.

Fred Wolcott, for the past year Captain of the Peoria Bicycle
Club, and an enthusiastic wheelman, has accepted a position with
a banking house in Kansas City, and is already at his post of duty.
Peoria's loss is Kansas City's gain in this case for sure.

The bicycle club watched the old year out and the new year in

with their lady friends, at the club rooms. A card party, an oyster
supper and a general good time was what the programme consisted
of, and they had it all, with three volleys from a militia company
thrown in.

Father McGair, who is probably the only Catholic priest in
the United States that rides a wheel, rode down to the city from
Piinceville last Thursday, making the round trip in one day; dis-

tance, 54 miles. He was accompanied by Mr. Ferguson.

Mr. H. G. Rouse is expected to sail from San Francisco for the
Sandwich Islands about the 12th, where he will sojourn for the
short space of six weeks.

The date of the Peoria tournament will probably be changed to
about the middle of September, as there is a bare possibility that
we can secure the track about that time.

There has been no dearth of festivities

PENNSYLVANIA here - The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club
gave a progressive euchre party Tuesdav

"ARIEL " night. The Century Wheelmen had a
very enjoyable dancing sociable Wednes-
day evening, followed by a drive whist

tournament on Friday; while the South End Wheelmen had their
theatre benefit party at the Chestnut Street Opera House Friday
night, W. H. Crane in "The Senator" being the attraction. They
had a large block of choice seats, occupied by members and their
friends, and netted quite a sum irom the transaction.

Perfect but unseasonable weather! The air to-day was as
balmy as an April morning, and the Park roads were filled with
wheels of every description, ninety-nine out of every hundred of
which were safeties. Positively, I felt like a stray "sheep on my
light roadster.

The Tioga Cycling Club give their annual banquet at the Colon-
nade Hotel on Tuesday evening. Tioga'6 reunions are always ex-
tremely pleasant occasions.
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Incentives to riding activity will not be wanting next season.

Century's new Captain, Dr. C. W. Dalsen, is already in the field

with prizes for the highest mileage and for best attendance at club

runs, while the Mount Vernon Wheelmen will give gold medals as

the same prizes in their club, as well as for the largest single day's

ride and the greatest number of days ridden in the year. They
also offer silver medals to every man making a century run.

Two dances are on the cards for this week. The regular socia-

bles of the Pennsylvania and South End Clubs come off—the first

on Tuesday night and the second on Thursdav.

The Referee works a very clever—but rather disingenious—move
of the political game it is playing. In its last issue, after quoting
the part of my paragraph in a late Bicycling World, wherein I

stated that the announcement that Pennsylvania had been put down
as solid for Mr. Luscomb was rather premature, it suddenly halted,

the context evidently not suiting its purpose. I have a sort of a

recollection of adding that a good many of us would prefer a com-
promise candidate. Fair play, Brer Miles.

A meeting of the Pennsylvania Delegates to the National
Assembly was held to-day at the residence of Chief Consul Boyle,

for the purpose of obtaining an expression of opinion on the coming
election. It was the unanimous sense of all present that Pennsyl-
vania should go to the meeting unfettered by promises and com-
mitted to no one. Mindful of the dignity of her position as one of

the largest Divisions in the country, and with the true interests of
the League of American Wheelmen at heart, she will cast her votes

with no animosities to gratify and in expectancy of no pledged re-

wards ; and she will welcome the co-operation of those of her sister

States who agree with her that national loyalty is far beyond the
petty strife for political preferment.

"Ariel," your correspondent of

u a DDreoTTDr* t> a Philadelphia, would like to know ifHARRJSBURO, RA. any dub can equaJ thg « Centurys
»

"CVC " turn-out on New Year Eve. We are
'

glad to inform him that the Harris-
burg Wheel Club loomed up in great

shape and did themselves proud in bidding good-by to '89, nineteen
of its members turning out The expressions on all sides were
that had it not been for our demonstrations, very little welcoming
would have been given 1890, for, strange to say, the usual booming
of cannon and firing of crackers was not heard. Starting at 10
o'clock we were not content until we had disturbed every members
watching (?) with his best girl, and he had joined our ranks, and
then with that terrible yell, paraded 3d and Market streets, until

we had the citizens at their doors or windows cheei ing to the echo.
Among the many resolutions made that night, was the one to the
effect that such a large turn out should characterize the year's club
runs. May this one be kept, boys.

Who do you think was our guest and helped us usher in the
New Year? Why, Charlie Overman, and a jolly fellow he is.

On Friday evening our January reception to the ladies will be
held, and I learn that the committee in charge are trying to eclipse
those of the past, and from reports I believe they will-

January 22d will see President Luscomb and his colleagues in
our city to appear before the Board of Agriculture on the Road
Improvement question. It is needless to say that they will receive
a warm reception at the hands of our wheelmen on so important a
mission, and what is being done to welcome them I am not author-
ized to say. You will hear later.

The Columbia Cycle Club is making

HARTFORD arrangements for a smoker, which is to be
given on the 21st of this month, at Sanger-

ttCr A VTOJV" bund Hall. A big programme has been
arranged, and an elaborate spread will be
served to all who are fortunate enough to

receive an invitation. The Hartford Wheel Club will attend in a
body.

Among the dancing events being anticipated with much pleas-

ure by many is the sociable of the Hartford Wheel Club to be given
late this month. The committee having it in charge are working
hard, and it is proposed to make the affair at once select and in-

formal.

A pool tournament, now in progress nt the rooms of the Hart-
ford Wheel Club, is exciting much interest. There are four series

played each week, and as the bays are pretty evenly matched the
rooms are always crowded.

Dresser, one of our ''flyers," has developed into quite a wrestler.

The Capital City Ramblers will probably turn out a number of
fast riders the coming season. It is said that Warren will be out
for the State championship (safety).

The Evening Post is booming the asphalt street question with a
spirit that pleases all the wheelmen in this city. Wait until "Joe"
Goodman and his Cyclist get after the Common Council ; the resmlt
will be interesting.

Le Roi es mort! Vtve le Roi. The

CHICAGO NOTES ^ear x ^^9 nas passed into history, and
the young 1890 promises better things

"AIERT" than its predecessor. The year just
passed has been a good and a poor one
for cycling Chicago. Good in advance-

ment of the wheeling trade, in the growth of its clubs, in the
strengthening of the League, and in the victories gained by its

racing men over the Eastern cracks. But the other side of the
scales is pulled down by the "fakes" that it has seen, and the whole
of Chicago wheelmen are damaged to an inestimatable extent by
those irresponsible riders whose tales of extraordinary riding have
been so summarily squelched. Even St. Loui6 laughs in our face
when we say that we hold a record.

But this year, we hope, ushers in another era, where truth is

regarded as paramount. The head in cycling circles has not been
given as much attention as it deserves. A man may be blessed
with a good body, good legs, good arms, in short be a perfect ani-
mal, but if he does not possess the balance wheel of reasoning
power, if he has not a good clear brain, his powers count but little.

A man who, when on his wheel, can lead his club is generally
given a high office, whether his head befits him for the position or
not. This has been clearly shown in all of our clubs, and this is a

prime cause of some of the disintegrations that some have gone
through. They reason that a man elected to office is not so likely

to "shake the dust off his feet" from the club as is a common mem-
ber, totally ignoring the fact that "think boxes," good and strong,
are the prime movers in any club government, and that they and
they alone can bring a club to a successful standing.

The theory of the power of "mind over matter" has never needed
an exponent in Chicago's clubs so much as at the present time.

The exposition of this may have its effect on the nominees for 1891.

A'EJV JERSEY NOTES.

"NITRAM."

Mr. W. A. Drabble, the ener-
getic Captain of the Antalanta
Wheelmen, was very successful at

a meeting of his club, on Wednes-
day evening, January 8th, in hav-
ing gold medals offered for the

member making the greatest number of miles during the present
year, for the one making the best twenty-four-hour record (which
must be over 150 miles), and to the one attending the most club
runs. These extra inducements will naturally move the boys to

greater activity on their silent steeds.

The next meeting of the Board of Officers of this Division will

be held on Friday evening, January 17th, in the club house of the

Plainfield Bicycle Club.

The annual meeting and election of the Elizabeth Wheelmen was
held on Tuesday evening, January 7th. Captain Gilbert reported
that owing to the wet weather of last year the mileage of the mem-
bers had not reached expectations, although about equal to the
previoss year's. The total mileage reported was 21 ,485 miles. Mr.
D. B. Bonnett leads with 2316, followed by Mr. H. McNiece with
2056 miles. Thousand-mile medals were awarded to Messrs. W. H.
White, J. F. Diemer and A. F. Calkins. The membership was in-

creased to the extent of two. As the Elizabeth Wheelmen find

their present house inadequate for their use, they are consider-
ing the advisability of raising the building, and so add another
story.

The Riverside Athletic Club, of Newark, will hold its second
annual winter games on Wednesday evening, January 22, in the Belle-

ville Avenue Rink. The open events, which are all handicap, in-

clude 50-yard run, 250-yard run, 8So-yard race, two-mile run, one-
mile walk and running high jump, for which gold and silver medals
will be awarded to the first and second in each event.

The Plainfield Bicycle Club held a meeting last Monday, and the
gymnasium building committee reported that the building was
already well under way. This club has a "big boom" on, thirty-six

new members were elected at this meeting, which makes this club
one of the largest in the State.

The stag progressive whist party given Saturday, the nth, by
the Plainfields was a great success, and much credit is due the com-
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WHY NOT YOU?
IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES THERE IS AN

OPPORTUNITY TO OBTAIN THE AGENCY FOR THE "EAGLE," UN-
LESS IT HAS ALREADY BEEN SECURED BY SOME FORTUNATE
PERSON.

IF IN YOUR TOWN IT IS STILL OPEN WHY SHOULD NOT
YOU HAVE IT?

LAST SEASON EVEN WHEN THE "EAGLE" WAS COMPARA-
TIVELY NEW AND UNKNOWN MANY OF OUR AGENTS SOLD A
LARGE NUMBER OF MACHINES AND ADDED MATERIALLY TO
THEIR SUPPLY OF CASH; IT IS CERTAIN, THEREFORE, THAT
THIS SEASON WHEN THE "EAGLE" HAS A WORLD-WIDE REP-
UTATION, AND THE PROMINENT RACING MEN OF THE COUNTRY
ARE MAKING IT THEIR PERMANENT MOUNT, THAT THOSE
WHO ARE LUCKY ENOUGH TO SECURE AN AGENCY WILL BE
MANY DOLLARS IN POCKET BESIDES OWNING THE BEST AND
SAFEST BICYCLE EVER BUILT.

WBITE FOE, i TERMS.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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THE - VERDICT - OF - 1889

IS

THAT

SWIFT SAFETY. LADY'S SWIFT SAFETY.

THEY ARE CORRECTLY NAMED

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Limited,

BOSTOK.
AMONG AMERICAN-MADE REAR-DRIVING SAFETIES

it is a veteran.

For two years it has been tested by the toughest of riders on the

toughest of roads, and it has not been found wanting.

It rides as easily as a buggy, and does not throw- the feet off the pedals

for it has a spring frame.

It is the

AMERICAN RAMBLER,
And it Costs ------ $125.00.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF 1890.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO., Chicago, III,

BOSTON BRANCH: 178 Columbus Avenue.
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mittee in charge. After the play had ceased refreshments were
served, and the balance of the evening was given up to jolity and
general fun.

The various committees to take charge of the Fair to be held in

the new Gymnasium building of the Plainfields February 21 and
22, have been appointed, and they are one and all on the jump to

make it one of the biggest things on and off the ice ever seen in

Plainfield.

NEWS
Chief Consul Bull, of New York, has

been named as a possible candidate for the

Presidency. Mr. Bull has never author-

-»rr. ^^»^»^E-»r-7' ized the use of his name in connectionAND COMMENT.
with that office He doeg not want the

office which his friends have so kindly sug-

gested. Mr. Bull is the right man in the right place. When we
cannot get him to continue as Chief Consul it will be time enough
to name him as a member of the National Executive Committee.

We were sorry to miss a call last week from Mr. J. Harold Child,

of St Louis, Mo.
Arthur B. Smith, Captain of the Rambling Wheelmen, of

Bridgeport, Conn., departed Monday, the 6th inst., for Pierre,

South Dakota, where he will reside permanently. Mr. Smith is a

member of the L A. W. , and an exceptionally active wheelman.
having covered during the past season 4300 miles. He carries with
h:m the best wishes of a host of friends, and we heartily commend
him to all wheelmen whom he may chance to meet in the new field

now open before him. Who the next Captain of the Rambling Wheel-
men will be is still a matter of conjecture. An election to fill the

position will undoubtedly take place at the next meeting. There
are, we understand, several aspirants for the position.

The San Francisco Bicycle Club held its annual banquet on the

evening of Jan. 11. The time lor the banquet is announced at "8 30
P. M. sharp" and the following notice wa6 issued, showing that

the San Franciscos are a body oTmen that insists on punctuality:
"The annual banquet of the San Francisco Bicycle Club will be
held in the club rooms Saturday evening, January nth, i8qo, 8.30
P» M. sharp. All members who desire to attend must fill out the

enclosed postal card, sign it, and mail to the Secretary on or before

f anuary 7th, and must be in the rooms before 8.30 P. M. sharp, as
the doors will then be locked, and no late arrivals will be admitted.
There will be no expense whatsoever to any member. The enter-

tainment fund created by the advance in dues last June will pay
everything."

It is with regret that "Salina," our Syracuse, N. Y., correspon-
dent, has to announce the sale of "Pauline," the pet of the Syracuse
Cycling Club. "Pauline" is a large water spaniel, and was pur-
chased by C. A. Benjamin, about a year ago. The frisky animal
followed the club on all of its runs during the past season, and is a

well-known favorite among the wheelmen of Central New York.
Mr. Benjamin says he was forced to dispose cf the dog, because he
could not afford to keep her. "Pauline" would get lost nearly
every day, and a sharp little bootblack, who always found and re-

turned her to Mr. Benjamin each time demanded a quarter for his

tiouble. "I was sorry to let 'Pauline' go," said "Art," "but she
cost me a pile of money."

Mr. F. A. Elwell, manager of the European Cycle Tour, has
been in the grip of "La Grippe," and hence has been unable to
keep up with his large correspondence. This will explain any de-

lay in replying to letters received. He is now on the mending
hand, ano everything will be all right.

"In Brief," of the Aeolus Cycling Club, of Chicago, 111., writes:
"Our third annual reception was a howling success, so howl also
the members of the gymnasium class when their proboscis comes
into too close proximity with the gloves, and they too will howl
who have neglected to join this club, for the initiation fee has been
raised."

Wm. Blakie, in his excellent work of "How to get strong and
how to stay so," gives the following directions for an exercise of
the calves and upper thigh, which will be found to be beneficial

to cyclists, and should be practiced regularly: To develop the calf

stand erect, with head high, chest out and shoulders down, keep-
ing the knees all the time well sprung back, having the feet about
three inches apart, with toes turned slightly outward. Now raise

the heels until they are high off the floor, and the whole weight
rests on the soles and toes. Now drop slowly down ; then repeat.
Next, place the hand on the musclep of the calf, and while at first

not firm, feel them harden as you lise, and all doubt as to whether
the exercise in question uses these muscles will vanish. Scarcely
any muscles are easier brought into action than those of the front
thigh. Stand erect, with head and chest high, and feet about six

inches apart. Now, bend the knees a little, and stoop all the way
down; then rise again. Continue this movement several times,
and generally at first a few repetitions will be found to be quite
enough.

The Rambling Wheelmen, of Bridgeport, Conn., are making
arrangements to give a benefit entertainment in Proctor's Grand
Opera House, some time during the month of February. The play
to be secured has not yet been determined upon.

Chief Consul G. Carleton Brown, of New Jersey, issues an
excellent circular to non-members of the L A. W., urging on such
the advantages of membership in the League. We have an opinion
that the distribution of the circular will result in an increased mem-
bership in New Jersey.

B. S. Stanley, of Cazenovia, a popular member of the Syracuse
(N. Y.) Cycling Club, was united in marriage, on New Year's
Day, to Miss Louise Reynolds, an accomplished young lady of the
same town. The club was the recipient of two boxes of cigars, and
the members smoked to the health of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley.

The Illinois Cycling Club, of Chicago, held its annual election
January 7. Mr. T. L. Sloan was elected President, and W. H.
Arthur Captain. The election was very quiet, and the votes were
in most cases unanimous.

The Newton (Mass.) Bi. Club and the Somerville (Mass.) Cycle
Club will meet and fraternize, at the store of W. W. Stall, No. 509
Tremont 6treet, Boston, on the evening of Tuesday, January 21.

The invitations are issued jointly by W. W. Stall, Secretary New-
ton Bi. Club, and C. P. Cubberly, Captain Somerville Cycle Club.

"Salina," our Syracuse, N. Y., correspondent, writes : "Wheel-
men are greatly interested here in the road improvement problem,
and hope that the lightning will strike in the this section within a
short time. The weather is so open here this winter that were it

not for the impassible roads we could enjoy much wheeling. It

seems to me that 'Hawkshaw's' plan of combined compulsion and
education to the citizen will be the only sure way to get the high-
ways improved. A man may be educated to the advantages ol

good roads, and still not do his own share in the work. On the
other hand, if he is compelled by law to construct good roads and
keep them in repair, he cannot fail to become convinced afterward
that he was wrong in holding back, and the conviction will be his

education."

The Wheelmen's Social Club of Terre Haute, Ind., held its first

annual banquet last week Wednesday. A novel innovation was to

photograph the table with the guests seated thereat. A flash light

was used.

The Sheriff of Waukesha County (Wis.) has a novel method of
running down escaped prisoners. He chases them on a bicycle.

A prisoner named Josie Ellis escaped, and the sheriff mounted his
bicycle and made aftec her. He captured her after a hot chase.
The prisoner was somewhat handicapped, however, as upon her re-

turn to the ja.il she was found to be wearing six dresses and dupli-
cated underclothing sufficient to make up a fair-sized wardrobe.

The polo outlook for the Connecticut Wheelmen's Polo League
looks exceptionally promising. The two clubs represented from
Bridgeport, Ct., have very strong teams in the field. The an-
nouncement that the Bridgeport boys had won from the Meridens
in Meriden Thursday night by the score of 5 to 3 created great en-
thusiasm in wheeling circles, and when it was learned that the
Rambling Wheelmen had defeated the New Havens in the latter

place by the score of 7 to 1 the boys were hardly able to contain
themselves. The next game which will be played between the two
local teams Jan. 15th bids fair to be very exciting, as the winning
team will be the leader in the League race.

The Philadelphia Bicycle Club has raised the limit of lady mem-
bership from 30 to 50, a step in the right direction.

Nothing makes the small boy madder,
Likewise nothing makes him sadder,
Than to hear his father say
To him, on a holiday,
"That cycle, please, you'll put away,
And with that barrel roll

In these seven tons of coal."

The Rovers Cycle Club, of Charlestown, Mass., will hold its

annual party in Cadets' Armory, Congress Hall, on the evening of
Friday, January 24.

The cyclists of Central and Western New York are contemplat-
ing the practicability of organizing circuit races, in which Roches-
ter, Buffalo, Lockport, Niagara Falls, Rome and Syracuse will be
interested. Mr. Brinker was asked his opinion on the matter. He
strongly endorsed the plan and thought Buffalo would be in the
league.

—

Rochester Union.
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Among the various wheel clubs of New Jersey "Ladies' Night" is

becoming more and more popular. The Atalantas is the latest club

to see the advantage of introducing ladies' nights, and they have set

aside the third Wednesday in every month for this purpose.

W. W. Stall, Secretary of the Newton, Mass , Bicycle Club, has
a plan in mind whereby "union smokers" can be held by the

different local clubs. As a starter two or three clubs will be asked
to participate, and then if these prove a success a grand union
smoker of all the clubs in the vicinity of Boston will be given.

W. W. Taxis, of Philadelphia, has had "it," as also has our
brother editor, Prial, of New York. The last named gentleman,
during his visit to Boston this week was quite ill with it during his

stay in the Hub.

The New York Bicycle Club will hold a smoker on Saturday
evening, January 25th.

The Medford, Mass., Cycle Club ball at the Opera House, last

week Friday evening, was a great success in every particular. The
music furnished by the club orchestra gave universal satisfaction,

and taken altogether it was one of the dressiest parties for a long
time. Fully 200 couples were upon the floor.

Governor Ladd, of Rhode Island, has been memorialized, and
it his hoped that His Excellency will make some recommendation
on the roads improvement question in his message to the General
Assembly this month.

The reception to be tendered the ladies by the members of the
Hudson County, N. J., Wheelmen will be given about February
15th. This club will send about fifteen couples to the Harlem,
N. Y., Wheelmen's reception, on Thursday evening, January 30th.

We desire to respectfully correct our e. c, the Newark, N. J.,
Call, when in speaking of a certain ticket, it says : "The latter

ticket is endorsed by the Bicycling World, the official organ of
the L. A. W., and should receive the support of Jerseymen." On
the contrary ; as the official organ the World remains neutral.

Our New Jersey correspondent writes: "It certainly must be a
pleasure to the wheeling fraternity of New Jersey to note the num-
ber of new clubs which have been organized this winter, also the
increasing membership of the older ones. It has been but a few
months since the Englewood Wheelmen were organized, neverthe-
less its membership has been gradually creeping up until at present
it numbers twenty-three active members. President F. M.Demarest,
the newly appointed Consul for that district has appointed the
Palisade House as the League hotel. Wheelmen riding through
Englewood will do well to call a halt here for dinner, as a dinner
equalled only to that prepared by Delmonico can be had for 75
Cents.

W. J.
Corcoran has accepted a position as trainer for the season

of 1890 of the Yale College cycling and athletic teams. Mr. Cor-
coran will at ati early date leave Boston for New Haven, and
actively assume the duties of the position accepted.

DEATH OF A PROMINENT CYCLIST.

Editor Bicycling World : I know a great many of your readers
will regret to know that Edward W. Rhodes, No. 21,670, consul at
Wayne, died this morning of heart failing. He has been sick just
two weeks with congestion of the lungs. Mr. Rhodes was the
greatest rider in the town and his loss is felt by every one.

Very respectfully, W. T. Brown, (21,671) L. A. W.
Saturday, January 11, 1890.

THE TERRE HAUTE WHEEMEN'S SOCIAL CLUB.

Twenty-six of the twenty-eight members of the Terre Haute
Wheelmen's Social Club sat down to an annual dinner on the even-
ing ofJanuary 8 A flash light picture of the table and members
was taken by that expert camera shooter, Mr. D. H. Wright.

After coffee and cigars had been passed around the speeches
began.
The club and La Grippe were toasted to the echo, Mr. Miller

doing the subjects justice in every sense of the word.
O. M. Bartlett spoke well for the sport of wheeling, and urged on

the members the advisability of beco-ning League members.
Mr. Meissell told all he knew about racing, and that was "a lot."

Mr. Murphy touched up the road question, and spoke lovingly of
the mud thereon. blk ' fc BXfc ^.T.3

Messrs. Gundlefinger on tours, and Miller on ups and downs,
spoke eloquently, but when Mr. Jackson let himself loose on the
"Road Hog" question the enthusiasm knew no bounds.
Mr. Otto Horning paid a sweet tribute to lovely woman. After the

formal speaking, stories were swapped, the club liars got in their
•work, and everybody went home happy at 12.30. Silas.

ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENT A WHEEL.
{.BY GEO. D. MITCHELL.)

(Continued.

)

At Stratford-on-Avon we selected the Temperance Hotel to stay
at. It may be well to state here that in most English towns there
is a temperance hotel, and these are generally found more quiet and
more moderate in price than what might be termed the first-class
houses. We are all members of the Cyclists' Touring Club, and
have been received very courteously by the officers of the associa-
tion in London and elsewhere, and have gained much valuable in-
formation from them. The road books published by the club are
indispensable to the tourist, but in the interest of those who intend
touring through England, and who care to do it on an economical
basis, it may be said that the hotels recommended by the C. T. C.
are usually first-class where the small army of waiters, boots and
other servants who desire "remembrance" at your departure will
make your expenses unexpectedly high. However, club members
get special rates at these houses and so save something, but,
generally stated, the less pretentious houses will be found the more
satisfactory in the end. At this class of houses accommodations
for the night range in price from eighteen pence, thirty five cent6,
to a half crown, sixty cents, inclusive, per person Attendance is

usually charged extra, from sixpence to one and six per person, and
it is well to have an understanding about this before engaging a
room, else you may be surprised upon getting jour bill. A "plain
breakfast" of chops or eggs, bread, butter and tea usually co6t6
about thirty-five cents, and a satisfactory dinner comes to about
fifty cents. From the above it may be seen that a tourist who is

desirous of being reasonably economical can rely upon living well
on $150 a day in rural England, and in London, if one settles
down for a week, say, the expense may be somewhat reduced.
After staging over night at Stratford, and having seen the sights

that it behooves all tourists to see in order that in lying about the
trip afterwards one may the more easily add those "corroborative
details calculated to give an appearance of oversimilitude to an
otherwise bold and improbable narrative," we proceeded on by easy
stages toward Woodstock. During the afternoon we came to Long
Compton, a straggling village, where in the ideal little garden to
the rear of the Red Lion we courted rest at the bottom of a pot of
"shandy-gaff," which we strongly recommended in the visitors'
book to other heavy-laden travellers. The "American Tourists"
had passed through three weeks before, and left a good impression
behind them ; it is a pity that more of our countrymen do not
choose this method of seeing Europe, for they could do it with
great profit—to the innkeepers.
We were told that there were some Druidical ruins on the top of

the hill outside the town, but while we were humping ourselves to
accomplish the steady two-mile ascent, we forgot the matter; but
on reaching the top we redeemed ourselves by scouring the neigh-
boring fields in search of these famous stones and strawberries.
Having failed, however, 10 discover either, and in view of the facts
that the flies were very thick and very pertinacious, that there was
a tempting coast ahead, and that several archaeological societies had
visited the ruins and pronounced them genuine and worthv of ad-
miration, we contented ourselves with vouchsafing the ordinary
encomiums, and taking all for granted passed on. 1 noticed on the
way down a pedestrian who had adopted a happy expedient to rid

himself of the flies. He had pasted a sheet of fly paper around his

hac, with the sticky side exposed, and while there were, figuratively
speaking, "no flies" on the method adopted, to say that the paper
was full of flies would be doing but mild justice to its efficiency.

I never saw so fine a specimen ol good road-making as that from
Long Compton to Woodstock. In some places there were cuts
twenty-five feet deep, while in others the road crossed small valleys
by viaducts of masonry a hundred yards long. The scenes on each
side were also the most pleasing we had passed, and the succession
of new-mown field, pasture of darker green, and rich brown plough-
land, variegated occasionally by beds of garden products, all cul-
tivated with a regularity and economy of soil unknown in newer
countries, and all bordered by hedges of contrasting green or sub-
stantial walls of stone, which in the upland districts displace the
former, made such an impression upon me that I mentally reserved
a second trip through that country for my wedding tour.

As we approached Enstone and saw the long smooth descent lead-

ing into the village ahead of us, we welcomed the coast that was in

store for us with a feeling of thankfulness that is only known to the
jaded cyclist, and we clapped spurs to our steeds, as it were, in glad
anticipation. It happened that our machines were not all alike;
we had been unable to agree upon a choice, and two of us had
taken one kind, while the other two had chosen another, so that
each f ction was continually chaffing each other, and we had
numerous improvised rares to determine which was the better

wheel. On this particular coast things were going pretty evenly
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between the two more advanced contestants and the race promised
to be an interesting and decisive one, when Eugene, who is built

upon the Falstaff model, came, thundering down from behind upon
his safety with bell a-jingling, weaving erratically from side to side

of the road, mowing a wide swath and leaving wreck and confusion

in his wake. He reached the bridge at the bottom in safety, where
he found a playful-looking calf waiting to receive him. He rode up
to the rear of the animal, and in the exuberance of having won the

race, seized the tail of the sportive creature and gave it a vigorous

tug; this treatment bossy evidently resented for he broke into a

smart lope with Eugene still hanging on behind. It looked like

rare sport for a while and Eugene was as tickled as a child with a

new set of dishes, at finding himself riding behind so novel a steed ;

the pleasures of this world, however, are but transitory, and the

race is not always to the swift, and just as the turnout reached the

end of the bridge, where the road takes a sharp turn, master calf

wheeled suddenly in his career and brought his driver full tilt upon
the ground, where, as we came up, we found him sprawling, with

the calf looking back at him in a facetious way, as if to say, "Ah
there ! Stay there 1

"

That night we spent in the romantic old town of Woodstock, the

place where Scott has laid his admirable novel of that name, and
the scene of Fair Rosamond's tragic experiences. The road from
there to Oxford, about nine miles, leading through a flat country,

was the most uninteresting on our whole route, which hitherto led

through a rolling district; indeed it has often seemed to me that a
road is a perfect exemplification of a man's life; the up and the

down succeeding each other and making mutual compensation,
furnish a spicy variety which is unknown to monotonous prosperity,

and the heavy difficulties to be surmounted, which to the diligent

worker who looks up and not down, dissolve as he approaches them,
make the well-earned recompense the more sweet.

It is our aim to avoid as much a; possible the larger towns, and
so instead of remaining long in Oxford where I felt that one could
well afford to spend a week, we pushed on a little further into the

country before taking our mid-day lunch. The Thames from
Oxford to London takes a meandering course and the distance is

about 130 miles by the river, but the road, in order to shorten the

distance, takes a more direct route over the hills, and only reaches
the Thames again at Henley. In this district too the roads are
made from a flint which crops out abundantly on the heights, and
although the surface did not appear heavy it required hard pushing
to make much progress, on account of its peculiar character, and
unlike our course through Warwickshire, the beauty of the sur-

rounding county hardly seemed to repay us for our labor. However,
we at last reached Nettlebed, the highest point in the country round,
and looked ahead with satisfaction at the five miles down grade to

Henley-on-Thames, where we proposed to end our day's run. It

had been threatening rain all the afternoon, however, and now,
just as we took our feet from the pedals for a long coast, the storm
reached us ; for a while it seemed to me we could beat it into Henley,
but soon we decided to seek refuge under the thick wayside trees.

We waited until our leafy roof began to leak and then, the rain
having partly subsided, we hurried on to Henley, where we arrived
very wet and bedraggled.
The town was already full of people, in anticipation of the ap-

proaching boat races, but we succeeded in getting quarters at the
Bull Inn, and having ordered our usual chops and tea, led our bykes
Into the inn-yard and wet them down with a watering pot to wash
off the mud—a happy thought, by the way—before rubbing them
down and stabling them for the night.

We were on our way early the next morning. The sun was
6hining brightly, but the last night's rain had not yet soaked into
the hard road. However, it is one of the blessings of the macadam
road that it never gets muddy like our common dirt roads. It was
the last day of the great Windsor Show, and people were making
their way thither in a perfect stream, by every manner of convey-
ance, from "shank's mare" to coach and four, with warning horn
and all complete. The twenty-six miles from Windsor to London
is doll and uninteresting. At Hounslow, which was once a famous
field of labor for gentlemen of the road, the country widens out into
a vast level plain, and one begins to see a faint suggestion of Lon-
don. Hammersmith is now the utmost western suburb, but a little

while longer, and the great all-devouring metropolis will have
swallowed up Hounslow too, as it has a score of other villages be-
fore it. I never appreciated so well the immensity of London as
when we thus made our way gradually from the open country
along Kensington road, past Hyde Park Corner, that reckoning
point for all the West End, and so on to busy Charing Cross and
the Strand, by the busiest thoroughfares of that busy quarter. It

was Saturday afternoon, and the traffic was even greater than usual,
bo that it was with the greatest difficulty that we made our way
along upon our whet Is; and when I found myself back in my old

lodgings near the Strand, amid familiar surroundings, it seemed as
if I had reached Mecca.

(7*o be continued.}

THE OPEN MEETING OF THE RACING BOARD AT
CHICAGO.

The attendance at the open meeting of the Racing Board, at the
Grand Pacific Hotel, on the nth, was not as large as had been
expected. A number of local experts were present, however.
There were animated discussions over two questions, the cham-
pionships and the payment of expenses. The rules were taken up
in order, and the following suggestions seemed to be favorably
received

:

Rule B now reads: * * * "The Board will enter no record
in its books that is made on a board track or under cover."
Proposed change of Rule B. That the clause reading "The

Board will enter no record in its book that is made on a board
track or under cover," be changed to read, "made on an in-door
track."

Track Rule 7 now reads that the starter "shall announce to the
competitors the distance which they are to run, and shall indicate
the commencement of the last lap by ringing a bell as the rider6

pa6S over the mark for the final lap." * * *

Proposed change of Rule 7, that the above duties may be trans-

ferred to the referee.

Rule 21 now reads: * * * "If a rider be dismounted by ac-
cident or to change his machine, he shall not be allowed a push off

in starting again, but an attendant may hold his machine while he
mounts it, and he must so mount at the extreme outside of the path."
Proposed change to Rule 21 allows the rider to be pushed off by

an attendant in case of a fall or dismount.
Rule 27 now reads : "A novices' race is open only to those who,

up to date of event, have never won a prize, excepting in a club
contest, and shall be the first race of a meet."
Proposed change to Rule 27 : Strike out words "excepting in a

club contest," and make a man who has won a club prize ineligible

to compete as a novice-
Rule 28 now reads : "A class race is open only to those who up

to date of the closing of entries have not won one of the first three
positions in a public event in the same or better time than the
class under consideration; or in relative time, judged from the
other distances according to the appended table." * * *

Proposed change of rule 28: To strike out the words "one of
the first three positions," thus making the winner's time only
operative in classifying men.
Rule 32 now reads :

* * * "A team shall be limited to three
riders, each of whom must be a member of the club entering the
team, and a resident of the city or town where the club has its

headquarters "

Proposed change of Rule 32 to make that clause read : "A team
shall be limited to three riders, each of whom must have been a
member of the club entering the team at least three months, and a
resident of the city or town where the club has its headquarters at

least six months."
A committee appointed to draft a proposition on the Chan pion-

ship then submitted the following:
"To divide the country into five Districts, probably to be named

as follows: Eastern, Central, Western and Southern and Pacific.

Each District to be in charge of a member of the National Racing
Board, who shall appoint four assistants to act, with himself, as a
sub-Racing Board. Each Du trict shall hold an annual race meeting
for the championships of the District, prior to August 15th of each
year, and the winner of each event may be sent to compete for the
National Championships, at the expense of the District. The
National Championships shall be run yearly, between August 15th
and October 15th, in one of the Districts under the supervision of
the National Racing Board. These championships to be called the
"National L. A. W. Championships."
The committee suggested that any man may be permitted to com-

pete for the championships who desires to pay his own expenses.
A long discussion ensued as to the events to be run, and finally

one, two and five mile races for each type of machine, except tri-

cycle, seemed to be saticfadtory, though Western men would have
prefered a' least one long distance.
The gentlemen present were unanimous in the opinion that the in-

discriminate payment of expenses by athletic clubs must be stopped,
and a majority seemed to favor a stringent rule, preventing riders
competing from athletic clubs under any conditions. It was finally

suggested to change Rule it to read, "any League Club," instead
of "any cycle club will he allowed, under special sanction, to pay
expenses," etc.
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The visitors then withdrew and the Board went into secret
session.

WHAT WE HEAR.
That the Districting of the country as proposed, and the methods

of running the preparatory and final champions was adopted by the
Board.
That M. O. Spring's application for reinstatement was refused.
That Grant Bell's application for reinstatement was held over

pending investigation.

That the handicapper's fee has been fixed at twenty-five cents per
man for each event.

That some anti-athletic club move is sure to be made by the
Board.
That when we print the full report of the official action of the

Racing Board that it will cause much food for "reflection."
That sanction must be obtained from the L. A. W. Board before

a race meeting can be held.
That the question of non-League clubs entering men under the

club name has received due attention.
That we shall have the full official report of Chairman Davol in

time for our next issue. A. F.

LEGISLATION IN NEW YORK STATE.

The Buffalo Courier which, I believe, reflects the attitude and
polio of Chief Consul Bull and the State officials on the proper
methods to be employed to bring about Roads Improvement legis-

lation, prints an interesting article on the question, quoting freely
from the Wheel, part of which excerpts I give. The Wheel of
January 3d says : "The Conference wished to learn if New York
State was being taken care of in the matter of roads improvement,
and had Mr. Potter or Mr. Bull given the Conference that assurance
they would have had their support. The Conference even sent Mr.
Cossum to see Mr. Potter while it was in session, but the infor-
mation obtained by Mr. Cossum was considered indefinite by the
Conference, and after Considerable discussion, it was decided to in-

troduce a bill into the New York State Legislature."
In report of the Conference published in the Wheel of December

14, it says:
"The condition of New York State was closely investigated.

Mr. Cossum, who succeeded Mr. Potter on the Rights and Privil-

eges Committee, conferred with Mr. Potter during the recess, and
made a long and exhaustive report when the Conference convened.
He stated that, as reported by Mr. Potter, a New York State Roads
Improvement Association had been organized, and that a bill had
been prepared by Mr Potter, and would be introduced in the
Legislature at an early date. The scope of their bill was stated to

be as follows : Provides for a State Supervisor of Highways, a
State Engineer and Surveyor

;
provides for the appointment of a

Highway Commission. The work is to be under the control of
County Boards of Supervisors, and they have the provisions for

raising taxes in their hands. After considerable discussion, it

was decided that the Roads Improvement Committee carry on its

work in New York State."

A lack of that jewel consistency will be observed in the above
articles.

The Wheel in a late issue says :

"The statement of the Courier that the 'wheel' interest in roads
improvement should be kept in the background is not warranted by
facts. The wheelmen of New York State passed the Liberty bill

;

the wheelmen of Elizabeth, N. J., controlled the recent elections,

with the object of highway improvement. The Maryland Division
made itself felt in the recent Baltimore elections. In the light of
these fa<fts, the idea of a powerful Division like that of New York
State veiling itself behind horsemen and others seems absurd."
To this the Courier replies :

"The New York State Liberty bill wa6 class legislation—neces-

6arsly so, for it was a question of the rights of wheelmen alone.

The Massachusetts road improvement bill was defeated because it

was called "class" legislation, and such a fate awaits every bill that

will be introduced in the future emanating from wheelmen alone
and having for its object the betterment of the highways. The
average State legislator will continue for some time to come to

look upon a bill gotten up by wheelmen as class matter.

But this is not the only reason put forth by the Roads Improve-
ment Association. They claim the field by priority, and the facts

prove that their claim is a good one. The first circular of that

Association, signed by I. B. Potter as Secretary, was sent out
April 2, 1888, accompanied by a circular letter, signed by George
R. Bidwell, Chief Consul New York State Division, and every
member of the State Division at that time received a copy. The
circular defined the objects for which the Association was formed,
and asked the support of all wheelmen, as well as any others who
were interested in roads improvement. At this time there was no

standing committee of the L. A. W. having for its work the better-
ment of the highways, and nothing in the League constitution
could be construed as showing that the national body was inter-
ested in the subject. It wa6 not until about two months later, at
the League meet at Baltimore, June 18, that a road improvement
plank was embodied in the League constitution. Surely the New
York State Roads Improvement Association, working through the
State Division, is entitled to the conduction of the highway agita-
tion in this State, and the national body should give the Associa-
tion its cordial and hearty support.
Since the recent New York Roads Improvement Conference re-

quests have come from Ohio and Maryland, asking that the League
committee will not interfere with the work now being done in those
States."

The article then quotes from the World the letter from "Argus,
Jr.," asserting that the action of the national committee is not
meeting with that support in that State which I and others were
led to expect it would.

I trust you will find space for the above in your paper, as it is

but right that our New York members should know the attitude of
the national and State officials towards each other on this most im-
portant question. Roma.

" IS MR. SHRIVER A CANDIDATE?"

"NO."
Very truly yours, E. J. Shriver.

[In our last issue it will be remembered we had a communication
headed as above. Mr. Shriver's reply should be satisfactory to
those who had any doubts about it. It is laconic and to the
point.

—

Ed.]

OHIO PREFERS TO PADDLE ITS OWN CANOE.

Editor Bicycling World: From the remarks of "Argus, Jr.," it

seems that Ohio is not the only Division that objects to the methods
pursued by the National Association in attempting to secure road
legislation.

A memorial, a duplicate of the one sent to Maryland, was sent to
Vice President Dunn to be presented to our Governor.
This was returned to the committee, however, with the request

that they send one that would be a little more to the point, and
more in keeping with the dignity of the League.
A revised, enlarged and improved edition was then sent out, and

as soon as Dunn received it he sent the officers of the Division a
copy, with the request that they do what they could to get the
memorial indorsed by prominent Democrats in different parts of
the State.

As the copy was not received till the afternoon of the 6th, and as
the Governor's address will be delivered on the 13th, the officers

have done nothing. The very few if any indorsements that they
might have rushed in in that very limited time would have
about as much effect on the Governor as a popgun fired at a
rhinoceros.
The idea of presenting a memorial to the Governor was a wise

one, and if the committee could have sent out their revised edition

about three weeks earlier a great deal could and would have been
done to get indorsements from prominent politicians in all parts of
the State, which would no doubt have influenced the Governor and
resulted in his saying something on this subject in his address to

the Legislature.
We are waiting with fear and trembling the next move in this

matter. If this committee pounce down upon us like the old-

fashioned doctor, and attempt to inject a road bill into our Legisla-

ture, it may be ejected with a suddenness that will be surprising to
the injectors.

If in his address the Governor should make any recommenda-
tions to the Legislature on this subject, and if such recommenda-
tions result in the introduction of a bill by some member of the
Legislature, well and good, By supporting such a bill and bringing
all the pressure to bear that we can, something may be accom-
plished ; but if the League as the League attempts to demand legis-

lation at the present time they will not only accomplish nothing
but will bring the whole organization into contempt.

Fraternally, William D. Kempton, M. D.,
Sec.-Treas. Ohio Division L. A. W. , Cincinnati, O.

BROOKLYN, N. T., BICYCLE CLUB.

"There was flawless fun at the house of the Brooklyn Bicycle

Club, at 62 Hanson place, on the evening of the ninth, when the

deferred Christmas entertainment was held. It was intended to

have no Christmas entertainment this year, but a number of the
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members, recalling the pleasures of that occasion last year, insisted

upon one, and upon the principle of "better late than never," it was
held the other night.

I

The first part of the evening was spent in a contest at the game
of "hearts." E. S. Sackett won the prize, a handsome paper cutter;

the booby award went to J. F. Beech. It was a miniature skeleton

of Japanese workmanship. After the cards supper was served, and

then all the "boys" assembled in the parlor to listen to the reading

of H. E. Raymond's poem, "The Worm in the Chestnut." It was

in topical ver6e and illustrated by stereopticon views. Ne .rly every

member of the club came in for mention Messrs. Barkman and

Bormand manipulated the stereopticon views, and three rousing

cheers were given to them as well as to Mr. Raymond by the club

at the completion of the exhibition.

A mock presentation was made to Mr. Raymond, and a souvenir

of the occasion was given to each one present."

—

Union.

THE BUFFALO BICYCLE CLUB ENDORSE GEO. R.

BID WELL AS SECOND VICE.

We are in receipt of the following resolution of the Buffalo, N.

Y.. Club endorsing Mr. Bid well for position nominated:
Whereas, Mr George R. Bidwell, one of the founders and now an

honorary member of this club, is a candidate for the office of Second
Vice President of the League of American Wheelmen at the coming
February election.

Resolved, That the Buffalo Bicycle Club, not only believing that

his election to that office would be to the great advantage of the

League, but feeling that it would be an honor to this club, request

all of its members having a vote at the next meeting of the National
Assembly L. A. W. to use all honorable means to secure Mr. Bid-

well's election.

W. W. WINDLE.

The news of the reinstatement of Mr. W. W. Windle to ama-
teurism came to us twenty-four hours after we had gone to press;

hence too late for our last week's issue. That Windle is one of the
fastest amateurs in the country none will deny, but we trust his

friends will restrain their transports to the extent of ceasing to refer

to him as the "Amateur Champion of the World," a title which
we think Mr. Windle himself will not at this present writing assume.
Rumors ate already rife to the effect thfct Windle will ride under
the colors of the Berkeley Athletic Association. We hope this

rumor may not have any foundation. We would like to see Mr.
Windle's re-assumed garb of amateurship of sufficient density as to

withstand thr storm of temptation to race under any other club's

colors than those of his own town, or at least that of some Worces-
ter club.

THE STRACUSE CYCLING CLUB HOUSE.

Such a meeting as the Syracuse Cycling Club had on January 6
has never been equalled as a regular business meeting in the his-

tory of the club. Forty members crowded into the rooms, and
never was the need of a club house felt more keenly. What had
caused the large attendance? Why did the wheelmen discard their

lady friends and let slide the theatres and parties to be present on
this particular evening? Because they were in sympathy with the
club house 6cheme, and desired to hear the report of '.he committee
on that subject. All listened with interest to the report of Chair-
man Harris, who had worked like a beaver during the preceding
month. Mr. Harris unfolded the plot and recited his adventures in
house hunting, A general discussion followed, in which the most
quiet and retired members surprised the meetingby theireloquence.
Several obtainable houses were talked of. One located on the
corner of South Salina and East Jefferson streets was spoken of
favorably, but an objection was raised that the rooms were not
large enough for billiard tables. Two members were added to the
club house committee. Salina.

CATARRH, HAY FEVER, CATARRHAL DEAFNESS.
A NEW HOME THEA TMENT.

Sufferers are not generally aware that these diseases are con-
tagious, or that they are due to the presence of living parasites in
the lining membrane of the nose and eustachian tubes. Microscopic
research, however, has proved this to be a fact, and the result is

that a simple remedy ha6 been formulated whereby these distressing
diseases are rapidly and permanently cured in from one to three
simple applications made at home by the patient once in two weeks.
A pamphlet explaining this new treatment is 6ent free, on applica-
tion, by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 339 West King street, Toronto,
Canada.

—

Christian Standard.

A WORK OF ART.

We wish we could fittingly describe the new calendar gotten out
by the Pope Mfg. Co. It is a beautiful work of art in color, from
originals in Copeland's best style of water-color drawing. In i-hape

it is round, and made to represent a bicycle wheel in rapid motion.
This wheel is fourteen inches in diameter. There are four cycling
scenes, showing the different types of wheels. The coloring is ex-

quisite, the moonlight scene especially appealing to u6 as being
peculiarly beautiful. There were fifteen separate printings re-

quired to produce the results. In the centre is the monthly calen-

dar, printed in plain black.

It is without doubt the handsomest calendar we have ever seen.

These can be obtained by applying to the Boston, New York or
Chicago branches, besides of all agents of the Columbia machines.

THE UNION BICYCLE MFG. CO.

We paid a visit to the factory of the Union Bicycle Mfg. Co. at

Highlandville, Mass., and we found the works in full blast, up to

its capacity in anticipation of the excellent outlook for the coming
season. Large orders are already booked for the new Union
Safety, a cut of which appears on page 250 of this issue. B.f 8

President McCune told us that the sales this year would no doubt
test their present capacity to the utmost, although they were well
along with the lot of safeties they will manufacture this season.

All the stock necessary for the 1890 product has been purchased,
and all the tubing needed for this purpose is already in this

country. Large quantities of this tubing are now at the factory,

while the balance i6 in the Boston Custom House, subject to call

by the company. We congratulate the Union Bicycle Mfg. Co. on
their flatterir.g prospects, and we wish them success.

Since the opening of the Eastern branch of the Gormully &
Jeffery Mfg. Co., at 178 Columbus avenue, Boston, and the instal-

ment of Mr. A. E. Schaaf as the manager, Messrs. Gormully &
Jeffery Mfg. Co. have been on the lookout for a gentleman to repre-

sent them on the road in place of Mr. Schaaf. We are pleased to

announce that the services of Mr. M. L. Bridgman of Brooklyn,
and at present Vice Consul of New York State, has been secured as

the travelling representative of the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. in

place of Mr. Schaaf. Mr. Bridgman is one of the best known
cyclers in New York and New Jersey. He has been especially active
in road team racing and was one of, if not the originators of this

class of racing. As a road and path racer Mr. Bridgman has an
excellent record. He was among the organizers ofthe New York and
New Jersey Team Road Racing Association, and during its ex-
istence was Secretary and Treasurer. Early in his cycling career
he became a member of the Kings County Wheelmen, and has ever
since served in an official capacity, filling the various offices of First
Lieutenant, Captain and President, which latter position he now
holds, as his club decline to receive his resignation before the next
annual election. Mr. Bridgman is also President to the Cyclists
Union of Long Island, and has been for many years a representative
to the League of American Wheelmen. His many friends, for his

acquaintance is necessarily large, will, doubtless, be glad to wel-
come him as a frequent visitor on the road.

The report of the Philadelphia, Pa., Park Commissioner for 1889
shows that 62.473 bicycles entered the Park through the main
entrances, against 46.347 for 1888. Four hundred and fifty-three

riders were ejected for being without bells, as provided for by the
Park rules.

THE STOVER BICYCLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

The above is a comparatively new concern in the field for public
patronage, and judging from the advices we have at hand we should
judge the Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co. were in the arena to stay, and
fully alive to the fact that to be successful they must be up with the
times. In the introduction on the catalogue we have before ui
they 6ay, among other good things :

"We stand before you for the first time candidates for favor and
patronage, as manufacturers of high-grade bicycles. The head of
our firm (Mr. D. C. Stover) has long been known in trade circles

as an inventor and manufacturer of special machinery, and as such
will bring-his name into the new business, which will assure sound
mechanical as well as business principles. The Superintendent of
our bicycle factory (Mr. W. C. Smith) i6 a man of great experience
in bicycle building and experimental work, both in America and
England, in each of which countries he has acted as manager in

the largest and best-equipped factories. We have competent work-
men in each of our departments as well as the most modern tools,

many of these of our own design. We import our tubing, and it is

the best that money can procure. Our office staff are men of expe-
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rience in their duties, and will attend promptly and courteously to

all inquiries and business in their department."
The Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co. manufacture from patterns of safety

wheels, the Phoenix, price $140; the Paragon, price $134; the

Iroquois, price $130; and the Tiger, price $70.
The machine, however, which is the subject of this article, is the

Phoenix, the special features of which are the spring frame and the

adaptation of the clutch ratchet to a chain wheel, with the ordinary
crank rotary action.

THE PHCENIX.

The following particulars we cull from the data furnished us :

The frame is made of the best steel tubing; it is triangular in

form, the saddle post and pedal shaft carrier making the third side

of the triangle. The frame is attached to the rear fork, directly in

front of the rear axle, and swings downward and forward naturally

with the motion of the rider. The swing is controlled by a coiled
spring made from steel wire drawn expressly for them. The spring
is placed on a neat base, which forms part of the main frame, di-

rectly over the pedal shaft. It is held in check by a steel collar that
allows free play but prevents too much expansion or contraction.
This spring is by a simple device made self-adjustable to the weight
of the rider, and will ride as easily with a light as with a heavy
person. The pedal shaft sprocket wheel and bearings are attached
to the swing frame, as is the saddle, so that the feet and body move

together, doing away with any difficulty regard-
ing the forcing of the feet from the pedals in
rough riding. The spring being at the junction
of the frame, and the forks take off a large per
oent. of the jar from the frame, thereby adding
to the life of the machine and the comfort of
the rider. The mud guard is of one piece and
is a part of the swing frame; it is ample and
light, and the whole device gives the machine
an exceedingly graceful appearance.
The rear sprocket and clutch are made of the

best dropped forging, carefully milled by a ma-
chine of their invention, and are as near me-
chanical perfection as human ingenuity can
get. The clutch is of great power and ex-

quisite workmanship ; it is so arranged that by
stopping the pedals the feet can be brought to a
rest in any position, thereby making a foot re6t

for coasting that is very comfortable, and that at
the same time affords the rider much better con-
trol of his mount than could possibly be obtained
by the method in common use. It also allows
of great advantage in hill climbing and rough
riding, as power can be applied at any p.jint

and a dead centre is an impossibility. It is hand-
some and strong, and very little wear.

For the use of a lady the peculiar arrangement of the pedals pre-
cludes all chance of a torn skirt or danger caused by the catching
of the dress, as will be readily 6een. Should such an accident
happen a simple reversal of the foot motion would relieve the rider
instantly.

The main frame is of best English tubing, made expressly for

"It is excellent discipline for an advertiser to -feel that he must say
all he has to say in the fewest possible words, or his readers are sure to

skip them; and in the plainest possible words, or his readers will certainly
misunderstand them. Generally, also, a downright fact may be told in a
plain way, and we want downright facts at present more than anything
else."

The "downright facts" are these: For durability, thoroughness of
workmanship and beauty of outline, the Warwick Safety stands first

among high-grade wheels.

1890.

Price $135.

CATALOGUES

READY

JANUARY 15

MANUFACTURED BY

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.
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them. It is of the dropped pattern strongly braced, and brazed to
neck and fork ends by a peculiar process original with them, and
they guarantee no machine to break at these points.
The chain is a feature that should not be passed over. It is a

patent owned by the company. The side links and bushings are of
hardened steel and are perfectly fitted to the wheel, and of uniform
temper.
The links are made of endless steel bands, and the hollow of

each link is filled with a tough fiberous composition that com-
pletely fills each link pressing against the bushing and excluding
all dirt and grit. This composition is not only very elastic and
durable, but it possesses the faculty of absorbing and holding in
its meshes a considerable quantity of oil or graphite, and it is

therefore practically a self-lubricating chain. Each machine when
it leaves the factory has its chain charged with enough of their

chain lubricant to run it six months without re-oiling. It is

claimed and guaranteed by the company that the chain -will net
stretch, as each chain is put into a machine made for the purpose,
and is not only stretched with 3000 lbs. pressure, but is run on
hardened bearings under great strain until all the inequalities of
the bushings and links are true and perfect, the sprocket wheels
are ground, milled and tempered, and the chain Jits the wheel
when it is placed thereon.

Brief.—Wheels 30 inches, 7-8-inch gray Para rubber tires, best
weldless tubing frame, ball bearings all over, patent self-lubricat-

ing chain, mud and chain guards, vulcanite handles ; weight all on,
51 pounds.

Price, $14000; nickel spokes, extra, $2.50; full nickel, except
wheels, extra, $1000; full nickel, extra, $15.00.
Those desiring agencies should address the Stover Bicycle Mfg.

Co., Freeport, 111.

We took a run up to Westboro' last week just to see how things in

the White Cycle Co.'s factory were getting along. We also took
the occasion to form the acquaintance of the Broncho, and though
the condition of- things outside was not conducive to cycling we
managed to get a few rods' riding on the machine. The trial was
of so limited a nature that we could not form a justifiable opinion
on the wheel as a roadster. What little test we did give it, however,
gave good promise that a more extended trial would prove the
wheel to be an easy running one. As the Broncho is an entirely

new departure in the family of safeties we have been promised a

chance to a good trial as soon as the spring riding season opens.
Great improvements have been made at the factory &ince our last
visit; a powerful engine has been put in, electric lighting plant
been added, more machinery put in and the office accommodations
have been increased. In fact under the new regime everything is

being done to push the business. Mr. M. V. Livingston, the lessee,
whose home is in Boston, visits the factory almost every day. Mr.
White, the President of the White Cycle Co., sailed for England on
the Catalonia last Saturday; he goes abroad to visit the Stanley
Show, the cycling manufacturing centres, and purchase material,
tubing, etc., for the coming year. He will be absent about six weeks.

Work has been commenced on the new club house of the
Louisiana Bicycle Club, of New Orleans. The location is on
Octavia street, and when the house is completed the Louisiana
Club will be one of the best housed clubs in the country.

In our issue of Dec. 27 we printed a note to the effect that F. F.
Ives had gone to Chicago, to accept a position with A. G. Spalding
& Bros., and sold out his business in Meriden, Ct., to his brother
J. F. Ives. We got the facts very much backwards. It is J. F.
Ives who has gone to Chicago in the employ of A. G. Spalding &
Bros., and F. F. Ives who succeeded J. F. in the Meriden business.
Will the brothers Ives please accept our apology and will Western
papers please copy ?

W. W. Taxis, of Philadelphia, during the last season has won
fifty races, viz., forty-two firsts, nine seconds and four thirds.
Record for 1889 is claimed for him by his friends. Are there any
of the racing men that have done as well?

E. B. Robinson & Co. of Portland, Me.
sent the Pope Mfg. Co. in that city.

will hereafter repre-

We are advised by Messrs. Rankin & Bruce of Providence, R. I.,

that they have received from the Patent Office at Washington, a
clear title and patent for their toe clip.

We have to thank Mr. A. C. Nussle, of Walnut, 111., for an ex-
cellent Kodak photo, of Major Knox-Holmes, the English veteran
cycler, age 87, and his granddaughter, age six, on a tandem trike.

The picture also shows Captain Holmes, son of the Major, Mr. P.
Howard Riley, of Hartford, and Sidney Lee. The photo, was taken
in the yard of the Anchor, on the Ripley Road.

TIE KGDBK EBP1EB0 -FOR WHEELMEN.
Ieve

, and
, bnt

part

Price, $25.00-

THE operation ot securing views with this camera consists simply of

ing it at the object to be photographed, and pressing s button.
One H nndred instantaneous views may be made without reloadiri

a knowledge of photography is nnneccessary. The "Kodak" i

about six inches in length, and weighs less than two pounds.
A handsome russet leather carrying case with shoulder strap lorms a

oi each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and secure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

g^**' Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak
photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Every Club House should have an
Automatic Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS

:

12 Pearl Street, ... . Room 27

.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1889—90.
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CHAS. H. LUSCOMB,
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1AMES R. DUNN,

Massillon, Ohio
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SANFORD LAWTON,
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W. M. BREWSTER.
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/^^HIEF Consul Brown is pushing things
^-/ in New Jersey. He has just issued a re-

cruiting circular which will be sent to every

non-League member in the State. We have

asked him to mail a copy of this circular to

each Chief Consul. It would be an excellent

idea for the Chief Consuls to exchange cir-

culars and literature. Valuable hints might
thus be given and received.

Annual Meeting.
To the National AssemMy, L. A. W.

:

In accordance with Section i of Article V. of the Con-
stitution, the Annual Meeting ofthe National Assembly
of the League of American Wheelmen will be held on
Monday, February 17. lSor-, at the Grand Union Hotel,
New York City, convening promptly at 10 o'clock, A.
M.
Tht following gentlemen are hereby appointed a

Committee on Credentials : Edward F. Le C ato, Balti-

more, Md.; Dr. G. Carleton Brown, Elizabeth, N. J.;
Robt. Holm, St. Louis, Mo. Proxies maybe mailed
to the Chairman, care of the Grand Union Hotei, New
York, four days previous to Ihe meeting, and members
having proxies should, immediately on arrival at the
hotel, report to the Committee.

Respectfu.ly submitted,
Charles H. Luscomb, President.

Amendment to By-Laws.
Notice is he> eby given that the following amendments

to the By-Laws will be presented t the meeting of the
National Assembly to be held February 17, 1S00.
Article IX Section 1 (Par i.) Insert after the words

National Assembly" "or by a special committee on uni-
form."
Section 2. The Executive Committee may appoint a

national tailor for the League and each Chief Consul
may appoint a Division tailor for his Division, said
tailors to obtain the cloth of the Secretary of the League.
Section 2 as at present numbered to be numbered

Section 3. W. H. Emery.

New York Amendments.
At the next meeting of the New YorK Division

ot Officers, in February, the Committee on Rules and
Regulations will submit the following amendments to
the Division By-Laws

:

E.J. Shkiver,
A. B. Gardner,
J. M. Warwick,

Com. on Rules and Regulations.
First—Add to Sec. 1 of Art 3 the following:
"All questions of interpretation of these By-Laws

shall be submitted to him and his decision thereon sh ill

stand as the law of the Division, unless reversed by
the Board of Officers."

Second—In Sec. 1 of Art. 6 add to list of committees

:

5, Roal Bo k.

6, Racing Board.
Third—In Sec. a of Art. 6, strike out all after the

word "chosen" and substitute "shall be entitled to sit

with the Board and take part in debate, but without a
vote."
Fourth—Add to first clause of Sec, i f Art. 6, the fol-

lowing: "At the February meeting of the Board."
Fifth—Add to Art. 6 new sections to read

:

Sec 5. "The Committee on Road Book shall have
full charge of the compilation and publication, from
time to time, as they may deem advisable, of the road
book issued by the Division, but shall connne their ex.
penditures to such sums as may be appropriated to
them by the Board of Officers."

Sec. 6. The Racing Boird shall have charge of all

Division championships, shall allot time, place or
places, and conditions for running them, and may at

any time add to, alter or reduce the number and dis-

tance of the same.
Sec. 7. The Chairman of the Committee on Rights

and Privilege- shall be an attorney in actual practice

and shall serve as the legal adviser and attorney of the
Division, lor which he shall receive such retainer as
may be voted him at the February meeting of the
Board, said retainer to be not less than $50 nor more
than $200 per annum. He shall keep a docket and
record of all cases coming under his n >tice, pertaining
to cycling, and shall at all times be ready to advise the
officers of the Division legally as to their duties with-
out further special compensation, except that the Board
may at any time appropriate a sum or sums to reim-
burse him for expenses incurred by him in the dis

charge of his duties "

Pennsylvania Division.
Members will please be a little patient in regard to

Road Books. We have just sent out the first we have
received (200) and thev did not go far. We shall send
them out as fast as we receive them from the bindery,
and in ihe order we have the names on our roll. When
one has been mailed each member we will so announce
and then if any have failed to receive a copy, trust they
will kick. Fraternally, John J. Van Nort,

Secetary-Treasurer.
January 6, 1800, 43s Adams ave., Scranton, Pa.

New Hampshire Chief Consul.

Mr. F. A. McMaster of Nashua is hereby appointed
Chief Consul of New Hampshire.

Charles H. Luscomb, President L. A. W.

Colorado.
I have made the following appointments for the

Colorado Division

:

Consuls.

Holyoke, A. M. Woodford.
Greeley, J. B. Lyman, 1st Nat. Bank Block.
Colorado Springs, R. L. Kelley, 114 So. Wahsatch

avenue.
Hotels.

Greeley, Oasis Hotel, regular rates, $3.50 to L. A. W.
$200.
Holyoke, B. M. Eating-house, regular rates, $2.00;

to L. A. W., $1. E. S Hartwell, C. C. Colo. Div.

tor (he State. The Maryland and New Jersey mem-
bers will have to apply to the Chief Consuls of those
two Divisions for their books, as neith-r of the two
States named have yet d cidid to purchase the work
for their members, although .Maryland is now negotia-
ting with this Committee with ihat intention.

In this connection it should be stated that Pennsyl.
vania has assumed all the risk, boine all the expenses
and done all the work, and nowotlcrsthe two Divisions
named (De aware having already taken her quota) the
Road Book at practically cost. Incase their Boards
of Officers do not decide to co-operate with Pt nnsylvania
the members can only obtain copi- s at the regular sell-
ing price—$ 1.co to League members.

H. Crowther, Chairman Road Book Com.
Phila. Jan. 13, 1S90.

Massachusetts.

Circular No. 10.

Frank C. Cobb is hereby appointed consul at Dedham
in place of F. D. Ely, Jr., resigned. Fraternally,

W. H. Emery, Chief Consul.

New Jersey.

Consul List No. 2.

I have appointed the following additional Local
Consuls to act in their respective localities :

Arlington, Wm. H. Kirby.
Allentown, Thos. B. Cole.
Bridueton, Edw. P. Woodruff.
Camden, B. O. Miller.
Closter, Walter Stillman, Jr.,
Cinnaminson, Edw. S. Wood.
Chatham, A. T. Berry.
Cape May, Albert W. Foster.
Caldwell, Morris B. Lindsley.
Cherry Hill, H. P. St mey.
Cedar Grove, William Bowden.
Dover, J. H. Bickley.
Dunellen, W. H. Milliken.
Edgewater, John A. Winterburn.
Gloucester, J. A. McCulloch.
H.ddonfield, W. L. Hinchman.
Hightstown, H. E. Deats.
Lakewood, Clarence H. Shiner.
Long Branch, Stephen B. Gilhuly.
Neshanic Statton, James Hankins.
New Market, D ive F. Blackford.
Montclair, Dr. Albert J. Wright.
J'orristown, Geo. E. Voorhees, Jr.,
Mt. Epraim, Geo. F. Howell.
Paterson, W. G. Norwood.
Passaic, W. E. Shuit.
Perth Amboy, E. W. Barnes.
Pennington, Henry C. Bunn.
Orange, C. A. Lindslay.
Red Bank, Geo. F. Spinning.
Roselle, O. T. Peck.
Ridgefield, Gustave Gansmann.
Saddle River,

J
H. Osborne.

Tuckerton, J. Carroll French.
Watsessing Station, (East Orange) C. H. Foiles.

. Wm. H. Huff has been appointed consul for Beverly
vice J. L. Clarkson, resigned.

G. Carlhton Brown, Chief Consul.

Hotel "Appointments New Jersey Division.

List No. 1.

The following hotels have been appointed under an
agreement which prohibits the proprietors from re-

ceiving non-League members at League rates. In con-
sideration of which I would request League members
when visiting those localities to patronize the hotels
named :

Washington, St. Cloud, rates $1.50 per day, dinner,
40 cents.
Salem, Nelson House, rates $2.00 per day, dinner,

50 cents.
Dover, Jolleys, rates $i.on per day.
Trenton, The Trenton House, rates $2.50 per day,

dinner, 75 cents.
Westfield, Westfield Hotel, rates $1.50 per day, din-

ner 5 cents.
Bound Brook, Hotel Gaddis, rates $2.00 per day, din-

ner, 50 cents.
Flernington, Union Hotel, rates $2.00 per day, dinner,

50 cents.
Englewood, Palisade House, rates $2.50 per day, din-

ner, 75 cents.
Leayue r:.tes given only on presentation of member-

ship ticket for curient year..
G. Carleton Brown, Chief Consul.

Pennsylvania-Maryland-New Jersey-Delaware
Koad Book.

I have received numerous requests for the new Road
Book, and in response to these, 1 desire to say that
members of the Pennsylvania Division will receive
theirs through Secretan-Treasurer, J. J. Van Nort.
Scranton, Pa., who is now mailing the 1590 required

Windle Reinstated.

The Racing Board, by unanimous vote, has rein-
stated Mr. William Windle, of Millbury, Mass. .

Ciu-. S. Davol.
Chairman L. A. W. Racing Board.

Wisconsin Division.

The Wisconsin Division of the League of American
Wheelmen is without officers, by reason of failure to
have an election last August. The terms of office ex
pired September 1st, 1SS0. The Milwaukee Wheelmen
therefore, desire to take the initiative in a movement to
restore the Division to its pro er standing, and the
meeting of the Division is called at our rooms on W.
Water street, Milwaukee, Saturday, January 25th at
three o'clock P. M. A general revision of the affairs
of the Division will be made, and officers elected. After
supper at the Hotel Windsor (League Hotel), a theatre
party will be formed.
The League of American Wheelmen is an organiza-

tion of over i2,coo members, ofwhich the Wisconsin
Division has eighty-nine, Illinois has 375. It is an or-
ganization founded to promote the general interest-! of
cvcling; to ascertain, defend and protect the righs of
wheelmen, to encourage and facilitate touring, to pro.
mote the improvement of roads, and to r gul'ate the
government of all amateur sports connected with the
use of the wheel. Genial companionship, easy inter-
communication, mutual protection and deiense, sensible
laws and reasonable administration oftiem, good roads
constructed and kept in repair with intelligence after
the most approved methods and some degree of freedom
in the use of them, comfortable note's and moderate
charges, free transportation for wheels over railways
when accompanied by riders—these a e indispensable
auxiliaries to the progress, safety and pleasure of cy.
cling. In such matters the individual wheelman is
powerless and the ordinary club effective. It takes the
power of numbers to bring about these conditions, and
the League of American Wheelmen has exercised its
power of 12.000 members to good effect in the east, and
as far west as Illinois, in which State and especially in
Chicigo, great results have been accomplished in plac.
ing bicycles on a par with carriages. The power of
numbers has been used to promote great race meets
great social meets and touring parties in Illinois, so
that a wheelman is fortunate to reside m that Division.
A first class Division consists of 100 membees, and

such a Division is entitled to elect a Chief Con-ul, Vice
Consul, one Representative and a Secretary-Treasurer.
It costs $2.00 to join the L ague ($1.50 o' which is paid
back by the League Treasurer to the Division) May
1st. It costs $1.co to renew a membership. After the
first six months ot the year have passed, it costs $1 50
to join. Every member gets the League Bulletin
free, which is one of the bist cycling papers published.
Mr. Charles H. Luscomb, of New York, is now Presi-
dent, and Mr. Abbot Bassett, of Boston, is Secretary
and ed-tor o! the Bulletin. The Leagne has a legal
department, a department for improvement of high-
ways, a department for the maintaimngoftransportation
on railways, a racing department, besides o:h. r techni-
cal departments, all prcs d< d over by excellent men
who make a specialty of their particular lines of work.
The League is kept continually before the eyes of the
public, and is a frequent 1 ligant in the courts, and is
before the legislatures of States. It has at its command
the best talent of the East, where the cycling population
is greater than in the West. It has first made smooth
the way of the cycler over the highways, has established
his legal status, has built up precedents for action in
the courts, and is the guardian generally of the personal
interests and convenience of every person who rides a
wheel.
Wisconsin can obtain the full benefits of this noble

organization as laid down. We now have a nominal
organization, but without officers and heads of depart,
ments, we are void. The Milwaukee Wheelmen, recog-
nizing its position as the representative club of the
State by virtue of its location in the metropolis, feels
that it is its duty to take the initiative and calls for the
co-operation of all cyclers of Wisconsin. We lack but
eleven more members to attain the position of a Division
of the first class. We have the finest cycling of any
State in the Union, and prospects of a great increase in
our wheeling population during the coming year. We
invite you cordially to come to Milwaukee Saturday
aft' rnoon, January 25th, and will make it pleasant for
you. Fraternally, Milwaukee Wheelmen.
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Connecticut Removal and Appointment.

I herehy remove for cause, Mr. W.G. Hughes consul,

at Waterbury and appoint in his stead Mr. Rollin R.

Bird David J. Post, Chief Consul.

Louisiana Division Call Meeting.

At a call meeting oi the Louisiana Division held on

SaturHav, January 4th, 1800, a large attendance being

present, the following resolution, received a unanimous
vote.

, , t
Be it resolved, that President Luscomb be advised by

wire, that it is the unanimous request of the Louisiana

Division, in meeting assemhled, that he will appoint

John O'Keardon, Vice Consul, andW. H. Renaud, Jr.,

Representative of this Division.
Harrv H. Hodgson, Chief Consul.

J. W. Dodge, Secretary-Treasurer.

New Orleans, January 4th, 1S90.

Missouri Division.

A Magnificent Offer For New Members.

To consuls and members :

To st.mulate the work oi recruiting I will present a

fine calendar to every member v. ho secures us a recruit

during the present month. The said calendar is a

work of art and will not be out of place in the finest

parlor or drawing-room. Full particulars as well as

application blanks will be found in Bulletin of Jan-
uary 3, which 1 trust you will not fail to make good
use of and ther by add your quota to "Missouri's 400."

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.

namesto work on I shall he pleased to furnish it. In

this connection it would be well to say that I will pre-

sent a fine calendar to every member who secures us a

recruit during the present month. The said c ilendar

is a work of ait and will not he out of place in the finest

parlor or drawing room Fraternally yours,
Robt. Holm, Chief Consul.

Missouri Appointment.
H. C. Woodruff is hereby appointed Local Cousul

for Hannibal, vice A. C. Miller resigned. He can be
seen or add essed care Master Mechanic's office H.
and St. J. Ry.
In Mr. Miller the Division looses one of its hardpst

workers and one to whom the credit is due f. r securing
our pn sent Hannibal membership, St. Louis.

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.

Missouri's 400.

To Consuls and Members

:

Another y- ar has rolled around and left the member-
ship of this Division in a very unsatisfactory condition.
At the lime of taking charee of this office I set my
heart upon obtaining 410 members by January i.and
had 1 received but one-third of the suppo t and en-
couragement which is accord d the Chief Consuls of
other Divisions, we would have gotten there. As. it is

we have justseventy members less than what we started
out for, and while the Division has grown from 27 \ to

330 members (an increase of nearly twentv-five per cent,

du.ing the four months of the present administration)
still it is not what it would have been hid the majority
of local Consuls and the members themselves done
their duty at recruiting. The larger part of the work
of securing recruits was done right here in St. Louis bv
the undersigned and Vice Consul Jord in, while such
cities as Kansas City, St. Joseph and Joplin were rarely
if ever heard from, in spite of the iactlhal each of them
has either a Representative, committee chairman or a
member of one of the mist important committees of the
Division. With the advent of ihe Sew Year this all

has to be changed and 1 hope to see an immediate im-
provement in work of lecruiting. There are at present,
at the very lowest estimate, 1000 wheelmen in this State
who all could be gotten to join by using a little per-
suasion. The name and addresses of the riders are in

my possession, and should any member desire a list of

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list oi applications for member-

ship received up to dale, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, which is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen

vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of

two League members in good standing, or of three re-

putable citizens ol the United States or Canada, be

eligible to membership in this League upon payment

of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the

year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval oi the Board oi Officers, or a committee

hereof, two weeks after the publication ol the name in

a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,

the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correft.

Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection

able person may unite with the League, members are

given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date

of publication, and contain specific charges so far as

it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.

The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-

tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 224—Total 46—12,278.

Boston, Jan. 17, 1890.

Colorado Division—4—51.

Social Wheel Club.

25973 Brown, A. H., 1836 Arapahoe St., Denver

Unattached.

25971 Cordingly, Alfred, 1219 So. n St., Denver
2597* Pickett. Frank W., Box 170, Monte Vista
25yS6 Dille, Frederick M., Greeley

Delaware Division—6—45.

Wilmington Wheel Club.

259S7 Alker, Tohn B., 221 No. Jackson St., Wilmington
259SS Bla kburn, W'm. D., 1402 Van Buren, "

2^989 Collin, Fred F., 921 Lancaster ave ,

"

2509s Harlan, Howard, 1032 Maryland ave., "

25991 Seed>, Washington C, 1303 West 13 St.,
"

Unattached.

25992 Thomas, Charles F., 421 Market St.,
"

Illinois Division—4—S96.

Illinois Cycling Club.

25983 Decker, E. M., 363 So. Western ave., Chicago
25981 Safford, L. B., 352 W. Madison St.,

"

259S5 Vokoun, J. W., 10S La Salle St..
"

Unattached.

25997 Smith, J. B., Box 123, Abingdon

Massachusetts' Division—5—1622

Columbia Bi. Club.

25962 Packard, Wm. F.,

25064 Thurston, Will E., Box II,

Unattached.

25963 Scott, E. A.,

No. Attleboro
Attleboro Falls

No. Attleboro
Warren

Hopkinton
25098 Jones, W. E., Box 3

}f999 Smith, Leon E., B Yi 4>

Michigan Division— 1—436.

Grand Rapids Bi. Club.

25978 Borrt, Lawrence, 3i7jefTerson ave.,
Grand Rapids

Missouri Division—3—338.

Fleet Wing Outing Club.

2595S Bartholomew, W. H., 3400 Morgan St., St. Louis

Unattached.

25079 Allshouse, H. A., rare of A. M. Ray, Hannibal
25993 Zorn, H. E., Box 16, T)e Soto

New (ersey Division—8—619.

Englewood Wheelmen.

2507; Morewood, Henry F., Englewood
25974 Miller, G. L.,

"

26001 Moore, Lewis H., "

25976 Westervelt, W. A., Tenafly

Orange Wanderers.

25068 Clark, John E., 3 Arlington PI., East Orange

Trenton Wheelmen.

25994 Coleman, Wm. V., 239 E. Hanover St., Trenton

Unattached.

2,969 Simanton, Chas. E., Box 252, Washington
26000 Dasmer, Wm., 192 Bergan ave., Jersey City

New York Division-6—2140.

Brooklyn Ramblers.

25095 Hundley, Geo A., 116 Henry St., Brooklyn
25996 Whitelaw, James jr., 92 Washington St., "

Unattached.

250S0 Lew, Roht. E., 37 East 62d St., New York
25057 Muller, Emil G., 42S W. 29 St.,

"

25970 Hayes, Harold A., Drawer 32, Tonawanda
26002 Moore, Dr. C. E., 315 W. 46 St., New York

Pennsylvania Division—6— 1415.

Unattached.

25965 Peddrick, Miss Lillie E., acoS No. 20 St.,

• Philadelphia
25060 Mershon, C. C, 1203 Filbert St.,

"

251,77 Ware, Georee, 2021 No. 16 St.,
"

25059 Williams, Thomas M., 27C9 Brown st, "
25961 Davis, J. Harry, Jr., Secane. Del. Co.
25ySi Arnold, Harvey A., Williamsport

Rhode Island Division— 1—339.

Unattached.

250S2 Ashton, Wm. H., 224 No. Main, Pawtucket

Texas Division— 1—37.

Unattached.

25966 Gray, R. W., Box 400,

Florida— 1

—

Unattached.

25967 Lowe, Herbert W., 63 West Union St.,

El Paso

Jacksonville

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you will find $ for initiation fee and dues in the

League of American Wheelmen to April 30, i8qo. I hereby certify that I am over /8 y&ars of age, and that I am an amateur
within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Numbet, o? Box,.

References:. City,

State,.

Enclosed. for Holder.
(Bach Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Feb.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first halt year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and 50 cents during the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date ol paper and May 1, 1S90. Write plainly—Printing preferred.. Postage stamps will not be received.

tg- 11 you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calt skin, with a receptacle tor ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and acket for per
nonal cards send 25 cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send 150 cents extra. Leave the margins in using this blank
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UNION CYCLE (IfflCTUBi CO.

THE • UNION • SAFETY

Superlative in all its Details.

SOLICITS A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE.

WESTERN BRANCH:

293-295 Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

OFFICE AND FACTORY:

Highlandville,

Mass.

catai^ogubs ^re>;e> OIV aitm^ioatioiv,
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IS YOUR NAME I MAILING LIST?

IT SHOULD
WHY?

BECAUSE our '90 "CAT" is most interesting and instructive, and
qives full description of THE "BRONCHO" SAFETY BICYCLE.

BECAUSE we send GRATUITOUSLY a picture of J. C. PURVIS-
BRUCE ("JACK.").

BECAUSE we send picture of the SKOOKUM, that WONDERFUL
ANIMAL from which we derive our famous THREE-KNOT SKOOKUM
OIL.

We are now distributing CATALOGUES.
SEND NAME and FULL ADDRESS.
ACTIVE, "GET THERE" AGENTS wanted for all unsupplied ter-

ritory.

WHITE CYCLE COPHUI,
>

., U. b. H.

TUB Favorite Pre«T,i>tinn« ofl ONE
the Briehtest Medial M n.i« I TVT"r.T)Tr,T v\rn

In thn world, ae used bv them In I S*l*'"lZ„„
•he Hospitals, of London, Paris, | ro* OHB

I Berlin and Vienna. | pt3EA°S .

No. 1—Cures Catarrh, Hay Fever, Bosa
Cold, Catarrhal Deafness.

No. 2—Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Asth-
ma, ConBuiui>tion. A BeerlessKemedy.

Wo. 3—Rheumatism, Gout.
No. 4—Liver & Kidneys,Dvepepfriajn-
digestion, Constipation. Blights Disease.

No. 5—rever and Ague, Dumb Ague,
Malaria, Neuralgia.

No. 6—Female Weakness, Irregulari-
ties, Whites. AGoldi'ii U«iiiedy.

No. 7—A Perfect Tonic, winch gives
Health, Form ami Fu lness, Clear Com-
plexion, Good B'ood and lots of it.

Wo. 8—NervousDebility,Loss of Power
lmpotence.au incomparable renipdx

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ABE THE MOST
• • * PERFECT.

RELIABLE

ACENTS
WANTED.

Every bo lie Ruurnn:t-A to erne

I

its epeciil di«ea«n >f CUItABl.E and
to pivo permanent relief ALWAYd.
liesr-nptive Cncnlarw Bent fn-e i>n

application HOSI'ITA', rEilEDJC
COMPANY, Toronto. Canada.

One-Third Actual Size

This oiler, as the cut shows, consists ol a tube toi

holding the oil, fitted at the top with an Acme tip

which can be unscrewed when it is desired to refill th«

oiler. A cap ot the same diameter fits over the lop

Only throws a small quantity oi oil at a stroke. Besi

and neatest in the world. Handsomely nickel plated

Fot sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt ol

price, so cents each CUSH.MAN & DKN1SON,
17a oth avenue. New York

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen.
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

Committee.

A. G, Spalding \ Bros.

Maters ol the Official L. A. V. Sundries.

V^clUS. Leasru* Regulation l.M
SlllT*f,«l League Regulation 3.00OIXJ.X L». No . xx Fine Cheviot for hot

weatner wear « 1.00
fi.f-,rkf*1riricya Our celebrated UnenOlAJ^.H.J..IlgS. soic stocking, League

color 1.00

"Rr»l+C3 No. X Silk, Edge's League color,
JL»C7l. L>3. white centre. Snake Buckle .BO

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Sn»ke Buckle 40

Q1tS\£»a Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
V7JjHJ"S. hand made, light, strong, elastic. 0.OO

• No. 1, Canvas, leather trimmiue't.3 JJO

Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Salts

A. G. SPALDING ft BROS,,
241 Broadway, New York,

108 Madison St., Chicago.

Brownina, King $ Co.

Official Tailors of the Z.A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only Offici^ailors to tieL.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttens. 3c. each.
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WHY I AM A COLUMBIA AGENT.
m

1. The Pope Mfg. Co. has the reputation of making* only

the highest grade of machines.

2. Their plant is the largest and best equipped of any in

the world.

3. They make every class of high grade cycle in popular use.

4. They fill orders promptly for machines or sundries.

5. The reputation of the Pope Mfg. Co. is recognized every-

where, and Columbia cycles sell the easiest.

6. The dealings of the Pope Mfg. Co. with me have

always been fair and liberal.

7. The Pope Mfg. Co. issue the best cycling catalogue pub-

lished, and large quantities of unique and valuable

advertising matter, and do the greatest amount of

general advertising.

8. I can make more money by being a Columbia, Agent,

because Columbias are sold at one price only, which is

positive proof of their value.

9. Columbias cost less to repair than any other machines,

and all parts are interchangeable.

10. By far the largest proportion of professional, scientific,

and mechanical men and other riders best qualified to

judge of values are now riders of Columbias.



UU-ETIN.***
bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS Or (VCLI^Q.

$1.00 a Year.
5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 24 JANUARY, 1890.

Volume XX.
Number 13.

NECESSITY IS THE MOTHER OF INVENTION.
DESIRABILITY IS A STEP FARTHER.
THE INGENUITY OF MAN RISES TO THE PRODUCTION NOT

ONLY OF THE NECESSARY, BUT GOING BEYOND THIS IT FINDS
FIELDS FOR EVEN GREATER AND FINER ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE
REALMS OF ELABORATION, WHERE THE OBJECT IS NOT ONLY
TO FIND A DEVICE THAT WILL DO THE WORK, BUT THE DEVICE
THAT WILL DO THE WORK THE BEST.

NOV/ WE LAY CLAIM TO AT LEAST A REASONABLE SHARE
OF THIS INGENUITY, AND SUCH AS WE HAVE WE HAVE PUT
INTO THE VICTORS. THEY STAND AS EVIDENCE OF WHAT WE
CAN DO IN THE WAY OF BUILDING BICYCLES, AND THERE ARE
LOTS OF PEOPLE WHO TALK VERY ENTHUSIASTICALLY ABOUT
THEM.

RIDE A VICTOR (IF YOU DON'T ALREADY) AND YOU WILL
KNOW WHY.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

oVE^mflfi cUHEEii co.,
BOSTON, WASHINGTON.

Office and Factory, CJ4IC0PEE FAliliS, fllASS.
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WE DON'T AUPHEN DO THIS.
Our allusion to the Auphenwauk Wheel Club on the

10th inst., brings us an article in the Cycler and
Tourist, written by a gentleman whose puhhc name is

the same as that of the above club. We have a sus-
picion as to his identity, but will not uncover him. A
part of his story looks as though he had started to

write an ad. for us, and then suddenly changed his

mind. We have taken the liberty of splicing it out,

and divide the responsibility with him, as indicated by
the quotation marks

:

"I seen one'r them little tew wheels go along tother
day, be them's good's the tall ones?" queried the

stranger, as we stopped by the way. We eyed him a
moment, and then softly asked if he knew what a
momentous problem he had stated. And with em-
boldened mein thus we broke foith: 'Sir, in days
forever flown (and well they be) our elder brothers
rode velocipedes within the narrow halls enclosed. No
tire of rubber, soft as down that doth in fable grace
the goose's pinion fair, was to be found about those
wheels of yore. They rested prone with tire of steel

upon the floor. Where are they now, those shakers of
our marrow? Gone! But know ye these were 'best'

and highly vaunted in their day! So runs my tale.

'Twere idle words to note the fickle shades have come
and gone since those crude days in cycledom.
And now ye ask me what Is best; my words are

scant. This might ye mark withal, that some be much
enamored of a kind, or style or breed, the like of which
ye speak. Anon 'tis given out that certain artisans
have wrought in wood, a cycle of this draught" in
which the captious critics would, with eager gaze, spy
out some flaw, and then, with pomp and nerve worthy
the undoing of a more heinous crime, proclaim in
tone (the which 'twere folly to compare with aught,
but those affefted by relatives of the mule upon his
father's side) 'I told you so.' But lo, 'the die is cast,'

we use this ancient chestnut as we found it, though in

food sooth most modern dies are forged. 'Tis with
ut small regret that we, unmindful of the croaker's

wail, observe the pulling in of holes, up which the
egotistic cranks have crawled.
While hickory wheels their noiseless course pursue,

and ever on and up the royal path which is with preju-
dice beset, you may expect to see them lead the van.
And if, perchance, you read the English press you will
with much perplexity observe that, after all these
tedious years of buckling wheels and breaking tubes,

STERLING E^rvIOTT,

there yet remains unsolved (if of their talk we may
take heed) problems of which the laymen little reck,
problems momentous and far-reaching, of spokes
"triangulated," "diredt," "tangent," "resultant," and
otherwise. If to a science was reduced the art of
making wheels, no more we'd hear amid the rattling
tumult of the street (which rattling, by the way, would
then be less) the loud and useless talk of this or that
man's whim, of which, mayhap, the leading wheelmen
boast. But in its stead will all agree that some par-
ticular mode is best. What will it be? Time in its

resistless flight will tell the tale. If this or that be
best, don't doubt 'twill come and stay. Truth crushed
to earth can no more surely rise, than can the best
supplant all else in every trade. The worm when
trodden on will turn, but not with greater certainty than
will the hickory wheels of which, we wot, you fain
would know the rest. A postal card well started on its

course will, in due time, to us the story tell, and forth-
with on receipt of your desire thus made known, we'll
hasten to relieve your want.

Nevirton, Mass.
"UTILE DUIiCI."

It may be egotism on our part, yet we cannot help but feel that
the boys mean what they say when they hold up their right hand for

the Little Giant, and confirm their opinion by their orders.
We have often heard repeated, "the best is always the cheapest in

the end, even at a greater cost." To this we add certainly, cer-
tainly, and we give you the best without the extra cost.

Therefore, the test and the cheapes . without the extra cost, buy
A Little. Giant of some of the many agents herewith attached and be
happy All reliable dealers, who would not sell these goods if not as
we recommend and guarantee them:

Wm. Read & Sons, Boston, Mass.; Merwin, Hulburt & Co.,

New York; E. C. Meacham Arms Co., St. L.ouis, Mo.; A. G.
Spalding & Bros., Chicago, 111.; H. A. Lozier & Co., Cleveland,
Ohio.; Standard Cycle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; Bretz, Curtis &
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; B. Frank McDaniel, Wilmington, Del.;

Eisenbrandt Bros., Baltimore, Md.; H. S. Owen, Washington,
D. C; Alsdorf & Co., Newark, JS. J.

LOZIER & YOST BICYCLE MFC CO., Box 131, Toledo, 0.

PRICE ONLY $35.

TH8 MOUNT FOR 1590.

THE REFEREE SAFETY.

Correct braced diamond frame of the best steel

tubing. True tangent spokes. Ball socket head.

Best black rubber tires. "Weight, 37 lbs., all on.

The lightest in the world and easiest running.

BRETZ, CDBTIS & CO., Piaflelplia, Pa.

AGENTS WANTED. Sole U. S. Importers.

Send a Postal

!

Card to Howard A. Smith & Co., Newark,

N. J., giving your name and address, which

will be placed on their mailing list. Their

1890 Catalog will be ready for mailing

without delay, and will be, if possible,

than ever before.

Elwell European Bicycle Tour,

(SEASON OF 1890.)

OATALOOUE NOW BEADY.

Address

F. A. ELWELL,
153 PEABL ST., - PORTLAND, ME.

For all kinds ot

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.
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SPECIAL.
Ail Advertisements in this Department so cents a line.

|gf"* Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter In payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken..

Box 632.

Send 35 cents and get one of the

New L. A. W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of rolled Silver Plate, oacy-

dlzed. Very neat and serviceable.

N. H. GIBBS.
PROVIDENCE, B. I

L, A. W, BADGES,
The official design in solid sold.

Prices, $2.50, $3.50, $5 .00 and up-
ward. Patented. Send for free

Catalogue and address orders to

C. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle St , Portland, Me.

TRY YOUR LUCK, by taking a chance on a 56-

inch Expert, nearly new and in first-class con-
dition; fitted with Lakin Cyclometer. Tickets 50c.

each; in clubs, 11 for $5. Address W. E. BEACH,
Howell, Mich.

"EH>R THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-
-*- ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and
other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,

$14.00, $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.O Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part
payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th St., New York City.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers

,

or mailed by the manufacturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

A. O. VERY,
New England Agent for the

lion/"li"
—AND—

'
"Giant'- Cycles.

—ALSO—

The Standard SewingMachine

173 Tremont Street.

AGENTS WANTED,

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.
Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, - . MASS.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE?
In this Department, is cents a line. I&-Cask must

accompany the order.SB
86f* Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken.

WANTED—Three Lakin and Butcher cyclometers
in good ordc-, geared to 50, 53 and two 56 inch

wheels. No letters answered that do not state price.
Address JOHN MAGEE, I. C. W., Richmond Hill,

A BARGAIN — Ad '"89" American Kamjle
safety; never used, for $105. Address H. W

CASE, A'nsonia, Conn.

I^OR SALE—Victor safety, pattern of '39; run five

months; in fine condition; good bargain. E.
LEAVENWORTH, Sioux City, Iowa. Box z6;.

)OQ PATTERN 50-inch Expert; good as new;
<JV not used much; D. finish. Will sell for $85.

If not as represented can be returned; privilege of ex-
amination. J.F. LEITZINGER, Clearfield, Pa.

COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER SAFETY—
Invincible lamp; oilcan; patent toe clips; bridles;

bell and tools. Run about one month. Good as new.
Address Lock Box in, Knoxville, Tenn.

FOR SALE—Caligraph; used by one person for a
lew months only; good as new. Original cost

$85; will sell for $50. Apply at office of Bicycling
World, 12 Pearl street, Boston.

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Russet
Oider.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling drab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance oi natural fruit acid

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the
press, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ling and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED 1S65.

Lamson's Detachable Luggage Carrier No.l.

As now made fits all the Safeties. (Patented.)
Does not rattle or chafe the machine. Does not

interfere with the use of the brake or lantern. Very
light and durable. May be quickly removed from the
machine without undoing the bundle, and then forms a
perft ct shawl-strap. Price, 81.00. For sale by all
dealers in Cycling goods. Made by

C. H. LAMSON, - - PORTLAND, ME.
s (Electrotypes furnished dealers who publish cat-
alogues.)

Wanted to Purchase.

The subscriber desires to pur-

chase a few of the following

wheels, 1889 pattern. Columbia
Light Roadster Safeties, Colum-
bia Tandem Safeties, Columbia
Tandem Tricycles. Must be in

best possible condition. I will

pay cash, or accept in exchange
for new wheels of any desired

make. Address

COLUMBIA,
Bicycling World Office.

INARIES,

Just the article every Cyclist
needs.

Mark's Ball Bearing

Cleaner.

By the use of this little de
vice the cleaning of the Ball
bearings is perfectly easy and
safe, with no loss, as it Is not
necessary to handle them.
Send for one at once, and you
will say it is just as mdespen-
sable as a wrench or oil can.

S Full nickel, neatly packed,
3 with full directions, and sent

postpaid, on receipt of 75c.

All orders addressed to the
Inventor.

C. E. MARK, Flint, Mich.

We Have Got the Grip,
But it is not the same as the prevailing

fashionable disease. It is in

the shape of a

TOE CLIP.

RANKIN PAT. TOE CLIP

They do not Grip so that you cannot get your feec
off when you desire. In fact it is the easiest thing
imaginable. It will improve your riding, as you can
add about 25 per cent, pressure on your pedals.
Be Fashionable, Boys, and have the Grip. The

expense is Light. They will keep your feet from
slipping off the pedals, and save you many a fall.

Agents wanted. A big thing for hustlers . Liberal
discounts to same.

RANKIN & BRUCE ^Sole owners
& Man'cturers

Box 103, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mail orders Postage Paid, per Pair, 50 cents.

Waste basket full of references if vou wont them.
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INCER CYCLES
Particular attention is called to the IMPROVEMENTS FOR

1890, and especially to the following :

THE "SINGER" BALL STEERING.
THE " SINGER " SPRING FORK.

THE << SINGER " COMBINATION BRAKES.
THE « SINGER " PATENT STEERING FOR TANDEMS.

THE « SINGER " BALL PEDALS.

OUR PATENT SPRING-WIRED TYRES

STAT ON.
For full -particulars of all " Singer" Cycles see Illustrated Catalogue.

SINGER 5t CO • »

O <&? ^ Berlszelesr Street, Boston, Mass.

Annual Announcement!!

As for several years past, before the season opens

we offer a few „

JNLew ]WAIli 0$diHa$ies,

taking Other Wheels in Part Payment. This gives

wheelmen an opportunity of realizing for their old

mount more than any other way and obtaining a New

Mail, the reputation of which is too well known to need

description.

Describe fully your wheel, stating size, condition

make, and your valuation.

SEND FOR NEW MAIL CATALOGUE.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington Street, Boston.
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TN the official department of this issue will be found the Racing
-*• Rules of the L. A. W., as amended by the Racing Board at its

meeting in Chicago, January nth. Many changes have been made
in the old rules and several new rules have been added, and we
have now a code as a whole admirably suited to the times, and the

interest of the sport.

The most important step taken by the Board is that in which it

sets its foot upon the evils growing out of the recognition of the
rules of athletic organizations, which are more elastic than those of

the L. A. W. , and under which men have accepted expenses and
ridden under various club colors, as they could not under League
rules. In future the League will take charge of cycle racing, and
will make its governing rules, and the athletic clubs will be re-

quired to conduct their cycle contests under these rules, and these
only.

We notice that the Board has gone back to the rule which re-

quires race promoters to obtain the san&ion of the Board before
race meetings can be announced to be held under L. A. W. rules.

That rule was in force during 1882-3, but it was found to be of
doubtful utility as well as productive of a great amount of work.
The members must have been aware of extraordinary circumstances
calling for 6uch a rule as this, for we do not think that we over-
state it when we say it will increase their labors two fold.

The championship will now mean something, and will attract
much more attention and excite more interest than ever before.
The scheme mapped out by the Board has the stamp of wisdom,

and cannot fail to give us good results. We cannot but regret that

the championships are all for two-wheelers. The tricycle has been

relegated to the rear of the procession in this day of "safeties," but

we should be glad to see at least one little distance for the wide-

tracked wheel, but the Board is not of this opinion.

Provision in part is made for district championship meetings,

and permission is given to districts to pay the expenses of racing

men to national championship meetings, but the working details of

this scheme are lacking. The districts are not organized, and no
provision is made or suggested how they are to get money to pay
these bills and who is to disburse it. The Racing Board cannot

assemble the States into districts, nor can the National Assembly,

for want of sufficient notice, at its next annual meeting. The dis-

tricts should be organized under uniform rules, which shall provide

for the raising of money and the expenditure of it. Who is to

make these rules, and when? The scheme is a good one so far as

the Racing Board has carried it, but there would seem to be very

much that is important yet to be done, and which has been omitted.

Under the old rules a starter was not allowed to step over the

starting line, but many starters kept within the letter of the law

though they fell at full length on the ground after the push-off. In

future no part of the starter's body may touch the track in front of

the mark. This is a good rule.

Novices must now have never won a prize. The provision in the

old rule, which failed to count prizes won in club contests, came
from England and encumbered the rule to no benefit. The rule is

simplified and greatly improved by the change.

Under the old rules a man was classified by the time he had pre-

viously made in winning one of the first three positions in any

race. Now the rule changes three to two. It seems to us that the

object of this rule is to keep from a class race any man who can

make better time than that given for the race. In fact we think we
would like to have seen the Board go further, and apply the same

principle to this kind of race that applies to handicaps, i. e., we
would exclude from a class race any man who in the opinion of the

classifier had undoubted ability to make better time than that

stated in the title of the race. "Handicaps shall be based on the

ability as well as records of the contestants." So, wisely, says Rule

F. If it is good in the case of handicaps, why not in the case of

class races? If it is fair to judge a man by his abilities as well as

his records when we place him on the 25, 50 or 100 yard mark, why
is it not just as fair to do the same when we put him in 2.40, 2.50 or 3

minute class race? It does not count for much to instance the

practice of the trotting rules.

Let us be progressive and let us remember that we have made
advances in many ways over the trotting rules. So long as we fail

to consider the abilities of riders in classifying them, just so long

will the true objects of the class race be defeated, just so long will

riders scheme to keep their record above the mark where they

should rest. The men whose ability will not permit them ride

faster than the race title are defrauded of the protection which that

title should give them. The old rule provided that the first three

places should count because the rules call for three watches. Now
a man may win third place and practically demonstrate that he can

make 2.40 for a mile, and yet for want of other records, enter a

three minute class. We do not think the change improves this

rule.

The new provisions in the case of team racing prevents in

future many of the questionable practices which have been indulged

in by those who wanted to win glory for a club by employing im-

ported talent, and corrects one of the abuses for which athletic clubs

are largely responsible. The new rule is an excellent one.

Those who enter a team race are eligible to the consolation race

if the prize in the former goes to the club and not to the individuals,

but it does not seem fair to admit these men to the consolation if

they have competed in no other race. The prize won for the club

in the team race should not bar them from the consolation, but they
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should have some other claim to it than the team race entry.

Several changes that we hoped to see are not forthcoming. It would

have been wise to forbid betting among race officials. It would

seem at first thought that such a rule was unnecessary, but race

officials have been known to lay wagers, thus predjudicing their

judgments, and a rule could do no harm, and might do much good.

Heretofore it has been an unwritten law that a Referee could

call a rider from the track and end a race when its finish was a fore-

gone conclusion and further continuance was a bore to the audience.

If a ten mile race is being run, and at six miles all contestants but

one have left the track, the race should be given to that rider and

he should be called from the track. In the past, Referees have as-

sumed the right to take such action and men have been called from

the track in many cases to the relief of the audience and all con-

cerned. But the Board has refused to confer this power upon the

Referee, not at the last meeting, but previously. This omission we
regret, and no matter how tedious and useless it may be, prevents

the officer from acting under the unwritten law as he was wont to,

and that in case there is no power to call a solitary rider from the

track, even though he loaf through the remaining distance.

We are pleated to note that the handicapper's fees have been

raised to a sum that will prevent him from actually losing money
for the privilege of putting in good hard work. We have given

our opinions of some of the new provisions of the rules, but let it

not be thought that we think unfavorably of them as a whole. We
believe the code has been very much improved, and that the racing

interests will gain by the changes that have been made. We do
not believe the Board will regard our criticisms unkindly. We
congratulate them upon the great stride they have made in the

right direction ; the improvement is vastly in excess of the points

we have criticised.

(~~+ OVERNOR BRACKETT, of Massachusetts, will please accept
\J our most respectful apologies for the error which we inad-

vertently made last week, in stating that he had omitted to make
any recommendation on the matter of roads improvements. The
papers that we have before us and the same one that we carefully

looked over was the January 3d, morning issue, of the Boston
Herald. In the report of the Governor's message given in that issue

nothing-appeared on the roads improvement question, and naturally

supposing that such an important document was given in its en-

tirety we concluded that Governor Brackett had given the matter

the slip.

Later we discovered that in the e vening edition of January 2d of

the Boston Herald the message was published in extenso, while the

morning edition of the Herald January 3d omitted the clause which
referred to roads improvement.

The Governor 6ays, in the message as sent to the Legislature,

and as printed in the Herald of the 2d :

"It is important that the public roads be kept in the best possible
condition for the safety, convenience and pleasure of the people.
This subject is one in which great interest is at the present time
being manifested, not only in this State but in others. That there
is ample room for improvement is apparent. As one step in this

direction, my predecessor, in his message of last year, recom-
mended the appointment of a Commissioner of Highways, with
certain specified duties. I commend to your careful consideration
this proposition, and all others which may be submitted to you
looking to a better system of construction and repair of our public
ways."

Mr. George L. Perkins himself waited on the Governor, and re-

quested. him to notice the matter in his message, and Governor
Brackett promised to do so, and performed his promise as shown
above.

We make this rather lengthy explanation to show the reason of

the oversight and error made in our last issue. We again apologize

to Governor Brackett, and also to Mr. George L. Perkins, who had
been so active in calling the attention of the Governor to the ad-

visability of inserting a roads improvement clause into the message.

TN our report on another page of the active doings of Me66r6.
A Perkins and Cossum, of the Rights and Privileges Committee,

in the States of Maryland and Virginia will be a source of comfort

and encouragement to the friends of roads improvement legisla-

tion. It is too early in the game to crow too loudly, but we can-

not but congratulate League members and Messrs. Perkins and

Cossum on the fine beginning the committee has made in those

two States. It augurs well for the ultimate succe6S6 of the scheme.

IT is very evident that our Baltimore correspondent, "Argus, Jr.,"

will have to report a different condition of things so far as the atti-

tude of the State L. A. W. officials being opposed to any action

looking towards pushing a general road law. Mr. Perkins ha6 been

down there and shown the whole-souled Marylander6 that there i6

"something in" roads improvement legislation. The result of the

joint conference is that Chief Consul Mott has taken off his coat,

and his able Lientenants have also shed their outer garment and

gone to work with a will, nay, two wills. Ergo, keep your eye on

Maryland

!

One fine day in the month of May, in

b/ict/ia; a7t>t/t<: *he year A. D. 1886, several wheelmen metnuzivjv iwiuz. .

n New Bedford)and after a little pre-

" TONFY" liminary talk determined to perfect a per-

manent organization, to be known to the
world as the "Wayside Wheelmen," and

thus came to be organized the association which is now known as

the New Bedford Cycle Club. Through the efforts of its Captain,
who is the present Local Consul, the club recently became joined
to the League. Its Captain is Francis L. Wing, who was born in

the city of New Bedford, May 9, 1868, and who at present occupies
a clerkship in the office of one of the most prosperous merchants of
the "City of Whales." Captain Wing was the originator and pro-
moter of the annual 20-mile road race between the Taunton and
New Bedford Clubs, which through the efforts of himself and
others has become the event of every riding season. It is now
quite a long time since he took to cycling, and it was not until

Decoration Day, 1887, that he took an active interest in racing.

Then he entered and won the five-mile road race for the champion-
ship of the city, in the time of 19m. 13s. He won second prize in

a one-mile race on the same day, and on Thanksgiving Day of the

same year he won second prize in a five-mile race, and second in a

two-mile event. Since then he has dropped racing and taken to

the wheel for pleasure, with wh'ch he combines the business of
drumming up new members for the League. Captain Wing has
dropped all claims of being a racing man, and allows Mr. Henry
Smith to do the racing for the club, although Batchelder, Wing,
Dunham, Pease and Connors Coggelshell are always ready to take

their trick at the wheel, as it were.

Last Sunday Mr. E. B. Pillsbury, of the Massachusetts Club,
entertained Secretary Alexander, of the Portland Wheel Club, at

the rooms of the Boston Athletic Club. Mr. Alexander expressed,

himself as well pleased with the hospitality he had received at the

hands of the wheelmen of this city, and especially the members of

the Massachusetts Club. Speaking about the Massachusetts Club
reminds me that that organization has a surplus in its treasury,

and in order to reduce it, the members, following the custom of

previous years, will deplete their wealth by the holding of the an-
nual banquet at some hotel in this city, to be selected by a com-
mittee appointed for that purpose.

Even in the wintry month of January, when the roads are frozen

and a howling wind is piping free, it is very hard for the all round
wheelmeen to 6tay and roast his toes before an open fire, and last

Sunday Capt. Robinson, of the Charlestown Rovers, ventured to

take a ride in the cold, cold world. With his accustomed fleet-

nes6 he rode out to the reservoir, and there met President Armory,
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Lieut. Sprague, Secretary Ryder and Mr. Hill, of the Massachu

setts Club, who had ridden to the Great Sign Boards and return.

President Armory rode a brand new ordinary, and by this fact one

can guess what he thinks of the safety.

If the proposition to divide the country into racing sections, as

suggested by the Racing Board, be accepted, Boston, or at least

Massachusetts, ought to have a Represemative on the board of as-

sistants, and the glorious old State has no better posted wheelman
than Dr. W. G. Kendall of Baston.

The large array of bunting, together with the brilliant lights, and

the handsome display of tropical plants and flowers made the in-

terior of Congress Hall, Charlestown, Mass., a handsome setting

for the picture of beauty presented there last Friday evening, by the

youth and beauty of Charlestown's elite, who had come to make the

annual party of the Charlestown Rovers a brilliant and shining

success, and a success it proved; one that far out-ranked all its

brilliant predecessors, and was the beacon light that attracted

wheelmen from all parts of the Commonwealth.

For some time past the members of the Harvard Bicycle Club
have been considering the advisability of running a tournament in

the spring, but they took no definite action on the subject until a

few days ago, when they appointed Messrs. Davis, Greenleaf and
Spencer as a committee to confer with the Athletic committee in

regard to running an athletic tournament in the spring.

NEW YORK.

for a churl? For many moons did he circle round the cindered

arena, and won many times, and lost few. Aye, and many times,

too, has he invaded the wide territory of his brother racing men,
and snatched from them the mugs that they had thought they had

a pudding on swiping. So hold your carping censure, slave, and
remember only those proud days of old when the flying Windle got

there with both feet and hands, and snatched victory from defeat.

Waiter, another beer, this varlet hath made me thirsty.

The other evening I found Smart Aleck
alone at the club, and started the conver-
sation by inquiring if he had ever seen

ni/in/icewiw" such weather as we were noiv having.HAWKStiAW.
"Certainly I have," he replied. "When?"
I asked, in amazement. "Oh, last June,"

he answered, and nothing was heard but the fall of my own foot as

I energetically kicked myself, in the corner of the parlor.

In my notes a few days since I used the term "Bohemian," and a

correspondent writes to ask me what is a "Bohemian," and where
is "Bohemia?" 'Tis not an easy question to answer, this, even
though I am myself a resident of that mystic land. "Bohemia" is

anywhere, everywhere, nowhere. It exists in the hearts of its

denizens, in the lives of those who love it. It's the land of staunch
comradeship, of kindly sympathy, of kindred intellect, where hearts
beat high and hands grasp firm ; where poverty is no disgrace

;

where charity does not chill ; the land where the primitive virtues
have fled for refuge from the shams of society, and where Mrs.
Grundy holds no sway. Where is it? Under forest arches, where
the birds sing in the green twilight, and the wild creatures revel in

the birthright of untrammeled freedom ; under sapphire skies,

where water paves the wondrous, ant) laps the walls of palaces
whose beauty not all the centuries have dimmed; in crowded cities,

where leagues of bricks and mortar blot out Nature's handiwork
and foul the air with reek and smoke and stench ; in clubs, where
wit and good-fellowship hold high revelry of fragrant weed and
flowing bowl ; in cheerless streets, where the worn-out hack lies

with the old chum beside him striving with gentle hand to lighten
the last of the weary way. Where is it, you ask, my inquiring
friend? Where is it not? " Where heart has never leapt at the tale
of love, or chivalry, or mirth ; where Art has never touched with
hand divine the blind brute eyes, and bade the soul to see; where
music has never winged to teach the voice a carol and the feet a
measure; where mind remembers not to soar, and hand forgets its

cunning. There draw the line, for Bohemia stops. Know you
now where is Bohemia, and what a .Bohemian is? No? Then I

pity thee. Ah, happy realm! thou art the land of freedom; let
others boast as they will free thought, free speech, action and un-
fettered 60ul, parent of noble aims and worthy deeds, I say them all

when I breathe thy name, "Bohemia!" Quite poetic, say you?
W^ll, perhaps it is, but even then I have not done the subject jus-
tice, my dear inquiring friend, and if my answer please you not,
ask me something easier next time, and perhaps I may do better.

Ho, there! slave! Bring forth thy banjo, and play upon the
tensioned gut a paen of rejoicing. Perchance its tuneful measures
may keep pace with my pleasing thoughts. Know you not that
Windle has been reinstated, and that once more we shall have our
ears gladdened by hearing the populace crying in the arena, "Win-
dle wins!" So! such gags are gall and wormwood to you, are
they? Play on, slave, thy dulcet tones are sweet as fresh grass to a
distempered Harlem goat. Ah ! methinks I 6ee scorn curl your
bearded lip where erst the foam of beer drunk at my expense did
cling. And yet why is he contemned by you ? Because he fell
from spotless amateurship ? True

;
yet has he been both tried, con-

demned and purified by the most learned lords of the Racing
Board, and what are you, that you should thus question the acts of
these most learned and just defenders of our purity? Out upon you

ST. LOUIS.

Much feeling and much discussion is be-

ing experienced here by the action of the

Missouri Bicycle Club in rejecting the re-

• t tW7\ti?tt<z " port and recommendation of the committee,
L.lJSJSKUi>.

Jn the matterof consolidation with the Cy-
cling Club. Mr. Bob Sharpe and Mr. Willi

Brown were the ones to inaugurate the opposition to the proposed
consolidation, on the ground of unconstitutionality, they claiming

that inasmuch as the names of the proposed new members had not

been posted as required by the by-laws the club could not act on
them. A red-hot discussion followed, and on putting it to the vote

the acceptance of the committee's report and recommendation was
lost and the Secretary of the Missouri Bi. Club was requested to

notify the Cycle Club that they (the Missouris) had erred in in-

structing their committee, the instructions being in violation of the

constitution. That the rejection of the committee's report was an
outrage is openly admitted, and many of the members who voted

with the opposition non-bicycle element will have cause to regret

the action before long. The Cycling Club has nothing to be
ashamed of in connection with this matter, and I am sorry to state

that the same cannot be said of another club.

Dick Seibel, Kansas City's efficient Local Consul, accompanied
by his beautiful and accomplished wife, was in the city a week ago,
and made many friends during his stay.

New Orleans racing men had better look to their laurels, as the
Missouris' fastest man, V. P. Ring, has gone there to visit friends,

and incidentally to do a little racing. I bespeak for him a warm
reception at the hands of the Crescent City cyclists.

The Fleetwing Outing Club under the able management of its

energetic President, C. C. Hardcastle, is rapidly growing. Its

lady members now number nearly a dozen, and will be largely

added to in the spring.

The other day I saw a machine which was to "revolutionize cy-
cling"—in the inventor's estimation. Brief: Two 70-inch wheels,
two 52-inch wheels; arms and legs are to be used to propel. The
machine only -weighs 300 pounds, but it's bound to "revolutionize,"
etc., you know.

The publishers of the patent insides newspapers should by all

means have the attention of the National Improvement of High-
ways Committee. One concern here, the A. N. Kellogg News-
paper Co., alone, publishes some 500 newspapers distributed over
Illinois, Missouri, Iowa and Arkansas, and when the fact is taken
into consideration that to print road improvement matter in each
one of these papers takes only one setting up of type, the great
saving in time and work is at once apparent.

H. G. Wolzendorf is hard at work compiling the Division road
book, and early this week G. A. Frohman associated himself with
him for the purpose of getting out the maps of the riding districts

of cities named in a former letter. While the first road book had
many counties unreported, this year's book will have a report of all

save one, and that is Schuyler county. Consul Miller, of Mem-
phis, has been asked to supply the information.

The cycle has been put to many uses the past few years, but I

think the honor of being the first to make use of the wheel in cap-
turing a criminal, in St. Louis, belongs to Vice Consul Jordan.
He was riding on North Eighth street yesterday, and noticing a
pickpocket snatch a purse from a lady, gave chase o« his wheel,
and capturing the man after a hard run of two blocks, turned him
over to the police.

Since the rejection of the consolidation scheme the officers of the
Cycling Club have been hard at work reorganizing their club, and
last Thursday held a rousing meeting, at which a large nu nber of
members were admitted, and the lease of the house and grounds
numbered 2712 Pine street was ratified. The house is a large, two-
story structure, which with a number of small alterations can be
made the equal of any bicycle elub house in the country. A wide
lawn on either side gives ample room for two tennis courts, and as
the club will make a bid for the patronage of lady cyclist6 this
feature will doubtless be encouraged.

A war is on among the local athletic clubs, which was brought
about by the Pastimes resigning from the W. A. A. A. Since then
the Pastimes have been presented with a lot on Vandeventer ave-
nue by a number of the "Granite Mountain Barons," and are now
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making herculean efforts to get cyclists to join them. As cycling

will be completely deluged with urgent requests to join, I would
beg to remind riders to be rather careful of joining just yet. A big

deal is on, and if consummated cyclists will have a chance to join

the strongest bicycle and athletic organization in the entire West.

On Friday evening, January

NEW JERSE T NO TES. '7th
.' .

the B™d of °m?rs
°S

this
^ rr j kj Divtsion held a meeting in the

it ATT . .^„ club house of the Plainfield Bicy-
JSllliAM. de Club> ful| part jculars of which

appears in the official columns of
this issue. The Chief Consul's letter to non-League cyclers has
already borne most excellent results. An effort is to be made, and
I think it will prove successful, preventing non-members from ob-
taining the usual privileges and reductions at League hotels, and
hereafter cyclers will be required to show their League tickets at •

League hotels, or they will get no reduction. For full particulars

as to road book, annual meet, and other matters of interest, see

Official Department. The road book will be similar to that issued

by the Connecticut Division.

The entertainment to be given by the Elizabeth Wheelmen, on
Monday evening, February 3d, will be of a nature especially de-

signed to make glad the hearts of those who witness it; the pro-
gramme will include the following attractions : Marshall P. Wilder,
humorist; the Perry Brothers, Royal Swiss bell ringers; the
Misses Bender, vocal duelists and soloists.

The Plainfield Bicycle Club held another "progressive whist" on
Saturday night, January 18th, which was very well attended. The
committee in charge spared no trouble or expense in the prepara-
tions, as shown by the result. These Saturday night entertain-

ments are becoming more and more popular every week.

The large audience that gathered in Association Hall, Newark,
on Monday evening, January 20th, to attend the entertainment
given under the auspices of the Atalanta Wheelmen by the popular
humorist, Marshall P. Wilder, and the Park sisters quartette was
indeed an appreciative one, as illustrated by the continual encores
received. The club will realize about $100 on this entertainment.

At a meeting of the Englewood Wheelmen, held at the house of
President F. M. Demerest on Tuesday evening, January 14th, Mr.
H. P. Stoney was elected L. A. W. Representative. As this local-

ity is especially convenient for riders living in New York (via Fort
Lee Ferry) and Brooklyn (via Jay street Ferry) and as the hotel ac-

commodations are first class, there is no reason why it should not
become very popular with wheelmen in search of a pleasant day's
outing.

When one of our wheelmen started to

CffTCACO NOTFS rlde ^rom ^an Francisco to Chicago, he
was heard to remark on several occa-
sions that he was "bound to go through."
He kept his word. But alas for the cal-

culations of his newspaper backers, he
had not "fixed" things exactly right, and it was discovered that
while he rode the entire distance, yet a goodly portion was via
train. An ex-athlete who went out to Colorado to meet and ride

with that follower of Stevens has lately been whiling away the
weary hours by writing a true account of the ride, and persuaded
the Herald to purchase, intimating that if they did not want it

some other paper would.

You wilkremember the Scriptural story of the two men ; one
who built his house on the sand, and the other on the rock. You
will call to mind the result. We have an example in Chicago at

the present time, in the prospectus of the new cycling paper, the
Bearings, edited and managed by Van Sicklen and Barrett. The
forerunner of this publication certainly does not prejudice one in its

favor. They attempt to build their paper on the notoriety that
they have gained as participants in that redolent scandal, the
Indianapolis-Cincinnati ride.

The question of superiority of cycle racers will have for its centre
and greatest attraction the inevitable match between Lumsden and
Windle. Before the Peoria tournament was held the West was
considered small potatoes in regard to racers, but since the
Bankers, Campbell and Van Wagoner were never able to gain a

place but once in those races it is acknowledged that Chicago has a

better track team than could be produced outside of Illinois. Mr.
Piial'6 eyes were opened when he held a watch on Tuttle, of the
I. C. C, and saw him ride the second mile of a two-mile race in

2.34. A race between Lumsden and Windle would be worth going
miles to see.

Your Mr. "Stroller" tried to create a little excitement by pro-
posing a match race between Winship of Chicago and Myers of

'ALERT."

Peoria, but the project has fallen flat, inasmuch that the winner
would never be in doubt. Myers beat Winship in every race in
which they started together, and there can be no doubt in a fair
mind as to the superiority of one over the other.

If "Stroller" is anxious to make his name known let him advo-
cate a race between Myers and one of Chicago's crack men, such as
Tuttle or Van Sicklen or Thorne, each of whom have beaten Win-
ship and been beaten by Bert Myers.

I do not believe in trying to belittle a man's prowess, and I try to
judge one by his deeds and not by any personal like or dislike that
I may happen to bear him, and therefor I cannot see but that the
"Stroller" is either trying to elevate Winship at Myers' expense, or
that he has some personal grudge against Myers.

Mr. Brewster is in town. When this gentlemen reaches
Chicago it is a signal for a select coterie to gather, and listen to
the airy persiflage indulged in by the "genial Bob" Garden, Brews-
ter and the editor of the Referee, or as Prial puts it "Brer. Miles."
The rooms are lighted by the brilliancy of their intellect, and were
it not for the fact that the building is particularly strong they would
undoubtedly cause trouble by the weight of the questions discussed.

HARTFORD.

"CLAYTON."

The following members of the Hart
ford Wheel Club covered over 1000 miles
on the wheel during the year 1S89: Reid,
Harding, Gruendler, Shea, Dresser, Chap-
man, Shew, Wood, King, Forster and
Laiman. "Joe" Goodman claims the

"long and short" record; that is, no man has owned a wheel as
long and ridden as little.

Cornell will ride a safety the coming season. Harding is not
growing thin over the fact, however.

About one-third of the L. A. W~. members of Connecticut reside
in this city. The credit for the increase of memberehip, both in

Hartford and about the State is largely due to the untiring efforts

of Chief Consul Post, Secretary DeBlois, Local Consul Chapman
and Henry Goodman.
Dan Canary delighted an audience of about 2000, before the

polo game at the rink last Wednesday evening; without this draw-
ing card the crowd ( ?) would have probably reached 500.

Of course W. Harding and Ludwig Forster "will not appear on
the track the coming season." I doubt it. When the palmy days
of August arrive you will find these gentlemen training under the
colors of the Hartford Wheel Club. Charlie Wood will be with
them, too.

It is said that Rowe, of New Haven, will cross the Continent
this year, "awheel and afoot."

Several members of the Hartford Wheel Club keep in training
the year round, "just for the sake of feeling good."

Will Gillette, the eminent actor and playright, is still in love
with his 59-inch ordinary.

'STAR."

There are some city born peo-

pnmrnpm t? KrnTJfi pie who, in referring to the ruralPORKOPOL-IS NOTES.
population) call them' yaps,
yahoos, clodhoppers, hayseeds
and grangers, and grow rr.erry

over their reputed persistence in

blowing out the gas. The rural head may be "dense," he may not
have heard the latest "variety theatre" joke, and may still be un-
certain as to the identity of McGinty, yet nevertheless it is from
this very class that we have received some of our most renowned
statesmen, noted warriors, able jurists, and celebrated writers. A
country life is conducive to deliberation, and to independence of
thought and action, and the rustic is therefore less influenced by
"boodle" and demagogues than are the ignorant hordes which in-

; est our cities. If the subject of roads is put before him in the
proper light, and you give him time to think over it, there is a

strong probability that he will see the necessity of a reform and
demand it, and continue to demand it till it is accomplished.

In reading the inaugural address of Governor Campbell, and
failing to discover one word in regard to reforming the method of
making and repairing our highways, I am reminded of the follow-

ing old fable, which I have oiten, when a child, heard my mother
relate: "Once upon a time the skunks assembled in the shadow of

a great Hill. One of their number who was sleeker, plumper and
more glossy than the rest, addressed them as follows : 'Fellow
skunks, we have met here to devise means of diminishing the diffi-

culties of obtaining a livelihood. We must unite. We must let

the other animals know that we have a very strong organization,

and if they do not do as we desire we can make it very disagree-

able for them. We must compel them to remove the brier6 that
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What Wheel Are You Going
TO $IDE THIS SEASON?

DO YOU WANT A SAFETY?

If so, what machine is there that is safer than the "Eagle?" during all

last season we did not hear of a single ease where a rider was in any way
injured -while riding an Eagle machine.

DO Y00 WANT AN ORDINARY?

If so, why? The "Eagle" was proved fully as fast, if not faster, in all

races, either on track or road, and it will climb hills better.

Is it that you have become attached to the headers and cannot get on

without them? If that is so we are unable to help you, for we cannot

offer them as an inducement with the "Eagle."

If you want a good staunch machine that will stay by you, one that

is both swift and safe, BUY AN "EAGLE."
You may also be able to get the agency for your town if you do not

wait until it is too late.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co-,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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TflE - VERDICT OF - 1889

IS

THAT
SWIFT SAFETY. LADY'S SWIFT SAFETY.

THEY ARE CORRECTLY NAMED

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Limited,

BOSTON.
Of course you know all about it ! Likely it is

owned by some member of your family and ad-

mired by all. Yes, it's the

AMERICAN IDEAL RAMBLER,

all ready for the 1890 Campaign, bettered in a few

points, but there weren't many to improve upon.

The price remains the same, $65, with ball bear-

ings to both wheels, and $83 with balls all over.

It will continue to be the mount of our intelligent

youth, and will increase, if possible, in popularity

among ladies of light stature. Our new catalogue

describes it. Write for it.

GORMULLY <£ JEFFERY^PG- CO.,

CHICAGO A^TID BOSTOIT.
N. B.—We have just issued a supplement to our regular catalogue of parts. Every agent should have a copy.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO., NewiYork Agents.
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tear our fur, and to beat down for us paths to every rabbit burrow

in the country.' The young skunks were loud in their applause of

these wide remarks, and when one measly looking old fellow sug-

gested that the other animals might not be so easily intimidated he

was pounced upon and narrowly escaped with his life. The up-

shot of the whole matter was the appointing of a committee to wait

on the Camel and tell him what the Beaver had done, and insist on
his doing likewise. When the committee arrived they found the

Camel surrounded by a band of hungry and clamorous wolves, and

were unable either to get themselves noticed or to make themselves

heard." The rest of this fable I have unfortunately forgotten.

Another proof of the supremacy of Porkopolis. This time it is

a bicycle evolved from the brain of the ingenious Charley Hanauer.
It does not infringe anything, as it is not like anything, either in

the heavens above or in the earth beneath, but is nevertheless

"destined to revolutionize cycling." It was tried on Barbour, who
is here with the Primrose & West Minstrels. After several des-

perate efforts he succeeded in mounting it, and as he survived the

success of the machine is assured.

NEWS
We would like to know whether there

is a bicycle club in the country that can
show the financial strength equal to the

...n m%jr**t;\TT Maryland Club of Baltimore. They ownAND COMMENT.
$30000 worth of property, included in

which is a splendid club house, sumptu-
ously appointed, and certain houses which rent. The yearly in-

come of the club is from $1500 to $1800 over and above its ex-

penses. Can this be equalled?

The Pittsburg, Pa., Telegraph reports Mr. W. D. Banker as say-

ing: "Mr. Mott has not withdrawn, and when the election comes
off this will be shown." We doubt the reliability of Mr. Banker's

authority for making such a statement.

The Belmont' Club, of Taunton, Mass.,' celebrated their first

anniversary with a banquet, on Wednesday, January 15th. The
evening was very pleasantly spent in music and speech making.
The club is in a flourishing condition, and expects soon to be in

new quarters.

Here is a parallel case of the saying that "when the Devil was
6ick, the Devil a monk would be, when theJDevil was well, devil a

monk was he :" "There are farmers within ten miles of Detroit

who have not been able to get into the city with a vehicle in the

last six weeks, and they are now demanding better roads. There is

hardly a farmer within forty miles of Detroit who will be willing

next summer, when the roads are good, to (spend one extra hour
filling up a mud hole."

—

Detroit Free Press. 4

We expect to meet our friends at the Grand Union Hotel, New
York, February 17, at which place and time the much-discussed

election will take place. "When Greek meets Greek," etc., no, we
mean when Messrs. Prial and Miles meet face to face may we be

there—within safe distance—to see the meeting.

Mr. John A. Wells has sold out the American Athlete to Mr.
Arthur H.McOwen. Mr. McOwen is well known in cycling litera-

ture as "Cris. Wheeler," and he has been connected with the Athlete

as associate editor for some time past.

Topeka, Kan., is spoken of as being the probable place selected

for the State meat of 1890.

Mr. J. L. Yost, we are sorry to say, has been seriously laid up
with an attack of the prevailing epidemic. We are pleased to add,

however, that Mr. Yost is up and about once again.

The Peoria, 111., Bicycle Club held its annual election of officers

last week, thirty-five members being present.

Some miscreant has persisted in beating the cigar and chewing
gum slot machines in the rooms of the Rambling Wheelmen, of
Bridgeport, Conn. Round pieces of brass and tin have been suc-

cessfully used, and vigorous efforts are being made to catch the in-

dividual or individuals who are perpetrating these acts of van-
dalism.

The Denver, Col., Ramblers have removed to 1420 Larimer
street, Room 1.

The committee appointed lately by the Pearia, 111., Bicvcle Club,

to secure copies of the L. A. W. book on Improvement of High-
ways, for distribution among the Supervisors of Peoria County and
the members of the City Council, report that the books have been
received very promptly upon application, and those intended for

the Supervisors have been sent by mall accompanied by a circular

letter of explanation.

Governor Brackett of Massachusetts was "all right" after all.

But why did the Herald get us into the snarl by omitting that im-
portant clause? Moral: Put not your tru6t always in the Herald.

We have it on the very best authority that W. Windle will not
ride for the Berkeley Athletic Club. Any statement to the contrary
can be nailed as "another campaign lie."

By this time next month the agony will be over, and we shall

have an opportunity to salute President ?

Evidently the members of the Troy, N. Y.. Bicycle Club have
good appetites for bivalves. At a recent feast they and their guests

got away with 1000 clams and 1200 oysters.

Racing men will "read their fate" in the Racing Rules as

amended, and which we print in full in the official department.
Stars and daggers are used to indicate the new and amended rules.

Is there any significance in the signs used? Does the dagger not
suggest "death" to certain abuses that have existed, and does the
6tar indicate that the League star is in the ascendant, and that in

magnitude and importance none can excel or equal the champion-
ships offered by the L. A. W. ?

"Nostaw" writes : "The enthusiasm in the games played by the
several clubs which compose the Connecticut Wheelmen's Polo
League manifests itself more and more, as the season progresses.
At the Gem Rink Wednesday evening, the 15th inst., a very excit-

ing game was played between the two local teams, the Rambling
Wheelmen and the Bridgeports. The result was a victory for the
Bridgeports, by the score of 8 to 5. The phenomenal playing of
Miller, of the Ramblers, elicited continued applause. His team,
however, was unable to cope successfully withtheir much larger
antagonists. This victory places the Bridgeport boys first in the
League race, with the Rambling Wheelmen and Meriden tied for

second, and the New Havens last. The New Haven team has been
playing in exceptionally hard luck. Their defence is equal if not
superior to any other team in the League, and with a re6trengthen-
ing of the rush line we hope t« soon see them well along with us
in the League race."

"Cyc," of Harrisburg, Pa., writes us : "About the only organi-
zation that is keeping its«lf prominently before the public in this

city is the Harrisburg Wheel Club. I do not know whether this is

the case in other cities or not, but if I judge correctly by their re-

ports from week to week through these columns, I think it is.

Other clubs of our city have their evenings of pleasure, but it is

kept secret, and their gatherings composed of their members only,
while the wheel club opens its doors at all times to greet their

friends, and especially the ladies. In conversation with one of our
prominent citizens the day after the reception he remarked : "Y«ur
pleasures are of a different nature than other societies of the city,

and I congratulate you on the purity of your organization. You
show that you delight to have your wives and sweethearts indulge
in what you yourselves enjoy, and I wish you much success, a
larger membership and more paved streets."

The Poughkeepsie (N. Y.) Bicycle Club held its annual meeting
and banquet on Monday evening of last week. That the members
are not only athletic but brainy was demonstrated in the intel-

lectual banquet that followed the muscle-making event. The toasts
were: "Our Club," responded to by President Bullard. W. H.
Savory talked about "The Press." Dr. A. H. Bayard said pretty
things about "The Ladies." James Myers longed for better streets

to ride on, and said so in his talk about "Our City," and Dr. P. N.
Smythe created enthusiasm in response to the toast, "The P. C. B.
as a foster parent to an athletic association." Prof. H. B. Hamil
gracefully officiated as toast master. That the club is in a flour-

ishing condition was demonstrated by the enthusiasm and interest
created among the members by last evening's work.

Some time since we recorded the fact that W. E. Swift was ar-

rested in Topeka for riding his bicycle across the Kansas Avenue
Bridge in violation of a city ordinance. Swift was fined by the
local police magistrate. This case has been appealed to the State
Supreme Court, and was filed last week in due form- The appeal
is made on the correct ground that a bicycle has the same right
upon a public highway that any other vehicle has, and that the
ordinance under which Swift was arrested is not valid.

The Citizens' Club of New York gave one of its monthly ger-
mans last week Friday evening, and inspiring music and the 6weet
laughter of fair women quite transformed the club house in West
Sixtieth street. Mr. Ford, assisted by Mrs. Ford, Mrs. and Miss
Nelson, were the committee in charge of the bijou entertainment,
and their efforts culminated in the enjoyment of all.

The exodus of cyclists to England to visit the Stanley Show
continues. A. C. Banker of New York is the last to export him-
self.

Exercise is as necessary to a healthy body as good food is to
digestion. Cycling, all things considered, from a sanitary point of
view, should therefore be encouraged in persons of all ages and
conditions.
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Mr. John J. McErlain, of South Bend, Ind., ha6 invented a

spring for use on safety bicycles It consists essentially of two
steel ribbons which connect the front wheel with the backbone and
handle supporter. It can be made for either the front or rear

wheels. Mr. McErlain has a safety fited with one of the springs.

He has obtained patents in this country and Germany.

The Philadelphia Press speaks of H. W. Hayes as "the first

President of the League," and also states that Mr. Hayes has just

"returned from Brazil after an absence of several years." Mr.
Hayes was never President of the L. A. W. , and his trip to Brazil

covered a period of about three months.

We notice the majority of excnanges at hand speak of Windle's
reinstatement, and in such cases invariably connect his name with
that of the Berkeley Athletic Club. Mr. Windle will not ride

under the Berkeley colors next season.

The dates fixed for the New Jersey State Meet is May 30, 31, and
the place selected is Plainfield.

The Portland (Me.) Wheel Club is reported to be putting on
airs, not on account of any new feat of skill, but because a gold-

headed umbrella has stood in the club room for four days unmo-
lested. Yes, they are honest in Maine, even if the Prohibitory law
is a dead letter.

The Roads Improvement bill for New York, drawn up by Messrs.
Perkins and Cossum of the L. A. W. Rights and Privileges Com-
mittee, was introduced into the State Legislature last week by As-
semblyman De Puyster.

The Albany (N. Y.) Wheelmen will hold their annual in-door

tournament on the evening of Friday, February 14th. The en-

tertainment will be similar to those given the past two years with
several new features added, among which will be a game of polo on
"Eagle" bicycles. There will also be club swinging, exercises on
parallel and horizontal bars, fencing, scientific sparring, tug of war,
fancy bicycle riding, etc. This programme is not yet complete,
but it is safe to say that this will be one of the best athletic ex-

hibitions ever given in Albany.

George Hendee is a member of the New Jersey Athletic Club.
It may be a disappointment to the club management when the}'

read the new Racing Rules.

A writer from Providence, R. I., sends in the following conun-
drum : "The attention of the writer is from time to time called to

clubs, say the Somerville and the Wilmington Wheelmen, to the

fa<5t that Van Wagoner is a rider representing their club. Now the

Rhode Island Wheelmen do not want to claim too much, but would
like to know where they come in on this?"

President Luscomb was unable to attend the meeting to be
held at Harrisburg, Pa., before the State Board of Agriculture, and
discuss the Roads Improvement question. Business engagements
prevanted. The League will be ably represented by Chief Consul
Boyle of Pennsylvania and possibly Mr. Geo. L. Perkins of the

Rights and Privileges Committee will be present.

CHICAGO.

At the annual meeting of the Lincoln
Cycling Club F. W. Gerould, who has
done much to advance the interests of

htui? QTT?nr t Tfw " the club during the last year, was re-i«£ i^y/-i.£A.
elected President. Eight new members
were elected, and the resignations of

five old ones accepted. The reports from officers and committees
showed the financial status of the club to be good, and the propo-
sition to repeat the series of social entertainments succesfully

given during the last year was favorably considered.

The Illinois Club now have a membership of 215, 195 of whom
are said to be active riders. They have out-grown their present

quarters, and will build an addition on to the same or be obliged to

lease new and more commodious ones, when a complete gymna-
sium will be fitted up, and another attraction will be a first-cla6s

bowling alley. At the recent election the race for the Captain's

office proved too hot for Street and he retired, leaving W. H. Arthur
a sure winner. The unsuccessful candidates took their defeat good
naturedly, and the excitement attendant to the election is a thing

of che past.

The Chicagos now have a membership of 219, and great prepara-

tions are being made to fittingly celebrate their entree into their

South Park home, consisting of a reception and ball on the night

of the 30th inst.

I thought that I was posted on all the cycling clubs in this

burg, but when I read that the Tacoma Cycling Club gave their

first reception and grand masquerade, Saturday evening, January
nth, and that it was well attended, having over two hundred
couples in the grand march, I had to admit that this one was a new
one to me. Success to them ; may they live long and prosper.

Winship is Captain of the Englewood Club this year, I am told.
In a social way this club has had many attractions for its members
so far this winter.

The Racing Board, at the invitation of President Thorne and
Captain Van Sicklen, attended the Chicago Club smoker in a body
a week ago Saturday evening, after their labors of the day were
over, and it is said by members were rather shabbily treated as far

as hospitality went, being allowed to shift for themselves. I hope
the charge is not true, but a great improvement can be made in
providing for guests by the House Committee when the club rooms
are crowded, as they were that evening.

Tony Andr^e, of Milwaukee, was elected a member of the Chi-
cagos at their last regular meeting.

The various correspondents from the different sides of the city

wearied with the continued strain upon their nerve9, caused by
their wordy newspaper warfare are taking a much needed rest this

week, and the public breathes freer. I said all, but there is one
exception, "Utprosim," who wanders aimlessly about, as usual, in

a vain endeavor to write something, he knows not what.

ONEONUM.

Of late the Rhode Island notes have

PffOV/DFNCF been a little conspicuous by their absence,
or like angels visits "few and far between."
Little Rhody is insignificant in size, but
when it comes to wheeling she does not
intend to take a back seat, at least so far

as her lady riders- are concerned, most of whom are honorary mem-
bers of the Rhode Inland Wheelmen, and the one evening each
month set apart for their pleasure has been of more than passing
interest this winter, "progressive card" and "angling" parties be-
ing heartily enjoyed, while the hot coffee or chocolate served by the
ladies has added a two-fold pleasure to the occasions. The angling
party of the 20th, was well attended. Mr. George Hutchins was
present, and kept up his reputation for taking prizes, but on this

occasion he proved to be a better rider than a fisherman. Being the

Jonah of the party he carried off the "whale." The ladv taking the
corresponding prize was Miss Palmley. The best prizes were beau-
tiful souvenirs of art, the handiwork of Miss May Cook. They
were s-ecured by Miss Taipe and Mr. Edgar Brown, first prizes,

while Miss Betsey Rand and A. C. Barker took the intermediates.

"Elnod," your special correspondent, is a great favorite with the

ladies, and is always at the club rooms when "ladies' night" comes
around to make himself as useful as he is fascinating.

The annual supper of the Rhode Island Wheelmen is booked for

February 13th, and a little bird has whispered that the ladies are to

be invited on this all-important occasion.

There is some talk of a change of color for the club uniform,
many favoring gray instead of the clerical black heretofore worn by
the club.

The Bridgeport Polo teams are not having
„ j^ „ . T^-rf-Kj it all their own way, as an article in the last

AfJi W ma yji/V. World would give one to suppose. The

"T?Tiur rTTV" New Haven Club Polo Team defeated theU.LM (.11 Y.
Meriden's, 3 to 2, last Thursday evening.

The teams stand as follows : Meriden

—

Games won, o; games lost," 2. New Haven—Games won, 1;

games lost, 1. Bridgeport—Games won, 2; games lost, o. Ram-
blers—Games won, 1; games lost, 1. This makes the Ramblers
and New Havens tie for second place The New Havens play the

Bridgeports at Bridgeport, Wednesday, January 22.

The members of the Meriden Club Polo Team gave us a call

at our club house after the game. They are all gentlemen, and we
can play friendly polo with them all right, but we cannot say as

much of the Ramblers, especially of the crowd that follows their

team around to the games. At the game with the Ramblers here,

their followers made themselves very obnoxious at the rink, much
to the disgust of the ladies present, and if such conduct continues

it will result in driving the ladies away from the games, which
ought not to occnr, as they give a tone to the games by their

presence.

Eight of our boys rode to Branford and back, 15 miles in all,

yesterday, which was never done at this time of the year before.

January 19th the roads were heavy and soft, but rideable; riding

would have been better if the ground were frozen.

The N. H. B. C. adopted a uniform at their last meeting, of

green cloth. I think they make an error to adopt green cloth for

road riding. They may repent at leisure the results of their hasty

action on it.

Quite a number of wheels were out yesterday (19th). The tenth

annual banquet of the N. H. B. Club occurs Friday, Jan. 24.
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The Ramblers have had their parlors deco-

..„„ . rr-rv rated in the latest style, and now have the
BISUDS I, J J Y.

cosiest c iuh rooms of any of the eight wheel-

• < <zi?TACAC " ln% clubs in the Bison City. The billiard and
itEIAtrAlr. pool rooms are finished in ecrue and brown,

with bronze; 1 he card rooms in bronze, with

blue and white, while one room is finished in blue; the writing

room in light brown and cream drab. The parlor is in* white and
gold, the lower hall in white, and the upper hall in brown, in tints,

while the gymnasium is in fine shades of brown, with drab trim-

mings. The new lounging room will be in light colors, different

from any of the others. The dressing and locker rooms and baths

are to be in light cheerful colors.

The Track Committee of the Ramblers are pushing the work as

fast as possible.

There is a general joint committee working on the tournament
scheme for next season.

The Buffalos have concluded to give up the "scrapping exhibi,

tions" and confine themselves to "pure" athletics*. They have one
of the most convenient gymnasiums in the country. It is twenty-

four feet high and twenty-three by thirty in size. Daniels and
Lewis are their best wrestlers. Richardson is the champion fencer.

Lewis is their all round athlete.

Not a day so far has passed since winter set in that there has not

been wheelmen riding to and fro from business on the goats.

There is great competition in the wheel line, and last year's

record of sale of wheels (a thousand) will probably be badly beaten

in 1890, as some have bought new wheels already. One concern

has srdered one hundred wheels of one make of safeties, and
another party has given an order for fifty machines of one make,
while another dealer has ordered $8000 worth of wheels.

There is a great demand here for light safeties, not to exceed

thirty-six pounds.

ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENT A WHEEL.
(BY GEO. D. MITCHELL.)

(Continued.

)

One night while we were in London 1 happened to meet a para-

grapher on the London edition of the New York Herald, and the

next morning's paper contained a short account of our tour, with
an allusion to our proposed route; the consequence of this an-
nouncement was a shower of mail which lasted several days, and
which must have made our postman desperate. Every tradesman
in London, I believe, who was desirous of securing American pat-

ronage, and half a dozen hotel keepers along our route all the way
to Switzerland sent us their compliments in fat envelopes, and two
alleged Americans, stranded in London, applied to us for a sub-

scription to enable them to get back home. For these reasons, be-

ing naturally of a retiring disposition, we propose to keep our
whereabouts a profound secret.

r During our ten days' stay in London we contented ourselves with
storing our bicycles and making our ordinary trips about the city,

either afoot or by the saloon deck of that admirable institution, the

London omnibus, from which high perch one view6 to best advan-
tage the fleeting show of life beneath. The wood block pavement
is smooth enough to ride on, but the heavy traffic on the streets

makes progress so slow and precarious, and necessitates such care-

ful attention on the part of the rider to prevent accidents, that he
can gel but a glimpse of passing views and 60 loses many of the
incidental pleasures of sight-seeing. To be sure, the cyclist will

find it a pleasant little ride down to Greenwich, but the journey by
one of the Thames boats, primitive though they are, will be more
interesting on many accounts.

Of course we had to make a call upon "Miss Sally," the chim-
panzee at the Zoo, in Regents Park, the rival of the lamented "Mr.
Crowley," and while we were watching the tigers fed we happened
to meet Mrs. Amelie Rives Chanler, whom one of our party has
the fortune to know. With her pretty face and luxuriant hair,

which, I am sorry to say, she has "blondined" since I last saw her,

6he made an attractive picture. She is to remain in London during
the season and intends, after that to go East—to India or some-
where.
Having spent ten days in the metropolis, during which we did

up the sights in the conventional way, we forwafded to Paris all

our luggage except the fifteen pounds or so of extra clothing, guide
books, note books, maps and other paraphrenalia that we have to
take along with us on our luggage carriers, and set out for the
French capital, with a view to reaching there in time for the fetes

of the 14th of July. A valise weighing twenty pounds may be sent
a hundred miles or so for ninepence; to forward the same from
London to Paris, including custom house charges, would cost

about one dollar, and on the continent the rate for 100 to 200 miles
would be from fifty to seventy-five cents, so the- tourist finds it

economical to forward ahead his surplus baggage, and carry with
him only such as he requires for a two or three days' stage, say.

We waited until six in the evening before leaving London, as we
designed only to make Newhaven, sixty-two miles, in time to take

the boat to Dieppe the next night. It had been drizzling all day
intermittently, and just as we crossed Westminster bridge it began
raining again, but we felt quite independent of the weather, as we
had taken the precaution to provide ourselves with mackintosh
coats, and so, undaunted, we proceeded in our course. It was
about as difficult making our way out of the city as it had been
coming in the week before, and the pavement was covered with a

slimy mud that rendered it very slippery, and so our progress for

the first six miles, until we reached the open country, was neces-

sarily slow. We passed through the busy town of Croyden, and
the pretty village of Redhill. In the latter place I noticed that the

gas service extended more than a mile each way outside the town,
and as I looked back from the summit beyond, the long line of

lights produced a fine effect in the gathering darkness.

In the meantime Hodge and I had ridden several miles in ad-

vance of 'Gene and Von, and when we came to the little inn at

Horley, twenty-six miles from London, it looked 60 inviting that

we decided to stop there over night, especially as we were well on
our way to Newhaven, and could easily reach there the next day,
and as it was getting rather dark to ride. While we were cleaning
our machines, up came our loitering companions, who not observ-
ing us, went into the inn to make arrangements for the night,

leaving their machines standing outside, whereupon we quietly

made off with them and awaited developments. Upon discover
ing that their bikes were missing, they began to lay the blame one
upon the other, but losing no time set off in the direction we had
taken, following the indistinct trail, and as soon as they discovered
our dim outlines in the remaining light, we mounted and rode
slowly on, just keeping them at a tantalizing distance behind,
where they could not recognize us.

Finally, however, we left the machines, and waited for the boys
under the shadow of the hedge. Their conversation I have faith-

fully recorded in my notebook, but it was so expressive in charac-
ter that it would use up all the dashes and exclamation points in

the compositor's case, so I will refrain from repeating it.

The next morning on our way down to Brighton we passed the

coach and four which makes a trip to London every day. Many
Americans avail themselves of this quaint way of getting a glimpse
of English country, and I know of no way to spend a day to better

advantage. As we neared the coast the country become rather flat,

and we could see several old fashioned wind-mills scattered about on
the horizon, which made the scene look quite different from any we
had witnessed before, and I could imagine they wanted not for mo-
tive power, for we had a strong hea*l wind all day, which it was
very discouraging to contend with. We reached Brighton about
noon and stopped a while to refresh ourselves and look about the
town. It was indeed beautiful but quiet and deserted, lor unlike
our own seaside resorts, their season is the winter.

{To be continued.}

IN MEMORIAM.
Died, at Newton, Mass., January 18, of peritonitis, George E.

Brett. In him the sport loses a simple, kind hearted and honor-
able man, and to those who had the benefit of his acquaintance his

loss is an irreparable one.
Mr. Brett was, perhaps, better known to cyclists outside of Bos-

ton than by local wheelmen, his delight being in touring or dis-

tance riding.

Mr. Brett was a member of the L. A. W., and prior to its dissolu-

tion a member of the Everett (Mass.) Wheel Club.

YE JOINT SMOKER.
The Newton, Mass., and the Somerville, Mass., Clubs, at the

invitation of W. W. Stall, had a jolly good time of it up at Brother
Stall's place, 509 Tremont street, Boston, last Tuesday night.
Music and smoke were king-pins on that occasion, and all who
were lucky enough to be present are crying aloud for another of the
same kind.

Reminiscences of the road were interchanged over a substantial
spread, and. under the gentle stimulus of coffee, chocolate and
cigars, the tireless brethren of the silent steed waxed decorously
merry. The Elmwood quartette, an Afro-American amusement
corps, made up of two dusky banjoists, an ebony acrobat, who per-

formed on the bones, and a colored gentleman who did funny
things with his face, contributed the delights of the minstrelsy to

the pleasure of the occasion. When "good night" was said, it was
pretty well settled by the merry-makers that the smoker was an in-
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stitution worth fostering. It is proposed to hold a series of similar

fumigations during the "close" season.

One of the most touching incidents of the evening was the

presentation to Mr. Stall by his admirers of a check. The recipient

was overcome, but he was heard to murmur something about the

"poor house."

THE HARRISBURG {PA.) WHEEL CLUB RECEPTION.

Had the Editor been with the Harrisburg Wheel Club on
Friday evening, he would certainly have congratulated us on the

success of our January reception to the ladies. In one of my former
writings, I said that the committee would have to work hard, but I

am now ready to give way to them and say, "gentlemen, you
did it."

At the door you were met by Mrs. W. Grant Wilson, Misses
Chayne, Hoyer, Vollmer and Binnix, who with their smiles of

welcome, a rosebud and the club colors, made you welcome, and
sent you to the parlsr to hear the musical programme which con-
sisted of a piano solo by J. C. Duke, violin and guitar duett by
Misses Shaffruer and Witherow, a humerous reading entitled "The
Farmer and the Wheel" by Miss Margie Reinoehl, a piano duett

by Messrs Funk and Lott, a flute and piano duett by C. H. Chayae
and sister, a piano solo by Mr. Harry Funk, a vocal solo by Miss
Annie Patterson, concluding with the ever-popular wheel club

song by the boys.

Refreshments were served, after which all retired to "the dancing
room, and indulged in the pleasures that all seem to look forward

to on these occasions, and I cannot say at what hour all withdrew,
as the clock failed to strike, yet our fair friends were not too tired to

thank us for the pleasure and wish for them oftener. "Cyc."

Albany. This bill has the support of the New York Division
Officers, and is different from the Perkins-Cossum bill inasmuch
as the Potter bill makes it obligatory on the counties to construct
highways, while the Perkins-C©s6um bill makes it optional. The
Potter bill if passed insures the construction of at least 370 miles of
improved highway during the coming year.

NE W YORK AND THE WORLD'S FAIR.

Editor Bicycling World: It may be of interest to the cycling
fraternity as well as the manufacturers of bicycles to learn through
the medium of the Bicycling World, what is being done in New
York City to secure the World's Fair of 1892.

As soon as the subject of the World's Fair was broached in this

eity, it occurred to me that the cycling industry should be repre-

sented on the committee which (in case this city was selected as the

site) would manage the Exposition, in order that our industry
should have proper recognition. With this end in view, I secured
appointment on the committee which is known as the "Committee
for the International Exposition of 1892."

We are now competing before Congress for the site of the Fair
with Chicago, St. Louis and Washington, with every prospect of
our National Government deciding in favor of New York.

It is my intention, should J^ew York be successful, to combine
with the manufacturers of fine carriages, such as Brewster, Flandrau,
and others, and secure a building for the exclusive exhibit of bi-

cycles and carriages, and my aim shall be to organize through our
domestic and foreign manufacturers of bicycles, an exhibit that

will equal ii not exceed any similar exhibition ever held.

I might also add that New York is the only city (I believe) of
those competing for the International Exposition that has recognized
the cycling industry by placing a Representative on the Committee
of Organization, and that too, with the understanding that the cy-

cling industry shall have the fullest possible recognition.

I send you to-day New York papers giving an account of the

visit of our New York delegation at Washington to attend at the

hearing before the Senate Committee. You will note that cycling
was recognized in this important movement by Mayor Grant's in-

vitation to me, to attend as a delegate. I submit the detailed fadts

and trust 30U will use the same in article for publication.

Yours truly, G. R. Bidwell.
New York.

NEW YORK LEGISLATURE.
This week has seen active times in the New York Legislature, as

two bills on Roads Improvement have been presented in the Sen-
ate and House.
Last week the bill as prepared by Messrs. Perkins and Cossum

of the National Rights and Privileges Committee was introduced

into the House by Assemblyman De Puyster. This bill has not

the endorsement of the State Division or the Roads Improvement
Association.

Oil the other hand, the bill prepared by Mr. Isaac B. Potter for

the New York State Roads Improvement Association was intro-

duced on Tuesday to the Senate by Senator Coggeshall, and to the

House by Assemblyman Rhodes. This bill was launched by
Messrs. Potter and White of the New York State Roads Improvement
Association and Chief Consul Bull of Buffalo, and Mr. Gallien of

GOOD WORK INAUGURATED
Messrs. Perkins and Cossum of the Rights and Privileges

Committee have been swinging round the circle to some purpose
during the past two weeks. In brief, the story of the good work
inaugurated is, that Mr. Perkins has been down in Maryland and
Virginia setting the Roads Improvement ball rolling in a most
satisfactory manner. In Maryland, Mr. Perkins was in close con-
ference with Chief Consul Mott and other State League officials.

Mr. Perkins found that the Maryland men did not believe that a
State law would be possible and they had been hard at work with
Senator Lindsay -looking toward legislation for Baltimore County
only. Mr. Perkins set about to disabuse the minds of the Mary-
land men of the above impression, he went to Annapolis and created
a feeling among the most prominent membecs of both houses of the
Legislature most favorable to a State law for Roads Improvement.
In facft Mr. Perkins found no opposition to the idea among the law
makers ©f Maryland, on the contrary he received the most encourag-
ing assurances of individual support. The Governor of the State
was away, but Mr. Perkins saw the Secretary of State who at once
expressed his personal approval of a road bill and promised to give
the same what support he could in keeping with his official position.
In short, Mr. Perkins received such cordial encouragement that on
his return to Baltimore and after showing that the way was open,
Chief Consul Mott and his co-laborers have jumped into the adtive
preparation of a bill which will be in readiness to present to the
Legislature this season. We congratulated Mr. Perkins on the
work done in Maryland, but we are not through yet.

Mr. Perkins also went down into Richmond, Va., and on pre-
senting his scheme to the me*t prominent members of the Govern-
ment, he was met with the most flattering assurances of support
and good will. He appeared before the State Committee on Roads
and Bridges, which happened to be in session, and his reception at

the hands ot the members was one which assured Mr. Perkins that
they were "with him." The committee expressed a desire to have
a bill drawn and presented to the Virginia Legislature this session.

A great many local road laws are in force in Virginia, and the
committee stated to Mr. Perkins that they wanted one good general
State law devised, to take the place of the many local ones now in

force. Among the many prominent men that Mr. Perkins saw and
received encouragement from were Governor McKinney, Judge
Bolen, Speaker Cardwell and Mr. Ryan, Chairman ©f the Commit-
tee on Railroads.

Steps will be taken at once by the Chief Consul of Virginia to

have a bill for his State drawn up, but as the Legislature will only
be in session thirty days more it is feared that it will not be in time
for this session.

Mr. Cossum was with Mr. Perkins some of the time, and the
former gentleman is now in Ohio to see what can be done in that

State.

The above is in outline the good work begun. We congratulate
the Rights and Privileges Committee, and we congratulate the

League. Let the procession move 1

VIEWS OF SOME OF RHODE ISLAND'S PROMINENT
MEN.

Chairman W. M. P. Bowen, of the Roads Improvement Com-
mittee, of Rhode Island, who are taking initiatory steps in common
with similar comnv'ttees in a great number of the States, looking to

the general improvement in building and keeping the roads of the
State,. was in receipt last week of the following letters on the sub-
ject from three of Rhode Island's distinguished men

:

PROF. ANDREWS', OF BROWN UNIVERSITY VIEWS.

Providence, January 15, 1890.

My Dear Mr. Bowen—The improvement of our country roads is

one of the most important economic reforms now before the public.

Since railroads came to be so prominent this necessity has been
shamefully neglected, but we must return to it. I have no doubt
that the value of farming land in Rhode Island might be raised at

least 25 per cent, by generous and judicious expenditure upon the

roads. The proposed betterment is not urged at all as a luxury,

but as a mode of rendering country localities pleas.inter and more
profitable as homes and farms. The reform is becoming popular
in many parts of the Union. Why should we in Rhode Island be
behind? Cordially yours, E. Bent. Andrews.
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EX GOVERNOR HOWARD'S VIEWS.
Providence, January 15, 1890.

William M. P. Bowen, Esq., Chairman, etc., Providence: Dear
Sir— * * * Comparing the rural sections of Europe with those

of our country, there is no doubt, I think, but that a horse there per-

forms double the duty he does here, and is therefore -worth twice as

much. It would be the highest economy to put all our roads in a

permanently good condition. When it is once done the annual ex-

pense is as nothing to the money which is expended now without
any beneficial result. There is no class to which good highways
are so advantageous as to "farmers. If they could be induced to

give the subject sufficient consideration they would soon put a stop

to this egregious folly of "working out the tax."

Very truly yours, Henry Howard.
MR. WARDWELL'S, OF THE STATE BOARD OFAGRICULTURE,

VIE WS.
Bristol, January 18, 1890

W. M. P. Bowen, Esq., Chairman : Dear Sir—There can be but
one view taken in regard to the advantages of good country roads,

not only to the farmer but to the whole State, in the increased
value of property. Why the farmers living in the vicinity of the

larger towns of the State, paying their proportion of the taxes, de-

riving no benefit from the fire service, having no police protection,

still submit to the miserable country roads without a vigorous
protest is beyond my comprehension. In my opinion the jarmers
have themselves to blame w a great measure for the situation we find
ourselves in. A determined stand taken by them would remedy the

difficulty. Yours very truly, W. T. C Wardweli..

DOCTORS FAVOR BETTER ROADS.
At the regular meeting of the Erie County, N. Y. , Medical So-

ciety, held a few days since, the following was presented by Dr.
Frank H. Potter, and unanimously adopted :

Whereas, We understand that a bill for the better construction
and maintenance of the public highways of the State will be intro-

duced in the Legislature at its present session, therefore
Resolved, That we approve in a general way of this or any other

measure leading to the improvements of our country roads, for we
believe that such improvement will directly effect for the better
health of the community. Bit
Resolved. That the Secretary be instructed to transmit a copy of

these resolutions to the Senator and Members of the^Assembly for
this county.

BRETZ, CURTIS & CO.

A new firm composed of young, popular and well known Phila-
delphia cyclers have gone into the business and the name of the
gentlemen who compose the firm heads this notice. BX'fc
In presenting to the riding public the celebrated Referee, Messrs.

Bretz, Curtis & Co. will no doubt receive a handsome recognition at
the hands of those riders who want a light mount.
The writer never hears of the Referee but what he thinks of poor

"Jack" (Purvis-Bruce). He was an ardent admirer of the machine,
and we cannot therefore do better than give "Jack's" opinion of
this wheel which he gives in a testimonial he s»nt to the makers
from Edinboro'. He says :

'I take great pleasure in recommending the Referee Safety Bi-
cycle. On the road it has always been much admired for its light
and rakish build, and for the symmetry and strength of its diamond-
shaped frame. The steering is good, and the fact that the seat is

placed well back, reduces to a minimum the liabilty to slip or "skid"
on wet or greasy pavement or roadway. The machine is honest in
it6 finish and construction, and has stood some very cruel 'devil-

may-care' treatment at my hands. The method of adjusting the
chain is very effectual. A good rider, mounted on a Referee, can
generally manage to ohow his back (if he is so inclined) to a good
many men 'between the houses; ' and it is not the fault of the ma-
chine if he has to btand treat for 'last in at the Anchor' or the
'Angel.' I candidly and cheerfully recommend the Referee to all

in search of a light and fast machine." !*-~3< SCZM
The Referee full roadster has a diamond frame of the best steel

tubing, tangent spokes, ball head steering, best black rubber tires,

soft rubber handles, balls to both wheels and pedals, weight, thirty-
seven pounds.

Messrs. Bretz, Curtis & Co. also represent the Surrey Machinist
Co., and import the celebrated Invincible machines, the deservedly
high reputation of which none can gainsay. In the Referee and
Invincible machines the Philadelphia firm have a strong combina-
tion. They are de6irou6 of obtaining live and responsible agents
In all unoccupied territory. See advertisement on page 254.

We called on Mr. H. S. O^ven, of the Capital Cycle Co., of
Washington, D. C, while in that city the other day, and as usual

found the premises of the company a bu6y spot. Mr. Owen is not
yet prepared to give us facts in detail for publication, as to particu-
lars of the machines that he will push during the coming season,
but in general we can announce that the Capital Cycle Co. will

have twelve patterns of Psycho safeties, ranging in weight from a
2 1 -pound racer to a heavy 50-pound roadster. The machine they
put on the market as a full roadster will weigh only 36 pounds.
Mr. Owen tells us also that his stock will contain five new patterns
of diamond frames. Certainly out of such a stock all grades and
weights of riders of both sexes should find no difficulty in choosing
a mount. More anon in re the Capital Cycle Co.

The Quadrant Suspension Spring is

the name of the device we present the
cut of in this article. It is claimed by
the Quadrant people and their Ameri-
can Agents, Messrs. Strong & Green,
of Philadelphia, that this device "com-
pletely protects the rider's body from
all vibration and road shocks, no mat-
ter how rough the road or how small
the wheel. Adjustable to any weight
from 8 to 20 stone, so that the rider
can fix it at whatever degree of elas-
ticity he pleases. As shocks do not
reach and lift the rider, speed is accel-
erated. In hill climbing the rider rises

free of the upward action of the spring
instantly, so that every ounce of his
weight is available for the pedals

;

while in a down-hill 'coast,' with feet

up, this spring is simply luxury itself.

It is constructed to allow a range 01

four inches in the forward and back-
ward adjustment of the saddle. It con-
tains nothing to work loose or rattle.

The horizontal links and the coil

springs are nickelled; the remainder enamelled black. Made in

two pattern, one to suit the upright tubular saddle post of the
safety bicycle, as shown in the sketch, the other with lug to fit 5-8

inch |" pin of safety or of tricycle. Price $4.00 extra."

Messrs. Singer & Co. have sent us a circular showing cuts,

and in brief stating the improvements which will be put on the
American market for the year 1890, and especially do they call

attention to the following: The Singer ball steering, spring fork,

combination brakes, patent steering for tandems and ball pedals.
As soon as we receive the data in detail we will present same to
our readers.

Since the death of Mr. Strong, of the firm of Strong & Green, of
Philadelphia, Messrs. Green & Wells have been busy settling up the
affairs of the old firm, and making arrangements to carry on the
business under a new administration. The arrangements have
been completed and the personnel of the firm will be Mr. Green
and Mr. Wells. The firm name of Strong & Green will be retained.
Mr. S. G. Whittaker has been employed by the firm to act as its

travelling agent. We shall make announcements in regard to the
output of Messrs. Strong & Green at an early date.

We call the attention of our readers to the advertisement of
"Columbia" on page 255. Those who have any of the wheels he
names, and wish to sell should address him at once, a6 per
advertisement.

Messrs. Strong & Green have associated with them Mr. Wm.
M. Perrett, of the Schuylkill Navy of Philadelphia, and one of the
best-known all-round athletes in Pennsylvania. Mr. Perrett is the
holder of the 100-yard sprint championship of that State, and ran
fourth in the 100-yard national championship. During the past
season he won thirty-one prizes all told. Mr. Perrett will have
charge of a general athletic supply department which Messrs.
Strong & Green are to add to their business. This department will
contain every accessory in every branch of athletics, and will no
doubt prove a paying investment for the firm.

The Illinois Secretary of State licensed the Cycle Improvement
Company, at Chicago, on Monday, January 13th, to manufacture
improvements for bicycles, etc.; capital stock, $30,000; incor-
porators, J. R. Black, W. G. Westgate and W. G. Barker.

A lady writing to the Star, of Washington, D. C.says: "I
have been far from strong all my life, and thi6 fall my physician
prescribed for me the use of the bicycle. I was dreadfully opposed
to it, not because I disapproved of it but because I am naturally-
very timid and distrustful of my own powers in the direction of
athletics. However, my physician would not listen to me beyond
telling me that if I wanted to grow 6trong this was my chance, and
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it would be on my own head if I missed the opportunity of becom-
ing of some use to myself and the rest of the world. I began to

learn. To say that I was frightened, discouraged and absolutely
convinced that it was at the risk of my life that I made the experi-

ment, is to state the case very mildly. I have been about six weeks
learning to ride, and have exhausted my own patience and the

patience of my instructor many times over, but have at last con-
quered the art, and am now thoroughly at home on my machine.
I began to feel the good effects of the exercise almost immediately,
and now that I can ride every day there is a perceptible improve-
ment in my general health, and 1 am thankful in proportion to the
physician who first put me on and kept me on in spite of myself."

THE KODAK HHHOI WHEELMEN.
THE operation ol securing views with this camera consists simply oi leve

ing ft at the object to be photographed, and pressing a button.
One Hundred instantaneous views may be made without reloading, and

a knowledge of photography is unneccessary. The "Kodak" is but
about six inches in length, and weighs less than two pounds.

A handsome russet leather carrying case with shoulder strap iorms a part
of each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and secure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

ggg** Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak
photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.Price, $25.00

Every Club House should have
Automatic Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

LEAGUE HEADOJJARTERS

:

12 Pearl Street Room 27.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1889—90.

President,
CHAS. H. LUSCOMB,

2S0 Broadway, New York
First Vice President.

TAMES R. DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

Second Vice President,
SANFORD LAWTON,

Springfield, Mass
Treasurer,

W. M. BREWSTER.
309 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

Secretary,
ABBOT BASSETT,

12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

Standing Committees.

Executive and Finance.

The President and Vice Presidents (as by the Con-
stitution required.)

Membership.
A. E. Mealy . . . .1736 Druid Hill Ave., Baltimord, Md
F. L. Casselberry Mansfield, Ohio'
George C. Pennell Elizabeth, N. J

-

Improvement of Highways.

Dr. Chas. S. Butler 680 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Wm. W. Share Brooklyn, N. Y.
Tunius E. Beal Ann Arbor, Mich

Rights and Privileges.
A. Moore Berry 421 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
George A. Perkins 3 Pemberton sq., Boston
Chas. F.Cossum Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Rules and Regulations.
Dr. Wm. H. Emery 109 Warwick St„ Boston, Mass.
W. A. Davis Chicago, 111

Chas. L. Brockwsry Middletown, Conn

Racing.
C. S. Davol Warren, R.I.
George S. Atwaten Washington, D.C.
Harry H. Hodgson New Orleans, La.
George Collister Cleveland. Ohio.
M. L. Bridgman Chicago, 111.

Transportation

.

W. M. Brewster 309 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

New Jersey Division. *TJ O • ±L
New Jersey being entitled to another Representative,

Mr. B. O. Miller ofCamden is hereby appointed to that

office. G. Carleton Brown,
Chief Consul.

Louisiana.
To the Louisiana Division L. A. W.

:

It appearing that since the last annual election the

State of Louisiana has passed the limit for the forma-
tion of Divisions, and the Constitution and Bylaws of
the L. A. W. containing no special provision for the

se'ection of officers by election except at the annual
elections

:

Now, upon the reque:t of the officers and members of
the Louisiana Division, I declare a vacancy in the

office of Vice Consul of that State. Pursuant to the'

power vested in the President by Article I, Section 1.

L. A. W. By-laws, I appoint John O'Reardon, Vice
Consul of Louisiana, original vacancy until the en-

suing annual election.

I also appoint W. H. Renaud, Jr., a Representative
to the Division Board of Officers. *--^_«©

These appointments are made subject to review, as to

the question of power of the President to appoint in

such cases, and "may be considered, if desired, by the

National Assembly, at the February meeting.
Ydurs fraternally, Charles H. Luscomb,

President L. A. W.

League Clubs.

The following clubs have qualified as League Clubs
and filed proper certificates in the office of the Secre.

tary. They are numbered as below

:

No. 246—Englewood Wheelmen, Englewood, N. J.,

W. A. Westervelt, Sec.

New Jersey Representative.

This is to certify that Mr. Henry P. Stoney of Cherry
Hill, N. J., has been elected club representative on the

State Board by the Englewood Wheelmen. ^ ^ji
F. M. Demarest, Pres.
W. A. Westervelt, Sec.

F. W. Van Sicklen Disqualified.

For selling, realizing upon, or otherwise turning in-

to cash, prizes won by him, Mr. Frederick W. Van
Sicklen, of Rutherford, N. J., (formerly of Chicago) is

hereby declared to have forfeited his amateur status.

Amateurs are warned not to compete with F. W. Van
Sicklen. Chas. S. Davol,

Chairman L. A. W. Racing Board.

Missouri Division.

The regular semi.annual meeting of the Board of
Officers of this Division will be held at the Richelieu
Hotel, 14 Washington avenue, Saturday, February 1,

at eight P. M. All members are requested to be on
hand promptly either in person or by proxy.

Fraternally yours. Robt. Holm, C. C.

Michigan Consuls.
List No. 2.

I have made the following appointments of Local
Consuls

:

Battle Creek, E. C. Adams, vice W. K. Kellogg
resigned.
Jackson, F. J. Pratt, vice W. W. Todd resigned.

Tecumseh, A. J. Heeson, vice O. P. Bills resigned.
Monroe, Gale E. Jackson.

Fraternally yours, A. B. Richmond, C. C.

Michigan L. A. W. Hotels.
List No. 1.

Alpena, The Churchill, rate $2.50, League rate $2.00
Battle Creek, William House, League rate $2 00
Coldwater, Southern Hotel, League rate $1.50.
Flint. Hotel Bryant, League rate $2.00.
Hillsdile, Keefer House, rate $2.00 League rate $1.50.
Howell, National Hotel, League rate $1 00.
Hudson, Comstock House, rate $2.00, League rate

33 1-3 per cent discount.
Homer, Commercial Hotel, rate $1.50, League rate

$1.03.
Lapeer, Abram House, rate $2.00, League rate, $1x0,

meal 25 cents. Yours fraternally,

A. B. Richmond, C. C.

Missouri Appointment.
The following appointments have been made this

day:
Dr. G. A. Sparling local consul for Kirksville, vice

T. H. Brewington resigned.
T. H. Brewington, local consul for Green Top.
C. H. Funk, local consul for Stanberry.
G. A. Graves, local consul for Joplin, vice C. H.

Barney, removed.
G. A. Graves is hereby reinstated as a member of the

Touring Committee with headquarters at Joplin.
Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.

St. Louis, January 17.

Connecticut Representive.
This is to certify that John Knous, President, No. 95

Washington street, has been elected Representative on
the State Board by the Columbia Cycle Club.

John Knous, Pres.
H. J. Seymour, Sec.

Massachusetts.
A meeting of the Board of Officers of this Division

will be held at Clarendon Hotel, Boston, on February
1 , at eight P. M. Fraternally, W. H. Emery,

Chief Consul

Michigan.
I have this'day appointed T. J. Tabor, Local Consul

for Hudson, Mich., vice Chas. D. Allen resigned.
Fraternally, A. B. Richmond, C. C.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Jan. 16, 1890.

L. A. W. Hotels for Illinois.

Jacksonville, Dunlap House, rates $2 00, regular rate

$2.50.
Joliet, Hotel Royal, rate $1 50.
Cairo, The Halnday, rates $2.00 and $2.50.

W. A. Davis, C. C.
Chicago, Jan. 17th, 1S90.

California Division.

At the last meetinsr of the Board of Officers of the
California Division, Geo. H. Strong was elected dele-
gate to the National Assembly, vice R. M.Welch re.

signed. Walter D. Sheldon, Sec.-Treas.

Owing to the departure of J. Phil Percival, the office

of Vice Consul was declared vacant, and Arthur H.
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Wright of Stockton, appointed by Chief Consul Thomp
son to fill vacancy. Walter D. Sheldon,

Secretary-Treasurer.

Michigan.
To the consuls and members of the Michigan Division :

It seems to be a thankles s task and one productive of
no results, to try and rouse you from the state of in-
activity you seem to have all fallen into.
Early in the season our membership boomed, but

latterly it has developed into an inert ma*s. Now you
are one and all cap tble of doing something to help
along our cause, and let us begin by trying to increase
our membership.
Our present membership is twenty five per cent, in

advance ot our total number last yeir, but the increase
is confined to one or two localities; in lact two-thirds
of our increase is right here in Grand Rapids, which
now comprises over one-fifth of our entire membership
in the State. There is no reason why this state of af-

fairs should exist, and I trust you will all use some
effort to recruit Q»r numbers. Recruiting blanks and
circulars, road improvement pamphlets, etc., will be
furnished you all upon application, and as I have said
before to you, if you will furnish me a list of non-
League riders in your localities, I will use my best
efforts to convert them.

I must insist upon the Local Consul of each place
making the appointment of a League Hotel, and
(whenever practicable) Repair Shop, and forward
same to me.

I am writing personal letters to a great many of you,
and unless I am accorded better service in some in-
stances, there will be some removals and new appoint-
ments.

I shall soon send each Consul a number of copies of
"Improvement of Highways," the sterling little book
compiled by our very efficient Improvement of High-
ways Committee, and I desire each one of you to see
that they are placed in the hands of the proper com-
mittees or Councilmen in your vicinity, and where they
will do the most good.
Rouse up all of you and put your shoulder to the

wheel. Fraternally yours, A.B.Richmond,
Chief Consul.

New Jersey.
Minutes of the adjourned meeting of the Board of

Officers New Jersey Division L. A. W., held at the
club house of the Plainfield Bicycle Club, Plainfield,
N. J., January 17th, 1890, Chief Consul Brown in the
chair. Present, Vice Consul Benedict, Secretary Pen
nell, Gardner H.Cain, R. V. Whitehead, F. C. Gil-
bert, F. L. C. Martin, H. P. Stoney.
The Chief Consul reported that he had appointed an

additional Representative for the 600 members, Mr.
B. O. Miller ot Camden, N. J. He had had several
inquiries regarding the Pennsylvania Road Book, dif-

i

ferent members asking about them, how they could
procure them, etc. He also read several letters from
different ones.

It was moved and seconded that the question of the
Road Book be discussed later on.
The Secretary-Treasurer made a verbal report stat-

ing balance on had $400, that the membership had in-

creased to 619, that two new clubs had been reported,
and that he was in correspondence with several others.
The Committee on Rules and Regulations for the

Board, Dr. Benedict, Chairman, reported that he
begged to be discharged from the committee in conse-
quence of being the Chairman of the Road Book Com-
mittee, which would take all his time. The Chief Con-
sul complied with his request, and appointed Mr. Pen-
nell Chairman of the committee.
The Committee on the New Jersey Road Book made

a very complete report showing maps, printed matter,
and explaining all questions in regard to the proposed
book, also with estimated cost.

It was then moved and seconded that the report be
received with thanks for its completeness, and that the
committee be authorized to proceed with the book at
the figures named. Carried.

It was moved and seconded that the price of the New
Jersey Road Book be $2.50. To L. A. W. members
outside the Division $1.50. To New Jersey Division
members 25 cents and postage. Carried.
Moved and seconded that the Secretary-Treasurer be

instructed to issue postals to those members who have
sent six cents postage in compliance with the proposi-
tion made two years ago in regard to the old Pennsyls-
vania-New Jersey Road Book, stating that the six
cents already sent would be credited to them when the
book was issued. Carried.
Moved and seconded that the Secretary-Treasurer be,

as is hereby instructed to inform the Chairman of the
Committee on the Road Book of the Pennsylvania Di-
vision that the New Jersey Division, in consequence of
the delay in issuing the Pennsylvania-New Jersey
Road Book, had decided to issue a Road Book of their
own, that plans had been completed and the work
started, and under these circumstances New Jersey
would not be able to take any of the Pennsylvania
books.
The Secretary stated that the Englewood Wheelmen

of Englewood, N., have joined as a League club, and
had elected their Representative, who was present this
evening. The Chief Consul also reported that he had
p pointed an additional list of 57 Consuls.

The Plainfield Bicycle Club extended an invitation
for the New Jersey Meet to be held in thiir city on
Friday and Saturday, May 30 and 31. The invitation
was accepted, and it was moved aid second< d that a
committee be appoint! d by the Chief Consul to co-
operate with the Plainfield Club in formulating plans
for Division Meet. Cariied
The Chief Consul appointed Mr. R. V. Whitehead

of Trenton Chairman, A. T. Dodd of Orange and G.
C. Pennell ot Elizabeth as smh committee. It was
stated that one of the principal features of the Meet
would be a State championship and olher races.
On motion the meeting adjourned to meet at the call

of the Chief Consul. Geo. C. Pennell,
Sec.-Treas.

KACING RULES.
Enclosed find L. A. W. Racing Rules, as adopted by

the Racing Board, January nth, 1S90. The following
changes were made: In the General Rules—Rule A
was amended, Rule E was repealed and the new Rule
E was adopted. Rule F was amended. Rule G was re-
pealed, Rule H (which is now Rule G) was amended,
Rule J (now Rule 1) was amended.
In the Track Rules—Rules 9, 13, 16, 21, 24 were

amended, Rule 25 was repealed and the new rule
adopted; Rules 26, 27, 28, 32, 35, 37 were amended.

Chas. S. Davol,
Chairman L. A. W. Racing Board.

General Rules.
*A. Promoters must obtain the sanction oftheRac

ing Board, before race meetings can be announced to be
held under L. A. W. Rules. Any amateur wilfully
competing at races not stated to be held and actually
held under the rules of the Board, or rules approved by
the Board, shall be liable to suspension from the race
track for such a time as the Racing Board may deter-
mine; and amateurs are notified that to compete against
any rider who has been suspended will render them
liable to the same penalty.
B. The Board will receive and pass upon all claims

for records, and, if required, claimants must furnish a
statement from the judges and time-keepers »f the
meeting, together with a sworn statement from a com-
petent surveyor certifying the measurement of the
track. When the record is proven to the satisfaction of
the Board it will be published in the official organ, and
stand as such on the books of the Board. No recotd
made at a meeting not governed by League rules will
be considered. No record made on the Lord's Day
will 6e considered. The Board will enter no record in
its books that is not made in competition between men
at an open meeting 01 which at least one week's notice
has been given. The Board will enter no record in its

books that is made on a board track or under cover.
C. The standard of measurement adopted by the

Board requires that a track shall be measured on a line
drawn not more than eighteen inches from a well de-
fined, fixed and continuous inner curb or pole, and no
recoidwill be allowed on a track otherwise measured.
D. The Board reserves the right to exclude from the

racing-path any and all machines which, in their judg-
ment, do not come within the commonly accepted mean-
ing of the terms "bicycle" and "tricycle," either by the
peculiarity of construction, or by undoubted mechanical
advantages which thev may possess.
\E. (1). The following National L. A. W. Cham-

pionships have been established by the Board : One
Mile, Two Mile and Five Mile "ordinary" bicvele; One
Mile, Two Mile and Five Mile "Safety" bicycle, and
One Mile, Two Mile and Three Mile "Tandem Safety"
bicycle.

(2.) The country shall be divided into Five Racing
Districts : District No. 1 comprising the following
States—Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachu-
setts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsvlvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia
and the District of Columbia.
District No. 2 comprising—Ohio, West Virginia,

Kentucky, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois and Missouri.
District No. 3 comprising—Norlh Carolina, South

Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee, Texas and Indian
Territory.

District No. 4 comprising—Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Iowa, Kansas, Colorado, Nebraska, North Dakota and
South Dakota,

District No. 5 comprising—Montana, Wyoming, New
Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Idaho, Washington, Oregon,
California and Nevada.

(3). Each District shall be in charge of a member of
the National Racing Board who shall appoint four as-
sistants in his District, who, with himsell, shall con-
stitute a District Racing Board. Each District shall
hold an annual race meeting, at which the District Cham-
pionships shall be contested prior to August 15th of
each year.
The winner and second man, in each event, may be

sent at the expense of the District, to compete at Na-
tional Championships. Winner and s> cond man only
in District Championships, shall be eligiile to enter
corresponding National Championship. Divisions may
pay the expenses of members to represent them at their
District Championships.
The National Championships shall be contested an-

nually, between August 1 Jth and October 15th, at such
place as the National Racing Board may determine.

(4). National and District Championships are open
to League members only, and the trophies for National

Championships shall be medals, struck from the dies
owned by ihe League, to cost in no case more than $50,
and to become the prooerty of the winner each year.

(5). Privilege 10 hold State Championships in States
where no division of the League has been formed will
be granted to clubs or authorized associations when
the importance of the mteting is sufficient to warrant
the Racing Board's special sanction.

(6). The National Racing Board shall give at least
thirty days notice of the location of the National Cham-
pionships.
*F. (1) The Board will appoint, at its discntion

seven or more. League hand cappers (giving to each a
special district), who will, for a stated sum, attend to
the classification of the racing men and frame the
handicaps of the League and of such of its associate
clubs as shall desire this service at their hands. Clas-
sification shall be based on the appendi d table in Rule
28. Handicaps shall be based on the abilitv, as well as
records, of the contestants. Handicaps shall be
framed and the men classified before the i vol the
race, shall appear on the programme, and shall not be
changed during the meeting.

(2) Entries to handicaps, and class races, shall close
seven days prior to contest, to allow time for proper in-
vestigation.

(3) Clubs holding races must send to the official
handicapper, ot the uistrict in which the races are to be
he'd, a complete list of entries in all handicap and
class races, not later than five days previous to the date
of races. Any contestant in a handicap, or class race,
not handicapped or classified by the district handi-
capper, shall be liable to suspension from the racetrack
for such a time as the Racing Board may determine.

(4) A fee of 25 cents will be charged for each entry,
to be paid by the club, or managers of the race meeting
for which the handicapping or classifying, is done.

k G. Any cycle club will be allowed, unrier special
sanction of this Board, to pay the entrance fees and
reasonable travelling expenses of a member •» horn
they may desire to represent them upon the path, but
without this special sanction no competitor in amateur
events shall accept from his own flub, or from a club
promoting sports at which he competes, any payment
for his expenses under prnalty of suspension from the
track for a time at the discretion of the Board. No
rider will be allowed to have his entrance (• es, or any
expenses whatever, paid by an officer, member, com-
mittee, or department of an athletic organization,
other than a cycling club.
H. No open belting shall be permitted.
*/. In no case shall an order for goods to a certain

value, be offered or taken in any event.

Track Rules.
1. Entries and awards in amateur events sh-11 be

confined strictly to amateurs and persons entering for
these races, who are not members of cycle or other
athletic clubs whose rules of membership exclude pro-
fessionals, must satisfy the Executive Board that they
are not professionals, either by their own statements
in writing or otherwise.

2. The officers of a race meeting shall be: A referee,
three judges at the finish, three timekeepers, one
starter, one clerk of the course, with assis'ants if
necessary, ore scorer, with assistants if necessary, and
one umpire for every one-eighth of a mile. The ref-
eree, judges and clerk of the course shall constitute an
Executive Board.

3 The referee shall have general supervision of the
race meeting. He shall give judgments on protests re-

ceived by him ; shall decide all questions or objections
respecting foul riding or offences which he may be per-
sonally cognizant of, or which may be brought to his
attention by an umpire or other officers. He shall act
as he may think for the best in cases of misconduct by
attendants, and shall disqualify any competitor who
may become liable to disqualification. He shall decide
all questions whose settlement is not otherwise pro-
vided for in these rules. His decision in all cases shall
be final.

4. The judges shall decide the positions of the men
at the finish. Two shall stand at one end of the tape
and the third at the other. One shall take the winner,
another the second man and the other the third man;
they shall also note the distance between the first three
as they finish. In case of disagieement the majority
shall decide. Their decision as to the order in whicn
the men finish shall be final and without appeal.

5. The timekeepers shall compare watches before the
races are started, and shall note any variance; they
shall each time every event, and in case of disagree-
ment the intermediate time of the three watches shall
be the official time. Time shall be taken from the flash
ol the pistol. In case two watches of the three mark
the same time, that shall be the official time.

6. The scorer shall recor" the laps made by each
competitor, the order of the men at the finish and the
time as given to him by the timekeepers. Scorers
shall have such assiatance as may be necessary.

7. It shall be the duty of the starter, when it has been
reported to him by a clerk of the course that all the
competitors are ready, to see that the timekeeper is

warned and before starting the men to say •Mount,"
in a few seconds after to say "Are you rea iy ?" and if

no reply to the contrary be given, to effect the start by
report of pistol. Should ihe pistol miss fire, the start

will be made at the word "Go." The starter may, at

his discretion, put back for a distmce not exceeding
ten yards any competitor starting befor the signal is
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fiven. In case of a false start, the competitors shall

e called back bv the starter ant re-started. Any com-
petitor refusingto obey shall at once be disqualified. He
shall announce to the competitors the distance which
tht-y are to run, and shall indicate the commencement of
the last lap by ringing a bell as the riders pass over the
mark for the final lap. In case of a fall within ten feet

of the scratch line, the contestants shall be recalled

and the race started over again. Time handicaps shall

be started by the word "Go."
8. The clerk of the course shall call competitors in

ample time for each event, and see that they are pro-
vidi d with numbers properly worn. He shall report

the contestants to the scorers, see that they are on their

appointed marks, and call their numbers for the scorers
as they cross the line at the end of each lap.

*o. It shall he the duty of an umpire to stand at such
part of the field as the referee may direct, to watch
closely the riding, and immediately after each race to

report to the referee any competitor or competitors
whose riding he may consider unfair, to the end that

the referee, before making any decision, may be cred-

ibly informed by a official as to the tacts.

10. It shall be the duty of the Executive Board to

adjudicate any questionable entry, and they shall have
the power to make any alteration in the programme
that they may deem necessary, or to disqualify com-
petitors without any protest being lodged by another

competitor.
11. No person whatsoever shall be allowed inside the

track, except the officials. Authoriztd persons shall

wear a badge. Competitors not engaged in the race

actually taking place shall not be allowed iniide or up-

on th track.

12. Any competitor making a false entry will be dis-

qualified ani debarred from any place or prize.

*13 # Choice or change of machine and choice of cos-

tume are not limted except that shirt and breeches

must not bare shoulder nor knee. In races distinctly

stated on the programme of events to be for a particular

class of machine, this rule shall not apply so far as

choice or change of machine is concerned. Safety bi-

cycle races shall be limited to machines whose driving

wheel does not exceed 32 inches in diameter. "Ordi-

nary" bicycie, and "safety," or "tandem safety," bicy-

cles, shall not be ridden in the same race.

14. Every competitor will receive, in the dressing-

room, a ticket bearing a number corresponding with
his number on the programme, which ticket must be
worn by him on his back during the race. He shall

inform himself of the times at which he must compete,

and await the call of the clerk in the dressing-room.

15. The drawing for positions in each event shall be
done by the promoters of the meeting, and the positions

of the men shall appear on the programme. W hen it

becomes necessary to draw for positions on the grounds,

the work shall be' done by the clerk and starter in con-

junction. In heat races, the winntr of the first heat

shall take the pole in the next succeeding heat. When
races are run in heats and a final, the winner of the
fastest heat shall take the pole in the final.

*i6. All starts, bicycle or tricycle, shall be from a
stand-still, with the lefljhand towards the curb; and the
machines are to be held in position by an attendant
(the front wheel touching the starting line) until the
signal is given by the starter. Attendants, when push-
ing off competitors, must have and keep both feet on
tie ground behind the mark from which the competitor
a&ually starts. Should any part of the attendant's

body touch the track in front of the mark, the com-
Eetitor shall be disqualified. Any competitor shall

e at liberty, with the consent of the. referee, to

start from a mark behind the one allotted him in the
race ; but in such case, as in all others, the point of con-
tact; of the front wheel of the machine with the ground
shall be considered the starting mark, and the same
rule shall apply.

17. The finish of all races shall be judged by the first

part of the front wheel which touches the tape fastened
flat on the ground at the winning post.

lS. rtidersmust pass on the outside (unless the man
{jassed be dismounted), and must be at least a clear

ength of the cycle in front before taking the inside.

The inside man must allow room for his competitor to

pass on the outside. A competitor overtaking another
may pass between him and the pole if there be ample
room, but he does so at his risk; and snould a foul be
claimed, the referee must decide if the rider was justi-

fied in his course. Riders are cautioned that they must
not pass inside, except as a last resort.

19. Any competitor guilty of foul riding will be dis-

qualified and debarred from any place or prize.
20. Any protest against a competitor respecting his

qualification as an amateur must be lodged with the
referee before starting; and any protest respecting foul

riding or breach of rules must be made to the referee

immediately after the heat is finished. A competitor,
upon being disqualified, shall forfeit any entry fee he
may have paid

*2i. Competitors may dismount during a race at

their pleasure, and may run with their cycles if they
wish to, but they must keep to the extreme outside of
the path whenever dismounted. If a rider be dis-

mounted by accident or to change his machine, an at-

tendant may hold his machine while he mounts it, and
he must so mount at the extreme outside of the path.

22. Competitors will not be permitted to fall behind
one lap, or more, and continue on the tra k with the
other competitors, for the pnrpose of pacing. Pacing-

if so attempted, shall disqualify both the competitor
and pacemaker.

23. Clause D, Sec. 6, Article III, of the League By-
Laws reads as follows :

'It shall also be within the province of the Racing
Board to suspend from the race track, for such a time
as tfcey may deem proportionate to the offence, any
wheelman guilty of unfair dealing or ungentlemanly
conduct on the race track, etc."
The fo.lowing will be considered as unfair dealing

and ungentlemanly conduct, and render the offender
liable to suspension:

(1; Entering a class race to which his record does
not give him the right of entry.

(2) Suppression of true figures and tendering of

false figures to the official handicappers.
(3) The use of obscene la guage on the track.

(4) Swearing at other competitors and at race of.

ficials.

*24. The referee may place a time limit on any race.
The time limit shall not be announced to the contest-
ants until their arrival at the tape preparatory to the
start of the race. If the competitors finish within the
limit they shall receive the prizes. If they fail to so
finish, and the referee is convinced by their riding and
the time made, that they endeavored to reach the limit,
he may award the prizes. It shall be his privilege to
withhold any prize if, in his opinion, a competitor did
not try to win the race.

f25. In order to secure a special prize, offered for
the fastest time made at a stated distance, the success-
ful competitor must have ridden the entire distance of
the race, in which he makes his record.

*26. The officers of a race meeting, see Rule 2, shall
not be permitted to compete in any race, at a race meet-
ing, with which they are officially connected.

*2"j. A novices' race is open only to those who, up to

date of event, have never won a prize, and shall be the

first race of a meet.
*z8. A class race is open only to those who up to

date of the closing of entries have not won one of the
first two positions in a public event in the same or better
time than the class under consideration : or in relative
time, judged from the other distances according to the
appended table. See Rule F and Rule 23.

One Mile. Two Miles. Three Miles. Five Miles.
2.40 5-3° 8.20 14.20

2.45 5.40 830 14.40

2.^0 5-5° S.45 15.00

2.55 600 9.00 1530
3.00 6.10 9 15 16.00

3.05 6.20 9.30 16.30

310 6.30 9.45 17.00

3.15 640 io.co 17.30

3.20 6.50 10.30 18.30

3.30 7.10 11.00 19.00

29. In a race without hands, the start shall be made
as usual. Ten seconds from the time of starting the
starter shall ring his bell, and this shall be the signal
for the riders to take their hands off. The competitors
must then ride with their arms folded, or the hands
and arms otherwise kept quite off the machine. Any
competitor touching anv part of his machine with his

hands or arms shall be disqualified.

(30) In a slow race, a straightaway course not less

than three nor more than five feet in width should be
marked out for each competitor. Anv comnetitor who
rides outside of these lines, to be judged by the centre
of the driving wheel, or who comes to a standstill, or
who is dismounted, or who fails to start at the signal,

shall be disqualified.

31. In a lap race, the position of the first three men
must be taken at the finish of every lap. Thfe first man
shall score three points, the second man shall score two
points, the third man shall score one point, and no
others shall score. The contestant who crosses the
line first at the finish shall for that lap score four
points. The competitor who scores the greatest num-
ber of points shall be declared the winner; but any
contestant, in order to secure a prize, must ride the
entire distance and be within 150 yards of the finish
when the first man crosses the tape at the end of the
last lap. Anv competitor failing to comply with this

rule shall be disqualified.

*32. In a team race the position of each rider must be
taken at the finish of each lap. The first man shall
count a number equal to that of the contestants at the
start, the second man shall count one less, the third
two less, and so on. The aggregate scores of the team
members shall decide the winning team. A team shall
be limited to three riders, each of whom shall have
been a member of the club entering the team, for at

least three months previous to date of event. Each
team member must also have been a resident o f the
city or town where the club has its headquarters for at

least six months previous to the date of contest.

33. The contestants in the run-and-ride race shall be
started on foot in the usual manner, and umpires shall

be stationed on the track at the mounting and dis-

mounting stations, who shall take account of the fair-

ness of mounting and dismounting. Mounting before
reaching, or dismounting after passing the station,

shall be sufficient cause tor disqualification. The al-

ternating distance shall be one quarter of the distance
of the entire race.

34. In a heat race, where the contestant must win
two in three, or three in five, the position of each rider

must be taken at the finish of each heat. The first

man shall count a number equal to that of the contest-
ants in the first heat, the second man shall count one
less, the third two less, and so on. The competitor
who scores the greatest number of points shall be de
clared the winner.

*35. Entries in a consolation race shall be limited to
those who have won no prize in any event of the meet-
ing; provided, however, if only a single prize is given
in the team race, members of the winning team shall
not be considered to have won a prize, and shall be
eligible to the consolation race.

36. Any club, or race promoters, desiring to place
upon their lists of events, a race of different nomencla-
ture than those given above, must first explain the
nature of the event to the Racing Board member in

charge of the district in which races are to be held, and
obtain his consent. The consent having been obtained
they sh 4II print upon the entry blank and the programme
of the day, a rule to define the race, that the officials and
contestants may clearly understand the conditions of
the contest.

*37- Ignorance of any of the foregoing rules will

not be considered a valid excuse for violation.
Amended. -fNew Rule.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list of applications for member,

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, whicn is as fol

lows

:

"Any amateurwheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of
two League members in good standing, or of three re-

putable citizens ol the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the
year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval ol the Board of Officers, or a committee
hereof, two weeks after the publication of the name in

a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correct.
Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members are
given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as
it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.

The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the
Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-
tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 225—Total 51—12,329.

Boston, Jan. 24, 1890.

California Division—5—438.
M. C W.

26025 McComas, Mine, nth sf, Modesto
26026 Vogelman, David T-, 425 13th St., "

26027 Weil, C. B., Ninth St.,

2602S Zander, C. F., nth St., "

Unattached.
26003 Greeley, A. H., Fresno

Connecticut Division—!—738.

Unattached.

26043 Frasick, Seymour F., ro Buckingham St.,

Hartford

Delaware Division—5—50.

Wilmington Wheel Club.

26044 Bartram, Hairy E., 622 West 9th St.,Wilmington
26045 Gibbons, Wm.J., 1705 Rodney St.,

26046 Goldin, Chas. R., 13 East Water St.,
"

2604S Thornton, E. P., 703 Market, "

Unattached.

26047 Marr, Harry H., 10S East 2nd St.,
"

Illinois Division—5—901.

Illinois Cycling Gtub.

26029 Griswald, K. H., 714 Wash. Boul., Chicago
26030 Marshall, I. B., 225 Colorado ave., "

26031 Overlock, F. F., 163 Winchester ave.,

26032 Skillman, F. B., 83S Adams St.,

Unattached.

26033 Decker, J. A., Macomb
Maine Division—2— 157.

L. & A. Wheel Club.

26020 Doten, Herbert E., 83 Main St., Auburn

Kennebec Ramblers.

26049 Brag&> F - H - E -. Box io6
i

Fairfield

Massachusetts Division—4—1626.

Whitlnsville Bi. Club.

26022 Monroe, Addison D., Whitlnsville

Unattached.

26005 Lougee, WIIHs E., 147 William St.,

New Bedford
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36021 Graves, Fred C, 00 Marble St.,

26034 Coon, Wm. M., Box 106,

Missouri Division—3—341.
Unattached.

26035 Cahoon, M. H., Custom House,
36036 Cram, Geo. A., Chamberlain Park,

26037 Noel, Primm D., 3330 Bell ave.,

Nebraska Division—S—97.

Lexington Wheel Club.

26013 Campbell, J. H.,
26015 Mackev, Geo. E.,

26014 Goodrich, R. S.,

26050 Adams, C. M.,
26051 Gillespie, T- W.,
26052 Stuckey, M. W.,
Unattached.

26024 Titus, Edw. G., L. Box 22,

26023 Updike, P. H., L. Box 22,

Springfield
Zylonite

St. Louis

Lexington

Harvard

New Jersey Division—4—623.

Unattached.
26008 Garretson, C.C., Bound Brook
26007 Herbert, H. G., Box 92,

"

26006 McNaughton, Robert J., 00 Monticello ave.,

Jersey City
26016 Van Horn, Harry E., Box 317, Lambertville

New York Division-

i

—2141.

Genesee Bi. Club.
26009 McGreal, Lawrence G., 19 Hart ave., Rochester

Pennsylvania Division—7—1422.

Century Wheelmen.
26018 Dalsen, Charles W., 2535 No. 12th St.,

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania Bi.Club.

26004 Wells, Fred M., 1240 Belmont ave., "

Wissahickon Wheelmen.
26053 Smyth, Calvin M., 816 Market St., Philadelphia

Unattached.

26019 Johnson, Geo. C, 921 Chestnut St., "

26017 Woodward, H. P., 535 No. 10th St.,
"

2603S Miller, Milton H., So. Bethlehem
26039 Wintersteen, Wm. S., "

Rhode Island Division— 1—340.

Rovers C. C.

26040 Andrews, A. H., Box 302, East Providence
Tenessee Division—3—97.

Unattached.

26010 Cummings, J. B. T., Box 235, Knoxville
26011 Hall, Ed L., 97 Luttrell St., "
26012 Nelson, A. H., 43 State St., "

Texas Division—2—39.

Dallas C. C.

26041 Lang, John F., S06 Main St., Dallas
26042 Peting, Amedee, Jr., 1305 Sycamore St., "

"It is excellent discipline for an advertiser to feel that he must say
all he has to say in the fewest possible words, or his readers are sure to
skip them; and in the plainest possible words, or his readers will certainly
misunderstand them. Generally, also, a downright fact may be told in a
plain way, and we want downright facts at present more than anything
else.

55

The "downright facts" are these: For durability, thoroughness of
workmanship and beauty of outline, the Warwick Safety stands first
among high-grade wheels.

1890.

Perfection Safety.

Price $135.

CATALOGUES

READY

JANUARY 15

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO.,

MANUFACTURED BY

Springfield, Mass.

an amateur

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.
ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:—Enclosed you will find $ for initiation t*. ™j j.,*. . «League oj American Wheelmen to April jo, ,890. I Hereby certify that I at over ,8 years,'f ag\Tandlhltfam " '" *

within the meaning oj the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date Name,

Club, St. and Number, o? Box,

References: CUy
^

.

State,
Enclosed. for Holder.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens )toApr^Se^^
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UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.

THE • UNION • SAFETY

Superlative in all its Details.

SOLICITS A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE.

WESTERN BRANCH:

293-295 Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

OFFICE AND FACTORY:

Highlandville,

Mass.

CATAIyOGUBS FREE OIV APPWCATIOIV,
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Satisfaction Acknowledged.
WHAT THE WHEELMEN HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR:-

THE "BRDNCHD" SAFETY BICYCLE.
SEND FOR, CATALOGUE. CAREFULLY PERUSE SAME,

and DECIDE for YOURSELVES

whether the WHITE CYCLE CO. continues to RETAIN the LEAD as regards

ORIGINALITY,
PRACTICABILITY,

EXCELLENCE in WORKMANSHIP.
BEAUTY in DESIGN,

SYMMETRY of OUTLINE.
Additional information, cuts, etc., from week to week.

WATCH OUR PAGE CAREFULLY.

Send Name and Full Address for "CAT," "JACK'S" PICTURE and Picture of "Skookum."

GOOD AGENTS WANTED. "BIG" MONEY. SEND for TERMS.

WHITE CYCLE CO., - Westboro', Mass., U. S. A.

TARR!

CatM*.
SSFNE5S

A NEW TREATMENT.
Sufferers are not generally aware that

thebe diseases are contagious, or that tbey
are due to the presence of living para-
sites in the lining membrane of the nose
and eustachian tubes. Microscopic re-
search, however, baa proved this to be a

I fact, and the result of this discovery is

that a simple remedy has been discovered
which permanently cures the most aggra-
vated cases of these distressing diseases by
afew simple applicationsmadettwoweefcs
apart) by the patient at home. Apamph-

|

let explaining this new treatment is sent
free by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 839
West King Street, Toronto, Canada.

One-Third Actual Size.

This oiler, as the cut shows, consists ol a tube tor
holding the oil, fitted at the top with an Acme tip,

which can be unscrewed when it is desired to refill the
oiler. A cap ot the same diameter fits over the top.
Only throws a small quantity ol oil at a stroke. Best
and neatest in the world. Handsomely nickel plated.
For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt ol

price, so cents each. CUSHMAN & DEN1SON,
173 Qth avenue, New York

GILLOTTS STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
* * • PERFECT.

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen.
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

t-^c-^^^^y^x^cX^^O^' Committee.

Browning, King k Co.

Official Tailor8 of the L.A.W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only Offici^Tailors to theL.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

A. G. Spalding \ Bros.

Inters of the Official L. S. I. Sundries

.

v'dUo. League Regulation 1.35

Shirts. fe^^^feoVVoV-hot8-00

weatne»wear _ 1.00
£H"/~if»li"i 11 <v£J °ur celebrated UnenOH-Hy-t^lUgS. Sole Stocking, League

color 1.0O
TCfkl 4~a No. X Silk, Edge's League color,
-a-"^-1- fO» white centre. Snake Buckle JH>

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 10

SV)npa Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
^-,-*-*""^0. hand made, light, strong, elastic. 5.00

No. 1, Canvas, leather trimmings .3-50
Sent post paid on receipt ot price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits

A. G. SPALDING & BROS,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago.
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WHY I AM A COLUMBIA AGENT.

1. The Pope Mfg. Co. has the reputation of making* only

the highest grade of machines.

2. Their plant is the largest and best equipped of any in

the world.

3. They make eyery class of high grade cycle in popular use,

4. They fill orders promptly for machines or sundries.

5. The reputation of the Pope Mfg. Co. is recognized eyery-

where, and Columbia cycles sell the easiest.

6. The dealings of the Pope Mfg. Co. with me haye

always been fair and liberal.

7. The Pope Mfg. Co. issue the best cycling catalogue pub-

lished, and large quantities of unique and yaluable

adyertising matter, and do the greatest amount of

general adyertising.

8. I can make more money by being a Columbia Agent,

because Columbias are sold at one price only, which is

positiye proof of their yalue.

9. Columbias cost less to repair than any other machines,

and all parts are interchangeable.

10. By far the largest proportion of professional, scientific,

and mechanical men and other riders best qualified to

judge of yalues are now riders of Columbias.



KYWVOP
UU-ETlN.**
bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OFCfCLlNG.

$1.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 31 JANUARY,.1890.
Volume XX.
Number 14.

THE PROOF I THE PROOF

I

This is the demand that always meets a man who makes a claim.

He says he has, or does, or makes or can make, a certain thing, and at

once, if it is a matter of any moment, there comes the demand for more
than his bare statement—and surely this is but just. Right thinking and
well disposed people everywhere desire the success and survival of that

which is true and of genuine worth. Correspondingly they desire the

unmasking and discomfiture of that which is false and calculated to

deceive. Proofs they must have, and the man who is not willing to

stand or fall by the performances of his product, acknowledges his own
lack of confidence in it, and certainly cannot expect the confidence of

others.

We make Victor bicycles. We believe they are better than any
others. Prove or disprove this to your satisfaction by careful tests

in actual use, and we -will abide by your decision.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

OVE^mAfi OlHEEli CO.,

-MAKERS OF-

VICTOR BICYCLES,
BOSTON, WASHINGTON

Office and Faetopy, CHlCOPEE FAIiliS, flQASS.
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66^thuvt k:iivi> of :bj^ari:ivo» i>o yoxt use^?99

Is often asked us, and we propose now for the first

time to treat of the subject in print. We use wh it we
have a right to suppose is the most desirable form of
bearing known, and the number ol persons wise and
otherwise who think as we do is not :o small as many
bicyclers might at first assume. It hail coire to be
quite a popular belief that ball bearings were the only
thing for a high-grade bicycle. Indeed this feeling
has Deen so common that the mention of any other
kind wonld be regarded by the average wheelman as
heresy, and an advocate of parallel bearings has been
looked upon as a deluded ignoramus. We do not in

tend to make disparaging remarks about other manu-
facturers or their product, for, as a rule, such a course
is neither manly nor necessary. The conditions are
such, however, that on two points we think it proper
to touch, and this seems all the more excusable when
we realize that most other bicycle makers consider us
as being in such a hopeless minority, that they can
have no serious objection. One of the questions most
frequently asked us is, "Why do you not use ball

bearings?" We reply that it is because we do not
consider them the best. And let us say r ght here
that no man's opinion on such matters is worth the
breath that it takes to utter it, unless he can furnish
the collateral. So when a rider asks these questions
at short range, we tell him to take a hickory bicycle
and try it. If he should think it ran harder than others,
what could we say to him? Nothing! If, as is usually
the case, he should find that it ran with as little or less

power than other machines of the same gear, then it

would be in order for us to tell him why a parallel

bearing is our choice. The average schoolboy and his
grandfather proceed alike to investigate the merits of a
bicycle. If the pedal spins freely the qui stion is in a
fair way to be settled, ev> n though the frame and
wheels were made of corruption. A ball bearing is

by all odds the best to exhibit to the non-mechanical
buyer, and if we wanted pedals to spin round and play
with, we would take no other.

Ball bea ings were known for many years, and have
been very generally known for about a quarter of a
century. Kxtensive experiments have been made with
them. Men quite competent have made and inserted
ball bearings in various kinds of machinery. Scien-
tific men have made careful tests, and when the mean
temperature and atmospheric conditions were normal,
it was found that the coeficicnt of friction was equal to

the square of the diameter of the balls, multiplied by
the time the professor was paid for. If he had let x
equal the number of times these bearings have been
tried by practical men, in machinery, and subtracted
the whole number of experiments, from those that
didn't pan out, the result wou d show that one swallow
doesn't make a summer. "But I have had a bicycle

with parallel bearings, and it didn't give as good satis-

faction as do those with ball bearings." This remark
has often escaped from very worthy lips, and the truth
of it cannot be denied. But the breadth of it is only
equalled by its thickness. Hash properly cooked is one
of the most nutritious and palatable dishes, and ought
to be put on the free list, and vet who has not at some
time eaten (or tried to) hash that had the flavor ol the
tomb? In order to make good hash the cook should be
able to tell, at a glance, the difference between codfish
and liver. We must not be held responsible for any
parallel bearing you may have seen, nor for any wooden
wheels that have formerly been made, or for any of
either that others may make in the future. The me-
chanical skill required to build any bicycle on the mar
ket is very little compared with many other kinds of
work, and a first-class ball bearing can be made for
less money than can the parallel bearing which we are
putting into our 1S90 hickory safety. The exact con-
struction will be shown shortly by engravings, but this
is the general idea: The axles and crank shaft are of
crucible steel har- ened, and afterward ground on cen-
tres lapped and polished. The bearings are of phos-
phor bronze and untempered steel. Important as is

this question of material and finish, it is not more so
than that of design. Provisions are made for conduct-
ing and retaining the oil where it will be useful; also
for excluding dirt. These bearings, axles, and all other
parts of the machine are made interchangeable. This
of course is sometimes an advantage to the buyer, but
it is not generally known that it is of infinitely greater
importance to the manufacturer, as any work of this
sort can be built in large quantities much cheaper by
making everything in duplicate and assembling but
once, when all parts are entirely finished. It is not
even bordering on egotism to say that we are quite
capable of making ball bearings or wire wheels fully
equal to those now in the market, and could undoubt-
edly make more money for the present by doing so.
And this is a good place to put in a small historical

tact. The writer made some experiments with wire
suspension wheels bejore there was a bicycle manufac-
tory in the United Stales, and they were entirely in-

stead of partially unsuccessful, for want of rubber
tire, as it is a suggestive fact that no metal wheel with-
out rubber can stand the jar of a hard road.

If all the experts who could stand between politics

and civil service reform should tell you that a certain
kind of bearing was best you would still want to try it,

i. e., you would ifyou are the kind of a man we like to

do business with.
It is a common belief among that class of peopl- who

have heard that a little learning is a dangerous thing
and so have kept on the safe side, that the only reason
why ball bearings and wire wheels are not generally

used in vehicles is on account of the supposed expense
of them. We have a letter from Robert Bonner who
has spent more money on speedy horses than any other
man, in which he says that he knows of no instance of
the successful use of either suspension wheels or ball
bearings in racing wagons or sulkys, and these things
have been repe tedly tried. Dear reader, how long do
you suppose it would take to sell, even at a hundred
times its cost, a sulky which by either its lightness or
easy running would enable a horse to trot one-fourth of
a second faster? Ask any driver of fast horses (or bi-

cycle builder for that matter) if he would care to risk
his life on the corners of a one-half mile track at a 2.1a
gait with any other than hickory wheels. For such
purposes the other kind have been weighed in the bal-
ance and found wanting? , Oh no! quite the reverse.
We shall have more to say on the subject of bearing
soon, meanwhile crack this cocoanut and see if you
fii d any milk in it. The locomotives of the U. S.
bnrned last year one hundred and fifty million dollars
worth of coal in overcoming the kind of friction that
they (bicycle men)[tell us isn't there with ball bearings

.

Every locomotive, car, steamboat, mill, factory, vehicle,
timepiece, from the finest chronometer to the most
powerful and ponderous machinery in the world every
thing goes on parallel bearings. Whyisthis? If "the
steam that turns with tireless arm the conn 1 less wheels
of toil" could be relievel by as much as the supposed
difference in favor of ball bearings the saving in coal
would soon pay the national debt. Why isn't it done? Is
twenty years too short a time for the adoption by Amer-
icans of anything so important? Are the eight hun-
dred master mechanics who look after the physical well
being of the one hundred and sixty thousand miles of
American railway incapable of knowing a good thing
when they see it? Are the officers and stockholders
who own the nine thousand million dollars worth of
railroads all blind to the terrible waste of coal occasioned
by running parallel bearings? Why do the nine thou-
sand four hundred carriage makers of this country still

cling so tenaciously to hickory wheels? Why isn't the
trotting record reduced by using sulkys with ball

bearings?
Why are the pendulum rods of many of the best

cocks made of wood? Why is hickory the only ma-
terial that will stand for the shuttle throwing levers

(picker sticks) in the millions of looms that weave the

world's cloth? Why is it that ball bearings have been
used up in a -week in machinery where parallel bear-

ings have lasted for years? Why is it that the 1800

Hickory Safety runs more easily, weighs less, and will

stand more grief and make less noise than any other ?

Sealed answers to these questions will be received up
to noon, Jan. 1st, 1030, by

STERLING ELLIOTT, Newton, Mass.

Holmes' Thigh Stocking. FULL PANTS.

(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat,

strap & pocket.

No. 884. Heavy Rib.

Price $2.50.

Double heel and toe.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

KNEE PANTS.
(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

3—3. Kull Fashioned, Nar-
rowed at ankle in black, navy.
League brown, grey mixed and
any other color, $1.50.

3— 1. Black, navy, grey mixed,
stocking, $1. 25.

1— 1. Black, navy, grey mixed,
stocking, $1.00.

Athletic and Gymnasium Garments Manufactured by

HOIiIKEGS <£ CO., 109 Kingston St., Boston,
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements iff this Department 30 cents a line.

|gr* Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter In payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken.*Jg&
Send 25 cents and get one of the

New L. A. W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of rolled Silver Plate, oxy-
dized. Very neat and serviceable.

N.
Box 632.

H. GIBBS,
PROVIDENCE, B. I

L, A, W BADGES,
The official design in solid sold.

\
Prices, $2.50, $3-50, $5.00 and up-
ward. Patented. Send for free
Catalogue and address orders to

C. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle St , Portland, Me.

A COLUMBIA LIGHT KOA0S1EK, -AKETY
for 50 cents. In first-class o der. Try your lick.

Clubs of 11 tickets for $5 00. Address H C. WHITE,
No. 07 Main st., Brattle'boro, Vt.

ARGAINS IN STAR BICYCLES — Write

J. T. STARR, Coldwater, Mich.

F»R THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-
ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and

other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,

$14.00, $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

SECONDHAND MACHINES—Many like new.O Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part
payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
fEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East

60th St., New York City.

AMSON'8 LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers,
or mailed, by the manu'icturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

A. O. VERY,
New England Agent for the

Warwick "Perfection," "Union"

—AND—

"Giant' Cycles.

—ALSO-

The Standard Sewing Machine

173 Temont Street, Boston.

AGENTS WANTED,

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, - - MASS.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE?
In this Department, is cents a line, teg- Cash must

accompany the ordcr.Jft
ggp*' Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken.

TRAVELING SALESMAN WANTED — An
experienced man to travel for a first-class cycle

firm. A man of upwards of 25 years of age preferred.
Address L. S , Bi. World office, 12 Pcari si., Boston.

FOR SALE— Expert, 50 inch, ball bearings all

round; nickle spokes and trimmings, balance
enamel; $65 cash; perfect condition ; a rare chance.
L. L. LEIGH, 197 Main St., Northampton, Mass.

WANTED TANDEM— Tri. or tand. bicycle;
would like to erive 54 L. Cnampion or 56 Expert

as part pay. Stite lowest price. Address WM. J.MATERN, Bloominglon, 111.

REFEREE SAKKTY RACER — Just out of
crate; never ustd; a perfect machine; weight

20 lbs; cost $140. Will be sold to first bidder over
$100 cash LOUIS HILL, 1014 Walnut St., Phila-
delphia, Pa.

FOR SALE—Caligraph; used by one person for a
tew months only; good as new. Original cost

$85 ; will sell for $50. Apply at office of Bicycling
World, 12 Pearl street, Boston.

A BARGAIN—An " 'So" American Rambler
safety; never used, for $105. Address H. W.

CASE, Ansoni.i, Conn.

$25 REWARD
For any information that will lead to the recovery of
my NEW RAPID SAFETY BICYCLE, number
117, stolen July 16th, 18S9. It is of the old j»attern.

Mud guards and step were off. G. S. HOAG, News
office, Denver, Col.

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Russet
Oider.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Grab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance ot natural fruit acid

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice oi sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the
press, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ling and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar,
If your grocer does not keep our

"jP (J/) K\J? goods, write us and we will send

'^m/(l(Mct{(fl^ y°u a
.<j
ase on approval, expressage

-~\jy: vJfeh g. r. Sl J. C. MOTT,
&&a>Citc>lM' 118 Warren Street, New York.

tlfctpa—

.

.m^fll^B Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.
'i^fi5HiE^3^' ESTABLISHED 1S65.

Elwell European Bicycle Tour,

(SEASON OF 1890.)

CATALOGUE NOW READY.
Address

P. A. ELWELL,
153 PEARL ST., - PORTLAND, ME.
'T'wo Pilgrims' Progress, "From Fair Florenc
\ to the Eternal City of Rome—Delivered under the
Similitude of a Ride, wherein is Difcovered the man
ner of their fetting out, their dangerous journey and
fafe arrival at the Defired City " Bv [oseph and Eliz-
abeth Pennell. A delightful book of travels on a tan-
dem, and containing nearly 200 pages of letter press by
Mrs. Pennell, and numerous illustrations from the
pencil of Jo Pennell. The book is elegantly bound,
and is an ornament to any table or library. Price
$1.60, post paid. For sale by Bicycling World Co.

J

12 Pearl St., Boston, Mass.
«^r*.nta£e stan ); m> received in paym ent.

Ladies' Bicycle Trousers.

JERSEY-F1TTINS.
Made ii

Black Silk,

Silk and Wool,

Black, Navy,

or any color in

Worsteds.

Balbriggan or

Black in Cotton.

Ladies who

enjoy Tennis,

Croquet, Boat-
ing, Yachting,

Horseback

Riding and all

out-door spo ts

will find

more comfort

in this garment

than an;, thing

else ever

invested.

Fencing has
become a very

fashionable

sport anions* the

Ladie , and vre

would call their

attention to

this garment.

The most comfortable garment a lady ever wore. A
perfect fit and warrant d to give perfedt satisfacVon
Send stamps for Catalogue.

HOLMES & CO.,
109 Kingston St , - Boston.

MO-RUST - NO-TARN iSM
BYU5ING ^—^^^""r*-»»^- IMPROVES
The -z

KINGofTRANSPARENT enamels
n*NIVISIBLE.feWA<;uTRie.yi UUKABLEj
ALL CYCLE AND HARDWARE STORES-

&g$kTHE PATENT
Silico Enamel Co.,

OF LONDON, ENGLAND,
Beg to announce that they have appointed

The Sweeting Cycle Co,
639 Arch Street,

PHILADELPHIA,
their Sole Representatives for the United
States,and all applications for Agencies must
be addressed to them. Agents wanted in

every City, town or village #n the Conti-
nent. Liberal terms. Exclusive territory

given and guaranteed.
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INGER C7CLES
Particular attention is called to the IMPROVEMENTS FOR

1890, and especially to the following :

THE " SINGER " BALL STEERING.
THE " SINGER " SPRING FORK.

THE " SINGER " COMBINATION BRAKES.
THE " SINGER " PATENT STEERING FOR TANDEMS.

THE « SINGER " BALL PEDALS.

OUR PATENT SPRING-WIRED TYRES

STAT" ON.
For full particulars of all " Singer" Cycles see Illustrated Catalogue.

SINGER 5t CO.,
O «& S Berkeley Street, = - Boston, Mass.

Annual Announcement!!

As for several years past, before the season opens

we offer a few

I^EW JVlAIli OSDIHARIES,

taking Other Wheels in Part Payment. This gives

wheelmen an opportunity of realizing for their old

mount more than any other way, and obtaining a New

Mail, the reputation of which is too well known to need

description.

Describe fully your wheel, stating size, condition

make, and your valuation.

SEND FOR NEW MAIL CATALOGUE.
s

WM. READ & SONS, - - 107 Washington Street, Boston.
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C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

BOSTON, 31 JANUARY, i8go.

CHIEF CONSUL EMERY prints, in the official columns this

week, a synopsis of the proposed bill which will be presented

in due form to the Massachusetts State Legislature this session.

By reading the synopsis, a very goad idea of the scope and plan of

the bill can be obtained.

T^LSEWHERE will be found a brief report of the meeting of
J—' the Pennsylvania State Board of Agriculture, at Harrisburg,

to discuss the vital question of roads improvements. On the whole
the meeting cannot but prove of the greatest value and aid to the

cause, and there is no doubt but that a bill will be drawn up and
presented at the next State Legislature. Ex-Assemblyman Brosins

distinguished himself by being the only "objector" to object to

"building roads for fancy teams and bicyclists." The other few
"objectors" were more practical, and simply opposed the scheme
on the ground of expense and increased taxes.

The League was there in the persons of Mr. George A. Perkins,

of Boston, and Chief Consul Boyle, of Pennsylvania.

/^VUR most worthy and esteemed friend, Bicycling- News, is get-
^^S ting uneasy over the way our Racing Board has been re-in-

stating certain professionals. The News warns the Union that it

should scan American amateurs pretty closely before it permits the
English amateurs to compete with any stray American who may
have the taint of re-instatement hanging about his garments. We
should not be surprised to hear that the League Racing Board had
been appealed to on this matter officially, by the English body. In
the meantime our cousins over the water need not be over anxious

in the fear of being contaminated. We have not that abiding faith

in the spotless purity of certain so-called English amateurs that we
might have, were we more guileless and full of trustful confidence.

T AST week we expressed regret that the Racing Board had not
-—' suggested a plan of "ways and means" to bring about the

organization of the different districts, and a method for assessments

to be levied on the different Divisions composing said districts.

In the absence of such suggestions we would respectfully submit

that the first thing in order is for the Divisions to call a meeting,

and either ratify or reject the adtion of the Board 60 far as the

assignment of said Division to the district is concerned. The rati-

fication would mean the right to send Representatives to compete

in the district championships, and in case of the success of it«

Representative or Representatives the right to send him or them,

at the district's expense, to the national meet.

We, however, doubt if an L. A. W. member, from a Division

which failed to ratify the Board's scheme, could be barred from the

championships, should he wish personally to go on and compete at

the meetings at his own expense.

In regard to the method of assessing Divisions, we would suggest

that each Division which ratifies the scheme be assessed according

to membership. For example : District No. 1 comprises in round
numbers, say, some 8000 members. The expenses of the Repre-

sentatives to the national meet would be, say, $300; this would be

equal to 3 3-4 cents per capita.

At this rate Massachusetts, at the present time, would be assessed

about $61, while Maine would escape with an assessment of some
$6. New York would have to pony up at the rate of $80.28.

The above facts and figures are sufficient to show the working of

the scheme, but of course it is entirely a question to be decided by
each Division, whether they wish to come into the combinatiom

or not.

A WARNING • Our attention has recently been called to the
* * fact that certain foreign makers of bicycles, who have no repre-

sentatives in this country, have been sending circulars broadcast

over the United States, offering their machines at prices which in

cheapness may prove an attraction to some of the many dealers

who may be anxious to make a supposed close deal. To such we
would say, go slow, satisfy yourself absolutely as to what you are

getting, in materials, fittings, etc. This very mild word to the

wise may be sufficient.

TN an article headed "The Anti-athletic Club Movement" our
-*- correspondent, "Alert," "goes for" the rules lately adopted by
the Racing Board, in the matter of athletic clubs and their relations

to cycle racing.

' I ~*HE Governor of Rhode Island give's considerable space in his
-*- message to the subject of roads improvements. After speak-

ing of the advances made in other States, the Governor says :

"I need hardly call your attention to the evils and inadequacy of
our present laws, which, while providing a penalty to be imposed
on any town that does not keep its roads in good repair, permit the
development in the towns of such evils as the 'working out' of road
taxes, under which arrangements experience has demonstrated the
results to be bad enough to incur penalties, if the law were enforced.
I believe a uniform 'road law' that would correct evils that have
been developed in many towns would be of the greatest benefit to
the respective towns and to the individual citizens thereof, as well
as to the State an&citizens at large. Where the roads are in good
condition real estate appreciates in value, and the personal con-
venience of the citizens is immeasurably enhanced. Even in the
^arsely settled districts the wear and tear on the farmer's stock
and cart is a greater expense to him than would be any tax for the
maintenance of a good road, once the road was made good. * * %
To keep well-built roads in good repair, under intelligent super-

vision and single authority, is not costly; a poor road is costly
under all circumstances."
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BOSTON NOTES.

" TONET."

Those wheelmen who attended the
smoker of the Newtoa and Somerville
clubs, would perhaps peruse the history of
the Newton club, and that of its captain,
with a great deal more interest at this time
than at any other, and believing such to

be the case, I beg to introduce to them Captain Frank S. Wilson,
who at the last annual meeting of the organization was elected its

Captain. The gentleman was born in New Hampshire (but what
particular part he failed to inform me) in December 1867, and at-

tended the public schools of his native place. His parents removed
to Boston when he was quite young, and upon reaching a more
mature age he attended the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
While attending this institution he was imbued with a desire to try

his trick at the wheel, and he first mounted an ordinary, and took
his first header some six years ago. Yes, gentlemen, he took a
header, and 1 as been taking them ever since, and it is said that it

was on this account, coupled with the fact that he is a first-class

rider that his fellows of the Newton Club elected him to the respon-
sible position of Captain, a position he has most acceptably filled,

and is likely to occupy another year. The only racing he ever did
was in iSSS.when he won the first prize in the Boston Bicycle Club
hare and hound race. Capt. Wilson answers the question, "Do you
hold a road or track record?" with this well worn expression, "Well
hardly." He seems to be greatly surprised at my asking him such
a question; The "eleiftrical gentleman," for be it known he is an
electrician in the employ of a well-known electric light company,
commands some fifty odd inhabitants of the '.'Garden City," notably
among them being George M. Hendee, E. P. Burnham, W. W
Stall, H. K. Corey, H. M. Sabin, Abbot Bassett, G. L. Hastings
and Councilman Hall. The Newton club is like the Massachusetts
Club in the respect that it has no club rooms and holds its regular
monthly meetings at some hotel, and the consequence is that the
meetings are always well attended.

The Charlestown Rovers realized a handsome profit out of their

annual party, and if they do as well with their annual minstrel show
the club all probably declare another annual dividend. It is not
generally known that this club is probably the only one in existence

that has ever declared a dividend. Last year it paid a dividend of a

few dollars to each of its members.

For the past month cyclists have forsaken their beloved wheels
and turned their attention to the members of the gentler sex, in such
a manner as to demonstrate that they are by no means amateurs in

dealing with the charming girls. The past month was one con-
tinuous round of festivities, and it was appropriately brought to a

close by the holding of the annual party of the Roxbury Bicycle

Club in Orienta Hall last Tuesday evening. Need I mention the

names of the many crank wheelmen and pretty damsels that gathered
to make the occasion one that will be long remembered by the par-

ticipants ? Sufficient it is to say that the affair was a prodigious
success.

The festive month of February will be opened by the holding of

the Cambridgeport Bicycle Club's annual masquerade party in

Cambridgeport on Monday evening of next week. Several members
of the Charlestown club will attend, and it is stated on good
authority that they will be disguised as Totman's favorites.

The gallant lady riders are now going to have a chance to con-

gregate and exchange reminiscences of the road, amid all the

hilarious concomitants of good ladyship. The success of the last

smoker held at Stall's was so pronouncedly beneficial in establish-

ing a firmer fraternity among wheelmen that the committee on the

North Shore Touring Party immediately decided to hold, if not

exactly a smoker, an entertainment to which all the lady riders of

the State will be invited. The event is to be held on the evening of

the 25th of February, and no gentlemen will be invited, excepting by
the ladies receiving invitations, so that leaves the poor girlless wheel-
man out in the cold. What a time it will be, and what a treat

th*e participants will have listening to the stories that will probably

be recited by the Kirkwood sisters and Miss Beers, not to mention
Abbot Bassett's lady contingent. The female members of the Rhode

Island Wheelmen will be invited to attend the ceremony, and every-
thing will be done by the projectors of the scheme to make the
ladies comfortable and happy.
- Several well-known cyclists have recently been admitted to mem-
bership in the Boston Athletic Club, and the wheelmen may ex-
pect to see that association represented by a road racing team be-
fore long.

+-

I see that Van Wagoner is not satis-

CHIC4G0 **e^ w ' lk *"s defeat at Peoria la6t fall,

and is out with an open challenge for a

"THE STROLLER " IOO"m^e road race in the spring, on
mutual ground. I think "Van" can be
accommodated, and understand that

Barrett and Spooner have written on, accepting the challenge and
naming Crawfordsville as the place. Also that Terry Andrae and
Bert Myers are also perfectly willing to accept "Van's" challenge.

Winship says that he will not make a match race with anyone
;

that Bert Myers may be a better man than he is, and he may not
be. And if he should do any racing this year, he would do his best
to win any race he started in, but has neither the time nor desire to
train for and ride a match race with anyone.

The Referee now has a puzzle department, presided over by "E.
Southerland Southside." The general opinion seems to be that
"Southside" is long on verbiage but short on sense, and I have yet
to see the reader that has waded through one of his alleged com-
munications who coflld tell what "Southside" was driving at, or
what ailed the poor fellow.

The Americus, nee Ashland, Cycling Club had quite a receptio
and banquet at their club house last week At their recent election
C. W. Patterson was elected President, W. D. Deisen Vice Presi-

dent, H. M. Kimball Secrteary, W. D. Castro Treasurer, and Fred
Gerlack Captain.

Quite a number of well-known wheelmen have become benedicts
this >eason

;
and Harry Niles and Dick Forrest are now receiving

the congratulations of their club mates, their respective engage-
ments having been publicly announced.

The Referee says the "Stroller" is no more, and rejoices greatly
thereat. The Referee has ushered many correspondents into life

only to have them die after an exceedingly brief existence, but the

"Stroller" still lives, friend Miles; he is not of their ilk.

Ehlert, it is said, will be again seen on the racing path this

season, and if he develops as good form as of yore there will be a
nice little triangular fi^ht, between Windle, Lumsden and himself,

as to who is best man.

The Englewoods had another very enjoyable reception at their

club room Tuesday evening last.

A local correspondent here says the Eastern racers need a pace-

maker like Winship, and in the very next breath says Van Wagoner
has lots of pace. What more does the East need, then, in this

line ?

The Illinois Club ball, at Martine's, on the 24th inst., was a

brilliant social success, eclipsing, if it were possible, all former
efforts by that club in this direction.

At the time the Kenwoods were admitted into the ranks of the

Chicagos, Langworthy made a determined fight to have the South
Side Tricycle Club admitted on the same terms, and was finally

successful, but the tric\cle club members do not seem to have been
consulted by Mr. Langworthy as to whether they desired to corr.e

in or not, and are denying that they are members of the three Cs,

or that they want to be. The laugh is on friend Langworthy this

time, and keeps him busy explaining his supposed assumption
of authority in this matter.

PORKOPOEIS NOTES.

'STAR."

Cincinnati will probably have
two new bicycle tracks this year;

one in the new grounds of the

gymnasium on the river bank
somewhere in the Ea*t End, and
the other in the Cincinnati Base

Ball Park. It is argued by those who favor the latter location,

that in order to reach the gymnasium grounds one is compelled to

ride over several miles of slippery and treacherous granite, whilst

in going via Ninth, Harriet and Dalton avenue the Ball Park may
be reached without riding on granite. The Ball Park is passed by

five lines ol street cars, which would make it easy of access by the

non-cycling public—quite a desideratum at race meets.

The C. B. C gave the second of their series of social entertain-

ments on the evening of the 25th inst. The entertainment con-

sisted of smoke, recitations, music on the piano, guitar, banio,
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ocarina and larynx, and refreshments of various kinds. The club

house was actually full. The guests, who were numerous, evi-

dently enjoyed themselves. These events are very potent factors in

dissipating the unaccountable p-ejudice against the club that has
existed in the minds of some outsiders. They show that the club
believes in having a good time in a quiet way.

Chas. F. Cossum, of the National Rights and Privileges Com-
mittee, visited "Porkopolis" on the 22d inst., and held a consulta-

tion with the officers of the Ohio Division, in regard to the pro-

posed road legislation. He left in the evening for Columbus, to

interview the Governor and members of the Legislature. It is be-

lieved that no attempt will be made to introduce a road bill into

our Legislature this winter.

The editorial in Cincinnati Commercial Gazette, referred to in

the World of the 17th inst., was only one of several that have ap-
peared at intervals. This last one was replied to, but the reply
found an early grave in the editor's waste basket. Another reply
is being prepared, however, and a personal visit will be made to

the editor by Chief Consul High, and if the editor survives, the re-

ply will probably appear in print. These editorials show what the
League has to contend with in Ohio.

A man living in Boone County, Ky. , had almost closed a con-
tract with a Covington dealer for $800 worth of lumber, when he
discovered that owing to the impassable condition of the road be-

tween Covington and Ludlow he would be obliged to cross the
bridge to Cincinnati and then take the ferry to Ludlow. He there-
fore bought his lumber in Cincinnati, and the Covington dealer is

now a strong advocate of improvement of highways.

The farmers in the vicinity of Independence, Ky. , thirteen miles
South of Cincinnati, have betn holding meetings and endeavoring
to get an appropriation with which to macadamize several of the
mud roads in that vicinity. If the Kentucky Division would cir-

culate a few pamphlets in that section they might help the good
work.

The people of Covington are endeavoring to get the Legislature
to authorize them to issue bonds to the amount of $150000, the
proceeds of which to be used in laying granite and asphalt pave-
ments. They are also trying to get the Legislature to cut down
the tolls on the bridges across the Ohio.

The poultry and game dealers in this city claim that the scarcity
and high price of turkeys during the holidays was due to the bad
condition Of the roads which prevented the farmers from getting
their birds to the railroad stations.

The Cincinnati Board of Public Affairs are after the street
sprinklers, and have notified the Superintendent of the Water
Works to withhold all permits for sprinkling the asphalt streets till

further notice.

The most important matter claim-

HARRISBURG PA 'n^ t 'le attent 'on
- °- wheelmen of this

and other States near us, is the road

"CVC" improvement question, and it will

continue to be such until the sittings

of the various Legislatures. Pennsyl-
vania's Board of Agriculture convened here January 21-23, and as
Thursday, the 23d, was the day set apart for the question of road
improvement, it saw George A Perkins, of Boston, Mass., and
Chief Consul Boyle, of this State, here in the interest of the
L. A. W. If such bill is not kindly received by our Legislature, it

will not be because wheelmen were not represented and heard from
;

Perkins being the orator, and Boyle working quietly among such
prominent members as he was acquainted with, and both gentlemen
made favorable impressions. We are indeed lucky to have the
Chairman of the Board, His Excellency, Governor Beaver, in sym-
pathy with us and heartily in favor of better roads, and when Per-
kins in his address referred to him as our friend and fellow-worker
In the cause, the few wheelmen present cheered heartily. As the
discussion of the question was divided, that of "The Road Laws"
taking up the morning, and "How to Build Them" in the afternoon,
Perkins could but speak only of the question in general. His re-
marks were to the point, and all our readers will doubtless find
them in this week's issue.

That address seemed to waken up some of the Board, and one
farmer in particular, whom I heard telling his fellow member a
little story running something like this: "My son is a wheelman.
Once he fixed up a sort of a cycle made out of a buggy wheel, and
after he got to riding it he wanted me to try it. The road to the
barn was rough as blazes and I didn't like to do it, but seeing Jake
go so well, I told him I didn't mind trying it, so I got on and he
pushed me off. If it hadn't been for a rut I'd got to the house all
right, but bang— , I went down on my head and I was laid up.
After this I gave orders that Jake should fix up that road, and vou

ought to see me now, I can go her smoothly. These bicycle men
are right, and I want to see them win." I could not help but con-
gratulate him, and wished all the other grangers had sons that were
wheelmen.

Owing to the late delivery of the telegram from President Lus-
comb, stating that Perkins would be with us on Wednesday even-
ing, the committee could do ought but have a smoker, and even
then it was found that Perkins did not indulge in the weed, yet was
highly pleased at the humble reception accorded him. During the
evening all the members of the club dropped in, and the hearty
welcoming the boys gave him, showed that we are indeed glad to

do our our part toward the further advancement of the important
question of his mission. He is indeed a jolly wheelman, and we
hope to have him with us again.

When the Atlantic Express of Saturday arrived at the station,

and Nellie Bly had responded to the request of the mighty crowd
and appeared at the car door, she was presented with a handsome
floral design, the gift of the wheel club. When it was learned that

we were the only wheelmen on the route that thus honored her,

and especially since she is a cyclist, the boys were unusually glad,

and are complimented by their friends.

I see by your issue of last week

PRO VIDENCR NO TBS. f

that * I,°th
,
er correspondent has ma-

terialized from this hamlet, and it is

" FT NOD " at Present: troubling the boys to

know who "Oneonum" is. How-
ever, it seems evident to me that

"it" is either one of the gentler sex or a great admirer of the same,
and as I have failed up to the present time to discover the owner of

that nom de plume, I wish to thank "Oneonum," through your
paper, for the compliment I received in last week's paper, and at

the same time to apologize for not remembering the ladies when
sending in my notes.

Of late there has been considerable talk among the lady riders of
this city about forming a club, and running it in connection with
the Rhode Island Wheelmen. A meeting was held for that purpose
last Tuesday evening, and "Oneonum" will doubtless inform you
in regard to same, and if not I will.

Last Saturday noon as "The Judge" (Providence correspondent
to the Wheel ) was quietly smoking a Perk's Grabeola at Camp-
bell's Bicycle Agency, he was suddenly taken with a fit, which was
thought to be serious, but Dr. Lakey, who happened to be there at

the time, with the assistance of Professor Campbell and Toe-clip
Rankin, soon had him on his feet again, feeling pretty well shaken
up and with the loss of his cherub and two suspender buttons.

In "Tonev's" notes of last week, while speaking of the New Bed-
ford Cycle Club, there is one name he did not mention, and that
one is Willis L. Ha:haway, or as he is more commonly known,
"Shorty." I formed his acquaintance at the Buffalo tournament,
and I must say it has been of the most pleasant character since.

"Shorty" takes great interest in race meets, and is always present
if his business allows him. He was at the Hartford tournament
last fall, and many will probably remember him as the "little

sawed off" that gave the exhibition of high kicking. He is well
known among the boys here.—-—

—

*

Munger has left us ! No longer will

^r;rrj/-/i »7-/tt-i-'o the 1 ght of his countenance be as a bea-CHICAGO NOTES. ? .. .^ ..
,con light to the wayward ; no longer

will he employ counsel to set aside his

expulsion from the Illinois Cycling
Club. " 'Tis an ill wind that blows no-

body good," and what is our loss is Kansas City's gain.

Munger has left us! O, how can I Barrett?
This Roe is a hard one to hoe or to ride.

Please lead off the Van. The expense, I'll Share it,

And carefully pluck a few Thornes from my side.

C. C. C.

The Chicago Cycling Club celebrates the opening of its club
house and their union with the Kenwoods, by what promises to be
the red letter day of their existence. Rosalie Hall has been engaged
and is to be connected with the club house by a covered way.

The Illinois Club held another of their enjoyable balls at Mar-
tine's Hall, on Friday evening, January 24. These parties are al-

ways well attended, and it is seen to that every stranger within
their gates are not given a stone when they ask for bread, or a

poor dancer when the}- ask for a good one. Unfortunately, very
few of the other clubs, though always invited, attend these dances,
and it is their own loss.

I understand that quite a party of the Illinois will attend the

'alert:
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Chicago Club's reception on the 30th, and I sincerely hope that a

like number will reciprocate by attending the Illinois gala days or

nights.

A few days ago I had occasion to insert an advertisement in sev-

eral cycling journals, and the Referee was among the fortunate

number. When I called at the editorial rooms of this enterprising

organ of Western supremacy, I found our friend Miles leaning on
his desk with his face buried in his hands, as if weeping for some
dear friend who had gone to join the McGinty recruit. I inquired

if he had been unfortunate in that direction and received the reply

that he had not. The natural inference was that La Grippe had
him in its awful clutches, but he assured me that I was again mis-

taken, and added that if I would be seated he would endeavor to ex-

plain his troubles. I "drew up a chair, and the editor began to unfold

his tale of woe. He has upon his list of contributors, a young man
who forms the southern extremity of the triangle, who has inflicted

upon the readers of the Rejeree such effusions as to cause many sub-

scribers to threaten discontinuance. He has posed as poet, critic, ar-

tist, scholar, philosopher, gentleman, kindergarten representative

and imbecile, all of which seem to be combined and noticeable to a

marked degree in this wonderful nom de plume writer, "E. Souther-
land Southside." Miles was trying to think of some scheme to

bounce the would-be disseminator of news without hurting anyone's
feelings. After an hour of joint debate, we were no nearer a con-

clusion than before. I handed him the ad., paid him for one inser-

tion and walked out.

Mr. Stewart V. Winslow,

uwur **nn<iiTY- /vnT/fi the crack 100-yard runner of theNEW JERSEY NOTAS. Rutherford Wheelmen, who has a

ii at- /7* 7? a at" record of 102-5 seconds for that
jyiutiAM.

distance, started for Willows,
California (about eight miles from

San Francisco), on Monday, January 20th, where he expects to re-

main for about a year. He carries with him a letter of introduction

from Secretary Sullivan, of the A. A. U., to the Olympic A. C, of

San Francisco.

For several years past, weather and roads permitting, the Owl
Bicycle Club, of Bordentown, have had a rnn on the night of

December 31st, to watch the owl year out and the new year in.

This year the run was participated in by thirteen of the members.
The start was made about 11.30 P. M., and continued until the wee
hours of morning, when the hungry riders sat down to a "spread,"

which they all did ample justice to.

The Trenton Wheelmen had quite a delegation at the inaugural

ball, which was held in honor of His Excellency, Governor Leon
Abbett, on the evening of January 21st. Perhaps those who re-

ported at the club headquarters on that evening had quite as festive

a time. The club orchestra furnished music for an impromptu
quadrille, into which seveial new, novel and amusing "figures"

were introduced. The dance was followed by a "cake walk," in

which all the boys took part. Ex-Presideat Sutphen, the chaperone

of the club, acted in the capacity of judge on this occasion, and

said that Treasurer Coward "took the cake." Not only his shape

and style, but the "razor" he carried, probably had something to

do with this decision. The evening's entertainment was concluded

by some great acrobatic feats by Messrs. Hewett and Wright.

On Wednesday evening, January 22, the Elizabeth Wheelmen
held the first of a series of club socials, to be held by them this

winter in their club house. The evening was very pleasantly spent,

being almost entirely devoted to dancing. The next one will be

held on Wednesday evening, February 12th.

At a special meeting of the Plainfield Bicycle Club, held on Sat-

urday evening, January 25th, the committees having charge of

the various booths for the fair made reports as to how they were

progressing. As the prospects for a huge fair are very apparent,

it was decided to opten one day earlier. The dates are February 20,

21 and 22. A committee consisting of Messrs. Townsend Rush-

more, A. L. C. Marsh and Frank L. C. Martin was appointed to

co-operate with the committee appointed by the Chief Consul to

formulate plans for the Division meet.

There is much in store for the lovers of cycling in this State.

As I mentioned in last week's issue, the meet to be held by this

Division on Friday and Saturday, May 30th and 31st, will be in

Plainfield. The roads in and about this city are excellent, and are

rapidly being extended. Union County, in which this city is situ-

ated, has taken the initiative in the improvements of its roads

under the County Road Bill that recently passed the State Legisla-

ture; $150,000 has been appropriated for road improvements. The
work is well under way, and is being pushed rapidly. When
finished New Jersey can well boast of having a wheelmen's para-

dise. The roads now building will unite Plainfield, Westfield,

Springfield, Morristown, the Oranges, Newark, Elizabeth and
Rahway.

In the New York Herald of Sunday, January 26th, appeared a
picture of the club house, wheel room and parlor of the Plainfield
Bicycle Club, with a sketch of the club's history, lrom its organiza-
tion in 1880.

"Ki-Yippy, Ki-Yippy, Ki-Yippy, Ki-Yi, Hudson County, here we
are; who, ah, who, ah, ha! ha! ha!" was all that could be heard
about the Court House alleys, on Jersey City Heights, on Friday
evening, January 24th, when the Hudson County boys defeated
the Kings County Wheelmen at a match game, in the Wheelmen's
Bowling League, by 40 pins. This victory places them in the lead.
The scores to date are: Hudson County Wheelmen, games won,
4; lost, 2; to play, 4. Atalanta Wheelmen, won, 3 ; lost, 2 ; to
play, 5. Brooklyn Bicycle Club, won, 3 ; lost, 3; to play, 4. Citi-
zens Bicycle Club, won, o; lost, 5; to play, 5. Kings County
Wheelmen, won, 3; lost, 2; to play, 5. New York Bicycle Club,
won, 3; lost, 2; to play, 5.

Friday evening, January 24th, 1890, the

NEW HA VEN New Haven Bicycle Club celebrated its^ tenth
anniversary by a banquet at Loomis' Temple

"ELM CITY" °^ Music, on Center street. There were
fifty present, including several invited
guests, among whom were D. J. Post, Chief

Consul Connecticut Division L. A. W. ; Dr. W. H. Emery, Chief
Consul Massachusetts Division L. A. W. ; Mr. Wm. M. Frisbie, ol

New York, an ex-President of the Club; and ex-Mayor H. G.
Lewis, also an ex-President of the club, and Mr. Belden. Letters
of regret were read from several invited guests, who could not be
present. The feast of reason was commenced by our President,
Mr. Frank Thompson, who responded to the toast, "The New
Haven Bi. Club." He reviewed the history of the club from iis

formation to the present day, and alluded to many occurrences of

interest. Dr. W. H. Emery, of Boston, responded to the toast of
"Road Improvement," which he handled in his thorough and
forcible manner. He is the best speaker on cycling a*d kindred
topics I ever heard. Long live the coming L. A. W. Vice Presi-

dent! Chief Consul David J. Post responded to the toast, "The
L. A. W.," and made some very interesting remarks. Mr. E.J.
Perkins, in response to "The Members of 1889," read some very apt
hits on individual members. The article was written in pleasing
style, and Mr. Perkins deserves much praise for his addition to the

evening's entertainment. Mr. W. M. Frisbie responded to "The
Past Members," and called to our minds many men prominent in

wheeling and other circles, who had been connected with our club
at one time or another.

"Nostaw," of Bridgeport, is not well posted on polo matters, if

he thinks the New Haven team is playing in hard luck. On the

contrary, there is no "luck" about their playing, but they are play-

ing a very skillful game of polo, as the Meriden and Bridgeport
teams can testify to. "Nostaw's" list of the position of the teams
is altogether wrong, and if he cannot report the games correctly he
had better not report at all. The New Haven team defeated the

Bridgeport Club team in Bridgeport, Wednesday evening, January
22, 2 to I. When time was called the game was a tie, and had to

be played off, which the New Havens won. Thursday evening,

January 23, the Ramblers went to Meriden to play the Meriden
team, but the Meridens protested two of their players. The game
was forfeited to the Meridens, and the Ramblers had to pay the

Meriden Club $5, and also pay their own expenses. The positions

of the teams to date is: New Haven, games won, 2; games lost, 1.

Bridgeport, won, 2; lost, 1. Meriden. won, 1 ; lost, 2 Ramblers,
won, 1 ; lost, 2.

«.

C. C. A. J. Lamb has just sent

out the nomination blanks for

Representative and Vice Consul.
The candidates are A. D. Ruff, ol

Richmond, who by the way is only
sixty- four years old, a member of

the Ruff Wheelmen, and quite a worker in his section of the State.

No doubt he would make a fine Representative. Dr. C. G. Lucas,

of Louisville, is the candidate for Vice Consul; as he has had con-

siderable experience in wheeling matters, he will make a good
officer.

The indications are that the ladies will take the cycling fever this

coming summer. Several of the agents have ordered ladies' wheels,

and the prospect is very good.

The father of one of the members of the L. C. C. proposed build-

ing an addition to our palaiial club house, and having a gymna-
sium, pool and billiard hall in it. The idea seems to take very well

with the club members, and if we can possibly have it we will.

KENTUCKY NOTES.

"TOPAZ."
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What Wheel Are Youpoing
TO HIDE THIS SEASON?

DO YOU WANT A SAFETY?
• If so, what machine is there that is safer than the "Eagle?" during all

last season we did not hear of a single ease where a rider was in any way
injured while riding an Eagle machine.

DO YOU WANT AN ORDINARY?

If so, why? The "Eagle" was proved fully as fast, if not faster, in all

races, either on track or road, and it will climb hills better.

Is it that you have become attached to the headers and cannot get on

without them? If that is so we are unable to help you, for we cannot

offer them as an inducement with the "Eagle."

If you want a good staunch machine that will stay by you, one that

is both swift and safe, BUY AN "EAGLE."
You may also be able to get the agency for your town if you do not

wait until it is too late.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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Oaf Samples for 1890 Have Arrived,

AND CATALOGUE WILL SOON FOLLOW.

Get Your Name on the Mailing List and

See the Many Improvements Before Purchasing.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Limited,

BOSTON.

The American Light Rambler
M^^ It's to be seen at our

m %± ~~£^ % Boston Store.
JJt V^s3^ You remember the ad-

/ff~ JF^ dress,

In ~lk 178 Columbus Ave.
F^^^ Make us a call. We will

|//S^. treat you well, and give
A//^ you the while a pointer

\p/./^\ or two on the most im-

U 7^^x<

portant Cycling improve-
jj/~ I ment of the day — our
Ifv^x^J/ thoroughly tested

SPRING FRAME,
which is found only in

members of the Rambler
Family.

We are mailing the 1890 Catalogue Send for it.

GOWLLV t JEFFEBT PR. CO.,
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That picture of Devenny's is a long time coming, is the general

remark of the members.

The L. C. C. held its annual election at the club house at one of

its last meetings. Dr. H. B. Tileston was re-elected by unanimous

vote President. Mr. A. J. Lamb was re-elected Captain. Cap-

tain Lamb is one of the best men for Captain that the club will ever

have, and is a good wheelman. The boys ought to be proud of him,

even if he is a sheep.

Last Monday night the South Broad

r, E.»r»r...T^ J
- irA *rr a Street Theatre was well filled in the front

PBNNS YL VAN/A. rQws hy well .known members of the South
„. „ End Wheelmen who were there to welcome

AK1JZL. Misg plorence St. John and her fellows of

the London Gaiety Company. The club

colors, blue and white, were worn by the actors and actresses, and
many cycling hits were sandwiched in the new "Faust." Charles

Danbv presented Captain C. A. Dimon with a pewter medal for

having ridden 205 miles -without a dismount.

L. A. Clarke, of New York, was here last week, and incidentally

remarked that two hundred and fifty would be the number of those

riders who participated in the next New York—Philadelphia Cen-
tury Run.

The Road Book Committee held its final meeting last Monday
night, and after voting away a large slice of the Division's bank
balance adjourned sine die—and thank the Lord ! Maryland takes

600 copies for her members, and Delaware takes them for hers,

while New Jersey thinks she can get one up cheaper and will try "it.

By the time they are through with the contract they will be sadder

and wiser men. It happens that I know tomething of the cost of

this work, and if they can begin to produce a book one half the size

at anything like the figure at which it was off red them by this Di-

vision, then they can do more than Pennsyh ania, with the experience

of her five editions.

Century's athletic entertainment last Thursday night was a big

thing. The usual happy combination or sparring, fencing, wrest-

ling, with smoke ad lib. filled up a very pleasant evening. Pennsyl-

vania promises an extensive affair on the 13th of February.

The Associated Cycling Clubs will make an effort to have the

Division Meet held in this city during the coming season, and at

their meeting last week instructed the delegates to ascertain the

views of each of their clubs on the subject. The following gentle-

men were elected as officers of the Association for the ensuing year :

President, W. R. Tucker, Philadelphia Club; Vice President, P. S.

Collins, Century Wheelmen; Secretary-Treasurer, J. R. L. Edwards,
South End. H. Crowther takes the place of W. D. Supplee, from
Pennsylvania Club ; W. Van De wsen that of Geo. D Gideon, Tioga

;

and F. B. Wood that of J. A. Scott, Mt. Vernon Wheelmen. The
A. C. C. voted to appropriate a sufficient sum to mail to each Coun-
cilman a copy c f Col. Pope's "Roads and Road Making," and "City
Streets."—How does that strike you?

Chief Consul Boyle spent Wednesday and Thursday in Harris-

burg attending the meeting of the State Commission on Roads,
which was addressed by Governor Beaver, Wm. H. Rhown of this

city, whose name is identified with the movement in favor of good
roads, and others. This State is awaking from the lethargy in

which she has so long lain and is beginning to exhibit a degree of
interest commensurate with the importance of the subject.

Previous to the banquet, account of which

vvt? Arrrvrr appears on another page, the Syracuse Cy-.umh/m.
c)ing ciub, held its annual meeting, and it

" <i4T TWA " was tne mo8 ': important in the history of the

club. After reports were read by the retiring

officers, showing great progress in the past

year, officers for 1890 were elected. Then came the mightiest
movement of the club. It was decided to have a club house.
"Club House" Harris and the other members of his committee were
ordered to lease the house, 311 Montgomery street, for a term of
years from May 1st. The place is centrally located, accessible by
good roads, and a fine appearing house. As a starter toward the

furnishing fund $730 were raised before the members dispersed.

They will now have quarters where they can receive visitors as they
should be received. The club house is three stories in height, with
a basement for wheels, bath room and lockers. The upper story is

large enough to comfortably accommodate four billiard tables, and
the floors between are admirably arranged for parlors, card rooms,
etc. Apartments in the rear afford ample living rooms for the
janitor.

The club house idea is booming cycling in this city. The Syra-
cuse Cycling Club accepted three new members at the annual

meeting, and several applications are in to be acted on at the Feb-

ruary meeting. Without much effort the membership will be

raised to 150 before the next riding season, and there is no fear of

its turning into a strictly social organization.

On Wednesday evening, Jan. 22d, :i

mr ivs number of members of the Crescent Cycl<
NJi WS

Club, Baltimore, Md., in uniform, wheeled

Aim m./i/i;»7t from their club house to Ford's OperaAND COMMENT. Houge tQ gee their friend) Francis Wil80n ,

in " The Oolah." A crescent of flowers,

tied with the colors of the club, was presented to Mi6s Jansen.
The club's flag and colors adorned the front of the "Oolah's" house.

An oyster supper was served after the play. The entertainment

committee of this club is arranging to hold a week's pool tourna-

ment in a short time.

We are informed that Belva A. Lockwood has become so skillful

on the bicycle that she will make a run for the Presidency in 1892.

The Berkshire County Wheelmen, of Pittsfield, Mass., held

their second annual masquerade ball at Central Hall last week
Wednesday evening. The attendance was large, and the whole
company enjoyed the occasion greatly. It was, on the whole, one
of the pleasantest society events of the winter. The costumes
were furnished by Bucholz, and they were exceedingly attractive.

Floor Manager Sheridan proved to be the right man in the right

place. He was ably assisted by his aids, E. E. Austin, T. H.
Murray, D. England, and T. R. Brown. The chairman of the re-

ception committee was B. M. England, and he had everything in

his department in excellent condition. The music was excellent,

and the dancing continued till a late hour. Rockwell was the

caterer and furnished an excellent supper.

George Morton, of Bridgeport, has received a patent for a

"bicycle supporter," by the use of which the rider is not compelled
to look about for a suitable place against which to rest his machine,
but by unloosening a catch the apparatus is let down, and the

wheel can be "stood up" directly in any place.

"Americus," of Denver, Col., writes us that "the rooms of the

Social Wheel Club were crowded to their utmost capacity on Satur-

day evening, the 18th, the occasion being the annual election of

officers. /• fter the meeting the club adjourned to the prominent
caterer's of the city and held their second anniversary banquet, the

date being the club's second birthday. Music, feasting, toasts and
speeches made the time pass only too rapidly, and the wee small

hours were on apace before the merry party broke up. The S. W.
C. starts out upon its third year with most flattering prospect.-.

The membership is rapidly increasing, and the new list of officers

is sufficient to insure a rapid growth during the coming year, as

every name upon it represents the backbone of the club, men who
are willing and anxious to work for its best interests."

Members of the Centaur Cycle Club, Baltimore, Md., visited

Ford's Opera House oh Wednesday night, January 22d, to see

"Oolah."

The Providence Journal prints the following item: "Most* of
the processes now in use for obraining pure aluminum are still

costly and indirect, though they have been greatly improved in the

last few years. Charles M. Hall has recently perfected a process
for obtaining pure aluminum by electrolysis, and the Pittsburg
Reduction Co. are now producing aluminum under his patents at

a very low price. In this method it is necessary to use a flux that

would take into solution the aluminum ore at a moderate tempera-
ture, but which would remain unchanged and unaffected by the

passage of the electric current through it, and which would offer a

low electric resistence to the current. Besides this, the bath (flux

or electrolyte) must be of less specific gravity than the metallic
aluminum, which is so very light in weight, so as to ensure the

metal sinking to the bottom, and thus not interfering with the

operation." By this process it is said that aluminum can be sold

at cheaper rate, bulk for bulk, than nickel. This, however, does
not yet solve the difficulty of how to manipulate aluminum so that
it will have the qualities of steel in spring and toughness.

On January 15 Mr. G. M. Simmons, of Kenosha, Wis., died of
pneumonia. Mr. Simmons was one of the most prominent busi-

ness men in that section. He was cashier of the First National
Bank of Kenosha. He was an ardent wheelman, although a com-
paratively new rider. His death may truly be termed a loss to the
Wisconsin Division, as on the subject •( roads he held views that

would always have led him to come out on the side of good high-
ways, and his influence was such that his views had weight.

"A singular runaway occurred to d y on F street. A horse
attached to a wagon ran away, and at Tenth street there was a colli-

sion with a man riding a bicycle. The machine was ruined in
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short order, and the rider, in order to save himself from the wheels
of the wagon, as quick as thought grasped one side of the shaft
with his hands, and throwing up his feet was borne along as the
horse continued his mad career. This strange ride was continued
to the corner of Seventh and F, where the man managed, as the
horse slackened his 6peed and turned the corner, to drop off en-
tirely uninjured, he said, by his rapid and unexpected journey."

—

Washington Star.

Rhode Island seems to be fairly seething with awakened inter-

est in the roads improvement question. Little Rhody means busi-
ness, and we expect to see the practical results of the agitation at

no distant day.

The Maryland Club, Baltimore, has secured a country house. It

is on Garrison avenue, five minutes' walk from Arlington station.

It contains eleven rooms. If it proves satisfactory to them it will

probably be purchased.

Mr. L. H. Johnson, of Orange, N. J., and one of the pioneers of
the wheel in America, was in Boston last Tuesday and Wednesday.
It does our heart good to run across these old" timers once in a
while ; it revivifies our youth.

The Providence, R. I., Wheelmen will hold its annual banquet,
at the club house, Thursday evening, February 13, at 8.30 sharp.

A man by the name of Harry McAndrews was lately arrested in

Akron, Ohio, on complaint of D. D. Pickett, Superintendent of
Schools, "for knocking over some school girls while he (McAn-
drews) was riding on the sidewalk." The fine was a V.

There is a possible chance of a race meet being held in New
Haven, on Decoration Day, by the New Haven Club.

Mr. Nathaniel C. Fowler, Jr., so long connected with the
Pope Mfg. Co., as its advertising manager, has branched out and
established himself as "Counsellor at Advertising." To use the
wording of Mr. Fowler's circular announcing the new departure we
find that he is a "Dealer in Ideas" and has "Originality For Sale."

As an expert in the art »f advertising we doubt if Mr. Fowler has a

superior. We predict for him a successful career in his new field of
labor, because talent must receive recognition and Mr. Fowler has
the talent of knowing how to advertise. Mr. Fowler's office is at

No. 54 Pearl street, Boston.

The Chief Consul of Maryland has been informed by Mr. H.
Crowther, Chairman of the Pennsylvania Road Book Committee,
that the Maryland Division will be supplied at the rate of fifty-five

cents per copy, which is only a few cents above cost.

In a little after-dinner talk at a banquet of the South Bend (Ind.)
Wheelmen Capt. Pine said among other good things : "The common
estimate of us is that we are cranks, but let us so conduct ourselves
that those who consider us cranks will be forced to acknowledge
that we are gentlemen."

On Monday evening next, Februry 3, at eight o'clock, Alfred
Stone, Esq., a prominent architect and citizen of Providence, R. I.,

will address the Brown University Historical and Economic Asso-
ciation at Manning Hall on the subject : "Are good roads desirable

and how can they be obtained in Rhode Island?"

Mr. C. S. Neeros of Chicago made us a short but pleasant call

this week. Mr. Neeros is in the employ of the Gormully & Jeffery
Mfg. Co.

THE ANTI-ATHLETIC CLUB MOVEMENT.
A great hue and cry is going up all over the country against

bicyclists competing under the colors of some athletic club. For
my part I can't see the harm of it.

An athletic club's province is to cultivate the competing power of
a man, be he runner, jumper, bicycle rider, or any other exponent
of out-door sport. It furnishes track, training and everything
needful to make the athlete, and why should it not have the credit

of so doing? Why should a bicvcle club which does not do any-
thing for track racing and very little for road contests, object to the
athletic dub's reaping the benefit of their labor? It seems very
like the dog in the manger, and smacks very much of selfishness

and jealousy.

A bicycle club is a local affair, and does not go beyond those
limits, but an athletic club encourages contests between different

districts and between different countries, and is known the world
over. They send their champions to meet the pick of other clubs.

They send men to Europe to meet the champions of that Conti-
nent. They put an athlete on a footing to compete with his peers,

even though he is not a millionaire. He is gauged by his strength

and not by his pocket book. Unless taken in hand by one of these

clubs, a bicycle racer is not given the opportunity to show his

prowess, and must forever hide his light under a bushel. When
the manufacturers were allowed to pay the expenses of their riders,

look what races were held in the East. Look at Lynn. Look at

Springfield. When the rule prohibiting a man from taking money
for training, etc., mart the decadence in bicycle racing. Where
are the tracks on which were witnessed the trials of speed between
Rowe, Hendee, et al. ? Gone. Where are the men who made
these meetings a success? Died of racing starvation, because their
purses had not the strength of their bodies.
Let the bicycle clubs send their men to battle with their rivals in

other cities. Let them encourage racing, not with their words but
with their deeds. Let them build tracks. Let them train their
riders. Let them promote race meetings, and the howl against
athletic clubs, who carry out the object for which they were formed,
will not be necessary, but until then let the bicycle clubs hold their
peace.

They must remember that the athletic clubs give bicycle race6
because they have bicycle riders on their membership roll, and that
if their names were not there, there would be no cycle races, and
the L. A. W. must remember that its officers are not larger than
itself, and that its members are not necessarily men of unlimited
means, and before they destroy the bridge which leads to the racing
man's haven let them build one to take its place. "Alert."

LADIES' RECEPTION ROOM.

[All communication to "Ladies' Reception Room" should be
addressed to Helen Grey, care of this office.

—

Ed.]
I wonder how many gentlemen can boast a record of 2400 miles?

Our friend Miss Kirkwood has this record. She writes as follows :

Dear Helen Grey—Before answering your invitation given a few
weeks ago to all ladies in regard to 1889 records, incidents, etc., I
wish to say how much more entertaining we find the Bi. World
and L. A. W. Bulletin in our house since the annexation of
your "Ladies' Reception Room." If all lady riders consider it as
interesting as I do, you have made many friends. I wish you all

success for the New Year, and hope that your '96 column will make
its appearance every week.
Each year that passes [ notice brings added improvements, ren-

dering cycling more enjoyable. The ladies' safety coming promi-
nently to the front last year has proved of great advantage, and I

have met many more ladies than I expected on the road so mounted.
The past year my long trips average better than any previous

season, and I have taken them with a greater amount of comfort
or pleasure. The weather has proved considerable of a drawback :

though the winter so far remains open, I think we have been the
recipients of more rain than should consistently fall to our share.
My record for 1889 tallies 2404 miles.

Yours very truly, M. Kirkwood.
A gentleman from Baltimore contributes the following. He

argues the case so well that I do not feel that I can add anything

:

"I wonder if your readers will pardon me if I touch once more
upon a subject which has already been very much talked and writ-
ten about? Perhaps they will if I preface my remarks -with the as-
surance that at least a part of what I am about to say is upon a
branch of the subject which, as far as I know, has not "been much
discussed. At any rate, as it concerns the gentler sex, about whom
most men and all women are ever ready to talk, I think I'll risk it.

Chatting with one of our most enthusiastic wheelwomen re-

cently, it occurred to me to wonder if she was a member of the
League. I asked the question and was answered in the negative.
When I expressed my surprise she said : |'Why should I join? My
husband is a League member and gets the World. His card se-

cures him the discount on my expenses as well as his own, and
finally, even if a member I could have no vote nor influence which
could be used for the benefit of the cause.'

I know that it is generally considered useless to argue with a
woman, but I could not resist the temptation this time, and I did
not, for I think I must have waxed eloquent. At any rate I am
sure I convinced her that she was wrong, and that it is her duty to
invest a part of her pin money in a membership card.

In my humble opinion the League would be much the gainer if

the ladies who ride would take a more active interest in the organ-
ization and its affairs. We have quite a respectable number of
wheelwomen hereabout, and they are being constantly added to.

Yet I think I do not err when I say that at most only two or three
of them are members of the League. Most distinctly this should
not be. If there are reasons why wheelvu-M should join the League,
there are precisely as many reasons why wheelwowtv/ should do
the same thing. * Of the objections mentioned above not one is

valid. Under any circumstances few cyclists would say they joined
solely for even so valuable a paper as the World, nor do many-
acknowledge that the League's discount feature influenced their
application. Finally, woman's influence upon the League could
be made a powerful lever for its advancement. I lhink what a re-

cruiting officer a charming wheelwoman, thoroughly posted as to
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the advantages accruing to League members, would be. Every

woman who rides has abundant opportunity to do this sort of mis-

sionary work, and it i6 a safe bet that not many men would resist

her arguments.
This is but one of many ways in which a feminine contingent

could benefit the League, but it will serve as an illustration. I am
very anxious to see gathered into the ranks as many ladies as pos-

sible. I scan eagerly the weekly list of applications for member-

ship, and derive keen pleasure from the sight of an italicised

name, for whenever one is found I feel sure that in its owner the

League has gained an earnest worker.

I am, of course, only repeating previously expressed opinions

when I say that too commonly L. A. W. members are entirely in-

different about securing new members. If it were not so there

would infallibly be much more rapid growth and quite as infallibly

there would be many more League clubs."

I hear it whispered that the wheelwomen of Boston and vicinity

will be tendered a reception, at an early date, by the North Shore

Tourists. The same committee that so successfully carried out the

four tours to the North Shore will manage the reception, and invi-

tations will be issued t« every wheelwoman within easy distance of

Boston. There will be a musical and literary entertainment, pos-

sibly dancing, a collation, and many other pleasant features. The
Tourists believe it to be eminently desirable that the ladies should

become acquainted one with another, and they hope that many
pleasant acquaintances and many union runs will grow out of this

gathering. Helen Grey.

THE HARRISBURG (PA.) MEETING.

The meeting of the State Board of Agriculture took place as

announced at Harrisburg, Pa., last week Thursday. As a whole

the meeting was an undoubted success, though the members of the

Road Commission regret that the intricate questions underlying

the matter of State aid were not more fully discussed and decided

on. So great was the interest shown that the session was ex-

tended into the evening.
About 10 A. M. of the dav of the meeting Goy. Beaver took the

chair and delivered his opening address, in which he urged on his

hearers the necessity of a uniform State law governing Roads Im-

provements. He was in favor of State highways supported by

State money. In conclusion the Governor extended the privileges

of the floor to all citizens present.

Then followed many gentlemen with speeches and specially pre-

pared essays. There was not a dissenting voice as to the necessity

of some method to improve the roads, but some few of the farmers

objected to being taxed heavier "for a class," as they expressed it, "of

a lot of rich city people and bicyclists, who wanted better roads for

pleasure driving and riding." Only one man objected to State aid.

Some few were in favor of dirt roads as being less expensive to

build, but the great majority of those present were in favor of good

macadam roads.

Quantities of statistics were presented to show the great advan-

tages of good roads. The League was most ably represented by

Mr. George A. Perkins, of Boston, and Chief Consul Boyle, of

Philadelphia. Mr. Perkins made a good speecn in which he called

attention to the fact that the League was largely responsible for the

great agitation which was now sweeping over the country, and

said that he represented the cyclers of the United States. They
were charged with selfishness, he said, in advocating the improve-

ment of the roads of this country, which was true, he confessed
;

but, at the same time, their selfishness was of the kind which ben-

efitted not only themselves, but millions of others. Mr. Perkins

then outlined what had been done in other States on this road

question, and closed by saying that the League of Wheelmen re-

garded Gov. Beaver as one of their warmest friends. [Applause.]

Gov. Beaver, who, by the way, lost a leg in the late war, re-

sponded by saying that he could not be charged with selfishness in

his advocacy of improved highways. Everybody knew he couldn't

ride a bicycle. [Laughter and applause ]

At the afternoon session the following resolutions were passed:

Resolved, That the State Board of Agriculture, in convention as-

sembled, has heard with pleasure of the offorts being made by the

citizens of Philadelphia, Pittsburg and elsewhere, to collect data

and encourage the movement for better roads in this Common-
wealth.

Resolved, That this Board respectfully recommends to the State

Road Commission the members of this Board and to other organ-

izations, and all public spirited citizens, to lend their hearty sym-
pathy and co-operation to the move of the Philadelphia Committee,
for better roads.

Resolved, That we do hereby urge upon the Legislature the- im-

portance of speedily enacting such laws as will best promote the

general improvement of the highways of the State.

CORRESPONDENCE.
[ The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter
which in his opinion is improper.]

MR. POTTER PROTESTS.

Editor Bicycling- World : Please give me a little space in behalf
of the New York Division. The situation at Albany, in the mat-
ter ef roads improvement, is a most unfortunate one, and the good
work done by the New York State Roads Improvement Associa-
tion and by the State Division during the last two years has been
embarrassed and crippled by the introduction of a conflicting bill

under the direction of President Luscomb's "Conference" of De-
cember last. The country papers are already screaming out their

objections against this movement as a "bicyclists' " scheme, and I

am in receipt of marked editorials and communications in several

journals, all of which tend in opposition to the movement, and
warn us of the necessity of uniting forces. I have written per-

sonal letters to the members of Mr. Luscomb's "Conference," pro-
testing against this interference, and condemning it. It will be
condemned by every fair-minded wheelman, because it has neither
excuse nor justification. Let the facts bear witness :

1. More than two years ago, the New York State Division of

the League was committed to the support of the New York State
Roads Improvement Association, and by both Chief Consul Bid-
well and his successor, Chief Consul Bull, and the committees,
subordinate officers and members at large of the Division, the
Association has been ever since heartily supported.

2. The declared policy of the New York State Division has
been uniformly against a separate movement carried on by an or-
ganization composed solely of wheelmen, and this policy has been
again and again declared to the officers and members of theLe^gae
at large.

3. On the 7th day of November of last year I wrote a letter to

President Luscomb in which I clearly stated to him that I had in

hand a rough draft of the proposed bill of the New York State

Roads Improvement Association ; and that it was my purpose, as
soon as possible, to complete this bill.

4. Early in December last, at the time of the meeting called

ostensibly for the purpose cf developing Mr. Luscomb's policy, I

informed Mr. Cossum, a member of that conference, and especially

delegated to confer with me on the subject, that our association

had in hand a bill which would be introduced early in the present
session of the Legislature.

5. On the 8th day of January, 1890, in response to an official

communication asking for information, I wrote at length to Dr. C.
S. Butler, a member of Mr. Luscomb's conference, stating very
fully the situation in this State in order that no misunderstanding
could possibly arise with reference to the scheme for roads im-
provement by the wheelmen, and the association in whose imme-
diate service I have been at work. I told him that the New York
State Division, by the action of its officers and delegates, and by
the expressed sentiment of a large majority of its members, was
warmly committed to the support of the New York State Roads
Improvement Association, and I gave him the reasons which had
impelled them to so commit themselves. I told him that the New
York Association included many prominent members of the Legis-
lature, and many citizens outside of the ranks of the wheelmen who
had with us a common interest in the improvement of highways.
I told him that I expected to meet Senator Coggeshall on Satur-
day, the nth inst, and to place in his hands a copy of the pro-
posed bill intended to be introduced into the Legislature of this

State, and I said to him many things which need not be repeated
here, but all of which informed him that the New York State

Division had no connection with the national committees in thi6

work, nor with the proposed work mapped out by the peculiar

policy of President Luscomb.
The manner in which Mr. Luscomb's immediate adherents have

treated us in the matter of this proposed legislation will justify the
feeling of indignation, and the disposition to resent which the
officers of the State Division are to day freely expressing.
For my committee I especially resent the interference of the

officers of the national body in this work which has been carried on
for over two years, and I charge that the adlion of the proponents
of Mr. Luscomb's bill has brought about a condition of affairs

which they alone can save from terminating in open contes'.

We will go on with the movement in favor of the bill introduced
by Senator Coggeshall and Mr. Rhodes, and notwithstanding the

facft that we are seriously embarrassed and injured by Mr. Lus-
comb's action in introducing a separate and conflicting measure-, we
shall hope in the end to attain the result for which the association

was organized.
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In the meantime, for the association, for my committee and for

myself it will be my zealous endeavor to keep the roads improve-

ment movement in this State far apart from League politics, and
to combat any policy which savors of the "rule or ruin" idea, no
matter from whom it emanates. The New York State Roads Im-
provement Association and the New York State Division can take

care of the roads question in this State, and we shall shout "hands
off 1" to every species of unauthorized and unwarrai ted interference.

Fraternally yours, Isaac B. Potter,
Chairman Con mittee on Improvement of Highways,

New York State Division L. A. W.

(cedar block and fire brick), which can be given at once, diredt to
the undersigned by mail, will place the wheelmen of our city under
many obligations. C. W. Edgerton.
Fort Wayne, Ind., January'25th, 1890.

THE SYRACUSIANS' FEAST.

The beautiful home of Wesley A. Yale was thrown open Monday
evening, January 20th, on the occasion of a complimentary ban-

quet, given by Mr. Yale to the Syracuse Cycling Club. The guests

numbered eighty-five, including several visiting wheelmen. Lucien

S. Wilson acled as toastmaster in his usual pleasant manner. Fred
Brigham added a paragraph to the toast he rendered one year ago,

entitled "Sharkism," and then told the "History of the Syracuse
Cycling Club." Henry A. Rounds responded to "Our Members,"
telling each one's peculiarities and accomplishments. He roasted

in particular ex-Captain Chapin. The "L. A. W." was ably taken

care of by Charles W. Wood. An interesting toast on wheeling
was given by Dr. R. S. True. George H. Harris had "Ideas of a

Club House," which he gave out in an Irish whisper. "Our
Guests" was responded to by Willis D. Cloyes, of Cortland, and
Wesley A. Yale gave the club "Yale," and welcomed the party.

Captain Charles W. Adams, of the Buffalo Bicycle Club, A. Irving

Fuller, of Rome, and Captain George Owen, of Utica, were called

upon to say a few words, which they were able to do. This quota-

tion, headed the menu : "And damned be him that first cries 'Hold,

enough !' "—Macbeth. The banquetters, by hearty applause,

thanked Editor Fourdrinier, of the Bicycling World, for an en-

joyable communication which was received from him and read by
Toastmaster Wilson. Instrumental and vocal music, card play-

ing, etc., brought 3 A. M. around only too quick. All declared

that "Wes." had done it up "brown." "Salina."

AN OPEN LETTER.

Editor Bicycling World: The New Haven Wheelmen by their

scores have thoroughly demonstrated their inability to play friendly

polo with the Ramblers of Bridgeport. The Ramblers greatly re-

gret that the natural exuberance of spirit, manifested by the bray-

ing of tin horns and shouts of encouragement, when the Ram-
blers made a goal, should have disgusted the New Haven ladies

who gave such "tone" to the game by their presence. An observer
noticed that the dulcet notes of the amateur cornet player and the

mu-ical melody of the joyous acclamations of the New Haven
wheelmen, when they had an opportunity (?) of shouting for their

own side in a gentlemanly manner, did not appear to disgust the

New Haven belles. The Ramblers' followers hope to make a visit

to New Haven shortly, for the express purpose of taking a few
lessons from them in gentlemanly behavior, encouraging their

team in a gentlemanly manner, and placing polo like gentlemen.
We trust the New Haven Chesterfields will give the Ramblers the

required lessons, and commence by perfecting themselves in a few
of the stock acquirements of every gentleman, which now appear
to be lost arts with some of them. Respectfully, "Nostaw."

Bridgeport, Jan. 27, 1890.

INFORMATION HAATtD JN Rt.GARD TO PAVE-
MENTS.

Editor Bicycling Wo rld : The paving of ten to fifteen miles of

streets in this city is contemplated this season, and various forms
of pavement are under discussion by our citizens, in the local press,

and in the Common Council. No form has yet been adopted.

The same problem is probably seeking a solution in many other

ciies at this time, and it would be of infinite value to cycling if

some among your many subscribers and contributors would en-

lighten us on the subject of city pavements; the various forms,

their cost per yard, actual results where fully tested, etc.

We are pretty well informed on tht- subjeft of asphalt here, and
some of it will undoubtedly be laid this year, as last. On many of

our streets, where the property owners feel that they cannot afford

asphalt pavement, it will be a fight as between cedar blocks and
what is known as the "fire brick" pavement. None of the latter

has ever been laid here, and it is in regard to it that we particularly

( esire all the information we can get. The matter will soon be de-

cided, and any information concerning the relative cost, smooth-
mess, and general desirability of these two forms of pavement

A BAD CASE OF "RING RULE."

Editor Bicycling World : By this day's mail I received my certifi-

cate as Local Consul from W. A. Davis, Chief Consul, Chicago,
111. Our club immediately held an election of officers, and as
elections of this particular pattern are "scace arteekles," it may
perhaps be of interest to know just how we do 'em up on the
"Southern Hotel Plan." Our Local Consul immediately crawled
up on top of a table and called the club to order. Officers were
then duly and ceremoniously (?) elected as follows :

Chief Consul R. C. Morris Racing Borrd R. C. Morris
Captain Ditto. Grand Worthy "Header
i-t Lie tenant ** Enumerator" "

Chief Bugle Chi- f "Dog and Road
Fina-ce Committee " Hog S ayer" "

Pre ident " Committee on Rtfresh-
Stcre ary ments "

Treasurer "

A notable feature of the happy occasion was the unanimou.
elections of all officers named without a dissenting voice. Speeches
then being in order Local Consul made an appropriate talk, fol-

lowed by the other bloated (?) office-holders as per list. Commit-
tee on Refreshments was sent out to prepare proper diversion for

the other "bloated office-holders," and up to present date is still

"preparing;" at least he hasn't turned up yet. Presume said

honor was so suddenly thrust upon him that it "struck in," and he
died. The Captain has distinguished himself for "calling a run"
for July 4th, and if the noble eagle don't lose so-ne tail feathers it

will be because this club took one grand simultaneous header while
in pursuit of said birdlet. If this run is as successful as it now
promises to be the Captain will call another.

Yours fraternally, R. C. Morris,
L. C, C, L., C. B., F. M., Pres, Sec, Treas., R. B., G. W. H.

E., "C. D. and R. H. S.," "C on R.," or "the bloated office-

holder," complete in 3 chapters. For sale at all first-class new*
dealers—don't fail to read it.—L. A. W. No. 16.704.

MR. ROE AND THE ' FhSTlVE CuRRISP >.\ DENT"
Editor Bicycling World: In justice to Mr. Barrett and myself 1

wish to take exceptions to one of "Stroller's" notes in issue of

Dec. 27, 1889. wherein he says:

"I understand that Roe and Barrett had quite a lively time last

week on the North Side, all owing to their trying to secure a few
shekels for their trip by wheel (?), during which it developed that

several hundred dol'ars had been forwarded to them in care of that

festive newspaper correspondent, who had failed to turn over the

same, aside from a few quarters and halves at odd intervals during

the trip, and the boys are now looking for him to explain."

I wish to say distinctly that neither Mr. Barrett or myself tried

to secure any shekels for our trip, and even if we did I am sure we
would not be dummies enough to advertise the fact. We merely
wished to prove to certain parties that our expenses instead of

averaging about twenty dollars per day, as figured by that festive

correspondent to who n the money was forwarded, would scarcely

foot up two dollars a day. Perhaps I should say in behalf of said

correspondent that he was seldom in condition to tell a two from a

twentv dollar William, except when dealing out our daily stipend.
Yours truly, Tom Roe.

POLO AMOAG CYCLISTS.

Another interesting and exciting game of polo took place In

Bridgeport Wednesday evening, Jan 24th, between teams from the

Bridgeport Wheel Club and the New Haven Bicycle Club. The
score was very close during the entire game, and at the end of the

forty minutes' playing time stood a tie, 1 to 1, in favor of each
team. Each team was also credited with 2 fouls. After 6 38 play-

overtime the New Havens scored the third goal, winning the game
by the score of 2 to 1. The goal tending of Halligan for the

Bridgeports was excellent, as was also Bradley's playing at half-

back. The weakness of Lyon at centre, however, was what tended
more than anything else to lose them the game. The defence cf

the New Haven team was perfect, and it was almost impossible for

the .opposing rushers to get past them. The similarity of the uni-

forms of the two clubs caused considerable confusion, and should

be remedied as soon as possible.

It is painful to note that a disagreeing action in the Polo League
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has commenced at this early date. The Rambling Wheelmen hava
recently elected two first-class polo players as members of the club,

and Manager Hudson, having lost several of his best players by
sickness and removal from town, quickly enlisted them into the

polo team. Of course it wouldn't do for the Rambling Wheelmen
to have a stronger team than the Bridgeport boys so a member of

the latter club who is a director in the League goes to New Haven
and Meriden and, after interviewing members of the Executive
Committee in those cities, protests against the admission of the

players on the ground that they are not active wheelmen as

specially provided in the By-laws of the League. Manager Hudson
of the Ramblers, however, claims he can prove by over thirty wheel-
men that the protested players are active wheelmen, and that he
also conformed to all the requirements by duly notifying the man-
agers of the different clubs of the change. The Executive Com-
mittee which met in Meriden Thurday evening, the 23d inst. , how-
ever, thought otherwise and disqualified the two protested players,

and as Manager Hudson did not have enough extra players along to

play the game with Meriden, the game was forfeited to the latter

club. Now Manager H«d>on of the Ramblers claims that one of

the members of ihe Bridgeport team is not an active wheelman, and

his case will be tried before the Executive Com nittee at as early
date. The outlook a" present does not look very pro-nUinsf. If we
are going to hive polo, let us have the right kind and not t>2 con-
tinually looking upon each other with jealous mien, for if we can,
not have the right sort it would be better to have none at all.

CA TARRH, HA Y FE VER, CA TARRHAL DEAFNESS.

A NEW HOME TREA TMENT.
Sufferers are not generally a ware that these diseases are con-

tagious, or that they are due to the presence of living parasites in

the lining membrane of the nose and eustachian tubes. Microscopic
research, however, has proved this to be a fact, and the result is

that a simple remedy has been formulated whereby these distressing
diseases are rapidly and permanently cured in from one to three
simple applications made at home by the patient once in two weeks.
A pamphlet explaining this new treatment is sent free, on applica-
tion, by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 339 West King street, Toronto,
Canada.

—

Christian Standard.

THE KH CBBI-FOfi WHEELMEN.
THE operation ol securing views with this camera consists simply oi leve

ing it at the object to be photographed, and pressing a button

a kuowled
about

A handsome russef leather carrying case with shoulder strap forms a part

ot each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and secure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

Price, $25.00

Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak
photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Every Club House should have an
Automatic Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

SEND IN YOUR NAMES EARLY AND AVOID THE RUSH.
Our 1890 Catalog will be out early in February, and will coi.fcaiu the most complete list of sundries ever

advertised; all prices at or b)lo>v Extern Fi^are^; also a complete Una of the latest makes of high grade ma-
chines. Parts for repiir of all kaowa mikes of wheel always in stock. Don't forget to write.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., 311 N. 14th St., - - ST. LOUIS, MO.

GILLOTTS STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

. , * PERFECT.

Wanted to Purchase.

The subscriber desires to pur-

chase a few of the following

wheels, 1889 pattern Columbia
Light Roadster Safeties, Colum-
bia Tandem Safeties, Columbia
Tandem Tricycles. Must be in

best possible condition. I will

pay cash, or accept in exchange
for new wheels of any desired

make. Address

COLUMBIA,
Bicycling World Office.

For all kinds oi

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
IS West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.

Send A Postal Card

To Howard A. Smith & Co.,

Newark, N. J., for 1890 Cat-

alogue. An Encyclopedia of Cy-

clers' wants. Old list cancelled.

One Ha f Actual Size.

This oiler, as the cut shows, consists of a tube for
holding ih" oil, fitted at the t jp with an Acme tip,

which can be unscreA'e 1 when it 'S desired to refill tne
o ler. A cap of the same diameter fiis over the top.
O.ly throws a small quantity of oil at a st o'ce. Best
•nd neatest in the world. Handsomely n.ckel plated.
For sale everywh re, or sent by mail on receipt of
price, socer,ts each. CU^HMAN & DEVISO.V,

1729th Avenue, New York.
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"UTILE DTJLCI."
" It may be egotism on our part, yet we cannot help but feel that
the boys mean what they say when they hold up their right hand for
the Little Giant, and confirm their opinion by their orders.

We have often heard repeated, 'the best is always the cheapest in
the end, even at a greater cost." To this we add certainly, cer-
tainly, and we give you the. best without the extra cost.

Therefore, the i est and the cheapes without the extra cost, buy
A Little Giant of some of the many agents herewith attached and be
happy All reliable dealers, who would not sell these goods if not as
we recommend and guarantee them:

Wm. Read & Sons, Boston, Mass.; Merwin, Hulburt & Co.,

N^ew York; E. C. Meacham Arms Co., St. Louis, Mo.; A. G.
Spalding & Bros., Chicago, 111.; H. A. Lozier & Co., Cleveland,
Ohio.; Standard Cycle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; Bretz, Curtis &
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; B. Frank McDaniel, Wilmington, Del.;

Eisenbrandt Bros., Baltimore, Md.; H. S. Owen, Washington,
D. C; Alsdorf & Co., Newark, N. J.

LOZIER & YOST BICYCLE IF6 CO., Boi 131, Toledo, 0.

PRICE ONLY $35.

TH9 MOUNT FOR 1590,

THE REFEREE SAFETY.

Correct braced diamond frame of the best steel

tubing. True tangent spokes. Ball socket tread.

Best black rubber tires. Weight, 37 lbs., all on.

The lightest in the world and easiest running.

BRETZ, CURTIS & CO , PMMelpMa, Pa.

AGENTS WANTED. S«le U. S. Importers.

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen.
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

>u~*-

Browning, King k Co.,

Official Tailors of tJie L. A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only Official Tailors to the Li.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

Committee.

A< G, Spalding ~\ Bros,,

Makers of (lie. OfficiCl. A. W. Sundries.

V^cljj©*. League Regulation 1.25

ttl)il>tc League Regulation 2 00*JUlA l>». No. XX Fine Cheviot ]or hot
w ather wear 1.00

C"ri-v^»17-111 (VQ Our celebrated Linen
CJIJlM^jH-lllg©. Sole Stockin/, League

' !i color 1.00
TJfklfo No. X Silk, Edii's League color,
XJ\^L LO» white centre, Snake Buckle BO

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Srake Buckle 40

Ul> <"kf*G *-* L,r new J-.A.W. Kangaroo Sho •,

>s311"ty&» hand made, light, str ng, elas ic.5.00
No. i, Canvas, leath r trimmi gs.3 50

Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits.

A, G. SPALDING & BROS,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago.

IW
THE Favorite Prescriptions of

the Brightest Medical Minds
in the world, as used by them in

the Hospitals of London, Paris,

Berlin and Vienna.

ONE
MEDICINE
FOB ONE
DISEASE.

No. 1—Cures Catarrh, Hay fever, Rose
Cold, Catarrhal Deafness.

I
Wo. 2—Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Asth-
ma, Consumption. A PeerlessRemedy.

I No. 3—Rheumatism, Gout.
I
No. 4—Liver & Kidneys, Dyspepsiajn-
digestion, Constipation, Blights Disease.

I No. 6—Fever and Ague, Dumb Ague,
Malaria, Neuralgia.

No. 6—Female Weakness, Irregulari-
ties, Whites. A Golden Remedy.

No. 7—A Perfect Tonic, which gives
Health, Form and Fullness, Clear Com-
plexion, Good Blood and lots of it.

|
No. 8—NervousDebility,Loss of Power
Impotence, an incomparable remerl v.

RELIABLE

,ACENTS
WANTED.

I

Every bottle guaranteed to cure
its special disease if CCKAB1.E and
to Rivo permanent relief ALWAYS.
Descriptive Circulars sent free on
application. HOSPITAL PEllEIllC
COMPANY, Toronto, Canada.

Thrilling: Detective Story.

ILLUSTRATED.
Send 12 two cent stamps. -

DETECT1VK NEWCOMBE,
16o & 171 Broadway, N. Y.
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LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS

:

12 Pearl Street, .... Room 27.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1889—90.

President,
CHAS. H. LUSCOMB,

280 Broadway, New York
First Vice President.

TAMES R. DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

Second Vice President,
SANFORD LAWTON,

Springfield, Mass
Treasurer,

W. M. BREWSTER.
300 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

Secretary,
ABBOT BASSETT,

ia Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

Standing Committees.

Executive and Finance.

The President and Vice Presidents (as by the Con.
stitution required.)

Membership.

A. E. Mealy 1736 Druid Hill Ave., Baltimord, Md.
F. L. Casse'berry Mansfield, Ohio.
George C. Pennell Elizabeth, N. J

Improvement of Highways.

Dr. Chas. S. Butler 6S0 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Win. W. Share Brooklyn, N. Y.
Junius E. Beal Ann Arbor, Mich

Rights and Privileges.
A. Moore Berry 421 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
George A. Perkins 3 Pemberton sq., Boston
Chas. F. Cossum Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Rules and Regulations.
Dr. Wm. H. Emery 109 Warwick St„ Boston, Mass.
W. A. Davis Chicago, 111

Chas. L. Brockway Middletown, Conn

Racing.
C. S. Davol Warren, R.I.
George S. Atwaten Washington, E>.C.
Harry H. Hodgson New Orleans, La.
George Collister Cleveland. Ohio.
M. L. Bridgman , Chicago, 111.

• Transportation

.

W. M. Brewster 309 Olive street, St. Louis. Mo.

New York.

To the Officers and Members ol the New York State
Division. L. A. W.
A bill for the improvement of the public highways

within the State of New York (app oved by the officers
of the State Division and supported by the New York
State Roads Improvement Association, of which most
of our State Division ar« members,) has been intro-
duced in both Senate and Assembly of the New York
Legislature by Senator Coggeshall, of Oneida County,
and Assemblyman Rhodes, of Westchester. This bill
will, if passed, insure the construction of several hun-
dred miles of superior highways within the State of
New York and provide for ths extension of improved
highways from time to t'me, as they may be needed.
It will require your active support, and you are ex-
pected to use every proper means to support the
measure and to secure its passage. Copies of the bill

and full information regarding it may be obtained by
addressing "I. B. Potter, Secretary, New York gtate
Roads Improvement Association, Potter Building.New
York City."
Another bill, called the "DePuyster bill," his been

Introduced in the Assembly of the New York Legis-
lature bearing upon the same general subj.ct of roads
Improvement. It has not the endorsement of onr
State Division nor of the New York State Roads Im-
provemect Association, but is a bill launced by certain
members of the National Body, in pursuance of a
"conference" called by President Luscomb some
time in December. This bill is a substantial copy of
the New Jersey bill ol last year, and ma^es no par-
ticular provision relating to the highways of New
York, which is not already Ucluded in our statute.
It does not require the construction of good roads, but

leaves the whole question optional with the local
authorities in the sevtral com. ties. I' has been in-

troduced in defiance of the fact that President Lus-
comb's "conference" was notified, months ago, that the
Mate Division was committed to the support of the
New York State Roads Impro.ement Association, and
that a bill would be introduced by said association early
in the present Legi lature. For these and other ex-
isting reasons, which need not be here enumerated, we
sh;ill oppose the I'ePuyster bill an 1 shall continue to
protect agiinst the unwarranted and inexcusable
interference of the "conferee e," by which it has been
brought about. Fraternally yours,

Isaac B. Potter,
A. M. Dickinson,
C. E. White,

Committee on Improvement of Highways, N. Y.
State Div., L. A. W.

Walter S. Jenkins,
L. A. Newcome,
Michael Furst,

Committee on Rights and Privileges, N. Y. State
Division, L. A. W.

From the Foreign Marshal

As Foreign Marshal L. A. W. I have to report that

during the last year I have received but few individual

requests for routes, information, etc., from the members
of the L. A. W., all that 1 have received 1 hive an-
swered to the best of my abi ity : but as the bulk «f
Americans touring on cycles in Europe during the year
just closed were members of the Elwell Touring Party,
and as I endeavored as far as possible to aid them, or
rather their conductor and manager Mr. Elwell, my
notice of work done must lather be confined to this

party.
This tour was carried out in a remarkably successful

manner. Despite the fact tfu t it was Mr. Elwell's first

visit to Europe, everything was carried out as arranged,
and to this I was, for nearly half the tour, a personal
witness.
As Mr. Elwell has announced a similar tour for

next year, I take pleasure in calling attention to its

merits and advantages, and also noticing some of its

unavoidable defects. To those who have but a limittd

time at their disposal, and no knowledge of foreign

languages, such a party affords the cheapest, best and
most satisfactory way of seeing the continent of Europe
and this year's tour is mapped out in a greatly improved
manner. Mr. Elwell not only undertakes all the known
responsibilities—but last year he overcame unforseen
difficulties with singular success.
But I must say that this success would have been in-

creased, had some of the members of the party en-
deavored, both before starting and during the tour, to

learn some little of the manners and customs of the
nations through which they passed, in fact unless one
has studied up the customs and has some knowledge i

of what he wishes to see in a foreign country, a trip 10

it is of very little advantage, at least on a cycle. The
tourist might just as well ride round a cinder path. 1

do not, however, wish it to be understood that such
criticism could be applied to any but a small minority;
but this minority was unfortunately much in evidence.
The disadvantages are, that one is compelled to reach

a definite point each day, that one must go on in fair

weather or foul, and that you are governed by the
management, very successfully in the present case.
The road question is absorbing more and more atten-

tion here as in America, and if the C. T. C. and L. A.
W. could work together in this matter it would be
beneficial.

One slight personal matter I must refer to, while I

must thank the numerous correspondents who have
forwarded me photographs of themselves, I cannot
undertake to exchange my own with them ; as I haven't
any on hand and don't propose to have one made.

Joseph Pennull, Foreign Marshal L. A. W
,

R. C. C. T. C. for United States.

MissourilAppointments."

The following appointments have been made this
date:
W. D. Sheriff, Local Consul for California.
H. E. Zorn, Local Consul for De Soto.
W. I. Staples, Chairman Touring Corrmittee, vice C.

B. Ellis resigned. Fraternally yours,
Robt. Holm, C. C.

Missouri Repair Shops.
To consuls and members '

You are earnestly requested to at once send in the
name of your nearest repair shop for insertion in the
new road hook. But few replies have been received up
to date and as ihe matter is of great importance to
tourists an~tmviediate reply is requested. To date the
consuls at the following towns have failed to reply to
the call : Moberly, Clarksville, Miami, Huntsville,
Mexico, Booneville, Edina, Carrollton, Palmyra, Lex-
ington, Memphis, Bonne Terre, Kirksville, Indepen-
dence, Farmington, Sedalia, Green Top, De Soto, Cali-
fornia and Stanbury. All replies should be addressed
to H. G. Wolzendorf, 209 No. 12th street, St. Louis,
Mo. Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.

Missouri Hotels.
To consuls

:

To date no hotels have been appointed at the following
towns : California, Stanberry, De Soto, Kahoka, Joplin,
Kirkwood, Edina, Bonne Terre, Green Top, Booneville
and Memphis. The respective consuls are requested to
give this matter prompt attention so that a full list of
hotels and rates can be published in the forthcoming
road book. Fraternally yours,

Robt. Holm, C. C.

Illinois.

Local Consnls are appointed for the following places :

Abingdon,
J.

B. Smith.
Belvidere, S. A. Sabin.
Dixon, E. L. Kling.
Eureka, J. S. Davis.
Pontiac, J. M. Daily. Fraternally yours,

W. A. Davis, C. C.

Colorado.
I have this day appointed the Hotel Kitchen as the

League Hotel for Leadville. A very material reduction
will be given L. A. W. members upon presentation of
tickets. E. S. Hartwell, C. C. Colo. Div.

Ohio.

The tenth annual meet of the Ohio Division of the
League of American Wheelmen, will be held in Cin-
cinnati on Thu^day, Fri.lay and Saturd.iy, July 24,

25 and 26, 1890, and the wheelmen of "Pokopolis"
will endeavor to make it such a success th t when
those who participate in it shall grow old they will

never tire of relating to their great grandchildren the
many delights of that occasion. There will be races

on a special y pepared t ack; there will be a run to

Corey Island by wheel and return by moonlight on the

boat. The moon on this occasion will be polished up
unusually bright and the clouds will be put away in a
dark closet. If you intend to participate, and of course
you do, do not forget your L. A. Vv . ticket, for that

will be the "open sesame," without which no one will

be permitted to participate in the festivities. The ex-

act nature of the entertainment cannot be stated at

present, but about the middle of June there v^ili be
mailed to you an illuminated programme that is at

once 1 ovel in design, unique in construction and pe.

culiar in composition, and which will give you all the

necessary information. In the meantime watch the

official columns of the Bulletin for further informa-

tion. M. A. HiGH.C.C.

Michigan.
Hotel List No. 2.

The following hotels have been designated as League
Hotels

:

Romeo, American House, regular rate, $2.00; L. A.
W., $1.50.
Bay City, Rouech House, regular rate, $2.00; L. A.

W., $1.25.
Lan-ing, Hotel Downey, regular rate, $2.00; L. A. W.

twenty per cent discount.
Tecumseh, Lilley House, regular rate, $2.co; L. A.

W. twenty-five per cent discount.

Correction

.

Hotel Bryant at Flint—The regular rate is $2.00, and
to League members $1 .50 instead of $2.00 as published.

LEAGUE REPAIR SHOPS.

List No. 1.

Bay City, L. R. Russell, Centre avenue.
Flint, J. B. E. Castree.
Alpena, Geo. McRae.
Ha tings, W. W. and W. C. Kelley.

Fraternally, A. B. Richmond, C. C.

Pennsylvania.

To the Members Pennsylvania Division L. A. W.

:

A copy of the new Pennsylvania-Maryland-New Jer-

sey-Delaware Road Book has now been mailed to each
member of the Pennsylvania Division. If any member
of the Division has failed to receive their copy they will

please notify me at once, and the matter will be investi-

gated.
New members, joining now, will have a copy of the

book mailed them two weeks after their application is

published in the Bulletin.
We state in reply to inquiries from L. A. W. mem-

bers outside our Division that we will mail the book to

them upon receipt of $1.00. Maryland, New Jersey and
Delaware Division members should apply to the Sec-
retary, treasurer of their own Division and not to th<*

office, without enclosing the one dollar cash.
Fraternally, Ji,hn J. Van Nort, Sec.Treas.,

Scranton, Pa., Jan. 25. 435 Adams avenue.

Rhode Island Consuls.

In the absence of the Chief Consul, I have made the

following appointments of Consuls :

Apponaug, las. T. Lockwood.
East Providence, Arthur W. Helme.

Geo. L. Cooke, Vice Consul.
Providence, January 25th, 1890.
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Connecticut Hotel Appointments. I
1 T»

I hereby revoke the appointments of the United States
Hotel of Hartford and the Atlantic House of Bridge-
port and appoint in their stead, the City Hotel of Hart-
ford and the Wilson Home of Bridgeport.
Special arrangements have been made with these two

houses whereby their best will be served League mem-
bers, at $2.00 per day, or at a uniform rate of fifty cents
per meal or lodging. No discount will be allowed, how-
ever, except on presentation of membership ticket.

David J. Po^T, Chief Consul.

State By-Laws and. Ru'es.
Article HI, Section 6 ot the League By-laws reads as

fol'ows

:

Sec. 6. Each Division shall file in the office of the
Secretaiy of the League a certified copy of its Constitu-
tion, Ky- Laws and Kules, and of each and every amend-
ment tiierelo, and shall certify to him the results of all

elections within ten days after the votes shall have been
counted.
Tne following Divisions and no others have filed the

certified copy of By-laws and Ku es as required above :

Connecticut, Illinois, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Rhode Island. Abbot Ba sett,

Secretary.

Annual Dues.

Article HI, Section 5, of the Constitution reads as
follows

:

Sec. 5. Each Division and sub-Division must, on or
before the first day of April, file in the office of the Sec-
retary ot the L. A. W. a certificate stating the amount
fixed as its annual dues, and in default thereof the
amount shall be fixed by the Executive Committee of
the League.
Secretary-Treasurers will please make returns as

soon as possible. Abb it Bas^btt,
Secretary.

Massachusetts

.

Circular No. 11.

The bill which will be presented to the Legislature
this session provid- s for the appointment of a commis-
sion! r ot roads and bridges who shall be a civil engi-
neer and receive a salary of $3000 per annum and be
allowed $«xx> lor expenses.
His duties shall be—to visit annually the cities and

towns of the State, inspect the roads and bridges, there
of, advise the local authorities in relation to the same.
Upon the petition often inhabitants rt presenting that

any road or bridge is in an unsafe condition he sh til at
once examine the same, and if he finds it unsafe for
public travel he shall notify the proper officials when
it shall become their duty to at once repair and make
safe the same.
He shall have general advisory oversight over the

roads and bridges of the State, can be consulted at all

reasonable times without charge by officials and advise
them as to construction and maintenance.
He snail make an annual report to the legislature of

his noings and all facts collected together with sugges-
tions regarding the improvement of the condition of
roads and hridge-.
Reasons to be urged Tor its adoption.
The office created by this hill does not interfere with

the duties or dignities of Selectman, Street Commis-
sioner, Supervisor, County Commissioner or any other
officer, but does supplement and aid them.

It involves an outlay of $5000, but it provides for five

things now needed either one of which is worth more
than a thousand dollars, viz,

1. An annual visit and ii spedtion by aqualified civil

engineer of all the roads and bridges in the State.
2. A disinterested and competent officer to whom

complaints can be made of the unsafe or dangerous
contrition of any bridge o; road in the State for his
examination, report and influence when other officers

have not found a way to act.

3. A permanent central bureau of facts relative to
roads and bridges inside and outside of the common
wealth available to all.

4. An official and comprehensive report to the legis-
lature.

5. A competent engineer and expert road and bridge
builder to be consulted by new and inexp' nenced
officers all over the State as to meth ds and materials
of construction.
Furthermore it looks to a judicious use of every dol

lar expended on the ro..ds without an increase of taxa-
tion. Our Mate is blessed with plenty of good ro d
maleri i

1 and our roads are adisgrace to so thickly popu-
lated a civilized community.

'• What to u*e and how to use it" is the need ot the
hour, this information can only be gained from an
exp<rt.

Better roads benefit every one who rides, drives or
walks over them, brings farmers nearer to market and
to railroads, increases vniue of taxable property by in-

viting the be~t people to settle in a town, are of incal-
cuia le bent fit to the general public, and save wear and
tear on vehicles.
Experiments made by Prof. J. W. Sanborn of the

Missouri Agricultural College show that on a moist
dirt road a force of filty seven per cent greater was
needed to move the same load than on a gravel road

having a grad • of one foot in twenty-eight. On a level
gravel road, the force needed was only one-fourth as
much as on the dirt.

On san 'y roads the comparison is even more favorable
to the hard surface road.

In the matter of bridges this officer in the course of a
year would save to towns many times his salary sug-
gesting stone arches where ptacticable, and exhibiting
plans, and giving advice where new bridges were con-
templated
This office is needed to complete the work begun last

year by the passage of a bill appointing Superintendents
of Streets. These Superintendents cannot be expert
engineers, towns cannot afford to pay lor such men,
but they can obtain the advice of an expert from this
office.

The bill therefore furnishes an expert for every town
free of expense.

g
Consuls and members should see to it that every in-

fluence possible, such as letters from influential per.
sons, and petitions if necessary, be brought to bear on
Representatives to induce them to speak as well as vote
for this bill.

Consuls will inform th's office of any facts either of
support or opposition promptly, that advantage may be
taken of them. Copies of this circular will be mailed
to members upon request. Fraternally,

• Wm. H. Emery, Chief Consul.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list ot applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, which is as fol-

lows:
"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen

vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of
two Leagrue members in good standing, or of three re-

putable citizens ol the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the
year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval oi the Board of Officers, or a committee
hereof, two weeks after the publication ot the name in

a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correct. .

Members are requested to examine carefully thest
lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members are
given the right to protest, but such protest must be re

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as
it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.
The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-
tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 226—Total 50—12,379

Boston, Jan. 31 , 1800.

California Division—1—439.
Unattached.

26068 Rice, Wm. F^, 390 So. Spring St., Los Angeles

Connecticut Division—3—741.

Hermes Wheel Club.

26084 Bushnell, Ralph G., Saybrook
26083 Landon, Fred, Box 203,

"

Unattached.

260SS Bushnell, Wm. R., "

Delaware Division—3—53.

Wilmington Wheel Club.

26101 Hendeur, Harmon J., 800 Harrison st.,

Wilmington
Unattached.

26055 Taylor, Frank E., 805 West 8th St.,
"

26054 Hubbard, E. L., Box 70, New Castle

Illinois Division—3—904.

Bloomington Bi. Club.

26086 McNeil, W. B., 602 W. Jeff St., Bloomington

Peo. Bi. Club.

26056 Robinson, W.J. , T. P. W. F'rt Office, Peoria

Unattached.

26102 Schenck, Will, Box 1, Maroa

Maine Division—2— 159.

Portland Wheel Club.

26087 Gage, F. B, 32 Cushman St.,

L. and A. Wheel Club.

26064 Mower, Archie D., Box 1003,

Maryland Division—3—532.

Unattached.

260S0 Hoffman, Wm. Gilmor, Jr., Box S23, Baltimore
26069 White, Harry E., 403 Cable St.,

"

Portland

Lewiston

26070 Wollman, Edw. C, 222 Old Frederick Road,
Baltimore

Massachusetts Division—9—1635.

Cambridgtport C. C.

26096 Carman, John S., 94 Magazine, Cambridgeport
26097 Nowell, Melvin A., 162 Broadway,

"
2609S Spring, Plummer C, 43S Main st.,

"
21c 99 Shaffei, A. J., 45 Essex St., Bosto»
Wanderers Cycle Club.

26060 Windle, W. W., West Millbury

Unattached.

26057 Whitney, Geo. F., 20 Forest St., Boston
2605S Graves, Leonard M., 40 Washington ave.,

Northampton
26059 Steele, Howard R., 271 Main St.,

"

26103 Jones, J. E., Box 5S4, Taunton

Missouri Division— i -342.

Unattached.

26100 Tyler, W. S., 2622 Chestnut St., St. Louis

New York Division -2—2143

Unattached.

260SS Piotrow, F. W., Box 207. Hamilton
26071 Robb, Bert W., Holley
25893 *Blum, C. J., 51 E. 80th St., New York

Ohio Division - 7 -853.

Brighton Bi. Club.

26065 Ellard, Harry C. G., Cin. Coffin Co., Cincinnati

Oberlin.

26074 Grosvenor, Lorenzo N., M. D., Box 1293,
Oberlin

Unattached.

26079 Felter, Harry P., Box 205, Carey
26075 Savage, C. W., 12 So. Main St., Oberlin
20061 Hunter, John H., 125 Erie St., Toledo
26:73 Kephart, Geo. E., Box 205, Troy
26072 Fuller, Edwin, "

Pennsylvania Division—14— 1436.

Century Wheelmen.

26077 Hagner, S. D., 1845 Park ave o Philadelphia

Penn. Bi. Club.

26075 Morris, Valentine, 1232 Spring Garden, "

Unattached.

26091 Ingham, Louis N., 3S5 Rebecca St.,

Allegheny Ci
26093 Krause, Henry A., 154 New St., Bethlehem
26090 Hunker, Wm. J., 2S0 Rebecca St.,

26092 Mitman, H-, "

26066 Drurv, Harry, 835 Girard ave., Philadelphia
26089 Oberly, Daniel W., 459 Allen St., "
26C67 Card, Dr. C. L., 1 105 Hanover St., '

26076 Hyde, Geo. W„ Jr., Lemon Hill, "

26062 Milier, L. C, 215 Market St., Pittsburg
26063 Wilson, WTm. H., 501 Market St., "

26094 Batchelor, Guy F., Box 204, Wilkinsburgh
26095 Stower, E. H., Box 204, "

Rhode Island Division— 1—341.

Unattached. 4,

26081 Mulholland, P. H., 13 M irket sq., Providence

Wisconsin Division—

i

—00.

Unattached.

26082 Hoyt, James J., Kenosha
Substituted for duplicate and not counted.

Division Officers.

California—Chief Consul, R. M. Thompson, Oriel
Hotel. San Francisco. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D.
Sheldon, 126 Davis street, San Francisco.
Colorado—Chief Consul, Edward S. Hartwell, 1319

Sixteenth street, Denver.
Connecticut—Chief Consul, David J. Post, Drawer

11, Hartford. Secretary-Treasurer, Edward A. De
Blois, Drawer 11, Hartford.
Delaware—Chief Consul, S. Wallis. Merrihew,9o6

Jackson street, Wilmington.
District of Columbia—Chief Consul, George S.

Atwater, 1230 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington.
Secretary-Treasurer, W. H. Stearns, 1421 G street, N
W., Washington.
Illinois—Chief Consul, Wm. A. Davis, 340 South

Leavitt street, Chicago. Secretary-Treasurer, Thomas
F. Sheridan, 141 1 North Fourth street, Springfield.
Indiana—ChiefConsul, J. Fred Probst, Terre Haute.

Secretary-Treasurer, A. N. Smith, Terre Haute.
Iowa—Chief Consul, James B Green, 711 Locust

street, Des Moines. Secretary Treasurer, Walstein
Seymour, 2d and Walnut st eet, Des Moines.
Kansas—Chief Consul, W. C. Bradley, Western

Security Co. Ottawa. Secretary-Treasurer, Otto H.
Wulfekuhler, Leavenworth.
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Kentucky—Chief Consul, Andrew J. Lamb, Box
65, Louisville. Secretary-Treasurer.G. E. Johnson,

1919 Floyd street, Louisville.

Louisiana—Chief Consul, Harry H. Hodgson, 13

Carondelet street, New Orleans. Secretary-Treasurer,

J. W. Dodge, 893 Carondelet street, New Orleans.

Maine—Chief Consul, Dr. G. E. Dow, 507 1-2 Con-
5ress street, Portland. Secretary Treasurer, A.. L. T.
umminjrs, Biddeford.
Maryland—Chief Consul, Albert Moti 203 Lenox

street, Baltimore. Secretary-Treasurei, G. W.H. Carr,

Box 675, Baltimore.
Massachusetts—Chief Consul, Dr. W. H. Emery,

109 Warwick street, Roxbury. Secretary-Treasurer,

Chas. S. Howard, Globe oflSce, Boston.
Michigan—Chief Consul, A. B. Richmond, 370 So.

Lafayette street, Grand Rapids. Secretary-Treasurer,

C. A. Conover, Coldwater.
Minnesota—Chief Consul, T. M. Slosson, Box 3S0,

Minneapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. W. Laird,

Winona.

Missouri—Chief Consul, Robert Hqlm, Anheuser
Busch Brewery, St. Louis. Secretary-Treasurer, J.
H. Kelley, Smith Hardware Co., Sedalia.
Nebraska—Chief Consul, Frank N. Clarke, First

Nat'l Bank, Omaha.
New Hampshire—Chief Consul, Frank A. Mc-

Mastcr, 101 Ash street, Nashua. Secretary-Treasurer,
Francis O. Moulton, Manchester.
New Jersey—Chief Consul, Dr. G. Carleton Brown,

40 Orchard street, Elizabeth. Secretary Treasurer,
Geo. C. Pennell, Elizabeth.
New York—Chief Consul, W. Sheldon Bull, 754

Main street, Buffalo, N. Y. Secretary-Treasurer,
George M. Nisbett, 50 Wall street, New York City.
Ohio—Chiel Consul, M. A. High, 165 Vine street,

Cincinnati. Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. W. D. Kemp-
ton, 550 Freeman avenue, Cincinnati.
Pennsylvania—Chief Consul, Samuel A. Boyle,

Ass't Dist. Atty, Philadelphia. Secretary-Treasurer,
John J. Van Nort, Scranton.

Rhode Island—Chief Consul, Chas. S. Davol, War-
ren. Secretary-Treasurer, Nelson H.Gibbs,2i8 West
minster street, Providence.
T".-r:s"SEE—Chief Consul, Joseph R. Wilson, ]r.,

Clarksvilie. secretary-Treasurer, B.;A. Patch, Clarks-
ville.

Texas—Chief Consul, Geo. C. Arbuckle, Room 5,
Merchants' Exchange, Dallas.

Vermont—Chief Consul, H. A. Webster, Mont-
pelier.

Virginia—Chief Consul, Ira B. White, 16 Nolls
court, Norfolk. Secretary-Treasurer, Alex. K. Schaap,
617 E. Broad street, Richmond.
West Virginia—Chief Consul, Clarence. E. Irwin,

150 No. F street, Wheeling.
Wisconsin—Officers to be chosen.

Foreign Marshal —Joseph Pennell, care J. S*
Morgan & Co., 22 Old Broad street, London, E. C.
England.

"It is excellent discipline for an advertiser to feel that he must say
all he has to say in the fewest possible words, or his readers are sure to
skip them; and in the plainest possible words, or his 'readers will certainly
misunderstand them. Generally, also, a downright fact may be told in a
plain way, and we want downright facts at present more than anything
else.

5 '

The "downright facts" are these: For durability, thoroughness of
workmanship and beauty of outline, the Warwick Safety [stands first

among high-grade wheels.

1890.

Perfection Safety

Price $135.

CATALOGUES

READY

JANUARY 15

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO.,

MANUFACTURED BY

Springfield, Mass.

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.
ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary Box 5267, Boston:—Enclosed you will find $ for initiation fee and dues in th<

i?&» ?L~,ZY-
n
Yh T

€n t0 Af?1
-
?°> '8

t>°- ,
Ihere

J>y
certify that * am over 18 years of age, and that T am an amateurwithin the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date Name,

Club, St. and Number , o? Box, *

References: city,

Enclosed. for Holder

.

State,.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

to ADri?io
HB

InrJ
H
o
I

,
P
p «."f„"^wi°.

i,^ti<? FeC " 5'f°i £? Annual Dues are $' durine^ first halt year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and Co cents during the second half Novto ApriJjo Enclose $i.So with this blank on any date between date ol paper and May .. ,890. Write plainly-Printing preferred
5
. Postage stfmps win not be receive

,.„,,
**; " JE"J r"Lt waten>roo{ ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle for ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view and ocket for ne.onal card, send H ~nt» extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send to cents extra. Leave O,-ma^im??£*,*«# MstZ'n? P
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UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.

THE • UNION • SAFETY

Superlative in all its Details.

SOLICITS A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE.

WESTERN BRANCH:

293-295 Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, IH.

OFFICE AND FACTORY:

Highlandville,

Mass.

CATAIvOGU^S FREE OJV APPWCATIOJV,
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TROUBLE IN OLYMPUS:
(A DRAMA IN ONE ACT.)

Persons Dramatis—
JUPITER TONANS (King-Pin of the 400.)

JUNO, the STATELY (OX-EYED & Revered.)

PHCEBUS (Lamplighter extraordinary to ZEUS (JU-

PITER'S alias.)

VULCAN (A hard nut & FORGER—of JUPE'S thunder-

bolts.)

Scene—
SANCTUM of J.

TONANS (pater deorum.)

J. T., seated on a dense cloud, "poking a smipe" and en-

joying a bottle of "WHITE LABEL."
JUNO—"Rigged out" with Seal Ring and Collar Button

(OLYMPIAN full-dress) just starting for a TOBOG
GAN slide on a RAINBOW.

Enter PHCEBUS (lately returned from his route, having disbursed

a supply of "GLIM" to the goodly number of "TINKERS.")
{Loquitur) "Most revered and omnipotent : A request would I

breathe into jour most royal aural appendage, upon your highly

lauded beneficence and clemency relying for the grantal thereof

—

thus do I importune you—that the arduous duties of your servant

may be ameliorated and satisfaction most complete may be ac-

knowledged by our customers—in other words, OLD MAN, I'm

on a strike, and if you don't 'hump' yourself in this biz., you can

look out for another LAMPLIGHTER."

JUPITER (cum dignitate) "How now, SLAVE, dar'st thou, unto

thy master, such words employ? (aside) and yet, mayhap, there's

cause for language vehement and strange—I'll bide a wee and

listen to his 'plaint. Speak then, VASSAL, mine ear attends :"

PHCEBUS—
"In travelling o'er m' accustomed route,

With FOUR HORSE CHARIOT graced and riding on the

WIND,
Methought my pace was greater far

Than COMET'S speed or SHOOTING STAR
in fault was I for—Let me relate.

While traversing my lonely course

Through that new country, situate in the WEST,
AMBROSIA falling short—I stopped for DRINK
In WESTBORO* (Yes, a mug of PHILIP BEST.)

As I my course pursued, to my surprise

Occurred th' event which opened wide mine eyes,

For my good STEEDS, defeated ne'er before,

Were passed and distanced by mortals, full a score.

By MORTALS mounted on a NEW MACHINE.
On CYCLES, yet to me did seem

,

Although familiar with the different 'makes,'

That this one surely was the 'CREAM.'

HANDS OFF, on ONE WHEEL, tricks performed 'GA-
LORE.'

Around me WHIZZED they, free from care and woe,
Upon my head such 'CHAWF' as this did pour,

'McGINTY'S come to life and GALLAGHER' let her go.

THE NAME? I screamed, as others passed me by,

THE NAME—I never saw the like

;

You didn't, HEY? yelled one who me did hear,

WELL, CULLY DEAR, this is the BRONCHO BIKE.

THE 'BRONCHO' BIKE, 'fore which all others pale,

TYlE 'BRONCHO,' famed for BEAUTY, FINISH, SPEED,
THE 'BRONCHO,' knowing no such word as FAIL,
A LIGHT, STRONG, SIMPLE, WELL-BUILT, TRIM,

STEEL STEED.

And now, JUPE, 'OLD ROCKS,' I'm going to have a BRON-
CHO SAFETY BIKE, or I'll make OLYMPUS 'howl.' They're
made by THE WHITE CYCLE CO., of WESTBORO', MASSA-
CHUSETTS (that's over in NORTH AMERICA). The price is

$135, and if I get my order in on my next trip, I can get the BIKE
April tst."

JUNO {Loguitor.~) "Yes, JUPPY DEAR, the boy's right—he
must have a 'BRONCHO,' for it will never do for anyone to

OUTSTRIP him—by the way why can't VULCAN make one in

the BLACKSMITH'S shop." (Summon him). ^(A METEOR,
with a note tied to it, is 'SWISHED' VULCANward, and THE
TUF NUT' enters a sixtieth of an INSTANT later.

JUPITER — " 'Tis salubrious—PRITHEE, VULCAN, tell me,
can'st fashion for 'HIS GIBLETS' here a STEED of STEEL like

unto the 'BRONCHO?'"

VULK—(the egotistical OLD KUSS)—"Oui, Oui, M'sieur, une
BICYCLETTE, tres 'WOOZY' and 'GIDDY GOLUMPY'
(comme On dit en VOLAPUK)."

JUPITER TOJAMS—'"Tis well. Go to :"

(To be continued next week).

Send for CATALOGUE, AGENTS' TERMS, PICTURE of "JACK,"
and PICTURE of "SKOOKUM," to

hits Gucle Co
'i

If.S.A,
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NOW REflbT!

COLUHDW LADIES' 5/iFETT.

An appropriate companion for the Columbia Light Roadster

Safety, affording the same perfectness of desig*n, manufacture,

and finish, backed up by our unquestioned guarantee.'

These machines are now on exhibition at our retail stores in

Boston, New York, and Chicago, and also at most of our

principal agencies.

The interest shown by the ladies in cycling is rapidly increas-

ing*, and every lady should own a Columbia Safety.

Our beautifully illustrated catalogue for 1890, containing

full description, sent free.

FOFE HFQ. C2.

77 FRANKLIN STREET BOSTON.



UU-ETIN.
bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OfGTLINQ.

$1.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 7 FEBRUARY, iSpo.
Volume XX.
Number 15.

135.00?
Yes, it is a good deal of money.

Surely you ought to get a good bicycle for so much.

It ought to be the highest grade possible in all respects—certainly all

interchangeable.

By the way, there are only two of the many safety bicycles on the

market that are interchangeable.

Victors are.

You ought to buy your bicycle of a maker who is known to be finan-

cially responsible, and consequently whose guarantee is good.

Don't pay 138 OO to a beginner.

Let him experiment on some other fellow.

Victors have won their supremacy fairly. Ask Victor riders.

Catalogue free.

OVE^mflfi caHEEli" CO.,

BOSTON, WASH INGTON.

Office and Factory, CHICOPEE FA^liS, CQASS.
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THGY CHNT JU7VYR ON US.
It is no uncommon thing (we understand) for poetry,

both natural and artificial, to be rejected in cases where
payment is expected by the author. It is rare, however,
if it don't go when payment is expected of the author,
and when it don't you may next see an undertaker re-

fuse to sell you a coffin.

The following correspondence explains itself (some-
thing which the late Mr. Browning rarely did) :

Cleveland, Ohio, Jan. 2d, 1890.
Sterling Elliott, Newton, Mass.

:

Dear Sir—Your catalogue and usual style of adver
tising are unique, and please me so much that I cannot
see you slop over without at least an attempt to save
you. There are people who can write poetry, why not
let them do it? The demand is not great. The supply
is always in excess, and prices rule low. Why riood
the market with shopworn goods? Yours,

H T. Slocum.
Mr. Slocum, no doubt, referred to our ad. of Dec.

27th. We can but feel a touch of friendship for even a
stranger, who so kindly stretches out his type-writer to
snatch us as a brand from the burning desire we
have to some day do contract work for the sozodont
people. That it was nothing extra we will admit, but
whtn, as was several times the case, a man says it was
the worst he ever saw, it shows that he has never read
the other "sweet singer of Michigan." We have been
over to the City Hall and taken out a poetic license, and
propose to use it. It is unpleasant enough to have
such letters as the above sent direct to this office , but
when friends who have gotten into our confidence,
(which we may have carelesrly left open at times), try
to induce members of our family to stop us—well, we
don't stop worth a cent.

The wire spokes were all to blame,
As through an Eastern village came,

A youth who bore, with nerve and gall,
Inscribed with this, and that was all,

HICKORY!
A bannei of his own design,
Adapted to his chosen line,

And which he always held on high,
Intending to promote the cry,

HICKORY!
E'en though such men as Mr. Pope,
And others of the Colonel's scope,

Could see for him no chance to win,
He still stood up to shout again,

HICKORY!
He was assailed on every side,
And though the wheelmen thought he lied,

He always talked and prophesied
That, in good time, they all would ride

HICKORIES!
Try not the wood the old man said,

Into such nonsense don't be led,

But down the street the youngster fled,

The banner held above his head, was

HICKORY!

The public didn't care a cent,
And this to him new vigor lent,

As onward through the town he went,
The cry, with which the air he rent, was

HICKORY!
The months soon lengthen into years,
And people having calmed their fears,

Can hear of naught, with chain or gears,
That half so easy runs or steers, as

HICKORY!
He still repeats the cry he uttered

\\ hile working in a shop more cluttered,
Nor eating bread 'twas ever buttered,
Yet even then he faintly muttered,

HICKORY!
When he is dead and hence respected,
And wire men are all deje<5ted,

The wheelmen then will have elected,
To bless the man who resurrected

HICKORY!
One of the least desirable qualities in a man is just

what you want in a bicycle, namely, toughness, and in
the hickory wheels you have it. These wheels don't
buckle, don't get loose, don't rattle, don't forget it.

P. S. Our catalogues are as free as water, and about as nourishing.

JVew'ton, ^VXtis***,

Holmes' Thigh Stocking. FULL PANTS.

(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat,

strap & pocket.

No. 884. Heavy Rib.

Price $2.50.

Double heel and toe.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

KNEE PANTS.
(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

Athletic and Gymnasium Garments Manufactured by

3—3. Full Fashioned, Nar-
rowed at ankle in black, navy.
League brown, grey mixed and
any other color, $1.50.
3—1. Black, navy, grey mixed,

stocking, $1.35.
1— t. Black, navy, grey mixed,

stocking, $1.00.

HOLIYIES «£ CO., 109 Kingston St., Boston,

SEND IN YOUR»NAMES EARLY AND AVOID THE RUSH.
Our 1890 Catalog will be out early in February, and will contain the most complete list of sundries ever

advertised ; all prices at or below Eastern Figures ; also a complete line of the latest makes of high grade ma-
chines. Parts for repair of all known makes of wheel always in stock. Don't forget to write.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., 311 N. 14th St., - - ST. LOUIS, MO,
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements tn this Department 20 cents a tine.

$@F~ Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only -will be taken.ly -uitll be taken.^£3&

Send aj cents and get one of the

New L. A. W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of rolled Silver Plate, oxy-
dized. Very neat and serviceable.

N.
Box 632.

H. GIBBS,
PROVIDENCE, B. I

L. A, W, BADGES,
The official design in solid gold.

Prices, $2.50, $3.50, $5.00 and up-
ward. Patented. Send for free
Catalogue and address orders to

C. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle St , Portland, Me.

IF you want to buy, sell or exchange your wheel for
books, stationery, tvpe writers, organs, buesrv,

cigars, itc, write to JOHN G. ZOOK, LIT1TZ,
PA. He has the best second-,8SP list in the U. S. A
$250 Humber Tandem, used 50 miles, at any reason-
ble offer, and a score of other bargains. Don't buy

before you write to him. Kodak Camera wanted.

ANTED—Good Second-hand Columbia Tan-
dem Tricycle, and several Columbia Light

Roadster Safety Bicycles. Write us your rock bottom
figures for cash, and describe condition of machine
fully. HART CYCLE CO., 81 1 Arch St., Phila., Pa.

WANTED—An Ai Bicycle Machinist. To satis-
factory party, liberal wages and steady work

will be given. NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos.
4 and 6 East 60th St., New York City. *r -«.,-)

BARGAINS IN STAR BICYCLES — Write
J. T. STARR, Coldwater, Mich.

ITOR THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-
* ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and
other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,
$14.0 , $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Rradford, Pa.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
•^ Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part
payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
VEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
•Soth st., New York City.

AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

•loiseless. cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers

,

or mailed by the manii'acturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

We Have Got the Grip,
But it is not the same as the prevailing

fashionable disease. It is in
the shape of a

TOE CLIP.

RANKIN PAT. TOE CLIP.

They do not Grip so that you cannot get your Feet
off when you desire. In fact it is the easiest thing
imaginable. It will improve your riding, as you can
add about 25 per cent, pressure on your pedals.
Be Fashionable, Boys, and have the Grip. The

expense is Light. They will keep your feet from
slipping off the pedals, and save you many a fall.
Agents wanted. A big thing for hustlers. Liberal

discounts to same.

RANKIN & BRUCE, J-/&SSS.
Box 103, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mail orders Postage Paid, per Pair, 50 cents.
Waste basket full of references if you want them.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE?
In this Department, is cents a line. Kg- Cash must

accompany the order.J£M
ggy— Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken.

HIGHEST offer over $75 buys 56-in. Victor Light
Roadster. First class condition. F. L. HAR-

RIS, North Brookfield, Mass.

WANTED—A good Safety; Columbia preferred

.

CHAS. A. WIGGINS, Baldwin Locomotive
Works, Philadelphia.

ANTED—A Pony or 39x24 Star. Address W.
H.JONES, 141 Main St., Zanesville, O.w

>OQ PATTERN, New Rapid Safety, not ridden
C? *J one hundred miles; will sell cheap. Address
Box 60, Waynesboro, Pa.

rTIRAVEXING SALESMAN WANTED — An
-- experienced man to travel for a first-class cycle
firm. A man of upwards of 25 years of age preferred.
Address L. S., Bi. World office, 12 Pearl sf., Boston.

FOR SALE— Expert, 50 inch, ball bearings all

round; nickle spokes and trimmings, balance
enamel; $65 cash; perfect condition ; a rare chance.
L. L. LEIGH, 197 Main St., Northampton, Mass.

RReferee safety racer — just out of
crate; never used; a perfect machine; weight

20 lbs; cost $140. Will be sold to first bidder over

fioo cash. LOUIS HILL, 1014 Walnut St., Phila-
elphia, Pa.

FOR SALE—Caligraph; used by one person for a
few months only; good as new. Original cost

$85; will sell for $50. Apply at office of Bicycling
World, 12 Pearl street, Boston.

A. O. VERY,
New England Agent for the

-AND-

"flaf Cycles.

—ALSO—

The Standard Sewing Machine

173 Tremont Street, Boston.

AGENTS WANTED,

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Basset
Oider.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Grab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance of natural fruit acid

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the
press, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ling and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

"/> #/> Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
'^ytaAfCUnn. if y0ur prrocer aoes not keep our

jPi 8oods i
w"te us and we will send

i(/f
{
you a case on approval, expressage

1 prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED 1S65.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON. - - MASS.
Tjpp A TXJCS 10 per cent, off on all Re-XVX^-T A1X\Q. pa ir aiMj Refinishing—~™™"—""""*^^™*^~ work received before

March 10.

"We Do This to Keep Our Shop Banning.

BARGAINS.
Psycho Tandem Safety, all plated except wheels;

all balls; tires perfect; an elegant machine, $175
American Rambler, new; all balls 105
Columbia Safety, new, latest model \

.

115
Victor Safety, fine machine So
48-inch American Challenge, all balls 55
jo-inch New Mail, almost new §5
5S-inch Victor, new 85
1 Hickory Safety, almost new 60
4S-inch Kxpert, especially built for fancy riding;

nickel finish 60
52-inch Victor, half nickel; all balls; as good as

new; only 65

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
"WORCESTER, MASS.,

ManuiTrs of BICYCLE BELLS and HOISTS.

SCIENTIFICAMERICAN
ESTABLISHED 1845..

Is the oldest and most popular scientific arjd
mechanical paper published and has the largest
circulation of any paper of its class in the world.
Fully illustrated. Best class of Wood Engrav-
ings. Published weekly. Send for specimen
copv. Price $3 a year. Four months' trial, $1.
MUNNf ~

A

[ & CO., Publishers, 361 Broadway, N.T.

RCHITECTS ' & BUILDERC
Edition of Scientific American. O

A great success. Each Issue contains colored
lithographic plates of country and city residen-
ces or public buildings. Numerous engravings
and full plans and specifications lor the use ot
such as contemplate building. Price $2.50 a year,
25 cts. a copy. MDNN * CO, Publishers.

TRADE MARKS.
In case your mark Is not registered in the Pat-

ent Office, apply to Munn & Co., and procure
immediate protection. Send for Handbook.
COPYRIGHTS for books, charts, maps,

etc.. quickly procured. Address
Ml'NN & CO., Patent Solicitors.
General Office: 861 Broadway, N. T.

y_ , ? ..- _..- 4 .,..,. .. -„ „^,. ^.__ ,.-^pw

This oiler resembles our "C & D" Pocket Oiler,
although oh a smaller scale. It consists of a tube for
holding the oil, fitted at the top with our patent lip
which can be unscrewed to refill the oiler.
This tip throws only a small quantity at a time, and

prevents all spilling and waste of oil. As the ordinary
oil can throws from 20 drops and upwards at each
stroke, the immense superiority of our oiler as to
nt-atness, cleanliness and economy, will be at once
apparent.
The shape and nickel finish make it the handsomest,

neatest, and most convenient oiler in use.

Price, SO Cent* each.
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SINGER CYCLES.
Particular attention is called to the IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1890, and

especially to the following :

THE "SINGER" BALL STEERING.
THE " SINGER " SPRING FORK.

THE " SINGER " COMBINATION BRAKES.
THE " SINGER " PATENT STEERING FOR TANDEMS.

THE " SINGER " BALL PEDALS.

"SINGER" PATENT SPRING-WIRED TYRES STAY ON.
For full ^particulars of all " Singer" Cycles see Illustrated Catalogue.

SINGER 5t CO • »

O <& S Berkeley Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.:

SINGER CYCLE CO.,

201 Randolph Street.

Boston, JMEqlss,
NEW YORK, N. Y.:

G. A. LITCHHULT,
352 Lienox Ave.

Annual Announcement \ \

As for several years past, before the season opens

we offer a few

JIeW jVIfllli Ot?DlflARlES,

taking Other Wheels in Part Payment. This gives

wheelmen an opportunity of realizing for their old

mount more than any other way and obtaining a New

Mail, the reputation of which is too well known to need

description.

Describe fully your wheel, stating size, condition

make, and your valuation.

send ;for new mail catalogue.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington Street, Boston.
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^awyoip
Devoted To The Interests Of Qaiii£

Published Every Friday

THE BICYCLINbTwOHLD COfflPHNY,
12 Pearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., TJ. S. A.

49- Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

the Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old

address and Folio number.

Messrs. NEUMANN BROS., ol 118 W. 19th Street, New York, represent
the World and Bulletin as Advertising Agents exclusively for the Eastern
and Middle States.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.

Copy ior new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure
their being inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
later than Monday, to insure attention for the following issue.

tw All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the
order of the Bicycling World Co.

Postage Stamps will not be accepted hereafter in
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/T""*HE continued "England and the Continent A-wheel" article

-*- was crowded out this week, as were several other articles.

We must ask our regular and occasional correspondents to condense

their communications as much as possible. We give more space

than we like this week to the "polo row" in Connecticut, but as a

matter of what might be termed justice we print "Pryer's" letter,

but with that letter the controversy must cease.

athletic clubs in which cycling is merely a component, and not

only to lay them down but insist on the observance of same. On
that plank the League will stand. There is no law which can pre-

vent athletic clubs from holding all the bicycle races they choose,

in defiance of League rules, but we humbly submit that the League

will reserve the right to run its races as it sees fit, and to qualify or

disqualify cyclers according as they may be judged by the rules of

the League. On that plank, also, the League will stand.

The Times also asserts that "good authorities state that the ac-

tion of the Racing Board regarding athletic clubs is unconstitu-

tional." Now if the adjective "bad" had been used instead of

"good," in qualifying the noun, we would have nothing to say, but

as the authorities are described as "good" we must simply reply to

that statement by using the expressive, but perhaps not elegant,

noun, "bosh !

!"

The Times becomes facetious, and suggests that the League "go
West." No need to "go West," we are there already. Yes, and we are

East and North and South, in fact the League knows no section, it

is National.

The past history of cycle racing under League auspices has not

been free from reproach, but as compared with the history past any]

present of some of these clubs which are kicking so vigor-

ously against the movement towards purification, it is as the history

of Ceasar's wife to that of Cleopatra. The efforts of the League
are against the tendency towards promateurism, and the tendency

of some of the athletic clubs is towards promateurism. Which is

the healthier tendency?

SECRETARY BASSETT is out with a series of interrogations

to certain* members of the League, as follows :

1. What have you found to be the advantages of League mem-
bership ?

2. Apart from general advantages, what direct benefit have you

derived from League membership ?

3. What practical work has the L. A. W. done in your State,

and what does it propose to do in the future?

While satisfactory answers to these queries will furnish the

worthy Secretary with good material for a proselyting circular, we
never had much respect for the man who needs to see an exact

equivalent for so small a membership fee. Still the fact remains

that the question, "Why should I join the L. A. W. ?" is asked by
thousands, and Secretary Bassett wishes to answer it in a way
that will be conclusive and convincing. If the League had done

nothing else but stir up the road improvement agitation, which is

now going on everywhere, it would have earned the right to demand
the support of every rider of cycles.

\T 7"E await with interest the decision of the Supreme Court of
* * Kansas on the validity of the Topeka ordinance, prohibiting

cycling upon a public highway. We have always had an erroneous

impression that Topeka was a progressive, enterprising place, with-

in the regions of civilization. So much indeed was our faith in

the place that we invested a little of our hard-earned savings in a

Topeka scheme. But now we know why the stock has steadily de-

clined in market value. We trust the Kansas courts will set

Topeka aright, and that the good sense of its people will keep it

from falling again into bad ways.

66 r
I ^HE war is on," so says our esteemed contemporary, the
-*- Sporting Times of New York. This paper then devotes

nearly a column to the printing of wordy pyrotechnics, which to a

mind unused to the true valuation of words would be appalling.

But we are not frightened one bit; the matter 6immers itself

down to a mere matter of fact, as stated in these columns before,

that the League, by virtue of its being the national cyclers' organi-
zation, has the perfect right to lay down rules for the guidance of

CHIEF CONSUL BULL, in his circular addressed to the New
York members on the roads improvement question, touches

on a point that is worthy of a passing notice. He says :

* * * "I desire to impress upon bicycle agents and dealers the

desirability of increasing the membership of the League of Ameri-
can Wheelmen, and the advisability of using their influence to that

end." * * *

At first thought one would say that every man who derived an in-

come to pay for his daily rations and clothing from the sale of

cycles, would as a matter of business be a member of the League,

and do his level best towards securing members for our organiza-

tion. Alas, however, such is not the case. There are hundreds of

dealers who are absolutely apathetic on the subject, and so short-

sighted as not to see in the growing strength of the League a grow-

ing chance for business.

We appeal to all interested in the cycle trade to use their influ-

ence by joining the League themselves and by proselyting others.

The small dealers cannot afford to keep out of the League, and

further we assert they cannot afford to lose an opportunity to 6e»

cure members.
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In this roads improvement agitation we have a serious work.

In numbers we find power. Its success means prosperity to the

trade; we therefore urge on those in the trade who "cannot see

any advantage in joining the League" to consider the narrowness

of such views. We want to see the time when a cycle agent not a

member of the L. A. W. will be a rara avis, a veritable "Dime
Museum curiosity."

"D EPRESENTAT1VE STANLEY, of North Attleboro', Mass.,
-*-^- is reported to be opposed to wheelmen, and he is expected to

exert whatever influence he has against the road improvement bill.

There are some active, energetic wheelmen in the Attleboro'6,

whom we hope will mildlv but firmly show Mr. Stanley the errors

of his ways. We hope this Stanley is no relation of the Stanley

who years ago was an enthusiastic wheelman of the same town, and

at one time we think Secretary of the Columbia Bicycle Club,

of North Attleboro'.

THERE is one thing we would like to see changed in the pro-

posed new racing rules, and that is, District No. i, as pro-

posed, divided up into three districts. New England should be

alone, New York and New Jersey together, Pennsylvania, Dela-

ware, Maryland and District of Columbia another. District No. I

as now apportioned is too large. Will the Board reconsider?

TT has been suggested that our estimate of expenses for racing
* men to be paid by districts was too large, and is likely to

frighten some people. The figures we gave were simply used to

illustrate. The average expense would be far below the figures we
named arbitrarily.

*" I "'HE report comes from the far West that Jack Prince recently
-*- gave a fifteen minutes' talk on "What I know about fakes>."

We characterize this tale as a base fabrication of the enemy. Jack

Prince could not do justice to the subject in so short a time. But

say what one will, Jack did enthuse the wheelmen of this city years

ago, and put more life in the sport than we have had since.

VAN WAGONER'S flaunting challenge ought to bring some
gamey acceptances. To challenge any amateur in the United

States is throwing the gauntlet to some tune. Do not let it remain

unaccepted, ye amateurs.

*"T"VHE Springfield, Mass , News boasts of what that city once
-*- was in the cycling world. It seeks what little consolation

there is in the few records still left it. Poor Springfield ! It has

lost its Ducker, its Hendee and its glory*.

""
I "*HE Nebraska State Journal, of Lincoln, Neb., ranges itself

*- on the side of better roads, and gives credit where credit is

due on the the matters of Roads Improvements agitation, as the

following item testifies :

"Teamsters as a class have a decided antipathy to cyclists, and
crowd them out of the roads and annoy them in every possible
way. This is unfair and unjust. The 'wheel' has come to stay,

and riders are entitled to all the courtesies of the road. In time it

will be recognized that the bicycle is a boon to the owners of horses
and carriages instead of an annoyance and disadvantage, as it is

considered by so many at present. There is a great movement in

the East toward the improvement of the public highways. The
matter has been discussed with vigor and profit. In some States
Governors have urged its consideration upon the Legislatures, and
important results will be certain to follow.

At the head and front of this road agitation will be found the
wheelmen, now a large and iufiuential part of the population.
They are always to be found on the side of highway improvement,
and their earnest and intelligent advocacy of the cause bids fair to

be enough to turn the tide of public sentiment.

Road reform will extend all over the coustry in the next twenty-
five years, and the noiseless steed will deserve a great deal of credit
for bringing about the improvement."

1MPORTAAT NO TICE.

(By wire to the Bicycling World.)

The New York State Roads Improvement Association will hold

a big public mass meeting at Utica, N. Y. on March 3d. Promi-

nent speakers from different parts of the country will be present.

Particulars in full later. Isaac B. Potter.

TONET"

Captain Adelbert E. Jacobs, the

BOSTON NOTES gentleman who wears the Captain's badge
of the Maiden B'cycle Club, was born in

Dedham, August 26, 1864. He attended
the public schools of that city until his

parents removed to Maiden, when he
became a pupil of the schools of that city. Captain Jacobs has
traced his geneology in this country to John Jacobs, who landed at
Plymouth in 1623, coming in the ship Ann. A trunk bearing his
name is one of the most valued relics of the first days of American
settlement, and it occupies a prominent position in Pilgrim Hall,
Plymouth. When young Jacobs graduated from the commercial
college at the age of sixteen, he became connected with a well-
known stencil manufacturing firm, and is now the general manager.
His business is such as will permit him to spend but littlej time
on outside affairs. He has never been a candidate for political

honors, being contented to remain a humble member of the Maiden
Bicycle and the Somerville Cycle Clubs. At the urgent request of
his friends he entered the mile race at Lynn in 1887, and captured
the second prize. While spending his vacation in New Brunswick,
in 1888, he met and defeated Fairweather, a noted crack, and fin-

ished a wheel behind Hall, the champion racer of New Brunswick.
In another race at the same place he won second prize, and thus
brought his racing career to* a brilliant close. The Maiden Club
was organized in the city from which it takes its name in 1886, and
was then composed of exceedingly fast riders. But since that time
it has fallen off in its swiftness, and is now noted for its social

affairs, rather than the part it takes in cycling. Captain Jacobs
sajs that semi-occasionally he takes a "scorch just to see how it

feels."

"Why dees Captain Peck, of the Massachusetts Club, hold his

head up so high nowadays?" I asked a friend the other day, as we
passed the doughty Captain. "Why, don't you know," my friend

replied, "that he was recently made an uncle, and that he takes a
great deal of interest in the little one's welfare?" "Talking about
Peck," continued my companion, "that reminds me that Pillsbury
has got the new safety, which he had built for his proposed Euro-
pean trip, and he is tickled with it, almost as much as Peck is with
the baby. Take the two together, and they hold their heads higher
than any other two men in cycledom."

The Wakefield Bicjcle Club seems to have awakened from the
lethargical condition which it has been in during the past year, and
its members have evidently taken a new lease of life, for instead of
the club rooms being in semi-darkness, they are now brilliantly

lighted up on an evening, and the merry sounds of revelry issue

therefrom several evenings a week. The officers have tried to

bring the members to a realization of their "slowness," and have
so far succeeded as to get them to attend whist parties, pool tour-

naments and the like, not to mention ladies' nights. A whist tour-

nament that was opened about the middle of the week was well at-

tended, and everything is indicative of better days. The Wakefield
Mandolin and Guitar Club, which is composed exclusively of mem-
bers of the bicycle club, has been doing considerable work during
the winter, and when it is not engaged elsewhere its members con-
gregate in the club rooms and allow their fellows in the club to

undergo the agony of listening to a rehearsal.
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The first annual masquerade party of the Cambridgeport Club

was held in Cambridgeport last Wednesday evening, when the fes-

tive wheelmen and blushing damsels, in disguises, danced to the

strains of merry music.

By a close examination of the new racing rules, it is seen that

tricycle races are done away with, and that the much abused handi-

capper is to get twenty-five cents for every entry. Both these

moves are, in my opinion, steps in the right direction, for the

former does away with a championship event that only a few wheel-

men take any interest in whatever, while the latter allows the

handicapper to charge enough money to defray the expenses of

writing material and stamps. Another new rule is that which dis-

qualifies a man whose pusher-off oversteps or allows any of his

body to fall over the scratch. This latter rule will do away with

the "Asa Windle push off," and the referee in all coming events

will have to keep his eyes open to see that the act, which had be-

come so common, i6 discontinued.

CHICAGO.

THE STROLLER."

1 mentioned in my last letter that

no one could possibly tell what "E.
Southerland Southside" was driving at

by reading his so-called correspondence,
but "E. S. S-" has redeemed himself
this week, as his letter is perfectly plain

to all, but who would have thought he would try to imitate .

I hope you succeeded in your laudable attempt at securing some
kind of a mount gratis for the coming season, "Southside."

Tom Roe has at last caught on, and in the future will be known
as a member of the Fire Insurance patrol. As a picturesque fire

laddie, he ought to be an unqualified success.

I mentioned in a former letter that the membership of the

Chicago Club was 219. I should have said 319, as that was the

actual number upon the membership roll at their last monthly
meeting. Next

!

Messrs. Bidwell and Stall paid us a short visit the past
week.

Mr. Davol leaves for the East this week. It will be long before
he is forgotten in this burg, and should the East prove too warm a
clime for him on his return by reason of the new racing rules, we
will be only too willing to receive him back with open arms.

Wan Wagoner's open defiance is liable to provoke as much
ridicule, and cause him as much trouble in the West as Van Sick-
ling egotistical challenge for a road race did in the East.

Campbell is ambitious surely, but he will have to win a few
runs before his challenge will be noticed by Lumsden, as his racing
career at Detroit and Peoria la6t fall was a good deal of a fiasco, as
he may recall to mind.

The principal event of the week in social as well as cycling cir-

cles, has been the opening reception of the Chicagos in honor of
their new club house. No expense had been spared to make it sue.

cessful, and the club must congratulate itself over the result of
their endeavor. It will be many moons before the Chicagos or
any other club equal this event again. The guests began arriving
at 8 P. M., and were received at the club house by the officers.

After viewing the house, the guests returned to the parlors to listen
to the pleasing strains of the mandolin orchestra for a few mo-
ments, and then walked to the hall a block and a half distant, the
club house and hall being connected by a canopy the entire dis-
tance. The hall was even more handsomely decorated than the
club house, if this were possible. At the hall an orchestra of nine
pieces furnished the music for dancing, and over three hundred
couples were in the grand march. Upwards of a thousand people
visited the club house and hall during the evening. "Birdie"
Munger looked disconsolately down from the balcony at Randall
and Davis walking arm in arm and engaged in conversation, and
doubtless thought that the hatchet was buried indeed. An elaborate
supper was served to all and it was well on to morning before the
last catriage rolled away its tired but pleased occupants.

ST. LOUIS.

"LINNS US."

The movement is gaining ground to re-
vive the famous Manchester-to-the-Pump
road race on an extended 6cale next season.
A number of prominent riders, as well as
the local dealers, are already taking a lively
interest in the event. If the race is run it

will be held some time during May, and with the regular fall meet-
ing of the Track Association, will keep our racing men from seek-
ing other fields for competition.

One by one the old stand-by6 are dropping off, and prominent
among them is Arthur Young, whose name as a wheelman, poet

and hill climber was known in all parts of the country. '-Art."

was the oldest rider in the city, and began riding away back in '79,

on a boneshaker. He was the first person to ride a bicycle to the

county line, and when it is remembered that the wheel had only a
flat piece of garden hose for a rubber tire, the feat stands un-
paralleled.

A few days ago a big sensation was created here by the dis-

covery of an old note due the State for about a million dollars, for

money advanced during the early days of railroad construction.
Investigations into this matter show that the State, previous to

1865, spent over $20,000,000 in aid of railway building. Glancing
at these stupendous figures, I am forced to think what an excellent

system of rock roads we would now have had only one-fifth of the
sum been expended for that purpose, and what a lasting benefit it

would have been to all the farmers and other inhabitants.

Rumor has it that a new sporting resort is to be established on
the Meramee River, in the southern part of the county, at the
junction of that river and the Leway Ferry road, on an eighty-
acre tract owned by Michael Baum. A large building is to be
erected near the river bank, which is to be fitted up as a holel, with
facilities for billiards, bowling, shooting and a number of other
conveniences. A bicycle track is to be built on the grounds, and
every inducement will be made to interest wheelmen in the affair.

It is amusing to see a little town that makes any pretensions to

future greatness, publish a highly colored folder showing its fine

railroad systems, a page or two about its climate, agricultural,

dairy and mineral products ; but how often do you see a single
mention of a matter which is of prime importance to every settler

—the wagon roads? Not one in a thousand cases, I'll warrant.

Life at the clubs is rather quiet, but great preparations are be-
ing made for the opening of the new home of the Cycling Club, to

be held some time next week. The members have been very busy
the past week superintending the fitting up of their quarters. The
Missouri Club has once more settled down to its normal condition,
and a talk with President Chauvenet convinced me that the club
will always be distinctly a biocle club. The club has no debts,
there is money in the treasury, and an income in excess of ex-
penses.

Last week the members of the Cycling Club, and other invited
guests, repaired to the residence of Albert J. Emery, an old and
respected member of the club, and presented him with an oxydized
silver shaving set, in commemoration of his 23d birthday. Geo. H.
Lucas made the presentation speech, to which the recipient re-

sponded. Presentations were also made by A.J. Gilmore, on be-
half of the Rumsey Owls. Dancing was then resumed, and kept
up to the wee small hours. At 12 o'clock the guests sat down to an
elegant supper, at which stirring speeches were made and toasts
drank.

Your remarks regarding the necessity of immediately organiz-
ing the Divisions belonging to the various districts for the purpose
of holding the championship races, are very much to the point and
should have the prompt attention of all the persons interested. In
this district which includes Missouri and Illinois the organization
should be perfected at once, and as a means of starting the ball

rolling I respectfully submit the following: That a joint meeting of
all the delegates in our district be held at some centrally located
point, such as Springfield or Chicago. That the auxiliary Racing
Board be chosen or recommended for appointment, and that the
question of raising funds be fully discussed, as well as the award-
ing of the championships to the city making the best bid. As
officers of the auxiliary Racing Board, I would recommend H. G.
Rouse, of Peoria; E- N. Sanders, St. Louis; , Detroit; ,

Cleveland.

In last week's issue "Ariel" re-

NBW JERSEY NOTES. marks : "New Jersey thinks she
J can get up a Road Book cheaper

"NITRAM" tnan tne Pennsylvania-New Jer-
sey-Maryland edition, and will
try it. By the time they are

through with the contract they will be sadder and wiser men."
Let it be thoroughly understood that New Jersey is not after a
cheaper book; we want nothing cheap, and any improvement tend-
ing to advance the interests of cycling, we are bound to have.
"Ariel" will please remember that it is possible to make an article
appear altogether too cheap in more respects than the price, and
some things are dear at any price. As to our being "sadder and
wiser men when we are through with our contract," we can see
not the slightest reason for sadness, but excellence will be the re-
sult of the New Jersey Road Book Committee. "Ariel," however,
is not one of those from whom we shall expect an acknowledge-
ment of wisdom. "Ariel" seems to have forgotten that experience
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is a great teacher. Nevertheless, I am willing to admit that the
very experience of the Pennsylvania Division in preparing their

book, and to which he refers, has been of immense value to thi6

Division, and thus, at this early stage, some of our wisdom is al-

ready shown. It must be admitted that we are candid. Honest
criticism is expected, and furthermore, it is invited, because it will

tend to point out to us our errors, but dissatisfaction at our inde-
pendence is not criticism in any sense.

At the annual meeting of the Owl Bicycle Club, of Bordentown,
last month, officers were elected for the ensuing year.

The entertainment given under the auspices of the Elizabeth
Wheelmen, on Monday evening, February 3d, was a rattling big
success, every seat in Library Hall, in which the entertainment
was given, being sold before the doors opened. Large delegations
from the Plainfield Bicycle Club and the Atalanta Wheelmen were
present. The attractions of the evening were Marshall P. Wilder,
humorist; the Perry Brothers' Royal Swiss Bell Ringers; instru-

mentalists, soloists, duetists, and the Misses Bender, vocal duetists

and soloists. Every part was very well rendered and called forth a
good deal of applause. A novel feature was the programme. As
a result of this entertainment the club will add about $100 to its

treasury. After the entertainment was over the visiting wheelmen
were entertained by the E. W. in their club house.

In connection with the immense fair to be held by the Plainfield

Bicycle Club on Feb. 21st and 22d, a handsome almanac pro-
gramme will be issued. Editor-in-Chief Thos. S. Burr is busily

engaged with the work and means to make this the one great effort

of his life.

Probably at no time during this winter have the members of
the Plainfield Bicycle Club enjoyed a pleasanter time at their pop-
ular Saturday night jamborees, than that of last Saturday. The
committee in charge had prepared a very delightful and unique
programme. A large camp fire- -sans the fire—was rigged up in

the centre of the room, wfth a kettle of hot clam broth suspended
from it; around this the boys sat on a large rug, and with the gas
turned low it presented a very unique sight. The Club quartette

started the ball rolling by rendering a selection from "Oh! My,
Never Mind, What Did the Band Play?"

About four months ago a new club was organized in Trenton,
called the Mercer County Wheelmen. This club now has an active

membership of 40, and a very cosy club house which is hand-
somely furnished.

The Camden Wheelmen gave their annual banquet at the Col-
onnade' Hotel in Philadelphia, on Thursday evening, Jan. i6:h.

President Wm. Northrop presided, and Mr. Jos. M. Engard acted

as toast master.

The Chicago Cycling Club formally

/'u^^r-zi ,,nT n(. opened their club house last ThursdayCHICAGO NOTES. evening the 30 ultimo . To say that it

" A r PPT " was a success
>

*s hardly necessary as the

earnest work of the ciub's committees
made failure an impossibility. A large

contingent from the other clubs of the city were present. The re-

ception was held in the club honse and dancing was the "order of

business" at Rosalie Hall, which was connected to the club house

by a canopy, and is about one hundred yards away. Supper was
served in "The Cafe of Roses," and was liberally pationized by about

four hundred and fifty guests, all of whom expressed themselves as

being abundantly pleased with the house, dance, service and them-

selves. This is without doubt the largest and most brilliant affair

of its kind ever given by the club and may well be classed as one of

the red letter occasions, and one which the members may look

back upon with a feeling of pride, and without a single regret.

The "Stroller" has again laid his head on the block by averring

that there is discord in the Illinois Cycling Club and that in the

race for the captaincy the pace was too hot for Street, who was
forced to drop out, leaving only Mr. Arthur in the field. This is

an unqualified falsehood and well befits the source from whence it

emanates. If need be, I can procure the affidavits of about half of

the club to the effect that Mr. Street was nominated in the face of

his positive declaration that he would not serve, he electioneered

for Mr. Arthur and voted for him, and was himself chosen almost

unanimously to succeed himself as Secretary. What object: your
correspondent could have in trying to force the idea that Mr. Street

is not popular in his club, I cannot conceive. He must have some
sinister motive, to thus try to hit a man in the dark, when the one

hit has no chance of defence. Let him learn the maxim, 'Truth is

mighty and will pre\ail." The "Stroller" also takes to task one of

the Referees correspondents "Utprosim," and with his usual manner
he does not attempt to controvert "Utprosim's" statements, but

wanders aimlessly about in the realm of the vain endeavoring to use
his position to throw covert slings at the subject's devoted head.
The secret of this last, is this: Sometime ago "Utprosim" took the
"Stroller" severely to task regarding some statements of the latter,
and so tangled him up that he could not gracefully retreat, so
"Stroller" silently took his medicine.

Some correspondents are full of mischief and whosoever is 'riled'
thereby, is not wise. The defaming correspondent cometh forth in
the morningas a lion seeking whom he might devour or defame. He
hunteth through his favorite paper, wearing the while a tread-on-
the-tail-of-me-coat expression and his heart runneth over with joy,
if mayhap some luckless scribbler hath provoked his wrath. He
peeleth off his coat, worketh himself into a great rage, taketh his
favorite pen and revengeth himself upon the offending writer until
his anger is appeased. He seeketh his couch and his slumber is as
peaceful as a summer sea, his self adoration passeth understanding.
Turneth not the worm, even the meanest of our creatures ? So
turneth the "luckless scribe" who received the spleen. He turneth
and as the meats are turned upon a spit so turneth he the defaming
correspondent even until he is roasted and he cries enough with an
exceeding loud voice. So the "Stroller" playfully disporteth with
the fire, until he is sorely burned, and even though he suffereth in-
calculable pain, he returneth once more for a fresh dose in a new
place.

A local paper, commenting upon our

HARTFORD sociable of January 29th, says: "The
wheel club has long been recognized as

" CIAYTON " one °^ *^e toremost social organizations
in the city, so that the unprecedented suc-
cess of their sociable, held at Central

Hall, last evening, was no surprise to those who attended. Every-
thing had been done by the committee in charge to make the affair

enjoyable, and their efforts were fully rewarded by the general
satisfaction expressed and the encomiums of praise showered upon
them. Special mention should be made of the programme of
dances. It consisted of seventeen numbers, so well arranged as to
please everybody. Altogether the party was as enjoyable a dancing
event as has been given in the city for some time. The floor man-
agement was as deserving of commendation as any of the ether
features of the dance." * * *

Surely the New Haven boys must be endeavoring to rival the
old Poguonacks, of Bridgeport, on the matter oT uniforms. A
double-breasted broadcloth coat is surely a thing of beauty but
hardly a joy forever for a wheelman.

Through Mr. C. Eugene Riplee's untiring efforts, during the
past week, we have organized a polo team, and will probably have
a go at New Haven in about two weeks. The personnel of the team
is about as follows: Wood and King, rushers; Shea, centre;
Laiman, half back; Hannum or Spalding, goal. Of course, having
had no practice, we expect our New Haven brethren will take our
scalps, but we will try and merit the good will of "Elm City" and
the rest of the boys.

Mr. James J. Grace, formerly Secretary of the Hartford Wheel
Club, has severed his business connections at Kansas City, and
will probably reside in this city again.

Gold medals will probably be an inducement for our boys to

build up their mi.eage records this year.

SYRACUSE.

"SALINA."

The account of the polo game between
teams from the Bridgeport Wheel Club and
the New Haven Bicycle Club, as published in

the last World, recalls to me the fact that the
Syracuse Cycling Club possesses a polo team
that has won many an exciting game of polo

on roller skates. If any wheel club desires to cross sticks with the
old Crescents let it send a team to Syracuse. The visitors would
be given a warm reception in every sense of the word. Ed Haskins
is a famous goal tender, and "Art" Bradley is a great rtisher.

With C. A. Benjamin, George H. Lloyd, Ed McDougall and George
H. Harris in the field the team is a "corker."

By an error of "Salina's," last week, the initials of Mr. Harris'
name (G. H.) were taken for "C. H.," and still further construed
into "Club House." His right name in full is George Hunting-
house Harris.

Beneficial originalities are changes desirable in every organiza-
tion, for by them the interest is kept alive. I don't exactly mean
to say that we nave a case of originality in the new Captain, "Bob"
Judd, but the members of the Syracuse Cycling Club will discover
during the next season that "Bob" will spring a few novel ideas on
them. He stands over six feet in height and ride's the largest wheel
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DOW LET ITW YOU.

IT IS HOT AS DIFFIGUIiT AS YOU TJUHK-

Since the Eagle has actually turned out to be, not only a practical bi-

cycle, but a machine so fast and easy running as to be a very formidable

rival, the policy adopted by the dealers who have not our agency, is to enr
large upon the difficulty of learning to mount it.

We will here explain for the benefit of those who have not had an

opportunity to see EAGLE machines ridden, that to learn the pedal mount
of the EAGLE is not one-half as hard as to learn to mount an "Ordinary"

by the pedal, and after a rider has once learned to mount an Eagle, it is

easier than mounting an "Ordinary" either by pedal or step. This we
state from practical experience upon both styles of machines, and we be-

lieve every rider who has mastered an Eagle machine will uphold us in

this statement.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1890 will be ready to mail about Feb.

16th. It will contain besides a complete description of the Eagle, some ex-

cellent articles on "Vertical Position," "The Art of Pedaling," Ankle motion,

etc., which will be of interest to every wheelman.

E3STT FREE TO -A.2STY .AJDIDIRIESS.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

STAMFORD, CONN.
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The 1890 Catalogue of the Coventry Machinists' Co., Ltd., con-

taining full particulars of the "Swift Safeties," including the latest

novelty, the

"SPRING-FRAME SWIFT."

GET IT. GET IT,

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., LI
339 Ool*A*xxfc>vis Ave>., - = BOSTON.
Champions in Word and Deed.

Careers without Blemish are Possessed by

THE AMERICAN CHAMPION 1

-and- [bicycles.

THE AMERICAN LIGHT CHAMPION

Records so marvellous they almost defy credulity, have been made on these high-

grade ordinaries. Many still stand, although frequently attacked by riders who are identified

with speed.

Send for our New Catalogue. We will gladly forward it.

GORMULLY \ JEFFERY MFG. CO,, - .
- Chicago, III.

BOSTON BRANCH HOUSE: 178 Columbus Ave.
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In the club. Captain Judd has the high respect of all the members,
and will command his men with a sternness and dignity becoming
his position.

Edward Parenial Hopkins ran up from New York to attend

the Liedukranz bal masque and visit his friends.

President F. H. McChesney called to order the February
meeting of the Syracuse Cycling Club, and manifested his ability

to fill the chair. Captain Judd instructed Bugler Penn to organize

a bugle quartette; quite a novel idea, T think

The riders in this part of this country are

or<sn\r riTV very emphatic on the promateur question, and
VISUM ^11 r.

,earn with pleasure of the favorable result of

, qitta r a r » tne Chicago meeting of the L. A. W. Racing
• seijuxAL,. Board. One of the leading racing men of last

season came from this part of the country and
of course was a promateur, though a League member, we believe.

When there is a promateur within a hundred miles of a point where
any racing event is to come off, he, on account of his superior

training and "expenses paid," generally spoils the event for equally

as good men who do not have these advantages. This has been

shown at Chicago and other places in the past. There will be a

number of fast men in this locality next season, and we expect a

fine track to race on. So far as Buffalo will be concerned there

will be small chance for the paid amateur racket. But we are very
thankful that the Racing Board took this decided stand and hope to

see them carry out the idea.

There will probably be a series of tournaments conducted here,

under the management of the Ramblers, as they expect to build a

halt or quarter mile track, and one that fast time can be made up-

on. If the annual League meet is held at Niagara Falls next July,

as expected, there will be a tournament here immediately after, and
we hope that the district League championship will be run at that

time. There will also be tournaments by the other clubs, probably
one each, and it has been stated that the popular Athletic Club will

build a bicycle track on its oval, and hold some cycle races with all

of its field days.

The Sunday editions of the News and of the Courier have well

conducted cycle departments, which are much appreciated by the
wheelmen here. This is one reason why the leading wheel papers
have not regular correspondents in tne Bison City. The sporting
editor of the News is C. A Ap Griffiths, an Englishman, and well
posted on all sports; in fact, he is authority on all sporting matter,

and wheeling of course. Mr. C. G. Batchelder, who occupies the

same position on the Courier, is also a wheelman, and an old mem-
ber of the Ramblers. The Express has but few cycling items on its

sporting page, and they are furnished by one of the leading local

wheelmen, who has but little time to devote to it.

The Zig-Zags are hustling, and have a very pleasant little club
house near the park entrance on Thirteenth street.

The reception of the Ramblers Monday night was largely at"

tended, about four hundred visiting the rooms of the "hustlers"
during the evening. All spoke highly of their pretty rooms, which
we have described in a former letter; the large gymnasium came
In for much favorable comment. At half past eleven the gym-
nasium was cleared and (Cuhn's orchestra took their position, and
dancing was commenced. The large, roomy "gym." proved very
convenient for the purpose, and the "brave and beautiful" 'tripped

the light fantastic till three in the morning.

The Ramblers' "Gym." was formally opened on Tuesday even-
ing, with Michael Brunner as instructor The acrobat programme
was much enjoyed. The Ramblers' pool and billiard tournament
is in full progress, and the "sharks" are working hard to establish
their records an i get the valuable prizes offered. Jolly Burt Minton
is referee.

The Buffalos made well out of the two boxing bouts that were
held at their gymnasium, and are thinking of having another soon,
as two young rising pugilists desire to settle by contrast their
sparring ability. Both the leading clubs have one or two good
boxers. Why would not it be a good idea to arrange a little match
between them, say use eight-ounce gloves?

The appointment by Captain Median, of the Ramblers, of W.
A. Houck, as First Lieutenant, does not suit many of the other
appointees, and several of these appointed have resigned, while
many of the members, among which are some of the best riders in
the club, have decided not to ride in club runs this season unless
the appointment objected to is changed, and I understand that
some of their racing men will not ride in the team either, unless
the change is made. It is also claimed that the First Lieutenant
is a professional.

The Ramblers are going to raffie off a tandem bicycle, and have
already sold several hundred tickets at fifty cents each. About a

month ago the Ramblers won a gold watch worth $— , and now
they have decided to raffle that off, limiting the tickets to 200, at

half a dollar each, none but club members to be allowed to pur-

chase, and no member over five tickets. They have already dis-

posed of three-fourths of them.

NEWS
Governor Brackett, of Massachu-

setts, has sent into the Council the name
of one of our oldest wheelmen, Thos. H.

a A/n mnA-MmuT Wakefield, for Trial Justice at Dedham,aj\v LVMMajyi. Magg it is thus that we find the friends

of the wheel gradually filling important
public places. Mr. Wakefield will fill the judicial chair well, and
mete out even-handed justice.

Europe is not alone to have the honor of using cycles for mili-

tary purposes, for the District of Columbia, taking advantage of
Washiogton's smooth streets, intends to mount its signal company
of the militia on safeties.

The Omaha Democrat, not to be outdone by its Eastern contem-
poraries, has engaged a respectable old lady to endeavor to make
the tour of the world in one week. She will leave Council Bluffs

on a bicycle so soon as the roads are improved, fully equipped with
cigars, chewing tobacco and other articles necessary to travellers.

She will carry a pontoon bridge along to facilitate the crossing of
rivers and other bodies of water. Any courtesies extended her In

her travels will be fully appreciated. Officers of the law are

urgently requested to refrain from arresting her on any pretext

whatever, as, owing to the limited time allotted for her feat, the
slightest delay might prove fatal. The old lady is now in training,

and Col. Prince and other connoisseurs who have seen her say that
she'll be in great form by the time when it is necessary to start."

"Is there a wheelman in the delegation?" asked one of the com-
mittee. "Why ?" asked another. "Because, if there is he would
be the proper person to act as spokes-man."

—

Wheelmen's Gazette.

Down in Wheeling, Va., indoor racing 6eems to be flourishing,

but with the numerous headers usually accompanying such con-
teats. The local papers even grow enthusiastic in describing
"beautiful headers."

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club's prosperity is evidenced by its

application for a permit to add to its already commodious club
house.

Merrihew, of Wilmington, Del., if the report which reaches us
is true, is after Van Sicklen with a sharp stick. If Chicago's man
does not fancy fifty miles as the distance, Merrihew will make it

twenty-five. Anything to get a race. We hope he will not be dis-

appointed.

General Ordway in a recent interview says; "The work of
militia is largely in cities, and the work of the District militia

would naturally be on our streets. These are perfectly adapted to

the bicycle, and by means of these swift and silent steeds a num-
ber of men could be sent to any given point in a very brief period
of time." If other cities would only follow the excellent example
of the Capital and give their citizens equally good pavements,
cycling would assume the same practical and utilitarian aspect it

does there.

Judge McDonald, of Kansas City, thus gives his views of
the Roads Improvement question: "ram in favor of Jackson
County issuing five million dollars' worth of 4 per cent, bonds and
expending the five million dollars on the roads of the county.
With five million dollars we could grade and macadamize most of
the roads leading to Kansas City. * * * The assessed valuation
of Jackson County is now something over one hundred million
dollars, and with an expenditure of five millions on roads I will

guarantee to raise the valuation of property to more than tsvo hun-
dred million dollars."

Messrs Cossum and Perkins, of the National Rights and
Privileges Committee, will appear before the proper Legislative
Committee at Albany to push the claims of the bill which thejr

have formulated and presented to the New York State Legislature.

The two highest mileage records, of Cincinnati riders, for 1889
are. 3267 miles for W. C. Munro.and 31 15 miles for J. P. Petty.

The Whitinsville (Mass.) Bicycle Club is one of the newest and
most active in the State. This evening (the 7th) the club will hold
a donation party at the new club rooms in the Dudley block. The
ladies will be pres-ent in full force, and no doubt the donations they
will bring will do much to adorn and enhance the beauty of the
rooms. The entertainment will consist of music and whist. The
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by-laws are strict on not allowing resident non-members the use of
the rooms. This rule only applies to the male part of the popu-
lation, as ladies, whether members or not, will always be welcome.
Three years ago there were only three cyclers in Whitinsville.
Now there are over seventy and more a-coming.

Governor Campbell, of Ohio, has expressed himself to Mr.
Cossum in favor of a bill looking towards the improvement of
highways.
We hear that the Scranton, Pa., Bicycle Club are discussing the

question of extending an invitation to the League to hold its annual
meeting in that city this coming summer. The movement has not
yet crystallized into organization. The matter will at least be
pushed far enough to ascertain whether the citizens would stand by
the club in the undertaking.

We welcome among our exchanges the Cyclist, a monthly cycling
journal which has for its editor and proprietor "good old" Joe
Goodman, of Hartford. The initial number is before us, and we
have words of commendation for same. The articles are timely
and well written, and the editorials terse, crisp and to the point.

An excellent likeness of Mr. D. J Post, the energetic Chief Consul
of Connecticut, adorns the pages of ''No. 1, Vol. I." We wish the
Cyclist long life and a prosperous future.

We give below an extract; from a private letter, showing the in-

fluence of bad streets, from a bandsman's standpoint: "English
bandsmen, you would look with pity on your American cousins if

you saw them on the march. The streets are so badly paved that
it is next to impossible for a band to play while on the march, so
they invariably take the sidewalk, which is not much better."

Out of the membership of the Philadelphia Bicycle Club a new
club har been formed and chartered under the name of the Phila-
delphia Cycle and Field Out. It is intended to admit to members-hip
only members of the Philadelphia Bicycle Club, unless the proper
support is not given by them, when it may be decided to admit out-
siders, 1 ut not members of any other cycling club. It is proposed
to buy an out-of-town lot and build thereon. The plans of the
house are now under inspection. There will be ample space for

tennis-courts, and other open-air games, on the large lawn at the
western side of the house, the whole property being one and one-
half acres in extent, and situated on he Lancaster pike, at the toll-

gate just below Ardmore, and about i6co feet from Ardmore station,

6even minutes' walk.

There is no better medicine than cycling for the sedentary,' and
a few hours a day devoted to a spin in the pure air will save many a

useful, but overworked brain, from threatened collapse.

"Elnod" of Providence, R. I., writes us that last Tuesday even-
ing the Rhode Island Wheelmen held a special meeting to hear the

report of the Uniform Committee, and after an hour's useless talk

the same uniform was adopted as last year. After tne meeting the
boys were invited to the outer hall where the monthly entertainment
committee, Mefsrs. Barker and Hicky, endeavored to keep every-

body in good humor by a liberal supply of apple juice [are you sure

it was apple juice.

—

Ed.] doughnuts, apples, cheese and cigars.

The doughnuts were prepared under the skillful hand of Mrs. A.
C. Barker. During the evening Messrs. Taylor and Hudson gave a
very interesting exhibition of fencing.

The smiling countenance of Mr. Harrj Lee, one of the ever
famous Hartford Wheelmen was seen in the Rhode Island Wheel-
men club room last Tuesday evening. He seemed to be enjoying
himself and no wonder, for he was in the co rjpany of one of the

fairest Providence ladies, /don't blame him for looking happy.

The annual meeting of the Rhode Island Wheelmen occurs next
Monday evening, at which time a new set of officers will be elected.

The annual supper will follow on Thursday evening.

The fourth annual concert and reception of the Harlem Wheel-
men took place on the evening of January 30th, 1890. The affair

was a grand success, both socially and financially. The concert
alone was worth many miles going to hear. Mr. E. A. Lefebre,

of "Gilmore's Band," had charge of the same, assisted by Messrs.

S. Ranchfuss, Adolph Glose, A. M. Davidson and others. The
grand march was led by Mr. Robert Morrison and Miss Bessie

Coles. While these things were going on several members were
on the lookout for recruits, and five new members were thus cap-

tured. The Harlems have made up their minds to climb to the top
rung of the ladder, and "they'll git thar' too."

The Maryland Club, of Baltimore, Md.. wij hold their annual
dress reception on the evening of Friday, February the 14th.

On Monday, January 26th, Henry Dietz, a member of the Chesa-
peake Wheelmen, of Baltimore, Md., beat the hill-climbing record

(his own) on Windy Gates Hill, making the round trip four times
without a dismount, and only stopping when some of his friends

lifted him off" his wheel.

The officers of the Maryland Division entitled to a sitting at the
National Asembly of the L. A. W., which meets at the Grand Union
Hotel, New York, on February 17, are : Messrs. Albert Mott, of
Baltimore; George F. Updegraff, of Hagerstown ; E. F. LeCato,
A. E Mealy and S. T. Clark, of Baltimore. They will probably
start on the midnight train on Saturday night, February 15th.

Mr. George R. Bidwell was one of the charter members of the
Buffalo Bicycle Club. Whatever Mr. Bidwell helps to organize or
run is bound to be a success.

Those who claim to "speak by the card" state that the Amateur
Athletic Union is about to resent the late action of the League
Racing Board. We have ordered our suit of boiler plate, and we
now calmly wait for the explosion.

Fred Jenkins, the old timer, has again changed hi6 vocation.
This time he uses his persuasive powers in talking up accident in-

surance.

As the time draws near for the annual meeting and election matters
seem to be simmering towards the high temperature of the boiling
point. We expect to see a large representation of delegates in
person, as it is not human nature to stay away from a meeting
which promises the elements of excitement that the coming meet-
ing does.

A Toledo paper gets off a joke, which we think we have heard
before somewhere. It says that "Cyclers as a rule may be called
decidedly fast young men."

A committee has been appointed by the Harvard Bicycle Club,
which is empowered to arrange for a spring meet. The commit*
tee is Messrs. Spencer, Greenleaf and Davis.

The Capital Bicycle Club of Washington, D. C., combined with
the Analostan Boat Club in an annual feast on the evening of
Friday, Jan. 31. There were sixty-two covers. The second act of
the feast was under the care of Mr. Henry W. Olds as toast master,
who managed to find valid excuses for the following toasts: "The
President's Message," Edson B. Olds: "Dry Toast," Charles Rich-
ar 's Dodge; "Whist or bumble-puppy," James Q^ Rice; "The
Chain Gang," Thomas H. Wentworth, Jr.; "La Grippe," Dr,
Gabriel F. Johnson ; "Mounts and Dismounts," Thomas C. Tip-
ton. Dr. Johnson being ill himself with the grip, his remarks
were read by Capt. Low. Mr. Hub T. Smith sang several of his

own inimitable songs. The table was graced with a large basket
of magnificent roses, the gift of the Analostan Boat Club.

The costume party held by the Troy (N. Y.) Club last week
Thursday was participated in by some thirty- couples en masque.
Some 300 spectators enjoyed the gay scene.

The //-«' of New York prints the following: "Principal Boy-
den of the State Normal School here (Bridgewater, Mass.) has
just been guilty of breach of authority which has created a general

cry of indignation, and may endanger his office. Among the sev-

eral hundred scholars are girls of limited means, who are devoting
the best years of their lives to p?eparing themselves for the position

of school teachers. The * * principal has peculiar ideas on
morals and conventionalities. Among his scholars were Miss
Mabel Higgins of Provincetown and Miss Belle Howard of

Worcester. These young ladies had been diligent scholars for four

continuous years. They came of prominent families and were
communicants of the Methodist Church. They however rode tri-

cycles, and contended that Mr. Boyden had no right to limit their

acquaintances if they were assured of their respectibility. The re-

sult was they declined to give up the tricycle and were dismissed

while on the eve of receiving their diplomas."

The Des Moines Cycling Club is en-

m „.. T-ri?w? deavoring to obtain rooms in the newIOWA 11&MZ>. Y M c A Building. Should they suc-

"Ripn" ceed they will have most of the advantages
JilKU.

of a thoroughly equipped club house,

without the considerable expense. The
gymnasium of this building will be one of the finest in the West.

It is about time that the club should be getting settled in some
good place.

Our genial citizen, A. E. Hodgson, has been laid up with a

severe attack of the "grippe." Fred anticipates for next year the

biggest boom in the cycling line Des Moines has ever had. It is

probable that arrangements will be made so the bicycles can be

bought on the installment plan. '
It is to be hoped so, as it will be

the means of many a poor "cc unter jumper" indulging in the pleas-

ure of a wheel.

Talk about California's balmy breezes 1 Iowa has had steady

riding up till January 12. Our country roads were never in better
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shape than they were during December. The wheel will not get

much rest this year.

I understand that Grinnell, of this State, with it6 large number
of wheelmen, ha6 not one League member. Here is a place for

hard work for our League officers.

It is evident from the actions of our Chief Consul and Secretary-

Treasurer that they are preparing for an active campaign this

spring among the non-League members.

There has been some talk here of a tour next summer, also of a

spring meet. Should there be a tour, which would probably be
over the Spirit Lake route, there will undoubtedly be a good at-

tendance. I do not think any definite action has been taken in

regard to either.

The races for this year's State Fair will all be 6hort. There was
considerable complaining last year about the tediousness of the
long races. The prizes will be valued at about the same as last

year, but will be something the boys can use, and not consist
entirely of gewgaws.

DIED,

February 2d, 1890, Harry E. Brown, a founder and member of

the Maryland Bicycle Club, Baltimore, Md.
"He is gone."
So the knowledge came to us, as we sat waiting in the room

where he had so often fat with us. He is gone! As the dreaded
words fell on us, there came over all a sorrow whose only consola-
tion, is that we know in the great world to which his soul has gone
it will meet the reward which it had so well earned here.

When one sees an old tree drop limb by limb to the waiting dust,

he feels- but pity for its fate, but when the sudden lightning leaps
from the 6ky and strikes to the earth the young oak, majestic in its

sturdy strength, then one feels grief and sorrow for the untimely
end of one so rich of promise.
So it was with him. When God called him he promptly and un-

hesitatingly answered, as was his wont when there came an earthly
call on his generosity, counsel or friendship.
He died in his prime, as- a bird suddenly 6hot in the fullness of its

song, when all was bright and fair and full of hope.
As one of the founders of the club we are grateful for the legacy

he helped to give us. As Chairman of the House Committee, he
originated the social success of the club; as its President, he added
to its reputation for cwirteousness and hospitality; as a member of
the club, he endeared himself to all.

You who did not know him know not our loss; we who knew
him so well, know full well what means the loss of his genial,

cheery presence. But let me fling away the pen, too weak to write
his worth. He is dead, he is gone. The flower-strewn coffin has
been put away.

Farewell, old comrade; no more wilt thou answer to the call of
the club's bugle. You have taken your list run and have dis-

mounted, not at the door of the dear old club house, but at the
gates of Heaven. "Secretary."

MASSACHUSETTS DIVISION OFFICERS' MEETING.
Last Saturday the Massachusetts Division Officers met at the

Clarendon Hotel, Chief Consul Emery in the chair, also present
Vice Consul A. U. Robinson, Representatives I. E. Moultrop, F.
W. Libby.John S. Lowell, and Josiah S. Dean, all of Boston; B.
A. Barber, of Worcester; Sewell L. Ford, of Haverhill, and Secre
tary Charles S. Howard. After the reports of the becretary-Treas-
urer had been accepted, it was voted that the Division officers were
in favor of James S Dunn, of Massilon, O., for the office of Presi-
dent of the L. A. W. . for W. H. Emery, of Boston, for First Vice
President, and for George R. Bidwell, of New York, for Second
Vice President.
The following resolution wast adopted •

Whereas, the board of officers of the Massachusetts Division
observes with sincere regret that there is a lack of harmony be-
tween the National Committee and the State Divisions on the same
commendable work of highways, do earnestly hope tnat this lack
of harmony, which cannot but result in disaster to the great work
in which L. A. W. members are so deeply interested, be removed
as speedily as possible.

Resolved, That while this Division welcomes any aid from the
National Committee, it requests that the National Committee con-
fer and act in conjunction with this Division's officials in all mat-
ters relating to the improvement of highways in this State.
The board adjourned subject to the call of the Chief Consul.

MISSOURI DIVISION OFFICERS' MEETING.
The Board of Officers of the Missouri Division held their semi-

annual meeting at the Richelieu Hotel, St. Louis, last week. Chief
Consul Holm presided, and W. G. Wolzendorf acted as Secretary.

The Chief Consul's report showed the membership to have in-

creased from 274 to 341 during his administration, and that the
affairs of the Division were in a good condition. The report of
Secretary-Treasurer Kelly showed a balance on hand of $371 45.
H. G- Wolzendorf read the report of the Highways Improvement
Committee, and considering the short time they have been in

office, a good deal of work has been done. The Road Book Com-
mittee reported favorable progress with the new road book, and they
hoped to have same ready by April 1st. The publication of the
book was authorized, and a vote of thanks was extended to G. A.
Frohman and H. G- Wolzendorf for their labors in its behalf. A
motion to instruct Delegate Brewster to cast the Division's vote for

J. R. Dunn for President was unanimously carried, and the sub-
mission of a by-law creating a Rights and Privileges and a Trans-
portation Committee was voted on favorably. "Linneus."

CORRESPONDENCE.
[ The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter
which in his opinion ts improper.]

MARYLAND'S POSITION ON ROADS LEGISLATION.

Editor Bicycling World: I find that I have, entirely uninten-
tionally, conveyed the impression that the official4kof the Maryland
Division are, to quote your own words, "opposed to any action
looking toward pushing a general road law." We were glad
to have Mr. Perkins with us, as I hope the treatment he received
while here showed, but his visit was not necessary to show "the
whole-souled Marylanders that there is 'something in' roads im-
provement legislation." The whole-souled Marylanders were
perfectly aware of it some time before Mr. Perkins arrived.

From the publication in the World of January 24th it would
appear that Mr. Perkin's visit has changed the supposed attitude of
opposition above referred to. On the contrary, I have been to some
trouble to investigate, and I find that the sentiment on the subject
here is exactly as it was when I wrote you the letter published on
the 3d ult.

Allow me to correct any who have fallen into the error of believ-

ing this Division or its officials opposed to any legislation looking
to the improvement of our highways, however. In reading over
my communication last referred to 1 fail to find ground for any
such supposition. I said that I believed, and that the Division
officers were w ith me in the belief, that the local committee was in

a position to judge when and how to act in the matter of road
legislation better than the members of the national committee, all

of whom are residents of other States and comparative strangers to

our present road laws and to the peculiar conditions existing in

our different counties. All of this is still my firm conviction, and
is proven by my investigations. Chief Consul Mott was anxious to

second Mr. Perkins' efforts to the best of his ability, and he has
asked the Highway Improvement and the Rights and Privileges
Committees to prepare a bill for presentation to the Legislature.
These committees have given the matter careful thought, and have
thoroughly investigated the possibilities. The result vindicates
me thoroughly. The conclusion reached is that the road laws
already in existence are good, and only need enforcement, and that
it would be impossible at this session of the Legislature to secure
the passage oi a general law, even if one which would be applicable
to the whole State could be prepared and that the best course to

pursue will prove that which (I believe) the committee originally
contemplated—the presentation of a bill providing for the appoint-
ment of a State Road Engineer, who shall have general supervision
of the roads throughout the State.

I am told that Mr. Perkins seemed to fear that his visit would be
considered an intru-ion. I£ he had such an apprehension I fear

that I was responsible for it. I beg to assure him that I am filled

with contrition. When I wrote the communication published on
the 3d 1 had no means of knowing that personal visits to the differ-

ent States were contemplated. A communication to the Governor
of this State had been received and was forwarded promptly by
Chief Consul Mott, but there was no mention, as requested, of road
improvement in the Governor's message. The communication
was, I believed, received too late by the Governor. Had the local

committee believed that the mention of the subject in the message
would have accomplished anything I feel sure they would have seen
to it in time.

I am afraid that Mr. Perkins has crowed a little too 60on. Unless
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members of the Legislatures are very different animals in Massa-
chusetts and Maryland, he must know that they, in common with
politicians of all sorts, will promise almost anything, but that their
promises are exceedingly pie-crusty. Let me assure Mr. Perkins
and his associates that Maryland will always welcome any members
of the national committees, and be trulv grateful for any aid they
give her, and that she will second the latter with earnest efforts of
her own. But I must emphasize my conviction that the most
valuable aid can always be extended best after consultation with the
local committees. Had we been informed of the proposed visit of
Messrs. Perkins and Cossum my unfortunate letter of the 3d would
never have been written. It is, however, as true now as it was
then, and that it was absolutely true that the opinions expressed
therein were concurred in by the local committees has been shown
conclusively by subsequent personal interviews. "Argus, Jr."

PROPOSED TOUR THROUGH THE WHITE
MOUNTAINS

Editor Bicycling World: I send you herewith an itinerary of my
proposed trip through the White Mountains. So much interest has
been mani ested in it by the little item you inserted for me, that I

think I shall put it through. I shall accordingly keep you posted
as to my progress in the matter For the use of the ladies I shall have
a tally- ho coach follow the party on each day's trip, and it shall be
optional with them whether they ride by cycle or on the coach. I

am now ready to hear from any who wish information. It may be
a long time before I can get at the exact cost, but from estimates I

do not think it^ill exceed $35 for each participant. The itinerary

is as follows :

Saturday, August 30, Providence to North Conway, by rail ; Sun-
day, August 31, in North Conway; Monday, Sept. 1, North Con-
way to Crawford House, 24 miles; Tuesday, Sept. 2, at the Craw-
ford House (as a side trip those who wish may visit Mt. Washing-
ton)

; Wednesday, Sept. 3, Crawford House to Bethlehem, 17
miles; Thursday, Sept. 4, Bethlehem to Flume House, 16 miles;
Friday, Sept. 5, Flume House to Plymouth, 24 miles; Saturday,
Sept. 6, Plymouth to Center Harbor, 15 miles (about) ; Sunday,
Sept. 7, in Centre Harbor; Monday, Sept. 8, the party will dis-
band. Yours truly, Gfo. R. McAuslan.

Providence, R. I.

PUT IN ITS TRUE LIGHT.
f- ditor Bicycling World: In your paper for January 31st appears

an article so unwarrantably incorrect, that I beg leave, through
your columns, to set matters straight. If the circulation of your
paper was small and its influence of but little moment among cy-

clers, I should have allowed the matter to pass without correction

;

but the untiring efforts of the Rambling Wheelmen of this city to

create strife between the Bridgeport Wheel Club and themselves,
made evident by the frequent "stabs" your Bridgeport correspon-
dent sees fit to aim at us weekly, makes it a duty that wheelmen at

large should not be misled, and the importance of those matters
detailed in the article of which I speak, causes me for the first time
to write jou, feeling, as I do, that you will not allow a wrong im-
pression to go uncorrected, and that the silence of the members of
the Bridgeport Wheel Club has been taken for an admission by
you that the charges and insinuations against us were true. I

think it but right, too, that the correction should appear in the
columns of the same publication in which the original misleading
articles appeared.
Passing over 3'our correspondent's report of the game between the

Bridgeport Wheel Club's polo team and their brother wheelmen of
New Haven, and not taking the time to reply to his remarks on the
suits of the two clubs being similar, I may say I agree with the

author of your article that it is unfortunate indeed, that the league
should have got into trouble so soon after its formation.
"The Rambling Wheelmen have recently elected two first-class

polo players as members of the club, and Manager Hudson, having
lost several of his best players by sickness and removal from town,
quickly enlisted them into the polo team." Thus pipes forth your
correspondent, to which I reply : Electing polo players as members
of a wheel club may, under certain circumstances be all right, but
the election of non-riders when both the polo league constitution

and the constitution of the Rambling Wheelmen forbid it, is any-
thing but right. Moreover, these two persons were elected as

members at a special meeting of the club, called for that very pur-
pose and held only a day or so previous to the date on which the
club expected to play them in its team at Meriden. A clause in the

constitution of the Rambling Wheelmen expressly forbids the ad-

mission of members who are not active riders, and another clause
orbids the admission of members at any but a regular meeting, so
onsequently, those "two first class polo players" mentioned above,

Messrs. Stewart and Spencer by name, are not even now legally
members^ of the club. I have yet to learn of a single member of Mr.
Hudson's team who is dangerously ill or confined indoors with any
prolonged sickness. Captain A. B. Smith, of the club, who has
gone to Dakota for residence there, is the only absent one, and he
was not included in any team that the Ramblers have put forth for
a league game this year. Every other member of the team who was
one of the polo team at the commencement of the season, is now as
fit to play as ever. .

Moreover, while I acknowledge Spencer to be an active wheel-
man, we maintain that Stewart is not, and what is more to the
point, Stewart tried to borrow a wheel for a couple of days before
the proposed game at Meriden, telling a Mr. Brothwell, whom he
asked for the use of his wheel that "he was going to play on the
Ramblers polo team, and the league constitution wouldn't let him,
unless he was an active wheelman." His request for the loan of
the wheel was refused, Mr. Brothwell deciding, and with reason,
that a couple of days' riding before a polo game did not make an
active wheelman. The Ramblers did not hesitate to boast to other
wheelmen of the city of their success in getting such players as
Stewart and Spencer, for no one denies that they are fine players,
on their team. Hearing of this the Bridgeport Wheel Club boys re-
ferred them to the constitution of the league, a clause of which
states that each club, before the opening polo game of the season,
shall be required to forward to the Secretary of the league a list of
not more than ten men, other than whom no one shall play in the
team. This is known to have been done by all the clubs except the
Ramblers, but as Mr. Hudson is Secretary of the league and man-
ager of the Ramblers' polo team, it is impossible to say whether a
list of the proposed players of his team was sent bv him, in his
capacity as manager, to himself, as Secretary of the feague, as the
constitution requires. »

Another constitutional clause says in effect that in case of a de-
siied change ofpersonnel in any team (meaning a change in choice
of the ten members of a wheel club, who shall represent it in the
polo team

; such choice to be changed before the season opens, and
no such change to be made after the first game of the season is
played), due notice of the same shall be sent to the league's Secre-
tary, Mr. Hudson, and notice given by him to each manager. While
Mr. Hudson may have notified himself, as manager of the Ram-
blers, he certainly did not notify any of the other managers of the
league, the news leaking out by some members of the club being
anxious to count their unhatched chickens.
The New Haven boys, on hearing the statement made that the

Ramblers were to go to Meriden with two men whose names were
not on the list which had been sent in before the season opened,
called the attention of the Meriden Wheelmen to the subject. The
latter, being surprised and angry that the Ramblers should attempt
to falsely represent the club on the floor, asked F. N. Kinney, of
New Haven, President of the Connecticut Wheelmen's Polo League,
to call a meeting of the Board of Directors of the league, on the
night of the game at which it was proposed to play the two out-
siders, January 23d, at Meriden, to decide the matter of their eligi-

bility to play. President Kinney, who is a fair and honorable
wheelman, did as requested, and previous to the game a meeting
was held in Meriden, at which the directors disqualified Messrs.
Spencer and Stewart, on account of being non-members of the club
they wished to represent on the floor when the polo season opened.
Upon this, Manager Hudson refused to play, and the directors de-
clared the game forfeited to Meriden.
Hudson then preferred charges against the Bridgeport Wheel

Club for having non-active wheelmen in its team. As a matter of
fact, there are none. Messrs. Halligan, Bradley, Lockwood, Ster-
ling, Stevenson, Hopkins, Seeley and Lyon are all active wheel-
men, and none other than those mentioned have been put forward
to play a league game.

President Kinney, to deal fairly on all sides, called a meeting of
the Board of Directors for Sunday, January 26, at New Haven, to
investigate Hudson's charges against the Bridgeport Wheel Club
team. The meeting was called, and attended by all the board ex-
cept Hudson. There being no one to prefer charges against the B.
W. C. team, New Haven and Meriden feeling satisfied as to the
falsity of the charges Hudson had made, the board dismissed the
matter.
At a special meeting held Monday, January 27 (they are partial

to special meetings when unusual business is to be transacted), the
Rambling Wheelmen voted to withdraw their club from the
League, and Manager Hudson sent in his resignation as Secretary.
Mr. W. S. Stevenson, one of the Board of Directors of the League,
has since been appointed to fill the vacancy, pro tempore, until an-
other meeting of the board can be held.

In conclusion, I may say that the wheels of the League (figura-

tively speaking, of course) were at the commencement, too nicely

adjusted to be clogged in the least by the resignation of one club,
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and even now the schedule is being revised to continue the season,

provided that a club eannot be found to fill the vacancy. Stam-

ford, Norwalk, New Britain and Danbury are among the cities

under considera ion. The League has ably borne out the expecta-

tions of its founders in increasing the mutual acquaintance and

good will between wheelmen in the different Connecticut cities.

Above, I have given the precise state of our affairs, and I trust

you will present this letter through the columns of your paper,

thus giving to wheelmen in general and to Connecticut wheelmen

in particular, a correct view of the "polo muddle" in which the two

wheel tlubs of this city have taken so prominent a part; in which

there is no exaggeration nor ill will. I may state in closing that

my name appears on both the membership lists of the Bridgeport

Wheel Club and the Rambling Wheelmen.
Yours truly, "Pryer "

[This controversy must now cea«e.

—

Ed ]

SINGER APOLLO SAFETY.

This week we take pleasure in presenting cut and description of
a wheel designed to meet the fast growing demand for a fine wheel
at a moderate price. The frame of the Apollo is a strong diamond,
and the machine is recommended as a thoroughly efficient and com-
plete safety, which has been well tested on all kinds of roads. It

has proved a great success, many thousands having been made
since its introduction. It is extremely rigid, has perfect chain ad-

justment, adjustable handles and saddle, powerful brake, comfort-
able foot- rests, etc., and is splendid value for the price charged,
which is $105

Specification.—Thirty inch wheels speeded to 54 inches
; 3-4

inch patent spring-wired tires ; ball bearings to all running parts

except pedals; weldless 6teel tube frame, handle-bar and forks;

guard to both wheels and to chain ; brake, foot-rests, lamp holder,

best combined saddle and spring, spanner. (Ball pedals, $5 extra.)

Best materials and workmanship. Plated parts. Price, $105.

We made a flying visit to Newton the other day, and called on
Sterling Elliott at the home of the Hickory Wheel. We had
barely time to become very much interested in what we saw before
the train on which we had to return to town was due. It is a good
rule to judge of the condition of any business to simply note if the
demands of such business require less room than in former years,

about the same"space, or larger facilities. In the case of the Ster-

ling Cycle Co. we found that the demand for the now well-known
Hickory Wheels has increased to such an extent that from occupy-
ing the small shop of two years ago, the buildings shall have been
increased at least two-thiwis. One building which is just being
completed, is as large as the one which was built last year, and
which at that time was thought to be ample. This statement of
bare facts carries with it a conclusion that must be of the most
gratifying kind to those interested in the success of the S erling
Cycle Co. Parts of 1000 machines are almost ready to assemble,
and we saw them in the different stages of manufacture. The
hickory is bought by the company in its green state, and is by
them seasoned and manufactured into the wheels, guards, etc., of
the machine. I' is our intention, as soon as the company move
.into their new buildin? and get things in order, to go out again, at
which time we may have more to say about hickory wheels and
how they are made. We almost forgot to say that Mr. Elliott pre-
sented us with a "Dog Paral zer," and woe be to the purp which
ventures to make a meal off of our juicy calves. We will dose
him.

The Capital Cycle Co., of Washington, claim they introduce as

many Psychos this season as all the rest of the high grade wheels
combined. This looks like enterprise, and makes it possible for a

purchaser of Psychos to get a high class safety to suit his weight
and height. The C. C. Co. claim practically to make wheels to

order. They will carry fourteen styles of safeties this year, twelve
styles of Psychos.

The opening announcement of the well-known Premier Safeties

will be found in our advertising pages this week. Importer John-
son believes in giving others' opinions precedence over his own,
and the letter of so celebrated a rider as B. F. McDaniel contains
meat for every would-be wheelman, wheelwoman and wheel dealer

in the United States.

We are advised by the Overman Wheel Co. that they will not use
the Warwick hollow rim hereafter, but will use a rim rolled from
weldless steel tubing, as being the best fitted to their re-

quirements.

On Monday, the 3d, we called on Mr. A. S. Hill, the manager of
Coventry Machinists' Co., at 239 Columbus Avenue, Boston, and
were shown the new 1890 sample wheels of this company. Mr.
Hill had just returned from England. The five different kinds of
Swift Safeties which the Coventry Machinists' Co. will place on
the market this season contain many improvements and novelties,

notably the spring-frame Swift, which is a true diamond frame
wheel, with springs to the front and back forks. The rear springs
work vertically from centres placed directly behind the crank shaft
bracket, taking off the vibration from the feet and saddle of the

rider. It seemed as though the wheel would be the acme of com-
fort, bufof course a wheel of this kind must be ridden to judge of
its merits. All their high priced wheels are fitted with the comj
pany's new patent adjustable ball socket steering head, which
must be the result of careful and prolonged study giving the wheels
an especially neat appearance. The Swift Light Roadster, weigh-
ing all on forty pounds, is a perfect gem, being an exact diamond,
braced from corner to corner, having 28 inch wheels with 3-4 hol-

low felloes, and is fitted with their celebrated tempered roller chain
made especially light but looks very strong and durable. The
cheap diamond frame Swift cannot fail to meet with approval from
the rapidly increasing army of cyclists who are looking for some-
thing cheaper and good for less money than $135. The Lady's
Swift Safety, on which the company had such an extensive run last

season, has been remodeled and improved. It still maintains its

chief features, namely, plenty of room between the saddle and
handle bar, and is thoroughly well guarded for the dress of the
rider. Taking the Coventry Machinists' Co.'s new line as a whole,
we must say it is complete and for finish' is second to none. We
would recommend all cyclists contemplating purchase to secure
their catalogue.

The Rochester (N. Y.) Wheelmen's League was organized on
Wednesday evening last week. It embraces the West End,
Flower City, Lake View, Genesee and Rochester clubs. The main
objict of the league is to take sole charge of the following mat-
rers relating to cycling: Legislation — municipal, State and
national; highways and wheel paths, census of wheelmen, regis-
tration of wheels, prevention of wheel stealing, public rights and
privileges of wheelmen, public duties and obligations of wheel-
men, conduct of wheelmen in public, storage of wheels in public
places. All city bicycle clubs with a membership of twenty-five
or more will be eligible for admission.

The announcement of the Capital Cycle Co., with illustrations
of their twelve safeties, will appear in our next issue. Mr. H. S.

Owen is now making a tour of the West, establishing agencies.
They intend to have an agent in every town this year. Mr. Owen
reports that their five new diamond frames are opening the eyes of
cycledom. Full Roadster, 36 pounds; Light Roadster, 32, Racer,
20 poupds.

The Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. report a fine demand for their

1890 patterns of safety. The spring frame, which is their specialty,
has proven all that they expected of it. We are pleased to have
such fine reports of a brisk business.

The Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co.'s catalogue for 1890 is out, and a
most excellent publication it is. By all means send to the War-
wick Co. at Springfield, and procure one of their '90 catalogues.

We are told that "every boy who is a bicycler hopes some time
to own a Columbia. If you don't believe it ask him."

Messrs Holland & Havener, of Worcester, Mass., have
opened their new store and gymi asium at 507 Main street. Mr.
Holland will superintend the bicycle department, while Mr.
Havener will instruct in the gymnasium. Messrs. Hollard &
Havener make a specialty of Columbias and Victors, and also have
a well-equipped repair shop and quite a stock of athletic goods.
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The Pope Mfg. Co. have a curious exhibit in their salesroom
windows on Franklin street. The "quick*' is indicated by their

splendid Columbia Safeties, while the "dead" finds a symbol in the
mammoth skull of a hippopotamus. In a close proximity to the
latter are seen the hatchet of the native who killed him, his eating
dish, an armlet and a bracelet, and a blanket made from the bark of
a tree, hammered into a pulp and stretched out by hand. The
skull and other articles were sent from the interior of Africa, near
the Zambesi river.

Messrs. Bretz & Curtis write us: "Although our advertise-
ment has been in the World only a little less than a week, we are
reaping great benefit already. * * * Our Mr. Curtis starts West
next week to establish agencies in the larger cities. * * * We
will not be able to deliver machines before March, but by that time
they will come in quantities, so that no delay will be experienced
in delivering." * * *

Some few weeks ago we printed an item from a Connecticut
gentleman calling for a companion to tour to the Pacific coast.

Among the answers the following was received which we print

veibatum, suppressing names: "Dear Sir i seen your address in the

Bulitine and that you Wanted to go to pecific coast and i thought i

Would write you saying that i was your hulcubery i Want to go to
Washington Teritory i have a Brother liveing there and that you
Wanted a fellow belonged to the league i havent joined yet but i am
a gointo just as soon as 1 ain old enough that will be in January in
1890 and that you want to go in no days i think vou can make it in
that length of time i have got a bicycle 52 in i Wanto know When
yow will go through hear that is whether you Will come cloth to

and give me all the pictulars of your Trip now Write as soon
as possible From Yours respe<5tuful Write Soon as you can

Captain George D. Dobbin, of the Camden Wheelmen, has
recently purchased an Eagle, on which he expects to fly during tne
coming season.

In the West Jersey Cyclers, of Camden, N. J., the Star is in the
ascendant. There are only three ordinaries in that club, the rest
being Stars and safeties. The Star predominates.

The Perfect Pocket Oiler is undoubtedly one of the best pocket
oilers made, manufactured by Cushman & Dennison. Wheelmen
should not be without one, as they are the most convenient oilers
in use.

THE HI C80-FOR WHEELMEN.
THE operation ot securing views with this camera consists simply oi leve

ingf it at the object to be photographed, and pressing a button.
One Hundred instantaneous views may be made without reloading, and

a knowledge of photography is nnnecceSBary. The "Kodak" is but
about six inches in length, and weighs less than two pounds.

" A handsome russet leather carrying case with shoulder strap forms a part
oi each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and secure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

Bit Price, $25.00-

Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak
photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

E>tfi\> Club Mouse should Hate an
Automatic- Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

GILLOTTS STEEL PENS fT™.
Wanted to Purchase.

The subscriber desires to pur-

chase a few of the following

wheels, 1889 pattern. Columbia
Light Roadster Safeties, Colum-
bia Tandem Safeties, Columbia
Tandem Tricycles. Must be in

best possible condition. I will

pay cash, or accept in exchange
for new wheels of any desired

make. Address

COLUMBIA,
Bicycling World Office.

Elwell European Bicycle Tour

(SEASON OF 1890.)

CATALOGUE NOW READY.
Address

F. A. ELWELL,,
153 PEARL ST., [- PORTLAND, ME.

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating.

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
IS West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.

Send A Postal Card
To Howard A. Smith & Co.,

Newark, N. J., for 1890 Cat-

alogue. An Encyclopedia of Cy-

clers' wants. Old list cancelled.

NQ-RUST-NQ'-TARN ISM
BY USING 1 111 II II Mi I

The -

KINGofTRANSPARENT enamels
[T5yiSIBLE.fr WasharlC • DUHABLEj
ALL CYCLE AND HARDWARE STORES-

THE "PATENT '

Silico Enamel Co.,
OF LONDON, ENGLAND,

Beg to announce that they have appointed

The Sweeting Cycle Co.
639 Arch Street,

PHILADELPHIA,
their Sole Representatives for the United
States,and all applications for Agencies must
be addressed to them. Agents wanted in
every City, town or village on the Conti-
nent. Liberal terms. Exclusive territory

given and guaranteed.
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"Same Old Story, Skip this and read something New."

It may be egotism on our part, yet we cannot help but feel that

the boys mean what they say when they hold up their right hand for

the Little Giant, and confirm their opinion by their orders.

We have often heard repeated, "the best is always the cheapest in

the end, even at a greater cost." To this we add certainly, cer-
tainly, and we give you the best without the extra cost.

Therefore, the 1 est and the cheapes without the extra cost, buy
A Little Giant of some of the many agents herewith attached and be
happy All rel.able dealers, who would not sell these goods if not as
we recommend and guarantee them:

Wm. Read & Sons, Boston, Mass.; Merwin, Hulburt & Co.,

New York; E. C. Meacham Arms Co., St. Louis, Mo.; A. 6.
Spalding & Bros., Chicago, 111.; H. A. Lozier & Co., Cleveland,
Ohio.; standard Cycle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; Bretz, Curtis &
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; B. Frank McDaniel, "Wilmington, Del.;

Eisenhrandt Bros., Baltimore, Md.; H. S. Owen, Washington,
D. C; Alsdorf & Co., Newark, JS. J.

LOZIER & YOST BICYCLE MFG- CO., Box 131, Toledo, 0.

TH6 MOUNT FOR 1890.

THE REFEREE SAFETY.

Correct braced diamond frame of the best steel

tubing. True tangent spokes. Ball socket head.

Best black rubber tires. Weight, 37 lbs., all on.

The lightest in the world and easiest running.

BRETZ, CURTIS & GO, YWm, Pa.

AGENTS WANTED. Sole U. S. Importers.

Prtlwfc ONLY $35.

Official Outfitters to the League of Americau Wheelmen,
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

Committee.

«*•» ~l 4* C

Browning, King k Co.,

Official Tailors of the L.A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only Official Tailors to fleLlW.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

A> G. Spalding $ Bros.,

Makers of the Official L. A. W. Sundries.

VytlJJO. League Regulation 1.25
ttll 1 "tvfta League Regulation 2 OO3J.HA li». No. XX Fine Cheviot lor hot

w ather wear 1.00
SlT'fH'»lz"i 11 r»*e °ur celebrated Linen
^l;U^.t*.J.Ilg». Sole Stocking, League

color 1.00
Ti^H~« No - x s,lk

>
Ed-'t's League color,

-"-*v3J.liO« white 'entre, Snake Buckle 50
No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Srake Buckle 40

Sill rtfkC ° ur new '-A.W. Kai garoo Sho-,
J-UvFC/O. hand made, li. ht, str ng, elas ic.5.00

No. i, Canvas, leath r trimmir,gs.3 50
Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS,
241 Broadway, New Vork.

108 Madison St., < 'hit-ago.
Philadelphia, 1022 Market St.

ffARR
^i^&s."UP?

c^afNE5S
A NEW TREATMENT.
Sufferers are not generally aware that

these disease 8 are contagious, or that they
are due to the presence of living para-
sites in the lining membrane of the nose
and eustachian tubes. Microscopic re-
search, however, has proved this to be a
fact, and the result of this discovery is

that a simple remedy has been discovered
which permanently cures themost aggra-
vated cases of these distressing diseases by
afew simple applications maUe( two weeks
apart) by the patient at home. A pamph-

I let explaining this new treatment is sent
\Jree by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 839
West King Street, Toronto, Canada.

Ihrilli Detective Story.

ILLUSTRATED.
Send 12 two-cent stamps.

DETECTIVE NEWCOMBK,
169 & 171 Broadway, N. Y.
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LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS:
12 Pearl Street, .... Room 37.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1889—90.

President,
CHAS. H. LUSCOMB,

280 Broadway, New York
First Vice President.

TAMES R. DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

Second Vice President,
SANFORD LAWTON,

Springfield, Mass

Treasurer,
W. M. BREWSTER.

309 ©live Street, St. Louis. Mo.
Secretary,

ABBOT BASSETT,
12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

Grand Ledge, Tinkham House, regular rate, $2.50;
L. A. W. rate, 20 per cent discount.
Armada, National Hotel, regular rate, $1.50; L. A.

W. rate $1.00
Iron Mountain, Commercial, regular rate, 2.00; L.

A. W. rate $1.50.
Iron Mountain, Felch Hotel, regular rate $1.50; L. A.

W. rate $i.co

repair shops.

List No. 2.

Ann Arbor, Bailey and Dow, East Liberty street.

Coldwater, V. L. Nettleton. Fraternally,
A. B. Richmond, C. C.

Grand Rapids, Mich., January 28, 1890.

Massachusetts.

Circular No. 12.

A. H. Massey is hereby appointed Consul for Whit-
tendon.
Consuls ai e desired in the following places, and any

member willing to serve is requested to communicate
with this office : Amesbury, Fitchburg, Florence,
Gloucester,Jamaica Plain, Mattapan, Marlboro, Natick,
Chicopee, Bridgewater, Hingham, Lexington, Lowell,
Williamsburg and Whitman. It is necessary if we
would open the season auspiciously that Consuls be
appointed for these places. Is there not one member
in these places who is willing to do a little for the cause.

Fraternally, Wm. H. Emery,
Chief Consul.

Boston, January 28, 1890.

Standing Committees.

Executive and Finance.

The President and Vice Presidents (as by the Con-
stitution required.)

Membership.

A. E. Mealy 1736 Druid Hill Ave., Baltimord, Md.
F. L. Casselberry Mansfield, Ohio.
George C. Pennell Elizabeth, N. J

Improvement of Highways.

Dr. Chas. S. Butler 680 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Wm. W. Share Brooklyn, N. Y.
Junius E. Beal Ann Arbor, Mich

Rights and Privileges.
A. Moore Berry 421 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
George A. Perkins 3 Pemberton sq., Boston
Chas. F. Cossum Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Rules and Regulations.
Dr. Wm. H. Em

)
ery....i09 Warwick St„ Boston, Mass.

W. A. Davis Chica go, 111

Chas. L. Brockway Middletown, Conn

Racing.
C. S. Davol Warren, R.I.
George S. Atwaten -Washington, D. C.
Harry H. Hodgson New Orleans, La.
George Collister Cleveland. Ohio.
M. L. Bridgman Chicago, 111.

Transportation

.

W. M. Brewster... .... 300 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

Indiana Chief Consul.

Mr. Harry T. Hearsey, 149 No. Delaware street,
Indianapolis is hereby appointed Chief Consul of In-
diana Division, vice J. F. Probst resigned.

Charles H. Luscomb, President L. A. W.

Wisconsin Officers.

Upon the request of the members of the L. A. W. in
Wisconsin in meeting assembled, I hereby appoint Mr.
V. Mumford Moore, 94 Nineteenth street, Milwaukee,
Chief Consul of Wisconsin sub-Division, and W. L.
Simonds of Milwaukee, Secretary-Treasurer.
Being advised that a sufficient number of names have

been presented for membership from Wisconsin to
enable it to organize as a Division, and following the
aclion taken by me in the case of Louisiana, I shall ap-
point the nominee of the meeting Vice Consul imme-
diately upon the compliance by Wisconsin, with the
Constitution and By-Laws of the L. A. W., directing
the method of such organization (Cons Article II,

Section 2, adoption of Constitution of League.
Charles H. Luscomb, President L. A. W.

Michigan Hotels.

List No. 3.

Hastings, Hastings House, regular rate, $2.00; L.
A. W. rate $1.50.
Ann Arbor, Arlington, L. A' W. rate $2.00.
Kalamazoo, Burdick House, L. A. W. rate $2.50.

To Joplin and St. Joseph Members.

Since my election to the office of Chief Consul of this

Division, I have tried to raise the membership by every
means in my power, and with the aid of Local Consuls
have been very successful at Maryville, Columbia and
St. Louis. Your cities, however, do not make any
snowing of improvement, on the contrary your member-
sh"p is still behind last year's figures. To alter this

condition of things I address you on the subject and
ask that you at once lend us your aid in procuring new
members. It is impossible for me or tor the Local
officers to do all this wck, and therefore it devolves up-
on you to help us get more recruits.

A list of non-League wheelmen residing in your city

can be seen at your Locil Consul's office or I will take
pleasure to forward copy on application.
Your League membership at present amounts to just

eight members for each city, surely a poor showing
considering the number of riders you now have.

I trust you will at once see the great importance of
prompt action in this matter. Fraternnally yours,

Robt. Holm, Chief Consul.
St. Louis, Jan. 31, 1S90.

New York Clubs.

To the League clubs of the New York State Division :

I am informed by Secretary Bassett that several
League clubs in this Division have failed to comply
with the requirements relating to club representatives
as defined in the Bulletin of January 10th, 1S90.
The meeting of the Board of Officers of this Division

to be held at the Grand Union Hotel in New York City,

February 15th, 1S90, at three P. M. will be of great im-
portance and it is desirable that every member of the
Board should be present.
Attention is called to this matter in order that League

clubs entitled to representation may be insured of the
same. W. S. Bull, Chief Consul.

Special Notiee to New Jersey Members.

Inasmuch as certain parties have seen fit to dispar-
age and make misstatements in regard to the New Jer-
sey Road Book now in preparation, I think a statement
of tact would be in order.
Some .hree years ago New Jersey entered into an

agreement with Pennsylvania for the publishing of a
joint Road Book, the price not to exceed a certain fig-

ure, and the book to be published by a certain time.
In no respect was this agreement lived up to by

Pennsylvania; the delay in publishing the work has
been of great damage to the New Jersey Division.
Frequent appeals to the Pennsylvania Division met
with no response whatever. New Jersey could not
even learn whether they intended to proceed with the
publication.
Things were in this condition when the new Board

of Officers came in. The retiring Chief Consul in his

report explained the matter and recommended that as
New Jersey had advertised this book and had received
money (6c. in stamps) from a number of her members,
and that as there were no prospects of getting the
Pennsylvania book, New Jersey publish a Book of her
own.

In pursuance of this suggestion a committee was ap-
pointed to look into the matter. They soon found that
a book in the form of the Connecticut Road Book was
far superior to the old-fashioned method used in the
Pennsylvania book, and would give more general sat-

isfaction to the members.

Just at this time the Pennsylvania committee re-
ported that they were about ready to issue the lost
book, bHt at a much higher figure than the original
agreement called for.

The New Jersey Board of Officers, after carefully
considering the matter, came to the conclusion that
owing to the heavy expense the Division would be
under in publishing the new work it would be impos-
sible for them to take any of the Pennsylvania books,
especially as all the members consulted much pre-
ferred waiting for the new one.
The report sent" out from Philadelphia that the New

Jersey Division was tring to get up a cheap book is
erroneous; the book will probably be the most elab-
orate and expensive work yet p blbhed by any Di-
vision. The principal feature will be the maps, nine in
number. These will be about 14 by 17 inches, and on
a scale of two miles to the inch, with reported roads
traced in red, and grades, material and condition desig-
nated. New Jersey will be divided into eight sections

;

certain ol these sections will contain portions of other
States; as for instance section 4 will include beside
Elizabeth, Newark and Jersey City, part of Kings Co.New York, and all of Staten Island.
Another section will take in the Philadelphia Riding

District, extending twelve miles beyond that city.
The ninth map will be Westchester Co., New York.
The price of the work will be $2 50, but to League

members outside of New Jersey it will be sold for
$1.50, while to New Jersey Divis on members the price
will be 25 cents and postage.
As far as heard from New Jersey members are more

than satisfied, when this matter is explained to them,
and they rray rest assured that their Board of Officers
will do all in their power to make up tor the long de-
lay, which was not their fault. Fraternally,

G. Carleton Brown, Chief Consul.

New York Koad Bill.

To the Members of the New York State Division :

I desire to call the attention of every member of this
Division to the subjoined circular letter. Although it
is addressed and has been mailed to the officers and
consuls of this Division, I earnestly desire every mem-
ber of the rank and file of the Division to apply what is
there said to himself and that he will give to this move-
ment for improved highways, his earnest and active
support.

I desire to impress upon bicycle agents and dealers
the desirability of increasing the membership of the
League of American Wheelmen and the advisability of
their using their influence to that end, an t also adding
to the membership of the New York.State Roads Im-
provement Association. The direct contact of the
dealer with wheelmen places him in a position to
largely aid in increasing the membership of both these
organizations.

In this effort to promote legislation favorable to high-
way improvement, the moral influenre of a large mem-
bership will be found to be a great advantage.
Mr. Potter will furnish anyone applying to him, with

copies of the bill and also with membership blanks of
the New York State Roads Improvement Association.

To the Officers and Consuls, New York State Division
L. A. W.:
Gentlemen—It gives me pleasure to announce to you

that the policy of this Division inaugurated about two
years ago, and consistently pursued to the present time
upon the subject of Roads Improvement, has crystalized
in the form ol" a bill recently introduced in the State
Senate by Honorable Henry J. Coggeshall, Senator
from the Twenty-Second District and in the Assembly
by Honorable Bradford Rhodes of Westchester County.
This bill is known as the Coggeshall-Rhodes bill and
was prepared by the New York State Roads Improve-
ment Association, aided by valuable suggestions from
Senator Coggeshall and Assemblyman Rhodes. The
bill is now before the Senate Committee on General
Laws and the Ways and Means Committee of the
Assembly. While it has the support of many of the
leading Legislators in both branches of our State Legis-
lature, and of a great many of the leading men in all
branches of business and professions throughout the
State, still like all proposed hills looking to a radical
change in existing laws, it will doubtless excite hostility
and active opposition.
The New York State Roads Improvement Associa-

tion, under whose auspices the bill was prepared and
introduced, is, as its name indicates, an Association
having for its object the improvement and maintenance
upon a scientific basis, of the public highwa\ s of this

State. It includes among its 20,000 members not only
nearly all the members ot the New York State Division
L. A. W., but leading business and professional men
throughout the Stale. It is an association which repre-
sents and is composed of all classes—Manufacturers,
Physicians, Lawyers, Farmers, Horsemen, Wheelmen
—and thus any legislation sought by it cannot justly be
called class legislation and is not open to the criticism
which it would necessarily meet were it supported by
wheelmen alone.
The importance of this measure must be apparent to

all, and I cannot urge too strongly upon you the
necessity of rallying to our support every element of
strength within our reach. Every wheelman in this

State whether a member of the L. A. W. or not, should
lend his active aid in its behalf. It is of vital impor-
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ance to every physician who rides over the roads to

minister to the sick, and to every patient whose life

often depends upon the speedy arrival of medical aid.

It is money in the pocket of every farmer who hauls a
pound of produce to the market. It is for the benefit

of everyone who for pleasure or profit drives over our
country roads. Therefore let every member of the
New York State Division, its Officers and Consuls put
their shoulders to the wheel, and secure the passage of
this Act, thereby accomplishing one of the greatest
practicle reforms of the present time.

To this end I specially requestyou:
1. To use your influence in all proper ways to per-

suade the various members of the Legislature to support
this bill.

a. To secure the publication in your local press of
articles and editorials favorable to this bill.

3. To obtain the signatures of as many new mem
bers as possible on the enclosed membership blank of
the Association and forward the same to Mr. I. B.
Potter, Secretary, Potter Building, New York City.
In this connection I would also susrgest that you send
to Mr. Potter the names of some of the most prominent
and influential men in your county, including some of
the most progressive and thinking farmers, to the end
that he may personally communicate; with them and
enlist their acttive aid and assistance in this work.

4. As a further and very important means of help-
ing on this cause, I would urge you to make special
efforts to secure the name of every wheelman in your
vicinity for membership in the L. A. W. By a little

earnest work in this direction you can doubtless add
many names to our roll and thus make every such per-
son feel a personal interest in the success of this enter-
prise and greatly strengthen our own power and
influence.

I have alreadyurged upon you the importanceof this
legislation. Let me also call your attention to the
equally great importance of immediate and zealous
work in its behalf. Do not delay but enter upon this
work at once and with that earnestness ofpurpose which
knows not failure. You need not confine your labors
to the methods outlined above, but many other ways
may suggest themselves to you in which you can aid.
And in general, I desire most earnestly to urge you to
use every honorable means to secure the passage of
this bill, thereby not only conferring a lasting benefit
upon wheelmen, but aiding in the establishment of a
system w hich shall lead to the more perfect develope-
ment ol the vast resources of the Empire State."

Fraternally yours, W. S. Bull,
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 30th, 1800. Chief Consul.

Iowa.

The below named have been appoin'ed as Local Con-
suls for their respective localities :

Clear Lake, Geo. C. Etzel.
Oskaloosa, B. C. Buxton.
Sigournty, Ed. A.Johnston.
Keokuk, Joe C. Conn.
Mason City, D. R. Hubbard.

Jas. B. Green, Chitf Consul.

Minnesota Hotels.

Minneapolis, The Nicollet, regular tates, $2.50, $3.00,
$3.50; L. A. W. rate, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00.

St. Paul, The Windsor, regular rate, $2.50; L. A. W,
rate, $2.00.

Faribault, The Commercial, regular rate, $2.00; L,
A. W. rate, $1.00.
Fergus Falls, The Grand, regular rate, $2.00; L. A.

W. rate, $1.50.
Owatonna, The Arnold, regular rate, $2.00; L. A.W.

rate, $1.50.
Currie, Lake Shetek House, L. A. W. rate, $1.00.
Detroit, The Commercial, regular rate, $2.00; L. A.

W. rate, $1 -So.
Crooksion, The Commercial, regular rate, $2.00; L.

A. W. rate, $1.50.
Winona, The Jewell, regular rate, $2.00; L. A. W.

rate, $175. T. M. SLOsson, Chief Consul.

Minnesota Consuls.

Dover, M.J. Manchester.
Duluth, R. M. Foote.
Fergus Falls, Grant Morton.
Minneapolis, E. H. Savage.
St. Paul, Fred W. Gaston, 324 Jackson street.
Winona, W. D. Chandler.
Crookston, E. C. Carruth.
Little Falls, E. E. Ellsworth.
Morris, H. C. Thorpe. T. M. Slosson,

Chief Consul.

Rhode Island.

The following have accepted appointments by the
Committee on Improvement of Highways as Local
Representatives of the committee in the respective
places named. There will be «o appointments for the
city of Providence. Division members who can act
for places wheie there is only one or none, will please
write J. D. Boswoith, Secretary, P. O. Box 745, Prov- '

idence, R. I. Two Representatives are desired in

each town or city.

Division members are asked to co-operate with above
Representatives in collecting information and securing
highway work. Reports are desired of all road ap
paratus purchased, and of any especial improvements.
A large petition of voters will probably be presented
to the General Assembly on Feb. 12, and wheelmen
are requested to urge members of the Legislature to
act. The American Press Association (32 Vesey street,

New York City, and 40 Pearl street, Boston), will now
"issue, in column installments, matter for six weeks,
for the newspapers that may choose to take it, regard-
ing the Impovement of Roads."
The Division Highway Committee will be glad to re-

ceive any information, documents, cuts, etc., to for-

ward to the Press Association, and Division members
are requested to ask local newspapers to procure and
print this "plate matter.
The following are Local Representatives and P. O.

addresses

:

Herbert M. Gardiner, Barrington.
Frank J. Bradford, Barrington Centre,
Rev. W. R. Trotter, Bristol.
Chas. A. Foster, Box no, Washington (Coventry).
Geo. A. Foster, Washington (Coventry).
H. A. Potter, Auburn (Cranston).
Allen Aldrich, Howard (Cranston).
Arthur W. Howland, Box 295 East Greenwich.
Arthur Knight, Wilbour, Jackson & Co., Providence.
Arthur W. Helme, Davol Mfg. Co., Providence (E.

Providence).
Edgar E. Brown, Box 1372, Providence (E. Provi-

dence).
Harvey E. Nason, Box 84, Jamestown.
James Foster, jr., Box n 14, Providence (Johnston).
Geo. I. MacAllen, Box 569 Central Falls (Lincoln).
Herbert S.Jenks, U. S. Cotton Co., Central Falls

(Lintoln). . ,

Clarence A. Hammett, Box 4S1, Newport.
Clarence A. Carr, R. I. avenue, Newport.
Dr. J. A. Chase, 22 Park place, Pawtucket.
Geo. C. Newell, Box 1372, Providence (Pawtucket).
Rev. Benj. F. Simon, Portsmouth.
Chas. T. Lakey, Box 33, Georgiaville (Smithfield).
Chas. B. Mason, Town Clerk, Warren.
Clarence H. Seymour, Warren.
S. Winfield Himes, Phenix (Warwick).
Dr. J. Howard Morgan, 43 High street, Westerly.
O. Stillman, Box 562, Westerly.
E. R. Darling, 129 Main street, Woonsocket.
Granville S. Conant, Woonsocket Hotel, Woon-

socket.
Other appointments*will be announced when made.

Geo. L". Cooke, Vice Consul.

Pennsylvania.

To Pennsylvania Division Officers and Workers :

We desire not to keep all the nice things said, to this
office, but think 1 redit should be given where credit is

due. Therefore we have selected a few quota ions
from the many acknowledgements of the receipt of the
new Road Book, and present them to all who have as-
sisted in any way in its production. Those who have
taken interest in the past, I am sure, will be cheered
by this show of appreciation. And now ltt us all

turn in and show our appreciation by bringing in
hundreds of recruits. The few quotations we give may
be taken as examples of many we have received : "The
Road Book is a 'Dandy' and ought to be a great help to
the Division." "It is a beauty, just what I want,
Thanks." "The magnificet.t fifth edition Pennsylvania
Division Road Book received, it reflects great credit
upon those engaged in its compilation." "Road Book
received, allow me to express my hearty thanks to you
and your fellow laborers for the same. The time, care
and labor it has given you is, I assure you, appreciated."
"Many thanks for the pretty Road" Book received."
"Think the Road Book very neat and shall endeavor to
make go:d use of it." The e is cheer in a hearty
"Thank you." Fraternally, John J. Van Nort,

Secretary-Treasurer.

Kentucky Vice Consul.

At an election held under the rules of the Division,
Mr. Chas G. Lucas of Louisville was unanimously
chosen Vice Consul, and Mr. A. D. Kuffof Richmond
was unanimously chosen Representative.

A. J. Lamb, Chief Consul.
Louisville, January 26, 1S90.

League Club.

The following club has qualified as a League Club
and filed the proper certificate in the office of the Secre-
tary. It is numbered as below :

247—Rome Cyclers, Rome, V. Y., organized Jan-
uary, 1SS9. G. Linn Prescott, Sec.

New Jersey.

New Jersey.

The following additional Local Consuls have been
appointed

:

Plainfitld, F. L. C. Martin.
Atlantic City, Thos. Newell.
Lambertville, H. E. Van Horn.

Correction

.

Mr. Gustave Hausman is Consul for Ridgefield, not
Gausman as printed in last list.

G. Camleton Brown, Chief Consul.

Hotel Appointments New Jersey Division.

List No. 2.

League rates given only on presentation of member-
ship ticket for current year.
Arlington, Arlington House, rates $1.50 per day,

dinner, 50 cents.
Cape May, Hotel Lafayette, rates $3.50 per day, din-

ner $1.00 (regular rates $4 00 and $5 00.)
Elizabeth, Ryans Hotel, rates $1.50 per day, dinner

50 cents, European Plan, single room 75 cents, double
50 cents, meals ten per cent oft bill of fare.
Hackensack, Hackensack House, rates $2.00 per day,

dinner 50 cents.
Lakewood, Old Homestead, rates $2.00 per day, din-

ner 75 cents.
Plainfield, Laings Hotel, rates $2.00 per day, dinner

50 cents.
Pennington, Matthews Hotel, rates $1.50 per day,

dinner 40 cents.
Red Bank, Hotel Centra], rates $1.50 per day, dinner

50 cents. G. Carlkton Brown,
Chief Consul.

Hotels for Illinois.

Elgin, Jennings House.rates $1.50 per d«y, meals 40
cents; regular rate $2.00.

Danville, Aetna House, rate $150 per day, 35 cents
per meal; regular rate $2.00.
Kankakee, Hotel Commercial, rate $1.50 per day;

regular rate, $2 00. W. A. Davis, C. C.

Missouri Appointments.

Jno. F. Sansom is hereby appointed a member of the
Touring Committee with headquarters at Kahoka.
H. G. Wolzendorf is hereby appo'nted Chairman of

the Road Book Committee and will have charge of the
compilation of same. Fraternally,

Robt. Holm, C. C.

Missouri Hotels.

The following are appointed official League hotels :

Kahoka, Commercial House, rates $2.00 per day,
meals and lodging 50 cents.
Stanberry, Commercial Hotel, rates $2.00 per day; to

L. A. W. $1.40, meals and lodging 35 cents.
Fraternally, Robt. Holm, C. C.

Mr. C. Frank Ware of Camden has been appointed
third member of the Rights and Privileges Committee
of the New Jersey Division.

G. Carleton BROWN.Chief Consul.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list of applications for member,

ship received up to dale, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, whicn is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of
two League members in good standing, or of three re-
putable citizens ol the United. States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the
year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval of the Board of Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication of the name in
a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days :ifter the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correct.
Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members are
given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-
ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as
it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.
The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. AH applica-
tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 227—Total 65— 12,444.

Boston, Feb. 7, 1S00.

Connecticut Division— 1—743.

Rambling Wheelmen.
2615s Crowther, Charles R., 34, Wash, av., Bridgeport
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Delaware Division— i—54.

Unattached.

26136 Hudson, Jno. T., 615 Madison sq., Wilmington
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Lexington Wheel Club. ,

26163 Brinson, W. B., Lexington
36164 House, Dr. M. E., "

Unattached.

26165 Pierce, W. E., "

N^w [ersey Division— 1—624.

26165 tbMalie, Howard, Box 105, Ridgewood

New York Division-5—214S.

Syracuse Cycling Club.

26140 Laa=s, John J., ^oo McBride St., Syracuse
26141 Yale, Geo. F., 622 So. Salina, '*

Flower City Wheelmen.

26139 Weeks, Frank B., 204 No. ave., Rochester

Unattached.

26142 Levy, Maximilian, M., 37 East62 St., New York
26166 Guinan, Wm. J., 97 Lark St., Albany

Ohio Division—2—S55.

Unattached.

26143 Poorm m, J. E., 292 Race St., Cincinnati
Scott26154 Hammeral, Nick B., Box 143,

Pennsylvania Division—16—1452.

Chester Bi. Club.

1613? Irvin, Robert D., 915 Hyatt St., Chester

Juniata Wheelmen.

26137 McCahan, J. Frank, Huntingdon

South End Wheelmen.

26106 Heffern, Harry L., nth and Mifflin,Philadelphia
26108 Husson, Louis I., 2003 So. Broad St., "
26110 Manning, Acheson M-, N. E cor. 13th and

Dickinson St., Philadelphia
26111 Whitehead, Wm. N., 1820 Fitzwater St., "

Unattached.

26155

26167
2^134
26144
26135
26156
26105

26107

Helfrich, A. R., Allentown Mfg. Co.,
Allentown

Keller, Herbert C, 814 Walnut St.,
"

Reed, Frank, Coryville
Kane. Thos. L., L. B0X42, Kane
Brandt, Oscar S., Norristown
Mori is. Charles Howard, Box 171, Parkersburg
Fninklin, Wm. W., Jr., 2047 Wallace st.,

Philadelphia
Hilt. W. W., 2527 Oxford St.,

"

26109 James, Charles H., 2104 Master St.,
"

26112 Woods, Byaon A., 1711 No. iSth St., "

Rhode Island Division—5—340.

R. I. Wheelmen.

26145 Barker, fosephine C, 74 Stewart, Providence
26146 Campbell, Haltie S., 33 Page St.,

Unattached.

261 14 Hazard, R. G., 2d, Peace Dale
261 13 Hazard, I. N ,

"

26157 Payton,Miss Carrie, 127 Rhodes St., Providence

Tenessee Division—2—99.

Unattached.

2613S Hearn, Fred G., 72 Craig St., Knoxville
26147 Jackson, Jno. R., 417 Russell St., Nashviile

Wisconsin Division—18—isS.

Social Cyclers.

26116 Bolte, F. H
, 94 Wis St., Milwaukee

26117 Messenger, H. N., 307 Poplar St.,
"

20118 Messenger, Jno. A., 307 Poplar St.,

Waukesha Wheelmen.

26125 Minor, Geo. W., . • Waukesha
Unattached.

26115 Skinner, J. W., LaCros-e
26122 Bolens, A. D., Port Washington
26123 Coe, H. L., "

26124 Smith, Dr. E.J.

,

"

261 19 Diwson, W. A., 215 12th st., Milwaukee
26120 Foster, W. M., 112 Wisconsin st.,

"

261 21 Moore, Mrs. V. M., 94 29th St.,
"

26126 Bullard, Ernest L., Waukesha
26127 Hawes, Geo. F., "

26125 Tames, D. A., "

26129 Morrow, H. W., 60 Main St.,
"

26130 P rk, Frank C, "

26131 Wardrobe,' Cha*. E., "

26132 Wardrobe, Frederick, "

Division Officers.

California—Chief Consul, R. M. Thompson, Oriel
Hotel. San Francisco. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D.
Sheldon, 126 Davis street, San Francisco.
Colokado—Chief Consul, Edward S. Hartwell, 1319

Sixteenth street, Denver.
Connecticut—Chief Consul, David J. Post, Drawer

11, Hartford. Secretary-Treasurer, Edward A. De
Blois, Drawer n, Hartford.
Delaware—Chief Consul, S. Wallis Merrihew,9o6

Jackson street, Wilmington.
District of Columbia—Chief Consul, George S.

Atwater, 1230 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington.
Secretary-Treasurer, W. H. Stearns, 1421 G street, N.
W., Washington.
Illinois—Chief Consul, Wm. A. Davis, 340 South

Leavitt street, Chicago. Secretary-Treasurer, Thomas
F. Sheridan, 141 1 North Fourth street, Springfield.
•Indiana—Chief Consul, Harry T. Hearsey, 149 No.
Del. street, Indi inapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. N.
Smith, Terre Haute.
• Iowa—Chief Consul, James B. Green, 711 Locus*
street, Des Moines. Secretary Treasurer, Walsteia
Seymour, 2d and Walnut st eet.'Des Moines.
Kansas—Chief Consul, W. C. Bradley, Westerm

Security Co.. Ottawa. Secretary-Treasurer, Otto H.
Wulfekuhler, Leavenworth.
Kentucky—Chief Consul, Andrew J. Lamb, Box

65, Louisville. Secretary-Treasurer.G. E. Johnson,
1919 Floyd street, Louisville.
Louisiana—Chief Consul, Harry H. Hodgson, 13.

Carondelet street, Mew Orleans. Secretary-Treasurer,

J. W. Dodge, S93 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
Maine—Chief Consul, Dr. G. E. Dow, 507 1-2 Con-

gress street, Portland. Secretary Treasurer, K. L. T.
Cummings, Biddeford.
Maryland—Chief Consul. Albert Moti 203 Lenox

street, Baltimore. Secretary-Treasurei , G. W.H. Carr,
Box 675, Baltimore.
Massachusetts—Chief Consul, Dr. W. H. Emery,

109 Warwick street, Roxbury. Secretary-Treasurer,
Chas. S. Howard, Globe office, Boston.
Michigan—Chief Consul, A. B. Richmond, 370 So.

Lafayette street, Grand Rapids. Secretary-Treasurer,
C. A. Conover, Coldwater.
Minnesota—Chief Consul, T. M. Slosson.Box 3S0,

Minneapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. W. Laird,
Winona.
Missouri—Chief Consul, Robert Holm, Anheuser

Busch Brewery, St. Louis. Secretary-Treasurer, J.
H. Kelley, Smith Hardware Co., Sedalia.
Nebraska—Chief Consul, Frank N. Clarke, First

Nat'l Bank. Omaha.
New Hampshire—Chief Consul, Frank A. Mc-

Master, 101 Ash street, Nashua. Secretary-Treasurer,
Francis O. Moulton, Manchester.
New Jersey—Chief Consul, Dr. G. Carleton Brown,

40 Orchard street, Elizabeth. Secretary Treasurer,
Geo. C. Pennell, Elizabeth.
New York—Chief Consul, W. Sheldon Bull, 754

Main street, Buffalo, N. Y. Secretary-Treasurer,
George M. Nisbett, 50 Wall street, New York City.
Ohio—Chiet Consul, M. A. High, 165 Vine street,

Cincinnati. Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. W. D. Kemp-
ton, 550 Freeman avenue, Cincinnati.
Pennsylvania—Chief Consul, Samuel A. Boyle,

Ass't Dist. At-y, Philadelphia. Secretary-Treasurer,
JohnJ. Van Nort. Scranton.
Rhode Island—Chief Consul, Chas. S. Davol, War-

ren. Secretary-Treasurer, Nelson H.Gibbs,2i8 West-
minster street, Providence.
^"•^-"•see—Chief Consul, Joseph R. Wilson, ]c,

Clarksvihe. secretary-Treasurer, B. A. Patch, Clarks-
ville.

Texas—Chief Consul, Geo. C. Arbuckle, Room 5,
Merchants' Exchange, Dallas.

Vermont—Chief Consul, H. A. Webster, Mont.
pelier.

Virginia—Chief Consul, Ira B. White, 16 Nolls
court, Norfolk. Secretary-Treasurer, Alex. K. Schaap,
617 E. Broad street, Richmond.
West Virginia—Chief Consul, Clarence. E. Irwin,

150 No. F street, Wheeling.
Wisconsin—Chief Consul, V. Mumfora Mo-re,

19th street, Milwaukee. Secretarv-Treasurer, W.
Simonds, 3S2 East Water street, Milwaukee.
Foreign Marshal—Joseph Pennell, care J. S

Morgan & Co., 22 Old Broad street, London, E. C.
England.

2!

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.
ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:—Enclosed you will find $ for initiation fee and dues in the

League of American Wheelmen to April 30, 1890. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years of age, and that I am an amateur
within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, or Box,.

References

:

City,.

State,

Enclosed. for Holder.
(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first halt year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and 50 cents during the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date ol paper and May I, 1S90. Write plainly—Printing preferred.. Postage stamps will not be received.

t&- II you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best call skin, with a receptacle for ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and »cket for per

sonaPcards send 25 cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the margins in using this blank
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There is no better wheel in the market to-day than the Warwick Perfection. It is not sold for

cheap money, nor is it made of cheap material.

PRICE $135.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE.

WITH BRACE REMOVED

IT MAKES A

Light and Superior

Ladies' Wheel,

To facilitate delivery of goods, we have' arranged with the following firms to supply you in

their respective territory. They will be our exclusive wholesale dealers, and it is^their mission to aid you

in every way. Address them for catalogues:

For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Eastern Massa-
chusetts, A. O. VERY, 173 Tremont Street, Boston.

For New York State east of and including Onondaga County, and North-eastern
Pennsylvania, G. K. BIDWEIX, 313 West 5SU1 Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey, E. ALSDORF & CO., 11 Academy St., Newark, N.J.

For Southern New Jersey, and territory contiguous to Philadelphia,

EDW. K. TRYON, JR., & CO., 10 and 12 North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania, and Northern Ohio,
STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

WARWICK CYCLE MFC CO.,

For Maryland, EISENBRANDT BROS- ,42iE. Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.
For Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Tennessee, and West Virginia,

J. E. POORMAN, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

For the Northwest,
CHA.S. F. STOKES MFG. CO., 293 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. SNITJER, 1012 Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope,
THOS. H. B- VARNEY, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Territory not named, Local Agents, or The Manufacturers,

Springfield, Mass.

PREMIER SAFETIES FOR 1890
are about ready for delivery, and will interest every lover of beauty and skill in cycle
manufacture. Our new catalogues, enlarged, embellished with new illustrations and a
handsome cover, will soon be ready for distribution, and every wheelman, past, present
or prospective, should send for it. We will not occupy your valuable time nor this ditto

space in telling you the verdict on PREMIER SAFETIES in 1889, but we will let a well-
known rider and dealer do it for us:

Wilmington, Del., Jan. 10, 1890.

L. H. Johnson, Esq., Orange, N. J.

:

Dear Sir :—The Premiers sold by us have given general satis-

faction, and we would particularly praise the Tandem and the
Catford. Our roads here are very bad, and the Tandem has been
subjected to the hardest possible usage, and its success in standing
these tests and its freedom from breakages, is as remarkable as the
want of success attending other tandems used on the same roads.
It was the Premier Tandem that was ridden ten miles in 31 minutes.

The Catford has proven itself to be, not only a thoroughly staunch
and reliable roadster, eliciting the commendation of everyone who
has tried it, but a flyer on the track as well. It was used almost ex-
clusively by Mr. W. W. Taxis on his track races, and with uniform
success, except in two instances when the winners also rode Cat-
fords, and it was on this wheel that he won the two-mile Pennsyl-
vania State Championship.
We look forward to a very prosperous and successful year in the

Premier Wheels. Yours truly,

B. Frank McDaniel.

This talks! We have dozens of other letters from riders and dealers all over the country,
to the same effect. Are you a rider? A Premier will fill the requirements begotten of your
experience to a dot. Are you going to ride? A Premier will give the satisfaction afforded
only by the simplest and most durable machine. A dealer? PREMIERS will "fill the bill"

(and pocket-book) every time, and if you secure our agency at once, you will endorse the
above letter twice over.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON, Manufacturing Importer,

401 & 403 Main St., ORANGE, N. J.
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UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.

It is scarcely possible for any wheel to have received so

much favor as the

TJITIOIT SAFETY.

SZElsTID FOR CATALOGUES.

WESTERN BRANCH:

CHAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO,,

293 & 295 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

OFFICE AT FACTORY:

Highlandville,

Mass.
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TROUBLE IN OLYMPUS:
(CONTINUED FROM LAST WEEK.)

PHCEBUS (with animation)—"You think you've done a 'smart'

thing and settled this matter, don't you? But, understand, 'OLD
CHAPPIE,' that there's a MASTER WORKMAN to be con-

sulted, and you don't end this STRIKE thus easily. Any 'BIKE'

fabricated by his 'NIBS,' VULK (he's a BLOOMING CHUMP
and SUPERANNUATED OLD FOSSIL, anyhow), would be a

RAMSHACKLE, LIMP-GOBBLED, FLOO-JIGGERED affair,

with NONSENSICAL and UNNECESSARY ATTACHMENTS,
and you don't catch me TEARING MY PANTS on it

"

JUPITER (interrupting) — "MEHERCULE ; MISERABILE
DICTU; 'PANTS,' do you say? Where are the PANTS? WHITE
BARE SKIN forms the LEG GEAR of the IMMORTALS."
PHCEBUS—"HAVE, and DO, not WILL—for mine OPTICS

fell on MORTAL GARB, ATTRACTIVE, strange to me, yet

hard to beat. MARS and URANUS are 'dead STUCK' on it, and

we three are going to adopt it, and it won't be long before all IM
MORTALS follow suit. They call it CYCLING COSTUME,
CLUB SUIT or UNIFORM, and that of the 'BRONCHO' CLUB
is 'JAMES DANDIFIED.' You ought to see their CLUB
ROOM."
JUPITER—"Thou mayest, in such habiliments, place URANUS

and MARS, but thou and. I will strictly hold aloof. Mine dignity

prevents, and no LUCIFER of mine in such GARB shall be

'rayed."

PHCEBUS—"Well, I won't 'KICK' on everything, but I will

have some RUBBER SOLED SANDALS, a BADGE, and RAT-
TRAP PEDALS. (What do you think of that, OLD MAN ?)

RAT-TRAP PEDALS. They put 'GALLUS' rubber pedals on

the BRONCHO, but RAT-TRAP is the 'STUFF,' and when they

make my RACER, on they go. And now, BOSS, just let up on
this VULCAN built BIKE, for I'm no PHINEAS FOGG or

NELLY BLY. PUCK has already 'put a girdle 'round about the

earth in FORTY MINUTES,' on a BRONCHO, and I'm going to

beat that time or RUPTURE my PULMONARY TISSUE.
PUCK'S the best I've seen yet. MERCURY thinks he's some on
'SCORCHING,' but he isn't. He's HEAVY and SLOW, and had

better fctay with those riding for HEALTH. He'll do to ride with

the GIRLS. He was always 'hanging 'round' IO till she died.

Say, what did IO die of?"

JUPITER—"IO died of POTASSIUM, my boy. But leaving

this—returning to the BRONCHO biz.—what wouldst thou ? That
I sMould sacrifice mine ease for thy delight? To buy a 'BRON-
CHO' would'st have me sell my SLAVE, who fetches me mine
ALE, GANYMEDE, CUP-BEARER, MINISTER unto mine
COMFORT?"
PHCEBUS—

"No, JUPITER, I wouldst not from the part

One whit the comfort which thine form enshrouds;

A different thing I'd bring into the MART,
Some SILVER LINING scra-ped from the CLOUDS.

To talk plainly to you, GENERAL, you ain't up to the times.

You stay way back here on THE RESERVATION, and don't

know what's going on. WHY, they've got so they can stop YOUR
THUNDERBOLTS already. Then they HARNESS it up and
call it ELECTRIC LIGHT; and the'll beat us out of our cus-

tomers, if we don't LOOK ALIVE. We can scrape enough to-

gether to buy a 'RAFT' of BRONCHOS, get up a JOLLY OLD
CLUB (THE OLYMPIANS), have some fun and get business

BOOMING again. But, NO: you are contented, perfectly con-
tented, FLIRTING with THE GIRLS. BUT, I'm onto you. I

saw you getting in the HUG and KISS act with those NYMPH
girls, the GRACE sisters and the beNIGN MUSES. 'Spose I give
you away? Do you think JUNO'll take kindly to that sort of
COPENHAGEN? Tell me, do you see things more clearly?"

JUPITER—
"My last doubt now has taken flight,

More clearly unto me do thing appear;

The clouds I'll scrape most damnably tonight,

And if we COIN no SILVER 'twill be QUEER.
EMBARRASSMENT FINANCIAL was the cause

Of my refusal of thy wish to grant;

But since there's WEALTH right here within my PAWS,
There's no excuse for me to RAVE and RANT.
Then, go and BUY your BRONCHOS,
FORTY SINGLES, FORTY TANDEMS,
We'll ORGANIZE and FORM a CLUB, like MORTALS

down below

;

TIN GODS on WHEELS from 'WAYBACK,'
We'il 'SCORCH' and 'SPURT,' then LAY BACK,
If we ride THE BRONCHO SAFETY 'BIKE,' we'll never

PUFF or BLOW."
PHCEBUS—

"YES, I'll go and buy THE BRONCHOS with some
DANDY KEYSTONE SADDLES,

And I'll 'ile' 'em up with SKOOKUM OIL brought from
the FAR NORTH WEST;

Some 'SURE CURE* and EMBROCATION, used by
EVERY BLESSED NATION,

ALL sold by THE WHITE CYCLE CO., MOST PRO-
GRESSIVE and THE BEST.

PEGASUS and AMPHITRITE, HEBE, VENUS APHRO-
DITE.

ARET*HUSA, ARIADNE, JUPITER, VULCAN and
JUNO,

BOREAS, CERES, CIRCE, CHARON, MARS, ADONIS,
PSYCHE, TRITON,

On BRONCHOS, greased with SKOOKUM OIL, past the
MORTALS WILL THEY GO (concluded next week.)

SEND FOR CATALOGUE; SEND FOR PICTURE OF "JACK;"
SEND FOR PICTURE of " SKOOKUM;" SEND FOR AGENTS' TERMS;
LOOK over our LIST of SUNDRIES before purchasing ELSEWHERE.

WHITE CYCLE CO. Westboro', Mass., U. S. A.
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1890

Comnpifl LiqriT Ro<id5ter Safety.

With a few improvements, such as the new head-locking1

device, a larger handle-bar, and some minor points, the Light

Roadster Safety for 1800 is the finest machine of its class

eyer constructed.

POPE HFQ. C2.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE AND SALESROOMS:

77 FRANKLIN STREET, CORNER ARCH, BOSTON, MASS,

BRANCH HOUSES:

12 Warren St., New York, N..Y. 291 Wabash Ave., Chicaco, III.
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For our advertisement usually
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OVERMAN WHEEL CO,
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^ATIE IDOISFT TRAYE! j
for fear of the antique relic hunters, but we have a
"man" who is liable to be seen in various parts of this

country, though he never gets money enough to leave it.

He has a good deal of amusement while on the road,

and we have reduced his salary proportionately. He
formerly got the promise of six dollars a week ; he now
gets four dollars in cash and the balance as follows :

His trips are taken largely for his health (which he says
is much better when he can get food), and incidentally
he enlightens the benighted, and seledts from among
the numerous applicants those best fitted to a<5t as
agents for the Hickory Wheels. While waiting for a
trai' ' " sometimes stands in front of the store ofsome cy
cle deal :r, until asked by the proprietor to come in. He
raielygoes inside unless invited, and if he does, he
stanus near the door until spoken to. He corres
honestly by this modesty, as he has been with us for

several years. Of course a cycle deahr at this season
of the year is apt to be very courteo.us, and much more
polite than he might be in June. Seeing our little faded
flower, looking so homesick and lonely, he approaches
with visions of a possible sale in his mind, and a low
rattling chuckle in his seamless bronchial tubes. "What
can we show you to-day?" he usually says in a clear
metallic voice, as he rolls a buckled wheel in behind one
that will be.
Our representative looks intently at the tire cement

on the floor, which has been melted out by the sun
shining through the window, and remarks in a rich

Boston accent, "good morning " He always seems
to think this a safe thing to say, and until
noon we agree with him. He sometimes asks
at once if they have the hickory wheels in stock,
sometime he asks a little later what the dealer
thinks of the "hickory," and sometimes the dealer
mentions it first, for they all have it on their minds.
What they say about it is often interesting, frequently
funny, usually sarcastic, and always tinctured with
prejudice. Some have told him that the only redeem-
ing feature about the hickory wheels is the advertising.
One man told him that Blliott was years ahead of the
times, and another that he was a relic of the dark ages.
In paying our respedts to these two men, we would say
that neither of them is exactly right. In the window
of a magnificent store in a Western city he noticed a
huge placard attached to the side of an ordinary bicy-
cle. It read as follows : "The wheels the best on
earth." His former occupation (ash barrel inspector
on Beacon Hill) prompted him to look behind this

sign, and there he found three broken spokes. The
young man in charge explained that it was done by
careless handling. It was not a hickory wheel. Who-
ever gets one of those loose by "handling" or by use
on the road may return it and get a new one. A be-
liever in rat trap wheels said yesterday, "Now you
know that is all talk, for anything made of wood his
got to shrink." "Why," he added, "the railroad was
an innovation to 'he stage coach people, and who could

The only sure way to get one of our catalogues is to ask for it.

MUCH
blame them for having doubts? But what would you
say now of a man who should advocate the stage coach
as an improvement over the railroad?"
In regard to our guarantee being "all talk," we are

proud to admit that it has been sofar, and so long as we
make our wheels as at present it always will be.
His statement about the shrinkage of wood will

hardly hold water; no more does our hickory when we
use it. If wood continued to shrink indefinitely, this
gentleman's hat would soon be a misfit. Referring to
his railroad conundrum, we would say that if the ad-
vocate of such a change seemed te be sane on other
subjects we would assume that he might have some
reason lor it, and until we could think ot some pertinent
thing to say we would "let some one pray dat was
better 'quainted wid de Lawd." At one pl.ee where
our accomplice called the salesman told him that they
were makingtheir 1890 wheels "much lighter." "Only
filty pounds," said he, with an I guess that-will-fix-

him sort ol a twinkle in his eye, and it did; fixed him
so that he wanted to laugh, after having associated for

so long with a.forty-two-pound machine having larger
tires and greater strength than the one in question.
Our young man is still at large, and liable to call on
you. Be good to him. His face is freckled, and not
so well known as that of either Longfellow or Kilrain.
If he tells you anything you have doubts about make
him prove it.

Ke^vrton, Mass.

Holmes' Thigh Stocking. FULL PANTS.

(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat,

strap & pocket.

No. 884. Heavy Rib. •»

Price $2.50. 5
Double heel and toe.

Send Stamp for Catalogue,

KNEE PANTS.
(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

3—3. Full Fashioned, Nar-
rowed at ankle in black, navy.
League brown, grey mixed and
any other color, $1.50.

3—1. Black, navy, grey mixed,
stocking, Si. 25.

1—1. Black, navy, grey mixed,
stocking, $1.00.

Athletic and Gymnasium Garments Manufactured by

HOLMES <£ CO., 109 Kingston St., Boston.

SEND IN YOUR NAMES EARLY AND AVOID THE RUSH.
Our 1890 Catalog will be out early in February, and will coLtain the most complete list of sundries ever

advertised ; all prices at or below Eastern Figures ; also a completo line of the latest makes of high grade ma-
chines. Parts for repair of all known makes of wheel always in stock. Don't forget to write.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., 311 N. 14th St., - - ST. LOUIS, MO.

SeciM-M Wheels and Typewriters
of all kinds bought, sold and taken in exchange on any new wheel in
the market. Safeties included. Alwavs in the market to buy large or
small lots. New or Second-Hand Wheels, for Cash, when prices are
right. We constantly carry 400 to 500 Wheels, including many rare
bargains in SECOND-HAND STANDARD MAKES. NEWWHEELS (bought in job lots) at greatly reduced prices.
Liberal discounts to agents.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO, 9 G St., Peoria, 111.

'CYCLES ON. EASY PAYMENTS,
with no extra charge except interest. Manufacturers' agents tor

Victors, Columbias, Champions, Eagles, Stars, Springfields, War-
wicks, Ramblers, Crescents, Vineyards, Ottos and ALL other Cycles
made in or imported to this country. Prices guaranteed low as the
lowest. Low rates by fast freight or express— 13 railroads. Send for

40 page Illustrated Catalogue, with full particulars, payment plan, and
second-hand and bargain list.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 9 G St., Peoria, 111.
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements in this Department 20 cents a line.

Jg^~ Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only -will be taken.^Jgfk

Send 25 cents and get one of the

Hew L. A. W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of rolled Silver Plate, oxy-
dized'. Very neat and serviceable.

N. H. GIBBS,
Box 632. PROVIDENCE, K. I

L, A, W, BADGES
>

The official design in solid gold.

\ Prices, $2.50, $3.50, $5.00 and up-
ward. Patented. Send for free

Catalogue and address orders to

C. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle St , Portland, Me.

IF you want to buy, sell or exchange your wheel for

books, stationery, type writers, organs, bugrgrv,

cigars, <tc, write to JOHN G. ZOOK, LITITZ,
PA. He has the best second-4S» list in the U. S. A
$250 Humber Tandem, used 50 miles, at any reason-
able offer, and a score of other bargains. Don't buy
before you -write to him. Kodak Camera wanted.

ANTED—An Ai Bicycle Machinist To satis -

factory party, liberal wages and steady work
will be given. NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos.
4 and 6 East 60th St., New York City.

FOB THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ,
ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and

other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,
$14.00, $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

m^CONJJ JdANlJ MACHINES—Many like new.
£5 Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part
p lyment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th st., New York City.

AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers,
or mailed by the mann'acturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

RAFFLE—52-inch New Mail; in good condition.
Tickets $1 ; in clubs of six, $5. Drawing will be

held March 10th. References can be furnished as to
reliability if necessary. W. S. ESTABROOK, Ful-
lerton, Neb., Box 44.

OK SALE—1889 Premier Tandem Safety; or will
exchange for Safety and cash. Send particulars

if in trade. CAMPBELL & CO., 33 Page St., Prov-
idence, R. I.

TTENTION—A 53-inch Columbia L. R., '89

pattern, will be raffled by the Blennerhassett
Wheelmen. Tickets, $1 each. Address Box 62
Parkersburg, W. Va.

Send A Postal Card
To Howard A. Smith & Co.,

Newark, N. J., for 1890 Cat-
alogue. An Encyclopedia of Cy-
clers' wants. Old list cancelled.

mPW*T:r£J±PgBMSm!lDgfS:mmpm

This oiler resembles our "C & D" Pocket Oiler,
although on a smaller scale. It consists of a tube for
holding the oil, fitted at the top with our patent tip
which can be unscrewed to refill the oiler.
This tip throws only a small quantity at a time, and

prevents all spilling and waste of oil. As the ordinary
oil can throws from 20 drops and upwards at each
stroke, the immense superiority of our oiler as to
neatness, cleanliness and economy, will be at once
apparent.
The shape and nickel finish make it the handsomest,

nealest, and most convenient oiler in use.

Price, 50 Cents each.

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
172 9th Avenue, New York.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE*
In this Department, is cents a line. tGfCash must

accompany the order._Cf
jgp- Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken.*J£A

WANTED—55-inch Racer, good condition, not

weighing more than 25 pounds. Name price.

W. J. HENDRICKS, Jr., 52 Sixth ave., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

EXCHANGE— Will take Kodak Camera or cheap
Type Writer as part payment for New Rapid

Ladies' Safety. Address L. A. HOWELL, Mill-

ville, N. J

W1ANTED—A Western wheelman, well-known
throughout the West, wishes a position as

salesman or advertising man for a bicycle firm, where
hustling is needed. Can furnish good recommenda-
tions from prominent Western wheelmen as to ca-

pability. Address "Salesman," care Bicycling
World, Boston, Mass.

FOR SALE—52-inch New Mail, '89 pattern; latest

improvements; balls all over; as perfect as new

;

not run 60 miles; nickeled King of the Road Hub
Lamp, Luggage Carrier and Whistle. Cost $145.00.

Will sell for $100.00. L. G. SLOOT, Purdy fetation,

Westchesl er Co., New York.

CIOLDMBIA TANDEM BICYCLE—King of R.
J Lamp; bell; luggage carrier and tools. A Bar-

gain for any one wanting tandem. Address JOS.
ROYAL, 1722 North 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE—New Victor Safety; bought in Oct.,

1SS9; never out of the house'; young man sick

ever since. $110. H. BAKER, 606 Hamilton St.,

Allentown, Pa.

$25 REWARD.
STOLEN—On November 24th, 1889, a lady's War-

wick Perfection Safety Bicycle, No. 333. The
above reward will be paid to any one returning it to

V. M. MOORE, 94 19th Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

HIGHEST offer over $75 buys 56-in. Victor Light
Roadster. First class condition. F. L. HAR-

RIS, North Brookfield, Mass.

TRAVELING SALESMAN WANTED-An
experienced man to travel for a first-class cycle

firm. A man of upwards of 25 years of age preferred.

Address L. S., Bi. World office, 12 Pearl St., Boston.

FOR SALE—Caligraph; used by one person for a
few months only; good as new. Original cost

$85; will sell for $50. Apply at office of Bicycling
World, 12 Pearl street, Boston.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, - - MASS.

JERSEY FITTING SHIRTS,
Best quality $300
Laced fronts 4x0

KNEE PANTS,
Heavy rib, double seat and pocket,

latest improved 1890 3.75

FULL TIGHTS,
Best qual tty v°°

KNEE TIGHTS,
Best quality 2.50

BICYCLE HOSE,
Black, Navy, League Gray .• 1 .00

S. E. MILLER,
34 & 36 Maiden Lane, - - Albany, N. V.

A. O. VERY,
New England Agent for the

» <i

-AND—

"Giant" Cycles.

-ALSO—

The Standard Sewing Machine

173 Tremont Street, Boston.

AGENTS WANTED,

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.

PHENOL SGDIQTJE
Is iiscd for all kinds of Injuries,

relieving" pain instantly, and
rapidly healino- the wounded
r>;irts. Invaluable to

Farmers and Stock-raisers-
A prompt remedy for all kinds

of Hurt*;, Galls, and other dis-

easesof animals. so< h as Ulcers.
Eruptions, Crack, Quitter, Itch.

IV I ange, Catt le TvphuS, Foot-
Rot, and l-oot and Mouth Dis-
eases, Scratches, Tlmish, &c.
(VJ^ Fot sale by Druggists and General
Merchandise Dealers. Price, 50 cents.

Kor descriptive ovulars and testimoni-
als address tlie IViprietors,

Hanck Bros. & White, Philau'a.

ScientificAmerican
ESTABLISHED 1845.

Is the oldest and most popular scientific and
mechanical paper published and has the largest
circulation of any paper of its class in the world.
Fully Illustrated. Best class of Wood EngraY-
lnits. Published weekly. Send for specimen
copv. Price S3 a year. Four months' trial, SI.

MU'NN A CO., Publishers. 3fil Broadway, N.T.

ARCHITECTS & BUILDER*
Edition of Scientific American. O

A (Treat success. Each Issue contains colored
lithographic plates of country and city residen-
ces or nubile buildings. Numerous engravings
and full plans and specifications for the use of
such as contemplate building. Price S2.50 a year,
S5ots. a copy. MUNN * CO.. PUBLISHERS.

TRADE MARKS.
In case your mark Is not registered In the Pat-

ent Office, apply to Mcnn & Co., and procure
Immediate protection. Send for Handbook.

COPYRIGHTS for books, charts, maps,
etc.. quickly procured. Address

MUNN St CO., Patent Solicitor*.

QIXZRAL orrici: 161 BROADWAT, N. T.
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SINGER CYCLES.
THE "SINGER LADIES SAFETY.

This cut illustrates the pattern made for the use of ladies.

The construction of the framework, as introduced by us in 1889,

ensures the necessary strength, while it also assists in keeping the

dress away from the chain. The whole machine is of the very

best quality, and is light, neat, strong and easy running.

Specification.—30-inch driving wheel, speeded 54 inch (or 51

inch), 26-inch front wheel; best 3-4 inch patent spring-wired

tyres, hollow steel forks, steel felloes, Singer Ball Steering

,

Singer Steering Lock, Singer Ball Pedals, and balls

to all running parts. Best combined spring and saddle; en-

amelled, and bright parts plated; weight. 45 pounds. Price,
$135.

"SINGER" PATENT SPRING-WIRED TYRES STAY ON.
For full -particulars of all " Singer" Cycles see Illustrated Catalogue.

SINGER 5t CO • >

O <£? £* Berkeley Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.:

SINGER CYCLE CO., Agents,
201 Randolph Street.

- Boston, Mass.
NEW YORK, N. Y.:

G. A. LITCHHULT, Agent,
352 Lenox Ave.

Very Easy

SPRING

NEW MAIL.

This Year.

BUT ONE

N UT
FOR ADJUSTMENT.

GOOD AGENT
WANTED

IN EVERY PLACE.

BETTER APPLY

AT ONCEJ.

LAST YEAR'S AGENTS WILL

PLEASE REPORT.

Tills Wheel is Goim to Sell.

KDDRBSS

WILLIAM READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.
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Published Every Friday

THE BICYDLINB

-
WDBLD GOfflPflNY,

12 Pearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

W Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

'.he Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old

address and Folio number.

Messrs. NEUMANN BROS., ol 11SW. 19th Street, New York, represent

the World and Bulletin as Advertising Agents exclusively for the Eastern
and Middle States.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.

Copy for new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure

tneirbeing inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
.ater than Monday, to insure attention for the following issue.

t&~ All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the

order of the Bicycling "World Co.

• Postage Stamps will not be accepted hereafter in

payment for advertisements or subscriptions. checks,
Money Orders or Postal Notes only will be taken..

The management of this paper refuse to print in the advertising
columns of this paper any matter that is disparaging of a rival or
which in its estimation is objectionable in any way.

EDITORS

:

C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

BOSTON, 14 FEBRUARY, 1890.

"DEFORE the next issue of this paper "everything will be over,"
-*—' and the heat and contest of the battle will exist only in the

fevered imagination.

To a certain extent difference of opinion is one of the necessities

to the life of an organization like ours. It would be a very tame
world if we all thought alike. Human nature as at present consti-

tuted to a certain extent craves the excitement attendant on dis-

cussions arising out of a difference of opinion. In so far as this

discussion is governed and incited on the opposition of principles

it is healthy, but when it stretches beyond into the realms of per-

sonalities it becomes dangerous and unpardonable. We have been
sorry to see the tendency to "stretch into the realms of" person-

alities during the campaign now over, but we trust that better and
calmer judgment will prevail in New York, and that the questions
at issue will be settled on their merits only, and not descend into

the lower plane of personal abuse.

TTTE print elsewhere extracts from an address delivered last

» » Tuesday by Col. Pope before the Hartford (Conn.) Board of
Trade. The parts omitted are references to the action taken in sev-

eral States, and where he make6 suggestions as to the treatment of
the local streets.

This address is not a mere repetition of what he has presented
before. It forms the third (and the best, perhaps) of a series of
very able contributions to the knowledge of the subject of road
improvement.

There are two or three points on which the Colonel touches that

are especially worthy of notice : One is where he refers to the

growing facilities offered by the several educational institutions to

educate scientifically those who wish it in the art of road construc-

tion.

Another good point is that laws should be passed governing the

width of tires of pleasure carriages and wagons used for heavy

teaming. There is no doubt but that immeasurable damage is

done good roads by allowing heavily loaded wagons with narrow

tires to pass over the same.

Again ; he alludes to the abuse of our city streets by corporations

which are allowed to disturb the surface constantly in order to lay

down and repair their underground plant. He suggests the tunnel

system in use in many of the well regulated European cities. That

the present digging up method is permitted in our cities is a dis

grace, and should be abolished.

The address is full of good points, and Colonel Pope deserves

praise for the active part he is taking in the Roads Improvement

agitation.

THE great event of the English cycling trade year is past and

gone, and the English papers to hand by the latest steamers

are full of information on the great 1890 Stanley Show.

To wade through the exhaustive descriptions of the 1470 different

machines exhibited al the show would be tedious, and of no earthly

value to our readers, but we can easily take the lessons taught by

the great. show and epitomize them for the benefit of our readers.

In the first place, it is very evident that the safety type of machine

is practically in possession of the market. Popular favor is more
emphatically asserted on the side of the rear driver than ever be-

fore, and notwithstanding the assertions of a few makers that the

reaction is coming, we think if we read the signs aright that the

ordinary can no longer assert itself as leading in popularity with

riders as a road machine. There will always be a demand for the

good old ordinary, but the Stanley Show teaches us that the safety

is first in choice among all classes of riders.

In construction of machines the tendency towards the diamond

and arquebusque frames in their varied and modified forms was

most decided. Almost every maker showed machines of this form

of construction.

A noticeable feature was the fact that great attention during the

past year had been given to anti-vibration contrivances of all kinds.

Spring forks, spring frames and even handle-bars are shown, but

the novelty in the show was the pneumatic tire, for which the in-

ventors claim great things.

The "novelties," which took such a large share of space in the

show heretofore were conspicuous by their general absence. There

were not as many inventions which are going to "revolutionize the

trade" as in former years.

The survival of the fittest has been well demonstrated in the case

of cycles. Certain types which had their day a few years ago have

almost entirely disappeared, and we find the market narrowed down

to the safety in its single and double form, the ordinary in its form

of two years ago, and the late form of the Rational, all of the above

with such specialties and modifications as in the eyes of the several

makers seem to them the best.

The tricycle is practically the same as it was on the advent of the

safety, no marked changes having been made in its construction.

Financially we* should judge that the Stanley Show of 1S90 was a

success, and as a show all concur that it exceeded its predecessors

in excellence.

FRIENDS of roads improvement legislation, as a matter of

course, are progressive, but when we read the Rhinebeck (N.

Y.) Gazette of February 1st we are fain to acknowledge that we

have been altogether too modest in our request and demands on

the Legislative bodies. The Gazette has drawn a bill which it
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proposes to have introduced into Congress, asking for an appro-

priation of one hundred million dollars to be expended in improv-

ing the highways of this country. This is "a mere bagatelle," says

our pushing contemporary, the Gazette.

The proposed act provides :

"That the entire surplus of forty-three million, five hundred
thousand dollars be appropriated for the purpose of roads improve-
ments, and that a further sum of fifty-six million five hundred thou-
sand dollars be provided, by the issue of one year bonds (as pro-
vided hereinafter), making a total of one hundred million dollars.

That one year postal bonds, of the denomination of one dollar,

bearing interest at four per cent., be issued, to the amount of fifty-

six million five hundred thousand dollars, and that these bonds be
placed on sale simultaneously at every post office in the United
States.

That the entire sum appropriated be apportioned among the
counties and territories of the United States, according to the pop-
ulation of each county and territory."

The proposition is so gigantic in its scope that we must be

allowed a few days to recover our breath, and pull ourselves to-

gether, before expressing an opinion, but at first blush we must say

we have grave doubts as to the possibility of such an act passing

the two national houses of Legislature unanimously, and our most
sanguine imagination is not equal to the thought of President Har-

rison just laying awake nights, in his anxiety to affix his signature

to the act.

T AST week we made the bare announcement that a mas6 meet-
-*—' ing was to be held at Utica, N. Y., March 3d, under the aus-

pices of the New York Roads Improvement Association. This

week we call the attention of New York readers to the announce-

ment and appeal of Chief Consul Bull on this important meeting,

which will be found in the Official Department.

EVERY honest man in the League will notice with pleasure the

action of the Amateur Athletic Union Committee on Revision

of Rules in passing the following resolution, reccommending "that

the Amateur Athletic Union would further the best interests of the

amateur sport by passing a law to the effect that no club be allowed

to defray the expenses of its athletes to other than championship

meetings."

Of course a reccommendation does not absolutely mean an adop-

tion, but the source from which the suggestion comes is such as

will carry weight, and almost insure adoption.

The change when made will be a long stride in the right direc-

tion, and when the A. A. U. has squarely placed itself on record as

being opposed to the abuses which have prevailed to such an extent

in the past, among so-called amateur athletic clubs, it will be the

duty of every organization and individual that has the true amateur

spirit as a motive to encourage the Union and aid in its honest

endeavors to purify all sports, in its efforts to bring the appellation

"amateur" once more into repute and restore to the noun its mean-

ing in all fullness.

TO TOURING WHEELMEN.

If tourists who intend passing through this section will com-
municate with me, I will gladly give them reliable information as
to routes, grades, surfaces and condition of same. I furnished this

complete to John A. Wells about two years ago, too late perhaps to

find a place in the new road book, which contains the same report
as in the first edition of the Pennsylvania and New Jersey road
book, and evidently a farmer's "guess." The route given from
Wellsboro' to Blossburg, via Cherry Flatts, is correct. The one
from Roaring Branch to Elmira, via Blossburg and Corning, is

very t'wcorrect. Do not follow it or you will get lost, or break your
neck, or both.

Shall be very glad to extend every courtesy to visitors.

Very faithfully yours, E. L. Russbll,
Blossburg, Pa., Feb. 4th, 1890. Consul for Blossburg.

CHICAGO.

'THE STROLLER."

The smoker at the Chicago's Satur-
urday evening was one of the most en-
joyable of the season, and all members
who were not there missed a musical
treat. The Ashland quartette and the
Fireman pianist (so called by the Presi-

dent) were the attractions, and they took the club by storm. Song
after song followed, until it seemed as though the members would
never be satisfied. "O'Brien's Raffle" and the topical song, "Near
It," brought down the house.

The Chicagos have organized an indoor base ball club, Hall
Fake, Captain, and are open to challenges. Saturday night they
defeated the Woodlawn Club; score, 16 to 11.

The Douglass Cycling Club held their third annual masquerade
Friday evening last. Every one had a good time, and the club is

many dollars ahead by the same.

Garden expects to start on his annual trip East this week.

Lumsden has finally concluded to gratify Campbell's pride by
accepting his defi for a series of three races, and named the value of
$250, just to make it interesting, as long as Campbell does not care
about the amount, and now Mr. Campbell will have a chance to
show what kind of a sprinter he really is. The races, if run, will be
a one-mile, a half-mile and a quarter-mile.

The Chicagos are now considering a proposition which, if ac-
cepted; will give them control of the finest bicycle track in the
West, if not in the country.

As an illustration of the farce of our so-called jury system of
trials, how is this ? Some two years ago a member of the Chicagos,
nee Fort Dearborns, was deliberately run into by the driver of a
milk wagon, and the cycler's wheel was a total wreck in conse-
quence. His club took up the fight for justice for him, brought
suit before a Justice, and got judgment for $137.50, the full amount
of damages claimed. Mr. Milkman appealed the case, refusing to

settle or compromise. In due course of time the case was tried be-
fore Judge Clifford, and although the facts presented and the law
and the Judge's instructions to the jury were all in favor of the cy-
clist, the jury found against him. A new trialwas asked for and
granted, and after a year of waiting was once more tried, before

Judge McConnell, last week, and although the club had employed
some of the best legal talent in the city the result wa6 the same;
the law and judge were with the cyclist, but the jury was not. And
so although the law and the facts are with us, we are denied justice,

owing to outrageous prejudice.

"Alert's" letter of last week seems to be composed of abou
one third (or one item) of news and two thirds (or two items) of
assumed indignation and wrath. His spasmodic attack on my
veracity as a correspondent would indicate that some one had
stepped rather harshly on his toes. Perhaps I have told a few un-
pleasant truths about himself, and he feels agrieved and rushes
headlong into print; and while trying to defend an imaginary
wrong done our mutual friend Street, is in reality trying to get even
with the "Stroller" on his own account. He accuses me of saying
that there was discord in the ranks of the Illinois Club, and I am
forced to say that he is mistaken when he makes that statement.
Not daring to come out openly and say what he is mad at, and evi-

dently eager for a scrap, he goes back to my remarks about the
Illinois Club annual election. Now the facts are that there were
two tickets in the field, and as in any club election considerable
talking was indulged in before the election came off. Mr. Street

was nominated for the office of Captain, and also for the office of
Secretary, and must have had some popularity to receive both
nominations. Shortly before the election he withdrew from the

race for the Captaincy, leaving Mr. Arthur the only other nominee
in the field, upon which I wrote that "in the race for the Captaincy
the pace was too hot for Street," etc. Whereupon I am accused of
trying to prove that Street is unpopular in his club. Mr. Street

was re-elected Secretary by a rousing majority. Do you think that

if he wanted it he could be elected Captain, Mr. "Alert?" And
even if he could not, would that prove that he was not popular?
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Bosh ! Mr. Street is^too well known to need a prevaricator defend

him from any attack, even if one were made, as you slightly in-

sinuated. The Illinois Club has not been in the habit of electing

men to office because of their popularity only, but because they had

brains and ability to fill the office.

•

One of the most prominent organiza-

prtcTO„ wrtT r C tions of Springfield is the Springfield Bi-
BOSTON NOTES.

c^de Qubj which wag formed May 6, 1881,

• • TnATPf" and which, when Springfield was the cy-
iuivjii.

cling Mecca of America, was always on
hand to welcome the coming and speed

the parting guests. Many a well-known wheelmen speaks in words

of praise of this organization, and only wish that the time may
soon return when once more they can meet the cyclists of Spring-

field on their own battle ground, and receive the same cordial

treatment that they have in years gone by. But those times are

gone and past, and it is not quite likely that Springfield will ever

see such a large number of wheelmen as were congregated within

its borders, and eagerly watched the movements of the combatants

as they strove for supremacy and honor. Yet despite the changes

that a few years have wrought, the old and popular club still re-

mains a great credit to the city that gave it birth, and a memoir of

great racing. At the present time it has a membership of about

85, and is captained by Mr. Fred A. Eldred, about whom a few

words at the present time would not be inappropriate. Mr. El-

dred, whose great-great-grandfather was one of the first settlers of

Ashfield, Mass., is about 28 years of age, and besides being con-

sidered a fine looking fellow, has the benefit of an excellent educa-

tion, he being a graduate of the Springfield High School, and
having taken a two years' course of study at the college at Three
Rivers, Canada. Besides being a thorough sportsman, in the full

sense of the phrase, he is a prominent pharmacist, and a member
of several secret orders. In 1884 he became a member of the club

of which he is now the captain, and thereafter took a great interest

in road racing. Capt. Eldred has been a competitor in many road
races, but having kept no record, he is unable to designate them.
He holds all the record on the Springfield roads, and in 1885 made
the 20- mile road record which Whittaker recently lowered.

The racing members of the Dorchester Club are already getting
in trim for this season's work, and the club team that ever beats

them will have to do some extra heavy riding. This team intend
showing the other memhers of the racing fraternity their rear
wheels on every occasion.

.The lady friends of the Somerville Cycle Club were royally en-
tertained by the members of that organization at their rooms last

Tuesday evening. Last year the annual ladies' night wast held at

Young's Hotel, but for various reasons it was decided to hold this

year's party in Odd Fellows' Hall, Somerville, which is in the same
building as the club headquarters.

The members of the Somerville Cycle Club have appointed a

committee to consider the advisability of holding a supper and
"gander party" at Young's Hotel. They propose to make the af-

fair one that will be handed down to posterity as a fair sample of
what the Somerville men could do.

On the twenty-eighth of the present month the advocates of a
road commission will appear before the highway committee at the
State House, and plead for the appointment of a set of men, who
shall have entire charge of the roads, and who shall see that they
are kept in better condition than they are at the present time. Sev-
eral prominent lawyers, the Chief Consul and a number of local

consuls will have something to say about the matter, and then if

the committee reports favorably we shall probably have good and
efficient road commissioners.

Not being satisfied with their present badge, the members of the
Cambridgeport Cycle Club have ordered new ones, which will be
delivered to them in season for the first club run of the riding
season.

Have you heard of the grand

NEW JERSEr NOTES. ![
me

»,
so.°" \° be indulged in hY

• the Plainfield people, at the mon-

"NITRAM " strous fair to be held by the Plain-
field Bicycle Club, on February
20th, 2 1st and 22d? Boom is no

name for the manner in which affairs are working in connection
with it, the magnitude of it can hardly be surmised. The great
enthusiasm shown, not only by the members but by everybody, is

marvellous, to say the least; the immense support promised by the
ladies who will officiate at the various booths is in itself a sure
guarantee of success ; the joy that fills the bosoms of the members
is unbounded. Special attractions will be devised for the delight

of the neighboring cycling clubs, that, I have every reason to be-

lieve, will turn out in large numbers. As Saturday, February 22d,

is a holiday the fair will be held in the afternoon as well as the
evening, and in order to have the visiting wheelmen meet the same
day, the Plainfielders have 6et that day aside for them. I would
suggest that the members wear their uniform cap and coat for the
purpose of identification. The services of several excellent

musicians have been engaged, and their rendition of classic as well
as popular music will form a very pleasant part of the programme.

The members of the Owl Bicycle Club, of Bordentown, are ar-

ranging to give an entertainment at an early date, similar to those
recently held so successfully by the Atalanta and Elizabeth Wheel-
men.

Captain Robert V. Whitehead, of the Trenton Wheelmen,
Chairman of the committee lately appointed to formulate plans for

the annual meet of this Division, to be held at Plainfield, on May
30th and 31st next, has called a meeting of his committee to be held

at the club house of the Elizabeth Wheelmen, on Friday evening,
February 14th.

Still the membership of the Plainfield Bicycle Club keeps roll-

ing up. At this meeting a Gymnasium Committee composed o
five was appointed with Dr. J. H. Boley as Chairman; they will

draft a set of rules to govern the gymnasium and will have full

power in its management. A caucus will be held on Saturday
evening, March 8th, to nominate the officers for the coming year.

The Billiard and Pool Table Committee were instructed to procure
another table, the present one not being sufficient for the wants of
the members. The Saturday night Entertainment Committee will

hereafter be composed of three instead of two members, and they
will be appointed for the remainder of the season by President,
Councilman Townsend Rushmore.
The second club social of the Elizabeth Wheelmen was held in

their club house on Wednesday evening, February 12. It was a
huge success, being largely attended by the members of the club with
their lady friends. The evening was very enjoyably spent in danc-
ing, followed by a bountiful supper which added no small amount
of enjoyment to those present.

The meeting of the Meet Committee, N. J., Division, has been
postponed to Saturday evening, February 15th, and will be at the
club house of the Elizabeth Wheelmen.

What a lot of sins we have to answer for

MPW VOTfJC *na * rea"y do not belong to us
!

As soon
tvjzw xvitA.

ag one hag taken to scribbling for the

"HA WJiTSHA W" P*ess ' especially that portion of it denom-
inated as cycling, he must be prepared to

have the burden of many an uncom-
mitted crime laid upon his shoulders. . It matters not whether you
be innocent or not, still must you be adjudged guilty by these
know-alls, who insist that you must have written an article simply
because they do not know who did do so. It is amusing, even
while it is unpleasant, this putting of an unearned laurel wreath
upon one's brow. Several years ago there was a New York corre-

spondent of the Bicycling World who wielded a clever pen under
the name of "Titnam." Now this gentleman's pen was not only
an able, but also an exceedingly sharp one, and was the cause of
getting an innocent individual into considerable hot water. It ap-
pears that "Titnam" at one time thought it his duty to rather
sharply prod up one of our prominent clubs, a proceeding nat-

urally to their displeasure. Now none knew the personality of the
writer, and the paper very properly refused to give his name, so
the dissatisfied individuals looked about them to find the guilty
man. At last a bright idea struck them, at least they thought it

was a bright one, and they came to the conclusion that the "Old
Vet" Pitman must be the culprit, because Pitman and Titnam
were so nearly alike. The more they thought it over, the surer
they became of his guilt, and it cost Pitman many a long argu-
ment to convince his accusers that he was as innocent of the crime
they charged him with, as they themselve were. So many times
have I heard men accused of writing a thing that they had never
6een before it appeared in print, that I am sure, that if many of
these hot headed accusers were only to stop and think how foolish
such performances are on their part, and how unpleasant they are
to the victim, that they would not so readily expose themselves to
ridicule and we writers to pain.

There is a hand organ just beneath my window now, grinding
out "Some Day." "Chestnut !" Well, I guess you are right, but do
you know when I hear that piece of music, and am sitting here writ-
ing for a bicycling paper, it carries me back to the first time I ever
heard it. There is a little bicycle romance connected therewith that
might perhaps be worth narrating. Along in the summer of '82,

I think it was, I joined a fellew wheelman in a journey a- wheel
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from Brooklyn to Greenport, making a trip from one end of Long
Island to the other. It was an awfully hot day in August,
and men and riders were not then what they are now, so we were
purchasing our pleasure by the sweat not only of our brow, but of
every pore in our bodies. Something to drink became a necessity,

and despairing of ever finding a place to purchase it, we determined
to ask it as a favor at the next house we should reach. Just as we
were entering Bay Shore, our eyes were greeted by the sight of an
elegant cottage, all embowered in trees and vines, looking so cool
and charming, that to us, dust covered and parched with heat, it

seemed almost as welcome as an oasis is said to be to a lonely Arab
in the wastes of a desert. We leaned our wheels against the gate,

and crossing a small lawn presented ourselves at the front porch,
and looked for some bell or other means of making our presence
known to the inmates of the villa. Suddenly out from the gloom
of the shaded porch, a voice like a silver bell, so soft and low was
it, asked, "well, gentlemen, what is it?" Blinded by the glare of
the sun, we had not before noticed that lying in a hammock, sus-

pended from the posts of that porch, was an exceedingly pretty

girl, and for a moment so surprised were we, that for my life I

couldn't tell whether I wanted to commit arson or elope with the
young lady. Finally, however, my comrade, who was older and
more experienced than I, found both his voice and his wits, and
made our wants known. The lady had by this time betaken herself

from her comfortable hammock, and drawing nearer us, thus
plainly saw, and no doubt pitied, our sunburned faces, and asked
us if we would not prefer a glass of milk, instead of one of water.

Well, you can rather imagine that our reply was a very distinct

affirmative, and we soon found ourselves seated on that porch, with
a great glass pitcher of milk between us, which disappeared so

rapidly, without any visible effect upon our thirst, that our fair

hostess insisted on replenishing it for us, which we did not
quite so quickly empty. Those days riders were yet a novelty,

and as such commanded much interest and inquiry, so we were soon
engaged in a conversation with the lady who had so kindly and so
bountifully entertained us, in the course of which conversation
some mutual acquaintances were discovered, and the fad: brought
forth that my companion was a member of one of the most famous
quartettes of singers in New York. A request that he sing, could
not of course be refused, when it came from so fair a hostess, so into

the parlor we went, dusty and dirty as we were, and after offering

apologies for our appearances, my friend seated himself at the

piano, and in one of the most perfect baritone voices I have ever
heard, sang this same old chestnut, ''Some Day," then but just

published. By the time he had finished, the mother and sister of

the lady had joined us in the parlor, and what the audience lacked

in numbers it made up in appreciation, as an encore was insisted

upon and given. In a short time we took our leave and completed
our journey, upon which no pleasanter episode than this happened.
In about a year I attended' the wedding of my comrade and that

young lady, and I don't believe anybody but ourselves understood

why it was, that while waitiag for the ceremony to begin the

organist should choose so inappropriate a piece of music as "Some
Day" to act the part of an overture, as he did. We understood it,

however, and so I know the reader will, but that organist and the

one who was just now rendering it were different, much different;

that, too, I hope my reader will understand.

traits (?) of Messrs. Post, Tracy, De Blois, Huntington, Henry
Goodman and Joseph Goodman. For this enterprise, I under-
stand the World had a very narrow escape from several libel suits.

HARTFORD.

"CLAYTON."

About twenty-five of the Wheel Club
boys will accompany the Polo team to

New Haven on Thursday evening next,

leaving this city at 7 10. The make-up
of the team will be as follows : Wood,
first rush ; King, second rush ; Laiman,

centre; Shea, half back; Spaulding, goal. As the expense to the

New Haven club in securing the rink, etc., is quite large, an ad-

mission fee of 25 cents will be charged. An exhibition by Dan
Canary and a concert will take place before the game.

There is a movemvnt on foot which will probably result in

Asylum, Pratt, State and the business portion of Main streets be-

ing paved with asphalt and the remainder of the principal streets

with macadam ; at any rate the streets will have a general over-

hauling.

Harry Lee told the boys all about (?) his Providence trip, at

the club rooms, last Sunday. Harry was very loud in his praise of

the Rhode Island boys' hospitality.

About one-half of the boys in our club have contracted the

bowling craze, and having engaged one of the best alleys in town
for Tuesday evenings, have formed two teams, the management of

both being under Mr. Geo. C. Dresser.

Last Sunday'6 New York World devoted about three columns to

ar r.d on Hartford's prominent wheelmen, which contains por-

One of the events of the season was the

BALTIMORE visit here last week °f Edward Leslie, the
well-known comedian and mimic of the team

"ARGUS fR " °^ eclair and Leslie. Leslie is a cyclist,
' -' ' though a new accession to the ranks. He was

the guest of the Chesapeakes on Saturday-
night. After an introduction to the members he made one of a
supper party at Berger's, given by Wm. Unverzagt. When the
inner man was satisfied the whole party returned to the club house,
and revelled in music and jokes until 4 A. M. On Sunday after-
noon the Chesapeakes made a special run in his honor. Sunday
evening he spent at the Maryland Club house, where were gathered
a large number of members of that and the Chesapeake and Balti-
more Clubs. He is a genial fellow and made himself very popular.

The supper party alluded to above was, by the way, an unusually-
enjoyable affair. It was given by Mr. Unverzagt, in honor of hi's

twenty-first birthday. There was an abundance of choice fare, and
an unlimited supply of various brands of moisture wherewith to
wash it down. The speeches were short but appropriate, and at the
close of the feast the unanimous wish of the guests was that the
host might have many more twenty-first birthday celebrations of a
similar sort.

B. Howard Haman, one of our ablest lawyers, and a cyclist,

horseman and an amateur farmer, i$ preparing a bill for the
Division officials to lay before the Legislature. It will aim to make
the existing road laws more effective by the appointment of a State
Road Engineer.

The Centaur Club gave a big smoker on Monday, the 10th inst.

Many members of active clubs were present, and a most enjoyable
evening was spent.

The Chesapeake Wheelmen gave their regular monthly dance on
Tuesday. The spacious club house was filled with guests, who
voted the event the most enjoyable in the history of the club.

» Merrihew to-day tells me that the

PF VNSVT VANfA Chicago men positively refused to race at

any distance over 25 miles, and sooner

"ARTFI " than not have any contest the Wilming-
tonians waived their right as the chal-

lenged party and accepted that. And this

in the face of all the blow from the Windy City about the invin-

cibility of their men, both on the track and road ! If there is back-
bone enough in Chicago to come to time on the Van Wagoner
100-mile road race it will probably settle all claims to long-distance
honors, as more Eastern men than Van Wagoner will be in the ai-

fair. En passant, it is worthy of note that Mr. Van Sicklen has
not yet summoned sufficient heart of grace to accept, or even pay
any attention to, the recent offer to arrange a team track race this

3'ear, preferably at the League Meet. Discretion is undoubtedly
the better part of valor, but it might be just as well to muzzle the

Chicago news gatherers.

"Quaker City Wheelmen" is a name long time familiar to

Philadelphia riders, and it will be once more seen on the road, hav-
ing been assumed by the Edgeley Wheelmen.

St. Louis will make an acquisition by the removal of ex-Captain
Leisen, of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, to that city, which will

shortly take place.

B. F. McDaniel has received the gold stop-watch offered by
the Item as the prize for the 24-hour record created by him last

fall, and now finds that he is always wanting to know what time

it is.

Two full-dress receptions and balls are coming off this week, and
will be events of the past ere this reaches Philadelphia On Thurs-
day night Pennsylvania dances at the club house, and Friday night

it will be Century's turn. On Saturday night "Pennsy's" long-

looked for athletic entertainment comes off, with some of the best

local talent obtainable. A tug-of-war contest between tedms from
the Pennsylvania, Century and South End clubs will be the piece

de resistance, and for this a handsome trophy is offered as prize.

Momo Fckuzawa, a former member of the Pennsjlvania Bi-

cycle Club, writes to a friend in this city, from far Japan, that many
of his friends have become infected with his enthusiasm for wheel-

ing. He uses a safety, while a friend of his rides with him on an
ordinary.

The South End Wheelmen held a smoker and entertainment on
Friday night, which attracted a large audience. A large orchestra
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(flhat are the Advantages of the Eagle?

. THESE ARE A FEW OF ITS ADVANTAGES:

It runs easier and is propelled with less exertion than any other bi-

cycle in the world.
The weight of the rider being carried almost entirely upon one large

wheel, the friction to be overcome in running is reduced to the smallest
amount possible.

Every ounce of the rider's weight can be applied in propelling the
machine.

It is easier for the rider in riding long distances, as his weight can
be alternated from the saddle to the pedals.

The rider is in position to stand at any time upon the pedals and
neutralize all jolts with his knees and ankles, which are far superior to

any spring frame and much more durable.
It is an excellent hill climber, also safe and easy to control in

coasting.

It can be turned in less space and stopped more quickly than other
machines.

It is safe from headers.
It is noted for its excellent workmanship, and the material used in

its construction is the best that can be bought.

NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1890 WILL BE READY FEB. 20th.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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The 1890 Catalogue of the Coventry Machinists' Co., Ltd., con-

taining [full particulars of the "Swift .Safeties," including the latest

novelty, the

"SPRING-FRAME SWIFT."

GET IT. GET IT.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Ld.

339 Columbus Ave., BOSTON.
We were the first American mak-

ers to demonstrate the merit in the

bicycle for the use of a lady. We
are now making three that are suit-

able for the use of both sexes.

They are .

The American Rambler,

The American Light Rambler

—AND—

The American Ideal Rambler.

CALL AND SEE THEM AT OUR
Ik

JJ|
Boston Store, 178 Columbus Avenue,

OR WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

Qormully & JeffBry Ulfg. Co.,

CHICAGO &IBOSTON.
SOLE] NEW ENGLAND AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED£MERRITT TYPE] WRITERS.
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was in attendance, which rendered some very fine selections during

the evening. There were several fine exhibitions of sparring,

wrestling and fencing by the talent present.

The Syracuse Cycling Club met with a dis-

„v. Arrr^K appointment on Thursday, when it was learnediM^O{/M.
that a ,ease cou]d not be bta inecj for the

" <i/iT TAJ'A " premises it had in view for a club house. The
SAL.JIVA. OWner of the house backed out at the last mo-

ment. A special meeting was hurriedly called

for the following evening, and was largely attended. Another lo-

cation was presented by the committee, but was dismissed as not

being desirable. The boys were not disheartened, ani resolved to

a<ft as a committee of the whole to discover a suitable house. Nine
hundred dollars has been subscribed toward furnishing a club house,

and there is no doubt but that before the club is obliged to move
out of its present quarters (May 1st) the proper place will be found.

"Salina" was formally introduced to the Syracuse Cycling Club
at the last meeting, and the members did him the honor of appoint-

ing him "Club Correspondent" to the World.

At the February meeting of the Syracuse Cycling Club, that

organization placed' itself on record by adopted the following reso-

lution : 'Resolved, That at the opening of the wheeling season of

1890, it gives the members of the Syracuse Cycling Club pleasure

to send unanimous greeting to their Chief Consul, W. S. Bull.

Such greetings are intended as an assurance of approval of all that

he has done for the L. A. W., State and national, to wish success

to his present plans, and to renew allegiance to him for co-opera-

tion." The club also expressed its desire to have the annual State

race meeting of the L. A. W. held in Syracuse, and to look into the

possibility of such an event a committee was appointed, of which
Club Representative Charles W. Wood is Chairman. Eleven mem-
bers were admitted to the club.

James P. Becker, of the Knickerbocker Cycling Club, has ac-

cepted a position as permanent instructor of the Binghamton, N.
Y., gymnasium. He has the best wishes of his friends.

Several tandem bicycles will be ridden in Syracuse this season.
The Penn brothers have one already. Four new ones have already
been ordered, and all four tandems are in the Syracuse Cycling
Club. There is talk of a club tandem race. Avery and Wadsworth
are in training at the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium for the event. They
challenge the other teams to a race for the club championship.

'STAR."

(the classic Rhine) lying within the city limits, and transform it

into a magnificent boulevard. If it should be paved with asphalt
it would give the dudelets who dislike the dust of suburban roads,

a five mile stretch on which to display their agility. It will also
afford a most desired outlet for those taking runs to Venice, Ham-
ilton, Oxford, Lebanon, etc.

A bicycle club is somewhat of

ns\ n v/~t art 1 re imrcc an anomaly, as it is neither anPORKOPOLIS NOTES.
atWetic nJ'& 8odal organization
pure and simple, but is a com-
bination of both, and therein lies

its weakness. Without social
features there is nothing at the end of the riding season to hold the

club together, whilst if this feature predominates the cycles are

apt to grow rusty from disuse. In this very feature, however, there

is a lurking evil, fbr unfortunately there are some individuals who
cannot conceive of a social gathering in which "John Barleycorn"
does not participate. There are some such who have contracted or
rather expanded the habit of drinking till their capacity has be-
come unlimited. There are others who take in such quantities of
fire-water that their wheels become unmanageable, and to whom it

might not be 6afe to suggest the advisability of taking such loads
on the instalment plan. The presence of such an element in a bi-

cycle club may be all right to those who take pride in styling them-
selves "men of the world," and who sneeringly allude to those who
think differently as "narrow minded," but it is certainly not calcu-
lated to elevate or advance cycling to any great extent for the in-
terest of such persons in cycling is generally in an inverse ratio to
their capacity for stimulants.

The local wheelmen were shocked to hear of the mysterious dis-

appearance on the morning of Monday, Feb. 3, of Mr. H. W.
Longley. He left his purse and keys at home, and nothing has
been heard of him from 6 A. M. Monday to the present writing,
Saturday afternoon. He had been very ill for some time, and had
not yet fully recovered when his wife was taken seriously ill, and it

is believed that the consequent care and anxiety affected his mind.
He is one that was universally liked and respected. He was a very
enthusiastic cyclist, and by his daily example demonstrated the
practicability of the cycle in facilitating the transaction of busi-
ness. He was also a great believer in archer}', and has contested
in archery meets in all parts of the country. Whilst it is feared
that he may have suicided, his friends still cling to the hope that
he may be found alive.

The Legislature is to be asked to condemn that part of the canal

NEWS

AND COMMENT.

We are advised that Mr. Edwin Oliver,
familiarly known as "Ned" Oliver, has
severed his connection with Messrs. Gor-
mully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. We hear that
Mr. Oliver will be connected with some
newspaper in the Northwest. We hope

Mr. Oliver will not lose his interest in cycling affairs ; we do not
like to see the "Forty-niners" of cycling drop out of our circle. We
wish Mr. Oliver success wherever he goes.

We don't often publish poetry, but when we do we always insist

that it should -be remarkable for its excellence or atrocity. We
print the following, as it is remarkable for

"There was a brave rider named John,
Who always the large wheel rode on ;

While coasting a hill

With wonderful skill,

He struck a large rock,
Came near breaking his neck,
And now as he swiftly glides past us we see,

On a safety is riding friend John.
(Signed) P. Nutt."

Secretary Bassett got hold of the above, and penned the following
comment, which is, we must say, also "remarkable:" "P-Nuts
always make me ill."

The Newport, R. I., News says that the movement inaugurated
by wheelmen to obtain better roads, especially country roads, has
reached Rhode Island.

Chief Consul Emery was the guest of the Bay State Bicycle
Club, of Worcester/Mass., on the occasion of the fourth annual
supper of that club. As usual the Chief Consul made a strong
speech on behalf of the League. Mr. E. F. Tolman, as the "Father
of cycling in Worcester," gave some most interesting reminiscences.

Mayor Chapin, of Brooklyn, N. Y., last week appointed Captain
Charles H. Luscomb, of Company K, Thirteenth Regiment, Park
Commissioner to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of
Henry I. Hayden, who has just assumed charge of the Police De-
partment.

Messrs. Perkins and Cossum are in Albany this week, push-
ing the Roads Improvement Bill formulated and presented by the
national Rights and Privileges Committee.

We are sorry to hear that W. W. Windle is quite sick.

Professor P. LePerrier, a professor of French of several
schools in New York City, will pilot a seledt party of New York
cycling school boys abroad the coming summer.
The Hoosick Falls (N. Y.) wheelmen have a lot of 'talent"

among them. This "talent" lately gave a most enjoyable enter-
tainment in their native town, and so successful was it that they
consented to appear before a Cambridge, N. Y., audience last Fri-
day. The entertainment was pronounced a great hit.

The Argus, of Albany, N.Y. , thus describes the new quarters of the
Albany Wheelmen : "Last evening the Albany Wheelmen formally
opened their new and cosy quarters at 373 Hudson avenue. The
club house is unpretentious, and yet more cosy quarters cannot be
found. To the right of the hall is the parlor. About the walls are
tasteful pictures of the club, wheelmen on the road, and other apt
engravings and paintings. The pennant also decorates the wall,
while their banner of white and crimsbn, the colors of the club,
stands in a handsome case in one corner of the room. Rich tapes-
tries separate this room from that of the officers. The upper rooms
are all comfortably furnished and decorated, and throughout the
house everything has an inviting air. The club is in a prosperous
condition, and numbers over forty members. Miss Jennie Honig
was elected to honorary membership."
The Harvard Bicycle Club is going to hold a race meeting in

May. Valuable gold, silver and bronze medals will be given. Mr.
Green leaf will have sole charge of the whole matters.

The Albany (N.Y.) wheelmen's indoors tournament to be held to-
night (Friday) promises to be a big success in every way.

Western New York Cyclers are talking up a 100 miles road
race from Erie to Buffalo next spring.

The Chicago Times does not like the rule which bars men who
have won club races from entering "novice races." We must beg to
differ with the Times.
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The New Haven (Ct.) Bicycle Club is to hold a grand racing
tournament. All the clubs in the State will be invited to partici-

pate. Hamilton Park will be secured for some date between April
15 and May 15. There will be about ten races, and excellent prizes
will be offered for each event.

Miss Emma Rummell, captain of the Women's Wheel Club, of
Buffalo, rode during 1889 exactly 2937 miles on her ladies' bicycle.

The ladies' wheel is growing in popularity in New York. Mr.
Geo. R. Bidwell's instructor gave private lessons to twenty-four
young ladies in one day.

The Press of Great Fall6, N. H., in speaking of the proposed
bill for the improvement of highways to be introduced into the
Massachusetts Legislature, says: "Doubtless a State engineer
would be a very desirable official to have, but he never could con-
vince the average country highway-surveyor that the outlet of a
sewer should not be higher than its inlet, or that roads should not
be constructed so as to be volcanos of dust in dry times and oceans
of mud in the rainy season. There are some tasks too great even
for a State highway engineer to perform."

The American Laiv Register prints the following decision

:

Rider of a bicycle has equal rights upon the highway with a per-
son in a carriage drawn by horses, and allegations that a defend-
ant rode a bicycle in the centre of the road, at the rate of fifteen

miles an hour, up to within twenty-five feet of the faces of the
plaintiff's horses, whereby they became frightened and ran away
and injuried the plaintiff, do not state a cause of action. Holland
v. Bartch, S. Ct. Ind., Sept. 18, 1889.

A curious decision was rendered in a Washington (D. C.) po-
lice court the other day. A couple of weeks ago we reported a case
of collision and damages to the plaintiffs person and bicycle. The
defendant was on the wrong side of the street, and it was so proven.
Judge Miller, in giving his decision, said : "It is a very nice ques-
tion in my mind whether the horse ran into the bicycle or the bi-

cycle into the horse. Mr. Sanner (the defendant), I do not think
is liable, except in violating the police regulations by driving on
the wrong side of the street. He had no business on the wrong
side of the street, but after that was done, I do not think he should
be held responsible for the bicycle. I will impose a fine of $5."
With all due respect to the Honorable Judge, we do not think that

decision would hold waterjn a higher court.

Tuesday evening, the 4th inst., was the occasion of the second
grand reception of the Bridgeport (Ct.) Wheel Club in their rooms
in the Studio Building. Every detail for the comfort and con-
venience of the guests had been previously arranged, and the af-

fair passed off in a very successful manner. During the evening an
excellent collation was served, and the merry gathering did not
break up until the wee hours of the morning.

Eugene M. Aaron, the ex-Secretary-Editor of the League, has
gone to Mexico on special business for the society of which he is

Secretary.

Mr. Fred T. Merrill, of Portland, Or., has been expected
East for some time, but we are just in receipt of a letter from him,
in which he says : "Owing to sickness and death, my trip East
has been indefinitely postponed." We are sorry to hear of the

serious cause of Mr. Merrill's inability to come East.

The District of Columbia has called for sealed proposals for the

improving of the roads of the District by grading, laying gutters

and macadam roadway.

The latest wheelman to apply to the Kentucky Division of the

L. A. W. is Dr. B. O. Doyle. To the Doctor we must give the

credit of introducing the first lady rider to Louisville, his daugh-
ter, who, it is said, rivals her father in fast riding.

Good for the Amateur Athletic Union—if it only adopts the

rule as suggested by the Committee on Revision of Rules.

Mr. McOwen, the new proprietor and fiditor-in- chief of the

American Athlete., was in town last week. We had the pleasure of

meeting Mr. McOwen for the first time, and we sincerely trust that

it will not be the last. "Chris Wheeler," as he is known in the

family of cycling scribes, is one of the brightest and most entertain-

ing cf writers.

Captain McChan, of the Buffalo Ramblers, has tendered his

resignation, at a late meeting, which was accepted with the deepest

regret; business matters being the cause.

The Buffalo, N. Y., Bicycle Club have introduced the feature of

"Saturday night lunches," a feature which is bound to be a popular
one.

At a regular meeting of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club, at Hagers-
town, Md., on Monday evening, February the 3d, articles incorpor-

ating the club were read and approved. The legal incorporation of

the club will be effected at an early date.

The Pennsylvania Road Books recently ordered by the Maryland
Division have been received, and will probably be forwarded to
members of the Division this week.

The Boston Street Superintendent urges on the city government
the necessity of largely increasisg the appropriation for building
and maintaining streets. The street mileage of Boston has in-
creased vastly during the past year, and the appropriation has not
kept pace in proportion.

The Atlanta Wheelmen, of Baltimore, Md., effected a permanent
organization on Friday evening, February the 7th. The club will
make specialties of social features, and will encourage tandem
riding. At present it has a membership of about twenty-five, of
whom ten are ladies. A committee was appointed to secure suita-
ble club rooms.

We regret to hear that Mr. Charles Gates, a prominent and well-
known Buffalo wheelman, has met with a serious bereavement in
the death of his father. Mr. Gates will have the sympathy of his
numerous friends in his sorrow.

Our "baby" contemporary, the Bearings, is come to us. It is

only just born, but it seems to be a precocious infant, and bright
withal beyond its age. We welcome Bearings as an aid to further
the cause of cycling, and so long as it does thi6 we wish it pros-
perity.

*-

Ambition is generally very laudable.

Cff/CAGO NOTES * rejoice when I see a man attempt to
snatch victory from defeat, or even when

"ALERT" defeated try it again, if he has any fair

chance of success. Although a cat may
look at a king, yet it would not be fitting

to see them engaged in a contest of strength with each other.
When a man picks me up, dusts the floor with me, and leaves me
hors de combat, I am apt to admit that I am whipped, and also that
I am not over anxious to be again butchered to make that man a
holiday. When two bicyclists of experience, each in perfect condi-
tion, meet in an open contest the best man will win, and as many
more times as they meet will not change the order of finish. If this

is so, what will you say of a man who enters a race aiming to be
the first over the tape, but who finds himself beaten at the finish,

not by one but by a half dozen riders? and if this is repeated again
and again he should gracefully acknowledge his defeat. I certainly
admire the assurance of Mr. W. S. Campbell when he challenges
Mr. Lumsden for a series of races, when his defeat at Peoria by
half a dozen men is still fresh in his memory. Why he should
challenge this rider who is acknowledged the fastest in the We6t,
when there are Tuttle, Myers, Winship, Thorne, Van Sicklen, who
were defeated by Lumsden, and who in turn were victorious over
Campbell, 'tis to me the height of absurdity.

If Campbell is as we of the West think, a searcher after notoriety
and medals, let him beign at the bottom and work to the top. Let
him challenge the slowest of the Western cracks and defeat him
first, before he essays to meet Arthur Lumsden. But the die is

cast, and if anyone can discover Mr. Campbell with a microscope
after the second race he will be awarded a prfee, for he will cer-

tninly be gifted with second sight.

Mr. Campbell's challenge winds up with, "I hope that the

Referee will either accept the challenge or quit blowing, it wouldn't
make much difference to me which," and Mr. Miles might exclaim,

"and this to me?"
What would the East say if our champions went from their own

barn yard and were so "taken in" by a neighbor's chickens? What
would the Sporting Times say then ? Do you suppose that a trio of

our Western riders could go to another section of the country and
come back with only one prize, and that one was in competition

with a novice? When the Bankers and Campbell came West every

one expected that the local rider would not get any better than

fourth place, but when they went away the West was convinced
that three reputations, built mostly on wind had been most thor-

oughly exploded.

History repeats itself. When the "old masters" were passed

away, there sprang into existence a new set of painters, who, while

immeasurably inferior to their predecessors, 3 et lived and flourished

for a time on the glory of the old school. When the old school of

riders married and settled down, a new set of riders grew up like

mushrooms, and of this race the less said the better. Yes, Messrs.

Campbell, Banker brothers, et al., belong to the Renaissance, but

we hope the set back will be but for a short while, when a few such

men as Windle (is supposed to be) will put these men in retire-

ment.
The Referee is very fair minded, and as far as I can see has

treated the Eastern riders with marked consideration, and what is

said about Lumsden was gleaned at Peoria, when he defeated every
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amateur wheelman of any note in America, and although he does

not ask the title of champion, jet he is to-day the fastest amateur
in this country, and that title should not be disputed until he has

been beaten.

The new cycling paper, the Bearings, say : "The World's Chi-

cago correspondent, 'Alert,' is away off on some of his statements,

but his poetry isn't bad." This is very sad. I claim that my writ-

ings are the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth. But
as for my poetry—well, we will let that pass. The Bearing's club

notes are written by "Two Sharps," as they style themselves, but

from their writings I should suggest that the name be changed to

"Two Flats."
*

ENGLAND AND' THE CONTINENT A WHEEL.
{BY GEO. D. MITCHELL.)

( Continued.

)

Unfortunately all the roads leading into Paris but the single one
by way of Versailles are paved, so we were compelled to take the

train at Pontoise for the remaining fifteen miles. We had feared

from the general reports that Paris would be crowded, especially

over that greatest of fete days, the 14th of July, but the fact is the

crowd has not been felt, and I would hardly have noticed that any-

thing unusual was in progress in the city; lodgings perhaps have
advanced to about twice the normal rates, but at the restaurants the

usual prices prevail. To give an idea of the cost of reasonably com-
fortable living in Paris at this time, I may say that we paid for our

lodgings, in the very centre of the city, everything included, about

fifty cents apiece per day, and got very satisfactory dinners, with a

small bottle of wine included, for twenty-five or thirty cents; so

that the living expenses of a moderately economical traveller need

not exceed $1.25 a day. To be sure, the horse-steak may be occas-

sionally tough, but, as I heard one American say, "it tastes

good," so the philosopher will not let that irritate him.
There is considerable asphalt and wood block pavement in Paris,

but for the most part the Belgian block prevails, and any cyclist

who contemplates riding much around Paris, either within or with-
out, will be disappointed. I took a fifteen mile tour of the city one
day and found most of the road rather rough. But I could not de-

sist from riding out to Versailles one Sunday, over that famous
road by which the mob dragged Louis XVI. back to Paris. The
twelve miles out was a hard tug up hill, but I coasted most of the

way back, and the view of Paris from the side hill behind St. Cloud,
which was a favorite haunt of Napoleon's, would repay one for a

much harder pull. I fell in with three other Americans on wheels,
one living in Paris, another utilizing a two-month's vacation a-wheel
and the third combining business and pleasure making drawings of
new buildings in Europe, while on a cycle tour, for an American
architectural publication. It is an amusing fact that around Paris

the cabmen pay no heed to the cycler's warning bell, which is

hardly heard above the clatter, so a sort of fish horn is now used,

copied from those employed by 'bus-drivers, fastened to the handle
bar and operated by compressing a rubber bulb, and producing a
rasping blast that Gabriel will have to hustle to equal.

It is perplexing enough to travel on English railroads, or even
in America, with a bicycle, but to run the gauntlet at a French
railway station, without being able to treat with the girard in his

native tongue, is infinitely more discouraging. You must first

procure your ticket, then have your wheel weighed and pasted over
with bills at another place, get your check and pay for it at still

another, and finally see your property safely aboard the train your-
self, subsidizing the attendants with a prodigal hand meanwhile.
With this unwelcome prospect before us, however, when we left

Paris we were forced to go by rail as far as Lagny, about fifteen

miles, the road being horribly paved. We had provided ourselves
in Paris each with a kind of felt-covered canteen, carried by a strap
over the shoulder, and having filled them with wine, which costs
from ten to twenty cents a quart, we felt quite independent of the
wayside inn-keepers as we headed our wheels toward Brussels, 200
miles away.
We took dejeuner No. 2 at Meaux, and from the hill beyond,'

forty-five kilo6., or about twenty-eight miles from Paris, the Eiffel

tower could still be seen. Here we were directed to proceed to
La Ferte, but after riding about ten miles we discovered that we
were not on the right road for the particular La Ferte mentioned,
there being three town of the name in that section. Resolved with
Napoleon, however, never to turn back, we continued our course
to La Ferte sur Juarre, confident that we would there find a cross
road to La Ferte Milon, and after a general parley with the larger
portion of the town's population we succeeded in tracing out a
route on our map to the desired point. It first led up a long
hill, from the top of which we had a magnificent view of the valley
of the Marne, which we had just left, and then across the water-
shed which divides the Marne from the Ourcq. Like all such cross

roads it was very little travelled and hilly, but we resolved to do
penance for losing our way by seeing ourselves back on the direct

road to Soissons before ending our day's ride, although our appe-
tites suggested that it was already late. Just before dark we struck

a three-mile down grade, which took us directly into welcome La
Ferte Milon, where we found one of those dinners awaiting us
which would be a recompense for many bad roads, and to which we
did such a full measure of justice that my national pride felt deeply
injured when I had to confess that we were Americans, for we liter-

ally laid the table in waste. It was here that we first encountered
anything at all approximating good old American pie, which the

European traveller sadly misses, for be it known that although
their pastry over here has a very seductive .exterior its material

qualities are an absolute delusion.
(To be continued.}

FOR THE BETTS MEDAL.
The 50-mile race for the Betts Medal was finally run and won on

the 2d February in New Orleans. The course was down St. Charles
to Napoleon avenues, turning up St. Charles again to Carrollton
avenue and back for ten laps. The whole distance was 50 miles to

an inch.

The starters were : H. Christy, Neal S. Graham, R. M. Nolan
and B. W. Cason.Jr. All kept pretty well together for the first

three laps, the men keeping up a steady pace at about a 3.30 clip.

At five, Graham, who had been leading, showed signs of
weakening, and Nolan and Christy were losing ground rapidly.

On the sixth lap, Graham dropped out, and Nolan and Christy still

went farther to the rear. Nolan could not get nearer Cason than
a quarter of a mile, and Christy was a good three miles to the bad.
This was about the position of the men at the finish. Cason
rushed in and was caught up by a crowd ready to welcome the
plucky victor, having completed the whole distance in 3 hours 39
minutes and 20 seconds. Nolan deserves credit for the way he
stood by the young champion and won the medal given as the sec-

ond prize, as none but a determined man could do. His time was
3 hours 48 minutes and 10 seconds. Christy came in 25 minutes
and 50 seconds behind

L
the winner, and just did come within the

limit which permits him to challenge the winner. Cason is only

17 years of age. He promises to be a goer of the first water if he
does not use himself up before he matures.

HARVARD CHALLENGES YALE.

To the Captain of the Yale Bicycle Club :

Dear Sir—The Harvard Bicycle Club hereby challenges the Yale
Bicycle Club to a team race ; it leaves the choice of course, dis-

tance, number of men, and date, to Yale.
Hoping to receive a favorable answer from you, we remain,

Your obedient servants,
(Signed) E. H. Rogers, President,

C H. Spencer, Secretary,
T. Barron, Captain.

Cambridge, February, 1890.

HEARING ON THE PERKINS-COSSUM BILL BEFORE
THE NEW rORK STATE COMMITTEE ON

WAYS AND MEANS.

The Committee on Ways and Means of the New York Legis-
lature met at 3.30 P. M. Wednesday, February 12, and gave a hear-
ing on the Road Bill, drawn by Messrs. Perkins and Cossum. The
committee, at their suggestion, also took up the Potter Bill.

Messrs. Perkins andfcCossum appeared and were heard, as was also
Mr. DePuyster. The committee voted to refer the L. A. W. bill to
a sub-committee for it to report back, and also look into Mr. Potter's
bill and if expedient submit a new draft. The committee asked
many questions and appeared much interested. Now, whatever
bill the committee shall report, let all join hands and work to se-

cure its passage.

Messrs. Frank W. Bailey, Park Densmore and George Inglis
Black, all of Erie, Pa., are booked for Elwell's European Bicycle
Tour. The party is already more than half full. They leave
New York June 7th, on the steamer "La Bretagne," of the French
line. This is the highest priced line that crosses the Atlantic, and
everything aboard is superlatively fine. Arrangements have been
completed by which the party will stop at first-class hotels through-
out the tour. In Paris they will quarter at the "Continental," at
the Falls of the Rhine they stop at the magnificent "Schweizer-
hof," at Strasburg at Hotel Victoria, etc. Additional information
in regard to the tour will be out about the first of March.
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THE GEORGE A. JESSUP CASE.

The unfortunate complications between Mr. George A. Jessup
and the City Bank of Scranton, Pa., which are no doubt fresh in

the minds of most of our readers, was brought to a satisfactory

termination last Monday. It will be remembered that criminal pro-

ceedings were commenced against Mr. Jessup by the bank officials.

One indictment for felony and the other misdemeanor. In conse-

quence of the peculiar circumstances of the case and on the present

ing of the following petitions a nolle prosequi, we are glad to say

was entered in his case

:

In the Court of Quarter Sessions, etc.—The undersigned, prose-

cutor of the above-mentioned bills of indictment, respectfully asks

the Court to grant leave to have a nolle prosequi entered in the same.
Mr. Jessup had made a satisfactory arrangement of his indebted-

ness to the Scranton City Bank before the finding of the bills of

indictment in the above cases. I do not think the interests of jus-

tice demand any further prosecution. Chasles Tropp.
A similar communication from Messrs. L. N. Kramer, M. Levy,

W. J. Lewis, W. C Conwell and E. H. House, the Depositors'

Committee, was then read.

The following was also presented :

To the Honorable Judges of the Court of Quarter Sessions :

The action of Mr. Jessup since the failure of the Scranton City
Bank has been satisfactory so far as we can learn to the depositors

of the institution. His willingness heretofore to render all the as-

sistance seemingly in his power to bring about an early and desir-

able adjustment of its affairs, and the difficulties suggested to us by
our counsel, under all the circumstances to relieve the case of serious

doubts when tried, as to criminal intent, leads us to consent to a

withdrawal of the criminal prosecution.
Charles Tropp,
Victor Koch,
Morris Goldsmith,
Henry Abmbrust,
E. Merrifield,

Directors.

CORRESPON DE N C E

.

[ The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter
which in his opinion is improper.]

LEAGUE AND DIVISION RIGHTS IN NEW YORK.

Editor Bicycling World: In January 31st issue (pages 287 and

291) I notice personal and official letters from Mr. Isaac B. Potter,

graphically describing the situation of roads improvement legisla-

tion at Albany. Kindly permit me a word, if the subject admits of

serious discussion.

It will not be necessary to embark in a legal controversy over the

right—under direction of the "Conference" called last December by
President Luscomb—of the whole or part of the national officials of

the League to force the presentation of a bill such a6 the "De
Puyster bill" upon any Division. Article IV. of the L. A. W. By-
Laws, gives only "visitorial power over Divisions and Sub-Di-
visions" to the Executive and Finance Committee (League Presi-

dent and Vice Presidents), when acting for the National Assembly
when that is not in session; such committee, also, "may take

summary action in cases of default," only. "The Committee on
Rights and Privileges shall consider and advise" concerning "the

enactment of legislation," and the Committee on the Improvement
of Highways shall "encourage legislation requiring good roads."

Under a similar condition of federal laws in the United States

President Harrison and hi6 cabinet, for example, would hardly

present bills to the New York Legislature.

Has there, again, a "default" ensued? It would hardly seem that

there has been a failure of action. Mr. Potter states that "more
than two years ago the New York State Division was committed to

the support of the New York State Roads Improvement Associa-

tion," that the Division's "declared policy" has been "uniformly
against a separate movement carried on by wheelmen alone," and
that a bill was in a preparation at the very time of President Lus-
comb's "Conference."

It is, of course, very desirable for both Division and national

officials to act in perfect harmony; but if national and State views
simply differ in modes of action, it is impossible for the writer to

understand how the national view can rightly crowd out the differing

State opinion in a matter not infringing the national Constitution

and By-Laws, especially when the particular national view, the

supremacy of which is sought, has not been authoritatively adopted
by the National Assembly. "The Chief Consul shall be the execu-

tive officer of the Division," and his committees represent his

State, and not the national, control. No State official wants a bill

crammed down his throat, especially by an advisory body attempt-
ing to usurp his functions. Such unwarranted action is very ex-

asperating, perfectly intolerable, and if persisted in, simply invites

disaster.

Expressions of opinion may be heard casually from time to time
that such "interference" is born of League politics or is an attempt
on the part of the present occupant of the League Presidency to

perpetuate his tenure of office by using the highway improvement
movement as a campaign boom ; these are points the writer declines

to discuss, although assuredly such motives—if true—would not be
high minded, but very selfish and discreditable. The great point is,

whether some of the national officials have not been over zealous
and interfering and whether—when their help proves a hindrance

—

it would not be advisable to withdraw their own bill and give their
support to the Divisions official wishes by supporting the measure in-

troduced by Senator Coggeshall and Assemblyman Rhodes. Some
such course is hinted at by the Wheel.
As to the wisdom of the Road Improvement Association, I can

testify from present experience as Chairman of the Rhode Island

Division's Committee on Improvement of Highways that such is

the only surely successful course even for the rare case of an official

who is on friendly terms with the majority of the members of any
State legislature. In Rhode Island we at first thought we could get
along without the large additional labor of arranging a Rhode
Island Roads Improvemennt Association ; but we have found it

necessary to form one and its rapidly increasing signers—who
must be voters—at the same time petition our General Assembly,
when signing their names as members of the Association. When
"these by-cy-clists" alone ask for legislation, they meet with a

somewhat chilly reception and although the idea may be a shallow
pretence, it is believed their demands are selfish. But when the

moral support of the farmer, merchant, mechanic, doctor, lawyer,

minister, teacher—ot "all sorts and conditions of men"—is readily

given to an Association, then the voice of the taxpayer and voter

will possess an irresistable charm to the legislators who hold office

by their favor.

Let, then, Division and League help on one anothe-i, since they

are one and their interests should be one ! Unite on the Roads
Improvement Association's bill and save us any reproach of being

a lot of boys quarrelling over an office or scrambling for prestige

!

Wm. M. P. Bowen.
Providence, R. I., February 4th, 1890.

AN EXPLANATION.

Editor Bicyeling World: In justice to the Rambling Wheelmen I

would state that the polo team representing that club is an entirely

separate institution from the club itself, being run by a separate

association composed of ten members, who belong to the clab, and

who hold themselves responsible for all bills contracted by 6aid

polo team. The Rambling Wheelmen, as a whole, never have or

never intend to have anything to do with the care and maintenance

of said team or the controversies engaged in by them.
Respectfully, "Nostaw."

MR. VAN WAGONERS CHALLENGE.

Editor Bicycling World: Please publish the following, and head

it to suit yourself. •

Friend Spokam—I saw an article in a Chicago cycling paper,

saying that my challenge to a 100-mile road race was accepted by

seven Western racing men. Until to-day I had not received any

answer to said challenge, except one from Thorne. This morning

I saw an article in the Wheel, saying Spooner, Barrett, Van Sick-

len, Thorne, Roe and Andre accept the challenge. Very well. I

am glad they have no objection to making it an open race, as some
of the Eastern riders will enter, under the circumstances, and see if

they can keep up with the Chicago flyers(?). I am perfectly satis-

fied to all race on the same day and at the same time, and am satis-

fied with the date, so long as it is understood that it is to be ridden

rain or shine, no matter if the mud is a foot deep. What strikes

me rather peculiar, is that in one of the letters from the Captain of

the C. C. C. to the Captain of the Wilmington Wheel Club, con-

cerning that team race, he said that most of the riders had refused

to race the Wilmington team any distance over 25 miles, and here

are a number of them already answering my challenge to a 100-mile

race. I can't possibly see how it is that Chicago can't get up a team

to race 100 miles, when there are so many that are willing to ride

a 100-mile challenge race, especially after stating in their challenge

to the Wilmington Wheel Club that they would ride any distance.

Will some one please enlighten me on the subject, and oblige

Newport, R. I. W. Van Wagoner.
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THE NEW RACING RULES.

Editor Bicycling World : For some years wheelmen have been
trying to have bicycling as a sport recognized by athletes generally.

Gradually this has come about, though even now there is only one
athletic club in the country—the Berkeley—in which bicycling oc-

cupies nearly as important a position as the other departments of

track athletics. The Berkeley track is also the only one—outside

of some college tracks—that is kept in fit condition for bicycling,

and it is well known that a track may be a very fair running track,

and yet execrable for bicycling. At most athletic games there is

only one bicycle race, and I have read numeroue complaints in the

cycling papers that this was so. It seemed, however, by the in-

creased interest that was being taken in cycling, and by the fact

the athletic clubs were beginning to get fast riders on their teams,
that this might soon be changed.
Now comes these new racing rules—which the West and a few

cycling editors East, but no one else, praise so very highly—and
undo all the good that has been done. Cycling will be either

dropped entirely from large athletic events, or it will fall to a very
inferior place,—where, I am very sorry to say, many track athletes

think it belongs,—or else the A. A. U. will take charge of racing,

and will be backed by most of the racing men in and around New
York. The L. A. W. will continue to reign out West, where there

are not many large athletic clubs, and where those that there are ig-

nore cycling.

Leaving out the question of A. A. U vs. L. A. W., I think that

this rule of not allowing athletic clubs to pay expenses is an ut-

terly nonsensical one. There is hardly an athlete in the country
who does not spend more money on athletics than he gets out of it.

The Harvard Athletic Association gives each man on the Mott
Haven team $16.50 to pay his expenses to the Intercollegiate Ath-
letic Association games. I have yet to hear, however, of the man
who has not had to supplement this with some of his own money
to bring him home. The average man cannot afford to engage in

athletics if not even his bare expenses are paid. If bicycle clubs
would pay the expenses of their racing men, well and good ; but I

do not believe there were three clubs in the country last year that
paid the entrance fees of their racers, let alone anything else. The
Bicycling World declares in almost every issue that the mission
of the L. A. W. is the improvement of the highways. For heaven's
sake let it stick to its mission, and not do everything it can to
make true the old saying, Racing is dead.
Cambridge, February 8, 1890. Kenneth Brown.

ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE HARTFORD ( CT.

)

BOARD OF TRADE,

BY COL. A. A. POPE, OF BOSTON.

We print below copious excerpts from the address delivered
last Tuesday, by Col. Pope, before the Hartford Board of Trade.
We regret that our space forbids us printing same in extenso, but
the parts omitted on the subject of the action taken in different
States, while of vast interest and value to hi6 hearers, have already
been treated of in full in these columns :

"The first evidence of habitation looked for in a newly-discovered
land is the trace of the foot print of a human being, whether in the
scattered tracks of some casual explorers who have gone away
again, or the beaten paths of those who have made it their home,
and already have their established settlements with regular routes
between them.
Communication between one point and another is the idea stand-

ing first in the mind of the settler, after that of the building of his
home, and we see the progress of the idea developing with the
country, from the 'blazed' line through the otherwise trackless
forest, then the bridle path over the roughly cleared way; following
this, the gradual stages of growth of the road proper, from that un-
regenerate condition which probably gave rise to the theory of the
"survival of the fittest," because it would kill any ordinary mortal
to ride over it, to Macadam's perfe&ed road, and the splendid sheet
asphalt which it is the privilege of some of us to enjoy to-day.
The establishment of communities and of intercourse between

them came before the formation of government.
A prime function of government is the protection of the life and

property of the citizen, and I maintain that very high among the
duties of a general government should come the construction and
maintenance of roads which shall serve in the best possible way the
interests and welfare of the general public.

It is an unfortunate fa& that our own government has thus far
taken little advantage of even that authority distin&ly given it
under the constitution, for the construction of post roads. Still
less has it used its right to go beyond this in the establishment of

national thoroughfares, which could afford as good opportunities
for military and all other movements, and would redound in all ways
to the credit of the country as do the magnificent roads of Euro-
pean countries.

Constituted as our government is, covering the infinite necessi-

ties of so great and prosperous a country, and necessarily a compli-
cated one with its system of State organizations below it, it can
perhaps hardly be expected that every duty should have "been ful-

filled thus far, nor that even now a matter which has had 60 little

attention as this question which is of importance to us, can be
brought before our national Congress with such prompt suscess as

to bring us within a reasonable time such improvements as think-
ing people are demanding to-day.

The pressing needs of the country, and the increasing demand of
the public are such that it does seem by all means desirable to bring
it up in proper form in each State, and by legislative adts secure
such provisions and organizations as shall result in the greatest
possible amount of good.
No small amount of work is already being done in this direction

in several of our States, and the good results are already making
themselves felt in many directions. * * *"
[The speaker here relates to his hearers the adtion taken in New

York and Massachusetts towards roads improvement legislation,
and outlines the provisions of the several proposed bills, particulars
of which we have already printed.

—

Ed.]
"What we complain of, under the present condition of affairs, says

one of your own citizens of the good old Nutmeg State, who is al-

ready thoroughly interested in the road question, is 'that all four
of the wheels of our wagons are often running on different grades.
This kind of a road, if a body tries to trot any, is apt to throw a
child out of its mother's arms. We let our road menders shake us
enough to the mile to furnish assault and battery cases for a thou-
sand police courts.'

It is clearly recognized by the framers of both these bills [New
York and Massachusetts.

—

Ed.], that better roads benefit every one
who rides, drives, or walks over them, bring farmers nearer to
market, increase value of taxable property by inviting the best peo-
ple to settle in town, are of incalculable benefit to the general pub-
lic, and save wear and tear on vehicles. * * * "

[Col. Pope then outlines the attitude of Pennsylvania, and the
action of the special Commission appointed in that State to look
into and advise on the roads improvement question. He also re-

fers to the movement in Maryland and Ohio. All of which we
have informed our readers of in previous issues.

—

Ed.]
"Not only such movements as this (in the States mentioned) are

being pressed, but the educators of the country are doing no small
amount for the furtherance of the movement.
In Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn., for instance, a course

has lately been established for the instruction, without charge, of a
class in road engineering, to which is admitted one highway official

from every county in the State. This course consists of lectures
and work upon the principles and science of the proper location,
construction, reconstruction and maintenance of roads, and a thor-
ough study of systems of highway ministration.
A valuable lecture delivered at Brown University, and a course of

twelve lectures now being delivered in the Lowell Institute course
in Boston, are among the noted efforts being made by speakers and
educators to do their share in the good work, and to educate the
public up to an appreciation of what their right6 and necessities are
in this direction.

Surely it is time for the good State of Connecticut to wheel into
line in this great movement. From personal experience we all

know that her roads are not so good as to remove from her the
necessity of 'mending her ways.'
To quote again from your good citizen, to whom I have already

referred, for he seems to have come pretty close to the gist of the
matter, 'How can we expect civil service reform in high places,
while with outrageously false pretences we are continually taking
the people's money in these mud holes? It was settled at Spring-
field last summer, and with wisdom, I think, that future probation
is dubious. We need to behave, you see, so that we can be for-

given in this world for what we do, but I'm afraid some of our
good road menders rely too much on the future. The church has
a deep interest in Connecticut roads—much too deep between coun-
try churches.'

Well, the old ways are the prevailing ways yet, and what we want
to do as citizens of to-day, is to bring the public into a keen realiza-
tion of the need of new road laws.

It has become the manifest duty of every State to provide by
legislative act for the making and improving of the highways.
The form of organization be6t adapted for your own State can be
more readily determined upon by yourselves than by an outsider,
but it would appear that between the establishment of a Board of
Commissioners, and the creation of a professional and practical
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State Superintendent of Roads, the latter would seem the more de-

sirable plan. Under the charge of this head an effort should be
made at once in the direction of improving certain of your main
thoroughfares already in existence.

The material for doing the necessary work is abundant in all

parts of your State. Once provided with 6tone crushers for every
road district:, you have useless stone walls enough in Connecticut
to thoroughly macadamize every road, and still enough left to loan
to less fortunate neighbors.
We can learn much from the old world in this matter.
Your Legislature should enact a law compelling the use of broad

tires, from three to six inches in width, on all wagons built to carry
heavy loads. These broad tires would serve as rollers to compact
the road instead of cutting it up and destroying it, as is now the
case with narrow tires.

Sufficient time should be given to enable the change to be
made, and after that time all wagons with narrow tires should be
taxed.

Governor Hill, of New York State, in his annual message for

1890, has dwelt with much emphasis on the needs of the State in

this direction, and he has reccommended the passing of such an act

as shall provide eventually two improved roads, north and south,

through each county, so connected and running together so as to

form a network of as nearly as possible perfect roads over the whole
State.

While this degree of confidence as to what may be done is most
commendable, it may be better here to undertake less at the out-
set; but if one road should be perfected, running south, following
in general the line of the consolidated road from Springfield to

New Haven, and thence to the New York line, connecting all the
great towns along the line by a magnificent carriage way, and then
another following in a general way the course of the New England
road, certainly this would be a good beginning, and an example
and incentive for every part of the State.

For the creation of these new roads, it is my firm conviction that

the whole State should bear the burden, a bonded loan being ne-
gotiated, and that by the use of sufficient money without waste,
these should be made model roads which shall redound to the credit

of the State, and add to its prosperity, and unquestionably in-

crease the total valuation of its property. So much for the needs
and the duties of the State.

I believe that it is to such men as you (the backbone and brain of
Connecticut), that we must look for the instituting of practical re-

forms ; that it must be you who 6hall shoulder the responsibility of
starting a legislative movement, and that yourselves shall be the

guiding heads and hands which shall see it through to a right and
proper termination ; but, it is of more especial interest and im-
portance to remind you of what your requirements and duties are

as citizens of this splendid capital, a city already noted well nigh
throughout the civilized world for the commercial prosperity and
sagacity of her business men, for her advantageous location,

wealth and beauty. * * *

"

[The speaker then at length alludes te the local requirement of
Hartford. He recommends for streets on which traffic is very heavy
that granite blocks laid in cement be used, while on the residence

streets and where traffic is lighter, he recommends asphalt and
on the outlying districts macadam. He lays great stress on the

fact that these be laid down and constructed in the most approved
style.—Ed.]
"The great excellence of the English and Continental roads and

streets is undoubtedly due to their being properly made in the first

place, but the satisfactoriness of their use, and the small percent-

age of cost of maintenance is secured by their being kept con-

stantly in order, at all times clean, and as a minor feature, by be-

ing kept moist as constantly as is feasible.

The moisture of the climate in England is a great aid in keeping
their splendidly constructed highways in order.

As I have already suggested, the curse of any pavement is the

incessant disturbance to which it is subjected. The water and
sewer departments, the gas company, the underground conduit peo-
ple, and only too many others seem to feel it their divinely con-
stituted right to raise havoc with the street surfaces at all possible

times. * * * But there is a remedy for this which they have
discovered in Europe, and have put into effect in at least three of

their leading cities.

Thus far it has not been tried to my knowledge in America, and
the opportunity is before .you to show our countrymen the advan-
tage of the tunnel system. You need not go into it extensively,

but you have an admirable chance to try it for a few blocks at first,

perhaps, in your main street.

By the construction of a proper underground way, you may pro-
vide for the reception of all the pipes and wires that can possibly

be needed for ages to come. You can save untold expense in future

years, and you can secure an adequate remuneration by levying
tolls on private parties or corporations who need to use it for their
special purposes, and you will have the satisfaction of ar\ undis-
turbed street pavement for at least the length of this tunnel, and
here you would have an opportunity to lay a foundation that would
last for centuries and give your descendants abundant cause to

bless the memory of the citizens of to-day. * * *

It is clearly demonstrated by those most competent to make their
statements upon these matters, that, given a properly constructed
highway, and the proper system of care and repair, the total cost
of construction and maintenance at the end of a reasonable term,
say thirty years, will not materially exceed the cost of construction
and the expense of maintenance of such streets as you are riding
over to-day, to say nothing of the added comfort of using the
former, the diminished wear and tear of your vehicles, and upon
all living creatures, brute or human, who are obliged to make use
of them, nor of the very great increase in the value of prop-
erty. * * *

But now, to come down to the practical, I urgently recommend
that you appoint a committee to give this matter their attention, to

draw an order to be introduced into the city government, inaugu-
rating a system of improvement in the city streets, and also another
committee to draw a bill to be presented to your Legislature at

their first sitting, which shall provide for the improvement of the

highways of the State ; this committee to be authorized to invite

prominent citizens from other parts of the State to act with them,
both committees to report to this board for their final approval.
We boast to-day of the greatness and perfection of our railway

systems, of their magnitude over those of any other country.
Why do we not take as much pride in the building up and perfect-

ing of our highways ?

If we should devote a part of the great energy now given to ex-

tending our railroads to improving our highways, it would not be
many years before we should have the right to take a national

pride in them.
The trouble is that the railroads are built and run by private en-

terprise and the highways by the public, and here the old adage is

true that 'what's everybody's business is nobody's.'
This is a day of combinations, and why should you not as public

spirited men combine for the public good in this matter and stick

to it, until your city and State have highways that are second to

none.
Then will you leave to those who follow after you an inheritance

of more value than monumental marble or granite shaft."

PSYCHO SAFETIES.
As promised in our last issue we present a partial announcement

of the Capital Cycle Co.'s wheels for this year.

This company proves itself to be up with the times by introducing

five (5) new styles of Diamond Frame safeties, by reducing the

weight, as, for instance, Racer 20 pounds, full Roadster 38 pounds,
Light Roadster 30 pounds, and by introducing a first quality Dia-

mond Frame safety for $110—thus placing the Psycho in the reach

of all.

A peculiarity of the Capital Cycle Co. is that they have never

found it necessary to change any of the styles introduced by them
each year. They will import all of the seven (7) forms of safeties

that they handled last year, 18S9.

Their Straight Frame safety is now in its fifth year, and the Tan-
dem, Men's Drop, Ladies and Ladies Light Roadster Psychos are

now in their third season without change. The Extra Ladies 34
pound, an extremely graceful, strong and light wheel, is now in its

second season. All these without changes.
The Capital Cycle Co. recommend the last year's Drop Frame

wheels as the most desirable for family and general use as they can

be used by both sexes and will supply a larger demand when neces-

sary to sell.

They are among the lightest, most graceful, simplest and be6t

proportioned Drop Frame safeties, and they tell us that not one has

ever broken in the two years' use.

Agents who represent the Capital Cycle Co. can give their cus-

tomers choice of fifteen different styles and weights of safeties.

All the parts are thoroughly interchangeable and will change
from one style of wheel to another. For instance, the cones in the

Ball head are same as those in the crank shaft and the same on each

and every machine except the racer.

The Capital Cycle Co. have decided to put balll heads on some
of their Psychos.
This ball head is light and neat, all four of the cones on which

the balls run can be turned around any part of a circle at will of

rider, and thus wear is distributed, yet they recommend their coned
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PSYCHO SAFETIES (Continued.)

or gate neck. Only one has broken, they tell us, in five years ,and
that was in an accident.

The originality and style of the Capital Cycle Co. is shown in

their catalog. They intend getting out three 6tyles of catalogs, two
of which will, they assert, "excel in artistic design anything yet
produced by the trade." Illustrations by half-tone process will

adorn each page, and the cover will be very elaborate. Every
wheelman will want it for its sixteen illustrations of cycling scenes.
The Capital Cycle Co. are also sole importers of the celebrated

Bell Rock Safety Lamps. The original and first "non-go-out-able"
spring hinge back lamp. A full line will be carried and the trade
generally supplied.
The Capital Cycle Co. give the broadest guarantee in the trade,

as they guarantee against faults of construction as well as defective

workmanship and material, and make the purchaser the judge in

every case.

To the right parties they offer to take back any Psycho purchased
of them within thirty days, and give in even exchange any ether
make on the American market that the customer desires, customer
to be the judge in every case. This shows the confidence th«y have
in their Psychos.

ladies' extra light roadster "psycho."

Weight, 34 pounds ; 28-inch equal sized wheels ; weldless steel
tube frame. Of this machine they say : "This is the lighest and
most graceful of all Psychos for ladies, and is of the highest grade
in the art." Intended for light, short ladies. Price, $140.

THE PSYCHO SAFETY.

(King of Diamonds.)
Full Roadster, 38 pounds; Light Roadster, 32 pounds; 30-inch

front, 28-inch rear wheel
;
patent weldless steel tube frame ; detach-

able foot rests; 56 inch gear; 7-8x3-4 inch tires; front wheel spoon
brake; balls all around. The company write us that they "claim
it to be the lightest and neatest/a// roadster in the world, and is of
the highest grade possible in the art for 1890." Price, $140. Fish
or Brooks saddle.

THE PSYCHO SAFETY.

(White Diamond.)
Semi-racer, 27 pounds ; Light Roadster, with guards and larger

tires, 30 pounds ; 29-inch front, 28-inch rear wheel
;

gear, 60-inch ;

weldless steel tube throughout, plunger brake not shown ; detach-
able foot rests; balls all around; ball or centre steering. Highly
recommended by the Capital Cycle Co. for those who know how
to ride and use a light machine. Price, $140.

THE PSYCHO SAFETY.

(Black Diamond.)
Thirty-inch equal sized wheels; gear, 54-inch; weldless steel

tube frame, doubly stayed with crescent shape or rim steel. "This
machine," they write us, "is the strongest and most durable ma-
chine we handle, and is remarkable value for the monev." Baked
enamel, parts nickeled. Price, $110.

THE PSYCHO 1S89 DIAMOND.
(Weight, 43 and 39 pounds.)

Thirty-inch equal wheels ; weldless steel tubing; balls all around!
Tested one whole season, and the Capital Cvcle Co. report "no
breakages;" thorough-going, strong, graceful wheel. Price, $140.
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NEW MAIL. SWIFT SAFETY (MODEL D).

The New Mail, 1890 model, is out, and we are happy to describe

its many good points. The same specialties which have given the

Mail its reputation are still used, but it has a diamond frame of

unusually handsome model, firmly braced, and makes a very hand-
some wheel. Only the highest grade Credenda steel tubing is used,

and the parts are drop forgings, with all parts interchangeable, as

usual.

The wheels are 30-inch, each, with Warwick of England best

hollow rims, with the strengthened base.

Akron best rubber tires are used.

Tangent spokes, half nickeled, and strongly tied at inter-sections

.

Fish's latest 1890 model saddle, greatly improved.

The axle band brake, which was so great a success last year, is

still used, and their great specialty, Trigwell's ball head, which has

been so popular for six years, and which Messrs. Read control.

Their spring fork has been improved, being more pliant than

last year—very easy and working beautifully.

Wheelmen should certainly inspect this handsome wheel, and we
feel sure it is to have a large demand. It is a high grade wheel.

CA TARRH, HA Y FE VER, CA TARRHAL DEAFNESS.
A NEW HOME TREA TMENT.

Sufferers are not generally aware that these diseases are con-

tagious, or that they are due to the presence of living parasites in

the lining membrane of the nose and eustachian tubes. Microscopic

research, however, has proved this to be a fact, and the result is

that a simple remedy has been formulated whereby these distressing

diseases are rapidly and permanently cured in from one to three

simple applications made at home by the patient once in two weeks.

A pamphlet explaining this new treatment is sent free, on applica-

tion, by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 339 West King street, Toronto,

Canada.

—

Christian Standard.

The growing demand for a good wheel at a moderate price has
led the Coventry Machinists' Company to put on the market a
safety—cut and specifications given herewith—to meet this de-
mand.
Manager Hill says : "The Swift Safety (Model D) is made of

slee', 60 that we are fully able to warrant it to be free from imper-
fections of material and workmanship."
The wheel is certainly a likely looking wheel, and is splendid

value. It is one that is bound to find favor from those who cannot
afford to pay the price asked for the "high grade" wheels of the
Coventry Machinists' Company's make and others.
Specification.—Thirty-inch wheels geared to 54 inches, one

detachable crank, ball bearings to both wheels and cranks, adjust-
able seat and handles, 7-8 tire to rear, 3-4 to front wheels, centre
steering, hollow handle-bar, horn handles, heavy butted direct
spokes, finished in enamel and nickel; club valise, wrench and
oiler, Brooks saddle ; weight 50 pounds.

Price (including ball pedals), $100.

The new Premier Full Roadster Safety is a machine with re-

markably strong, yet graceful lines, the frame being an "open"
diamond with straight truss, and a special feature made in the new
ball socket head, the bearings being wide apart and the balls readily
adjusted without special tools. It is a thorough roadster, con-
structed for use on bad roads, and strong enough for the heaviest
riders. All material and workmanship are of the best possible
quality. The weight is 50 pounds.

Messrs. Holland & Havener, of Worcester, Mass., have
bought out the entire business and good will of Hill & Tolman, of
the same city. They have secured the right to control all of Hill
& Tolman's specialties.

The Overman Wheel Co. have just purchased a large plot of
ground adjoining their own, and contemplate still further additions
to their plant. They are running night and day—having a regular
night force, etc. They are building the Victoria Safety, light

weight, drop frame, spring fork—all highest grade, $135.00, ready
May 1 st.

THE DM GHPIEBS -FOR WHEELMEN.

Price, $25.00

THE operation of securing views with this camera consists simply of leve

ing it at the object to be photographed, and pressing a button.
One Hundred instantaneous views may be made without reloading, and

a knowledge of photography is nnneccessary. The "Kodak" is but

about six inches in length, and weighs less than two pounds

.

A handsome russet leather carrying case with shoulder strap iorms a part

of each outfit.

The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess,
and secure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

Jgp-Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak
photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Every Club House should have an
Automatic Box.

Address ADAMS & SONS, 150 Sand Street.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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THOMAS SM^TH «& SOXS,
Of SALTLEY, Ltd., BIRMINGHAM, ENCLAND,

Respectfully inform their former patrons- and the trade in general that they have made

MGSSRS. * WHITTEN, ••• GODDING + St ••• GO.,
OF PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

Their Sole Agents for the United States of America, for the sale of Bicycles, Bicycle Stampings, Frames, Tubes, Brack-
ets, Rims and Parts and Fittings of every description.

Manufacturers, Dealers and R.epairers will find it to their advantage to communicate with them. They will

carry a heavy stock and can ship goods promptly.

LIVE, RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED FOR THE SALE OF

THE VULCAN CYCLES.
The Vulcan Liight Roadster, The Vulcan Ladies', The Vulcan Diamond Frame, The Vulcan Cross )

\ Frame, The Vulcan Juvenile No. 1, The Vulcan Juvenile No. 2. All Safeties. Send for lists to the j

Manufacturers,

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO.,
Nos. 118 and 120 South Main Street,

Cable Address, "Best," Providence, Bloomer's Cryptographic Code.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

PERFECT.

MQ-RViSl'm-JARUVSti
BYUSIMG =
THE -z

o'-T -V, '
S. H-

KING (^TRANSPARENT enamels
1 DURABLE]

ALL CYCLE AND HARDWARE STORES-

THE "PATENT';

Silico Enamel Co.,
of london, england,

Beg to announce that they have appointed

The Sweeting Cycle Co.
639 Arch Street,

PHILADELPHIA,
their Sole Representatives for the United
States,and all applications for Agencies must
be addressed to them. Agents wanted in
every City, town or village on the Conti-
nent. Liberal terms. Exclusive territory
given and guaranteed.

Tn and Around Cape Ann, by John S. Webber, Jr.L being a hand book of that most charming section ol
Massachusetts. It is a book equally valuable and in-
terestingto the wheelman, tourist, the student and res-
ident. It is illustrated finely and bound handsomely.
It is one of the most complete and well written little
books of the kind ever published. Price So cents, post
•aid. For sale by Bicycling World Co., 12 Pearl St.,
Boston.
<y Postage stamps not received in payment.

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden finsset
Older.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Grab Apple Oider.
Slightly spiritous and containing

an abundance of natural fruit acid

Sparkling Sweet Oider,

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh lrom the
press, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ling and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar,
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. K. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New fork.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

T5 T^T*A T"RS 10 per cent - ofr °n »" r«-
-*-%'-Li -1- -£*.XXVC>. pair and Reflniehing

work received before
March 10.

We Do This to Keep Our Shop Running.
BARGAINS.

Psycho Tandem Safety, all plated except wheels;
all balls; tires perfect; an elegant machine, $171;

American Rambler, new; all balls 10s
Victor Safety, fine machine So
48-inch American Challenge, all balls 55
5oinch New Mail, almost new S;
SS-inch Victor, new §5
1 Hickory Safety, almost new 50
4S-inch Expert, especially built for fancy riding-

•

nickel fi nish
52-inch Victor, half nickel; all balls; as good as

new; only

60

"5

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
WOKCKSTEK, MASS.,

Mamift'rs of BICYCLE BELLS and HOISTS.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS

:

12 Pearl Street, .... Room 87.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1889—90.

President,
CHAS. H. LUSCOMB,

aSo Broadway, New York
First Vice President.

TAMES R. DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

Second Vice President,
SANFORD LAWTON,

Springfield, Mass
Treasurer,

W. M. BREWSTER.
309 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

Secretary,
ABBOT BASSETT,

n Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

Standing Committees.

Executive and Finance.
The President and Vice Presidents (as by the Con-

stitution required.)

Membership.
A. E. Mealy . . ..1736 Druid Hill Ave., Baltimori, Md.
F. L. Casselberry Mansfield, Ohio.
George C. Pennell Elizabeth, N. J

Improvement of Highways.

Dr. Chas. S. Butler 6S0 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.Wm. W. Share Brooklyn, N. Y.
TuniusE.Beal Ann Arbor, Mich

Rights and Privileges.
A. Moore Berry 431 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
George A. Perkins 3 Pemberton sq., Boston
Chas. F. Cossum Poughkeepsie, N. Y

Rules and Regulations.
Dr. Wm. H. Emery 109 Warwick St„ Boston, Mass.
W. A. Davis Chicago, 111
Chas. L. Brockway Middletown, Conn
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Racing.

C. S. Davol Warren, R.I,
George S. Atwaten Washington, D.C
Harry H. Hodgson New Orleans, La,
George CoUister Cleveland. Ohio,
M. L. Bridgman Chicago, 111

Transportation.

W. M. Brewster 300 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

To Chief Consuls and Secretary-Treasurers and
Clnb Secretaries.

I am about to print renewal blanks for the approach-
ing renewal season, and shall also have printed a

quantity of application blanks. It will be a great ad.

vantage to me, and to yourselves, if you will place an
order with me at an ea ly date for all the blanks you
will need to use during the season. By ordering a
large quantity at one time I can cut down the cost

materially, and you can save in transportation charges
if you order at the outset all you will need. I shall

have a supply of ruled blanks for club purposes and
these will hold seventeen names, each. Club Secre-

taries are requested to notify me how many of these they
will need for club lists. W e have facilities in our mail-

ing department for mailing circulars and blanks at very
low rates and will do this work for such Divisions as

desire it at cost prices. Abbot Bassett,
Secretary.

New York Representative.

This is to certify that at the last regular meeting of
the Lockport Wheelmen held February 4, 1S90. Mr.
W. L. Beck was elected as Representative of said
Lockport Wheelmen .to serve on the present Board of
Officers. Signed, R. Bruce Oliver, President.

A. S. Cook, Secretary.

League Clnb.

The following club has qualified as a League Club
and filed the proper certificate in the office of the Secre-
tary. It is numbered as below

:

248 Mount Vernon Cycling Club, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Fred S. Crowell, Secretary.

Michigan.

Hotel List No. 4.

I have appointed the following as League Hotels :

Monroe, Park Hotel, L. A. W. rate $2.00.
Williamston, Hotel Andrews .Jregular rate $2.00; L.

A. W. rate $1.00.
Grosse Pte, Wemen, L. A. W. rate special.

Ionia, Bailey House, regular rate $2.00; L. A. W.
rate, $1.00.
Humboldt, Washington House, L. A. W. rate $1.50
East Saginaw, Everett House, regular rate, $2.00; L.

A. W. rate, $1.50.
Dowaaiac, Elkerton House, regular rate $2.00; L. A.

W., $1 40.
Windsor, Ont. British American, L. A. W. rate $1 .50.

REPAIR SHOPS.

List No. 3.

East Saginaw, W. L. Marr, 341 South 7th street.

Fraternally, A.B.Richmond,
Chief Consul.

New York Representative.

The New York Bicycle Club has elected the following
delegates to the meeting of the State Division: E. L.
Heydecker, E. E. Bogart and W. E. Findley.

Yous very truly,

W. E. Findley, Secretary.
E. J. Shriver, President.

Illinois.

Illinois is now entitled to an additional Representa-
tive at large. I heieby appoint Waldo S. Reed of
Springfield.
Belvidere, Julien House, rates to L. A. W. members

$1.50 per day; regular rate $2.00.
A. W. Conner of Preemption is this day appointtd

Local Consul. Fraternally, W. A. Davis, C. C.

Pennsylvania Road Book.

Dealers can obtain copies of this work for public sale
by application to Secretary-Treasurer J. J.

Van Nort,
Scranton, Pa., at $1.00 each. Retail price is $1.50.
League members can obtain copies from Mr. Van Nort,
upon presentation of League ticket, at $1.00. In no
case will dealers be allowed to sell to any one for less
than $1.50. H. Crowther,

Chairman Road Book Committee.

Illinois Division.

Local Consuls attention

:

To date no hotels have been appointed in the follow-
ing towns.

It is imperative that Local Consuls give this their
immediate attention as a full list must be completed be-
fore riding season begins.

Argenta, Lincoln,
Aurora, Monmouth,
Austin, Maroa,
Beardstown, Monlicello,
Bement, Marseilles,
Bloomington, Mattoon,
Braceville, Marengo,
Braidwood, Marshall,
Canton, Mendota,
Centralia, Menard,
Champaign, Mt. Ayer,
Carthage, Mt. Carmel,
Carpentersville, Mt. Sterling,
Chenoa, Normal Park,
Chillicothe, Olney,
Collinsville, Onarga,
Dixon, Paxton,
Edgewater, Piper City,
Englewood, Pontiac,
Eureka, Princeville,
El Paso, Princeton,
E. St. Louis, Polo,
Fairbury, Rushville,
Forri st, Ravenswood

,

Forreston, Quincy,
Fulton, Sandoval,
Gardner, Seneca,
Greenville, So. Chicago,
Genoa, Sparta,
Girard, St. Joseph,
Grand Crossing, Sycamore,
Hegerwisch, Streator,
Hud on, Taylorville,
Illiopolis, Walnut,
Jerseyville, Warrensburg,
La Salle, Waverly,
La Place, Woodlawn Parh,
Lanark, Winnetka.
Chicago, Feb. 7, 1S90. W. A. Davis, C. C.

Massachusetts

.

Circular No. 13.

The following consuls have been appointed :

Chicopee, Alex. Burnett, Jr., Chicopee Falls.
Jamaica Plain, Chas. A. Underwood, 22 Oakdale St.

Fraternally, Wm. H. Emery.

Massachusetts

.

Circular No. 14-

Consuls and members are requested to forward to this

office at once the names of superintendents of streets,

farmers and stablemen who are willing to appear before
the Committee on Roads at a hearing to be held at

State House, Boston, the 28th of this month and favor
our bill for appointment of a Commissioner of High-
ways.
Can we obtain several Superintendents to urge this

measure, it will carry great weight with the committee.
If they cannot appear but will write a letter to their
representative .0 the legislature it will assist materially.
As this is very important, you are urged to give it

prompt and faithful attention. Those who are willing
to appear will be duly notified of the date of the hearing.

Fraternally, Wm. H. Emery,
Chief Consul.

New York.

To the members of the New York State Division :

Mr. H. E.Raymond of Biooklyn, N. Y., is hereby
appointed a delegate to the National Assembly of the
League of American Wheelmen from the New York
State Division, vice Mr. Michael Furst resigned.

W. S. Bull, Chief Consul.
Buffalo, February 6th, 1S90.

New York Public Meeting.

To the Officers and Members of the New York State
Division

:

Gentlemen :—The officers of the New York State
Road Improvement Association have issued a call for
a public meeting to be held at Utica on March 3d, 1S90,
for the purpose of awakening public interest in and
giving a general stimulus to the cause of Road Im-
provement.
A splendid array of speakers is assured, consisting

of prominent civil engineers, business men and mem-
bers of our State Government.

I call upon every member of this Division to aid in
making th s meeting a grand snccess. By giving this
matter your active ana earnest support you can aid in
awakening such interest in this meeting as will make
its influence felt in the effort now being made to secure
a law that will insure a common sense system of roads.
You can and you must arouse the interest and enlist

the support of your local papers. You should en-

deavor to secure the attendance at this meeting of
your Senator and Member of Assembly.
Send to Mr. I. B. Po'ter, Secretary, Potter Build-

ing, New York City, lor membe ship blanks of the
Road Improvement Association, and obtain thereon
the signatures ot as many new members as possible
before the meeting.

It is not expected that you will confine your labors to
the methods outlined above; there are many ways
which will doubtless suggest themselves to you by
which you can aid the great cause of Road Reform.
In this connection I desire to urge upon you the

necessity of making special efforts at this time to se-

cure the name of every wheelman in voar vicinity, for

membership in the L. A. W. By a little earnest work
many names can be added to our roll, with the result of
causing the new members to feel a personal interest in

the work, and thereby enlisting their active aid and
support, and thus the power and influence of the
Division will be greatly strengthened.

Yours fraternally, W. S. Bull,
Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 10, 1890. Chief Consul.

Missouri.

Semi-annual meeting of the Board of Officers, Mis-
souri Division L. A. W., held at Richelieu Hotel, St.
Louis, February 1st, 1890.
The meeting was called to order at 8.45 P. M., by

Chief Consul Holm.
The Secretary-Treasurer having failed to put in an

appearance, H. G. Wolzendorf was elected Secretary
pro tern.

The Chief Consul submitted his semi-annual report,
giving a full history of his administration, since as-
suming the office. The report was adopted as read.
Mr. Brewster, who was present as delegate to the an-

nual meeting, brought up the subject of racing, touched
on in the Chief Consul's report. Mr. Brewster, who
was present at the meeting of the Racing Board in
Chicago, explained that it was through his exertions
that Missouri was placed in the same district with
Ohio and Illinois, thus giving Missouri racers a chance
to compete with the best racing men of the Central
States. Had it not been for Mr. Brewster's presence
and influence, Missouri would have been placed in a
district where her fast men would have had no oppor-
tunity whatever of coming in contact with really eood
men, until they went to the National Championships,
where defeat would certainly have stared them in the
face.
On motion, a vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Brew-

ster for his exertions on behalf of the Missouri Divi-
sion.
A vote of thanks was tendered Mr. G. H. Frommann

for his gratuitious services in getting up maps of
various riding districts.

A vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Wolzendorf for

work on the new road book.
The report of the Secretary-Treasurer was read,

showing the finances of the Division to be in good
shape, there being a balance on hand amounting to

$378.84.
Moved and seconded that the report be adopted as

read, carried.
The report of the Highways Improvement Committee

was adopted as read.

The Chairman of the Highways Improvement Com.
mittee in hrf report, expressed a desire to get a copy of
the mailing list of the Division. Mr. Brewster stated

he would get it when he goes east to attend the annual
meeting. Mr. Brewster was instructed to get all the in-

formation possible, regarding Road Improvement As-
sociations with a view to organizing such an associa-

tion in Missouri. Mr. Brewster will report the result

to the Board.
The report of the road book committee was adopted

as read.
The chairmanship of the Racing Board being vacant,

it was moved and seconded that same be left open for

the present. Motion carried.

It was moved and seconded that the delegates to the

National meeting be instructed to cast the vote of the

Missouri Division for J. R. Dunn for President. Mo-
tion unanimously carried.

It was moved and seconded that the Board of Officers

indorse the plan of having a National Tailor in pref-

erence to Division TaiWs, and that they instruct the

delegates to use all legitimate means to secure a better

uniform and that misfits should be altered free of charge.
Also that members should have the privilege of pur-

chasing the League cloth at as nearly actual cost as

possible from the Secretary. Motion carried.

Moved and seconded that the Board of Officers in

dorse the plan of furnishing free transportation of
wheels to League members only, provided it can be
done without disturbing existing arrangements, or in-

terferingwiththe inter-State Commerce Law. Carried.
The Chief Consul gave notice, that at the next

meeting of the Missouri Division he would offer an
amendment to the Constitution, providing for the crea-
tion of a Transportation Committee, and a Committee
on Rights and Privileges.
Moved and seconded that a vote of thanks be ten-

dered the management of the Richelieu Hotel, for
kindly placing a room at the dispos-il of the Board of
Officers for the purpose of holding this meeting. Mo-
tion carried.
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A motion to adjourn was carr ;ed without a dissent-

ing voice. H. G. Wolzendorf,
Secretary pro tern.

Report of Highway Committee.

Dear Sir—The Highways Improvement Committee
report the fallowing a<ftio as taken :

1. A list of important papers of the State has been
made out.

2. Circular No. 1 has been printed, asking papers
above mentioned to publish roads improvement matter
in their columns; accompanying the. circular will be
sent a printed postal cud for the eplv.
Copy has been placed in the hands of the Chief Consul

to be used at his discretion, for Circular No!2, which
is to accompany a copy of the last roads improvement
pamphlet intended to be sent to various papers.
The Committee expect to take no further or rather no

new steps until some sort of connection is established
with the newspapers.
The chairman would like to make out a complete roll

of the 340 Missouri members. He will write to Sec-
retary B assert for the Bulletin mail list; failing to
get that, he will have lo ask lor the use of a complete
file of the Bulletin since April from any one who has
such a rile.

The committee wish to receive information in their
line of work from any one that happens upon such in-
formation—an the way of statistics, news, etc.
This report is respectfully submi ted.

H. C. Pe.nn,
H. G. WOLZENDORF,
T. H. McNeil.

Chief Consul's Report.

Gentlemen of the Board :

In making my semi-annual report I desire to be as
brief as possible, and at the same time call attention to
such matters as I think should be brought before this
body.
Upon assuming the duties of Chief Consul of this

Division 1 Jo nd that the membership had dwindled
down to 274 members, and at once set about working
out plans to increase the same. In this work I have
been aided by few, yes very few officers of this Di-
vision. Had it been otherwise we would have had 110
trouble in reaching ihe 40") mark Jan. 1st.
Our membership is now 341, ot which 234 reside at

St. Louis, 34 at Kansas City, S each al Joidin and St.
Joe, 10 at Hannibal, 9 at Columbia, and the balance
scattered throughout the State. Inquiries from various
sources convince me that there are a large number of
riders, both in this city as well as in the other towns of
this State, who can be gotten to join, and with the aid
of our officers 1 hope to" laigely increase our member,
ship before April 1.

There are now 35 Local Consuls, eich of whom is
an active worker n his own district. As recruiting
comes nearer to the line of a Local Consul's du'y than
anything else, I have endeavered to appoint and retain
only such who promised me in writing to give this im-
portant matter their best atiention. The list should by
all means be extended, and will be, just as soon as
riders living in cities where we are at present unrepre-
sented, join our body.
For failing to attend ti the duties of their office, I

was compelle 1 to remove a number of them in order to
till their pla :cs with better men, and in each case the
change has bet n beneficial. I shall ende vor to con-
tinue the work in this line until we shall have such a
corps of Local Consuls as shall make the power and
influence of the L. A. W. felt.

There are now 2S official hotels in the State, and sev-
eral applications to be acted upon. The list is com-
posed wholly of those appointed during my adminis-
tration of the office, and the proprietor of each of them
has signed a contract which was prepared with the ex-
press view of securing substantial benefits only to L.
A. W. members. By the terms of the contract each
hotel is required to hang the Certificate of Appoint,
ment in a conspicuous place in their office. So long as
it remains a League hotel this certificate will be dis-
played and no longer. By this method a wheelman
can readily see whether or not he is. in the place he
desires.
On account of non-attention to League affairs I was

compelled to remove Mr. Geo. A. Case from the office
of Representat ve, and have appointed Mr. C.J.Cise
of Carthage to fill the vacancy. Chairman C. B. Ellis
ol the Touring Committee resigned, as well as Chair-
man N. T. Haynes of the Racing Committee. The
first po ition I have filled by appointing Mr. W. |

Stapl sof Maryville to tre Chairmanship, and placing
Mr. [no. K. Sansom of Kahoka on the committee to fill

Mr. Staples' place. The latter office is still vacant, and
as the cuties of the same are now of prime importance
on account of. the new rulings of the National Racing
Board, I would like to look the field over, and receive
suggestions before appointing a successor. The office
should by all means be located in St. Louis.
To properly push the work of highway improvement

in this State a Highway Improvement Committee has
been created, consisting of Prof. H. C. Penn, Colum
bia, ;is Chairman, T. H. McNeil, Kansas City, as Sec-
retary, and H. t>. Wolzendorf of St. Louis. The com-
mittee has now fairly gotten to work, and is making
agreements with newspaper." all over the State to pub-
lish matter bearine on the subject. By this method
the people at large will be educated up to the great

need of better roads, and in course of time we will be
in a position to influence legislation in this direction.

A number of counties, notably Jackson, have com-
menced the building of an extensive system of rock
roads, while others h lve purchased road-making ma-
chinery to improve their dirt roads. All the member*
of the committee are enthusiasts on the subject, and I

look for good results.

The finances of our Division, considering its mem-
bership, are in a healthy condition, but in glancing over
our Treasurer's report I am somewhat surprised to find

that nearly $So has been spent in stationery, circulars

and postage. In explanation of the above I wish to state

that when I took charge of this Division, I found it was
absolutely necessary to equip the main officers with
stationery, and circulars were needed to facilitate the

work-of my office. The charge for postage is very high
to some people's thinking, but then >t should be re-

membered that the correspondence has incr ased five

fold and in many cases I was obliged to enclose return

postage for a reply. The charge for stationery will

not occur again and the members of our Division can
rest assured that all other expenses will be kept down
to the minimum.
Complaints come up from time to time from all parts

of the State in regard to accidents or other infringe-

ments of wheelmen's rights. Al the present time such
cases are left on my hands as they cannot be referred to

any committee. I therefore recommend the creation of
a Rights and Privileges Comm ttee to consist of three

members, the chairman of which should be an attorney
in actual practice of his profession. In view of the

situation, I desire to recommend the adoption of an
amendment to the constitution of this Division which
shall provide that the chairman of the Rights and
Privileges Committee shall be an attorney in actual

practice; that he shall be the legal adviser of the Chief
Consul and attorney of the Division ; that he shall keep
a record of all cases coming under his notice, and in

general act as legal adviser and attorney for the Divi-

sion.

During my term as Chairman of the Touring Com-
mittee, I, with the assistance of local consuls, members
at large, countv clerks, surveyors and post masters,
gathered a great deal of road information for our new
road book. The total reported miles are nearly 7000,

and these reports taken with what was left us by the

former Chairman of the committee. Mr. L. J. Berger,
will be compiled for the new road book. Mr. H. G.
Wolzendorf has very kindly consented to do this work
for which he deserves the thanks of every membei of
this Division. Mr. Wolzendorf is personally present
and will make us a brief report as to the progress of the
work. Mr. G. A. Frohman has kindly consented to

furnish us with maps of the riding districts of the fol-

lowing < ities : St. Louis, Kansas City, St Joseph, Jop-
lin and Colnmbia. He will do this work free of charge
for which he is entitled to a vote of thanks.
Since the defeat of the Warner Bill, for which great

credit s due my predecessor, Mr. W. M. Brewster, our
Division has been tree from contrary legislation and
has also had a remarkable freedom from complaints
arising from the action of road hogs and other causes.

I believe that a more thorough knowledge of our or-

ganization will aid us greatly in securing more new
members ana I have therefore in mind the compilation
of a hand book or pamphlet similar to the one issued
two years ago, for distribution amocs non members.
The annual meeting of our Division was a big suc-

cess and with proper encouragement, we have proven
to the satisfaction of all concerned that Missouri is not
behind the other larger Divisions in this respect. For
this year's meeting two candidates are in the field,

namely, Columbia and Moberly, with the chances in

favor of the former. Wherever the meeting is held,

members should make it their business to attend in as
large numbers as possible, as the larger the gathering
the greater will be the impression that is made of the

grandeur of the L. A. W.
In concluding this report I wish to thank you all, my

associates in office as well as each individual member,
for your support in the past and beg to assure you that
with a continuance of the good work of recruiting, we
shall soon have our State, of which we are so proud,
rank among the largest Divisions in point of member-
ship. We have passed a number of Divisions in this

respect but should not rest until we once more assume
seventh place. The duties of my office for the coming
six months will be more arduous than ever before, and
as the renewal season will soon be upon us, I ask the
cordial support of ail the officers and members to induce
each and every member now on our rolls to renew his
or her membership. Had it not been for the continueel
and heavy losses in this respect, our Division would
now number some 450 members.

Respectfully submitted, Robt. Holm,
Chief Consul.

Report of Road Book Committee.

The committee which has taken charge of the work
on the new Road book is making progress and expects
to get the new book out between March 15th and April
1st. The new edition will contain much interesting
matter which wa; not found in the old one. Among
others may be mentioned : Hints on touring, what to do
in case of accidents, practical hints on temporary re-

pairs. A complete list of local consuls, hotels and
repair shops. The road information will be nearly
double that found in the old book. There will also he

published about a dozen through tcuring routes from
St. Louis and Kansas City to different points in the in-
terior and southwestern part of the State.
The chapter of "Legal Lifts" which takes up con-

siderable space in the old book will be dropped as it

has been deemed superfluous.
The new book will also contain four maps showing

the riding districts of St. Louis, Kansas City, St. Joseph
and Jopfin. These will be engraved free of charge by
Mr. G. H. Frommann of St. Louis.
Trusting this report will be satifactory to the Board

of Officers, I am, Yours very respectfully,
H. G. Wolzendorf,

Acting Chairman.

Report of Secretary- Treasurer.

Oct. 1 . To balance $3Si 44
Jan. 1. To cash Bassett 5°-5°

$43' -94

disbursements.
Oct. o. Bystampsandexp.C.C $ 5.75
Oct. 9. Printing blanks 3x0
Oct. 30. Framing hotel certificate K.

C 50
Oct. 31. Postageandexp.C.C 3.35
Oct. 31. Printing Circulars 5.50
Nov. 13. Printing cards, etc 2650
Nov. 25. Express books 35
Dec. lS. Postage C. C 4.00
Jan. 1. Trans. G. H. Smith to Kansas. .25

Jan. 1. 100 Circulars .90

Jan. 1. 300 application blanks 10-S 1.50
Jan. 1. 100 application blanks 1 1— 15 . .. .50

I an. 1. Postage Secretary-Treasurer.. 1.00
Feb. 1. Balance on hand 37S S4

$431.94
Yours truly, Joe. H. Kelly, Sec.-Treas.

Approved, Robt. Holm, Chairman Finance Com.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list ot applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, whicn is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of
two League members in good standing, or of three re-

putable citizens ol the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the
year as may be Drovided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval ol the Board ol Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication ot the name in
a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correct.
Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members are
given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as"
it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.
The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-
tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 22S—Total 56—12,500.

Boston, Feb. 14, 1S00.

California Division— 2

—

441.

Unattached.

2621S Wicks, S., Duarte
26217 Merriell, Harold, ••

Delaware Division— 1—55.
Unattached.

26197 Robb, John A. Jr., 1404 Van Buren St.,

Wilmington

Illinois Division—n—916.

Decatur C. C.

2619S Dodd, Frank S., 647 W. Decatur St., Decatur
Washington Cycle Club.

26220 Patterson, F.E., 745 W.Adams St., Chicago
26221 White, W. S., M. D., 263 Warren ave..

Unattached.

26199 Ewing.O., no William St., "
26179 Beck, E. A., Geneseo
26150 Berner, F. E., "
26151 Mcllenry, F. M . Box 101, "
26152 Hoffman, Arnold W., Box 107, Warsaw
26jio Lines, Charles E., Box 107, Braidwood
20108 Wright, Vinton S., Dwight
26209 Peck, W. F., G.irdner
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Kentucky Division—1—108.

Unattached.

16200 Doyle, Di*. B. Oscar, 735 West Jefferson st.
(

Louisville

Louisiana Division— 1— 103.

Shreveport Wheelmen.
26212 Kirsch, Abe, Shreveport

Maine Division—

i

— 161.

L. and A. Wheel Club.

26222 Cumner, E. E., Revere House, Auburn

Maryland Division— 1—533.

Unattached.

36192 Werneth, Francis J., S06 Druid Hill ave,
Baltimore

Massachusetts Division—2—1644.

Bay State Bi. Club.
26223 McCully, G. S., Union Depot, Worcester

Unattached.

26201 Paine, Chas. L., 131 Summer st., New Bedford

Michigan Division—3—439.

Unattached.

261S7 Jesson, Jacob, 35 Western ave., Muskegon
26202
26224

Merrill, R. D.
Arnitz, Adolph, 45, E. Western ave.,

Union City

Muskegon

-347-

St. Louis

Sedalia

Jersey City

Missouri Division—

2

St. Louis C. C.

26193 Loewen, Albert, 3017 Chestnut St.,

Unattached.

26183 Mahard, Jno. L., 333 East 3rd St.,

New Jersey Division—3—627
Hudson Co. Wheelmen.

26203 Rice, Geo. B., 217 Bergen ave.,

Passaic Wheeling Club.

26169 Bowker, James T., S3 Prospect St., Passaic

Unattached.

26213 Fenton, David C, P. O. address 405 No. 2d St.,

Philadelphia. Ellisburg

New York Division—6—2154.

Pathfinder C. C.

26190 Burrell, Claude J., Box 69, Cooperstown
The Knickerbocker Wheelmen.

26219 Eigabroadt, Frank, 707 E. Fayette st., Syracuse

Syracuse Cycling Club.

26170 Crampton, A. J., 343 W. Fayette st.,

26171 Johnson, W. H., 410 Howard St.,

Unattached.

26194 Lodge, Wm. S., 476 Broadway,
26172 McClune, Fred A., Box 1404,

Ohio Division—3—85S.

Cincinnati Bi. Club.

26184 High, Mrs. M. A., 14 Brookside ave., Cincinnati

* Unattached.

26173 Klinger, W. J., Box 147, Greenville
26211 Gassmann, Joseph, 22 Fulton ave., Cincinnati

Syracuse

Albany
Ithaca

Pennsylvania Division—8— 1460.

Century Bi. Club.

26174 Bainbridge, Edwin W., S. E. cor. 13th and
Columbia ave., Philadelphia

• Chester Bi. Club.

261S9 Jefferis, Joseph, 917 Hyatt St., Chester

Unattached.

2618S Wolle, J. Samuel, 144 So. New St., Bethlehem
261SS Smith, August, Farmers Valley
26175 Wynn, C. R., 1623 Stiles St., Philadelphia

26196 Buschner, C. Robert, 237 So. 5th St.,
"

26195 Riebel, Samuel Allen, no North 2d St., "

Penn Bi. Club.
26214 Schroder, Frederick, 769 No. 37 St.,

Rhode Island Division—4—350.

Pawtuxet Wheelmen.

26191 Pearce, Howard A., Box 1236, Providence

Unattached.

26176 Briggs, Addie, Boiven, 60 Laura St.,
"

26177 Briggs, Olive B., 60 Laura St.,

2617S Harvey, Lizzie T., 26 Prarie ave., "

Tbnessee Division—2— 101.

Unattached.

26204 Deupree, T. J., Jr., 356 Main st., Memphis
26205 Wood, Julius, 413 Main sf, "

Texas Division— 1—40.

Unattached.

26206 Brandt, Edw. A., Box 21, Chappell Hill

Wisconsin Division— 1—1S9.

Milwaukee Wheelmen.
26186 Schmitz, Fred W., 192 Lyon St., Milwaukee

Georgia— 1—9.

Unattached.

26216 Brown, F. McC, Brunswick

Mississippi— 1— 12

Natchez Cycle Club.

26207 Howe, A. L., no Main St., Natchez

South' Carolina— 1—5.

Unattached.

26215 Daniels, Chas. R., Box 64, Columbia

Division Officers.

California—Chief Consul, R. M. Thompson , Oriel
Hotel, San Francisco. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D.
Sheldon, 126 Davis street, San Francisco.
Colorado—Chief Consul, Edward S. Hartwell, 1319

Sixteenth street, Denver.
Connecticut—Chief Consul, David J. Post, Drawer

n, Hartford. Secretary-Treasurer, Edward A. De
Blois, Drawer 11, Hartford.
Delaware—Chief Consul, S. Wallis Merrihew,9o6

Jackson street, Wilmington.
District of Columbia—Chief Consul, George S.

Atwater, 1230 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington.
Secretary-Treasurer, W. H. Stearns, 1421 G street, N.
W., Washington.
Illinois—Chief Consul, Wm. A. Davis, 340 South

( Leavitt street, Chicago. Secretary-Treasurer, Thomas
F. Sheridan, 141 1 North Fourth street, Springfield.
Indiana—Chief Consul, Harry T. Hearsey, 149 No.
Del. street, Indianapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. N.
Smith, Terre Haute.
Iowa—Chief Consul, James B. Green, 711 Locust

street, Des Moines. Secretary Treasurer, Walstein
Seymour, 2d and Walnut street, Des Moines.
Kansas—Chief Consul, W. C. Bradley, Western

Security Co., Ottawa. Secretary-Treasurer, Otto H.
Wulfekuhler, Leavenworth.
Kentucky—Chief Consul, Andrew J. Lamb, Box

65, Louisville. Secretary-Treasurer.G. E. Johnson,
1919 Floyd street, Louisville.
Louisiana—Chief Consul, Harry H. Hodgson, 1 {

Carondelet street, New Orleans. Secretary-Treasurer,

J. W. Dodge, 893 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
Maine—-Chief Consul, Dr. G.E. Dow, 507 1-2 C01 -

gress street, Portland. Secretary Treasurer, 4.. L. 1 .

Cummings, Biddeford.
Maryland—Chief Consul, Albert Moti 203 Lenox

street, Baltimore. Secretary-Treasurei , G. W.H. Carr,
Box 675, Baltimore.
Massachusetts—Chief Consul, Dr. W. H. Emery,

100 Warwick street, Roxbury. Secretary-Treasurer,
Chas. S. Howard, Globe office, Boston.
Michigan—Chief Consul, A. B. Richmond, 370 So.

Lafayette street, Grand Rapids. Secretary-Treasurer,.
C. A. Conover, Coldwater.
Minnesota—Chief Consul, T. M. Slosson.Box 3S0,

Minneapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. W. Laird,
Winona.
Missouri—Chief Consul, Robert Holm, Anheuser

Busch Brewery, St. Louis. Secretary-Treasurer, J.
H. Kelley, Smith Hardware Co., Sedalia.
Nebraska—Chief Consul, Frank N. Clarke, First

Nat'l Bank, Omaha.
New Hampshire—Chief Consul, Frank A. Mc-

Master, 101 Ash street, Nashua. Secretary-Treasurer,
Francis O. Moulton, Manchester.
New Jersey—Chief Consul, Dr. G. Carleton Brown,

to
Orchard street, Elizabeth. Secretary Treasurer,

Jeo. C. Pennell, Elizabeth.
New York—Chief Consul, W. Sheldon Bull, 754.

Main street, Buffalo, N. Y. Secretary-Treasurer,
George M. Nisbett, jo Wall street, New York Chy.
Ohio—Chief Consul, M. A. High, 165 Vine street,

Cincinnati. Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. \V. D. Kemp-
ton, 550 Freeman avenue, Cincinnati.
Pennsylvania—Chief Consul, Samuel A. Boyle,

Ass't Dist. Atty, Philadelphia. Secretary-Treasurer,
John J. Van Nort, Scranton.
Rhode Island—-Chief Consul, Chas. S. Davol, War.

ren. Secretary-Treasurer, Nelson H.Gibbs,2i8 West-
minster street, Providence.
^-^-k-see—Chief Consul, Joseph R. Wilson, Jr.,

Clarksvihe. secretary-Treasurer, B. A. Patch, Clarks-
ville.

Texas—Chief Consul, Geo. C. Arbuckle, Rooms,
Merchants' Exchange, Dallas.

Vermont—Chief Consul, H. A. Webster, Mont-
pelier.

Virginia—Chief Consul, Ira B. White, 16 Nolls
court, Norfolk. Secretary-Treasurer, Alex. K. Schaap,
617 E. Broad street, Richmond.
West Virginia—Chief Consul, Clarence. E. Irwin,

150 No. F street, Wheeling.
Wisconsin—Chief Consul, V. Mumford Moore, 04.

19th street, Milwaukee. Secretary-Treasurer, W. L.
Simonds, 382 East Water street, Milwaukee.
Foreign Marshal—Joseph Pennell, care J. S-.

Morgan & Co., 22 Old Broad street, London, E. C.
England.

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.
ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you will find $ for initiation fee and dues in tht

League of American Wheelmen to April 30, /8go. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years of age., and that I am an amateur
within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club St. and Number , ot Box,.

References:. City,.

State,.

Enclosed. for Holder.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first half year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and 50 cents during the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date of paper and May 1, 1890. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be re c«fve<t

M- If you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle lor ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and ©cket for pea

•onal'cards send 2S cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send so cents extra. Leave the margins m using this Hani
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There is no better wheel in the market to-day than the Warwick Perfection. It is not sold for

cheap money, nor is it made of cheap material.

PRICE $135.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE.

with;brace removed

IT MAKES A

Liffht and Superior

Ladies' Wheel

To facilitate delivery of goods, we have arranged with the following firms to supply you in

their respective territory. They will be our exclusive wholesaleldealers, and it is their mission to aid you

in every way. Address them for catalogues;:

For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Eastern Massa-
chusetts, A. O. VEKY, 173 Tremont Street, Boston.

For New York State, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,
G. R. BIDWELL, 313 West 5SU1 Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey, E. ALSDORF & CO., 11 Academy St., Newark, N.J.
For Southern New Jersey, and territory contiguous to Philadelphia,
EDW. K. TBYON, JR., & CO., 10 and 12 Noith 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania, and Northern Ohio,
STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

WARWICK CYCLE MFC. CO.,

For Maryland, EISENBRANDT BROS. , 424 E. Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.
For Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Tennessee, and West Virginia,

J. E. POORMAN, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

For the Northwest,
CHAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO., 293 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. SNITJER, 1012 Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope,
THOS. H. B. VARNEY, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Territory not named, Local Agents, or The Manufacturers,

Springfield, Mass.

We notice that one of our competitors, whose statements are invariably both modest

and accurate, says: "There are only two of the many safety bicycles on the market that

are interchangeable." Thanks, brother. We KNOW and guarantee PREMIER SAFETIES
to be interchangeable, and the above delicate attention is greatly appreciated. "SPECIAL
ATTENTION is called to the fact that all cycles of our importation are made strictly to

gauge, and are interchangeable. We can supply at once, from a complete stock, any part that may
have been broken or lost."

—

Premier Catalogue. Ask Premier riders and agents.

It is hard to tell what will be *our leader this year. Every pattern of PREMIER
SAFETY fills a distinct demand of the cycling public. There is going to be a Catford

craze, unprecedented in the annals of cycling history, and our announcement of a genuine

PREMIER SAFETY at $85.00, promises to swamp us with orders throughout the season.

At all events send in your name for a copy of our new Premier Catalogue, and if you
are in the trade it will pay you to make arrangements with us for a Premier agency.

LLEWELLYN H, JOHNSON, Manufacturing Importer
401 & 403 Main St.,

J

ORANGE, N. J.
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HERE IT IS! IT'S OUT!
1590 BOW OF THE

NEW MAIL.
DIAMOND FRAME. ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE.

B**t OIVB> IVtAt for Acijvistixient.
Offered as the Handsomest and Best Safety yet produced! A very Easy and Pliant

Spring Fork this year, preventing vibration. Rear Axle Band Brake—the place for a brake.

Same as always used on Tricycles, hence no Experiment. Straight Front Forks, aiding steadi-

ness of steering. Strengthened Base Rim. Drop Forgings. ALL PARTS INTER-
CHANGEABLE. An American made Wheel for American Wheelmen.

ONLV SAFETT
W I T H

Trigwell's Ball Bearing Head,
WHICH WE CONTROL.

POSITIVE JLE'V^lISTTj^Gt-IE IlsT .A. SAFETY,
AS HELPING TO OBVIATE SENSITIVENESS OF STEERING.

BECAUSE, by the construction of the Trigwell Patent Head alone, the Cones, being Detachable, can be Perfectly Hardened
before being screwed into place; also, the Balls which move on the Cones are Perfectly hardened and move more evenly

and uniformly than the old cone head. Thus the Head can be Adjusted Tightly and it STAYS THERE,—one adjustment

serving for months, while it is well known that the old cone head needs constant adjusting and tightening. Rigidity and
Uniformity of Steering has always been the feature of Trigwell's Ball Head, and thus it can be seen that This Head
seems Specially Designed for a Safety.
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NEW MAIL SAFETY
Spring Pork, Preventing Vibration.

We have adopted what we believe to be the BEST SPRING FORK, (a coiled spring inside the Fork Column) acting in a
direct line from the arms of the rider to the point of any concussion. In no way does this Spring Fork interfere with Steadiness
of Steering. Ours is a direct vertical action. A Spring Fork is an advantage if it does not interfere with steady riding. It
is out of sight and neat.

CREAT ADVANTACE OF OUR

AXLE * BAND '^ BRAKE
We wish to draw particular attention to this

SPECIAL FEATURE OF THE NEW MAIL
The place certainly for a brake is on the rear wheel, and we maintain our Axle

Band Brake is the ONLY proper application. As is well known, such system has al-

ways been used on tricycles as the best, and being on the Axle is a brake of Gradual

Pressure, as it should be; while it is not liable to be fouled with mud as if on the tire,

and moreover

CANNOT LOOSEN THE TIRE FROM THE RIM,
Nor Spatter Mud on Gearing Chain andj Sprocket.

STRAIGHT FRONT
Which we claim gives less sensitiveness in steering than if of a curved shape, and the

front wheel is less liable to a sudden turn or swerve.

From '-SCIENTIFIC WHEELING," December, 1888.

"Mr. Leni, who is a thoroughly practical cyclist, writes : 'In case the subject should crop up, I beg to say
that I have been trying experiments lately, and have come to the conclusion that a straight fork in lieu of a
curved one to the front wheel has more to do with the stability of the Safety than is generally imagined.'"

ALSO, NOTICE THE SHAPE OF OUR HANDLE BARS,

Bringing Handles low and well back to the rider, giving a natural and easy position to the

hand and arm. Very graceful. Adjustable and Detachable.

SIMPLEST OF ALL ADJUSTMENTS, BY ONE NUT ONLY.

None of these features are new nor experiments. All have been used on the New
Mail in the past, and the standard of the New Mail is too well known to need explanation.

We were the First to bring out a Ball Head, and purchased the Trigwell Patent, and though
others have followed with different kinds of ball heads, yet the Trigwell is unapproached !

The lines of our model have been studied with great care, and we offer it as the Hand-
somest Safety yet made! Look at it! Catalogues Now Ready. Agencies now arranged,*

and applications should be made at once Already in great demand.

MANUFACTURERS,

William Read & Sons, 107 Washington St., Boston, Mass,
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1890 MODEL

NEW MAIL SAFETY

Now on Exhibition.

CALL AND EXAMINE

J. B. kaercAer,
442 Wood Street, - - - - PITTSBURG, PA.

ten'chr lords.7

One of the most essential points for careful consideration in connection with the purchase of

a bicycle is Economy in Weight.

We find by making a very simple calculation, that a person who rides a bicycle ten miles

a day, on an average, for five years, (Eighteen hundred and twenty-five days), that he would have

ridden Eighteen thousand, two hundred and fifty miles, and that if the bicycle used was ten pounds
heavier than he actually required, he would have carried one hundred and eighty-two thousand, five

hundred pounds more bicycle per mile, ridden, than was necessary, or about two car loads per year.

Nov?, fix your rate per car load, and you will ascertain the value of a bicycle the proper weight.

ROVERS
range in weight from 38 to 48 pounds, and we therefore can supply a machine in accordance with

a purchaser's requirements.

-WIE (DJt^EUUTT FIVE STYLES,
including the most elegant ladies' Safety in the American market.

CATALOGUE READY FEB. 20th. COMPETENT AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

THE JNO. WILKINSON CO., Sole Importers,

55 STHTE ST., - - CH1CHG0, 1 I—I

—
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PRICE ONLY $35.

"Same'Old Story, Skip this and read something New,"

It may "be egotism on our part, yet we cannot help but feel that

the boys mean what they say when they hold up their right hand for

the Little Giant, and confirm their opinion by their orders.

We have often heard repeated, "the best is always the cheapest in

the end, even at a greater cost." To this we add certainly, cer-

tainly, and we give you the best without the extra cost.

Therefore, the t est and the cheapest without the extra cost, buy

A Little Giant of some of the many agents herewith attached and be

happy All reliable dealers, who would not sell these goods if not as

we recommend and guarantee them:

Wm. Bead & Sons, Boston, Mass.; Merwin, Hulburt & Co.,

New York; E. C. Meacham Arms Co., St. Louis, Mo.; A. G.

Spalding & Bros., Chicago, 111.; H. A. Lozier & Co., Cleveland,

Ohio.; Standard Cycle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; Bretz, Curtis &
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; B. Frank McDaniel, Wilmington, Del.;

Eisenbrandt Bros., Baltimore, Md.; H. S. Owen, Washington,
D. C; Alsdorf & Co., Newark, N. J«; A. K. & C. E. Schaap,

Bichmond, Va.

LOMR & YOST BICYCLE MFG. CO., Box 131, Toledo, 0.

THS MOUNT F0R 1S90.

THE REFEREE SAFETY.

Corredt braced diamond frame of the best steel

tubing. True tangent spokes. Ball socket head.

Best black rubber tires. Weight, 37 lbs., all on.

The lightest in the world and easiest running.

BRETZ, CURTIS & CO., PMMelplia, Pa.

AGENTS WANTED.

.

Sole U. S. Importers.

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen,
Authorized hy the Uniform Committee,

Sz&jffL

Committee.

Browning, Kin.0 \ Co,,

Official Tailors of the L.A.W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only OfficialTailorstotheL.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

A> G. Spalding $ Bros.,

Haters or the Official L. A. W. Sundries.

V^dl!©. League Regulation 1.25
Sill 1 T»"f"e League Regulation 3.00OXXJ.1. lJ». No . XX Fine Cheviot lor hot

weatherwear 1.00
Sl"f~i"W»Lri li o'k3 Our celebrated LinenOlUtHllIga, Sole Stocking, League

color 1.00
T£f»l"d"C! No. X Silk, Edee's League color,
-*-»VaI- t>0» white centre, Snake Buckle 60

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40Qn 4"k«3kC Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe',

^•-IVFC/O* hand made, light, str ng, elas ic.5.00
No. i, Canvas, leather trimmings.3.50

Sent post paid on receipt of p ' 're

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing ind Training Suits.

A, G, SPALDING & BROS,,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago.
Philadelphia, 1022 Market St.

THE Favorite Prescriptions of I

the Briehteat Medical Minrtaj

in the world, as OBed by them in I

the Hospitals of London, Paris, I

Berlin and Vienna.

ONE
MEDICINE
rOR ONE
DISEASE.

No. 1—Cures Catarrh, Hay Fever, Rose
Cold, Catarrhal Deafness.

No. 2—Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Asth-
ma, Consumption. A PeerlessRemedy,

No. 3—Rheumatism, Gout.
No. 4—Diver & Kidneys,Dyspepsiajn-
digestion, Constipation, Blights Disease.

No. 5—revex and Ague, Dumb Ague,
Malaria, Neuralgia.

No. 6—Female Weakness, Irregulari-
ties, Whites. A Golden Remedy.

No. 7—A Perfect Tonic, which gives
Hoalth, Form and Fullness, Clear Com-
plexion, Good Blood and lots of it.

No. 8—NervousDebility,Lossof Power
Impotence.au incomparable remedy.

RELIABLE

AGENTS
WANTED.

I
Every bottle guaranteed to euro

I its special disease liCl'KAt'.l i: mid
I to give permanent rolief AL'a VY-v
| Peacriptive Circulars sent free tin

I application. HOSPITAL REMEDY
(COMPANY. Toronto, Canada.

Elwell European Bicycle Tour.
France, Switzerland, Germany and Kngland.

Leaves New York June, on Li Bretagne, of the

French line. Berths assigned from March ist.

For information address

F. A. ELWELL,
15* PEARL ST., - PORTLAND, HE,
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UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.

Ball Bearings Dust Proof and Oil Re-

taining.

Chain absolutely noiseless.

Patent Chain Adjustment.

"Union" Patent Saddle.

None Better.

High Grade in Every Respect.

Finish Incomparable.

THE UNION SAFETY
In General Appearance and Riding Qualities is Unequalled,

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE TO

CHAS. F STOKES MFG. CO,, 293 & 295 Wabash Aye., Chicago, 111., Agents for the North West.

J. E. POORMAN, Cor. 8th & Race Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio, Agent for Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana,

Kentucky and Tennessee.

A. B. MACK & CO., 64 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, Agents for Northern Ohio.

STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y., Agents for Western New York and Western

Pennsylvania.

A. 0. YERY, 173 Tremont St., Boston, Mass., Agent tor the New England States.

.
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UNGIiE EPJW fflflKES CMS.

"MY DEAR CHILDREN," said THE OLD GENTLEMAN,
as he FIRED his "BRIAR ROOT" and settled back in his EASY
CHAIR for an HOUR'S COMFORT, after a busy day, "I called

at the FACTORY of the WHITE CYCLE CO. to-day and met

DR. DRAKE, the courteous and obliging SUP'T. of AGENCIES.
He took me all through their ELEGANELY APPOINTED FAC-
TORY, and I was ASTONISHED at the EVIDENCE of PRO-
GRESS made under the NEW REGIME. FINISHED PARTS,
and PARTS in all stages of progress towards completion, were in

BINS, BOXES, ON RACKS, HUNG UP and in IMMENSE
PILES on the FLOORS, being pushed about on TRUCKS by

YOUNG MEN from one part of the FACTORY to the other.

THE POLISHED WORK and NICKELED PARTS and EN-

AMELLED PIECES were being examined and tested by the

several INSPECTORS. PARTS were being given out and

charged to the men who assemble THE BRONCHOS. EXPRESS-
MEN were delivering PARCELS of all SORTS and SIZES and

taking others away. BOXES of all sizes were STACKED up,

marked THREE KNOT SKOOKUM OIL, .SKUDERDRAK'S
EMBROCATION and LIVINGSTON'S 'SURE CURE.' The
LABORATORY, where the CRUDE SKOOKUM OIL is pre-

pared for the PUBLIC, presented a busy 6ight; 'tho' I only had a

'peep' at the inside, when the Doctor gave an order for five gross

o( THREE KNOT SKOOKUM OIL to go by EXPRESS. This

afternoon as I stood waiting for the Doctor to complete his rounds

with me, I heard GEN'L. MANAGER PECK say, 'SIX
MORE BIKES sent for inspection, with offers to turn in for

BRONCHOS in exchange, all of them '89 WHEELS and no two

of the same make.' Upon asking if they did much of an exchange

business, was told that the number sent for exchange was fast in-

ert asing, and the owners of wheels sent them with cash to pay
transportation charges to the dealer who takes all of their ex-

change good6, and that the number of riders who wanted to exchange

•89 WHEELS for '90 BRONCHOS was simply PHENOMENAL.
I looked into the FORGE SHOP, where the men were employed
in working on all sorts of CURIOUS THINGS. The SPARKS
were flying, the POWER HAMMER clanging, the BRAZING
FURNICES roaring, THE GREAT 'BROWN & SHAR»PE'
CO.'S CASE-HARDENING FURNACE was being emptied of

BIG BOXES of SLALL PARTS, that were being 'dumped' into

water, some of them, and some being dipped in OIL, and 'though
the men were 'thick' and moving about in all directions, and ap-

parently in danger of getting thing mixed, yet everything was like

CLOCK-WORK. I found, after a few minutes 6pent in watching

the various kinds of work going on, that everything is reduced to

a SYSTEM the most perfect, and everything is business from one

end to the other of the LIGHT and COMFORTABLE ESTAB-
LISHMENT. It is the LIGHTEST SHOP I ever saw, and has

the most perfect means of VENTILATION. Noticing some men
measuring and spacing off distances on the ground, I asked what
they were doing, and was told that they were getting ready to

build a NEW BRICK BOILER HOUSE, in which will be placed

a BATTERY of the FINEST NEW STEEL BOILERS that can

be made; and for an extension of the FORGE SHOP, to accom-

modate the NEW PLANT going in shortly, for making all 6orts

of things which are now made for them by contract here and in

ENGLAND. I was much impressed by the extreme care taken by
the INSPECTORS in examining FINISHED PARTS. The
GAUGES are all made in TRIPLICATE ; the WORKMEN have

one set, the SUP'T. another, and the third is LOCKED up where
only the GEN'L. MANAGER has access. No variation greater

than 1-4000 of an inch is allowed, and if the parts don't come cor-

rect, somebody has trouble on their hands 'right off,' 'quick,' and

lots of it. They showed me their WONDERFUL TESTING
MACHINE, and measured a hair from my head and one from

my beard, and then SPLIT them both and measured them again.

Talk about INTERCHANGEABILITY of PARTS. Well, when
they tell you that parts are INTERCHANGEABLE, I can see that

it means something; it means that, 'just that,' and NO FOOLING
about it either.

If riders want a GOOD MACHINE, A FINE LOOKING
WHEEL, A SPEEDY, EASY RUNNING BYKE, A CYCLE
that will CLIMB HILLS in a way to DELIGHT them, they

should BUY A BRONCHO. FIRST, let them send their AD-
DRESS for a '90 CATALOGUE. I saw 16 LARGE SACKS go-

ing to the POST OFFICE on UNCLE JOE SMITH'S EX-
PRESS WAGON, and TEASDALE was unloading TWO ENOR-
MOUS CASES, and a THIRD, a little SMALLER, of CATA-
LOGUES from the PRINTERS, containing 30,000 copies of THE
MOST ATTRACTIVE AND COMPLETE CATALOGUES ever

seen. That was only a few advance copies; the main BULK of

the '90 'CAT,' the 2d EDITION, is yet to come. NOW RUN TO
BED, CHILDREN, I want to read 'the ACCOUNT of the STAN-
LEY SHOW, in the ENGLISH PAPER which PRES. WHITE
sent me. TO ALL who want to KEEP up to THE TIMES, I say,

'SEND FOR THE NEW CATALOGUE, SENT FREE BY

THE WHITE CYCLE CO.,

WESTBDRD', MASS., U. S. A.
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Why are there more Columbias sold than of

any other make ?

1. Because the makers offer only the highest grade machines, giving

the hest value for the money, and the public knows it.

2. The purchaser is trying no experiment, but is reaping the benefit of

12 years' experience of the makers.

3. It takes many years to organize a factory, with machinery, tools

and skilled mechanics to turn out a bicycle that is worth $135 00.

4. They are always sold at the published price, which is a positive in-

dication of their value.

5. The warrant of the Company is undoubted.

6. Because the prudent man doesn't let a dealer persuade him to buy a

machine that has not an established reputation, because he can

make more money on it, even after he has cut the. price.

7. If you are in doubt as to which is the best, why not consult a disin-

terested mechanical expert, or an independent bicycle repairer ?

8. The Columbias were the first to be made strictly on the interchange-

able system, and in them it has been carried to a degree of perfec-

tion equalled by none.

9. Comparison of the Columbia Catalogue with others shows more

thoroughness and care in details of construction.

10. You are cordially invited to visit the Columbia factory at Hartford,

where you can satisfy yourself of the truth of the above.

POPE 7VYFG. CO.,
77 Franklin Street, Boston.

12 Warren Street.
2ei Wabash Ave.,

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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"You Can't Answer a Man's Argument by Pointing at the Holes in his Coat."
In buying goods, especially "interchangeable"

goods, it is important to know that the manufacturer
is established and likely to continue in that happy
condition.
When you buy anything in the nature of machinery,

it is pleasant to know that, should some portion of it

fail, for any unforseen reason, the party at fault, so far

as is right and reasonable, will make good the defect.

It is not only necessary that the manufacturer should
be financially able to this, but that he should be phil-

osophical and selfish enough to see the advisability of
it. The annoyance incident to the selection of a bicycle
by the average beginner may in time be done away
with, and it will only be necessary to consult Bract-

street's to see which manufacturer is worth the most
money. Such a system would save endless annoyance
and be a boon to many. A highly-educated profes-
sional gentleman, in looking at the Hickory Bicycle
recently, remarked that many things about it pleased
him, but it would be much more desirable if it had ball
bearings. We assured him that we made parallel

bearings only because we preferred them. Whereupon
he actually asked us to tell him the difference in con-
struction between the two styles. How much easier it

would have been for him, being a lawyer, to have
looked up our rating and not come near us at all, for

"Oh! kind sirs, we are very poor," we have not tasted
bread since last September. We do not feel the dis
grace of poverty near so keenly as we do the inconve-
nience of it. It is no trifling matter to see onr little

ones gathered about our knte (when it happens to be
warmer than the stove), and hear the piteous cries of
hungei escape their pallid lips, shivering because the
fire wood has all been made into wheels, in the hope
that next winter we can have coal.

Last summer's tennis blazer answers for an under-
shirt, and we would be happy if other and more
wealthy manufacturers would stop calling attention to
our lack of responsibility. To be sure they have not
called names, but we feel that they mean us, for it don't
seem possible there can be others so hard up.
And yet we are hardly so "poor as he that hath not

patience," for we have both patience and hope—yes, and
even charity for those who don't seem to grasp the
fact set forth in above headline. 'Twas Lincoln who
said : "You may fool all of the people a part of the
time, or apart of the people all the time, but you can't
fool all the people all the time," and among the many
good things said by the great Abraham, none con-
tained more truth. A deaf man once said he could
always tell which was getting the worst of an argu-
ment by noticing who got mad first. N. B. Compara-

<st:e>:rIvi:ivo K^rviooDT,

tively few cycle buyers are ever deaf. A man w h
feels perfectly sure of his position can afford to be
good natured.
The people care not for any man so much as what he

can do for them. They have little interest in his pre-
judices and no sympathy with his egotism. It is the
quality of the goods and the price asked for them after

all, that settles the question. If we were rated "A. A.
1," would you buy hickory wheels with your eyes
shut? If you did, we should probably take your money
and consider you an ass. If we owned a private livery
stable and kept a "nigger boarding house", would you
then think our style 01 machine was the best withont
investigation? Not if you are the kind of a man we
like to associate with, you wouldn't. We don't give
any reasons why you should buy the Hickory Wheels,
for we are not sure that you ought. Your physician
can best advise you on that point. You may need
violent exercise, and hence should handle some heavy
metallic thing as, for instance, dumb bells. If you
merely want to get from place to place, and don't es-

pecially need exercise, we would recommend—no we
won't. Look it up for yourself. Our guarantee hasn't
yet got whiskers on it, but our wheels never get so they
look like a cypher that is trying to be a figure 8.

New'ton, JVItisss*.
P. S. We are still swapping catalogues for good agents.

BlCYCIvBS

EASTERN AGENCY:

Fairbanks, San&oin & CoIb,

145 COLUMBUS AVE., BOSTON.

Every "Wheel Fully Guaranteed.

All Parts Interchangeable,

OUR FULL LINE.
THE FAMOUS CATFORD, - $135. 00

FULL, ROADSTER, - 13500
SPECIAL LADIES' - - 135.00

THE POPULAR, all balls, 105.00

THE KING OF ALL, - - 85.00

YOUTH'S PREMIER, - 65.00

PREMIER TANDEM, • 200.00

Holmes' Thigh Stocking FULL PANTS.

(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat,

strap & pocket.

No. 884. Heavy Rib.

Price $2.50.

Double heel and toe.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

KNEE PANTS.
(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

Athletic and Gymnasium Garments Manufactured by

3—3. Full Fashioned, Nar-
rowed at ankle in black, navy.
League brown, grey mixed and
any other color, $1.50.

3— 1. Black, navy, grey mixed,

avy, grey mixed,
stocking, $1.25.

1— 1. Black, n
stocking, $1.00.

HOIiMES f£ CO., 109 Kingston St., Boston

SEND IN YOUR NAMES EARLY AND AVOID THE RUSH.
Our 1890 Catalog will be out early in February, and will col tain the most complete list of sundries ever

advertised ; all prices at or below Eastern Figures ; also a completo line of the latest makes of high grade ma-
chines. Parts for repair of all known makes of wheel always in stock. Don't forget to write.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., 311 N. 14th St., - - ST. LOUIS, MO.
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements in this Department 30 cents a line.

j@f Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken.

Box 632.

Send 35 cents and get one of the

New L. A. W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of rolled Silver Plate, oxy-
dized. Very neat.and serviceable.

N. H. GIBBS,
PROVIDENCE, K. I

L. A, W, BADGES,
The official design in solid gold.

Prices, $2.50, $3.50, $5.00 and up-
ward. Patented. Send for free
Catalogue and address orders to

C. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle St , Portland, Me.

IF you want to buy, sell or exchange your wheel for

books, stationery, type writers, organs, buggv,
cigars, etc., write to JOHN G. ZOOK, LITITZ,
PA. He has the best second-AEy list in the U. S. A
$250 Humber Tandem, used 50 miles, at any reason-
able offer, and a score of other bargains. Don't buy
before you write to him. Kodak Camera wanted.

ANTED—An Ai Bicycle Machinist. To satis -

factory party, liberal wages and steady work
will be given. NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos.
4 and 6 East 60th St., New York City.

fjH>K THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-* ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and
other bicycles". Tricyeles for any cripple. Road Carts,
$14.00, $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

ECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
VEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th St., New York City.

AMBON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers

,

or mailed by the manu'acturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

"DAFFLE—52-inch New Mail; in good condition.
-t* Tickets $1 ; in clubs of six, $5. Drawing will be
held March 10th. References can be furnished as to
reliability if necessary. W. S. ESTABROOK, Ful-
lerton, Neb., Box 44.

H>R SALE—1S89 Premier Tandem Safety; or will
exchange for Safety and cash. Send particulars

if in trade. CAMPBELL & CO., 33 Page St., Prov.
idence, R. I.

ANTED—Old gold and silver, full value pai<T.
Packages received by mail or express remitted

for same day. PATTON & CO., Manufacturing Jew-
elers, 59 Main St., North Adams, Mass.

TJMJR 81.00—A 54 inch American Champion, ball
A. bearings all around

; good as new
; 90 chances

;

$1 ooeach. BOECKING & HEVERLY. Tyrone, Pa .

aToTvery,
New England Agent for the

Warwick "Perfection," "Union"

—AND—

"Giair cycles.

—ALSO—

The Standard SewingMachine

173 Tremont Street, B»ston.

AGENTS WANTED,

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, ij cents a line. MS- Cash must

accompany the order.St
$gp* Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Ckecks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be takcn.*J@&

WANTED—A Western wheelman, well-known
throughout the West, wishes a position as

salesman or advertising man for a bicycle firm, where
hustling is needed. Can furnish good recommenda-
tions from prominent Western wheelmen as to ca-
pability. Address "Salesman," care Bicycling
World, Boston, Mass.

OR SALE—52-inch New Mail, '89 pattern; latest

improvements; balls all over; as perfect as new ;

not run 60 miles; nickeled King of the Road Hub
Lamp, Luggage Carrier and Whistle. Cost $145.00.
Will sell for $100.00. L. G. SLOOT, Purdy Station,
Westchester Co., New York.

OLUMBIA TANDEM BICYCLE—King of R.
Lamp; bell; luggage carrier and tools. A Bar-

gain for any one wanting tandem. Address JOS.
ROYAL, 1722 North 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

-Crescent Safety, good as new; a bargain
for $65. C. W. POWELL, Polo, 111.$90

SPECIAL STAR, 51-inch, in fine order, for sale; or
will exchange for 39x24, and pay cash. E. T.

CORNELL, Bank ofAmerica, 46 Wall St., New York.

w/ANT 51-inch Columbia Light, or a 52 wheel.
' WM. ROBERTS, Richmond Hill, L. I.

TT'OR SALE—18S9 Victor Safety, in first-class con-
-T dition. H. W. ROBINSON, 89 State St.,

Boston, Mass.

FOR SALE—For $95, a Victor Safety of the 1889
pattern, in good condition; has been run onlv

about 1000 miles. Write to CHAS. M. BLODGETT,
1 Claremont Park, Boston, Mass.

F~
OR SALE—A New Mail Safety, in good con-
dition, with cyclometer. E. H. NORRIS, iS

Mason St., Cambridge, Mass.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, - - MASS.

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a
bottle of Wilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also
prevent Nickel and steel from rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on leceipt of 50
cents in stamps. Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.

This oiler resembles our "C & D" Pocket Oiler,
although on a smaller scale. It consists of a tube for
holding the oil, fitted at the top with our patent tip

which can be unscrewed to refill the oiler.
This tip throws only a small quantity at a time, and

prevents all spilling and waste of oil. As the ordinary
oil can throws from 20 drops and upwards at each
stroke, the immense superiority of our oiler as to
neatness, cleanliness and economy, will be at once
apparent.
The shape and nickel finish make it the handsomest,

neatest, and most convenient oiler in use.

Price, 50 Cents each.

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
172 9th Avenue, New York.

L. M. ALEXANDER,
For the past Three years with Hill & Tollman, will

remain at the old stand,

195 Front St,, Worcester, Mass.
and handle a full line of

AMERICAN, NEW MAIL, PSYCHO
AND SINGER WHEELS.

—ALSO-

LITTLE GIANTS, BOSTONS AND TREMONTS,

CYCLE REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS
PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

"To Gods Own Country."

WANTED.
A good, steady boy, from 14 to 19 years of

age, who has worked from 1 to 3 years at

Bicycle Repairing. A good home for a good
boy.

Address immediately, stating age, experi-

ence, and send recommendations from last

or present employer, also state salary wanted.

FRED T. MERRILL,
CYCLE CASTLE, 49 MORRISON ST.,

PORTLAND, OREGON.
For all kinds oi

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.

UNABRIDGED!!
Catalogue of Bicycle Sundries ready for

mailing in a few days.

Send a Postal Card for a copy to

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

NSMKRK, - - IS. J.

The Judge
Who tries a thing, whether it be Toe Clips

or pie, is best qualified to give his opinion.

MORAL .—Try a pair of

RANKIN PAT. TOE CLIP.

to judge for yourself, and learn the correct

ankle motion, which every rider should know.
AGENTS WANTED in every city or town In the

United States. Write for terms, etc. Mention this

paper, please.

RANKIN & BRUCE, <! *^SSS..
Box 103, PROVIDENCE, B. I.

Mail orders, (postage paid), will receive prompt
attention. Per Pfilr, SO cents.
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SINGER CYCLES.
OVER 65,000 IN USE.

February, i 890
In the pages of our catalogue for this season, we submit to your notice an assortment

of Singer cycles, from which the selection ot a suitable machine may be accomplished without
difficulty.

Our various patterns have been fully tested by many thousands of riders of our cycles,

and the general principles of our 1889 patterns have been found to be almost incapable of im-

provement. We have, therefore, . confined our attention chiefly to the revision and perfecting

of details, and to reduction in weight; and, although this has entailed considerable cost, we
have been able to somewhat reduce the prices of last year.

WITH REFERENCE TO QUALITY, WE RELY UPON THE INTRINSIC MERIT
OF OUR CYCLES, AND THE RECOMMENDATION OF THOSE USING THEM, FOR
A CONTINUANCE OF OUR INCREASING TRADE.

Our workmen are continuously employed, winter and summer, and thoroughly understand

the class of work we require. NO SECOND-RATE MACHINES ARE MADE; all the

parts of our cycles [except saddles] are made in our works, special machinery is extensively

used, and by these means we are able to produce cycles of the best possible quality, at mod-
erate prices. WE CARRY IN STOCK AT THIS DEPOT, A FULL LINE OF PARTS OF
ALL OUR MACHINES.

SINGER & CO., Manufacturers and Importers,

6 and 8 Berkeley St., .... BOSTON, MASS.

•1 8 9 O-

NEW MAIL.^ 3M^ OFFERED HAVE YOUSEEN IT?

tt&ffl 1m AS THE IP
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WILLIAM READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston,
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-
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12 Pearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., TJ. S. A.

$&• Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

the Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old

address and Folio number.

Messrs. NEUMANN BROS., ol uS W. 19th Street, New York, represent
the World and Bulletin as Advertising Agents exclusively for the Eastern
and Middle States.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.

Copy for new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure
their Deing inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
later than Monday, to insure attention for the following issue.
49* All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the

order of the Bicycling World Co.

jgp- Postage Stamps will not be accepted hereafter in
payment for advertisements or subscriptions. checks,
Money Orders or Postal Notes only will be taken..

The management of this paper refuse to print in the advertising
columns of this paper any matter that is disparaging of a rival or
which in its estimation is objectionable in any way.

EDITORS

:

C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

BOSTON, 21 FEBRUARY, i8go.

JAMES R. DUNN.
Through the courtesy of the Boston Globe we are enabled to

present to our readers an excellent likeness ofJames R. Dunn, Presi-
dent-elect of the L. A. W. Mr. Dunn's antecedents are well known

to the readers of the World, though his features may not be. The
World bespeaks for the new President and his associates, Messrs.
William H. Emery and George R. Bidwell, the hearty support of
every well wisher for the welfare of the League.

TT is all League this week. We present an exhaustive and com-
* plete report of the meeting, and we believe it is exa<5t as can be,

where a verbatim report of the discussions is not printed. To thor-

oughly digest and comment on same will take some days, and we
therefore reserve our editorial comments until next week.

No one can plead ignorance of the work done and projected by

the League after having this report placed before him.

CORRESPONDENTS must give way this week to the majesty

of the L. A. W. If we had known that we were to be over-

whelmed with such a volume of matter we should have notified our

correspondents to hold off this week.

NEW YORK STATE DIVISION MEETING.

3 P. M.
Cossum,
DeGraaf,
by prox-

The annual meeting of the New York State Officers' Meeting
was held at the Grand Union Hotel, New York City, Feb. 14. The
meeting was called to order by Chief Consul Bull at

Present in person, Chief Consul Bull, Messrs. Woods,
Miller, McBean, Beck, Prial, Sheehan, Betts, Nesbett,
Johnson, Jenkins, Heyducker, Chapin, Alden and 12

ies. Also present, Shriver and Potter, by reason of their chair-

manship of Standing Committees, and also Mr. Geo. R. Bidwell.
by courtesy.
The reading of the minutes of the previous meeting were

dispensed with. Chief Consul called Mr. Woods to the chair, and
presented an exhaustive report, which will be printed in full. The
report of the Secretary-Treasurer showed a balance.
Mr. Jenkins, on behalf of the Rights and Privileges Committee,

reported a number of cases had been taken care of by the Division,
notably, one in Poughkeepsie, wherein $500 damages had been
paid to a cyclist on the verdidt by a jury. The case was of a cy-

clist who was run down by a driver. The fadfcs have been reported
in full in these columns at the time of suit.

Mr. Shriver, on the Rules and Regulations Committee, offered

several amendments, the details of which will appear in full in our
Official Columns.
The report of Mr. Potter, Chairman of the Highways Improve-

ment Committee, made a strong reccommendation that the New
York Division send to the National Assembly, a resolution re-

questing them to allow the State Committee to continue their work
looking towards local legislation, without interference at the hands
of the National Committee.
A warm discussion then arose on the question of auditing the

vouchers of Chief Consul Bull and Dr. Blackham, as presented by
them, and it was finally voted by a vote of 28 to one, that the
accounts were regular and snould be paid. Mr. Cossum, who was
active in opposition to the auditing of these accounts, after hearing
the fa<fts as discussed, withdrew hi6 opposition and voted for the
auditing and paying of the vouchers in dispute.

A discussion then took place over a certain article which lately

appeared in a cycling publication, reflecting on the integrity of
Chief Consul Bull, and again, by a vote of 28 to one, was Chiet
Consul Bull endorsed and insinuations and charges in same
condemned.
A vote was then passed that the New York State Division donate

$50 to the New York State Roads Improvement Association, as a
substantial evidence of the Division's support and good will.

The meeting then adjourned. The full Official Report will ap-
pear in our Official Column.

We are just in receipt from ex-President Luscomb of copies of
letters which passed between himself and the Ohio officials.

We lift forms to state that the letters will appear next week.

Correction.—A gentleman from Albany writes us : "In your
issue of the 14th inst. , copying from the Albany Argus, you state
that the Albany Wheelmen formally opened their new quarters,
etc., in which you were in error, it being the Albany Bicycle Club,
as stated in the Argus, who opened their quarters, without any in-

debtedness and with a handsome surplus. Oblige the club by
noting error in next issue."
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MEETING OF THE

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY L. A. W.,

Grand Union Hotel, New York,

February 17, 1890,

On Saturday afternoon last, one familiar with the cycling celeb-

rities from the different parts of the country, would have noticed
that many of these representative men had already put in an ap-
pearance, and by Sunday noon the corridors of the Grand Union
and Murray Hill Hotels seemed to contain nearly all the great and
mighty ones in wheeling circles. Among the more prominent
wheelmen, we noticed the familiar and rotund form of Secretary
Bassett; the happy-smiling and high-strung George Atwater;
Brewster, the unique and quaint; Vice President Lawton,
looking as if he was not in it this year. Among the editors
present, first and foremost of course, Editor Prial was conspicuous.
His expression was not one of untold happiness, and his look was
a far-away one, as though he were trying to fathom the future and
decide which way the political flip-flap should be taken. Joe
Goodman was anxiously questioned as to the identity of
"Tip," but kept the secret to himself. Mr. Miles, of the Referee,
showed up, after an awful trip from the West, in which he had to

spend his nights in a sitting-up position, as the sleeping cars were
full, and he assured us also that he had not had much time to eat
since he started from Chicago. Mr. MacOwen, of the Athlete, came
in late on Monday, with his bright, breezy manner full of anticipa-
tion and hope in the future of his venture.

Mr. Dunn, of course, was there, and his room and that of the
Ohio Division in the Murray Hill Hotel, were made the head-
quarters of Mr. Dunn's friends. Ex-President Kirkpatrick was
there in all his power and glory, and a cooler or more level-headed
manager or debater could not be found in the ranks of Mr. Dunn's
friends. It is unnecessary to say that Mr. Potter was on hand,
with a twinkle in his eye, which boded no good for those who had
seen fit to make his life interesting in League politics during the
past four months. Mr. Jenkins, with a very bad cold and a tempo-
rary bass voice, was active everywhere in the interests of Mr. Dunn
and the New York State Division, and when we say that Jenkins
wa6 active, it means a good deal. Dr. Butler, of Buffalo, whose
report, by the way, of the Roads Improvement Committee was one
of the ablest that we have ever listened to, was on hand, and it was
difficult to meet the Doctor without his satchel full of letters, and a
bundle of letter-books under his arm. This amunition was to be
discharged at the devoted head of Mr. Potter, when the proper time
came. Mr. Perkins, of Massachusetts, was on deck Sunday
morning, and he devoted the day to busily preparing defence on
behalf of the action of the National Body, as affecting State

legislation. It always does one's heart good to run across Mott.
If there ever was a man on whom good fellowship was written all

over him, from the top of his head to the toe of his boot, that man's
name is Albert Mott. He is a man who is always cool and pleas-

antly firm. To know Mott is to like him. The Maryland dele-

gation contained also the veteran, Samuel T. Clark, and his

partner, E. F. LeCato, good fellows, every one of them.
There was an oppression in the air when Mr. Prial and Mr. Miles

met face to face, but we are glad to state that death did not ensue.

In fact, before we left, we saw the two blood-thirsty scribes hobnob-
ing in the pleasantest kind of a manner. Fred Jenkins was there,

the old timer, and former editor of the Wheel, and a man once
prominent in League politics. Fred was as much interested in the

debate as though he were still active in League politics. Chief
Consul Bull was there, of course, looking very lively for a

'•political corpse," as our friend "Tip" would have expressed it.

In fact, the funeral prophesied by the now notorious "Tip," did not
take place, as least we did not hear of it, and we have every reason

to believe that Chief Consul Bull did not, either. With a laurel of
vindication set jauntily on his head. Chief Consul Bull was one of

the most prominent aclors in the discussion which took place in

and out of the meeting. Pennsylvania was represented in the

persons of Chief Consul Boyle, Van Nort, Crowther and others.

Post, the energetic and happy Chief Consul of Connecticut, was

with his Division, and a very solid Division it was. Massachusetts
was there in full force. We could write pages of incidents, some of
them amusing, which occurred during this meeting, but we have
not space. The delegates evidently meant business, and they stuck
closely until the last gun was fired. The meeting, we are sorry to
say, was not devoid of certain personalities which we wished had
not existed, but it must be remembered, injustice to the gentlemen
who fervidly championed their views, that there was cause for ex-
citement, and that words could not always be chosen with that care
which sometimes we would have liked to see. We pen below the
report of the proceedings, with such running comment of the pro-
ceedings attending them, which at the time we took down.

REPORT OF THE MEETING.

The annual meeting of the National Assembly was held at the
Grand Union Hotel, on Monday, Feb. 17th. President Charles H.
Luscomb in the chair, called the meeting to order at 11.30.

Names of members present and number of votes cast : Charles
H. Luscomb, 1; James R. Dunn, 1; Sanford Lawton, 1; Abbot
Bassett, 2; Charles S. Butler, 1 ; D.J. Post, 1 ; L. A. Miller, 1

;

T. W. Gillette, 1; Joseph Goodman, 1; George S. Atwater, 3;
William A. Davis, 4; Albert Mott, 1; George F. Updegraff, 1;
E. F. Le Cato, 4; Samuel T. Clark, 3; Wm. H. Emery, 4; A. W.
Robinson, 1 ; J. S. Dean, 1 ; George A. Perkins, 1 ; B. A. Barber,
1 ; E. B. Pillsbury, 1 I. E. Moultrop, 1 ; J. B. Seward, 1 ; C. S.
Howard, 1 ; Junius E. Beal, 4; W. M. Brewster, 4; Dr. G. Carleton
Brown, 3; Dr. H. A. Benedict, 1; George C. Pennell, 1 ; W. S.
Bull, 2; W. S. Jenkins, 1 ; George S. Bidwell, 2; C. W. Wood, 1

;

I. B. Potter, 1 ; E. J. Shriver, 1 ; F. P. Prial, 1 ; H. E. Raymond,
1; M. A. High, 2; T. J. Kirkpatrick, 4; A. E. Mergenthaler, 1

;

George Collister, 3; Frank C. Meyer, 3; SamuekA Boyle, 2; D.
K. Trimmer, 1 ; Henry Crowther, 2 ; Kirk Brown, 2 ; W. N.
Seibert, 1 ; T. J. Lee, 1 ; J.J. Van Nort, 1 ; C. S. Davol, 3 ; G. L.
Cooke, 4; James L Spiers, 3.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT FOR 1889-90.

President Luscomb then requested First Vice President Dunn to
occupy the chair while he read his report, which we print below in
full. :

In accordance with the provisions of Article 1, Section 1, of the
By-Laws, the President here submits his annual report as follows :

This has been a year of action. Immediately after the election
in February, 1889, consideration of the matter of road improvement
was taken up by the President, in connection with the national
Committee on Improvement of Highways, and the best methods of
procedure, maturely discussed.
From the fact that the legislative season was so far advanced,

progress in the direction of preparing bills for presentation was
impracticable, and it was found to be entirely inexpedient to ad-
vance upon this line until the Legislatures of the several States
should again convene.
In the meantime, the national committee prepared and published

the Improvement of Highways pamphlet.
This was widely circulated and became a powerful factor in the

line of educational progress.
Upon this subject the report of the committee will be found so

complete that further reference to it in this report is unnecessary.
The first matter of importance arose upon the complaint of the

Chief Consul of Massachusetts, relative to the uniform contract
with Browning, King & Co., made by the committee heretofore
appointed by the League.
After careful consideration and inquiry, the situation was met

May 29th, 15S9, by arranging that Browning, King & Co. should
supply the L. A. W. cloth to any tailor sending the names and
League numbers of members desiring suits made elsewhere.
This action and the action of the Executive Committee upon the

complaint, was taken as far as possible in the line of the verbal
contract previously made by the Uniform Committee, hitherto, ap-
pointed, with the L. A. W. tailors.

It was shortly thereafter so arranged that any Division might
purchase the cloth through the L. A. W. Secretary, at mill prices.

The proposition to allow Divisions to appoint Division tailors

was not favorably entertained, because under these circumstances
no guarantee could be furnished the mills manufacturing the par-

ticular kind of cloth, that the product turned out would be taken
up. This guarantee the mills required and Browning, King & Co.
had given, carrying all surplus stock themselves.
The next matter presented was relative to the appointment by

Divisions of certain wheeling publications as Division organs.
The objection was made by the publishers of the Bicycling

World and L. A. W. Bulletin, with whom the national Execu-
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tive Committee of a previous year had made a contract, and it was

made against the designation of the Wheel, as the official organ of

the New York Division. After much discussion the question was

finally adjusted upon the basis of the exclusive rights of the

national League organ.
Both the Division uniform and organ questions were submitted

by the President to the Chief Consuls present at the tenth annual

meet of the L. A. W. at Hagerstown, and by them considered at

some length.
Early in April the President commenced preparations for the

annual meet, and after correspondence with the Chief Consuls of

several Divisions, the invitation of the Maryland Division was ac-

cepted, and a most successful gathering 6f the League held at

Hagerstown July 3d, 4th and 5th.

Notwithstanding the impropitious weather, the meet was thor-

oughly enjoyable, all the plans contemplated were faithfully carried

out, and the visitors departed deeply impressed with the hearty

hospitality of our Maryland brethren.

Such meetings as this establish and promote fraternal relations

among members of our organization, and are most pleasant recol-

lections of mile stones in the journey of wheeling life.

The annual race meeting of the League held during the meet was

a success in spite of most adverse indications.

In May, the transportation interest of wheelmen became seriously

threatened by the action of the railroad companies in establishing

a charge for wheels of twenty-five cents for all distances under one
hundred miles, upon roads where they previously had been carried

free. This matter was at once taken in hand, and by the immediate

action of the Transportation Committee and Mr. Bidwell and Mr.

Sheehan, with such additional assistance as they were able to com-
mand, the obnoxious rule was abrogated.

During the month, the resignation of the Chief Consul of Penn-
sylvania was received, and Mr. John J. Van Nort was appointed in

his place.

Early in the month of October, the President, in conference with

the national Improvement of Highways Committee, began the

League movement to secure better roads by legislative action.

After correspondence with the members of the Executive, Rights
and Privileges and Highway Improvement Committees, a con-

ference was finally arranged in New York for December 7th, the

only date at which almost every member could be present.

About November 6th the members of the Rights and Privileges

Committee were requested by the President to prepare, each, three

bills, for nine certain States designated, that the conference when
it met might be preparsd to take definite action upon matter already
prepared. At about the same time the Chief Consuls of several

Divisions, where legislation was considered feasible, were also

asked to prepare and forward bills consistent with the existing road

laws of their several States.

The returns were painfully meagre.
The Chairman of the Rights and Privileges Committee was pre-

vented by his business engagements from preparing any bills or at-

tending the meeting.
The third member of the committee had a bill of his own which

he stated was incomplete, and when urged to action in the League
interest became first vague and indefinite, and finally insubordinate
and personally abusive.
The conditions indicated that the time would pass and New York

be without a bill, and in this state of uncertainty, the member re-

fusing to resign and allow another to do that which for some per-
sonal reason he would not do, the President removed him from
office, because he did not propose that the forward movement of the
great scheme of highway improvement should be checked or inter-

fered with by any individual, as long as it was within the power of
the Executive to direct the advance.
The correspondence in this matter the removed committeeman

has distributed generously among the newspapers and publications,
and it is presumed that the facts appearing therein are sufficiently
set forth in the letters, and have been read by the members and are
sufficiently understood.
No Chief Consul presented a bill for his State.

Consequently, when the conference met in New York, December
7th, they were without data, save such as the members of the con-
ference brought with them, except that the New Jersey law passed
la6t year, the Tr^on bill which failed in Ohio, and the Road Super-
intendent bill which failed in Massachusetts, had been sent us for
information.
The President cannot too strongly express his gratification at

the good work accomplished by the conference, and is glad of this
opportunity of reporting to the League at large the faithful and
able efforts of the members of the Highway Improvement Commit-
tee, Dr. Butler, Dr. Share and Mr. Beal, and of Mr. Perkins and
Mr. Cossum (appointed in place of Potter removed) of the Com-
mittee on Rights and Privileges.

This conference decided to memorialize the Governors of the

several States, and to attempt legislation in New York, New Jersey,

Massachusetts, Maryland, Ohio and Virginia, and Messrs. Perkins
and Cossum at once commenced the preparation of a bill for New
York. This bill, which is a most admirable arrangement of road
laws for the securing of proper highways, has been introduced, and
is now pending in the State Legislature.

Messrs. Perkins and Cossum have also gone personally into the

States of Massachusetts, Penr ylvania, Maryland, Virginia, Ohio
and Illinois, and have endeavored to advance the cause by per-

sonal interviews with members of the Legislatures and with influen-

tial citizens.

It is discouraging and unjust to the League and the prosecution

of its aims and objects. It is unworthy the cause, and is a matter
that behooves the National Assembly to well consider and deter-

mine whether, when its Constitution declares certain national

committees for specified purposes, this is a mere ornamental crea-

tion, and whether the committees so selected are charged within
their scope with general consideration of the object of the League
wherever it exists, or may only be heard and permitted to act when
a Chief Consul happens to be complaisant.

If this latter be the accepted judgment, the reason for a national

League is gone, and each State may be supreme within its own
borders. Upon this basis the large Divisions may succeed, but the

national unity is gone, and the smaller Divisions and States must
be carelessly abandoned to their fate.

The President deems it necessary to present this condition of
affairs as it stands, and without any attempt at explanation or ex-

tenuation, that the League may not proceed upon the matter of road
improvement with any undisclosed pitfalls which the present ad-
ministration has been able to locate, and to the end that it may
have full knowledge of past experience for its guidance in the

future.

During the month of January, a meeting of the Racing Board
was held in Chicago, at which all members of the committee were
present, and action of unusual importance taken. The wotk of thi6

Board will be presented in their report for your action.

The effect of the "racing expenses" rule upon our relations with
the Amateur Athletic Union is a matter to which the National
Assembly should give its closest attention and best judgment, as it

may concern our friendly status with that large and influential

sister organization.
During the year changes have been made in the national com-

mittees ss follows

:

Mr. Mealey. of Maryland, Chairman of Membership Committee,
vice Jessup, resigned.

Mr. Pennell, of New Jersey, member of Membership Committee,
vice Mealey, appointed Chairman.
Mr. Cossum, of New York, member Rights and Privileges Com-

mittee, vice Potter, removed,
Mr. Bridgman, of Illinois, member of Racing Board, vice Smyth,

resigned.
Chief Consuls have been appointed as follows :

Mr. Hartwell in Colorado, Mr. Merrihew in Delaware, Mr.
Hearsey in Indiana, Mr. Clarke in Nebraska, Mr. McMaster in

New Hampshire, Mr. Moore in Wisconsin, Mr. Arbuckle in Texas,
Mr. White in Virginia, Mr. Irwin in West Virginia.

In two cases, Louisiana and Wisconsin, a request has been made
that the President appoint Vice Consuls, for Divisions which were
subdivisions with less than one hundred members at the time pro-

vided in the Constitution and By-Laws for the annual election.

In both cases the President has made appointments, subject to

confirmation by the National Assembly, for the reason that the
officers so appointed become by such appointment members of this

body.
The attention of this assembly is also called to another matter

which seems to warrant some consideration, namely the status of
ex-Presidents in the national body.
By the present laws, a retiring President if not a Chief Consul or

a delegate elected, may cease to be a member of the Assembly be-
fore its meeting ha6 concluded, by the election of his successor,
and so deprived of a vote in their deliberations.

From his knowledge of past Presidents of the L. A. W. , the
undersigned believes that the League would benefit materially
from their experience, and would recommend a measure whereby
their services could be secured by continuing them permanently as
members of the National Assembly after the expiration of their

term of office. Charles H. Luscomb,
President of the League of American Wheelmen.

New York, February 17, 1889.

The report was received, and laid upon the table for acceptance
or rejection at a later time in the meeting. In the afternoon session
the report was rejected by a vote of 69 to iS.
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER.
Treasurer Brewster then presented his report, which was read by

Secretary Bassett, and was as follows :

Following is report of the transactions of the Treasurer's office
since the date of my last report, viz. :

Balance on hand Feb. i8th, 1889,
Received from the Secretary, ...
Received from the Minnesota Division,
Received from the Maryland Division,
Received from the Keystone Club, Pittsburg,
Received from the Bicycling World, -

Received from miscellaneous ...

$336.00
3.000.00

2875
100 00
25.00
300.00

7-50

1 have paid out on bills duly approved by the
Executive Committee, as per detailed state-
ment herewith,

— $3,797-25

$1,909 84

Balance on hand, -

Very respectfully submitted,
St. Louis, Feb. 15th, 1890.

$1,887.31

W. M. Brewster,
Treasurer.

This also was reserved for future action at a later time in the
meeting, and in the afternoon session was accepted. Secretary
Bassett then read his report, which was listened to with great in-
terest, and which we print in full below.

SECRETARYS REPOR T.

The swiftly-speeding whirligig of time has once more brought us
face to face with a "never-did-so-well-before," and we will hardly
hesitate to smile the sweet smile of satisfaction while we cordially
greet the record of a membership aggregating 12,500, accompanied
as it is with the prospect of a much larger number when the books
shall be closed at the end of the year. In a multitude of wheelmen
there is wisdom, and we may therefore congratulate ourselves that
we were never so wise before, nor so well fitted to offer the induce-
ments of membership to the few solitary wheelmen who continue to
flock alone in spite of the fact that they can in this way gather no
moss. One year ago we had 12,100 members and the total of the
year was 12,193. We give below a table of membership :

MEMBERSHIP, FEBRUART 14, i8qo.

California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Illinois ...
Indiana
Iowa -

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine ...
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
New Hampshire -

New Jersey
New York -

Ohio
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island -

Tennessee -

Texas

441
5i

742
55
188

916
143
142

136
108

103
160

533
1644
S39

132

347
100
7i

627
2154
858
1460
35o
101

40

Vermont
Virginia -

West Virginia
Wisconsin
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
Dakota
Florida -

Georgia
Idaho
Mississippi
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico -

North Carolina
Oregon -

South Carolina
Utah
Washington
Wyoming
Bermuda -

Canada
England -

Nova Scotia -

37
85
64
109
J3
10

5
10

20

9
1

12

6
l9
8

3
1

5
12

4
3
1

13

4
5

12,500
The first ten divisions in, point of numerical strength rank as

shown below. Missouri has since la6t year taken leave and Michi-
gan now enters the ranks and takes ninth place.

1887.
New York,
Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts,
Ohio,
New Jersey,
Connecticut,
Illinois,

Missouri,
California,
Maryland,

2317
1730
1328

940
865
642

635
368

344
289

1888.

New York,
Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts,
Ohio,
Illinois,

New Jersey,
Connecticut,
Maryland,
California,
Missouri,

2467
1476
1236

946
756
742
471
465
401
361

New York,
Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania,
Illinois,

Ohio,
Connecticut,
New Jersey,
Maryland,
Michigan,
California,

2154
1644
1460
916
858
742
627

533
439
441

The ladies lend us their sweet influences, grace our organization
and swell our numbers by 171. Massachusetts leads this li6t with
thirty-five and New York stands second with twenty-four.

LADT MEMBERS.
California
Connecticut
District of Columbia
Illinois ...
Iowa ....
Kansas
Louisiana
Maine -

Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota -

3 Missouri

3 New Jersey
9 New York
8 Ohio -

3 Pennsylvania
1 Rhode Island
2 Wisconsin
1 Florida

3 Georgia

35
10

1

Total

17

24

7
16

16

3

171

Our income from memberships has been $16,701 ; that of the en-
tire year preceding this was $14,610 50. Excess in favor of our yet
incomplete' year, $2090.50. Of the sum collected $10,342.50 has
been distributed to thirty State Divisions

; | and $6358.50 has been
retained by the National organization. The ticket holders have
paid a profit of $90 and we have on hand a stock of these valued at

$40. Have received for duplicate tickets, $4.50. Total income to
date, counting $300 due from the Bicycling World Co., March 1st,

$ I 7>°95-5°- Instituting a comparison, let me call your attention to
the fact that the Cyclist's Touring Club, of England, an interna-
tional organization having members in all parts of the world, en-
rolled last year 21,365 members, or 8865 more than did the L. A.
W., and yet tbe income from this very large membership was less

by $2249 85 than that which we have enjoyed to date in the present
year.

An important work of the year in the Secretary's office has been
that of renumbering the membership list. This has been done at

no little expense of time and energy, but the results are most satis-

factory. Previous Secretaries have not numbered members in reg-
ular sequence nor with any system but have gone back from time to

time to pick up numbers left unemployed by reason of the depar-
ture of those to whom they were originally assigned
The result of this has been that the numbers now held carry no

meaning with them, nor do they indicate in any certain way the
length of time a person has been a member. Many numbers less

than one hundred were given out after the League had seen three
years of life, while many of those who joined the League at New-
port hold numbers much larger. The grand total means nothing
for we now score as a total 26,224, which is about 10,000 le6s than
the number of members that have been enrolled.

I have shaken the members up as in a dice box, tagged each
name with the date of entrance, and arranged them in regular se-

quence by date. At the time of organization, 1880, the League
founders adopted a scheme of numbering which was long since

abandoned, but I have put it in practice again.- It was voted to

reserve the first hundred numbers for the officers of the League,
and to begin the enumeration with 101. Resuming this scheme, I

have arranged according to seniority all those who have been ex-

ecutive officers, and are with us to-day, and numbered them from
one upwards. In future a number will have a meaning of value.

Those who hold numbers less than one hundred will be known to

have held an executive office, and in no case, except the one just

mentioned, will one member be able to exhibit a lower number
than another, unless he can boast an earlier date of entrance. The
executive list employs thirty-three members. Of the 1558 members
who joined the first year, but 95 now remain on the rolU. The
first ten thousand numbers shrink to 2380, and of the 10,264 mem-
bers who were with us when your Secretary was elected in January,
1887, but 3306 remain. Chance and change are just as busy as ever,

and though men may come and men may go the League rolls on
forever.

Our contract with the Bicycling World Co. allows us to use
space for standing notices and two pages of the paper each week,
with the understanding that we shall pay for all space used in ex-

cess of this. In previous years this 6pace was ample for all our
demands, in fact so ample that the Secretary was sble to do a little

talking, and preach a few sermons to the members. The pa6t year
has seen a marked increase in the volume of notices published. So
much work has been done and so much material has been evolved
from this work, that we have used three page6 per week, on an aver-

age, and the Secretary has been bottled up. Can you wonder if he re-

lieves himself at your expense at thi6time? It should be said to the

credit of the Bicycling World Co., that they have continued to

smile and smile, nor be unwilling, while we have encroached be-

yond our borders, and that they will make no charge for extra

space though we have taken what would bring them $2000 at adver-

tising rates.
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(flhat are the Advantages of the Eagle?

THESE ARE A FEW OF ITS ADVANTAGES:

It runs easier and is propelled with less exertion than any other bi-

cycle in the world.
The weight of the rider being carried almost entirely upon one large

wheel, the friction to be overcome in running is reduced to the smallest
amount possible.

Every ounce of the rider's weight can be applied in propelling the
machine.

It is easier for the rider in riding long distances, as his weight can
be alternated from the saddle to the pedals.

The rider is in position to stand at any time upon the pedals and
neutralize all jolts with his knees and ankles, which are far superior to

any spring frame and much more durable.
It is an excellent hill climber, also safe and easy to control in

coasting.

It can be turned in less space and stopped more quickly than other
machines.

It is safe from headers.
It is noted for its excellent workmanship, and the material used in

its construction is the best that can be bought.

NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1890 WILL BE READY FEB. 20th.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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SWIFT SAFETY, model a,, 3PI|I|MG FRAME
takes away all vibration from the body, especially the Feet.

Light and Strong, weighing 40 lbs. complete, with 3-4 inch hollow rims.
Parts Interchangeable, and always on hand.
Special light tempered roller chain. CATALOGUE FREE.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Boston, Mass.

Attention
, Heal England I

^We Have I0st«.l3lislxeci a

New England Branch House
At 178 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON, and all agents in the States of

Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire and

Maine will send orders and settle all accounts there, instead of to the

factory. All points outside this section will be taken care of by the

factory direct, as heretofore.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO., Chicago, III.

N. B.—We also wish to inform our Agents that we have the sole agency for the Mer-
ritt Type Writer in the States above named, and the business is entirely conducted by our

New England Branch House.
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On the whole the League was never in better condition, finan-

cially and numerically, never before so hard at work in the interest

of cycling, never before so well known to the world as an active,

and wide-awake organization, never before possessed of such a

competent and enthusiastic body of Division officials, and never
before has a membership been of more value. Our membership is

rapidly increasing, and increased numbers means an increase of
labor and his results. We should not be satisfied, however, until

every wheelman follows the example of the birds who are of one
feather, and we should continue to gather them in while the day-
light lasts, not forgetting that the night cometh, and into that we
can put a good deal of work, if, bee-like, we improve the shining
hours as they pass. Abbot Bassett, Secretary.

This report was also received, and at the afternoon session ac-

cepted.

The Executive Committee here reported through the Secretary
that of the $500 appropriated for the Special Committee on Road
Legislation, all but $179.23 had been expended. Report accepted.

REPORT OF THE RIGHTS AAD PRIVILEGES COM-
MITTEE.

Secretary Bassett then read the report of the National Rights and
Privileges Committee, which was as follows :

Charles H. Luscumb, President League of American Wheelmen:

Your committee on Rights and Privileges beg leave to submit

the following brief report of the matters which have come within

the purview of its duties during the past year.

Two questions as to the construction of municipal ordinances

have been submitted to the committee. Owing to the fact that only

the substance, and not the letter of the ordinances in question was
set forth, the replies of the chairman were general in character. In

each case, however, after discussing the questions with reference

to the principles involved, he requested that, if the answers were
not sufficiently explicit, and further information and advice were
desired, he be furnished with copies of the ordinances. No further

information or advice was asked concerning them.

Eighteen cases of actions for damages by or against wheelmen
have been submitted for advice. All these cases involved the ques-
tion of the rights of wheelmen upon the public highways. In
many instances the facts showed a total disregard of these rights

by the owners and drivers of vehicles other than bicycles, and, in

some cases, a decided prejudice on the part of magistrates and
urymen against wheels and wheelmen. In two cases only has
financial aid been asked of the League.
The request of the Kansas Division for assistance in testing the

validity of a city ordinance of Topeka, Kansas, prohibiting the

riding of bicycles over a certain bridge within the limits of the

city, was granted. That case is pending, on appeal to the Supreme
Court.
The Tennessee Division asked and was granted, subject to the

direction, supervision, and approval, in some particulars, of the
chairman of the Rights and Privileges Committee, pecuniary aid

in conducting a suit for damages between a member of the Ten-
nessee Division and the owner of a team of horses. This case is

still pending.
The General Assembly of Missouri had under consideration at

its last session, a bill of which the following is a copy

:

"Section 1. It shall hereafter be unlawful for any person or
persons to run, or to engage-in any, race, mounted on any vehicle
usually called velocipede or bicycle, on any highway or public
road, in any of the counties, outside of any city limits in the State,

and all persons traveling by the use of such a vehicle upon any
such highways or roads, on meeting any such person or persons,
on horses or mules, or in vehicles of any kind drawn by such ani-
mals shall come to a halt at a distance of one hundred yards from
the place on such highway or road where said person or person* on
horses or mules or in vehicles drawn by horses or mules are met,
to dismount from the velocipede or bicycle and remain so until

said persons on horses or mules or in vehicles drawn by such ani-
mals, have passed a distance of twenty-five yerds.

Sec. 2. Any person or persons violating the preceding section
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, upon conviction
thereof, be fined in any sum not less than ten nor more than one
hundred dollars, and shall moreover be liable to other persons who
may have sustained damages by reason of frightening or running
away of horses or mules, to be recovered by civil action in any
court having jurisdiction."

W. M. Brewster, Chief Consul of Missouri, and the chairman of
your committee, with the enthusiastic co-operation of the League
members in Missouri, not only defeated the adoption of this bill,

but prevented the enactment of any law on the subject.

In the month of November last President Luscomb called a joint
meeting of the Executive, the Rights and Privileges and the High-
way Improvements Committees, to convene in New York, about
the first of December. In his letters to the Chairman of the
Rights and Privileges Committee, and to Mr. Isaac B. Potter, a
member of that committee, he also requested them to prepare
drafts of bills for introduction in the several States by him named,
in accordance with the laws of such States. Neither the Chairman
nor Mr. Potter was, owing to the press of other duties and busi-
ness, able to comply with these requests, and so wrote the Presi-
dent. After further correspondence relating to this matter, Presi-
dent Luscomb wrote Mr. Potter a letter ending with these word6 :

"I hereby remove you from the National Committee on Rights and
Privileges."

A copy of all the correspondence between President Luscomb
and Mr. Potter irk relation to this matter is herewith submitted.
The Chairman on the Committee on Rights and Privileges was

never requested to call together the members of that committee,
nor did he ever so call them. Mr. Potter never failed to promptly
perform any work requested of him by the Chairman of that com
mittee ; but, on the contrary, has promptly, and even generously,
responded to every request or suggestion of the Chairman.

In view of the facts in this case, your committee report that, in
their deliberate judgment, there existed no cause for the so-called

removal of Mr. Potter from the committee, and that, if cause had
existed, the President had no power to "remove" him ; and that
the action of the President in this matter was, therefore, not only
ill-advised, unwarranted and unjust, but was usurpatory, without
authority, and hence, void and of no legal effect.

The only well considered and carefully prepared bill looking to

the improvement of highways which has come to the notice of the
Chairman of your committee, is the bill known as "The New
York Highways Improvement Bill," to the preparation of which
Mr. Isaac B. Potter, a member of your committee, has given much
time, careful thought and dilligent research. When the provisions
of this bill shall become a law in the several States, and shall be
_enforced, the question of how to obtain and maintain good roads
will have been solved.

The Chairman of your committee, not having been able to at-

tend the joint meeting of the committees hereinbefore mentioned,
and his request for a synopsis of the woik of the committee not
having been complied with by the President, he has no opinion to
offer upon the character of the work done at that meeting. He sin-

cerely trusts, however, that it may result in much good to the
League.
Many copies of the "Court Decision, Legal Opinions, etc.," is-

sued by the League, have been requested of, and furnished by, the
committee during the past year; and, judging from the tone of
many of the letters received, they have accomplished much good,
in enabling wheelmen to better present their cases before the
courts.

With assurance of our continued fealty to the League of Amer-
ican Wheelmen, and of our strong desire for its increased pros-
perity, this report is respectfully submitted.
February 15, 1890. A. Moore Berry, Chairman.

Isaac B. Potter.

Same was received, and action as to its acceptance was deferred

until later; in the afternoon session this report was accepted by a
vote of 60 to 20.

REPORT OF MESSRS. PERKINS AND COSSUM,

Mr. Perkins then read the report of the Special Committee ap-

pointed Dec. 7, 1889, to promote legislation in various States.

Final action of the report was deferred, as in other case6, but as no
action was taken laterjin the day on this report, it appears in this

report of ours.

The Special Committee appointed Dec. 7, 1S89, to promote legis-

lation in various States.

By direction of President Luscomb the Executive Committee,
the Committee on Improvement of Highways and the Committee
on Rights and Privileges were notified to meet at 280 Broadway,
New York, on Dec. 7, 1889, to consider the best, most expedient

and judicious way to bring about legislation in several of the

States for the improvement of highways. The Chief Consuls of

the States were invited to attend and assist in the discussion. The
three committees were all present with the exception of Mr. Berry,

of St. Louis, Chairman of the Committee on Rights and Priv-

ileges. Mr. Brown, Chief Consul of New Jersey, was the only

Chief Consul present. The meeting was called to order at 10

A. M., President Luscomb in the chair. The object of the con-

ference was clearly stated, and various methods and plans were dis-

cussed during the day.
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A very clear and full report was made by Dr. Butler, Chairman
of the Committee of Improvement of Highways. After consider-
able discussion, entered into by nearly all, it was unanimously
voted that it was wise to proceed in each of the States in which the
Legislature met this winter. It was ascertained that this included
New York, Massachusetts, Virginia, Maryland and Ohio. It was
voted that Messrs. Perkins and Cossum be a committee to draft

bills,present them and see that they were prosecuted, etc. At the sug-
gestion of Mr. Perkins, it was voted that, as Massachusetts was
active and doing good work, that it would be well to leave the State
for the Division to look after, and Mr. Perkins was directed to see
that the Division properly prosecuted the work, and to render all

the assistance that he deemed necessary.
Mr. Perkins at once notified Mr. Emery, the Chief Consul of

Massachusetts, of the action of the conference, and was imme-
diately told to keep his hands off and do nothing, as the Chief
Consul protested against the National Committee*doing anything.
Nothing further was done by the National Committee in Massa-
chusetts, except to present a memorial carefully drawn by Dr. But-
ler to the Governor of Massachutetts, and asking him to recom-
mend in his message, suitable legislation, which the Governor did.

Further than this the committe has taken no action in Massachu-
setts, although ready so to do if requested.
At the conference the question of proceeding in New York State,

knowing that Mr. Potter and others objected, was considered, and
Mr. Cossum waited on Mr. Potter, invited him to attend the con-
ference, and if he had a bill ready, and if so, if he objected to its be-
ing read. Mr. Potter declined to attend the conference, said that
his bill was not ready, and declined to hear it read.

After this report of Mr. Cossum, the conference unanimously
voted that a bill should be presented in New York by the National
Committee to the Legislature. Messrs. Perkins and Cossum were
requested to, if possible, visit the several States and personally at-

tend to the prosecuting of bills, etc.

Messrs. Perkins and Cossum, well aware of the opposition and
criticism taking place, met several times, and after much labor
drafted a bill for New York, which has been presented to the Legis-
lature. A hearing had by the Committee on Ways and Means in

Albany, at which Messrs. Perkins and Cossum were present, and
is now in the hands ot a sub-committee of the Ways and Means
Committee being carefully considered.
This committee visited Maryland, conferred with the Maryland

Division officials, who heartily co-operated, conferred with various
State officials, and are pleased to say that a bill is now ready by the
Maryland Division to be presented to the Maryland Legislature.
Mr. Cossum, of the committee, visited Ohio, and after' seeing

various State officials, reports that Ohio is now ripe for the ques-
tion.

Mr. Perkins visited Virginia, waited upon the Governor and
State officials, found them all in accord with him, and has so re-

ported to Mr. White, Chief Consul of Virginia, requesting him to

at once proceed and present a bill, offering to render any assistance
possible.

This committee has been in constant communication with Pres-
ident Luscomb, who is in hearty accord with its labors, as is also

Dr. Butler, who has rendered valuable service to the committee, for

which it takes this opportunity to express its appreciation.
This committee begs leave to say that with the exception of New

York it has in no way interfered with the plans of any division,

but has stood ready to assist and co-operate at all times. Mr. Per-
kins attended the convention at Pennsylvania, as has been seen in

the L. A. W. Bulletin.
In making this report we feel that the plan of legislation as in-

augurated by President Luscomb should be continued, and we be-

lieve can in a short time be successfully accomplished.
In spite ol adverse criticism and opposition, we hope and trust

that every one will enter into this subject unprejudiced and without
any feeling, and endeavor to accomplish the desired end. The L.
A. W. should seek to keep in the van of this movement, as the sub-
ject undoubtedly emanated from it. We believe that it is a great
question deserving of careful consideration, and we are pleased to

be able to report that the movement is being taken up by other
organizations and the pre68. It is bound to come, so let us work
hard to accomplish what is now fairly on the road to success.

Respectfully submitted,
Geo. A. Perkins,
For the Committee.

Grand Union Hotel, New York, Feb. 17, 1890.

To the National Assembly L. A. W.:
Your Committee on Rules and Regulations would respectfully

report that no business requiring action has been referred to them
during the past year.
The only amendment to the by-laws offered for action at this

meeting is that relating to the appointment of "State Tailors" in
those divisions desiring to do 60.
This amendment being for the interest of our members, should

be adopted. Respectfully submitted.
William H. Emery,
C. L. Brockway,
W. A. Davis,

Committee on Rules and Regulations.
New York, Feb. 17, 1890.

Received, and action deferred, but in the afternoon session it was
accepted.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND
REGULATIONS.

Dr. Emery on Rules and Regulations read the following report

:

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON IMPROVEMENT OF
HIGH WA rs.

Dr. Butler then read the following exhaustive report from the
Roads Improvement Committee. While quite lengthy, it is a re-
port which should be carefully read by every one interested in the
matter of Roads Improvement. It was ably written, and the read-
ing of it was listened to with the greatest interest by all members
present.

Mr. President and Gentlemen :

Improvement of highways is a subject of great and peculiar in-
terest, and we regret that the time properly allotted this committee
will admit of only the briefest outline of our work.
The year began with scarcely a ray of interest anywhere desira-

ble for the movement in behalf of improved public highways about
to sweep over the country. There was no perceptible evidence of
special interest in the subject beyond the fact that the League had
declared that the special object of its existence was "to improve the
public highways."
The first duty of your committee was to ascertain to what extent

the League was really interested in this work, and to find out how
far it ceuld be relied upon to execute the plans that might be de-
veloped. Our efforts in this direction were not, however, reassur-
ing, for we very soon discoverd that our greatest task would be in
arousing the mass of our members not only up to a desire for good
roads, but to an appreciation of the efforts necessary to secure
them.

In this we have not met with the most gratifying success, and
with the present temper of some of the Divisions, is not promising
for the future. This is the more to be regretted, as the grand op-
portunity of leading in this great movement is rapidly and certainly
passing to other organizations than our own.
The plan which first presented itself to your committee—as at

once simple and direct—embraced the publication of matters bear-
ing upon the economics of high class road6, their construction and
repair in a thoroughly scientific reliable manner; a careful study
of the laws of the various States and of Europe, governing road
construction and repair; the best lines upon which to construct the
legislation necessary to bring about the desired changes and the
bringing into harmony with the League, all influences outside that
body, which might in any way contribute towards our success.
Upon this plan briefly stated, your committee began its work, and
the results are surprising and gratifying beyond our highest expec-
tations..

That the League did not misjudge the times when it en-
tered upon a crusade for good roads, and that it did not
engage in this work any too soon, is evident from the
fact that the "American Economic Association" had already
given the subject some attention ; that the Society of
Engineers of Western Pennsylvania was just organizing, a
society whose labors in behalf of good roads are not sur-

passed by any other in the country ; a road Congress being held in
Georgia, for the purpose of preparing legislation having for its

object the construction and maintenance of high class roads; in
Indiana mass meetings were being held in different parts of the
State to discuss the best methods of improving their highways,
while in Maryland, New Jersey, Connecticut, Ohio, Illinois and
Missouri grangers, or other societies of like character, were dis-

cussing through the long winter evenings, the economics of good
roads, and thus unwittingly laying the foundations for the agita-

tion of this great movement so soon to sweep over our land.

To establish communication with these varied and widespread
influences was a difficult though an agreeable task, for the hearti-

ness with which any effort having for its object improvement in

the public highways was received by them was both pleasant and
reassuring. This great stream of popular enthusiasm and iuflu-
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ence with its increased volume and accelerated power, has been, to

a very large degree, turned to the support of our work, so that to-

day the power, force and character of this whole movement is in

outside organizations, directed into the channels of the League of

American Wheelmen.
It was also agreeable to discover that various institutions of

learning throughout the country, especially the State univer-

sities, were beginning to interest themselves in this subject. Some
of them, Vanderbilt and Trinity, had gone so far as to prepare

special courses of 6tudy in scientific road building, which were free

to students desirous of preparing themselves in this line of en-

gineering. The institutions giving the most attention to this sub-

ject, are the Columbia College, New York
; Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, of Baltimore; Indiana University, of Bloomington, Ind.

;

Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. ; Trinity College, Ran-
dolph Co., N. C. ; and the Pennsylvania University; while Harvard
University and Amherst College have given the matter some atten-

tion. The Pennsylvania University has gone so far as to offer a

series of four prizes, for the best essays upon the economic advan-

tages of good roads, which is to be followed by another series of

prizes for the best essays upon the engineering problems involved

in their construction.
With these institutions we have been in constant correspondence,

and the assistance given us by Prof. J. W. Jenks, of the Indiana
University, Prof. R. T. Ely of Johns Hopkins University, and
Prof. Connors of the same institution, by Prof. Lewis M. Haupt of
Pennsylvania University and Prof. N. S. Shaler of Harvard College,

have been especially valuable. But from no one have we received

greater assistance than from Wm. H. Rhawn,Esq., of Philadelphia,

a banker, a philanthropist, and, above all, a public spirited gen-
tlemen. W. H. Rhawn is probably doing more at the present time
for improvement of highways than any other single individual in

the country.
It would be both pleasant and interesting, did time permit, to

speak of the encouragement and assistance given us in our work
by Secretary Rush, of the Department of Agriculture at Washing-
ton, by the Governors of New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,

Massachusetts, Maryland, Virginia and Ohio, as well as W.
Churchill Oastler, civil engineer, and Frederick Bronson, Esq.,
Hon. John Jay, Mr. James Wood, Mr. Stirges and Mr. Kisco, of
New York City.
These gentlemen, with scores of others we might mention, are

deeply interested with us in this great question, and are to-day
giving the movement in behalf of good roads such valuable support
as to portend the most desirable results for the future. It is also
gratifying to note the interest taken in this work by some of our
largest railway corporations, and from correspondence we are sat-

isfied that the movement, if properly conducted, will receive their

encouragement and support.
The American Economic Association, the National Carriage

Builders' Association, the American Horsemen's Association, the

Farmers' Alliance, the State Agricultural Societies and Coaching
Clubs are also ready to join the League in its crusade for better

roads. Indeed there is scarcely a direction in which we may turn
and not find the most willing and earnest response to our request
for assistance in carrying on this beneficent work, so that the
League has but to present and maintain a united effort, freed from
all petty strifes and personal jealousies, to be enabled to maintain
its proud position as leader in this great movement.
Probably the most valuable work of your committee during the

year has been the preparation and publication of the little book
entitled "Improvement of Highways." This work was immediately
undertaken upon receiving our appointments, and after two months
of unremitting and exhausting labor, the first edition of 15,000
copies was issued. The book has received the highest commenda-
tions from all classes of our citizens, newspaper editors, engineers,
professors of universities, bankers and farmers have all united in
pronouncing it the best work of the kind yet published. But one
adverse criticism upon the book has yet reached the committee, and
that, strange to say, was from a member of this body and a sup-
posedjwheelman. So great has been the demand for this little work,
and so widely has been its circulation that the first edition is prac-
tically exhausted, and a second edition of 20,000 copies is now be-
ing published.
In entering upon the work of improvement of highways, your

committee felt that whatever financial benefits might grow out of
it, would naturally accrue to pavement companies, to road con-
struction companies and bicycle manufacturers and dealers, and it

was believed that with a fair understanding and appreciation of
what we were doing, they would be willing to share with us the
financial burdens of the expense necessary to print and circulate
such literature as would educate the people up to a desire for good
roads. With these ends in view, correspondence was entered into,
with the Barber Asphalt Paving Co., the International Paving Co.,

the Pope Mfg. Co., and they were found to be not only willing but
anxious to contribute to this work ; as was also the Warren-Scharf
Pavement Co., the Standard Bicycle Co., and a private citizen,

Frederick Bronson, Esq., No. 76 Wall street, New York, so that we
shall be able to publish and circulate two editions of this valuable
little work by voluntary contributions.

Thirty-five thousand copies of Improvement of Highways printed
and circulated at a total cost of $1000, and without a cent of ex-

pense to the League, is a work no future committee could be rea-

sonably expected to undertake.
In addition to this we have arranged with the American Press

Association, 32 Vesey street, New York, for the publication of a

page upon improvement of highways, in six instalments, each a

column in length, with one or more cuts ; also with A. N. Kellogg
Newspaper Co., 363 Dearborn street, Chicago, 111., for the publica-

tion of almost any amount of such matter as may be prepared and
sent to them on the subject of highways improvement. These
companies prepare the matter in "plate," when it is sent out to

one hundred and thirty 'or more thousand weekly country
papers. This insures the circulation over a wide territory of
an immense amount of information, and is an opening through
which the League, or more properly the Division may carry on the

work of educating the masses without expense, except in the prep-
aration of the material.

In the special work of the committee, that of "memorializing"
several Governors of States with regard to this movement, was the

most important. The matter was undertaken a6 the result of the
Roads Improvement Conference held in New York on the 7th of
December last, and though there was but little time and no previous
consideration had been given to the subject, the memorial was pre-

pared and sent to five Governors of five different States, with ex-

cellent results. Your committee would recommend that the
Divisions be urged to undertake this work for the coming year,

backing up the memorial with petitions, etc., that their efforts may
be the more effective.

Early in January last the Chairman of this committee received a
letter from a gentleman in New York, requesting him to meet with
representatives from the New York State Agricultural Society, the
New York Coaching Club, the New York Farmers, and other so-

cieties of like character, for the purpose of discussing and formulat-
ing amendments to the statutes of the State for improving the pub-
lic highways.
In accepting the invitation, a copy of the bill prepared by the

Rights and Privileges Committee of the League, was placed in the
hands of gentlemen writing him. On the 9th inst. he was in-

formed that the meeting had been arranged for Friday, the 14th
inst., at No. 5 Washington place, N. Y This was held with the
Hon. John Jay, President of the New York Coaching Club; Mr.
James Wood, President of the New York State Agricultural So-
ciety; Mr. Frederick Bronson, representing the New York Farmers ;

a Mr. Sturgis by proxy, President Luscomb, Mr. Cossum and my-
self in attendance.
Mr. Jay was made Chairman of the conference, and President

Luscomb Secretary.
The bill prepared by the Rights and Privileges Committee of the

League was taken up for consideration and was discussed section

by section, and with a few suggestions of improvement and amend-
ments, principally by Mr. Cossum, it was unanimously decided to

support the bill, and advocate its passage by the several associa-

tions represented at the conference.
This brings to the support of the League improvement of high-

ways in this State influence for good which cannot be estimated,
and which gives us reasonable grounds to hope for ultimate suc-

cess. The report of this conference is given, as it discloses the

character and standing of the influences brought to the support of
the work, and emphasizes what has already been stated, that the

League has but to place this matter upon the plane of a high
economic and beneficent reform, freed from petty strife and personal
jealousies, to lead the grandest reformation ever witnessed in this

country, the struggle for independence and the abolition of slavery
alone excepted.
The subject of legislation, which at the present time is the most

important matter for consideration, has received careful and earnest
attention from your committee. The laws of the different States
in relation to making and mending roads have been examined and
compared. Many of the States were found to have no general laws,

each county, town or borough being governed by special acts. In
others general laws had been enacted but nowhere enforced: while
in all the States legislation was found to be ineffective, in that it

everywhere contained—New Jersey alone excepted—the antiquated
and vicious method of "working out the road tax."

To bring order and effectiveness out of this great mass of unwise
legislation, and to place upon the statute books of the States laws
which shall begin a uniform system of scientific road construction
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and repair, is the question which should engage our most serious
attention.

It is a difficult problem, and one that has confronted every scien-
tific and economic writer upon Roads Improvement. Thus far all

attempts to solve it, even theoretically, have failed.

It is not enough—indeed it is a question if it does not still fur-
ther complicate the difficulty—for Massachusetts to adopt a law
creating a Superintendent of Highways and Bridges, or for New
York to pass an act providing for a commission and a certain
amount compulsory highway construction annually, or for Mary-
land, Pennsylvania, Ohio or Missouri to provide for still other
systems.
That this reform may be thorough and permanent, there must be

harmony in legislation, and unity in aim and purpose. No State
can enact a law for the improvement of the highways, with sole
reference to her own desires, without doing violence to the great
fundamental principles underlying this whole question of legisla-
tion.

When in 1760, England first began an agitation for the improve-
ment of her highways, the chief cause of their badness was found
to be in the defectiveness of the laws.

Every parish was bound to repair the highways passing through
it. The peasantry were forced to give their gratuitous labor six
days in the year ; if this was not sufficient, hired labor was em-
ployed, and the expenses met by a parochial assessment. The
markets were often inaccessible during several months of the year.
The fruits of the earth were suffered to rot in one place, while in
another, distant only a few miles, the supply fell far short of the
demands. The badness of their roads would seem to us incredit-
able, if we did not have in this nineteenth century their exact coun-
terpart in our own country.

History tells us that towards the close of the century Lord Camp-
bell rode the journey from Edinburgh to London in three days and
nights. But judicious friends warned him of the dangers of the
undertaking, and told him that several persons who had been so
rash as to attempt it had actually died from the mere rapidity of
the motion

!

To overcome this barbarous condition of the roads, in about 1760
the first law was passed, which in general scope, however, affected

only particular parishes ; similar ones were passed for other
parishes, and so on till finally, between 1760 and 1773—thirteen
years—England enacted no less than 452 laws for the improvement
of highways. Yet with all this great mass of legislation there was
but little progress, and it was not until a law was finally passed
providing for a uniform system of construction and repair, that
anything like substantial and permanent results followed ; so that
to-day one is able to traverse England from one end to the other
over a uniform system of scientific macadam and Telford roads,

not equalled in any other country of the globe except in France
and Scotland.

If we were to go into Maryland, Pennsylvania, Ohio or Missouri
and examine closely the laws of the present system, we should find

them not unlike the laws of England prior to 1775. Counties as

regards road construction and repair, are governed by special acts,

each having its own laws, its own officials, its own system, so that

in passing from county to county, as many different kinds of roads
—except good roads—may be encountered as there are counties
within the State.

If there is any one thing upon which statesmen, engineers,
economic writers, farmers, and, I believe, wheelmen, are agreed, it

is that any law to be effective in securing permanent improvement
in the public highways of a State, it must first of all abolish this

local or county system, and place the whole matter in the hands of

a State superintendent, who shall also be a civil engineer, so that

a uniform system of construction and repair may be established

and maintained throughout the entire State. That is the principle,

and now let us apply it to the States, which in their several re-

lations to one another are not unlike the counties, and how does
your Superintendent of Highways and Bridges of Massachusetts,
or your triple headed commission with compulsory road construc-
tion of New York effect the problem ?

Take another illustration : New York and Pennsylvania are

divided for the most part by an imaginary boundary ; the highways
of New York dip down into Pennsylvania, and the highways of
Pennsylvania cross over into New York ; New York has a system
of road construction and repair brought into existence by the en-

actment of a law solely with reference to her own desires ; Penn-
sylvania has another and quite different system ; New York con-
structed her macadam roads to the imaginary line ; Pennsylvania
begins her Telford pavement where New York leaves off, and car-

ries it on until the the road recrosses into New York, when mac-
adam is again taken up, and so on.

Now it is plain of demonstration, that with each State enacting

law6 for the improvement of the public highways, with sole ref-
erence to its own desires, and with no regard for the needs of the
other States, that you will have the same condition of affairs, only
in a slightly different form, as that in Maryland, Pennsylvania,
Ohio and Missouri of to-day.
No, gentlemen, what is needed is a law in the several States.which

shall contain the same general characteristics, and which shall
provide a uniform system of construction and repair, so far as the
peculiar conditions of the States will admit. Anything short of
this will only continue, under a somewhat modified form, many of
the evils of the present system.
Of all the economic questions affecting the welfare of our citizens,

there is none of greater importance than the construction and
maintenance of good roads, over which they may pass to and fro
in their commercial and social relations with one another. "The
world," says South, "is maintained by intercourse," and of all in-
ventions, the alphabet and printing press alone excepted, those
inventions which abridge distance have done most for the civil-
izations of our species. Every improvement of the means of loco-
motion benefits mankind morally and intellectually as well as
materially, and not only facilitate the interchange of the various
productions of nature and art, but tend to remove natural and
provincial antipathies, and to bind together all the branches of the
great human family.
Among the many fallacies of the day that pass unquestioned,

there is none more fallacious than that change is popular.
The truth is, he who seeks to alter the established order of things,

is likely to be, for a time at least, the most unpopular man in the
universe. He will be hated by those who are satisfied with old
evils ; he will be disliked by the timid and lazy, who dread the
perils and troubles of a change, and he will receive little favor
from those most conscious of the evils, because hi6 remedies will
not act as a charm and remove in an instant the accumulated ills of
centuries. We are not always conscious of the fact, that in all

men the love of ease is far superior to the love of change. In the
serious concerns of life, change is never desired for its own sake.
Habit becomes a second nature, and it is only by the positive
pressure of evil that we are driven to a reform.
Unjust and absurd taxation, for instance, to which men are accus-

tomed, is often borne far more willingly than the most reasonable
impost that is new. An old system must ever have two advantages
over a new one—it is established and it is understood. We ought
not, therefore, to be over'anxious to encourage a change in case of
doubtful improvement, but in undertaking to bring about an im-
proved condition of the public highways of our country, we are
seeking that which will confer upon our citizens benefits which
cannot be estimated.
"The worth of the State," says John Stuart Mill, "in the long

run, is in the worth of the individuals composing it." And if

there be any truth established by the universal experience of
nations, it is that nothing, except temperance and industry, adds
so much to the temporal and intellectual worth of its citizens, as
a thorough system of scientific road construction and repair.

Respectfully submitted,
Charles S. Butler, Chairman.
Wm. W. Share,
Junius E. Beal.

New York, Feb. 17, 1890.

This report was received, and at the afternoon session was. ac-

cepted.

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON
TRANSPORTA TION.

Secretary Bassett read Mr. Brewster's report on behalf of the
Transportation Committee. Received and action deferred, and in

the afternoon session this report was accepted.

Mr. C. H. Luscomb, President L. A. W.:
Dear Sir—I respectfully beg leave to submit the following report

of the National Committee on Transportation :

I think it can be safely asserted that the League has lost no
ground during the past year, so far as its transportation facilities

are concerned; but has, on the contrary, made substantial gains.

There are still many lines that never have, and do not now, carry

wheels free, but the list is growing smaller every year, both as re-

gards the number and importance of these outside lines.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, heretofore uncompromisingly
against the free wheel idea has, during the year succumbed, and
now carries wheels free under the usual conditions. This action

on the part of so influential a corporation as the Pennsylvania will

undoubtedly prove of great value to the League ; and the credit for

the accomplishment of this object is largely, if not altogether, due
to Mr. Bidwell and the officers of the New York Division. The
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New England Roads—with few exceptions—still exact a charge for

the carriage of wheels and in many instances the tariff is un-
reasonably high. This committee has enlisted in its behalf the

aid of some of the direct Western connections of these New Eng-
land lines, and whatever work it has done has been prosecuted in

this channel. Their influence will certainly prove of value, bnt it

must be re-enforced by the active assistance of those Divisions
most interested. Connecticut has recently taken the matter up,

and I have no doubt the other New England Divisions will renew
their efforts in this direction. It is an issue on which they should
unite and work solidly together under the direction of some per-

sistent but prudent leader, chosen by themselves from their own
membership. In this connection I would respectfully suggest that

the person so selected should be placed on the National Transpor-
tation Committee, either as Chairman or member.

I have been asked on different occasions for a complete list of the

so-called free roads ; the information being desired by officials of
State Divisions for publication in road and hand books. This in-

formation, I regret to say, I have not been able to furnish, through
no fault of mine, however. I have never received any documents,
papers or data from my predecessor, Mr. Ayers, though I have made
two trip6 to Chicago for the purpose of meeting him and securing

a transfer of the records. On both occasions unforseen and un-
avoidable business demands prevented him from meeting me, and
the same forces have operated to forestall him in his efforts to

make a subsequent appointment. In my reference to this matter
I wish it to be distinctly understood that I do not reflect upon or
censure Mr. Ayers in the slightest degree. The fault is not his

;

but the fact remains that without these records it is impossible for

me to prepare an accurate list of the free roads, except by in-

terminable correspondence. As a matter of general information,
it may be stated that with very few exceptions all the roads in the

Trunk Line (except the New England members) ; Central Traffic

and Western States Associations carry wheels free under prac-
tically similar conditions. Of the transcontinental lines the Union
Pacific, Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe, and Northern Pacific lines

are free, and negotiations are now pending with the Southern Pa-
cific Company with reasonable prospects of success. The sugges-
tion of my predecessor that the different roads be induced, as far as
possible, to incorporate in their folders their regulations with re-

spect to the transportation of wheels, is a most excellent one. It

has been followed by this committee, and is respectfully recom-
mended to the one to follow. With these regulations plainly
printed in the folders, the traveling wheelman has a convenient,
simple and effective remedy with which to check the extortions of
rapacious baggagemen.
During the year I have had twelve complaints of over-charge

by train baggagemen. In three instances only were receipts taken,
and in these cases the over-charge was refunded ; in the others no
receipts were taken or demanded, and the complaints were not al-

ways clear as to other important details. Strangely enough, re-

quests for further information failed to elicit a single response.
Under these circumstances the committee could do nothing. Ever
since there has been a Transportation Committee of the League,
efforts have been made to impress on the members at large the im-
portance of following certain simple rules in dealing with the rail-

roads. One of these rules is, that when called upon to pay for
transportation of wheels on roads that have agreed to carry them
free, a receipt should invariably be demanded. As a general rule a
demand of this kind terminates the discussion, and payment is not
further insisted upon. It never does any harm to be courteous and
gentlemanly, even when dealing with baggagemen, and if wheel-
men will remember this fact, and govern themselves accordingly
when dealing with this class there will be fewer complaints of ex-
tortion, and the Transportation Committee will soon find that part
of its occupation greatly curtailed, if not entirely gone.
Complaint was made by an Indiana wheelman that the C. H.

and D. Railroad alway charged for carriage of wheels, though no
specific instance was cited. The matter was investigated through
Chief Consul High of Ohio, and he reported that the General
Baggage Agent assured him that it had been, and was still, the rule
of that road, to carry wheels free under the usual conditions. This
information was transmitted to the complainant with request that
he report any violation of the agreement that might come to his
notice thereafter. I have heard nothing further from him.
In the Bulletin of September 6th a notice was printed to the

effect that the matter of confining the transportation concessions
obtained by the League to its own members, would be brought to
the attention of the Board of Officers at this annual meeting, and
request was made for suggestions as to the feasibility of the plan
from the members at large. There were no responses to this re-
quest.

Early in this year I wrote to different Chief Consuls and to oth-

ers whom I thought would be interested and informed on the sub-
ject, soliciting their views, advice and suggestions. The replies re-

ceived are submitted with this report. Briefly, the idea is to de-
vise, if possible, some simple, practicable plan by which the con-
cessions secured by the League may be restricted to its own mem-
bers, and thus reach that impecunious or parsimonious majority
who, though quick to avail themselves of the privileges obtained
by the League, refuse it their pecuniary aid or the moral influence
of their membership.
The replies received, and my investigation of it in other chan-

nels, convince me that there is no difference as to the advisability

of the scheme; but whether or not it is feasible, is quite another
matter.

It is at best a delicate subjeet to handle, and an ill-advised or im-
politic treatment of it might disturb and possibly upset existing
arrangements, which it has cost the League so much time and
patience to accomplish; but a free interchange of ideas on the sub-
ject can do no harm at this time, and a thorough discussion of it is

sure to bring out suggestions that are apt to prove valuable in case
it is determined to follow the project any further.

Respectfully submitted, W. M. Brewster*
Chairman Transportation Committee.

RACING BOARD REPORT.

Chairman Davol then read his report as Chairman of the Racing
Board. It was as follows :

Mr. President and members National Assembly :

Since making my report to the last National Assembly, the fol-

lowing men have been declared to have lost their amateur stand-
ing : Arnold Heilborn, of Providence; William Windle, of Mill-
bury, Mass. ; B. R. Millison and H. H. Everest, of Wichita, Kan. :

E. Dauchy, of West Winsted, Conn. ; Fred Hood and S. G. Speirs,

of San Francisco ; F. W. Van Sicklen, of Rutherford. N. J.
The following have been reinstated : Burton Hulett, of Armada,

Mich.; F. F. Ives, of Meriden, Conn.; W. A. Turpin, 01 Roches-
ter, N. Y. ; B. R. Millison, of Wichita, Kan. ; William Windle, of
Milbury, Mass.
The following applications for reinstatement were refused : W.

A. Rhodes, of Highlandville, Mass. ; M. O. Spring, of New Orleans.
The national championships were awarded and won as follows:
Half-mile ordinary, with Kansas Division; won byColieBell;

time, 1.20 1-2.

One-mile ordinary, with L. A. W. meet; won by A. C. Banker;
time, 3.08-

Two-mile ordinary, with Rhode Island Wheelmen ; won by J. P.
Clark; time, 6.58 3-5.

Three-mile ordinary, with California Division; won by J. P. Per-
cival ; time, 9.48 1-4.

Five-mile ordinary, with Louisiana Division ; won by F. Mehlig;
time, 19.38.

Ten-mile ordinary, with Kansas Division ; won by Colie Bell

;

time, 35.03.
Twenty-mile ordinary, not awarded.
One-mile tricycle, with L. A. W. meet; won by V. L. Emerson

;

time, 3.30 2-5.

Two-mile tricycle, not awarded.
Five-mile tricycle, not awarded.
One-mile safety, with L. A. W. meet; won by W. E. Crist; time,

3-05 i-5-

Two-mile safety, with New York Division ; not contested.

Three-mile safety, with Hartford Wheel Club; prizes withheld.
One-mile tandem safety, with New York Division ; won by A.[C.

and W. D. Banker; time, 3.30.

Two-mile tandem safety, with Hartford Wheel Club ; won by A.
C. and W. D. Banker; time, 5-40.

Three mile tandem safety, not awarded.
It has been the custom of the Board, in suspending men during

the past season, to give the number of the rule violated and not the
rule. Such a notice is immediately followed by a request for rules,

from far and near. In this manner copies have been widely cir-

culated, and there are few racing men not conversant with the
rules.

The rules as adopted in January, 1S89, have been found to be an
improvement over the rules of 188S, and we trust the rules adopted
last month will tend to still further advance the racing interests.

Several radical changes have been made, Rule E in particular be-
ing a complete change from the old method of dealing out the
championships to the first club or Division that might apply. The
following L. A. W. National championships have been estab-

lished: One, two and five mile ordinary, one, two and five mile
safety, and the one, two and three mile tandem safety.

It has been evident for some time that the system of "paying ex-
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penses," adopted by the wealthy athletic clubs, has tended to draw
from the cycling clubs their fastest amateurs. Also that these
athletic club racing men are far from amateurs, being no more than
servants in the hire of their clubs, which is a violation of Clause A,
Sec. 4, Art. V., L. A. W. By-Laws.
The Board decided to adopt the amendment to Rule G., for-

bidding amateurs to receive expenses from athletic clubs, other
than cycling clubs. If the League has it in it6 power to grant
iavors, these favors should be shown the cycling clubs, the founda-
tion of the organization.
The Board would like a decision of the National Assembly upon

the following question : "Shall the Racing Board declare a man to

have forfeited his amateur status, by violating, upon the road, Sec.

4, Art. V. L. A. W. By-Laws ?"

If it is the decision of the assembly not to consider a man guilty,

for violating the amateur rule upon the road, then the rule should
be amended to read "upon the track" As the rule now reads the
violater upon the road is as bad as the violater upon the track, and
should receive the same penalty. It is not necessary to recognize
road racing in order to enforce the amateur rule.

Respectfully submitted, Chas. S. Davol,
Chairman L. A. W. Racing Board.

February 17, 1890.

It was acted upon in the same way as the others, and in the after-

noon, this report was accepted. .

REPORT OF HOTEL COMMITTEE.

Secretary Bassett then read the report of the Hotel Committee.
This report was deferred until the afternoon session, and then was
accepted.
Gentlemen—The pathway of the Hotel Committee during the

past year has not led through pleasant fields and pastures green,
but has been beset by difficulties, and where we looked for roses
thorns and briers have sprung up to impede our progress and to
render the result of our labors much less satisfactory than we hoped
them to be.

The Chairmanship of the committee was given to the writer
during the busy days of the renewal season, and no attention could
be given to the work ur til after peace had been declared. At the
first opportnnity the Chairman wrote to his associates, gave them
his ideas of what should be done, and asked for suggestions. One
member wrote in reply that it would be impossible for him to serve
on the committee, and from the other I have never been able to get
an answer of any kind, though I have written to him several times.

' And the Chairman was obliged to play a lone hand.
It was designed to publish a hotel hand book which should con-

tain a complete list of hotels and Consuls in the United States, and
it was believed that enough could be realized for the advertising,
which hotels would take, to pay all the expenses of publication.
An arrangement was made with a publishing house to undertake
this work if they could see profit in it, and the Chairman proceeded
to gather lists of hotels and Consuls. In response to a call for a
complete hotel and Consul list sent out to thirty Divisions, returns
were received from but ten. Many of the returns sent in were not
complete because a large number of hotels are open only during the

summer months, and it was impossible to make arrangements
with them at this season. Taking the returns received as a basis

to estimate what we should publish in a book, the publishing house
put out its solicitations for advertising. They reported very
meagre returns, and not enough encouragement for them to pro-

ceed with the work. Hotels were reluctant to spend a dollar when
they knew that their name and address would be in the book in any
event. A digest of my report will be, therefore, that I have been
unable to get a complete hotel list, and if I had it I could not pub-
lish it.

But the list shall yet be forthcoming in some form, if not that

which we would best like to see. An arrangement has been entered
into with the Bicycling World Co., to issue at the opening of the

riding season what will be known as a hotel number of the Bicy-
cling World. In this will be published a complete hotel and
Consul list, so far as it can be obtained. This will put the list into

the hands of each member of the League, and having the matter in

type we can at small expense print a small pamphlet. We have
given some attention to forms of certificate and contract, and have
advised with several Divisions regarding these. It is important to

have a uniform style of certificate, and every certificate should have
a fac simile of the League ticket. The Hotel Committee that shall

succeed the present one will have work enough to attend to, aud it

will be of a kind to greatly advantage the League.
Respectfully submitted. Abbot Bassett, Chairman.

The meeting then adjourned for lunch, to reconvene at 2.30.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Promptly at 2.30 President Luscomb resumed the chair, and the
question of accepting the different reports as presented in the
morning was the business which engaged the attention of the dele-
gates. On i;s being moved that the President's report be accepted,
a most spirited discussion took place, and protests were entered
against its acceptance by Chief Consul Emery, Chief Consul Kirk-
patrick and Chief Consul Bull and others, on the ground that the
report contained statements which were not true, and which re-

flected on the Divisions which they had the honor to represent.
The sentences especially objected to by the gentlemen, read as fol-

lows:
"It is a difficult matter to understand,that in the face of the national

movement, petty, jealous and unreasonable opposition should be
developed, but it is unfortunately the fact, and both in New York
and Massachusetts the Chief Consuls are apparently in fear of
some interference with their prerogatives, while in Ohio there is

apparently much reluctance to yield that support to the movement
it merits."
Mr. Beal, of Michigan, and Mr. Perkins, of Massachusetts, made

a strong plea that the report be accepted as written. It was urged
by Mr. Luscomb's friends that the statements in the report were
correct, and that it was due as a matter of courtesy to him, as
President, that the report be accepted. Mr. Luscomb then called

Vice President Dunn to the chair, and made an earnest defence of
his report. He assured the gentlemen that no statements had been
made through any covert intention or with the idea of sneer-
ing at anybody. He desired to state that the facts as represented
in his report were correct. The President asserted that there was
nothing in his report which should be construed in the manner
which the gentlemen opposing it construed the same. After Mr.
Luscomb's explanation the discussion was renewed, and the argu-
ments pro and con were repeated. Upon a call for a proxy vote,

the Assembly voted to reject the President's report by a vote of 69
to 18, and it was so ordered.
On presenting the report of the Rights and Privileges Commit-

"tee, signed by Chairman Berry aed Isaac B. Potter, Mr. Perkins of
Massachusetts opposed its acceptance, on the ground that Mr.
Potter's name appeared thereon, and that as Mr. Potter had been
removed by President Luscomb some two or three months ago,
his name had no right to appear on the report of the Rights and
Privileges Committee. Then came a heated debate as to the power
of the President to remove a member from any committee of which
he had the power to appoint. It was held by a great many that the
acceptance of the report as it stood would be an indication of the
idea of the delegates present as to the power of the President to re-

move as well as appoint. Mr. Shriver and others held that in all

other organizations the power to appoint carried with it the power
to remove. Whether this was germane to the question at issue,

we very much doubt. Mr. Potter rose to the point of order, assert-

ing that the question of his name appearing as a signer of that re-

port had no bearing on the question of acceptance or rejection; that
the signature cf Mr. Berry, as Chairman, was sufficient, and that

the appearance of his name on that report, had no bearing what-
ever on the matter. President Luscomb ruled the point of Mr.
Potter as not well taken, and on the appeal of Mr. Potter a proxy
vote was taken, and the Chair's ruling was not sustained, by a

vote of 49 to 39.
Much discussion then went on as to what effect the acceptance ot

the report would have on recognizing the President's power to re-

move Mr. Potter or any other of the committee appointed by the

President. It seemed, however, to be the sentiment of the majority
of the meeting that the acceptance of the report would in no way
establish a precedent on this subject. On the question of the ac-

ceptance or rejection being put, the report was accepted as pre-

sented, with Messrs. Berry and Potter's signature attached, by a vote

of 60 to 28. The report of the Special Committee, Messrs. Perkins
and Cossum, was accepted, and the committee was discharged.

Mr. Kirkpatrick, on behalf of the Division of Ohio, desired to re-

cord his protest, as Chief Consul of that State, to the part of that

report which described Ohio as "ripe for legislation."

Dr. Butler desired to make a slight correction in his report, as

read at the morning meeting, in which he had made a certain state-

ment under mistaken ideas. With this slight change the report

was accepted, and a vote of commendation was passed to this com-
mittee for the splendid work they had accomplished during the past

year. The other reports of the several committees were accepted
without discussion, and as printed above.
Nominations and election of officers were then in order, and Mr.

Jenkins, ot New York, in an eloquent speech, presented the name
ofJames R. Dunn, of Ohio, for the office of President. This was
seconded by Chief Consul High, of Ohio. Mr. Perkins, of Massa-
chusetts, then presented in powerful terms the name of Mr. Chas.
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H. Luscomb, for re-eleaion. He referred to the work done by Mr.

Luscomb during the past year, and 6aid that as a recognition of the

work done he was entitled to, and should be reelected to, the office

of President. Immediately upon the conclusion of Mr. Perkins*

speech, Mr Luscomb declined to have hi6 name used as a candidate

for re-ele<5tion. He said that during the past year, he had honestly

tried to do the bes>t that he knew for the interests of the League

;

that his work was all to that end, and that he had concluded not to

be a candidate, and he respectfully requested that his name be not

used as such. The voting for President then took place. There

were 92 votes ca6t, 85 of which were cast for James R. Dunn,

four votes for Albert Mott, and three votes were cast blank. Im-

mediately on the announcement of the vote, President Luscomb
announced the election ofJames R. Dunn to the office of President

of the League, and resigned his seat to that gentleman, who in a

few earnest remarks assumed the office to which he was elected.

He stated that his aim and object so long as he was President would

be to harmonize, to promote and increase the membership, to

broaden the field of usefulness in the matter of roads improvement,

which the President claimed was the great aim and object for the

future of the League of American Wheelmen.
Mr. Perkins then rose to his feet, withdrew his name as candi-

date for First Vice President, and in a short and earnest speech,

nominated Dr. William H. Emery, of Massachusetts, for the office

of First Vice President. Chief Consul Kirkpatrick, of Ohio,

seconded the nomination, and on the motion of Mr. Van Nort, of

Pennsylvania, nominations were declared closed far the office of

Vice President. This motion was seconded by Chief Consul

Boyle, of Pennsylvania. It was then voted that the Secretary be

instructed to cast one vote for William H. Emery. It was so

ordered, and the President announced the election of William H.

Emery to the office of First Vice President. Dr. Emery accepted

the election, pledging himself for the general good of the League.

Chief Consul Brown, ot New Jersey, then nominated George R.

Bidwell for the office of Second Vice President. Mr. Wood seconded

the nomination, and described Mr. Bidwell as a man who "smiled

when it rains." On the motion of Mr. Beal, of Michigan, seconded

by Mr. Jenkins, of New York, it was voted that the nomination be

closed, and that the Secretary be instructed to cast one vote for

George R. Bidwell. It was so ordered, and the President declared

Mr. George R. Bidwell elected to the office of Second Vice Presi-

dent. Mr. Bidwell in his acceptance said that he noticed that the

gentlemen preceding him had been modest in decrying their own
personal abilities to fill the office to which they were elected. Mr.
Bidwell felt that he was personally competent to fill the office to

which he was elected. He was sure he was the right man in the

right place, and he pledged himself to support the Executive Com-
mittee in all matters, providing he agreed with them.
Chief Consul Bull, of New York, then presented the name of

William M. Brewster, for re-election to the office of Treasurer, and
Mr. Davis, of Illinois, seconded the nomination. The Secretary

was instructed by vote to cast or.e vote for William M. Brewster.

It was so ordered, and the President declared William M. Brewster
elected to the office of Treasurer. Mr. Brewster accepted the office.

He was somewhat confused, as he had been so entirely surprised
' that his name had even been mentioned in connection with that

office, but under the circumstances he could not but accept it,

which he did very gracefully.

AMENDMENT TO B Y-LA WS.

Dr. Emery, in behalf of the Rules and Regulations Committee,
presented the following amendment to the by-laws, notice of which
had been published in the Official Department of this paper, and
was as follows :

Notice is hereby given that the following amendments to the By-
Laws wili be presented at the meeting of the National Assembly to
be held February 17, 1890.

Article IX Section 1 (Par. 1). Insert after the words "National
Assembly," "or by a special committee on uniform."

Section 2. The Executive Committee may appoint a national
tailor for the League, and each Chief Consul may appoint a
Division tailor for his Division, said tailors to obtain the cloth of
the Secretary of the League.

Section 2 as at present numbered to be numbered Section 3.

W. H. Emery.
The amendment was accepted. On the motion of Dr. Emery it

was voted that all matters relating to the uniform be referred to the
Executive Committee, with full power.
On the motion of Mr. Jenkins it was unanimously voted that the

courtesies of the floor be extended to President Luscomb, and that
he be allowed the privilege of the floor during the remainder of
this meeting.

Secretary Ba66ett then read the following invitation from the
Niagara Falls Bicycle Club

:

Abbot Bassett, Esq., Secretary L. A. W.:
Dear Sir—The Niagara Falls Bicycle Club respectfully invite the

League of American Wheelmen to hold their annual meeting for

1890 at Niagara Falls, on August 25th, 2.6th and 27th. Feeling that
the national championship races 6hould properly be held at the
annual meeting, we trust that your honorable body will see fit to

make such arrangements with the Racing Board as will enable
these races to be held on the dates above mentioned.

Respectfully submitted,
H. W. McBean, Secretary. Niagara Falls Bicycle Club.
Niagara Falls, N. Y., February 17th, 1890.

Some discussion arose as to the advisability of accepting this in-

vitation, if the dates named in the invitation were adhered to, as it

would, in Massachusetts and Connecticut, interfere with the dates

agreed upon for certain local meetings, and it might militate

against the success of the national meeting, because the Divisions
might not be able to attend in such large numbers as if some other
dates were chosen. After some discussion it was, however, voted
to accept the invitation of the Niagara Falls Club, as written.

The following resolution was then introduced, and after a heated
debate, in which Mr. Isaac B. Potter spoke in favor of the resolution
and on behalf of the New York State Division, and Dr. Butler, on
behalf of the national body :

RESOLUTION.

Whereas, The New York State Division of the League of Amer-
ican Wheelmen has presented to this National Assembly a com-
munication showing that it has cause for complaint in regard to the
action of some of the officers or committees of this Assembly, and
stating the grounds of that complaint, and
Whereas, It also appears from that communication and from

other information that has come to the attention of this body, that
the New York State Division is earnestly engaged in the prosecu-
tion of the work of securing road improvement legislation in that

State through the medium of the New York State Roads Improve-
ment Association, of which Association the New York State Di-
vision is a component part, and to that end has introduced into the
said Legislature a bill commonly known as the Coggeshall-Rhodes
bill, while on the other hand certain officers or committees of the
National body, in their zeal to hasten the realization of the same
reform have, without the foreknowledge or assent of the New York
State Division, and without consulting and advising with the of-

ficers or committees of that Division, but with full knowledge of
the objects, intentions and purposes of that Division, and against
their expnss wish and desire, introduced also into the Legislature
of New York a separate bill, known as Assembly Bill Number 10,

Whereas, We believe that the New York State Division is en-
ergetically and intelligently performing its duties in the prosecu-
tionTsf this much needed reform, and further believing that har-
mony of aim and action is absolutely essential to success, therefore,

Resolved, That the National Assembly of the League of Ameri-
can Wheelmen, in annual meeting assembled, most heartily en-
dorse and approve the work and policy which the New York State
Division has pursued in the general movement to secure legisla-

tion for improved roads within the State of New York, and pledge
to the officers of the said Division and to the Roads Improvement
Association of which the State Division is so important and active

a part, the earnest co-operation of the National body and its sup-
port to the Coggeshall-Rhodes bill, so-called, now pending in the
New York State Legislature, and heretofore endorsed and approved
by the New York State Division.

Resolved, That the support of any member of this body, or of
the League at large, of any bill or measure within the State of
New York, not in harmony with the judgment, policy and work of
the officers and members of the New York State Division, and re-

lating to the subject of Roads Improvement within that State, is

hereby especially deprecated as being prejudicial to the best inter-

ests of the League, and is therefore withdrawn. (Adopted.)

The debate was lengthy, and included the reading of many letters

and documents by Mr. Potter to establish the fact that the national
body knew what the Division and the Roads Improvement Asso-
ciation was doing, and should not have interfered. Mr. Potter took
the ground strongly that any legislation coming from a class, or
coming from cyclists, would invariably meet with disaster and de-
feat. In defence of this position, he cited several cases, and read a
leading article from a New York State local paper, which was
printed a few days after the introduction of what is known as the
Assembly Bill No. 10. Dr. Butler, on the other hand, held that the
League first, and the League always, should be the one to settle

these matters ; that they should not play second fiddle to any asso-
ciation. A great deal was said by both gentlemen as to the mo-
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tives which prompted the action. Many charges were made and
denied. After listening for some hour and a half, the members
present called for the question, and the resolution as printed above,
was adopted by the National Assembly.
The meeting then adjourned.

RACING BOARD.
At a meeting of the Racing Board, held at the Grand Union Ho-

tel, New York, February 16, the following changes were made in

the racing rules. Rule A changed back to read as it did last year,

as follows

:

''A. Any amateur wilfully competing at races not stated to be
held and actually held under the rules of the Board, or rules ap-
proved by the Board, shall be liable to suspension from the race

track for such a time as the Racing Board may determine; and
amateurs are notified that to compete against any rider who has
been suspended will render them liable to the same penalty."

Rule E—Clause i remains the same. Clause 2 reads : The
country shall be divided into seven racing districts, District No. 1

comprising the following States : Maine, Massachusetts, Vermont,
Rhode Island, Connecticut and New Hampshire.

District No. 2, comprising New York and New Jersey.

District No. 3, comprising Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland,
District of Columbia, Virginia and West Virginia.

District No. 4, comprising Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Illinois and Missouri.

District No. 5, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Flor-

ida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee,
Texas and Indian Territory.

District No. 6, Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas, Colorado, Nebraska,
North and South Dakota.

District No. 7, Montana, Wyoming, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah,
Idaho, Washington, Oregon, California and Nevada.
Clause 3 to read : Each district shall be in charge of a District

Racing Board, consisting of five members, to be appointed by the

National Racing Board. Each [District Racing Board shall have
entire charge of all matters pertaining to the running of the cham-
pionships in its district.

The District championships shall be contested prior to Aug. 15,

each year, at such place or places as the District Racing Board may
determine.

District Championships are open to any League member resid-

ing in the district. The winner and second man, etc. (same as

now).
Clause 6 added to last paragraph, "and the District Racing

Board shall give at least 30 days' notice of the location and date of
the District championships.
Rule H—Add to same : "The officials of race meetings shall not

bet upon the result of any race. Officials found guilty of violating

this rule will be debarred from from holding official positions at

race meetings for such a time as the Racing Board may determine.
Rule 32—Last sentence amended to read : "Each team member

must also have resided within five miles of the city or town where
the club has its headquarters, for at least six months previous to

date of contest."

A new rule will be introduced, to read: "If in any race, by
reason of accident or withdrawal, only one contestant remain
upon the track, the referee may call such contestant from the track

and award him the first prize.

A new rule will be formulated, by which the L. A. W. will not

consider a man an amateur if he competes for money or with a

professional for a prize on the road.

ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENT A WHEEL.
(BY GEO. D. MITCHELL.)

{Continued.}

We started out next morning with Laon as our objective point
for the day, fifty-five miles distant. On the way to Soissons, where
we made our mid-day stop, we had a coast of more than two miles,

part of it through the most beautiful woods I ever saw. In fact, on
our whole route we have had frequent coasts that eclipsed anything
I ever found in America, for here the descents are generally graded
down gradually and the roads perfectly smooth, while in America
the hills especially are, as cyclists know too well, usually covered
with stones. We began to observe a gradual transition in the

habits, manners and customs of the people. Bock, the common
name for beer, began to displace wine as the common beverage

;

the three-foot loaves of bread, resembling a base ball bat, so
prevalent in all the country around Paris, began to give way to the

flat, round loaf, which, as we approached the Belgian border, be-

came larger and larger in size, until you could literally hardly
reach around it ; artificial pools of water were found in every
village, and often groups of women gathered around them washing
clothes, for which purpose they are provided; and instead of the

simple blue blouse so uniformly worn in Normandie, we began to
find the working people better dressed, corduroy being the favorite
material; wooden shoes were universally worn, and we occasion-
ally passed carts taking them to town by the cord, as you might
say. We also found ourselves getting into the dog district, which
extends over that part of France, Belgium, Holland and the lower
Rhine. All through this region there seemed to be several dogs
per capita, and the pertinacity with which they barked and ran
under our wheels was exasperating beyond measure, so that most
of the wheelmen there carry whips with them for their benefit and
the benefit of the children, who are hardly less mischievous.
In the maze of by-roads which we had to thread in order to avoid

the main paved way, Hodge became separated from the rest of the
party, and did not catch up with us until the next morning. We
kept on, however, and by dint of frequent inquiry and much perse-
verance at last reached Auberge by the light of our lanterns, at the
foot of the abrupt eminence upon which the city of Laon is perched.
The road from the plain below leads by numerous circuitous wind-
ings to the summit, although the direct path up the hillside is com-
paratively sVort. The town commands an extensive view of the
country round, and the next morning, as we started down the hill,

we could see the road we were to take extending many miles away,
marked by the rows of trees that flanked it. The road lor most of
the first twenty-five kilometres was paved, and to add to our bur-
den it began to rain soon after we left Laon. In fact, all the day
before we had been travelling through a fine, almost imperceptible,
mist, such as I never saw in America. The only condition in our
favor was the stiff wind which happened to be blowing our way,
and with the skirts of my mackintosh extended wide I sped along
before it like a ship under full sail. The storm soon broke up-
on us, however, with no kind of shelter in sight, but at Marie, the
sun having gained a temporary supremacy again, we purchased
part of the contents of a bake shop and some fruit and refilled our
canteens with wine, and a little way outside the town hung up our
coats to dry and sat down on a pile of pounded stone by the road-
side to dispose of our purchase. We were soon forced to take
shelter under a neighboring railway viaduct, however, and as we
sat finishing our lunch we became the centre of a crowd of peasants,
who had sought the same refuge from the rain. We told them that
we were Americans ; that we had traversed England and part of
France, and were on the way to Belgium, Holland, the Rhine and
Switzerland, whereupon they began to look us over with a mixed
expression of curiosity and awe that was amusing.
We made our stop for the night at the village of Hirson, about

ten miles from the Belgian frontier. At the small inn which we
chose, our supper, rooms and breakfast came to only seventy cents
apiece, just what we had paid for dejeuner alone that morning,
which was less satisfactory, and it is generally to be remarked that
at the more modest places one receives more attention, and cer-
tainly has a better opportunity to study the people in their native
simplicity, than at the more frequented, so-called first-class hotels.
The next morning the people of the inn, after much debate among
themselves, arranged a route for us on to Brussels, and about the
only bicyclist of the town was sent along a little way to show us
the road, and he was evidently as proud of being the escort of four
wheelmen all the way from America as a colored marshal in full

regalia, at the head of an Emancipation Day parade.
We had hardly hoped to ride further than the border, as the

roads in Belgium are almost invariably paved with the huge stones
which have taken the name of Belgian blocks, and upon finding
that the road was exceedingly muddy we despaired of even that,

especially as we were on the road to Ohain, which name must be a

•'Jonah" as Hugo attributes Napoleon's defeat at Waterloo to "the
sunken road to Ohain." Butwe pushed on through a dense, dreary
wood eight kilometers long to the next town, and the ride was so
dispiriting, without a habitation for the whole distance, that when
we came out of the woods and passed a house where the mother was
giving the palm to one of her offspring, whose yells rent the air in

a way that brought to my mind "the scene of my childhood." I

welcomed this evidence »f civilization and suggested that we take
the train for Brussels, as recommended by our road book, which we
accordingly did. The first thing I noticed was that the Brussel's
girls were better looking than those of either France or England,
and this is how I came to notice it : we had forwarded our luggage
on ahead of us from Paris, and accordingly until we regained pos-
session of it, we were running around the city in trousers with
short sleeves, with all the girls enviously offering critical comments
on our calves (though 'Gene's are so large they might well be
called cows). The Belgians are a prosperous, progressive people'
and I was glad to observe a great readiness on their part to accept
improvements from England and America, in which charateristic
they differ greatly from the French, whose national pride seems to

predjudice taem against every foreign innovation.
{To be Continued.)
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We have pleasure in presenting to our readers an electrotype of

the Swift Safety (Model C) ; a perfect diamond frame, all steel

tubing, with ball bearings and pedals, for $120. This is the first

diamond frame wheel we have known for less money than $135.

The Coventry Machinists' Co. state that they were the first to in-

troduce the diamond frame into the market. The reputation of

the Coventry Machinists' Company is sufficient to insure the fact

that their "Model C" safety will be found to be all they claim for it,

and a splendid value for the price asked.

A SELF OILING CHUN.

We present herewith a cut of
a self oiling chain manufac-
tured and patented by Mr.
Sterling Elliott. The single

and lower part of cut shows the

section of the solid steel link

of the chain, the circles which
show white are the holes for

the connecting pins to pass
through. The three dark cir-

cles show the shape of the holes which are drilled clear through
the link, and -which makes a slot that is filled with felt. This felt is

saturated with oil, and is constantly feeding to the link pins the

oil contained therein. We are told by Mr. Elliott that a chain of

this kind has been in practical road use on a machine for 13 months
before it became necessary to refill the felts with oil.

All the bearing parts are carefully hardened and neatly fitted.

The sample before us shows an exceedingly pliable chain.

NOTICF.

To whom it may concern :

The "Perfection Bicycle Alarm" is manufactured by the under-

signed under letters patent of the United States No. 285933, granted

October 2d, 1883, and the claims therein are as follows :

"First.—In a bell for bicycles, the combination with the gong
and base-plate, and mechanism for removably attaching said base-

plate to the brake-arm or handle-bar, of striking mechanism within

the gong and between it and the base-plate, the button S upon the

arbor of the main spring, and the hand-lever or stop T and spring

U for holding the hammer wire R and stopping the alarm, sub-

stantially as set forth."

"Second.—A gong bell for bicycles, its spring and striking

mechanism, in combination with the base-plate and mechanism for

removably attaching the same to the brake-arm or handle-bar, sub-
stantially as specified."

The attention of manufacturers and dealers in bicycles, tricycles

and sundries is called to our rights in the premises, especially under
claim 2d, and the trade is cautioned against selling or offering for

*ale any bell containing a 6pring and striking mechanism with a

ba6e-plate and means for removably attaching the same to the

brake-arm or handle-bar, because articles have been offered on the

market that are a manifest infringement of such claim, and the

seller of an infringing article is liable for damages ard to an in-

junction, as well as the manufacturers.
By only handling our bicycle alarm bells, risks of lit'gation and

expense will be avoided, as our rights under this patent will be en-

forced, especially against bells recently offered in the market con-
taining the subject of the above claim. Geo. R. Bidwell,

Sole manufacturer of the Perfection Bicycle Alarm.
New York, February 13, 1890.

The Cycle Improvement Co., 172 Lake street, Chicago, have
patented an anti-vibrator that can be attached to any handle-bar,
and that removes all vibration and jar from the hands and arms of

the rider. The flat spring is made from the finest spring steel, bent
in a manner which gives the greatest elasticity while providing
against injury to the rider's hands being caught under it. The
tension of the spring is adjustable. The springs are nickelled and
attractive in appearance.

Messrs. Bretz, Curtis & Co., of 1702-4 N. Broad street, Phila-
delphia, have received an immense importation of "Referee" Safety
bicycles, built especially for American roads.

Premier Safeties are now on sale in nearly every city in the
United States, Importer Johnson having built up within the past
year a large and vigorous wholesale business in these well-known
wheels. Among the arrangements for the coming season are
Messrs. Fairbanks, Sanborn & Cole, who are located at 145 Colum-
bus avenue, Boston, and who will handle Premiers in Eastern
Massachusetts; Stephen Lee & Co., Springfield, for Western
Massachusetts; H. J. Curtis, 98 Asylum street, for Hartford ; Al-
cott Mfg. Co., in New Haven, and Anthony, Cowell & Co., in
Providence. The Western, Southern and Middle States are well
supplied with Premier agencies, unoccupied territory being rap-
idly taken up.

Mr. A. G. Spalding has just been elected Vice President of the
Overman Wheel Co. As he is the largest sporting goods dealer in
the world, this is a strong alliance for the Overman Wheel Co., as
he is now thoroughly identified and permanently interested with
them. By the way, we have before us the advance sheets of the
Overman Wheel Co. catalogue, from which we will glean some
fadts of interest to our readers for use in our next week's issue.

Messrs. Sid.well & Saben, of 182 Columbus avenue, Boston,
write us that they have secured the New England agency for
Messrs. D. Rudge & Co.'s wheels, and have samples of the '90

safeties now in stock. They will keep open Washington's Birth-
day until one o'clock, and will be pleased to have all call and ex-
amine same.

The Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co. are to be congratulated upon the
location of a down town agency in New York. Keefe & Buchanan
will show the "Warwick Perfection," and their store is admirably
situated for good trade. Kennedy-Child may well smile when he
reviews his little runs to New York. With Bidwell up town, and
Keefe & Buchanan down town, New Yorkers will have every
chance of seeing the "Warwick Perfection."

The new pattern diamond frame New Mail has excited quite a
sensation this past week. They are out, and can be seen at Messrs.
Read's warerooms, also at their agencies. It is certainly an un-
commonly handsome wheel, and Messrs. Read report large orders
being booked.

The 1800 pattern of the Victor Safety can be seen at the Bo6ton
store of the company, on Columbus avenue. By all means call

and see it.

A riding school for ladies and gentlemen, with competent in-

structors in charge, has been opened at 47 Franklin street, by the
Pope Mfg. Co., where purchasers of Columbias are taught free, and
others at a nominal price.

We saw a splendid youth's safety at the store of Messrs. Singer
the other day, and which they call the "Miniature Safety." The
frame is an exact fac simile of their "Royal Singer" safety, with
the exception that a ball steering is not used. The wheels are 26
inches, and are fitted with Singer's ball bearings, as are also the
pedals. The price i6 $75, but full value will be found in it. It is

certainly a gem.
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Mr. Frederick White, of the White Cycle Co., of Westboro',
has just returned to thi6 country, after a short trip to England.
Mr. White was on the briny some four weeks ago, during the
height of the fearful gales and hurricanes which prevailed at that
time. Mr. White's description of the horrors of his experiences are
thrilling. The volume of water that came aboard many times
during the twenty hours' hurricance extinguished some of the
furnace fires and the main saloon was frequently flooded. Captain,
passengers and crew of the ship Catalonia never expected to see
land again.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY
DEV°reD T°THE INTERESTS

°F WHEELING AND THE
lAWVEnENT °f HIGHWAYS.

No. 25 Asylum street, Hartford, Conn. Issued on the first of

each month. Novel ideas, accuracy, wholesomeness, honesty, en-

terprise. The be6t and handsomest Cycling Magazine ever pub-
lished. Special articles by able writers.

Among the features of the March number will be a hand-
some photo-engraving of the new League officials, Messrs. Dunn,
Emery, Bidwell, Brew6ter and Secretary Bassett.

"The American Country Roads," Forrest Morgan, Editor
Trave le r'sRe cord.

"The Bicycle in History,"
J. C. Kerrison, of the Boston Herald.

The meeting of the National Assembly in New York, and other

matters that will be of interest to you.

PRESS COMMENTS.
The first number is handsomely printed, and is full of news and eood reading—New York Tribune. ™
It is finely printed, and its appearance is most prepossessing.—Boston Herald
The February number is bright and entertaining. The Cyclist should be a

success.

—

New York Press.
It is handseme typographically, and of more than ordinary literary excellence

Springfield Union.
The Cyclist is a bright and newsy paper. It deserves the hearty support ot

the wheelmen of this and other States.

—

Hartford Times.
There is plenty of room for such an excellent journal. It is well printed, flie

general get-up is good and the literary matter well-informed and ably written. The
Cyclist should succeed.—Buffalo News.
The Cyclist is out, and is without doubt the best paper devoted to bicycling

that has yet come to this office

—

Meriden (Ct.) Jourual.

The first number will be mailed to new subscribers if desired.
Subscription price one dollar a year, single copies ten cents.

GILLOTTS STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

PERFECT.

l li ii ii _ 1 1 1 ii ii mm i i

The -z

KINGofTRANSPARENT enamels

ALL CYCLE AND HARDWARE STORES.

THE "PATBNT"

Silico Enamel Co.,

OF LONDON, ENGLAND,

Beg to announce that they have appointed

The Sweeting Cycle Go,
639 Arch Street,

PHILADELPHIA,
their Sole Representatives for the United
States,and all applications for Agencies must
be addressed to them. Agents wanted in

every City, town or village on the Conti-
nent. Liberal terms. Exclusive territory

given and guaranteed.

Tn and Around Cape Ann, by John S. Webber, Jr,
^ being a hand book of that most charming section oi
Massachusetts. It is a book equally valuable and in-
teresting to the wheelman, tourist, the student and res-
ident. It is illustrated finely and bound handsomely.
It is one of the most complete and well written little

books of the kind ever published. Price 80 cents, post
paid. For sale by Bicycling World Co., 1 2 Pearl St.,

Boston.
f&- Postage stamps not received in payment.

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Ensset
Oider.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Grab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance ot natural fruit acia

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the
Eress, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ng and brilliant, but containing

no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar,
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTt,
118 Warren Street, New York.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED lS6j.

T?Tr7T> A TT>C 10 per cent, oflf on all Re-
IVCJ. pair and Kefinlshing

irfiewbunfl-

work received
March 10.

before

We Do This to Keep Oar Shop Running.
BARGAINS.

Psycho Tandem Safety, all plated except wheels

;

all balls; tires perfect; an elegant machine, $175
American Rambler, new ; all balls 105
Victor Safety, fine machine So
48-inch American Challenge, all balls 55
50-inch New Mail, almost new 55
5S-inch Victor, new S5
1 Hickory Safety, almost new 60
4S-inch Expert, especially built for fancy riding;

nickel finish 60
52-inch Victor, halt nickel; all balls; as good as

new; only 65

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
WORCESTER, MASS.,

Mannft'rs of BICYCLE BELLS and HOISTS.

Cycling Art, Eneigy and Locomotion.

The most valuable, interesting, unique
and amusing book on

SCIENCE OF CYCLING
Ever issued.

If contains 300 pages 01 solid meat for

those interested in the

Art of Cycling as a Science.

Profusely illustrated and beautifully print

ed and bound. Price, $2.00.

For sale by the

Bicycling World Co.,

12 Pearl Street, Boston.

ROAD MAP

Middlesex County, Mass.
The most perfect Road Map 01 a Massa-

chusetts County ever issued. Shows all

the Roads. Printed in Colors, mounted

on canvas and varnished. Scale about 5-8-in

to the mile. The best Map value ever

given for the price, $1.00, postpaid.

Bicycling World Co.,

12 PEARL ST., - - BOSTON.
N. B. If this venture meets with"encourageicei»t

we hope it will, other maps of Massachusett's Coun-
ties will be issued on the same lines.
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Price,

-FOR WHEELMEN.
THE operation ot securing' views with this camera consists simply of leve

ing it at the object to be photographed, and pressing a button.

One Hundred instantaneous views may be made without reloading, and

a knowledge of photography is unnecessary. The "Kodak is but

about six inches in length, and weighs less than two pounds.

A handsome russet leather carrying case with shoulder strap forms a pan

oi each outfit.
'

„„„
The "Kodak" is an article which every wheelman should possess

and secure, by its use a complete pictorial record of interesting scenes and in-

cidents which no trip is without.

ggj- Send for copy of Kodak Primer, containing Kodak

photograph.

The EASTMAN DRY PLATE AND FILM CO.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Illinois Hotels.

Abingdon, Commercial Hotel, rates $2.00.

Braidwood, Cottage Hotel, rate $1.50 per day; regu-

lar rate $2.00.
Dixon, Nechusa House, rate $2.00 per day.

W. A. Davis, C. C.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS:

13 Pearl Street, Room 27.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1890—91.

President,

TAMES R.DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

First Vice President.
DR. W. H. EMERY,
109 Warwick street, Roxbury, Mass.

Second Vice President,
GEO- R. BIDWELL,

313 W. 58th street. New York City.

Treasurer,
W. M. BREWSTER.

309 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

Secretary,
ABBOT BASSETT,

12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

Missouri Appointment.
The Owens House, Green Top, is hereby appointed

an official League hotel. Regular rates $1.50 per day :

to L. A. W. $1.00, meals and lodgirg 25 cents. Show
yonr ticket to obtain reduction. * raternally yours,

Robt. Holm, C. C.

Standing Committees.

Executive and Finance.

The President and Vice Presidents (as by the Con-
stitution required.)

Membership.

A. E. Mealy . . . .1736 Druid Hill Ave., Baltimord, Md
F. L. Casselberry Mansfield, Ohio
George C. Pennell Elizabeth, N. J-

Improvement of Highways.

Dr. Chas. S. Butler 6S0 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Wm.W. Share Brooklyn, N. Y.
Junius E. Beal Ann Arbor, Mich

Rights and Privileges.
A. Moore Berry 431 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
George A. Perkins 3 Pemberton sq., Boston
Chas. F. Cossum Poughkeepsie, N. Y

Rules and Regulations.
Dr. Wm. H. Emery.... 109 Warwick St„ Boston, Mass.
W. A. Davis Chicago, 111

Chas. L. Brockway Middletown, Conn

Racing.

C. S. Davol Warren, R. I.

George S. Atwaten Washington, D.C.
Harry H. Hodgson New Orleans, La.
George Collister Cleveland. Ohio.
M. L. Bridgtnan Chicago, 111.

Transportation

.

W. M. Brewster 309 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

Reinstatement.
Mr. Grant Bell of Minneapolis has been reinstated

as an amateur by unanimous vote of the Racing Board.
C. S. Davol, Chairman.

Illinois.

Missouri Division.

To dealers and tourists :

The Richelieu Hotel, 1312 Washington avenue^ has

been appointed the official League Hotel for St. Louis.

Tourists and dealers are therefore requested to patro-

nize this hotel and instruct their travelling salesmen
accordingly. The Lindell is no longer a League hotel.

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.

A. W. Hoffm-.n of Warsaw is this day appointed
Local Consul. W. A. Davis.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Feb. 15, 1890.

I have made the following additional appointments of

L. A. W. hotels and repair shops :

Hotel List No. b.

Holly, Exchange Hotel, regular rates $2.00; L. A.
W. $1.50
Plymouth, Rerdun House, regular rate $2.00; L. A.

W. $1.50.
Partington, Owen House, L. A. W. $1.00.

Pontiac, Hodges, regular rate $2.00; L. A. W. $1.00

and $1.50.
Centreville, Studden Hotel, regular rate $2x0; L.

A. W. $1.50.
Hancock, Northwestern, regular rate $2.00; L. A.

W. $1.50.

REPAIR SHOPS—LIST NO. $•

Holly, Mr. Bristol, Maple street.

Three Rivers, Frank E. Brown. Fraternally,
A. B. Richmond, C. C.

Racing Rule Changes.
Rule A. The first sentence is repealed, and the rule

now commences, "Any amateur wilfully, etc."

Rule E. Amended to read :

(1.) The following National L. A. W. champion-
ships have been established by the Board : One mile,

two-mile and five-mile "ordinary" bicycle; one-mile,
two-mile and five-mile "safety" "bicycle, and one-mile,

two mile and three-mile "tandem safety" bicycle.

(2.) The county shall bs divided into seven racing
districts

:

District No. 1 comprising the following States

:

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island and Connecticut.

District No. 2 comprising New York and New Jersey.
District No. 3 comprising Pennsylvania, Delaware,

Maryland, District ot Columbia, Virginia and West
Virginia.

District No. 4 comprising Ohio. Kentucky, Indiana,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois and Missouri.

District No. 5, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana,
Texas, Arkansas, Tennessee and Indian Territory.

District No. 6, Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas, Colorado,
Nebraska, North Dakota and South Dakota.

District No. 7, Montana, Wyoming, New Mexico,
Arizona, Utah, Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Cali-

fornia and Nevada.
(3.) Each district shall be in charge »f a District

Racing Board, consisting of five members, to be ap-
pointed by the National Racing Board.

Each District Racing Board shall have entire

charge of all matters pertaining to the running
of tne championships in its district. The district

chimpionships shall be contested prior to August 15th
of each year, at such place, or places, as IheJDistrict
Racing Board may determine. District championships

are open to any League member residing in the dis.

trict.

The winner and second man, in each event, may be
sent at the expense of the District, to compete a'. Na-
tional Championships. Winner and second man only
in District Championships, shall be eligible to enter
corresponding National Championships. Divisions
may pay the expenses of members tt» represent them at
their District Championships.
The National Championships shall be contested an-

nually, between August 15th and October ijth, at such
place as the National Racing Board may determine.

(4). National and District Championships are open
to League members only, and the trophies for National
Chamoionships shall be medals, struck from the dies
owned by the League, to cost in no case more than $50,
and to become the property of the winner each year.

(5). Privilege to hold State Championships in States
where no Division of the League has been formed will
be granted to clubs or authorized association when the
importance of the meeting is sufficient to warrant tne
Racing Board's special sanction.

(6). The National Racing Board shall give at least
thirty days' notice of the location and date of the Na-
tional Championships.

District Racing Boards shall give at least 30 days'
notice of the location and date of the District Cham-
Championships.
Rule H, amended to read : No open betting shall be

permitted. The officials of a race meeting (see Rule
2) shall not bet upon the result of any race. Officials
found guilty of violating this rule will be debarred
from holding official positions at race meetings, for
such a time as the Racing'.Board may determine.
Rule 32, amended to read : In a team race the posi-

tion of each rider must be taken at the finish of each
lap. The first man shall count a number equal to that
of the contestants at the start, the second man shall
count one less, the third two less, and so on. The ag-
gregate scores of the team members shall decide the
winning team. A team shall be limited to three riders,
each of whom shall have been a member of the club
entering the team, for at least three months previous to
date of event. Each team member must* also have re-
sided within five miles of the city or town where the
club has its headquarters for at least six months pre-
vious to the date of contest.
Rule 26—(new rule; old Rule 26 becomes Rule 27;

2S becomes 20, etc.) In any race, by reason of acci-
dent or withdrawal, only one contestant remain upon
the track, the referee may call such contestant from the
track and award him the first prize.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP,
The following is a list ot applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, which is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of
two Leag ue members in good standing, or of three re-

putable citizens oi the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the
year as may be iprovided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval oi the Board of Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication ot the name in
a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correct.
Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members are
given the right to prdtest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as
it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.

The application list is closed at to A. M. on the
Monday preceding day of publication. AH applica-
tions received after that hour must go over to the fist

of the following week.

List 229—Total S6—i2,sS6.

Boston, Feb. si, 1890.

California Division— 1—542.
Unattached.

26283 Rag". G. W., Eureka
District of Columuia Division—2— 1S9.

Unattached.
26245 Redman, Mortimer, 1631 icth St., N. W.,

Washington
26233 Thompson, E. B., 761 7th St., S. E., "

Illinois Division—4—920.

Unattached.
26236 Council, W. H., Lexington
26246 Smith, Sherman, 11 19 S. Water St., Monmouth
26235 Hewitt, D. S., Toulon
26234 Bachmeister, Will O., "

Indiana Division—32— 175.

Social Wheelmen.
26251 Adler, Samuel, 109 So. Mich. St., South Bend
26252 Baer, Edward, Sheridan House, "
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26253 Bowman, Fred E., 136 No. Main St.,
"

26254 Cushing, A. H., 50S W. Wash St.,
"

26255 Cenklin, F. G., 112 W. Wash St.,
"

26256 Cotton, Orchard, 520 So. Columbia St.,
"

26257 Colfax, Schuy'er, 6^3 W. Market St.,
"

36258 Clapp, Chas. W., 335 Mich, ave., "

262M Chord, Sam'l M., atudebaker Wagon Works,
Sonth Bend

26260 Davies, Wm. O , 615 W. Water, "

26261 Dunkle, Chas. H.,4iS W. Wayne St., "

26262 Elbel, Henry F., 522 No. Mich St., "

26263 Greene, Chas. B., 513 W. Wash, •'

26264 Hull, Geo. W, 420 No. Francis St.,
"

26265 Haughton, J. R., 921 W. Wash, "

26266 Inwood, R. G., Sandage Skein Co., "

26267 Knoblock, O. M., 228 No. Main St.,
"

2626S La Pierre, L. S., 119 W. Marion St.,
"

26209 McErlain, J. J., Sheridan House, •'

26270 Murphy, F J., 831 W. Day St.,
"

26271 O'Brien, P., 732 W. Wash St.,
"

26272 O'Brien, S. P., 732 W. Wash St.,
"

26273 O'Brien, Wm., 732 W. Wash St.,
"

26274 Pfeger, W. G., 526 N. Mich. St., "

26275 Pershing, W. B., 119 W. Market St.,
"

26276 Paxson, E. E., 101 So. Mich. St.,

26277 Robinson, S. M., 925 W. Wash St.,
"

2627S Schaffer, A. F., 411 So. Franklin, "

26279 Stouffer, E. S., 101 So. Mich. St.,
"

26280 Staples, W. D., 215 N. Hill St., "

26281 Stover, W. B., Studebaker Wagon Works,
South Bend

262S2 Tong, L. G., "

Louisiana Division—1— 104.

Unattached.

26237 Landry, E. A., 28 So. Charles St., New Orleans

Maryland Division—1—534.
Unattached.

26254 Crichton, MacPherson, Box 672, Baltimore

Massachusetts Division—2—1646.

Unattached.

26238 ELdridge, Otis L., 51 Borden St., New Bedford
26239 Caswell, Chas. M., 303 County St.,

"

Michigan Division—10—449.

Benton Harbor Wheelmen.

26255 Tatman, Frank M.,
26256 Nickloy, Fred W.,
26287 Ball, Israel,

262SS Chapman, Will,
26289 R°«se )

Elmer E.,
Terry, Jos. H.,
Huntington, Henry R., Box 254,
Peck, Myron S.,

Ireland, Chas. A.,
Sweet, Chester C,

Benton Harbor

26290
26291
26292
26293
26294

-3—631

Jersey City

Trenton

New Jersey Division-

H. C. W.
26225 Edick, F. B., no Sipp ave.,

Unattached.

26248 Crozer, Forrest, 217 Mercer st.

26247 Brokaw, Adam E., Box 225,

New York Division -7—2155

Harlem Wheelmen.

2622S Prince, E. S., 1920 Vanderbuilt ave., New York

Long Island Wheelmen.

26240 Benoit, A. H., 47 Monroe st

,

Brooklyn

26241
26242
2630S
26230

Suspension Bridge

New York

Alliance
Cincinnati

Suspension Bridge Bi.Club

26296 Coe, F. J.,
26297 Watson, J. S.,

26295 Carr, W. I .,

Unattached.

26227 Simondsfield, S., 336 West 51st St.,

26226 Frick, Jno., 6 Liberty sq.,

Ohio Division—5—S63.

Unattached.

26229 King, Jno. H.,
Clarke, Erie, V., 351 Race St.,

Hance, Robert, 205 Freeman ave.,
Caskey, Carl, 78 N. Limestone St., Springfield
McDonald, S. A., St. Mary's

Pennsylvania Division— 11—1471.

Keystor.e Bi. Club.

26307 Gray, A. S., 303 Collins ave., Pittsburg

Unattached.

26243 Speer, E. Lacy, 40 W. King st-, Chambersburg
26306 Walker. Geo. B., Kimberton
2629S Howe, W. H., . Phoenixville

Styer, John H., •'

Van Zandt, G. L., "

Ash, Chas. V., • "
Kent, William Saint George, "

Lloyd, A. W., 243 Church St., "

Wagoner, Frank H., Box 58,
"

Nic hols, Harry G., Box 89,
"

Rhode Island Division—2—352.

Unattached.

26309 O'Donnell, Wm., Box 145, Matick
26310 Snow, Geo. L., 205 Harr ave., Providence

Tenessee Division— 1—102.

Unattached.

26249 Webb, Jno- M., Bell Buckle
Wisconsin Division—3— 112.

Waukesha Wheelmen.
26244" Rust, Hawey H.,

Unattached.

26231 Kiss, E. J., 244 Hanover si.,

26232 Tiffany, F. G
, 485 So. 1 ith St.,

Utah—1—13.

Unattached.

26250 Peabody, Alfred H., care Com'i Nat'l Bank,
Salt Lake City

26303
26304
26301
26302
26299
26300
26305

Waukesha

Milwaukee
La Crosse

Division Officers.

California—Chief Consul, R. M. Thompson , Oriel
Hotel, San Francisco. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D.
Sheldon, 126 Davis street, San Francisco.
Colorado—Chief Consul, Edward S. Hartwell, 1319

Sixteenth street, Denver.
Connecticut—Chief Consul, David J. Post, Drawer

11, Hartford. Secretary-Treasurer, Edward A. De
Blois, Drawer n, Hartford.
Delaware—Chief Consul, S. Wallis Merrihew,9o6

Jackson street, Wilmington.
District or Columbia—Chief Consul, George S.

Atwater, 1230 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington

.

Secretary-Treasurer, W. H. Stearns, 1421 G street, N.
W., Washington.
Illinois—-Chief Consul, Wm. A. Davis, 340 South

I
Leavitt street, Chicago. Secretary-Treasurer, Thomas
F. Sheridan, 141 1 North Fourth street, Springfield.
Indiana—Chief Consul, Harry T. Hearsey, 149 No.

Del. street, Indianapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. N.
Smith, Terre Haute.
Iowa—Chief Consul, James B. Green, 711 Locust

street, Des Moines. Secretary Treasurer, Walstein
Seymour, 2d and Walnut street, Des Moines.
Kansas—Chief Consul, W. C. Bradley, Western

Security Co., Ottawa. Secretary-Treasurer, Otto H.
Wulfekuhler, Leavenworth.
Kentucky—Chief Consul, Andrew J. Lamb, Box

65, Louisville. Secretary-Treasurer.G? E. Johnson,
1919 Floyd street, Louisville.
Louisiana—Chief Consul, Harry H. Hodgson, 1 \

Carondelet street, New Orleans. Secretary-Treasurer,
J. W. Dodge, 893 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
Maine—Chief Consul, Dr. G. E. Dow, 507 i-a Coa -

gress street, Portland. Secretary Treasurer, \. L. 1

.

Cummings, Biddeford.
Maryland—Chief Consul, Albert Moti 203 Lenox

street, Baltimore. Secretary-Treasurei, G. W.H. Carr,
Box 675, Baltimore.
Massachusetts—Chief Consul, Dr. W. H. Emery,

109 Warwick street, Roxbury. Secretary-Treasurer,
Chas. S. Howard, Globe office, Boston.
Michigan—Chief Consul, A. B. Richmond, 370 So.

Lafayette street, Grand Rapids. Secretary-Treasurei,
C. A. Conover, Coldwater.
Minnesota—Chief Consul, T. M. Slosson, Box 3S0,

Minneapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. W. Laird,
Winona.
Missouri—Chief Consul, Robert Holm, Anhenser

Busch Brewery, St. Louis. Secretary-Treasurer, J.
H. Kelley, Smith Hardware Co., Sedalia.
Nebraska—Chief Consul, Frank N. Clarke, First

Nat'l Bank, Omaha.
New Hampshire—Chief Consul, Frank A. Mc-

Master, 101 Ash street, Nashua. Secretary-Treasurer,
Francis O. Moulton, Manchester.
New Jersey—Chief Consul, Dr. G. Carleton Brown,

40 Orchard street, Elizabeth. Secretary Treasurer,
Geo. C. Pennell, Elizabeth.
New York—Chief Consul, W. Sheldon Bull, 754

Main street, Buffalo, N. Y. Secretary-Treasurer,
George M. Nisbett, 50 Wall street, New York City.
Ohio—Chief Consul, M. A. High, 165 Vine street,

Cincinnati. Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. W. D. Kemp-
ton, 550 Freeman avenue, Cincinnati.
Pennsylvania—Chief Consul, Samuel A. Boyle,

Ass't Dist. Atiy, Philadelphia. Secretary-Treasurer,
John J. Van Nort, Scranton.
Rhode Island—Chief Consul, Chas. S. Davol, War-

ren. Secretary-Treasurer, Nelson H. Gibbs, 218 West-
minster street, Providence.
tv.jvs'-see—Chief Consul, Joseph R. Wilson, jr.,

Clarksvilie. secretary-Treasurer, B..A. Patch, Clarks-
ville.

Texas—Chief Consul, Geo. C. Arbuckle, Room 5,
Merchants' Exchange, Dallas.

Vermont—Chief Consul, H. A. Webster, Mont-
pelier.

Virginia—Chief Consul, Ira B. White, 16 Nolls
court, Norfolk. Secretary-Treasurer, Alex. K. Schaap,
617 E. Broad street, Richmond.
West Virginia—Chief Consul, Clarence. E. Irwin,

150 No. F street, Wheeling.
Wisconsin—Chief Consul, V. Mumfora Moore, as.

19th street, Milwaukee. Secretary-Treasurer, W. C
Simonds, 382 East Water street, Milwaukee.
Foreign Marshal—Joseph Pennell, care J. S.

Morgan & Co., 22 Old Broad street, London, K. C.
England.

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.
ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you will find $ for initiation fee and dues in th*

League oj American Wheelmen to April 30, i8go. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years of age, and that I am an amateur
within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, or Box,.

References :

.

City,.

State,

Enclosed. for Holder

.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $i during the first half year, May i to Oct. 30, and co cents during the second half, Nor.
to April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date of paper and May 1, 1890. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be receivoi.

$&• If you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle for ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and ecket for par

onal,cards send 25 cents extra. If vou want vour name, in <ol<l, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the margins in. usine this blanJc
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There is no better wheel in the market to-day than the Warwick Perfection. It is not sold for

cheap money, nor is it made of cheap material.

PRICE $135.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE.

WITH BRACE REMOVED

IT MAKES A

Liffht and Sprior

Ladies' Wheel,

To facilitate delivery of goods, we have arranged with the following firms to supply you in

their respective territory. They will be our exclusive wholesaleldealers, and it is their mission to aid you
in every way. Address them for catalogues':

For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Eastern Massa-
chusetts, A. O. VERY, 173 Tremont Street, Boston.

For New York State, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,
G. B. BIDWJELL, 313 West 5SU1 Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey, E. ALSDORF & CO., 11 Academy St., Newark, N.J.
For Southern New Jersey, and territory contiguous to Philadelphia,
EDW. K. TKVON, JR., & CO., 10 and 12 Noith 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania, and Northern Ohio,
STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

WARWICK CYCLE MFC. CO.,

For Maryland, EISENBRANDT BROS., 424 E. Baltimore St..Baltimore, Md.
For Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Tennessee, i>nd West Vireinia,

J. E. POORMAN, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

For the Northwest,
CHAS. F. STOKES tttFG. CO., 293 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. SNITJER, 1012 Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope,
THOS. H. B. VARNEY, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Territory not named, Local Agents, or The Manufacturers,

Springfield, Mass.

1890 PREMIER SAFETIES!
IlfcT STOCK:

GATFORDS. SPECIALS, POPULARS, YOUTH'S, TANDEMS.

PREMIER FULL ROADSTER, UNIVERSAL «*b-«» PREMIER.

New Premier Catalogue in Preparation. Send for It.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON, Manufacturing Importer,

401 & 403 Main St., - - - ORANGE, N. J,

FAIRBANKS, SANBORN & COLE, Agents for Eastern Mass., 145 Columbus Ave., Boston.
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TH6 7V^O\/NX FOR 1590,

THE REFEREE SAFETY,

Correct braced diamond frame of the best steel

tubing. True tangent spokes. Ball socket head.

Best black rubber tires. Weight, 37 lbs., all on.

The lightest in the world and easiest running.

BRETZ, CURTIS & GO., PIMelpMa, Pa.

AGENTS WANTED. Sole U. S. Importers.

PRICE ONLY $35.

"Same Old Story, Skip this and read something New,"

R"JJK It may be egotism on our part, yet we cannot help but feel that

the boys mean what they say when they hold up their right hand for

the Little Giant, and confirm their opinion by their orders.

We have often heard repeated, "the best is always the cheapest in

the end, even at a greater cost." To this we add certainly, cer-
tainly, and we give you the best without the extra cost.

Therefore, the lest and the cheapesc without the extra cost, buy
A Little Giant of some of the many agents herewith attached and be
happy All reliable dealers, who would not sell these goods if not as

we recommend and guarantee them:

Wm. Read & Sons, Boston, Mass.; Merwin, Hulburt & Co.,

New York; E. C. Meacham Arms Co., St. Louis, Mo.; A. G.
Spalding & Bros., Chicago, 111.; H. A. Lozier & Co., Cleveland,

Ohio.; Standard Cycle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; Bretz, Curtis &
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; B. Frank McDaniel, Wilmington, Del.;

Eisenbrandt Bros., Baltimore, Md.; H. S. Owen, "Washington,
D. C; Alsdorf & Co., Newark, N, J*; A. K. & C. E. Schaap,
Richmond, Va.

Lira & YOST BICYCLE MFG. CO., Boi 131, Toledo, 0.

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen,
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

mmittee.

Browning, King \ Co,,

Official Tailor8 of the L.A.W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only Official Tailors to fleLlf.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

A. G. Spalding $ Bros.,

Makers or He Official L. t. W. Sundries.

V/dpo. League Regulation .1.25

SVl 1 ~lW"G League Regulation 2.00
CTJJ.XX L». No. XX Fine Cheviot ior hot

weather wear . .... l.OO
C+^-v/»"|t-1 ¥1 O'CJ Our celebrated LinenK7lUl/JllUg3, Sole Stocking, League

color 1.00
"Rfkl *-« No. X Silk, Edge's League color,
*-»v7A iJBJ. white centre, Snake Buckle 50

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40

KhOPQ Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
~-?-"-vJv7c»» hand made, light, str njj, elastic.5.00

No. i, Canvas, leather trimming's.3.50
Sent post paid on receipt of p re
Send for Catalogue Knit Racing ind Training Suits.

A, 6. SPALDING & BROS,
341 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago.
Philadelphia, 1022 Market St.

WARRI

CATA^iSfeWSS
A NEW TREATMENT.
Sufferers are not generally aware thfttl

these diseasesare contagious, or that they I

are due to the presence of living para-l
sites in the lining membrane of the nose I

and eustachian tubes. Microscopic re-l
search, however, has proved this to be a
fact, and the result of this discovery is

that asimple remedy has been discovered
which permanently cures themost aggra-
vated cases of these distressing diseases by
afew8impleapplicationsmade(fru>ou>eek*

|

apart) by the patient at home. Apamph-
J let explaining this new treatment is sent
\free by A. EL Dixon & Son, 337 and 839
I West King Street, Toronto, Canada.

Elwell European Bicycle Tour.
France, Switzerland, Germany and England

.

Leaves New York June, on Li Bretagne, of the

French line. Berths assigned from March ist.

For information address

F. A. ELW1LL,
152 PEARL ST., - PORTLAND, UK.
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THE HARTFORD.
Ball Bearing All Around. Perfectly Interchangeable

and Warranted.
PRICE $100.

We already have a large corps of reliable agents, but
we want more. We want a representative in every city
and town of any importance in the country. We want
men who will neither under-rate nor over-rate our
goods, men who will adhere to our price, for we have
but one price.
You may not make so much on individual sales of the
HARTFORD as on those of more cheaply constructed
wheels listed higher, for we cannot afford to pay you
so well; but in the long run a reputation for giving full

value for the money will prove more lucrative.

THE HARTFORD CYCLE CO,
Hartford, Conn.

"THE WORLD DO MOVE,"
And so do the Bicycles made by the

STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO.
THEIR ADDRESS IS

FREEPORT, - - ILL.,

And they build a Spring Frame Bicycle

THAT WILL SPRING.
They also are Sole Agents in th» U. S. for the

BUFFET SADDLE.
Buy it and you will ride no other. Send postal for the most
artistic Catalogue ever issued.

One of the most essential points for careful consideration in connection with the purchase of

a bicycle is Economy in Weight.
We find by making a very simple calculation, that a person who rides a bicycle ten miles

a day, on an^ average, for five years, (Eighteen hundred and twenty-five days), that he would have
ridden Eighteen thousand, two hundred and fifty miles, and that if the bicycle used was ten pounds
heavier than he actually required, he would have carried one hundred and eighty-two thousand, five

hundred pounds more bicycle per mile, ridden, than was necessary, or about two car loads per year.

Now, fix your rate per car load, and you will ascertain the value of a bicycle the proper weight.

ROVERS
range in weight from 38 to 48 pounds, and we therefore can supply a machine in accordance with
a purchaser's requirements.

^ATIE C-AJRJR/y FTVtt STYLES,
including the most elegant ladies' Safety in the American market.

CATALOGUE READY FEB. 20th. COMPETENT AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

THE JNO. WILKINSON CO., Sole Importers,

55 STHTE ST., CHICMGO, ILL-.
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UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.

Ball Bearings Dust Proof and Oil Re-

taining.

Chain absolutely noiseless.

Patent Chain Adjustment.

"Union" Patent Saddle.

None Better.

High Grade in Every Respect.

Finish Incomparable.

THE UNION SAFETY
In General Appearance and Riding Qualities is Unequalled.

All Parts Interchangeable, Office and Factory, Highlandville, Mass,

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE TO

CHA8. F STOKES MFG. CO,, 293 & 295 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111., Agents for the North West.

J. E. POORMAN, Cor. 8th & Race Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio, Agent for Sonthern Ohio, Southern Indiana,

Kentucky and Tennessee.

A. B. MACK & CO., 64 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, Agents for Northern Ohio.

STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y., Agents for Western New York and Western

Pennsylvania.

A. 0. YERY, 173 Tremont St., Boston, Mass., Agent for the New England States.
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UNGIiE EPflflflHW IS TIRED.

THE OLD GENTLEMAN walked into the OFFICE with a

BEAMING FACE, which, but for the ineffaceable marks of time,

would still be called youthful. The RUDDY TINT of health on

CLEANLY SHAVEN CHEEKS, THE BRIGHT, PIERCING

EYE, disdaining the HELPING EYEGLASS or SPECTACLES,
THE ERECT FORM, still ROUND and PLUMP, THE
SPRINGY STEP, THE MIRTHFUL LAUGH, full of HEARTY
GOOD NATURE and CAMARADIE, all bespoke THE WELL-
PRESERVED SPECIMEN of GOOD OLD STOCK, A MAN
who had ALWAYS found THE WORLD a GOOD PLACE TO
LIVE IN, A MAN who, THREE HUNDRED and SIXTY-FIVE
DAYS in each YEAR, could truthfully say that he thanked HIS

GOOD FORTUNE that he came upon THE SCENE OF
ACTION early in-- the NINETEENTH CENTURY, and still was

not TIRED of being here. GOOD OLD STOCK INDEED.
Would there were MORE of the kind. "I want to just look through

your 'BI. WORLD* and 'WHEEL AND CYCLING TRADE
REVIEW and some of the others. I heard some of the boys

talking as I came along the street, about some ADV. in some of

the CYCLING JOURNALS, and they seemed to b« having

GREAT SPORT over the VENOM (as they called it) of some-

body—couldn't quite catch the name—BUT they said it was the

WORST CASE of 'CRANIUM INFLATUS' they ever knew of;

so I thought I'd look in and just glance over the latest numbers of

the different publications in our line of literature, eh?" -(And the

OLD MAN winked in a way that caused the OFFICE BOY to

remark that "THE OLD GENT must have been a 'JIM DANDY'
some HUNDRED YEARS ago or so.") An hour passed quickly

(as hourss alway do in a busy office), when THE OLD GENTLE-
MAN laid down the last paper of the BIG PILE, drew a LONG
BREATH, and remarked: "Well, I've had a TREAT. THE
CLAIMS made by some of these CYCLE PEOPLE remind me
of A CHAP I met once, who tried to sell me A WHISTLE MADE

FROM A PIG'S TAIL. He said that HE and ONE OTHER
MAN were THE ONLY MEN in THE WORLD who could

MAKE A GOOD WHISTLE out of A PIG'S TAIL. I DIDN'T
buy A WHISTLE though. I told him he was only FOOLING
AWAY HIS TIME, TELLING CHEAP TALES, WHICH NO
SENSIBLE MAN BELIEVED, BECAUSE if ONE MAN and

ANOTHER MAN could MAKE A WHISTLE OUT OF A
PIG'S TAIL, some other CHAPS would be DEAD SURE to

'GET ONTO IT' if it was a desirable thing to do."

THE OLD MAN 'rose to go, and remarked : "By the way, I've

just received a CHECK for $295,000 from my MAN in THE
WEST, who attends to my MINING INTERESTS there, and I'm

thinking SERIOUSLY of buying some stock in THE WHITE
CYCLE CO., if there's any to sell, and if there isn't, and you

want to build an ELL on to your FACTORY and increase your

CAPITAL STOCK, I'd like to take it all. I believe in THE
BRONCHO, THREE KNOT SKOOKUM OIL, SKUDER-
DRAK'S EMBBOCATION, and LIVINGSTON'S SURE CURE.
THE WORLD CAN'T GET ALONG WITHOUT THOSE
GOODS, and I want to be A SORT of a GOOD MISSIONARY
in MY DECLINING YEARS, and aid in SPREADING THE
'GOSPEL OF GLAD TIDINGS,' so to speak. I'd like to just

help BOOM things a trifle.". We thanked THE GENIAL OLD
GENT, and assured him that the PRESENT DRIZZLE was not

destined to be a LONG SHOWER, and that WE COULD TAKE
CARE OF OUR OWN "DOG FIGHTS" until SOME LARGER
SPECIMEN "SHOWED UP." We returned to "OUR MUT-
TON," and continued our PLEASANT OCCUPATION of FIL-

ING ORDERS for BRONCHOS AND SUNDRIES. OUR
SECOND EDITION OF "CATS" IS NOW DUE. IF "YOU
FELLOWS" WANT ONE, SEND AT ONCE, or you will be

EVERLASTINGLY TOO LATE, unless we get out A THIRD
EDITION for TARDY ONES.

SEND FOR "CAT" AND AGENTS' TERMS.

WHITE CYCLE CO,,

WESTBDRD', MASS., U. B. A
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Comma Liqht Roster 5hTlVtt.

PRICE, $135.

SPECIALTIES.
Hollow Felloes,—The only heating done to them is when the ends are brazed together.

Acknowledged by all to be the most expensive and best felloes made.

Tubular Jflud Gruard.—For rear wheel, forming part of the frame; is the best for

the purpose, as it will not rattle, and does not bend or break.

Ewart Detachable Chain.—Made of forged steel ; easily oiled. Bearings do not

rust in when not used.

Head Loching Device.—The best of its kind. No difficulty in making Safety

stand against a wall. All Safety riders will appreciate it.

Front -Wheel Spring Joints.—They give just enough spring; rigid steering.

No loss of power in climbing hills.

Kirkpatriek Saddle.—The most successful saddle ever made; the pioneer of

hammock saddles.

Rubber Tires.— Made of the best rubber for the purpose; and while we do not

claim they will never come off, we now claim to have the most satisfactory

method of cementing tires, and invite all to examine it.

Tubing.—Is the best cold-drawn seamless steel tubing made in England.

Pope Mfc. Co., 77 Franklin St., Boston.
12 Warren St., New York. 291 Wabash Ave., Chicago.



to¥op
UU-ETlN.«*»
bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS Of(VCLIHQ.

$1.00 a Year.
5 cente a copy. BOSTON, 28 FEBRUARY, 1890.

Volume XX.
Number 18.

SPECIAL NOTICB.
Owing to the great demand for our goods, and out of consideration for our

present agents, we deem it advisable to give notice to dealers and others that we
are not desirous of further extending our agency lists. For several years past
we have been unable to manufacture as fast as the goods were wanted, and
although -we shall again double our output during the coming season, pres-
ent indications point to an easy disposal of the product without increased
facilities for selling.

OVE^mflfi ttlHEEli CO.,

OP VICTOR
BOSTON, WASHINGTON

paetopy and Offiee, CHJCOPEE FAMiS, JWASS.
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WHAT SORT OF A CHAIN DO YOU USE?
We don't ask you this question simply because we

art inquisitive, but as a matter of business, and we
want to talk to you a little on the subject of consis-'

tency. The devout murderer who didn't eat the meat
found in his victim's dinner pail, because it was Fri-
day, was considered by the opposition as being incon-
sistent. And yet there are many people who would
laugh at him without any real right to do so. The
most casual son of a wealthy father would not buy at a

high price a broadcloth coat in which one of the
sleeves was calico, simply because he could see it, and
knows better, but he will buy a cycle in which there is

as much of an inconsistency and not know it (at least,

not at the time of the purchase) . The rear axle of a
safety bicycle carries approximately two-thirds of the
rider's weight. Taking a 150-pound rider as a fair

average would give the driving wheel about 100

pounds, more or less. This bearing is from five to

seven inches long, and as large in diameter as need be.
Much is said of the care with which it is fitted up, the
number of balls it contains, etc. The wheel, which
will average 30 inches in diameter, is turned by a chain
connected at a point not more than two inches from its

centre by means of the sprocket. This chain is pulled
by the larger sprocket wheel attached to the crank
shaft. This crank shaft becomes the fulcrum for a
lever of the second order, the power being applied on
the pedal at its outer end. As the length of crank is

always more than double the radius of the sprocket
wheel, it is obvious that the strain on driving chain
must be more than double the weight applied to pedal.
Everv rider knows that at times he uses more than his

weight, therefore if he weighs 150 pounds the chain
takes a pull of 300 pounds or more, and with this load

Of all sad words, by tongue or pen, the saddest are these: I haven't seen Elliott's Catalogue.

its 45 to 50 joints are compelled to operate. (N. B. They
are parallel bearings, else they couldn't stand it at all).

These joints in the average chain are about 3-16 of an
inch in diameter, by less than 1-2 inch long. Think of
it. The bearing of the rear wheel, about 5-8 of an
inch in diameter by 7 inches long, carries 100 pounds

;

the bearings in the chain, 3 16 in diameter by 1-3 inch
long, have at times a strain of over 300 pounds. But
this is only a part of it. After all the talk about refine-

ment, hardened steel, etc., in the axle bearings;, there
have been * * * [In accordance with our note at the
head of Editorial Column, we eliminated what followed
as being of a "disparaging" character. On notifying
Mr. Elliott of this, he sent us to replace the eliminated
portion, the following, which we insert:—Ed.]

"Let dogs delight to bark and bite,

And all the world excuse it,

But dogs don't pay the World for space,
And be forbid to use it

"

Then we see advertised various kinds of chain grease,
by the use of which you can pollute the outside of the
chain (which ought never to be oiled under any -cir-

cumstances) without getting a drop in the real bearing
that does the work.

It is often said that the proper test of a bearing is in
coasting. This is only partially true, the real scientific
test is to strike the empty pedal with your finger and
see how long it will "spin." Any horny handed re-
pairer can tell you that the wear on the back side of
an axle caused by the pull of the chain is three times
as much as the wear on the bottom of the same axle
occasioned by the weight of the rider. If you want to
test a bicycle, axles, chain, pedals and all, at once, go

up hill, and the steeper the hill the more you can find
out about it. In comparing two machines, don't forget
any possible difference there may be in gear. Don't
bother with trigonometry or square root, but place the
machine with one of the pedals at its lowest point,
make a chalk mark on the floor under the centre of
pedal (nevermind the wheel), roll machine until that
pedal again comes in the same position and make
another mark, place the other machine at the first chalk
mark, roll it to second, and you will know then, some-
thing you might otherwiseguess at.

_/f°*E©W€> Q,
v ^r X. ^ \

We came near forgetting to say that our driving
chain is hardened steel {both bearing surfaces) the
centre of each link is filled with an absorbent material
(wool felt) which effectually excludes all dust and
holds enough oil so that we have known them to run
well for 13 months without attention. During the last

four years we have put into practical use a large num-
ber of these chains, and we find them to be fit com-
panions for the Hickory Wheels, so "we back 'em up."

Holmes' TMgh Stocking FULL PANTS.

(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat,

strap & pocket.

No. 884. Heavy Rib.

Price $2.50.

Double heel and toe.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

KNEE PANTS.
(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

3—3. Full Fashioned, Nar-
rowed at ankle in black, navy.
League brown, grey mixed ana
any other color, $1.50.
3—1. Black, navy, grey mixed,

stocking, $1.25.
1—1. Black, navy, grey mixed,

stocking, $1.00.

Athletic and Gymnasium Garments Manufactured by

XXOXtXKEXSS <£ CO., 109 St., Boston,

is the Safety, and the price of ordinary wheels is going down with a crash that is yery sickening to
all the dealers. Wc are still ready, however, to take ordinaries in trade for all styles of new Safeties
and if you can't make figures with your nearest local dealer, you had better write to us; also, SEND
YOUR NAME IN FOR A COPY OF OUR 1890 CATALOG, which will be the finest thing in its line of the season.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., ST. LOUIS, MO., 311 N. 14th St.

Second-Haul Wheels and Typewriters
ot all kinds bought, sold and taken in exchange on any new wheel in
the market, Safeties included. Always in the market to buy large or
small lots, New or Second-Hand Wheels, for Cash, when prices are
right. We constantly carry 400 to 500 Wheels, including many rare
bargains in SECOND-HAND STANDARD MAKES. NEW
WHEELS (bought in job lots) at greatly reduced prices.
Liberal discounts to agents.

HOUSE, HAZARD & CO, 9 G St., Peoria, 111.

'CYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS,
with no extra charge except interest. Manufacturers' agents tor
Victors, Columbias, Champions, Bagles, Stars, Springfielas, War-
wicks, Ramblers, Crescents, Vineyards, Ottos and ALL other Cycles
made in or imported to this country. Prices guaranteed low as the
lowest. Low rates by fast freight or express— 13 railroads. Send for

40 page Illustrated Catalogue, with full particulars, payment plan, and
second-hand and bargain list.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 9 G St., Peeria, 111.
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements »» this Department so cents a line.

Jg|— Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. decks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be laien.^g&

L. A. W, BADGES,
The official design in solid gold.

Prices, $2.50, $3.50, $5-oo and up-

ward. Patented. Send for free

Catalogue and address orders to

C. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle St , Portland, Me.

TX>K SAIiE—A Safety bicycle, never ridden. Price
-T $2 50. An elegant filled gold miniature safety

bicycle, worn as a watch charm ; very showy and at-

tractive ; the best novelty ever offered to wheelmen.
Sent postpaid on receipt of price. DURVEA JEW-
ELRY CO., 71 Nassua St., New York City.

IF you want to buy, sell or exchange your wheel for

books, stationery, type writers, organs, buggy,
cigars, etc., write to JOHN G. ZOOK, LITITZ,
PA. He has the best second-,93- list in the U. S. A
$350 Humber Tandem, used 50 miles, at any reason-

able offer, and a score of other bargains. Don't buy
before vou write to him. Kodak Camera wanted .

FOB THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-
* ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and
other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,

$14.00, $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th st., New York City.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers

,

or mailed by the manuUcturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

WANTED—Old gold and silver, full value paid.
Packages received by mail or express remitttd

for same day. PATTON & CO., Manufafturing Jew-
elers, 59 Main St., North Adams, Mass.

A. O. VERY,
New England Agent for the

War* "Perfection." "Union'

—AND—

"Giant Cycles.

—ALSO—

The Standard Sewing Machine

173 Tremont Street, Boston.

AGENTS WANTED,

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a
bottle of Wilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also
prevent Nickel and steel from rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on leceipt of 50
cents in stamps. Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.

,

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, ij cents a line. J&-Cash muU

accompany the order._ff*

Jgf- Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken.

FOR 8ALE—New Victor Safety; bought in Oct.,

18S9; never out of the house; young man sick
ever since. $110. H. BAKER, 606 Hamilton St.,

Allentown, Pa.

FOR SALE—50 inch Harvard, in good order; tires

show but very little use; finish good; balls to front
wheel, cone to rear; new Fish saddle, tool baer and
tools. Will sell for $3500. GEO. LIGHT, Purdy
Station, Westchester Co., New York.

IVEL TANDEM BICYCLE for sale, cheap. Mew
last fall; ridden less than 300 miles. H. B.

WIESE, Bordentown, N.J.

FOR SALE—New Safeties, one '89 Viftor, the other
a Swift, never used. Address EDW. P. BURN-

HAM, Newton, Mass.

FOR SALE — Ladies' Quadrant Tricycle, perfect
condition, cost $185. Highest offer over $115 takes

it. ARTHUR CASTLE, 177 W. Main St., Rochester,
N. Y.

FOR SALE*— Bargain. 48-inch Singer's Apollo
Bicycle, 'So model. G. E. NEWCOMB, 43 West

st., Room 21, Boston.

WANTED—A Western wheelman, well-known
throughout the West, wishes a position as

salesman or advertising man for a bicycle firm, where
hustling is needed. Can furnish good recommenda-
tions from prominent Western wneelmen as to ca-
pability. Address "Salesman," care Bicycling
World, Boston, Mass.

OLUMBIA TANDEM BICYCLE—King of R.
Lamp; bell; luggage carrier and tools. A Bar-

gain for any one wanting tandem. Address JOS.
ROYAL, 1722 North 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

OR SALE—A New Mail Safety, in good con~-

dition, with cyclometer. E. H. NORRIS, iS

Mason St., Cambridge, Mass.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, - - MASS.

"To God's Own Country;

WANTED.
A good, steady boy, from 14 to 19 years of

age, who has worked from 1 to 3 years at

Bicycle Repairing. A good home for a good
boy.

Address immediately, stating age, experi-

ence, and send recommendations from last

or present employer, also state salary wanted.

FRED T. MERRILL,
CYCLE CASTLE, 49 MORRISON ST.,

PORTLAND, OREGON.
UNABRIDGED!!

Catalogue of Bicycle Sundries ready for

mailing in a few days.

Send a Postal Card for a copy to

HOWARD A. 8MITH & CO.,

NGMRRK, - - N. J.

Howard \, Smith $ Co,,

Cor. Broad and Bridge Sts.,

NEWARK, - - - N. J.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Bicycle Supply House.
Manufacturers and Importers of

CYCLING GOODS,
AND AGENTS FOR THE

COLUMBIAS, STARS, VICTORS, G. &
J.'S, PSYCHOS, HARTFORDS,

GALES, ETC.. ETC.,

In addition to a full line of Boys and Girls' Machines.

OUR STANDARD CEMENT
Is known all over the United States. It has been in

use for several years, and we can recommend it as be-

ing equal if not superior to the best imported.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

Price in sticks, 20 cents; in bulk, $1.20 per pound.

Adhesive Tire Tape

is one of the handiest ac-
cessories for carrying in
the tool bag, is quickly
applied, very strong, and
will last for hundreds of
miles' riding; invaluable

in case of accidents. Price per package, 20 cents.

Z.&S. Bundle Carriers.

Made to fit the handle bars
of all the safeties, also the
mud guards. By using our ^~Y^FjtT\ \ I

patented principle of hinged r yJ%^\\ \\ l\\ ////
plates, we are enabled to fc^-^ZtfCX vvxlllll///''
place a carrier on the saftties
that is an ornament. Can be set wide apart for a long
bundle, close together for a short bundle; is exceed-
ingly strong, and warranted to carry 50 pounds with-
out wearing the machine or being in the way of the
rider. Price, $1.25.

Standard Gloves $1.00 and 1.25
Z. &. S. Hose Supporters 35c. and 50c
Punnett's Pants Holders ~. 25c
Handy Hooks 10c
Stockings $1.00, 1.25 and 150
Bells 50c. to $2.50
Drinking Cups 40c
Lamps, lrom $2.25107.50
Locks 50c. to $1.50
Bicycle Horns $1-35 and 2.25
Cyclometers $5.00 and 10.00
Whistles 25c. to 50c
Oils, in bottles and cans 25c. to 60c
Newark Enamel 50c

Etc., etc.

Send for Catalog.
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SINGER CYCLES.
OVER GS.OGO IN USE.

February, 1890
In the pages of our catalogue for this season, we submit to your notice an assortment

of Singer cycles, from which the selection ot a suitable machine may be accomplished without

difficulty.

Our various patterns have been fully tested by many thousands of riders of our cycles,

and the general principles of our 1889 patterns have been found to be almost incapable of im-

provement. We have, therefore, confined our attention chiefly to the revision and perfecting

of details, and to reduction in weight; and, although this has entailed considerable cost, we
have been able to somewhat reduce the prices of last year.

WITH REFERENCE TO QUALITY, WE RELY UPON THE INTRINSIC MERIT
OF OUR CYCLES, AND THE RECOMMENDATION OF THOSE USING THEM, FOR
A CONTINUANCE OF OUR INCREASING TRADE.

Our workmen are continuously employed, winter and summer, and thoroughly understand

the class of work we require. NO SECOND-RATE MACHINES ARE MADE; all the

parts of our cycles [except saddles] are made in our works, special machinery is extensively

used, and by these means we are able to produce cycles of the best possible quality, at mod-
erate prices. WE CARRY IN STOCK AT THIS DEPOT, A FULL LINE OF PARTS OF
ALL OUR MACHINES.

SINGER & CO., Manufacturers and Importers,

6 and 8 Berkeley St., .... BOSTON, MASS.

-1890-

MAIL.
HAVE YOU SEEN IT? OFFERED

AS THE

BEST AND

HANDSOMEST

SAFETY

YET

PRODUCED.

SEE IT AND GET CATALOGUE SURE.

Unasked for Testimonial of the 1890

Model New Mail, from a dealer in

all makes, and one of the best

known Wheelmen in the Country.

Feb. 18, 1890.

Messrs Wm. Read & Sons :

Gents—I tried your wheel for a little

spin this morning, and must say,— it

runs magnificently; in fact, I see

scarcely any use for having handles on
the machine at all—it steers so easily

without hands, even while riding at a

very slow pace.

I do not think this wheel can be rec-

ommended any too highly, and predict

for it a very large sale the coming season.

The Spring on the Front Forks works
to perfection, and is a mo6t valuable im-

provement. And I am,

Yours truly,

HDDRESS

WILLIAM READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.
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rT"NHE athletic papers all over the country are just now busy
* interviewing prominent athletic club men, on the attitude of

the League on racing matters, and the hot shot of indignant protest

is being directed towards the League Racing Board in a manner to

make the timid League member shake in his boots.

All we ask of those who are apt to be carried off their feet by this

flood of argument and protest, is to delve below the surface and see

which organization is the more consistent in its avowed capacity as

fostering amateur sports and athletics.

By turning to any dictionary the definition of amateur can readily

be ascertained.

The original intention of these amateur clubs and associations

was to encourage the amateur athlete. Now let us see to what ex-

tent some of the clubs which hold membership in the A. A. U. are

fulfilling their supposed mission.

It is a notorious fact that very many of these clubs have men who
pose as "American champions" in their specialties, who were born,

educated, trained, and achieved prominence as champions in other

lands than America, and as soon as their claims to pre-eminence in

Great Britain were established, their services were secured by these

different clubs, and they were foisted upon the American public as

bona fide American champions.

It is aho a fact that the occupations of some ol these men is

merely nominal, and that in reality they are at the beck and call of
the club managers to go hither and yon, as may be deemed neces-

sary. These men practically live on the clubs which they represent,

paying no dues, living at the club training table, and in many in-

stances living at the club houses. A very soft snap, no doubt, and

one that we do not blame the recipients for taking advantage of,

but , can such methods be said to foster and encourage amateur

athletics ?

The League has always been consistent in fighting all tendencies

toward prom ateurism; it has always inflexibly set its face against

these methods. The first stand taken by the League was in 1886,

when the Racing Board sat down on promateurism as represented by

such men as Rowe, Hendee, Rhodes, Ives and others. Immedi-

ately a shout was raised, the League was threatened with annihila-

tion, and to accomplish the threat the A. C. U. , with Mr. Ducker
at its head, was formed. What was the result? The League
calmly went on its way disqualifying men, among whom were the

cracks of the racing track. By this apparently fool-hardy proceed-

ing the A. C. U. was strengthened, and even the friends of the

League feared for the results. The A. C. U. to-day only exists in

history, and very brief history at that. The League survived.

From then until now the League has consistently opposed all ten-

dencies towards the paid amateur system. As an organization of

amateurs, it believes that the amateur's interests should be first and

foremost, and it is still consistent in refusing to affiliate with or-

ganizations which foster and encourage the so-called promateur, a

man who to all intents and purposes is a professional. It is on
these principles that the League is standing.

£» Those who believe in the methods of some of the amateur clubs

of course will side with them, and probably we shall lose many of

the present prominent racing men, but it behooves the ordinary

League member to ponder well before he casts his influence against

the League and its endeavor to keep the amateur and professional

distinctly apart.

WD. BANKER of Pittsburg declares that he will prove true

• to the Berkeley Atletic Club of New York. He says he

will ride for the Berkeley despite all the rules of the L. A. W. If

any argument was needed to prove that the L. A. W. is right in the

position taken, we think that Mr. Banker's assertion, if correctly

reported, is sufficient in itself.

r
I ""HE action of the National Assembly in accepting the report of

* the Committee on Rights and Privileges with Mr. Potter's

name attached thereto, is variously regarded. By some it is con-

sidered as establishing a precedent that the President has no right

to remove an official whom he appoints. We do not think that the

mere acceptance of a committee's report in any way binds the As-

sembly, or establishes a precedent binding upon future meetings.

The vote, however, indicated the sentiment of the meeting as to the

removal of Mr. Potter. The right of the President to make removals

should be governed by fixed rules and the law, and not by the

caprice or opinion of a meeting.

The question arises whether the President has the right to re-

move. On this question much can be said on both sides as the rules

now stand, but we do think that in an organization like the League

the right to be heard before some committee should be accorded the

committee man whose removal is suggested and desired by

President. Some rule should be adopted, so that hereafter questions

like the one under discussion could not possibly arise.

The question now comes up, was the removal of Mr. Potter jus-

tified by the circumstances?

It seems that the President writes to a member of a committee

(not the chairman) and asks him to prepare a bill for the improve-

ment of roads. This request if made to the proper committee, we be-

lieve should have been made to the chairman,' and the reply

should have been made by said chairman, in behalf of the committee.

Now as to the position of Mr. Potter in refusing to comply with

the President's request. On a careful reading of the duties of the

different committees, we think that the Committee on Roads Im-

provement was the committee to apply to requesting^the drafting of

a bill such as Mr. Luscomb requested, and not the Rights and
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Privileges Committee. We are of the opinion that it is not part of

the declared duties of the Committee on Rights and Privileges. It

is the evident intention of the By-laws that all matters relating to

the improvement of highways should be in charge of Roads Im-

provement Committee, and not the Committee on Rights and Priv-

ileges.

We have arrived at these conclusions after careful reading of the

By-laws, and in conclusion we would say that no one need have

any anxiety as to the future. The action of the meeting in New
York may prove a valuable lesson, but cannot control the future,

or establish a precedent.

ERRA TUM.
PRESIDENT LUSCOMB'S REPORT.

In our last issue, by an error of our foreman, one of the most im-
portant paragraphs was omitted. We regret this as the report as

printed was not the report in full as we stated. We take occasion
to correct the error and offer apologies to Mr. Luscomb for the
error of omission we made.
On page 357, second column, and between the second paragraph,

commencing "Messrs. Perkins and Cossum, etc.," and the third

paragraph, commencing "It is discouraging and unjust, etc. ," the
following paragraph was omitted :

"It is a difficult matter to understand, that in the face of the na-
tional movement, petty, jealous and unreasonable opposition should
be developed, but it is unfortunately the fact, and both in New York
and Massachusetts the Chief Consuls are apparently in fear of
some interference with their prerogatives, while in Ohio there is

apparently much reluctance to yield that support to the movement
it merits."
The above paragraph was in the report as read by President Lus-

comb to the National Assembly, and it is therefore necessary thai
the report as printed in its emasculated condition in ours of the
21st be corrected by the insertion of the sentence as printed above,
and which sentence was erroneously omitted.

ANNUAL MEETING AND SUPPER OF THE RHODE
ISLAND WHEEMEN.

The annual meeting of the Rhode Island Wheelmen, of Provi-
dence, R. I., was held Monday evening, Feb. 10th, at which officers

were elected for the coming year.

The election was characterized by perfect harmony, every officer

being elected without the least opposition.
Following close upon the annual meeting and election of officers

of the Rhode Island Wheelmen came the annual supper of that
club, which was held jn their rooms last Thursday evening. Cov-
ers were laid for seventy-five, one long table being placed in the
main hall, while three overflow tables were placed in the parlor
and reading room. Your obedient servant "Elnod" was placed in

charge of the tables in the parlor, to see that the boys kept quiet,

and any one present can testify that he perlormed his duty faith-

fully.

The boys were in the act of surrounding the wish-bone of a
"turk," when Perkins noticed one gentleman who had not up to

that time sat down, and not knowing whether he was "wid us or
agin us," he at once resigned his chair to the supposed guest,

when to his chagrin he discovered that he was talking to the head
waiter. We are now smoking Grabeolas on "Perk."
The supper was one of Pettis' best, and it is sufficient to say

ample justice was done to same. After the gastronomical inclina-

tion of the inner man was completely satisfied ex-President Spiers
was introduced as toast master, and the following gentlemen re-

sponded to their respective toasts in an able manner. "The
League," Dr. W. H. Emery, of Boston; "The R. I. W.," Geo. L.
Cooke; "The Ladies," Jas. A. Kinghorn ; "The Road Improve-
ment Committee," W. M. P. Bowen ; "Science of Wheeling," by
Dr. E. Y. Bogman ; "Our Captain," H. L. Perkins. After his

speech, Mr. Perkins read letters of regret from W. W. Windle, C.
W. Fourdrinier. F. P. Prial and Abbot Bassett. Mr. Bassett's let-

ter caused much laughter as it contained some of his "Death
Dealing" poetry. Dr. Bogman also read a selection of poetry,
each verse being a shot at one of the boys.

At the conclusion of Dr. Bogman's poetry, speeches were made
upholding the different styles of wheels.
The festivities were brought to a close shortly before midnight,

and it is needless to say the second annual supper of the Rhode
Island Wheelmen will long remain in the memory of the par-
ticipants. Elnod.

" TONET."

The Medford Bicycle Club is an organ-

BOSTON NOTF1 ization that one seldom hears from yet,

notwithstanding that fact it takes a prom-
inent position in the affairs of Massachu-
setts cycling events. It seldom ever fails

to turn out a goodly number of members
on the occasions of union runs, and on these runs a well-devel-
oped and manly young fellow rides at the head. This gentleman
is Arthur J. Cushing, the Captain of the club, and it was mainly
through his efforts that his fellow members enjoyed such pleasant
rides during the past season. Captain Cushing was born in Med-
ford, Oct. 31, 1867, and in that little town he gained his education,
graduating from the Medford High School in 1884. Mr. Cushing
has only taken sctive part in cycling during the past few years,

yet he holds the six and one-half mile record for Waltham course.

He won the Waltham road race for two successive years, and in

1885 won first place in the Medford road race. At one time he wa6
the assistant teller of the Maverick Bank, but at the present time is

connected with a prominent carpet warehouse of this city. He
was one of the charter members of the club, which was perma-
nently organized on the first of September, 1888. Since then the
club membership has materially increased, aud now it has a mem-
bership of 40, with bright indications for a prosperous future.

Messrs. George H. Perry, Edward T. Bigelow and Captain Cush-
ing are considered the fastest riders of the club, they having never
been beaten in their five years of riding. There is a brilliant future

for the town of Medford, and as its population increases, so may
the club membership and the benefits to be derived form the sport

of cycling.

One of the funny results of mixing the babies up was brought to

my attention while reading the account of the Boston Athletic

Association indoor games, in the Globe. Glancing at the report I

saw what was supposed to be a cut of Vice Consul Emery, and
under it was the following: "Dr. N. W. Emery, Vice Consul
L. A. W." As I could find no reference in the story to the Chief
Consul, and knowing that he had gone to New York, I jumped to

the conclusion that some one had got the babies mixed, and instead

of saving the cut until Dr. Emery was elected Vice President, they

had accidentally used it in connection with the B. A. A. story.

At last the most important League question is settled, and one
can expect to see the newly-elected League officers commence their

administration with a will that shall plainly show that they propose

to run the affairs of the national body in a systematical and busi-

ness-like manner. In the election of last Monday the Massachusetts

men achieved a great victory, notwithstanding the withdrawal of

Mr. Luscomb and his ticket.

It is rumored around cycling and athletic circles that the tourna-

ment of the Harvard Club will this year be run under the rules of

the Amateur Athletic Union, and that the rules of the L. A. W.
will totally be ignored.

One of the members of the Somerville Cycle Club made a record

as a bad weather rider last Sunday. He borrowed Capt. Cubberly's

wheel and rode from the city to Somerville, being about the only

wheelman in the State who travelled on a wheel through all the

mud and slush of that Sabbath day. When he reached the club

rooms he was covered with dirty snowflakes, and was bemoaning his

hard luck. Capt. Robinson went sleigh riding in the afternoon

and returned in a boat.

The racing fraternity are pleased with the recent action of the

Racing Board in re-districting the country. The racing men ot

New England will now have a chance to compete for the champion-

ship of district 1, and the winner and second man will be eligible

to compete for the National Championship. •

The annual meeting of the Boston Press Cycling Club will be

held next Monday afternoon, when a new set of officers will be

elected, and steps taken towards holding an annual banquet. I

should like to see some new man take the position of captain, so

that Kerrison will not have the chance to make arrangements with

the clerk of the weather for rain on the days for which he might
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call a club run. If I remember right he called several runs during

the past season, and on every occasion but one it rained like the

Old Harry. Yes; and it was he that spoilt the trip the cyclists

proposed to make to the Squadron of Evolution on Thanksgiving

Day, by being one of the committee on arrangements. He seems

to be unfortunate in securing good weather.

The Yale Bicycle Club is rather dilatory in accepting the chal-

lenge for a road race, thrown down by the Harvard Bicycle Club.

The members of the latter organization are particularly anxious to

have another "go" on the road with the New Haven men. Should

the Yale men refuse to accept the challenge there will be a great

weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth somewhere in the

vicinity of classical Harvard.

Captain "Billy" Newman and other Cambridge riders propose

to endeavor to form that new bicycle club in Cambridge as soon as

the spring sets in in good earnest. There are enough good riders

in that place to organize a club that will take the position of the

old Cambridge Club.

NEW YORK.
"What have you got in that package,

Smart Aleck ?" I asked, as I met that in-

dividual on the elevated railroad, bound

• 1 ua wrveifA iv» towards the club. "Oh! that's my newHAWKStiAW.
helmet. One can't be too careful nowa-
days in trying to avoid sun-stroke," he

replied, and as I lapsed into silence, I could not help thinking how
very much the seasons had changed.

What a lot of old timers I have met this week ! The L. A. W.
Board of Officers fairly bristled with them. There was Sam Clark,

the individual who acted as Chairman at the first meeting of the

League of American Wheelmen, at Newport, and who suggested
its present name. Dean and Fourdrinier, who went clear back to

the birthday of cycling, and I don't know how many more besides.

To tell the truth, the gathering of such an aggregation of cycling
graybeards has so tinged my thoughts with pleasant recollections

of the past, that I can hardly see anything good in the present,
which is, of course, a fault of mine, not of the times. But those
were good old days, at that. Then we used to think a .4-inch
handle-bar, and an 8-inch head, were perfection in a cycle. The
rule of thumb then said that a machine should weigh a pound per
inch ; i. e. , a 50-inch wheel 50 pounds, a 60-inch 60 pounds, and so
on. We declared then, in our wisdom, that a wheel could not be
built lighter than this with sufficient strength and rigidity. We
used to admire a 60-inch gold-plated wheel that Wm. M. Wright
rode, as the very utmost limit of cycling magnificence, while R. V.
R. Schuyler, on a 64-inch wheel, equipped with gold plate and
ivory ham les, just struck us as positively superb. Well, well, how
things have changed, or rather how we must have altered ; we no
longer see, expect or desire such monstrosities, and yet we still

maintain that things are not what they were, with a most doleful
shake of our heads, meant to express our ideas, that the glory of
cycling lays in its past, not its present and future. Probably the
reader thinks we are a lot of old fools. Well, perhaps we are, but
then, as it affords us pleasure to be so, don't disturb us, and we
will be satisfied. I would give more, considerably, than I am
worth, though, just to go through the first L. A. W. meet in Boston
once more, with the same men and surroundings it had then.

Do you know man prides himself upon his strength, and in do-
ing so frequently is unjust to the weaker sex, who share his joys
and sorrows? Well, if you don't know it you certainly haven't
studied your own sex very much. Many a man is to-day a rider
who would never have set astride a wheel, had he not heard some
fair lady remark, "isn't that nice?" as a man on a wheel sped by,
which at once put him in the position of being forced to do the
same thing, to get the same praise. Last summer I saw a very
striking example of this state of affairs. I had ridden up to
spend a couple of days with an old club mate, who had seen
the error of his ways, and taken to himself a wife and a suburban
residence. Arriving at his hospitable establishment, I was soon
made at home, and naturally after dinner our conversation drifted
to wheeling, and in the course of the conversation I was in-
formed that my host's wife had been induced by him to take
up cycling, and was the owner and rider of a ladies bicycle.
As I looked at the delicate woman who sat opposite me, I
could not help wondering how the strength necessary to propel a
wheel, could be stored beneath so fragile and so fair a frame work.
Next day my friend proposed a trip a-wheel, and I was pleased to
find that his wife was to make one of the party ; I say pleased, be-
cause really I was, not only for the sake of her company, but also
from the fact: that I thought that she would acT: as kind of a ckeck
upon my frfend's scorching tendencies, which prior to marriage,
had been a very prominent characteristic of his riding. We had
not gone very far, when I made up my mind that I would have all

I could do to keep up with the procession. A strong head wind
greeted us on our return journey, which mude us bend over the bars,

and left little time for talking ; always in the fore, that little woman
in a gray riding habit, kept with us, until I for one, became almost
ashamed of my inability to get ahead of her, but try as hard as I

would, she still held her own, smiling and serene. Finally the last

mile degenerated into a regular scorch, and to our everlasting dis-

grace, my friend and myself beat the lady over the line, but with
nothing to spare and no credit to ourselves for the performance.
After a bath, dinner found us all again assembled, and my guilty

conscience forced me to apologize to the lady for my share of the

homeward race, and at the same time 1 complimented her upon her
great ability as a wheelwoman. Her husband though, was not so
generous, and declared, which was not true, that we could easily

have left her a long ways behind only for our compassion for her,

etc. The lady, however, didn't propose to have what she knewwas
a creditable performance, thus belittled, and ably defended herself,

saying among other things, that her habit made a great deal of dif-

ference against her in a finish against a head wind, etc. I took the

part of the lady, and we succeeded in getting my host pretty well

nettled. After a lengthy, wordy war, a challenge was given and ac-

cepted, and the result was, what I think was the funniest wheel race

that was ever contested. The agreement was, that my host and his

wife were each to exchange costumes, she to put on his uniform
and he to don the skirts of her riding habit. Tke course was to be
six times round the circular driveway, upon the lawn in front of the

house, which my friend declared would make the race just about a

mile in distance. Finally all preliminaries were settled, and we ad-

journed to the lawn for the contest. The start was to be from a stand-
still, and I was to push off for the lady, and the housemaid was to

a<5fc as starter for her master. The 6tart wa6 a ragged one, because
the master in skirts felt far from being at home, and the maid had
never before acted in any racing capacity. Round they swept, and
the end of the first lap showed my old friend, the scorcher, well in

front, but not riding any too easy, while a far-away-Moses look in

his eye, seemed to show that he didn't have any too much self re-

liance. Conditions changed not, until I notified them it was the
last lap, and then it was- an easy thing to see that the gray mare
was the better horse; riding like a veteran, that little woman just

seemed to leave her husband standing still, and she crossed the line

the easiest of winners. I hadn't time to congratulate her before an
awful crash was heard, and the vanquished husband went down in

a cloud of dust. He had managed, he told us afterwards, to get
his skirt caught in the chain and that threw him, but I always
though he just fell off from pure vexation.

ST. LOUIS.

'LINNEUS."

The first smoker and athletic entertain-
ment of the season was given by the Mis-
souris at their pretty club house last week,
and it was without a doubt the finest one of
its kind ever given here. Fully 125 cyclists

were present and were well taken care of by
the Reception Committee headed by Captain Hildebrand, who
furnished each new comer with pipes and cigars, with the in-

junction to "smoke and be merry." The entertainment opened
with a stirring address by President Chauveuet. His speech, which
was a cyclist's speech, made a profound impression on all those
present, and was loudly applauded. The Imperial Banjo Quar-
tette then gave a number of fine selections, following which the
West End Mandolin Clnb, headed by the energetic Charlie Peck,
gave the "Fisher Maiden" and other selections, and were applauded
to the echo. A banjo solo by C. W. Barstow, Jr., was the next
thing on the programme, and was so well received that its

repetitions became necessary to satisfy the audience. Harry Jor-
dan here gave one or his excellent exhibitions of trick riding, and
despite the fact that he rode a strange wheel, some two sizes too
large, he did well. His riding was followed by sparring between
Messrs. Brown and Williams, and Brown and Maloy. Messrs.
Morris and Victor, the champion middle and heavy weights of
Missouri, here made their appearance, and gave a beautiful ex-
hibition of boxing, consisting of three three-minute rounds, and
the applause shook the building. Refreshments were then served,
and after the inner man had been appeased, dancing commenced to
the music of the Mandolin Club present, and was kept up to the
wee small hours. Percy Stone got up an artistic programme for

the affair at his own expense, and to him also belongs the greater
6hare of the credit for making the entertainment the success it was.

The Cycling Club will shortly give a progressive euchre party at
their club house, to which the lady friends of the members will be
invited. Everything will be done to awaken greater interest in
feminine cycling, and it is expected many converts will be made.
A special meeting of the Missouri6 will be held to consider a

proposition from a prominent athletic club, looking towards a con-
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solidation, but as the latter have embodied in their proposition
several articles which are meeting with strong opposition, it will

not be consummated.

Cyclists who have ridden over that miserable piece of corduroy,
called* a road by courtesy, extending to Collinsville, 111., will no
doubt be glad to hear the property owners adjoining and contigu-
ous to the road, held a meeting at Captain Allen's, at Canteen, the
other night, looking towards macadamizing the road as far as the
bluffs, some twelve miles, and adopted plans and specifications to

be presented to the County Board for ratification. As soon as the
work is completed the Collinsville run will be put on the regular
list.

The revival of the Manchester road race has brought forth some
unfavorable criticisms, and to get at the correct concensus of
opinion, Percy Stone sent put a circular letter asking the following
questions : First—Do you think a revival of the Manchester road
race would be a benefit to cycling in St. Louis ? Second—Do you
think it would cause contrary legislation ? Third—Is there, in your
opinion, any possibility of the county authorities interfering? Of
the answers received, four are favorable and two are against the

first question; two answer "no" and four answer '"yes" to question
number two; to the last question, one answers "no," one "very
possibly," one "it is not unlikely," one "most certainly," one "yes."
From the above it seems the outlook for road racing is rather
dubious. Some claim that the Manchester road race was the direct

cause of the introduction of the Warner Bill. A great many others,

including myself, do not think so, and look upon the said .bill as
class legislation liable to spring up at any time, road race or no
road race.

Vice President Sanders has called a meeting of the Track
Association for Tuesday night, to consider the coming season's
campaign, the improvement of the grounds, dues, and to elect a
President. Road racing will be argued pro and con, and unless its

revival is decided on, a pony tournament at the track will be one of
the possibilities to liven up the spring campaign.

(, ,

In the Orange race on safeties Messrs. At-

JVFW HAVRM wo°d and Norman competed, Mr. Norman
winning. In the mile ordinary race, Messrs.

"FT M CTTV" Field and Fisher competed, Mr. Fisher win-
ning. The floor was waxed, and it was very
difficult to get around the corners on a high

wheel. A Yale man won the one-half mile run, and Mr. Robberts
the mile run. The prizes in the races were : a silk umbrella, safety

lantern, traveling bag and bell.

The score of the Connecticut Polo Team to date is as follows

:

New Havens, games won, 5; games lost, o. Bridgeports, games
won, 2; games lost, 2. Meridens, games won, o; games lost, 5.

The New Havens defeated the Bridgeports in Bridgeport last

Wednesday, 9 to 2, giving them the State Championship. The
New Haven Team has now won five straight games.

Two very exciting games were played with Mei iden last week.
The first was played in New Haven. Thursday eve, which was won
by New Haven four to three. The Meridens lost two goals by the

ball coming out of the cage, otherwise they would have won the

game. Two bicycle and two foot races were given at the rink be-

fore the game.

Friday night the New Havens defeated the Meridens in Meriden,
playing a very close game. Score was o to o, and New Haven won
the tie.

We had a pleasant call from Mr. W. M. Francis of the Hartford
Wheel Club Sunday last.

The New Haven Bicycle Club will hold a grand bicycle tourna-

ment Monday, June 9th, at the Elm City Driving Park. The Con-
necticut Division L. A. W. will hold its annual meet here the same
day, and we promise a good time for all wheelmen. Make your
plans to take in this meet ahead, and then you will not miss it.

We have one of the fastest one-half mile tracks in the country,
what used to be the Old Hamilton Park Track, where Hendee de-

feated Saunders Sellers in years gone by, and which holds to-day a

few wheel records made five or six years ago, which have never
been broken. It was on this track that the New Haven Club used
to hold its race meets when Billy Thomas, Fred Benton, S. Arthur
Marsden and others were interested in the club. We'propose now to

revive the racing interest in New Haven by giving a first class tour-

nament. The races will be run under L. A. W. rules, and no pro-
' fessional events; we shall have the fastest amateurs in the country
there. The committee having it in charge are A. G. Fisher, G. A.
Picket, W. F. Perkins, F. W. Kinney, E. J. Perkins.

The New Haven Club held a very pleasant "Ladies' Night" last

week. The rooms were well filled with members and lady friends.

A light lunch was served. Much praise is due to Mr. G. V. La
Heup, Chairman of the Committee in charge.

So "Oneonum" still remains an un-

PROVIDEKCB known quantity, perhaps because several
weeks have passed since I have had the

ONEONUM pleasure of being with the boy; having
been called away from the city on business
but fortunately returned in time for the

annual supper of the wheelmen, which proved to be one of the
most enjoyable the club has yet known ; this year it was held in the
club rooms on South Main street. The party that set at table num-
bered upwards of seventy, and did justice to the ample and well
served collation which was all that could be desired. Ex-President

J. L. Speirs presided and acted as toastmaster and the speeches and
witticisms were heartily enjoyed by the boys. The club guests
present were Dr. W. H. Emery, Chief Consul of Massachusetts
Division, who made a strong speech in behalf of the L. A. W.
Chairman Bowen of the Road Improvement Committee made a
a most excellent speech and handled this important question in a
masterly manner. Superintendent of Parks Hathaway was also
present together with W. H. Russ of Massachusetts Legislature,
President Bliss of Bristol County Wheelmen, and President Buck-
lin of the Rovers of East Providence. Letters of regret were read
from Secretary Bassett, Editor Fourdrinier, Chief Consul Davol
and W. W. Windle.

The well written prescriptions from the club doctor (Bogman)
suited the boy exactly and snowed that the cases had been diagnosed
by one thoroughly conversant with their peculiarities.

The annual election passed off pleasantly, everybody seemed
satisfied, and the club starts out upon another year with a full corps
of new officials.

A telephone can now be counted among the attractions in the
club rooms of the Rhode Island Wheelmen. The call of 831-4 is

almost sure to bring "Elnod" to the wires, especially if there is any
suspicion that the call is from Warren.

The House Committee contemplate quite a number of improve-
ments, and if everything goes well the club rooms bid fair to be-
come a very attractive place.

Providence can now boast of a Ladies Cycling Club, and if an
enthusiastic beginning is any criterion, the club promises to
develop into something of importance in the near future, as it is

composed of riders the majority of whom have proved to be excel-
lent wheelwomen during the past season.

CHICAGO.
There is some talk that the athletic

grounds on West Twelfth street will be
put into ship shape order this spring,

"THE STROTLER" likewise tne bicycle track there. I hope
this may prove true. As it is, the mere
rumor is sufficient to cause all West

Side wheelmen to smile with joy. During Garden's absence in the
effete East joyful Frank Riggs has officiated as manager, and has
tried to cultivate the serious expression so peculiar to "Thistle's"
classic brow when reading "Alert's" letters in the Bi. World.
Newell, of the Illinois Club, has taken unto himself a better

half, and it is now Mr. and Mrs. Newell. My congratulations to

you, and may you have all the happiness that was wished you on
your wedding day by your many friends.

I am told that Ned Oliver has connected himself with one of the
new cycle firms here, and has given up all idea of going into jour-
nalism in the Northwest, and I am glad to hear it. Oliver would
be missed in the cycling world were he to drop out of it.

The Lincolns enjoyed a very pleasant evening at their Valentine
Ball Thursday evening. A post office, with valentines for all, was
one of the taking features of the evening. There were over 75
couples present, in spite of the inclement weather.

Mr. Langworthy, of the Chicagos, met with a very painful
accident recently, that may bar him from the pleasures of cycling
in the future. Coming down the steps at his house his heel caught
on the last step, causing him to fall, and resulting in a bad break
of the knee cap. Mr. Langworthy i6 a very zealous and enthusias-
tic wheelman, and a conscientious worker for the good of the cause,
and will have the sympathy of all wheelmen in his affliction, and
their earnest wishes for his speedy recovery.

There is music in the air in the immediate vicinity of the Chi-
cago Club, if the following dialogue, overheard recently, between
the President, ex-President and Captain, is any criterion to go by.
President—"The Captain should not be a member of the Board
of Directors, 'cxofficio,'' etc, etc., and I am against it." Ex-Pre6l-
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For 1890

HOW READ?
Our Catalogue for 1890 contains as follows: A full description of the

Eagle Bicycle, explaining in details its construction and its many points of ad-

vantage.

A carefully written article on learning to ride an EAGLE machine, giving

complete instructions how to proceed from the time a wheel is taken from the

crate, explaining the mount and giving many useful hints on fancy riding.

An interesting argument on Vertical Position with facts and figures, giv-

ing the pounds pressure required on pedal to propel a certain size wheel up
various stated grades with a six-inch crank, also several other practical arti-

cles containing useful information to all interested in cycling.

Abundant testimonials from Jriders who have ridden Eagle machines
during the whole or part of last season, and are competent to judge of their

merits.

SENT FREE TO ANY ADDRESS.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONN,
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SWIFT.

SWIFT SAFETY j
(MODEL B), FULL ROADSTER.

Diamond Frame, Patent Ball Socket Head, 7-8 rear S-i front tires, Plunger Brake, Patent noiseless anti-

friction roller chain.

CATALOGUE FREE. CATALOGUE FREE.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Ltd., Boston, Mass.

Editorial in "The Cyclist/' (Coventry, England,) Jan. 29,1890:

"In the matter of steering, we are decidedly pleased to notice

the strong tendency there is amongst the trade to introduce the
ball socket form of steering"—and we will content ourselves here
by remarking that the further apart the bearing parts (whether cen-
tres or balls) are placed, the nearer approach to perfection there
will be.

CORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CO. point to

THE AMERICAN RAmBLER
in endorsement and

of the wisdom of this remark. Send for Catalogue.

BRANCH HOUSE:

178 COLTTIMIIBTTS J^TIE.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GORMULLY * JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

FACTORY, 222-228 N. Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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dent—"Why so? The Captaincy is an important office, and the

Captain should have a voice in the Board, etc. , etc" Captain,

plaintively—"If the Captain isn't made a member of the Board of

Directors I shall resign nry office." Stranger, coming up to the

group of three—"Can you tell me who is the boss of this club?"

Chorus by ex-President, President and Captain—"I am." And the

stranger concluded he would wait until the special meeting acted

on the constitution and see who was right

The Chicagos won a fine silver cup from the Lincolns last

winter, in a pool contest. The Lincolns now propose to get even,

and have challenged the Chicagos for a series of games at pool,

billiards and indoor base ball, for valuable prizes in each series.

All the cycling clubs celebrated Washington's Birthday at their

club houses in the evening, and the Washington Cycling Club
more than laid themselves out in honor of the day, by giving a

stag party that will be remembered for some time by all who were
fortunate enough to be present. Musical selections, cornet solo,

club swinging, etc., etc., filled out the programme, and over a

hundred guests were carefully provided for by Caterer Eckardt
with a delicious lunch.

It is said that the Illinois Club have found more suitable quar-

ters on Washington Boulevard, and will move into them about
May 1 st.

Chief Consul Davis returned home from New York early in

the week, and with a complaisant smile and a happy expression on
his countenance he related the details of the annual election at

New York to an interested group at tVe club. At present he is con-
sidering the advisability of getting up a rousing mass meeting in

the interests of general road improvement in this State.

The Lincoln Cycling Club has subscribed a thousand dollars to

the World's Fair fund, if held in Chicago, and I understand their

subscription is larger than either the Illinois or Chicago's.

A Republican Mayor and Common Coun-

<iVRACTT<iF cil were elected in this city the 18th of this

month. For the past two years the Democratic
" 9v/7 TNA " Partv has been in power. One of the princi-

' pal arguments which effected the change was
the disgraceful condition of the streets. Very

little money had been spent for their permanent improvement and
though much had been expended for cleaning, the result was
scarcely noticeable. The new administration promises to do better,

and if there is any improvement cycling will be benefitted, for bad
streets are the only drawbacks here.

The Knickerbocker Cycling Club is agitating the question of
moving into larger rooms and a committee has been appointed to

look up a location.

G. Howard Avery has suggested that on Labor Day all the mem-
bers of the Syracuse Cycling Club come down to the club house
and work. It is doubtful if Howard will follow his own advice for

it has been noticed that on holidays he always goes to Rome. He
spent Washington's Birthday in that city, the guest of A. I. Fuller
of the Rome Bicycle Club.

Members of the Syracuse Cycling Club are talking new uni-
forms for next season. The question will be presented at the next
meeting. It is likely that the L. A. W. uniform will be retained
for road riding and a dress suit of black adopted

A pool tournament for the championship of America is being
held in this city. Members of the Syracuse Cycling Club are at-

tending nightly in large numbers to obtain pointers on the game.

The Chesapeake Wheelmen are to have new

BALTIMORE. U™{
°J™- ,
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they require in
what they adopt is, apparently, novelty. This

"ARCr/'i *¥R " tnev w 'n ge t >n a massive chunk, if they adopt
' * ' such a uniform as is now being urged, and of

which a couple of the members have had sam-
ple suits made. The cloth is of a yellowish fawn color, strikingly
like the gunning suits which are commonly kept by ready-made
clothing establishments and 6old for $7, and whose only recom-
mendation for the purpose intended, seems to be that their innate
hideousness is too great to be added to by any possible occurrence.

J. M. McFadden, of the New York Bicycle Club, was a visitor
at the Maryland Club last week.

The annual dress reception of the Maryland Club, which was to
have been given February 14th, was indefinitely postponed, on ac-
count of the recent death of H. E. Brown.

Captain W. P. Swartz, of the York, Pa., Bicycle Club, was
one of the guests at the dance given by the Chesapeake Wheelmen

last week. He invited some of his hosts to attend the first hop of
his club, which was given on Monday night.

Dr. V. T. Schlosser, of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club, was
married on Wednesday, 12th inst, to Miss Iola Stonebraker, of
Downsville. The ceremony was performed at Mount Moriah
Church, ten miles from Hagerstown, and twenty of the doctor's
fellow club members saw that things were done in proper shape.

I have spoken once or twice of the hill climbing powers of
Henry Dietz, of the Chesapeake Wheelmen. He has added ma-
terially to his reputation lately. We have here a succession of six

hills, one block apart, and each three blocks long. I have never
seen nor heard of their equal for grade and wretched cobblestone
paving. Dietz tackled tnem one night recently, and climbed up
and' coasted down each in succession, without a dismount. His
friends would very much like to see some of the crack hill climbers
match the feat. And by the way, Dietz beat his own record on
Windy Gates hill on Sunday last, by climbing it eight times in

succession, without dismounting.

Dan Bowers' unlimited smile will be missed for thirty days or
so. Dan left for Havana on Wednesday.

The Maryland Club's annual election will be held on Monday,
March 3d. —

:

*

Mr. Louis R. Harrison, a well-known

WFWi wheelman, a former resident of Boston,
and at one time editor of the World, has

,# \m r/iifi/mrT written a novel entitled "Rothermal, aAND COMMENT. c . , , , , , ... „ ,,r
Story of Lost Identity." We are in re-

ceipt of an autograph copy and at an early

date we will review the same in these columns.

We hear that E. H. Lawrie, the one and five mile safety champion
of England, will visit this country during the ceming racing season.

After the meeting in New York last week Monday a lot of the
delegates made up a theatre party and enjoyed the evening as a
relaxation after the strain of the day's proceedings.

Why would it not be a good thing for the L. A. W. and C. W.
A. to meet jointly at Niagara Falls next August as suggested by a

correspondent in another column?

In all probability the Racing Board and a committee from the A.
A. U. will meet in New York some time this week and discuss the

racing question.

We notice by the dispatches from Omaha that Gerwing is racing
at the Coliseum with Dingley, Reading and other professionals.

Can this be R. Gerwing who is at present a League member?
The College Athletic Associations show a disposition to form a

separate organization distinct both from the L. A. W. and A. A. U.

W. D..Banker of Pittsburg says he will ride under the colors of
the Berkeley Athletic Club of New York.

"Perseus" would not be "Perseus" did he not object to the way
things are conducted at League meetings and elections. The gen-
tlemanly contribution to Sporting Life speaks of the late meeting
as being "the most partisan and unjust that that body has ever held

;

the action taken on some questions was in direct opposition to all

precedents, and in one instance at least, ridiculous." "Perseus" al-

ludes to the report of Secretary Bassett a6 being "flippant !" "Per-
seus" would be nothing were he not an "objector."

Notwithstanding the breeze over the racing question the League
will not lose sight of the paramount matter of Roads Improvement.

Mr. Miles of the Referee was among the visitors of cycling no-
toriety who visited the Hub last week. Mr. Miles is a hustler, and
his paper, the Referee, is a reflex of all the good qualities of th«

man who edits it.

President Dunn and Messrs. Potter, Bull and others have been
in Albany during the past week carrying out the instructions of the
National Assembly in withdrawing the League's support from the

De Peyster Bill No. 10, and giving its countenance and aid to the
bill introduced by Mr. Potter on behalf of the New York State
Roads Improvement Association.

Chief Consul Emery stated at the New York meeting that the

date of the Massachusetts Division meet would probably be during
the first part of August.

Amateurs will do well to remember that hereafter racing on the

road with a professional for a prize or stake will disqualify them as

amateurs.

Mr. G. R. Betts has accepted a position which will take him to

Chicago. We make announcement in detail in another part of
this issue.

The headlines of the sporting and other papers suggest blood-
thirstiness in their announcements of the differences as existing
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between the L. A. W. and A. A. U. "The War fis On," "War
Declared," "Stand from Under," "War to the Knite," "A Bitter

War Inaugurated," etc., etc. We have donned our dynamite proof
suit, and we await the result in our bomb proof sanctum.

Pretty early in the season to announce that the riding season
has begun, but really the last season has never closed. The Cen-
tury Wheelmen of Philadelphia, we believe, are the first club North
to hold a race meeting. On Washington's Birthday the club held
a five-mile team road race. Who says the Quaker City is slow?"

The Athlete comes to us this week very nice and bright, with its

new heading and its much improved reading matter. Mr. MacOwen
is an able, bright writer, and we have no doubt but that as Editor-in-
chief he will succeed in the future as in the more modest capacity
of contributor he has succeeded in the past. We wish "Chris
Wheeler" all manner of good luck.

And so all wheelmen will have to go to Chicago in 1892. The
lively Western Metropolis (Pardon us St. Louis) has secured the
World's Fair—providing the Senate does not repudiate the work of
the House. Well, we personally leaned towards Gotham, but as it

is to be Chicago we know it will be a success. Chicago cannot do
anything by halves. We congratulate Chicago, and now for a
strong pull to help along the Westerners in their big undertaking.

"Do great calamities move in cycles? ' asked Brown. "They fre-

quently do in bicycles," said Smithers, who had recently left three
layers of his nasal cuticle on a macadamized road

—

Munsey"s Weekly.

The Intercollegiate Association of Amateur Athletes held their

annual business meeting in New York, February 22. It was ar-

ranged to hold the annual championship meeting at the Berkeley
Oval, May 31st. It was decided to make independent bicycle rules

for the use of the association. The invitation to join the Amateur
Athletic Association was declined. It was resolved that the two-
mile bicycle race be limited to ordinary wheels.

The latest bosh put forth by those always anxious to hurt cycling
is that it produces bow-leggedness. This is pure, unadulterated
nonsense; cycling may develope certain muscles, but as to the bend-
ing the bones of an adult, that is absurd.

It is said that George G. Shepard, of Niagara Falls, N. Y., has
perfected a valuable improvement upon the electrical apparatus
used in timing bicycle races.

James Riley, of Providence, R. I., is about thirteen years of
age, but he has formed a decided liking for bicycles. Not having
the necessary money to purchase one of the steel steeds, he stole

one from William B. Healy and two from Walter H. Stone. In the
District Court a few days ago he was sentenced to the Reform
School during his minority.

On Sunday, Feb. 16th, we observed an individual (whom we
knew to be a cyclist) in a corner of one of the corridors of the

Grand Union Hotel. He had his iace to the wall and was going
through the most mysterious motions. On drawing near we dis-

covered that he was kicking himself and was singing the chorus
of McGinty. Could the mysterious party have been "Tip?"

One curious feature of the late meeting in New York was the al-

most entire absence of local wheelmen during the time the dele-

gates were in the city.

Niagara Falls will be the place for the 1890 meeting of the
League, and the dates will be Aug. 25th, 26th and 27th. Paste this

in your hat.

"The League of American Wheelmen is engaged in a good
work in the direction of securing better roads, and it is to be hoped
that its efforts will be continued until the roads are more intelli-

gently controlled and improved." So says the Cincinnati En-
quirer, and in reply to the hope expressed, we think we can pledge
that the League will be pertinacity itself on the subject of better

highways.

We would like to know if any lady has a better record than 2500
miles for the season of 1889? The above stands "best" so far as

heard from, and the above figures belong to Miss Bummell, of
Bufialo, N. Y.

The Harvard Bicycle Club will give a race meeting on or about
May 17th, in which not only events will figure but inter collegiate

and inter-scholastic events will figure. The club intends, if possi-

ble, to have the corners of the track on Holmes' field raised. This
will not hurt the track for running, and will make it one of the

fastest bicycle tracks in America. To meet these and other ex-

penses the club is busy raising subscriptions. They hope to be
able to raise enough to make the meet thoroughly successful.

At last it has come, and our dream is to be realized. A certain

St. Louis genius has invented a cycle, which, after it is started,

will run itself (?). * * * "To set the curious machine in mo-
tion the rider leans forward, thus changing the centre of gravity

and causing the wheel to revolve. The next move is to re-establish
the centre of gravity, but according to the inventor the centre can-
not be found and the wheel continues revolving, gaining speed at
each turn. There is no limit to the speed obtainable. The edges
of both wheels are grooved, and can be used on a railroad track as
well as on the ground."

June Sneed, a conductor on the East End dummy line, of Mem-
phis, Tenn., has proven himself an expert on the railroad tricycle,

and the fadt that as a mode of transportation it is much superior to
the dummy. Starting ahead of the 8.20 train at the race track the
other morning, he easily distanced the dummy, beating it to the
station by 500 yards. The race afforded much amusement to the
passengers on the train.

The Capital Cycle Club at Washington, D. C, held a convention
on February 22d (Washington's Birthday), to determine upon a
location for the World's Fair. It was presided over by Speaker
Reed, impersonated by Mr. E. E. Stevens. Chicago was repre-
sented by Mr. T. C Tipton, Washington by Mr. J. R. Littell, New
York by Mr. G. A. Lyon, Alexandria by Mr. C. G. Allen, St.

Louis by Mr. Henry W. Olds, and Ender, Texas by Mr. T. P.
Borden; Mr. C. F. Bacon, as the World's Fair, Mr. J. McK Borden
as Uncle Sam, and Dr. G. F. Johnston, as the United States
Senate. The participants and the United States Senate took their

parts well. Uncle Sam awarded the World's Fair to Washington,
who invited the Congress to partake of refreshments, which were
served in the back parlor. The speeches were very funny, and
many good points were made by the speakers.

Local Consul W. W. Blake, of Cantonsville, Baltimore County,
Md., has resigned on account of ill health. Mr. John Wat6on has
been appointed to succeed Mr. Blake.

The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Bicycle Club will take a hand in

local politics this spring. The candidates for office must be on
the right side of the question of better streets and highways to get

the support of the club. The ordinary party lines will be obliterated.

That's business.

Chief Consul Bull, of Buffalo, writes home from Albany as

follows : "We have seen a large number of the members of both
houses, and everything looks favorable for road legislation. Mr.
Dunn is taking hold in a very energetic manner, and this promises
to be the banner year of our existence."

Miss Ferhman, a lady cyclist of Chicago, is credited with be-

ing one of the fastest and most expert lady riders in that city. For
amusement she rode alongside of Tuttle when he was training for

the races, and she can now do a quarter of a mile in 39 seconds.

Pretty good going for a girl, isn't it? She does her little 65 miles

a day without discomfort.

Club directors do not often get so much fun as hard work out of

their offices. Recognizing this fa<ft, Mr. F. W. Kitching, Vice
President of the New York Bicycle Club, made an exception to the

rule by dining the officers of that club at the Beefsteak Club, on
Washington's Birthday.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

"NOSTAW."

utes' playing time 8 to 2,

Wednesday evening, the 19th

inst., the New Haven polo aggrega-
tion came over to this city and ad-

ministered quite a severe defeat to

the Bridgeport Wheel Club's team
;

the score at the end of the 40 min-
in favor of the New Haven team.

The New'Haveris clearly outplayed the home team, whose defence

was lamentably weak. Sterling and Lockwood for the Bridgeports

played a good game, while Coan and Andrews carried off the

honors for the New Havens. The result of this game gives the

New Havens the championship, they having won 6 of the 7 games
they have so far played. The only team who could successfully

cope with the New Havens were the Ramblers, who easily defeated

them in the two games which these clubs played.

A timely warning to all our coast cities is, "Beware of the

street sprinklers." As individuals, these honest, hard working
laborers are harmless fellows, but not so is the material they carry

in those large round vehicles of theirs. Alas, I, with a large num-
ber of fellow wheelmen, have found this out to my sorrow. Un-
doubtedly all Eastern cities are troubled with those impecunious

street sprinklers, who, thinking to enrich their own pockets,

dampen our thoroughfares with that ever detestable "salt water."

Every wheelmen who has had experience with this obnoxious fluid

realizes the disastrous effects on the nickel and enamel Wheel-

men alone are not the only sufferers, but owners of carriages and

other light vehicles likewise suffer. The only successful way to

bring these would be torments of the community to their senses is
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to arouse papular indignation, bring the matter before the City

Government, Board of Health, etc. This method has been found
to work succesfully in Bridgeport, and to all other cities affected

with the same epidemic I would say, "Go and do thou likewise."

All this talk about the "blowing of

^uT^Ar-n jr/iTPc the Windy City" and other remarks of aCHICAGO NOTES.
similar vein) referring to the Western

,,.._„_„ riders, is very tiresome. ThislastweekALKKl.
"Ariel" takes it upon himself ("rushes
headlong into print," a6 my friend the

"Stroller" would say) to sling a few rounds of mud in this direction.

"Ariel" must remember that this is the West'6 year to crow, and
must also confess that the now exploded phenomenons which the

East sent to Peoria have been dealt with in an extremely lenient

manner. So, "Mr. Ariel," please be so good as to acknowledge what
the West has won the last year, and give us credit for that, al-

though at the same time you may think that our road riders are

not equal to yours. The West last year had the fastest track riders

in the country, and this you cannot gainsay. The Eastern cracks

were Banker, Campbell and Van Wagoner, and they were all

beaten by Tuttle, Myers, Lumsden, Thorne and Winship. Please

acknowledge this and all will be forgiven.

I am somewhat surprised to see the wording of a letter from Van
Wagoner, in which he speaks of the Chicago Flyers, and adds an
interrogation point. To write so slurringly of his victor is not what I

thought could come of that man. He made a very good impression
here, but that remark bespeaks a sour disposition.

I am told that Brers Miles and Brewster are searching their dic-

tionaries and books of synomyms for words with which to over-

whelm Prial and Kirk Brown. In other words, the Dunn ticket

has been elected.

The "Stroller" has taken offence at some things that I have said,

and proceeds, in a sort of rambling, disconnected way, to gently

remonstrate. Now, really, if I could understand more than half of
his letter, I would undertake to reason with him, but as his article

is half argument and half verbiage, I must confess that his density
cannot be pierced by me, and I am forced to leave half.

No, Mr. "Stroller," you are wrong. You have not stepped
"harshly upon my toes," and if he had, his extremely light weight
(judging from his writings) would not have been noticed. In fact,

he has never mentioned me until this last issue, either by name or
mom de plume. I see that I will be compelled to delve into his-

tory and tell a few facts about this matter of the election ot Captain
in the Illinois Cycling Club, all of which can, and will be, if needed,
supported by affidavits. Just a few lines, and I will have done with
the subject forever. Messrs. Arthur and Street were the nominees
for the Captaincy, Mr. Street against his positive declaration that
he would not accept. Mr. Street was waited upon by a committee
representing the leading spirits of the club, and asked and pleaded
with to make the run. He gave as his reason that he would
not attend the club runs, and therefore could not consistently ac-

cept. The committee labored with him, but without avail, and he
withdrew from the contest. The pace was not "too hot for Street,"
as the "Stroller" knows, although he will not admit it.

By the way, Mr. Street says he wishes it distinctly understood
that the "Stroller" is not a friend of his. It is worthy of mention
that every correspondent from Chicago, to a man, go for the
"Stroller," not because he ever says anything startling, but for his
very ignorance. He is a second edition of "E. Southerland South-
side," the fable writer. As "Ko Ko" says, "I never saw such
unanimity on a point of law in my life."

In speaking of the A. A. U.'s action regarding the revision of
rules, you say "that every honest man in the League will notice
with pleasure, etc." I contend that a man is honest until he is

proven dishonest, and that I have a right to my own opinion with-
out reference to any one, therefor I think that is rather a hard hit
at some of us who cannot believe as you do. How is this, Mr.
Editor?

PORKOPOLIS NOTES.

''STAR."

"Why do persons give up
riding if cycling is so enjoyable
and beneficial ?" is not infre-

quently asked of the cycling en-
thusiast, and he is forced to admit
that strange as it may seem some

actually do abandon the wheel. Among those who grow weary of
the sport is the would-be scorcher, who seems to be laboring under
the delusion that he will be thought a novice unless he rides very
far or very fast, and who in his anxiety to achieve notoriety in that

direction tears along the road with his head down, and consequently
sees as little of 'the scenery as though he were riding through a
tunnel. He 6oon, however, reaches the limit beyond which he
cannot go, and then his enthusiasm subsides as rapidly as a spent
rocket. Another is he who ha6 worshipped at the 6hrine of Bacchus
till his face has become as luminous as the Aurora Borealis. On
his dull ears the music of the rippling stream, the song of the brown
thrush and the cheerful notes of the robin fall unheeded. To his
eyes, clouded by the mists of frequent potations, and to his in-

tellect, blunted by tippling, the beauties of nature possess no
attraction. He measures the miles by the number of saloons, and
sees no pleasure in a club run unless it is in the nature of a
"spree." He soon finds that in the city resorts he can get better
liquor with less exertion, and it is not at all 6trange that his wheel
should become covered with dust and festooned with cobwebs.

The Ohio man "dun got dar!"

We are to have a coasting contest on Clifton avenue, about the
middle of March.

When Chief Consul High returned from New York he wore a
smile as broad as the front door of an alligator, and when asked as
to the reason exclaimed, "Didn't we kill a big bear!"

Nothing further has been heard of Mr. H. W. Longley, and the
fear that he has suicided has almost deepened into a conviction.

Washington's Birthday was celebrated in Porkopolis by the
adoption of Central Standard time, which is twenty-two minutes
slower than local time. The would-be record maker can no longer
start by local time and arrive by standard time.

Now that Mr. Dunn has been elected to the Presidency, each
member of the Ohio Division should show his appreciation of the
honor conferred upon us by bringing in at least one new member.
The Division ought to have at least 1200 members before July 1st.

'ARIEL."

An invitation to the opening of the

PENNS YL VANIA Philadelphia Cycle and Fields Club House
marks with a white stone a new departure
in cycling club life. For two seasons past
the Philadelphia Bicycle Club—who does
not know Philadelphia?—has maintained

a small country house out along Montgomery avenue, and so pop-
ular has this feature become that in order to accommodate the con-
tinually increasing demand an inside organization was formed
which has just carried to completion a unique and handsome club
house at Ardmore on the Lancaster Pike. An acre and a half of
ground encloses the buildings, in the back of which is a carriage
house, while the club house proper is on the southeast corner of the
lot. Entering the handsome vestibule a large and commodious
room is disclosed, which will be used for reception and dining pur-
poses. Above this a number of dressing rooms with baths attached,
opening on to cosy porches which promise to be well patronized on
summer evenings. An experienced cook will be constantly in at-

tendance and many a riding party will go out during the season for

a trip along the old pike with an appetizing little repast at the end
of the run ; for more popular than ever will be the social side of
Philadelphia. The kitchen together with the janitor's quarters
above are detached from the main building.

The house is run by an Athletic and a House Committee, the
latter of whom, consisting of Messrs. J. O. T«mbler, L. H. Watt
and G. N. Osborne, were in charge of the house warming. Up-
wards of two hundred and their invited guests were present, among
who were a number of the Maryland Bicycle Club from Baltimore.

President Dunn is expected here this week on League business,
and from undoubted authority I learned that Pennsylvania is to be
given a representation in the League Councils. It is to be sincerely
hoped that this may revive the dormant League enthusiasm in this

Division which with the working Chief Consul she now has ought
to place Pennsylvania again in second position.

So, Mr. "Paul Berwyn" I think I am aware of your identity, do I ?

Scarcely; I know. Do you want me to publish it? My dear fellow,

we all know where the typical ostrich hides its head.

Club runs have been remarkable by their number of late. Last
Sunday twelve of the Century rode to Norristown, while yesterday
a large detachment went to Lansdale. "Pennsy's" boys have also
been on the road right along, while the Columbia Cyclers, Oxford
and Wissahickon Wheelmen and South End Wheelmen all have
had delegations riding.

The new janitor of the Pennsylvania Club was formerly a servant
of Mark Twain; hence he is somewhst of a celebrity. I have not
yet had an opportunity of interviewing him on the subject of the
great American humorist, but propose taking it up some day when
I am short of copy.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS CLUB DINNER.
It was a reunion of veterans that gathered round the table at

Young's Hotel, Boston, last Tuesday, on the occasion of the annual
dinner of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club. Among those present
were those whose names are known 'far and wide in cycledom, as
being among the pioneers and early riders. Among the .most
prominent who would come under the above categories were Charles
E. Pratt, J. S. Dean, C. S. Howard, First Vice President W. H.
Emery, E. W. Pope, A. D. Peck and Abbot Bassett.

Some fifty members and guests sat down to the table, and the
dinner was charming in its informality. After the gastronomic
programme, the balance of the evening was delightfully spent by
listening to speeches by Messrs Pratt, Emery and Dean (the only
three speeches made) ; by enjoying the excellent performances of
the Bay State Banjo and Guitar Club, and by laughing over the
excellent character sketches by Mr. E. H. Frye. It was a red letter

evening in our experience, and we hope to meet the Massachusetts
men again, under the same favorable circumstances.

President Amory and Secretary Ryder did""the hospitable" in a

most acceptable manner.

SYRACUSE (N. Y.) CLUB HOUSE.
The gi eatest trials and tribulations of the Syracuse Cycling Club

are over. A magnificent club house has been engaged. One day
last week the members received cards notifying them of a special

meeting. No one asked the object of the extra session, for Secre-
tary Rounds' words, "Club House," explained it all. The attend-
ance was large, and when Chairman Harris of the Club House
Committee arose to present the report of the committee, even
Avery forgot to whisper. Mr. Harris, with a billiard cue pointed
out the plans, of which he was the architect, the various apart-
ments in the interior of the house, No. 222 East Onondaga street,

well known in Syracuse as the "Martin" residence. The location

of a club house could not be bettered, for it is near the business
centre, and is situated at the intersection of three streets, a small
triangular park, on which stands the noted bell tower, making a
pleasant view from the new quarters. The house itself is of com-
manding appearance, being three stories in height with a basement.
The exterior is finished in imitation of brown stone. The ar-

rangement of the interior is admirable for club purposes. It is

proposed to give the janitor the basement. Large double parlors
are on the first floor, in the rear of which is the bath room and
locker room. The second floor is rightly arranged for a library,

smoking room and card rooms. All of the partitions on the upper
story will be removed, making room for an elegant billiard parlor.

A driveway leads from the street to a barn in the rear, which will

be refitted as a storehouse for wheels. The lease has been signed
for three years, with the privilege of five, and the club will move in

May 1st.

ROADS LEGISLATION IN MARYLAND.
The road bill, which I have already mentioned as being prepared

by one of our best lawyers, Mr. B. Howard Haman, is complete.
It provides for the appointment of a State Road and Bridge
Engineer, at a salary of $3000 a year (and $2000 for expenses), who
is to make a report to each Legislature of the condition of the
roads, and at the same time make recommendations as to improve-
ments. He is to have a general supervision of the roads of the

State, and the Commissioners of the several counties (who now
have entire charge of the roads) are to be required to consult with
him before making any repairs or improvements costing over $100,
which repairs or improvements are to be made by contract on plans
and specifications furnished by the said State Engineer. The bill

is to be laid before the Legislature at an early day. In the mean-
time petitions asking for the passage of a road law are being cir-

culated for signatures all over the State. The bill is very brief.

In preparing it, Mr Haman made a study of all the existing road
laws (which differ in every county in the State), and found, as the

Division committees had already done, that the preparation of a

general law, which would be applicable to every county, would be
very difficult and would take a great deal of time. "Argus, Jr."

DIED.

We received the news last week, too late for publication, of the

death of Mr. Benjamin L. Darrow. He died on Monday of last

week at his house, No 545 No. Illinois street, Indianapolis, Ind.,

after a long illness. Mr. Darrow was about fifty years of age and
for several years has been the publisher of the Wheelman's Gazette.

CORRESPONDENCE.
[ The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter
which in his opinion is improper.]

MR. LUSCOMB SUBMITS SOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Editor Bicycling World: Unexpected contradiction of the state-

ments contained in my annual report, made at the meeting of the
National Assembly, by the Representative of Ohio, leads me to

request the publication of enclosed correspondence, in justification

of the facts stated in my report, so far as the Ohio Division is con-
cerned. Yours fraternally, Charles H. Luscomb.

280 Broadway, New York, February 19, 1890.

M. A. High, Chief Consul Ohio
Dear Sir—It is the intention of the L A. W., by its Executive

and National Committees, to inaugurate a vigorous policy of
legislative work for the improvement of highways in several
States, including yours, by the introduction of bills in the several
Legislatures, as soon as they shall convene.
Will you, therefore, have your Rights and Privileges Committee

prepare immediately, and forward to me, a draft of a suitable bill,

for the collection and expenditure of the road tax, by a competent
commission, together with such reference to the existing State
laws upon the subject as maj' be pertinent, and with such sugges-
tions and recommendations in the premises as you may have?
This is a matter of great and immediate importance, and we hope

with the active and earnest co-operation of the several Divisions in-

terested to make a fight which shall do more to advance the
L. A. W. and the cause of wheeling, than any movement yet under-
taken.

Please also get into communication with such members of your
new Legislatures as you may be able to reach and influence, and
advise me of their names and addresses, as fast as you progress.

I have called a joint meeting of the Executive, Rights and Privi-

leges and Highway Improvement Committees, at New York, early

in December, when the work will be mapped out, details arranged,
and the work commenced.

It is therefore necessary that I should have full information as

long before December 1st as possible.

Let me have prompt and your best assistance in this movement.
Should you desire to be present at the conference, advise me and

I will send you the date as soon as determined.

Please write me in answer. Yours fraternally,

Charles H. Luscomb, President L A. W.
280 Broadway, New York, November 6th, 1889.

Mr. Charles. H. Luscomb, President L. A. W.:
Dear Sir—I received a letter from Dr. W. D. Kempton, Secretary-

Treasurer, Ohio Division L. A. W. as per your letter to M. A.
High, Chief Consul of Cincinnati, asking for suggestions in draft-

ing suitable bill for improvement of highways. I have written to

the other members of my committee for suggestions, but have met
with no success. I have also written to T. J. Kirkpatrick, Chair-
man of Committee on Improvement of Highways, but he being
away from home and not expected back before some time in Decem-
ber, I can get no information there, and must say I am in the
dark as what is to be done. I wish you would state what kind of a

bill you want to put through, I do not know what it would be best

to embody in such a law. If we get all of the ideas together it will

be necessary to get a lawyer to put them in shape. I do not know
that the Chief Consul has the authority to employ one without the

sanction of the Board. If this matter had been started before the

State Board meeting of the Ohio Division held in Cincinnati in

September, then we might have discussed the matter and came to

some definite conclusion. I am sorry I cannot give you any in-

formation on the subject, but hope a6 you have called a meeting of

the different committees in December, everything will be satis-

factorily arranged as to what kind of a bill to push, and then will

do all in our power to have it carried. Fraternally yours,
Frank W. Jay,

Chairman Rights and Privileges Committee Ohio Division.

Canton, Ohio, Novemeber 27, 1889.

WHY NOT MAKE A JOINT MEETING OF THE L. A. W.

AND C W. A. ?

Editor Bicycling World: I see by the reports of the meeting of the

Board of Officers of the L. A. W. held February 17th, that it ha6
been decided by them to hold the meet at Niagara Falls on 25, 26

and 27th of August.
As the C. W. A. meet will likel} be held at the same place on
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July 1st, would it not be beneficial to both associations to have

their meets at the same time and thus insure a larger attendance ?

If this could be arranged, the Ottawa Bicycle Club, which at

present intend applying for the C W. A. meet, would without

doubt resign their claim in favor of Niagara.

As an opportunity like this may not occur again for some time it

seems to me that it is worthy of the consideration of the officers of

the C W. A. and L A. W. An Ottawa Wheelman.

AN INVITATION.

Editor Bicycling World: Having noticed that l; Linneus," St.

Louis' correspondent, suggests that the various Divisions forming

this racing district proceed to organize and send delegates to a

meeting to be held either in Springfield or Chicago, and after con-

sulting with leading members of the Capital City Cycling Club, of

this city, I am authorized to extend the hospitalities of the club to

this meeting, and to invite the proper officers to call a meeting for

this city.

We also urge that this matter be pushed at once, and that an

early organization be perfected.

At such a meeting the road improvement plans, ideas, etc.,

could be discussed also.

The club here is in good, healthy condi-.ion, having convenient,

cosy rooms, well furnished, and a corps of hustlers who are at

work now stirring up the need and advantages of good roads which
we so sadly need. Fraternally,

Springfield, 111. Edgar S. Barnes, 6900.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO NEW YORK CYCLERS AND
OTHERS.

MASS MEETING.

The New York State Roads Improvement Association, in con-

junction with various agricultural societies in the State, will hold a

public meeting at Utica, on March 3d, 1890, for the purpose of dis-

cussing the general movement for improved highways within the

State, and determining the best means of effecting the desired re-

form. The association has sent out a large number of personal

letters to prominent men in various parts of the State, inviting

their presence and co-operation at the meeting, and is in receipt of

most encouraging assurances from many quarters. It is confidently

•xpetted that several members of the State Legislature will address

the meeting, as well, also, as other officers of State government,
professors from various institutions of learning and prominent
wheelmen of the national body.
The wheelmen of the State of New York, and especially the mem-

bers of the New York State Division, are expected to work heartily

and earnestly to the end that this meeting may be made a red letter

occasion in the history of roads improvement, and the officers of the

State Division have promised their hearty assistance in directing

this work.
Mr. Potter is in receipt of a letter from T. R. Proctor, Esq., of

Utica, offering free use of a hall and headquarters for the purpose
of the meeting referred to. Mr. Proctor is the proprietor of several

large hotels in various parts of the State, and takes an active

personal interest in the movement for good roads. He 6ends
assurance of the strongest support of the newspapers of Oneida
County, and will give his personal aid in helping the association

of which he is a member.

THE CENTURY WHEELMEN OPEN THE SEASON

WITH A SUCCESSFUL RACE.

The Century Wheelmen had their first road race of the season
over the five-mile course, starting from Haverford and finishing at

Bala station, on Saturday afternoon.

It was three o'clock when Captain Dalsen started the two teams,
composed of the following riders, the order of whose finish is shown
by the numbers attached to their several names : First team—F. W.
Whiteside, third; J. M. Oellers, first; M.J. Bailey, sixth; Charles
Sulzner, seventh; F. G- Strassberger, sixteenth; L. E. French,
thirteenth; G. M. Bahl, ninth; G. M. Kirk, tenth. Second team

—

W. L. Degu, fourth ; F. H. Garrigues, second ; W. G. Speirer, fifth
;

G. M. McCune, eighth; George Schell, twelfth; G. E. Shaut,
eleventh; C. P. Allen, fifteenth; A. G McGlathery, fourteenth.
The first team, scoring 71 points to their opponents' 65, won by six

points.

In justice to Mr. Strassberger, who is one of the best riders in

the club, it is only fair to state that he met with an accident soon
after starting, which threw him out of the race

The time made was excellent, the first man in, Mr. Oellers, on an
ordinary, beating all the safety riders and covering the five miles

in 15 42. * *"

—

Ledger.

CA TARRH, HA Y FE VER, CA TARRHAL DEAFNESS.
A NEW HOME THEA TMENT.

Sufferers are not generally aware that these diseases are con-
tagious, or that they are due to the presence of living parasites in

the lining membrane of the nose and eustachian tubes. Microscopic
research, however, has proved this to be a fa6t, and the result is

that a simple remedy has been formulated whereby these distressing

diseases are rapidly and permanently cured in from one to three

simple applications made at home by the patient once in two weeks.

A pamphlet explaining this new treatment is sent free, on applica-

tion, by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 339 West King street, Toronto,
Canada.

—

Christian Standard.

AN ENGLISH OPINION OF THE "BRONCHO."

"Amongst other notable Stanley Show novelties there was one
which, owing to its somewhat late arrival, we have been unable to

notice in an earlier issue. We refer to the Broncho Safety Bicycle,
brought over to this country by Mr. Frederick White, of the White
Cycle Co., of Westboro', Mass., U. S. A., who arrived at Liver-
pool a fortnight ago, after having experienced on board theCunard
liner "Catalonia" the most terrible weather in his passage across
the Atlantic. The machine was shown upon the stand of Mr.
Sydney Lee, through whom we had the pleasure of being intro-

duced to Mr. White, with whom was once the late Purvis-Bruce.
The leading feature of the machine, which was a rear driving safety
with two 30-inch wheels, was the entire absence of any chain or
chain wheels, the gearing-up being effected by means of a patent
action contained in the hub of the driving wheel. The principle
of this gearing is absolutely and entirely different to that of Pausey
& Co. and John Keen, to which a contemporary last week likened
it. We tried and tested the machine fitted with this gear last week,
and may say that it works perfectly, with scarcely any more fric-

tion than that of an ordinary ball bearing. So far as we could
judge it was almost impossible to detect the presence of any gear-
ing at all, and the soft noiseless running of the wheel, together
with the entire absence of back lash, bears out this statement. No
doubt many of our readers will recollect the patent gearing in-

vented by John Keen, which had for its aim a similar effect, but
which up to the present time has not proved a success. Mr. White
claims to have overcome the difficulties which previous patentees
have not been able to successfully cope with, and in practically
confining the gearing friction to that of an ordinary ball bearing,
doing away with the back lash and reducing wear and tear to a
minimum, has obtained a perfect gearing by means of a direct
driven crank.
The gearing is suitable to any direct driven machine, and

especially to the ordinary bicycle, but when fitted to a rear-driving
safety, through the absence of the bottom bracket, the length of
the machine maybe considerably reduced, that which we inspected
being most compact, the outside length being only 5 feet 3 inches
outside the rims of the wheels. Mr. White informs us that upon
the completion of the English patents in their various forms, the
gearing will be placed upon the market in June next, and, from
what our friend Sydney Lee says, we shall see inside 2m. 20s. for

a mile during the present season done upon an ordinary racer fitted

with Mr. White's gearing.
Great curiosity was shown by the many patent agents and ex

perts who inspected the machine and tried the gearing to know
what it really consisted of, and it is admitted that should it prove
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in practice as good as it appears, Mr. White has one of the most
valuable patents that it has been the lot of human ingenuity to in-

vent. In conclusion, we may mention that the gearing is com-
pletely adjustable by means of the ordinary ball-bearing disc, and
that its application will cost less than the present chain arrange-
ments."— Wheeling; February 12, i8go.

THE STRONG SAFETY.
{Brewster Bros. cV Co.)

THE " GAZELLE.

( Crawford dc Co)

The "Gazelle" Juvenile Safety Bicycle, of which we present a
cut herewith, is the latest candidate for favor with the little folks.
The "Gazelle" is made by Messrs. Crawford & Co., 1116 E street
N. W. , Washington, D. C, who are now prepared to supply them
in any desired number. It is claimed to be one of the lightest and
strongest machine of its class yet offered, and is gracefully shaped
and well proportioned. As the best workmanship and materials
enter into its construction, it will supply a felt want in the trade of
a fine, medium-priced machine for boys and girls, and will be sold
for $40. It has tubular steel drop-frame, with or without cross-
bar, adjustable steel cone bearings for wheels and crank-shaft, 24
and 26 inch wheels with crescent steel rims, steel spokes and 3-4
inch best rubber tires. All wearing parts are detachable and inter-
changeable, and the machine is handsomely finished in nickel and
enamel. The weight, with adjustable suspension saddle and tool
bag complete, is 34 pounds. It has a reversible seat standard, with
long and short bends, and this with the vertical adjustment of the
said standard gives a wide range of variation, so that it can be
suited to children from eight to sixteen years of age, thus adapting
it not only to small childien, but to well grown ones also, and even
to small ladies. We understand that Messrs. Crawford & Co. will
have ready in the spring a ladies' "Gazelle," with 28 inch wheels,
built much like the juvenile "Gazelle," but larger, and which will
sell for about $50.
Mr. R. S. Crawford, the senior member of the firn, although

an American by birth and education, has had a long practical ex-
perience abroad as a cycle manufacturer on his own account, and
is thus thoroughly familiar with the business, both as regards this
country and England, and we are told his old friends in Washing-
ton, where he formerly resided, are willing to back him with any
necessary amount of capital to make the enterprise a success.

Premier Safeties for the coming season will be fitted, unless
otherwise specified, with Fish saddles without extra charge, except
Youths' and Universal ($85), which will have a combined saddle
and spring of approved type. Smooth rubber tires of the best
quality will be used exclusively, and ball pedals will be fitted to
every pattern without additional cost.

Ralph Temple has bought out the cycle department of the
Western Arm* and Cartridge Co., Chicago, and will open an im-
mense cycle emporium and riding school at 47 and 49 State street,

to be known as the Temple Cycle Exchange. He has concluded
arrangements with the principal manufacturers and importers, to
handle their wheels, and his "Exchange" will be somewhat of an
originality to the trade.

Mr. R. G. Betts, who for the past few months has so acceptably
filled the position of assistant editor of the Wheel, has resigned his
position with that paper to accept one with Messrs. Gormully &
Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago. We understand Mr. Betts will look
after Gormully & Jeffery's advertising interests.

Among the latest of the now fast growing new firms to enter the
field of competition in the cycling trade, is that of Messrs. Brewster
Bros. & Co., of Unadilla, N. Y. From the circular issued by
Messrs. Brewster we take the following specifications and guar-
antee :

"Cross frame, made of cold-drawn, weldless steel tubing ; wheels.
30-inch, solid, rolled crescent felloes ; tires, 7-8 inch to rear wheel,
and 3-4 inch to front wheel, of the best moulded Para rubber;
spokes, direct No. 12 gauge, 36 to each wheel ; bearings, balls to
both wheels, crank, shaft and pedals; cranks, forged 6teel, detach-
able, 5 1-2 to 7 inch adjustment; neck and spindle, forged steel.

conical bearings ; sprocket wheels, the teeth on both sprocket wheels
are cut, thereby assuring accuracy; handle bar, 3-4 inch cold drawn
weldless steel tubing, with black bone handles; handle-bar shaft,

i-inch cold-drawn, weldless steel tubing, adjustable as to height in

steering head, and directly connected thereto; chain, Humber pat-
tern, with adjustment at rear forks; brake, to front wheel, of the
Plunger pattern; saddle, as shown in cut of the popular 3- coil

spring pattern; pedals, with the best square elastic corrugated
rubbers

;
gear, 54-inch ; tool bag, Acme wrench and Kensington

spring-top oiler; frame, mud guards, etc., finished in bright black
enamel, balance nicely nickeled on copper; weight, 48 pounds:
price, complete, $85."
The firm then print the guarantee, as follows :

"We guarantee the Strong Safety free from all defects in material
or workmanship, and will make good any defect that may be found
in either, within three months from date of sale. All broken parts
must be sent to us for examination before any claims can be
allowed."

THE VICTORIA SAFETY.

{Overman Wheel Co.)

As intimated in our last week'6 issue we take pleasure in pre-

senting the 1890 novelty to be put on the market by the Overman
Wheel Co. We are sorry that we cannot show a cut of this ma-
chine, but as the cut is not yet completed we can only give a letter

press description.

The Victoria Safety Bicycle is now in rapid process of construc-

tion, and will be ready about May 1st, and is designed to meet the
requirements of ladies, light weight men and boys who want a

strictly high grade machine of lighter weight than the Victor Safety.

It can be very quickly described to the satisfaction of those who
are familiar with the Victor Safety, as its features will be unmis-
takably "Victor," and in no respect will it be inferior to their best

production.
Briefly it will be built as follows : 28-inch wheels with 5-8 inch

rim and tire to front and 3 4 inch to rear, having hollow rims, tan-

gent spokes and compressed tires. Single tube, drop frame of
1 1-2-inch 15 gauge weldless steel tubing, Victor spring fork, Victor
saddle and spring, specially adapted spade handles, square rubber
pedals, guards to both wheels and chain.

It will be as light as is consistent with strength and durability.

Weight about 44 pounds. Geared to 50 inch.

Fine cabinet photograph of this machine will be mailed on re-

ceipt of 15 cents.

Price, f. o. b. Chicopee Fall6, Mass., crated, and with tool bag
and all necessary tools, $135.
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THE VICTOR SAFETY.

{Overman Wheel Co.)

The reputation of the Victor Safety is one that has become es-

tablished during the past three years of thorough test, and it is

with pleasure that we call the attention of riders to this safety as it

is being produced by the Overman Wheel Co. for the 1890 trade.

A fine cut of the 1890 model appears on the front page of this

paper, and we desire our readers to refer to same in connection

with this article.

The Victor spring fork is too well known to need a description

here; suffice it to say that the fork is, in principle of construction,

the same that was presented to the riding public in the spring of

1887. The fork and the safety have, however, been improved in

detail as fast as experience and skill could suggest, and to em-
phasize this, we quote from their catalogue: "Our machine has

been steadily improved from year to year in many ways, and the

model for 1890 represents the summing up of our years' experience,

besides having the benefit of our very exceptional facilities for

manufacturing."
The principal changes made on the fittings, etc., of the spring

fork since its first introduction, are the use of balls in the bearings

of the rocking frame, and an arrangement on the stay rods where-

by tension of the spring forks can be easily controlled. These
changes were made last year, and we believe that the year's test

has proven the excellence of the improvements. Two sizes of

spring are fitted, for heavy or light riders.

In the 1890 pattern we note the following changes : Hollow rims

of weldless steel tubing replace the rims as used on the 1889 pat-

tern. The saddle is of new design ; the spring and fittings of same
are entirely of forged steel, all nickel plated. It is adjustable in

either direction, fore and aft, up and down. The leather seat is

easily detachable. It is done instantly and without the use of tools.

This is a very important item, and is the only practical method
bv which a rider can avoid the use of a wet saddle. Also by de-

taching the leather when not in use the machine is locked and safe

from both theft and meddling.

A feature of their spokes the company thus describes: * * *

"We use wire stock of the size of the enlarged head and draw it

down to the body size of the spoke, thus avoiding the many defects

caused by simply upsetting the end of the wire, as is commonly
done. The wire for these spokes is made specially for us and is of
the best quality known.
To avoid the difficulties which arise from spokes rusting in the

nipples we have adopted a hard bronze nipple, made very long in

order to prevent breakage in the thread."

New and improved forms of mud guard have been adopted. The
chain adjustment has been simplified and improved. The changes,
such as above mentioned, are in line with the spirit of progression
which actuates the firm.

The New Mail was ridden last season by Buffalo's three heaviest
riders, weighing 245, 225 and 220 pounds. W. G. Shack, the
agent, announces a big sale thus far.

Messrs. Banker & Campbell, of New York City, have secured
the sole American agency for the celebrated Ormonde cycles, and
will import seven distinct types of this make of safeties. Their
"Special Ormondes," at $135, will come in four weights, 17, 30, 36
and 43 pounds. Their "Special Ormonde" Ladies' Light Roadster
Safety will come in two weights, 33 and 38 pounds. The 33-pound
wheel, with 26-inch driving and 28 inch steering wheels, and the
38-pound wheel, with 28-inch driving and 30-inch steering wheels

—

both of these wheels are to be sold at the standard price, $135. A
triangular, half diamond frame wheel, with hollow rims and tangent
spokes, to be sold at $120. A combination wheel for either lady or
gentlemen at $115, and a full "diamond" frame wheel at $100, will
also be carried among their regular wheels. They have named
their $75, all ball, steel tubing machine "the League." Their list

of safeties closes with their $65 all ball "Boys' Ormonde." The
catalogue, with full description of these wheels and their construc-
tion will be issued about March ist.

THE HICKOR T WHEE.L RIM AND TIRE.

(Sterling Elliott.')

The wheel which in this case is hickory is turned true and flat on
its periphery and is fitted with a peculiar steel tire having flanges

which project inwardly on either side of the rim, and outwardly to

protect the sides of rubber, as clearly shown by the small sectional

view.

The rubber has a small oval aperture throughout its length, and
in this opening is placed a ribbon of tough steel. The ends of
steel ribbon pass inward through the rubber and felloe, and are
drawn taut by means of a special fixture, after which the ends are
bent from each other and secured by small screws into the felloe.

We were shown a rubber tire fastened by this means on to a flat

steel tire having no flanges, and it appeared to be perfectly solid

although we were informed it had been used constantly for seven
months.

The Coventry Machinists' Co. Limited, whose U. S. A. branch
is at 239 Columbus avenue, Boston, under the management of Mr.
Alick S. Hill, have several novelties this season, the most prom-
inent one being the Spring Frame Swift, and which has given per-
fect satisfaction for the last two years. An ingenious application
of the same principle to both front and rear forks practically cuts
off all vibration, the whole frame being suspended on spiral springs
so constructed as to be adjustable to different weight riders, and also

to have no side play whatever. The 1890 patterns of Swifts show
several marked advances in construction, notably in the adoption
of a new patent adjustable ball bearing socket head. The Light
Roadster is entirely new ; the diamond-frame is light, strong and
graceful, and is constructed with such care and accuracy that a
machine fully equipped for the road only scales 38 pounds. The
Coventry Machinists' Co. claim that they were the first to intro-
duce the diamond frame as the standard frame for high
grade safeties, and the proof of the wisdom of their judg-
ment lies in the fact that nearly every manufacturer
adopts the same style frame for their high grade safeties.

The Ladies' Swift is improved in several points ; the frame i6

lower, the distance between the wheels greater, the steering wheel
larger, and the dress protection more complete. The company
also have for 1890 an excellent $100 wheel that will stand com-
parison with any other at the price. The Coventry Machinists'
Co. have made cycles for 22 years, during the whole of which pe-
riod they have been in the front rank of manufacturers, and they
evidently mean to keep there.

W. W. Stall has been appointed the New England representa-
tive for the John Wilkinson Co., who import the Rover cycles, and
the celebrated Rovers can now be seen at Mr. Stall's store, on
Tremont street.

In speaking of the new pattern of the Victor Safety last week,
our compositor put in a "o" instead of a "9." In other words, we
should have advised our readers to go and see the 1890 pattern of
the Victor Safety, and not the "1800 pattern," as printed.

PREMIER
BICYCLES.

EASTERN AGENCY:

FairDanRs, Sanfioin & Cole,

145 COLUMBUS AVE., BOSTON.

Every Wheel Fully Guaranteed.

All Parts Interchangeable.

OUR FULL LINE.
THE FAMOUS CATFORD, -

FULL ROADSTER,
SPECIAL LADIES'
THE POPULAR, all balls,

THE KING OF ALL, -

YOUTH'S PREMIER,
PREMIER TANDEM,

$135.00

13500

135 00

105.00

S5.00

65 00
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One of the most essential points for careful consideration in connection with the purchase of

a bicycle is Economy in 'Weight.

We find by making a very simple calculation, that a person who rides a bicycle ten miles

a day, on an average, for five years, (Eighteen hundred and twenty-five days), that he would have
ridden Eighteen thousand, two hundred and fifty miles, and that if the bicycle used was ten pounds
heavier than he actually required, he would have carried one hundred and eighty-two thousand, five

hundred pounds more bicycle per mile, ridden, than was necessary, or about two car loads per year.

Now, fix your rate per car load, and you will ascertain the value of a bicycle the proper weight.

ROVERS
range in weight from 38 to 48 pounds, and we therefore can supply a machine in accordance with

a purchaser's requirements.

WIS C-AJR/R/IT FIVE STYLES,
including the most elegant ladies' Safety ia the American market.

CATALOGUE READY FEB. 20th. COMPETENT AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

THE JNO. WILKINSON CO., Sole Importers,

55 STKTE ST., GHICKGO, IL_L-

THE HARTFORD.
BaU Bearing All Around. Perfectly Interchangeable

and Warranted

-

PRICE 8100.

It is one thing to make statements, another to

prove them.

We claim the HARTFORD to be the best ma-

chine in the World listed at or about $100, and superior

to many wheels listed at or about $135.

The Hartford will be on the market in a few

days. Examine it, compare it, part for part with other

wheels, if necessary, and if you find that we have

stated falsely, don't buy it.

THE HARTFORD CYCLE CO.,
Hartford, Conn.

THE PARAGON SPRING FRAME
a.T.a ixa[ (With CENTRE Brake,)

The IRDQUDIS URDPPEU FRAME
-AND—

E3 THE TIGER YOUTHS BICYCLE,

are a trio hard to beat by the most experienced makers.

Have you seen the Buffer Saddle ? If not, send Postal for

'90 Catalog to^the

STOVERLBICYCLE MFG, CO,, Freeport, 111.
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HEW HI -FOR WHEELMEN

".YOU PRESS THE BUTTON,

WE DO THE REST."
(OR YOU CAN CO IT YOIRSELF.)

Seven New Styles and Sizes

ALL LOADED WITH

Transparent Films,

For sale by all Photo. Stock Dealers. Sendfor Catalogue.

THE EASTMAN COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS:
IS Pearl Street, .... Room 27.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1890—91.

President,
TAMES R. DUNN,

Massillon, Ohio
First Vice President.

DR. W. H. EMERY,
109 Warwick street, Roxbury, Mass.

Second Vice President,
GEO- R. BIDWELL,

313 W. s8ih street, New York City.
Treasurer,

W. M. BREWSTER.
309 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo

Secretary,
ABBOT BASSETT,

12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

League Clubs.
The following clubs have qualified as League Clubs

and filed the proper certificate in the office of the Secre-
tary. They are numbered as below :

No. 240—Social Wheelmen, South Bend, Indiana,
Schuyler Colfax, Secretary.
No. 250—Benton Harbor Wheelmen, Benton Harbor,

Mich , Harry R. Huntington, Secretary.

New York Representatives.
The following League clubs have filed, in this office,

certificates of election for the following Representa-
tives to the Board of Officers, New York State Di-
vision :

Niagara Falls Bicycle Club, No. 97, H. W. McBean,
Rep.
Harlem Wheelmen, No. 114, Louis I. Haber, Rep.
Syracuse Cycling Club, No. 194, George B. Penn and

Fred C. Baird, Reps.
Knickerbocker Wheelmen, Syracuse, No. 241, E. L.

Lancaster, Rep.

New York State Division.
Mr. Isaac B. Potter is hereby appointed a delegate to

the National Assembly of the League of American
Wheelmen from the New York State Division, vice Dr.
George E. Blackham resigned. W. S. Bull,

ChiefConsul.
February 15th, 1890.

Illinois Hotel.

Fey House, Rushville L. AW. hotel; rates, $1.50
per day; regular rates, $2.00. Yours, etc.,

W. A. Davis, ChiefConsul.

Illinois.

A meeting of the Board of Officers of this Division
will be held at Commercial Hotel, Chicago, on March
8th, 8 P. M.

It is desirous of as full a meeting as possible, as im-
portant questions will be placed before you.

Yours, etc., W. A. Davis, Chief Consul.

Missouri Division.

To officers and members :

At this writing the total membership of this Division
has reached 350 members, and only 20 more are needed
to pass the highest number (367) ever reached. By
united action in recruiting we can easily put the high
water mark a few notches higher, and we should not
rest until this is an accomplished fact. The riding
season will soon be in full blast, and it will then take
but little persuasion to get non-members to join. The
defeat of the obnoxious Warner Bill, aside from all
the other benefits, should alone cause every rider who
has a spark of manhood in his breust to join the organi-
zation which saved eye ing from being a dead letter in
this State.
Consuls should make all possible use of this argu-

ment, as it concerns Missouri alone, and it will be a
clincher to the query, "What has the League done in
this State that would entitle them to my dollar?"

Fraternally yours,
Robt. Holm, ChiefConsul.

Missouri Division.

To Consuls and Members :

The Highway Improvement Committee requests that
all newspapers, pamphlets, clippings, etc., that refer to
road improvement should be sent to the ch.irman,
Prof. H. C. Penn, Columbia, who will have copies
made and distribute same amongst the newspapers who
have signed the agreement to publish such matter.
The importance of promptly complying with above can-
not be overestimated as the press will refuse to print
the articles unless the supply equals the demand and it

is regularly furnished them. Consuls residing in
towns whose papers have not yet signed the agreement
should communicate with them at once for the purpose
of inducing them to comply. Fraternally yours,

Robt. Holm, C. C.

New Jersey.
The following additional Local Consuls have been

appointed :

Hoboken, C.J. Rolffes.
Roseville, Dr. Wm. L. Fish.
Ridgewood, Howard Maltbie.

HOTEL APPOINTMENTS.

Jersey City, Taylor's Hotel, rates $1.00 per day;
European plan.
Tuckerton, Everett House, rates $1.20 per day; din-

ner, 30 cents.

Camden, West Jersey Hotel, rates $1.50 per day;
dinner, 50 cents.
Perth Amboy, Hotel Central, rates $1.50 per day;

dinner, 3S cents.
Newark, Continental Hotel, rates $2.00 per day;

dinner, 50 cents.

J. Carleton Brown, Chief Consul.

Michigan.
The following appointments of L. A. W. hotels and

League repair shops take efft <5t from this date :

HOTEL LIST NO 5.

Port Huron, Huron House, regular rate $2.00; L.
A. W. rate, $1.50.
Adrian, Hotel Emery, regular rate $2.00; L. A. W.

rate $1 .50.

Ishpeming, Nelson House, regular rate $2.50; L. A.
W. rate special.
West Bay City, Arlington, regular rate $2.00; L. A.

W. rate $1.25.
Jackson, Commercial, regular rates $1.50 and $2.00;

L. A. W. rate $1.00.

repair shop list no. 4.

Port Huron, Geo. P. Burgess, 1002 Military street,
Adrian, Frank McKinster, Maiden Lane.
Homer, H. L. Hopkins.
Jackson, L. Linderber, 117 Mechanic street, North,

Fraternally, A. B. Richmond,
Grand Rapids, Mich., Feb. 8, 1890. ChiefConsul.

Michigan.

The semi-annual meeting of the Board of Officers of
this Division will be held in Grand Rapids, Wednesday,
March 12th, at Sweets Hotel at eight P. M.

Fraternally, A. B. Richmond, C. C.

Michigan Consul.
I hereby appoint Arthur T. Swart, Local Consul at

West Bay City. Fraternally,
A. B. Richmond, C. C.

Michigan Clubs, Attention!
The spring meeting of the Board of Officers of this

Division will be helu about March 1st. Any i.lub de-
siring to entertain the Division the coming season
should have their proposition in my hands before that
date. Any and all propositions will be entertained.
The best one accepted. Fraternally,

A. B. RiCHMorsD, C. C.

Rhode Island.
Members of the Divisions who have not sent in

signed petitions to the General Assembly on Improve-
ment of Highways, are requested to send such imme-
diately to Secretary Bosworth, P. O. Box 745, Provi-
dence, R. I., as a supplementary petition will be pre-
sented, if desirable.
Many members have done splendidly, but there are a

large number whose indifference does not compare
well with the active interest displayed by a number of
influential men in Rhode Island who are not cyclers.

Geo. L. Cooke, Vice Consul.
Wm. M. P. Bowen,
J. D. Bosworth,
H. N. Francis,

Committee on Improvement of Highways.

Maryland Division L A. W.
For list of Maryland League hotels in road book see

page 237. The Hamilton is the League hotel in
Hagerstown, and not the Baldwin, as stated on the
margins of pages S5, 87, 89, 156, 160 and 161. Members
receiving the book will please draw a line through the
word "Baldwin" on those pages, and substitute the
word "Hamilton." Albert Mott,

ChiefConsul.

New Hampshire.
To the Officers and Members of the New Hampshire
Division L. A. W.

:

Gentlemen—I present to you the report of your Sec-
retary-Treasurer :

18S9.
Sept. 2. To balance from George F.

Hill $>53-79
Sept. 6. Paid express ' $0.15
Sept. 20. H. M. Bennett, C. C 1250
1890.

Jan. 24. Paid postage 50

$'53-79 $13-15
Balance 140.64

$153 79 $15379
Feb. 18. Balance on hand $140.64

Now that it is near our season to renew our League
membership I hope every member will renew and bring
in new members also. Our Chief Consul is soon to
appoint our Consuls and Hotels throughout the State,
and with the assistance of our now small membership
we hope to put old New Hampshire on its feet again.

Fraternally, Frank O. Moulton,
Secretary-Treasurer.
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Tennessee Board of Officers.

The Tennessee Board of Officers will hold its regular
spring; meeting- on Monday evening, March ioth, i8to,

at eignt o'clock. The meeting will be held in the office

of the Chief Consul, Clarksville, Tenn.
Joseph R. Wilson, Jr., Chief Consul.

APPLICATIONS FOB MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list of applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, which is as fol

lows

:

"Any amateurwheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement ol

two League members in good standing, or of three re-

putable citizens ol the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the

year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval of the Board of Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication of the name in

a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correct..

Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection

able person may unite with the League, members are

given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date

of publication, and contain specific charges so far as

it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.

The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applies

tions received after that hour must go over to tie list

of the following week.

List 230—Total 43—12,629.

Boston, Feb. *8, 1800.

Delaware Division—1—56.

Unattached.

26337 Hurlock, Thos. S., 404 Poplar St., Wilmington

District of Columuia Division—2— 192.

Unattached.
26333 Cahill, F. S., 1732 Penn ave., N. W. Washington
26334 Dunlap, A. P., 2718 M. st., N. W. "

Illinois Division—8—928.

Chicago Cy. Club.

26338 Turtle, W. Fay, 212 East 53rd St., Hyde Park,
Chicago

Aledo

Peoria

Unattached.
36317 Gilmoie, Jas. A.,

26318 Forsyth, Earnest,

26319 Bauer, W. H.,

26320 Pinkerton, W. S.,

26321 David, Otto A.,

26322 Miller, Harry E.,

26323 Bowman, W. J., care Warren & Co.,

Maine Division—1—161.

Portland Wheel Club.

26324 McCausland, H. W., 416 Congress st., Portland

Maryland Division—1—535.
Unattached.

26311 Rhodes, Chas. M., Franklin and Paca sts.,

Baltimore

Massachusetts Division—3—1649.

Unattached.
26325 Huntington, W. E., Newton Centre
26339 Newell, Fred W., 35 Cedar St., Springfield

26349 Brown, Maud L., 360 Broadway, Chelsea
Missouri Division— 5—352.

Kansas Cily Wheelmen.
26343 Green, H. B., 1311 W. 12th St., Kansas City
Pastime A. C.

26342 Teriy, Albert O,, 621 Chestnut St., St. Louis
Unattached.

26326 Crumley, A. C, Joplin
26340 Clarke, J. K., 3329 Olive St., St. Louis
26341 North, W. R., 807 Washington ave.,"; "

New Jersey Division—2—633.

i Orange Wanderers.
26350 Hampton, H. F., '_ Orange Valley
Unattached.

26312 Stone, W. C, M. D., Lakewood
New York Division- 4—3164.

Unattached.
26344 Hubbell, Miss Emilte S., 178 Quincy st.,

Brooklyn I

26345 Tilton, Ralph, 1403 Pacific st., "

26313 Nicholson, H., 28 White st., New York 1

26314 Stone, Wm. Barton, 59 University pi., "

Pennsylvania Division— 12—1483.

Allegheny Cyclers.

26,335 Jayne i !• Philip, 114 So. Canal St.,

Allegheny City
Unattached.

26351 Bechtel, Tom E.,
26352 Eberbein, ]. G.,

26353 Ormrod, J. D.,
26315 Brown, Will G., Box B,
26332 Campbell, J. T.,
26330 Davis, W. H.. "

26331 Davis, Joshua, "

26316 Baker, Harry Franklin, Box 1024, Philadelphia
26327 Schwenk, P. N. K-, M. D., 606 Marshall St.,

Philadelphia
26328 Follmer, Daniel, 500 No. 6th St.,

"

26329 Richards, Edward J., Wayne
Rhode Island Division—3—355.

Providence Ladies' Cy. Club.
26336 Clapp, Mrs. Alice, 168 Pearl st., Providence
Unattached.

26346 Rider, Albert C, Journal Office, "

2634S Rathbun, John O., Rear 515 High St., "

Tenessee Division— 1— 103.

Unattached.
26347 Parke, L. M., 229 No. 4th ave., Knoxville

Allentown

Danville
Kane

Division Officers.

California—Chief Consul, R. M. Thompson .Oriel
Hotel, San Francisco. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D.
Sheldon, 126 Davis street, San Francisco.
Colorado—Chief Consul, Edward S. Hartwell, 1319

Sixteenth street, Denver.
Connecticut—Chief Consul, David J. Post, Drawer

11, Hartford. Secretary-Treasurer, Edward A. De
Blois, Drawer 11, Hartford.
Delaware—Chief Consul, S. Wallis Merrihew,oo6

Jackson street, Wilmington.
District of Columbia—Chief Consul, George S.

Atwater, 1230 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington.
Secretary-Treasurer, W. H. Stearns, 1421 G street, N.
W., Washington.
Illinois—Chief Consul, Wm. A. Davis, 340 South

Leavitt street, Chicago. Secretary-Treasurer, Thomas
F. Sheridan, 141 1 North Fourth street, Springfield.
Indiana—Chief Consul, Harry T. Hearsey, \ta No.

Del. street, Indianapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. N.
Smith, Terre Haute.
Iowa—Chief Consul, James B. Green, 711 Locust

street, Des Moines. Secretary Treasurer, Walstein
Seymour, 2d and Walnut street, Des Moines.
Kansas—Chief Consul, W. C. Bradley, Western

Security Co., Ottawa. Secretary-Treasurer, Otto H.
Wulfekuhler, Leavenworth.
Kentucky—Chief Consul, Andrew J. Lamb, Box

65, Louisville. Secretary-Treasurer,G. E. Johnson,
1919 Floyd street, Louisville.
Louisiana—Chief Consul, Harry H. Hodgson, 1 \

Carondelet street, New Orleans. Secretary-Treasurer,

J. W. Dodge, 893 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
Maine—Chief Consul, Dr. G. E. Dow, 507 1-2 Coi -

gress street, Portland. Secretary Treasurer, \. L. 1

.

Cummings, Biddeford.
Maryland—Chief Consul, Albert Moti 203 Lenox

street, Baltimore. Secretary-Treasurei, G. W.H. Carr,
Box 675, Baltimore.
Massachusetts—Chief Consul, Dr. W. H. Emery,

109 Warwick street, Roxbury. Secretary-Treasurer,
Chas. S. Howard, Globe office, Boston.
Michigan—Chief Consul, A. B. Richmond, 370 So.

Lafayette street, Grand Rapids. Secretary-T. ^asurer,
C. A. Conover, Coldwater.
Minnesota—Chief Consul, T. M. Slosson.Box 380,

Minneapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. W. Laird,
Winona.
Missouri—Chief Consul, Robert Holm, Anheuser

Busch Brewery, St. Louis. Secretary-Treasurer, J.
H. Kelley, Smith Hardware Co., Sedalia.
Nebraska—Chief Consul, Frank N. Clarke, First

Nat'l Bank, Omaha.
New Hampshire—Chief Consul, Frank A. Mc-

Master, 101 Ash street, Nashua. Secretary-Treasurer,
Frank O. Moulton, Manchester.
New Jersey—Chief Consul, Dr. G. Carleton Brown,

to
Orchard street, Elizabeth. Secretary-Treasurer,

Jeo. C. Pennell, Elizabeth.
New York—Chief Consul, W. Sheldon Bull, 754

Main street, Buffalo, N. Y. Secretary-Treasurer,
George M. Nisbett, 50 Wall street, New York City.
Ohio—Chief -Consul, M. A. High, 165 Vine street,

Cincinnati. Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. W. D. Kemp-
ton, 550 Freeman avenue, Cincinnati.
Pennsylvania—Chief Consul, Samuel A. Boyle,

Ass't Dist. Atty, Philadelphia. Secretary-Treasurer,
John J. Van Nort, Scranton.
Rhode Island—-Chief Consul, Chas. S. Davol, War-

ren. Secretary-Treasurer, Nelson H. Gibbs, 218 West-
minster street, Providence.
"^"n^s-sek—Chief Consul, Joseph R. Wilson, Jr.,

Clarksville. secretary-Treasurer, B/A. Patch, Clarks-
ville.

Texas—Chief Consul, Geo. C. Arbuckle, Room 5,
Merchants' Exchange, Dallas.

Vermont—Chief Consul, H. A. Webster, Mont-
pelier.

Virginia—Chief Consul, Ira B. White, 16 Nolls
court, Norfolk. Secretary-Treasurer, Alex. K. Schaap,
617 E. Broad street, Richmond.
West Virginia—Chief Consul, Clarence. E. Irwim,

150 No. F street, Wheeling.
Wisconsin—Chief Consul, V. Mumford Moore, 94

19th street, Milwaukee. Secretary-Treasurer, W. L»
Simonds, 382 East Water street, Milwaukee.
Foreign Marshal—Joseph Pennell, care J. S.

Morgan & Co., 22 Old Broad street, London, E. C.
England.

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.
ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you will find $ for initiation fee and duet in the

League of American Wheelmen to April 30, 1890. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years of age, and that I am an amateur
within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, 01 Box,.

References :

.

City,.

State,

Enclosed. for Holdet

.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first half year, May i to Oct. 30, and 50 cents during the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date of paper and May 1, 1890. Write plainly—Printing preferred:. Postage stamps will not be received.

JEJ" H you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle tor ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and ecket for per
onal'cards send 35 cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the margins in using this blank
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There is no better wheel in the market to-day than the Warwick Perfection. It is not sold for

cheap money, nor is it made of cheap material.

PRICE $135.

SJEWI) FOR

CATALOGUE.

WITH BRACE REMOYED

IT MAKES A

Littht and Superior

Ladies' Wheel.

To facilitate delivery of goods, we have arranged with the following firms to supply you in

their respective territory. They will be our exclusive wholesale.dealers, and it is their mission to aid you

in every way. Address them for catalogues.:

For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Eastern Massa-

chusetts, A. O. VEKV, 173 Tremont Street, Boston.

For New York State, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,

G. K. BIDWEIX, 313 West 5SU1 Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey, E. ALSDORF & CO., 11 Academy St., Newark, N.J.

For Southern New Jersey, and territory contiguous to Philadelphia,

EnW. K. TBVON, JR., & CO., 10 and 12 North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania, and Northern Ohio,

STANDARD CYCLE CO., 58S Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

For Maryland, EISENBRANDT BROS. ,424 E. Baltimore St.,Baltimore, Md.
For Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Tennessee, and West Virginia,

J. E. POORMAN, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

For the Northwest,
CHAS F. STOKES MFG. CO., 293 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. SNITJER, 1012 Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope,
THOS. H. B. VARNEY, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Territory not named, Local Agents, or The Manufacturers,

WARWICK CYCLE MFC. CO., Springfield, Mass.

A. PREMIER PARABLE,
Once upon a time there was a Cobbler, who, living in a Rural District, made Cow-

Hide Boots and sold them to the neighboring Farmers. And he made nothing else, so

that the Farmers' Wives and Children were forced to go barefoot. But after a while, as

Civilization increased among them, a Demand arose for Finer Foot wear, suitable for House
and Dress Purposes, and more Comfortable and Easy than the stout and Heavy Cow-Hide
Boots. Therefore, a Deputation of Farmers, together with their Wives and Children, went
to the Cobbler and said: '-Your Cow-Hide Boots are stout and Heavy, and for the Barn
Yard or Ploughed Field they give us good satisfaction, but we Cannot Dance in them,
nor can our Wives and Children wear them. Make us, therefore, some Lighter Shoes, of

Fine Calf-Skin and Kid, that our Feet may be Enjoyably and Comfortably Clad."

Then the Cobbler, who was a Dictatorial Old Fellow, and withal, Miserly, begrudged
the Trouble and Expense of New Stock, more Lasts, and Careful Work, and shouted: "No!
Cow-Hide Boots are Good Enough for Anybody, and Besides, Finer Shoes are Rights and
Lefts, and are therefore Not Interchangeable."

MORAL:—Send for a Copy of the new Premier Catalogne, containing description of
SEVEN different Patterns of Safety Bicycles, adapted to every requirement of the Would-be Cycler.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON, Manufacturing Importer,

401 & 403 Main St., ORANGE, N. J
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ONCE MORE WE SAY

LITTLE GIANT.
THEN WE SAY UTILE DULCI.

Now we ask you why you should place your order

early for the LITTLE GIANT.
So as to secure what you want just when you want it.

"We know from experience that everybody wants the best.

We are prepared to furnish it at a moderate price.

It becomes a pleasure to supply the public with what
they want, when you know from experience that your
goods will please them.

The LITTLE GIANT will bear the closest of criti-

cism, therefore we extend an invitation to all to examine
it for themselves.

Price $35.00; it is needless to add, constructed of mod-
ern improvements.

LOZIER & YOST BI. MFG. CO., Toledo, O.

TH9 MOUNT FOR 1890.

THE REFEREE SAFETY.

Correct braced diamond frame of the best steel

tubing. True tangent spokes. Ball socket head.

\ Best black rubber tires. Weight, 37 lbs., all on.

The lightest in the world and easiest running.

BEETZ, CURTIS & GO., PlMelphia, Pa.

AGENTS WANTED. Sole U. S. Importers.

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen.
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

Committee.

Browning, iKing k Co.,

Official Tailors of the JL. A, W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only Official Tailors to theL.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

A. G. Spalding \ Bros.,

Makers of tbe Oicial L. A. V. Sundries.

V^ctpS. League Regulation ." 1.25

Gliiii+t3 League Regulation 2.00
K511J.J. L». No. XX Fine Cheviot ior hot

weather wear 1.00
CJ+/-w^-»1t- \ -r% tva Our celebrated Linen
K5 till;it-illg O. Sole Stocking, League

color 1.00

Ttal'fc! No - x silk > Edge's League color,
JDt?l LO. white centre, Snake Buckle 50

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40

CliAac! Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
KjllUt?©. hand made, light, str n£, elastic.5.00

No. i, Canvas, leather trimmings .3.50

Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago.
Philadelphia, 1022 Market St.

THE Favorite Prescriptions of

the Brightest Medical Minds
in the world, as osed by them in

the Hospitals of London, Paris,

Berlin and Vienna.

ONE
MEDICINE
FOB ONE
DISEASE.

No. 1—Cores Catarrh, Hay Fever, Rose
Cold, Catarrhal Deafness.

No. 2—Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Asth-

ma, Consumption. A PeerlessRemedy,
No. 3—Rheumatism, Gout.
No. 4—Liver & Kidneys,Dyspepsia.In-
digestion, Constipation, Brights Disease.

No. 6—Fever and Ague, Dumb Ague,
Malaria, Neuralgia.

No. 6—Female Weakness, irregulari-

ties. Whites. A Golden Remedy.
No. 7—A Ferfect Tonic, which gives
Health, Form and Fullness, Clear Com-
plexion, Good Blood and lots of it.

No. 8—NervousDebility,Lossof Power
Impotence, an incomparable remedy.

RELIABLE

~,ACENTS
WANTED.

Every bottle guaranteed to cure

Iita

Bpecial disease if CURABLE and
to give permanent relief ALWAYS.
Descriptive Circulars sent free on
application. HOSPITAL REMEDY
COMPANY, Toronto, Canada.

Elwell European Bicycle Tour.
France, Switzerland, Germany and England.

Leaves New York June, on La Bretagne, of the

French line. Berths assigned from March 1st.

For information address

F. A. ELWELL,
158 PEARL ST., - PORTLAND, MB.
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THE "GAZELLE/'

JUVENILE SAFETY BICYCLE.
The lightest and strongest machine of its kind yet

made. Tubular steel drop frame, with or without de-

tachable cross-bar, adjustable steel cone bearings for

wheels and crankshaft, hard rubber handles, 24 and 26

inch wheels, with crescent steel rims, steel spokes and
3-4 inch best rubber tires, reversible seat post, with
long and short bends, thus giving wide range of ad-

justment to suit children from eight to sixteen years of
age; all wearing parts detachable and interchangeable;
handsomely finished in nickel and enamel; weight,

with adjustable suspension saddle and tool bag, com-
plete, 31 lbs. Price $40,—and well worth the money,
in comparison with any other machine of its kind in

the market.
The " Gazelle " has absolutely the strongest wheels

of any bicycle made, large or small, and as the frame
is strong enough to carry a heavy man over the roughest
riding, the machine will stand the rough usage to which
children's bicycles are frequently subjected, with little

danger of breakage. The Ladies' "Gazelle," much
the same style as the above, with 28-inch wheels, chain
guard, and some additions and improvements, will be
ready in April. 'Will run about as light as a ball bear-

ing machine. Price $50. Liberal terms to agents.
We will deliver these machines at any place in the
United States, east of the Mississippi, where we have
no agent and which is reached by a railroad, at prices
named, transportation free. When ordered to be sent
C. O. D., an advance remittance of $5 will be required.

CRAWFORD & CO.,
1116 E ST., N. W., - WASHINGTON, D. C.

$3,00

Per Pair.

$3.00

Per Pair.

TOULMIN'S KANGAROO BICYCLE SHOES
FOB 1890.

Greatly improved. Best and cheapest Shoe in the
Country. Special Inducements to Agents. Send for
Catalogue containing rules for self measurement. Cor-
respondence promptly answered. Address

286 Main St., - - BUFFALO, N. Y.

25c FOR THIS
STAMP. gc

Send us 13 two cent stamps and
we will send you by Mail one of these
Beautiful Self-Inking Stamps, with
Your Name, Ink, Box, &c. Postpaid.

CONQLLY&Co. Rochester.N.Y.

Cycle
d®$ *

Ask your local dealer for

Chain*- '

jjK Graphite. §
(*m'J REGISTERED. +•

.

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

PERFECT.

MOg^-j^Q-MgN^SH

WITMBRUSH __•

KING ofTRANSPARENT ENAMELS
IMVISIBLEj/WASHABLE^lDiURABLEj
ALL CYCLE AND HARDWARE STORES,

THE "PATENT"

Silico Enamel Co.,

of london, england,

Beg to announce that they have appointed

The Sweeting Cycle Co.
639 Arch Street,

PHILADELPHIA,
their Sole Representatives for the United
States,and all applications for Agencies must
be addressed to them. Agents wanted in
every City, town or village on the Conti-
nent. Liberal terms. Exclusive territory
given and guaranteed.

Th
R
e
u'b°bIr "BICYCLES
Tires. Factory Price. OurPrice.

52in....*60 00 $32 40
. 55 00 29 70
60 00 27 OO

SAFETY
BICYCLES

SKND FOR CATALOGUE.
Small Boys' 20 In., wheels, with Parallel Bearings...$18 75
Larce Koj8'24Un., with Brake and Mad Guards 26 25
Ladles' or Hen's 30 In., Ball Bearings to both wheels, 56 25
Ladles' or Men's 30 In., Ball Bearings ALL OVER ... 67 50ST

-.fc3.
uls

' E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO-

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.

PERFECT POCKET OILER.

One-half size.

Kor bicycles, Guns, etc. No Leakage. Throws only
small quantity of oil at a stroke. Handsomely nickel
plated. For sale everywhere, or sent bv mail on receipt
of price, we. each. CUSHMAN & DENISON, 173
othavc., N. Y.

Tr>T?T> A TT? <i 10 Per cent, off on all Re-
JVCiJL AXXVU. pair ami Refinlshinp^™"^^^^^^" -work received before

March 10.

"We Do This to Keep Oar Shop Ruuninjr.

BARGAINS.
Psycho Tandem Safety, all plated except wheels

;

all balls; tires perfect; an elegant machine, $175
American Rambler, new ; all balls 105
Victor Safety, fine machine 80
48-inch American Challenge, all balls 55
50-inch New Mail, almost new 85
58-inch Victor, new 85
1 Hickory Safety, almost new 6b
48-inch Expert, especially built for fancy riding;

nickel finish 60
52-inch Victor, half nickel ; all balls ; as good as

new; only 65

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
WORCESTER, MASS.,

Manuft'rs of BICYCLE BELLS and HOISTS.

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Russet*
Older.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Grab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing;
an abundance ot natural fruit acid

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh lrom the

Eress, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ng and brilliant, but containing

no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

8. R. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York

.

Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.
ESTABLISHED 1S65.

Ask your local Dealer (given gratis) for

CYCLE-
CHAINS

ROAD MAP

Middlesex County, Mass.

The most perfect Road Map 01 a Massa-

chusetts County ever issued. Shows all

the Roads. Printed in Colors, mounted

on canvas and varnished. Scale about 5-8-in

to the mile. The best Map value ever

given for the price, $1.00, postpaid.

Bicycling World Co.,

12 PEARL ST., BOSTON.
N. B. If this venture meets with'encouragement

we hope it will, other maps of Massachusett's Coun-
ties will be issued on the same lines.
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UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.

Ball Bearings Dust Proof and Oil Re-

taining.

Chain absolutely noiseless.

Patent Chain Adjustment.

"Union" Patent Saddle.

None Better.

High Grade in Every Respect.

Finish Incomparable.

THE UNION SAFETY
In General Appearance and Riding Qualities is Unequalled.

All Parts Interchangeable, Office and Factory, Highlandville, Mass,

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE TO
CHAS. F STOKES MFG. CO,, 293 & 295 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111., Agents for the North West.

J. E. POORMAN, Cor. 8th & Race Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio, Agent for Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana,

Kentucky and Tennessee.

A. B. MACK & CO., 64 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, Agents for Northern Ohio.

STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y., Agents for Western New York and Western
Pennsylvania.

• A 0. YERY, 173 Tremont St., Boston, Mass., Agent for the New England States.
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"If not then therefore? Then why

so accordingly? BECAUSE, don't you

SEE? That is-to be SURE -of COURSE

it is. HENCE, LATE EXPLANATIONS."

"Let the galled jade WINCE. OUR

withers are UNWRUNG."

See last number of "WHEELING;

See article under head of SCIENTIFIC

WHEELING. READ IT. PONDER and

MAKE YOUR OWN DEDUCTION. Then

send for '90 "CAT." to

WHITE CYCLE CO.,
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UU-ET|N.«*«
bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OfCYCLINQ.

Jii.oo a Year,
cents a copy. BOSTON, 7 MARCH, 1890.

Volume XX.
Number 19.

SPECIAL NOTICe.
Owing to the great demand for our goods, and out of consideration for our

present agents, we deem it advisable to give notice to dealers and others that we
are not desirous of further extending our agency lists. For several years past
we have been unable to manufacture as fast as the goods were wanted, and
although we shall again double our output during the coming season, pres-
ent indications point to an easy disposal of the product without increased
facilities for selling.

OVE$mfl|SL CUHEELi CO.,

MAKERS OF VICTOR BICYCLES.
BOSTON, WASHINGTON.

Factory and Office, CfUCOPEE FALtLS, JWASS.
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"Oh Why Should the Spirit of Mortal Be Proud?"
Some recent developments serve to remind us

Of a story we heard of a Fox and a Rabbit,

And though in this case we must look behind us,

We do not intend to get into the habit.

A Rabbit, in haste to escape from a Fox,

Once ran to a well and jumped into the bucket,

And without regretting the many hard knocks,

Felt safe at the bottom as soon as he struck it.

This Fox, unable to cope with his equal,

Came puffing and blowing to the top of the curb,

And the poor, helpless Rabbit, not knowing the sequel,

Was thinking that naught could his safety disturb.

"I think," laughed the Fox in his selfish glee,

"That I have at least one little new concern,

Where he can't talk back and compete with me,

And who won't live to use the lesson he'll learn.

How's this for a dinner?" said he with a frown,

As his prey at the bottom he did eagerly scan
;

Now when one was up the other was down, *

For the buckets were on the interchangeable plan.

So into the uppermost bucket he lighted,

And fiercely at poor little Bunny did glare,

But as it turned out, he was very near sighted,

For his weight brought the Rabbit high into the air.

P. S. Catalogues.

K^rvIOTT,

It was an irresponsible imported Rabbit,

But his vindication was certain and quick,

And the Fox, who felt sure he was going to grab it,

Had nothing'left but the bucket to kick.

MORAL.
Discretion should not be so much of a rarity

With Foxes who live in houses of glass;

For it takes something more than the mantle of charily

To cover the ears of an ossified rabbit.

moral no. 2.

Everything goes with us poets.

Ke^wton, Mass,

Holmes' Thigh Stocking FULL PANTS.

(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seal,

strap & pocket.

No. 884. Heavy Rib.

Price $2.50.

Double heel and toe.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

KNEE PANTS.
(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

Athletic and Gymnasium Garments Manufactured by

3—3. Full Fashioned, Nar-
rowed at ankle in black, navy.
League brown, grey mixed and
any other color, $1.50.
3—I. Black, navy, grey mixed,

stocking, $1.25.
1—1. Black, navy, grey mixed,

stocking, $1.00.

HOIiHEESS «£ CO., lOS St., Boston.

is the Safety, and the price of ordinary wheels is going down with a crash that is very sickening to

all the dealers. Wc are still ready, however, to take ordinaries in trade for all styles of new Safeties

and if you can't make figures with your nearest local dealer, you had better write to us; also, SEND
YOUR NAME IN FOR A COPY OF OUR 1890 CATALOG, which will be the finest thing in its line of the season.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., ST. LOUIS, MO., 311 N. 14th St.

PREMIER
BlCYCIvES.

Repairing of all kinds.

Good Work ; Low Rates.

EASTERN AGENCY:

FairBanfcs, SanDorn & Cola,

145 COLUMBUS AVE,, BOSTON.

Every Wheel Fully Guaranteed.

All Parts Interchangeable.

OUR FULL LINE.
THE FAMOUS CATFORD, - $135.00

FULL ROADSTER, - 135.00

SPECIAL LADIES* - - 13500
THE POPULAR, all balls, 105.00

UNIVERSAL, - - - 85.00

YOUTH'S PREMIER, - 65.00

PREMIER TANDEM, - 200.00
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements tn this Department 20 cents a line.

Jgp" Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only -will be taken..

L A, W, BADGES,
The official design in solid gold.

Prices, $2.so, $3.50. $S-oo an" up-
ward. Patented. Send for free

Catalogue and address orders to

C. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle St , Portland,Me.

COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER for 50 cents.

A Ji-inch Col. Light Roadster and a 55 inch Col.

Light Roadster, with detachable safety or ordinary

Handle Bars, guaranteed as good as new. Drawing
April 5. Address, with 50c, THE JULIAN MFG.
CO., Troy, Ohio

dfe-gOT expert Columbia, 54-inch, good
QPX^ 4 condition, for $50. Will trade for Kodak
and cash. C. H.DAVIS, Philipsburg, Pa.

[F you want to buy, sell or exchange your wheel for

J- books, stationery, type writers, organs, buggy,
cigars, etc., write to JOHN G. ZOOK, LITITZ,
PA. He has the best second-JS" list in the U. S. A
$250 Humber Tandem, used 50 miles, at any reason-

able offer, and a score of other bargains. Don't buy
before vou write to him. Kodak Camera wanted.

OR THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-

ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and
other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,

$14.00, $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,

etc. SenH for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

8ECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th St., New York City.

LAMBON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safely Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers,

or mailed by the manufacturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

WANTED—Old gold and silver, full value paid.
Packages received by mail or express remitted

for same dav. PATTON & CO., Manufacturing Jew.
elers, 59 Main St., North Adams, Mass.

A. O. VERY,
New England Agent for the

Warwick "Mcti," "Union"

-AND—

"n; nnt>

r Cycles.

-ALSO-

The Standard Sewing Machine

173 Tremont Street, Boston.

AGENTS WANTED,

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a
bottle of Wilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also
prevent Nickel and steel from rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on icceipt of 50
cents in stamps. Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In thu Department, is cents a line. M3r Cash must

accompany the order.-£»
J^** Postage Stamps -will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken.,

d^QA—National Safety, Balls all round, almost new,W t'V/ for $65. I. F. STRAUSS, Ripon, Wis.
HIGHEST OFFER over $45 buys 54-inch Colum

bia Expert, full nickel. First-class condition
E. R. SEWARD, Jr., Albany, N. Y.

<ttfif) CASH will buy a "Volant" Safety in Ai
tJPvFvr condition; it is as good as new, has been
ridden but little. Cost, when new, $115. Good reasons
for selling. Address H. D. SWEET, 124 Congress
St., Troy, N. Y.

FOR SALE—54-inch Premier ordinary, originally
made to order. The mould mark not worn off the

tire. A bargain. H. D. BATES, 191 Warren Ave.,
Boston.

FOR SALE CHEAP — A VicTor cyclometer [jand

lamp, almost new; cost $17.50; highest bidder gets
it. For particulars, address F. C. MEYER, Salena
and Pestalozzi streets, St. Louis, Mo.

K f)-INCH Volunteer Columbia, good as new, rode
*J £t but little; in perfect order, and finish first-class.

Price $75. Address Lock Box 3, Bound Brook, Pa.

OR SALE CHEAP—Columbia Light Roadster
Safety, 'So pattern, in excellent condition. Address

C*. BARTEL, 360 Broadway, New York .

I"
'VELTANDEM BICYCLE for sale,~cheapT~New

last fall; ridden less than 3C0 miles. H. B.
WIESE, Bordentown, N.J.

FOR SALE—New Safeties, one '89 Viiftor, the other
a Swift, never used. Address EDW. P. BURN-

HAM, Newton, Mass.

WANTED—A Western wheelman, well-known
throughout the West, wishes a position as

salesman or advertising man for a bicycle firm, where
hustling is needed. Can furnish good recommenda-
tions from prominent Western wheelmen as to ca-
pability. Address "Salesman," care BicyclingW orld, Boston, Mass.

I^OR SALE—A New Mail Safety, in good con-
dition, with cyclometer. E. H. NORRIS, iS

Mason St., Cambridge, Mass.

Bells far Safeties,

75 cts., 85 cts., $1.25.

Free by mail on receipt of price.

"Wheelmen's Handy Outfit."
«1.25.

Perfect Whistle, with chain, Nickel 25
Perfect Oiler, unequalled 50
Screw Driver, warranted Vulcan steel, nickel. ... 40
Buckle Locks, 2 keys, best cycle lock out, ad-

justable $1.00
Brush Tool, indispensable tor safeties 50
Handy Pant Hooks 10

Total $2.75
We offer this combination, the best in each line, all

necessary, fiee by mail for $^.oo; or separate, free by
mail on receipt of price.

Holland& Havener, Worcester, Mass.

TOTTBATET* NO MATTER HOW SE-
DUnllLLJ VERELY OR DEEPLY!

CT A f T\17T\ EVER SO BADLY WITH
O

L

ALUtli WATER, STEAM OR OIL!

DDniCCn ALMOST TO A PULP OR
DltUlOLli MASHED OUT OF SHAPE!

iirATTiuriG cleartothebone.no
WUUINLIO MATTER HOW DEEP!
The only sure way to cure quickly, destroy the

pain, promptly prevent festering, inflammation or

gangrenous symptoms, is to use Phenol Soiligtie,

which is a perfect marvel in its healing powers.

For descriptive circulars and testimonials write to

Hance Bros. & White, Proprietors, Philadelphia.

tot sale by Druggists and General Merchandise Dealert

Aak your local Dealer (given gratis) for

HINTS* CARETS

Howard A> Smith # Co.,
Cor. Broad and Bridge Sts..

NeifliRRK, - N.J..
, Manufacturers and Importers of

CYCLING GOODS.
Largest Wholesale and Retail

Bicycle Supply House
In the United States.

GENERAL AGENTS
—FOR THE—

COLUMBIAS,PSYCHOS, VICTORS,
STARS, J. & G.'s, GALES,

HARTFORDS,
And all other First-Class Makes.

Adhesive Tire Tape

is one of the handiest ac-
cessories for carrying in
the tool bag, is quickly
applied, very strong, and
will last for hundreds of
miles' riding; invaluable

in case of accidents. Price per package, 20 cents.

Z.&S.Bnndle Carriers.

Made to fit the handle bars
of all the safeties, also the
mud guards. By using our
patented principle of hinged
plates, we are enabled to

place a carrier on the saft ties

that is an ornament. Can be set wide apart for a long
bundle, close together for a short bundle,and war-
ranted to carry 50 pounds without marring the ma-
chine or being in the way of the rider. Price, $1.25.

OUR STANDARD CEMENT
Is known all over the United States. It has been in

use for several years, and we can recommend it as be-
ing equal if not superior to the best imported.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Price in sticks, 20 cents; in bulk, $1.20 per pound.

Standard Gloves $1.00 and 1.25

Z. &. S. Hose Supporters 35c. and 50c
Bicycle Horns $1.25 and 2.25
Whistles 25c. to 50c
Oils, in bottles and cans 25c. to 60c
Newark Enamel 50c
And a thousand other things.

SEND for the latest Unabridged
Cyclopedia of Cyclers' Wants.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
NEiniHRK, - - - IS. J.
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SWIFT.

SWIFT SAFETY j
(MODEL B), FULL ROADSTER,

Diamond Frame, Patent Ball Socket Head, 7-8 rear 3-4 front tires, Plunger Brake, Patent noiseless anti-

friction roller chain.

CATALOGUE FREE. CATALOGUE FREE.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO, Ltd, Boston, Mass.

1 8 O-

NEW MAIL.
HAVE YOU SEEN IT? OFFERED

AS THE

BEST AND

HANDSOMEST

SAFETY

YET

PRODUCED.

SEE IT AND GET CATALOGUE SURE.

Unasked for Testimonial of the 1890

Model New Mail, from a dealer in

all makes, and one of the best

known Wheelmen in the Country.

Feb. iS, 1890.

Messrs Wm. Read & Sons :

Gents—I tried your wheel for a little

spin this morning, and must say,—it

runs magnificently; in fa<5t, I see

scarcely any use for having handles on

the machine at all—it steers so easily

without hands, even while riding at a

very slow pace.

I do not think this wheel can be rec-

ommended any too highly, and predict

for it a very large sale the coming season

.

The Spring on the Front Forks works

to perfection, and is a most valuable im-

provement. And I am,

Yours truly,

HDDRBSS

WILLIAM READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.
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RHODE ISLAND continues to be marvelously active on the

road question. A lecture was delivered a few days ago by Mr.

Alfred Stone in the Brown University Historical and Economic
Society's course, the subject being "Good Roads, and How We May
Have Them in Rhode Island." Mr. Stone complimented all those

who have been active in the good work, and he especially named
among the active factors the L. A. W. and the Rhode Island Divi-

sion. He sajd, "It is a curious fact that a widespread movement
which will contribute to the wealth of the country millions of dol-

lars, and will add value to every farm in the State, located on a

good road, should owe so much to the introduction oj the smallest

vehicle used by man." ]Italics ours.

—

Ed.]. Yes, there is no doubt

but that the very heart blood and life of this movement is the body
corporate of the League of American Wheelmen, and were it not for

cycles the question would not have the prominence it now ha6.

'THHE Racing Board of the L. A. W. and the officers of the Ama-
-*- teur Athletic Union did not meet in New York last week as

expected. We believe that a meeting of the two associations will

yet be brought about, and perhaps some amicable compromise may
be effected.

TO OUR READERS AND TO OUR\_C0RRESP0NDENTS.

Below we print a letter from a reader, which is worthy of more
than a mere place in our usual correspondents' column. We will

give the letter first and then make our comments after

:

Editor Bicycling World: With the reading of your last issue
fresh in mind, I cannot resist the impulse to speak my thoughts in

regard to the matter contained in the notes of your regular corre-

spondents.
It may be that mine is an exceptional case, but it is a fact that

"Hawkshaw's" notes are very much missed when they fail to appear
even for one week. The space of almost any other regular corre-

spondent might be filled with other matter, and the absence scarcely
noticed, excepting by a small percentage of your readers. Why is

this thus? Is it not because "Hawkshaw" writes for the whole
body of wheelmen and not solely for local riders? That, too, with-
out failing to inform readers of important occurrences among the

riders, and in the clubs in his own vicinity. He seems to be fully

aware that such an important item as Mr. So-and-so of such-and-
such a club rode around the park during a snow storm, while of
great (?) interest to the wheelmen of his city, has no interest what-
ever to the riders of the neighboring town, and he accordingly
utilizes such space for matter which is not only of local interest,

but which every wheelman can read with pleasure and profit. Who
failed to enjoy the column devoted to New York items last week?
And still the New York clubs have not suffered because their

affairs were not published to the whole League membership. We
like news, but "like it done up in small parcels," and only such as

can be generally considered worth reading. What interest can
there be to the Connecticut or New Jersey or California wheelmen,
for instance, in the petty quarrels of the two Chicago corre-

spondents and their respective clubs? Even your readers in that

city, I believe, would prefer something more in the line of cycling,

for it is usually the case that club members are as well posted on
such unimportant matters as the correspondents who inflict them
upon innocent readers. This is not written simply for the sake of
criticising, but with the hope that a kindly hint may be taken, and
the columns of your correspondents made so interesting to all

wheelmen that readers will turn to them, anticipating the pleasure
which many now enjoy in reading the column allotted to your
New York correspondent. Very truly, 16,937.
New York, February 19th, 1S90.

Our correspondent's ideas jibe with ours exactly, but it must be

remembered that it is the majority of readers that we must please,

and not the few or even ourselves.

We have believed that the demand was for letters from different

points with local news, personal mention and the like.

We cannot but agree with No. 16,937 that letters of the general

character, such as furnished by "Hawkshaw" and the late lamented

"Jack," were of much more general interest than the style of cor-

respondence that our correspondent criticises. We personally

would like to see the public and local taste demand letters which

would deal in topics which would be of general interest. We would

not wish to slight the local and personal news, but we would like

to see it boiled down and made subservient to questions of general

interest.

Now the question is, do our readers take enough interest in the

matter to spare the price of a postal card and the necessary time to

express a brief opinion ?

Second, will our regular and occasional correspondents give us

their advice in the matter?

We have had in mind this question for a long time, and we have

been on the point of putting the matter before our readers, asking

for an expression of opinion, and now the letter of 16,937 gives us

a good opportunity.

We hope every reader of this article will find it to his interest to

voice his sentiments, and we call on our regular correspondents

to do likewise.

POSTPONEME VT.

The mass meeting at Utica, N. Y., has been postponed until"

March 18th. This postponement has been found necessarj' from
the fact that many of the agricultural or grange societies desiring
to be represented have meetings which will clash with the original
date set. The greatest interest is shown; a big meeting is assured.

An outline of the programme of the New Jersey Division meet to
be held in Plainfield, on May 29, 30 and 31, is as follows: May 29,
general meeting of the officers of the New Jersey Division ; May 30,
business meeting in the forenoon, races in the afternoon, and a lan-
tern parade in the evening through the principal streets of the town

;

May 31, morning parade, Division photographed, runs to various
points of interest, and a theatre party in the evening.
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Smart Aleck, since he became a convert to the rear driver, has
had a coat of arms designed, which consists of a safety triumphant
over a ploughed field rampant.

NEW YORK.

"HA WKSHA W."

The daily papers here have of late con-
tained several articles on what they de-

clared was an impending war between the
Amateur Athletic Union and the L. A.
W. , owing to the Racing Board of the
latter having passed a law forbidding the

hiring of racing men under the "payment of expenses" game.
As is usual, when a layman attempts to write about cycling mat-
ters, these articles are complete with what their writers don't know
about the L. A. W., and contain nothing denoting any knowledge
of the subject they are attempting to pass an opinion concerning.
The L. A. W. has taken a stand in this matter which is not in keep-
ing with its past record ; it upholds the purity of amateurship and
protects the cause of the wheelman by forbidding him to become
the object of purchase and sale like a bale of goods. Several of
the gentlemen who are racing for the large athietic clubs here,

have been interviewed by the papers, all declare that the L. A. W.
have done wrong, and predict ultimate disaster and defeat for it in

consequence. Naturally these gentlemen think as they do, but
what of it? Does any fair minded man think that the L. A. W.
has done wrong, or even granting that it has, does any one think
any association can run cycling in America except the League? If

there be such individuals, I pity them, for they must be blind.

Supposing any racing man in the ranks of the L. A. W. should
leave it, would the cause or the association receive a very great set-

back? Under the new system of local and national championships
the man who wins an L. A. W. championship will be all that the
name champion implies, and it will take an infinity of nerve for

any individual to claim that title because he may win a race at

some A. A. U. athletic game, billed a "championship." No, there

won't be any war, because it take two armies to make a battle, and
in this case there is but one, the L. A. W., opposed to some score of
athletic clubs. It has been the policy of the League to always cry
"hands off" when any one attempted to rule wheelmen, and as it

has been right in the past in doing so, so is it now right in main-
taining its sovereignity over cycling. Wheelmen know and endorse
this ; others must learn and obey it, that's all.

Talking with Sam Clark the other day, I found that he voiced
the same idea that I have long held, that is, that a purely cycling
club cannot be made a permanent success. By the enthusiast this

statement will undoubtedly be at once put down as untruthful, and
yet I am convinced that any old club man will agree with me in

declaring it to be as I have stated. When the history of American
cycling comes to be written, it will show that no sport has at any
time or place ever received the encouragement and enthusiasm that
wheeling has here, and yet with all of this, to-day finds but few of
the famous wheel clubs of eight or nine years ago in existence, and
where such is the case, in every instance will it be proven that those
in power in these organizations have been wise enough to see the
necessity of giving to their members social as well as cycling advan-
tages, and as a result the club has prospered and retained its members.
There must exist a cause for all things, and a club is the result of a
need on the part of wheelmen for some place where they may meet
men of their own ideas, and enjoy there the fraternity of kindred
spirits, hence a cycling club must as a result be formed from and by
cyclers, but sooner or later a wheelman forsakes active riding, and
if the club offer him no other than cycling advantages he will in a
short time forsake it too, so the social features must be introduced,
which will then attradt members who are not wheelmen, and from
this will grow the permanency of the organization, but from a
purely cycling standpoint no club can prosper and become other
than a temporary affair.

Two of the writers, who years ago served their literary appren-
ticeship upon the pages of the Bicycling World, have this week
made their initial bow to the public in the guise of authors, Mr.
Louis R. Harrison, the ex-editor of this paper, as the writer of
"Rothermal," a novel illustrative of Boston and Paris life, and Mr.
W. I. Harris, as one of the compilers of "Athletic Sports." In both
instances I think the gentlemen have done themselves and their

early teacher credit, though, since this is the opinion of a friend, it

may not be accepted as an authoritative one.

PROVIDENCE.

ONEONUM.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen came
very near losing their ex-President, J. L.
Speirs, in the railroad accident at Chicker-
ing Station last Tuesday afternoon. They
have been congratulating themselves and
the ex-President ever since on the escape

of what might have been a very serious loss to them.

It was sad news to the boys when Mr. Chas. Howland relin-

quished his position on the Journal, for he had been a faithful ally

in keeping them posted as to the deeds and misdeeds in cycling
society. It is hoped the change will be a gain to Mr. Howland,
although a loss to the Rhode Island Wheelmen.
The wheelmen of this city during the past week have had tlte

pleasure of entertaining Mr. H. F. Capman, of the Hartford Wheel
Club, and Mr. B. F. McDaniel, the famous road rider of the Wil-
mington Wheel Club.

Those who were fortunate enough to be present at the reunion of

the North Shore Tourists, given in Odd Fellows' Hall in Boston
last Wednesday evening, to which an invitation was extended to

all the lady bicycle riders of Boston and vicinity, had the privilege

of enjoying a very pleasant time. We are told that a delegation of

a dozen or more attended from Providence. The Ladies' Cycling
Club was well represented, their energetic Secretary was on hand,
and all were enthusiastic in their reports and agree that the even-
ing was an enjoyable one from beginning to end, the musicale and
literary entertainment being excellent and well spiced with wheel-

ing items and jokes. The presence of Secretary Bassett, Dr.

Emery and many others whose names have become as household
words wherever the bicycle has found its way, added to the pleasure

of the evening ; a little dancing and a little cream also lent a charm.
Towards the end of the festivities, when many good-byes had been
said, and the floor of the hall became clear, Miss Webb gave an

exhibition of bicycle riding.

The latest application for active membership to the Rhode Island

Wheelmen is Mr. John H. Dawson, of this city.

ST. LOUIS.

The stockholders of the St. Louis Bicycle

Track Association held a meeting at the

Cycling Club's house, Tuesday, February

<>r rwArrrrrc" 18, at which the dates for the tournaments
L,1DUXH.US. were get Vice president Sanders occupied

the chair. The Superintendent's report

showed the track to be in good condition, and it is thought that it

will be better than, ever next year. The Secretary-Treasurer's re-

port showed the association's finances to be in fine 6hape, there

being nearly $180 in the treasury, and the dues which are now pay-

able will swell the amount to nearly $350. AfteT a good deal of dis-

cussion the date for the spring pony tournament was fixed on May
24, and the regular annual fall meeting will be held on August 23d.

The former is to be, in the main, a small affair, for the purpose of

encouraging a great deal of local racing talent to compete for the

prizes offered. The regular tournament will surpass all previous

efforts, and every inducement will be made to attract the fastest

men in the country. In addition to the above, Chief Consul Holm
will in all probability make arrangements for a hill-climbing con-

test, open to the world, on Son-of-a-Gun Hill, near Manchester, to

take place some time during June. These events, taken with the

proposed reunion of cyclists at Lousiana, Mo., early in May, the

three days' tour to the State meet, and the State meet at Columbia

as well as the national meet at Niagara Falls, will make the season

an exceedingly lively one.

Vice Consul Jordan is to make an attempt at the local 24-hour

record (150 miles) as soon as the roads get settled.

Ex-Chief Consul Wainwright, of Indiana, will make this

city his future home.

The riding school for ladies will be opened early next month.

The recent spring-like weather causes the inhabitants of Clayton

to yearn for the opening of the Forsyth boulevard, which has

been closed by the owners of the land through which it passes, be-

cause of the failure of the County Court to comply with the terms

of the deed of release, which requires a sixty-foot roadway, while

the county is only willing to build one twenty-five feet in width.

The annual ele&ions are on hand, and never before has the in-

terest in this conne&ion been as great as now. The adtive riding

members of the Missouris held a caucus at Captain Hildebrand's

residence last Tuesday, at which the full ticket was nominated, and

no doubt every candidate will be ele&ed. If this is done the
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Missoum will enter upon the most prosperous year they have

yet had.

Kansas City and St. Joe have had serious drawbacks to contend

with in their efforts to boom cycling. At the former, the Kansas

City Wheelmen have been compelled to abandon their luxuriant

club house and remove to more modest quarters. They being un-

able to hold even these, were next compelled to store their furni-

ture in order to keep the club together, but hope to effect a reor-

ganization by the coming spring, which will place them solidly on

their feet once more. The St. Joe Club has suffered mainly through

the removal of its members and the lack of workers. Consul

Eberly and W. H. Cameron have, however, been making efforts to

alter the present condition of things, and as they are good men in

the right place their labors will doubtless result in a big boom.
At Carthage and Joplin, Representative Case and Consul Graves

have taken hold and are shaking up matters in great shape, as the

application lists will show. A couple of hustlers were badly needed

to shake the wheelmen out of their lethargy, which predominated

in this section for so long.

VINDBX."

While Northern California has been

t nc ATvr-j?rj?Q inundated, blockaded by snow, the south-
Lyi AXV^J£L.J£Z.

ern portion of the state has been revel-

ing in the finest weather imaginable.

The climate is superb. Riding has been
excellent. Just imagine these conditions :

Good roads under you, a warm, genial sun above you, flowers,

evergreens, oranges, lemons, etc., around you, and at the same
time the thermometer is in the seventies ! With these facts before

you, why should we not praise our climate as being the finest in

the world? A correspondent of the World, writing from San
Francisco recently, made a few ill-natured remarks at our climate.

Owing to washouts, avalanches of snow, the mail containing his

letter was sent East by Southern California. Consistency thy name
is Dennis, in the Bay City.

Chas. C. Candy was in the city receutly, on a business trip.

He will probably regale his Eastern friends with a choice selection

of California yarns. He said that up near and around Sacramento
snow shoes were fastened on horses to enable them to make prog-
ress, owing to the heavy snowfall ! Don't you believe it.

The wheelmen of Pasadena have formed a club, and A. L. At-
kins, well known in Boston, was made President, and James W.
Loncaster, the Crown of the Valley's racing representative, was
elected Captain. The name of the organization is the Pasadena
Cycling Club. The wheel club, in conjunction with the foot ball

eleven, has rented, furnished and decorated a suite of rooms in a
business block, and a few evenings ago the formal opening of the
new quarter's took place, and the affair was a royal success. The
programme of the evening consisted of music, sparring, wrestling,
etc. With genial Atkins at the helm, the success of the new club
is a foregone conclusion.

George H. Frost, of Pasadena, who spent nearly all last year
in the East, has returned home.

W. S. Wing has resigned the managership of Osborn & Alex-
ander's (San Francisco) branch here, and has been succeeded by
S. G. Spier, of the Bay City. Wing is the champion racer of the
Pacific Coast. He will probably return to his former home, Min-
neapolis, in the spring. A number of racers will heave a sigh
when they read this.

S. G. Spier, who succeeds W. S. Wing, is an old wheelman, and
was the young man who rode from New York to San Francisco,
that is, a part of the way, three years ago. He lost his amateur
standing by competing with professionals in a six-day race at San
Francisco last fall.

Messrs. Bradley and Herwig, of the Los Angeles Wheelmen,
essayed a tour to Santa Barbara, 1 10 miles north from here, a week
ago. They encountered the energetic end of a windstorm about
25 miles out, threw up their hands, and toured the remainder of
the trip in a Southern Pacific Railroad train. They had a very
nice time riding over the splendid streets of this beautiful coast
city.

Santa Barbara has a large number of wheelmen, but there are
very few members of the League. Here is an excellent chance for
some missionary work by the powers that be, in San Francisco.
The Los Angeles Wheelmen have inaugurated a series of socials

every other Saturday night. Last Saturday evening an entertain-
ment and 6upper were given. The newly organized McGinty
Quartette,—Messrs. Bickford, Off, Bradley and Burke,—favored
the company with a number of well-rendered chestnuts. Fred
Cary, of Stockton, who has been visiting his old friends, sang the
Oakland version of "Down Went McGinty" with gobd effect. He

also entertained the company with guitar and harmonica music, of

which he is an adept. The supper was excellent, and was presided

over by A. E. Little, toastmaster.

Fred Cary, of Stockton, who has been visiting his host ot

friends here, has returned home, after a short visit.

Yes, that man who wrote of social mem-
Q4A7 7?pj wrrvm bers *n a bicycle club as "the tail whichmjv skamljzlu.

wou]d sooner or later wag the dog's body"
,, ~ jj,,, was quite correct. I was in Stockton some

time ago and met a very pleasant young
man who introduced himselfas a member of

the Oak Leaf Wheelmen and asked the rather surprising question
as to what make of wheel I considered best for him as a novice to

ride. Now as we have considered the Oak Leaf 's as a bicycle club,

the above query was rather a startler, but a little investigation re-

vealed the fact that the club being composed of a very fine class of
men and of a somewhat social turn had admitted a great many
members on the understanding that they would buy wheels and
learn to ride. It is to such members as these that is due the fact

that the motion to join the League as a League club was recently
defeated. The Oak Leaf's have lately moved into splendid new
quarters, but if they are to retrograde into a common social club we
can only hope that such "riders" as Wulff, Southworth, Wright,
Heckenbotham and some others may be induced to withdraw and
form a club strictly "cycular" and look out for the "Social tail."

The Bay City Wheelmen are indeed to be congratulated on the
great success of their first complimentary invitation ball given
Monday night, February 24th. Only 150 invitations were issued,

and judging from the way people applied for them we consider our-
selves lucky to have had one at all. Dancing was continued from
9.30 P. M. to 1 A. M.
Vice Consul Wagoner of San Jose has written a very able

article on road improvements, which appeared in the Alia Cali-

fornia some days ago. One of the technical journals of this city

has also recently been giving a great deal of attention to the
matter so that we may hope, ere long, to get the people of the
country sufficiently interested to take active steps in the matter.

W. A. Shochley, coast safety champion, was in town last week.
He declares that there is no such country as Nevada in which to

make money, but says you must leave your wheels at home.

Chief Consul Thompson has issued a very pithy address to the
members of the California Division, urging them to secure recruits
for the League. This is a move in the right direction, and with
the backing presented by his Board of Officers cannot fail to be
successful.

«

Before this is in type Senator Poe will

BALTIMORE have introduced in the State Legislature the
wheelmen's road improvement bill, which has

"ARCTr'S <¥/? " heretofore been outlined in the Bicycling
' * ' World, and notwithstanding the prophecies

of some of our local Solons, there is yet plenty
of time for it to be acted upon. The petitions asking the passage
of tlje bill, which have been sent out, are being rapidly returned,
very numerously signed, and among the names on them are those
of some of the best and most influential people in the State. There
are being received, too, many very encouraging letters on the
subject.

The following is the regular ticket ju6t put forward by the
Nominating Committee of the Maryland Club : President, S. T.
Linton; Captain, Edwin Biddle; Recording Secretary, A. C.
Kenly; Corresponding Secretary, E. H. Bennett ; Treasurer, James
Thompson ; First Lieutenant, Daniel Bowers ; Second Lieutenant,
George Hagerty; House Committee, T. J. Lindsay, Chairman, W.
E. Swindell and C. W. Sloane; Executive Committee at large, H.
T. Williams and Wm. B. Oliver.

H. T. Williams, T. I. Lindsay and J. H. Bennett were the
committee having in charge the arrangements of a musicale given
by the "Disconsolates" to the other members of the Maryland
Club, on Wednesday evening last. The "Disconsolates" are a
collection of the Maryland boys, who on Sunday evenings gather
round the richly tiled fireplace in the club parlor, and swap yarns
in explanation of the frigidity existing, temporarily or otherwise,
between themselves and their best girls.

The Chesapeake wheelmen will this week settle the question of a
new uniform. Another sample 6uit is to be submitted, I hear, and
its advocates are hopeful of arraying the Chesapeakes hereafter in
a giddy combination of brown stockings, very light pearl corduroy
pants and seal brown coat and cap trimmed with wide black braid.

The annual full dress reception of the Maryland Club, postponed
on account of the death of H. E. Brown, is now set for April nth.
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The mammoth fair held by the

war <vc£>ce-v- nm-ripc Plainfield Bicycle Club on Feb.NEW JERSEY NOTES.
20th> 2Igt an/22dj is now a thing

•'MTTffAM" of the past. An unqualified suc-
• jmukam.

cess to the tune of about $1100
crowned the efforts of the mem-

bers. The fair was held in the new gymnasium recently erected

by the club. The walls were handsomely and artistically decorated
with costly rugs, portieres, bric-a-brac, Japanese lanterns, etc., the
large and exquisite open fireplace added much to the attractiveness

of the room, which presented a scene of grandeur. A bevy of
Plainfield's beautiful young ladies was in attendance at the various
booths. During each session a musical concert was given by the
Murray Brothers performing on a variety of instruments, and by
Mr. Mecklem (a New York banker), on the harp, and hi6 daugh-
ter, on the saxophone. Miss Mecklem is a pupil of LeFevre. She
is only fifteen yerrs of age, but has already developed musical tal-

ent of the highest order. A brilliant future evidently awaits her.

A large number of costly articles were disposed of by chance,
prominent among which was a Columbia Safety Bicycle, won
jointly by Messrs. A. L. C. Marsh and F. L. C. Martin, and a
handsome diamond ring, won jointly by Messrs. Thos. S. Burr
and the inevitable A. L. C. Marsh, who also captured several
minor prizes. The billiard room in the club house was converted
into a phonograph concert hall, and added considerably to the
amusement of those present, besides netting very good returns.

The shooting gallery, under the supervision of Messrs. R. F.
Murray and E. B. Ryder, proved another good source of revenue.
A handsome souvenir badge made by Mr. R. H. Radford, one of
the members of the club, composed of the club colors, cardinal and
old gold, was presented to each lady assistant, and also to the
chairman of each committee. The members are very much in-

debted to their lady friends for the manner in which they worked,
and the magnanimity they displayed by their donations, and are
arranging to give a reception in their honor at an early date, as an
evidence of the appreciation of their kind services. The Almanac
Programme, a 36-page edition issued in connection with the fair,

is a very interesting production, and reflects much credit upon the
ingenuity of the editor, Vice President Thos. S. Burr, who was
ably assisted by his daughter, Miss Helen.

An adjourned meeting of the board of officers of this Division,
together with the various committees arranging for the annual
Division meet, will be held on Friday evening, March 7th, at the
club house of the Elizabeth Wheelmen.
The Bergen Wheelmen, a club recently organized at Hillsdale,

is considering the project of changing it headquarters to Spring
Valley, N. Y. , under the name of the Rockland County Wheel-
men, at which place they have been offered the free use of the half-

mile track, and promises of quite an appreciable addition to the
membership, with far better quarters than at present.

There is something of a revival among the cyclers in and about
Long Branch, and the League membership from that quarter is

likely to be materially increased. There is a promise of much bet-
ter roads at Long Branch also, following road improvements in

other parts of the State. A bill now before the State Legislature
provides for the laying of asphalt pavement on many of the prificipal

streets with the consent of the inhabitants, who are to assume one-
half of the expense incurred thereby.

The Hudson County Wheelmen's reception, which was tendered
to the ladies who assisted at their recent fair, was held at Crescent
Hall, Jersey City, Feb. 12. The large hall was profusely decorated
with flags, etc., and presented a sight beautiful to behold. Mr. Ward
MacEldridge led the grand march, followed by about 40 couples.
The affair was pronounced a huge success.

At the last monthly meeting of the Hudson County Wheelmen
thirteen new members were elected, which carried the membership
just over the century line, and for the first time in the history of
the club. They now have the largest membership of any of the
cycling clubs in the State, followed closely by the Plainfield Bicycle
Club with 95 members. The Plainfields held first place for a short
time only, but claim that they will "get there" again, and at no
very distant day.

CHICAGO.

'THE STROLLER.

Garden has returned from his Eastern
trip resplendant in a real "Chappie"
overcoat, and doubtless the preliminary
steps will soon be taken in regard to our
annual Pullman road race. The zeal

with which the "Bearings' is treating of
this race gives one the impression that the editor of the same would
like nothing better than to manage the affair. But saints protect
us from any such dire calamity. They have their hands more than

full in that Wilmington team road race without trying to spoil this
one.

It begins to look as though Mr. Campbell was not as desirous of
meeting Lumsden as he pretends, as he refuses to race on a board
track, and will not consent to Mr. Prial or Mr. Fourdrinier acting
as stakeholder, preferring "some less interested parties;" well, well,
that is good. He prefers the Sporting Times to either of the above
mentioned gentlemen. What's the matter Campbell, are you get-

ting sick of it already?

That special meeting of the Chicagos did not pan out very well,

only a bare quorum being present to consider such an important
matter as the Constitution, it was deemed advisable to lay the same
on the table to be brought up at the regular monthly meeting.

The Illinois Club social season is ended, and the programme for

the riding season is being mapped out by the officers in charge of
same.

R. D. Garden is now a member of the Racing Board, and it is

needless to say that the appointment gives universal satisfaction

here.

As might have been expected, Chicago walked away-with the
World's Fair prize, and now Chicago cyclists want the League
meet held here the year of the Fair, and they have been promised
great things by the World's Fair Committee in the shape of track, etc.

John Ellis says he will be present at the regular monthly meet-
ing to discuss the uniform question in the proposed constitution of
the C. C. C, and remind the old members of C. Bi. C. days.

Mardi-Gras here this year has been

ivnvir n&T w a at? unusually attractive, which, together with
i\a w vjti^MJUvo.

itg Saengerfegt) pretty weU filled the city

" NOTCOMT^i " with an enormous crowd, amongst whom
were many wheelmen from various cities,

intent upon seeing "Mardi-Gras." After

some little difficulty they were nearly all lecated by the wheelmen
of this city, and were found to be as follows : Messrs. W. P.

Nebault, of Carrollton, Mo. ; V. P. Ring, St. Louis; Charlie Whit-
ney and Jno. Hewington, Chicago, 111. ; Frank Mehlig, St. Louis;
Chas. J. Scherer, Memphis, Tenn. ; Frank B. Steele, Buffalo, N. Y.

;

H. P. Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis., and also a member of the Fort
Dearborn Wheel Club of Chicago. The L. A. W. officials took

them in tow, and the Sunday before Mardi Gras took them on a

ride to West End, and where the whole party, numbering over 40,

breakfasted on fish, oysters, etc., etc., to their hearts' content.

The roads were in splendid condition, and the visitors left with
kind words of their treatment while here, putting in a good word
for our asphalt, which they say is the finest they ever saw.

Chief Consul Hodgson was pretty busy during Carnival sea-

son, but managed to show the boys around.

The club house of the Louisianas is progressing slowly. It will

be built eventually.

L. Teff Frederic, Jr., has sent in his resignation of the Louisi-

anas." Several are spoken for his successor, but the fortunate one I

will chronicle in my next.

So Dunn was elected. Well, we all expected it down here, and
consequently his election was no surprise. Louisiana sent her two
votes in his favor.

The annual election of officers of the L. C C. will take place

April 1st. In connection therewith a dimner is being discussed,

and is being looked forward to by many wiih great pleasure, for

the memory of the last one, with its "French Snipe," still lingers

in the minds of all.

M. O. Spring has gone and did it, i. e., married. He left alone
for Chicago some time since, but on his return it was discovered

he was no longer single—well, here goes. Bert is very popular

with the boys, and they all wish him happiness.

Bogel, of the L. C. C, is a bugler.
«.

The working editor of this paper is

a/a-wc out of town, the ornamental editor is in
NIL ws

court, and the paper is in the hands of

A*rr> m%**rc*Tr the stenographer and the office boy. WeAND COMMENT.
hoJd OUI|eive s personally responsible for

all that is good in the paper, and all that

is bad may go to the credit of the editor for leaving us here alone.

The office boy will take all the little favors in the way of invita-

tions to shows, patent notions, etc. ; all the bouquets and fruit will

be appropriated by the stenographer, and all the drubbings should

be kept to cool till the editor returns.

The Philadelphia Bi. Club claims forty lady riders, and the

Pennsylvania Club has a dozen. A well appointed riding school,
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WE WANT AGENTS
In the Following Places:

Augusta, Me.
Portland, Me.
Manchester, N. H.
Concord, N. H.
Fall River, Mass.
Holyoke, Mass.
Lynn, Mass.
New Bedford, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Hartford, Conn.
Waterbury, Conn.
Norwich, Conn.
Albany, N. Y.
Rome, N. Y.
Utiea, N. Y.

Yonkers, N. Y.
Bridgeton, N. J.

Camden, N. J.

Newark, N. J.

Trenton, N. J.

Pittsburg, Penn.
Baltimore, Md.
Wheeling, W. Va.
Charleston, S. C.

Augusta, Ga.
Macon, Ga.
Savannah, Ga.
St. Augustine, Fla.

Birmingham, Ala.
Mobile, Ala.
Montgomery, Ala.

In these and many smaller places there
the agency for the "Eagle."

San Antonio, Tex.
Louisville, Ky.
Columbus, Ohio.

Youngstown, Ohio.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Terre Haute, Ind.

Joliet, 111.

St. Joseph, Mo.
Council Bluffs, la.

Minneapolis, Minn.
St. Paul, Minn.
Topeka, Kas.
Omaha, Neb.
Portland, Oregon.
Colorado Springs, Col.

is still an opportunity to obtain

LARGE NEW CATALOGUE
FOR 1890 NOW READY.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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We do not claim superiority for such parts as tubes, spokes, tires,

etc.; we simply use the BEST OBTAINABLE without regard to cost, But
we do claim SUPERIOR MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION for our

AMERICAN RAMBLER BICYCLES
particularly THE HINGED REAR FORK, united TO A FRAME carrying

the saddle, by A TEMPERED AND YIELDING SPRING, so arranged that

an obstruction met by the rear wheel causes NO elevation of the RIDER'S
SEAT OR PEDALS,

S6ND FOR CHTKLOGUE,
Agents who have not yet received their supply of catalogues should immediately send for them.

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH HOUSE:

178 COLUIMIIBTTS J^T^l.
BOSTON, MASS,

GORMULLY \ JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

FACTORY, 222-228 N. Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

GORMULLY & JEFFEUY: HILLSDALE, Mich., Jan. 15th, 1890.

Gentlemen—I am more than pleased with the Ranihler, and get much more use of it than I could with
an ordinary. Have made 800 miles since 1st August without repairs, and wheel is in first-class shape.

Yours Respectfully, L. F. COREY, Box Ji02.
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with competent instructors, has much to do with making lady

riders in the Quaker City.

Maryland Wheelman are pushing a road bill in the Legisla-

ture. Chief Consul Mott is leading the forces and is well supported.

Ben. L. Darrow is not dead after all. It was the father, Ben.
C.| who died. Our sympathies are with the son.

Brother Prial has been losing his Betts. We didn't know that

Frank was a betting man, but we understand that it was an R. G.
—which means Real Good—Betts, and he has gone to Chicago,
where they like to receive their little Betts.

Jacksonville, Fla., is t* have a shell track. Those who re-

member the white shell roads of the North Shore of Massachusetts
will know that shells make a good surface.

The shortest poem written on the late election is given below.
We publish it because it gives the whole story in a few word :

Dunn
Won.

Recent reports from Kentucky shows wheeling to be in a most
prosperous condition, new riders are becoming numerous in al-

most every city, and we are pleased to see the "old cyclers" wake
up as they are doing, and with renewed enthusiasm, put themselves
to the State Division wheel and start it rolling towards success.

Louisville, Lexington, Richmond and Covington report most
favorable improvements, and it is safe to say that the State meet to

be held at Richmond July 8, will be the most important meet in

the history of the Kentucky Division. Cynthiana, Paris, Mays-
ville and Nicholasville have not been fully heard from. We are

therefore at a loss to say as to what is actually occurring at these
places.

The Plainfield Bicycle Club has been doing the fair thing. En-
listing the services of" the fair they held a fair, and secured a fair

sum for the club treasury.

The Albany Wheelmen held an indoor tournament 14 February.
The entertainment consisted of athletic exercises, participated in

by members of the club, fancy riding, a game of polo on bicycles, a
tug of war, and an exhibition by Dan Canary. The affair was a
great success.

The League committees will be announced soon. President
Dunn is looking for the best men.

We have no desire to awaken needless alarm among railway
managers, but since this ten-miles-per-hour resolution of the
various companies was announced there has been a quiet movement
among bicyclists and tricyclists for elevated cinder paths running
to the suburbs.

—

Chicago Tribune.

Van Wagoner will attempt to ride from Boston to Chicago next
fall. He will try to cover one hundred miles a day and finish his

journey in ten days.

We are in receipt of a photo, from Prof. I. W. Niles, of the State
Normal School, Bloomsburg, Pa. It shows the Professor, who is

53 years of age, mounted on a safety, and carrying in front of him
two little girls who are his grand-daughters. The Professor writes
that he has carried the children many miles, and has never had an
accident.

We've bought a new microscope, and have been looking after a
manufacturer who has a new ordinary wheel to offer this year. If
we have so much safety, will we have so much fun?

The office boy and the stenographer leave for California on
Thursday morning. The editor will return later. In fact, we mean
that he shall return after we leave. We shall let him do his
clubbing on the compositors.

If Mr. "Perseus" regards the efforts of the office boy as flippant,
we hope he will not pursue us for it. This joke is not by the
editor; it was built by the o. b.

The Syracuse (N. Y.) Cycling Club will open its new club house
about May 1st. A grand entertainment will warm up the building.

Some members of the Denver Ramblers have had a "triplet"
two-wheeler built. The third rider is seated behind the driving
wheel, otherwise the machine greatly resembles the usual form of
tandem bicycle.

Jack Prince is still at work enthusing the wheelmen of Denver.
He loses no whit of his vigor.

It is proposed by the Texas Board of Trade to hold a State con-
vention of the County Judges and Commissioners, to discuss the
ways and means to obtain good country roads. Judge E. G- Bower,
of Dallas, has issued a call for such a meeting, and the date sug-
gested is April 8th.

The Farmers' Institute of Rhode Island devoted one evening of
its meeting to the discussion of roads improvement. The interest
shown by the grangers was most encouraging. The idea urged

the farmers was the sure increase in the value of their farms if the
roads were only first class.

A writer from Terre Haute, Ind., sends us the following: "The
Evening Gazette of this city has been printing ar* ; cles on roads
improvements, and articles pertaining to roads improvements.
Score one for Terre Haute in the great fight for better roads. Wa6
the missing wheelman, Wm. Platte Robinson, ever found? What
has become of the Le Feur brothers who went to South America?"
As to our correspondent's inquiries : We believe that W. P. Robin-
son has not been found. The Le Feur brothers evidently had
enough of their proposed trip as soon as they arrived at the mouth
of the great river. In other words the intention was never carried
out. Last heard of the Le Feurs they had returned to Canada.

The New York World says : "The representatives of the League
of American Wheelmen and Amateur Athletic Union did not con-
fer Thursday night, owing to the absence from the city of Presi-

dent Dunn, of the former organization. The matter in dispute has
been thoroughly canvassed by the leaders of either body, and will

probably be disposed of at their next meeting."

"Nostaw," of Bridgeport, sends us the following : "The familiar
visage of Sam Sterling, the champion hill climber, may again be
seen upon his silent steed. Sam starts the wheel a-rolling rather
early, and expresses an intention this year of eclipsing all previous
records. Everybody knows how, when he said he would climb that

famous Corey Hill eleven times in succession without a dismount,
he did it [Yes, firaftically he did, but technically not.

—

Ed.] ; and
possessed with such indomitable pluck and endurance no one
can tell what other wonderful feats the future has in store for him.
Sam is not an egotist, neither is "Old Sport," the veteran pedes-

trian, and when these two old fellows were again seen to lisp a few
words together on a street corner the other day, an inquisitive by-
stander could not refrain from approaching near the two in order
to catch a few words of the conversation. Sam was heard to de-

clare his intention of making a wheel trip across the continent
during the coming season, and "Old Sport," who is never outdone
in anything, declared that he would traverse the terrestial soil to

the City oi the Golden Gate afoot. No doubt both are capable of

doing great things, and if they should really decide to undertake
the hazardous task their familiar countenances will probably be
missed for years by their numerous friends in the East."

Will our good friend, E. H. Corson, of the Cycling Courier,

please pardon our oversight in not noticing the demise of the Star
Advocate and the birth of the sprightly monthly, the aforesaid Cycling
Courier? Why bless you, brother Corson, we apologize way down
to our boots for the oversight. The Advocate is dead ; long life to

the Courier.

There was one single quadricycle at the Stanley Show. How's
this? Are the English copying American models?

What a fine cycling exhibition America might hold at this time.

What city will undertake it? We ought not wait till '92.

Thomas Stevens was a guest of the Savage Club, London, last

week. He claims to have been the first newspaper man who came
up with Stanley.

The Executive Committee of the L. A. W. made their annual in-

spection of the Secretary's office last week. They went home well

satisfied with the condition of things and the system of work em-
ployed by the Secretary. Having wound up the works for another
year they hope the wheels will run smoothly.

The anxiety lest the differences on the amateur question shall

disrupt the League seems to be held entirely by the sporting press.

Cycling papers see no earthquake ahead.

Mr. F. D. Ely, Jr., local L. A. W. consul of Dedham, Mass.,
died last week. Mr. Ely was born April, 1868.

By the way, Mr. Charles A. Sheehan was about the only New
York City wheelman that showed any attention to the visiting
wheelmen during the late meet in Gotham. Mr. Sheehan's atten-
tions were appreciated, and were in marked contrast to the "let
alone" methods of the other New York wheelmen.

The Elwell European tourists leave New York, June 7, on the
La Brelagne, of the French line. Berths will be assigned from
March 1. Dnring their stay on the Continent they will make ex-
tended stops at Paris and other large cities. The tour is completely
mapped out, and additional information will be ready by the first of
next month.

The Harvard Bicycle Club will give an invitation meeting on
Holmes' Field about May 17. Among the events will be an inter-
scholastic race. It is intended to give medals instead of the mis-
cellaneous articles given last year for prizes. The club is raising
money to raise the corner of the tracks, and when this is don>* <t

will make the track one of the fastest in America.
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An Ashland man has invented a tricycle for a legless cripple
which is very ingenious. The seat rests on a pivot, to which is at-

tached the steering apparatus, enabling him to guide it with his

body, whilst his arms furnish the motor power.

The ladies (?) who went abroad with Mr. Eck to beat the English
ladies ( ?) on wheels are returning very sad and very much wiser,
if not richer than when they left us.

Brooklyn has another cycle club, the Parkaway Wheelmen.
The City of Churches is also the City of Cycle Clubs.

Not a week goes by that we do not hear of the invention by some
one of an ice tricycle. We never heard of anyone who cared to

have such a thing.

The Secretary of the League wants to sell his sociable. Will not
somebody take it off his hands? The Secretary's sociable is his-

toric. It ought to be preserved in a museum.

LADIES' RECEPTION ROOM.

[All communication to "Ladies' Reception Room" should be
addressed to Helen Grey, care of this office.

—

Ed.]

It was a night of nights at "The Stalleries." Fair ladies and
brave knights of the wheel were gathered there in goodly numbers
to enjoy the hospitality of the Tourists, to exchange narratives of
wheeling experiences, to know and be known of riders and to en-
joy the entertainment provided.

I can't believe that our enthusiastic friend, W. W. Stall, will ob-
ject if I dignify his bicycle warerooms by the title "Stalleries," for

there were steeds in stable there, and the guest room with its

crowd of people lost entirely its shop aspect. Neither do I think
the members of the North Shore Lady Tourists will object to my
reducing them to a single-word title.

The Stalleries, then, was the place, the Tourists were the hosts,

and February 26 was the date.

All the wheelmen of Boston and vicinity were invited, and very
many responded.

It was a gratifying success, and the Tourists have once more
added to their well-earned reputation for executive ability in the
conduct of what they undertake, be it a tour, a run or a social

occasion.
Upwards of one hundred and fifty ladies and gentlemen were

present. From Providence came Mr. and Mrs George R. Mc-
Auslan, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Barker, Mr. James Kinghorn and Miss
Adelaide Webb, besides half a dozen others. Pawtucket was repre-

sented by young Mr. Spencer; several came from Worcester; Miss
Black we'll, .of Elizabeth, N. J., was present; while Boston and its

vicinity yielded a very large number.
The committee, Mrs. and Mr. Stall, Mrs. and Mr. Bassett, Mrs.

and Mr. Hopkins, Mrs. and Dr. Southwell and Mrs. and Mr. Green,
appeared in full dress and spared no efforts for the entertainment
of the company.

I can't begin to tell who were there. In one corner we noticed
Chief Consul Emery, who appeared very much interested in Miss
Maggie Kirkwood, who rode a hundred miles within the day
last year. Miss Mabel Beers, who has cycled I don't know
how many hundred mi'es, was there with her brother, who wears
a medal won by scoring the best riding record in America in 1889.
Mr. Elliott, the man who writes the funny advertisements, was
there with his charming wife. But space will not permit me to

tell of all who were there.

The early evening was given to the reception of guests, a mutual
interchange of ideas on the riding of cycles and the proper dress

for the same, and the forming of plans for future runs and tours.

The Fadette Ladies' Orchestra played several selections during this

portion of the evening.
Later came the formal programme. Mr. Batker, who is a

familiar figure among the tourists, for his 'cello and his sweet notes
have been heard many times on their tours and at their gatheiings,
sang several selections ; Miss Palmer of, Somerville, read with
very good effect a story in verse; Mrs., Miss and Mr. Bailey, with
Mr. Doyle, sang quartettes, and Miss Nellie Sturtevant gave two
very fine impersonations. Mrs. Southwell, the little Doctor's wife,

read a cycling paper filled with what goes to make up the ordinary
journal—advertisements, editorials, jokes, stories and poetry. It

was a bright and witty contribution, as was to be expected from one
who is never dull. The reading was listened to with marked at-

tention, though many of the shots fired at the Tourists, and al-

lusions to the incidents and experiences of the tours were not al-

ways appreciated by the guests. One conundrum is worth preserv-
ing. Here it is : "What goes faster than a bicycle? A cyclom-
eter." I wonder if this was born of her experience with the Doc-
tor's stories ?

Mrs. Hopkins, Duchess of Wellington, gave us an original tale

of "How I Learned to Ride a Bicycle," written in Irish dialed* and
recited in appropriate costume. The Duchess does very well in
these dialect pieces, and she kept her audience in a roar of laugh-
ter. The tourists came in for a lot of hits, which were appreciated.
In concluding she gave the ladies a word of advice regarding riding
costumes, and exhibited a costume which, to her way of thinking,
was the correct thing. Of course it was very ridiculous, and ex-
cited no end of laughter.

After the formal programme came a collation, more music by the
orchestra, dancing, and a few ladies rode upon bicycles around the
hall.

At eleven o'clock the company dispersed. It was an affair long
to be remembered. It was not only a reunion of old friends but
new friendships were formed, and we may look for many meets
and runs the coming year, as a consequence of this gathering at

the Stalleries. Helen Grey.

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.

At a regular meeting of the West Jersey Cyclers, held on Monday
evening, February 24, 1890, the following preamble and resolution
were unanimously adopted

:

Whereas, Almighty God, in the dispensation of His infinite wis-
dom, has seen fit to remove from our midst our fellow member Wm.
P. Burnett, one whom all respected and many loved as a friend,
therefore be it

Resolved, That in the death of Wm. P. Burnett, the cause of cy-
cling loses an enthusiast, aud our club a staunch supporter, and al-

so be it

Resolved, That our heartfelt sympathies be extended to the family
of the deceased, our colors be twined with mourning for a space of
thirty days, and that a copy of these resolutions be sent to the Bi-
cycling World and the American Athlete. By order of

D. Hitner Geise, President.
Attest, Frank W. Cramer, Secretary.

PROPOSED MASSACHUSETTS LEGISLATION
Those interested in roads improvement legislation had a hear-

ing, last Friday, before the Committee on Highways and Biidges.
The hearing was on the order of proposed bill to provide for the
appointment of a State Road Engineer, and the establishment of a

State department or commission, at a total cost limited by the
terms of the bill to the sum of $5000 annually.
The idea being to furnish to all local road commissions and

surveyors, through the medium of the State official and office, such
expert advice and practical information as would aid the local road
builders in the proper and scientific method of building and main-
taining roads.

Among the speakers were business men, engineers and experts.
Especially was it urged by the road engineers present that the

value of such expert advice would be incalculable, and in support of
this claim they each one testified to the vast help such advice would
have been to them in their initial efforts to build roads. That the
average country (and city, for that matter) road authorities are
deficient in the necessary knowledge all the speakers admitted, and
that no amount of honest intention could take the place of skilled

knowledge was conceded.
The establishment of such a State commission, with the privilege

given the local authorities to consult the State experts free of cost,

would be the means of a vast saving of money to the towns and
counties which now throw thousands of dollars away annually, be-

cause of the lack of skilled knowledge as to the best methods to

employ in construction and maintenance.

THE WHISKEY TAX AND GOOD ROADS.

The American, of this city, again returns to the suggestion that

the United States should t'.rn over the tax collected on distilled

spirits to the States, and that the latter should spend the tax in

making good roads. Why not ?

This tax amounts to somewhere in the neighborhood of fifty mil-

lion dollars yearly. If the distribution were made according to

population Pennsylvania would get about four millions yearly.

The distribution might be made on another basis, which would
avoid the objection of collecting a tax from one State and payir.g it

to another. Possibly if the government gives up the tax, which it

does not need, it might be better for the States themselves to levy

taxes on distilled spirits and act as their own assesors and collectors.

But that the principle at the bottom of the American's plan is sound
cannot reasonably be disputed.
The government has heretofore distributed among the States

monev which it had collected. In some States, as in Delaware, the
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sums so distributed were the foundations of the present free school

systems. The distribution never worked any harm, but on the con-

trary did positive good. In advocacy of the government continuing

the collection of the tax to be distributed subsequently, it is urged
that the machinery is already in complete working order. The
suggestion, however, always meets with the opposition of those

curious theorists, the direct successors of the hair-splitting theo-

logians of several centuries ago, who insist that the government
should not collect and distribute taxes on any such plan.

It is certain that the country needs good roads more than it

needs a new navy or irrigation for the arid plains of Arizona. It is

certain that distilled spirits are a proper subject for taxation and
that, inasmuch as the United States does not need this tax, it would
be a very sensible plan for the people who, through their agent, the

general govenment, levy the tax to divert it to the improvement of

the highways of the country.

—

Philadelphia Inquirer.

WILMINGTON WHEEL CLUB'S ENTERTAINMENT.

On last Tuesday evening the Wilmington Wheel Club, with their

usual enterprise, gave a grand concert at the Opera House in that

city, affording their guests not only a delightful treat, but netting

themselves in the neighborhood of two hundred dollars, which they

will devote toward furnishing the new club house which they will

occupy next month. Upwards of 1200 people composed the audience,

among whom were not only representatives from the best families of
the city, but also several delegations of visiting wheelmen including
riders from Philadelphia, Chester, West Chester and surrounding
towns.
The club colors of blue, yellow and red were festooned through

the auditorium, while rows of palms and ferns filled up both sides

of the stage from the midst of which shone colored electric lights.

As a background to the floral display handsome groupings of various
bicycles had been arranged.
The celebrated Ringgold Band of Reading gave the principal

part of the concert, while the Delaware Saengerbund~under direc-

tions of C. B. Rhoades, gave the vocal numbers which were ren-

dered in effective style. They were assisted by Miss Lillian Jackson

,

soprano, and Miss Mary Thielman, contralto, who rendered finely,

each a delightful solo for which they received enthusiastic applause,
while their concluding duet was a charming number.
That wheelmen can play as well as ride was attested by the flute

obligato of Victor R. Pyle and the piano accompaniment of J. D.
Kurtz, Jr.

The Philadelphia Wheelmen went down in a special car which
was placed at their disposal by the Wilmington Club.
The Chicago Race.—Naturally the race of the Wilmington Men vs.

Chicago was one of the subjects up for discussion, and I would re-

mark that the Wilming'onians are eager for the fray, all the little

slurs which have appeared lately to the contrary notwithstanding.
Further, "all this blowing"' is becoming very tiresome as "Alert"
took occasion to say last week. In the first place Wilmington never
claimed anything, neither as world-beaters nor as record-breakers.
They are simply an unassuming set of hard road riders who thought
it a pity to see such a sweeping challenge go unanswered. It was
most amusing to see "Alert," immediately slop over in the article

referred to, and begin to get off some more "Windy City blow."
No one denies the victories won by the Chicago men last year, but
against whom were they pitted ? not against the Eastern cracks by
any means. Except among their own immediate following, Messrs.
Banker, Campbell and Van Wagoner were never rated as first class
men, the latter frankly admitting that his forte is road riding, but
when we come to talk of first class Eastern men, how do the names of
Windle, Hendee and Ives strike our Western friends? When the
Chicago riders—who are undoubtedly good men—meet these three
on the track this year, I have a sort of a curious notion that it won't
be long before they find out ihey are not tiding against Banker and
Campbell, and may the best man win ! "Ariel "

THE EUROPEAN TOUR.

Messrs Elwell and Higgins have now completed all arrange-
ments for their grand tour, and have just issued a circular contain-
ing a comprehensive statement in regard to the same. They have
made every effort to have the tour first class in every respect, and
the list of hotels contained in the circular shows that they will lodge
the party at many of the finest houses in Europe. The party-

crosses the Atlantic by the splendid steamer La Bretagne, of the
French line, leaving New York, June 7th. The party is filling up
rapidly, and all who contemplate taking this delightful tour should
send in their names as soon as possible. All information can be
obtained of Mr. F. A. Elwell at 152 Pearl street, Portland, Maine.

HANDICAP FEE TOO HIGH.

Editor Bicycling World : I would like to enter a protest against
the action of the Racing Board, in compelling clubs giving handi-
cap or class races to pay twenty-five cents per entry to the official

handicapper. The system of handicapping is perhaps all right, but
it is certainly very unjust in some cases. Take, for example, the

East Hartford Wheel Club. They built a track six years ago, and
have given one or two meets a year since. As the grounds are not
enclosed it is very hard to raise the sum expended for prizes and
track. Thus far they have been fortunate enough not to lose any
money, and of course never expect to make any. They have, how-
ever, given many hundreds of dollars in prizes, and most of the
fast riders in this vicinity won their first prizes there. The races

have become quite popular among local riders, and, as they are

mostly handicap and class races, there are generally upwards of
eighty entries, on which the fee would have to be paid of twenty
dollars, which in this case would certainly be a "prohibitory
tariff." They have either got to get out of the business or give
nothing but open races, for paying such a fee would certainly put
them in the "hole."
There has got to be some exception to the rule or the smaller

meets will be knocked higher than a kite.

Also at these smaller meetings most of the riders are local men.
who have never raced anywhere else, have no public records, and
are utterly unknown to the official handicapper, but whose abilities

are well known to the local handicappers, who are much better
qualified to handicap such cases. Also, the rules deprive the club
of the pleasure of meeting at the track and getting up scrub handi-
caps, which should be one of the great advantages of owning a

track. Very truly yours, H. E. Bidwell.
East Hartford, Ct.

CORRECTION DESIRED.
Editor Bicycling World: I write that you may correct state-

ment made by Mr. Deitz, of Baltimore, in 7th October copy, lay-

ing claim to a record at Windigate Hill, by making four successive
trips. The 10th April, 1889, in company with a number of asso-

ciates from the Baltimore Cycle Club, who acted as timers, judges,
etc., I mounted the hill six times in succession. * * * Last
season I also made one trip from Lake Roland to top of Windigate
Hill on same machine, the only rider who ever reached the top,

though many hundreds have tried. Very truly,

Emerson, Fla. Victor L. Emerson.

NEW HAVEN TOURNAMENT.
Editor Bicycling World : Please insert the following card, and

oblige the members of the New Haven Bi. Club and others :

Certain articles have been published in the Wheel and some
papers of this State, by a certain person, about the tournament of
the New Haven Bi. Club, which there is no truth in, and which
place the club in a ridiculous position. Wheelmen will please not
accept all the statements they read as true. Articles appearing
after this in the World and Cyclist may be regarded as authentic,
others must be made allowances for, as we have a man in our club
who slings ink promiscuously and who likes to see himself in print.

An article appeared in one of our daily papers recently, which
was copied by the Cyclist, which stated we should have "twelve
races and five prizes," and other ridiculous statements which orig-

inated from a diseased imagination. The only thing correct about
the article was the date. In the last issue of the Cyclist, Stamford,
Ct., is an article signed by one "Deacon," who starts in about the
meet being Tuesday, June 10th, when the date should te Monday,
June 9th. He also speaks of the club as being dead till lately. I

have been in the club four years ; it has always been alive since I

have been in it.

'Tis very strange that parties, when writing articles for publica-
tion, cannot confine themselves to facts, and not draw on their
imagination and subject both themselves and what is written about
to ridicule. It injures the subject of such an article, as well as the
writer.

We expect to have a big meet here Monday, June 9th, but we
shall not have all the fastest men in the country here, from Cali-
fornia to Florida, nor the largest meet ever held in New England,
nor all the brass bands in the State, nor all the fancy riders in the
country. Polo games, dances, parades, exhibition drills, fancy
riding, crack racers, etc., etc., mentioned on "Deacon's" bill of fare

for the tournament, is] all wind, as the committee have not pro-
gressed much further than the date at present, but they guarantee
good amateur racing with a good field of fast men, and social enter-

tainment which all wheelmen will enjoy.
We hope all such exaggerated, fabricated and imaginative accounts

will cease from this time on. "Elm City."
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THIN MACADAM ROADS.

Editor Bicycling World: Open confession is good for the soul,

even for the unregenerate engineer, and in such worldly matters as
concerns the making of roads. I am one of the Central Park
school, revised, corrected and improved by experience—that school-
master whose term and terms are Inexorable. Speaking of the
Central Park roads, I doubt if there are any such elsewhere in the
country, in perfection of detail, sub-grading, drainage and in the
refinement of" the structural work ; the "Telford," carefully wrought
out to such uniform size that to-day, were it taken up, it would
pass an ordinary inspection for surface paving blocks; and then
the "Mc. Adam," the 2 1-2-inch ring the rule—not "ring rule," as
now commonly understood, for those roads, albeit expensive, were
honestly made.

I was a youngster in those days, quite fresh, but observant, and
close to the Chief Engineer, William H. Grant, a competent and
conscientious man. Well, I know more now, or at least I think I

do, about roads, and I find a good deal to approve in Brother North's
contentions, particularly as we have been about together and seen
these things with our own eyes.

To begin with, between Martin, Davis, Bogart and myself, we,
subsequently to the Central Park era, made some pretty good roads
on Prospect Park, Brooklyn; -as good for all practical purposes as
those on Central Park, intelligent and unremitting maintenance
being assumed. We took advantage of local conditions, which
favorably differed from those in the New York Parks ; we ventured
to modify other details, and produced with stone and gravel, han-
dled a little differently, the same class of roads at a good deal less

cost.

As I understand Brother North, and as I, myself, contend, it is

practicable to make good fair roads, under ordinary conditions as
we find them generally, in the rural districts, cheaper and with less

trouble than the theoretical office engineer will allow. Good sub-
stantial roads have been and are being so built, under the direction
of engineers, in New York, Pennsylvania and the Eastern States
particularly, and the more there is of such work the better.

In the country districts, the old hide-bound system has too long
prevailed, especially where the road tax has been permitted to be
commuted in labor; a relic of barbarism and, quite naturally as
well, of feudal times. This should be changed.
The next step is to secure reasonable appropriations, to intelli-

gently expend them under the guidance of an engineer who, being
able to demonstrate that under favorable conditions good roads can
be made for from 50 cents to $1 per square yard superficial, will

awaken sympathetic support and action with little difficulty.

I do not intend to be understood as saying that for thoroughfares
to be used for heavy traffic, the se light superstructures will take the
place of a pavement such as is required in our city streets, or of a
combination of "Telford" and broken stone and gravel four times
the depth, for that is fallacy, but that in very many cases in a large
proportion of mileage the cheaper form can be safely adopted.
As to Brother Owens' position regarding road rolling, as I

understand it, I would venture to suggest that he is wrong, and if

he hasn"t found it it out, some one will find it out for him before
long. The steam road roller is the master key of the position.
With the natural road bed of fairly good material, such as is very

generally found, gravel and loam, or light clayey material, and the
means of disposing of water, that arch enemy of roads, I have
verified in a dozen instances the cost of making good roads with
selected gravel or broken stone, four to six inches in depth, to be
from 50 cents to $1.50 per square yard, and within these figures it

will be possible for many communities to undertake, 6afely, the
work of road improvement—roads, too, that will meet all the or-
dinary requirements.

I could not be induced to say that a brick pier or arch of twelve
inches might be safely substituted for one of two feet, when the
latter was found by calculation to be required, nor that a twelve-inch
pipe is just as serviceable as a two-foot pipe where the latter is

needed, but I know that it is being constantly demonstrated that
good roads are being made on specifications other than the old
English formula, and I want engineers to get more credit for prac-
tical and practicable work than they do in this matter of road build-
ing. The Chinese doctor says to his patient, "no chargee for the
medicine, chargee for the know how."

If it is considered of enough importance, I would be glad to give
figures and data and refer specifically to roads that have been
cheaply and substantially made, such as Mr. North and I contend
for, and the more enlightenment that can be shed upon the subject
the more good roads will be built and the services of engineers be
brought into requisition. Yours very truly,

New York. John Y. Culyer.
[We would like to have the information and enlightenment sug-

gested by Mr. Cuyler.

—

Ed.]

BRICK PA VBMENTS.
Some two months ago, in one of my weekly epistles, I promised

the readers of the World some facts and figures on the paving
question that might possibly prove of value to such wheelmen as
were by their own personal efforts trying to interest the people of
the various localities in which they happen to live, on this most
important question, but I have been so very busy this winter that
it has been impossible to collect the data necessary to write intelli-

gently upon the subject. There is no doubt iii my mind that a
deep interest is being taken by wheelmen all over the country on
the paving question, from the inquiries that have reached me from
different places by cyclists in quest of information on the subject.

1 Our experience here has been that there is only one material fit for
paving, and that is brick, but the following extract from a paper
on "Brick Pavements," by Major George A. Wightman, a man
whose opinion on all sorts of difficult feats of civil engineering is

frequently sought from all parts of this western country, will un-
doubtedly cany more weight than anything I could say, though
every wheelman in Peoria will agree with me when I say that
Franklin street is the only street in the city that can boast of a
perfectly hard, smooth surface after four years of constant use. Of
all the paved streets of which we can boast, it is the one of which
we are particularly proud. I give below some extracts from a
paper read at the fourth annual meeting of the Illinois State Society
of Surveyors and Civil Engineers, at Bloomington, 111., January,
1889, by George F. Wightman, City Engineer of Peoria:
"The first and most important requisite for a good pavement is a

solid foundation. Without this it is impossible to maintain a
smooth surface, whether paved with 'Granite Blocks,' 'Macadam,'
'Ashler,' 'Cedar Blocks,' 'Cobble Stones,' 'Gravel,' 'Asphalt' or
'Bricks.' Next to importance to a firm and unyielding foundation
is durability, smoothness of surface and sure footing for horses.
In addition to these requirements a roadway should be constructed
of such material, and in such a manner as to overcome any tend-
ency to slipperiness ; without joints large enough to encourage the
growth of weeds, or the accumulation of filth, that will be least

affected by heat and cold, that wi.l be easily kept free from dust,

and consequently free from mud, during the season when street

sprinkling becomes a necessity, and withal, costing so little as to-

come within the possibility of the smaller cities and larger subur-
ban towns. In my judgment, these requirements are more nearly
met where brick of suitable size and hardness are used in paving a
street. Brick pavements have attained such a degree of perfection
that I feel warranted in pronouncing them the best pavements now
in use; and my experience leads me to«add that the enduring qual-
ities of a brick pavement are only excelled by granite, and are
fully equal to that of Medina stone. A brick pavement properly
made with pressed paving brick such as are now used in the ci:y of
Peoria, with the joints filled with distilled tar, will be as smooth as
asphalt, as noiseless as a new wooden pavement, and will never
become muddy. The brick paving blocks used in the Peoria pave-
ments are of the following dimensions : Four inches thick, twelve
inches long and five inches deep ; these are laid in a bed of gravel
five inches in thickness, thoroughly consolidated; the joints are

filled in with coarse, sharp sand; the blocks being hand pressed
are uniform in size; the upper edges are 6lightly champered, there-

by furnishing the most perfect footing for horses. Franklin street

in the City of Peoria, to which I refer, has been paved about four
years, and is one of the public thoroughfares, and is subjected to

very heavy traffic. As yet it shows no sign of wear, and is as

smooth as any asphalt pavement. After many years of experience
in municipal work I am willing to put myself on record, by saying,
there is no better pavement known to the engineering fraternity

than a properly constructed brick pavement that can be made for

the same amount of money. It is simple in its construction ; it is

easily, quickly and cheaply repaired. It is the smoothest, most
durable and economical pavement that can be laid, and from a san-

itary standpoint is without an objection. In the selection of ma-
terial for the manufacture of brick for paving purposes the prop-
erties of hardness and toughness are indispensable; only such
material should be used as will burn to the consistency of flint, and
yet retain all its powers of toughness. With such brick as I have
described a pavement can be made, having no inequalities of sur-

face, and will present no resistance to heavy loads, and will reduce
the concussion of all traffic to the minimum. We have in the

brick pavement the combined gocd qualities of the 'Granite Block,'

the 'Macadam,' the 'Ashler,' the 'Cedar Block,' the 'Cobble Stone,'

the 'Gravel' and the Asphalt,' without a single one of their objection-

able features, and this too at a cost only a trifle in advance of the

cheapest pavement named. In the City of The Hague, Rotterdam,
and other large cities of Holland, brick for more than a century
has been the only finished material used for paving. The streets

of their principal cities are subjected to as heavy traffic as the

streets of the largest cities of Europe. During the last summer a
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friend of mine visited the 'City of the Hague,' a city of 150,000 in-

habitants, and made a careful examination of the brick pavement
on ene of the principal streets. It was laid more than twenty-five

years ago, and was in perfect condition, giving but little evidence

of wear during all these years. It only remains for the brick

manufactories to produce the proper material, in order to create a

universal demand for their wares. Some have accomplished this

result, and their success is stimulating others in their efforts to

secure the same end. Wonderful progress has been accomplished

in the manufacture of clay during the decade just past.

Peoria, 111., Feb. 8, 1890. "Cyclops."

WHY OMITTED?
Editor Bicycling World: In view of the fact that John A.

Wells has made no use of very careful, complete and accurate road

reports of this section, which I sent him about two years ago, but

has inserted in the new road book, page 72, the old and very in-

correct report of route through this valley, will you please insert

this in your next issue? I also turned in some reports of important

routes from here to Elmira, N. Y., and other points, which do not

appear in the new book. Yours very truly,

Blossburg, Pa. E. L. Russell.

ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENT A WHEEL.
(BY GEO. D. MITCHELL.)

(Continued.}

We left Brussels by train, after a stay of several days, stopping

off for a day at antwert, and after several delays and changes, which
would not be tolerated long in America and one more perfunctory

examination of our baggage, we discovered Holland, the little

county which Napoleon took on the ingenious pretext that it was
but the allevial deposit of French rivers. We went by rail at once
to the Hague, and the next morning at breakfast our coffee cups
were so small that they reminded me of a child's set of toy dishes,

and the spoons were actually but three inches long, so that I was in

momentary fear of swallowing one by mistake. We had seven
kinds of bread on the table and two kinds of cheese, vying with
each other for supremacy and appealing to our olfactories in a way
that was truly eloquent. The proprietor stood by and we were
comparing the prices of provisions in Holland and America; he
said that the fine Holland butter, which finds its waj' over the
whole of Europe cost about thirty cents a pound, and as he watched
with saddening countenance what was on the table disapper before
our devastating hand, I knew he was mentally saying, "Lord, save
us from these American appetites."

I can say without reserve that the Hague is in many respects the
most interesting city I was ever in ; it is the acknowledged social

and intellectual centre of the Kingdom—an ideal capital city. Hol-
land is a little way off the tourists' travelled roule and comparatively
very few ever visit the country, though, as Mr. Samuel R. Thayer,
the lately appointed American Minister, told me, many more are
doing so now than formerly. It is on many accounts the most in-

teresting country in Europe, eminently so because it is entirely
different from our own country, and in fact all the rest of the world.
The people are a staid race, healthy in body and mind, and America
owes them much, as one who has travelled among them can readily
see, from the fact that many of our institutions are more akin to
theirs than to those of any other nation of Europe. We found
many more people there who could speak English a little than in
France, the English language being specially in vogue—the medium
of commerce, trade and polite society; and in fact there are present
numerous evidences of a higher development in many respects than
among the French or even the English. If a bicyclist could tour
but one Continental country, I should advise him to select Holland.

Bicycles are in more common use in Holland than any other
Continental country ; the roads are very fine on the whole, and
everything is done to encourage cycling There is practically no
Belgian block, the common pavement being brick, which is much
smoother, and quite tolerable for riding, while the macadam roads
on the dykes are simply perfect. In The Hague we had a fine ride
through the "Woods," the most beautiful natural park I ever saw,
the remnant of the royal chase, from which the city takes its name.
We then made a trip to Scheveningen, a fashionable beach on the
North Sea, four miles or so from town, and returned by a drive
leading for most of the distance through a beautiful park. Few
cities can offer such advantages for cycling as The Hague, and we
fonnd wheelmen there in considerable numbers. After spending a
very pleasant day, we started out at 6 o'clock In the evening toward
Rotterdam, with the intention of stopping for the night wherever
fancy should dictate. The road for the five miles from The Hague
to Delft, that quaint old town, whose famous ware made it better
known several generations ago than it is now, has on one side a
steam tram line, on the other a smooth walk lined with trees, freely

used by the cyclists, and the canal beyond, busy with all kinds 'of

craft. A train first came along on the tram line, and the engineer
amused his passengers by a race with us, but his cars were heavily

loaded, and we had a good road, so we managed to keep up with
him to the next station, though with difficulty; next we had a

lively race with a steam launch on the canal ; we then passed a

four-oared gig, the crew of which made a desperate spurt to keep
even, and finally, just before entering Delft, we came up with a
three-dog team, the driver of which was very loth to have us pass
him, and at whose expense we furnished the passers-by considera-

ble merriment, by encouraging him to urge his dogs on at the top
of their speed.
The country is perfectly flat, and hundreds of windmills charac-

terized the scene at every turn, some with sails set and revolving
languidly in the dying breeze. They are mostly used to pump
the water into the canals from the surrounding country, which in

many places we noticed was eight or ten feet below the surface of
the water, so that the strange sight was presented to us of steam
tugs passing with long tows of boats, the keels of which must have
been above the level of the surrounding fields, and we often saw a
boat under full sail on some far-off canal, looking as if she were
sailing on dry land. Most of the land is used for dairy purposes,
and we noticed thousands upon thousands of cows grazing in the
wayside pastures, which the near presence of the water keeps ever
fresh and tender. Ditches are found every hundred feet or so, and
it is only necessary to dig down a foot anywhere to strike water, so
that narrow canals take the place of fences altogether. Accord-
ingly every country place of much pretension is surrounded by a
moat filled with water, the only communication being by a draw-
bridge or a bridge closed by a gate. In the yard there is a flower
garden generally, and walks of clean white gravel, and oftentimes
a little artificial lake, easily made, presenting the prettiest picture
imaginable.

(To be Continued.}

RUDGE vs. STODDARD, LOVERING fif CO.
The cable brings us intelligence this week that a decision has

been reached in the English Courts, in the case of Rudge Cy-
cle Co. vs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co., giving £5000 damages "to

the plaintiff.

The case is one brought by the Rudge Cycle Co., which claimed
breach of conditions on the part of Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering &
Co. A representative of the World called at the office of Messrs.
Stoddard, Lovering & Co. for information on the point, and he
was told that no other information had been received from Eng-
land other than that which had appeared in the cablegram.
The report was true that the case had gone against them, and that
damages to the amount of £5000 had been awarded the Rudge Cy-
cle Co. As to particulars, Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co. had
nothing to impart at this time. So soon as the fadt> in the case in
all particulars were received Messrs. Stoddard & Lovering agreed
to furnish us with all the points. They expressed astonishment at
the verdict, as they believed they had a winning case. They could
not say anything further until facts were forthcoming from Eng-
gland, as they had not as yet received one word of explanation.

The Joliet Wheel Company believe in the theory and practice of "petting good
and leauy" to put their wheels on the market before they "announce" very much.
In reply to our request for information they write us that their cycle the "loliet
Light Roadster Safety" will be ready for the market by the latter end of this month.
They say in writing us : "We claim for this wheel lightness, strength ; nd beauty,
and we have also given particular attention to perfect ball bearings, and ihe proper
amount of rake in the front forks to ensure easy steering. The machine will be
constructed throughout of a high grade ol imported weldless steel tubing, and drop
forgings.
Specification, etc. : Thirty inch front and rear wheels; full tangent spokes ol

thirteen gauge, liquor drawn w re, secured at rim with nipple; endless moulded
rubber tires, three fourths of an inch; improved pattern crescent rims; adjustable
bill-bearings all around; positive steering, tubular steel front forks; improved
Joliet Diamond frame of imported seamless steel lube; abjustable crank and chain
rotary dr.ving gear; improved noiseless hardened steel chain ; machine cut steel
sprocket; detachable steel cranks 5x6 1-2 throw; surbridge rubber, ball pedal, six
inch socket ball bearing steering head; twenty.eight inch, one piece tubular steel,
dropped handle bar, adjustible for height, vulcanite handles; adjustable vertical
"L" seat rod; surbridge saddle; detachable lamp bracket, Joliet adjustable front
wheel plunger brake; foot rests; guards to both wheels and chains; tool bag with
monkey wiench and oil can; gear 57 inch; weight, 42 pounds; finish enamel with
nickel trimmings; warranted psrfect and guaranteed for one year. Price, $125.00."

Bretz, Curtis & Co. are importing the Victory safeties to'sell at $100, with a
ball-socket head, braced diamond frame, ball bearing to all parts, all steel tubing.
They will be ready for delivery April 1st.

The Pope Mfg. Co. have sent, this week, to every member of the L. A. \\\, a
copy of their catalogue, the most compreht nsive and the handsomest by far ever
issued by any bicycle manufacturer. They have also sent with it ont of their
beautiful Columbia Cycle calendars, circular in shape, representing a bicycle
wheel in full motion, and printed in fifteen colors in the highest style of the litho-
graphic art. Any mmber who fails to receive one can get it by sending a postal
card to them.

Geo. E. Curtis, of Bntz, Curtis &Co , has returned from his Western trip, hav-
ng establish d agencies for the Referee and Invincible cycles in most of the large
ities in the West.
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THE OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
Some two y 'ars ago the writer visited Chicopee Falls to see the r.ewly pur-

chased factory of the Overman Wheel Co. at that place. Kven at that time the

capacity of the factory was scarcely equal to the demand for its products, but at

that time Mr. A. H. Overman, the President, said to the -writer: "In less than
two years we shall have to build over every foot of ground wc own, in order to

meet the demand on our produ'ing resources." We thought then the prophecy
was rather optimistic, but we hoped that something near fulfilment might be the re-

sult, and on reaching the factory on the occasion of a recent visit, we found that,

although the prophecy had not been literally fulfilled, in that the buildings did not
actually cover the ground, they would even have done more had the spltndid new
addition been but four storiec instead of five.

An idea of the proportionate increase of the plant may be iormed when it is

understood that the buildings of to-day afford about four times the floor space oc-

cupied two years ago, and that the number of employees has increased in about
the same ratio.

There is a sermon in the above figures that may well prove extremely gratifying
to the Overman Wheel Co., and the sermon can be boiled down to a very few
words. It is a forcible comment on the appreciation of the wheeling public in
substantially recognizing a good thing. The excellence of the Overman wheels
has created a demand, and the demand has created the necessity of quadrupled
producing capacity.
The Overman Wheel Co. has gone on the progressive principle that it is best to

invest all its earnings in increasing the manufacturing facilities of its building
and plant. The accompanying engraving will give the reader an idea of the ex-
tent and appearance of the 1SS9 addition to the plant. This presents a view of the
buildings onlv from the Springfield street front, and the poition of the plant shown
therein composts the latest addition, which has now been finished and occupied.
The front is an imposing one, and would be an ornament to the business portion
of any city. The material is a fine redbrick with granite trimmings. Visitors
are of course received by way of the offices, which are on the second floor of the
main building. We first enter a neatly fitted reception room, from which access is
had, by keys only, to the counting room, an exceptionally large and well lighted
room, beautifully finished in polished woods. Opening out of the counting room
are three smaller rooms, one of which is fitted up and ornamented in most rich and
excellent t2ste, as the private office of the President. Another is the private
office of Mr. W. C. Overman, and the third, lying between the two, so as to be
easy of access to both, is the library, where is kept a complete file of sll bicycle
papers of the United States, the principal bicycle papers of all other countries,
together with all books published on bicycle subjects, forming a complete cycle
library. Meohanical and general scientific books are also kept here.
From the^offices we proceed to a tour of the factory itself, which proved in-

tensely interesting to the writer. There is one word which sticks out constantly
before the visitor to the Overman factory at Chicopee Falls, from the time he en-
ters the building until he leaves, and the word is system. From the basement of
the main building to the dovecote on the roof, evcrj thing breathes of business-
like system.
Speaking of the basement of the main building, this is one of the places which

shows system perhaps as noticeably as any. This is fitted up as an immense
lavatory and dressing room, where the workmen wash and leave their street and
work clothes. Four hundred men can wash at one time in this department. On

FRONT—1889 ADDITION.

the "walls and racks are sets of hooks for some four hundred to five hundred men
each set of hooks being numbered and assigned to a particular workman, who is

numbered to correspond. To prever t confusion, certain doorways are assigned
for the workmen to enter by, and ceitain others for them to leave by. No work-
man is allowed tD leave the department in which he is working to go into any
other department of the factory. It is a perfect pleasure for a man possessed of a
large bump of oilier to go through the different portions of the factory, each one a
separate study by itself7and each one a necessity to the grand whole, which moves
along in its entirety like a beautifully constructed and well oiled piece of ma-
chinery.
Another thing which was of great interest to the writer, was the system of

inspection and gauging. Each piece of the machine is inspected and re-inspected,
gauged and re-gauged, until the machinejn its entirety is an assembly of perfect
parts. The system of gauging is very complete and exact. The gauges are in
three complete sets, being the triplicate system ; first, the standard gauges, which
are constantly kept locked up in the superintendent's effice, and used only for
reference; second, the working gauges, which are given to the men doing the
work; third, the inspection gauges, which are kept in the inspector's room for
testing the parts. In case of a difference between the working gauge and the in-
spection gauge, a comparison with the standard gauges is had. By the means of
careful gauging the parts of the company's wheels are rendered absolutely inter-
changeable.
By a method of checking, every workman has to account for each and every

piece which goes into his hands for manipulation. The paits, after final inspec-
tion, are put away in a large room fitted with racks and pigeon holes for their re-
ception, and from thence they are taken, as needed, to the assembling room.
The building is lighted throughout by electricity, the Westinghouse system be-

ing used. The company owns its own complete electric lighting plant. The
heating is done by forcing hot air to all paits of the building by the use of a pow-
erful Sturtevant blower, fresh air being procured from outdoors, and heated by
passing over a steam heating surface of large area, and then used as above. The
fuel plant of the company is in duplicate. Everything is artanged for burning
either hard coal or crude oil. The change can be made within fifteen minutes all

over the mill. Crude oil is received in five car lots, pumped through the com-
pany's private pipe line into the tank jard, from whence it is served to all the
fires, under boilers, forges, hardening ovens, enamelling ovens, brazing, etc.
The forging department is most perfectly equipped with trip hammers and drops
of all sizes and powers. The writer always enjoys watching these hammers
smashing out forms; there is an excitement in the ain, flash and fire of the forg-
ing room that savors of what he would imagine a battle held would incite without
gore.
The writer has purposely avoided any technical description of the detail of man-

ufacture emplojed by the Overman Wheel Co., but out of the brief and rough
sketch, hopes that the reader will be impressed with the following facts : First,
that the flattering demand for the Overman wheels has compelled the company to
increase its capacity to the present large proportions; second, that the methods em-
ployed by this company insure to the purchaser as perfect a machine as human
care can produce; third, that the company's aim is to keep right up with the pro-
cession, and to leave no stone unturned to repeat the successes that have crowned
its past efforts.

It seems absurd for the writer to adei that the material used by the company is

the best that skill can produce or money can procure, but he adds it, and thus
clears his conscience of any shadow of omission.
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THE RECORD.
(St. Nicholas Mfg. Co.)

The St. Nicholas Mfg. Co. present this season a new wheel which we take

pleasure in describing to our readers this week. From the catalogue of the St.

Nicholas Co. we take the following specifications : Frame is the diamond pattern,

made sufficiently rigid that, by removing the brace between head and seat post, it

is suitable for a lady's machine. The head, seat rod bracket, and crank bearings

are forged steel, the tubing of the best seamless steel. Rear wheel is 30 inches,

geared to 54 inches, 30 inch steering wheel. Both wheels have 7-S inch crescent

steel rims and 7S inch best quality rubber tires. Spokes are direct, 'and doubly

butt ended, of No. 11 special drawn steel wire. Cranks are forged steel, detach-

able, and adjustable from six to seven inch throw. The rear wheel drives with

chain gear and has slotted fork end adjustment. The chain is of th,eir own design

and make. The wearing face of the link is flat and bears inon a corresponding

flat surface on the face of the tooth; the back of link is a full half round, fitting

closely to the back of tooth of corresponding shape, thereby avoiding all backlash

and rattle. The teeth on both sprocket wheels are cut, thereby insuring accuracy.

Steering is direct with sloping steering post. The front fork is curved and has

detachable rubber coasters; the front forks are of the best quality of seamless steel

tube. Socket, ball bearing steering head, adjustable for wear. Handle bar is a

one-piece steel tube, 28 inches long, bent back, and is detachable and adjustable.

Vulcanite handle grips of a large size. The brake is on the front wheel and is a
pull up plunger spoon brake.

The wheels, crank bearing, pedals and head, are all fitttd with adjustable ball
bearings; the ball races and adjusting cones in every bearing are steel, accurately
tilted and case hardened.
The pedal rubbers are of a new design and present a flat bearing surface for the

foot, making an excellent pedal. The saddle rests upon an L seat rod, and is ad-
justable to height, also forward and back. Adjustable suspension saddle with coil
spring front and rear. Saw step. Neat lamp bracket, mud guards over both
wheels and chain. Finely enameled, with usual bright parts nickeled on copper.
Each machine is supplied with tool bag, wrench and oiler.
The material used in the Record is the best that can be obtained. Price $110.

The Coventry Machinists' Co. are showing some splendid $100 machines. We
saw several crates of these machines the other day. They are nicely made and
finished, ball bearings all around, and in every respect are full value for the
money.
Over 2500 of the Premier safeties were sold during the six months of 1SS9. This

large number is excellent testimony as to the popularity of this machine. We call
our reader's attention to the illustration of this wheel which appears in our ad-
vertising columns.

From present outlooks, the ladies' safety will have a big boom the coming year.
The first Columbia Ladies' Safety, in the perfection of which the Pope Manufactur -

ing Company have spent years of careful study and experiment may be seen at their
salesrooms, 77 Franklin street, Boston, and at their Branch Houses in New York
and Chicago, besides at all agencies. It is indeed an examples of mechanical skill
and beauty.

The Gormulty & Jeffrey Mfg. Co. of Chicago, advise us that they will open their
new retail store at 85 Madison street, on or about May 1st. They have had special
designs made for the office fixtures, counters, shelving, etc., which will be manu-
factured in cabinet form from cherry. The contract, for this work has been let to
the Brunswick, Balke Collender Co. of Chicago. They purpose fitting up their
store in an elegant and artistic manner.

Bretz, Curtis & Co. write us : "The demand for light machines has had a won-
derful growth this season. We judge of this from the large quantity of Referee
orders now on our books."

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. report large order fjr Ramblers and all other
classes of machines. They predict a good trade for the coming season. Mr. M.
L. Bridgman, traveling for the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., lately visited Pitts-
burgh, Washington and other cities on his way Hast, and reports a good trade all

along the line.

Mr. J. Elmer Pratt, traveling for the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., in the
State of Michigan, reports that it is rather early for trade yet, but the prospects for
trade were never better.

The Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. report that they are very full of orders, using
their present quarters to their full capacity, and have lately bought the property
opposite to their present works, Nos. 225, 227, 229 N. Franklin street, so as to ex-
tend and enlarge their present capacity. They are now remodeling the building
and will shortly be using it for the needs of their business.

BANKER & CAMPBELL,
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS

ORMONDE
1788 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

THE HARTFORD.
Perfectly InterchangeableBall Bearing All Around

and Warranted.
PRICE 8100.

It is one thing to make statements, another to

prove them.

We claim the HARTFORD to be the best ma-

chine in the World listed at or about $100, and superior

to many wheels listed at or about $135.

The Hartford will be on the market in a few

days. Examine it, compare it, part for part with other

wheels, if necessary, and if you find that we have

stated falsely, don't buy it.

THE HARTFORD CYCLE CO.,
Hartford, Conn.
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Don't Throw $50 Away!
a COVENTRY RIVALS" ARE BEST VALUE EVER KNOWN.

No, 1 "COVENTRY RIVAL" List Price $135
We sell it until further notice at $85

No 2 "COVENTRY RIVAL," List Price, $120
We sell it until further notice at $75

No, 3 "SPRING-FRAME COVENTRY RIVAL," List Price, $140
We sell it until further notice at $IOO

LADY'S "COVENTRY RIVAL," List Price, - $135
We sell it until further notice at SIOO

TANDEM "COVENTRY RIVAL," List Price, $200
We sell it until further notice at $160

Every machine is guaranteed against imperfections in material and workmanship for two years.
We know that nothing in the way of Bicycles can use better material than ours, so we give this un-
precedented guarantee. Every machine is Ball Bearing throughout. Agents wanted. Exclusive
Territory given. We want you to buy through your local dealers, but if they can't supply you, we
will ship direct, express paid, to any part of the United States.

SEND FOB OUR 64-PAGE CATALOGUE, THE MOST COMPLETE EVER ISSUED.

SWEETING CYCLE CO., 639 Arch St., Philadelphia.
Sole U. S Agents for "Coventry Rival" Bicycles, Patent Silico Enamel Co., London, and the celebrated "Silk Cleaning

Cloths," 15 cents by mail, the greatest boon ever offered for cleaning machines.

Grace, Beauty, Strength, Lightness,

Interchangeability

are a very few of the adjectives that apply

with justice to the STOVER CYCLES. Send

for Catalog, descriptive of TELE PARAGON
SPRING FRAME and Iroquois Dropped
Franne Safeties, to the

StoVei* Bieyele JVIfg. Co.,

FREEPORT, ILL.

^WHY IS I0F that the entire Cycle Trade have copied the

"REFEREE" SAFETY.
The original Diamond Frame, DESIGNED IN 1886 (Patent Nos. 14,205 and 17,215; Registered Nos.

83,504, 115,900, and 116,849).

BE/CAUSE/ it is the best mechanically-constructed Safety in the World. We challenge our

imitators to excel

The " Referees n
For Lightness, Strength, Comfort, Speed, Design, Workmanship, Style, Finish and Improvements.

Holds |2 World's Records, and Won over 130 Frizes in five months.

BRETZ, CURTIS & COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
AGENTS WANTED. SOLE U. S. IMPORTERS.
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HEW HIWm-FOB WHEELMEN,
"YOU PRESS THE BUTTON,

WE DO THE REST."
(or you can do it yourself.)

SEVEN NEW STYLES and SIZES
ALL LOADED WITH

TRANSPARENT FILM,

SS^For sale by all Photo. Stock Dealers. Sendfor Catalogue.

THE EASTMAN COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS :

13 Pearl Street, ... - Room 37.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1890—91.

President,

JAMES R. DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

First Vice President.
DR. W. H. EMERY,
109 Warwick street, Roxbury, Mass.

Second Vice President,
GEO- R. BIDWELL,

313 W. 58th street, New York City.

Treasurer,
W. M. BREWSTER.

309 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

Secretary ,

ABBOT BASSETT,
11 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

Connecticut.

A meeting of the Board of Officers of this Division
was held in the parlors of the Hartford Wheel Club,
Hartford, February 27th, 1890.
Meeting was called to order at 7-45 P. M. by Chief

Consul Post.
Minutes of last meeting were read and accepted.
The following gentlemen were present

:

Chief Consul, David J. Post; Secretary-Treasurer, E.
A. DeBlois. Representatives, J. M. Knous, A. G.
Fisher,Joseph Goodman, E. C. Rowe, Fred Atwater,
Henry Goodman, also present by courtesy, Mr. F. N.
Kinney of New Haven.

It was moved and seconded that the sum of $150 be
appropriated to entertain Division members at the next
annual meeting, and that a committee of five be ap-
pointed by the Chief Consul with power to expend this
amount in a manner that will result in the greatest
benefit to the Division. Carried.
Various plans to increase the Division membership

were discussed at some length, resulting in each mem-
ber present pledging himself to secure from eight to
ten new members prior to May 1st, and to exert himself
in every possible manner to induce unattached wheel-
men to become members of our organization. Upon
motion of Mr. Fisher, the Secretary was instructed to
apprise the absent members of the Board, of the action
thus taken, 'and earnestly request them to pledge an
equal number of applications.

It was then moved and seconded that the Division
pay the actual railroad fares of the members of the
Board, to all Board of Officers meetings held in the
futnre, including the meeting just held. Carried.
|_Adjourned. E. A. DeBlois, Sec.-Treas.

Michigan.

The following appointments of League Hotels and
Repair Shops take effect from this date

:

HOTEL LIST NO. <].

Milan, Palace Hotel, L. A. W. rate $1.00.
Muskegan, Occidental Hotel, regular rate $2.00; L.

A. W. rate $1.50.
Opercher, Calumet Hotel, regular rate $2-00; L. A.

W. rate $1.50.
St. Clair, St. James Hotel, L. A. W. rate $1.50.
St. John, The Steel, L. A. W. rate $2.00.
Grand Rapids, Sweeti Hotel, regular rate $2.50 to

$3.50; L. A. W. rate $2.00.
Charlotte, Sherwood Hotel, regular rate $2.00; L. A.

W. rate $1.50.
Union City, Brown House, regular rate $2.00; L. A.

W. rate $1.00.
Detroit, Hotel Normandie, regular rate $2.«o to $1.00:

L. A. W. rate $2.00.
*

Detroit, Crawford Restaurant, L. A. W. rate special.
Manistee, Dunham House, regular rate $2.00; L. A.

W. rate $1.50.
Mt. Clemem, Sherman House, regular rate $2.00: L.

A. W. rate $1.50.

REPAIR SHOP LIST NO. 6.

Detroit, T. B. Rayl & Co., 112 Woodward avenue.
Detroit, W. R. Cole & Co., 59 Fort street, East.
Detroit, F. Wuelfing & Co., 71 Lamed street, West.
Detroit, W. D. Hadger, Randall Building, East Gd.

Circus Park.
Detroit, C. Bauman, 31 Grand River avenue.
Grand Rapids, A. B. Richmond, 70 and 72 Waterloo

street.

I have this day appointed R. D. Merrill Local Consul
at Union City, Mich. Fraternally,

A. B. Richmond, Chief Consul.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Feb. 27, 1890.

Missouri Appointment.

George M. Wilder is hereby appointed Chairman of
the Racing Committee, vice N. T. Haynes, resigned
He can be addressed at 1724 Olive street.

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm,
Feb. 18, 1890. ChiefConsul.

Pennsylvania.

To the Pennsylvania Division :

I have to-day appointed Philip S.Collins an addi-
tional Representative for this Division.

Samuel A. Boyle, Chief Consul.
Phi ladelphia, 26 Feb., 1890.

370—Missouri Division.-370.

To consuls and members :

Right at the opening oft he cycling season it may be
perfectly in keeping with the season to say that the
cause owes as much to ind ividual as to collective effort.
I would therefore very mu ch like to see each member
of our Division make a lesolve right at the beginning
of the riding season to obtain us at least one new
member before April 1st , and as many thereafter as
possible. Our present m embership is now nearly 360,
and but ten more names are needed to pass the high
water mark. We want to, and should by all means,
pass this "mile stone," fo r it should not be said that
we were behind the record of the last eighteen months,
but advanced ahead of it in the first six months of the
present administration. By united effort we can easily
do this, and as we now h ave good hard workers in the
large cycling centres, su ch as Joplin, Hannibal, Kan-
sas City and St. Louis, the figures 370 should be left

far in the background. Our road book will be out in

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.
Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, - - MASS.

April, and you will be surprised at its completeness.
This should be used as an argument in connection with
the others in obtaining new members. The Road Im-
provement Committee is doing yeoman service, but are
sorely handicapped by our lack of members. We in-
tend to push legislation on this subject the coming
year, and if we are to be successful we must have at
least 500 members. With all these advantages put in
a clear light to the non-members they will be sure to
join us, provided you make it your business to ask
them. Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm,

St. Louis, March 1, 1S90. Chief Consul.

Ohio.

The supplement to the Hand Book has been mailed
to the members of the Ohio Division. It contains
several blank pages on which may be pasted any infor-
mation concerning consuls, hotels, etc., that may from
time to time appear in the official columns of the
Bulletin.
Since the Addenda was set up the following changes

have been made

:

Local Consuls : Lima, Allen Co., Walter J. Ritchie

;

Wellington, Lorain Co., John W. Wight.
Hotel: Shelby, Richland Co., Hotel Shelby regular

rates $2 00: to L. A. W. $140, meals, 35 cents.
Cut this out audpaste it in your hand book.

William D. Kempton,
Sec.-Treas. Ohio Div. L. A. W., Cincinnati, O.

Cincinnati, February 22, 1890.

Ohio.

Additional Hotel.

Belleville, Hotel LeFevre, regular rate $i.«o; to L.
A. W. $1.00.
Cut this out and paste it on the blank page of your

Addenda. William D. Kempton,
Sec.-Treas. Ohio Div. L. A. W., Cincinnati, O.

Cincinnati, March 1, 1890.

Illinois Hotels.

Marseiles, Beckwith House, rate $1.50 per day, meals,
35 cents ; regular rate S2.00.
Olney, Olney House, rate $1.50; regular rate $2.00.
Taylorville, Long House, rate $1.50; regular $2.00.
Carpentersville, Wilbur House, rate $1.00; regular

rate $1.50.
Sandoval, City Hotel, rate $1.00 per day; regular rate

$2.00.
Sparta, Broadway House, rates $2.00 per day.

W. A.Davis, C. C.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list oi applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. oi the Constitution, which is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateurwheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of
two League members in good standing, or of three re-
putable citizens ol the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
oi an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the
year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval oi the Board ol Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication of the name in
a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issned fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correct.
Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as they are published, and to report errors and
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omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members are

given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as
it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.
The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-
tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 231—Total 35—12,664.

Boston, March 7, 1S90.

California Division— i- 443.

Unattached.

2637s Swinnerton, J. G., Box 167, Stockton

Illinois Division— 2—030.

Unattached

.

26367 Peterson, S.C.J.

,

2636S Wood, John W.,
Morris
Galva

Abilene

Maysville

Kansas Division—1—137.

Unattached.

26375 Bergstresser, Edwin, Box 333,

Kentucky Division—2—1 10.

Unattached.

26359 Rosenau, Sim.,
26300 Trouts, William,

Maryland Division—5—540.

Chesapeake Wheelmen.

26370 Tickner, Wm. E., 902 N. Gilmor St., Baltimore
26371 Unverzagt, Harry G., 1509 Edmondson ave.,

Baltimore

Unattached.

26369 Geraghty, M. J., 64S W. Lembard St., "

26354 Morris, T. J. V., Waverly P. O., »•

26361 Frazier, L. T. O., West All Saints St.,

Frederick City

Massachusetts Division—7—1656.

Cambridgeport Cycle Club.

26355 Pittee, Closson F., Wyeth St., Somerville

Middlesex Cy. C.

26364 Major, Thomas E., Box 2559, Boston

Melrose C. C.

26363 Washburn, Frank L., Wyoming ave., Melrose

Unattached.

26356 Harris, Harry H., 71 Middle St., Fall River

26355 Pressy, Alonzo K., 11 Washington St., Newton
26372 Cummings, John D., 163 Hampden St., Boston
26379 Leeming, Woodruff, 145 W. Newton St., "

Missouri Division—4—356.

Joplin Bi.Club.

26357 Beeker, Julius A., Box 1044, Joplin

Mo. Bi. Club.

263^2 Knox, John B., 519 N. Mai^st., St. Louis

Unattached.

26350 Slevin, L. R., 3524 Laclede ave., "

26351 Baylor, D. L., Box 112, Purdy

New Jersey Division—

i

—634

Unattached.

26373 Ogden, Edw. W., Rutherford

New York Division -2—2166.

Lockport Wheelmen.
263"56 Winsor, Geo., 268 Church, Lockport

Unattached.

26365 Gaylord, Ernest F., 134 West 70th St., New York

Ohio Division—1—S64

Unattached.

26374 Sebald, C. Ed, Middletown

Pennsylvania Division— 7 — 1490.

Tioga Cycling Club.

26353 Roberts, Thomas M., 1749 Ontario St.,

Philadelphia
26354 Rich, J. B., 3542 Smedley St., "

26385 Klander, Frank, 2210 Venango St.,
"

Unattached.

26355 Shafer, H. Will, Box 10S9, Franklin
26376 Sproule, George F., 644 No. 44th St.,

West Philadelphia
26377 Potts, Geo. C, 2401 E. Huntingdon St.,

Philadelphia
26356 Haines, John B., 340S No. 16th St., "

Rh3de Island Division— 1 —356.

Unattached.

26362 Cullen, Alexander, Box 1343, Providence

Wisconsin Division—i— 113.

Unattached.

26357 Withee, N. H., 236 S.9th St., La Crosse

Division Officers.

Consuls and agents should draw upon Division Of-
ficers for supplies of Application and Renewal Blanks,
and for League literature of all kinds. Post Office ad-
dresses will be found below:

California—Chief Consul, R. M. Thompson , Oriel
Hotel, San Francisco. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D.
Sheldon, 126 Davis street, San Francisco.
Colorado—Chief Consul, Edward S. Hartwell, 1319

Sixteenth street, Denver.
Connecticut—Chief Consul, David J. Post, Drawer

11, Hartford. Secretary-Treasurer, Edward A. De
Blois, Drawer 11, Hartford.
Delaware—Chief Consul, S. Wallis Merrihew,9o6

Jackson street, Wilmington.
District of Columbia—Chief Consul, George S.

Atwater, 1230 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington.
Secretary-Treasurer, W. H. Stearns, 1421 G street, N.
W., Washington.
Illinois—-Chief Consul, Wm. A. Davis, 340 South

Leavitt street, Chicago. Secretary-Treasurer, Thomas
F. Sheridan, 141 1 North Fourth street, Springfield.
Indiana—Chief Consul, Harry T. Hearsey, 140 No.

Del. street, Indianapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. N.
Smith, Terre Haute.
Iowa—Chief Consul, James B. Green, 711 Locust

street, Des Moines. Secretary Treasurer, Walstein
Seymour, 2d and Walnut street, Des Moines.
Kansas—Chief Consul, W. C. Bradley, Western

Security Co., Ottawa. Secretary-Treasurer, Otto H.
Wulfekuhler, Leavenworth.
Kentucky—Chief Consul, Andrew J. Lamb, Box

65, Louisville. Secretary-Treasurer.G. E. Johnson,
1919 Floyd street, Louisville.
Louisiana—Chief Consul, Harry H. Hodgson, 1

5

Carondelet street, New Orleans. Secretary-Treasurer,

J. AV. Dodge, S93 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
Maine—Chief Consul, Dr. G.E. Dow, 507 1-2 Coi -

gress street, Portland. Secretary Treasurer, A.. L. 1 .

Cummings, Biddeford.
Maryland—Chief Consul, Albert Moti 203 Lenox

street, Baltimore. Secretary-Treasurei, G. W.H. Carr,
I Box 675, Baltimore.

Massachusetts—Chief Consul, Dr. W. H. Emery,
100 Warwick street, Roxbury. Secretary-Treas urer,

' Chas. S. Howard, Globe office, Boston.
Michigan—Chief Consul, A. B. Richmond, 370 So.

Lafayette street, Grand Rapids. Secretary-Treasurer,
C. A. Conover, Coldwater.
Minnesota—Chief Consul, T. M. Slosson, Box 3S0,

Minneapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. W. Laird,
Winona.
Missouri—Chief Consul, Robert Holm, Anheuser

Busch Brewery, St. Louis. Secretary-Treasurer, J.
H. Kelley, Smith Hardware Co., Sedalia.
Nebraska—Chief Consul, Frank N. Clarke, First

Nat'l Bank, Omaha.
New Hampshire—Chief Consul, Frank A. Mc-

Master, 101 Ash street, Nashua. Secretary-Treasurer,
Frank O. Moulton, Manchester.
New Jersey—Chief Consul, Dr. G. Carleton Brown,

40 Orchard street, Elizabeth. Secretary-Treasurer,
Geo. C. Pennell, Elizabeth.
New York—Chief Consul, W. Sheldon Bull, 754

Main street, Buffalo, N. Y. Secretary-Treasurer,
George M. Nisbett, 50 Wall street, New York City
Ohio—Chief Consul, M. A. High, 165 Vine street

Cincinnati. Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. W. D. Kemp-
ton, 550 Freeman avenue, Cincinnati.
Pennsylvania—Chief Consul, Samuel A. Boyle,

Ass't Dist. Atty, Philadelphia. Secretary-Treasurer,
John J. Van Nort, Scranton.
Rhode Island—Chief Consul, Chas. S. Davol, War-

ren. Secretary-Treasurer, Nelson H. Gibbs,2i8 West-
minster street, Providence.
T'i-^'S'-see—Chief Consul, Joseph R. Wilson, Jr.,

Clarksvihe. secretary-Treasurer, B.;A. Patch, Clarks-
ville.

Texas—Chief Consul, Geo. C. Arbuckle, Room 5,
Merchants' Exchange, Dallas.

Vermont—Chief Consul, H. A. Webster, Mont-
pelier.

Virginia—Chief Consul, Ira B. White, 16 Nolls
court, Norfolk. Secretary-Treasurer, Alex. K. Schaap,
617 E. Broad street, Richmond.
West Virginia—Chief Consul, Clarence. E. Irwin,

150 No. F street, Wheeling.
Wisconsin—Chief Consul, V. Munrfora Moore, 94

19th street, Milwaukee. Secretary-Treasurer, W. L.
Simonds, 3S2 East Water street, Milwaukee.
Foreign Marshal—Joseph Pennell, care J. S.

Morgan & Co., 22 Old Broad street, London, E. C.
England.

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.
ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you will find $ for initiation fee and dues in the

League of American Wheelmen to April 30, i8go. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years of age, and that I am an amateur
within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, 01 Box,.

References:. City,.

State, ........

Enclosed. for Holder

.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first half year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and 50 cents during the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date ol paper and May 1, 1890. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be received.

Xf II you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle tor ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and ocket for per

onal'cards send 25 cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the margins in using this blank
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There is no better wheel in the market to-day than the Warwick Perfection. It is not sold for

cheap money,'nor is it made of cheap material.

PRICE $135.

SJEim FOR

CATALOGUE.

WITH BRACE REMOVED

IT MAKES A

Light and Superior

Ladies' Wheel.

To facilitate delivery of goods we have arranged with the following firms to supply you in

their respective territory. They will he our exclusive wholesale dealers, and it is their mission to aid you

in every way. Address them for catalogues:

For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Eastern Massa-
chusetts, A. O. VERY, 173 Tremont Street, Boston.

For New York State, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,
O. K. BIDWELL, 313 West 5SU1 Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey, E. ALSDORF & CO . , 11 Academy St., Newark, N.J.
For Southern New Jersey, and territory contiguous to Philadelphia,
EDW. K. TRYON, JR., & CO., 10 and 12 North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania, and Northern Ohio,
STANDARD CYCLE CO., 58S Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

WARWICK CYCLE MFC. CO.,

For Maryland, EISENBRANDT BROS., 424. E. Baltimore St. .Baltimore, Md.
For Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Tennessee, and West Virginia,

J. E. POORMAN, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.
For the Northwest,

CHAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO., 293 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. SNITJER, 1012 Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope,
THOS. H. B. VARNEY, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Territory not named, Local Agents, or The Manufacturers,

Springfield, Mass.

This is the Popular Premier Safety Bicycle. All balls, all steel, all in-
terchangeable. Fish saddle. $105. Now Ready for Delivery. 2,500 were
sold during six months of last year. Of all Premier Agents, or

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON, Manufacturing Importer,

401 & 403 Main] St., ORANGE, N. J,
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ONCE MORE WE SAYLITTLE GIANT.
THEN WE SAY UTILE DULCI.

Now we ask you why you should place your order early for the
LITTLE GIANT.
So as to secure what you want just when you want it.

We know from experience that everybody wants the best.
We are prepared to furnish it at a moderate price.

It becomes a pleasure to supply the public with what they want,
when you know from experience that your goods will please them.
The LITTLE GIANT will bear the closest of criticism, therefore

we extend an invitation to all to examine it for themselves.
Price $35.00, it is needless to add, constructed of modern improve-

ments.

LOZIER & YOST BI. MFG. CO., Toledo, Ohio.

U. S. BRANCH:

6&8BERKELEYST.,
BOSTON, MASS.

CHICAGO, ILL:

Sinpr Cycle Co.,

AGENTS,

201 Randolph St.

NEW YORK, N.Y.:

G. A.

AGENT,

352 Lenox Ave.

Weight
Complete. Price.

Royal Singer Safety, - 40 lbs., $135

Light Royal Singer Safety, 32 lbs., 135

Singer Safety, - 49 lbs., 130

Apollo Safety, - - 50 lbs., 105

Intermediate Safety, - 39 lbs., 90

Miniature Safety; - 37 lbs., 75

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen,
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

^ZJc^^^^^^ZcII^^ Committee.

Browning, King k Co,,

Official Tailors of the L. A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only Official Tailors totheL.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

A. G. Spalding $ Bros.,

Makers of the Oicial L. A. W. Sundries,

V'eipS. League Regulation 1.25
CJ V, 1 -n4-t3 League Regulation 2.00
£31111 t»« No. XX Fine Cheviot ior hot

weather wear 1.00
C+rw/jlriiin'o Our celebrated Linen
K3L«JlyJi.lllg». Sole Stocking, League

color 1.00
XJ/^l+a No. X Silk, Edge's League color,
X>t51 1)». white centre, Snake Buckle .50

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40

<^l»/-v£kC< Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,OllUv5R» hand made, light, str ng_, elastic. 5.OO
No. i, Canvas, leather tnmrnings.3.50

Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits.

A. G, SPALDING & BROS,
241 Broad-way, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago.
Philadelphia, 1022 Market St.

A1

c^AfNESS
,.A NEW TREATMENT.
Sufferers are not generally aware that!

these diseases are contagious, or that they 8

are due to the presence of living para-l
sites in the lining membrane of the nose I

and eustachian tubes. Microscopic re-l
search, however, has proved this to be a

I

fact, and the result of this discovery is

that a simple remedy has been discovered
which permanently cures the most aggra-
vated cases of these distressing diseases by

|
afew simpleapplicationsmadettwoweeKs
apart) by the patient at home. Apamph-

J let explaining this new treatment is sent

\ free by A. H. Dixon & Son, 337 and 339
I West King Street, Toronto, Canada.

Elwell European Bicycle Tour.

MARCH CIRCULAR NOW READY.
Address

F. A. ELWELL,
152 PEARL ST., - - PORTLAND, ME
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THE "GAZELLE,"
GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS

ARE THE MOST
PERFECT.

JUVENILE SAFETY BICYCLE.
The lightest and strongest machine of its kind yet

made. Tubular steel drop frame, with or without de-

tachable cross-bar, adjustable steel cone bearings for

wheels and crank- shaft, hard rubber handles, 24 and 26

inch wheels, with crescent steel rims, steel spokes a«d
3-4 inch best rubber tires, reversible seat post, with
long and short bends, thus giving wide range of ad-

justment to suit children from eight to sixteen years of
age; all wearing parts detachable and interchangeable;
handsomely finished in nickel and enamel; weight,
with adjustable suspension saddle and tool bag, com-
plete, 34 lbs. Price $40,—and well worth the money,
in comparison with any other machine of its kind in

the market.
The '• Gazelle " has absolutely the strongest wheels

of any bicycle made, large or small, and as the frame
is strong enough to carry a heavy man over the roughest
riding, the machine will stand the rough usage to which
children's bicycles are frequently subjected , with little

danger ot breakage. The Ladies' " Gazelle," much
the same style as the above, with 38-inch wheels, chain
guard, and some additions and improvements, will be
ready in April. Will run about as light as a ball bear-
ing machine. Price $50. Liberal terms to agents.
We will deliver these machines at any place in the
United States, east of the Mississippi, where we have
no agent and which is reached by a railroad, at prices
named, transportation free. When ordered to be sent
C. O. P., an advance remittance of $5 will be required.

CRAWFORD & CO.,
1116 K ST., N. W., - WASHINGTON, D. C.

$3,00

Per Pair.

$3.00

Per Pair,

TOULMIN'S KANGAROO BICYCLE SHOES
FOB 1890.

Greatly improved. Best and cheapest Shoe in the
Country. Special Inducements to Agents. Send for

Catalogue containing rules for self measurement. Cor
respondence promptly answered. Address

285 Main St., - BUFFALO, N. T.

25c FOR THIS
STAMP. 25c

Send us 13 two cent stamps and
we will send you by Mail one of these
Beautiful Self-Inking Stamps, with
Your Name, Ink, Box, &c. Postpaid.

CONOLLY&Co. Rochester.N.Y.

I %

Ask your local dealer lor

im AtUlM I >ttl>.

Chain** *

Graphite.
O TAJ *^^ '̂'JX^--

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

Th
R
eu'^°"BICYCLES
Tires. Factory Price. Our Price.

52in....*60 00 $32 40
7. .".1 'in SS 00 2970
.= » •Win 60 00 27 OO
f «i«Sin.... 45 00 24 30
E_o44in.... 40 00 2| OO
£ g£42in.... 35 00 18 90

lis
IS*

SAFETY
BICYCLES

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
Small Boys' 20 In., wheels, with Parallel Bearings.. .$ 18 75
Large Boys' 24lln., with Brake and Mad Guards 26 25
Ladies' or Men's 80 In., Ball Bearings to both wheels, 56 25
Ladles' or Hen's 30 In.. Ball Bearings ALL OVER ... 67 SO
sr-&» ,s

' E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO.

For all kinds ol

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.

PERFECT POCKET OILER. i

One-half size.

For bicycles, Guns, etc. No Leakage. Throws only
small quantity of oil at a stroke. Handsomely nickel
plated. For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt
of price, 50c. each. CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172
9th ave., N. Y.

^ N D

7DUR]

•YOU/oUY

WMFFI
READ
•OURAD<

|ff>oroUfft.D'

fey

•TaE.-GYGLS>

jtA/ATTO
GONN-

Copyrighted.

SUMMER 1890.
Prof. P. Le Terrier's European Tour
Through France, England, Switzerland on
Bicycles and Tricycles. For particulars,

terms, etc., address

Prof. P. Le PERRIER,
34 W. 4«th Street, New York City.

T>"|7T> A TT>Q 10 Per cent- off on a11 R«-XVHiX AlJLVlJ. pair and Rennlghlng^^"^^^^^^^^^^^~ 'work received before
March. 10.

We Do This to Keep Oar Shop Running.

BARGAINS.
Psycho Tandem Safety, all plated except wheels

;

all balls; tires perfect; an elegant machine, $175
American Rambler, new; all balls 105
"Victor Safety, fine machine So
48-inch American Challenge, all balls 55
50-inch New Mail, almost new 55
58-inch Victor, new 85
1 Hickory Safety, almost new 60
48-inch Expert, especially built for fancy riding;

nickel finish 60
52-inch Victor, halt nickel ; all balls ; as good as

new; only 65

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
WORCESTER, MASS.,

infill of BICYCLE BELLS and HOISTS.

The New "39" and "24" Star,

NO MACHINE ON THE MARKET ITS EQUAL.

Easiest Running Wheel
—AND

—

Best Hill Climbing Machine Ever
Produced.

We Challenge Honest Criticism.

In this Machine we have combined ALL
the advantages of a low wheel and the speed
of a high one.

Send for Catalogue of STAR BICYCLES.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

Smithville, N. J.

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Russet

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Grab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance ot natural fruit acid

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh Irom the
press, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ling and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
K your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. B. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISH!!) 1865.
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UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.
"Union" Patent Saddle.
None Better.

Ball Bearings Dust Proof and Oil Re-
taining.

Chain absolutely noiseless. i High Grade in Every Respect.
Patent Chain Adjustment. Finish Incomparable.

THE UNION SAFETY
In General Appearance and Riding dualities is Unqeualled.

All Parts Interchangeable, Office and Factory, Highlandville, Mass,

WRITE FODR, CATALOGUE TO
CHAS. P. STOKES MFG. CO,, 293 & 295 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111., Agents for the North West.

J. E. POORMAN, Cor. 8th & Race Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio, Agent for Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, ,

Kentucky and Tennessee.

A. B. MACK & CO., 64 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, Agents for Northern Ohio.

STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y., Agents for Western New York and Western
Pennsylvania.

A. 0. YERY, 173 Tremont St., Boston, Mass., Agent for the New England States.

OXJR EIGHTH YE>AR AJT> THE) OLVD STAND.

W. W. STALL,
ODD FELLOWS' HALL,

509 TREMONT STREET, 4 WARREN AVENUE.

BOSTOlsT, DVH^SS.
Safety Bicycles, Wholesale and Retail

SOLE NEW ENCLAND ACENTS FOR

ST. NICHOLAS MFG. CO., - Chicago, I

INDIANA BICYCLE MFG. CO., - Indianapolis, I.

CAPITAL CYCLE CO., - Washington, D. C, PSYCH'
JOHN WILKINSON CO., - - Chicago, III., ROVErft
SWEETING CYCLE CO., Philadelphia, Pa., COVENTRY RIVA>

We are practically headquarters on low-priced wheels especially, and are prepared to suppiy t_

trade. Safeties for men at from $60.00 upward; Ladies at from $45 upward, and Boys at from $18.c
upward.

We offer the ahove goods to the New England trade, and solicit correspondence with agents and
parties desiring to become such. Liberal inducements to live men who will "hustle."

Send 5 cents in stamps for our new Catalogue.
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"If not then therefore? Then why

so accordingly? BECAUSE, don't you

SEE? That is-to be SURE -of COURSE

it is. HENCE, LATE EXPLANATIONS."

let the galled jade WINCE. OUR

withers are UNWRUNG."

See last number of "WHEELING."

See article under head of SCIENTIFIC

WHEELING. READ IT. PONDER and

MAKE YOUR OWN DEDUCTION. Then

send for '90 "CAT." to

WHITE CYCLE CO.,

'A \
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ANNOUNCEMENT.

It is true that last year we were not able to supply
promptly the demand made on us for the Columbia Safety;

this was on account of the failure of the Tube Works to

supply tubing according to agreement.
Not to be caught again, our contract was made early

last year with ample guarantees for a full supply.

Foreseeing the large increased demand there would be
for our production, notwithstanding we had the largest facili-

ties in the world for manufacturing Hig^li Grade Bicycles,

we increased our plant and kept steadily at work with full

force during the dull season, so that we are prepared for

the demand.
We haye sent out yery many more cycles during Jan-

uary and February than ever before, and still haye a large

stock on hand ready, for immediate shipment, yet adyise our

agents to get their orders in promptly so as to haye ma-
chines in their own stores ready for quick delivery.

Our Bicycles are the most popular ones in the world,

and are still growing in fayor.

In places where we haye no agents we shall be glad to

appoint actiye ones, and in places where for any reasons

our agents are not able to giye our interests their prompt
attention, shall be willing, with their consent, to make a

change.

POPE MFG. COMPANY,

branch offices:

12 Warren Street, New York.

291 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

77 Franklin St., Cor. Arch,

BOSTON.



bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OfGTLIHG.

$1.00 a Year.
5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 14 MARCH, 1890.

Volume XX.
Number 20.

Ule Rm Jiorxt Shipping the

1890 VlGTOflS.

They meet ready appreciation on all sides. You

cannot find another machine that will give you the

satisfaction Victors will.

If you are changing your mount this year, try a
VICTOR and you will learn what is the best bicycle on

earth.

"Ask Victor riders."

OVE^mfl^ OlHEEIi CO.,
BOSTON. WASHINGTON.

Office and Factory, CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Illustrated Catalogue Free.
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SOME ARE BORN POOR, OTHERS ACHIEVE POVERTY.

When you wantjto know whether the atmospheric
temperature is rising or falling, and can't wait long
enough to take two observations if you have a metallic

thermometer, one of those with a dial, you have only to

jar it and the pointer will advance slightly in the direc-

tion of its last movement. The reason is that a jar

overcomes the friftion in the moving parts of the in-

strument and allows it to tell the exact instead of the
approximate truth. The same test may be applied to a
steam gauge and also to a man. The pressure under
which a business man works, especially if he is off the
regular track, and running on the tires, as it were, is

usually enough to hold him steady. The size of the
load in proportion to his ability to carry it will always
determine now steady. When a man is suddenly and
unexpectedly hit, he is apt to jump in the direction of
his strongest tendency. This much, by way of explan-
ing our financial statement of February 21st in this

paper. We have to acknowledge the receipt of several

sympathetic letters^ and a lew (don't overlook the
italics) offers of assistance. One elderly lady seems to
take the matter much to heart and thinks the Newton
authorities ought to be : otified. More heartless peo-
ple have considered it a joke. How lightly the suffer-
ings of others touch the average mortal. Let us hope
that in the far distant future (not too far), when every
body 1 ides Hickory Wheels, there will be a stronger
bond of common brotherhood, when each shall be as a
part of one grand nervous system, and to hurt even the
least of us will send a pang to the ever throbbing pub-
lic heart, which "looking backward" will correct rather
than punish the offender. Among recent protests we
have one from the usually good-natured Secretary of
the League, which says,("Elliott, why won't you stop
writing poetry?" Inasmuch as we had never claimed
that we were writing poetry we feel highly flattered.
Our gratification is bordering on ecstacy to have such
an authority accuse us of that of which many had

P. S. What is the difference between free speech and loose spokes? Ans. Only a few seconds.

thought us incapable. While much is added to our
pleasure to know that the rythmic Secretary, fearing
the prospect of such formidable opposition, is taking
steps to drive us out of the market. He need have no
tears, however, as we shall soon be so busy delivering
wooden bicycles ('-wooden," just thinkof it; don't that
sound cheap?) that we shall have no time to muse, and
speaking of mews reminds us that our catalogues may
still be had.
We shall soon begin to deliver "Hickories" of the

vintage of 1890. We want agents in places where we
have not already established agencies, and there are
still a few—thousand. In most of these towns there
must be some man who is on the verge of suicide be-
cause of loose spokes, etc., and whose heart bleeds for
the good of his fellows. We want to save his life, and
we'll do it, too, if he sends his address in time.

Newton, Mass<

Holmes' Thigh Stocking. FULL PANTS.

(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat,

strap & pocket.

No. 884. Heavy Rib.

Price $2.50.

Double heel and toe.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

KNEE PANTS.
(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

fe.

3—3. Full Fashioned, Nar-
rowed at ankle in black, navy.
League brown, grey mixed and
any other color, $1.50.

3—1. Black, navy, grey mixed,
stocking, $1.25.
* 1—1. Black, navy, grey mixed,
stocking, $1.00.

Athletic and Gymnasium Garments Manufactured by

HOLMES i£ CO., 109 Kingston St., Boston.

is the Safety, and the price of ordinary wheels is going down with a crash that is yery sickening to
all the dealers. Wc are still ready, however, to take ordinaries in trade for all styles of new Safeties
and if yon can't make figures with yonr nearest local dealer, you had better write to us; also, SEND
YOUR NAME IN FOR A COPY OF OUR 1890 CATALOG, which will be the finest thing in its line of the season.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., ST. LOUIS, MO., 311 N. 14th St.

Secoiiil-M Wheels anil Typewriters
ot all kinds bought, sold and taken in exchange on any new wheel in
the market. Safeties included. Always in the market to buy large or
small lots, New or Second-Hand Wheels, for Cash, when prices are
right. We constantly carry 400 to 500 Wheels, including many rare
bargains in SECOND-HAND STANDARD MAKES. NEW
WHEELS (bought in job lots) at greatly reduced prices.
Liberal discounts to agents.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO, 9 G St., Peoria, 111.

'CYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS,
with no extra charge except interest. Manufacturers' agents tor
Victors, Columbias, Champions, Eagles, Stars, Springfields, War-
wicks. Ramblers, Crescents, Vineyards, Ottos and ALL other Cycles
made in or imported to this country. Prices guaranteed low as the
lowest. Low rates by fast freight or express—13 railroads. Send foK
40 page Illustrated Catalogue, with full particulars, payment plan, and
second-hand and bargain list.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 9 G St., Peoria, 111.
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements in this Department 20 cents a line.

jgT" Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only -will be taken

L, A. W. BADGES,
The official design in solid gold.

Prices, $2.50, $3.50, $5.00 and up-

ward. Patented. Send for free

Catalogue and address orders to

C. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle St , Portland, Me.

0-|()7 EXPERT COLUMBIA, 54-inch, good
*&*-£• * condition, for $50. Will trade for Kodak
and cash. C. H. DAVIS, Philipsburg, Pa.

IF you want to buy, sell or exchange your wheel for

books, stationery, tvpe writers, organs, buggy,
cigars, etc., write to JOHN G. ZOOK, LITITZ,
PA. He has the best second-4S~ list in the U. S. A
$350 HumberTandem, used 50 miles, at any reason-

able offer, and a score of other bargains. Don't buy
before vou write to him. Kodak Camera wanted.

"CK>R THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-

*~ ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and
other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,

lu.no. Sic. 00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,

etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

OTflTTriJ PC! for sale. Best Safety new, cost
BIO I l/JLl£iO $140, only $90. Good Star, cost

$125 for $70. Rudge Humber Tandem tricycle, cost

$260 for only $65. L.P.THAYER.West Randolph,Vt.

TO LADY BICYCLISTS—We have the best and
cheapest shoe for Bicycling ever worn. Finest

stock, great durability, makes an excellent street shoe.

Send for sample of leather and circular to W.B.TOUL-
MIN, 285 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

sECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
1

Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part
payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
MEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th st.. New York City.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers

,

or mailed by the manu'acturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

The New "39" and "24" Star

NO MACHINE ON THE MARKET ITS EQUAL.

Easiest Running Wheel
—AND

—

Best Hill Climbing Machine Ever
Produced.

We Challenge Honest Criticism.

In this Machine we have combined ALL
the advantages of a low wheel and the speed
of a high one.

Send for Catalogue of STAR BICYCLES.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smitliville, N. J.

HINTS- CARE

Aok your local Dealer (given gratis) for

CYCLE-
CHAINSJ

of

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, is cents a line, iff Cash must

accompany the order._e>
Jgf* Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken.,

WANT Safety Ta ndem. H. S. K., 172 W. 96, N. Y.

WANTED—A Butcher cyclometer for a 52-inch
wheel. State price, condition, etc. J. R. LAM-

BERT, 3420 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Penn.

FOR SALE—48-inch Special Star, good condition.
For particulars address F. S. COX, Binghamton,

N.Y.

FOR SALE CHEAP—50 and 52-inch Expert Co-
lumbias. Big bargains. Write quick. E. A.

CATCHPOLE, Geneva, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Cheap. Not been ridden 100 miles, a
55-inch Columbia L. Roadster, '89 pattern, as good

as new. For particulars address H. G. PIERCE,
No. Adams, Mass.

FOR SALE—52-inch Columbia Light Roadster,
latest model. First-class condition. H. W.

WHITE, Windsor, Conn.

sAFETY, 875. 18S9 pattern.
LINS, Springfield, Mass.

Address F. I. ROL

FOR SALE—16x30 canoe Annawan, built by Rush-
ton; 90 to 100 ft. sail, radix! centre board, brass

drop rudder, water-tight bulkheads, etc., all complete,
price $85. Address J. E. H., 211 Tremont St., Boston.

tf»fiO CASH will buy a "Volant" Safety in Ai
hP"" condition; it is as good as new, has been
ridden but little. Cost, when new, $115. Good reasons
for selling. Address H. D. SWEET, 124 Congress
St., Troy, N. Y.

FOR SALE—54-inch Premier ordinary, originally
made to order. The mould mark not worn off the

tire. A bargain. H. D. BATES, 191 Warren Ave.,
Boston.

K£)-INCH Volunteer Columbia, good as new, rode
if *t but little; in perfect order, and finish first-class.

Price $75. Address Lock Box 3, Bound Brook, N.J.

IVEL TANDEM BICYCLE for sale, cheap. New
last fall; ridden less than 300 miles. H. B.

WIESE, Bordentown, N.J.

WANTED—A Western wheelman, well-known
throughout the West, wishes a position as

salesman or advertising man for a bicycle firm, where
hustling is needed. Can furnish good recommenda-
tions from prominent Western wheelmen as to ca-
pability. Address "Salesman," care Bicycling
World, Boston, Mass

I>OR- SALE — Ladies' Quadrant Tricycle, perfect
condition, cost $185. Highest offer over $1 15 takes

it. ARTHUR CASTLE, 177 W. Main St., Rochester,
N.Y.

STOLEN.
Ladies' Premier Safety, L. H. Johnson, Importer,

No. 42,167. Send any information to L. H. JOHNSON,
Orange, N. J.

S25 REWARD.
STOLEN—On November 24th, 1889, a lady's War-

wick Perfection Safety Bicycle, No. 333. The
above reward will be paid to any one returning it to
V. M. MOORE, 94 19th Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

TOE CLIPS
Are great things, but you can'tjump and walk on them.
They are maae light and strong, and add to the looks

of your wheel. Great for riding hands off and
scorching.

RANKIN PAT. TOE CUP.

AGENT8 WANTED in every city or town in the
United States. Write forterms, etc. Mention this

paper, please.

RANKIN & BRUCE) { & ManVturers.

Box 103, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mail orders, (postage paid), will receive prompt
attention. Per Pair, 50 cents.

Howard l\, Smith $ Co.,
Cor. Broad and Bridge Sts.,

N9MKRK, - N.J..
Manufacturers and Importers of

CYCLING GOODS.
Largest Wholesale and Retail

Bicycle Supply House
In the United States.

GENERAL AGENTS
—FOR THE

—

COLUMBJAS,PSYCHOS, VICTORS,
STARS, J. & G.'s, GALES,

BARTFORDS,
And all other First-Class Makes.

Adhesive Tire Tape

is one of the handiest ac-
cessories for carrying in
the tool bag, is quickly
applied, very strong, and
will last for hundreds of
miles' riding; invaluable

in case;ofMaccidents._ Price per package, 20 cents.

zT&STBflndleCarriersr

Made to fit the handle bars
of all the safeties, also the
mud guards. By using our
patented principle of hinged
plates, we are enabled to

place a carrier on the saft ties

that is an ornament. Can be set wide apart for a long
bundle, close together for a short bundle,and war-
ranted to carry 50 pounds without marring the ma-
chine or being in the way of the rider. Price, $1.25.

OUR STANDARD CEMENT ..

Is known all over the United States. It has been in

use for several years, and we can recommend it as be-

ing equal if not superior to the best imported.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Price in sticks, 20 cents; in bulk, $1.20 per pound.

Standard Gloves $1 .00 and 1.25

Z. &. S. Hose Supporters 35c. and 50c
Bicycle Horns $1.35 and 2.25

Whistles 25c. to 50c
Oils, in bottles and cans 25c. to 60c

Newark Enamel 50c
And a thousand other things.

s
END for the latest Unabridged
Cyclopedia of Cyclers' Wants.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

NEJ/tfTSRK:. - - - N. J.
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WE'CATER FOR EVERYBODY,

LADIES OR GENTLEMEN.

Prices, #100 to $145.

Highest Grade Only.

HITS SWIFT SAFETY,

43 LBS. COMPLETE.

RECORD: 101 3-4 in a Day.

Every Wheel Warranted.

SIX STYLES OF SAFETIES.

CATALOGUE FREE.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Boston, Mass.

1 8 9 O-

NEW MAIL.
HAVE YOU SEEN IT? OFFERED

AS THE

BEST AND

HANDSOMEST

SAFETY

YET

PRODUCED.

SEE IT AND GET CATALOGUE SURE.

Unasked for Testimonial of the 1890

Model New Mail, from a dealer in

all makes, and one of the best

known Wheelmen in the Country,

Feb. i8, 1890.

Messrs Wm. Read & Sons :

Gents—I tried your wheel for a little

spin this morning, and must say,—it

runs magnificently; in fact., I see

scarcely any use for having handles on
the machine at all—it steers so easily

without hands, even while riding at a

very slow pace.

I do not think this wheel can be rec-

ommended any too highly, and predidt

for it a very large sale the coming season.

The Spring on the Front Forks works
to perfection, and is a most valuable im-

provement. And I am,

Yours truly,

ADDRESS

WILLIAM READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.
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lil^uNfiyoip
Devoted To The IHtcrcsts Of CjaiHQ

Published Every Friday

THE BICYCLING

-
WORLD COIIIPflNY,

12 Pearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., TJ. S. A.

49- Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

the Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old

address and Folio number.

Messrs. NEUMANN BROS., ol 1 18 W. 19th Street, New York, represent

the World and Bulletin as Advertising Agents exclusively for the Eastern
and Middle States.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.

Copy for new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure
their Deing inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
later than Monday, to insure attention for the following issue.

O- All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the
order of the Bicycling World Co.

Kf— Postage Stamps will not be accepted hereafter in
payment for advertisements or subscriptions. checks,
Money Orders or Postal Notes only will be taken..

The management of this paper refuse to print In the advertising
columns of this paper any matter that is disparaging of a rival or
which In its estimation is objectionable in any way.

EDITORS

:

C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

BOSTON, 14 MARCH, i8go.

OUR official column this week contains a list of committees ap-

pointed by President Dunn. All will be interested in these

committees and the personnel thereof.

SOME time ago we called attention to the practice indulged in

by certain few parties who handle second hand wheels of ob-

literating the manufacturer's number from the wheel, and we gave
our opinion at that time as to what we thought of such a practice.

Again our attention is called to this practice, and a complaint is

made that crippled and damaged machines of good makes are re-

vamped, and the numbers are cut off to prevent identification. This
of course makes trouble. Riders get the wheels, complain to the

makers and the makers are unable to identify them because the

number has been erased.

This is not an honest practice and we would suggest to purchasers

of second hand wheels that they look to it that thenumbers are on
the wheels or satisfy themselves as to the reason of the obliteration.

"TTROM the reports, as printed in the dailies, we learn that the
-*- A. A. U. management has not accepted the proposition made
by the L. A. W. to modify Rule G, so that the athletic clubs can

pay the expenses of their representatives to race meetings on re-

ceiving the sanction of the L. A. W. Racing Board.

This proposition was not acceptable to the Union, and it was
voted (so the reports read) that a Committee be appointed to look

into the advisability of formulating rules of their own.
Although this action has been taken by the Union, we by no

means consider that all chances are gone of making some mutually

satisfactory arrangement.

A good deal of irresponsible talk and scribbling has been in-

dulged in, on the serious results which will accrue to the L. A. W.,

should that body come into open collision with the A. A. U. Great

stress is laid upon the superior strength, financially and numeri-

cally of the A. A. U., and we hear rumors of threatened warlike

activity on its part should not open rupture be avoided. We are

told that the League will be swept away as a race fostering and

promoting organization, like a fly from the nose. We are told that

the A. A. U. will "carry the war into Africa," and run race meet-

ings, in direct opposition to the L. A. W. , at all the cycle racing

centres of the country, and in fact, that the Union will not be

sparing in either time or expense to wrest from the L. A. W. its

assumed premiership and control in cycle racing matters.

Now all this is not official, but only the statements of certain

gentlemen and certain papers, but for argument's sake let us suppose

that all that is said is official utterance, and for further argument's

sake we will admit that the A. A. U. has more money and members
than the L. A. W. Right here we want to ask just one or two

questions :

What proportion of the members of the athletic clubs are cyclists?

Will the vast majority of general athletes rest easy under the

necessary expenditures of large sums of money to carry on a war
for the benefit of a very small proportion of members who happen
to be cyclists ?

The A. A. U. must conserve the interests of all branches of sport,

and the very moment that the managers show a disposition to give

any particular branch of sport a preference in the matter of spend-

ing money, then that very instant an earthquake will occur in the

ranks of the A. A. U.

We desire our argument to be pointed with this assertion, that

the A. A. U., powerful as a unit, cannot in justice to 'its general

members throw any greater proportion of monetary influence in

favor of any particular branch of sport than the numbers of those

interested in such branch bear to that of the total membership. As
this is a fact it is easy to see how powerful the A. A. U. would be, in

comparison to the League with its 13,000 members whose whole in-

terest is in cycling, in all its forms and benefits.

Finally : What national influence has the A. A. U. as compared
with the L. A. W. ? Is not the Union practically an Eastern insti-

tution? Further, is it not practically a New York City institution?

Outside of a few Eastern cities, how many members can the

A. A. U. count?

We would rather have peace than war, but the League is not so

feeble as some people would like to believe.

/""TVHE Pope Mfg. Co. take a new departure in their style of ad-

*- vertising, on the back page of this paper, which they now
occupy (a page which, as they say, they have occupied in part and

in whole, with only one small interval, for the term of ten years).

Mr. "Quid Pro Quo," whoever he may be, seems to be the editor-

in-chief and correspondent, all in one. We notice that Editor

"Quid Pro Quo" does the World the compliment of copying our

style of make-up. We hear that Mr. Q^ P. Q^ is a man versatile in

ideas, and that he intends to talk editorially and otherwisely in the

interests of the Pope Mfg. Co, in their space, "as interest may ap-

pear." The departure made by the Pope Mfg. Co. is unique.

r
I "'HERE was recently secured a petition to the Legislature of
-*- Rhode Island, praying for Roads Improvement legislation,

'which in length was over 123 feet long, representing men worth

over $15,000,000. Almost all the business men's associations,

Boards of Trade, Granger, and other prominent organizations of

Rhode Island signed. It took just five days to get the signatures.

Rhode Island may be small, but she makes up for size In quality.
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DON'T forget the mass meeting at Utica, N. Y., Tuesday next,

March 18, a more extended notice of which appears in another

column.

WE have been pleased at the interest shown by many of our

readers on the question of changing the character of the paper

as proposed by No. 16937 in our last issue, and on which we com-

mented editorially. We have received a lot of replies but, like

Oliver Twist, we want "more." Keep it up gentlemen and show
your interest thereby.

WE shall publish a special edition of the Bicycling World
and L. A. W. Bulletin about April iSth, and we intend

to have every maker, dealer and agent's name in that edition. As

a reference it will be invaluable. For particulars address Neumann
Bros., No. 118 W. 19th street, New York.

Eastern Massachusetts has many
„,,,,„„,, *ts\ttc wheelmen, but among them all there isBOSTON NOTES. . ., , , ° ,,

not a more widely known man than Cap-

" TOA'Ff" ta 'n R°bert Grant, of the Hyde Park
Ramblers. Capt. Grant is of Scotch
origin, his parents having come to Amer-

ica from Aberdeen, Scotland, in 1854. It was in Cambridge, on
September 10th, 1864, that Capt. Grant was born. He received

the greater part of his education in the Hyde Park Grammar
School, from which he graduated in June, 1878. He served an
apprenticeship in the furniture trade, and is now a member ef the
firm of W. Grant & Sons, furniture designers and manufacturers,
188 Lincoln street, Boston. Capt. Grant is a member of Branch
48, British American Association ; Company G, 1st Regiment,
M. V. M. ; Boston Y. M. C. A. and gymnasium. He is also a
member of the Boston Caledonian Club, of which body he is the
champion athlete, having held the all-round medal for the last four
years. The club of which Mr. Grant is Captain, and in which he
has also held the offices of President and Second Lieutenant, was
organized at the residence of Mr. Walters, Hyde Park, on Feb-
ruary 9, 1886. Although Capt. Grant does not claim to be a racer,

still he has made 91 miles in eight hours, one mile in 2.48, and 43
miles in 3 hours 25 minntes, Hyde Park to Worcester. The Ram-
blers have 45 members, among them being the oldest member of
the Massachusetts Division of the L. A. W., Mr. H. H. Carter, 63
years of age and a fast rider. The other fast riders of the clnb are

:

A. H. Morse, H. A. Andrews, A. H- Rhodes, W. W. Scott, E. H.
Galloup and E. E. Abbott.

It will be remembered that at the last interscholastic meet, Davis
and Bailey, of Harvard, were disqualified for racing on safeties

against ordinaries. Although it is rather late to refer to the mat-
ter, it may be well to state that at that time the Harvard men, and
in fact all the members of the interscholastic had great respect for

the racing rules of the L. A. W. , which I am sorry to say they
have not at the present time. The managers of the meet had
promised the general public that these two riders (who, by the
way, were two of the main drawing cards) should race in this event.

Had they not promised this the riders would have been allowed to

withdraw, but as it was, the managers felt in duty hound to insist

upon their riding. The result is well known. Now that the R"cing
Committee of the L. A. W. have amended rule G, the college men
are highly indignant and claim that it was aimed at them. They
propose to enter racing representatives of both the Bicycle and.
Athletic clubs of the college, and if need be, allow the Athletic

Club to pay the expenses of its racing men. Under such circum-
stances would it not be well to drop the obnoxious rule, and place

in its stead one that will compel a racing man connected with both
a bicycle and athletic club to race under the colors of the bicycle

club? Such a rule would practically compel the bicycle club to pay
the expenses of the rider, and would thereby eliminate any dif-

ference of feeling on the matter.

Messrs. Emerson, Reynolds and Prescott will give their
original entertainment entiled "Living Pictures," under the
auspices of the Somerville Cycle Club, in Odd Fellows' Hall,
Somerville, Tuesday evening, March 25. The show is well worth
seeing and will doubtless attract a large audience.

The working men of Haverhill are circulating a petition to be
presented to the city government, asking that a large parcel of land
situated on the bank of the Merrimac river, known as the Riverside
Farm, be devoted to and used as a free park. In the petition it is

asked that a bicycle track be constructed so that lovers of the sport
will have ample opportunity to develop their muscle. There are a
number of wheelmen in that city, which have no place where they
can train, and if the move succeeds we may expect to hear that
Haverhill will be represented by fleet riders at all the Eastern tourna-
ments, as it already has several good riders. Not only are the
workingmen taking hold of the petition in good earnest, but the
cyclists are determined that the petition shall be presented to the
council, and are securing a number of names to the circular.

The Charlestown Rovers have decided upon April 14 as the date
on which the annual minstrel show is to be held. It is whispered
around Charlestown that Capt. Robinson will appear as the only
century rider of the environs, and that "Our Perch" will be dis-

guised as the man that failed to capture a century run during the
past season, while our old friend Totman will of course look after
the fair sex and see that another dividend is not declared during the
next twenty-five years. A new feature is to be introduced by Vice
Consul Robinson, who will not only act the Frenchman, but will

recite some of his many hairbread-.h escapes in the Parisian capital.

The gentlemen have arranged for the appearance of Mr. Burns of
Cambridge as the Whistling Coon, and J. B. Seward as the gentle-
man with only one birthday a year, so all who attend the performance
will have the pleasure of witnessing a minstrel show by the grandest
aggregation of specialty artists on the American continent.

The Wakefield Bicycle Club will hold their anuual party on the
28th of the present month, when it is expected that all the State
dignitaries will be present, and lend charm and grace to the
occasion.

NEW YORK.

HAWKSHAW:

"It's just my luck! I knew I would
forget something or other, because you
hurried me so," remarked Growler to his

wife, who was his companion on a tandem
journey. "Why, John, what's the matter
now? I am sure I am not to blame for

your leaving anything behind. What is it you have left, anyway?"
sweetly asks Mrs. G. "Why the oil can, of course, and here that

dod-blasted old chain is a singing like a dying crow, and I haven't

got a drop of oil to stop it with," snapped out the irate Growler.
"Don't you remember you gave me that oil can? and I have got it

in my pocket right now," replied the better half. "Oh you have,

have you? Well let's turn round and go back home after another
one, it's only three miles, and it will be easier and quicker to do
that, than wait for a woman to find her pocket," said Growler, and
the tears came into the eyes of the little wife, as she experienced
this example of man's love for fair woman.

"Di» you know Wagner was a wheelman, and wrote a cycling
opera?" inquired Smart Aleck the other evening. "No, I didn't,

and don't believe he ever saw any kind of a cycle, much less rode
one, or wrote about it in opera," I replied. "Well, just read this

advertisement and learn something then," said Smart Aleck, as he
handed me the daily paper, in which appeared the following an-

nouncement: "The Wagner Cyclus begins at the Metropolitan
Opera House this week."

FkOM the number of banquets Dr. Emery has attended, as well

as from his very able and witty post-prandial efforts thereat, I think

he has well earned the title of the "Cycling Chauncey Depew."

A "carping critic," the other day, s-.iid to me, "you think you
are a writer, don't you?" and I dared to answer that I had a blight

idea that I was, when I became effectually squelched with the re-

joinder of, "well you aint, see? you can't even- write good enough
to get quoted upon a calendar," and while the grammatical con-

struction of the reply was not very fine, still an examination s»on
convinced me that my critical friend was right. Now, Oh, death,

where is thy sting?

How little we know of the derivation of even the most common
terms we daily use? I doubt whether there is a reader of the Bicy-
cling Wojld, who, as he has wheeled along over a well or ill kept
turnpike, has ever even thought of how a roadway came to be called

by such a name, and I am not any more certain that the explana-

tion I am gMpg to give is a correct one. It was the habit or cus-

tom, in Scotland, even as late as the seventeenth century, to term
any stairway ascending in a spiral form, a "turn-pike," which term
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is almost a literal description, since the stair takes the form of a
turning or winding way around a pike staff Rocky and moun-
tainous, as most of Scotland is, it necessitated that its primitive
road builders should ascend, descend, its stony heights in very
much the same manner that a spiral stairway does, hence these

rude and rocky roadways were called "turnpikes,' and as the sys-

tem of building stone or macadamized roads increased and spread,

the term "turnpike" was adopted, losing its original significance

and becoming finally to mean a stone roadway over which toll is

charged. I may be mistaken in this idea of the derivation of the

word, but it is a logical deduction, and as such will serve until

some of your more erudite readers supply you with a better and
more accurate substitute.

A lady I know, who had only been riding for a short time, re-

cently went out for a ride accompanied by her son, a boy about
nine years of age. While going down a rough and rather steep

hill, she discovered that for some reason or other the brake on her
wheel would not act, and she appealed to her son for help, saying,

'Johnnie, what does papa do when he can't stop his wheel?"
Johnnie, who was having a pretty hard row himself, found time
between bounces to gasp, "He just swears and falls off." The lady
adopted the latter half of papa's plan but omitted the first part of it.

The seventh annual Hartford cycling

HARTFORD tournament will take place at Charter Oak
Park, on September ist (Labor Day) and

iiQj AYTON"' 2C'' unt^er tne auspices of the Hartford
Wheel Club. It has not been fully settled

as to whom the Race Committee will com-
prise, but it is to be hoped that the same committee that managed
the 1889 meet so admirably will act again.

The pool tournament which has been in progress at the rooms
of the Hartford Wheel Club since December 19th, closed on Tues-
day evening, March 3d, when Hannum defeated Willson and cap-
tured first prize ; the latter takes second prize. Hannum has shown
his superiority from the start, the largest number of games won
from him in a single series being four, while in many instances he
has shut out his opponents without a game.
Our second sociable of the season will be given at Central Hall

on Wednesday evening, March 12th. There will be little chance
for the "outsiders" this time, as the members have taken almost
the entire number of tickets issued.

The boys are all happy to hear that New Haven will hold its
maiden tournament on June 9th. The Elm City boys are sure to be
successful in their enterprising attempt, as they are all hustlers and
good fellows.

The polo game between the New Haven champions and our boys
will surely take place at New Haven on the 18th.

Hartford can now boast of being the home of five bicycle clubs,
the latest acquisition being the "Charter Oaks," which was formed
last week at Colt's Armory. The new club starts out with over
thirty active members, and it is understood will be a strictly L. A.
W. organization.

*

The annual meeting and elec-

NEW JERSEY NOTES. tion °f tne P'ainfield Bicycle Club
was held on Monday evening,

KNITRAM" March toth. The election of offi-

cers was a tame affair, the officers
of last year being re-elected, with

the exception of the road officers under the Captain, and two of the
nine trustees. The "Gym" Committee reported that they had
purchased the apparatus and that it would be put in shape for the
use of the members in a few days. A good deal of quiet talk has
been going on among the members since the recent successful fair
was held, as to how they could show their appreciation of the kind
services rendered by their lady friends. A motion to give a dance
in their honor resulted in qui'e a discussion, and the matter was
finally placed in the hands of the Board of Trustees, with power to
arrange for an entertainment or reception of whatever nature they
shall deem advisable.

The Bergen Wheelmen, formerly located at Hillsdale, N. J.,have transferred their headquarters to Spring Valley, N. Y., and
will in the future we known as the Rockland County Wheelmen.
The annual meeting of the Atalanta Wheelmen was held on

Wednesday evening, March 5 th. The officers elected are completely
changed from those serving last year. Captain W. A. Drabble was
elected to the Presidency, and Mr. Al. Rummell was elected
Captain.

In reading over the annual report of Secretary Bassett, I noticeNew Jersey is credited with seventeen lady members; of these

eight are members of the Elizarei.h Wheelmen. The E. W. have
an eye to the fair.

The Orange Wanderers are arranging to hold a large bicycle
tournament in Park Rink, on Tuesday evening, April 8th. The
programme is not yet completed, but will include a number of
races, fancy riding, and a game of polo on bicycles, and will, no
doubt, be a very enjoyable affair.

The Atalanta Wheelmen held their annual club dinner at Davis'
(the Newark caterer), on Monday evening, March 10th. President
Drabble acted as toastmaster. The following toasts were responded
to in a very able manner: "The Officers," by Wm. A. Drabble;
"The Racing Men," by L. N. Thorne; "Touring," by E. F. Millar;
"The Ladies," by A. T. Dodd ; "Our Professional Men," by F. W.
Eichborn. Mr. G- H. Miller, who was to have responded to the
toast "The Club," was unable to be present, owing to sickness, and
sent as a substitute a very interesting letter, which was read by the
toastmaster. A vocal duet by Messrs. George Clymer and J. V.
Haring was received amid great applause.

CHICAGO. -

THE stroller:

The Pullman road race for next sea-

son will be considered at a mass meet-
ing at the Pope Co.'s headquarters, Sat-

urday evening. Garden has provided
music and lunch as an extra inducement
to tring out a full attendance, but when

Garden sees the size of the crowd that is sure to be there I am afraid

he will have to hire a hall to accommodate all.

The C. C.C.'s defeated the First Regiment indoor base ball team
Saturday evening, by a score of 9 to 4.

Some one asked Ingalls what he thought of Bode as a player, to

which Fred replied that Ed was a kovuling success.

Mr. Langworthy is improving as fast as could be expected
from his mishap, but many weeks must still elapse before he will

even be able to walk out.

A special meeting of the officers of the Illinois Division L. A.
W. was held here Saturday evening, to discuss the best plan to

bring about road improvement in this State, and take some action
in regard to the same. Chief Consul Davis presided, and after the
chilliness had worn off the various representatives present finally

got quite enthusiastic over the subject, and a committee of five was
appointed to look into the matter and formulate some concerted
plan of action (by which this result could be accomplished), and
see what aid could be expected from other organizations and the
public at large, and report the result of their labors within thirty
days.

John Thiele has blood in his eye for a certain editor here, all

on account of a squib in said editor's paper in regard to his winning
a ghastly bet, and there's trouble in the household now.

I notice that "Ariel" claims that Banker, Campbell and Van
Wagoner were not considered "Eastern cracks" except by their
personal friends. Now, "Ariel," will you kindly inform me who
were the Eastern cracks last year if it were not the above men-
tioned three ?

"Southerland Southside" thinks I owe him an apology for
speaking so roughly of his letter in the Referee, and says that the
editor's blue pencil was responsible for it, and concludes his plaint
by saying he shall write no more for that paper.

KENTUCKY.

"CONSULS."

The managing editor of this column
would like to hear from the Local Con-
suls. The Louisville Club is just recover-
ing from a slight fraction, caused by the
actions of ten of its members. At the
annual election the office of Captain was

sought for by two candidates, one of them being supported by this
party of "ten." The choice of the majority of members was the
competing candidate. Indignant because they did not elect their
man, they immediately tendered their resignations, and at once
took steps toward organizing a new club, under the title of the
"Independent Wheel Club." They swung out their banner to
breast the world. Reports received as to their prospects, etc., are
not encouraging. If the men continue to conduct themselves as
the reports claim they are doing, 'tis safe to say this club will not
last long. We hope, however, to see this "little party" prosper, a6
Louisville i6 certainly able to support two clubs.

Wheeling affairs at Covington, although in a most prosperous
condition, are, however, in a muchly mixed up state at present.
Several members of the Kenton Club have become dissatisfied, have
withdrawn, and will organize a new club early next week. It has
been apparent that, considering the general dispositions of the
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members of this club, they would not live in peace and harmony.
We hope nothing serious will come from this trouble, a6 the Kenton
Club is the most noted cycling organization in this part of the
country.

Mr. Chas. Lucas of Louisville, visited Covington this week, and
attended an assembly given by the cyclers of this town.

Admirers of the manly art among

PENNSYLVANIA Philadelphia club men are promising
themselves a treat at the next Century

"ARTFI " "Smoker," an elaborate programme for

which has been arranged for the 20th inst.

An effort is being made to have a sparring
contest between the two boxers who have been instructing the
Pennsylvania and Century Clubs, James Dawson and Jack Lynch,
respectively—together with a number of their pupils, which would
in all probability afford occasion for some of the liveliest cheering
from their respective backers heard for a long while. The Century
Committee promise something unequalled in the way of an athletic

entertainment, and have some of the best local talent obtainable on
their list. Probably the greatest interest centres in the tug-of-war
contest, between teams from the Century and South End Clubs,
the members of each of which have been practicing regularly. The
climax was reached when L. E French went into Spalding's the
other day, and while pulling again- 1 the testing machine, to see
how much muscle he had gotten up, actually pulled the cleat off the
floor.

Three of the Philadelphia Cycling clubs now own their own
houses, and a fourth is about being added to the number. The
South End Wheelmen—whose recent incorporation was made for

this very purpose—are about erecting a fine building, work on
which will be begun when the weather settles. The site although
decided on has not yet been publicly announced.

The hill-climbing fever has again broken out in this locality,

and Mr. John A. Wells, of hill-climbing fame, last week surmounted
the hitherto unrideable grade at the west end of Falls Bridge, on a
home-made lever motion safety made by Mr. Schrader, of the Penn-
sylvania Bicycle Club. The Athlete has offered a gold medal for
the man making the best time in the ascent of this hill, and a silver

medal to everyone climbing it without dismount, the climb to come
off on May 3d, and Philadelphia and Camden wheelmen only being
eligible for competition.

By way of adding to the attractions of their club house the Cen-
tury Wheelmen propose building a gymnasium over their present
wheelroom, which is to be completely equipped with the latest

appliance in this line.

The Tioga Athletic Association received quite an accession from
the ranks of the Centurions at their last meeting, being the results

of a proposal from the former organization, that all initiation fees

received from wheelmen be devoted toward the building of the

three-lap track on their grounds. This plan is earnestly com-
mended to all the other clubs in this city, for if a sufficient number
are secured it will mean a first class track for Philadelphia—some-
thing long desired and needed.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club instructed its delegates, at its

regular meeting last week, to vote for the Pennsylvania Division
meet to be held in Philadelphia in June. At the meeting of the

A. C. C the date will be decided on. As Chief Consul Boyle
assured me that he would with pleasure accept an invitation from
Philadelphia, it can be put down as an assured fact. With the New
York century run held at the same time, the result will be the

largest number of riders ever gathered in the Quaker City.

Ex-Captain Charles L. Leisen, of the Pennsylvania Bicycle

Club, left this city on Sunday nigh 1

; for the West. After looking
around, in the interest of his business, he will probably fix upon
St. Louis as his future home, but wherever he goes Mr. Leisen will

carry with him the regard and esteem of all who knew him here.

ROME, N. Y.

''JOHN."

The Rome Cyclers, having qualified as

a League club (No. 247), are entitled, I

suppose, to a small space in the col-

umns of your valuable paper, but
I promise you that it will be short
and briel.

The outlook here for the coming season promises to be one of
unusual interest to wheelmen. Our club was never in better con-
dition, being nearly entitled to a Representative on the State Board
of Officers. Investigation shows that Rome has some sixty active

riders, one-half of which, at least, we ought to enroll on our
register

The departure, last fall, of Mr. J. H. Putnam, our Local Consul,
has left us without that representative, and also deprived us of a
right good fellow and enthusiastic wheelman. Chief Consul Bull
was requested some four months ago to appoint a successor, but
up to date has not seen fit to do so. In view of our club growth
and the bright prospects ahead, we feel that further delay is

injurious.

Our men are making arrangements for another D'ecoration Day
tournament, the last venture on that day turning out such a great
success. They expect to have some County championships,
possibly a State L. A. W. championship and, of course, several
club contests for the fastest riders.

We have added a pool table to our club furniture, which seemed
to have the effect of drawing the members together during the
winter months, when interest in cycling is liable to become torpid.

Association and sociability are prime factors to the interests of
cycling, and club organizations are the means of promoting these
chief objects, by which a wheelmen is known the world over as a
genial, warm-hearted being. Companionship with nature, only to
be found astride awheel on a country road (minus sand and stones)
is alone experienced in that exhilarating and elevating degree, by
the road riding cyclist. The butterfly wheelman, with his shiny
helmet, pretty coat, skin-tight knee breeches, unwrinkled stockings,
polished wheel and cigarette, knows nothing, nor ere dreams of the
enjoyment, to alone be found on a country spin.

It is hardly necessary to state, that Rome is pleased with the ap-
pointment of Niagara Falls, as the place for the next League Meet,
and we will undoubtedly send a good delegation to help boom the
affair. The League is sure to accomplish a great deal, the coming
season, for road improvement.

A new constellation, the Pork-

PORKOPOLIS NOTES. opolls
t
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,

en
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h

.

as appeared
above the local cycling horizon,

" ^TAR " ant* a^hough it is neither as strik-

ing as Orion nor as comprehen-
sive as the Milky Way, yet never-

theless its advent will be viewed with as much surprise by some a6
were the words "Mene Mene Tekel Upharsin" by Belshazzar.

The brewers' parade on March 4th was led by a very portly in-

dividual on a 50 inch ordinary. No further evidence is needed of
the popularity of the wheel in Porkopolis.

Seven members of the Kenton Club, led by Chas. Croninger,
have resigned from the club and will organize one of their own—

a

sort of Pleiades as it were.

Mr. A. A. Bennett's coasting race is set for March 30. It

will be a push off, and anyone putting his feet on the pedals will

lose the race. It will be run on Clifton avenue from Calhoun street

north. Best two heats in three. There will be two events, one for

safeties and one for ordinaries. A gold medal will be given to the
winner of each race.

There is perhaps no set of wheelmen as enthusiastic as the Cres-
cents. Their membership is only ten, and yet there are always ten
on a club run. A run of seventy-five miles is nothing uncommon
with them, and this considering that our roads are neither as level

as the ocean nor as smooth as asphalt is by no means child's play.

They are not ambitious to have a large club. They have, however,
a modest yet snug and cosy club house on Seventh street west of
Freeman avenue, of which they are justly proud.

Mr. J. E. Poorman has offered four prizes, viz : four safeties for
a handicap road race to be run from Chester Park to Hamilton on
July 4th. Here is a chance for Van Sicklen, Barrett, et al., who
pretended to ride from Indianapolis to Cincinnati one day last

summer, to retrieve their reputation and show whether they really

can ride as fast as they would like to have some people believe.
The wheels are on exhibition at the southwest corner of Eighth and
Race streets.

Scarcely three years ago the first safety made its appearance in

PorkopoMs. It was owned and ridden by Delni, who in demon-
strating his proficiency, would often suddenly and unexpectedly
whirl around and dart from one side of the street to the other,

utterly regardless of the proximity of others. Thus, to the con-
sternation and dismay of all ordinary riders, he would pursue his

erratic course from one end of Race street to the other, the cynosure
of all eyes. Now, however, as safeties are as common as flies in
midsummer and attract as little attention as a passing street car,

the handsome Delni has become a confirmed pedestrian, and no
longer displays his agility to the gaping multitude.
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WILLIAM VAN WAGONER, Champion of Rhode Island.

We show to the readers of the World this week a portrait of Van Wagoner mountecHn his

racing position on the Eagle Bicycle upon which he won the following races and records in 1889 :

At Montreal, August 24, 1889, 5-mile, open. Time, 15m. 37 4-5 sec. (Canadian Record.)

At Providence, September 25, 1889, 25-mile State Championship. Time, Ih. 18m. I5sec.
(World's record for this distonce in Oompetition.)

Wilmington 25-mile Handicap Road Race, October 19, 1889. Won from theTscratch.
Time, Ih. 37m. 52 sec.

The" Lancaster Pike Record, November 5, 1889. Distance 15 3-4 miles. Time, 47m.
4114-5 sec.

On Lancaster Pike, December 5, 1889. 5 miles. Time, 15m. 45 sec. (5-mile road record for

this country.)

A handsome photograph (from which this engraving is taken), 6 1-2 by 8 inches, mounted
ready for framing, will be sent to any address on receipt of 15 cents.

1890 CATALOGUE FREE.

THE E0GLE BICYCLE JUFG. CO., STANFORD, CONN-
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Please Note This Carefully.
EDITORIAL IN "THE CYCLIST," (COVENTRY, ENG-

LAND,) JAN. 29th, 1890, SAYS:
"Next to the subject of spring frames, there is a decided favor in

the movement of them."
"And in seeking perfection we shall eventually alight upon that method

which not only gives us movement when an extremely heavy blow is struck
against the wheel, but which will allow the weight of the rider to hang
suspended with a fine and easy play with every inequality of the road
that may be encountered."

We have anticipated this quality in a bicycle by introducing our Vi-

brating Springs in

THE AMERICAN RAMBLERS.
»K^]vi3 :f*or cataivOGue.

GORMULLY <£

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH HOUSE

:

178 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
BOSTON, MASS,

CO.,MFG.
FACTORY:

222-228 N. FRANKLIN STREET,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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NEWS

AND COMMENT.

There seems to be a good deal of pull-

ing and hauling among certain racing

men just now. The efforts of the parties

at interest seem rather to be to score an
advantage in the preliminary arrange-

ments than to score a victory in the pro-

posed race. Messrs. Banker and Lumsden do not seem to be able

t > come to terms, and the Chicago-Wilmington team race appears

to be one of the affairs which will be "declared off," notwith-

standing the generous offer made by Sporting Life to give a trophy
worth $100 to the winning team. Really, the difficulties of negoti-

ations between the great powers of the world are not more fraught

with diplomatic finesse than are the negotiations between modern
racing cyclists. We have often advised the professionals to "write

l;ss and race more," a suggestion just now which we think would
come in apropos to certain of our very worthy amateurs.

The bee, of Newtown, Conn., shows itself on the right side by
publishing road improvement sketches. "An excellent idea shown
by an excellent paper."

W. E. Hicks, formerly of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, but now
of New York, who gave such an impetus to cycling on the "Future
Great," has an article in the last issue of the North American Re-
view entiled "Landlordism in France." Hicks is now a disciple of

Henry George, the social reformer. Hicks still rides a wheel, and
probably always will, as he is a wheelman from head to foot.

A correspondent from Fostoria, Ohio, sends us the following
lich story of a ten-mile medal and how it was won : "Massillon,
Ohio, having become a noted spot in League history, I want to tell

the readers of the World a rather rich story of the winning of a

ten-mile championship medal in that city way back in '77. At the
time in question, three very enthusiastic wheelmen and good fel-

lows as well, namely, Messrs. Skinner, Warwick and Miller, being
in doubt as to which of them ought to be the recognized champion
of the city, concluded to put the question to a final test. It was
agreed that each would contribute six dollars to a pool, and the ag-
gregate sum was to be used to purchase- a medal to be the property
of the winner of the race proposed. This was accordingly done,
and a very handsome trophy purchased. It was inscribed, "Ten-
mile Championship 1887, Massillon Bicycle Club." The beautiful
gold emblem was the envy of each of the contestants. It was de-
cided that it should be competed for by the 17th of July. The sev-
eral gentlemen immediately went into training, but try as they
would no time was found when each of them were in condition to
enter a race. It was postponed from time to time until they de-
cided that it would be impossible to meet or to have a race. It
was accordingly agreed that they would repair to some secluded
spot and shake the dice for the medal. The secluded spot was
found, the dice cast, and Mr. Miller to-day holds up with pride the
honors of the easiest race he ever run. This story I don't believe
was ever printed before, but I have the unimpeachable word of
the winner as to its authenticity, and if you ever run across him in
Pittsburg, he will tell you the history in his own peculiar and
laughable way."

The Irish Cyclist devotes two pages to reproductions of adver-
tisements which have appeared in the American cycle papers. The
editor speaks in high term of the ingenuity displayed by some of
our advertisers.

During the latter days of the late Stanley Show it was gener-
ally understood that there would be no show in 1891. It seems that
a round robin is being circulated for signatures praying that the
show be continued, and from the tone of some of the cycle jour-
nals we judge that there will be a Stanley Show in 1891

Light, the Chicago comic paper, utilizes the safety cycle in its

full page political cartoon. Ex-President Grover Cleveland is de-
picted on a rear driver, riding over an extremely narrow plank in
which two very nasty splits are shown. One is the "Tariff Split"
and the other the "Hill Split." This shaky and narrow way spans
a "morass of obscurity." The cycle itself is loaded with all sorts
of "trouble." Mr. Cleveland naturally looks anxious, and the
question Light asks is whether he will fall into the morass or navi-
gate safely to a nomination in 1892?

Tom Stevens, while in England, was one of the guests of
the Savage Club of London at a dinner. Stevens says he was the
first of the newspaper correspondents to come up with Stanley,
and he narrated among other things how Stanley disposed of the
Egyptian officer who was convicted of plotting to hand the expe-
dition over to the Mahdi. Stanley, who was suffering from acute
gastritis, was carried out of his tent on a chair, and turning to the
traitor said : "We have come through thousands of difficulties to
save you and yours ; meanwhile you have plotted to destroy us.
Depart to God." Saying these words he pointed to a tree, to a
bong* of which the Egyptian culprit was quickly strung up a la
Judge Lynch.

The wheelmen of Northern Indiana are making efforts to have a

local meet during the coming season. By addressing Mr. John
Hanna, of Fort Wayne, particulars of the scheme will no doubt be
furnished.

Van Wagoner is reported as saying that he will attempt to ride

from Boston to Chicago in ten days. This means a 100-miles-a-

day clip.

The Ramblers, of Buffalo, have never felt quite at ease over the

defeat of its team by the Genesee Club, of Rochester, in the great

Buffalo to Rochester road race. The Ramblers gave them a show
late last fall to get even, but as it was so late in the season the

matter was dropped. There is every hope and indication that a
100 mile road race will be arranged between these two clubs to take

place in the spring over the road between Erie, Pa., and Buffalo,

N. Y., a splendid stretch of road.

The Buffalo Courier suggests that some one make a collection of

the different patterns of cycles and appliances that have been in-

vented since the earliest days of the bone shaker. This would be a

big undertaking, but certainly would be interesting as an evidence
of the ingenuity of man in producing some things of no earthly

use, as we doubt if ten per cent, of the inventions have proven ot

any practical value.

We have received a copy of the programme and almanac issued

by the Plainfield Bicycle Club, of the fair held last month. It is a

most excellent work, and will find a place in our library as a
permanency.

The Middlesex, Mass., Cycle Club will hold its annual dinner
and reunion at the Quincy House, Boston, on the evening of
March 25th. As the club contains some of the brightest lights in

New England cycledom, we expect the club will enjoy not only a
good dinner, but also a "feast of reason, etc.," on that occasion.

The life boat Cyclist, the gift of the cyciists of Great Britain,

last month saved four lives (the entire crew) from a wreck near
Hartlepool, England.

In speaking of the position taken by the L. A. W. on racing
matters, and the now famous Rule G, Wheeling says : * * * "II

here in England, however, such a rule * * * had been passed,

it would have gone far to prevent makers' amateurism, and still

worse crime of 'roping' for gain, while promoting high class sport

throughout the country."

The Providence Sunday Journal devotes columns in each of its

issues to the question of roads making and maintaining. Many
practical and valuable articles are among the contributions.

Mr. Harold Child describes Denver, Col., as being the "Para-
dise of Wheelmen." It's no use talking, even the Cycler's Paradise
is going westward.

"Nadjy," of Des Moines, Iowa, makes the following appeal to

Iowa wheelmen : "I take the liberty of asking each wheelman in

Iowa to send in his name to either Walstien Seymore, Secretary-
Treasurer, or J. B. Green, Chief Consul of the Iowa Division, L.
A. W., and see if Iowa can't gain a higher rank in this grand or-

ganization than it now holds. If there is any State in the Union
that needs booming with a great, big, large B, it is Iowa. Mr.
Seymore informs me that he has a list of nearly 500 non-League
wheelmen in the State who, by a little exertion on the part of the
142 who are members, might be induced to join. Let's come to the
front and raise Iowa to the position it should be in. There are
over*ioo wheelmen in Des Moines, and only a dozen belong to the
League, but by next fall we will have added them to the list if

good hard work and persevering push will accomplish anything."

The stockholders of the Maryland Bicycle Club, Baltimore, Md.,
met at their club house on Mt. Royal Terrace on Saturday night,
March 8, and elected the following trustees : E. T. Le Cato, E. P.
Hayden, Yates Penniman, James Thompson, E. R Jones, George
Hagerty and S. T. Linton.

The following interesting scrap taken from the Beacon of Akron,
Ohio, is too good to lose • 'Fifty years ago," said the gentleman
from Portage, Ohio, "when I was a schoolboy, one of the enjoy-
able treats of my morning run with my hoop, was to a turnpike
corner in the south of England, to see an old milkman come into
the town upon his rudely constructed bicycle which he propelled
by steel grip plates on the toes of his boots which he forced into
the roadbed, and by a thrust of his legs as if skating, he kept up a
fair speed. Suspended from a wooden shoulder yoke he carried
his two large milk cans. These used to swing out like the governor
balls of an engine as he turned the corner a: full speed. His ma-
chine was composed of two strong wheels about three feet in di-

ameter. The saddle stick was about the shape of a well made ox
yoke, the back wheel being attached to wooden brackets, and the
steering wheel rigged to a strong wood fork hewed from a tree.

To the tops of the staff was attached a pair of cow horns having
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enormous polished brass knobs. On Saturday the young ones
used to go to see the old man leave town, as he generally got
drunk before going home on that everybody's pay day. And the
strangest thing about it was that when drunk he could travel a deal
straighter upon his wheels than upon his legs."

Congressman Springer, Illinois' bright and shining light on
the Democratic side of the House, rides a safety cycle. Mr.
Springer had his safety lamp stolen the other day, but the thief was
caught and was "incarcerated, etc."

There are twenty-one miles of first-class bicycling roads about
the city of Jacksonville, Fla., including the shell road, and there
are now about forty wheels owned there.

Below we give a^ few statistics from Fairmount Park, Philadel-
phia : During February 17,856 one-horse and 6870 two-horse
vehicles, 3681 bicycles, 1910 equestrians and 25,554 pedestrians en-
tered the park.

The Every Evening, of Wilmington, Del., is responsible for the
statement that the great Chicago vs. Wilmington team race will

take place June 28th. We hope this is authentic, and that no
"Great Big If" will stand in the way
The Hartford Times keeps a safety bicycle always handy for use

by any of their reporters who may be sent to do a "hurry" job.
Every newspaper should have a few of these machines for the use
of the reportorial staff.

The Call, of San Francisco, Cal., tells us that there is a quiet
feeling among the wheelmen there that a distinct organization is

wanted on the Pacific Coast. The Call pays us a nice compliment
(but we are sorry to say at the expense of the L. A. W. generally)
by stating that Pacific Coast members "receive from the League
only one thing worth having, and that is the World and
Bulletin."

The man who does a good lot of work for nothing usually gets
more kicks than ha' pence for his pains. Witness the fa6t that Mr.
L. A. Clarke, of Brooklj'n, N. Y. , the prime mover in the century
runs of 1888-89 to Philadelphia, is strongly opposed as leader of the
third century run, because of certain charged lapses in his manage
ment of last year.

The Boston Bicycle Club will hold its annual dinner on the
evening of March 15.

Here is another evidence that the Australian racing authorities
will not tolerate any monkey business: "T. W. Busst, the crack
bicyclist of Australia, has been suspended for two years for assault-
ing a member of a Melbourne Club at a meeting where Busst and
his brother were doing some alleged suspicious riding."

As compared with the expense of a horse roller and steam roller

for road use, Mr. H. A. Coombs, of Cranston, R. I., thus speaks:
"My short experience on Cranston street, during the past summer,
taught me that in point of economy the steam roller was, at first

cost, i. e., the daily cost of running it, more than seventy-five per
cent, cheaper than the horse machine. 11 the quality of work is

taken into account 150 per cent, would be nearer the correct
estimate. We find after five months of wear—and rather trying
weather for roads those five months have been—that those sections
of the road rolled with steam apparatus are as firm and smooth as
when first completed, while the parts rolled with the horse roller

are badly rutted, muddy when wet and exceedingly rough when
frozen."

Los Angeles has a number of young lady bicyclists. Miss
Daisy Birdsall was the pioneer, and she rides gracefully a drop-
frame safety made by Frank Olds, of this city. Mrs. Tierney
handles a ladies' safety with rare skill ; Miss Josie Barraclough is

one of the newest recruits to our lady riders, and is making ex-
cellent progress under the experienced eye of Mr. D. L. Burke.
Last, but by no means least, Mrs. S. G. Spier, wife of Osborn &
Alexander's manager here, presents a charming picture mounted
on her two-wheeler. It is safe to say that there will be a large
number of lady riders here this season, if our agents' statements
are to be relied on. This is as it should be, for nowhere in the
wide world is the environment so perfectly adapted for cycling as
in the Angel City. With finely paved streets, the finest climate
"now made," pretty parks, beautiful places of interest, nothing re-

mains but to purchase a wheel, ladies, and then you will enjoy life.

There are a number of lady tricyclers here, and have been for

years. They will probably change their mount to the bicycle.

"Linneus," our St. Louis correspondent, writes us as follows:
Chairman Penn, of the Highway Improvement Committee is a
hustler, and in addition to the work of his committee, is giving the
State meet, which will in all probability be held at Columbia on
July 4th and 5th, his best attention. He writes : "The programme,
a6 I have it in my mind will run about thus : July 4th, A. M., street

parade; 11 A. M., Division meeting; 2 to 4 P. M., races; 8 P. M.,

smoker. July 5th, A. M., run fourteen miles over our best gravel
road to Rocheport, on the Missouri River; P. M., runs to other
points reached by our fine gravel roads; 5 P. M., hill-climbing
centest—we have what may be called a tough hill ; 8 P. M., ban-
quet." A great deal of atttention is already shown the matter, and
a three days' tour is in process of construction, to start from Loui-
siana, in connection with the meet. The celebration at the Uni-
versity will be sure to draw a large crowd, which will insure re-

duced railroad rates. Boone County is a cyclers' paradise, and
many wheelmen will doubtless embrace the opportunity to visit it.

The spring meet of the Maine Division will be held in Lewiston,
May 30. The programme for the day will be about as follows :

There will be a parade in the forenoon through Auburn and Lewis-
ton, after which a run will be taken. Arrangements will be made
for the dinner to take place at the hotel on the shore of Lake
Auburn. After dinner, time will be allowed for out of door sports,

after which the run will be continued lound the lake. The annual
meeting of the League will probably be held in the evening.

THE MEDFORD (MASS.) CLUB'S SUCCESS. '

The other day a stranger came into the good old town of Med-
ford, Mass., and in a conversation with a citizen, remarked

:

"Who are all these remarkably distinguished appearing young
men of haughty mien and lordly carriage, who walk your streets

with the air of those who own the earth, and occasionally the ful-

ness thereof?"
"Probably members of the Cycle Club," was the reply.

"I was particularly impressed with one," remarked the stranger,

"whose air and gait led me to believe that he was worth at least

$10,000,000, and had every dollar of it with him.'

"He must have been a director," explained the citizen.

"A director of the railroad here?"

"No—of the Cycle Club," was the response.

Nobody who is at all acquainted with the Medford Cycle Club, or

with its individual members, will deny that the above-quoted

stranger exaggerated most viciously. The Medford boys are not so

aggressively proud as he would have them appear. But nobody
that has followed the remarkable growth and success of this organ-

ization will deny that its members have some excuse for pride.

The club has a reputation as a "crowd of hustlers," and it deserves

it. It was organized a little more than a year ago, with ten mem-
bers only—without money, without backing, without quarters. In

the space of something more than a year, it has grown to be a

solid and influential organization consisting of over fifty of the best

young men in the town, has twice outgrown its quarters, is now
luxuriously and conveniently lodged, and (strangest and most won-
derful thing!) is not only wholly free from debt, but has a com-
fortable "wad" in its Treasurer's safe, and a fair-sized bank account

as a nucleus for a building fund.

Its success has been due to a combination of good luck, good
management and startling enterprise. Of this last, examples are

numerous and amusing; but with all their originality, have been

uniformly successful. The "sweater parties," with base ball "on the

side," given by this club at various summer resorts in July and

August last, will be well remembered by those who were lucky

enough to attend. The past winter, however, the club made its

biggest hit with its dancing class, and series of Friday night as-

semblies, which were closed with a final ball, last Friday evening.

These filled a long felt want, and the club treasury at the same
time. The dancing clas6 had 250 pupils, and the twenty-one as-

semblies were crowded—often uncomfortably so. Its expenses be-

ing low, and its receipts heavy, there is little wonder that this club

can view without uneasiness the falling of the various suburban

clubs around it, to so many of which the past season has proved so

fatal. Its dues are as low as the lowest, its quarters are as good as

the best, its membership is remarkable in character, quality

unanimity, it is making money in several ways, assessments un-

known, it has large musical and entertainment talent, and the

result is, it is booming. Why shouldn't it? Tee Dee.

ANOTHER EUROPEAN PARTY.

Some time ago we briefly mentioned the fact that Prof. Paul Le

Perrier of 54 West 24th street, was organizing a party to tour over

Europe, to start from New York about June 4, and return about

September 25. All cyclers above the age of fourteen are eligible

for membership, and the Professor will be pleased to furnish par-

ticulars a6 to terms, etc., to all who desire same. This will be an

excellent chance for young boys as well as adults to visit Europe

during the vacation months, and no doubt many parents will avail

themselves of the chance to send their sons abroad for a three

months' jaunt.

Prof. Perrier is instructor in the French language at the following
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New York schools: Mrs. S. Reed's, The Berkeley, Dr. W. McD.
Halsey's, L. A- Kemp-Prossor's.
A special feature of this trip will be a journey on cycles around

France and the lakes of Switzerland, combining pleasure, bodily

exercise and instruction. The principal cities of France, as well as

interesting manufacturing districts and the most beauiful scenery,

such as the Pyrenees, etc., will be visited; the fine state of the

roads in France, and the short distance between stations, preluding

any idea of fatigue.

Each Sunday will be a complete day of rest, and a stay of one or

two days, at least, will be made in large cities, winding up with a

week in Paris, and a few days in London.
The advantages of a trip for boys under these conditions are ob-

vious, as being constantly in the open air, the pleasures of the road,

and the necessity of speaking the French language, cannot fail to

be highly beneficial to them.
Prof. Le Perrier, being thoroughly acquainted with every place

to be visited, is in a position to, effect the very be6t arrangements

possible for the comfort and pleasure of his companions, and noth-

ing will be neglected to render the trip profitable, instructive and
agreeable in every respect.

The Professor is desribed as being "a pleasant, kindly looking

gentleman, whose beard and hair is plentifully streaked with silver."

NEW JERSEY STATE L. A. W. MATTERS.

President Rushmore appointed the following committee on
the Division L. A. "W . meet to be held in Plainfield on May 30 and 3 1

.

Hotel and Reception—Dr. J. H. Cooley, Chairman; Thos. S.

Burr, R. Pound, George S. Beebe, E. L. Walz, Jr., W. Lee Sim-
monds, D. C. Adams, Howard L. Emerson, Harold Serrell, D. H.
Lenox, J. Frank Martin, Geo. W. Morrison.
Banquet—Townsend Rushmore, F. L. Kirchhoff, G. W. V. Moy,

J. H. Hallock, Roger F. Murray.
Parade—F. L. C. Martin, Chairman; J E. Erickson, Stanton M.

Smith, A. L. C. Marsh, Geo. C. Martin, Jr.

Runs—F. L. C. Martin, Chairman; J. E. Erickson, Stanton, M.
Smith.

I am informed that the officers elected at this meeting will give a

"spread" to the members on Saturday evening, March 15th.

The Board of Officers of this Division and the committee in

charge of the meet to be held at Plainfield on May 30 and 31, held
a joint meeting in the club house of the Elizabeth Wheelmen on
Friday evening, March 7th, with Chief Consul Dr. G. Carleton
Brown in the chair. Secretary-Treasurer, Geo. C. Pennell, read
the minutes of the previous meeting of the Board, and Rob't V.
Whitehead, chairman of the Meet Committee, the minutes of the
previous meeting of his committee. Vice Consul Dr. H. A. Bene-
dict, chairman of the Road Book Committee, made a verbal report,

stating that the book was being pushed and could be expected about
May 1st. The principal business transacted was in regard to the
meet. Several alterations were made in the programme laid out at

the meeting held on February 15 ; the programme as amended be-
ing as follows

:

May 29—Division Officer's and Local Consul's meeting at 8 P.

M., at Plainfield Bicycle Club.
May 30—General business meeting at 10 A. M, ; lunch at hotel,

12 o'clock; runs to return at 3 30 P. M. ; banquest at 4.30 P. M;
theatre party at 8 P. M.
May 31—Day parade, 9 A. M.

;
photograph taken at 11 ; lunch at

Ti.30; races at 2 P. M.

MASS MEETING AT UTICA, N. Y.

All friends of roads improvement should not allow the date of the
mass meeting at Utica, N. Y., to slip their memory. A6 announced
in our last issue the meeting was postponed to next Tuesday,
March 18th, at which time it is expected to hold a meeting of repre-
sentative men. The granger element will be represented in full

force, and professional men and business men in all the walks of
life will be present to show their interest in the work. Eloquent
speakers will be present, and a big boom in the roads improvement
question is confidently expected. Every man who has at heart the
interest of the movement should show it by being present if it is a
possible thing.

HARTFORD TOURNAMENT.
Editor Bicycling World: At the regular meeting of the Hartford

Wheel Club, held this evening, it was unanimously voted to hold
the annual cycling tournament at Charter Oak Park, September
ist and 2d. Yours truly, E. C. Willson, Secretary.

Hartford, Conn., March 11, 1890.

THE ELWELL EUROPEAN CYCLE TOUR.
Uudoubtedly the greatest enjoyment and benefit to be derived

by a wheelman from his chosen sport is to wheel abroad "strange
countries for to see," and to the American the continent of Europe
is the touring ground par excellence. Here are found the roads

that he has read about, dreamed about, and is now making a strong
effort to bring about in these United States. They are broad,

smooth as to surface, and graded like the roadbed of a railway.

Here strange sights arrest the eye, odd sounds salute the ear, and,

in fact, it seems as though a picture-book of foreign scenes had
suddenly come to life and become a living reality of which he is

part and parcel. Unlike America, there are no long stretches of
unoccnpied country between the principal cities, but instead is a

constant panorama of wheat fields and vineyards, picturesque vil-

lages, imposing castles and magnificent cities. Much is here

crowded into a small space, and the wheelman in a few days can
skim over the fruitful hills of France, climb and coast up and down
the peerless Alps, and along the blue lakes of Switzerland ; then
on to Germany adowri the storied Rhine—or wherever fancy dic-

tates. This is all very delightful, and causes Europe to be the

Mecca of all good wheelmen.
Of necessity there are some stumbling blocks in the pathway of

the visitor from across the sea—the language is not his own, and
manners and customs are very different from what he is familiar

with ; it is difficult to impress his wants upon the native, and he is

liable to lose his way.
These reflections are brought up by reading the descriptive cir-

cular of the European Bicycle Tour to be conducted the coming
summer by Messrs. Elwell and Higgins, managers of the '89

European tour. By their carefully made arrangements, all small
annoyances are swept away, and the tourist can enjoy to the full

that which he has come 60 far to see.

The route selected by them crosses France lrom the English
Channel to the Jura Mountains, zig-zags through Switzerland the
beautiful, runs up and down through the famous Black Forest of
Germany, follows the Rhine to Cologne, and so on to London,
where may be heard "English as 6he is spoke," and where the

party disbands, leaving its members free to go directly home by
one of the many lines that start from Liverpool, or to still farther

prolong their summer outing.
Among the cities embraced in the tour are : Rouen, Paris, Dijon,

Geneva, Interlaken, Lucerne, Zurich, Freiberg, Strassburg, Baden-
Baden, Heidleberg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Weisbaden, Mayence,
Coblenz, Cologne, Antwerp and London.
Believing that the cycle tourist, even more than the ordinary

traveller, demands good food and lodging, the managers have made
arrangements to lodge the party at first-class hotels in all the princi-
pal places, among which are the Continental in Paris, theMetropole
in Geneva, Jungfrau at Interlaken, Belle Vue in Zurich, Schrueizer-
hof at Falls of the Rhine, etc., etc.

The party leaves New York June 7th, and disbands in London
August 19th. The trip across the Atlantic is made in the magnifi-
cent steamer "La Bretagne," of the French line, than which no
finer sails the seas.

Naturally the cost of the tour (between $300 and $400) is much
less than if one travelled on the rail, is certainly far and away more
enjoyable, and will send one home improved in both mind and
body. To the young such a tour is better than a year in college as
an educator; to the business man it promises a needed relaxation
conducive to sound sleep and a good digestion.
Mr. Elwell has conducted more extended tours during the past

seven years than any other wheelman in this or any other country,
including Canada, the Maritime Provinces, Bermuda and Europe,
and they have invariably been successful. The Penny Illustrated
Paper of London last week contained a picture of Mr. Elwell,
styling him the bicycling Cook. Mr. Higgins was identified with
last year's European tour, and managed the hotel business with
rare tact and ability.

The party will be limited in number, and has now about half its

full complement. Among those whose names are on the list are :

T. C. Brinsmade, Cleveland, O.
; J. T. Robinson, Hyde Park,

Mass. ; Park Densmore, F. W. Bailey and G. I. Black, Erie, Pa.

;

H. O. Barth, Cincinnati, O.; Bert L. Lucas, Monmouth, Oregon;
J. H. Drain, Lincoln, Neb.; J. C. Stevens and Henry Hart, of
Portland, Me., and others.
One of the members of last year's tour writes as follows con-

cerning their ride through Switzerland :

Each day wa6 full of joy, each night of solid sleep, as thence for
two weeks and more we climbed and coasted and glided beside the
Alpine lakes, now and then making an upward march to reach a
summit from which again we rolled down into further regions of
delight. Luzerne, the Rigi, Thun, with its marvelous lake, Zug,
Zurich, the Rhine Falls, Interlaken, Lauterbrunnen, Murren, each
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providing a text for a volume of description by competent hands,
rolled by, or rather, we rolled by them. Oh, wonderful was our
experience

!

The road time made on our bikes was something to be envied in
this land of ours. One day in a gradually descending road, four
of us, without going for a record, made eight miles in thirty-four
minutes, and the section of the party behind us did it in twenty-
seven.
When you go to Switzerland take your machines. The roads

are superb for the most part. For each climb you will get a
recompensating coast, and along the glistening lakes there are
many, many miles of smooth, hard and level roads, the perfection
©f a cycler's desire.

To all who can spare the time and money necessary for a Euro-
pean trip a-wheel, this tour offers many inducements, and should
be taken advantage of. All communications in regard to the tour
will be cheerfully answered by Mr. F. A. Elwell, 152 Pearl street,

Portland, Me., who will also send descriptive pamphlet.

INFORMATION ON ROUTE WANTED.
Will some reader of the Bicycling World kindly furnish this

paper for publication the route taken by the National road from
Wheeling, W. Va., east; also any information they may have as

to its usual condition.
Would also like information as to best road from Baltimore to

Philadelphia and the principal points on it and condition of road
in wheeling season. L. A. W. 17396.

CORRESPONDENCE.
[ The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter
which in his opinion is improper^

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE RULES AND REGULA-
LATIONS COMMITTEE.

Chairman Rules and Regulations Committee, L. A. W.:
Dear Sir—All the time left for new business at the recent meet-

ing of the National Assembly having been taken up with extrane-
ous personal discussion, I am constrained to submit to the atten-
tion of your committee in this manner several important questions
which I should otherwise have brought forward for consideration
of the Assembly, by means of a resolution instructing your com-
mittee to report constitutional amendments covering the points
raised, at the next constitutional convention when called. It is to

be regretted that there was no opportunity to pursue this course,
as an informal discussion of at least one of these questions had
been generally expected throughout the League, and the necessity
for action as to the others was made particularly apparent at the
meeting itself.

With this introduction, I beg to submit to your committee the
propriety of acting upon constitutional amendments, providing

:

First, for a popular election of the President and Vice Presidents,
the vote for these officers being taken upon the same ballots as are
U6ed by the members in their several Divisions in voting for local

officials.

Second, for an extension of the term of President, with the ob-
ject of securing the benefit of experience. To obviate the objection
that this might sometimes leave power irrevocably placed where
the League might afterwards find that a mistake had been made in
its selection, I would suggest that the Vice Presidents, forming a
majority of the Executive Committee, but whose offices do not re-

quire experience so essentially, might be elected annually, as at

present, and the President given a term of three jears. And fur-

ther, that if this idea should be favorably received in connection
with that of a popular election, that the term of office should be-
gin in the autumn, to leave merely a reasonable time to elapse be-
tween the election and the instalment of new officers.

Third, for a clear statement as to where' lies the power of re-

moval from committees, a provision which cannot consistently be
put into the by-laws, since it is the constitution by which the com-
mittees are established.

Fourth, for more distinct legislation as to the power of filling

vacancies in the National Assembly, and of appointing to seats in

the Assembly from Divisions whose representation may be in-

creased between the time of holding one general election and the
next one. The practice of appointment by either the Chief Con
6uls or the President is of very doubtful legality, even when forti-

fied by a by-law conferring such power; for the constitution, which
\h supreme, states distinctly who shall compose the Assembly,
thereby by implication limiting it to those persons—chosen in a
specified manner—and excluding all others.

Very truly yours,
March 8, 1890. E. J. Shrivkr.

THE BRICKPAVEMENTS AT WHEELING, W. VA.

Editor Bicycling World: In an issue of your paper of some six
weeks ago, appeared an article upon the subject of brick pavements,
which recited experience so entirely at variance with results ob-
tained from their application and U6e in thi6 city (Wheeling, W.
Va.,) that I feel I should say something upon the subject. The
first use of brick for 6treet paving purposes of which I have any
knowledge was made at Charleston, W. Va., about sixteen year6 ago.
The bricks used were hard-burned red brick laid upon a board foun-
dation previously boiled in tar; sand was spread upon the pavement
when completed, and tar (hot) poured over all. In 1881 the first
street brick pavement wa6 laid in Wheeling. It was laid exactly
like that already described, the bricks used being made of fire clay.
Two squares on Chapline street, extending from Twenty-first to
Twenty-second street, were put down as an experiment. After
what was deemed a sufficient length of time for testing its utility
had elapsed, the Board of Public Works concluded to pave some
other portions of the streets of the city as a further test. They were
given to understand that they would be required to pay a royalty to
the authors of the invention should they U6e that method. The
Board decided to omit the wooden foundation. It was found to be
non-essential. After severe tests of continuous heavy hauling it

wag decided to pave the principal streets of the city with fire-bricks.
The work was prosecuted from year to year until we now have an
aggregate of more than ten miles of brick streets. It has given en-
tire satisfaction, and that which was laid first is yet firm and 6olid.
As before stated the material used is fire-bricks. The mode of pro-
cedure 16 to grade the street proposed to be paved, then roll it and,
if the soil should be of clay, six to eight inches of gravel are next
applied ; then a thin coating of 6and, and la6t the bricks are laid on
edge, when they are rolled. Sand is then spread over them and
swept into the crevices, when tar, previously boiled to the proper
consistency, is poured on and allowed to run into the cracks be-
tween the bricks, after which the street is ready for use. The cost
varies from $1.00 to $1.41 per square yard, according to the amount
of grading required. It is proper to state that a gravel foundation
allows the cheapest construction. During a recent visit to Charles-
ton the writer observed that the pavement put down sixteen years
ago appeared to be as smooth and solid as that laid within the year.
Many cities and towns in this part of the country are adopting

the same system as that in use at Wheeling. In conclusion, I have
never heard of an instance where a brick 6treet has been taken up
and some other kind substituted for it.

George I. Garrison, M. D.,
Health Officer of Wheeling, W. Va.

WHY THIS THUSNESS ?

Editor Bicycling World : In your last issue you gave an account
of the Century Wheelmen's five-mile team race, crediting the
Philadelphia Ledger. I do not know why you substituted that re-

port for the one which I sent you, but it made no difference, as that
was mine also, having been written by me for the Philadelphia
Times, Sunday edition, and copied by the Ledger ofMonday without
any credit having been given—a little habit they have of doing.
Usually I pay no attention to plagiarisms of this sort, but when I

see my own articles credited to another source it is too much for
human cjcling nature. "Ariel."

Philadelphia, March 3, 1890.

[Our correspondent, "Ariel," is indignant, but let us see on
what grounds. The facts are that we received among our clippings
one credited to the Ledger, one of the most reputable papers ex-
tant. This was put in type before "Ariel's" contribution came to
hand, and as the same article sent in by "Ariel" was included, but
credited to another paper, we simply cut the matter out, believing
very reasonably that a paper like the Ledger would have given
credit when credit was due, or withheld it if the article were
original.

—

Ed.]

AN EXPLANA TION.

Editor Bicycling World: I would like to say a few word6 in ex-
planation of the correspondence on page 392 of your issue of
February 28.

When I made the denial I believed that no such letter had ever
been 6ent to Ohio, but on my return I learned from the Secretary-
Treasurer that I was mistaken, and that the letter had been re-

ceived and referred to the Chairman of the Committee of Rights
and Privileges.

The only way that I can account for my forgetfulness is that at
the time the letter was received I was so busily engaged in appoint-
ing an efficient corps of Local Consuls whom I expected to aid me
in circulating road literature among the people, as the recent defeat
of the Tyron Bill had convinced me that to attempt legislation in
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this State, till there was a public sentiment in favor of it, would be
the height of folly.

This was the only communication that I received concerning the

proposed legislation, and was wholly in the dark as to what was to

be done till I received a visit from Mr. Cossum.
Further, a letter from the Secretary-Treasurer to Mr. Luscomb,

asking for a supply of pamphlets, received no response, and it was
only when we appealed to James R. Dunn that we succeeded in

getting any. Very respectfully, M. A. High,
Chief Consul Ohio Division L. A. W.

Cincinnati, March 7, 1890.

TOUR TO THE LEAGUE MEET.
Editor Bicycling World: There will be a Detroit to Niagara Falls

tour, to the L. A. W. meet, starting from Detroit August 20th.

The route will be through Canada, via Blenheim, St. Thomas,
London, Woodstock and Guelph to Toronto, thence by boat to

Niagara, arriving in time for the meet August 25th, 26th and 27th.

An invitation is extended to all wheelmen. For particulars and
maps address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam avenue, Detroit.

Yours truly, C. H. Smith.

ROAD SCORCHERS, ATTENTION!
Editor Bicycling World: There will be a road race from Cin-

cinnati to Hamilton, O., on the 4th ofJuly. It will be a handicap
race, open to all amateurs, and the prizes will consist of four safety

bicycles, valued at $475 ; Warwick, Union, Jewell and Grant sale-

ties. This will be the most exciting road race ever held in the

State, and a large number of entries are expected. The prizes are

all furnished by the undersigned. For further particulars, write or
call on J. E. Poorman, Agt.

S. E corner Eighth and Race streets. Cincinnati, O.

TRACK BUILDING.
Editor Bicycling World : As you are undoubtedly aware, there is

a strong movement under way to build a bicycle track and athletic

grounds here. As Chairman of the committee on kind and cost

of same, I respectfully ask the benefit of your knowledge on same.
Please advise me the cost of different kinds of half-mile tracks, also
your opinion as to the best for time, etc. By so doing you will

favor the bicycling in Buffalo. Trusting to receive an early reply,

I am, Yours, etc., W. G. Schack.
Buffalo, N. Y.
[In our issues of March 22 and 29 of last year we printed some

excellent general rules on the art of track laying, and we would
refer our correspondent to those articles for valuable points as to

methods.
As to C06t of track laying, it is impossible for us to make any

estimate, for the reason that the nature of the ground on which the
proposed track is to be built must be taken into consideration, and
the availability of the proper material also is an important factor.

We would advise our correspondent to secure the services of the
most expert and scientific road engineer and builder that Buffalo can
produce, and have him make an estimate. With the Information
contained in the articles we allude to above and the estimate from
an expert, our Buffalo friends will be able to arrive at the con-
clusion as to whether a track 6uch as they want is practical or pos-
sible for them.

—

Ed.]

LADY MEMBERSHIP IN THE LEAGUE.
Editor Bicycling World: The article contributed by the gentle-

man from Baltimore, to your column in January 31st issue, is most
apropos, and ought to be printed in tract form and spread broad-
cast over the land. It is well said, and although we cannot improve
upon it yet we can recommend its perusal to every lady rider, for as
a rule the ladies have not as yet looked upon L. A. W. membership
as of much importance, but we hope and believe the day is coming
when the majority if not all lady riders will be owners of a mem-
bership card.

This subject is at present of especial interest to the ladies of
Rhode Island, who have for some time been trying to bring about
a kind of sisterhood among the owners of the nickel-ribbed ponies,
and for that purpose they have formed a club to be known as the
"Providence Ladies' Cycle Club." There were nine names pre-
sented at the first meeting, every one of which either was or signed
their application to become League members. Since that time the
Secretary has received a list of names that will more than double
that number, and the prospects are flattering for a very happy
summer, if the weather will permit.
The obiect of organizing is that the lady riders may have an

opportunity of becoming better acquainted, and that others who are
now hesitating may be induced to learn and enjoy this excellent
and healthful pastime. Our bond of union shall be our League
membership, and we hope before the riding season has fairly com-
menced that Providence will have many more lady riders than she
has ever had.

I believe there are many such organizations scattered over the
country, and I hope some of the enthusiastic ones will accept your
invitation to write and tell us of their doings and successes else-

where, so that your column may in truth be a "Reception Room,"
where the lady L. A. W. members may feel at home.

Scribbling Cyclist.

THA T NEW UNIFORM OF THE CHESAPEAKES.

Editor Bicycling World: I beg this opportunity to answer
through the same medium in which the article appeared, the re-

marks of "Argu6, Jr." regarding the new uniform of the Chesa-
peake Wheelmen, appearing in the issue of February 28th.

In justice to the club, who have adopted the new uniform in all

its "massiveness" of a "yellowish fawn color," I have this to say as
an adverse opinion to the one above mentioned, that I consider it a
very quiet, neat and unpretentious bicycle uniform, which opinion
was held by 19 out of 24 voting members at the last meeting of the
club.

The story of the eleven stubborn jurymen who "held out"
against the twelfth, will come near fitting the case of "Argus,"
whose ink had probably soured when writing his description, in
which case I would advise as a counteracting influence, he trans-

pose the letters of his nom-de-plume. L. A. W. 25815.

ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENT A WHEEL.
{BY GEO. D. MITCHELL.)

{Continued.}

We reached Rotterdam that night without difficulty, and after

spending part of the next day looking about the quaint town,
whose houses lean in all directions "in an architectural frolic," as

some one has said, took the boat for Dodrecht, in order to see how
the country looked from the water. After a ride of twelve miles

we took the road at Dordrecht, and bent our course toward the
Rhine district before the northwest wind which prevails in that

section. The road, which was the very finest we have encountered
on our whole route, lead directly along the top of the dyke, an em-
bankment of earth ten feet high on the average, with the River
Waal, one of the outlets in which the noble Rhine loses itself, on
the right, and spreading pastures on the left. It was practically

one village for the first ten miles, as houses lined both sides of the

road for most of that distance. They are built on the side of tne
dyke, fronting on the road, the roofs in many cases being on a
level therewith, and to the rear are gardens, small orchards and
fields. As we rode along, the dyke was fairly alive with children,

of which product there is a plenteous crop in Holland, and if the

census enumerator ever gets around that way I shall expect to no-
tice a decided increase in the population of the country. They
persisted in throwing small sticks and stones into our wheels, and
running suddenly in front of U6, until finally 'Gene unavoidably
ran into one young girl, knocking her down and then fell on her;
waiting only, however, to see that she was not impaired, for her
mother was making straight for him, he hurried away, leaving the

field to the enemy ; but unfortunately in his hasty retreat he ran
over a pet hen right before the eyes of her owner, who began to

yell "stop thief" after him in Dutch, in such a menacing voice,

that 'Gene struck up an unprecedented pace, and for the next mile
I verily believe broke the record. To complete the chapter of ac-

cidents he finally ran off the dyke and narrowly escaped falling

down a high embankment.
We asked a jovial old Dutchman how far it was to Tiel, where

we proposed to spend the night, and he told us "three hours."
That is the only way they have of reckoning distances, and the or-

dinary people have no idea of a kilometer or a mile. We found that

in Holland the hour meant about four miles, but in Germany only
about three. On reaching Tiel, a beautiful town on the bank of

the Waal, we found we had made the forty-five miles from Dordrecht
in less than four hours, and that very easily. The next morning
we ferried across the river, and after two hours' riding reached
Nymegen, a clean, pretty town about seven miles from the German
border. On reaching the line the officials were about to confiscate

some cakes and other good things that we had provided for a lunch
on the way, but we foiled them and disappointed their appetites by
eating the contraband articles on the spot, and then crossing over
into German territory. The road was perfect, not a hill being en-

countered. Around Cleve especially, a very popular watering
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place, it became very beautiful, and for five miles ran through an
avenue of trees without a turn or a grade. In fact, for the whole
two hundred miles from the sea to Cologne onr route was, as you
might say, absoluely level.

Early in the evening, at Calcar, we happened to fall into the

company of a very companionable German cyclist, who was on his

way from Amsterdam to his home in the village of Huls, near
Dusseldorf, and who urged us to join him in his ride. So we lit

our lanterns accordingly, without knowing exactly where we were
going to get anything to eat, although we had taken a light break-

fast and a lighter lunch, in anticipation of a substantial dinner
further on. We rode all the evening steadily, and by dint of much
perseverance at last reached our destination at one o'clock, having
thirty-five miles since dark and eighty since noon that day, our
best run so far, for, what with bad weather, sight seeing, wayside
lunches, resting and taking it easily generally, we only aim to

accomplish an average of forty miles or so a day. The next da}'

was Sunday, and our German friend of the night before came to

our inn to call upon us, bringing a numerous following of friends

who were anxious to inspect four curiosities all the way from Amer-
ica, and we had a levee which lasted most of the day. The next
morning we rode on to Cologne, and just as we saw the two towers
ofthe famous cathedral in the distance, got caught in a heavy thunder
storm, though under the protection of our mackintosh coats we
laughed defiantly. Just then a young Dutchman canne along on a

wheel, thoroughly drenched, although he had taken off" most of his

clothing to keep it dry. He had come all the way from Amsterdam, 160

miles, within the preceding eighteen hours, and was going on to

Bonn, nearly twenty miles further, that day. We trundled our wheels
through the streets of Cologne, first because the rough pavement was
too slippery, and next because riding is prohibited in the city. Indeed,
from the very first we found ourselves at sixes and at sevens with
the surly and officious German police, and to illustrate the meddle-
some spirit that we had to encounter, a policeTian ordered us to

put on our coats before entering Wiesbaden, which, of course, we
refused to do. In short, little is done in Germany to encourage
cycling, compared to Holland, for instance. When we took the
steamer up the Rhine, we first paid over, two cents a mile for our
tickets, then found we had to pay fifty cents extra for our machines,
and finally, after we had taken them aboard and stored them our-
selves,we were forced to give an additional thirty pfeunings to have
them ticketed—a necessary operation—and even then the baggage
man wanted a tip for himself, so that I at last asked the fat and
important looking purser, who stood near, whether we were at

liberty to tip him, much to the amusement of the rest of the

passengers, who were mainly English and American.
Everyone told us that the way to see the Rhine to the best ad-

vantage was from the boat, so we concluded to take our bicycles

aboard with us and go from Cologne to Mainz in the conventional

way. One taste of this kind of sight-seeing, however, was enough
for us, after experiencing the advantages of touring awheel, for we
were whisked past interesting points so quickly, with no oppor-
tunity to stop off and get better acquainted, that our impression of
the castled Rhine was comparatively unsatisfactory, and we re-

solved not to desert our bikes again unless under stress of circum-
stances. We soon left the city behind us, and as the graceful twin
spires of the cathedral retreated from view, we bent our gaze upon
the Seven Mountains away ahead, blue in the distance, where an
introduction to the scenic Rhine awaited us.

The Rhine, aside from its surroundings, is a noble stream, and
few of the poets who have come within its inspiring influence have
spared us their reflections. Longfellow compares it to Bacchus,
vine-crowned and stumbling drunken down his path. The sloping

banks, green with the carefully cultivated vine, the treasure of the

Rhine district, gradually get steeper and steeper as we proceed,

until at last they are precipitous in places, and the wine growers,

eager to snatch every possible place where a vine can find earth

enough to grow, are forced to build walls of substantial masonry at

intervals of every few feet, to prevent the little soil from coming
down the hillside, and indeed there are many places where it would
seem that the industrious farmer would be in continual danger of

falling out of his farm altogether, and into the river. Ruined
castles, crowning rocky eminences, meet the eye at every turn,

each with its particular legend or tradition, and we saw several new
ruins in course of construction, which will be duly announced in

next season's guide books, for all the old ones, with their accom-

panying legends, were becoming so familiar that travel on the

Rhine began to fall off, and something had to be done to renew the

attraction.

g^The German abounds in legends of the most touching beauty,

but in honesty I must confess that when one sees the actual places

with which they are connected, much of the charm is effaced

through a too close association with the reality. So, when we

passed the towering Lorelei rock, my admiration for the very inter-
esting abstract motive of the tradition was swallowed up* in the
matter-of-fact reflection that Miss Lorelei was very imprudent, not
to say immodest, to come out on the cliff on dark, stormy nights,
without even a bathing suit on, and sing to the innocent boatmen
the famous ballad that Heine wrote expressly for her, to allure
them on the rocks. Finally we passed Bingen, "Bingen on the
Rhine," and the famous Johannisberg came in view, a mound-like
eminence on the slopes of which, easily reached by the rays of the
south sun, are grown the forty acres or so of precious vines that
produce the treasured Sckloss Johannisberger, the very finest of the
Rhine wines, little of which, it is safe to say, will ever fall in the
way of us common people, though you are allowed to smell of it

for a mark. Here begins the famous Rkinegau, the finest wine
district on the Rhine, and while the very choicest propucts of these
vineyards are also expensive, a very good second grade may be had
for about thirty-five cents a bottle. However, as we passed one of
the great pumps that become more common as we follow up the
river, it occurred to me that that was probably a more prolific vine
than any that bore grapes, for one cannot help wondering where all

the wine comes from, when the quantity consumed is about double
that produced from the grape.

( To be continued.')

TRADE NOTES.

Singer & Co., England, notify the trade that owing to the continued rise in the
value of materials, they have found it necessary to advance the prices of their
cycles five percent. This does not, for the present at least, affeft the prices of
their wheels in America, their ware-houses here being already supplied with a
large stock of 1890 goods. We have received catalogue, and also circular-letter
Irom the Boston house, from which we note slight changes in quotations on some
of their leading wheels, which will be of interest to the cycling world : "Singer"
Safety, with Singer Spring Fork if desired, $135. "Royal Singer" Safety, with
Singer Spring Fork if desired, $140.

Just as we go to press we received a copy of the 1890 catalogue of the Overman
Wheel Co. It is a fine specimen of the printer's art. The cover is decidedly high
art. It is dark olive green, embossed with the name of the cycles and company,
and an exquisite scroll pattern. The raised embossed work is finished in gold,
and the effe<5t is very handsome. By all means send to them for a copy.

Messrs. Rankin & Bruce, of toe clip fame, were in town last Wednesday
and they report a most excellent business. They have a fine article and it is ap-
preciated we should judge by the manner they are booking orders. En passant,
they spoke highly in praise of the World as an advertising medium, and made
comparisons as to results that would make certain worthy contemporaries tarn
green with dismay.

The Coventry Machinists' Company have secured the services of Mr. Clifton S.
Mirrill as salesman and travelling representative. Mr. Mirrill is a member of the
Roxbury, Waltham and Medford Cycle Clubs, and is by no means unknown on the
racing path, having won several races in this locality. Mr. Mirrill will take the
road for the Coventry Machinists' Co. immediately. We are pleased to learn from
this firm that the sales of their $100 Swift Safety and their new '90 spring frame
machine show that these two specialties will have a big demand during the com-
ing season.

Messrs. Holland & Havener are placing on the market several combinations
which offer some fine articles in outfits at decided bargains. See advertisement.

This week our advertising columns contain a novelty in the way of a cut of a
Bicycle boat. The boats are made by the Ross Mfg. Co., of Holyoke, and in their
circular they have this to say : "The advantage oi a Bicycle Boat over row boats
is very great. Very narrow boats can be used, and by using two boats together
[Catamaran style.—Ed.] they are impossible to tip or sink. Also the use of leg
power is an advantage over the hands, as being over the work more power can be
obtained, ease of propulsion and no blistered hands. Eight miles an hour easily
made. These boats can be used either by ladies or gentlemen and any number
of riders. No better or safer exercise can be found than on one of these boats.
The boats are made of paper fiber, all in one piece, and cannot leak; being one-
fourth inch in thickness, are stronger and as light as cedar and are not hurt by be-
ing left in the water."

W. W. Stall announces that he is at the old stand and ready to do business
with all who want anything in the cycle line. Stall has a fall line ot machines

;

among the latest additions to his general stock he has added the Psychos, the
Coventry Rivals, the Rovers. Stall is a hustler and he wants agents all over
New England who will also push his trade. Men who want a good line of high,
middle or low priced wheels, for all sizes, ages and sexes, will do well to com-
municate with Mr. Stall at 509 Tremont street. Then this enterprising gentleman
has a splendid repair shop and a eorps of efficient cycle mechanics competent to

do any kind of work, from building a cycle complete to tightening a spoke. Does
your wheel need repairing? If so, remember W. W. S.

We inadvertently stated last week that over 2500 of the Premier Safeties were
sold during six months of 1S89. It should have read "over 2500 of the Popular
Premier Safeties." When the reader considers that this was only one out of ten

different patterns of Premier Safeties sold, he will obtain an idea of the enormous
output of these famous wheels.

The Capital Cycle Co. has been compelled to remove its Wholesale, Retail, Rent-
ing and Repair Departments to more commodious quarters, and is now located in

a handsome five story building opposite the War, State and Navy Department in

the northwest part of the city.

The 1S90 catalogue of the Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co. is at hand, and a very neat
production it is. By the way we have to thank the Eagle Mfg. Co. for a splendid
photograph of Van Wagoner on his Eagle. It is a fine picture and a most excel-

lent likeness. A reproduction of same can be seen on page 439 occupied by the

Eagle Co., and originals can be secured by applying to them. (See advt.).
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LOVELL DIAMOND SAFETY.
(John P. Lovell Arms Co. )

The abo e cut represents the new Lovell Diamond Safety, a fine machine at a
moderate price. The tubing in this machine is from the Credenda Works of
England. In detail the machine is as lollows :

Frame.—The Lovell Arms Co. have taken the experience of old riders, and fird
that the call is for a diamond frame, hence the now popular style of construction will
be used in the Lovell. "The entire frame is manufactured of cold drawn weld-
less steel tubing and s'.eel drop forged parts."
Wheels.—The wheels are 30-inch with 7-8 crescent shaped rims. Each wheel

has 40 direct spokis of No. 11 steel wire. The hubs are steel drop forged. The
tires are of the finest quality of Para gum rubber.
Chain.—Their chain is an English pattern, very narrow, and constructed in

such a manner that its bearing surfa e is so small that it reduces the friction to a
minimum. E.ch chain is run on a testing machine at their factory at a great
tension, before placing them on the machines. These chains, they claim, are
practically non-stretching, and need very little adjusting. The trouble and in-

convenience of oi iner the chain when it is new has been apparent to all on more
than one occasion. To obviate this difficulty they boil every chain in a preparation
of oil, which thoroughly lubricates e-ch joint, and thus makes a perfect and easy
working chain.
Chain Adjustment —Th ir device for adjusting the chain, they claim is original

and exceedingly simple. The bracket, that is steel drop forged, which contains
the crank shaft and ball bearings swings on a separate steel axle that has a long
parallel bearing between the heavy forked shaped section in the frame. This forked
shaped forging is brazed solidly to the frame, and is a permanent fixture. The
motion of the bracket being fore and aft in the solid section of the frame, does not
: dmit of any lateral motion. This bracket is adjusted by a nickeled rod with nut
and sit nut. The main feature of this adjustment is that the bracket is held
stationary. This adjustment is very simple, neat ani strong.

Ball Bearings.—Every running part of their machine is fitted with ball bearings.
The front wheel runs on 18 hardened steel balls 5-16 of an inch in diameter. 1 he
crank shaft bearings cor.tain 24 steel balls of the same size. Each pedal bearing
is supplied with 32, 3 16 hardened steel balls. Owing to the great strain on the
rear wheel on account of three-fourths of the weight of the rider being placed on
this wheel, they have made a separate set of bearing cases of special design which
are bolted in the section of the frame in such a manner that no matter what weight
or strain is brought upon the wheel, it does not cramp the bearings or i terfere
with iheir ease cf running. This feature will be especially noticeable in hill
climbing and on bad roads. These cases contain 24, 516 hardened steel balls, and
the cases are all polished and nickeled.
The Saddle.—The saddle, is of the suspension pattern, with a combination front

and rear spring contributing to ease and quiet It has an arc adjustment allowing
the saddle to be placed at any angle at the will of the rider.

Finish.—Great attention has been paid to this branch of the work. Their
enamelling department is in charge of a competent expert, and all enamelled pans
are inspected by him before leaving the factory. Each enamelled portion of the
wheel receives three coats of enamel that is baked on. The frame, wheels, mud
and chain guards are enamelled. The handle bars, brake and brake lever, also
the nuts, bolt ends, and the.stay rods which support the mud and chain guards are
handsomely nickel plated. The machines are finished throughout in a first-cl ss
manner.
Price is $85, ard the company invite criticism, and state that they are satisfied

to leave the decision as to quality and worth of their machines to the judgment of
the riders.

The New York Bicycle Co., No-. 4 and 6 East6.th street, New York, are looking
forward to another busy and prosperous season for iSoo. In addition to theirbeing
uptown agents for Messrs. A. G. Spalding & Bros., and so hand ing Victor Safe-
lies and ordinaries, and their new safety for boys, the ".Nonpareil," they w>ll
handle the Stars for New York City and vicinity, carrying a'full line of parts for
these « heels, and making a specialty of Star repairing, something which no other
house in the New York trade, that we know of, does. The principle of the Ne v
York Bicycle Co. seems to be to handle all good machines, without being " special"
or " particular " agents for any one manufacturer. Hence they will, as heretofore,
take slightly used mounts in part payment for any of the new ones they carry, and
will allow liberal prices in such trades for Victors, Stars, Eagles, New Mails,
Rapids, Psychos, Singers, Wai wicks, etc. Estimates furnished upon application.
Three or four styles of safeties for boys, several for girls, a complete line of
medium-priced, new wheels for ladies and gentlemen will also constantly be carried
in stock. Cycling accessories of every description can always be had at the com-
pany's stores. Special "drives" are made in illuminating and lubricating oils and
enamel, which articles they have thoroughly tested for several seasons, and can
recommend highly. The Company talk of still further enlarging their quarters by
adding another store, 25x60, and a hall and salesroom. This wil give them con-
siderable more room, which they absolutely require on account of the very grati-
fying increase of their business. A feature of this establisnment aad one that
should be of much interest to wheelmen in general, is the repair shop. This is

situated in a building adjoining their present salesroom, and is presided over by a
man whose name is everywhere a guarantee of first class work. Satisfaction is

guaranteed in every instance. New machinery has already been added, and more
is to come. In the department of second-hand wheels, the Company have a very
attractive assortment. Most of these, we understand, have been taken in part
payment for perfectly new mounts, and as the Company is very particular not to
take anj thing that is not thoroughly reliable, an excellent machine for compara-
tively little ii-oney can always be obtained by those who canr.ot or will not pay for
a new, high-priced article. A list of these wheels is issued about every two or
three weeks, and can be had for the asking. On exhibition at the Company's rooms
is a peculiarly constructed bicycle, propelled by hands, and by a system of small
wheels is geared to 100 inches. The steering is all done by a combination of foot
pressure and connecting rods. This exhibit, and the m: ny additional things ot
interest to wheelmen, are well worth visiting. The New \ ork Bicycle Co. are a
comparatively young concern. It was only about three years since they started in
their down town 4x9 office, with the enormous assortment of three bicycles and a
velocipede! The Company's present thr.ving business, which is continually on
the increase, speaks eloquently for the enterprise and honorable policy ot the
Messrs. Irving.

A fifty-six page catalogue is sent out by Messrs. Horton, Gilmore, McWil-
Hams & Co., of Chicago, and contained in that catalogue are the cuts and de-
scriptions of twenty-two different kinds of wheels, from their $120 ball bearing
"Horton Special Safty" down to the child's velocipede, which sells at $4.50. Every
kind of a wheel is here shown, and every kind of a pocket bcok, age or sex is pro-
vided for. We expect in the course of a week or so to give cuts and specifications of
some of the leading wheels made by this company. We notice in the catalogue
a "Rational Roadster," with plenty of rake and a 24-inch rear wheel. This wheel
is ball bearing all round, and lists at $92.50 for a 50-inch wheel. The catalogue in-
cludes a complete list of parts and sundries.

THE HARTFORD.
Ball Hearing All Aroui d Perfectly Iuter< hangeable

and Warranted-
I'KICE SI 00.

DON'T BE SATISFIED
with the mere statement that a machine is BALL
BEARING, for there are different kinds of BALL
BEARINGS. Just examine them, and if you find

that the balls revolve on a CASTING merely filed,

or even polished to a finish, they are CHEAP and un-
reliable.

HARTFORD bearings are fitted with a hardened
steel case, are not cheap, but are expensive and durable.

WE COURT INSPECTION.

THE HARTFORD CYCLE CO,, Hartford, Conn.
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DEW HI HVW-FN WHEELMEN.
"YOU PRESS THE BUTTON,

WE DO THE REST."
(OR VOU CAN DO IT YOURSELF.)

SEVEN NEW STYLES and SIZES
ALL LOADED WITH

TRANSPARENT FILM,

&g^"For sale by all Photo. Stock'Dealers. Send for Catalogue.

THE EASTMAN COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS:

18 Pearl Street, ... - Boom

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

Hotel Committee.

George S. Atwater, 1230 Penn. Ave., Washington, D.C.
H. H. Hodgson. .13 Carondelet St., Ntw Orleans, La.
W. C. Marion 1255 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y

OFFICERS FOR 1890—91.

PRESIDENT,

JAMES R.DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

Kirst Vice President.

DR. W. H. EMERY,
109 Warwick strtet, Roxbury, Mass.

Sicond Vice President,

GEO- R. BIDWELL,
313 W. sSth street, New York City.

Treasurer,
W. M. BREWSTER.

309 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo

Secretary ,

ABBOT BASSETT,
12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS.

Mr. Abbot Bassett, Secretary-Editor L. A. W.

:

Dear Sir—You are hereby authorized to publish in

the Official Bulletin the accompanying list of appoint-

ments upon the various committees of the League cf

American Wheelmen, for the current fiscal year. Ad-
ditional appointments will be announced at an early

date. Ycurs truly, James R. Dunn,
New York, March 11, 1S90. President L. A. W.

Appointments.

Membership Committee.

Sanford Lawton Springfield Mass.
George C. Pennell Elizabeth, N. J.

Committee on Improvement of Highways.

Isaac B. Potter, Esq Potter Bldg., New York
Albert Mott 203 Lenox St , Baltimore, Md.
Maj. Chas. L. Burdet Hartford, Conn.

Committee on Rights and Privileges.

Samuel A. Boyle, Esq Philadelphia, Pa.
Chas. F. Cossum, Esq Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
J. S. Dean, Esq iS State St., Boston, Mass.

Committee on Rules and Regulations.

W. A. Davis 340 S. Leavitt St., Chicago, III.

Miehael Furst, Esq 16 Court St..Brooklyn, N. Y.

Transportation Committee.

W. M. Brewster 379 O live St., St. Louis, Mo.
Racing Board.

Chas. S. Davol Warren, R. I.

George Collister 147 Ontario St., Cleveland, Ohio
Robert D. Garden Chicago, 111.

W. H. DeGraaf 47 W. 14th St., Ntw York.

TT70LL0WING an old custom, we close

-*- the books of the League for 1889-90 with

this issue of the paper, and open the books

for 1890-91. Applicants for membership

may now send $2, and they will be put up©n

the roll for the year ending April 30, 1891.

No further lists will be published till April

4th. Those who are now enrolled will be

carried on the list till July 1st, but before

that date they should send $1 and renew

membership for another year.

' I "'HE books for renewals are now open,
*- and fees will be received from this date.

We publish in this issue a renewal blank,

which we hope will be universally used. A
blank of this kind is more satisfactory than a

notice of renewal written on a note or letter

sheet. Club Secretaries will be supplied

with renewal sheets for club lists on applica-

tion. State the number of renewals to be

sent when you apply for the blanks. Con-
suls, agents, etc., should procure renewal

blanks from their Division officials.

Gerwing; and Kennedy.
Messrs. Robt. Gerwing and H. G. Kennedy of Den-

ver, Col., are hereby declared to have forfeited their
amateur status, by competing with professionals in a
race held at Omaha, Neb. Being a violation of clause
b, section 4, article V. L. A.W. By-Laws This declara-
tion carries with it expulsion from the League.

Chas. S. Davol,
Chairman L. A. W. Racing Board.

Racing: Board Notice.

Amateurs are hereby notified that section 4, article V
L. A. W. By-laws, (known as the "L. A. W. Ama-
teur rule") will hereafter apply to road racing.
Amateurs found guilty of violating any clause of

this rule, upon road or track, will be declared to have
forfeited their amateur status. Chas. S. Davol,

Chairman L. A. W. Racing Board.

Racing: Rule Amended.

Rule G. Any cycle or athletic club will be allowed,
under special sanction of this Board, to pay the entrance
fees and actual necessary travelling expenses of a mem-
ber or members whom they may desire to represent
them at a race meeting, but without this special sanc-
tion no competitor in amateur events shall accept from
his own club, or from a club promoting sports at which
he competes, any payment for his expenses under
penalty of suspension from the track for a time at the
discretion of the Board.
The L. A. W. Racing Board has voted to amend

Rule G. to read as above. Chas. S. Davol,
Chairman L. A. W. Racing Board.

NEW AND SECOND.HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, - - MASS.

Illinois.

Hotels are appointed for Braceville, Commercial
Hotel, rate $2.00, meals 35 cents.
Onarga, Hotel Roney, regular rate $2.00; L. A. W.

rate $1.50, meals 40 cents.
St. Joseph, Swearingen House, regular rate $1.25.

W. A. Davis, C. C.

Missouri Division Touring Board.

The State has been divided into five districts and the
following assignments has been made

:

District No. 2. In charge of W. H. Cameron, St.

Toseph : Buchanan, Clinton, Platte, Clay, Ray, Jackson,
Lafayette, Cass, Johnson, Pettis, Bates, Henry, Benton,
Morgan, Verton, Cedar, St. Clair. Polk, Hickory,
Dallas, Laclede, Camden, Miller and Pulaski Counties.

District No. 3. C. A.Graves, Joplin : Barton, Jasper,
Newton, McDonald, Dade, Lawrence, Barry, Greene,
Christian, Stone, Taney, Websier, Douglass, Ozark,
Wright, Phelps, Texas, Howell, Dent, Shannon and
Oregon Counties.

District N0.4 . G. E. Tivev, 610 N. 3rd street, St
Louis: Osage, Gasconade, Franklin, Jefferson, St.

Louis, St. Charles, Warren Crawford, Washington,
Francois, St. Geniveve, Perry, Iron, Reynold, Madison,
Bollinger, Cape Girardean, Wayne, Scott, Carter,
Ripley, Butler, Stoddard, Dunklin, New Madrid,
Mississippi and Maries Counties.

District No. 5. Tohn F. Sansrm, Kahoka : Scotland,
Clark, Knox, Lewis, Shelby, Marion, Monroe, Ralls,
Pike, Andrain, Lincoln, Callaway, Montgomery, Cole,
Man teau and Boone counties.

District No. 1. In charge of Chairrran, consists of
Atchison, Holt, Andrew, Nodaway, DeKolb, Gentry,
Worth, Harrison, Davits, Caldwell, Mercer, Grundy,
Livingston, Carroll, Salina, Putnam, Sulivan, Linn,
Chariton, Howard, Cooper, Schuyler, Adair, Macon
and Randolph Counties.
Wheelmen are requested to send in their road reports

to the person in charge of their counties as soon after
the riding season opens as possible.

W. J. Staples, Chairman.

Maine Hotel.

I hereby appoint the DeWitt House, Lewiston, as an
official hotel of the Maine Division. Regular rates

$2 00 and $2.50 per day, to members $1.50 and $2.00
per day. Dr. G. E. Dow,

C. C. Maine Division L. A. W.

Ohio.

Corredion of Addenda.

Akron, Buchtel Hotel, L. A. W. rate $2-co per day.
Dr. William D. Kempton,

Sec.-Treas. Ohio Div. L. A. W., Cincinnati, O.

Missouri Division.

To Consuls

:

Your attention is respectfully called to the circular
below which has been gotten up by Local Consul Jno.
F. Sansom, and sent to every Road Overseer in his

county together with a copy of the book on Highway
Improvement:

Kahc ka, Mo., Feb. 27th, iSoo,

Dear Sir—In presenting you with this little book,
"Improvement of Highways" allow me to assure you
it is well worthy a careful perusal, as it contains many
important suggestions on a subject of vital interest to

all persons who travel pour ublic roads.
There is nothing that is more attractive or adds more

to the comfort and convenience of a neighborhood than
well made and well kept highways.

Very respectfully, John F. Sansom.
All consuls should do likewise, as by this method

the books are plactd right in the hands of the State offi.
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cers who have charge of our highways. Notify me
promptly of the total number of books needed for your
county and same will promply be expressed. County
clerks can furnish you with Road Overseers' names on
application. Fraternally yours,

Robt. Holm, C. C.
March 7, 1890.

League Clubs in Missouri.

My attention has been called to the fact that at pres-

ent there is not a single L. A. W. club on the Secre-
tary's books from this State where formerly we hai
three or four. As a League club is an important factor
in aiding to increase our membership, in increasing
our Division Board of Officers and in bringing League
members in closer relation with one another, thereby
promoting the interest in L. A. W. affairs, I would
respectfully urge the formation of such clubs in the
more populous cities as St. Louis, Kansas City, St.

Joseph, Sedalia, Joplin, Hannibal, Columbia and
Maryville. A circular entitled "What is a League
Club" will be mailed to all persons interested on appli-
cation to ihe undersigned. Fraternally yours,

Robt. Holm, C. C.
St. Louis, March 7, 1S90.

New York

To the officers and members :

The first public meeting of the New York State
Roads Improvement Association will be held at Utica,
N. Y., on Tuesday, March iS, 1890, instead of March
3d, it having been found that the date first selected
would interfere with other meetings. This meeting
will be devoted to the work of formal organization, the
election of officers, and a general consideration of the
subject of roads, their construction and repair, and the
needed revision of the highway laws of the State.
A splendid array of speakers is assured, consisting

of prominent civil engineers, business men and mem-
bers of our State Government, but as this is essentially
a people's movement, a general invitation is extended
to all citizens who desire to attend the meeting and
take pa t in the discussion.

I call upon every member of this Division to aid in
making this meeting a grand success. By giving this
matter your active and earnest support you can aid in
awakening such interest in this meeting as will make
its influence felt in the effort now being made to secure
a law that will insure a common sense system of roads.
You can and you should arouse the interest and enlist

the support of your local pipers. You should en
deavor to secure the attendance at this meeting of your
Senator and Member of Assembly.
Send to Mr. I. B. Potter, Secretary, Potter Building,

New York City, for membership blanks of the Road
Improvement Association, and obtain thereon the sig-
natures of as many new members as possible before
the meeting.
In this connection I desire to urge upon you the

necessity of making special efforts at this time to se-
cure the name of every wheelman in your vicinity, for
membership in the L. A. W. By a little earnest work
many names can be added to our roll, with ihe result of
causing the new members to feel a personal interest in
the work, and thereby enlisting their active aid and
support, and thus the power and influence of the
Division will be greatly strengthened.

Yours fraternally, W. S. Bull,
Buffalo, N. Y., March 8th, 1S90. Chief Consul.

New Hampshire.

The following Local Consuls are appointed :

Nashua, Frank H. Thompson.
Manchester, Moses Sheriff.
Concord, George Place.
Exeter, A. N.Dow.
No. Ware, Bert O. Sawyer.
Brenwood, Chas. Flanders.
Portsmouth, Geo. E. Philberick.

Yours truly,

Frank A. McMaster, Chief Consul.

League Club.

The following club has qualified as a League club,
and filed the proper certificate in the office of the Secre-
tary. It is r.umbered as below :

act, Providence Ladies' Cycling Club, Providence,
R.I.; Mrs. Josephine C. Barker, Secretary. The first

ladies' club on the League list.

Tennessee Officers' Meeting.

The date of the spring meeting of the Board of
Officers, Tennessee Division L. A. W., has been
changed to Monday, March 34th, at S P. M., the meet-
ing to be held at Clarkesville.

J. R. Wilson, Jr., Chief Consul.

Indiana.

I hereby appoint Herbert S. Barr, Crown Point,
Indiana, as Local Consul.

Yours respectfully, H. T. Hearsey,
Chief Consul Indiana.

Rhode Island.

A Legislative Highway Commission has been au-
thorized by the House of Representatives of the Gen-
eral Assembly, and the resolution will doubtless soon
pass the Senate. As soon as possible a public hearing
or hearings will be given, and a bill, now well under
preparation, will be presented to the Commission.
The attention of members of the Division is called to

the Highway Improvement department of the Provi-
dence Sunday Journal. Any information or articles
for the p-ess should be mailed Secretary J. D. Bos-
worth, P. O. Box 745, Providence, R. I. Members
should seek to have the Journal articles copied by
their respective local papers, as well as to secure in

such papers the publication of "plate" matter, from the
American Press As-ociation and similar concerns;
editorial comment and commendation should be asked.
Members are earnestly requested to exert every pos

sible influence to secure the interest at this present
session of any members of the General Assem-
bly with whom they are acqua :nted. When the bill

now in preparation reaches the Assembly for action, it

will need warm friends among the members who are
willing to speak and fight for it upon the floor of the
House and Senate. It is important to secure action
immediately, otherwise the whole matter will probably
be delayed for a year, with the danger of suffering in-

terest in the measure to die out meanwhile.
A very important matter will be to secure friendly

xr embers of the Town Councils at annual town meet-
ings and liberal appropriations for highways and ap-
paratus at the annual appropriation meetings. These
meetings are mostly held in April, May and June, in

the different towns. If a good wheelman can be elected
to the Town Council, secure his election by arranging
for the united support of the wheelmen to a ticket upon
which your candidate (or candidates) is placed. Local
representatives of this Division's Highway Improve-
ment Committee should arrange a conference of the
wheelmen in each town to secure the attainment of this
object. If not advisable to present a wheelmen's can-
didate, you can arrange to give your votes only to those
men who will pledge themselves to favor good high-
ways and improved apparatus. Mr. Lewis B. Wal-
dron, a wheelman, has just been elected a member of
Bristol's Town Council. It is desired to secure the
purchase of a steam roller in, at least, the towns of
Cranston and East Providence, and of a stone crusher
in, at least, the towns of Johnston and Burrillville.

Success will follow hard work in these places.
The State election for Governor and other general

officers and for members of the General Assembly
occurs on the first Wednesdayof April—April 2. Gov.
Ladd h is shown himself a strong friend of highway
improvement, and he will be a candidate for re-election.
Consult the different party platforms. Pledges to vote
for highway legislation, and if possible State support
for main roads, should be secured from candidates for
the General Assembly. If any opportunity occurs of
giving the names of the advocates and of any opponents
of highway improvement the list will be published.
Don't forgetyour partners.
A Rhode Island State Agricultural School will be

opened next fall, and at the following spring term
lectures will be given upon roads, as a part of the
regular course of study.
The following additional local representatives in

towns have been appoint! d :

In Warwick, James T. Lockwood, P. O. address
Apponaug.

In S. KLngH wn, R. G. Hazard, 2d, and J. N. Hazard,
P. O. addrtss Peace Dale.
Let us all keep hammering away together.

Committee on Improvement of Highways.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list of applications for member

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, whicii is as fol

lows

:

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteei
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement o'

two League members in good standing, or of three re

putable citizens ol the United States or Canada, bt

eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for thi

year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upor.
the approval ol the Board ol Officers, or a committee
hereof, two weeks after the publication of the name ii

a list of candidates in the official organ of the League
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correct.
Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as thev are published, and to report errors ard
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members arc
given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as
it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.
The application list is closed at 10 A. M. oa the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-

tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 232—Total 39— 12,703

Boston, March 14, 1890

Illinois Division—1—93 i.

Unattached.

26406 Pierce, Herbert L., 323 Penn. ave., Peoria

Indiana Division—3—178.

Y. M. C. A. Bi. Club.

264C8 Hay. Thos., 1 13 W. Wash. St., Indianapolis
26409 Willitts, V. B., 113 W. Wash. St., "

Unattached.

26416 Dodge, Will W., Mishawaka

Maryland Division—3—543.
Unattached.

26413 Bourke, James W., Light and Montgomery,
Baltimore

26410 Paca, John P., 313 St. Paul St., "
26389 Hollyday, Henry, Jr., Box 344, Easton

Massachusetts Division—2—1658.

Unattached.

2641

1

Nelson, Orris W., 273 Commercial St.,

26394 Higgins, Arthur J., 61 Johnson St.,

Boston
Lynn

Missouri Division—1—357.

Unattached.

26412 Martin, C. H., Box 433, Brookfield

New York Division -3—2169.

Manhattan Bi. Club.

26395 Haynes.Jno., 24 Union sq., New York
26390 Keil, Jno. A., 410 E. 52d St., «'

26397 Pohalski, A. Lincoln, 37 Nassau St., "

Ohio Division— 3-867.

Cin. Bi. Club.

26407 Littleford, Wm., Ida St., Mt. Adams, Cincinnati
26390 Miller, Jas. W., 69 W. Slh St., "
26398 Sux, Charles N., care Louis, Stix & Co., "

Pennsylvania Division— 15— 1505.

Keystone Bi. Club.

26417 Cuthbert, E. P., "The Stockman" Pittsburgh
Mount Vernon Wheelmen.

26425 Osborne, J. K., 514 No. 23rd St.,

26424. Hoovei, F. S., 550 No. 13th St.,

Philadelphia

26426 Simon, Rudolph W., 39th and Guardian ave.,
West Philadelphia

26427 Trafford, Wm.. 12th and Oxford st., "

Unattached.

26399 Moeckel, A. C, cor. Ohio st. and Cedar ave.,

Allegheny
26400 Moeckel, L. H., 69 Liberty St., "
26401 Httzel, J. W., 153 Chestnut St., "

26402 Wright, H. T., 43 Esplanade St., "

26393 Krause, James E., 31 Connestoga St., Bethlehem
26392 Heiss, Oscar M., 956 Shackamaxon St.,

Philadelphia
26391 Parmalee, Chas. L

, 95S Shackamaxon St.,

Philadelphia
26403 Summers, Frank D., Box 2>, Susquehanna
26422 Grandin C. L., P. O. address River View, Mili-

tary Academy, Poughkeepsie.N. Y., Tidioute
26423 Neyhart, A., P. O. address River View, Military

Academy, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Tidioute

Rhode Island Division—2—35S.

Unattached.

26404 Hull, Jno. E., Auburn
26405 Winsor, Robeit P., "

West Virginia Division— 1—65.

Capital City Cyclers.

2641S Scott, Fred H., 219 Capitol St., Charleston

Wisconsin Division—

i

— 114.

Unattached.

26415 McDermott, Willis, 743 Marshall St., Milwaukee

Arkansas—2— 7.

Arkansas Traveller Cycle Club.

26419 Bein, Hardaway, H., 1302 Cumberland St.,

Little Rock
26420 Van Lears,J., L Box 418,

*'

New Mexico— 1—9.

Albuq. Cycle Club.

26421 Hoppln, H. B., A. & P. General Offices,

Oregon—1—a.

Unattached,

aim Dick, C. L.,

Albuquerque

La Grande
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Di vie ion Officers.

Consuls and agents should draw upon Division Of
ficers for supplies of Application and Renewal Blanks
and for League literature of all kinds. Post Office ad
dresses will t>e found below :

California—Chief Consul, R. M. Thompson ,Oriej

Hotel, San Francisco. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D
Sheldon, 126 Davis street, San Francisco.
Colorado—Chief Consul, Edward S. Hartwell, 1319

Sixteenth street, Denver.
Connecticut—Chief Consul, David J. Post, Drawer

11, Hartford. Secretary-Treasurer, Edward A. De
Blois, Drawer II. Hartford.
Delaware—Chief Consul, S. Wallis Merrihew,oo6

Jackson street, Wilmington.
District of Columbia—Chief Consul, George S.

Atwater, 1230 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington.
Secretary-Treasurer, W. H. Stearns, 1421 G street, N.
W., Washington.
Illinois—Chief Consul, Wm. A. Davis, 340 South

Leavitt street, Chicago. Secretary-Treasurer, Thoma
F. Sheridan, 141 1 North Fourth street, Springfield.

Indiana—Chief Consul, Harry T. Hearsey, 149 No
Del. street, Indianapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. N
Smith, Terre Haute.
Iowa—Chief Consul, James B. Green, 711 Locus

street, Des Moines. Secretary Treasurer, Walsteii
Seymour, 2d and Walnut street, Des Moines.
Kansas—Chief Consul, W. C. Bradley, Westen

Security Co.. Ottawa. Secretary-Treasurer, Otto H
Wulfekuhler, Leavenworth.

Kentucky—Chief Consul, Andrew J. Lamb, Bo*
65, Louisville. Secretary-Treasurer.G. E. Johnson,
1919 Floyd street, Louisville.
Louisiana—Chief Consul, Harry H. Hodgson, 1

1

Carondelet street, New Orleans. Secretary-Treasurer,

J. W. Dodge, S93 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
Maine—Chief Consul, Dr. G.E. Dow, 507 1-2 Coi

gress street, Portland. Secretary Treasurer, \. L. 1
Cummings, Biddeford.
Maryland—Chief Consul, Albert Mott 203 Lenox

street, Baltimore. Secretarv-Treasurei , G. W.H. Carr,
Box 675, Baltimore.
Massachusetts—Chief Consul, Dr. W. H. Emery.

109 Warwick street, Roxbury. Secretary-Treasurer,
Chas. S. Howard, Globe office, Boston.
Michigan—Chief Consul, A. B. Richmond, 370 So

Lafayette street, Grand Rapids. Secretary-Treasurer,
C. A. Conover, Coldwater.
Minnesota—Chief Consul, T. M. Slosson, Box 3S0,

Minneapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. W. Laird,
Winona.
Missouri—Chief Consul, Robert Holm, Anheuset

Busch Brewery, St. Louis. Secretary-Treasurer, J
H. Kelley, Smith Hardware Co., Sedalia.
^Nebraska—Chief Consul, Frank N. Clarke, First

Nat'l Bank, Omaha.
New Hampshire—Chief Consul, Frank A. Mc

Master, 101 Ash street, Nashua. Secretary-Treasurer,
Frank O. Moulton, Manchester.
New Jersey—Chief Consul, Dr. G. Carleton Brown,

40 Orchard street, Elizabeth. Secretary Treasurer,
Geo. C. Pennell, Elizabeth.

New York—Chief Consul, W. Sheldon Bull, 754
Main street, Buffalo, N. Y. Secretary-Treasurer,
George M. Nisbett, jo Wall street, New York City

J,
"

7-
ton, 550 Freeman avenue, Cincinnati.

Ohio—Chief Consul, M. A. High, 165 Vine street
Cincinnati. Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. W. D. Kemp.

Pennsylvania—Chief Consul, Samuel A. Boyle,
Ass't Dist. Atty, Philadelphia. Secretary-Treasurer,
John J. Van Isort, Scranton.
Rhode Island—Chief Consul, Chas. S. Davol, War-

ren. Secretary-Treasurer, Nelson H. Gibbs, 21S West-
minster street, Providence.
T'-.—s-see—Chief Consul, Joseph R. Wilson, Jr.,

Clarksvihe. secretary-Treasurer, B. A. Patch, Clarks-
ville.

Texas—Chief Consul, Geo. C. Arbuckle, Room j.
Merchants' Exchange, Dallas.

Vermont—Chief Consul, H. A. Webster, Mont-
pelier.

Virginia—Chief Consul, Ira B. White, 16 Nolls
court, Norfolk. Secretary-Treasurer, Alex. K. Schaap,
617 E. Broad street, Richmond.
West Virginia—Chief Consul, Clarence. E. Irwin,

150 No. F street, Wheeling.
Wisconsin—Chief Consul, V. Mumforo Moore, 94

19th street, Milwaukee. Secretary-Treasurer, W. L.
Simonds, 3S2 East Water street, Milwaukee.
Foreign Marshal- Joseph Pennell, care J. S.

Morgan & Co., 22 Old Broad street, London, E. C.
England.

L. A. ¥. Renewal Blank, 1

Fill out this blank, enclose $i to pay
your dues to April 30, 1891, and send
to Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston,
Mass.

Stamp must be enclosed if sender

wants receipt. Otherwise the ticket

must be the receipt.

Don't Forget to send your Number.

Don't send checks for $1.

Write very plainly

—

printing pre-
ferred.

Stamps of a denomination above
two cents will not be received.

If you live in one State and have
your mail sent to another, state the

fact that you may be located with the

Division in which your home is.

If you desire your address changed,
make the request on another sheet

than this.

Ticket holders, 25 cts. ; with name
stamped, 50 cts.

Folio

Leave sp.ice above this li ne Blan

Number

Name, -

Street and Number
or I*. O. Box,

City,

State,

Club-

Enclosed for Holder cts.

Application for Membership in the L. A. \V.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you will find $ for initiation Jee and dues in tki

Ltague of American Wheelmen to April 30, 1890. I hereby certify that I am over t8 years of age, and that F am an amateur

within the meaning 0/ the League definition. / refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, 01 Box,.

References: City,

State,

Enclosed. for Holder.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership FlK.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first half year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and to cents during the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $1.50 with this blank on any date between date of paper and May 1, 1S90. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be received.

•a- II you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle lor ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and ecket for per

onaUcards send cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the hoUer, send tp cents extra. Leave the margin* in nrtne '*" Hank
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There is no better wheel in the market to-day than the Warwick Perfection. It is not sold for

cheap money, nor is it made of cheap material.

PRICE $135,

SEJTI) FOB

CATALOGUE.

WITH BRACE REMOVED

IT MAKES A

LigM and. Superior

Ladies' Wheel,

To facilitate delivery of goods, we have arranged with the following firms to supply you in

their respective territory. They will he our exclusive wholesale dealers, and it is their mission to aid you
in every way. Address them for catalogues

:

For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Eastern Massa-
chusetts, A. O. VERT, 173 Tremont Street, Boston.

For New York State, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,
G. R. J5IDWELL, 313 West jSth Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey, E. ALSDOKF & CO., 11 Academy St., Newark, N.J.
For Southern New Jersey, and territory contiguous to Philadelphia,
EDW. K. TBYON, JR., & CO., 10 and 12 North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania, and Northern Ohio,
STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

For Maryland, EISENBRANDT BROS. ,424 E. Baltimore St.,Baltimore, Md.
For Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Tennessee, and West Virginia,

J. E. POORMAN, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.
For the Northwest,

CHAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO., 293 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. SNITJER, 1012 Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope,
THOS. H. E. VARNEV, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Territory not named, Local Agents, or The Manufacturers,

WARWICK CYCLE MFC, CO., Springfield, Mass.

PREOHER SAFETY BIGYGIiES.
Principal Agencies

:

BOSTON—Fairbanks, Sanborn & Cole,

145 Columbus Ave.

NEW YORK—H. C. Squires,

178 Broadway.

Merwin, Hulbert & Co.,

26 W. 23d St.

Banker & Campbell,

1788 Broadway.

WASHINGTON—Wm. T. Robertson & Co.,

611 F St., N. W.

ST. LOUIS—Wilder & Laing,

1724 Olive St.

BUFFALO—Salem G. Le Valley,

189 Main St.

PROVIDENCE—Anthony, Cowell & Co.,

199 to 205 Broad St.

HARTFORD— H. J. Curtis,

98 Asylum St.

NEW HAVEN—Alcott Mfg. Co.,

23 Wolcott St.

PITTSBURG™ Logan, Gregg & Co.,

306 and 308 Wood St.

CINCINNATI—Frank T. Miles & Co.,

244 Clark St.

CLEVELAND—W. N. Taylor,

Atwater Building.

NASHVILLE—Macey & Co.,

28 West Side Public Square.

We want active agents in all Unoccupied Territory. Handsome Profits. No Risk. Send

for a copy of our new forty-page Premier Catalogue.

LLEWEtLYN H, JOHNSON, - 401 and 403 Main St,, Orange, N, J.
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WHAT HAVE WE GOT?
We have the Best Bicycles

and Lowest Prices in the
United States. Safeties, Im-
ported Star, and Coventry
Rivals, all Balls, all Steel,
$90, $85, $75, $45. Tan-
dems, $160.
Ladies' $50 and $35

wheels warranted. Notice
we give a Lantern with every
wheel ordered before Apr. I.

AGENTS WANTED, LIBERAL TERMS.

W H ROSS & CO, 58 Main Street, Holyoke, Mass.
-Importers and Dealers in-

American and Imported

Catalogue Free.

Cycles, Tents, Camping Outfits and Safety Covers.

Nickel Plating and Repairing.

PREMIER
BICYClvKS.

Repairing of all kinds.

Good Work ; Low Rates.

EASTERN AGENCY:

FalrBants, Sanfiom & Cole,

145 COLUMBUS AVE., BOSTON.

Every Wheel Fully Guaranteed.

All Parts Interchangeable.

OUR FULL LINE.
THE FAMOUS CATFORD, - $135.00

FULL ROADSTER, - 13500
SPECIAL LADIES' - - 13500
THE POPULAR, all balls, 105.00

UNIVERSAL, ... 85.00

YOUTH'S PREMIER, - 65.00

PREMIER TANDEM, - 200.00

BANKER & CAMPBELL,
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS

ORMOXTDE
1788 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

A BICYCLE FREE!
For particulars, send your address to

BOX "P."
BROOKLINE,' N. H.

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a
bottle of Wilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also
prevent Nickel and steel fro ji rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on leceipt of 50
cents i> stamps. Libera) discount to the trade.

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.

Free To Agents and Dealers
for one year,

THE BEARINGS,
the only first-class cycling paper in the West. Send
business card to

7 1 Randolph St., Chicago

Send for sample copies everyone.

J. W. BATE & CO.,
No 324 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN.

DEALERS IN BICYCLES.
55-inch Columbia L. Roadster, - $60
54-inch American Rudge, - "55
53-inch Rudge L. Roadster, - 60
50-inch Volunteer Columbia, - - 45
The above are in the best possible condition.

WHEELMEN'S
HOME GYMNASIUM,

Consisting of

i Standard Chest Weight.
1 Pair 3-Pound Dumb Bells.
1 " Wooden Dumb Bells.
1 " " Indian Clubs.
1 " Indian Club Hooks.
1 Instruction Book.

By express or freight on receipt of price,

Complete, .... 83.00
Takes very little space in your chamber. Morning

and Evening exeicise will enlarge the chest in one
week.

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
WORCeSTGR, - MHSS
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COVENTRY RIVALS.

453

Agents wanted. Exclusive Territory given. We want you to buy

through your local dealers, but if they can't supply you, we will ship

direct, express paid, to any part of the United States.

SEND FOR OUR 64-I>AGE CATALOGUE, THE MOST COMPLETE EVER ISSUED.

SWEETING CYCLE CO., 639 Arch St., Philadelphia.
Sole U. S Agents for "Coventry Rival" Bicycles, Patent Silico Enamel Co, London, and the celebrated "Silk Cleaning

Cloths," 15 cents by mail, the greatest boon ever offered for cleaning machines.

1NTERCHANGEABIUTY,
Lightness and great strength, combined with

Flexibility, are the points to be considered

when purchasing a Safety Bicycle. These

points are all contained in the "PARAGON
Spring Frame Safety made by the STO VER
BICYCLE MFG. COMPANY and when
combined with the Famous B UPPER SAD-
DLE, of which they are the Sole U. S. Agents,

produce a mount that is hard to beat. Send
for catalog to PREEPORT, ILL.

WHY IJS 11^ that the entire Cycle Trade have copied the
itREFEREE" SAFETY.

The original Diamond Frame, DESIGNED IN 1886 (Patent Nos. 14,205 and 17,215; Registered Nos.

83.504, 115,900, and 116,849).

Jr3l£OA.TJ{S!E£ it is the best mechanically-constructed Safety in the World. We challenge our
imitators to excel

The " Referees "
For Lightness, Strength, Comfort, Speed, Design, Workmanship, Style, Finish and Improvements.

Holds f2 World's Records, and Won over 130 Frizes in five months.

BRETZ, CURTIS 6c COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
AGENTS WANTED. SOLE U. S. IMPORTERS.
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ONCE MORE WE SAYLITTLE GIANT.
THEN WE SAY UTILE DULCI.

Now we ask you why you should place your order early for the
LITTLE GIANT.
So as to secure what you want just when you want it.

We know from experience that everybody wants the best.
We are prepared to furnish it at a moderate price.

It becomes a pleasure to supply the public with what they want,
when you know from experience that your goods will please them.
The LITTLE GIANT will bear the closest of criticism, therefore

we extend an invitation to all to examine it for themselves.
Price $35.00, it is needless to add, constructed of modern improve-

ments.

LOZIER & YOST BI. MFG. CO., Toledo, Ohio.

U. S. BRANCH:

6&8BERKELEYST.,
BOSTON, MASS.

CHICAGO, ILL:

Sinner Cycle Co,

AGENTS,

NEW YORK, N.Y.:

G. A.

AGENT,

201 Randolph St. 352 Lenox Aye.

Weight
Complete. Price.

Singer Safety, - 49 lbs., $135

Royal Singer Safety, - 40 lbs., 140

Light Royal Singer Safety, 32 lbs., 135

Apollo Safety, - - 50 lbs., 105

Intermediate Safety, - 39 lbs., 90

Miniature Safety, - 37 lbs.. 75

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen,
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

^:
dtec£ttu2h*«*=>

Browning, King \ Co.,

"Official Tailors of the L.A.W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only OfflcialTailorstotheL.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

Committee.

A. G. Spalding \ Bros,,

Makers of the Official L. A. W. Sundries.

l^iipS. League Regulation 1.25
CJ "1-. i -vvt-ci League Regulation 2.00
lolllJ- L». No. XX Fine Cheviot lor hot

weather wear 1.00
0-i-/^^»l7--i-n tva Our celebrated LinenOlULKlIlg^. Sole Stocking, League

color 1.00

Tiol'l'C ^°- -^ Silk, Edge's League color,
X> t51 Ij»» white centre, Snake Buckle 50

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40QU (\£\Q ^ ur new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,

^JLliiC/O. hand made, light, str ng, elastic.5.00
No, i, Canvas, leather tnmmines.3.50

Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing nnd Training Suits.

A, G. SPALDING & BROS,,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago.
Philadelphia, 1022 Market St.

Western Wheel Works.
Manufacturers of All Kinds of

BICYCLES, SAFETIES, ETC

CHICAGO: NEW YORK:
495 to 505 Wells St. 35 Barklay St.,

40 Park Place.

T

MARCH CIRCULAR NOW READY.
Address

F. A. ELWELL,
125 PEARL ST., - - PORTLAND, ME.
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THE "GAZELLE,"

JUVENILE SAFETY BICYCLE.
The lightest and strongest machine of its kind yet

made. Tubular steel drop frame, with or without de-

tachable cross-bar, adjustable steel cone bearings for

wheels and crank-shaft, hard rubber handles, 34 and 16

inch wheels, with crescent steel rims, steel spokes and
3-4 inch best rubber tires, reversible seat post, with
long and short bends, thus giving wide range of ad-

justment to suit children from eight to sixteen years of
age ; all wearing parts detachable and interchangeable

;

handsomely finished in nickel and enamel; weight,
with adjustable suspension saddle and tool bag, com-
plete, 34 lbs. Price $40,—and well worth the money,
in comparison with any other machine of its kind in

the market.
The *• Gazelle " has absolutely the strongest wheels

of any bicycle made, large or small, and as the frame
is strong enough to carry a heavy man over the roughest
riding, the machine will stand the rough usage to which
children's bicycles are frequently subjected, with little

danger of breakage. The Ladies* " Gazelle," much
the same style as the above, with iS-inch wheels, chain
guard, and some additions and improvements, will be
ready in April. Will run about as light as a ball bear-
ing machine. Price $50. Liberal terms to agents.
We will deliver these machines at any place in the
United States, east of the Mississippi, where we have
no agent and which is reached by a railroad, at prices
named, transportation free. When ordered to be sent
C. O. D., an advance remittance of $5 will be required.

CRAWFORD & CO.,
1116 E ST., N. W., - WASHINGTON, D. C.

$3.00

Per Pair.

$3.00

Per Pair.

TOULMIN'S KANGAROO BICYCLE SHOES
FOR 1890.

Greatly improved. Best and cheapest Shoe in the
Country. Special Inducements to Agents. Send for
Catalogue containing rules for self measurement. Cor-
respondence promptly answered. Address

285 Main St., • BUFFALO, N. T.

25c FOR THIS
STAMP. 25c

Send us 13 two cent stamps and
we will send you by Mail one of these
Beautiful Self-Inking Stamps, with
Vour Name, Ink, Box, &c. Postpaid.

CONOLLY&Co. Rochester.N.Y.

Ask your local dealer for

eta -^

Cycle- ~*jf
Chain**- '

Graphite.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

PERFECT.

Th
R
e
ub°b^ "BICYCLES
Tires. Factory Price. Our Price.

52 in. ...$60 00 S32 40
•% Win.... SSOO 2B7io» 48in.... SO 00 27S ».-46in.... 45 00.
E
B,S44in.... 40 00

C g£42in.... 35 00 1

® - a

-I"
is*

The Automatic Spoke and Nipple Grip.

SAFETY
BICYCLES

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
Small Bots' 20 In.. wh^N. with Parallel Bearings...$18 75
Large Rots' 2 4' In., with Brake and Had Guards 26 25
Ladles' or Men's 30 In., Ball Hearings to both wheels, 56 25
Ladles' or Ben's 30 In.. Ball Bearings ALL OVER .. . 67 §0
ST^o? ,s

' E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO.

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.

PERFECT POCKET OILER.

mam

Every Cyclist
His Own Re-

pairer !

No Screws, no
Nuts, no Peeling
of Enamel.
*S~ It takes a posi.

tive grip. The harder
you pull the tighter it

holds.
49" Catches any size

Spoke or Nipple, round
or square.
49~Can be carried in

the vest pocket.

Price,(Nickeled)81 .

Liberal Discount to

Dealers.

Cut full size.

JORDAN & 0ELLIEN,

No. 1320 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

A. O. VERY,
New England Agent for the

One-hall size.

For bicycles, Guns, etc. No Leakage. Throws only
small quantity of oil at a stroke. Handsomely nickel
plated. For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt
of price, 50c. each. CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172
9th ave., N. Y.

70URK

/3E.FORBW
•you /iuy'lf « feY

WKim U

ocad Y

|]
-T/fGYGlS?

JJJTAMrRD
•OUR^Df\

Copyrighted.

X 'CONN-

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

SUMMER 1890.
Prof. P. Le Pernor's European Tour
Through France, England, Switzerland on
Bicycles and Tricycles. For particulars,
terms, etc., address

Prof. P. Le PERRIER,
34 W. 40th Street, New York City

—AND—

"Giant' Cycles.

-ALSO—

The Standard Sewing Machine

173 Tremont Street, Boston.

AGENTS WANTED,

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Basset
Oider.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Grab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance oi natural fruit aci<T

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh Irom the

Bress, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ng and brilliant, but containing

no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. K. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, Newlork.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ISTABLISHID 186$.
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NORTHWEST.—Chas. F. Stokes Mfg. Co., 293 & 295 Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

SOUTHERN INDIANA, SOUTHERN OHIO, KENTUCKY
and TENNESSEE.—J. E. Poorman,Cor 8th and Race Sts.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
NORTHERN OHIO.—A. B. Mack & Co., 64 Euclid Ave.,

Cleveland, Ohio
WESTERN NEW YORK and WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA

—Standard Cycle Co., 588 Main St , Buffalo, N. Y
EASTERN NEW YORK.—Peck & Snyder, 124, 126 & 128

Nassau St., New York, N. Y.

The Union Safety

Beautiful, Simple, Strong1

, and

Lighter than many so-called

Light Roadsters.

TO SEE IT IS TO BUY IT.

AGENTS FOR THE
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA.—Strong & Green Cycle Co.,

707 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
NEW ENGLAND STATES.—A. O. Very, 173 Tremont St , Bos-

ton, Mass.
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY.—E. Alsdorf& Co., 11 Academy St.,

Newark, N. J.
VIRGINIA and NORTH CAROLINA.—A. K. & C. E. Schaap,

Broad St., Richmond, Va.
WASHINGTON, D. C—J. H. HIGHAM & CO., 478 Penn Ave.,

Washington, D. C.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

XJ3VIOIV OYOIvE^ M^G. CO.,
Office at Factory, HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

OTTR EMOHTH: YE>AR AT THE OlvD STAIVJO.

W. W. STALL,
ODD FELLOWS' HALL,

509 TREMONT STREET, 4 WARREN AVENUE.

BOSTOIT, MASS.
Safety Bicycles, Wholesale and Retail.

SOLE NEW ENGLAND AGENTS FOR

ST. NICHOLAS MFG. CO., - - - Chicago, III.

INDIANA BICYCLE MFG. CO., - Indianapolis, Ind.

CAPITAL CYCLE CO., - Washington, D. C, PSYCHOS.
JOHN WILKINSON CO., - - Chicago, III., ROVERS.
SWEETING CYCLE CO., Philadelphia, Pa., COVENTRY RIVAL.

We are practically headquarters on low-priced wheels especially, and are prepared to supply the
trade. Safeties for men at from $60.00 upward; Ladies at from $45 upward, and Boys at from $18.00
upward.

We offer the ahove goods to the New England trade, and solicit correspondence with agents and
parties desiring to become such. Liberal inducements to live men who will " hustle."

Send 5 cents in stamps for our new Catalogue.
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He who on WHEEL did never ride,

On the TOPMOST RIDGE of a HIGH DIVIDE,

And gazed afar to the SUNNY SOUTH,
Up to the NORTH, the Storm's Cold Mouth,

Down to tne EAST, with its ROSY FLUSH,
Out in the WEST, with its TWILI&HT HUSH,
Hath never known the JOYOUS THRILL
Which doth the HEART of a CYCLER fill.

—So sings UNCLE EPHRAIM.

Now ALL you CHAPS who have never done the MOUNTAIN
CLIMB ACT, but have wanted to and couldn't, because you hadn't

the WHEEL to do it with, can just mount a " BRONCHO " SAFE-

TY BIKE and climb Any CONSARNED RISE you come to that's

got a TRAIL up it. You can just PULL UP GENTLY on your

HANDLE BAR, take the FRONT WHEEL OFF THE GROUND,
LEAN A LITTLE FORWARD, standing RIGHT OVER and

ON your WORK, and climb, Climb, CLIMB—as you never

dreamed of bejng able to climb before—and do it SO EASY that

you'll laugh loud and long, and have more real solid, good, honest

satisfaction riding up hill than any fellow living—unless he, too,

rides a " BRONCHO" SAFETY BIKE.

Now a word to all the boys. We have been inundated with

letters from all over the country—and Adjacent Territory—for

FULL DESCRIPTION of the NEW HUB of the " BRONCHO."
" What kind of a contrivance have you got? " is the universal cry,

with a trail of interrogation marks behind the cry that look like a

Country Militia Company on dress parade. To all we say: "We
have in preparation a series of cuts that will show you by what

system of mechanism we do THE THING that SURPRISES and

DELIGHTS ALL BEHOLDERS and TRIAL RIDERS, and

within a very short time we 6hall show those same cuts in all our

advertising publications. The WONDERFUL Rear Hub, which

has been described to you all in so many different fashions by our

friends (?), who tell you so glibly they know all about it, you will

find is SIMPLICITY ITSELF. There's NOTHING to wear out,

get loose, get filled with dust, etc., rattle, bind, and raise merry

Sheol generally, as you have been told so frequently of late, by our

DISINTERESTED FRIENDS (?}.

The talk you hear about the impracticability, etc., of our Rear

Hub" is simply ROT. Our Rear Hub will wear out any WHEEL
MADE ON EARTH, and still be a good piece of perfect working

mechanism, still doing its little quiet BIZ. at the old stand, not-

withstanding the wailing and gnashing of teeth, in which our dear

friends in impotent rage indulge. Oh, yes, dearly beloved brethren,

WE'VE GOT IT, and don't you forget to make a note of the FACT
that we HAVE got it, and that we are going to build

"BRONCHOS" and get and KEEP a Fair Share of the Cycling

trade of this Great and Glorious Country.

Don't be filled up by any cheap, Cock-and-Bull stories about our

having " Some old, exploded idea, newly dressed up," because WE
JUST SIMPLY HAVEN'T GOT ANY OLD BACK NUMBER,
but a BRAND NEW IDEA, which Inventors in the Cycle»Line

have been vainly trying for years to get, but THEY ALL FAILED
and WE HAVE SUCCEEDED. " Hence these tears," on the part

of our dear beloved brethren.

BOYS, don't be honey-fuggled by tales of Mares' Nests, discov-

ered by the disgrunteld, envious Bad Boys of America, but GIVE
THE "BRONCHO" a FAIR SHOW; look into the matter, gen-

tlemen, and you will be convinced that, at last, WE have got just

what YOU want.

And remember, when you read or have told you certain narrow

gauged, small-bored, hide-bound tales—intended for the delectation

of those, supposed by the ignorant writer or weaver of said yarns,

to be MORE ignorant than he—remember about the Frog who,

when he saw an OX, tried to swell himself to an equal size.

You know the consequence. So STAND FROM UNDER; you

don't know what he MIGHT be loaded with, tho' you might

shrewdly suspect it was MUD; still you don't know. LOOK
OUT for OUR CUTS; meantime, send for our 'oo "CAT," etc.

WHITE ••• CYCLE ••• CO.,
WESTBORO', MASS., U. S. A.

SElsTD FOIR, A-O-EHsTTS' TERMS.
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QUID PRO QUO

BOSTON.

Now that the L. A. W. Annual

Meeting is over the Winter can

attend to its usual business deliv-

ering snow and ice to meet any

reasonable orders. That is what

the Pope Manufacturing Company

has been doing with bicycles right along.

Why is the average hen different from some bicycle-makers ? Be-

cause the hen cackles after she has laid something, — Well then,

why is the average hen like some bicycle dealers? Because after

setting she clucks all the same whether she has chickens or- .

I asked these conundrums of the oldest ex-captain of the Massa-

chusetts Bicycle Club, and he made an interesting digression. He
said that when he was raising fancy poultry as a diversion, he

observed a certain difference between the common or dung-hill

cock and the high-bred cock, viz : the common fellow crowed first

and then flapped his wings, while the high-bred cock first flapped

his wings and then crowed.

THIS is reading matter. The advertisements of the Pope

Manufacturing Company will be found in all the wheel papers

as usual. The readers of this paper have seen their advertise-

ment right here on this page for more than ten years. Doubtless

they will miss it, and the paper will have an unfamiliar look without

it ; but the other pages are just as interesting, advertisements and

all. Indeed, every page of it is really an advertisement of somebody

or something, and the principal discrimination is that certain

" defers " and "makers" have the privilege of using larger type

and submit to the requirement of paying heavily for reading fine

things about themselves or their business. These are called adver-

tisements. Others are not called so. If you keep watch of this

page hereafter, however, you will probably see the old, familiar ads.

of the Columbia makers back again.

TEN years ago last November, when the first issue of the

Bicycling World appeared, the advertisement on this last page

advertised not only Columbia Bicycles, but also twenty -nine

agencies for selling them in different cities and towns of -this

country.

If the Pope Manufacturing Company should now do its agencies

the same favor, they would have to occupy more than half the

average number of pages of this paper with the names and addresses

alone ; but then, a bicycle maker had to hunt for his agents in those

days and boost them along. Now would-be agents hunt him and

boost him into business—for the first season.

TEN years of advertising a page a week. What a dangerous

record to make ! There is the character of a concern for

modesty, for candor, for truthfulness, written large and frozen

there in the record. Every one can look it over and get acquainted

with the advertising.

How many can stand that test ? How many makers or importers

can hold an honest, perspiring face to an audience and raise a horny

hand of toil and say, after ten years or five years, or even one year :

" I cannot tell a lie, I have always told the truth about my plant,

and my facilities, and my additions to factory, and my new store,

and my machines ; I have never prevaricated about the material, or

the workmanship, or the bearings, or the finish, or the way I have

numbered my machines ; I have not invented a fictitious puff of

falsehood either for a displayed "ad" or a paid paragraph in the

reading columns of the bicycle papers,—so help me Editor of the

Bicycling World?" That is the kind of a test you can apply to the

case of the Pope Manufacturing Company, and which they say they

invite.

SURVIVAL OF THE

TEN years ago the Pope Manufacturing Company was, as it is

still, the oldest concern in the bicycle business. That
concern was both a manufacturer and an importer of high-

class or '

' high-grade " machines

for men. The only other man-

ufacturer was R. H. Hodgson, who

FITTEST." made the " Velocity ", and disap-

peared with velocity. The only

other importer was Cunningham
& Co.—long since dislocated, so to speak.

The first importing firm (after the 1877 revival, of course), was
Timms & Lawford, but they had ceased from the struggle. In fact,

of the first twelve (even dozen) of importers and makers of men's
bicycles, the Pope Manufacturing Company is the only, survivor in

the business. That company has been the solid fact in the trade

from the beginning.

" ' TIS HUMAN TO

IF you discover any errors of fact on this page, please do the

favor of communicating in writing with Quid Pro Quo, Box 4,

Boston, Mass. He is an experienced rider and means to keep

a steady hand on the handle bar

and a sure foot on the pedal, up
hill and down. If he should take

ERR." a header, however, he will get up
and dust; that is, he will dust

himself off in good shape and go
right on again. He will ride his good old Expert Columbia, too.

Why, that machine would have made the reputation of seven con-

cerns. I know that the most popular machine to-day (barring the

Safeties, perhaps,) is the Columbia Light Roadster Ordinary, but
that machine is a parvenu compared with the aristocratic Expert.
This latter, first brought out seven or eight years ago, marked an
era in bicycle construction by the success of some of its features.

It not only held its popularity and gained the confidence of every

adventurous rider who intended either to do heroic riding about
home, or to go exploring over the earth, but it had been all around
the world, literally, before most of the other machines now on the

market were in existence. Nobody but its own maker appeared to

be able to make a machine to beat it. But of course, with the

advent of the Columbia Light Roadster, the fine enamel of its

excellence seems to have been dimmed thereby.

Speaking of ten years, we have

reference to the appearance of the

Bicycling World and the Columbia

LIFE 'TIME. advertisement on this last page.

The Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany, now the "senior member", has been in the bicycle business

a third of a lifetime.

1-3 OF A
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$1.00 a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 21 MARCH, 1890.
Volume XX.
Number 21.

Just Victors

—

That's all this page is about.

That's all, but surely that's enough.

We couldn't begin to tell you all about them in this little

space.

In fact, you may know something about them already.

No doubt you know they are better to ride than any other

wheels.

If you don't, you're not a Victor rider.

We have a very sizeable plant up here in the Connecticut

River country, and we bend our energies to making the best

bicycles we can.

We charge the highest market prices for them.

We haven't been able to make enough of them for several

years.

Don't it look as though they were about right?

'Deed it do!

You may want to know more.

If you do, send for our catalogue.

Costs you nothing.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.,

Chicopee Falls, Mass.
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LDVELL
DIAMOND

SAFETY.
PRICE

$85.00 PRICE

Strictly " high grade. All steel
tubing and steel drop forgings.
Ball bearings to all parts,

CATALOGUE FREE.

JOHN P. LOYELL ARMS CO.,
147 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS.

WE APOLOGIZE FOR HIM.
Quite a number of letters have reached us from

agents, asking why our "modest young man" [see this
paper of Feb. 14th J, with sample of the

1890 HICKORY SAFETY
j

has not arrived as per schedule. We have to say that
the fault is not entirely ours, and when we look at the
real cause of the delay, we can't find it in our heart to
blame him. He has been identified with us for years,
and we had learned to consider him reliable. Several
months ago, however, we began to notice that something
was wrong with him. His eyes, at times, wore that
sad, far-away expression, which you may have noticed
in the eyes of a dead codfish. In the office he would
often stand and gaze intently at a fly on the ceiling, as
if to discover what it was thinking about. Numerous
letters came for him in our care—they were not ad-

P. S. We use dry timber.

dressed with a stub pen, and they smelled better than
do most of those which are. Oursagacity [and experi-
ence] soon enabled us to locate the trouble, and when
we had any charity, we used it instead of censure. So
long as we received his letters, we didn't mind whether
they were addressed "Hickory Newton, Sterling,
Mass.," or otherwise, but when his orders included "10
Hickory Safeties to be delivered April 1st to Miss

, we though there was a singular appropriateness
about the date which he had overlooked. But the
beginning of the end has come, and, in view of delays
already incurred, we have induced him to combine his
wedding trip with a business tour, and in this dual
frame of mind he is liable to call on you. Such orders
as he sends we shall enter with feelings of gratitude,
and any blunders he may make we ask you to excuse.
It is his first offence, and one which we hope it may not
be nccessaiy to repeat. We have received several
letters from agents, who, after asking terms, etc., say:

"We propose to hindle the wheels on which we can
make the largest commission." To all such we h.ve
to say, You don't want to handle the Hickory Wh els,
and, whit is more, we don't want to have you. We
need a few more agents, but we never urge anybody to
act in I hit capacity. Our discounts are as large as we
can afford to make them, and keep the price and quality
where they are.

We appreciate the agent's motive, but in cases where
a man would prefer to sell some other wheel, because
for the present he could get a little more of a discount,
that man, worthy though he be, is not sufficiently
"hickory" so that we would like to entrust him with
any part of our destiny. There are many pracV'cal
men who think the proper material for wheels is w< od,
and those are the men who are taking our agencies.
Green timber stuck together with ignorance does

not make a good job.

JVewton, Mass.

PREMIER
BICYCIyES.

Repairing of all kinds.

Good Work; Low Rates.

EASTERN AGENCY:

FairDanfcs, Santon & Dole,

145 COLUMBUS AVE., BOSTON.

Every Wheel Fully Guaranteed.

All Parts Interchangeable.

OUR FULL LINE.
THE FAMOUS CATFORD, - $135.00

FULL ROADSTER, - 135.00

SPECIAL LADIES' - - 135.00

THE POPULAR, all balls, 105.00

UNIVERSAL, - - - S5.00

YOUTH'S PREMIER, - 6j.oo

PREMIER TANDEM, - 200.00

is the Safety, and the price of ordinary wheels is going down with a crash that is very sickening to

all the dealers. Wc are still ready, however, to take ordinaries in trade for all styles of new Safeties

and if you can't make figures with your nearest local dealer, you had better write to us; also, SEND

YOUR NAME IN FOR A COPY OF OUR 1890 CATALOG, which will be the finest thing in its line of the season.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., ST. LOUIS, MO., 311 N. 14th St.
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements m this Department 20 cents a line.

|gf** Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken

L, A, W, BADGES,
The official design in solid gold.

Prices, $2.50, $3.50, $5-00 and up-

ward. Patented. Send for free

Catalogue and address orders to

C. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle St , Portland, Me.

ZOOK, LITITZ, PA., takes wheels in payment for

books, stationery, type-writers, organs, buggies,
cigars, steel engravings, printing, etc. Best party to

buy any new wheel of, and has the choicest bargains in

second-hand wheels. $250 Humber tandem, used Jo
miles, $75, and 24 o her surprising bargains. Write to

him before you buy. An "Eagle," JJ wanted, also a
"Hickory" and "Broncho."

A C -INCH Am. Star, $35.00. <t8jnch Special Star,
i<5 power traps nickel, $60.00.* 4S-inch Special
Star, power traps, balls to front wheel, $6o.co. Star
Lever Safety, good as new, $95.00. JOHN T. STARR,
Coldwater, Mich.

FOK THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-
ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and

other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,

$14.00, $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

TIffVfT *PC! for sale. Best Safety new, cost
Dl\J 1 KjLiLiO $140, only $90. Good Star, cost

$125 for $70. Rudge-Humber Tandem tricycle, cost
$2*0 for only $65. L. P.THAYER.West Randolph.Vt.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th St., New York City.

LAMBON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers,
or mailed by the manii«actttrer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

BIG BARGAINS—If you are going to buy a new
wheel, we can save you money. Send for special

price on any wheel you want. CENTRAL CYCLE
CO., Millville, N.J.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
WE have a large stock of second-hand and some

new machines, which we must dispose of in the
next few weeks. We will accept any reasonable offer.

Fend for price list. WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton,
N.J.

The New "39" and "24" Star

NO MACHINE ON THE MARKET ITS EQUAL.

Easiest Running Wheel
—AND

—

Best Hill Climbing Machine Ever
Produced.

We Challenge Honest Criticism.

In this Machine we have combined ALL
the advantages of a low wheel and the speed
of a high one.

Send for Catalogue of STAR BICYCLES.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

Smithville, ST. J.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, 15 cents a line. IS" Cash must

accompany the order.St
Jgl** Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken..

FOK SALE—54 inch Volunteer Columbia, used but
little. With O. W. Co. Hub lamp, tool bag. etc.

Will sell for $60. For a bargain address FRED. J.MAXWELL, Dixon, 111.

45 INCH SPECIAL STAR BICYCLE, in first-

class condition, for $70. Cost, last season,
117.50. Enameled. H. B. WIESE, Bo:dentown,

IK-INCH SPECIAL PONY STAR, Ai order,
^ttf ridden less than 200 miles. Present owner no
use for it. Any reasonable offer accepted. JAMES
BRADLEY, 6 Fulton st , Albany, N Y.

FOR SALE—Cheap for cash, 2 tricycles, both in
good order, one Columbia, one Singer Traveler.

Can be seen at 50 Virginia St., Dorchester, Mass.

FOR SALE CHEAP—50-inch Springfield Road-
ster, in good condition. Speedwell safety, good as

new, and an Odell typewriter. W. A. YOU.SG,
Bruceville, 111.

FOR SALE—A Rudge Humber Tandem Tricycle,
just rebuilt, new axle, new tires on drivers. Is in

go»d shape. Price $75. It is a big bargain. F.
COLSON, Norwalk, Ohio.

BARGAINS—54-inch Vi&or L. R., almost new,
$90. 51 inch and 53-inch Col. L. R's, in good

shape, $65 each. Crescent safety, balls all over, $75.
O. W. SWIFT, Danbury, Conn.

VICTOR SAFETY, $4 inch Columbia Light Road-
ster, No. 2 Springfield, late patterns, little used and

cheap. J. G. FORD, Dryden, N. Y.

FOR SALE—50 inch New Mail, in first-class con-
dition. C. A. ROUILLARD, Charles River

National Bank, Cambridge, Mass.

"I ftftQ VICTOR SAFETY for sale. First-classIO O *J condition. H. W. R
St., Boston, Mass.

ROBINSON, So State

FOR SALE—50-inch New Rapid "Ro3dster" Ordi-
nary. "A" finish, balls all over. Run less than

100 miles, in perfect condition; cost $130; guarantee of
agent if desired. First offer over $75.00 takes it. D.
C. STEWART, President Lansing Bi. Club, Lansing,
Mich.

FOR SAXE—18S9 Columbia Light Roadster, 54 in.,

full enamel; ridden less than 150 miles; in perfect
condition. Price, including cyclometer, $S5.oo. Ref-
erences. Address Box 184, Philipsburg, Centre Co.,
Pa.

||10 BUYS Tennis Set; 4 "Windermere" Rac-
<JP-"-0 quets and cases, net poles, stakes and balls;
nearly new. Address Box 533, Trenton, N. J.

£I>Qfl Full ball bearing "Crtscent" Safety; run
<J5*/". about 20 miles; perfect condition. Owner
leaving town left with me to sell quick. $50 takes it.

F. COLSON, Norwalk, Ohio.

FOK SALE—Quadrant Tricycle; cow horn handle
bar; steering in splendid condition. Best offer

over $50 tak< s it. A bargain. Address Quadrant,
care Bicycling World, Boston, Mass.

NEW MAIL SAFETY for One Hundred Dollars!
Perfectly new; in original crate; never ridden.

Selling to wind up business. Address W. P. STEW-
ART, Natchez, Miss.

WANTED—Man who is thoroughly familiar with
cycling in all its branches; well acquainted with

manufacturers, dealers and clubs; a business man,
who can approach anybody; thoroughly reliable; a
good correspondent, with "a nose for news." Head-
quarters in New York, and to make trips in New
England, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, etc. Salary
limited only by ability. State present business, age,
salary, and all other information. Address "Business,"
"Bicvcling World" office.

b^OK SALE—Tandem Safety. H. S. K. ( 25 Clin-
ton Place, N. Y.

FOR SALE CHEAP—50 and 52-inch Expert Co-
lumbias. Big bargains. Write quick. E. A.

CATCHPOLE, Geneva, N. Y.

FOR SALE—5a-inch Columbia Light Roadster,
latest model. First-class condition. H. W.

WHITE, Windsor, Conn.

FOR SALE—16x30 canoe Annan- .m, built by Rush-
ton; 90 to 100 ft. sail, radix', centre board, brass

drop rudder, water-tight bulkheads, etc., all complete,
price $85. Address J. E. H., 211 Tremont St., Boston.

FOR SALE—54-inch Premier ordinary, originally
made to order. The mould mark not worn off the

tire. A bargain. H. P . BATES, 191 Warren Ave.,
Boston.! VSMo LI B—H TT3 B.LL -

1 £F K_StrO

Howard i\> Smith $ Co,,
Cor. Broad and Bridge Sts.,

N9MHRK, - N.J..
Manuiacturers and Importers oi

CYCLING GOODS.
Largest Wholesale and Retail

Bicycle Supply House
In the United States.

GENERAL AGENTS
—FOR THE

—

COLUMBIAS,PSYCHOS, VICTORS,
STARS, J. & G.'s, GALES,

HARTFORDS,
And all other First-Class Makes.

Adhesive Tire Tape

is one of the handiest ac-
cessories for carrying in

the tool bag, is quickly
applied, very strong, and
will last for hundreds of
miles' riding; invaluable

in case of accidents. Price per package, 20 cents.

Z.&S. Bundle Carriers.

Made to fit the handle bars
of all the safeties, also the
mud guards. By using our
patented principle of hinged
plates, we are enabled to

place a carrier on the saf ties

that is an ornament. Can be set wide apart for a long
bundle, close together for a short bundle,and war-
ranted to carry 50 pounds without marring the ma-
chine or being in the way of the rider. Price, $1 25.

OUR STANDARD CEMENT
Is known all over the United States. It has been in
use for several years, and we can recommend it as be-
ing equal if not superior to the best imported. IT]
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Price in sticks, 20 cents; in bulk, $1.20 per pound.

Standard Gloves $1.00 and 1.25
Z. &. S. Hose Supporters 35c. and 50c
Bicycle Horns $1.25 and 2.25
Whistles 25c. to 50c
Oils, in bottles and cans 25c. to 60c
Newark Enamel 50c
And a thousand other things.

s
END for the latest Unabridged
Cyclopedia of Cyclers' Wants.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
NEMHRK, N
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TO SEE THEM IS TO BUY THEM.

LADY'S SWIFT SAFETY,
43 LBS. COMPLETE.

RECORD : 101 3-4 IN . A DAY.

SWIFT SAFETY, MODEL D.

eioo.
BHLLSIKLL KROUND,

FULLY GUARANTEED.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Boston, Mass.

Why We Unn't Ho It—Explanation.
As an entirely new style of advertising (at least new in the experience of our firm of over

60 years, and certainly not modest) has been abopted in this year of 1890, viz. : Of not only

writing up one's own character (reputations are easily made in this manner), but also depre-

catingly referring to others in the trade, which latter references we consider not only poor taste

but discourteous, and feeling that wheelmen, when consulting bicycle advertising columns,

do not seek ancient history of firms written by themselves, nor approve insinuating criticisms

of "other firms and dealers," but to learn of Bicycles, we shall use our advertising space, as in

the past, to advertise our Wheels and not ourselves, and most certainly not to indirectly dis-

parage others.

Our firm was Established in 1826, and its record has been
before the public since, and we claim Reputation and Reliability, and
our Guarantee will be found good to the Letter! ! Our product is the

NEW MAIL,
the reputation of which is firmly established, and is of the Highest

Quality, and No Wheel has a better Record ! nor more Honestly built.

Send for Catalogue.

WILLIAM READ & SONS, - - 107 Washington St., Boston,

ESTABLISHED 1826.
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Published Every Friday

THE BICYCLING"WDHLD GOOIPflNY,
12 Pearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

tSf Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

the Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old

address and Folio number.

Messrs. NEUMANN BROS., ol 118 W. 19th Street, New York, represent
the World and Bulletin as Advertising Agents exclusively for . the Eastern
and Middle States.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.

Copy for new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure
their being inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
later than Monday, to insure attention for the following issue.

t&- All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the
order of the Bicycling World Co.

•P©stage Stamps will not be accepted hereafter in
payment for advertisements or subscriptions. checks,
Money Orders or Postal Notes only will be taken..

The management of this paper refuse to print in the advertising
columns of this paper any matter that is disparaging of a rival or
which In lt6 estimation is objectionable in any way.

EDITORS

:

C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

BOSTON, 21 MARCH, i8go.

UNOFFICIAL advices give us the information that the L. A
W. and A. A. U. have at last come to terms as to the basis on

which they combine. Rule G is to be amended so as to read "this

rule" (i. e. special sanction) "does not apply to A. A. U. Clubs."

We understand that the above amendment has been made
on the ground that the A. A. U. will adopt a rule which provides

that A. A. U. Clubs shall not pay more than a member's actual

necessary travelling expenses when journeying to and from com-
petitions, also that no club shall pay any expenses whatever, directly

or indirectly, of a member, except when such member is -actually

travelling to and from competitions, or while he is in attendance at

a competition as a competitor. Also that any athlete who shall ac-

cept or receive any consideration for services under the guise o(

expenses (1. e., an excess over actual cost transportation to and
from competitions and hotel bills while in attendance as a competi-
tor), shall be ruled as a professional, and the A. A. U. club im-
plicated, shall be dealt with according to article IX, A. A. U. Con-
stitution.

The above is in substance what we are informed is the basis of
compromise, and we think it is a compromise which will suit all

parties concerned, except perhaps the "favored few" who have been
having such a soft berth, and who have been masquerading so long
as amateurs.

With the proposed rule in force, the League cannot have the
slightest ground for objection to amending rule "G" so as not to be
obnoxious to the A. A. U. We congratulate the A. A. U., and we
congratulate the League on the supposition that the compromise as
shown above will be an accomplished fact.

A CAREFUL perusal of the announcement of appointments of
*- *• committees will show that the patronage has been well dis-

tributed, and that the selection of men that is made shows great

care.

Mr. Potter is assigned the Chairmanship of the Improvement of

Highways Committee, and associated with him we notice such

strong men as Albert Mott and.Major Charles L. Burdet.

The make-up of the Rights and Privileges Committee is also

strong—Mr. Samuel A. Boyle, of Philadelphia, as Chairman, and

Charles F. Cossum and J. S. Dean as associates.

The Racing Board is changed some. Of course Mr. Davol has

been re-appointed as Chairman, and Mr. George Collister also re-

ceived re-appointment as a member of that committee, while Robert

D. Garden and W. H. DeGraaf are the new members.

Messrs. George S. Atwater and H. H. Hodgson are assigned on

the Hotel Committee.

Mr. Brewster retains the Chairmanship of the Transportation

Committee, but his associates have not yet been named.

Taking all in all, we believe that the appointments will give

universal satisfaction.

AN individual who signs himself Pendragon (English papers

please notice this fresh evidence of "American piracy") holds

forth as follows in the Buffalo News. The italics are ours :

I know of no question on which there is more rubbish -written

and time wasted than the road improvement question. There are

tons of paper and barrels of ink thrown away simply to demonstrate
the difference existing between tweedledum and tweedledee. Why
should clever men waste their time in writing essays and delivering
lectures on "A Plea for Good Roads." It is equal to writing a

book on "The advantages of Eating" or "The Wisdom of Drinking
When Thirsty." There needs 710 plea for good roads; every man,
woman and child in the State of New York knows that we want
good and better roads. Nobody needs educating on the subject—no-
body asks for information, but yet certain writers are harping on
that one string, as energetically as though the existence of the uni-

verse depended on telling the public that two and two added to-

gether make four. The N. Y. S. R. I. S. have the work in hand
and a bill framed—the text of which I haven't seen, but believe it to

be satisfactory, as it is fully indorsed by the L. A. W. Let the
work go on and labor be directed into a channel which will do the
most good, but don't keep on saying, "We want better roads." Of
course we do, and all America appreciates the fact.

This appropriator of an English nom deplume is out of place as a

contributor to a nineteenth century newspaper. Fancy a sane

man standing up and preaching the rank heresy that agitation is

rubbish, that education on any subject is nonsense, that information

is not needed. Evidently Pendragon (not England's level-headed

writer of that name) is a revivified mummy, and probably in his

previous existence, some centuries ago, wa6 employed as reporter

and knowledge suppresser on "ye paper of ye period." He ought

never to have been resuscitated, he ought to have been allowed by

Dr. Brown-Sequard to have continued dead. A nineteenth century-

newspaper man who cries down agitation, education and information

is too slow for this age, and he should be buried over again, and

with a permanency that would forbid the possibility of another

resurrection of his body or his antideluvian notions.

' I ""HE Referee seems to think that our editorial was misleading
,

*• on the question of how the expenses of racing men were to be

provided for under the new rules districting the country, and that

paper calls on us to "elucidate." We cannot see how we could

have been misunderstood. The rules of the Racing Board and the

assignment of the States to districts does not make it compulsory
on such States to pay its quota to racing men's expenses. The
districting as made by the Racing Board, and the suggestion or

provision as to how district representative racing men's expenses,

will of course be a dead letter if the Divisions composing the dis-

tricts do not voluntarily endorse the proposed plan.'
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Action must be taken by the Divisions themselves, either to go

in or stay out of the arrangement. If a Division goes in it must

pay its pro rata of the expenses, but if it stays out it cannot be

assessed. We will say in connection with this matter, that the

Divisions should take some action either for or against the district

scheme. It should not be allowed to go by default.

NEW YORK.

'HAWKSHAW."

BOSTON NOTES

" TONET."

The coming season promises to be one
of the busiest that wheelmen have for

some time seen. Everything points to a
busy year in cycling in all its branches,
and it must be acknowledged that wheel-
ing is on the increase in this State. There

is hardly any doubt whatever but that the work of the different

State and national and racing committees has had something to do
with the revival of the sport. The excitement attendant upon the
last national election and the meeting of the Racing Board has done
considerable toward bringing the League before the public. While
speaking of this I must not forget the prominent part that our own
State committees have taken in the events of the last few months.
Did not the Committee on Road Improvements appear at the State
House, and during a public hearing urge the appointment of a
road commission that shall have full charge of the constructing of

the roads throughout the State? Then again, has not our efficient

Chief Consul travelled from town to town, putting forward the
benefits to be derived from membership in the L. A. W. ? All this

and something more has brought cycling to the attention of the
general public, and sooner or later the majority will be the owners
and riders of the wheel.

The action of the Racing Committee in amending Rule G of the
racing code so that, with the sanction of the Board, a club or an
athletic organization can pay the expenses of a rider who attends
meets or races, has done considerable toward securing a state of

quietness amongst wheelmen of this and other States, and perfect

harmony between the L. A. W. and A. A. U.

It seems to be a peculiar yet a significant fact that bicycle clubs
in this vicinity are fast dying out. Within the last few months I

have recorded the demise of no less than three wheeling organiza-
tions, and now I have to record the merging of the Melrose Cycle
Club into what will hereafter be known as the Melrose Club. The
new organization has in contemplation the erection of an elegant
club house, to cost between $14,000 and $16,000. It is expected
that the plans for the new house will be ready in time to lay before
the April meeting of the club and will probably be accepted as they
stand. Somewhat more than half the necessary sum is now in the
hands of the club Treasurer, and it is proposed to issue bonds for

the balance with the property itself as security.

Arrangements are being completed whereby the Boston Press
Cycling Club will close the social season by the holding of a smoker
at the office of W. W. Stall on Tremont street sometime during the
latter part of this or the early part of next month. The Presidents
and Captains of the different organizations of the State will probably
be invited to attend and listen to fish stories by the most prominent
members and guests present.

Mr. Jacob C. Morse, the bicycling editor of the Herald, is with
the Brotherhood ball player in Savannah, and will not return until

about the middle of April.

Mr. Herman W. Hill, who rides at the head of the Nifty Cycle
Club of West Somerville, was born in Machias, Me., November 13,

1868. His parents came to West Somerville while he was quite
young, and consequently he received his education in the common
schools of that town. Besides captaining this club, Mr. Hill is a
prominent and active member of the Sons of Veterans and also of
Company K, First Regiment, Boston Light Infantry, and accom-
panied the latter organization on its trip to Philadelphia in 1887.
Although none of his fellow club men hold either road or track
record, Capt. Hill is confident that he has men in his command
who can cope with many of those who pose as racers.

Your editorial on the L. A. W. vs. A.
U. controversay over the amateur ques-
tion, just fills the bill exactly, and comes
nearer to an exact statement of how the
whole affair stands than any I have seen.
The L. A. W. will accept war from the A.

U. only in the hopes of one day obtaining peace; for if peace ob-
tained by strength and justice is great, fruitful and magnificent,
peace yielded by weakness and cowardice is sterile, disastrous and
dishonoring.

When cycling was an infant, it was looked upon as a sport which
was intended for the enjoyment of men alone, and to have men-
tioned woman in connection with it would have caused such a
prophet to have been without honor, not only in hi6 own country,
but in any and all others as well. As the infant grew and thrived,
he gave evidence of the fact that he was going to become a giant,
and the makers, ever on the alert, prepared for him equipments in

the form of wheels of many and various kinds. For a while in-

vention ran riot and monstrosities' without number were presented
as the wheel of the future. Out of all this tomfoolery came the
tricycle, and woman's first entry into the Eveless Eden of cycling
occurred. What a woeful entry it was, when we look back at it.

A cumbersome mess of metal, chains, clutches and wheels, that
weighed nearly 150 pounds, was called a tricycle, and to the fairer

and weaker sex this was given, with the information that it was
plenty good enough for her. The Cycling Solomons of those days
declared that it was not becoming that a woman should have a sad-
dle upon her tricycle, because Mrs. Grundy had been known to

faint at the mere thought of a woman being mounted upon any
other than a side-saddle ; that was proper, and nothing else was, so
the adventurous wheel-woman of those cycling dark ages, seated
herself upon a sort of cushioned bench, from which unnatural seat
she propelled that 150 pounds of metal, and strange to say, actually
wondered just where the pleasure in cycling came in. Maybe some
of my readers don't appreciate the disadvantages these courageous
women were placed under, and if they don't they can get a fair

idea by sitting on a chair and imagining that to be the saddle on
their wheels, and then try to go through the form of pedalling, and
that will soon give them an opinion of the impossibility of doing
any proper cycling propulsion on any other form of seat than a
saddle. Presently a father, a brother or a husband was
here and there brave enough to defy Mrs. Grundy and
boldly seat their fair relatives upon a saddle, and thence-
forth the path of women in cycling became an easy one.
From this it will be seen that cycling was the first to induce women
to fqrsake the idea, that any form of saddle save the conventional
side one was either undignified, improper or incorrect. Now look
at the latter day reformers, and see how they are dragging poor
Mrs. Grundy off her throne, and hurrying her on to admitting that
simply because Catherine of Medici, some couple of hundred years
ago, saw fit to invent the side saddle, and to declare that the use of
all other forms was indelicate and unfit for women, that it didn't
necessarily follow that that good looking though evil monarch
might not be wrong in the statement, as she was in most all of her
other acts in life. To-day the papers in England and in this coun-
try are filled with pictures and descriptions of how woman should
ride horseback in the same manner that a man does. Do you
think any one of them will give the credit of this rational move-
ment to cycling? No indeed, they will claim it as a child of their

own great inventive faculties. But we of the wheel world know
different, and are content to let these would-be wise people think
they have discovered a new idea, when we have been demonstrating
almost the same thing for over eight years.

Now has come that glad season of the year, when the average
member of a wheel club is met at the door of the club house, with
smiling face and unstreched hand, by those who for the balance ot
the year can find it necessary to do otherwise than pass the time of
day with him. Why is it? You surely ought to know that, or you
are not much of a club- man. It is the welcome of the candidate for

office, or the kindness of his supporters who are seeking your vote,
that causes you to be thus welcomed. Really, now is the season 01

all others that life at your club is made most pleasant for you, if

you are only sharp enough not to let either side know whether you
will vote for or against them.

Did it ever occur to you that the majority of articles on cycling
that appear in the lay press are usually just about as near correct as

a suit of clothes would be, that was made by a shoemaker? The
reason for this is, that the average newspaper sends the average
reporter, and he isn't a very high standard of ability usually, to

write up whatever subject they may desire an article written upon,
and when he has done with it, the reader thereof knows just as
much about the subject as the writer did when he wrote it, and that
is, nothing. I had an example of this myself the other day. I
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received a letter from a well-known magazine asking me to call at

its office, and upon doing so, I was asked if I could furnish a five

page illustrated article upon cycling, especially upon that part of

the sport given over to women; I thought I could do just the thing,

and I was asked to name my price. I informed the editor that for

the work of myself and the artist, whom I would have to employ, that

I did not think $100 was too much money. I was politely bowed
out of the office, with the information that he would let me Know
about the matter in a few days. Well, I haven't heard from him
yet, but I know the article is being prepared, and I know it is go-

ing to be a good one too. The way I am sure of this is, that a short

time since, when I was in the store of a well-known dealer, talking

to that individual, a gentleman of about the vintage of "72," or in

other words, a boy of about sixteen years of age, was shown in, and
informed the well-known dealer that he was from the magazine I

have spoken of, and that he was going to do an illustrated article

on cycling for it. The young man honastly admitted that he knew
nothing of the subject, had never seen a safety wheel, or a lady

riding one, and he wanted to get full information from Mr. Bidwell

concerning the matter. Well, he declared he knew all about it at

the end of a five minute conversation, and after receiving the wood
cut of a woman's wheel, he went away, to write about and depict

the pleasures and advantages of cycling. It is in the hands of such

,

that cycling suffers, and the writer cannot from his own ignorance
of the subject, do either it or himself justice.

ST. LOUIS.

•'LINNEUS."

The directors of the Track Association
held a meeting at President Stone's office,

last Tuesday evening, for the purpose of
arranging for the spring tournament which
takes place Saturday, May 24. After some
discussion it was decided to have ten events,

for which valuable as well as useful prizes will be given, as follows :

One-mile novice, half-mile open, two-mile handicap, one-mile
safety open, half-mile hurdle, three-mile lap, hundred-yard slow,
quarter-mile safety for boys under 14, two-mile safety handicap,
one-mile consolation. The date of the annual fall tournament,
which had been fixed on August 23, was moved back one week to

August 16, on account of too close proximity to the national meet.

Farmers, lawyers and business men from, in and about Kansas
City, 611ed the Circuit Court room at the Independence Court
House recently, when the committee of citizens who are interested
in the proposed macadamizing of the principal roads of Jackson
County met. After two hours' discussion the committee decided to
recommend the voting of bonds to the amount of $1,500,000, with
which to make the proposed improvements, and after a few pre-
liminaries are arranged the committee will take charge of the work
necessary to have a bond election.

Some of the farmers near Manchester who live off the rock road,
make it a practice of leaving their loads of hay on the road, until
the next morning, when they start with them for the city. No one
would object to this, were the loads left partly on the side of the
road, but when, on dark nights, they leave them in the very middle
of the road, thus monopolizing the entire road bed and forcing
passing teams off entirely, or if their eyesight is not extraordinarily
keen to run their vehicles into the hay wagon, with visions of a
smashup, then patience ceases to be a virtue, and it is with diffi-

culty that the American citizen suppresses a good-sized grumble.
The riding season, which usually opens here the firstday of March,

has been greatly retarded on account of the unseasonable weather.
Rain, snow and sleet have combined to make every one miserable,
and riding an impossibility. The Cycling Club announce their
first run of the season to Clayton, to be taken to-morrow, but un-
less the weather moderates, the attendance and comfort of the par-
ticipants will suffer. During Lent life at the clubs is usually very
quiet, and cyclers for the greater part are latgely occupied in im-
proving their minds by large and undiluted do6es of the latest
cycling catalogues. A decided feeling has set in here in favor of
the safety, not only through new riders, but through those who
have at different times always stated that they would never discard
the ordinary.

Cyclists will be glad to hear that some three weeks ago a pe-
tition numerously signed by residents of Webster Groves was
presented to the County Court for a macadam road to connect the
place with the outside world. The road asked for i6 4500 feet long,
and the road bed is to be 30 feet wide. The County Court referred
the_ petition to the Road Commissioner, with directions to make an
estimate as to the probable cost 01 the thoroughfare, and he re-
plied that the total cost would be $3143. Webster is a pretty little
town of 1500 inhabitants, and if the intended improvement is made
will be often visited by cyclists.

TriE annual bustle and stir incident to the club elections is now

over, and never before have belter men been installed as officers

The road department of the Cycling Club will this year be in

charge of Capt. A. L. Jordan, while W. P. Grath will look after

the Missouri's interests. Both men are good hard workers as well

as popular among their fellow clubmen. Capt. Grath is working
on a circular containing a stirring appeal to the members of his

club to aid him in carrying out the work outlined for the season

.

and will doubtless receive the earnest support of every member
The usual mileage cup and medals will be hung up for competition,
and a spirited rivalry is sure to result.

CHICAGO.

The Chicagos appointed a committee
at their last meeting, to confer with the

various other clubs here, and see what

"TW*- <?Ti?nr r /?a> " could be done in regard to getting the
inr. oiku^hk.

State D iv is i n meet here July 4 and 5,

and also see what prospect there was of
getting all the other Divisions in this racing district to hold their

meet here at the same time, in conjunction with ours. The Chi-
cagos' new race track will be in fine condition by that time, and a
meet held in Chicago on the 4th would prove a paying one beyond
a doubt, if properly managed. However, if anything is done the
Illinois Club will have to take the initiative, and the rest cf the

clubs fall in behind them and give them all the assistance neces-

sary, which the Chicagos seem perfecth willing to do. By the
way, when is the Chairman of that committee going to call a meet-
ing for the same? No time should be wasted if anything is to be
accomplished in this direction.

The meeting called by Mr. R. D. Garden, to consider ways and
means for managing the coming Pullman road race, on May 30th,
was a gigantic success. Some 1300 invitations were sent out, and
probably half that number responded and took part in the proceed-
ings. All the clubs in the city were well represented. The Engle-
woods took the place by storm, marching into the midst of the
assembly twenty-five strong, with bamboo canes. The Ashland
quartette were on hand, but after a few selections had to give it up,
the smoke from the many cigars being too much for them. Among
the prominent wheelmen present were Burley Ayres, as enthusias-
tic as of old and just as flowery of speech, George Hendee, Sloan,
Street, Davis and that safety fiend, Johnnie Mason, of the Illinois

delegation; Van Sicklen, Barrett, Miles and Root, of the cycling
press here; Lloyd, Stokes, Horace Bell, and many more, of the
trade.

The meeting was called to order by President Randall, who
nominated President Sloan, on behalf of the C. C. C, for Chair-
man. President Sloan went to work as modestly as though pre-

siding over the monthly deliberations of his own club. Irwin was
chosen Secretary, and then President Garden was listened to with
the closest attention while he 6tated the object of the meeting, and
he was given a rousing cheer at the close by all present. In brief,

it was thought best to have the handicapping done by one man
this year, and Mr. Miles was elected to perform that sril important
part. There was some lively talk over the limit, the scratch men
being in favor of eight minutes, but by an overwhelming vote it

was left at twelve minutes, the same as last year, and that a com-
mittee of one from each club, with Garden as Chairman, should
have charge of the details of the run, each club to elect ii.s repre-
sentative at their next meeting. The balance of the evening was
devoted to the excellent repast served by Caterer O'Brien, inter-

spersed with songs and instrumental music, and as John Thiele said
that meeting was a scorcher, and every one got in at the finish, in-

cluding myself. Herrick says if they had made the limit twenty
minutes he would be a sure winner.

There were seventy-five couples at the Chicago's dance Thurs-
day evening. That new House Committee seems to be a success
in more ways than one.

The Illinois Club have not yet fully settled their club house
question, but probably will this week. Thev will wind up their
social programme with one more dance the last of the month.

SYRACUSE.
The Kirkwood driving park is progressing

rapidly towards completion. The track has
been graded and covered with a top dressing of

.. cj / TffA " c 'a^' so^ - ** w'" ^e a"owec' to settle a few
weeks, before being rolled and smoothed.
Work will commence immediately on the grand

stand, club house and stables. James Logan of Rochester who is

overseeing the work says the surface of the track will be something
like that of Charter Oak park at Hartford, Conn.
The Rome Bicycle Club has rented the driving park in that city

and will hold a tournament May 30, (Memorial Day). They will
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offer a gold medal and the one mile ordinary championship of Cen-
tral New York. The list of events includes a ten mile road race.

The Syracuse Cycling Club attended the Rome tournament last

season and captured more than half of the prizes, and it may attend
again.

I think I am safe in saying that nearly every cycling club that

has made itself an L. A. W. organization has sometime or other ex-

perienced trouble from the fadt that a few of its members were
dropped from the League for non-payment of the annual dues.
According to Constitution, every active member of a League Club
is required to belong to the League. Some clubs include in their

initiation fees, the admission price and one year's dues to the Lea-
gue. I know of several instances where members have neglected to

pay the annual assessment, from having gained the impression
that their club dues provided for the League also. To prevent such
a misunderstanding in the Syracuse Cycling Club, the L. A. W.
consul of this city introduced a change to the Constitution at the
last meeting of the club, which provides that the club treasurer
shall collect the annual dues of the League with the first quarterly
assessment of the club in each year, and foward the same to the
Secretary of the League. I offer this as a suggestion to other clubs.

Referring to the Wheel arti-

NEW JERSE T NOTES. d
f
e
,°S

th\^ inst- u"der th
c
e «}}*J of "Great Century Run, 1890, I

"NITRAM'" find that in connection therewith
an item from the New York Sun
is copied, expressing dissatisfac-

tion with the management of the run of 1889, which was in the
hands of L. A. Clarke, of the Citizens' Bicycle Club. In criticis-

ing this Sun item the Wheel apparently upholds Mr. Clarke, and
insinuates that the Captain of the Plainfield Bicycle Club is

the only dissatisfied party who participated in that run. That
the dissatisfaction is not confined to any one individual, or
to one section of country concerned in the run, is clearly
shown in the following item recently published in the Phila-
delphia Press: "Considerable opposition is being shown in New
York and vicinity to L. A. Clarke, of the Citizens' Club, as the
leader of the annual century run, the wheelmen of Brooklyn and
Jersey City being particularly active in the opposition. The cen-
tury run of 1889 was in some respects most wofully mismanaged,
and it is probable that a new leader would be welcomed by the
majority of the participants, Philadelphia wheelmen in particular
feeling rather sore regarding Mr. Clarke's action on this end of the
run. A supper which was prepared at the Continental Hotel, for
the participants, was a mere fizzle on account of Clarke's failure to
make arrangements for the party to assemble at that place, and a
number of runs which had been planned for the following day were
abandoned through his refusal to conform to the plans of his enter-
tainers. Indeed, had it not been for the prompt action of Captain
Sperer, of the Century Wheelmen, it is doubtful whether the
visitors would have seen anything of the riding district of Phila-
delphia. The Philadelphia riders to a man will own allegiance to
a new and more popular leader." This should for all time set at
rest the question of dissatisfaction. "While Mr. Clarke's intentions
were no doubt good, executive power was clearly shown to be lack-
ing on his part.

As to the remark of the Wheel, that "the only unfortunate part
of the affair is that such damaging and ambiguous statements
should get into the public prints," I can see no ambiguity about the
statements whatever. On the contrary, they are very plain, and
leave no doubt as to their meaning. The "unfortunate part of the
affair" has been precipitated by Mr. Clarke, who, upon learning of
the general dissatisfaction expressed with his handling of the 1889
run, instead of retiring modestly from any participation in the
preparations for this year's, and giving some one else a chance, at
least, to show that last year's arrangements could be improved up-
on, boldly attempts to again push himself forward as a leader. To
err is human, but I venture to predict that this season's century
run will be under the guidance of some other man than Mr. Clarke.
A meeting will be held on Monday evening, March 24th, at the
club house of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club, No. 66 Hanson place, for
the purpose of organizing the great century run for 1890. I under-
stand that a notice of this meeting has been sent to all clubs inter-
ested, and if there is not a large attendance present considerable
surprise will be manifested.
Chief Consul Brown has just appointed Mr. Frank W.

Cramer Local Consul for Camden, Mr. Cramer's predecessor, Mr.
B. O. Miller, having been appointed a representative on the Di-
vision board of officers. Mr. Cramer is Secretary of the "West
Jersey Cyclers," and being ably fitted for the position, will no
doubt prove to be a very efficient officer.

In a little over two months the annual meet of this Division will
take place, and from present indications I feel justified in predict-
ing a "meet" that will make every member of this Division feel

proud, and the unattached will be flocking in to gain membership
with us. The committees who have been appointed are working
with great ardor to bring about a success that will be long remem-
bered by all.

The members of the Elizabeth Wheelmen have been holding a
series of club socials this winter in their club house, and thej'

have been thoroughly enjoyed. The wind up one for this seas»n
will be held on Wednesday evening, April 16.

Through the death last month of Mr. William P. Burnett, the
"West Jersey Cyclers" have lost one of its most popular members.
While comparatively a new rider, he bid fair to become the best in

the club. As a hill climber he was an expert. A peculiar coin-
cidence arises. He was the thirteenth member of the club, and
held that position for a long time, and was often joked about it, but
always took it in sport. •

The Hudson County Wheelmen are arranging to hold a theatre
party some time during April, to which they intend inviting all

the neighboring cycling clubs in this State, as well as New York
and Brooklyn. On Tuesday, April 1st, they will have another
ladies' night, and on Thursday, April 10th, will be held their

monthly "stag." Mr. Theo. F. Merseles, Jr. , has offered a hand-
some silver cup to the H. C. W. member making the be6t 12 hour
road record during the current year.

CHICAGO NOTES

ALERT"

I am not the possessor of that high-
class character which would make me
turn the other cheek when one is

slapped, and I have yet to see the man,
correspondent or not, that will not de-

fend himself when attacked. "Self-
preservation is nature's first law" is the exact plan under which
this broad universe is governed. When this law is satisfied, when
the "first person" is provided for, then follows in any order (and
that depends on the nationality) my family, my country, my God.
This "my family" is broadened to mean, in a great many cases,

anyone who takes salt with us, our friends, our clubs, our neigh-
bors, in fact the social circle in which we move. My town, my
county, my State, the West is my country.
When one attacks my family he attacks, in a large measure, my-

self. Although I am not in sympathy with that love-me-love-my •

dog policy which has been so forcibly pushed down our throats (in

League matters), I nevertheless feel a la John L. Sullivan when a

friend is pushed to the wall. Is it not my duty to defend myself?
Is it not bad form to commit suicide? Is it not my duty to defend
my friends? If this is not so then I must plead guilty to the crime
of writing to fill space, but if these are true I cannot see that I

have done wrong in defending my friends (who, by the way, have
no redress, as they are not correspondents), and thereby lay my-
self open to be criticized by No. 16 937.

I have not been aggressive in my scribbling, I have been on the

defensive entirely, and I challenge anyone to disprove anything I

have ever written. Mayhap the town which the writer (16,937)
hails from might explain his statement regarding the "petty quarrels

of the two Chicago correspondents and their respective clubs," as

New York of late seems to have very little use for the West in gen-
eral and Chicago in particular.

I heartily agree with the gentleman in his statement of things,
and I have tried to the best of my ability to keep my skirts clear,

but whether I have succeeded or not is for my contemporaries to

say. If the editors of this paper will search their files of some six

months ago I think they will find a letter from the subscriber

which outlines almost verbatim what 16,937 has said. The fact is

that most men write what their associates will read and praise them
for writing, and this must go on until 6uch time as the editors re-

fuse to publish their stuff and make havoc among their notes with
their blue pencils, or when the dear public as a whole frowns upon
the practice.

Take cycling papers as a whole, and their notes of regular cor-

respondents, look like country papers of five hundred circulation,

when each little burg of two families will send in the doing6 of 6aid

burg replete, with all the self glorification that can be crowded into

so small a space. Did you ever notice the style adopted by most
cycling writers in attempting an answer to some one who
has had the misfortune to come within range of the corre-

spondent's bad eye? He begins by calling his "brother" a

fool, notwithstanding the Bible's mandate against such a course.

Next he attacks his honesty, then he accuses him of ignorance, and
winds up with a scathing denunciation that although it may lack

quality, never lacks quantity, and misses the original object of his
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WILLIAM VAN WAGONER, Champion of Rhode Island.

We show to the readers of the World this week a portrait of Van Wagoner mountedjn his

racing position on the Eagle Bicycle upon which he won the following races and records in 1889 :

At Montreal, August 24, 1889,5-mile, open. Time, 15m. 37 4-5 sec. (Canadian Record.)

At Providence, September 25, 1889, 25-mile State Championship. Time, Ih. 18m. I5sec.
(World's record for this distonce in Competition,)

Wilmington 25-mile Handicap Road Race, October 19, 1889. Won from thelscratch.
Time, Ih. 37m. 52 sec.

The Lancaster Pike Record, November 5, 1889. Distance 15 3-4 miles. Time, 47m.
41 4-5 sec.

On Lancaster Pike, December 5, 1889. 5 miles. Time, 15m. 45 sec. 5-mile road record for

this conntry.)

A handsome photograph (from which this engraving is taken), 6 1-2 by 8 inches, mounted
ready for framing, will be sent to any address on receipt of 15 cents.

1890 CATALOGUE FREE.

THE E0GLE BICYCLE H1FG. CO., STflmFORD, CONN.
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THE VALiLJE OF A SAFETY
DEPENDS LARGELY UPON THE CHAIN EMPLOYED,

And of all the varieties of chain now in use NONE POSSESS SO MANY
ADVANTAGES as that used on the

AMERICAN
The links of which being formed from STEEL FORGINGS, are dependent
for tensile strength and uniformity of length, IN NO WAY, on the rivets, but

transmit power from end to end THROUGH SPURS SOLIDLY FORGED
on the sides which connect them. In this way no pressure comes to the

rivet, and the loss of one or more DOES NOT DIMINISH THE STRENGTH
OF THE CHAIN.

SEND FOB CATALOGUE, which illustrates and describes it /ally.

GGRJYIULX.Y <& jeffery ikefg.

FACTORY:

CO.,

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH HOUSE:

178 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
BOSTON, MASS,

222-228 N. FRANKLIN STREET,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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a ttack entirely. Some writer has said that things move in cycles,

first down, then up. Cycling is favored with some very fa6t men
one year, and the next has no fast men, but a few that are com-
monly designated by the word "Dub." Art moves in ju6t such a

manner. The Old Masters were succeeded by a far inferior class,

who lived and flourished on their masters' reputations.

Who can tell ? who can tell ? Things in general climb up the

ladder of fame, until they reach a more or less exalted position , when
they take a header into chaos and there grope around seeking the

ladder, preparatory to another climb. Who can tell that cycling

correspondence is not now trying to reach the first rounds of the

ladder? And I think "Hawkshaw" is a few rounds in the lead of
his contemporaneous writers.

BALTIMORE.

•NORVALr

At the annual meeting of the stock-

holders of the Maryland Bicycle Club,
Baltimore, Md., on March 8th, the Treas-
urer's report showed that over $4600 had
been collected from dues, initiations,

games and fines, which was $1800 in ex-
cess of the actual expenses of running the club for the year. The
most of this surplus has been expended in making permanent im-
provements. The names of the trustees who were elected for the
ensuing year were published in last week's issue. At a meeting of
the club on March 10th officers and committees were elected. The
club has leased for one year a building within one-eighth of a mile
of Arlington Station, as their country club house. Five acres of
land adjoin the house, and there will be ample room for other out-
door sports.

The eighth annual banquet of the club was held in their club
house on Mt. Royal Terrace, on Friday night, March 14th. About
seventy members sat down to the banquet. It was gotten up in a
neat and rare style. The tables were in the gymnasium and were
tastefully decorated. Those who responded to toasts were Presi-
dent Linton, "The Maryland Bicycle Club"; Albert Mott, "The
Cycle as an Aid to the Business Men"; Albert Kenly, "Headers";
B. H. Haman, "Roads." Samuel T. Clark acted as toastmaster.
Captain W. E. Swindell and others sang songs.

Chief Consul Albert Mott, of the Maryland Division, has
been appointed by President Dunn as a member of the national
Committee on Highway Improvement.
At the present writing, the bill for the appointment of a State

Engineer for the State of Maryland, is still in the hands of the com-
mittee to which it was referred by the State Senate. The session
of the Legislature is nearing an end, and the committee's action
upon it is waited with much uneasiness.

The editor of a cycling paper

PORKOPOL.IS NOTES ls °^en placed in an embarassing
situation, for if he excludes cer-

"STAR " ta 'n *'ems ne may offend the cor-
respondent, and if he prints them
he may tire the reader. The

wheelmen, in localities where the local press devote considerable
space to cycling, are not dependent on the World for local news,
still as some outsiders would like to know what is transpiring in
different parts of the country, purely local news cannot always be
excluded. In other localities where the few inches grudgingly al-
lotted to the wheel must often give place to a thrilling account of a
dog fight, the wheelmen must look to the World for his new6.
The correspondent should remember, however, that when he speaks
he has the whole League as an audience, and should hesitate before
asking them to listen to what may be of doubtful interest even to
the local reader. He should endeavor, in treating of local news, to
emulate the example of him who could make the doings of even a
Sancho interesting. That is—if he can.

A number of our wheelmen who live in the suburbs have ridden
into the city every day this winter—in the cable cars.

The Kentucky Senate have passed a bill which will make con-
siderable reduction in the tolls charged on the Lexington Dike, and
may possibly prevent the Turnpike Company from colledting toll
from the riders of bicycles, unless they class them with sheep and
hogs.

Chief Consul Much Abused High has lost considerable sleep,
and grown perceptibly thinner since the Illinois Division passed
Ohio in point of numbers. He has been busily engaged in devising
schemes to increase the membership of the Division. Holding the
meet in Cincinnati will no doubt materially aid in this increase, as
it is believed that by August 1 this city will have over 300 L. A. W.
members instead of 140 as now.

Five hundred dollars in prizes will surely be sufficient in-

ducement to bring a great many to participate in the Poorman road
race to be run on July 4th. The entry fee will be $1.00, and the

money arising from this source will be U6ed to purchase a gold
medal for the one making the fastest time.

Three new bicycle clubs in one week will do very well for such a

small place as this. The seceders from the Kentons organized a

club, but have not yet selected a name. A new club has been or-

ganized by Charley Hampson and called the Buckeye Wheel Club.
And last, but not least, the "Porkopolis" Wheelmen, whose organ-
ganization has created so much talk and comment, has been ushered
into existence with vigorous members and a strong constitution.

The influence of the coming meet is evidently already being felt.

There is another kind of wheelman here who soon gives up
riding. He is one who, within three weeks after learning to ride,

undertakes to run to Hamilton. In the first place he has had no
experience on the road and does not have his wheel thoroughly
under control. Secondly, he is not properly dressed, probably
starting out on a very hot day with a starched linen shirt and a

standing collars; and lastly he neither knows how to save his

strength by adopting a proper pace or by picking out smooth places

to ride on, and consequently if he does succeed in reaching his

destination he is so thoroughly exhausted when he arrives that the

very sight of food is repugnant. He probably returns on the train,

and can never again be prevailed upon to drive his wheel beyond
the city limits, and as riding through the city soon becomes monoto-
nous, it is not long before he gives up riding altogether.

The Chamber of Commerce have sent a delegation to Columbus
to urge the passage of the Boulevard Bill, and it is sanguinely as-

serted that that part of the canal lying within the city limiss will

soon be a reminiscence.

NEWS

AND COMMENT.

The Columbia Bicycle Club of North
Attleboro is a club that has the reputation
of doing everything up brown when it

undertakes "to do." We have before us
programmes of the ninth aunual ball of

this club, and it is one of the prettiest

souvenirs of the kind we have ever seen. The front cover, which
is of thick Bristol board, contains minature photographs of all the

nine club officers, while the back cover contains a fine photo of the

club dog "Mickey." A heavy pink silk cord holds the programme
together. The decorations of the hall are described as being very

fine ; the club colors cherry, purple and old gold being used in pro-

fusion in the decorations. A large number of the North Attleboro
elite were in attendance, and when the band played "Home Sweet
Home" the hands of the clock pointed to 4 A. M.
The Hartford, Ct.. Wheel Club, at their regular meeting last

week, voted unanimously to join the L. A. W. as a club, although
many of the members had joined as individuals before.

Another case of "American piracy and outrage." Goodman
calls his paper the Cyclist and all England is aghast. Really we
begin to think that certain insular individuals have a claim on the

whole earth, and that by and by we poor, benighted, paint-bedaubed,
feather-bedecked Americans will have to get a special permit from
English parents before we can name our own children. Excuse us
for living, please.

Buffalo will surely give a tournament soon after the League
meet at Niagara Falls. The date is not yet fixed, but we hope when
it is that it will not conflidt with the Hartford or Peoria dates.

Mr. Will F. Pond Jis evidently an optimist of the most de-

cided stripe. After describing Prof. Carl Meyer'6 device for a fly-

ing bicycle he says: "There appears to be no tangible reason for

doubting that the problem of the air machine is solved at last, and
that before the World's Fair is held there will be a series of me-
chanical flying machines before the public, as cheap or even cheaper
than a road bicycle, and with even less chance or danger ofaccidents."

The Memphis, Tenn., Wheelmen are making arrangements to
hold a 100-mile road race sometime during the latter part of this

month. Among those who will participate will be Wood, Dupree,
Scott, Sawyer, Black and the two Whitmores. The course will be
laid out on the Poplar street boulevard. Our correspondent names
Wood as the probable winner.

"Nostaw," of Bridgeport, Ct., writes : "In reading the letter

of 46,937, which appeared in last week's issue, I was deeply im-
pressed with its contents. The suggestions offered by 16,937 are,

in my opinion, good ones, and well worthy of adoption. I think,

however, that the criticism of the correspondents who are inclined
to localize about all their matter, is a little harsh A change as
suggested by 16,937 would no doubt be a good thing, and would
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tend greatly to aid in the intellectual advancement of the many
readers of the World. There are, however, a large number who
much prefer the local system, and in order to overcome this preju-

dice, a change as suggested must be a deliberate and not a hasty
one.

A New Haven, Ct., paper says: "The Yale College Bicycle
Club has taken no action in regard to the challenge received from
Harvard, and has not replied to the invitation of the New Haven
Bicycle Club to hold a race with Harvard on the occasion of their

annual meeting on June 9." Come, come, Yale, brace up; we
want to see the Dark Blue active in cycling matters this year. It

won't do to let the Crimson carry off all the collegiate cycling
honors without an effort to prevent.

The Troy, N. Y. , Bicycle Club had a regular time on the occa-
sion of its late election. It was quite like a "regular election," as

carriages were used to convey the dilatory, "the lame" and "the
aged" members to the polls to cast their votes. It was a close call,

but the losing side found out that their goose was Cooked.

Miss Lily Williams, the professional bicyclienne, has arrived

in this country, and is anxious to meet any female cyclists for any
distance for any purse up to $1000. Miss Williams claims to have
made 100 miles on the track in 6h. 20m., in Paris, France. Quite
a tidy record for Mademoiselle.

Buffalo is anxious to have one of the series of the Lumsden-
Campbell races, should arrangements ever be completed between the
Eastern and Western cracks.

Mr. Louis Block, of Denver, Col., after a long sojourn in the
East, sighed for the free, fresh air of the Rockies, and hence he
has scraped the mud of the Hub from his overshoes, and hies him
back to the city and friends which he loves so well.

"It pains me," writes "Nostaw," of Bridgeport, Ct., "to note
that 'Stroller' in a recent article referring to the departure of one
of Chicago's prominent wheelmen on a visit to friends in the
East, felt called upon to use the term 'effete East,' in naming the
source of his destination. Does 'Stroller* mean that the Ea6t is

becoming dormant and losing its well-established energy? If so,

he has only to visit a few of our thrifty Eastern cities, when he
will quickly see the error of his ways. He should also remember
that as the East is the father of the West, it is entitled to due
respect on that account. It is hardly fair or consistent for our
Western neighbor to apply the above adjective to the East, when
such ready offence is felt if the West is referred to as having a
'Wild and Woolly hue.'

"

The Yale bicycle team for 1890 will consist of Messrs. Clark,
Wade, Stanley, Thomas and Kuntz.

Peoria will hold its annual meeting September 12 and 13th.

A correspondent from Bloomington, Ind., writes: "May I

suggest, as a contribution to the road crusade, that an effort be
made to interest the United States Secretary of Agriculture in the
work ? From his department flows a continuous stream of farmers'
bulletins. Why could not one of these contain points on "Improve-
ment of Highways," and similar matter? The farmers and local

press would be reached by this means."

It is always good policy to support those who support us, and in
this connection we notice that Governor Ladd of Rhode Island is

up for re-election. Governor Ladd has always been an ardent sup-
porter of roads improvement measures, and we hope therefore that
the cyclers of Rhode Island, irrespective of party, will see it to their
interests to support the Governor. We do not believe that it is the
mission of a cycle paper to enter politics, but out of appreciation of
the Governor's efforts we can but call attention of wheelmen ot

Rhode Island to Governor Ladd's position on this matter.

The Bay State Bicycle Club, of Worcester, Mass., will hold a
tournament at Agricultural Park, on May 30.

The English papers are kicking up a "bobbery" because Mr.
Goodman names his paper the Cyclist. We think this is drawing
it pretty fine. One paper is a monthly and is published in Amer-
ica, and the other is a weekly and is published in England. The
interests can scarcely conflict. Were they both published in the
same country then we think there would be some cause for com-
plaint.

In another paragraph we speak of the position of Governor Ladd
of Rhode Island on the roads improvement question, and while we
repeat that politics should not be discussed in cycle papers, yet we
would like to see cyclers a unit in the support of all candidate^, for

Stale and local offices, who are in favor of roads improvement.

The San Francisco, Cal., Examiner tells the following blood
curdling story: "Flee, flee to the mountains! Wait not until
the flood pours in and overwhelms you. Lose no time, but gather
your goods and your families and escape while there is time." This

was the cry of a cadaverous, but muscular young man, who ap-
peared upon the streets this afternoon, riding a bicycle with frantic

energy and crying aloud to the people as he speeded by. His head
was bare, his hair flying in the wind, and his features were distorted
with excitement as his feet pumped the pedals of the bicycle. "Pre-
pare for the day of doom !" he shouted. "Lose not a minute. Flee
to the mountains, for an awful fate is about to fall upon the sinful.

The righteous will be saved. They are the believers and will heed
the warning, but the unrighteous unbelievers will scoff the warning
and will be swallowed up. Flee, flee to the mountains !" With
this awful cry the bicycle rider sped through the streets of Oakland

,

shouting his words of warning. The prophet of disaster was Ben-
nett, the bicycle evangelist, who as a disciple of Mrs. Woodworth,
the recent trance and convulsion revivalist, has set out with his

two-wheeled conveyance to promulgate her prophecy of the coming
flood that is to destroy San Francisco, Oakland and Alameda." *

* * It seems that certain revivalists had prophesied the destruc-
tion of the above named places on March 14th, by earthquake and
tidal wave. Up to date the wires have not verified the prophecy.

It is a common remark to hear a man say, "if I could only ride

a wheel like such a one." If these men only knew how easy it is

to learn to ride, and the small amount of danger attending it, they
would be surprised. Any man who can read, write and walk
straight can learn to ride in from two to three lessons, and two out
of three learn in one lesson. To such we would say, don't make a

mole hill into a mountain.

A scheme is now being agitated in various parts of the State of
Ohio for naming the country roads and numbering the farm houses
as houses are numbered in the cities— putting up sign boards at the
corners, and in fact making it in every way possible and easy to

find a given point in the rural districts.

The Lynn Item waxeth wroth because "a Boston paper" stated

that interest in cycling was dying out in Lynn. The Item acknowl-
edges that Rowe's little affair with Temple rather threw cold water
on the "racing interest" and it gives the "veteran Pitman" a good
send off in the following item : "Will Pitman was the only rider

who ever gave Boston any legitimate prestige to bicycle riding, and
he has resided in New York for a number of years. It is, therefore,

rather poor grace to twit a comparatively small community like

Lynn for not upholding the sport, backed, substantially, by in-

terested parties from abroad."

F. M. Brinkkr, of the Buffalo Bicycle Club, and W. F. Gassier.

Jr., of the Niagara Falls Bicycle Club, have signed articles and
posted forfeits at the Courier office for a series of three safety bicy-

cle races, quarter-mile, half-mile and mile. The first race will be
the quarter-mile and will be run at Niagara Falls on June 7 ; the

second, the mile contest, will take place in Buffalo June 14, and if a

third race is necessary the winner of the second will have the

privilege of selecting the place at which the deciding half-mile race

will be contested.

Preliminary arrangements are being made by the Syracuse,

N. Y., Cycling Club for a grand opening of its new club house,

into which the club will move May 1st. All sorts of plans are

current, prominent among which are a 6tag banquet, a reception

to the members and their lady friends, the entertainment to in-

clude dancing; and an amateur theatrical performance and supper.
Suggestions of having progressive whist or euchre, with refresh-

ments and music Have also been heard. After the club is fairly

settled in its new quarters, it has been proposed to give a series of

parlor minstrel entertainments by the club talent, which made such
an enviable reputation a year ago, the programme to be varied by
a change of end men each evening.

The resolutions which came before the New York City Board ot

Aldermen, to pave certain streets with asphalt, was lost at the

meeting of the board last Monday. There were three resolutions

calling for the laying of asphalt pavements. The first wa6 to pave
Eighty-fifth street from the Boulevard to Riverside Drive ; the sec-

ond, to pave Eighty-eighth street lrom the Boulevard to West End
avenue, and the third to pave Eighty-ninth street from the Boule-
vard to West End avenue.

The Philadelphia Item suggests a race to the bicyclers, to be

known as the "Philadelphia Champion Five Mile Bicycle Race,"

and to take place on April 4, 1890, and to be from Haverford to

Bala. To be open to all. Start about 3 P. M. The Item will give

the prize.

A writer from Little Falls, Minn., states that things in his sec-

tion are not conducive to enthusiasm in wheeling matters. To use

his words, "cycling is very, very dead, very cold, and the ther-

mometer ranges from ten degrees above zero to forty-five degrees

below. Here we know what vile roads are, the vilest the good Lord
ever let the sun shine on." Not a cheerful picture from a cycling

point of view.
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The Portland, Me., Wheel Club is in a prosperous condition, as

exhibited by the report of its Treasurer at the annual meeting held

last Monday evening. Officers were elected for the ensuing year,

and a monogram badge adopted. Afterward, a substantial banquet
was served at the Preble House, followed by interesting post

prandial remarks.

The Buffalo Courier says that "Major Knox-Holmes, the veteran

English cycler, aged 32, is still aclive." Italics ours. The Major
is 87 years of age, nearly three times the age as given by the

Courier.

A painful accident occurred to Mr. W. W. Bennett, one of the

most active League workers in Erie, Pa. It seems that Mr. Bennett

was going home at 12, midnight, last week, when he accidentally

fired a bullet into his foot. He had a revolver in his overcoat

pocket, and it was supposed that in handling it the hammer was
raised. Officer Applebee assisted Mr. Bennett to the office of Dr.

Strickland, who found that the ball had struck on the instep .and

had flattened on the bone The bullet was extracted, Mr. Bennett

bearing the painful operation without shrinking from the instru-

ments that were inserted in the wound. As above stated Mr.
Bennett was very active in League work. He had already the

pledges of some twenty-five wheelmen to join the L. A. W. after

the "ides of March."

The Boston Bicycle Club, to the number of about twenty-five,

sat down to its twelfth annual dinner, at the Tremont House, on
Saturday last. The dinner was very informal, and no regular

speeches were made except by Dr. Emery, who gave one of his

stirring appeals for the League. The Boston Bicycle Club will

hereafter admit only wheelmen to membership. The new officers

elected were E. C. Hodges, President; J. S. Dean, Secretary; and
W. G. Kendall, Captain.

President Dunn is still East, looking after League affairs. He
will stay here until matters in this section have been fully settled

as to plans and policy to be pursued during the coming year.

THE EUROPEAN TOUR.

A REQUEST.

So many have written me in regard to above tour that I am fear-

ful I may not have replied to all as fully as necessary. I would
esteem it a favor if all having the tour in contemplation would let

me know at once how they stand in the matter, Twenty are already
booked, and, of course, the above does not apply to them.

Respectfully, F. A. Elwell.

THE MASS MEETING AT UTICA, N. T.

By special delivery we received a full report of the great mass
meeting, held under the auspices of the New York State Roads
Improvement Association, at Utica, N. Y., March 18th. We regret

that we cannot in this issue give the report of Secretary Potter and
some of the speeches in extenso ; as it is we have held forms open to

give an epitomized report.

The meeting was called to order at 2.30 P. M., in the Board of
Trade rooms, at Baggs' Hotel, by Mr. C. G. Wood, who stated the
object of the meeting.
Over one hundred representative gentlemen were present, and

the meeting must be pronounced a success in every way.
Secretary I. B. Potter read letters from ex-Assemblyman C. M.

Titus, President of the Tompkins County Agricultural Society;
Clinton Stevens, President of Franklin County Agricultural So-
ciety; John O. Blauvelt, Spring Valley; A. B. Lawrence, Presi-
dent of New York State Association of County Agricultural Socie-
ties; President Charles K. Adams, Cornell University; New York
Evening Post; August Dennison, President Washington County
Agricultural Society

; John H. Myers, President Clinton County
Agricultural Society ; E. D. Mosher, President Cayuga County
Agricultural Society; Hon. F. G. Donovan, of the State Board of
Arbitration.
Mr. Potter then read his report, which was listened to with great

interest, and we only wish we had time and space to give it in full.

Much intelligent and interesting discussion then arose on the
best ways and means of obtaining good roads, the advisability of
taxation and the width of wagon tires. On the conclusion of the
discussion the following resolutions were adopted without dissent

:

Whereas, It is evident from practical observation of all our citi-

zens, and from numerous communications received by this associa-
tion from representative men in all parts of the State, that the pub-
lic roads in the present condition are not only unfit to serve the or-
dinary purposes of internal commerce, but that the system of laws
under which these roads are now maintained is wholly inadequate
and unfit for the purposes of the Empire State ; therefore

Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the present
Legislature should take immediate and thorough action by the pass-

age of such bill or measure as will provide for the revision of the

present laws or the enactment of such general laws as will insure to

the State a system of public roads of permanent and superior charac-

ter; and to this end further,

Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the Legislature
should proceed with all convenient zeal to ascertain and pass such
bill as will effect an improvement in the general laws relating to the

making and maintaining of the public roads in this State ; further,

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent by the Secre-

tary to each of the legislative and the executive departments of the

State government.
A recess was then taken until evening.
The Association was called to order at 8.15 and the Special Com-

mittee appointed at the afternoon session to recommend some form
of bill to be presented to the Legislature, submitted the follow-

ing resolution, which was adopted :

Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that a beginning
should be made at once in improving the roads of this State, and
that we recommend the passage of the Senate bill No. 300, intro-

duced by Senator Richardson, and now before the Legislature,

provided that the bill be amended so as to provide for the main-
tenance of the roads improved by the State.

This bill No. 300 provides for a loan of $10,000,000 by the State

at a rate of interest not exceeding 3 per cent., to be expended in

laying out and building State roads outside cities and incorporated
villages. The act to be submitted to the people at the next general
election.

The committee also reported in favor of the Weller bill, entitled :

"An act to extend the powers of Boards of Supervisors over high-

ways and bridges in counties other than New York and Kings."
The bill provides that the Board of Supervisors in every county in

the State except New York and Kings shall have the power to de-

clare main thoroughfares to be county roads, and thereafter such
roads shall be cared for by the county. The Supervisors are em-
powered to borrow money to build or repair roads and bridges, but

in no case shall the tax exceed 3 per cent, of the assessed value of

the property in the town. They are given power to open new
roads and to acquire lands for that purpose, and to have a map
made showing the principal highways, which shall be filed in the

County Clerk's office. When roads have been in whole or in part

macadamized by a town, such town shall receive a fair equivalent

for the expense. The Supervisors shall have power to regulate

traffic and travel on county roads, prescribing the weight to be
carried and the width of the tire of the vehicles to be used thereon.

The association voted in favor of the Weller Bill.

OFFICERS ELECTED.
Chairman Kinney of the special Committee on Constitution and

Nominations reported in favor of the following officers, who were
duly elected: President, Wm. A. Sweet, Syracuse; Vice Presidents,

A. W. Thayer, Cooperstown, Otsego County; Charles J. Edic,

Marcy, Oneida County; John O'Donnell, Jamaica, Queens County;
William Budlong, Schuyler, Herkimer County; Arthur S. Hamil-
ton, Rochester, Monroe County; Peter Collier, Geneva, Ontario
County; Addison J. Loomis, Cicero, Onondaga County; J. H.
Durkee, Sandy Hill, Washington County; J. H. Myers, PlaL'-burg,

Clinton County; E. D. Mosher, Mapleton, Cayuga County; A. B.
Lawrence, Warsaw, Wyoming County; C. M. Titus, Ithaca,

Tompkins County; William H. Robb, Amsterdam, Montgomery
County; N. W. Townsend, Bergen, Genesee County; Lewis E.
Gurley, Rensselaer County.
Trustees—W. H. Richardson, Henry J. Coggeshall, F. O. Cham-

berlain, H. H. Freeman, Thomas E. "Kinney, J. Y. McClintock,
Thomas R. Proctor, A. R. Egerton, John B. Weber, Adin Thayer.

Secretary—Isaac B. Potter, New York.
Treasurer—Charles W. Wood, Syracuse.
The Board of Trustees was empowered to appoint a Vice Presi-

dent from all counties in the State not included in the list made out.

The special committee submitted a Constitution and By-Laws,
which were duly acted upon and adopted. The object of the asso-
ciation is to improve the public roads of the State. To this end it

proposes, first, by every proper means to increase the knowledge
of the public and stimulate its interest concerning the advantages
of good roads, and the manner of constructing and maintaining
them; and, second, to procure by appropriate legislation a change
in the present laws governing the construction and maintenance of
the public roads. Any citizen of good moral character to become a
member on payment of one dollor for annual dues, or a life member
on payment of $10. The By-laws provide that the annual meeting
of the association 6hall be held on the second Tuesday in January,
at such place as the trustees may select. Special meetings of the
association may be called by the Secretary at the request of the
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President, five trustees or fifty members of the association. Twenty-
five members shall constitute a quorum.
After further discussion on the science of road building, etc., the

association adjourned at 10.45.

ROADS IMPROVEMENT IN RHODE ISLAND.

No less than five bills have been introduced into the Rhode
Island Legislature by the Rhode Island State Roads Improvement
Association, the Gentlemen's Riding Club, and the Rhode Island
Division L. A. W.
One is entitled "An Act Providing for the Construction and

Maintenance of Improved State Highways"—a comprehensive title,

and meaning just what it says. A State Board composed of the
Governor, Lieutenant Governor and the State Commissioner of
Highways and Bridges.
This Board to select the best location ol highways by reason of

use, location and commercial importance, these selected routes to

be improved and maintained at the State's expense. Another bill

provides for the repairs of bridges and highways other than those
the State proposes to build and maintain. Another bill regulates

the width of wagon tires, the bill to take effect January 1894 for any
wagon now built, but all wagons built hereafter must be provided
with tires according to the following

:

The width of tires upon every wagon or vehicle drawn by one
horse shall be three inches ; by two horses shall be four inches ; by
three horses shall be five inches ; by four or more horses shall be
six inches; provided, that every wagon or vehicle dumping at the
rear shall add to the rear wheels one more inch in width to the re-

spective standards above prescribed.

Still another act provides for the erection and maintenance of
guide boards. Finally, an act creating a State Commissioner of
Highways and defining his duties, which seem to be to give in-

formation and advice on all matters appertaining to roads, and to

inspect same and pass upon the condition thereof.

RUDGE vs. STODDARD, LOVERING &•> CO.

A visit to the American house of Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering &
Co., and inquiries as to the position of affairs, we found that they
had no further information to impart other than that already given
that judgment had been found against them to the amount of
£5000, and that they had appealed to a higher court, and were con-
fident that a reversal of the decision of the lower court would be
obtained.
The English papers are at hand, and contain more or less in full

the proceedings of the Court. It seems to be a case of contract,

Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co. claiming that they acted as im-
porters, and in consideration of the buying of a certain number of
machines each year the Rudge people were to give them the ex-

clusive right to import. Finding the business unprofitable Messrs.
Stoddard & Lovering decided to stop importing, and after giving
Rudge notice and ample time and opportunity to place the agency
elsewhere, they sold the stock on hand to the Pope Mfg. Co., as
they claim they had a right to do, as they (Stoddard, Lovering &
Co.) had been to all the expense of establishing the business, and
had not been helped by Rudge financially to so establish the busi-

ness. The Rudge people claimed that by this action of selling out
to the Pope Mfg. Co. they placed an enormous connection into the
hands of the plaintiffs' rivals in trade, and for a time put an end to

the plaintiffs' American business. The plaintiffs had to start

de novo in America, and to lose two years in establishing their

business, hence they would be entitled to substantial damages.

A DECISION vs. A CTCLIST.
•

We received the following, taken from a Memphis, Tenn., paper

:

"In a damage suit brought by Carroway against Bahram and
Schwab, two local cyclists of Nashville, Tenn., whom plaintiff"

alleges frightened his mule with their wheels, causing injuries to

himself and members of his family, who were in the vehicle, a
judgment was reached to-day. According to this judgment Schwab
is relieved from all liability, but his companion, Bahram, is ordered
to pay to plaintiff damages in the sum of $200. This was the first

case of the sort to arise in Tennessee."
We have not all the facts in the case, we therefore cannot give an

opinion as to the legality of the decision. If Mr. Bahram were
using the highway in a proper way, and the mule became frightened
simply because he did not like the looks of the bicycle, then we say
the decision can be reversed. We would like to have the particu-

lars, as a matter of record.

The following clipping from Dental Office and Laboratory is sent
us, and the query is made, why cannot certain parts of cycles be
made of magnesium ? We reproduce the clipping and then we will
comment: "Magnesium is one-third lighter than aluminum, at
the same time more dense, harder and tougher. An article made
from German silver weighing 5.5 kg. weighs only 1 kg. if made 01
magnesium. Atmospheric influence is about the same on mag-
nesium and aluminum, but while alkalis, such as ammonia or
soda, attack aluminum considerably, magnesium is not affected by
them at all. Magnesium is worked into objects having sharp
edges, screws, etc,, more readily and with better results. It takes
a high polish, is readily hammered and rolled; can be swaged or
pressed like tin into any shape. It is at present about one-fifth
cheaper than aluminum." We doubt if magnesium could be U6ed
in the manufacture of cycles in sufficient quantities to materially re-
duce the weight of wheels. It could not be used in tubing, hence
the frame must be of steel. For rims it would be useless, and so it

could only be used in the smaller fittings, if at all, and hence its

application would be of no practical value in reducing weight.

CORRESPONDENCE.
[ The Editor of this paper is not responsible for opinions expressed and state-

ments made in this department. He also reserves the right to expunge all matter
which in his opinion is improper.}

AN APPEAL FROM MISSISSIPPI.

Editor Bicycling World: For three years I have worked and
struggled to make Mississippi heard and known of in the L. A. W.
1 spent my money freely in advertising the League, and at night
away from my business I wrote letters to every little city in this

State, laying before them the grand advantages of the L. A. W. and
good roads. The first year I enrolled seventeen members, the
second we had eleven, this year we have only eight. Why is this?

I will tell you.
1

.

The League meets are all held in the extreme East and we must
lose in travel alone seven days attending them.

2. All our officers might as well be in Europe "to us" for the atten-

tions they pay us.

We must come nearer them or they us, or we are a "dead letter."

We have over 100 wheelmen in the State and I must have assistance
in the form of a boom, or I must give up.
Why cannot we have the next meet at St. Louis, New Orleans,

Memphis or Louisville?
I would like to hear from Consuls Bernays, Hodgson, Lamb,

Tennessee, and if the majority overrule these points we will not
make any complaint, but we must have a meet in May, where all

our southern wheelmen can participate.

There will be a meeting of the Greenville Wheelmen, Monday
night, for the purpose of discussing a southern meet.

Will Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee and Kentucky ex-

press their views as regards a southern meet, and the point at which
it should be held and when. George Clarke,

Chief Consul Mississippi.

ROUTE GIVEN.

Editor Bicycling World: I enclose information on the two routes

asked for by L. A. W. 17,396, on page 444 of your last week's issue.

I have been over these roads twice, and think the information
almost correct.

WHEELING, W. VA., TO SALT/MORE, VIA NATIONAL PIKE.

Wheeling, W. Va., Hotel McLure, to West Alexander, 15 miles,

level, fine; West Alexander to Brownsville, Pa., Hotel Barr, 41
miles, very hilly, good, via Washington, Pa., and Claysville 17
miles, and Hillsboro 12 miles; Brownsville to Uniontown, Hotel
McClelland, 12 miles, very hilly, fair; Uniontown to Frostburg,
Md., 52 miles, mountainous and dangerous, summit 6 miles, Sum-
merfield 16 miles, Petersburg 4 miles, Grantsville 12 miles; Frost-

burg to Cumberland, Hotel Windsor, 11 miles, level, fair; Cum-
berland to Hancock, 40 miles, hills and mountains, poor; Hancock
to Hagerstown, Hotels Hamillon and Franklin, 26 miles, hilly,

fair; Hagerstown to Frederick,«24 miles, rolling, fine; Frederick
to New Market, 7 miles, rolling, fine; New Market to Baltimore,
Hotel Carrollton, 40 miles, rolling, fair; total distance, 268 miles.

Straight through from Frostburg, Md., follow telegraph poles.

From New Market to Washington, D. C, via Mechanicsville, is

40 miles.
BALTIMORE TO PHILADELPHIA-

Baltimore, Md., Hotel Carrollton, to Bel Air, 23 miles, pike,

rolling, fair, via Harford Road; Bel Air to Lapidum, 14 miles,
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clay, rolling, fair; Lapidum to Port Deposit, cross Susquehanna
on tug boat, 15 cents; Port Deposit to Oxford, Pa., 16 miles, clay,

rolling, good; Oxford to Avandale, 11 miles, clay, rolling, good;
Avandale to Kennett Square, 5 miles, clay, rolling, good; Kennett
Square to We6t Chester, Hotel Mansion, 12 miles, clay, hilly,

good; West Chester to Paoli, 9 miles, clay, hilly, fair; Paoli to

Philadelphia, Hotel Colonnade, 14 miles, pike, rolling, fine; to

Colonnade Hotel, 5 miles, 52d to Park to 25th street, to Hamilton
to 22d to Filbert; total distance, 109 miles. Frank G. Lenz,

Pittsburg, Pa. L. A. W. 14,866.

'SETAGAG" SAT UPON.

Editor Bicycling World: In your issue of February 7th, your
correspondent "Setagag," in his notes on Buffalo cycling matters,

makes a personal attack upon the Ramblers' First Lieutenant, Mr.
W. V. Houck. At the monthly meeting held March 4th, the un-

dersigned was instructed to notify you that aforesaid correspond-

ent does not voice the sentiment of the club, and it was unani-

mously resolved that you be requested to state that no such senti-

ment exists towards the First Lieutenant, and request that in t>e

future you publish no personal attacks upon the character of our

officers and members. I have the honor to be,

Very respectfully, Richard F. Kelsey,
March 12, 1S90. Corresponding Secretary.

ROUTE WANTED.

Editor Bicycling World: Would like to hear, through the

columns of the World, from some wheelman, regarding best route

(one of interest) and condition of roads from Chatanooga, Tenn.,
via Mammoth Cave, to Louisville, Ky. Respectfully,

R. S. Prunty,
Grayville, 111. L. A. W. 18,737.

'TONEY" IS CORRECTED.

Editor Bicycling World: In the last number of the Bicycling
World your correspondent "Toney" makes a series of misstate-
ments about Messrs. Davis and Bailey, and the Harvard Bicycle Club,
that, in justice to them, ought to be corrected. He says: "it will

be remembered that at the last interscholastic meet, Davis and
Bailey, of Harvard, were disqualified for racing on safeties against
ordinaries. Although it is rather late to refer to the matter, it

may be well to state that at that time the Harvard men, and in faft

all the members of the interscholastic had great respedt for the rules

the L. A. W. , which, I am sorry to say, they have not at the present
time. The managers of the meet had promised the general public
that these two riders (who, by the way, were two of the main draw-
ing cards) should race in this event. Had they not promised this

the riders would have been allowed to withdraw, but as it was, the
managers felt in duty bound to insist on their riding. Now that
the racing committee of the L. A. W. have amended rule G, the
college men are highly indignant and claim that it was aimed at

them. They propose to enter racing representatives of both the
Bicycle and Athletic Clubs of the college, and if need be, allow the
Athletic Club to pay the expenses of its racing men."

In the first place neither Mr. Bailey nor Mr. Davis ever rode in
an interscholastic race. Doubtless "Toney" referred to the inter-

collegiate race.

In the second place, all the Harvard men were extremely dis-

satisfied with the racing rules of the L. A. W. last year—as Mr.
Davol can bear witness to—and if they had had half the backing
that they have now by the Athletic Clubs, they would not have run
their race meet under L. A. W. rules last year.

In the third place, the "managers" had not promised any one
that any man would compete. Each college sent down what com-
petitors it chose, and there were no "managers" of the meet at all,

as "Toney" uses the term.
In the fourth place, neither Mr. Davis nor Mr. Bailey wished to

withdraw, and if they had there would have been no question about
"allowing" or not allowing them to. To read "Toney's" article

one would suppose that the Collegians were professionals, hired by
the "managers" to amuse the "general public."

In the fifth place, I have not heard a college man "claim that it

was aimed at them," nor have I seen such an opinion mentioned by
a college paper.

In the sixth place, not a single bicycle club belongs to the inter-
collegiate A. A., and hence can send no representatives to the an
nual meet. The bicyclers that go, go 6olely as representatives of
the athletic associations. Yours, Kenneth Brown.

"TONEY" IS CORRECTED.
Editor Bicycling World: It is perhaps childish to reply to so

utterly mixed up and senseless a statement as that of Mr. "Toney,"
which appeared in your last issue. For his own sake, however, I

should advise Mr. "Toney" to suppress any further effusions on
college matters until better informed. In the meantime, permit
me, through your columns, to ask him whether by "last inter-
scholastic meet" he means the 1889 intercollegiate championships?
by "members of the interscholastic," undergradutes of American
universities? Whether "managers of the meet" stands for officers

of the I. C. A. A. ? and finally, what he means by "drawing cards,"
and the extraordinary sentence, "Had they not promised this, the
riders would have been allowed to ivithdravj , but as it was the
managers felt in duty bound to insist upon their riding."

Sincerely yours, R. H. Davis.
March 16th.

HONOR TO WHOM HONOR.

Editor Bicycling Worla : In the rather plethoric "report of Com-
mittee on Improvement of Highways," published in your issue of
February 21st, Dr. Butler not only seems to me to have overpraised
his committee and their partisans, and lathered a few men and in-

stitutions, who, perhaps he hoped to shave during the coming year,
if he had been re-elecfted—but he did gross injustice toothers. His
committee did not originate the road question, or efforts for road
improvement; other officers of the L. A. W. had been at work for
four years in that field, and their efforts had given Dr. Butler his
chance.

Differences in L. A. W. politics probably prevented him from
acknowledging the aid of George R. Bidwell,who, as every well in-

formed wheelman knows, has given more time, money, and personal
energy to the cause than any of the men so fulsomely praised in
Dr. Butler's report.

But the most conspicuous and unexplainable omission from his
lists of those who have been aiding the cause was that of Col. Albert
A. Pope, who has done more in personal time and attention, in pay-
ment of the service of others, in contributions to funds, in distribut-

ing literature on the subject, in giving public addresses, and in se-

curing the interest and co-operation of influential organizations not
otherwise drawn into the movement, than all the others mentioned
in Dr. Butler's report.

As one who has been interested for several years, and particularly

the last year, in securing for Massachusetts some legislation for
better roads, I have taken pains to know how things have gone on
in this matter. Dr. Butler came to Col. Pope for a subscription to

a fund of five hundred dollars to publish his carmine-edged pam-
phlet, and Col. Pope gave him three hundred and fifty dollars. No
one else in the bicycle business or in the League membership gave
anj'thing to that fund, but two large asphalt companies gave the
small remainder. When the doctor wanted to publish the second
edition, Col. Pope gave him one hundred dollars more, and all the
rest of the world gave him eighty-five dollars.

It is true that Dr. Butler acknowledges in his report that the
Pope Mfg. Co. was anxious to contribute; but why does he so care-
fully put that company third, when it was first, and contributed
sixty-six per cent, of the funds?

Besides, speaking of contributions, Col. Pope contributecfall the
money for the purpose of securing legislation in Massachusetts,
and half the money for the same purpose in New York, and wher-
ever there has been money to raise, in Philadelphia or elsewhere,
he has contributed his portion.
But he has done and is doing much more than the contribution

of money. With his ability and position he has been able, and by
hard and persistent effort, has secured the attention of large asso-
ciations of influential men in different places, entirely outside of
bicycling interests, and capable of affecting legislation and public
opinion and highway improvement quicker and better than the

League can do, at least until its membership is larger, and its active
members hold more powerful positions in the large affairs of the
country than they do now.
Probably the delivery of his addresses, full of information ob-

tained at much trouble, and of practical force, have contributed
quite as much to the general public movement for better roads as

anything which Dr. Butler has mentioned in his report.

Of course it will be said that Col. Pope is able to do what he
does, and his business would be perhaps sometime remotely in-

terested pecuniarily in the result of this movement, and that he
doesn't need the praise of the L. A. W. Committee, but it is only
just to render honor where honer is due, and praise to them that

do well, if for no other reason, at least to make it pleasant to se-

cure their good services in the future.

6th March, 1S90. Massachusetts.
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PRACTICAL SUPPORT TO ROAD IMPROVEMENT.

Editor Bicycling World: I have noted with pleasure the articles

on road improvement in your valuable journal. It struck me that

your readers would enjoy an original idea on the question and
something which may be a valuable hint to those who have means
to dispose of.

Early in 1889, Elias Becker, of this place, died, leaving an estate

of about $10,000 to his son Frank, with the proviso that if he die

without issue, which will likely be the case, the money is to be
used in building a turnpike from a stated point at this place north-
eastward past his old farm towards Buch's mill, four miles distant,

or as far as the money will reach. The specifications are given in

the will as to the kind of road to be made. Mr. Becker was early

in life impressed with the poor condition of our country roads and
resolved that if ever he could do anything to better them he would,
and this is the result of his resolve.

This is business. What is needed to make good roads is cash.

Let this good example be followed. Money spent this way will give

work to those needing it in a community and be a boon all around.
Tohn G. Zook.

Lititz, Pa , March 11, 1S90.

CYCLING FOR WOMEN.

The Buffalo Women's Wheel and Athletic Club numbers 50
members, most of whom are enthusiastic cyclers, though some
confine their exercise to walking. Cycling is growing in favor

among the fair sex, and physicians are beginning to prescribe it as

one of the most healthful forms of exercise for their woman
patients. In this case, contrary to tradition, they are willing to

take their own medicine, and many instances might be cited in

which they have discarded the conventional doctor's horse and
buggy for a bicycle, as being more conducive to health. Dr. Frank
H. Potter * * * is a strong believer in cycling, and when
speaking of the subject, said :

"There is no better exercise. It does what all exercise should
do, compels the patient to be out of doors, filling the lungs at every
breath with fresh air. It is, moreover, gentle, enticing and ex-
hilarating. No exercise is entirely beneficial from which all pleas-
ure is eliminated. It has this advantage over the gymnasium work,
that it is not exercise only for exercise's sake, but adds to it the
pleasure derived from the constantly shifting scenes of even a city

road. Yes, it is good daily exercise, the only danger being that it

may prove so enticing that a rider will be tempted to go too great

a distance, not stopping to realize that the distance must be again
traversed on the home run. A rider should begin very gradually,
taking only short rides, until she becomes accustomed to the use
and strain of a new set of muscles. She should not at first de-
termine on any given destination, but ride on, never forgetting
that she must repeat the distance later, on returning. Bicycling
not only develops the muscles of the leg, but, if properly used, de-
velops those of the back, the chest, and even the arms, though
those perhaps are strengthened least of all. I decidedly deprecate
the practice of riding against a record. Such a stimulus is bad for

the individual and bad for the sport, as an excess sooner or later is

sure to» prove injurious and ultimately, through multiplied in-

stances, to bring the sport into disrepute. * * *

Yes, I prefer a bicycle even to a horse and buggy, and from my
own experience can say that I am far less fatigued after riding 50
miles on a bicycle than after the same distance in a buggy. I

could multiply cases in which women have been cured from almost
absolute invalidism by the judicious use of the bicycle. Unfor-
tunately, our women are not so strong as those of other countries,
and horseback riding for the average American woman is fre-

quently too severe an exercise when taken over our macadamized
roads. Again, we have not here large landed estates where horse
and rider can gallop at will across country. Even a gallop over
the park meadows which in itself would not be hurtful, must be
preceded by the hardest kind of a two-mile ride on asphalted
streets. For that, if for nothing else, I consider bicycling more
sensible and healthful "

Mrs. George E. Blacknam, wife 01 a prominent physician of
Dunkirk, writing from there says: "I have been a cycler for two
years, and can speak gratefully of the physical benefit I have re-

ceived from that exercise. I began in the summer of 1888, riding
a tricyclt-, taking short rides at first, thus obtaining the benefit
of out-of-door exercise and at the same time learning how
to use my muscles to the best advantage, untrammeled by any dif-

ficulty in maintaining my equilibrium. My husband, who is an
old cycler, was very particular that I should form correct habits as

to the position of the body, the placing of the feet on the pedals,
and the ankle action, thus from the firkt adding much to the
pleasure and ease of riding. So when I got my bicycle in the
spring of '89 I had only the mount and balancing to learn, which I

soon mastered, and was shortly able to accompany my husband on
his runs, short at first, but longer as my strength increased. The
lighter wheel and the perfectly easy use of the muscles make the
benefits to my general health very marked, and my enjoyment of
cycling has steadily grown. The fact that I was taught to ride

properly from the first, and never allowed to override in the en-
thusiasm of novitiate, has undoubtedly had much to do with
the excellent results in my case. As to length of rides, I first

limited myself to two blocks, and then lengthened the ride to Fre-
donia, a pretty little village three and one-half miles distant, re-

turning on my wheel after a short rest. In a few weeks' time I

could ride 10, 20, even 30 miles more easily than I could walk two.
My first long run was to Westfield, 17 miles, and I shall never for-

get the exquisite delight I experienced riding home in the early
morning. The sweet fresh air, filled with the song of the robin,
the blue bird and the song sparrow, the pretty wayside flower-;, the
swift passage over the smooth roads, with the glorious rising
sun just warm enough to be grateful, made it a ride long to be re-

membered My longest run in a single da}' was that from Dun-
kirk to Buffalo against a strong northeast wind. The bicycle has
been objected to by some as immodest and ungraceful, but prop-
erly ridden, properly clothed, it is neither. On the contrary, it is

a healthful, graceful, and pleasurable pastime."
Miss Foster, teacher of the gymnasium at the Woman's Union,

said : "I consider bicycling one of the most desirable out-of-door
exercises for woman, as it develops symmetrically her entire
physique. If a woman learns to mount properly and always to

maintain an erect carriage, it cannot fail to give her grace and
ease of motion. The fact that some women, and some men, too,

for that matter, allow themselves to stoop over when riding their

machines, has created a popular prejudice that bicycling has a

tendency to round the shoulders. My observation has been that,

as a rule, the women who ride bicycles are lithe, straight-backed,

and graceful." * * * —Buffalo Courier.

ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENT A WHEEL.
{BY GEO. D. MITCHELL.)

{Continued.')

We spent the night at Mainz, and early next morning we again
mounted our wheels and rode to Wiesbaden, the most popular
watering place in that part of Germany. We stopped for a drink
at the boiling springs, where the waters bubble out of the ground
at a temperature that is unpleasantly high, and I shall never need
any other souvenir of Wiesbaden, for anyone who takes a taste of
that water and forgets it must be endowed with an abnormally
active forgetter. We noticed two Hiedelberg duellists, exhibiting
themselves proudly, their faces covered with scars from sword
thrusts, and I concluded that a fellow was more liable to get
wounded at Hiedelburg University than if he joined the army. In
the afternoon we rode on twenty-five miles farther to Frankfort-on-
the Main. The roads were rather rough and dusty, and not by any
means as good as those of lower Germany and Holland. The bojs,
too, became even more mischievous than their Northern neighbors,
for, in the language of Homer, they literally "beat the Dutch," who
were certainly troublesome enough, and one of them threw a broom
into Von's wheel, which necessitated taking it to a repair shop.
On the way we passed a detachment of cavalry drawn up for dinner
by the roadside, on a piece of ground that the owner had just

finished carefully plowing. I was much better impressed with their

appearance than with that of any of the other soldiers we had seen.

The officers, especially, were making a valiant attack upon an
appetizing dinner spread in the shade, while the common soldiers

were out in the hot sun eating their soup, and the hungry brass

band, who had figuratively fallen into the latter article, we're forcing
strains of music f~om their reludlant instruments for the edification

of the said officers. The Germans are very proud of their army,
but when a regiment is marched into a village and billeted upon
the inhabitants, as in one town we passed through, I fancy they
begin to look upon it as a sort of costly luxury.

I consider Frankfort the most interesting German town we
visited. It seems to be a lively, progressive kind of place, and yet

plenty of fine old buildings remaining, and as the birthplace of sev-

eral eminent Germans it possesses an additional interest. I could
not help admiring Goethe's good taste in selecting what must have
been about the finest house in Frankfort to be born in, for I always
thought Shakespeare showed his lack of refinement in choosing for

a birthplace such an ordinary affair as the old cottage at Stratlord.
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Soon after leaving Frankfort we began to see the pine-covered

hills of the Odenwald looming up on the port quarter, and away off

to the right the faint blue of the mountains beyond the Rhine, in-

distinct in the distance, and looking like a bank of clouds. We
took dinner at Darmstadt, and beyond, as we pumped our way
rapidly along the Bergstrasse , a road constructed by the Romans,
the scenery began to be grander at every turn. We followed south

just on the skirts of the forest, with the fertile Rhine plain, fifteen

or twenty miles wide, expanding on our right, and the heights oi

the Odenwald to the left, crowned often with a crumbling ruin or

historical watch tower. Grape vines covered all the exposed slopes,

while the hardier fruits were found all the way from Frankfort

here, in the greatest abundance, and it was my only regret that the

fruit season was not quite here, for we wasted much time sampling
the overhanging green apples in search for a possible ripe one.

However, we hope to head off the grape crop somewhere down in

Italy.

It was Saturday night, and we selected as a pleasant place to

spend Sunday the White Lamb inn, at the little village of Gross
Sacksen, about ten miles from Heidelberg. Gross Sacksen is one
of the myriad villages that claim Charlemagne for a founder, and,

as the result of a mathematical calculation, if that worthy did really

found all the towns that he is said to have done, I can't see how he
had *ime to achieve his military victories unless he put in extra

long hours. We were much entertained watching the life at this

typical inn. All day Sunday Katchen was kept busy drawing beer,

and the common room was filled with a changing crowd, including
occasionally a soldier and an officer or two, drinking, gossiping,
reading the jokes from Fliegende Blatter, and singing songs with
choruses like, "Once more, ha, ha! Once more, ha, ha! We'll
empty the beaker down," etc. To give an idea of the cost of simple
living in this part of Europe, our bill from Saturday night to Mon-
day morning, nearly two days, was only $1.25 apiece. On reach-
ing Heidelberg we of course had to. ascend the hill and explore the
famous castle ruins, and see the great tun, and I made up my mind
from what the guide told me that about the most profitable invest-

ment a man could make would be an old ruin, for with its 500
visitors a day Heidelberg castle must yield a revenue of over $3000
a month. Heidelberg, however, it seems to me, aside from its be-
ing prettily situated at the mouth of the narrow Neckar valley, and
having the old castle, has little about it that is specially interesting,

for it does not impress one as being a great seat of learning, like

most other university towns, although they have a very good
duelling ground on the hillside.

It had been raining persistently for several days, and we were
getting quite discouraged with cycling in wet weather, when, on
entering the city of Baden-Baden I was cheered by a familiar
"Ah, there!" and looking up I beheld our friend, the Shah of
Persia, who had seen us in London. Although we had made
the journey all the way awheel, we had only reached Baden a day
behind him, as he had been visiting along the way, being enter-
tained with free lunches and the like. He was just coming out of
the great bath house, and he looked quite changed, for he had been
taking a bath. The Baden-Badeners were collected in front cele-

brating the event, and in the evening they had some fire work6 in
honor of the anniversary.
Baden-Baden, as everybody knows, is a great resort and a beauti-

ful town, and it is situated just at the head of the Black Forest, a
region singularly rich in legendary interest. We had to rise early,
of course, with the rest of the transient population, to go to the
Trinkkalle, and see the waters "get drunk," as one of the party
said. The appropriate thing then is to take a drink of the mineral
water—and make a great face over it. I confess 1 liked it better
than the Wiesbaden water, for I didn't take any of it, and, as a
gentleman said to me, the less you drink the better you like it. On
leaving Baden we made a detour into the Black Forest, instead of
pursuing the direct road along its edge, as we were desirous of
penetrating this interesting region, notwithstanding it was very
mountainous. We had a stiff climb of two hours, our first experi-
ence with a mountainous pass. The road led by numerous wind-
ings to a height of 1500 feet above Baden, and though the ascent
was gradual and the road would have been mostly rideable if in
good condition, we were forced to trundle our wheels most of the
distance, on account of the heavy rains of the preceding few days.
From the summit, however, we gained a view of the surrounding
pine-covered hills, with its few scattered cottages, that was a sort
of recompense, and with the magnificent coast that followed we
felt quite repaid. As we mounted out wheels I looked at my watch
and it was just fifteen minutes before we reached the characteris-
tically industrious village of Buhl, at the mouth of the Buhlerthal,
four miles from the top. It was the finest coast I ever experienced,
and with bells a jingling we swooped down the winding road at a
gait that seemed to paralyze the few natives along the way, to
whom the sight of a bicycle was evidently new, for no doubt the

local cyclists know better than to attempt to ride through the Black
Forest awheel. I have ridden the untamed toboggan down the icy

slide ; I have held on to my breath and the girl beside me as we
wrestled with the frisky roller coaster ; I have fled on the bucking
broncho before the pursuing prairie fire; but, all added together,
they could give but a faint suggestion of the sensation one experi-
ences when tearing at almost railroad speed down one of these
winding mountain roads, and the lowly monk in bis cell, if he
knew what he were missing, would throw off his cowl, renounce se-

clusion and investigate in a bike.

(_To»be continued.')

While in New York we had the pleasure of calling on Messrs. Banker A
Campbell at their store, which is situated at the Broadway entrance to Central
Park (1788 Broadway). Both members of the firm are young in years, but old in
the cycle trade, and being the riders they have proven themselves to be, their
opinion or judgment carries weight. They had a full line of Ormonde Cycles,
most of which Mr. Banker brought directly from the Stanley Show. Their lead-
ing wheel is their "Special Ormonde," weight 36 pounds, although they have road
racers at 30 pounds and full roadsters at 43 pounds. Their machines have the ap-
pearance of being very strong and rigid. The crank hanger is made in the form
of an arch, fitting over the chain wheel and carrying the ball bearings, outside ot

the chain wheel and immediately inside of the cranks, in the same form and man.
ner used in "Ordinary" bicycles; the bottom of the arch is firmly bra'ed to the
rear axle by a weldless steel tube on either side, as well as a double brace run-
ning to the head of the machine, an adjustment and construction, we should think,
which would not allow any twisting or side pull on the chain or rear wheel.
The frames are made by lap welding the joints instead of using solid lugs, and

it is by this means, they claim, that they are able to present so light a line ot

wheels.
The ladies' safeties are indeed pretty wheels and weigh 33 and 3S pounds, cuts

of which will appear in our columns very soon.
Their combination safety for ladies and gentlemen, at $115, seems like a good

machine to fill a want at a reasonable price.
Their diamond safety, at $100, will no doubt make its own way, for it is built on

sound principles and of strong material.
The "League" Safety, at $75, should become popular among riders who want s

wheel at that price.
We saw the model of a new saddle which Banker & Campbell intend manufac-

turing, and taking weight and results into consideration, it may prove a popular
saddle.
They are controlling a new safety stand for use in club houses and salesrooms

(a cut of which we hope to publish next week). It is just one foot square, is

hinged in the centre, and will fit any sized wheel without adjusting. We saw a
54-inch 20-pound Ormonde Ordinary Racer for Windle, brought over by Mr.
Banker.
The store is 90x20, two lines ot wheels the entire length of the building. They

will occupy another store in the same building April 1st, to be used solely for

renting and storage department.

D. Snitjer, of St. Louis, sends us the following notice of removal : "On or
about March 15, 1S90, we will remove one block west of our present location, to the
five-story building, 1 118 Olive street, where we will be pleased to meet all our
friends. We shall occupy the entire building, and carry a very large stock of
'Household' and 'Standard' sewing machines to meet the demands of our in-

creasing trade. Will also keep a full line of bicycles, including the Warwick and
Columbia wheels."

Singer & Co.'s catalogue comes to us replete with information of what the year
1890 can offer us in their standard goods. We must needs forgive this little hand
book for requiring the premium number of pages in which to tell its storv, for it is

a marvel of condensation, giving specifications of no less than nineteen patterns 01
wheels, and justifying the firm's claim to carrying the largest line of cycles in the
world.

Mr. Paul Hassenforder, the noted rider and Captain of the Belmont Bicycle
Club of Taunton, Mass., is handling the Swift Safeties, and will of course make
one of these wheels his mount for this season. The Coventry Machinists' Co.
notify us that they are suffering by reason of the dock laborers strike at Liverpool,
where they have many cases of their goods delayed in consequence thereof.

Mr. "Ned" Oliver has been in our midst during the past week, looking up
agents to represent his wheel, the New Era, a cut and description of which we
shall print in an early edition of this paper. As noticed in a former issue of the
World, Mr. Oliver, on severing his connection with Messrs. Gormully 4 Jeffery
Mfg. Co., intended to go out West and connect himself with a certain newspaper
enterprise. It, however, has transpired that the old love, the cycling business,
proved too strong for Mr. Oliver, and he accepted a fine offer from the New
Era Bicycle Co., of Chicago, which firm he has been most ably representing on the
road, establishing agencies and placing orders for his goods. In Boston he has
placed his agency for New England with W. W. Stall, No. 509 Tremont street and
No. 4 Warren avenue. This is sufficient guarantee that the New Era safety will
receive active attention, asd Mr. Stall expects to receive a large invoice of these
wheels at an early date.
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SECTION OF REAR HUB AND AXLE USED IN THE
HICKORY blCTCLES.

We present this week a cut ot the rear hub and axle of the Hickory bicycle.
A is the hub, made of rock elm, into which are driven the hickory spokes (14 in

number). On one end of this hub is tightly fitted the steel sprocket wheel, D, which
also covers the end of the hub and projects inwardly around the bronze tube, C,
which forms the "box" or bearing. The axle, B, is of hardened steel ground to

size (9-16 of an inch.) It fits the tube except for an inch of its middle, which is

made smaller as shown. Driven up to a shoulder on the end of the axle is the
steel connection, E, into which the supporting braces of hickory frame are
screwed, and through which is the oil hole, closed by a cap, I. Outside of this
last named part is the hickory fork, F, held in place by a nut, G, the fork being
screw riveted on each side of hole through which the axle passes. The oil hole
at I is of 22 calbre and one inch deep. The axle is bored with three holes, the two
through its diameter being intersected by the longer hole, the outer end of which
is tightly closed by a screw which may be removed should it be necessary to clean
out the oil hole. The part E has a set screw, H, which holds the axle against
turning while tightening the nuts, and by its removal a wire may be passed en-
tirely through the oil hole. By loosening the nut, G, and the corresponding nut at
opposite end of axle and removing set screw, H, the axle may be revolved 1 2

turn, thus bringing in use a new bearing surface. The combined sprocket wheel
and hub band has at its outer end a projecting flange covering a portion of the
connection, E, and acting as a shield to prevent dirt from entering the joint. The
end wear is taken by two leather washers. The opposite end of hub is the same
except the oil holes and sprocket wheel.

Wl are just in receipt of the i8qd catalogue issued by Messrs. Bretz, Curtis &
Co. of Philadelphia. It contains full descriptions ani cuts of all the machines they
represent, the Invincible and the Referees, besides a full line of sundries. A
most beautifully executed half-tone reproduction of a photo of W. E. Crist on an
Invincible atfts as a frontspiece, while facing the page will be found a most ex
cellent picture of Mr. G. L. Morris, the famous English road scorcher mounted on
the Referee. The work is beautifully gotten up and artistically bound iu old gold
antique paper. We notice that Messrs. Bretz & Curtis offer a very taking looking
diamond frame machine at $100 to meet the demand for a medium priced machine.

W. W. Stall has a repair shop and mechanics therein that can turn out any
sort ofwork, no matter how difficult or intricate. Now is the appointed time to

have wheels repaired and fixed up for the coming season, for no matter if the snow
does fly at the present writing, good, dry roads, and spring's harbinger, the robin,

will soon be with us, and the fellow whose wheel isn't "fit" will get left.

Invitations are out for the wheelmen's reception tendered by the Pope Mfg.
Co. at their warerooms, No. 79 Franklin street. The date set for this event is

Saturday, March 29, and we are requested to state that in case any wheelman
in Boston or vicinity through oversight, does not receive an invitation, same will

be furnished with pfeasnre, by applying in person or by letter to the Pope Mfg. Co.
at the Boston office.

Stall's place at No. 509 Tremont street and No. 4 Warren avenue should be
called an "Emporium," as he carries a big line of wheels at all prices and kinds.
All pocket books and both sexes can be fitted out at Stall's. If you do not believe

it give him a call

.
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lowered cycles!^
WlH "^ " '"" line ° f Coventry Machinists' wheeVs and

27—Twelfth Regiment, X. V

FIX! URES.

MARCH.
,
games. Two miles handicap.

APtUL.
4—Philadelphia Championship 5-mile road race under the auspices of the Phila

delphia Item.
5—Seventh Regiment, N. Y., at Armory—bicycle races.

MAY.
24--" Ponv Tournament," at St. Louis, Mo. Address Harold Child Secretary

1012 Olive street, St. Louis. ''

28—Tournament at Hamilton, Ont.
30— Bay Stite Bicvcle Cluh races at Agricultural Park, Worcester, Mass Ad-

dress B. A. Lamo.it, Worcester, Mass.
30- -Maine Division L. A. W., annual meet, at Lewiston.
30—Road race, Irvington-Milburn, N J.
30 and 31—New Jersey Division, L. A. W., annual meet at Plainfield.
30—Pullman road race at Chicago, 111.

30—Rome, N. Y., Bicycle Club tournament.
31—Intercollegiate games at Berkeley Oval, New York.

JUNE.

4, S, 6—Missouri State Division meet at Columbia, Mo.
7— Hill climbing contest, Son-of-a-Gun Hill, at St. Louis, Mo.
7— Elwell parly starts for Europe.
9—New Haven, Ct., race meet.
14—Great century run, Orange to Philadelphia.
2S— hicago Cycling Club vs. Wilmington Wheel Club team race, Lancaster

Pike, Philadelphia, Pa.

JULY.
4—Open handicap road race, Cincinnati, Ohio, address J. E. Poorman, Sth and

Race streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
AUGUST.

16—Annual tournament St. Louis Bicycle Race Track Association, St. Louis
Mo. Address Harold Child, 1012 Olive street, St. Louis.
20—Detroit to Niagara Falls tour. Particulars to C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam ave

nue, Detroit, Mich.
'5- 26

.
27

—

L - A - W. annual meet and national championship at Niagara Falls,

SEPTEMBER.
1. 2— Hartford Wheel Club tournament.
12, 13— Peoria, 111., Cycle Club tournament. Address H. G. Rouse, Peoria, 111.

THE HARTFORD.
Perfectly InterchangeableBall Bearing All Around

and Warranted

.

PRICE $100

DON'T BE SATISFIED
with the mere statement that a machine is BALL
BEARING, for there are different kinds of BALL
BEARINGS. Just examine them, and if you find

that the balls revolve on a CASTING merely filed,

or even polished to a finish, they are CHEAP and un-
reliable.

HARTFORD bearings are fitted with a hardened
steel case, are not cheap, but ar.e expensive and durable.

WE COURT INSPECTION.

THE HARTFORD CYCLE CO,, Hartford, Conn.
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HEW MI ajBB-ni WHEELMEN.
"YOU PRESS THE BUTTON,

WE DO THE REST."
(OR YOU CAN DO IT YOURSELF.)

SEVEN NEW STYLES and SIZES
ALL LOADED WITH

TRANSPARENT FILM,

fc^For sale by all Photo. Stock'Dealers. Sendfor Catalogue.

THE^EASTMAN COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS:

13 Pearl Street, ... - Boom a*J.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1890—91.

President,

1AMES R.DUNN,
Massillon, Ohio

First Vice President.

DR. W. H. EMERY,
109 Warwick street, Roxbury, Mass.

Second Vice President,

GEO- R. BIDWELL,
313 W. 58th street, New York City.

Treasurer,
W. M. BREWSTER.

300 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

Secretary,
ABBOT BASSETT,

12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. Abbot Bassett, Secretary-Editor L. A. W.

:

Dear Sir—You are hereby authorized to publish in

the Official Bulletin the accompanying list of appoint-

ments upon the various committees of the League of

American Wheelmen, lor the current fiscal year. Ad-
ditional appointments will be announced at an early

date. Yours truly, James R. Dunn,
New York, March 11, 1890. President L. A. W.

Appointments

Membership Committee.

san ford Law ton ..Springfield Mass.
George C. P> nnell Elizabeth, N. ].

Committee on Improvement of Highways

.

Isaac B. Potter, Esq Potter Bldg., New York
Albert Mott 203 Lenox St , Baltimore, Md.
Maj. Chas. L. Burdet Hartford, Conn.

Committee on Rights and Privileges.

Samuel A. Boyle, Esq Philadelphia, Pa.
Chas. F. Cossum, Esq Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
IS. Dean, Esq »S State St., Boston, Mass.

Committee on Rules and Regulations.

W. A. Davis. 340 S. Leavitt St., Chicago, 111.

Miehael Furst, Esq 16 Court St. .Brooklyn, N. Y.

Transportation Committee.

W. M.Brewsi-er 309 O live St., St. Louis, Mo.
Racing Board.

Chas. S. Davol Warren, R. I.

George Collister 147 Ontario St., Cleveland, Ohio
Robert D. Garden Chicago, 111.

W. H. DeGraaf 47 W. 14th St., New York.

Hotel Committee.

George S. Atwater, \i\o Penn. Ave., Washington, DC
H. H.Hodgson. .13 CarondeJtt St., New Orleans, La
W. C. Marion 1255 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y

Ohio.

Additional Local Consuls.

Carey, Wyandot County, Harry P. Felter.

Greenville, Darke County, W.J. Klinger.
Mt. Vernon, Knox County, Fred S. Crowell.

Additional Hotels.

Carey, Gait House, $2.00; to L. A. W., $1.50.
Mt. Vernon, Curtis House, $2.00; to L. A. W., $1.50.
Cut this out and paste on blank page of "Addenda."

Dr. William D. Kempton, Sec.-Treas.
Cincinnati, March 15, 1890.

Illinois

Local Consuls are appointed for :

Aledo, Jas. A. Gilmore.
Dwight, Vinton S. Wright.
Galva, Jno. S. Wood.
Geneseo, E. A. Beck.
Lexington, W. H. Council.
Morris, S. C.J. Peterson.
Toulon, D. S. Hewett.

W. A.Davis, C. C.

Illinois T. A. W. Hotel.

La Place, Wine House, rate $1.00; regular rate $1.50.
Bloomington, Windsor Hotel, rate $1.50 per day;

regular rate $2.00 and $2.50. W. A. Davis, C. C.

Missouri Appointments.

D. L. Baylor is hereby appointed Local Consul for
Purdy and vicinity. Fraternally yo irs,

St. Lou's, March 14, 1800. Robt. Hoim, C.C.

Missouri Hotel.

No official hotels have been appointed for the follow-
ing towns to date

:

Booneville, Edina, Memphis, Bonne Terre, Kirk
wood, Joplin, De Soto, California, Purdy.
Local Consuls are urgently requested to give this

matter their immediate attention- Application forms
can be had of the undersigned. Fraternally yours,

St. Louis, March 14, 1890. Robt. Holm, C. C.

Illinois Division.

Board ol Officers' meeting at the Commercial Hotel,
March 8th, 1890, Chicago, 111.

Meeting called to order at S.30 P. M., with Chief
Consul W. A. Davis in the chair.

Roll call showed the following members present:
W. A. Davis, Chief Consul; W. H. Osman, Vice
Consul; T. F. Sheridan, Secretary-Treasurer; Divi-
sion Representative—Chas. E. Randall, Fred Pattee,
F. W. Gerould, H. W. Foltz, W. S. Reed; Club Rep
resentatives—E. S. Barnes, Capital City's, Springfield;
W.J. Nichols, H. C. Kinsely, 111. C. C., Chicago; G.
D. Chisholm, Washington C. C, Chicago.
Twelve members being: present, the Chief Consul

declared more than quorum and ready to do business.
The minutes of the September meeting of the Hoard

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Bicycles and Tricycles.

Get our prices on second-hand wheels be-

fore purchasing.

REPAIRING
of all descriptions at reasonable prices.

SIDWELL&SABEN
182 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON, - - MASS.

were read, and no objections being entered the Chief
Consul declared them approved.
The Chief Consul explaint d the reason for the call

to a special meeting in a general manner to be the
formulating of some system by which good roads
might be obtained in Illinois.
The Secretary-Treasurer gave a verbal report of the

financial standing of th.- Division, which showed a
cash balance $700.00.
The Treasurer's bonds, which had been, referred to

the Finance Committee at the September meeting
($ioco.co) were read, and on their recommendation
approved.
An informal talk was indulged in on road improve,

ments, and in order to get the matter before the meet-
iag Secretary Sheridan moved that the Chief Consul
appoint a committee, to consist of five members, to
formulate some system by which a Road Improvement
Association could be organized in Illinois, the com.
mittee to be known as the Road Improvement Com-
mittee of the Board, seconded by Messrs. Randall and
Gerould. Mr. Barnes offered an amendment that the
committee consist of fifteen members, and argued that
it would be too much work for five members, seconded
by Mr. Pattee. On a vote the amendment was lost.
After a protracted discussion as to what the duties of
this committee were to be.
The sense being that they were to investigate as to

how far any work of road improvements had been done
in Illinois; what laws there were in existence thereto.
To see by what means horsemen, farmers and others

might be interested in good roads in our Common
wealth, and to make a report of the same to the Chief
Consul, with recommendations as to how an organiza
tion may be formed, said report to be published in the
Bi. World and Bulletin.
The vote being taken on the original motion, it was

carried.
The Chief Consul appointed as that committee :

Messrs. W.J.Nichols, Chicago; G. D. Chisholm
Chicago; E. S.Barnes, Springfield; W. H. Osman!
Ottawa; Fred Pattee, Peoria.
Mr. Barnes moved that the committee form a report

within thirty days. It was amended to the effect that
the Chief Consul be allowed to use his discretion and
not cramp the committee for want of time. The amend-
ment was carried, and the motion as amended being
put was carried also.
Messrs. Randall and Sheridan moved and seconded

that legitimate expenses of the said committee be de
frayed by the Division ; carried.
Secretary Sheridan moved the Chief Consul appoint

a Rules and Regulations Committee.consisting of three
members, to whom all amendments ol the Division
Constitution might be referred; being seconded by
Mr. Randall and put to vote was carried.
The Chief Consul appointed, as such committee,

Messrs. Randall, Sloan and W. C. Thome.
These appointments led to a discussion as to whether

we had any constitutional power to appoint a commit
tee some ofwhom were not members of the Board, thi
sense of the meeting being that we had not. The
Chief Consul withdrew the names of Messrs. Sloar
and Thorne, and substituted the names of Messrs
Gerould and Reed.
Mr. Chisholm moved that the Chief Consul appoint 11

committee of three to be known as the Membership
Committee, to formulate a plan and have charge of the
missionary work for the Board. Seconded by Mr.
Pattee; carried.
The Chief Consul appointed as such comnvttei

Messrs. Fred Pattee, H. W. Foltz, H. C. Kinsely.
On motion of Mr. Randall the Chief Consul was in

strutted to see what arrangements could be made with
some Illinois paper, to publish our official notices, and
aid us in our road improvements, the said paper to be
the official organ of the Illinois Division. Being
seconded by Mr. Chisholm and put to a vote was cai
ried without a dissenting voice.
Tlie meeting then adjourned.

Thomas F. Srbridan, See.-Treas.
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Division Officers.

Consuls and agents should draw upon Division Of
ficers for supplies of Application and Renewal Blanks
and for League literature of all kinds. Post Office ad
dresses will De found below

:

California—Chief Consul, R. M. Thompson , Oriel
Hotel, San Francisco. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D.
Sheldon, 126 Davis street, San Francisco.
Colorado—Chief Consul, Edward S. Hartwell, 1319

Sixteenth street, Denver.
Connecticut—Chief Consul, David J. Post, Drawer

747, Hartford. Secretary-Treasurer, Edward A. De
Blois, Drawer II, Hartford.
Delaware—Chief Consul, S. Wallis Merrihew,oo6

Tackson street, Wilmington.
District of Columbia—Chief Consul, George S.

Atwater, 1230 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington.
Secretary-Treasurer, W. H. Stearns, 1421 G street, N.
W., Washington.
Illinois—Chief Consul, Wm. A. Davis, 340 South

Leavitt street, Chicago. Secretary-Treasurer, Thomas
F. Sheridan, 141 1 North Fourth street, Springfield.

Indiana—Chief Consul, Harry T. Hearsey, 149 No.
Del. street, Indianapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. N.
Smith, Terre Haute.
Iowa—Chief Consul, Tames B. Green, 711 Locust

street, Des Moines. Secretary Treasurer, Walsteirj

Seymour, ad and Walnut street, Des Moines.
Kansas—Chief Consul, W. C. Bradley, Western

Security Co., Ottawa. Secretary-Treasurer, Otto H
Wulfekuhler, Leavenworth.

Kentucky—Chief Consul, Andrew J. Lamb, Box
65, Louisville. Secretary-Treasurer,G. E. Johnson,
1919 Floyd street, Louisville.
Louisiana—Chief Consul, Harry H. Hodgson, 1 \

Carondelet street, New Orleans. Secretary-Treasurer,

J. W. Dodge, 893 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
Maine—Chief Consul, Dr. G.E. Dow, 507 1-2 Coi

gress street, Portland. Secretary Treasurer, \. L. 1 .

Cummings, Biddeford.
Maryland—Chief Consul, Albert Moti 203 Lenox

street, Baltimore. Secretary-Treasure* , G. W.H. Carr,
Box 675, Baltimore.
Massachusetts—Chief Consul, Dr. W. H. Emery,

109 Warwick street, Roxbury. Secretary-Treasurer,
Chas. S. Howard, Globe office, Boston.
Michigan—Chief Consul, A. B. Richmond, 370 So.

Lafayette street, Grand Rapids. Secretary-Treasurer,
C. A. Conover, Coldwater.
Minnesota—Chief Consul, T. M. Slosson, Box $80,

Minneapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. W. Laird,
Winona.
Missouri—Chief Consul, Robert Holm, Anheuser

Busch Brewery, St. Louis. Secretary-Treasurer, J.
H. Kelley, Smith Hardware Co., Sedalia.
Nebraska—Chief Consul, Frank N. Clarke, First

Nat'l Bank, Omaha.
New Hampshire—Chief Consul, Frank A. Mc-

Master, 101 Ash street, Nashua. Secretary-Treasurer,
Frank O. Moulton, Manchester.
New Jersey—Chief Consul, Dr. G. Carleton Brown,

40 Orchard street, Elizabeth. Secretary-Treasurer,
Geo. C. Pennell, Elizabeth.

New York—Chief Consul, W. Sheldon Bull, 754
Main street, Buffalo, N. Y. Secretary-Treasurer,
George M. Nisbett, 50 Wall street, New York City
Ohio—Chiet Consul, M. A. High, 16c Vine street

Cincinnati. Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. W. D. Kemp-
ton, 550 Freeman avenue, Cincinnati.
Pennsylvania—Chief Consul, Samuel A. Boyle,

Ass't Dist. Atty, Philadelphia. Secretary-Treasurer,
John J. Van Nort, Scranton.
Rhode Island—Chiei Consul, Chas. S. Davol, War-

ren. Secretary-Treasurer, Nelson H. Gibbs, 21 3 West-
minster street, Providence.
t>-jvE<-see—Chief Consul, Joseph R. Wilson, Jr.,

Clarksvihe. secretary-Treasurer, B. A. Patch, Clarks
ville.

Texas—Chief Consul, Geo. C. Arbuckle, Room 5,
Merchants' Exchange, Dallas.

Vermont—Chief Consul, H. A. Webster, Mont-
pelier.

Virginia—Chief Consul, Ira B. White, 16 Nolls
court, Norfolk. Secretary-Treasurer, Alex. K. Schaap,
617 E. Broad street, Richmond.
West Virginia—Chief Consul, Clarence. E. Irwin,

150 No. F street, Wheeling.
Wisconsin—Chief Consul, V. Mum lord Moore, 94

19th street, Milwaukee. Secretary-Treasurer, W. £.
Simonds, 382 East Water street, Milwaukee.
Foreign Marshal—Joseph Pennell, care J. S.

Morgan & Co., 22 Old Broad street, London, E. C.
England.

L. A. W. Renewal Blank, 1

Fill out this blank, enclose $i to pay
your dues to April 30, 1891, and send
to Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston,
Mass.

Stamp must be enclosed if sender
wants receipt. Otherwise the ticket

must be the receipt.

Don't Forget to send your Number.

Don't send checks for $1.

Write very plainly

—

printing pre-
ferred.

Stamps of a denomination above
two cents will not be received.

If you live in one State and have
your mail sent to another, state the

fact that you may be located with the

Division in which your home is.

If you desire your address changed,
make the request on another sheet

than this.

Ticket holders, 25 cts. ; with name
stamped, 50 cts.

Folio

Leave space above this lin; Wan

Number

Name,-

Street and Number \
or P. O. Box, f

City,

State,

Club

Enclosed for Solder cts.

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.
ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you will find $ for initiation Jee and dues in the

League oj American Wheelmen to April 30, i8gz. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years of age, and that I am an amateur

within the meaning oj the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, ot Box,.

References: City,

State,

Enclosed. for Holder.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first half year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and <o cents during the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $2.00 with this blank on any date between date ol paper and Oct. 31, 1890. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps wUl not be received.

a»- II you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best call skin, with a receptacle for ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and ecket for per

onaljcards send < cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send <;o cents extra. Leave the margins M using ihtt blank
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There is no better wheel in the market to-day than the Warwick Perfection. It is not sold for

cheap money, nor is it made of cheap material.

PRICE $135.

SEND FOB

CATALOGUE.

WITH BRACE REMOVED

IT MAKES A

Liffht and Superior

*

Ladies' Wheel,

To facilitate delivery of goods, we have arranged with the following firms to supply you in

their respective territory. They will he our exclusive wholesale dealers, and it is their mission to aid you
in every way. Address them for catalogues;:

For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Eastern Massa-
chusetts, A. O. VERY, 173 Tremont Street, Boston.

For New York State, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,
G. R. BIDWELL, 313 West sSth Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey, E. AXSDORF &CO., 11 Academy St., Newark, N.J.
For Southern New Jersey, and territory contiguous to Philadelphia,

EDW. K. TRYON, JR., & CO., 10 and 12 North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania, and Northern Ohio,
STANDARD CYCLE CO., 58S Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

WARWICK CYCLE MFC. CO.,

For Maryland, EISENBRANDT BROS. ,424 E. Baltimore St.,Baltimore, Md.
For Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Tennessee, and West Virginia,

J. E. POORMAN, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.
For the Northwest,

CHAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO., 293 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. SNITJER, 1012 Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope,
THOS. H. B. VARNEY, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Territory not named, Local Agents, or The Manufacturers,

Springfield, Mass.

$85!
Its equal is not to be

had for One Hundred.

Ball Bearings Every-

where. All steel. It is

the

L

SAFETY

made specially for us by

Messrs. Hillman, Herbert

& Cooper, Ltd. Y o u r

local Premier Agents can

supply you NOW, or we
can ship direct.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON, Manufacturing

401 & 403 Main St.,

Importer,

ORANGE, N. J.
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* PITTSBURGH *
THE

American

LIGHT

RAMBLER

NOW

IT IS

MONEY

IN YOUR

POCKET
TO

STOP

AND

ON

EXHIBITION

J. B. KAERCHER,
NO. 442 WOOD STREET.

LOOK
AT IT.

I. A. WESTON & CO.,
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.,

Manufacturers of

STRICKLAND & PIERCE'S
FAMOUS SPORTING SHOES.

THEY NEED NO RECOMMENDATION.

PATENT

Improved

Suspension

Steel Wheels.
All grades and sizes,

from 12 to 42 inch di-

ameter, in quantities,

for Bicycles, Tricycles,

Velocipedes, &c, &c.

Safety Wheels a

Specialty.

Those contemplating

manufacturing such will

do well to write us for

prices.

TEMPLE CYCLE EXCHANGE,
47 & 49 State St., Chicago.

Best equipped bicycle house in U. S. Fintst riding
school in Chicago. High and medium grade

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CYCLES.
Good exchanges made for secondhand wheels. Write

for catalogue. Mention this paper.

RALPH TEMPLE, Managing Prop.

Men's Bicycle Shoe:
No. 1. Kangaroo, hand sewed $S-oo
No. 2. Kangaroo, hand sewi d $3 S°
No. 3. Dongolia, call $3.00

Men's Base Ball Shoe:
No. 1. Kangaroo, hand s< wed $7.00
No. 2. Kangaroo 5.00
No. 3. Russett, calf. 5.00

Sprint Running :

No. 1. Hand sewed $500
No. 2. Hand sewed .. 3.00

Agents should place their orders now to avoid delay.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE, Randolph, Mass.

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a
bottle of Wilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also
prevent Nickel and steel from rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on leceipt of 50
cents in stamps. Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.

Improved Automatic Telephones.
Pat. Nov. 30, 1SS0, and June u, 1SS1

.

For use between Office, Store, Resi
dence or Factory. Cheaper than Speak
ing-tubes throughout a building. These
new instruments (see above cut) are em-
phatically superior to all others for lines
within a mile.
They embody all latest improvement?

,

work splendidly in all kinds of weather,
and are great favorites with business men

.

Price Per Set, 87.50.
Over 2000 in practical operation in this

city. Send tor illustrated circular and
testimonials. Address

EDW. E. HARBEBT & CO
Dealers in Telephone and Electric Supplies 01

Every Description.
132 W. Van Buren Street, - - Chicago, III

The Cyclist, the leading paper ot England, is a
* well-filled newspaper, containing the earliest, the
best and fullest reports of all wheel matters. No other
paper covers the ground as the Cyclist does, and it is
not only the largest in size, but has by far the largest
circulation of any wheel paper. Edited by Henry
Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per year, including
postage.
AS* Postage stamps not received in payment.
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COVENTRY RIVALS.

Agents wanted. Exclusive Territory given. We want you to buy

through your local dealers, but if they can't supply you, we will ship

direct, express paid, to any part of the United States.

SEND FOB OUB 64-PAGE CATALOGUE, THE MOST COMPLETE EVER ISSUED.

SWEETING CYCLE CO., 639 Arch St., Philadelphia.
Sole U. S Agents for "Coventry Rival" Bicycles, Patent Silico Enamel Co., London, and the celebrated "Silk Cleaning

Cloths," 15 cents by mail, the greatest boon ever offered for cleaning machines.

Send to Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
Freeport, III., for Catalog.

Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 25th, 1890.

Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co., Freeport, 111.

Gentlemen.—After thoroughly testing your machines, we can

say that the " Paragon " is, in our estimation, the only Sfring
Frame Safety, and we consider the machines first-class in every

particular. * * * They greatly exceed our expectations

—

though we had great faith in your cycles before we had seen
* * * One of us took a spin on the "Paragon"

some four or five miles, and, although he had never ridden a

safety half a mile in his life, he coasted hills hands off.

* * * It was examined by two riders, who both said

"it is a Daisy." Yours, Frank B. Weeks & Bro.

WHY X» 11* that the entire Cycle Trade have copied the
aREFEREE" SAFETY.

The original Diamond Frame, DESIGNED IN 1886 (Patent Nos. 14,205 and 17,215; Registered Nos.

83,504, 115,900, and 116,849).

BECAUSE/ it is the best mechanically-constructed Safety in the World. We challenge our

imitators to excel

The " Referees "
For Lightness, Strength, Comfort, Speed, Design, Workmanship, Style, Finish and Improvements.

Holds |2 World's Records, and Won over ISO Frizes in five months.

BRETZ, CURTIS & COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
AGENTS WANTED. SOLE U. S. TMFOBTEBS.
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ONCE MORE WE SAYLITTLE GIANT.
THEN WE SAY UTILE DULCI.

Now we ask you why you should place your order early for the
LITTLE GIANT.
So as to secure what you want just •when you want it.

We know from experience that everybody wants the best.
We are prepared to furnish it at a moderate price.

It becomes a pleasure to supply the public with what they want,
when you know from experience that your goods will please them.
The LITTLE GIANT will bear the closest of criticism, therefore

we extend an invitation to all to examine it for themselves.
Price $35.00, it is needless to add, constructed of modern improve-

ments.

LOZIER & YOST BI. MFG. CO., Toledo, Ohio.

U. S. BRANCH:

6 &8 BERKELEY ST.,

BOSTON, MASS,

I CHICAGO, ILL.:

Sinner Cycle Co.,

AGENTS,

201 Randolph St. 352 Lenox Ave.

NEWYORK,N.Y.:

6. A.

AGENT,

Weight
Complete. Price.

Singer Safety, - 49 lbs., $135

Royal Singer Safety, - 40 lbs., 140

Light Royal Singer Safety, 32 lbs., 135

Apollo Safety, - - 50 lbs., 105

Intermediate Safety, - 39 lbs., 90

Miniature Safety, - 37 lbs., 75

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen,
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

Committee.

A. G. Spalding \ Bros.,

Makers of the Official L. A. W.i Sundries.

V^diJJS. League Regulation 1.25
Cli -5 -i.-f-c* League Regulation 2 OO
C5111JL l)o» No. XX Fine Cheviot ior hot

weather wear 1.00
C<-fnn|r{n <vrj Our celebrated LinenOLUl/JvlllgO* Sole Stocking, League

color 1.00

"Rol"i~0 No. X Silk, Edare's League color,
MJKjL Xia* white centre, Snake Buckle 50

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40

dllA^Q Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,ollUCS. hand made, light, str ng, elastic. 5.00
No. i, Canvas, leather trimmings.3.50

Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing ind Training Suits.

A, G. SPALDING & BROS.,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago
Philadelphia, 1022 Market St.

Browning, King A Co.,

Official Tailors of the L.A.W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broomejf Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only OfflcialTailorstotheL.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

Western Wheel Works,
Manufacturers of All Kinds of

BICYCLES, SAFETIES, ETC

CHICACO: NEW YORK:
495 to 505 Wells St. 35 Barklay St.,

40 Park Place.

icvcle T
MARCH CIRCULAR NOW READY.

Address

F. A. ELWELL,
125 PEARL ST., - - PORTLAND, ME-
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THE "GAZELLE,"

JUVENILE SAFETY BICYCLE.
The lightest and strongest machine of its kind yet

made. Tubular steel drop frame, with or without de-

tachable cross-bar, adjustable steel cone bearings for

wheels and crank. shaft, hard rubber handles, 24»and 26
inch wheels, with crescent steel rims, steel spokes and
3-4 Inch best rubber tires, reversible seat post, with
long and short bends, thus giving wide range of ad-
justment to suit children from eight to sixteen years of
age ; all wearing parts detachable and interchangeable

;

handsomely finished in nickel and enamel; weight,
with adjustable suspension saddle and tool bag, com-
plete, 34 lbs. Price $40,—and well worth the money,
in comparison with any other machine of its kind in

the market.
The '• Gazelle " has absolutely the strongest wheels

of sny bicycle made, large or small, and as the frame
is strong enough to carry a heavy man over the roughest
riding, tne machine will stand the rough usage to which
children's bicycles are frequently subjected , with little

danger oi breakage. The Ladies' "Gazelle," much
the same style as the above, with 28-inch wheels, chain
guard, and some additions and improvements, will be
ready in April. Will run about as light as a ball bear-
ing machine. Price $50. Liberal terms to agents.
We will deliver these machines at any place in the
United States, east of the Mississippi, where we have
no agent and which is reached by a railroad, at prices
named, transportation free. When ordered to be sent
C. O. D., an advance remittance of $5 will be required.

CRAWFORD & CO.,
1116 E ST., N. W., - WASHINGTON, D. C.

$3.00

Per Pair,

$3,00

Per Pair,

TOULMIN'S KANGAROO BICYCLE SHOES
FOB 1890.

Greatly improved. Best and cheapest Shoe in the
Country. Special Inducements to Agents. Send for
Catalogue containing rules for self measurement. Cor-
respondence promptly answered. Address
W- B. TOITLMIN, 285 Main St., Buffalo, N. T.

ELASTIC TIP CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Bicycle Handles of every Descrip-

tion, Pedal Rubbers, etc.

Spade Handles, complete, full nickel, $2.50 per pair
Forged Steel Spades, in the rough, with

bolts and grip, - $2.00 per pair
Spade Grips, Vulcanite, any style - $ .50 per pair
Double Grip Pedal Rubbers, . fi-75
Tire Cement, - . . - $ .25 per box
Electric Tape, - - . . $ .25 per roll

Bicycle Balls, spokes, etc.

Mould Work of Any Kind So'icited.

THE ELASTIC TIP CO.,
RUBBER SPECIALTIES,

Cor. Cornhill and Washington St., Boston.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ABE THE MOST

PERFECT.

Th
R
eu'b°bIr"°"BICYCLES
Tlre8. Factory Price. Our Price.

52 in $60 00 $32 40
1 50in 65 00 29 70a H 48in.... 50 00 27 OO
•Sa.-tfin.... 45 00 24 30
E~"344in.... 40 00 2| «0
= o«42in.... 85 00 |8 90

si

A. O. VERT,
New England Agent for the

SAFETY
BICYCLES

SEND FOIt CATALOGUE.
Small Boys' 20 In.. wheels, with Parallel Bearings.. .$|8 75
Large Boys' 24<ln., with Brake and Mud Guards 26 25
Ladles' or lien's 80 In., Ball Bearings to both wheels, 56 25
Ladles' or Men's 30 In., Ball Bearings ALL OVER .. . 67 SO
8T.A8OIS.

E. G. MEAGHAM ARMS CO,

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.

PERFECT POCKET OILER.

» if

—AND-

One-hall size.

For bicycles, Guns, etc. No Leakage. Throws only
small quantity of oil at a stroke. Handsomely nickel
plated. For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt
of price, 50c. each. CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172
9th ave., N. Y.

•(5YCIEJ?/

/* M D

/SE.rORi
•YSU /3UY

WM FF1 _

READ
OUR--*D$
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TAt_-GYG£P-

Jta/ap°rd
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Copyrighted.

SUMMER 1890.
Prof. P. le Perrier's European Tour
Through France, England, Switzerland on
Bicycles and Tricycles. For particulars,
terms, etc., address

Prof. P. Le PERRIER,
34 W. 40th Street, New York C ity

"Giant" Cycles.

-ALSO—

The Standard Sewing Machine

173 Tremont Street, Boston.

AGENTS WANTED,

TOE CLIPS
Are great things, but you can'tjump andwalkon them.
They are maae light and strong, and add to the looks

of your wheel. Great for riding hands off and
scorching.

AGENTS WANTED in every city or town in the
United States. Write for terms, etc. Mention this
paper, please.

RANKIN & BRUCE} { ^Ma^clSrers.
Box 103, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mail orders, (postage paid), will receive prompt
attention. Per Pair, 50 cents.

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Russet
Oider.

The juice ol russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Orab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance ot natural fniit ada

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermentcd juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh irom the
Brass, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ng and brilliant, but containing

no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED lS6{.
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Jersey-Fitting Supporter.

Bicycle Riders, Base Ball
Players, Athletes, Gyainasts
tell us that it is the best and
most satisfactory supporter
made.

Let every Sportsman
Try Them.

I Price 81.00. Will send by
mail on receipt of price. Send
size of Waist and Hip.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

No. 884. JHeavypHb.

FULL PANTS.
(Patented.)

S2S.

Heavy Rib.
Improved

double seat,

strap & pocket.

KNEE PANTS.

(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

CAUTION
We hold Letters Patent for
improTement on Pants,

Tights, Supporters, and Support Jacket,
as represented in these cats. Each garment
is marked H. & C, Pat. Dec. 3d, '89, and we
caution all dealers against selling any gar-
ments infringing on these patents. Gar-
ments not bearing our patent mark are
infringements, and parties selling them
will he held responsible to the extent of the
law. HOLMES & CO.

Athletic and Gymnasium Garments Manufactured by

HOXfilKEXSS <£ CO., lOS Kingston St., Boston
12 Styles Psycho Safeties, 7 Diamond Frames, 4 Ladies', 18 Weights.

WHITE DIAMOND, 27 and 30 lbs.

BLACK DIAMOND, 45 lbs.

RIPLEY ROADSTER, 38 & 42 lbs.

COMBINATION, 39, 44 and 50 lbs.

TANDEM, 79 lbs.

KING DIAMOND, 38 lbs.

STRAIGHT FRAME, 48 lbs.

LADIES', 34 lbs.

We offer more high grade safeties than all the rest of the trade combined.

CAPITAL CYCLE CO., - - - WASHINGTON, D. C.
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SAFETY BICYCI/ES.

Leading Styles. Fully Guaranteed. Weil-Known Manufacturers.

$18.00 to 100.00.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS.

L7S7UVr=S. BELLS St KLL HCCESSORIES.
LOWEST PRICES.

Bicycles Eepaired. Special Attention Given to Out of Town Work.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND TERMS.

NEW AND USEFUL
PERFECTION TIRE HEATER.

Price $1.50. Price $1.50.

Patented No. 323,686, Aug. 4th, 1SS5.

Loose Tires Cemented on the Road
in a few Moments.

Can be Carried in the Tool Bag.

A Simple Saver of Time, Money and
Patience.

Geo. R,

Can be procured of any dealer in Bicycles, or

of the Manufacturer,

, 313 W. 58th St., New York.

"ORMONDE
MGHT $OflDSTE$.

»

WEIGHT, 36 LBS.

HAND30ME, • LIGHT, • STRONG.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

BANKER & CAMPBELL, 1788 Broadway, New York.

AGENTS APPLY.

Cyciim Art, Enemy and Locomotion.

The most valuable, interesting, unique
and amusing book on

SCIENCE OF CYCLING
Ever issued.

It contains 300 pages 01 solid meat for

those interested in the

Art of Cycling as a Science.

Profusely illustrated and beautifully print

ed and bound. Price, $2.00.
For sale by the

Bicycling World Co.,

12 Pearl Street, Boston.

Free To Agents and Dealers
for one year,

THE BEARINGS,
the only first-class cycling paper in the West. Send
business card to

71 Randolph St., Chicago.

Send for sample copies everyone.

J. W. BATE & CO.,
No. 324 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN.

DEALERS IN BICYCLES.
55-inch Columbia L. Roadster, - $60
54-inch American Rudge, -

55
53-inch Rudge L. Roadster, - 60
50-ineh Volunteer Columbia, - - 45
The above are in the best possible condition.

Bells for Safeties,

75 cts., 85 cts., $1.25.

Free by mail on receipt of price.

"Wheelmen's Handy Outfit."

Perfect Whistle, with chain, Nickel 25
Perfect Oiler, unequalled 50
Screw Driver, warranted Vulcan steel, nickel 40
Buckle Locks, 2 keys, best cycle lock out, ad-

just, ble $1.00
Brush Tool, indispensable lor safeties 50
Handy Pant Hooks 10

Total $j.7 <
\\ e offer this combination, the best in each line, all

necessary, fice by mail for $j.oo; or separate, free by
mail on receipt of price.

Holland & Havener, Worcester, Mass.
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CYCLE MFG. CO.

Go slow my friend.

It is not all gold that glitters.

In selecting your mount for 1890, do not take it for granted that all

the little frills and attachments which are put upon wheels now-a-days

are improvements. Make sure that they are not really there at the sacri-

fice of strength and durability, steadiness in steering, easy running and

simplicity.

These qualities are to be considered before all others.

The Union Safety possesses all of them; if you doubt it, examine

and try one.

Office at Factory, HICHLANDVILLE, MASS.

Our EHgrlvtIx Year at tlxo Old JStaxacl.

W. W. STALL,
ODD FELLOWS' HALL,

509 TREMONT STREET, 4 WARREN AVENUE.

BOSTON, IMI^SS.
Safety Bicycles, Wholesale and Retail.

SOLE NEW ENGLAND AGENTS FOR

ST. NICHOLAS MFG. CO., - Chicago, 111.

INDIANA BICYCLE MFG. CO., - Indianapolis, Ind.

CAPITAL CYCLE CO., - Washington, D. C, PSYCHOS.
JOHN WILKINSON CO., - - Chicago, 111., ROVERS.
SWEETING CYCLE CO., Philadelphia, Pa., COVENTRY RIVAL.

We are practically headquarters 011 low-priced wheels especially, and are prepared to supply the

trade. Safeties for men at from $69.00 upward; Ladies at from $45 upward, and Boys at from $18.00
upward.

We offer the above goods to the New England trade, and solicit corre-

spondence -with agents and parties desiring to become such.
<(LIBERAL INDUCEMENTS TO LIVE MEN WHO WILL "HUSTLE."

Send 5 cents in stands for onv new Catalogue.
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* REFLECT fr

When you hear disinterested ( ?) agents of other makes of Cycles

warning would be purchasers of "BRONCHO" SAFETY BIKES

against the evils that will surely befall them if they buy and ride

a "BRONCHO" BIKE, that they see a VERY BIG GHOST In

their mind's eye. "WHOSE GHOST IS IT?" Can't you guess?

THEY are THROWING ROCKS at the "BRONCHO." "WHAT
FOR?" Can't you Imagine? Do men THROW STONES at

SHADOWS? Do men usually KICK SO PERSISTENTLY at

NOTHING? HARDLY. IT ONLY SHOWS THINKING

PEOPLE that they RECOGNIZE that, AT LAST, A SAFETY
BICYCLE HAS APPEARED, WORTHY the steel of the

NOBLEST FOEMAN of them all. A SAFETY BIKE that, at

ONCE, will iAKE A LEADING PLACE with the BEST

SAFETIES now before the public and KEEP WELL TO THE
FRONT, dividing the honors with the BEST of them. Oh, yes,

there ARE good machines built and sold by several makers in

AMERICA. There ARE good machines made ACROSS THE
WATER, imported and 6old here. BUT when any of these

AMERICAN MAKERS or AGENTS OF IMPORTED CY-

CLES, get up on your Shirt-collar and howl in your ear that

THEIR particular Wheel is the BEST, IN EACH AND EVERY
PARTICULAR, AND THAT ALL OTHERS ARE FRAUDS,

they are talking the WORST KIND OF FOG, because IT

SIMPLY ISN'T THE TRUTH. When a maker tells you that

there are but TWO makers of Cycles in AMERICA, the parts of

whos-e machines are INTERCHANGEABLE, set him down for a

man rammed PLUM FULL of MISINFORMATION. He is

making statements NOT SUSCEPTIBLE OF PROOF. He

either knows he is not talking according to HOYLE, or else he i6

TOO WOEFULLY IGNORANT to tie to. In either case HE
WON'T DO.

WHEN a man claims to be a WESTERN MAN and KNOWS
ALL ABOUT THE SKOOKUM, and talks disparagingly thereof,

because he NEVER HEARD of the WONDERFUL ANIMAL
with the PHENOMENAL TAIL, set him down as the sort of

man who could travel all day under the shade of a tree, and, at

night, turn round and POUR A DIPPER OF WATER ON THE
ASHES OF HIS LAST NIGHT'S CAMP FIRE. He had bet-

ter reflect on what JOSH BILLINGS once said, viz : "FRIENDS,

it is better to LET ON that you KNOW you are a FOOL,

than to try to carry the impression that YOU KNOW SO MANY
THINGS THAT AIN'T SO." .

GENTLEMEN, WE are getting WONDERFULLY GOOD AC-

COUNTS of "BRONCHO," and "the boys" who are being treated

to a chance to see and examine the NEW BIKE this week, South

and West, are writing us some RED HOT letters of CONGRATU-
LATION on our success in giving "the world" a NOVELTY, a

SURPRISE, and A WAY UP GOOD SAFETY BIKE COM-
BINED. A machine that will WIN LAURELS for every one who

rides it or handles it.

WE are MODEST, WE are BASHFUL and RETIRING, WE
don't claim that WE HAVE GOT THE BEST MACHINE IN EX-

ISTENCE, but WE DO claim that in 999 points out of 1000, WE
beat ANY MACHINE WE HAVE EVER SEEN, and WE HAVE
SEEN THEM ALL. Keep your eyes open for OUR CUTS and,

meantime, don't forget to send for our '90 "CAT." Don't forget

our THREE KNOT SKOOKUM OIL, OUR SKUDERDRAK'S
EMBROCATION, our LIVINGSTON'S "SURE CURE." Keep

your eyes open for cuts of our REAR HUB and note how surprised

you will be-at its SIMPLICITY and EFFECTIVENESS.

Good Agents should send for Terms.

WHITE * CYCLE + CO • f

WESTBORO', MASS., U. S. A.
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{Continuedfrom page 4J8.J

QUIDPROQUO,

BOSTON.

LOOK OUT FOR

COUNTERFEITS.

Imagine how Victor Hugo would
have felt if his second greatest ro-

mance had come back from the
printer with the name of the noble
hunchback Qua Si Modo, instead of
in the one fine, unmangled name,

Quasimodo. Somebody spoiled the name Quidproquo last week. If

1 blame it to you, Mr. Editor, you will say it was the proofreader,
probably; and if the proof reader says he "followed copy," what
can I do but lay it to the type writer. So there it goes. So many
things are interposed nowadays between the expression of truth by
one mind and the reception of it by another mind that it is a wonder
there is any truth current. Except, of course, Columbia Cycles,
which are truth in motion.

Now there ought to be some way
of bringing current statements, (as
well as current coins,) to the test

occasionally, to see whether they
are genuine, or are clipped, or dis-

torted way out of all truthful shape,
or even counterfeit entirely. I won't exaggerate, I'll only drop the

remark that there is one egregious error repeated in every copy of
this paper published since January ; then I subside for the present,

so that whoever is responsible for it, either by oversight, defective-

sight, or perverse-sight, may take it away. Somebody sees it ; and
he'll tell.

Speaking of counterfeits and

AS j.q tests,—any one can test some things.
For instance, you see the advertised

PRICES prices of some bicycles, or hear the
nominal prices made to suit the
trade. Now you can findjout whether

those are the real prices or not. If the machines are worth the
prices they probably are real ; if the prices are fictitious, the
machines probably are not worth them. See? One way to find out
is, of course, to see how many inducements a dealer will offer you
for buying a particular machine. Another way is to find out how
much discount the agent gets from the maker. If the dealer can
buy a machine listed at $115.00, direct from the maker for less than
$60.00, then the real price of the machine is not $115. See? It is

the same way in pianos. There are lots of $800.00 pianos'that you
can buy for $300.00.
The Pope Manufacturing Company make their machines worth

the prices ; then they cannot give long discounts to their agents

;

then their agents cannot afford to sell under prices. Again, that

company does not have to cut prices in order to work off its

machines, or to get something to try the next experiment with, or
to keep its creditors off.

EDITORS.

WE always like a cycling editor, a real editor of a real cycling

paper. There is something interesting about him. He is

not really crazy (we think), or he'd

CYCLING ^e m an asylum, but he must be an
enthusiast. Well, I had a call from
one the other day who could remem-
ber bicycling affairs "away back to
1883." Oh, my! There was a great

deal happened before that, especially during the next preceding
five years. But as to editors, the present editors of the Bicycling
World are the oldest, one having that title on this paper since

March, 1883, and the other beginning at that time as "editorial

contributor," as the other had been

SIX YEARS BEFORE before him Well, the Pope Manu-
iactunng Company had been in the

go bicycle business six years already.

The Columbia Bicycles had been
rolling along winning prizes and

making records, and gaining the confidence of friends, and win-
ning some profit to the makers, for them to distribute to the cycling
editors and authors, and the tournament makers, and those who
like to see races, and to the inventors. The manufacture had also

brought some useful dollars for the general press, and for educating
the great public, and for securing and protecting rights on high-
ways and city streets and privileges in the parks ; and, generally,
in making it pleasant for wheelmen to ride wherever they chose
to go.

ONE of the daintiest things in the cycle trade this spring,—
and why shouldn't we look for dainty things there once in

awhile? Secretary Bassett reported that there are 171 lady mem-
bers in the L. A. W. ; and then we know there are whole clubs of
lady riders that are not in the L. A. W., and a great many more
who do not go into clubs at all, but find it pleasant to form clubs of
two or three with their brothers and husbands.—The dainty thing

referred to just now is the Columbia

FOR PRETTY Ladies' Double Grip Pedal, for the
Columbia Ladies' Safety Bicycle. It

FEET takes a large name to describe it,

but it is really very small and pretty,

and just as suitable to a lady's foot
as the ordinary ones are to a man's. Of course the saddle on that
machine is specially made for ladies too, but the pedal is particularly
noticeable.

PEDALS are not of quite so much importance as saddles,

perhaps, but they may afford a great deal of comfort and
safety, or a great deal of danger. They were only half perfected
when the ball bearings were adapted to them. The struggle for

a hold, the danger of a slip. Who
that was bicycling before 1885 or so,

FLY FEET ^oes not rememDer the rat traps

and semi-rat traps, and shoe clips,

and pedal slippers, that were tried

and discarded? But, when some
five years ago, the Pope Manufacturing Company brought out the
"double grip" or "four leaved clover" pedal, it marked an era.

You know how a fly will walk a perpendicular wall and not slip, and
how you can put the bottom of your hand down on a table and
move, or even break the table before the hand will slip, because of
the suction grip between the hollow hand and the flat surface?
Well, that's the kind of a grip you get in two places on the sole of
your shoe when you use the Double Grip pedal, (besides, of course,
the hold that comes from the inclining of the surfaces to fit the sole

of the foot) ; and it might have been called the fly foot grip.

A PIC'S TAIL.

IN drawing you do not need to make a whole animal to show

what it is. You make the kink of a pig's tail, and your little

boy or girl can draw the rest. So it is with a donkey's ear, or a
goat's beard, or a gander's beak and neck. Of course one may

draw well or ill, or get his drawing
done for him, as a matter of execu-
tion ; but there is a character about
the advertising of concerns that lies

deeper than the finish which the

printer or the artist give to it, and
which enables you to know pretty well about a concern by its

"ads." The advertisements of the Pope Manufacturing Company,
for instance, during the last dozen years show several things about
the character of that concern. They show, for instance,

That they went in the business to stay

;

That they began a national business and not a local one

;

That they drew a strong bow, but not a long one

;

That they took a conservative, safe course in business

;

Likewise in the construction of machines
;

That subsequent developments have justified their judgment,
In matters where they made a specialty

;

That they drew in the best skill, knowledge, and ability,

In the matter of mechanics, engineers, and machinery,

Just as they have, in extending
The cause of bicycling with the public,

Drawn into the work the best artists and writers.

IT isn't necessary to tell the American public that the principal

offices of Pope M'f 'g Co., are at jj & 79 Franklin Street ; but

you ought to know that's where " Quidproquo " is to be addressed.
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bEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS Of (VCLlHQ.

Si.oo a Year.

5 cents a copy. BOSTON, 28 MARCH, 1890.
Volume XX
Number 22.

The current edition of Victor Safeties is being eagerly

subscribed for.

If your name is not yet written in the book, better send

it in soon.

Have you seen the machine? (We say the machine

advisedly.)

It is a very good "looker," but that isn't the best of it

—

it's a "doer," and ahead of anything else ever shown.

Illustrated Catalogue on Application.

OVE^A^i ttlHEEli CO., makers,
BOSTON. WASHINGTON.

Office and Factory, CHlCOPEE F^kkS, PASS,
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JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO
BICYCLE MAKERS OF THE

DIAMONDCATALOG ^y
FREE

$

SAFETY
STEEL TUBING, ERDF FDRGINGS and

BALL BEABHsTGS TO -A-LL
147 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

PARTS.

CONC6RNING DOGS.
We will mail it on receipt of 50 cents, and make a discount to dealers

by the dozen—not by the dozen dealers.

Dear resder let us for to-day, at least, sink any differences of opinion we may have as to what bicycles
should be made of, or what kind of bearings should be used, and, having done this, let us unite on the more
generally understood subjedt of dogs. Perhaps you are one of the 3S people who rode in a one horse car to at-
tend a meeting of "The Society For The Prevention of Cruelty To Animals." Perhaps you own a dog, if so,
we hope you have his res pe<5t. Dogs are not too particular, and they associate with many people who otherwise
would be lonely. We have often noticed that a mere stripling of a dog, one we wouldn't be at all afraid of if

we were on the ground, (especially ifwe had a hickory club) becomes, when we see him from the top of a safety
bicycle, a veritable "beast." When approached at such a time by a thoroughly dissatisfied
dog, we formerly wanted to kill him, though we rarely did it. When a dog so far forgets Jt*£~—
himself as to leave the legal shelter afforded by the dooryard of his companion, and goes /? J
out on the highway for the sole purpose of making it unpleasant for wheelmen, he is,

figuratively speaking, taking his life in his hands, and the law says we may kill him. B .t

the law stops here and doesn't furnish us with the facilities. Hence the actual death rate is

low. Our Paralyzer convinces, without permanent injury, and a<5ts on the memory wilhout
perforating the hide. It is a small rubber bulb, with nozzle and cap, and contains a fluid

oz. of ammonia. Held in the closed hand it is unnoticed. A slight pressure will throw a
fine jet of the liquid ten feet. The dog sees no motion and cannot know when to dodge.
Did you ever kick at a dog, miss him, and sprain your foot? and if you did, what did you
say? and if you didn't say it, what did you think? Notice the calm, confident smile on the
gentleman in our cut. Observe the dog's look of regret. We have copyrighted both,
though we didn't need to, for you can't make a dog look that way with anything else.

STERLING ELLIOTT, Newton, Mass.
P. S. Which the same is the party that makes the Hickory Wheels.

is the Safety, and the price of ordinary wheels is going down with a crash that is very sickening to

all the dealers. Wc are still ready, however, to take ordinaries in trade for all styles of new Safeties

and if yon can't make figures with your nearest local dealer, yon had better write to us; also, SEND
YOUR NAME IN FOR A COPY OF OUR 1890 CATALOG, which will be the finest thing in its line of the season.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., ST. LOUIS, MO., 311 N. 14th St.

PHEOIIE^ BlCVCLiES.
Apply at once for Local Agencies This will be a great year for PREMIERS.

The Catford at $140 00 and the Universal at $85 00 LEAD THEM ALL.

FAIRBANKS & COLE, EASTERN AGENTS, 145 Columbus Ave., Boston.
Examine our wheels or send for catalogue.
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements m this Department 20 cents a line.

JOT" Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken.

L, A, W BADGES,
The official design in solid gold.

Prices, $2.50, $3-S°> $S-°° an 3 up-

ward. Patented. Send for free

Catalogue and address orde rs to

C. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle St., Portland, Me.

Box 632.

Send 25 cents and get one of the
|

NewL. A'W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of rolled Silver Plate, oxy-
dized. Very neat and serviceable.

N. H. GIBBS.
PROVIDENCE, B. J.

OR SALE—46-inch Columbia Bi., $25; 50-inch

New Mail, ball, $45; 52-inch Victor, used but
little, $55; 54 inch Premier, $25 ; Swift safety, never
used, $115. EDW. P. BURNHAM, Newton, Mass.

OOK, LITITZ, PA., takes wheels in payment for

books, stationery, type-writers, organs, buggies,
cigars, steel engravings, printing, etc. Best party to

buy any new wheel of, and has the choicest bargains in

second-hand wheels. $250 Humber tandem, used 50
miles, $75, and 24 o'her surprising bargains. Write to
him before you buy. An "Eagle," 52 wanted, also a

"Hickory" and "Broncho."

OR THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-
ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and

other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts

,

$14.00, $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

DTPVPT PQ for sale - Best Safety new, cost
XJ1U X UJjXjO $i4o, only $90. Good Star, cost

$125 for $70. Rudge-Humber Tandem tricycle, cost
$260 for only $65. L. P. THAYER,West Randolph.Vt.

^SECONDHAND MACHINES—Many like new.
CT Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part
payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th St., New York City.

AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers

,

or mailed by the manu'acturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
WE have a large stock of second-hand and some

new machines, which we must dispose of in the
next few weeks. We will accept any reasonable offer.

Send for price list. WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton,
N.J.

The New "39" and "24" Star

NO MACHINE ON THE MARKET ITS EQUAL.

Easiest Running Wheel
—AND—

Best Hill Climbing Machine Ever
Produced.

We Challenge Honest Criticism.
In this Machine we have combined ALL

the advantages of a low wheel and the speed
of a high one.

Send for Catalogue of STAR BICYCLES.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

Smithville, N. J.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, tj cents a line. t^-Cash mutt

accompany the order.Stl

ggf— Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken.

BARGAINS—One 54 Light Roadster, one 54 Expert,
and one c6 Expert, all Columbia, full nickel, and

all balls machines, 1SS9 pattern, just like new. Your
choice for $ico. Write quick. W. M. FERGUSON,
Jefferson, IowaHUMBER TANDEM TRICYCLE^For sale, at

a bargain, in perfect order, run only about 500
miles. Ball pedals, Butcher cyclometer, and good
lamp. H. C. DOUGLAS, P. O. Box 1469, Springfield,
Mass.

i&KA WILL BUY 50-inch Expert Columbia.
<®*J\J Write W. F. SMITH, 340 West 56 Street,
New York.

FOB SALE—Kodak camera, with about fifty ex-
posures remaining. Price, $17.50. SAVELL &

BARKER, work for amateurs a specialty, 2304 Wash-
ington St., Roxbury, Mass.

INGER SAFETY for sale. Good condition. E.
A. SIMONDS, 383 Washington St., Boston, Mass.s

>OQ VICTOR SAFETY—New last August. First
0«/ class condition. Will sell for $115. C. H.
KEENEY, 102 Wisconsin St., Milwaukee, Wis.

RAMBLER of "89, rua 1 month, for $125. Perfect
condition. Also "Courier" for $60; new last fall.

Address R. D. MERRILL, Union City, Mich.
SPECIAL STAR—Very fine, very cheap. Address

F. B. B., Box 364, Fort Wayne, Ind.

OING AT 85—A $135 Warwick safety for $sj.
C. W. EDGERTON, Fort Wayne, Ind.

FOR SALE—One 1S89 American Rambler, in Ai
condition. Will be sold at a bargain. Address

M. S. WORDEN, North Adams, Mass.

^/| O-INCH Columbia L. Roadster, '89 pattern, ex-
^t *J cellent condition, lamp and bell. H. G. G.
RUPP, 551 N. 16 St., Philadelphia, Pa.

K~/j-INCH Expert, good condition, $50. E. E.
Kft TUTTLE, 366 Broadway, Chelsea, Mass.

FOR SALE — 1889 Am. Star, 51-inch, enameled;
ridden 100 miles; in perfect condition, for $75;

cost $157.50. Present owner no use for it. Can be in-

spected if desired. Address Box 63, Trenton, N.J.
((QAFETY TANDEM," new, for sale cheap; also^ a "Tandem Tricycle" and a few "Safety Bicy-
cles." SAMUEL CLARK, 161 Franklin St., Boston.

CYCLOMETERS—I have severa!~"Butcher" Cy-
clometers, 10,000-mile pattern, for sale cheap, or ex-

change for other goods. Write me. J. W. BADGER,
6 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass.

(&QA-1889 Victor Light Roadster, 52 or 54-inch.
tJP«J" Nearly new. Owner wants lady's safety.

T. ZELL, 2136 Uber Place, Philadelphia.

FOR SALE—54-inch Volunteer Columbia, used but
little. With O. W. Co. Hub lamp, tool bag, etc.

Will sell for $60. For a bargain address FRED. J.MAXWELL, Dixon, 111.

45
$117.50. Enameled. H. B. WIESE, Bordentown!
N.j.

INCH SPECIAL STAR BICYCLE, in first-

class condition, for $70. Cost, last season,

\ K INCH SPECIAL PONY STAR, Ai order,
^fctf ridden less than 200 miles. Present owner ,no
use for it. Any reasonable offer accepted. JAMES
BRADLEY, 6 Fulton St., Albany, N Y.

FOR SALE—Cheap for cash, 2 tricycles, both in
good order, one Columbia, one Singer Traveler.

Can be seen at 50 Virginia St., Dorchester, Mass.

FOR SALE CHEAP—so-inch Springfield Road-
ster, in good condition. Speedwell safety, good as

new, a-^d an Odell typewriter. W. A. YOUNG
Bruceville,' 111.

OR SALE—A Rudge Humber Tandem Tricycle,
just rebuilt, new axle, new tires on drivers. Is in

goed shape. Price $75. It is a big bargain. F.
COLSON, Norwalk, Ohio.

"OARGAINS—54-inch Victor L. R., almost new,
*-» $90. 51 inch and 53-inch Col. L. R's, in good
shape, $65 each. Crescent safety, balls all over. $7c.
O. W. SWIFT, Danbury, Conn. * 3

FOR SALE—50-inch New Mail, in first-class con-
dition. C. A. ROUILLARD, Charles River

National Bank, Cambridge, Mass.

"POR SALE—Quadrant Tricycle; cow horn handle
-*- bar; steering in splendid condition. Best offer
over$5otaktsit. A bargain. Address Quadrant,
care Bicycling World, Boston, Mass.
'OR SALE—Tandenrsafety. H. S. K. 2C Clin,
ton Place, N. Y.

T^OR SALE—54-inch Premier ordinary, originally
-- made to order. The mould mark not worn off the
tire. A bargain. H. D. BATES, 191 Warren Ave.
Boston.

Howard A> Smith \ Co.,
Cor. Broad and Bridge Sts.,

NSiniKHK, ISL. J..

Manufacturers and Importers of

CYCLING GOODS.
Largest Wholesale and Retail

Bicycle Supply-House
In the United States.

GENERAL AGENTS
—FOR THE

—

COLUMBIAS,PSYCHOS, VICTORS,
STARS, J. & G.'s, GALES,

HARTFORDS,
And all other First-Class Makes.

Adhesive Tire Tape

is one of the handiest ac-
cessories for carrying in
the tool bag, is quickly
applied, very strong, and
will last for hundreds of
miles' riding; invaluable

in case of accidents. Price per package, 20 cents.

Z. & S. Bundle Carriers.

Made to fit the handle bars
of all the safeties, also the
mud guards. By using our
patented principle of hinged
plates, we are enabled to

place a carrier on the saftties

that is an ornament. Can be set wide apart for a long
bundle, close together for a short bundle,and war-
ranted to carry 50 pounds without marring the ma-
chine or being in the way of the rider. Price, $1.25.

OUR STANDARD CEMENT
Is known all over the United States. It has been in
use for several years, and we can recommend it as be-
ing equal if not superior to the best imported.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Price in sticks, 20 cents ; in bulk, $1.20 per pound.

Standard Gloves $1.00 and 1.25

Z. &. S. Hose Supporters 35c. and 50c
Bicycle Horns $1.25 and 2.25
Whistles 25c. to 50c
Oils, in bottles and cans 25c. to 00c
Newark Enamel 50c
And a thousand other things.

SEND for the latest Unabridged
Cyclopedia of Cyclers' Wants.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,

NEWHRK, N J
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TO SEE THEM IS TO BUY THEM.

LADY'S SWIFT SAFETY,
43 LBS. COMPLETE.

RECORD: lOl 3-4 IN A DAY

SWIFT SAFETY, MODEL D.

sioo.
BKLLS HLL KROUND,

FULLY GUARANTEED.

CATAWGUBS I^RE^.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Boston, Mass.

NEW MAIL.
offered as the fl®*GOOD AGENTS WANTED.

Notice graceful Handle Bars.

HANDSOMEST
—AND—

BEST * SAFETY
YET PRODUCED.

Spring fork; very easy. Ours is a
direct vertical spring, allowing front
wheel to run perfectly true. No yield-

ing of iorks sideways. A coiled spring
inside fork column.
Rear axle band brake (cannot spat-

ter mud on chain), very powerful.
The only wheel with TrigwelPs

Patent Ball Head. All parts inter-

changeable. An American made wheel
for American wheelmen.

Surely send for Catalogue

and see it.

WILLIAM READ & SONS, - - 107 Washington St., Boston.
ESTABLISHED 1826.
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12 Pearl Street,
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49" Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

the Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old
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Messrs. NEUMANN BROS., ol 118 W. 19th Street, New York, represent
the World and Bulletin as Advertising Agents exclusively for the Eastern
and Middle States.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.

Copy for new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure
their Deing inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
later than Monday, to insure attention for the following issue.

4V All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the
order of the Bicycling World Co.

'Postage Stamps will not be accepted hereafter in
payment for advertisements or subscriptions. checks,
Money Orders or Postal Notes only will be taken..

The management of this paper refuse to print in the advertising
columns of this paper any matter that is disparaging of a rival or
which in its estimation is objectionable in any way.

EDITORS :

C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

BOSTON, s8 MARCH, i8go.

AST week we spoke of the relations of the Divisions of the
-*—' racing districts and pointed out the fact that action was neces-

sary at the hands of the Division Officials as to whether they de-

sired to be counted in as an active factor in the make up of the

district as laid down by the Racing Board.

Action should be taken at once by the Divisions so that it can be
known at once what Division will or will not come into the racing
combine.

A meeting of all the Division Officers should be called at once
and action taken in the matter. It cannot be done too soon.

/~^OOD taste in journalism seems to be the text from which Editor
^-^ MacOwen of our Philadelphia contemporary, the Athlete,

preaches a very good wholesome sermon to the editor of onr New
York contemporary. We do not believe in editorial fusses and dis-

putes, they are usually tiresome and of no possible interest to our
readers, and we therefore make it a rule to refrain, though some-
times the temptation to roll up our sleeves and sail in is almost too
strong to resist. We cannot, however, but say amen to the very
excellent rating that Mr. MacOwen bestows on our friend Prial of
New York, as the outrageous discourtesy 6hown by Mr. Prial in

holding up to ridicule the well meant efforts of a correspondent is

simply brutal. If an editor decides to print such notes as those
sent on to our New York contemporary, decency should prevent
the editor from making any such insulting comments as made by
Mr. Prial.

Common editorial courtesy should prompt an editor receiving
note6 to do one of three things, publish without comments, (such

as were made by Mr. Prial) consign to the waste paper basket, or

return to writer "with thanks." There is only one explanation,

and that is one so often hears : "Oh, well, 'tis Prial you know.''

TN our Official Department will be found the full text of the rules

* and resolutions, as adopted by the L. A. W. and the A. A. U.,

which forms the basis of an amicable understanding between the

two organizations. It will be seen that the official announcement
tallies with the statement of fafts as made in our editorial columns

last week.

We are heartily glad that the matter has been settled in a manner
that can but be acceptable to all who have the cause of amateurism

at heart. The action of the A. A. U. shows conclusively that this

controversy has borne good fruit, and that a realizing sense has pos-

sessed the management of the A. A. U. that some action was
needed to bring the methods of the association back into the

originally intended lines.

The same sensational and irresponsible writers that a while ago

prated of "disaster to the L. A. W." and the "death of racing

interests," are now busily distributing ink, and talking large about

"back downs." There have been no back downs, there has been

simply an arrangement made in which both parties mutually con-

ceded points, and the outcome is such that it cannot but redound to

the benefit of pure athletic sports and sportsmen the country over.

That the managers of both organizations should have kept cool

heads all through the wordy war that has been waged, goes to show
that the L. A. W. and A. A. U. are controlled by men eminently

fitted for the handling of delicate work, without permitting per-

sonal motives or anger to disturb their good judgment. On the

threshhold of a prosperous year we cannot but congratulate all of

our readers that the "cloud no bigger than a man's hand" has been
dispelled by the calm action of the A. A. U. and L. A. W. officials,

and that where war was apparently imminent, peace is restored.

Sometimes after a heated dispute men become warmer and faster

friends. Let us hope that the late dispute between the A. A. U.
and L. A. W. may be the means of cementing the union so that

hereafter in all matters where the welfare of amateur sports is con-

cerned they may pull together with a will.

THE MIDDLESEX (MASS.) CLUB DINNER.
More than a passing notice of this club*6 annual dinner is due

from the fact that the Middlesex Club is unique, the membership of
some fifty being about equally divided as to sex. While there are
other clubs in the country which accept ladies as members, we do not
know of another cycle club in which the ladies have as much to say
and as much influence as in the Middlesex. This is an organization
which we should like to see copied all over the country, and we
honestly believe that the cycling club of the future will be based
6omewhat on the plan of the Middlesex.
But to the dinner which was held at the Quincy House, Boston,

last Tuesday evening. Twenty-four members and guests sat down
at 7.30 P. M. to discuss a most excellent menu. At the head of the
table sat President F. M. Jones, and at his immediate right sat First
Vice President of the L. A. W., Emery, while near the head of the
table sat Secretary Abbot Bassett and lady and C. W. Fourdrinier
and lady, also guests. The members present were G. J. McArthur
and wife, E. W. Bailey, "'.s Nellie E. Barrett, J. Hilbourn, Capt.
E. P. J. Morton, Joseph Butcher and wife, Mr. Beers, Miss Beers,
Miss M. Kirkwood, Mr. W. Kirkwood, Miss Marsden, B. P. Sands,
James Kelley and wife, C. Atkinson and wife.

After dinner President Jones welcomed members and guests and
spoke of the growth and prosperity of the club. Dr. Emery re-
sponded to the toast of the League and Mr. Abbot Bassett waxed
eloquent and poetic over the last "The Ladies." These were the
only speeches made, and then the chairs were drawn away from the
table and the ladie6 and gentlemen listened to an excellent pro-
gramme of mandolin and banjo solos by Mr. Barton, interspersed
with some clever character sketches by Mr. Frye. The whole affair
was most delightful and informal, and we can only wish there were
more clubs like the Middlesex and that it might be our good fortune
to sit at the mahogany on many similar occasions. The pro-
gramme of the post prandial exercises were dainty affairs printed
on blue 6atin, and the committee on entertainment was composed
of Me66r6 Atkinson and Butcher.
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Judging from present indications things

nrkQTn\r »rnT/?c are booming in or near the club rooms of
isusivj* jvujuz.

the Cambr idgeport Cycle club. At the

" TOMFT" 'ast meet 'ng of the club the other evening
a large amount of business was transacted,

including acceptance of the resignation of
Bugler E. Leland Morse, and the report of the committee recently

appointed to revise the Constitution. Ex-President E. P. Craig
offered to give the club a gold medal to be raced for on Memorial
Day. There has always been a friendly feeling existing between
this club and the Charlestown Rovers, and on the occasion of the
minstrel show of the latter organization the Cambridgeporters will

turn out in force, as will the Rovers on the occasion of the last as-

sembly that the Port men will give thi6 year.

It is understood that the Taunton Bicycle Club is in correspon-
dence with the New Bedford Cycle Club, and the Ramblers Club of
Fall River in relation to a series of road races by teams representing
the clubs mentioned. The teams are to consist of five members
from each club, and prizes will be offered for the winners at the
different meets. Although road racing has taken a tumble in this

section of the country, it is quite evident that if such a series of
races are arranged they will have some little effect upon cycling
racing in the East.

Van Wagoner has at last decided to give Lumsden, the Western
crack, an opportunity to show what he is made of, and to beat him
if he can, upon the road. Van recently wrote to Mr. Poorman an-
nouncing his intention of entering the road race on the Fourth of
July. It is understood that Van Wagoner is in prime condition,
and that it won't be any fault of his if he fails to come off a victor

in the great struggle, while at any rate Lumsden will not have a
chance to beat him, even if he doesn't let the grass grow under his

pedal extremities.

The Somerville Cycle Club and its lady friends assembled in full

force in Odd Fellows' Hall, Somerville, last Tuesday evening, and
spent two pleasant hours in watching the living pictures as pre-
sented by Reynolds, Emerson and Prescott.

NEW YORK.

"HA WASHA W:

I am astonished to read the following
in Brer. Miles' usually entertaining paper

:

"The Elwell party, that is to make a
European tour, leaving New York, June
7, is already more than half full." The
italics in the foregoing are mine, but surely

Brer. Miles doesn't mean this. He knows too much of athletics to

believe that anyone contemplating so long a trip as the above,
would begin training for it so far ahead as this, and especially in

the above manner. Besides, he must not forget that the promoter
of the tour is from Maine, where no one ever thinks of getting in
such a condition.

A celebrated quack, a few years ago, when asked for his

address, replied that a letter simply addressed to him, without any
designation of country or city, would always reach him, since
everybody in the world knew him, and it was useless to burden the
authorities with any further instructions in the matter. This was
egotistical, bombastic and untrue, yet I would that wheelmen would
look upon cycling in somewhat the same light. The address of
cycling should be the world, and the brotherhood of wheelmen
should be as universal as the address of the sport they uphold.
There should be no distinction as to location, but as all riders are
wheelmen, whether they abide at home or in foreign lands, so
should they all be recognized, whether from the south, north, east

or west of the country they inhabit. Localism and sectionalism
should not be allowed to enter into any of our discussions. Cycling
is catholic, and as such must be maintained, or else, like a house
built upon shifting sand, it must surely fall. Perhaps in this

column I may sometimes have written paragraphs that have seemed
to be aimed at certain sections of this country, or at lands across
the sea. If such has been the case, it has been an unintentional
error on my part, as my object has been to decry errors that I have

seen, or fancied I saw, creeping into the sport, in various localities,

and my censure was aimed at the error, not at the country or sec-

tion in which it has occurred. To me there are no foreign lands in

cycling. I believe that were I to meet a wheelman at the further-

most end of the earth, that I would grasp his hand with as true a
friendship as I would one of my fellow club mates, and feel as

sure that the answering pressure would show me that I was not
mistaken in doing so. Love of home or country is a sentiment
which is worthy of all praise, but local prejudice and pride should
not be allowed to overtop that sense of right and justice which
teaches us to admire and respect our fellow' man, when he proves
himself worthy of it, come from what land he may. I hope tha^
my readers may see this in the light I have endeavored to place it

before them, and that they will give their aid to combatting all

attempts to draw any geographical lines, beyond, or in. which,
wheelmen are declared to be either better or worse than they are
elsewhere throughout the universe Such ideas are unworthy of
ourselves and the sport as well.

Sometimes, in our conceit, we are inclined to boast that cycling
was never an infant, but was born a giant, or if not that, that our
infantile period was so short that it really ought not be counted as
such. In many respects this is true, and yet every now and then,
something or other comes to the surface, that shows us we have not
altogether laid aside our swaddling clothes, even yet. In last week's
papers I noticed accounts of some club elections ; many of these
were among our most prominent, and supposedly most advanced
clubs, and yet I found that in the list of officers there yet appeared
the names of Club Surgeon, Club Consul, First and Second Color
Bearers, Buglers, both First and Second, First and Second Lieu-
tenant of Tricycles, etc., etc. Now can anything be more juvenile
and out of date than such offices ? That they should have ever been,
causes me to blush at our youthful folly, but that at this late date to
continue their existence, makes us a laughing stock, without even
the excuse of the inexperience of youth to protect us. In days gone
by, it was the endeavor of struggling clubs to catch and retain the
then not numerous member by promising him an office, and as fast

as the stock of standard ones ran short, new ones were created,
until our clubs were like, it is often claimed some armies were, all

officers and no privates, but that day, I had hoped was past and
gone, and I thought that in onr enlightenment we had discovered
that it was quality, not quantity, of officers that we were aiming at.

I see I am mistaken, deep in the hearts of many riders, yet lingers

that human desire to affix to our names some sort of a title, which
will allow us to adorn our persons with gold braid or badge, in

designation of our high degree, and removal from the ranks of the
common herd. I am sorry that it is so. I can understand how the
Royal Benevelent and Protective Order of Hack Drivers, might
create for themselves such officers as the Past Grand Oiler of the
Left Fore Wheel, or Grand Keeper of Defunct Whip Stocks, but I

must declare that I cannot understand how so intelligent and en-
lightened a set of biengs as wheelmen can follow the same foolish

and childish methods. I am convinced that riders do neither their
clubs nor themselves justice in continuing this practice, and feel

certain that a little thought on their part will cause them to see that
I am right in crying down such performances.

On Saturday evening, March
A7-j?My rvrpcEr KTrtTov 29th, the members of teams num-NEW JERSE T NOTES. £n four and fiye of ^ Hudson

"NTTRAM" County Wheelmen pool tourna-
ment will convene and play the
finishing game in the tournament.

The team (consisting of three members each) winning the highest
number of games out of the forty played will receive prizes to
the value of $15.

Chief Consul Dr. G. Carleton Brown, in a letter which he
has jast sent to each of his Local Consuls, says "the riding season
will open with a boom, and the New Jersey Division membership
must boom too. I have set the figures at 1500 for next year, and I

depend on my Consuls to help me bring it up to the mark." I hope
the predictions of the Chief Consul will be realized.

The tournament to be held by the Orange Wanderers, on Tues-
day evening, April Sth, promises to be of a very interesting nature.
Teams from the Atalanta Wheelmen, Elizabeth Wheelmen and
Orange Wanderers will meet in a tug-of-wa*- contest. Mr. D. J.
Canary, the world-famed fancy bicycle rider, will give one of his

marvellous exhibitions.

The fourth "Ladies' Night" given by the Atalanta Wheelmen
during this winter, was given on Wednesday, the 19th inst., and
was probably the most enjoyable of all. The evening, until eleven
o'clock, was devoted to progressive euchre, the winners of the first

prizes being Miss Stevens and Mr. Woodruff, while Miss Winans
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and President (ex-Captain) Drabble captured the booby prizes,

the President showing plainly that he is more expert on the wheel

than at the card table. Supper was served by Day, the Newark
caterer. The remainder of the evening, up to one o'clock was de-

voted to dancing.

The annual meeting of the Englewood Wheelmen will be held

on Tuesday evening, April 8th, at which will occur the election of

officers for the ensuing year. It is expected that the election will

pass off quietly. The membership has steadily increased to twenty-

eight, with new propositions at each meeting, and under the direc-

tion of their energetic Captain, Mr. Chester Colgate, who, it is ex-

pected-, will continue in office for another year at least.

On Monday evening, March 24th, a meeting of delegates from
nearly all of the prominent cycling clubs in New York City, Brook-

lyn and New Jersey met at the club house of the Brooklyn Bicycle

Club, for the purpose of organizing the 'Great Century Run" for

this year. Although considerable kicking had been indulged in

prior to the meeting, everything went off harmoniously. Mr.
Waldo E. Fuller, of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club, was elected Chair-

man, and Mr. F. M. Cossitt, of the Riverside Wheelmen, Secre-

tary. A committee consisting of the following gentlemen was
then elected: Captain L. H. Wise of fhe Long Island Wheelmen;
Captain W. F. Murphy, Kings County Wheelmen; Captain Frank
L. C. Martin, Plainfield Bicycle Club; L. A. Clarke, Citizens' Bi-

cycle Club; and C E. Coggeshall, Bloomfield Cyclers. Among
the other delegates present were Captain A. T. Rummell and H. H.
Russell, of the Atalanta Wheelmen, and Captain E. J. Day, of the

Hudson County Wheelmen. The matter ol settling a date for the

run was left undecided until the next meeting of the committee,
which will be held on Monday evening, April 14th, at the club

house of the Citizens' Bicycle Club. This will give the committee
time to settle on the advisability of holding the run in conjunction
with the Pennsylvania Division meet, which will be held in Phila-

delphia some time in June. The management of the run will be
exclusively in the hands of the committee and the assistants whom
they may deem it advisable to appoint.

'ARIEL."

Philadelphia cycling circles sustained

PENNSYT VANIA a sac* ^oss *n *ne death, ^as* week, of Mrs.
Harold R. Lewis, the first lady member of
the Philadelphia Bicycle Club, and one of
the pioneer wheelwomen of this city. To
her club, her friends and her home, the

loss is an irreparable one and Mr. Lewis ha6 the sincerest sympathy
of his many, many friends in this bereavement.

The Century Wheelmen will hold two five-mile road races on
Good Friday afternoon, to be run on the Montgomery avenue course
between Haverford and Bala. First will be a team -race, three men
to a side, Messrs. Speier (don't please put this "Sperer," as all the
local papers have been doing) , Degn and Garrigues, against Messrs.
Bailey, Oellers and Whiteside. The next, an open scratch race,
will start five minutes later, with Messrs. Allen, Bahl, McCune,
French, G- Schell, Schaut, Kirk, Sadler, J. Schell, Havens,
McGlathery and Sayre.

Twenty members of Century are booked for the New York-
Philadelphia Century Run, and ten names are down for the meet at
Niagara Falls, it being proposed by the club to charter a special car
and 6wing the name outside the car, after the fashion of National
political delegations. If there won't be a monkey and parrot kind
of a time in that same car, then I'm no true prophet.

Good Friday will witness another road race in addition to Cen-
tury's, the Columbia Cyclers intending to hold a little one of their
own. Speaking of this comparatively young organization, reminds
me that two new clubs saw the light last week ; one, the Clover
Bicycle Club, composed of riders who store their wheels at the
Park Rink, and the Outing Club, from the southern section of the
city. All told, about sixteen cycling organizations in this Quaker
town.

(

"Pennsy" offers a tuneful treat to her members in the shape of a
"Musicale" next Friday night, and the committee have got a pro-
gramme as is a programme. I hope to be on hand.

Had a most welcome letter to-day from my old friend, Potter,
who is now In Peoria, 111., and Vice President of the club there,
and he telh me that they are going to eclipse themselves in the
way of a race tournament this fall. If all that I hear be true they
should gather the cycling racing luminaries from all over the
country.

And to think that Philadelphia hasn't even one decent race track.
However, there is at last a glimmer of hope. Pursuant to the offer
of the Tioga Athletic Association that all fees received from cyclers
oining that body be devoted to the placing of their three-lap track

in first-class condition, some twenty members of the Century
Wheelmen, ten or twelve from the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, and
others, have sent in their applications, and if a little energy is only
shown we will at length have a first-class track.

The Athletic entertainment given by the Century Wheelmen, on
Thursday night, was a fitting close to the winter's efforts in this

line. The wheel room was thronged by about 300 members and in-

vited guests, who witnessed a most attractive programme, in which
sparring, wrestling, fencing, high kicking and tug-of-war contests

all played their part. The greatest interest—if I may except the
wrestling bout between Dr. Schell and Mr. Hoskins, of the Athletic
Club Schuylkill Navy, which was won by the former, who gained a
fall in seven minutes—centred in the tug of-war teams, as at the
Pennsylvania "Smoker" the Century team pulled the Pennsylvania
men, and the present one decided the cycling championship of
Philadelphia, the winners of the last contest meeting the South End
team. Well, they met 'em—and got left ! The South End men are

old hands at the thing—or if not old hands they understood their

business remarkably well—and when the pistol went off there were
some 2 1-4 inches of rope to the credit of our down-town friends.

Then the West Philadelphia Branch, Y. M. C A. ,
pulled the North-

west Branch, and, winning, finally got away with the Alert team,
and it was over. Great credit is due the Entertainment Committee
for their very successful efforts.

The Item very generously offers a handsome prize for the cham-
pionship of Philadelphia, to be contested for in a five-mile road
race. The affair has been placed in the hands of a committee com-
posed of representatives from the various clubs, who will arrange
details; a preliminary meeting being held at Spalding's to-day,

March 24.

Philadelphia for the Pennsylvania Division Meet for 1890! At
the regular meeting of the Associated Cycling Clubs of Philadelphia,
at the Century Club house, last week, the delegates reported that
their clubs were in favor of having the meet held here, and a com-
mittee was appointed to confer with Chief Consul Boyle in regard
to same. To-day, March 24, a meeting was held at Spalding's to

report action, and the Chief Consul having been found to favor the
move, it was decided to invite the Pennsylvania Division, on behall
of all the Philadelphia Clubs, to meet here on June 27 and 28. A
General Executive Committee was appointed, consisting of H.
Crowther, Chairman. Thos. Hare, J. J. Bradley, and President
Tucker and Secretary Edwards as members, ex-offlcio, to appoint
the various committees and arrange details. It is purposed to make
this the largest gathering of wheelmen ever held in the Quaker
City, and that it will attract wheelmen from all surrounding towns
is certain. All we ask is a little more harmonious action on the
part of the Weather Bureau.

As Niagaia Falls has been for some

NIAGARA FALLS t 'me Past tne a 'most unanimous choice
of all wheelmen for the 1890 meet, and

nf^rSMFT" *he ^^ *;nat the ^" ^" ^' ln convent'on
decided in its favor with no opposition
whatsoever, it would in my opinion be

quite appropriate at this time to describe to the readers of the
World something of the natural advantages of this beautiful place.

To attempt to describe the beauty and grandeur of the scenery of
Niagara in its various forms is something absolutely impossible, as
you will admit when such a great writer as Charles Dickens, on
viewing the great cataract for the first time, said, "I simply looked
and wondered, but could do no more; words are not great enough
to do justice to this magnificent sight." Besides the Falls, the
rapids both above and below the river are a sight that is not
equalled anywhere on the face of the globe. "Goat Island," which
separates the American and Canadian falls, is a spot which no per-
son visiting Niagara should miss. It has a driveway of two miles
(the distance around) where different views of the falls and rapids
maybe obtained on this island to the famous Cave of the Winds, into
which visitors are taken under and around the falls, and from this

point looking up at this immense volume of water pouring over the
brink with a roar that can be heard for miles away, is the finest

view obtainable. Further up is the grandest of all cataracts, the
"Horseshoe Fall." This is the largest and finest of the falls. A
path leads to the very edge, where you can view it in all its splen-
dor. Above this are the famous Three Sister Islands, where a view
of all the rapids, and the river above the falls can be got from each
of the islands. Crossing from the islands to the main shore again,
you can follow up the river as far as Buffalo, over good country
roads, and with an elegant view of the river all the way.

Below the falte, about two miles, is the world-wide famed whirl-
pool and whirlpool rapids, where the greatest of all cranks are
anxious to achieve glory and fame by going through these whirl-
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pools and rapids in barrels, etc. This is without any doubt the

roughest body of water for a short distance known. Below here,

and after about three miles of elegant riding, is the famous Brock
Monument, marking the spot where that gallant General fell, in

the war of long ago between the United States and Great Britain.

Just below this is Lewiston Hill, a coast of about one mile, after

reaching the bottom of which j'ou find yourself in the town of
Lewiston, seven miles from the falls. Lewiston is where all

steamers land going and coming from Toronto, Ont. From Lewis-
ton for eight miles by the side of what is now the smooth and broad
Niagara river, is a delightful ride over as fine a country road as is

in the State, which will bring you to Lake Ontario, where several

companies of United States regulars are stationed at Fort Niagara,
which fort is located here. You certainly will feel like resting here,

after your ride of fifteen miles, and here, with the wide, blue lake
and its cool breezes, stretched out before you, you will find this a
place where you can rest with all the content you may be capable
of enjoying.

I have dwelt a little too long on this subject, but you will pardon
me, I am sure, as those of you who will be fortunate enough to

attend the League meet will certainly bear me out in saying that

the attractions which I have feebly tried to describe are far beyond
any power of words to represent.

Before I close I wish to state that the Niagara Falls Bicycle
Club, upon whose invitation the annual League meet is to be held
at this place, have already started to work, and will spare no pains
to make this a convention that will go down in history as the
grandest that was ever held. The club has seventy members
(active and associate), composed of the foremost business and pro-
fessional men in the town. They have an elegant club house, two
and one-hali stories high, located in the exact centre of the town.
It is fitted up with all modern improvements ; billiard and pool
tables, card room, double reception room, baths and gymnasium.
This club house will be the headquarters of the League officials

while here. The house is but five minutes' walk from either depots
or any of its numerous large hotels, where accommodations for

thousands of people can be got. Members of the League, if you
visit Niagara and the meet you will never regret it, as we, the mem-
bers of the Niagara Falls Bicycle Club, will make it an occasion
you will never forget.

CHICAGO.
The principal event of the week as far

as the Chicagos and Lincolns were con-
cerned hinged upon the result of the

"THE *iTROILER" ^rst £ame °f *ne series in the billiard

tournament; the general expression
being that whichever club won the los-

ing club should walk home. The first game was played Thursday
night, Robbins representing the Lincolns and Thrall the Chicagos,
and in spite of many petty annoyances in the shape of a chilly hall,

chilly proprietor of same, etc., etc., proved very exciting and re-

sulted in a victory for Thrall, score 200 to 168; the average we will

not speak of this time. The next game will be Tuesday evening and
will doubtless be managed better than the last. Herrlck of the
Lincolns is trying to arrange a race between the Presidents of the
Illinois, Chicago andLincoln Clubs, and offers to act as pace-maker
as well as peace maker of the event. Herrick says that would be
a slow race between fast men and worth going miles to see.

The fine roads Sunday last proved a great inducement for wheel-
men and wherever you went you found the merry cyclist. Quite a
number of club runs were also held despite the rawness of the
atmosphere.

The scheme of the Chicagos to have the State meet here is not
looked upon with favor by the Illinois Club, and may fall through
just for the lack of a little energy to make it a grand success.

The Pullman road race this year bids fair to eclipse all previous
ones and the time limit being left at twelve minutes, a hundred and
fifty entries at least are expected with the chances of more. As a
suggestion to the committee having the race in charge, why not
have two time medals, one for the contestant making the best time
and the second medal for the contestant making the next best time.

I should think this would be an improvement over the old way,
and make the race decidedly more interesting for the scratch men.
The Chicagos had an athletic entertainment Saturday evening,

consisting of several wrestling bouts, and tame, very tame, spar-
ring contests between some of our local talent. The enthusiasm
was there though, especially on the train returning home, when
Rome fairly howled, and he who did not have to dodge a flying
valise of Barrett's was fortunate indeed. One suburbanite who was
unfortunate enough to enter that particular car, declared that the
occupants must all be escaped patients from an insane asylu m.

One of our dailies here has been running a series of sketches
of the various cycling clubs in their Sunday issue, and the cuts of
the various officers with which the articles have been embellished
have been something fearful to look at. They are even worse than
the ones the Referee said were not fit to advertise a dog 6how with.
I am happy to say that the victims at last accounts were still living.

The Lincolns have had a raffle, likewise the Englewoods, and now
the Chicagos are at it, and he is lucky indeed who escapes without
having to purchase more than one ticket. It is said one of" the
prizes will be an elegant steel engraving called "The Cheerful
Seven."

The Wilmington vs. Chicago team race i6

curtain to slow music.
Ring down the

There is some talk among the

PRO VIDBNCE NOTES. loc
,

al wheelmen of forming a party
and going to New Jersey on Deco-

" ELNOD " r t'011 Day and seeing the Milburn-
Irvington race. We of course would
go with the expectation of seeing

Van Wagoner somewhere near the winner at the finish. Weld of
the R. I. W. is thinking of entering. We think if Mont Scott
could be prevailed upon to enter that the dust from his little wheel
might be seen flying in the faces of many of those New York
scorchers.

At the last meetings of the Rhode Island Wheelmen, Messrs. Pills-

bury, Peck, Sprague, and Ryder, members of the Massachusetts
Bicycle Club, were unanimously elected special members of the
Rhode Island Wheelman.
Mr. W. S. Doane the well known road rider and scorcher of the

Dorchester Bicycle Club, has been here in town the past week on
business. We tried to make him enjoy himself, and our only hope
is that we succeeded.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen will have a musical and athletic

entertainment at their rooms on Friday evening.

Lieut. Barker of the R. I. W. has been missed from the club
room of late, owing to an attack of "La Grippe."

The New Haven Bicycle Club voted

NRW HA VEN unanimously at its last regular meeting to
' become a League club, and a committee was

" TfT tut r rrv » appointed to revise the Constitution and By-
JZ1.M k.11 x. Lawg with that ob

j
e)ft in view The New

Haven Club was at one time the third oldest
League club, but on account of not being assigned their right
position in line at the last Boston meet they withdrew, and now
they come back into the fold. [Good oldNew Havens.

—

Ed.] The
Executive Committee of the club had a secret session last week,
which we understand was a very lively one, much business (?) be-

ing disposed of.

Mr. Dean has done good work on the Road Improyement Com-
mitttee of this State. His last act was the discovery of an old law
compelling Selectmen of towns to erect guide boards wherever
necessary, and which is sadly neglected in this State. 'Tis much
better for the towns to pay for the guide boards than for the League
to do it, and saves the League trouble and expense.

The polo game came off the other night, between the Hartford
Wheel Club and the New Haven Bicycle Club, at the Lincoln Rink
here. A crowd of 700 people were in attendance. The evening's
entertainment opened with a game of polo on Eagles, two on each
side. They played a very pretty game. Messrs. Canary and Miller
defeated Messrs. Gaylor Brothers, 2 to o. Dan Canary followed
with an exhibition of fancy riding. The polo game followed, which
resulted in the defeat of the Hartford boys, 6 to 2. Their weak
point was on the goal tending, where Ripley played poorly, being a
new man. After the game the visitors from Hartford, including
Chief Consul Post, Joe Goodman, Clayton (the Hartford corre-

spondent of the World) and others, repaired to the club house,
where a lunch was served, and the time passed socially till train-

time.

The New Haven polo team have won eight straight polo games,
and deserve great credit for their excellent playing. They have
won the championship, and received their trophy yesterday, which
was an elegant silver water service, gold-lined.

Preparations are going ahead for the grand tournament to be
held here Monday, June 9th, and the largest affair of the kind ever
held here will be the result. Good amateur racing only will be the

order of the day, with championships and prizes to draw a large

field of the fastest men.
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WILLIAM VAN WAGONER, Champion of Rhode Island.

We show .to the readers of the World this week a portrait of Van Wagoner mounted in hia

racing position on the Eagle Bicycle, upon which he won the following races and records in 1889 :

At Montreal, August 24, 1889, 5-mile, open. Time, 15m. 37 4-5 sec. (Canadian Record.)

At Providence, September 25, 1889, 25-mile State Championship. Time, Ih. 18m. ISsec.
(World's record for this distonce in Competition.)

Wilmington 25-mile Handicap Road Race, October 19, 1889. Won from the.scratch.
Time, Ih. 37m. 52 sec.

The Lancaster Pike Record, November 5, 1889. Distance 15 3-4 miles. Time, 47m.
4124-5 sec.

On Lancaster Pike, December 5, 1889. 5 miles. Time, 15m. 45 sec. (5-mile road record for

this country.)

A handsome photograph (from which this engraving is taken), 6 1-2 by 8 inches, mounted
ready for framing, will be sent to any address on receipt of 15 cents.

1890 CATALOGUE FREE.

THE EflGLE BICYCLE NFC. CO., STflOlFOHD CONN.
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(jEJ /^ pKJUF^E
OF

Doing the mile in 2 minutes 13 seconds on a

ROVER LIGHT ROADSTER,
With our 1890 Bicycle Catalogue.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CD.,
Sole Importers of tlxe Celebrated ROVI^RJS,

55 STATS STREET, CHICAGO.

ADHtTD C A Dl V Last year, as every one knows, was essentially a Safety year, and everyVKUfcK EMfCLuT^ maker gave his best attention to that type of wheel, and pushed it for

all he was worth. This, of course, was very proper. Very naturally, too, each of these manufac-
turers made fine, large-sized claims, ftnr^pn FA ©I V f*ernaPs tnat was rignt

>
also. Some

of the claims were substantiated. wlfUfcflX tAKLT Some weren't. Along with the

others we, too, made a few claims. Even said that THE AMERICAN RAMBLER was
the best and most popular Safety of them all. The previous season had
warranted us in saying so. Hence we believed it sincerely, and we be- ORDER EARLY
lieve it still—even harder than ever, if such a thing were possible. Think we've a first-class, large-

ADr\*"0 FADE V Slzed reason for doing so, for, dear reader, never was the worth and pop-
wiCUtlC LAKLT ularity ot a wheel more thoroughly demonstrated than in the case of the

RAMBLER, lor bless you, the unprecedented flow of orders, literally, and in. fact, fairly over-

whelmed us. Try as we might, but Annrn CADI V €ven ours
» tne largest cycle factory

in this country, could not keep pace vlTUtlX ELMIXl-T vvith the demand. Our factory

worked early and late, over time and over force, and could not turn out wheels fast enough, and in

numbers of instances orders were cancelled on that account. This -we /%nr>r-n CADI V
believe is the sort of evidence which makes a claim -worth anything, and WKUtlf ELA ft L. T

speaks better *than can any idle words. During the "off" months we increased our already

large facilities, and we hope this season to obviate delays, but already the orders are coming in thick

and fast, giving promise of another awfully busy season, so that it behooves all to

BOOK ORDERS EARLY.

GORMIXJl*E*Y <£ JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
NEW ENGLAND BRANCH HOUSE: FACTORY:

178 COLUMBUS AVENUE, 222-228 N. FRANKLIN STREET,
BOSTON, MASS, CHICAGO, ILL.
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PORKOPOLIS NOTES.

'STAR."

Certain of our wheelmen af
feet amusement at the name
adopted by the "Porkopolis"
Wheelmen, and pretend to regard
it as a burlesque. The new club

is anything but a burlesque. It

is composed of earnest and enthusiastic wheelmen, who believe that

a first-class bicycle club can be successfully conducted without the

aid of stimulants, and propose to try the experiment. As to the

name, that i6 a minor consideration, for a good club can make a
very plain name respected, whilst another club might make the

most appropriate name detested.

The Bearings says : "The Ohio Division meet will be a howling
success." It is sincerely to be hoped that it will not be quite that

bad.

The bicycle manufacturers and importers of this country, who
are certainly interested in the success of the League, could at al-

most no expense do a great deal toward recruiting is ranks. The
League could furnish them with a supply of the circulars entitled,

"The Objects of the L. A. W." These could be sent out to their

agents, with the request that a copy be given to each person who
buys a wheel. If this were done it would bring a great deal of new
blood into the League, and enable it to do a great deal more good
than it is now doing.

It is reported that the Indiana Division intend to arrange their

annual meet and tour so that they can attend the meet of the Ohio
Division in a body. Why could not Kentucky and Michigan follow

their example ? The more the merrier, 'tis said.

The mystery surrounding the disappearance of Mr. Hiram W.
Longley has been dispelled by the finding of his body in the Ohio
River. The coroner's jury returned a verdict of death by suicide.

To those who knew what a quiet, modest, yet earnest and enthusi-

astic wheelman he was, it will be needless to say anything in his

praise.

BALTIMORE.

"NORVAL."

DENVER.

REDALLER."

In comparison to other cities of a

much smaller population of wheelmen
than we claim here, I think Denver
makes very little fuss (in print) about
her wheels or wheelmen. So here goes
for some " fuss." Everyone is talking

racing at present, and if it is not road racing it is ditto on the

track. Gerwing and Croll settled a dispute as to their riding abili-

ties one evening last week in the Coliseum at which Gerwing won
easily. [Mr. Gerwing has lately been suspended by the L. A. W.,
therefore, if Mr. Croll is an amateur his standing is also jeopardized.

We would suggest to our Denver amateur riders that racing with
either of these gentlemen may complicate matters.

—

Ed ] A sepa-
rate track for the wheelmen is being agitated, and if the two clubs
(Ramblers and Socials) would combine and say they must have a
track, to be used by both clubs, I am sure that want would not con-
tinue to be felt. But "cup mutilation" is all we hear now, and if

all the talk and newspaper attacks that are being indulged in by
both clubs would better the matter or erase the engraving in the
least, it might be one source of gratification to both parties ; but
it does not, so better call a halt, and work all the harder for the
next race.

Among our lady riders may be counted one plucky little woman
(name withheld) who takes in her weekly run as regular as clock-
work, and she enjoys an occasional scorch with her gentleman com-
panion as well as the next one. She is especially friendly to long
runs, and a short time ago rode forty miles, returning against a
high wind. W. R. Brown, the London bicycler who stopped over
here on his trip across the continent has occupied part of his time
teaching riding to our ladies here at Martin's Ferry.

Harry M. Jackson, who won the amateur championship here
last fall, has been making all his "runs" on foot the past winter,
but says he hopes to be ready by the last of April—the time ap-
pointed for the Rambler-Social road race—to take a "short run" on
his wheel.

By the way (or wheel) that road race i6 creating a deal of inter-

est, and if every man in each team does not surprise himself, it will

not be because he has not been training for two or three months
ahead. The Socials may be seen most any Sunday it isn't raining
out on the Brighton road bending over their handle bar6, while the
Ramblers take in the roughest roads that can be found in the State.

Captain Perkins of the latter club says the roads are not very rough

;

and that his men are not very tough, but just tough enough. That
they are is the wish of " Pedaller."

The pool tournament of the Hagers-
town, Md., Club, finally closed on Thurs-
day night, March 20th. The result of the
contest in the first class was as follows :

C. P. Martin, 68 points; Frank Witmer,
65; Wm. Updegraaf, 57. The winners of

the several classes were: C P. Martin, first class; C. R. Mc-
Lauglin, second class ; C. R. Grove, third class. A 6eries of
games was then played between the champions of the three classes
to decide who is the champion player of the club. Each of the three
champions played five games with the other two contestants. The
champion of the first class gave the champion of the second class
one point in each of the games played, and to the third class cham-
pion three points. The second class champion gave two points in
each game to the third class champion. The score resulted as
follows: C. R. Grove, 97 points; C. P. Martin, 86; C. R. Mc-
Lauglin, 72. A handsome gold medal will, in the near future, be
presented to C. R. Grove, the champion of the club.

The cyclists of Easton, Talbot County, Md., gave a supper to
Captain Hodson, of the Crisfield, Md., Cycle Club, on Thursday,
March 20th, at Moore's. The menu consisted of oysters on the half
shell, wild duck, shad, lobsters, tongue, ice cream, water, ice and
coffee. Among those present were : J. Harry Covington, George
W. Baker, A. F. Haddaway, Willie Dixon,. Henry Hollyday, Jr.,
Frank A. White and Thos. H. Connell.

Many new recruits have joined the ranks during the past winter,
and many new faces can already be seen on the roads.

Very little cycling was done the past week, owing to the con-
tinuous rainy weather and the bad condition the roads were in.

It is rumored that the Crescent Club is slowly dying away.
Since the organization of the Atalanta Wheelmen the Crescent's
membership has reduced. The Atalantas now occupy the Cres-
cent's club house, on Boundary avenue.

The Road Bill is still in the hands of the Senate Committee. It

will very likely be killed, at least I fear so.

The cycling fraternity here are pleased to hear that Mayor David-
son has signed a resolution directing the Cky Commissioner to

have macadamized Park Heights avenue, known as Pimlico Road.

The Chief Consul again leads his club in mileage for the past
year, the number of miles ridden being 6177.

There are nearly 500 miles of cedar

MFiv^ block pavement in the city of Chicago
which has been laid over ten years. The

AND COMMENT Detroit Evening Post, in speaking of this

kind of pavement, claims to quote a cer-

tain contractor, who gives as a reason why
the cedar paverrents have not been as good in that city as they
ought to be. Hear him • "There has never been a mile ot cedar
pavement laid according to specification in Chicago. And why?
Because the price has always been forced down so low that con-
tractors cannot do the work according to specifications without
losing money. As contractors have done work repeatedly below
actual cost, the inevitable conclusion is that poor pavements were
laid."

The winterof 1890-91 will mark the next session of the Connecti-
cut State Legislature. Then will be the time for Connecticut L.
A. W. men and advocates of the cycling art to show their colors.

Try a dose of New York's medicine and present a road improve-
ment bill. Remember the fable of the "Early Bird !" Electioneer-
ing is in order at all times.

Present indications all tend to show that Fairfield County, Ct.

,

will be blessed with better roads this year than ever before. The
selectmen of the various towns are taking the matter in hand, and
instead of using the loose dirt for a foundation, loose stone is being
used in its place. With the extensive road improvements going on
in the old towns of Stratford, Bridgeport and New Haven, wheel-
men will have many opportunities to exchange visits, and the best
feature of all is that they will have the pleasure of riding over much
better roads than heretofore.

Frank Dingley, the man who holds the 100-miles track record,
it is said, has lost hi6 grip on long distance riding. The Omaha
Bee says that his wonderful powers of endurance are gone, and that
he is only good for short lashes. Many attempts have been made
to lower his wonderful 100-miles record of 5 hours 38 minutes 44 1-5

seconds made at Lynn, Mass., September 22, '87, but efforts so far

have proven fruitless.

We are in receipt of a letter addressed to "Eugene M. Aaron,
Secretary- Editor ," containing some very interesting notes. The
very funny part of the business is that the notes are written by a
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Division League official. We won't say what Division or from
whence the notes came, but that any League official should be so
far behind the times as not to know that Aaron is "no more" Sec-
retary-Editor is past our comprehension.

A Cincinnati exchange remarks that, "This city will soon be
thrown in a state of agitation over the appearance of a married
ladies' club of bicycle riders. A prominent society lady, who lives

at the Gibson, is the leader, and avers that the club will make its

appearance on the street as soon as the weather permits. They
have been practicing all winter, and are now in a state of perfection.
They expect to create an immense sensation, and it is safe to pre-
dict that their expectations will be fully realized. Their costumes
•will consist of navy-blue riding trousers such as are used by eques-
triennes, with overskirts to match.

We hope to hear that the wheelmen of Brooklyn, N. Y., will
carry out the talked of plan and build a track for cycle racing.

A farmer from Ridgeland, N. Y., writes a letter of protest to the
Rochester Union on the highway improvement movement, and
especially is he down on it because he sees in it the hand of the
hated "wheelman." He says among other logical (?) things : "We,
as country farmers, have lived under the present system substantially
more than sixty years, and although we are willing to concede
there are some defects in the application of the present system, the
system itself is as satisfactory as any that experience has thus far

been able to devise ; and until the ones most directly interested in

this matter feel sufficient interest in this question to make a general
and combined movement, for what we ourselves wish the Legisla-
ture to do for us, through our servants, whom we elect to act for us,

it is not proper for any other persons to interfere." The argument
that "what was good enough for our ancestors is good enough for

us" is the kind that impedes progress. Luckily the tendency of the

age is to sweep away old fogyism.

The Commissioners of Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, say that it

is not necessary that a rider's machine must be damaged to compel
him to resort to the footpath. A frozen or muddy place, or a place
where the roadway is being repaired is sufficient reason to permit
him to dismount and wheel his machine along the pathway.

We hear that President Dunn has placed his application for mem-
bership with the Citizens' Club of New York.

The Lynn (Mass.) Wheel Club was organized last Friday.
Among the members we notice the names of very many of the old

timers.

The Philadelphia Inquirer seems to think that the dates set for

the annual meet of the L. A. W. at Niagara Falls, August 25, 26, 27,

are unfortunate, as business men cannot afford to get away, or

allow their employees to get away at the end of the month. That
paper says : Cyclers as a body are composed of active business men,
and the middle of the month would be far preferable to the end, if

it is the c!esire to bring out a large representation. Niagara Falls

is just the place to attract a large crowd, but the date, as before

stated, is, unfortunately, one that will offset the inducements offered

by the place.

"Alton H. Spear of Portland, Me., was arrested last week Tues-
day evening, on the suspicion of larceny, on complaint of E. B.

Robinson & Co. Spear has been working for them for some time,

and was purchasing a bicycle on the installment plan. It is claimed
that he pawned a bicycle other than the one he was purchasing,
being a much more valuable one. Spear says he had paid for the

bicycle all but about twenty dollars and it was virtually his, and he
pawned it for only thirty dollars to assist his sick mother. The
Pine Tree Wheelmen for whom Spear has been doing collecting,

also claim to have lost money through him. Spear was bound over
in the sum of $500 in the municipal court Thursday."

—

Bangor
Comme rcial.

The New York Sun says it "greatly to the credit of both the L.

A. W. and A. A. U. that a compromise has been effected, for both
organizations are composed of too large and too intelligent body of

gentlemen to either provoke a fight or rashly precipitate one." Mr.
Dana's paper is about correct.

This is what is called "wit" by the Times of San Antonio, Texas :

"Colonel William Sterrett's Texas friends will learn with profound
regret that he has developed into a bicycle riding dude, since taking

up his residence in Washington. The Sterrett of Texas was an un-
assuming person, who, attired in a shock of brindle hair and red

sox, and seated astride of a nail keg, dashed off epigrams that

scintillated like a new tin pan; the Sterrett of Washington is a

gaudy dilletante attired in knee breeches and short velvet coat, who
wears a diamond as big as a pumpkin for a headlight while bowling
down Pennsylvania avenue."

The Quaker City Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have decided to

admit ladies to membership in the future. The club is growing so

rapidly that it has outgrown its present quarters, secured only a
month ago, and the club is thinking of building an addition in the
rear of the club house. A hop will probably be given by the club
in the near future.

In the death of Mrs. Harold R. Lewis, the gentle and highly-
esteemed wife of President Harold R. Lewis, of the Philadelphia
Bicycle Club, that body, and all Philadelphians who are interested
in bicycling, lose one of the most useful, and at the same time the
oldest lady bicyclist in that city. Mrs. Lewis last summer made a
record of over 3000 miles on her bicycle through Europe, a record
seldom, if ever, equalled by any lady. The funeral of this estima-
ble lady took place March 22d, from her late residence, 1715 Ogden
street.

'"Cedar Rapids, Iowa," writes our correspondent, "is a 'safety'
town. Safety wheels outnumber the ordinaries two to one. There
are those among the younger wheelmen who cling to the old ordi-
nary, and aver that half the pleasure of cycling is eliminated when
one takes away the danger of a header from a high wheel. The
elder men, the business and professional class, take very kindly to
the safety. In Cedar Rapids, ministers, doctors, lawyers and busi-
ness men of every vocation use wheels, and the interest is growing.
Cycling ranks even include some recruits among the ladies, and
this coming season several more will be seen on our streets."

No man is too old to ride a wheel and no man can really under-
stand the pleasure to be derived from, riding until he has the expe-
rience for himself. It is an easy matter to learn to ride and with
the safety wheels, the chances of a bad fall are reduced to a mini-
mum.
A knock down argument was advanced by an enthusiastic cycler

who was picturing the many benefits and pleasures to be gained
from riding a wheel, and said : "There is nothing like it for health.
It increases man's physical force and prolongs his life." "But our
ancestors did not ride the bicycle," observed his friend. "True,
they did not, and they have all died."

The average rural mind is slow to grasp the idea of the new or
novel, as evinced by the following conversation : Mrs. Hayrick

—

"Why what on airth is the matter with ye, Ebenezer Hayrick?"
Hayrick (intensely excited)—"Why, I jest seed a woman goin'

along on a bicycle as hard as she could ter git away from a feller

who was chasin' right behind her ez hard ez he could, but he
didn't gain on her, the rascal! I wisht I'd a 'ad my shot gun."
Young Hayrick—"Why, pap, that was a double bicycle fer two to

ride on."

Among the many evidences that spring is approaching an ex-

change gives the following: "A bicycle, propelled by the usual

specimen with a long tailed coat and his trousers tied around the

ankles with skate straps was seen about town yesterday. In a week
or so the red-hot man will turn his attentions to dog catching and
then spring will come."

Wheeling gives the diet on which a jockey is supposed to thrive :

Breakfast : a small piece of bread and butter and one cup of tea.

Dinner : fish ; if fish cannot be had a small portion of light pudding
and a very little meat. Supper: nothing. "He goes to bed at nine

and rises at six. His beverage is two parts water to one part

wine. Not a very hearty diet for a hale, hearty cyclist.

Chicago hopes to have the first of the proposed series of races,

between Lumsden and Campbell, run on the new track at the

grounds of the Chicago Cricket Club.

Some of the more ambitious wheelmen of Cedar Rapids, Iowa,

are doing faithful gymnasium work looking toward the organiza-

tion of a team for the coming State meet. That city will also

probably send a man to compete in the safety class.

Wheelmen in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, formerly had a hard time of

it, as the streets and roads hereabouts are inclined to be—in fact

are—as sandy as can well be imagined. Last year, however, the

city fathers concluded to invest in some pavement. This was done,

and now on all the principal streets of the town they have good

wheeling.

We are advised that the prospects are splendid for a League Di

vision in Salt Lake City. The "Socials" have already made
arrangements to enter the League, and will be headquarters for

League matters in Utah.

The Rambling Wheelmen of Bridgeport, Ct, have secured the

engagement of the popular American a&or, Louis Aldrich, in his

new play "The Editor" for their grand benefit entertainment April

11 and 12. The eminent capabilities of the star, which have been

manifested in his previous plays bid fair to make the benefit a suc-

cess in every particular.

A liveryman of Binghamton, N. Y., writes to a local paper and

says : "The bicvcles have knocked off a large slice from the livery
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business. Now the young men who used to hire rigs to go to the

neighboring villages go on their wheels; the cost is little or nothing
to them and we are out on every trip. Then again a great many
young men who used to spend money for rigs to ride around town
have bought bicycles and get their pleasure that way."

"Chicago Wheelmen are having a quiet laugh over the talk of

their New York brethren about the World's Fair. The New Yorkers
had one of their number on their Fair Committee and were plan-

ning for a great time in '92. The Chicago wheelmen said nothing
but subscribed stock. Chicago will have the Fair, the League Meet
and the greatest races ever given.''

—

Chicago Tribune.

It is claimed that the new Parkside track in Chicago will be the

finest in the country. On the hard-rolled earth will be laid a foun-

dation of broken stone and on that several layers of broken granite

dressing in various sizes, the final layer being the finest of screened
gravel.

There are only about 350 wheelmen in Indianapolis, which fact

is due no doubt to the miserable condition of the streets.

The Taunton, Mass., Bicycle Club is in correspondence with the
Ramblers Club of Fall River and the New Bedford Cycle Club in

relation to a series of road races by teams from the three clubs.

The teams are to consist of five members from each club, and prizes

are to be offered for the winners at the different meets.

The Australian Town and Country Journal rather hits the nail

on the head in the following paragraph: "A very unsatisfactory

feature of cycling, from an amateur point of view, is the habit which
is springing up of newspaper challenges. When amateurs have so
many opportunities of competing against one another in open races
it is difficult to understand why they should "barney" about public
matches, except on the assumption that there are financial tran-

sactions depending upon them which are totally opposed to tHe
spirit of amateurism."

A reader from Chicago sends us a very clever wash sketch-
which he entitles "Road Improvement—A plan to catch the far-

mer vote." It represents a party of some twenty wheelmen all

mounted and harnessed to a huge road roller on the seat of which
sits "ye farmer" with a long lashed whip. The wheelmen are all

tugging away for all they are worth, and the farmer is in the act of
applying the whip to the bodies of those who are inclined to be
sluggish.

The Rochester (N. Y. ) Union speaking editorially of the late
mass meeting at Utica, under the auspices of the New York State
Roads Improvement Association says: "Upon the ability and in-
dustry of this organization will depend the success of the movement.
It must take hold of the matter in earnest and see to it that the
people are educated and agitated upon the subject. The people are
all right, but they require to be stirred and pushed in order to bring
them into line of action."

There is a big fight in progress between the Buffalo Vulcanite
Asphalt Co. and the Barber Asphalt Co. over contracts for pave-
ments involving some $250,000 expenditure.

As the spring approaches, the annual rumor that "Quilla" Rich
will be seen on the path bobs up. Heretofore "Rumor" has proven
herself a false prophetess. Let us hope for the sport's sake that
Rich will appear this season, and that our information has a solid
basis of fact.

"Nostaw," of Bridgeport, Ct., sends us the following interesting
item: "How many individuals will sacrifice position, honor and
almost anything else, simply for a few paltry dollars ? I was walk-
ing along the street the other day, and glancing in one of the store
windows on the thoroughfare, my attention was attracted to a hand-
some gold medal hanging in the window, waiting to catch the eye
of some chance customer. I also noticed that the customary three
balls, denoting that the establishment was a pawn shop, graced the
front part of the structure. Engraved on the bar from which the
medal hung, were the words, 'Fifty-mile Road Race.' Determined
to satisfy my curiosity, I entered and asked permission to inspect
the same. I learned that the medal, which was of solid gold and
very handsome in design, was won in a fifty-mile bicycle road race,
in Orange, N. J., May 31, 1886. The time as shown on the medal
was 4 hours, 16 minutes and 30 seconds. The important fact con-
cerning the medal was that it was won in an amateur contest under
L. A. W rules." [Our correspondent is mistaken in saying the
race was under L. A. W. rules. The League does not recognize or
control road racing. In fact the L. A. W., until within a few
weeks, has utterly ignored road racing, but latterly a rule has been
adopted which makes a man who rides for a purse on the road a
professional.

—

Ed.]

The reason given by the Yale News for the non-acceptance of
Harvard's challenge for a road race, is that "judging from the num-
berofmen in training at present, those men who would enter for the

road race would have to be the same as those entering for the race at

the Berkeley Oval. The training for road racing is not at ali good for

track riders, therefore Yale's chances of winning the inter-collegiate

race would be diminished if her men were to go through such a

course of training. We would therefore suggest that more men
come out to train for the bicycle race at the games this spring.

The number of bicycling men in Yale College would be thus in-

creased, and there would be a larger number from which to pick a

team worthy to compete with Harvard next fall." [The above rea-

son is not a valid one, as the Harvard men will meet the men of
blue on the track, at New Haven, Tune oth, if Yale will consent.

—

Ed.]

The projectors of the bicycle track at Buffalo are now looking
toward the Fair grounds as presenting the most inducements and
being most acceptable for a track. If arrangements can be made
with whoever gets hold of the grounds this would undoubtedly be
the place for a track. The unsettled condition of the affairs of the
Fair Assosiation is the chief obstacle in the way of a solution of
the track question.

Our readers need not be in a hurry about packing their grips
preparatory to travelling to Chicago to attend the world's fair. The
date has been postponed and we shall have to wait till '93 before the
big fair opens.

We regret that press of business prevented our receiving a call

from Mr. R. P. Gormully, while he was in Boston last week.

The new track at the Chicago Cricket Club grounds will most
probably be built on the same plan as the Lynn, Mass., track.

Mr. Richard Beasley was in Lynn last week and got the plans of
the track which were kindly furnished by City Engineer Charles
W. Gay, who, together with Messrs. Whitten and Shurman added
suggestions with a view to further improvement in that line.

The New Orleans Bicycle Club gave a big theatre party la6t

week. The party numbered over one hundred, and the attraction

was Barber, the trick riding expert.

The committee appointed by residents of Delaware County, Pa.,

at a meeting in behalf of better roads, has arranged for a meeting
at Rutledge Institute on April 3, to be addressed by William H.
Rhawn, Joel J. Baily, Assistant District Attorney Samuel A. Boyle
and several Delaware County residents, and at which the commit-
tee will present a report.

The annual election of the Manhattan Bicycle Club of New
York was held on Monday erening, March 17, at their club house,
where a very exciting time was experienced, both by members and
candidates. There were two tickets, "Regular" and "Opposition,"
the entire "Regular" ticket being elected by a large majority, j.
A. Clarimont, President, Camile De Veze, Secretary, Paul G.
Keane as Captain, and others.

. The Westchester County Wheelmen of New Rochelle, N. Y.,
held a very enjoyable smoker on the 22d inst. The club, though
scarcely eight months old, is a League club of 28 members, includ-

ing among them H. F. Fuller, the Secretary of the Big Four Tour;
Fred Jenkins, the veteran cycler of New York; N. P. Tyler, ex-

Official Handicapper of the League ; Eugene Valentine and C. K.
Alley, well known among the racing fraternity.

L. J. Kolb has challenged John A. Wells to a hill-climing contest.

Harry Kernell's latest: "McSwiggin was out riding the other
day when a bicycle, the first he ever saw, passed him. 'O my, O
my,' says McSwiggin, 'but they do be going fast.' Later on he saw
a scissors grinder at work, says he to his horse : 'Git up, ye soaker,
don't let that fellar pas6 ye.'

"

SPRING MEETING OF THE LOUISIANA DIVISION.

The spring meeting of the Louisiana Division of the L. A. W.
was held at the office of ChiefConsul Hodgson last night. A com-
mittee composed of Messrs. Birchfield, Freenick, Hill, Guilotteand
Born was appointed to endeavor to have the district championships
run off in this city, and also to induce this district to meet in New
Orleans.
The new rules of the national racing body require that the dis-

trict championships shall be run off prior to July 15, and the winner
and second man of each district event only shall be allowed to

compete in the national championships.
It is likely that the meet of this district, which comprises the

States of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala-
bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Tennessee and
Indian Territory will be held in this city in the latter part of May.
With the fastest men of the South competing here a most successful

meet will be assured.

H. H. Hodgson has been appointed on the national hotel com-
mittee, and is chairman of the district.
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THE AUSTRALIAN BALLOT IN A CLUB ELECTION.

A couple of months ago the coming club election began to be
talked of by the members of the Kings County Wheelmen, the
largest cycling club in Brooklyn, and one of the best known through-
out the country. Several of the members suggested a trial of the
Australian method of voting, and the club adopted their suggestion
authorizing the appointment of a committee to prepare rules to
govern nominations and voting, receive nominations, and provide
ballots.

This committee, consisting of Franklin W. Loucks, Arthur H.
Smith and Edward S. Siebert, after a careful examination of the
Saxton, Massachusetts, Australian and other methods reported a
series of rules, doing away with the unsatisfactory device of a nom-
inating committee, and permitting any two members to join in
nominating a candidate, such nomination, if not declined, to be
placed on the nomination list and printed on the official ballot.
The method of voting adopted was substantially that of the Aus-

tralian system, modified to suit the needs of a club. The official

ballot,ballot-clerk, registry lists, separate compartments, and similar
features were retained. The ballots were printed at the expense of
the club, with the names of candidates arranged under the heading
of the office for which they were nominated, and voters were re-

quired to erase with ink or lead pencil the names of candidates for

whom they did not wish to vote, and place a cross at the left of the
name of the candidate voted for. The back of the ballot when
folded displayed the indorsement,

K. C. W.
Official Ballot
March 20th, 1890.

and the initials of the ballot distributor.

The trial of the system took place between the hours of 7.30 and
9.30 P. M. on the date given, and resulted in an unqualified success.
The members were unanimous in their approval of the expedition
with which the voting was accomplished and the convenience of
having a single ballot with the names of all candidates thereon

;

while the canvassers found the work of counting the votes very
much less than under the old system of separate ballots for each
office and candidate. Fourteen offices were to be filled and ninety-
one votes were cast, and the result of the vote was declared in about
an hour after the closing of the polls, the vote for the two principal
offices, President and Captain, being canvassed separately and an-
nounced in less than half an hour.

Two defective ballots were cast, and one defective in part.

The result of the trial of the new "K. C. W. system" of nomina-
tion and voting is most satisfactory, and the rules reported by the
committee will be adopted as a club by-law. * * *.

HARVARD COLLEGE BICYCLE ASSOCIATION.

"At the meeting of the Harvard Bicycle Club March 20, the fol-

lowing motion was passed unanimously : That the Harvard Bicy-
cle Club give control of racing, and all money so far subscribed by
the college for racing purposes, into the hands of a new and
entirely separate association, to be formed after the present meet-
ing has adjourned ; membership in the new association to be open
to any man in the university on payment of the prescribed fee,

either hereafter or as a previous subscription to the H. B. C. racing
fund—no member of the H. B. C. to be entitled to membership in

the association on any other terms.

The new association will conduct an annual race meet on the
same general plan as the one held last year by the H. B. C. ; will

arrange team races with all the principal colleges, if possible (and
there is no reason to doubt that it will be) ; and will hold semi-
annual road races, and frequent hare and hounds runs, open to the
university. It will also probably establish records, and give record
medals, for other distances besides those governed by the H. A. A.
The principal features of the race meet [which will be held May

17.

—

Ed.] will be the intercollegiate and interscholastic races. The
latter is especially important, since it raises an interest in bicycling

in the schools ; and the men will come here with some experience
in bicycle riding, which will be of great benefit, both in the Mott
Haven games, and in the intercollegiate races which the new asso-

ciation will promote. * * *

It is proposed to raise the corners of the track on Holmes' field,

which will make it perhaps the fastest quarter-mile bicycle track in

the country. * * *

The Harvard Bicycle Club will still continue as heretofore to be
a social and bicycle club, holding smokers and weekly bicycle runs.

After the adjournment of the Harvard Bicycle Club meeting, the

members held another to organize the new association. E. F.

Rogers was elected temporary Chairman, and a committee of five,

consisting of E. F. Rogers, '90, R. H. Davis, '91, W. B. Greenleaf,

'92, K. Brown, '91, and H. N. Rice, '91, wa6 appointed to draw up a
constitution and by-laws, which committee is to report at a meeting
to be called later for final organization, the election of officers, etc.
This meeting is open to all members of the university." * * *—Crimson.

AUPHNWALICS FEED NIGHT.

"The new electric lights shone through the mist on Reynolds
street, Danielsonville, Ct., last night, something more than mere
smears on the murky air. The long vista of undug sidewalk from
the church, eastward, was rampant. The rain came down in fits.

The fog came down several weeks ago, and so was on the ground,
as was also a very discreditable quantity of slush.
The Auphnwalk Wheel Club, to which such an indisposition of

the elements and the "goin"' is nothing, presented itself at the
horrte of the President on the aforesaid street, with alliments (the
street) as herein advised.
A brief business meeting was first in order. Mr. Rainville mo-

tioned the appointment of a committee on uniforms. Mr. Pilling
objected to the source of the motion. It was lost. Mr. Gardner
then submitted the following resolutions

:

Whereas, at this season it would appear that from copious mois-
ture and latent depravity our roads are so badly conditioned as to
make all teaming wholly impossible or extremely difficult for those
people who, in times past, have derided and tantalized us with the
query of, "Why don't yer git on and ride?" (the while the ther-
mometer stood at 101 and the sand was six inches deep), and
Whereas, 'revenge is sweet.' Be it therefore
Resolved—That we, the Auphnwalk Wheel Club, are sweeter than

revenge ; that we do most disdainfully scorn to occupy the vantage
how offered, and with equal sarcasm retort ; but do tender our most
sincere regrets and condolence to these people now that they be

,
hampered and distressed.

Resolution unanimously adopted.
At nine o'clock the dulcet tones of the President's oscarina wafted

the assembly to the dining-room on the inspiring strains of the
'Sahara March.'
A homely elegance of bare oak supporting a centre of juice-laden

pottery with corn-cob stopper—shining tins of mellow russets,

mixed nuts, doughnuts, cheese with green specks in it and like

cheer, garnished with the complementary glass and a bottle of
Jamaica ginger, greeted the banqueters. The club was seated with
Vice President O'Brien in the chair of honor.
Various toasts were responded to while the feed was on. Mr.

Lyon, in response to 'headers,' told a telling tale to substantiate a
theory that -Header' is a meaningless flippancy of colloquial cy-
cling nomei clature,' and said that he never had taken even what the
vulgar call a 'header.' At this sally every appetite abated, every
jaw stopped. 'But only this moment we saw you take a cider,'

pungently remarked the guest of honor, and the appetites and jaws
resumed.
The best of spirits reigned at the board ; and while a mere rain of

spirits was good enough for the majority, a few regaled the fea6t in
& pour of pump-water, plain.

So Auphnwalk feasted, till the President, with fine discrimination
at the proper moment, arose, and the party left the tabic, dishes,
jug and one doughnut.
At a late hour the company launched out into the night into the

slop and on to wry dreams and wrestlings with disordered diges-
ters.' '

—

Danie Isonville Transcript.

KANSAS CITY IS NOT DEAD YET.

Editor Bit 1 cling World: I herewith hand you a few lines concern-
ing wheeling of this city ; I must confess that wheelmen reading the
World every week must naturaly think that Kansas City has been
removed from the face of the earth. But such is not the case of the
Great Metropolis of the West, in fact we have been so busily en-
gaged that for a time even wheeling has been neglected, especially

in our papers. Below I give one of the projects which at present
is attracting ( ur attention and which may be of interest to wheel-
men in our vicinity, and it put to a successful issue will greatly in-

crease cycling interest in and about Kansas City ; our proposed plans
are for the issue of $1,500,000, for road improvements. This con-
stitutes three hundred miles of good macadam road throughout
Jackson County, and will connect the following well-known towns
with good roads to Kansas City: Independence, Sibley, Buckner
Hill, Lake City, Blue Springs, Grain Valley, Oak Grove, Raytown,
Lee, Summitt, Lone Jack, Greenwood, Huckman's Mill, New Sante
Fe, and other places of interest. If we should be successful in

having bonds voted, we shall have a bright future for wheelmen.
Let me say for the L. A. W., I think we can promise it many new
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members this year over last, as the prospects for wheeling here were
never better. Even the ladies take an interest, and a few already can
be seen out riding. It takes new riders to get the old ones stirred

up, and these are surely forthcoming. Reginald.
Kansas City, Mo., March 17, 1890.

ROUTE FROM WHEELING, W. VA., VIA "NATIONAL"
ROAD EAST.

First allow me to say that this road was made in the days when
it was erroneously supposed that it was easier to climb a hill than

go round it, and is consequently hilly.

From Wheeling to Washington, Pa., (32 miles) see Pennsylvania-
Maryland-New Jersey-Delaware Road Book (last edition) route (51)

page 167.

From Washington to Brownsville (24 miles) (road book page 132)

is the best part of the road and rideable at any time.

From Brownsville to Uniontown (12 miles) road fair, hills large.

From Uniontown to summit (6 miles) fair, one very long hill and
several small ones.

From summit to Summerfield (16 miles) (road book, page 131)

the hills are both long and short, loose stones, very poor.

From Summerfield to Cumberland, Md., (39 miles about) the

once famous National road is in such a condition as to necessitate

taking your life in your hand and your wheel on your back.

The grades given in the several routes are not overdrawn.
The greatest consolation you can have ingoing over this route is,

that where you cannot ride you can walk. No. 17371.

CYCLES FOR THE DAUGHTERS OF MEN.
BT FLORINE THArER McCRAr.

"What would you think of a cycle for my daughter?" said a
clergyman to me not long since. " Of course you consider their

use perfectly mode6t and graceful or you would not appear as I often

see you scudding along our suburban roads at a ten-mile gait. But
do you feel quite sure the exercise is adapted to the health ofwoman ?

Is ft safe and expedient to encourage girls to begin the use of this

machine, the most fascinating thing ever given to mankind as an
assistance to personal effort and rapid locomotion ?" The good
man's eyes shone, for under the advice of his physician, he had
been using a tricycle to send the warm blood to his clammy extrem-
ities and clear the cobwebs from his tired brain. "I know what it

is to me," he continued, "and can recommend it to every masculine
brain worker in the world, but is it adapted to a woman's, a delicate

woman's physical organization ? In my desire to get Edith out of
the inertia and lassitude which daily grows upon her, and which I

fear may be the precursor of some insidious disease, I would not
have her overtax her strength and in the exhilaration of the novel
exercise, bring on some weakness which—

"

" Sir," I said, "Let us consign the idea of an ever-lurking insid-

ious disease to the past age which seemed so fondly to dwell upon
the imminent vengeance of an angry Providence, and turn to a
trusting reliance upon the goodness of a Creator who has formed
our bodies upon a perfect plan and which but for the loss of confi-

dence in their oneness with His designs would never be ill, never
tormented with pain. No one who believes in the goodness of the
Father can believe that he made disease, therefore, as He made all

things which do exist, diseases and physical weakness comes only
from our own fear and lack of trust in Him. It is the reflection of
thi6 error in our own or our friends' minds that appears in bodily
imperfections.

I am glad to answer your question from a woman's standpoint,
but first let me protest against the crippling fallacy that women are
made of fragile clay, that vigorous, even fatiguing exercise is more
liable to injure them than, under the same conditions, their fathers,
brothers and husbands. Did you ever know pleasant out-of-door
exeicise, that which is voluntary and not urged to excess by rivalry
with companions, to do any one harm?
Women it is true have the more complicated and variously taxed

physical organization, but enduring reserve force, quick recupera-
tive powers and inherent strength are also there. Try and cease to
regard us as the physically incapacitated sex. Look at the strength
and tenacity of fibre, the firmness and elasticity of muscle and the
wonderful patience and poise of mind evinced every day in the life

of an active, hopeful, yes or even dumbly enduring woman. Wo-
men can do what they elect, like, or are permitted to do, with a
persistence and freedom from unhealthy reaction which often
astonishes the most experienced physician.
We cannot lift so many pounds as men, we cannot give so heavy

a blow, because we have not the weight to back it, perhaps cannot
walk so many miles over land, though that is yet to be proven when
we are given something as fascinating as hunting is to men.

Do you remember how women got on at the Centennial? They
walked countless miles among the cases of wonders from all parts

of the world, stood for hours over the revelations in art and handi-
craft first seen there, and came out at night, bright, enthusiastic,

and renewed, while their male escorts groaned with fatigue and
limped painfully, growling about their swelled and aching feet and
in spite of the humiliating confession after, took to' the wheeled
chairs long before their weaker ( ?) companions gave in. Why it

came to be a proverb that all the invalid women in the country
came out 6trong at the Centennial quite using up their protectors
who tried to follow them. What was it? Simply that they enjoyed
it, they wished to do it, and for the time overruled their own and
others' notions that the body was not made to carry out the impulses
of the mind. I consider it disrespectful to the goodness of God to

believe He made women in such a way that they cannot exercise

vigorously, exhaustingly if necessary, without injury to their

frames.
See how they come out of ordeals that crush the strongest of

men ! They rebound to health and spirits as if made of elliptical

springs, though what a poor comparison is that with the delicate,

elastic and marvelously enduring organization given to women !

And given to use, surely to use in all cheering and natural ways,
ways that but for the restrictions of false ideas we take to as a kitten

plays or ducks swim ; but fortunately in these days there is

scarcely need to argue the desirability of pleasant exercise for

women. Consumptive heroines, pale human flowers too fragile

and inert for earth, went out of fashion with the low-necked waists,

many starched skirts, open worked stockings and paper soled shoes
of forty years ago. Even the rich country girl who a few years ago,
strange as it may seem, sat in the house to shield from the sun her
delicate complexion and depended for locomotion beyond the piazza
upon the fat carriage horses, has donned walking dresses, thick

shoes and a sun hat, and is beginning to appreciate her privileges

in living near to Nature's throbbing heart. With the accession of
English manners, which is in many ways not so deprecablea "fad,"
long tramps have become quite the thing, and New York belles at

Tuxedo, Mahopac or Lake George, boast their little turns of eight

or ten miles before luncheon. Horseback riding is also now in

fashion, though one who used to endure it for the sake of being
away over the fields and woods must doubt if it is really enjoyed by
more than one of the score of young women who pursue it in spite

of the unnatural position of the body, the hanging to the saddle by
one leg, and the terrible jolting given by most horses not reared to

the saddle. And are not American women, formerly reproached
with being the weakest among the women of all civilized nations,

now coming to be known as more healthy, active and charming
than any other in the world?
All this has tended to make way for the use of the cycle. As to

its modesty and grace, there is no question among people who have
seen lady riders. I have seen stout, middle-aged ladies, even white-

haired grandmothers, riding tricycles and carrying into the exer-

cise all the beautiful dignity for which they were noted. A woman
has only to exercise, at the start, the care in arranging her skirts

which is second nature after mounting a horse, getting into a car-

riage, or sitting up >n a piano stool. The latter, by the way, quite

resembles a woman's position and appearance on the saddle of a

tricycle. The use of wheels seems to be an augmented physical

faculty; there is a sense of freedom, of independence, enjoyment
and pride in one's own powers commonly expressed by the habitual

pedestrian. But upon a cycle you are suspended easily in air,

springing lightly over the obstacles in the way of the fairy- like

wheels, and even at the slowest possible movement of the treadles,

out-stripping a rapid walker. It is like putting on the seven-league
boots of story ; one step carries you a dozen feet or more, and there

is the exhilarating flying sensation of roller skating without its

dangers or severe strain upon the muscles. There you are, secure

from the dangers of unmanageable horses or steam locomotion,
firmly supported by the saddle, with comfortable rests for your
hands, nothing to do but walk steadily upon the treadles, and guide
the flying wheels wherever you wish to go ! Doing the countless

errands for the house, trundling a mile away to discuss the last

topic of interest with your intimate friend, leaving some delicacy

or a book at the door of a poor invalid, rolling swiftly out of town
to the woods alter the first modest wildling of spring, to the

envy of your friends. To come down to hygienic considerations,

for I know it takes something more than enthusiasm over its pleas-

ures to convince an anxious father that the use of a cycle will be

good for his delicate daughter, I took especial care in commencing
to ride the cycle to study its effects upon my physical organization,

putting away as far as possible, the mental impetus and vivid pleas-

ure derived from its use, until I could decide if it were quite health-

ful and safe.

( To be continued.

)
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ROUTE WANTED.

Editor Bicycling World: Through the columns of the Bicycling
World, please inform me of the best road, condition, distances

from Columbus to Niagara Falls.

If a Columbus wheelman answers this question, please inform

me whether .there will be a party who intend to ride from Columbus
to Niagara to the meet. Very respectfully,

Robert C. Matlock, L. A. W. No. 23739,
Capital City Cycling Club.

Springfield, 111., March 24th, T890.

ROUTE WANTED.

Will some one kindly furnish the subscriber with description of

the route from Port Jefferson, «Long Island, to Brooklyn?
Fraternally, 23257.

ROTHERMAL.
Br LOUIS REEVES HARRISON.

American News Co.

It is not the province of a cycle paper to review novels or the

"latest thing" in literature, but in briefly reviewing Mr. Harrison's

novel, "Rothermal," we feel our excuse is a valid one, and will be
accepted by all, when we say that the author was at one time the

editor of the World, and since the earliest days of cycling has
been closely identified with the sport. To a majority of our readers
the name of Louis R. Harrison is by no means a strange one, and
they will be pleased to hear that his first essay as an author has met
with the most encouraging success. "Rothermal" is a story of lost

identity. The time is during the Franco-Prussian war and the
siege of Paris. The locale is Paris, and just outside the Prussian
line of investment. The plot turns on the remarkable resemblance
ot two sisters, one being married and the other single. At the battle

of Woerth these two girls and the mother occupy a room in a
chateau in range of the Prussian guns. The mother and one of the
girls, together with an old servant, are blown to pieces by an ex-
ploding shell, while the other one escapes with life, but the shock
destroys all memory of matters prior to the catastrophe. The hus-
band, Rothermal, of the married daughter is away in America at

the time. The whole plot rests on the endeavors of Rothermal to

prove that the survivor is his wife, a claim which tor various rea-

sons is opposed by the interested parties. So well is the plot sus-

tained and so strorfg are the theories and facets presented by both
sides that we have to close the book without being satisfied in our
mind as to which is correct. The author shows great cleverness in

the way he handles the delicate woof and warp of the mystery.
Estienne, Marquis de Grammont, divides honors with Rother-

mal, as hero of the book, in fadt de Grammont is to our mind the
more interesting character of the two. He is a delightful villain, a

refined rogue, an agnostic; love, friendship and all the relations we
hold dear, are to him a trifling nothing; he is a very prince of
cynics, a man of vast experience, and when necessity compels him
to create from the fancy of his bright intellect incidents to gain his
point, he does not hesitate to create. We almost fear to breathe the
fadt that we like Estienne, but we cannot forgive him for his out-
rageous heresy and wickedness in holding up to ridicule Boston
culture and pretentions and lor certain ungallant charges he makes
against American women. A few of these examples of rank heresy
are given below

:

"No people are more bigoted than those born in Boston's Fau-
borg Saint Germain, and yet none more credulous and easily
imposed upon by impecunious foreigners ready to exchange a self-

assumed title for Back Bay real estate. The men in New England's
capital are often hard headed and keen witted, as Americans usually
are, but the women are as a rule superficial." * * *

Unfortunately, Estienne's point is well taken, as some of our
Boston people will admit, on remembering their late experi-
ence with a Russian nobleman ( ?). Now we give an excerpt which
we think will give reason and insure a sharp retort from some of
America's fair daughters and brave men :

" American men, though mentally stunted by the tremendous
pressure brough to bear upon them in the fierce race for wealth,
ofttimes rise out of lowly tastes into a chaste atmosphere of culture,
but the women as a rule deteriorate. They keep up appearances
before marriage, but after it sink into a disregard of appearances,
become less presentable in public and more uncouth in private, to
charitably say nothing of their mental degeneration. Am I wrong
in asserting that the American wife who uses the seduction of her

beauty, instead of exercising a simple tyranny of affection, to keep
her husband's love, is the exception rather than the rule? Does
she take the same care of her mind and her person after her hus-

band has sworn devotion and fidelity, as she did during his first

protestations of love? The French wife does more than this.

After marriage she expands mentally, she is apace with her husband
in politics without losing her lead in religion ; her social ambition
is gratified in being, rather than seeming an accomplished woman;
and in the mellowing of marital affection she does not forget to

make herself loved by those allurements American women cast

aside when they are once in legal possession of their husbands.
The unkind truth is, American wives of to-day are encumbrances,
not helpmates."*******

*
"I will tell you confidently the secret of married happiness—

one must please a woman, not love her. She is a poor, vain thing,

and must either be petted or abused, the latter preferred. I have
known wronged women to become self-sacrificing and even noble,

but a petted woman is the most utterly selfish creature on the face

of the earth. She narrows her husband's pleasures down to that

of waiting on hers, takes all the flavor out of his devotion by mak-
ing it a duty, and then rails at him and at mankind in general for

not being other than God made them."********
" Women are the Gods who create men, but he expects them to

be good obedient Gods, and not talk back."********
" Women esteem integrity in the abstract, but where it stands a

barrier to their curiosity they are prone to give it some other

name."********
These few excerpts are but a few samples of the train of thought

that "wicked" Estienne follows. He is an interesting character,

bound to rivet the attention, and he compels a certain amount ot

admiration for his audacity. The book all through shows care;

there Is not a carelessly written line or sentence in the whole work.

It reflects credit, and we congratulate the author.

ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENT A WHEEL.
{BY GEO. D. MITCHELL.)

(Continued.}

The ride on to Basel, the gate by which the great procession ot

tourists enters Switzerland, was less interesting than it would have
been if we had not had to spend about half of our time under the

trees, waiting for it to stop raining. Our vexation was heightened
upon our having to pay ten per cent, duty on our machines when
entering Switzerland, although the amount will be refunded when
we leave the country. The local bicycle club, and especially sev-

eral cyclists who spoke a little English, made our stay in Basel in-

teresting, and gave us many valuable points about touring in Swit-

zerland. Next day we made our way between showers down to

Lucerne. We had another mountain climb over the Juras, and a

long coast to Olten to pay for it. The road led down one side of a
gorge, then across it and back on the other, and the way it wound
round the mountains was a puzzle. Indeed, these mountain roads
are admirable examples of the engineer's art, and though Switzer-
land is of course exceedingly mountainous, there is scarcely a road
that is too steep to be rideable, for by circuitous windings the grade
is reduced and the ascent becomes comparatively easy. In fa<ft, in

all the 1200 miles and more that we have ridden so far, over all

kinds of roads, there have been practically no hills that were
actually unrideable, although many of them have been several

miles in length and we have chosen to walk. We had been told by
many that touring in Swizerland would be practically impossible
on account of the hills, but that has not been our experience, and I

consider it the most interesting field for a tour, on all accounts,

that we have passed through. Many places are accessible to bicy-

clists that cannot be reached in any other way but on foot, and the

way is thus open to many interesting spots that the ordinary tourist

finds it difficult to reach, while more ground can be covered, all

things considered, than by the uncertain medium of railroad and
steamboat.
Lucerne is a beautiful spot, and a convenient rendezvous for

travellers in Switzerland. Nestled snugly at the head of Lake
Lucerne, it commands a panorama of lake, pastoral country and
bleak, snow-capped mountains, that for variety is probably un-
equalled. It was hot in Lucerne, and almost the first thing that

oocured to 'Gene was to go up on the mountains and "play in the

snow," but though it looked invitingly near it was twenty-five

miles away, for distances here are utterly incomprehensible to the
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novice. We had decided to take a run up Mt. Pilatus, the summit
of which looked only a half hour's walk away, but when we found
that even by train it took until late in the evening to make the
trip, we postponed it. We enjoyed the beautiful surroundings a

•day or two, and then rode on to the little village of Arth, on the
Lake of Zug, just around the Rigi from Lucerne, and one of the

points from which the ascent of the mountains is made. Sunrise
from the Rigi is said to be a magnificent spectacle, and in order to

witness it the bold notion occurred to us to ascend to the kulm in

the night, so, in obedience thereto, we arose at midnight and light-

ing our bicycle lanterns began the ascent. It was a long, steep

climb, and the adventure left a strange, wierd impression on me,
for in the faint light of the moon, with the lonely stillness broken
only by the plash of some waterfall or mountain torrent, the sur-

roundings were romantic enough. We reached the summit, about
6000 feet above the sea level, after a steady climb of two hours and
three quarters, three-quarters of an hour under the guide book
estimates, and in the night. We were the first to put in an appear-
ance on the kulm, though the people soon began to swarm out of
the several hotels in response to the signal of an Alpine horn and
shepherd's yodel, as the light in the east began to broaden. The
costumes were the most picturesque imaginable, and many of the
ladies bore evidences of a hurried make-up; indeed, everyone
seemed to have hastily improvised their dress, and in my abbre-
viated trousers I felt for the first time quite in fashion. Old Sol
didn't seem to arrive just on schedule time as per advertisement, and
after we had waited some time the clouds cleared away and there he
was, half an hour high; so we missed the sunrise, although the view
was something wenderful beyond description. The half dozen
lakes at our very feet looked only a stone's throw distant, the
mountains below us were dwarfed into mere hillocks, the towns
dotting the landscape resembled the Noah's Ark villages of our
childhood, and mountains upon mountains, snow-crowned and
golden in the sunshine, many of them forty miles away, completed
the magnificent picture. But the wind was cold, blowing through
our whiskers, or the place where our whiskers ought to be, and we
hastened to fortify ourselves with a "cafe complef before making
the descent, which means, in the language o( the country, a pot of
invariably excellent coffee, rolls, butter and honey.
That afternoon we rode on twenty-eight miles to Zurich, to dine

with Mr. Geo. L. Catlin, the American Consul, and to keep the
engagement we had to ride through a pelting rain. It may be
imagined we did not loiter along the way, for we made the fifteen
kilos, from Horgen to Zurich, along the beautiful lake of Zurich, in
thirty-five minutes, at the rate of over bixteen miles an hour. The
next day, upon the recommendation of Mr. Catlin, we rode on
twenty-five miles to visit the ancient Monastery of Einsiedeln, in a
secluded valley away up in the mountains, one of the few remain-
ing places of interest where the tourist, with his irrepressible red
guide book, has not yet forced his desecrating entrance.
One of the things in this country which is a boon to the thirsty

cyclist is the pure, cold mountain water that is found at running
fountains in every village and at frequent intervals along the road
side. There is one annoyance, however, which deserves particular
mention, and that is the little insect that is so hard to find, but
which it is so easy to find where he has been. The Bible has
spoken about the "wicked flee." and Mark Twain has described
him as he is found in Switzerland, but what we have 9aid about
him, after intimate acquaintance, would hardly do to print.

( To be continued.}

TRADE NOTES.
A new firm in Washington, D. C, will be established, and Messrs. L. B. Graves

& Co. write us as follows: "On or near April 1st a new cycle house will be
opened in this city (Washington), under firm name of 'L. B. Graves & Co.,' and
located at 1325 Fourteenth street, N. W. Gormully & JefTery's wheels will be made
a leading feature, though other makes may also be handled. Renting, repairing
and storage of wheels will also be attended to by the firm ; and as their location is

on a thoroughfare much frequented by cyclists, a fair share of local patronage is

hoped for. The new house does not start in expecting to "run out" the old and
well-known dealers already here, but intends by handling a first class line of goods
and liberal use of printer's ink, to at least give intending purchasers a wider range
of choice, and let people in general know they are here for business. A full line of
wheels in the most attractive finishes will be shown, and as the firm is well
equipped financially sales can be made on the installment plan, if necessary."

The publisher of Florida Fads acknowledges the receipt of a handsome gold
medal, as a prize irom the Keystone Bicycle Club, of Pittsburg, Pa., for having
ridden the greatest number of days during the past season, from July 1st to Nov.
1st, 1SS9. The medal came to hand Saturday of last week; it is very handsome
and has been greatly admired. It is a solid gold badge, composed of a bar pin, on
which is eneraved "Days Riding," from which is suspended by two chains a disk
partially surrounded by beautifully engraved fern leaves, ana upon its face is a
raised Keystone, the club pin. bearing the official badge of the League of Ameri-
can Wheelmen in the centre and K. B. C. at the top, and Pittsburg along the
bottom. Beneath the leaves is a shield showing the date, 18S9. The badee is not
only a prize in value, but a thing of great beauty, displaying no small degree of
""ill in the engraver's art. It is the work of Mr. John Harriott, Boston, Mass.

The annual reception to be given the wheelmen of Boston and vicinity to mor-
ro w, Saturday, 29th, is likely to prove a big success. Over 2000 invitations have
been issued, but the Pope Mfg Co. askall (who by oversight or lack of knowledge
as to address), that have not received a- invitation, to call at their office, No. 79
Franklin street, and a card will be given them. A gcod time is assured to all who
can attend.

Stall's specialties are the "Boston," "the Tremont" and the "Record* safe-
ties, good, low-priced machines. The Boston is made in five (5) patterns, one for
gentlemen, one for ladies, one for boys, misses and youths, and they list at $60,

?45> $5°i $35> $9? ana $75> according to the ball or plain beaiing and the size. The
Tremont safety is listed in three styles, $60, $4J and $35. The Record is a diamond
frame wheel and is listed at $110. Mr. Stall's catalogue is before us and judging
from its bulk and completness we should say that almost any one's pocket and
taste could be suited. The catalogue illustrates 37 machines and describes 50 in
all. Mr. Stall is the New England agent for the Psychos, Rovers, Coventry
Rivals, and the local agents for Singer, Coventry, Eagle and others.

The Worth Safety is the next new machine which will be put on the market for
public approbation. It is from designs by Mr. Worth, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
The wheel is a convertible single or tandem. We shall expect to give details as
soon as the wheel is on the market.

We dropped in to see Mr. Butcher the other day, at the office of the Butcher Cy
clometor Co., No. 338 Washington street, to find out what was new and novel in

the form of cyclometers. Mr. Butcher showed us one of the 1S90 patterns, and
pleased enough we were with it. In circumference it is not much larger than a
silver dollar, while in thickness It cannot be more than three quarters of an inch."

We were also shown the "innards" of the little instrument, and were astonished at

the simplicity of the works. The materials used are brass and German silver, no
steel whatever. The case when fitted on is absolutely water and dust proof. Each
cyclometer is thoroughly tested before it leaves the shop. We shall show a cut of
the Butcher cyclometer at an early day. We were told by Mr. Butcher that they
were getting out a cyclometer similar to the one shown us, only the weight which
keeps the cyclometer from turning with the wheel would be replaced by a detach-
able oil can ; an excellent idea, and one that will no doubt find favor in the eyes of
wheelmen. When we have the cuts we will give a fuller description.

Mr. Horace Bell, with the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., is in Boston this

week on business connected with the firm he represents.

The John Wilkinson Company of Chicago writes us : "We expect to demonstrate
in the coming Pullman road race that the Safety can be driven equally as fast as
the Ordinary, as we shall have several Rovers in the race. We are in receipt of a
large shipment of Rovers, and our business is bound to be very large, as we are
receiving applications for territory and orders for machines from all jver the
country."

Mr. E. M. Mooar of Grand Rapids, Mich., writes us: "Mr. E.T. Studley of
this city, has placed me in charge of his bicycle and sporting goods department in

his establishment, and I extend a cordial invitation to all my friends, and any
wheelmen who may be coming here to make our store their headquarters while In

the city. Please oblige me by publishing their invitation in the World."

It is now on the market, and

speaks for itself.

Examine it, Compare it,

Try it.

Ball Bearing All Around. Perfectly

Interchangeable and Warranted.

Price $100. THE HARTFORD CYCLE CO,, Hartford, Conn.
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Mr. F. Howard Tuttle of 32 Lake street, Chicago, sends out one of the
daintiest announcement carJs wc have ever seen. Mr. Tuttle announces that he
has made arrangements to represent the manufacturers (Wm. Read & Sons) of MieNew Mail Cycles as the Chicago Special Agent for the introduction of these wheels.We hope the arrangement may prove satisfactory to both parties.

The three heaviest riders of Buffalo, each 245, 235 and 220 pounds, rode New
Mail safeties last year—quite a recommendation for the staunchness of this wheel.
The 1S00 model New Mail seems to be maKing a genuine sensation everywhere,
and is having a great run.

FIXTURES.
APRIL.

4—Century Wheelmen at Philadelphia. Two j-mile road racss.
4—Columbia Cyclers road race at Philadelphia.
4—Philadelphia Championship 5-mile road race under the auspices of the Phila-

delphia Item.
5—Seventh Regiment, N. Y., at Armory—bicycle races.

MAY.
p '7—Harvard University Cycling Association will hold a race meet at Holmes
Field, Cambridge.

H—"Pony Tournament," at St. Louis, Mo. Address Harold Child, Secretary,
1012 Olive street, St. Louis.

28—Tournament at Hamilton, Ont.
30—Bay State Bicycle Club races at Agricultural Park, Worcester, Mass. Ad-

dress B. A. Lamont, Worcester, Mass.
30-'Maine Division L. A. W., annual meet, at Lewiston.
30—Road race, Irvington-Milburn, N J.
30 and 31—New Jersey Division, L. A. W., annual meet at Plainfield.
30—Pullman road race at Chicago, 111.

30—Rome, N. Y., Bicycle Club tournament.
31—Intercollegiate games at Berkeley Oval, New York.

JUNE.
4, S, 6—Missouri State Division meet at Columbia, Mo.7— Hill climbing contest, Son-of-a-Gun Hill, at St. Louis, Mo.
7—Elwell party starts for Europe.
9—New Haven, Ct., race meet.
27, 28 -Pennsylvania Division meeting at Philadelphia.
27, 28— Probable dates, great century run, Orange to Philadelphia.

n-?
8-

SJ'"? . ?ycIin£ C1«b vs. Wilmington Wheel Club team race, Lancaster
Pike, Philadelphia, Pa.

JULY.

4—Chicago, 111., Cycling Club's race meet.
4—Open handicap road race, Cincinnati, Ohio, address J. E. Poorman, 8th and

Race streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
4> 5—Missouri Division meet at St. Louis.
7—Kentucky Division meet at Richmond.
24, 26—Ohio Division meet at Cincinnati.

AUGUST.
16—Annual tournament St. Louis Bicycle Race Track Association, St. Louis,

Mo. Address Harold Child, 1012 Olive street, St. Louis.
20—Detroit to Niagara Falls tour. Particulars to C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam ave-

nue, Detroit, Mich.
25,26,27—L. A. W. annual meet and national championship at Niagara Falls,

SEPTEMBER.
i, 2—Hartford Wheel Club tournament.
12, 13—Peoria, 111., Cycle Club tournament. Address H. G. Rouse, Peoria, 111.

DHK PUS -FOR WHEELMEN.
"YOU PRESS THE BUTTON,

WE DO THE REST."
(OR YOU CAN DO IT YOURSELF.)

SEVEN NEW STYLES and SIZES
ALL LOADED WITH

TRANSPARENT FILM,

K^Tor sale by all Photo. Stock Dealers. Sendfor Catalogue.

THE EASTMAN COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y.

ERIE KNITTING MILL,
ERIE. F=7£..

Make to order the finest line of

goods for the use of wheelmen.
Send for samples of fabric and
price list.

N. B. Elwell is recommending these

goods to all the members of his tour.

Ask your local L)ealer (given gratis) for

HINTS- CARE of
CYCLE-
CHAINS

Repairer and Salesman

Needed.
An active young man, accustomed to care

and repair of cycles, can find a gsod position

with a new house soon to open in Wash-
ington, D. Cm Must be a wheelman,

member of the L. A.. Wm preferred.

Address all replies to

L. B. GRAVES,
1725 G ST., N.W.,WASHINGTON, D. C.

BICYCLFS
Factory Price. Our Trice

,The"OTTO"
Rubber
Tires.

52 in.

oOin...
48in...

$32 40
55 00 29 70
60 00 27 OO
*& 00 24 30
40 00 2 I 60
86 00 IS 90

SKND FOR CATALOGUE,
Small Bojg' 20 In., wheels, with Parallel Bearings... $25 00
Largo Boys* 24'ln., with Brake and Mud Guards 35 00
Ladles' or Hen's 80 Id., Ball Bearings to both wheels, 75 00
Ladies' or Men's 80 la. Ball Bearlogs ALL OTKB ... 90 00
sr'^ ts

' E. C. MEAGHAM ARMS CO.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS:

12 Pearl Street Boom 87.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1890—01.
J KESIDENT,

JAMES R. DUNN,
Mas&illon, Ohio

First Vice President.

DR. W. H. EMERY,
109 Warwick street, Roibury, Mass.

Second Vice President,

GEO- R. BIDWELL,
313 W. 58th street, New York City.

Treasurer,
W. M. BREWSTER.

300 Olive Street, St. Louis. Me.

Secretary,
ABBOT BASSETT,

12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. Abbot Bassett, Secretary.Editor L. A. W. :

Dear Sir—You are hereby authorized to publish im

the Official Bulletin the accompanying list of a ppoint-
ments upon the rarious committees o? the League of

American Wheelmen, lor the current fiscal year. Ad-
ditional appointments will be announced at an early
date. Yours truly, James R. Dunn,
New York, March 11, 1800. President L. A. W.

Appointments.

Membership Committee.

Sanford Lawton Springfield Mass.
George C. Pennell Elizabeth, N. J.

Committee on Improvement of Highways.
Isaac B. Potter, Esq Potter Bldg., New York
Albert Mott 303 Lenox St., Baltimore , Md.
Maj. Chas. L. Burdet Hartford, Conn.

Committee on Rights and Privileges.

Samuel A. Boyle, Esq Philadelphi a, Pa.
Chas. F. Cossum, Esq Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
I . S. Dean, Esq iS State St., Boston , Mas*.

Committee on Rules and Regulations.

W.A. Davis »oS. Leavitt St., Chica go, 111.

Michael Furst, Esq 16 Court St..Brooklyn , N. Y.
Transportation Committee.

\V. M.Brews'er 309 O live St., St. Louis, Mo.
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Racing Board.

Chas. S. Davol Warren, R. I.

George Collister 147 Ontario St., Cleveland, Ohio
Robert D. Garden Chicago, 111.

W. H. DeGraaf 47 W. 14th St., New York.
Hotel Committee.

George S. Atwater, 1210 Penn. Ave., Washington,DC
H. H. Hodgson. .13 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La
W. C. Marion.... 1255 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP.

Below are tables showing the total mem-
bership of the year just closed and that for

the preceding year

;

189O. 1889.

California, • - 443 423
Colorado, 51 67
Connecticut, 742 479
Delaware, - 56 46
District of Columbia. 192 165
Illinois, ... 93' 776
Indiana, - 178 197
Iowa, .... 142 173
Kansas, ... 137 169
Kentucky, - no 92
Louisiana, 104 57
Maine, - - - - 161 150
Maryland,- 543 472
Massachusetts, 1,658 1.250
Michigan, - - - 449 357
Minnesota, . - - 132 115
Missouri, . - - 357 364
Nebraska . - - 100 98
New Hampshire, 7i IOS
New Jersey, - - - 634 753
New York - 2,169 2,519
Ohio, ... - 867 964
Pennsylvania, i.5°5 1,502

Rhode Island, 350 270
Tennessee, 103 117
Texas, - 40 39
Vermont - - - 37 58
Virginia, ... 85 121

"West Virginia, 6fi 38
Wisconsin, - - - "4 100
Alabama, . - - 13 H
Arizona. ... 10 8
Arkansas, 7 11

Dakota, ... 10 12

Florida, 20 17
Georgia, ... 9 16

Idaho, ... 1

Mississippi, 11 H
Montana, 6 2

Nevada, ... '9 2

New Mexico, 9 8
North California, - 3 5
Oregon, ... 2

South Carolina, 5 8
Utah, H 12

Washington, - - - 4 1

Wyoming, - 3 4
Bermuda, 1 1

Canada, ... J 3 11

England, 4 4
Nova Scotia, 5 8

Total, 12,703 12,193

Rule G.

Racing Rule G. has been amended, by the L. A. W.
Racing Board, to read as follows :

Rule G. Any cycle or athletic club will be allowed,
under special sanction of this Board, to pay the entrance
fees and actual necessary travelling expenses of a mem-
ber or members whom they may desire to represent them
at a race meeting, but without this special sanction no
competitor in amateur events shall accept from his own
club, or lrom a club promoting spots at which he
competes, any payment for his expenses under penalty
oi suspension from the track for a time at the discre-
tion of the Board. Athletic Clubs (members of the
A. A. U.) are not required to apply for this special
sanction, and racing men riding for A. A. U. clubs are
not liable under this rule.
The following resolutions have been adopted by the

Board of Managers of the A. A. U.:

"Resolved, That no club, or o-ganization, a member
of the A. A. U. of the United States shall pay more
than the actual necessary travelling expenses of ath
letes, members of such clubs or organizations, when
journeying to and from competitions :

No athletic club, a member of the A. A. U., shall be
permitted to pay any expense, or expenses whatever,
directly or indirectly, of a member or members of such
club, except whm such member or members are actu-

ally travelling to or irom (or are in attendance as com-
petitors at) competitions

:

Any athlete who shall accept or receive consideration
for his services under the guise of expenses (an excess
over the actual cost of transportation to and from com-
petitions and hotel bill while in attendance as compet-
itor) shall, on p; oof of same before the Board of Man-
agers of the A. A. U-, be declared a professional; and
a club or organization implicated with such athlete
shall be dealt with as provided for in Article IX 01 the
Constitution."
AH athletic clubs (which are not members of the A.

A. U.) will be required to apply for special sanction, to

pay the expenses of membt rs to represent them at race
meetings, unless the organization, to which such club
belongs, restricts the "paying of expense" by the adop
tion of resolutions which meet with the approval of the
Racing Board. Chas. S. Davol,

Chairman L. A. W. Racing Board.

Illinois Hotels.

Aurora, Hotel Bishop, rates $1.50 per day, meals 50
cents ; regular rate $2.00.

Yours fraternally, W. A. Davis,
Chief Consul.

Hotel Committee.

To Division Secretary-Treasurers

:

I have this day mailed to each Division Secretary-
Treasurer a circular letter, asking for a complete list of
the Hotels, Local Consuls and Repair Shops in their
respective Divisions. It is highly important that such
lists be in my hanas at a very early date, as they are to
be published in the new League hand book. By giving
this matter your prompt attention you will expedite the
work of the committee, and further the interests of the
League. Lists should be sent to the undersigned.

Fraternally yours, Geo. S. Atwater,
Chairman L. A. W. Hotel Committee.

Tennessee Appointments.

I have made the following appointments :

Vice Consul, Charles J. Scherer, 211 Main street,

Memphis.
Representative,Joseph C. Combs, 74 N . Cherry street,

Nashville.
John M. Webb has been appointed as Local Consul

for Bell Buckle.
As there is no clause in the L. A. W. Constiiution or

the Constitution of the Tennessee Division, providing
especially for the appointment of Vice Consul and
Repnsentative, I take Section i|(A) of the Division
By-Laws as my authority for the above appointments
ol State officers. Fraternally,

Joseph R. Wilson, Jr.,
Chief Consul Tennessee Division.

Missouri Division Meet.

To officers and members :

1 have received the following invitation to hold the
annual meeting of this Division at Columbia, which
has been accepted

:

R. Holm, Chief Consul Missouri Division, L. A. W.

:

Dear Sir—The wheelmen of Columbia wish through
you to extend to the Division a hearty invitation to hold
the annual meeting at our city, on July 4th and 5U1.

(Signed) H. C. Penn, L. C,
J. L. Douglass,
R. M. HOCKADAY.

Columbia, March 17th, 1890.

The following programme has been decided on :

First Day—July 4D1.

Reception of guests.

9 A. M., parade through the business portion of the
city to University grounds.

10 A. M., photograph at University terrace.

11 A. M., Division meeting; nomination of officers

for ensuing year.
12 M., dinner on University campus. .

2 P. M., races, ten events, for which valuable prizes
will be given.

8 P. M., banquet at Powers' House.

Second Day—July 5th.

8.30 A. M., runs over the finest gravel roads in the
State to Rocheport, Ashland and Moore's Lake.

12 M., dinner at Columbia.
2 P. M., hill climbing contest on Broadway Hill, for

the championship of Missouri. Participants will be
handicapped commensurate with their speed.

3.30 P. M., runs to Moore's Lake and to County line

on Fulton gravel road.
8 P. M., smoker.

All members of this Division are urgently requested
to make arrangements as soon as possible to be present
at the meeting, and consuls are urged to have their re-

spective cities well represented.
Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm,

St. Louis, March 21, 1890. Chief Consul.

Missouri Division Tour.

In connection with the annual meeting at Columbia,
a thiee days' tour, which will be the official tour of the
Division, will be arranged to start from Louisiana on
or about June 30th, and arriving at Columbia in time
for the meet. The route will be via Bowling Green,
Mexico and ^Stephen's store, and the tour will be in
charge of W?P. Laing, of St. Louis, and Jno. Sansom,
of Kahoka. Intending participants should notify either
of the above at once, who will give them full particu-
lars as to hotels, routes and cost of tour. The roads to
be travelled over are gravel to within a few miles of
Mexico. From Mexico fine prairie roads are en.
countered to Stephen's store, thence gravel to Columbia.

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm,
St. Louis, March 21, 1890. Chief Consul.

League Club.

The following club has qualified as a League clnb
and filed the proper certificate in the office of the Sec-
retary. It is numbered as below :

No. 253—Fleet Wing Outing Club, St. Louis, Mo.
John D. Ripley, Secretary.Mrs.

Massachusetts.

A meeting of the Board of Officers of this Division
will be held at Clarendon Hotel, Friday, March 28,
1S90, at eight P. M.
The question of a spring meet will be decided upon,

an invitation to hold it in Worcester has been received.
Fraternally, Wm. H. Emery,

Boston, March 24, 1800. Chief Consul.

New Contract.

To the members of the L. A. W.

:

Upon assuming the duties of the Executive Com-
mittee, we found that the space allowed us by the con-
tract with the Bicycling World Company, was not
sufficient for the use of the organization, and judging
by the extra space used during the last year, which we
would be expected to pay for in the future, the cost for
the coming year would be over $2000. To save this ex-
pense was an imperative duty and we are pleased to
say that we have made a new contract with the same
parties for publishing the Bulletin for five years from
March 1 , 1S90, v. hereby the money consideration, and
the amount of space allowed the League are both in-

creased and the above mentioned expense saved.
For the Executive Committee.

Wm. H. Emery, Sec.

Missouri Division Hotels.

To Consuls

:

To date, no official League hotels have been appointed
at the following towns : Booneville, Edina, Memphis,
Bonne Terre, Kirkwood, Joplin, California and Purdy.
Local Consuls in the places named are urgently re-

quested to give this matter their immediate attention,

as the names and rates of hotels are wanted for the new
Road Book which will soon be in press. Application
forms will be furnished by the undersigned on request.

This is the final call for this matter and unless prompt
replies are received the space opposite the name of the
respective towns will be left blank.

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm, C. C.
St. Louis, March 22, 1890.

Wisconsin.

Report of J. H. Bloedel, ex-Secretary Wisconsin
Division L. A. W.
Received of J. A. Hinman $16.50
May 8, 'S9. Recei-ed of Abbot Bassett 9.7c

July 4. Received of Abbot Bassett 30.60

$S6-8S
Disbursements.

Wisconsin Div. Championship Medal $10.00

May 18, 1889. Recruiting circulars 2.50

Postage on same ».o»

Sundry stationery 5.7s
Call for reorganization meeting, Jan. 20,

1890 u.93

Balance, $M-£f
I hereby certify to receipt of above balance, $24.67,

paid to me bv J. H. Bloedel, March 22, 1889.
W. L. Simonds,

Secretary Wisconsin Division, L. A. W.
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Division Officers.

Consuls and agents should draw upon Division Ol
fleers for supplies of Application and Renewal Blanks
and for League literature of all kinds. Post Office ad
dresses will be found below

:

California—Chief Consul, R. M. Thompson ,Oriel

Hotel, San Francisco. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D.
Sheldon, 116 Davis street, San Francisco.
Colorado—Chief Consul, Edward S. Hartwell, 1319

Sixteenth street, Denver.
Connecticut—Chief Consul, David J. Post, Drawer

747, Hartford. Secretary-Treasurer, Edward A. De
Blois, Drawer 11, Hartford.
Delaware—Chief Consul, S. Wallis Merrihew,oo6

Tackson street, Wilmington.
District of Columbia—Chief Consul, George S.

Atwater, 1230 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington.
Secretary-Treasurer, W. H. Stearns, 1421 G street, N.
W., Washington.
Illinois—Chief Consul, Wm. A. Davis, 340 South

Leavitt street, Chicago. Secretary-Treasurer, Thomas
F. Sheridan, 1411 North Fourth street, Springfield.

Indiana—-Chief Consul, Harry T. Hearsey, 149 No
Del. street, Indianapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. N.
Smith, Terre Haute.
Iowa—Chief Consul, Tames B. Green, 711 Locust

street, Des Moines. Secretary Treasurer, Walstein
Seymour, 2d and Walnut street, Des Moines.
Kansas—Chief Consul, W. C. Bradley, Western

Security Co., Ottawa. Secretary-Treasurer, Otto H
Wulfekuhler, Leavenworth.

Kentucky—Chief Consul, Andrew J. Lamb, Box
65, Louisville. Secretary-Treasurer.G. E. Johnson,
1919 Floyd street, Louisville.
Louisiana—Chief Consul, Harry H. Hodgson, i\

Carondelet street, New Orleans. Secretary-Treasurer,

J. W. Dodge, 893 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
Maine—-Chief Consul, Dr. G.E. Dow, 507 1-2 Coi

gress street, Portland. Secretary Treasurer, A.. L. 1

.

Cummings, Biddeford.
Maryland—Chief Consul, Albert Moti 203 Lenox

street, Baltimore. Secretary-Treasurfci, G. W.H. Carr,
Box 675, Baltimore.
Massachusetts—Chief Consul, Dr. W. H. Emery,

109 Warwick street, Roxbury. Secretary-Treasurer,
Chas. S. Howard, Globe office, Boston.
Michigan—Chief Consul, A. B. Richmond, 370 So.

Lafayette street, Grand Rapids. Secretary-Treasurer,
C. A. Conover, Coldwater.
Minnesota—Chief Consul, T. M. Slosson, Box 380,

Minneapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. W. Laird,
Winona.
Missouri—Chief Consul, Robert Holm, Anheuser

Busch Brewery, St. Louis. Secretary-Treasurer, J
H. Kelley, Smith Hardware Co., Sedalia.
Nebraska—Chief Consul, Frank N. Clarke, First

Nat'l Bank, Omaha.
New Hampshire—Chief Consul, Frank A. Mc-

Master, 101 Ash street, Nashua. Secretary-Treasurer,
Frank O. Moulton, Manchester.
New Jersey—Chief Consul, Dr. G. Carleton Brown,

40 Orchard street, Elizabeth. Secretary-Treasurer,
Geo. C. Pennell, Elizabeth.

New York—Chief Consul, W. Sheldon Bull, 754
Main street, Buffalo, N. Y. Secretary-Treasurer,
George M. Nisbett, 50 Wall street, New York City
Ohio—Chiet Consul, M. A. High, 165 Vine street

Cincinnati. Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. W. D. Kemp
ton, 550 Freeman avenue, Cincinnati.
Pennsylvania—Chief Consul, Samuel A. Boyle,

Ass't Dist. Atty, Philadelphia. Secretary-Treasurer,
John J. Van JNort, Scranton.
Rhode Island—Chief Consul, Chas. S. Davol, War-

ren. Secretary-Treasurer, Nelson H. Gibbs, 218 West-
minster street, Providence.
tmj^'e-see—Chief Consul, Joseph R. Wilson, Jr.,

Clarksvilie. secretary-Treasurer, B. A. Patch, Clarks
ville.

Texas—Chief Consul, Geo. C. Arbuckle, Room 5,
Merchants' Exchange, Dallas.

Vermont—Chief Consul, H. A. Webster, Mont
pelier.

Virginia—Chief Consul, Ira B. White, 16 Nolls
court, Norfolk. Secretary-Treasurer, Alex. K. Schaap,
617 E. Broad street, Richmond.
West Virginia—Chief Consul, Clarence. E. Irwin,

150 No. F street, Wheeling.
Wisconsin—Chief Consul, V. Mumfora Moore, 94

19th street, Milwaukee. Secretary-Treasurer, W. L.
Simonds, 382 East Water street, Milwaukee.
Foreign Marshal—Joseph Pennell, care J.

Morgan & Co., 22 Old Broad street, London, E.
England.

L. A. W. Renewal Blank, 1890.

Fill out this blank, enclose $i to pay
your dues to April 30, 1891, and send
to Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston,
Mass.

Stamp must be enclosed if sender
wants receipt. Otherwise the ticket

must be the receipt.

Don't Forget to send your Number.

Don't send checks for $1.

Write very plainly

—

printing pre-
ferred.

Stamps of a denomination above
two cents will not be received.

If you live in one State and have
your mail sent to another, state the

fact that you may be located with the

Division in which your home is.

If you desire your address changed,
make the request on another sheet

than this.

Ticket holders, 25 cts.; with name
stamped, 50 cts.

Leave space above this lin: Blan

Number

Name,

Street and Number
or P. O. Box,

City,

State,

Club-

Enclosed for Holder cts.

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.
ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you will find $ for initiation fee and dues in the

League of American Wheelmen to April 30, i8gr. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years of age, and that I am an amateur
within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, ot Box,.

References:. City,.

State,

Enclosed. for Holdet.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first half year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and 50 cents during the second half, Nov. 1

to April 30. Enclose $3.00 with this blank on any date between date oi paper and Oct 31, 1S90. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be received.

Jar I' you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calt skin, with a receptacle for ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and ocket for per

onal|caids send « cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the margins in using thts blank
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There is no better wheel in the market to-day than the Warwick Perfection. It is not sold for

cheap money, nor is it made of cheap material.

PRICE $135.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE.

WITH BRACE REMOYED

IT MAKES A

Littht and Superior

Ladies' Wheel.

To facilitate delivery of goods we have arranged with the following firms to supply you in

their respective territory. They will be our exclusive wholesale dealers, and it is their mission to aid you
in every way. Address them for catalogues]:

For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Eastern Massa-
chusetts, A. O. VERY, 173 Tremont Street, Boston.

For New York State, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,
G. R. BIDWELL, 313 West 5SO1 Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey, E. ALSDORF&CO., 11 Academy St., Newark, N.J.
For Southern New Jersey, and territory contiguous to Philadelphia,
EDW. K. TETON, JR., & CO., 10 and 12 North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania, and Northern Ohio,
STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

WARWICK CYCLE MFC. CO.,

For Maryland, EISENBRANDT BROS. , 434 E. Baltimore St.,Baltimore, Md.
For Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Tennessee, and West Virginia,

J. E. POORMAN, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.
For the Northwest,

CBAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO., 293 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. SNITJER, 101a Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope,
THOS. H. B. VARNEY, Fremont Street, San Francisco, CaJ.

Territory not named, Local Agents, or The Manufacturers

,

Springfield, Mass.

Dealers can find no better investment at the opening of the season
than a strong, steady and reliable Tandem Safety. Such an one is the
PREMIER. Both sexes are at once convinced of the pleasures of cycling;
ladies are quickly taught the mastery of the single machine. By the way,
we have the finest ladies' safety [Continued next week.]

1890 TANDEMS IN STOCK READY FOR DELIVERY.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON, Manufacturing Importer,

401 & 403 Main St., ORANGE, N. J,
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THE Cyclist who buys a New Machine on the faith of an advertisement is
too good for this world, therefore we do not expect to sell

"NEW RAPID" CYCLES
on the strength of the following statement alone

:

During 1889 we made over 7000 of our Celebrated "New Rapid,"
True Tangent Wheels for use in our machines, using something over
350,000 spokes; now out of this enormous number WE DID NOT HAVE
A SINGLE BROKEN SPOKE REPORTED TO US.

The above proves that our wheels are perfect, but does not relate to the
machines themselves ; the ordinary cycler, however, is a man of intelligence,
and he will acknowledge that a firm who are careful in the construction of the
wheels, must also be careful, and devote considerable attention to every part of
the machine, and this we do.

After reading this send for a descriptive Catalog of "New Rapid" Cycles
to the CLARK CYCLE CO., 340 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Md., who are
our Agents.

ST. GEORGE'S ENGINEERING COMPANY,
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,

Inventors and Sole Makers of the NEW RAPID CYCLES

I. A- WESTON & CO.,
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.,

Manufacturers of

PATENT

Improved

k^c Bit Suspension

Steel Wheels.
All grades and sizes,

from 12 to 42 inch di-

ameter, in quantities,

for Bicycles, Tricycles,

Velocipedes, &c, &c.

Safety Wheels a

Specialty.

Those contemplating

manufacturing such will

do well to write us for

prices.

TEMPLE CYCLE
E
EXCHANGE,

47 & 49 State St., Chicago.
Best equipped bicycle house in U. S. Finest riding

school in Chicago. High and medium grade
AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CYCLES.
Good exchanges made for second-hand wheels. Write

for catalogue. Mention this paper.

RALPH TEMPLE, Managing Prop.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE'S
FAMOUS SPORTING SHOES.

THEY NEED NO RECOMMENDATION.

Men's Bicycle Shoe:
No. 1. Kangaroo, hand sewed $5.00
No. 2. Kangaroo, hand sewed W-S
No. 3. Dongolia, calf $3.00

Men's Base Ball Shoe:
No. I. Kangaroo, hand sewed $7.00
No. z. Kangaroo 5.00
No. 3. Russett, calf 5.00

Sprint Running:
No. 1. Hand sewed f. ........ $5.00
No. 2. Hand sewed 3.00

Agents should place their orders now to avoid delay.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE, Randolph, Mass.

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a
bottle of Wilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also
prevent Nickel and steel from rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep^your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on leceipt of 50
cents in stamps. Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN I. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.

Improved Automatio Telephones.
Pat. Nov. 30, 1880, and June SI, 1881.

For use between Office, Store, Resi-
dence or*Factory. Cheaper than Speak-
ing-tubes throughout a building. These
new instruments (see above cut) are em-
phatically superior to all others for lines
within a mile.
They embody all latest improvements,

work splendidly in all kinds of weather,
and are great favorites with business men

.

Price Per Set, 87.50.
Over 2000 in practical operation in thii

city. Send tor illustrated circular and
testimonials. Address

EDW. E.HABBEBT& CO.
lers In Telephone and Electric Supplies or

Every Description.
132 W. Van Buren Street. • - Chicago, III

The Cyclist, the leading paper of England, is a
•*• well-filled newspaper, containing the earliest, the
best and fullest reports of all wheel matters. No other
paper covers the ground as the Cyclist does, and it is

not only the largest in size, but has by far the largest
circulation of any wheel paper. Edited by Henry
Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per year, including
postage.

£S~ Postage stamps not received in payment.
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"THE IRWELL SAFETY,"
PBICE $100-

High Grade. Interchangeable. Guaranteed in every respect.

Thoroughly first-class.

Manufacturers: THE MANCHESTER CYCLE CO., Limited,
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

SOLE IMPORTERS,

THE CENTURY CYCLE CO., 1404 Oxford St., Philadelphia, Pa.

tSeixcl for Catalogue. Agents WTanted.

SILK NDILB CLOTHS.
The Best thing yet for cleaning your Bicycle. Sent by mail to any part of

the United States for 15 cents in stamps. Saves time, trouble and worry. Keeps your

Wheel free from lint, waste, etc.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

SWEETING CYCLE CO., 639 Arch $t, Philadelphia, Pa.

Send for Catalogue of "COVENTRY RIVAL SAFETIES."

Staunch,
Light,

THOROUGHLY

EACH MACHINE

WE ARE NOW PREPARED
to furnish the "Paragon " Spring Frame Safety, with Centre
Brake, Hollow Rims, and our new Chain Adjust-
ment,

Price, - $135.00
The Iroquois, with Centre Brake and chain adjustment,

Price, - $125.00
Send for Catalogue to the

STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO., Freeport, III.

\2\THY 1^ IT* that the entire Cycle Trade have copied the

"REFEREE" SAFETY.
The original Diamond Frame, DESIGNED IN 1886 (Patent Nos. 14,205 and 17,215; Registered Nos.

83»5 4, ii5,900 , and 116,849).

BE/CAUSB/ it is the best mechanically-constructed Safety in the World. We challenge our
imitators to excel

The " Referees "
For Lightness, Strength, Comfort, Speed, Design, Workmanship, Style, Finish and Improvements.

Holds 12 World's Records, and Won over 130 Frizes in five months.

BRETZ, CURTIS & COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
AGENTS WANTED. SOLE U. S. IMPORTERS.
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UTILE DULCI.

WE HLL USE IX.

THE LITTLE GIANT SAFETY FOR BOYS.

$35.00.

H. A. LOZIER & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

WM. READ & SONS, Boston, Mass.
MERWIN, HULBERT & CO., New York.

E. ALSDORF & CO., Newark, N J.
WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton, N. J.

BRETZ, CURTIS & CO., Philadelphia.Pa

STANDARD CYCLE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

W. H. WILHELM & CO , Reading, Pa.

B. FRANK McDANIEL & CO.,
Wilmington, Del.

EISENBRANDT CYCLE CO.,
Baltimore, Md

CAPITAL CYCLE CO., Washington.D.C.
EDWD. L ROSE & CO. , Wheeling, W.Va

J. E. POORMAN, Cincinnati, Ohio.
MACY & CO., Nashville, Tenn.
GEORGE BROWN, Knoxville, Tenn.
A. K. & C. E. SCHAAP, Richmond, Va.
A. G. SPALDING &BROS., Chicago, 111.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., Peoria, 111.

E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO.,
St. Louis, Mo.

WM. R. BURKHARD, St. Paul, Minn.
P. H. SEECOMBE, Milwaukee, Wis.
FRANK P. MOSS, Denver, Col.

THOS. H. B. VARNEY,
San Francisco, Cal.

U. S. BRANCH:

6 &8 BERKELEY ST.,

BOSTON, MASS,

CHICAGO, ILL:

Siier Cycle Co,

AGENTS,

201 [Randolph St.

NEW YORK, N.Y.:

G. A. LitcWt,

AGENT,

352 Lenox Ave.

Weight
Complete. Prioe.

Singer Safety, - 49 lbs., $135

Royal Singer Safety, • 40 lbs., 140

Light Royal Singer Safety, 32 lbs., 136

Apollo Safety, - - 50 lbs., 105

Intermediate Safety, - 39 lbs., 90

Miniature Safety, - 37 lbs, 75

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen,
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

»

—

yf*-srCat^r

Browning, Kino \ Co.,

Official Tailors of the L. A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only Official TailorstoMil.
COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

Committee.

A. G. Spalding \ Bros.,

Makers of tbe Official] L."A. V. Sundries.

1_;*IPS. League Regulation 1.25
C! li i -n-t-a League Regulation 2.00
KJUL-IJL tO» No. XX Fine Cheviot lor hot

weather wear 1.00
CH-i-v/-»l;riT-»«-»-c( Our celebrated Linen
OHJUliJLllg©. Sole Stocking, League

color 1.00
X>Zil -f-

No. X Silk, Edge's League color,
-Dt5J. LO. white centre, Snake Buckle 50

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40

Oil ^voo *-*ur new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
OllUt?©. han<i made, light, str n^, elastic.5.00

No. I, Canvas, leather tnmmings.3.50

Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits.

A. 6. SPALDING & BROS,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago.
Philadelphia, 1022 Market St.

Western Wheel Works.
Manufacturers of All Kinds of

BICYCLES, SAFETIES, ETC

CHICACO: NEW YORK:
495 to 505 Wells St. 35 Barklay St.,

40 Park Place.

T
MARCH CIRCULAR NOW READY.

Address

F. A. ELWELL,
125 PEARL ST., - - PORTLAND, ME.
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THE "GAZELLE/'

JUVENILE SAFETY BICYCLE.
The lightest and strongest machine of its kind yet

made. Tubular steel drop frame, with or without de-

tachable cross-bar, adjustable steel cone bearings for

wheels and crank-shaft, hard rubber handles, 24 and 26

inch wheels, with crescent steel rims, steel spokes and

J

[-4 inch best rubber tires, reversible seat post, with
ong and short bends, thus giving wide range of ad-
justment to suit children from eight to sixteen years of
age ; all wearing parts detachable and interchangeable

;

handsomely finished in nickel and enamel' weight,
with adjustable suspension saddle and tool bag, com-
plete, 34 lbs. Price $40,—and well worth the money,
m comparison with any other machine oi its kind in

the market.
The •Gazelle" has absolutely the strongest wheels

of any bicycle made, large or small, and as the frame
is strong enough to carry a heavy man over the roughest
riding, the machine will stand the rough usage to which
children's bicycles are frequently subjected, with little

danger of breakage. The Ladies' " Gazelle," much
the same style as the above, with 18-inch wheels, chain"
guard, and some additions and improvements, will be
ready in April. Will run about as light as a ball bear-
ing machine. Price $50. Liberal terms to agents.
We will deliver these machines at any place in the
United States, east of the Mississippi, where we have
no agent and which is reached by a railroad, at prices
named, transportation free. When ordered to be sent
C. O. D., an advance remittance of $5 will be required.

CRAWFORD & CO.,
1116 E ST., N. W., - WASHINGTON, D. C.

$3,00

Per Pair.

$3.00

Per Pair.

TOULMIN'S KANGAROO BICYCLE SHOES
FOB 1890.

Greatly improved. Best and cheapest Shoe in the
Country. Special Inducements to Agents. Send for

Catalogue containing rules for self measurement. Cor-
respondence promptly answered. Address

W- B. TOULMIN, 285 Main St., Buffalo, N. T.

ELASTIC TIP CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Bicycle Handles of every Descrip-

tion, Pedal Rubbers, etc.

Spade Handles, complete, full nickel, $2.50 per pair
Forged Steel Spades, in the rough, with

bolts and grip, . - $2.00 per pair

Spade Grips, Vulcanite, any style $ .50 per pair

Double Grip Pedal Rubbers, - $1.75
Tire Cement, - - $ .25 per box
Electric Tape, - - - - $ .23 Per ro11

Bicycle Balls, spokes, etc.

Mould Work of Any Kind Solicited.

THE ELASTIC TIP CO.,
RUBBER SPECIKLT1ES,

Cor. Oomhill and Washington St., Boston.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ABE THE MOST

PERFECT.

BOTH I^K^T*
Go to the same church when you use

Rankin's Pat. Toe Clip.

Just Hustle, Boys, and Beg, Borrow or

, you know, 50 cents, and get a Pair.

Ask your Local Agent for them.

AGENTS WANTED in every city or town in the
United States. Write for term?, etc. Mention this

paper, please.

RANKIN & BRUCE, \ &
S
Mln°fturers.

Box 103, 23 Custom House St.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

e
a
V
us

Ask your local aea.o lor

I Cycle-
Chain^-

|.„ Graphite, j

Ml

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

Carries a Stock of over 100 Bicycles, Tri-
cycles, Safeties, Velocipedes, etc. Only
"Cycle Castle" in America.

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
16 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.

PERFECT POCKET OILER.

A. O. VERY.
New England Agent for the

» 11

—AND—

"Giant

1

Cycles,
—ALSO—

One-halt size.

For bicycles, Guns, etc. No Leakage. Throws only
small quantity of oil at a stroke. Handsomely nickel
plated. For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt
of price, 50c. each. CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172
9th ave., N. Y.

The Standard Sewing Machine

173 Tremont Street, Boston.

AGENTS WANTED,

SIDWELL&SABEN,
Nbw England Agents For

RUDGE & QUADRANT.
Dealers In

New and Second-Hand Machines for Cash

or Installment. Machines Exchanged

or Sold on Commission.

Cycle Repairing In All Its

Branches,

We carry a full line line of Cycle Parts

and sundries,

MAKING A SPECIALTY OF RUDGE PARTS
of every description. Call and inspect, stock.

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK.

182 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Ensset
Cider.

The juice oi russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Crab Apple Cider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance ot natural fruit add

Sparkling Sweet Cider.

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the
press, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ling and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Cider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. K. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED lS6$.
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Jersey-Fitting (Supporter No. 884. Heavy Rib.

Bicycle Riders, Base Ball
Players, Athletes, Gymnasts
tell us that it is the best and
most satisfactory supporter
made.

Let every Sportsman
Try TJiem.

Price SI. 00. Will send by
mail on receipt of price. Send
size of Waist and Hip.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.'

FULL PANTS.
(Patented.)

82S.

Heavy Rib.
Improved

double seat,

strap & pocket.

KNEE PANTS.

(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

CAUTION
We hold Letters Patent for
improvement on Pants,

Tights, Supporters, and Support Jacket,
as represented in these cuts. Each garment
is marked H. & C, Pat. Dec. 3d, '89, and we
caution all dealers against selling any gar-
ments infringing on these patents. Gar-
ments not bearing our patent mark are
infringements, and parties selling them
will be held responsible to the extent of the
law. HOLMES & CO.

Athletic and Gymnasium Garments Manufactured by

HOLMES t£ CO,, 1Q9 Kingston St., Boston.
$115.00 HIGH GRADE SAFETIES, NEW, AT $80.00.

Our cashlwas ready, as usual, and we have two JOB LOTS of VOLANT (SPRINGFIELD
ROADSTER) SAFETIES, sold heretofore at $115.00, which we now offer at $80.OO. Ball
Bearings all around. Easy payments if desired. We have numerous other bargains equally
good, being always in the market for job lots. Send for Catalogue, Second-hand and Bargain List.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., {^B ™! 8!°?k } 9 G Street, Peoria, 111.

New Mail
IN

We offer a few

!!

flEW JURUi ORDlNfl^IES,

taking Other Wheels in Part Payment. This gives wheel-
men an opportunity of realizingfor their old mount more
than in any other way, and obtaining a New Mail, the repu-

tation of which is too well known to need description. The
Only Wheel with Trigwell's Ball Head, tapered Perfection

tubing, and thickened Base Rim. The New Mail has won
many of the principal Racing Events, and No Wheel stands

Higher as a Roadster. Mr. Murphy, the noted rider, rode
a New Mail over 12,000 miles.

Describe fully your wheel, stating size, condition,

make, and your valuation.

SEND FOR NEW MAIL CATALOGUE.

WM. READ & SONS, 107 Washington St., Boston.
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»Al^E>^rY BICYCIvES.

""
mh,.;« ;ii«- !»

,

t;i,.;s,„"; •:'< ~x:kr
m~" '

;

: i^liiillfei,

Leading Styles. Folly Guaranteed. Well-Known Manufacturers,

$18.00 to 100.00.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS.

L.7S7WSPS. BELLS & KLL HCCESSORIES.
LOWEST PRICES.

Bicycles Kepaired. Special Attention Given to Out of Town Work.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND TERMS.

NEW AND USEFUL
PERFECTION TIRE HEATER.

Price $150. Price $1.50.

Patented No. 323,686, Aug. 4th, 1SS5.

Loose Tires Cemented on the Road
in a few Moments.

Can be Carried in the Tool Bag.

A Simple Saver of Time, Money and
Patience.

Can be procured of any dealer in Bicycles, or

of the Manufacturer,

Geo. R. Bidwell. 313 W. 58th St., Mew York.

"ORMONDE"
lilGHT SOflDSTEt*.

WEIGHT, 36 LBS.

HANDSOME, LIGHT, + STRONG.
SETTD FOB CATALOGUE.

BANKER & CAMPBELL, 1788 Broadway, New Yoit

AGENTS APPLY.

The Automatic Spoke and Nipple Grip.

Every Cyclist
His Own Re-

pairer !

No Screws, no
Nuts, no Peeling
of Enamel.
*g- It takes a posi-

tive grip. The harder
you pull the tighter it

holds.
49* Catches any size

Spoke or Nipple, round
or square.
49"Can be carried in

the vest pocket.

Price, (Ni<:keletl)81.

Liberal Discount to
Dealers.

Cut full size.

JORDAN & OELLTEN,
1320 Washington Ave , St. Louis, Mo.No.

Free To Agents and Dealers
for one year,

THE BEARINCS,
the only first-class cycling paper in the West. Send
business card to

71 Randolph St., Chicago.

Send for sample copies everyone.

J. W. BATE & CO.,
No. 324 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN.

DEALERS IN BICYCLES.
55-inch Columbia L. Roadster, - $60
54-inch American Rudge, -

55
53-inch Rudge L. Roadster, - 60
50-inch Volunteer Columbia, - 45
The above are in the best possible condition.

WHEELMEN'S

HOME GYMNASIUM,
Consisting of

Standard Chest Weight.
Pair 3-Pound Dumb Bells.
" Wooden Dumb Bells.
" i-Pound Indian Clubs.
" Indian Club Hooks.

Instruction Book.
By express or freight on receipt of price,

Complete, .... 85.00

Takes very little space in your chamber. Morning
and Evening exercise will enlarge the chest in one
week.

HOLLAND & HAYENER,
WORCeST9R, - 7WVKSS.
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Union Cycle Mfg. Co.

Much has been said about hubs.

Hubs made in one piece prevent the
breaking of spokes in driving wheels,

caused by the slipping of flanges to which
the spokes are fastened.

In sectional hubs, the means of apply-

ing the chain being only on one side, there-

by putting all the strain on only one-half

instead of all the spokes. Also hubs made
of material other than steel, require bush-
ings, or pieces of steel inserted for bearing

surfaces. Such hubs are not desirable, as

the bushings frequently become loose, or

wind up. Not all hubs are made of one
piece of steel forging.

Those used in the Union Safety are.

Look the Matter Up, it will Help You to Decide on Your New Mount.

^TRIOM© PTOR CATAI/OGUE.
OFFICE AT FACTORY, HIGHLANDYILLE, MASS.

Our E^igrlvtlx Year at tire Old ^tarxcl.

W. W. STALL,
ODD FELLOWS' HALL,

509 TREMONT STREET, 4 WARREN AVENUE.

BOSTON, MASS.
Safety Bicycles, Wholesale and Retail.

SOLE NEW ENCLAND AGENTS FOR

ST. NICHOLAS MFG. CO., - Chicago, 111.

INDIANA BICYCLE MFG. CO., - Indianapolis, Ind.

CAPITAL CYCLE CO., - Washington, D. C, PSYCHOS.
JOHN WILKINSON CO., - - Chicago, III., ROVERS.
SWEETING CYCLE CO., Philadelphia, Pa., COVENTRY RIVAL.

We are practically headquarters on low-priced wheels especially, and are prepared to supply the
trade. Safeties for men at from $60.00 upward; Ladies at from $45 upward, and Boys at from $18.00
upward.

We offer the above goods to the New England trade, and solicit corre-

spondence with agents and parties desiring to become such.

LIBERAL INDUCEMENTS TO LIVE MEN WHO WILL
Send 5 cents in stamps for onr new Catalogue.

HUSTLE.'
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* REFLECTS
When you hear disinterested ( ?) agents of other makes of Cycles

warning would be purchasers of "BRONCHO" SAFETY BIKES

against the evils that will surely befall them if they buy and ride

a "BRONCHO" BIKE, that they see a VERY BIG GHOST in

their mind's eye. "WHOSE GHOST IS IT?" Can't you guess

?

THEY are THROWING ROCKS at the "BRONCHO." "WHAT
FOR?" Can't you imagine? Do men THROW STONES at

SHADOWS? Do men usually KICK SO PERSISTENTLY at

NOTHING? HARDLY. IT ONLY SHOWS THINKING

PEOPLE that they RECOGNIZE that, AT LAST, A SAFETY
BICYCLE HAS APPEARED, WORTHY the steel of the

NOBLEST FOEMAN of them all. A SAFETY BIKE that, at

ONCE, will iAKE A LEADING PLACE with the BEST
SAFETIES now before the public and KEEP WELL TO THE
FRONT, dividing the honors with the BEST of them. Oh, yes,

there ARE good machines built and sold by several makers in

AMERICA. There ARE good machines made ACROSS THE
WATER, imported and sold here. BUT when any of these

AMERICAN MAKERS or AGENTS OF IMPORTED CY-

CLES, get up on your Shirt-collar and howl in your ear that

THEIR particular Wheel is the BEST, IN EACH AND EVERY
PARTICULAR, AND THAT ALL OTHERS ARE FRAUDS,

they are talking the WORST KIND OF FOG, because IT

SIMPLY ISN'T THE TRUTH. When a maker tells you that

there are but TWO makers of Cycles in AMERICA, the parts of

whose machines are INTERCHANGEABLE, set him down for a

man rammed PLUM FULL of MISINFORMATION. He is

making statements NOT SUSCEPTIBLE OF PROOF. He

either knows he is not talking according to HOYLE, or else he is

TOO WOEFULLY IGNORANT to tie to. In either case HE
WON'T DO.

WHEN a man claims to be a WESTERN MAN and KNOWS
ALL ABOUT THE SKOOKUM, and talks disparagingly thereof,

because he NEVER HEARD of the WONDERFUL ANIMAL
with the PHENOMENAL TAIL, set him down as the sort of

man who could travel all day under the shade of a tree, and, at

night, turn round and POUR A DIPPER OF WATER ON THE
ASHES OF HIS LAST NIGHT'S CAMP FIRE. He had bet-

ter reflect on what JOSH BILLINGS once said, viz : "FRIENDS,

it is better to LET ON that you KNOW you are a FOOL,

than to try to carry the impression that YOU KNOW SO MANY
THINGS THAT AIN'T SO."

GENTLEMEN, WE are getting WONDERFULLY GOOD AC-

COUNTS of "BRONCHO," and "the boys" who are being treated

to a chance to see and examine the NEW BIKE this week, South

and West, are writing us some RED HOT letters of CONGRATU-
LATION on our success in giving "the world" a NOVELTY, a

SURPRISE, and A WAY UP GOOD SAFETY BIKE COM-
BINED. A machine that will WIN LAURELS for every one who

rides it or handles it.

WE are MODEST, WE are BASHFUL and RETIRING, WE
don't claim that WE HAVE GOT THE BEST MACHINE IN EX-

ISTENCE, but WE DO claim that in 999 points out of 1000, WE
beat ANY MACHINE WE HAVE EVER SEEN, and WE HAVE
SEEN THEM ALL. Keep your eyes open for OUR CUTS and,

meantime, don't forget to send for our '90 "CAT." Don't forget

our THREE KNOT SKOOKUM OIL, OUR SKUDERDRAK'S
EMBROCATION, our LIVINGSTON'S "SURE CURE." Keep

your eyes open for cuts of our REAR HUB and note how surprised

you will be at its SIMPLICITY and EFFECTIVENESS.

Good Agents should send for Terms.

WHITE ••• CYCLE ••• CO.,

WESTBORO', MASS, U. S. A.
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{Continued from last week and the week before,
Pages 438 and 488.)

QUIDPROQUO,

BOSTON.

Many thanks,
Mr. Editor - in -

Chief, for your
cordial compli-
ment of two
weeks ago. It

never hurts a real chief to give credit where
credit is due ; and it don't conflict with an able
business, nor injure an honest one, to admit the
truth about a rival.

I

IMITATORS.

DO imitate your style, and who is it says
"imitation is the sincerest flattery?" It is

so when it is hon-

IMITATIONS AND %f * D
,ml^tl0n -

The Pope Manu-
facturing Compa-
ny is the most
flattered maker of

cycles in that way. Nearly everything they

have done has been imitated sooner or later,

more or less, either honestly or otherwise.

They ought to thank the maker that copies hon-
estly jand exactly (by license, of course, if it

is patented) their fork, or saddle, or pedal or

other parts. We got at the right thing about
pedal construction here last week, you know.
Some time we'll have a little discussion of sad-

dles and other things.

I
WONDER why it is that so many make their

pedal rubbers to look almost like the Co-
lumbia '

' Double
Grip," yet so as

to dodge the exact

shape and to lose

the full value. Better pay a little royalty and make
men, or else not make believe make it.

WHY DODGE.

SIBYLLE : You looked just as selfish as handsome, riding up the driveway just
now.

SYDNEY : But I came expressly to invite you to a spin with that new Ladies'
Columbia Bicycle of yours.

SIBYLLE : Oh ! Well, my sister likes it so much that she rides it every after-

noon. She's off with it now.
SYDNEY: Never mind! I'll go back and get my Columbia Tandem.
SIBYLLE : O, You're just as generous as you are .

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

POPE MFG. CO., 77 Franklin Street, Boston.

Branch Houses: 17 Warren St., New York; 591 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

it right, gentle- the opposite extreme of butting against the solid results of experi-

ence and trying to make something wholly new.

ONE of the latest imitations is that of the Columbia Rim, rolled

(instead of drawn by dies), and shaped by weldless steel

tubing. The Pope Manufacturing

ITNBRAZRD Company, years ago, carried on ex-

tensive experiments in its endeavor
to produce a better rim than was
then known, and the best rim possi-

ble to make with the materials and
machinery available or inventable, without regard to price. It found

a way to make it satisfactorily and better, though costlier. After

having used it for four years and gained the universal assent that

theirs is the best rim for a cycle wheel, they ought to thank the

maker who now compliments them by adopting it as near as he can.

Another recent imitation of the

Columbias appears in the copy of
their spokes, both their way of con-

structing and putting in, and their

bright style of spangling or nickel-

ing from the flange to the crossing

of the spokes, which has been an "ear mark" of their machines so
long.

SPANGLED

SPOKES.

r
is difficult to imitate closely the enamel of the Columbia Cycles
even by polishing it, but it is interesting to see it attempted.

Well, although it takes some time
for an imitator to equal the imitated,

imitation is ori the whole, if directed

to worthy examples, preferable to

ENAMEL.

ONE thing may be said for the makers of the Columbia Bicycles.

They have never pulled anyone else back in the business for

the sake of trying to get ahead

A GOOD themselves. They have always gone
straight forward, according to the

j? ya mpt p best usht they could set -
doins the

ji.A.Ajxiri.ji.. best th could with obtainable ma-
terials, improving wherever they

could ; and their factory is and always has been open to inspection

by any rider or maker. I may be mistaken in this, but I think that

they are and have been the only makers who really let anybody,
riders of their own machines or

others, go entirely through their

factory and take pains to get them
to do so. At any rate, when they

extend invitations to visit their fac-

tory they take you cheerfully about
and show you the processes and machinery ; and nothing will more
increase your respect for the bicycle, and its place among manufac-
tures than a visit to their acres of shops and storerooms.

OPEN TO

INSPECTION.

MEMORANDA.
Pray don't lose the threads of

this discourse ; for instance, what
has been intimated about advertis-

ing, and about some points in the

history of the business, and about testing counterfeits (and, by the

way, that "egregious error" does not disappear from this paper

yet) . Quidproquo is at 77 and 79 Franklin street, and his name
has a meaning that will be told by and by. Incidentally, keep a

note of the fact that the Pope Manufacturing Company has its prin-

cipal stores at Boston, New York, Chicago and Hartford. Call and

see them.
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Dear reader, have you noticed the

VERITAS style that has lately been set for outside
pages for spring wear? We are rather
sorry to see it ourselves, but of course

CHICOPEE FALLS, we would better be out of the world than
out of style, so we cheerfully assume the

editorial duties thrust upon us, and will still be found here, always
smiling.

some slight improvements in 1890 (See Vicftor catalogue, which
will be found a valuable text book in connexion with this line of
study.)

READING

MATTER.

Reading matter, did you say? Oh,
dear, no! This isn't reading matter,
and doesn't pre'endto be. This space is

paid for by the Overman Wheel Co.,
and these "editorials" are written right
in their office.

\rOU must excuse us if we seem to you dry and prosaic, but we
have a real weakness for ancient history. Come with us for

a few brief jaunts into the past—say fifty-two. brief lessons in
ancient history, and let this be lesson 1.

IN spokes, the bright style of spangling or nickelling from the
flange to the first crossing, is an English idea hardly worth the

name of invention. It was first used by A. H. Andrews & Co.
many years ago and has since been copied by many makers. First

copied 'n this country about 1887, copied by the Overman Wheel
Co. 1890. The Overman Wheel Co. made the first importation in

in this line. The process of enameling
was not used in America on cycles till

the Victors set the fashion. It was very
soon copied and has been continually
copied since, a great many makers, the

Overman Wheel Co. included, using it

in both dull and bright finish.

ENAMEL

FINISH

CHAPTER

FIRST,

country in \i

First let us glance at the tubular rim.
Rims made of weldless steel tubing were
used as early as 1878 by the Coventry
Machinists' Co., of England, the inven-
tion at that time being several years
old. The device was first copied in this

, and was copied by the Overman Wheel Co., with

WE are sorry not to have a more interesting first chapter lor

this course, but we can promise you much that will be more
exciting and entertaining in the subsequent chapters. Pray don't

lose the threads.

MEAN
WHJLE

In the meantime, ride your Victor,

secure in the knowledge that it's the

best bicycle on earth.
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JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,
BICYCLE MAKERS OF THE
CATALOG DIMMOND

$

SAFETY
STEEL TUBING, DRDF FDRGINDS and

BJLIjL BEARI1TGS TO ALL
147 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

PABTS.

DO YOU HAVE THAT TIRED FEELING?"
GIVEN AWAY." EXTRAORDINARY INDUCEMENT."
A bicycle free (a Hickory Bicycle at that.)

We realize that there must be great advantages in the
guessing system of advertising. The number of beans
in a bottle. The quantity of money similarly contained.
The number of seeds in a squash, etc., etc. Hence
this

"UNPARALLELED OFFER."
To the person who shall, on or before March 4th, 1893,
guess nearest to the number of wire spokes that will
be knocked out between know and that date, we will
present one of our 1893 Hickory Safeties, and with it a
guarantee that the spokes will not become loose, that
the wheels will not buckle, and that the tires will stay
on.

NOT DEAD.
Well, we should say not. Read this from the editor

oi the Wheelmen's Gazette:

"Anti-vibration attachments seemed to be one of the
important features of this year's Stanley Show, and on
every hand the subject of vibration is receiving atten-
tion. This is being overcome in many ways, some
makers supplying springs solely to the saddle; others,
front fork, seat pillar, pedals, or tire, by means of the
pneumatic tire, which is hollow and inflated with air,

the same as a football. It seems to us that extremes
in any one direction are injurious, and that if vibration
was lessened to a moderate degree all over the wheel,
the result would be more satisfactory."
When we consider that there is but one material of

which wheels can be made to possess this desirable
quality, and that that material is Hickory, and that we
are at present (mind the "at present" part of it) the
only manufacturer of Hickory Bicycles, it looks as if

though Mr. Darrow meant us. If he didn't, his vision
was truly prophetic. The following is verbatim, italics

and all, from the catalogue of a builder of wire wheels :

"Do not keep a bicycle in a damp place, remember it is

P. S. We are anxious to get rid of our new edition of catalogues.

made of steel, not wood, and steel will rust." This is

certainly a good thing to remember. We were walking
with a prominent wheelman in Boston recently, (of
course he was prominent while we were walking with
him), when we came upon a crowd gathered about a
vehicle, one of whose hickory wheels nad caught in a
car track, and, withont injury to itself, had broken the
steel axle. We were endeavoring to impress the sig-

nificance of that upon our friend, when the man who
was making temporary repairs, broke the hicKory
handle of His steel hammer and we subsided. Re-
moving similar factors from each side, does not alter
the value of the quotient, however, and hammer hand-
les can't be made of steel anyway. Why? Well look
into it and see. Though the Hickory Bicycle is a de-
cided novelty, it is based on some of the oldest prin-

ciples. Why have they lived to be oldt Ah, dear boy,
that is the point, why have theyt See Darwin's works.

JXTe^wrton, Mass.

Jersey-Fitting Supporter.

Bicycle Riders, Base Ball
Players, Athletes, Gymnasts
tell us that it is the best and
most satisfactory supporter
made.

Let every Sportsman
Tvy Them.

Price SI.00. Will send by
mail on receipt of price. Send
size of Waist and Hip.

Send Stamp for Catalogue

No. 884. Heavy Rib.

FULL PANTS.
(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.
Improved

double seat,

strap & pocket.

KNEE PANTS.

(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

P A I IT I fl Kl We hold Letters Patent for

UAU I I U 1 1 improvement on Pants,
Tights, Snpporters, and Support Jacket,

as represented in these cnts. Each garment
is marked H. & C, Pat. Dec. 3d, '89, and we
caution all dealers against selling any gar-
ments infringing on these patents. Gar-
ments not bearing onr patent mark are
infringements, and parties selling them
will be held responsible to the extent of the
law. HOLMES & CO.

Athletic and Gymnasium Garments Manufactured by

HOLMES & CO., 109 Kingston St., Boston,
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements tn this Department 70 cents a line.

Jgj"" Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken.

L, A, W BADGES,
The official design in solid gold.

Prices, $2.50, $3.50, $S-oo and up-
ward. Patented. Send for free

Catalogue and address orders to

C. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle St., Portland,Me.

Box 632.

Send 25 cents and get one of the

New L. A W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of rolled Silver Plate, oxy-
dizcd. Very neat and serviceable.

1SE. H. GIBBS,
PKOVIDENCE, B. I.

FOB SALE—46-inch Columbia Bi., $25; 50-inch
iNew Mail, ball, $45; 52-inch Victor, used but

little, $55 ; 54 inch Premier, $25 ; Swift safety, never
.used, $115. EDW. P. BURNHAM, Newton, Mass.

ZOOK, L.ITITZ, PA., takes wheels in payment for

books, stationery, type-writers, organs, buggies,
cigars, steel engravings, printing, etc. Best party to

buy any new wheel of, and has the choicest bargains in

second-hand wheels. $250 Humber tandem, used 50
miles, $75, and 24 olher surprising bargains. Write to

him before you buy. An "Eagle," 52 wanted, also a
"Hickory" and "Broncho."

FOB THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-
ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and

other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,

$14.00, $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th St., New York City.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CABBLEB, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers,
or mailed by the manutacturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

FOB SALE—A Safety bicycle, never ridden. Price
$2.50. An elegant filled gold miniature safety

bicycle, worn as a watch charm; entirely new style,

parts all movable; also Solid Gold "Ordinary" Badge,
$1.75, or $4.00 for both. Samples to Bicycle Dealers.
Sent postpaid on receipt of price. DURYEA JEW-
ELRY CO., Wholesale Jewelers, 71 Nassau St., New
York City.

<D> Oi~| CASH, with order at once, buys 54-inch ball
tJPOvr bearing bicycle, in good order, cost $135.
CLINTON CYCLE CO., Clinton, Mass.

The New "39" and "24" Star

NO MACHINE ON THE MARKET ITS EQUAL.

Easiest Running Wheel
—AND

—

Best Hill Climbing Machine Ever
Produced.

We Challenge Honest Criticism.
In this Machine we have combined ALL

the advantages of a low wheel and the speed
of a high one.

Send for Catalogue of STAB BICYCLES.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

Smithville, N". J.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, is cents a line. I&- Cash mutt

accompany the order~gjr
83* Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken.~Jg$

FOR SALE—50-inch Singer's English Challenge,
nickeled spokes and trimmings; fine condition;

ballbearings; $60 cash. H. B. BURNS, 58 Robert
street, Pittsburg, Pa.

FOR SALE — 56-inch American Champion, full

nickeled, ball bearings, two sets of handle bars;
fine condition, $80. R. M. RODGERS, 116 Erin St.,

Pittsburg, Pa.

FOR SALE—New Mail Safety, 188
$100. EVERETT W. STONE

Avenue, Medford.

pattern, price
10 Highland

wANTED—A 50-inch Eagle bicycle. FRANK
LEINBACH, No. 20,271, Denver, Pa.

BARGAINS—51 and 53 inch Col. L. R's, $65 each.
Crescent Safety, balls all over, $75. O. W.

SWIFT, Danbury, Conn.

CYCLOMETER WANTED for a y>inch Premier
Tandem Safety. GEO. W. CLIFFE.Germantown,

Philadelphia, Pa.

"VTEW 39x24 STAR, 2-3 nickle, balls to pilot wheel,
-L™ hollow handle bar, not ridden 150 miles; best offer

over $8o. MERRILL & GAGE, Portland, Me.

BARGAINS—One 54 Light Roadster, one 54 Expert,
and one 56 Expert, all Columbia, full nickel, and

all balls machines, 1889 pattern, just like new. Your
choice for $ico. Write quick. W. M. FERGUSON,
Jefferson, Iowa.

HUMBER TANDEM TRICYCLE-For sale, at

a bargain, in perfect order, run only about 500
miles. Ball pedals, Butcher cyclometer, and good
lamp. H. C. DOUGLAS, P. O. Box 1469, Springfield,
Mass.

J_Q-LNCH Columbia L. Roadster, '8S
Tt" cellent condition, lamp and bell.

RUPP, 551 N. 16 St., Philadelphia, Pa.

pattern, ex-
H. G. G.

((CAFETY TANDEM," new, for sale cheap; also^ a "Tandem Tricycle" and a few "Safety^ Bicy-
cles." SAMUEL CLARK, 161 Franklin St., Boston.

CYCLOMETERS—I have several "Butcher" Cy-
clometers, 10,000-mile pattern, for sale cheap, or ex-

change for other goods. Write me. J. W. BADGER,
6 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass.

4 K -INCH SPECIAL STAR BICYCLE, in first

^t<-' class condition, for $70. Cost, last season,
$117.50. Enameled. H. B. WIESE, Bordentown,
N l -

117.

1

r.J:

FOR SALE—50-inch New Mail, in first-class con-
dition. C. A. ROUILLARD, Charles River

National Bank, Cambridge, Mass.

FOR SALE—Quadrant Tricycle; cow horn handle
bar; steering in splendid condition. Best offer

over $50 take s it. A bargain. Address Quadrant,
care Bicycling World, Boston, Mass

FOR SALE—54-inch Premier ordinary, originally
made to order. The mould mark not worn off the

tire. A bargain. H. D. BATES, 191 Warren Ave.,
Boston.

FOR SALE—A Columbia Tandem Safety, in first-

class condition. Address G J. McARTHUR, 23
Union St., Boston, Mass.

wINDLE'S 54-INCH VICTOR racer for sale
by FRED. P. HAMMES, Utica, N. Y.

COLUMBIA LADIES' TRICYCLE, good as new.
Address JOHN F. SIMONS, 611 Sansom street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

WILL SELL
SAFETIES from $11.00 upwards. Columbias from

$20.00 upwards. Stars from $15 00 upwards.
Lowest prices for new and second-hand bicycles.
Send for catalogue and price list. THE WHITE
CYCLE CO., Trenton, N. J. Second-hand wheels
taken in exchange for new mounts.

J. W. BATE & CO.,

No. 324 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN.

DEALERS IN BICYCLES.
55-inch Columbia L. Roadster, - $60
54-inch American Rudge, - "55
53-inch Rudge L. Roadster, - 60
50-inch Volunteer Columbia, - "45
The above are in the best possible condition.

u
p
p
L
I

E
S

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.'S

TOURING CAP.
Light and comfortable, is made

entirely of wool, without pasteboard

or sweatband ; in navy or color.

Leather visor. By mail, Price 75c.

GENERAL AGENTS
—FOR THE

—

COLUMBIAS, PSYCHOS,
STARS, HARTFORDS,

J. & G.'s, CRESCENTS,
VICTORS, GALES, JUNIORS,

And all other First-Class MakSS.

Very Large Stock of

Second-Hand Wheels
Send for printed list.

Send for our Unabridged

Illustrated Catalogue

,

Now being mailed free.

LIVE AGENTS WAITED
To take up Territory

IN STATE OF NEW JERSEY.
Write for particulars.

Manufacturers and Importers of

CYCLING GOODS.
Complete Repair Sfiop.

Howard /\. Smith $ Co.,
Cor. Broad and Bridge Sts.,

N8MRRK, - - - * N. J.
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I Positive Gare

for all Cyclists suffering from,

or are likely to suffer from, the

effects of vibration in all parts

of the body.

SWIFT SAFETY, SPRING FRAME, $145.

It is $10 more than other high grade wheels. We know it! Is it not worth
$10 extra to be free from the continued jarring when you are riding?

SEItTID IFOIR, OJ^TJLLOO-TJE.
NEW YORK:

J. R. JUDD & CO.,
101 W. 36th St.

CHICAGO:
STOKES MFG. CO.,

293 Wabash Ave.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Boston, Mass.

NEW MAIL.
offered as the H^GOOD AGENTS WANTED.

HANDSOMEST
:—AND—

BEST * SAFETY
YET PRODUCED.

Spring fork; very easy. Ours is a

direct vertical spring, allowing front

wheel to run perfeclly true. No yield-

ing of iorks sideways. A coiled spring
inside fork column.
Rear axle band brake (cannot spat-

ter mud on chain), very powerful.
The only wheel with Trigwell's

Patent Ball Head. All parts inter-

changeable. An American made wheel
for American wheelmen.

Surely send for Catalogue

and see it.

Notice graceful Handle Bars.

WILLIAM READ & SONS, - - 107 Washington St, Boston.
ESTABLISHED 1826.
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THE guardian of the night in olden times used to give forth the

-*- hour and announce to the sleepless, the weary watchers and
the be'.ated that '-all was well," providing that such was the case.

Imitating "ye ancient watchman," the editor of this paper takes

pleasure in announcing to our readers that the glorious spring time
is upon us, and that "all is well" in cycledom. Never before has a

season opened so well and with such fair promise of being the
most active and prosperous in the history of cycling in this country.

Until within a couple of weeks it did look as though the racing
interests would suffer because of the threatened fight between
the L. A. W. and the A. A U., but thanks to the wisdom, thought
and level-headedness of the officials of both bodies, that complica-
tion has been avoided, ar.d instead of being at sword's points the

two leading amateur associations of the country are to be allies.

Now that this amicable arrangement has been arrived at between
the L A. W. and the A. A. U., the feeling of uncertainty which
held back many of our race promoting clubs from going ahead and
fixing dates is removed, and a glance at the already large list of
fixtures show that the year 1890 will be a great one in racing
annals. Much, however, depends on the Divisions and the Dis-
tricts assigned by the Racing Board, as to whether the interest in

racing matters is to be doubled or not. Not a moment should be

lost by the Division officers in taking action towards the formation

of the Districts, as suggested by the Racing Board. Action in the

matter should not be delayed, as the time is none too long.

We request Chief Consuls of all the Divisions to at orce notify

us as to the action taken by their Divisions on this matter, so that

we may at once publish such action. So much for the racing out-

look, now how about the trade? Judging from accounts from all

points, the editor watchman can also reply "all's we!l!" The in-

crease of the manufacturers and the importers does not in any way
seem likely to over stock the market. From present prospects we
think we can safely say that the business of those old in the trade

in this country will exceed that of any previous 3 ear, and in fact

their capacity for production will be strained to the very utmost to

meet the demand. The new comers also report most favorable

sales, and so, taking the trade as a whole we can take the most op-

timistic view as to the results of the coming season.

Yes, and "all's well" on the roads improvement question also.

We, however, are scarcely so sanguine as to believe that in every

case where roads improvement legislation is attempted, that it will

be successful. We can state the following flattering facts : We are

advancing; that agitation and education are fast bringing the pub-

lic mind up to the plane needed for real action. -In comparison

with the condition of the public mind on this great question two

years ago and now, the strides made forward are marvellous. We
must bear in mind that a great deal more preparatory work is to be

done before any very marked results will accrue, but if the future is

to be gauged by the past, then in two years from now results will

be piling up on us in a way to make the heart of the friend of roads

improvement glow with joy and pride.

Is- it "all well" with the League? We think so. Certainly the

League has never crossed the threshold of a year with more flatter-

promise. Harmony prevails, and with an energetic administration

which is promised we shall expect to see the membership of the

League equal anything expected by its most sanguine supporters.

r
I "*HE Referee is wrong in placing the powrer of raising funds for

-*- the purpose of defraying expenses of district racing men in the

hands of the District Racing Board. The only way is for the Divi-

sion Officers to vote that they will become active factors in the

Racing Districts and pay their proper pro rata. It is then perhaps

the time for the District Racing Board to step in and say what that

pro rate shall be. True, the District Racing Board could appeal to

the Division for money, but this aciion would have to be taken by
the Division Officers before it was granted. That would be the back-

ward way of going at it. The proper business way to do is for the

Division voluntarily to take a position as being an active expense

pa; ing factor or not.

Let us be plain on one point — of course the refusal or failure to

accept the scheme of the National Racing Board by a Division does

not bar a League Member from such Division from participating

in the District in which his Division is assigned, and if successful

the National Race events. We have been struggling to find out

the possible objections to the scheme of Division action as opposed
by M r

. Miles and advanced by ourselves.

ADVICE IS WANTED.
Editor Bicycling World: There is a party of bicyclers with

whom I am very intimate contemplating a trip frorrf Philadelphia
to Pittsburg in July. Most of us are limited to 15 days holiday,
and I don't think the run would be enjoyable, as the roads appear
to be very mountainous. They are all members of the L. A. W.,
and agree to be guided by what you say. Trusting that you will
favor us with an opinion, I am, Yours truly, L. A. W. 26.376

Philadelphia.

[Pretty difficult for a -man to give an opinion if he has never rid-

den over the route proposed. Wont some of our readers who are
familiar with (he route please give our correspondent points as to
the difficulties and advantages of the roads between Philadelphia
and Pittsburg?

—

Ed ]
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At the opening of the riding season on

D/„,T/,,, \rr\Tcv Fast Day. Captain Cubberly issued a cir-BOSTON NOTES
cu ,ar tQ thg members of the Somerville

TONET" Cycling Club, in which he asks the riding

members to keep an accurate account of

the distance ridden during the year, and
bear in mind the fadt that a prize, valued at $10, will be awarded
to the member attending the most runs during the season. The
pace on all club runs will not be faster than eight miles an hour,

and he hopes that this fa<5t will bring out a goodly number of

riders, so that during the season the club can retain its reputation

of being the leading club in the State in road affairs. In calling

club runs he will not only suit himself, but will call any favorite

run of the members The club recently adopted a signal code to be
used while riding, and a bugle code to be used when dismounted.

A number of the members of the Dorchester Bicycle Club brought
the winter season to a close by participating in the annual dinner
of the organization at Hotel Thorndike last Saturday evening
President Schellenbach occupied the seat of honor, and when the

fumes of fragrant Havana arose from the throne of merriment
called upon the several gentlemen for speeches.

A meeting of the bicycle owners of Quincy was held last Satur-

day evening, to take action looking towards a modification of the
ordinance prohibiting bicycle riding on the sidewalks. A petition

was drawn up requesting the City Council to so amend the order
that bicycles can be ridden on sidewalks where by so doing they
will not interfere with the public travel.

It is understood that Vice Consul Robinson proposes to get up
a party of wheelmen to tour to the Niagara meet He is anxious
to meet the other members of the Touring Committee, and if pos-

sible arrange for such a tour. If a party is made up it is quite

likely that it will travel to New York by rail, and then tour from
there to the falls. Two or three gentlemen have already signified

their intention of participating in the tour if ic is finally decided to

have one, but it is rather early in the game to make any definite

arrangements.

Representative Pillsbury has at last enticed Captain Peck to

-ide a safety, and that great advocate of the ordinary will give the

little dogs another chance to bite his nice fat calves. Having been
successful in changing the opinion of his Captain, Mr. Pillsbury
has given up the idea of going with the El well tourists, and instead
will tour to Niagara.

The annual meeting of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club was held
at Young's Hotel, last Tuesday evening. There was a good per-

centage presen;. The annual report of the Secretary showed that

there is about fifty members of the organization, and that it has a

good financial backing. These officers were elected : Robert G.
Amory, President; Charles C. Ryder, Secretary and Treasurer; A.
D. Peck, Jr., Captain; and J. M. Sprague, Lieutenant. Then the
gentlemen gathered around the festal board and discussed the
times when ihey used to take a run ''way round the reservoir and
back."

build its nest amid its branches, every wanc'erer may repose his

head upon its stones — nor wall nor paling shuts out his horizon.

Heaven does not close before him ; so far as his eye can reach the

highway is a land of liberty. To the right, to "the left, woods,

fields, farms and cottages.— all have masters; but the road belongs

to him to whom nothing else belongs, and how fondly therefore,

does he love it. The meanest tramp prefers it to asylums, which,

were they rich as palaces, would be but prisons to him. His dream,

his hope, his passion, will ever be the highway and like him, as I

ride along, a prayer rises from my heart* in thanksgiving for the

highway, the home, the happiness, and the one free spot for so

many of God's children.

The cleanest city in the Western Hemisphere. Where is it. my
readers? There is not one in^. thousand of you knows which it is

and how it has earned this complimentary title. It is Buenos
Ayres, the metropolis of the Argentine Republic. The way its

streets are kept clean presents a most effective and novel solution

of two problems. When a citizen of Buenos Ayres feels that his

patriotism demands that he does something for the benefit of his

city, he goes off and gets drunk; this may seem rather a queer way
of arriving at the result he aims at, but watch the sequel. Unless

he gets safely home he gets arrested and locked up; so far his

spree differs not from one in our own country, but heie the change
occurs. He is not fined, or kept loafing in a prison, for say ten

days, but for just that length of time he is Siamesed, as it were, to

a large iron ball by means of a heavy chain, and is set to cleaning

the streets. The system is extremely effeciive— both ways. It

keeps the streets clean and the cleaner sober, while the public

spectacle of a man who has been crunk conveys a moral example.

Unfortunately we can never hope to have this plan put in operation

in New York, for to put even a drunkard to sweep such streets as

ours, torn up as they are by all the various public companies that

are allowed to play havoc with the roadway, would be nothing short

of cruelty, too horrit le for infliction upon even a drunkard.

A Montana youth, who had won his first bicycle lace, has re-

turned home and is narrating how he won his victory to the admir-

ing family circle at the supper table " Well, you see, dad, I just

waited till it was my turn, and I passed the other fellers and won."
'• Waited till it was your turn passed, did you? Why didn't you

stand pot, and raise 'em a stack of blues and keep up the honor of

your family. I'm darned if I c?n s-ee how you passed on your turn

and scooped the pot besides," remained the old man, who v. as evi-

dently thinking of some other pastime than cycling

Perhaps in all the admirers that cycling has, there are none 60

true as the small boy who has been presented with his first " real

bicycle" as he terms it. By the term " real bicycle," the boy means
a juvenile reproduction of either a safety or an ordinary, with "real

rubber tires and steel spokes." To him there remains nothing else

in all the world to want for, and this new mount causes him to be

envied by every other boy in the same neighborhoc d whose parents

have not been so indulgent. A lady of my acquaintance, -who with

her husband has been my companion on many a pleasant ride, had

long promised her eight-year old son to give him a bicycle, but as

the boy was delicate, she had refrained from doing so, until he had

somewhat regained his usual health. The boy kept ever remird-

ing her of the promise she never kept, until at last he seemed to

despair of any favorable response to his prayers to his mother and

in his childish faith and innocence determined to turn his en-

deavors elsewhere. It was night-time and in his snowy night-gown

the little fellow upon his knees lifted up his innocent voice to Him
who has said " Unless ye become as one of these, etc," his evening
prayer he had somewhat altered for the occasion. It was as fol-

lows :
" O, Lord, omit this day my daily bread and give me a safety

bicycle instead." The listening mother heard and heeded, and

to-day the boy has his wheel and his prayer is answered.

NEW YORK.
One grows poetic sometimes over the

most prosaic of things. A wheel, a
country road, and a pleasant day, would

"f/A WK*iHA W" combined, make a poet of almost anyone
did they but let their fancy take wing. Is

not a road almost a symbol and image of
a life of activity and variety? What pleasing ideas are connected
in mv mind with the capiicious turns of many a one I have ridden
over! With merely looking at the formal lines of a park, I feel

wearied and overcome. Why should my wheel seek to roll upon its

gravelled walks, which my eyes and thoughts can at once embrace,
while the free road, which turns aside and is half hidden in the
woods, invites me to follow its windings and penetrate its mysteries?
And then it is the path of all human kind— it is the highway of
the world. It belongs to no master, to close and open it at pleasure.
It is not only the powerful and rich that are entitled to tread its

flowery margins, and to breath its rich perfume. Every bird may

ST. LOUIS.

"LINNEUS."

The riding season ope ned up here in full

blast the last two week6. As usual, the

Cycling Club was the first in the field, and
rode to Clayton on March 16. Nearly every

member of the club took part. The Mis
souris started the ball rolling March 20th

with a run to Bartold's, but on reaching this point the run was con-

tinued to Clayton, where dinner was had. While dinner was being

prepared the boys, upon the invitation of the editor of the Clayton

Argus, visited the Argus office, and were shown through the estab-

lishment. Chief Consul Holm utilized the time in visiting the

Watchman office, and had quite an extended interview with Editor

Rauchenstein relative to the policy of his paper towards road im-

provement and cycling. The editor candidly admitted having

written hard things about cycling in the past, but promised to re-

frain from doing so in the future unless circumstances justified it.

As to road improvement he "was in for that first, last and all time,"
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and held the last edition of his paper up as evidence- "You
would be surprised," said he, "to know that next to the crops and

stock farmers of St. Louis county think of nothing else."

Ex-Captain Charles L. Leisen, of the Pennsylvania Club,

has been in town the past week, and through his quiet, unassuming
manner, made many friends among the local riders He has shown
himself to be a road ridei par excellence.

W. P Laing, assisted by John Sansom, of the Touring Commit-
tee, will have charge of the Division tour to Columbia, which will

start from Louisiana July I. The route will be via Bowling
Green, Mexico and Stephen's Store to Columbia. The roads are

described as good gravel to within a few miles of Mexico, thence

good prairie to Stephen's Store, and from there as gravel to Co-
lumbia. They are all generally in fine condition during July.

The report of the St. Louis County Road Commissioner, Rapp,
"which has recently been filed with the County Court, contains some
very interesting data. The total sum expended on the roads the

past year was $86,730.15. He also throws hot shot at the farmer

road overseer, and inasmuch as the county last year paid $5622 in

salaries to such, he recommends that six road overseers be ap-

pointed, at a salary of $1000 per year, to act in their stead. This
is a valuable suggestion, but it was haidly made when the Demo-
cratic paper threw cold water on to it, as being "a Republican
scheme." The farmer road overseer will only work on the roads

when his time and teams are not required on the farm. There are

many o her reasons too, to show that he is not a fit person to do
the work, and it remains to be seen what will become of the sug-

gestion.

Kirkwood, our largest suburb, is negotiating a loan of $10,000,
secured by 5 20 bonds bearing five per cent, interest, for the purpose
of macadamizing her streets. At present the town can only boast

of but two such, the balance of the streets, embracing an area of
sixteen miles, are dirt roads, many of which are almost impassible
at this time of the year.

After eight months of "Chiistian endeavor," Missouri has at

last passed the high water mark, 367, and with the applications
published this week the membership should reach 370. The officers

ot the Division wish very much to obtain 400 members by May 1,

and with proper support should easily be able to gather them into
the fold.

John S. Prince has leased the old exposition grounds at St.

Joseph for a term of five years, and will convert them into a park
for out door summer and winter sports, as rapidly as the work can
be done. Among the improvements to be added is a half-mile bi-

cycle track, which will no doubt be a large factor in reviving the
interest in the sport, which has languished the past 3 ear. As long
as Jack will give square racing he will receive a liberal share of the
public's patronage, and he has no doubt learned a valuable lesson
in this respect at Omaha.

it is to turn over the Division to his successor with an iramenK-

membership. He is so persistent in his efforts that non-League
wheelmen now dodge into stores or p.llevs whenever they see him
approaching.

Wheelmen who were born in Bos-

„.„„,,.,, * -/-l -7- C e ton, or any of our Northern cities,PARISIAN AOTES. m^e a gr
>
at mis(ake in not hav

j
ng

PORKOPOLIS NOTES.

"STAR."

Mr. Bennett's coasting con-
test set for March 30 was run ac-

cording to programme. The
winners of the different heats of
the safety race were as follows :

First, Jas. Schenck, of the Q^ C.
R. ; second, Emil Gobiecht, of the 'Porkopolis" Wheelmen; third
and fourth C. N. Stix, of the A. C. C. The winners of the differ-
ent heats of the race for ordinaries were as follows: First, Chts.
Aszman, o( the Crescent Whee'men; second, R. C. Taylor, of the
Kenton Wheel Club; third, "Teddy" Allsup, the champion of the
Crescent Wheelmen; 4th and 5th, the renowned Dell Fuller, sf tie
Crescents. The strong north wind which blew during the-coasting
contest was attributed by some to the Aquilo Cyclers.

Mr. J. E Poorman has secured the Walnut Hill's Odeon for
Tuesdays and Fridays, and will use it as a ladies' riding school.

The Treasurer has the most thankless task allotted to an officer
of a bicycle club. The dues in most of such organizations are kept
down to a point where the revenue will but slightly exceed the
running expenses. Consequently, if the dues are not paid promptly
the Treasurer must pay the bills "of the club out of his own pocket,
for if he presses the delinquents there are certain to be some who
will be highly affronted, as they think that they are such a credit
and an honor to the club that the Treasurer should wait till it

pleases their royal highnesses to liquidate their indebtedness.
Now, if the landlord, the gas company and the jar.ilor could also
be prevailed on to wait that long everything might be lovely, but
then they won't

!

Chief Consul High has been wearing a very broad smile for
the past few days. It is all owing to assurances from several parts
of the State of large accessions to the League ranks within ihe next
two weeks. If there is anything that he has particularly at heart,

PEDALS." been born in Paris. Here, cycling

knows no period of winter slumber,

but goes on the y ear round. By this

I do not mean to say that December is as pleasant as June, for there

are plenty of bad days and weeks with rain, wind and lack of sun.

But the asphalt is never blockaded by snow drifts, nor do the great

high roads suffer much from the bad weather. Every Sunday
throughout the winter, cyclists have swarmed in the Bois de

Boulogne, and these last few Sundays they might have been

counted by hundreds. Strange to say, the safeties are nearly if not

quite out-numbered by the tricycles in use in Paris. Be this as it

may, the Frenchmen find it less difficult to take falls from their

tricycles than the average American cyclist would from an ordi-

nery. They rush along at a tremendous rate, come to a corner, try

to navigate it at speed and over they go. Then they ge'. up and

—

do it again !

The peculiar build of many of these French tricycles may ac-

count for the number of spills. The greater part are built with a

thirty-inch steering, and with twenty or twenty-four inch driving

wheels. The low rear axle necessitates a very long saddle pillar so

that the saddle is. far above the tops of the"drivers. Thus, when
going swiftly and jibing about as only they can do, the Parisian

tricyclists easily lose their equilibrium and come to grief. Besides

being dangerous these castor-wheeled tricycles vibrate awfully on
rough going. The safety riders seem to get along better, and
of them and their wheels much of interest might be said did space

at present permit. There are many strong and fast riders among
the Parisian wheelmen, but, alas, there are also many incompetent
and careless ones. While the cabbies do all possible to make life

miserable for cyclists and foot-passers, the cyclers are equally guilty

against the general public. When a cab and a cycle are both ap-

proaching one, on the road, it is by far safest to ignore the cab and
to carefully steer clear of the cyclist.

The members of the 1S89 Elwell tour may perhaps be interested

to learn that their friend, M. Medinger, has left Paris for the South
of France. M. Medinger spent some time in England, and I think

was atone of the Springfield tournaments about 1884 or 18S5. He
speaks English perfectly, and did much to make the Elwell party

feel at home during their week here last June. When we started on
our road to Geneva, he, together with his charming wife, accom-
panied us on a tandem safety all the forty-odd miles of our first

day's ride to Fontainbleu. M. Medinger was at one time champion
of France, and has won hundreds of races, while as lor Madame,
she has done century runs time and again. Cooper, and the others

of us who had the dust up with Ihe tandem-bike along the shady
roads of the Forest of Fontainbleu, will not soon forget how M.
and Mme. Medinger could go.

While the American press is doing good work in forwarding the
movement for better roads, the French daily papers are only just
beginning to notice cycling at all. Five years have increased the
number of French cyclists fiom a mere handful to an estimated
multitude of three hundred thousand. This fact is dawning upon
Parisian journalists, as the following goes to show. Some three
months ago the Petit Journal (circulation over one million daily),
had a short article on the sport, in which the difference between a
bicycle and a tricycle was considered worthy of explanation. The
article was primeval in its ignorance of everyday cycling affairs.

Well ! a week ago the same Petit Journal devoted its front page to
a four-column editorial on cycling, in which the editor strove in vain
for words of sufficient praise for the sport. He acknowledged having
always considered wheelmen as harmless crack brains until one
day he was persur.ded to mount a friend's wheel. Presto! in an
instant he was converted, learned to ride a safety, bought one, rides
it all the spare time he has, and counsels all his readers if they'
would be hearty, healthy and happy, to follow his example. The
result of this altogether remarkable editorial was a deluge of letters
for the writer and the establishing of a cycling column every
Friday, giving the coming runs and fixtures for the week. The
world moves in cycles, or one had better say on them.

The Parisian cycling world teems with topics of interest. Their
cycles have many curious points of difference with American ones,
while all around, throughout all France, lies outstretched thousands
of miles of the most perfect roads, inviting one to leave the city and
enjoy the wheelman's paradise. These topics, however, must wait
other times and the connivance of the editor.
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KENTUCKY.

''CONSULS."

The legislative power in this State con-
tinues to ponder day and night over the

adoption of laws to benefit the State at

large, and seems to be entirely ignorant of
the fa<5l that fifty per cent, of the people
for whose benefit this pondering is in-

dulged in are at present imprisoned upon their farms, unable to

reach a point where information concerning the happenings of the
"outer world'' can be obtained Thirty per cent, of the roads in

this State are to-day impassable, consequently farmers are compelled
to remain "housed up" until far into the beautiful spring, when the
roads can be used, before they can be informed of the doings of this

Legislature. When these now imprisoned farmers elected their

Legislature it was with a kind of "where you lead I will follow"
feeling. At present it would be a case of snow shoes on both sides

if an attempt to perambulate over these roads be made. Why not
give the "pathways civilization" some consideration in this pon-
dering?

Where is Henry Wingate Sawyier, of Frankfort, Kentucky?

The Louisville Club continues to have its enjoyable "smokers,"
etc. The membtrs turn out "en masse" at these affairs, showing
an appreciation due only to a club member and a "true cycler."

Richmond continnes to be heard from occasionally. A letter

from H. P. Dearborn, Secretary o( the Ruff Wheelmen, informs us
that cyclers are becoming numerous, and that a "rousing good
time" is promised the visiting wheelmen at the State meet July 8th.

Maysville will be there and will be represented on the track by three
men prepared for "the occasion." The entire membership of the
"Aquilo Cyclers" of Covington will attend, and be substantially
represented on the track. Lamb, Captain of the Louisville Club,
claims his men will sweep everything in the shape of a race. This
is probably a mistake.

We are informed that the Commercial Club of Louisville is agi-

tating the question of cleaner streets in that town. Keep it up, an
abundance of room for improvement, and we sincerely hope a
remedy for this great defect may be obtained before this question is

"tabled."

Porkopolis, "Star," of this paper, seems to take delight in
criticising the actions lately taken by seven members of the Kenton
Wheel Club, of Covington, Ky. The gay and festive "Star," by
investigation and a little discretion used concerning this affair,

would probably be convinced that he hardly knows of what he
"spake."

Eleven cyclers, seven of them being ex-members of the Kenton
Club of Covington, met the evening of March 19th, and organized
a strictly League club, the "Aquilo Cyclers." Their intentions are
to obtain through a wheel all pleasure possible to be devised there-
from. With eleven charter members and prospects most encour-
aging the "Aquilos" make a very favorable start. They have
among their riders the best riders and most enthusiastic cyclers in

the State.

It is probable that New Orleans will

vcw nDT jt a at"C have two "meets" this year, as there willm~w uiti^aai\z.
be an exertion made to get the Southern

NOKOMIS." District Races of the L. A. W. run in this

city, in May next and then again in next
September, the usual annual race meet of

the State Division will take place. At Ihe former an admission
will be charged the public, but the September meet will be compli-
mentary. Efforts will be made to get all the fast riders in the

South to participate in the May races, and if this will be possible

the meet will be a huge success.

The Louisiana Cycling Club had a hare and hound chase last

week, some fifteen riders participating. The chase was a success,

only the hares got away from the hounds and were never caught.

The N. O. B. C. the same day had their second race for the Hill

Cup which was won by Carey. The course was from Valence street

to West End.

I note that the Chief Consul of Mississippi suggests New Or-
leans as a probable place for the next League Meet. Of course il

New Orleans is selected, the boys here will do the " right thing",

but a glancs at the map of the United States will show that New
Orleans is not accessible to the larger wheeling districts, and there-

fore the meet will not be as large as it ought to be in the matter of
attendance, and then again the boys don't seem to be "stuck" on
having a National Meet here. I would suggest Nashville, Louis-
ville or probably Atlanta, as better places than New Orleans. Of
course a League Meet in the extreme South would do untold good
for the cause of cycling, but I think we had better wait a while
before having it in New Orleans We are just beginning to work

on a fine system of roads, which when completed will compa re

favorably with any anywhere.

The Southern Atlantic Club will have their annual open air con-
tests in May, and I note with pleasure that one of the events is a
Mile Bic\cle Race. There is hardly anything gotten up in New-
Orleans now in the shape of outdoor amusements, that a bicycle
race is not one of the principal events.

At last one lady in Syracuse has found

SYRACUSE pluck enough to ride a bicycle. She is Mrs.
George H. Harris, wife of a member of the

" S4T TNA " Syracuse Cycling Club. While Mr. and Mrs.
Harris were in Washington this winter, the
latter secretly learned to tide and astonished"

her friends on returning home. Mrs. Harris has established the
reputation of being the first lady cyclist ir Syracuse. She should
carry it farther and join the League. 3.7.8

Vice President W. A. Yale, of the Syracuse Cycling Club,
celebrated the anniversary of his birthday recently, by serving a
spread at Hall's.

The Syracuse Cycling Club is the recipient of a beautiful and
valuable sofa pillow, [some one take the hint and furnish the
sofa.

—

Ed.] as a starter towards furnishing the new club house,
which will be ready for occupancy May 1st. The pillow is of orange
and black satin, the club colors. The letters "S. C. C." and "L.
A. W.,'' and the outlines of a bicycle were worked on it in the

League color, purple. The gift was the compliments of Miss
Anna Newman.
Lucius S. Wilson, ex-President of the Syracuse Cycling Club,

has proven himself a driver in his new business. Mr. Wilson is a

first-rate dialect imitator, and when selling tea and coffee to natives

of the Emerald Isle, he puts on a genuine Irish brogue. He also

has plenty of broad broken English to sling at German customers.
White and Wilson's store was visited by a dozen bicyclists the

other evening, who filed in and "lined up." Discovering a huge
pile of tea chests on the sidewalk, the boys rushed out and each
taking a chest carried it into the store, shouting "Six o'clock, time
to close up !"

A great deal of comment has recently

c ... „„ . jirrrsrn been made by some of the cycling papersSAM pkamljolu. .

n reference to a letter wh ich appeared in

(l
„ „„ the Morning- Call, advocating the for-

mation of a separate league for California.

The facts of the case are just these, that

it is simply an aggravated case of sorer eadism. The writer of the

article referred to, in conjunction with two or three others, some
year or so ago, assayed to elect one of their clique Chief Consul,
but they failed woefully, and have ever since been trying to form a

separate Division, in which, of course, they were to pose as the

ruling spirits. In fact, we believe one of their number at that time
went so far as to resign from the League. Outside of these few
"kickers," I don't believe there is a more contented body in the

League, for, as the Referee says, "Chief Consul Thompson is a

hustler," and things are in a far more prosperous condition with

us now than at any time since the organization of the California

Division L. A. W.
Within the last month Chief Consul Thompson has appointed

over forty more Local Consuls, so that every town in California

that can boast a League member has a Consul. An effort is also

being made to make all the leading hotels throughout the State

League hotels. It is proposed to keep a register at each of these,

in which all touring wheelmen will be requested to note condition

of roads traveled, and any general information that might be
acceptable to riders. These registers will be opened only on
presentation of League ticket.

W. M. Meeher is still working on that road book, and expects

to have it issued in conjunction with the Consul's hand book,

which is to contain the names of all League hotels, Consuls, etc.

The Bay City Wheelmen, we are informed, at the last regular

meeting adopted a new constitution and a new set of B\-laws,

guaranteed to be "all wool and a yard wide," etc. They provide

for all elections being held by printed ballot, so that at the next

meeting the Chairman of the Hiuse and the Membership Com-
mittee (two offices brought into life by the new By-laws) will be

elected in that manner.

Through the efforts 01 one of the B. C W's we expect shortly

to have another bicycle track. This one will probably be a half-

mile, and it is located in a sheltered valley in Golden Gate Park,

ust north of the new grounds of the Ohmpic club. The track will,
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•* VIBRKTION i«-

is one of the ills that the average cycler falls heir to,

-A.2STJD

ANTI-VIBRATORS
are what cycle makers have been striving to produce.

With what success, we leave the wheelmen to judge.

Now we have not tried to get up any patent, new fangled anti-vibrator

for the Eagle.

In the first place we don't need to.

In the second place—well, we think the first reason is good enough, and
we will not give any other.

There is no vibration to the rider of the Eagle, that is, no more than
there is to a man when he is walking or running

The Eagle is nothing more than a walking machine, on which the rider

walks or runs on the pedals.

Nov/ Nature has provided the man with a good set of anti- vibrators in

the muscles of his legs and ankles, and as we don't pretend to improve on
Nature, we have left well enough alone.

A little study of the construction of the Eagle will show that all the
vibration to the rider is taken up by his legs and ankles, and a practical
trial proves that the Eagle can be ridden on a rough road with more ease
and smoothness than any other wheel.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co-,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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Doing the mile in 2 minutes 13 seconds on a

ROVER LIGHT ROADSTER,
With our 1890 Bicycle Catalogue.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CD.,
Sole Importers of tlxe Celebrated ROVKRS,

55 STATE STREET, CHICAGO.

There are springs and springs, good springs, bad
springs, indifferent springs; springs properly placed
and springs improperly placed. There is even a Spring

in the seasons of the year. It is properly placed. Whether it has
any vibration absorbing influences it matters little, as here we are

dealing solely with vibrati >n springs as applied to safety bicycles

—the American Ramblers in particular.

We all know that there are some springs which are wors than
none at all, others which jolt the feet off the pedals at every rough
crossing, or else make one's ankles feel

a<- if a mongrel case of St Vitu-' dance
and spinal meningetis was located
there, while others are so complicated
and so placed and so easy to get out of
r. pair, as to nullify their usefulness.

Y ib ration is the great bugaboo of the

makers of safety bicycles, and they must
needs employ some means to drive it

away, hence it is very natural that

makers of even the most complicated
or improperly applied appliance should
claim to have the "onliest and best."

The sale of their wheels depends upon
the extent to which they are able to

hoidwinkthe public. But idle claims
are dirt cheap. Claims susceptible of
proof are what count, and when we
claim that the vibration spring and
hinged rear fork of the amer
ican Rambler is not only practical and simple, but ap-
plied at the proper point and in the proper manner,
that the chiim is strictly correct, anyone who knows the least

about cycle construction and the princip es involved,
and who is not a confirmed bigot or ignoramus, will

testify. And even you, dear reader, knowing that

three-fourths of one's weight is carried by the saddle,
and that it is there that the vibration is greatest, can
see that the vibration-absor'nng appliance must be
located at that point to be of any service. One example, recently
quoted, will suffice If the weight of the rider were represented by
an unyielding mass, say of wood or iron, fixed to framework with-
out an intermediate spring, and the machine impelled rapidly over
rough surfaes, it would soon be shaken to pieces. Now imagine,
if you can, a delicate human body taking the place of the wood or

iron, and you can see what is the val-

ue of a properly applied spring, not
only to the durability of the machine,
but to the health and comfort of the
rider as well. These are incontestible
facts which speak for themselves even
louder than the trumpeted claims of in-
terested manufacturers, and when, as
we do claim and guarantee, the
American Rambler to be easiest
running, lightest running and
farthest coasting safety made at
this time, we hope and believe that
the public will see that i' is a clai n not
idly made. The accompanying illustra-

tion will show "just how it works,"
and, as the rubber tire, which marked
the first large stride in cycling, and
which is for the same object, reduc-
tion of vibration, but which reduces

but the smaller concussions, so do we think this anti-vibration appli-

ance of ours, which neutralizes the larger ones, as great an advance
in the cycle art as has been made in late years, and that the Ameri-
can cycles, to which it is applied, are surpassed by
none in strength, elegance and ease, a belief which we
have reason to know, is shared by thousands of riders.

GORMULLY
CHICAGO.

«£ JErFERY MFC CO.,
BOSTON.
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of cour6e, be open to all wheelmen (small boys excepted) and is to

be built in the most approved manner, and to conform to the ideas

of our leading racing men. Should this track be built we may
expect to see all the Coast records entire, lowered, for while the
Haight street track (4 lap) is very good, those corners are not very
conducive to record breaking.

A great gathering "o' the clans" will take place next week at

Lake Honda, a few miles ojt of town, where one of the city clubs
will entertain its friends from far and near, in a little picnic run
and lunch.

New Haven, we are with you. After

HARTFORD the April meeting of our club (the Hart-
ford) at which time the by-laws adopted

"f/ A VTON" at cur March meeting will be ratified, we
go into the League again, as a club, with
over 100 active members; 1,200 L. A. W.

members in Connecticut b\ September 1st or bust.

The Columbia Cycle Club has grown the past winter to such an
extent that they have been compelled to secure larger quarters and
have been very fortunate in securing a very pretty suite of rooms in

Batterson's block; this club has over eighty members
The Charter Oaks have adopted a handsome g'ay uniform, and

with over thirty members will make their first appearance about
the 15th.

In your issue of last week, " Elm City" gave a short account of
the polo game between the New Havens and Hartfords, thus saving
me from the painful duty. However, in his usual modest way, he
refrained from saying much about the best part of the evening, as
far as we were concerned. Alter the game (I am sorry to tay that
we were not in it), we were escorted to their commodious club
house, where each one of us, separately, not "collectively," was
placed under the care of about a dozen of their members, and those
fellows did everlastingly hustle to give us a good time. It is need-
less to say that they succeeded admirably in their attempt to " re-

store our spirits", although they were not compelled to use any (?)
in doing so. They know how to do it.

Alas, poor ordinary— the youth safety is fast proving itself the
inevitable in this vicinity; few headers will be taken this season
except by the faithful few who still cling to their pride of former
days.

«

The second annual athletic ex-

NBW JERSE T NOTES. hibiti"n,° f ^e Freehold Cyclers
J was held at Shinn s Hall, on

"N/TRAM." Wednesday evening, March 26th,
and surpassed even the most san-
guine hopes of the members as

regards the entertainment. The programme reflects much credit
upon the committee, and embraced the pick of (he home talent, to-
gether with some of the best athletic artists in the country. The
entertainment started off with a grand drill by eight members of.
the club, followed by an exhibition on the flying trapeze by Mr.
John Huntington. Mr. William Lake, a member of the club, gave
a very creditable club swinging exercise. This was followed by an
excellent exhibition of fancy riding by two of the members, Messrs.
Jos. McDermott and John R. Parker. Messrs. Whittaker and
Huntington, the French comiques, were very amusing in the de-
lineation of their part of the programme. Messrs. Elmar and
Gregory, the bar performers, seemed like two bundles of steel
springs, as they bounded from bar to bar. Mr. A. A. Zimmerman,
a member of the club, and Mr. Wm. Showles, formerly of Barnum's
circus, with Messrs. Pitcher and Gregory, performed the jumping,
high kicking and tumbling act. Mr. Robt. Whittaker, the balanc-
ing trapeze man, did some wonderful things in his line, and Mr.
Harry Wentworth, the eccentric contortionist, amused the audience
by the manner in which he twisted himself about. Mr. Dan J.
Canary, the champion fancy rider, was the card of the evening.
It is to be regretted that although the entertainment was first class
the club only cleared expenses.

The date and place of the next meeting of the committee in
charge of the "Great Century New York to Philadelphia Run" have
been changed to Monday evening, April 21st, at the club house of
the Riverside Wheelmen. This run is already exciting consider-
able interest, and it really looks to me as though it will far surpass
either of the previous ones. I am informed that it will not be
practicable to hold the run in conjunction with the Pennsylvania
Division meet, and the committee will in all probability decide
that way.

After about a year of retirement the Orange Wanderers are once
more beginning to come forward, and the sentiment seems to ba

that their approaching tournament, to be held April 8th will be a
financial success. They have lately added three ladies to their

membership, and expect as many more in a short time.

Two new clubs have recently sprung up in Jersey City. They
are the Palisade Wheelmen and the Rovers. The latter is com-
posed of members of the Jersey City Athletic Club. Of course the
club is the Hudson County Wheelmen, and they will undoubtedly
remain the leaders of the wheeling fraternity in their city.

• . • In a recent number of the Wheel there

TUTArar?A ttattc appeared an article stating that thexyiA^AKA pa^i^s. Niagara Fal)s Bicycle Club had suc-

,, ifTvnfF 7 >> ceeded in having a special ordinance
passed by the village Board of Trustees,
allowing cyclists the freedom of riding

on all sidewalks within the village limits, and that pedestrians
would be strictly prohibited from using them during the week the
League meet is to be held. To say that this is one of the biggest
untruths ever written, is putting it very mild, and I am very much
surprised that Mr. Prial would print any such article. [The editor

of our worthy contemporary is not to blame. If the statement as

above was sent him by a reliable correspondent, he could not well
refuse to print it as being a bit of reliable (?) news-

—

Ed.] A com-
promise might easily be obtained, whereby the wheelman may be
given the right to use the sidewalk, but to bounce the poor pedes-
trian into the gutter I will most emphatically protest.

The final arrangements for the series of races between F. M.
Brinker of Buffalo and W F. Gassier has been made, and the first

race will be run at Hamilton, May 24th, at which time the Hamil-
ton Bi. Club hold a grand tournament; the second it is expecled
will occur on June nth, in connection with the Sons of St George
Annual Athletic field day exercises at Niagara Falls; the third (if

necessary) will be run off at Buffalo on their "proposed" new track.

Every indication points to a sure thing for Gassier, as it is thought
he will be easier than Schaak.

The Philadelphia Enquirer thinks the dates decided upon for the
"Meet" too late in the month, and suggests thatw^e change it to the
middle of the month ; a very good suggestion. 'Tis true that a great
many more clerks and business men in general could get away
better at that time, but we considered all of that beforehand, and
we found that it would be utterly impossible to make the dates any
earlier, as the District championship races are allowed until August
15th to be run off, and if 6ome of the far western events did not
come off before some time in August they would hardly be in any
shape to come to the National Championship races but a few days
after and be as they certainly could not be otherwise out of con-
dition. Every side of the question was taken when we decided
upon the date, and we tried to do-justice to all, as it certainly made
no difference to us.

It is expected that one of the great Campbell-Lumsden races will

be run at Niagara, and there is no apparent reason why this should
not be a fact, as we have as fine a mile track as is in the country.
It is on this track that Rowe and Windle and numerous other crack
riders were in training, preparatory to their great races in Buffalo
several years ago. We are quite confident here of Campbell's suc-
cess, and the boys are betting ten to one on "Billie" winning the
series.

Capt. "Cupid" swooped down upon us for the third time this

year and "Drew" away our genial friend D. D. Wood, who says he
is tired of bichelor life and can not keep up with the "Kens" gang.
Rumor has it that Barron Davis is next on the list.

What's the matter with the 42d organizing an athletic club, and
keeping in the procession with all other military companies ; there
certainly is good material in the company to warrant it; what
think you of it, 42d?

NEWS
That splendid English eighty-eight-

year old veteran, Maj. Knox-Holmes, met
with a serious accident the other dav,

AND COMMENT. while
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J2? Sayear-old granddaughter. He collided with
a man who would not get out of the way,

though it was impossible for the Major to pass. The tandem
turned completely over and fell with the child underneath; she
escaped with many cuts and bruises, but we are sorry to say that
Major Holmes was so seriously injured that he had to be carried
home and it is feared that serious and permanent injury has been
done him.

The Topeka, Kansas, cycling club gave a very pleasing stag
party last Saturday evening at its rooms in the Knox building The
entertainment was a smoker and invitations were extended to a
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large number of non-members. About sixty were present and a
very enjoyable time was had. One of the features of the Topeka
cycling club is the social character of the membership, it not being
necessary that a person should ride a whtel in order to become a
member.
Scan the " Fixtures" printed in another column. We hope to

see a complete list of the district fixtures printed therein before
many weeks are past and gone.

Brockton, Mass., was at one time one of the most active cycling
cities in the commonwealth. It produced some of the hardest. road
riders and some of the speediest track men. With the memory of
the days of 301-e fresh in our mind, it therefore seems strange to

read the following item taken from the Brockton Gazette :
" There

are more than 150 bicycles owned in Brockton, Mass., and the
owners are seriously considering the subject of forming a club.
The idea is certainly a most feasible one and considering the natu-
ral advantages offered by this city and the surrounding country, it

could not but result in much pleasure for all members. There is

hardly a city of Brockton's size where there is not a cyclers' club,
and even here there are many members of the L. A. W."

The Nashua (N. H.) Cycle Club wound up its course of winter
assemblies last Tuesday evening. It was the most successful of the
series.

"A number of Fremont (Ohio) young ladies are about to pur-
chase safety bicycles. Bicycle riding for ladies is becoming quite a
fad."

—

Fremont News.

In Asbury Park, N. J., March 25th, Mr. Kilmer, contractor and
builder; W. H. Stauffer, photographer, and J. Emery Barber, real

estate dealer, were arrested for riding their bicycles on the side-

walk of the borough. They were fined $1 and costs each. The
arrest has produced consternation among the bicycle riders of the
place, among whom are ministers, doctors and leading business
men. The streets are of sand, and riding is impossible except on
the sidewalks. The arrests were made under a borough ordinance
passed several years ago, but not heretofore enforced.

Topeka, Kansas, makes a bid to run ihe Fourth District races,

comprising the States of Kansas, Nebraska, Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Colorado, Iowa and North and South Dakota.

In our issue of a week ago we printed a letter from a member
of the K. C. Wheelmen of Brooklyn, N. Y. , claiming originality
in the use of the Australian ballot system on March 20th, in club
election. This claim for being " the first" is disputed by the New-
ton, Mass., club, as the following letter from W. W. Stall, the
secretary, will show :

" To the Newton Club belongs the honor of
first applying the Australian system to bicycle club voting. I

enclose ballot dated March 11 to substantiate statement." [Since
above item has been put in type we have a letter from Mr. Shriver
claiming that the New York Club used the method last Septem-
ber.—Ed.]

A correspondent signing himself "Reader," sends us the fol-

lowing : "Will you be kind enough to let me know what is the
proper kind of oil to use in lamps. I find coal oil goes out and
lard oil, on account of a crust forming on the wick in a short time,

is not very good." [If Reader will hie him away to any of the
local cycle dealers he will find that they sell specially prepared oil

for the use of cyclers. Reader must however remember that lamps,
oils, and wicks will not work unless care is taken of them.—Ed.]

The question as to whether cycling is healthy seems to be a

never ending and always interesting topic for discussion. Prof.

Von Nussbaum, a German, writes along letter in the affirmative, a

short excerpt of which we give below :
" The strengthening of the

muscular system, which, as we know now, is the chief hearth for

assimilation and the proper nourishment of the body, is the first

effect achieved by bicycle riding. The increased activity of the
muscles consumes the surplus fat, and the slight. perspiration helps
in this effort. The clearing ot the heart and the large arteries from
fatty substances is of incalculable value, because it facilitates the
circulation of the blood. The fatty substances throughout the

entire body are also consumed, which is an important factor, be-

cause, as said before, fat compresses the arteries and causes irregu-

lar distribution of the blood ; this is but slightly noticed while the
body is in repose, but the least exertion which fat people undergo
causes them to have a red face, denoting congestion of the blood.
Drowsiness, headache, even a predisposition for apoplexy, hem-
orrhoids are the order of the day. The use of the bicycle is of
unspeakable benefit to those whose business or vocation yields them
an insufficient amount of exercise."

" 'Schmiedbarenguss' is a formidable word that threatens to

come into our language as the name of a new composite metal of
much promised importance. Practical processes for the produc-
tion of aluminum as an available article of commerce are well un-

derstood to be among the most valuable of recent discoveries in
metallurgy, and it is now announced by certain experimenters in
Louisville that in combination with iron and copper it can be
made into one of the strongest metallic compositions known to
science. The resultant metal, it is said, has greater tensile strength
than the finest steel and is so ductile, malleable and homoger.ecus
that it can be cast in masses without a flaw and will outwear the
best iron and steel in any of the uses to which these meiai> are
put. The question of cost can hardly be said to be determined as
yet, but it is not expected to be large. If all this is so—and public
confidence in its truth will perhaps be strengthened by the oigani-
zation of four large companies in Louisville to manufacture the
metal—the discovery is one whose importance cannot be obscured
by giving it so awkward and totally foreign a word as 'schmiedbar-
enguss.' If the new metal comes into general use, we may be sure
that that appellation will not cling to it, however correctly formed
and fundamentally descriptive it may be from the German point of
view. An American discovery ought to have, and will take to
itself, some simple English name.

—

Providence journal
Mr. Wm. M. P. Bowen, Chairman of the Division Board 01

Highway Improvements, has sent a circular to all the Town and
City Council members asking them to define their position on the
different bills for improvement of highways and regulation of
wagon tires now before the Rhode Island Legislature, a condensed
account of which we gave in a former issue. Seventeen leading
questions are asked them and replies requested. We shall be curious
to hear the result of the canvass.

* * * 11 When cycling, the less fluid the better, and runs ol
many hours are practicable, even in the hottest weather, without
indulging in any fluids. This I know from repeated experiments.
The muscles speedily acquire a firmness and tone impossible when
fluids are taken, while exertion becomes a positive delight." * * *

—Ex.
Maine members should remember the date of the Division's

Spring Meeting at Lewiston, Maine, as being May 30th.

The Bay State Bicycle Club of Worcester, Mass., has invited the
Massachusetts Division of the L. A.W. to hold its spring meet there
in connection with the field day that the club is to have May 30 at

the fair grounds. The following program has been arranged : One
mile novice, one mile safety, Worcester county two mile champion-
ship, mile walk, one mile open, one mile open safety, two mile
team race, bean pot race, one mile safety handicap, one mile ordi-

nary handicap, three mile lap race.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club of New York will hold their second
spring reception to members, their friends and ladies on next Fri-

day evening, April 11, and on Wednesday evening, April 16, the

newly elected officers wil give a stag reception to the members and
their friends. The Manhattans continue to show unmistakable
evidence of the sturdiest vitality and enterprise.

An excellent track is being built at Kittanning, Pa., for cycle and
foot races.

The Pennsylvania Safety Bicycle and Manufacturing Company
yesterday filed a statement in the Common Pleas in their suit

against the Stow Flexible Shaft Company, Limited, to recover

$15,000 for breach of contract. Under this contract the defendant
agreed to manufacture for the plaintiff's safety bicycles under
patents for improvements in bicycles which were owned by plain-

tiff. The latter complain that the defendants have failed to manu-
facture a good and saleable bicycle, and that the few offered by the

defendants are unmarketable, by reason of improper and negligent

manufacture and finish. They accordingly sue for loss of profits

and expenses incurred.

—

Ledger.

D. M. and Walter Rogers of Woonsocket, R. I., are talking up a

bicycle trip to California. They expect to start May 1, from Ply-

mouth, and make the trip from ocean to ocean.

The Columbia Bicycle Club, of Attleboro', Mass., held a special

meeting last week. The committee which had been empowered to

make arrangements for a concert to be held at some future date

under the club auspices reported that the Ruggles Street Qua' tette

had been engaged for April 23d. It was voted to extend an invi

tation to the North Attleboro' Whist Club to meet the Bicycle Ciub
in a competitive pool tournament for a prize.

"Yale will send a strong delegation of bicyclists to coi,test in

the intercollegiate games at the Berekley Oval. All the best wheel-

ing talent in college is practicing daily for the competitions."

What's the matter with accepting Harvard's challenge and meeting

a Harvard team at New Haven, June 9?

Cyclers of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., appear to be very much inter-

ested in the work on the roads this spring. Several have given

their views about the proper methods to adopt to make good dirt

roads, agreeing unanimously that the first thing is to scrape the

mud off before the weather gets settled. The Hyde Park road and
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South road are two highways in that vicinity that are in such mis-
erable shape that work to improve them cannot begin any too soon

^The Roxbury (Mass.) Club tenders to Dr. W. H. Emery a com-
plimentary dinner at Young's Hotel to-morrow, Saturday.

Genial Bob Garden of Chicago writes to a St. Louis paper

:

" In about two weeks work will be begun on our cycle race-track at

the Cricket Grounds here. It will be 3 1-4 laps to the mile, and the
very best that money and experience can purchase. The cost will

be in the neighborhood of $2,500. Very probably we shall have a
formal opening on July 4, at which time we shall have the State

and likely some district championships, but there is no reason why
we should have all the latter here, and if St. Louis is to have a

tournament and should want some of the championships decided
there very likely it could be arranged."

Arrangements are being made by several members of the late

bicycle club of St. Augustine, Florida, for two races on Ponce de
Leon day. Fred Davis has the matter in charge and solicits entries

irom all over the State to a three mile race on safeties, also a three
mile race on ordinary machines.

The wheelmen of Mephis, Tennessee, will entertain the wheel-
men of both Nashville and Clarksville in this city. Local bicyclers

met last week Thursday to perfect arrangements for the reception.

The Brownsville (Pa.) Cycle Club has decided to hold a race

meeting at that place on the Fourth of July. There will be six or
eight races on the programme and good prize inducements will be
offered to competitors. The races will be conducted under the rules

of the L. A. W.
The last assembly of the season under the auspices of the Cam-

bridgeport, Mass., Club was held last Wednesday evening in Ar-
mory Hall The club's gatherings this winter have been most
enjoyable, and the closing one compared favorably with the
others.

In showing up the fallacy of false economy in the matter of roads
improvement and the narrowness of opposing roads imp rovemer.t
measures, the Danielsonville, Ct. , Transcript prints the following
excellent fable : "There once lived in Pennywise an eccentric in-

dividual who was an enigma to the whole community. He had
known freer, brighter days ; at least, so the whispers said ; but of
late had turned quite a money maniac. Time wore on (it is not
stated in the fable what time wore on this occasion, but it is pre-
sumed he was arrayed in the customary scythe and hour glass) and
Mr. Thrift—Thrift was his name—didn't mellow with the wear.
Oh ! no. Thrift got more pinched and patched every year ; and
grew so crusty and crabbed he" couldn't even agree with his own
stomach and wardrobe. But time "kept comin' on." Each year he
grew more thrifty. Each year the undertaker's interest in him was
compounded. What cared he ! Under the creaky floors went the
gold ! The bad boys broke his windows. Into the broken panes
went the rags. They broke more ! More rags ! More gold buried
in the cellar ! More rags in the windows ! And after a while old
Thrift—mark you it was old Thrift now, alas—had to go to bed be-
cause he had crammed his last pair of trousers into the windows.
And all alone there in the dark lay Thrift and convinced himself
that it was more economical to stuff rags, than to enjoy the light,
than to wear trousers, than to walk abroad; till one day Father
Tempus arrived, turned the glass, swish went the scythe, and Thrift
was buried ! But what the fable don't disclose and what we want
to know is if the next owner of the old battered Thrift house "kept
a crammin' " breeches into the windows iust because its former
owner did ?

"

PENNSYLVANIA BICYCLE CLUB'S MUSICALS.

Many and varied have been the social entertainments provided
by the club this winter for the enjoyment of their members, but it

was reserved tor "Pennsy" to offer its delighted auditors a musical
treat, whose recollections will linger long in the memory of those
fortunate enough to be present.
The affair was purely a musical entertainment, and its conception

and successful execution is due to Mr. J. L. Bretz, who was, for

Friday evening at least, the entire Entertainment Committee, and
while it was significant that the audience did not begin to equal in
point of numbers some of those assembled on the "knock-out"
nights, it was nevertheless one of the most refined and appreciative
ever gathered in a Philadelphia club house. The several numbers
were rendered by some of the best local talent, and while Mr. Bretz
was rather chary with his encores, each one was greeted with de-
served applause.
The programme was unique in design, and most excellent in its

selection and rendition. "Ariel."

THE EL WELL EUROPEAN TOUR.

In about two months Messrs. Elwell and Higgins will leave New
York with another party for a tour of Continental Europe. Thai
it will be a most enjoyable outing goes without saying. As will be
seen by our advertising columns there are still a few vacancies, and
those who have the tour in contemplation should notify Mr. Elwell
as soon as possible, that he may be able to secure them steamer ac-

comodation. The party is now composed of the following gentle-

men : John Calvin Stevens, Henry Hart, F. A. Elwell, H. S. Hig-
gins, Portland, Me.

; J. E. Wilkinson, Baltimore, Md.
; J. T. Robin-

son, Hyde Park, Mass.; T. C. Brinsmade, Cleveland, Ohio; Park
Densmore, F. W. Bailey, G. I. Black, Erie, Pa.; A. E. Burress,
Walnut, 111. ; H. O. Barth, Cincinnati, O. ; Bert L. Lucas, Mon-
mouth, Oregon; J. A. Drain, G. C Eaton, Lincoln, Neb.; Chas.
E. Pelton, Lowville, N. Y. ; W. W. Dwelley, Whitinsville, Mass. ;

J. E. Gilbert, Mansfield, O. ; Chas. T. Smith, Pomona, Ga. ; J. T.
Cox, Camden, N. J.

The party will use the safety bicycle, on which they will take an
extra suit, underclothing and toilet articles. Their route, as has
already been stated will be across Frace, stopping one week in Paris,

Switzerland from end to end, that part of Germany that embraces
the Black Forest and the Rhine valley, to Antwerp or Rotterdam,
and then steamer to London.
This tour affords an unequalled opportunity of doing Europe

awheel in a most pleasant party, under the guidance of veterans in

the touring business. The hotels patronized are the best. All in

all it is an ideal summer outing, and the opportunity for joining
such a party should be taken advantage of by all who wish to see

the Old World in this delightful way.

REUNION RUN OF MISSOURI CYCLISTS.

The season promises to be an exceedingly lively one and local

riders are looking upon the date of the reunion of the cyclists of

Quincy, Hannibal, St. Louis, Clarksville, and Louisiana, at Louis-
iana on May 3, with pleasurable anticipations. The tour will be
under the auspices of the Missouri Division Touring Board and
will be in no sense a club affair. The day will be spent in bowling
over the fine gravel roads of Pike county to Bowling Green, Clarks-
ville, via the famous Belt road, and in visiting the famous stock
farm of A. Busch, Esq., located at Busch, ten miles above Lousiana.
All League members of the cities named are invited to participate

and it is thought that the crowd will be larger than ever before.

Both Captains Jordan and Grath have agreed to call runs to this

place on the date named. Those who participated in the meet in

previous years, or in fact anybody who has ever spun over the fine

gravel roads of Pike county or took in the awe* inspiring coasts, will

be sure to go up again. The fare from St. Louis is $2.50, for the
round trip, or in parties of fifty or more $2.00, and in the latter

event a special baggage car which will be side tracked at Louisiana,
will be procured for the carriage of wheels Intending participants
should notify Geo. E. Tivy of the Touring Committee or Chief
Consul Holm as soon as possible, so that the necessary accommo-
dations can be arranged for. Linneus.

EASTERN " SAND" WANTED.
Editor Bicycling World : What is the matter with some more 01

the Eastern riders entering that 100-mile Crawfordsville road race

May 17, seeing the Wilmington, Chicago team race has fallen

through? By the way, we think there was considerable loss of sand
somewhere ; how about it Bearings ?

Many of the Chicago riders have entered or are going to enter
this lOQ-mile race. So far, all the Eastern riders we know of that
will ride are Van Wagoner, Dampman and McDaniel. Now come
up, Hall, Anthony, Beazley, Murphy, Doane, Banker, and 6ome of
you Eastern pedallers and let us see what we can do in the way of
holding our own with the great and only West. Entry fee, $25.00,
with Mr. Prial of the Wheel.
Of the entry fees 75 per cent goe6 for first prize, 15 per cent for

second prize and 10 per cent for third prize. Same to be purchased
by Mr. Prial. This will certainly be a great race, and if the roads
are in good condition, as they are sure to be if weather is good, the
100-mile road record should go down a little.

Newport, R. I. Eagle Road Club.

VAN WAGONER'S RIDE FROM BOSTON TO CHICAGO.

Editor Bicycling World : W. Van Wagoner will start on his trip

from Boston to Chicago "awheel" about April 20th, weather per-

mitting. Main points on route will be Boston, Fitchburg, North
Adams, Albany, Buffalo, Detroit, Chicago.
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He will be glad to have anyone along the route who wishes to do
so, go along and show him the road and help him out in any way
they can. He will average ioo miles per day, or better if possible,

and we think it is possible.

If anyone can give us any information concerning roads between
Albany. N. Y. , and Chicago, and distances, etc. , they will oblige
both "Van" and us.

Unless otherwise notified the start will be from the Tremont
House, Boston, at 12 noon, and finish as near 12 noon (ten days
later) as possible. Yours, etc., "Eagle Road Club."

Newport.

A CHALLENGE.

Editor Bicycling World: During last season I ran a bicycle race
with C. B. Guilliotte, of New Orleans, La., for the five (5) mile
Championship of the L. A. W. and defeated him ; he then chal-

lenged me to run a five (5) mile race, which I accepted, and through
an accident of my slipping the pedal of my machine, lost the race

;

however, I claim to be a faster rider than Mr. Guilliotte and think
no more than fair that he should accommodate me to a series of
races as follows

:

I therefore challenge him to run me a one and three mile track
race and a twenty-five mile road race, to be run in three successive
days ; best two out of three to be declared the winner. The race to

take place at New Orleans or St. Louis, before June 15th. Value
of prizes to be decided later. The loser to pay all training and
travelling expenses. Very respectfully, Frank Mehlig.

St. Louis, March 20, 1890.

the neck. Gloves should be worn to protect the hands against
sunburn ; they should be of cotton in the summer and wool in the
winter. Waterproof cloaks of rubber are often used, but my advice
is against them ; they hinder evaporation and superinduce a sensa-
tion of uneasiness. It is much better to wear a small cape 01
rubber across the shoulders and a similar cover for the upper part
of the thighs."

MISSOURI DIVISION MEET.

The Missouri Division meeting, which will be held at Columbia
on July 4 and 5 (not June, as your fixture column says), is boom-
ing, and the attendance promises to be very large. Chairman
Douglas writes that they have already raised $150 for the event and
have nearly as much more in sight, and that if lightning does not
strike them they will have an eye opener in shape of a programme
which will be far ahead of anything yet seen in that line. The
programme for the races is being arranged, and will include four
or five of the State championship events, for which costly gold
medals will be given. The track is a half-mile, one, and will be
placed in the finest shape that money and experience can make.
The committees having the matter in hand are : Arrangements—J.

L. Douglas, Chairman; Rollins Hockaday, Secretary ; H. C. Penn.
Press—Walter Williams, Columbia, Chairman; H.C.Woodruff,
Hannibal; T. H. McNeil, Kansas City; H. G. Wolzendorf, St.

Louis. Racing—Geo. M. Wilder, St. Louis, Chairman ; F. A.
Scott, Moberly; Joe- L. Douglas, Columbia. Transportation, W.
M. Brewster, Chairman, St. Louis; W. J. Staples, Maryville; G.
A. Graves, Joplin. Reception and Runs Committees to be ap-
pointed later. "Linneus."

WHAT TO WEAR.
Prof. Von Nussbaum, a very eminent German physician, is a

strong advocate of the cycle as a means of health, in a long article

on the advantages of cycling he says some most excellent things
about dress which are worth reproducing." * * * "The cloth-

ing of the cyclist should be soft, warm, light and porous, so as not
to hinder evaporation. The shirt should be long, so as to prevent
its working up during riding ; the sleeves should reach to the hand
to protect the arms against sunburn. Wool mixed with cotton is

the best material for the clothing of the cyclist. Pure wool is too
warm, often irritates the skin, is hard to clean and thickens in

washing. Linen is too cool. Wet undergarments should be
promptly changed. Short tricot drawers are the most appropriate
underwear. Trousers loosely knit of yarn are the best. They
should go below the knee an inch or more and be fastened there

and around the hips, which can be loosened during exercise. Sus-
penders are not elastic enough and prove harmful. The stockings
should reach above the knee about the width of a hand and be
fastened to the waistband in such a manner that they also can be
loosened when required. Half shoes, with thick soles and low
heels are the most appropriate. They should be laced, not but-

toned, for buttons hurt. Those perspiring profusely at the feet can
sprinkle salicylic powder between the toes and on the soles, which
lessens the secretions in a harmless way and destroys the unpleas-
ant odor. The outer clothing should be as comfortable as possible.

Neck, arm-holes and chest-width must be loose. Tricot cloth is the
best which can be lined with flannel for the winter. A mixed gray,
color is better than either black or blue. The headgear should be
of some light-colored stuff and very porous, admitting of free evap-
oration. During the summer months, when the sun burns quickly
a piece of light stuff can be buttoned to the cap, so as to fall below

CYCLES FOR THE DAUGHTERS OF MEN.
Bt FLORINE THATER McCRAl

.

I found the motions of treadling tired the muscles of the leg,

particularly those known as the extensors. Beginning to ride

slowly, I was frequently forced to stop by the aching in the calf ol

my leg and the same cramp much intensified, above the knee. "On,
I cannot go another turn," I would cry to my teacher and stop, dis-

mount and rub the knotting muscles until they began to behave
again.
For the first few days I could hardly stand when I left the saddle

because those unaccustomed legs would double under me when I

tried to step. But it does no harm to tire your legs or any muscles
that come into natural use in walking. Although I was conscious
of no particular reason for it, the steering being manageable by a
child, my arms ached at first, but I soon found it was the con-
strained position in which I held them while convulsively clutching
the handles before I learned to be firm upon the treadles.

I mention these unimportant difficulties which assailed me as a
beginner in order that no one feeling them during the first days ot

cycling may become discouraged thinking herself unfitted for the
enjoyable use of the machine. Not only did all trouble disappear
within two weeks, as I became confident and easy upon the machine,
but I found myself greatly strengthened in walking and able to run
briskly for an over prompt horse car without perceptibly quickened
pulse or loss of breath. I did not, however, and never have, even
after a hard ten mile ride, felt the least strain upon my back or the

muscles of the abdominal region. A friend, a bright, young woman
doctor who makes her own sex her especial care, came out one even-

ing to try for herself the effect of the exercise. "Well, I am sur-

prised !" she said as she left the machine, "I always supposed it was
back aching work, but I do not feel it there in the least. But I

have called out several new muscles in my legs," she added,rubbing
them earnestly.

Let me testify emphatically from personal experience and that of

many friends, that cycling does not tire any woman in a harmful
way. On the contrary I have a frtend, forbidden by her physician

to walk, who, by his advice, rides her cycle with benefit.

The reason is obvious when one stop6 to think that the weight of

the body is firmly supported by the saddle leaving the walking mus-
cles free to act while the gentle trundling motions strengthens the

flaccid or over-strained muscles of the body, by its delicate agitation

sends the rich, warm blood into every tissue of the body.

Previous to my knowledge of the cycle, my only ill had been

occasional spells of indigestion, which made life hideous, looking

at it through a disorganized system, and a head whirling with ver-

tigo, and blurring eyesight. I soon found, however, that a cycle

was no friend to the notion that a stomach wa6 not made to assimi-

late food. How things did digest ! How ravenously hungry we
returned from our rides! My companion suggested, as he took

a piece of cold tongue and a fourth biscuit at supper one night, that

while the cycle might be an economical steed as far as its own diet

of a few drops of oil a month was concerned, it was really no more
than fair to reckon against it the enormous consumption of food

required for the keeping of its riders ! But who ever complained ot

a good appetite except the beggar who had nothing with which to

allay it? It is perhaps shocking to admit it, but one of the pleas-

ures of wheeling is to feel that every turn of the treadles is remov-

ing any obstinate particles of dinner which may be clogging your

digestive machinery, and that things are preparing pretty fast for

the enjoyment of a hearty, zestful supper, without regard to the as-

similating properties of each bit of food ! It is no wonder that the

system requires new fuel after a brisk ride for the combustion

fanned by the rapid taking in of fresh air uses up a quantity of old

matter. You must breathe deep and full. You can feel the disten-

sion of the very lowest cells in the tip of your lungs.

"Why, I breathe way down there," exclaimed a maiden new to the

exercise. "I never knew my lungs were so long before
!"

Of course the last statement implies loose clothing. I usually

wear corsets I can turn around in Any woman not bound from

head to foot in the vise like gear voluntarily assumed by ultra

fashionables, can mount and ride a cycle with ease and proper ap-

pearance, but for several reasons it is well to have a riding dress

which may be slipped on and off in a minute or two.

Few ladies drive or walk much in the gowns proper for social or
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ceremonious occasions. Their seasons will also guide tricyclers.

There is the dust of the road, which however carefully brushed
out, takes away one's respedl for a garment worn to church or into

friends' parlors. There is the liability to tearing, which follows the

climbing a fence after some lovely hepaticas or sweet arbutus hid-

den under the cold wet leaves. There is sometimes a wetting, got
in jumping an iraperfdtly calculated brook, there may be strings of

maple syrup or drops of milk down the front breadth of your skirt,

spilled while thanking the farmer's wife, talking to the family of

country cats at your feet, and simultaneously keeping one eye on
the machine which some curious youngsters are examining at the
gate. While you can run out in a white dress and slippers, mount
the machine and fly over to Anna's with the desired dispatch and
no harm to the attire, when you wish to take solid comfort and go
out for a three hour's jaunt anywhere the springtime birds and
flowers tempt, it is a sensible thing to ha^e jersey waists, hoopless
skirts which may be very pretty with full ruffles around the bottom,
draperies across the front and looped behind, a serviceable hat,

tough gloves and thick, easy shoes.

ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENT A WHEEL.
(BY GEO. D. MITCHELL.)

(Continued.}

On the afternoon we left the Monastery of Einsiedeln we had a

descent of 1500 feet before us before reaching Brunnen on Lake
Lucerne, and I doubt whether there is another such a long and de-

lightful coast anywhere. We rode sixteen kilometres, ten miles, in

iust thirty-three minutes, without ever touching a pedal, at the rate

of eighteen miles an hour, with the mountain on one side and the
little lake of Lowerz on the other, sparkling away down in the

Goldar valley like an emerald in a ring, while on ahead loomed up
the barren, abrupt rock of the Mythen, 5,000 feet in height, with
small patches of Lake Lucerne further on and a horizon of rroun-
tains beyond. I have often thought when we have been coasting
down these Swiss mountain roads at railroad speed, and sweeping
around the sharp curves with a high precipice on one side, where a
sudden swerve or some fault in the machine itself might be fatal,

that it is trusting much to human nerves and frail machinery.
Brunnen is a popular resort for tourists and one of the most attrac-

tive spots in Switzerland, lying on Lake Lucerne, in the shadow of

the Mythen and in the midst of the beautiful scenes that Schiller
has introduced the world too. From here we went to Gersau, once
celebrated as being the smallest republic in the world, with only
1,000 inhabitants, by a fine road along the water's edge, cut partly
in the rocks, which sometimes ©verhang, and led in places over
viaducts of masonry with the Rigi towering up to a height of 4,500
feet on the right hand, and the clear green waters of Lucerne on
the other " alluring to the bath." From Gersau we ferried across
to the village of Beckenried where we hove to for the night. Our
next objective point was Interlaken, and to reach it we had to make '

our way over the Brunig pass, which involved a steady clijnb of
two hours, trundling our wheels. A cog-wheel railroad such as are
common in the mountainous regions leads over the pass and as the
train came along from Lucerne the passengers waved their hand-
kei chiefs to us encouragingly as we plodded on toward the summit,
but when we reached Brienz with ten miles of good road, along
the lake of that name, between us and Interlaken, we determined
to reach our destination before the passengers who had just boarded
the boat for the same place. So we chose a steady twelve mile
pace, which took us through the villages scattered along the
winding shore, at a rate that brought every inhabitant into the
street, and just as we suddenly rounded a turn we came upon one
of the natives, carrying a bundle of firewood on his back, who
dropped his burden in startled surprise, and took to his heels up
the side hill as if the fiend were after him. We were in full view
of the boat, and the passengers no doubt enjoyed seeing us hump
ourselves to keep up, but a long down grade brought us into Inter-
laken fifteen minutes ahead of them, and we were taking it easy at
our hotel when they arrived.

Interlaken is a charming place, filled with attractive shops, and
shut in by snow-capped mountains, and it is the principal rendez-
vous in Switzerland for pedestrians and other tourists desirous of
exploring the interesting Bernese Overland, the glaciers and va-
rious other attractions of the neighborhood. We made but one
side trip, up the wild valley of the Lauterbrunnen from the head of
which looks down the graceful Jungfrau, with her perennial mantle
of snow. The same afternoon we retraced our way back to Brienz
and rode on to Meiringen, where we spent the night at the Reich-
enback Hotel, within sound of the falls, for which we paid about
two francs extra, and rather than stay to dinner and be forced to
give up our Italian trip, we were up and away at an early hour

next morning. It was now our purpose to traverse the glacier dis-

trict and so reach the valley of the Rhone with our bicycles—a thing
never accomplished before— without having to return by the
roundabout route through Brunnen. We had decided to make the
attempt by the bridle path leading up the Haslithal, which opens
at Meiringen, and so on over the Grimsel, but an English gentle-
man who had just walked over assured us that the thing would be
next to impossible, and upon hearing that the storm of the preced-
ing night had left two feet of snow on the Grimsel, we concluded
to try the long-disused route over the Susten pass, notwithstanding
numerous attempts to dissuade us from it. We had over twenty-
five miles ahead of us, over most of which we would have to drag
our machines, and a climb of nearly 6,000 feet over an unfrequented
mountain path, and though we realized it was no small undertaking,
we decided to take the risk.

The construction of the Susten route has an interesting history

;

Napoleon held control of the Simplon route over the Alps, which
he had constructed at enormous expense and began to impose op-
pressive tolls, which induced the Canton of Berne to construct this

road over the Susten, in connection with the St. Gotthard route, in
order to provide an additional outlet into Italy for their produce.
The changes of the succeeding few years, however, caused the
route to be abandoned, and it has been impassable for anything but
foot passengers for many years. As an example of mountain road
construction, however, an art of which the Swiss are undisputed
masters, it is one of the most wonderful we have encountered. In
several places it led up the face of an almost precipitous mountain
by a series of a score or more of windings, while the milk-white
waters of the Gadwen-Aare, from the glaciers above, foamed and
roared at the bottom of a narrow gorge almost a thousand feet in
depth, and as I saw the upheaved strata and the wonderfully pro-
fuse growth of beautiful wild flowers around me, I thought' what
an interesting field the Alpine region must be for the fortunate
geologist or botanist who has an opportunity to enjoy its treasures.

Some girls we met were bundled up in hoods and winter clothing.
for as we ascended it began to get appreciably colder ; we were
gradually approaching the snow line, which had looked so decep-
tively near all the morning and was yet so far, and as we reached
an elevation of about 5,000 feet we began to find small patches of
snow that had escaped the sun's rays, and so had an opportunity
to snow-ball each other on the 25th of Augu6t. In the lower valleys
the grass and herbage, which the melting snows from above keep
particularly tender, support numerous cows, but on the higher
levels the festive and odoriferous goat seemed to be about the only
surviving animal, and he came around us in numerous flocks e\er\
time we halted, with an evident disposition to eat the tires off our
wheels.

C To be continued.}

THE POPE MFG. CO. RECEPTION.

Last Saturday evening the Pope Mfg. Co. gave to the cyclists 01
Boston and vicinity a rousing reception. In answer to some 2,000
invitations sent out from 1,200 to 1,500 responded in person, and
notwithstanding the size of the salesrooms and offices on the three
floors of the building occupied by this Company, the ability to
contain all the jolly cylers were strained to the utmost.

Prior to the public reception the Company gave a dinner to the
fifty office employees. Large tables were set on the third floor and
a most excellent menu was discussed, after which Colonel Pope
spoke a few words to his "guests." A quartette of gentlemen in

the Company's employ gave some very fine selections and the rest

of the time at the table was passed in a jolly and sociable manner.
At 7.30 the invited ones to the reception began to arrive and the

spacious rooms were soon packed to theirutmost capacity. On the
third floor refreshments were served to all and cigars dispensed
ad lib. It was a jolly crowd. Among those from out of town was
noticed D. J. Post, Chief Consul of Connecticut and Mr. Belding
of Hartford. A coterie of the old Massachusetts Club got together
in one corner and had a good old-time reunion. On the ground
floor music was furnished by Harry Daggett, Tom Henry and a
a violinist, and most delightful music they gave.
The lucky participants will long remember the happy evening

they spent enjoying the hospitalities of the Pope Mfg. Co.

TRADE NOTES.

In this week's advertisement of the Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co., a new cut will
be shown of the Paragon, in which will be found a change in the curve
of the steering post and handle bar. The clean appearance ot the head will also
be noticed from the fact that the brake rod has been removed from sight hv means
ol what the Stover people call the centre brake. A close examination of the cut
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will show the brake spoon jut under the head and between the forks. A drop
forge head is also used now on the Stover machines, and they claim this as a
specialty.

A Special to a Boston daily, says : "The bicycle factory of the Warwick Cycle
Co. is to begin running nights next week, thereby doubling its producing capa-
city- The present force of men will be largely increased. A large amount of ne v
machinery has rec* ntly been put in, and if the market continues to improve the
company will erect a new factory of large dimensions within a year or so."

The Coventry Machinists' Co. report that the demand for their Swift Safeties is

unprecedented. Their Safeties range in price from $100.00 to $145.00. With their
six different styles they mean to give their customers exactly what they want.

Mbs rs. J. R. Judd & Co. of 101-105 West 36th Street, New York, have lately
embarked in the Cycle business on a large scale. They make the Swift Safeties
and Club Bicycles their leader.

We weie favored with a call the other day from Mr. Lozier, of the firm of I.ozier
& Yost, of Tol< do, Ohio, and also Mr. Moore, the superintendent of the factory.
Messrs. Lozier and Mooie gave the most encouraging reports as to the state of the
business of this concern. Starting some few months ago with what they con-
sidered ample facilities lor turning out 25 machines, they find that the demand has
bi en so ureal that the output of 40 per day is not sufficient to fill the orders they
are receiving. The mission of Messrs. Lozier and Moore east was to purchase
automatic machinery, the best that can be purchased, so that the capacity of the
factory will at once be put at 100 machines per day, i. -e., 75 "Little Giant"
machines, and 25 Men's and Ladies' machines. It is the intention of the company
to produce a larger machine, built very much on the lines of their "Little Giant,"
which will be for the use of either ladies or men. The machine, of wheh we shall
publish a cut and description in full later, we are told will be a ball bearing
machine. Messrs. Lozier and Yost are to be congratulated on the excellent
success of their enterprise.

See page §40 /or Trade Notes and Fixtures.

It is now on the market, and

speaks for itself.

Examine it, Compare it,

Try it.

Ball Bearing All Around. Perfectly

Interchangeable and Warranted.

Price $100. THE HARTFORD CYCLE CO,, Hartford, Conn.

|EW SODHI GHJQEBPS—FOR WHEELMEN.
"YOU PRESS THE BUTTON,

WE DO THE REST."
(OR YOU CAN DO IT YOURSELF.)

SEVEN NEW STYLES and .SIZES
ALL LOADED WITH

TRANSPARENT FILM,

S^For sale by all Photo. StockiDealers. Sendfor Catalogue.

THE EASTMAN COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y.

LEAGUE HEADQTJARTERS:
\-i Pearl Street,. - - . Room 27.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary

^KESIDENT,

OFFICERS FOR 1890—91.

JAMES R. DUNN,
40 Wall St., Room 69, New Yo>k.

Hinb-rVicH President.
DR. W. H. EMERY,
109 Warwick street, Roxbury, Mass.

'ICOND Vlf H PHHSIDENT,
GEO- R. B IDWELL,

313 W. sSth street, New York City.

Treasurer,

SECRETARY,

W. M. BREWSTER.
309 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

ABBOT BASSETT,
12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. Abbot Bassett, Secretary-Editor L. A. W.

:

Dear Sir—You are hereby authorized to publish in

che Official Bulletin the accompanying list of appoint-

ments upon the various committees of the League of

American Wheelmen, for the current fiscal year. Ad-
ditional appointments will be announced at an early

date. Yours truly, James R. Dunn,
New York, March 11, 1890. President L. A. W.

Appointments.

Membership Committee.

sanford Lawton Springfield Mass.
George C. Pennell .Elizabeth, N. I.

Committee on Improvement of High-ways.

Isaac B. Potter, Esq Potter Bldg., New York
Albert Mott 203 Lenox St., Baltimore, Md.
Maj. Chas. L. Burdett '. Hartford, Conn.

T
R^°beT

0,'BICYGLES
Tires. Factory Price. Our Price

5Sin....*eo 00 $32 40g 50in 65 00 29 70
St, 48in 60 00 27 OO
f«.-4Giii.... 46 00 24 30
£"544111.... 40 00 2| 60
£g^42in.... 86 00 1890

;afety
bicycles

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
Small Hoys' -JO In., wheels, with Parallel Bearings... $25 00
Large Boys' 24>ln., with Brake and Mud Guards 35 00
Ladies' or Hen's 30 In., Ball Bcarlngsto both wheels, 75 Of)
Ladles' or Men's 30 In., Ball Bearings ALL OVER ... §0 00
ST'&» ,S

< E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO.

Committee on Rights and Privileges.

Samuel A. Boyle, Esq Philadelphia, Pa.
Chas. F. Cossum, Esq Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
[.S. Dean, Esq 28 State St., Boston, Mass.

Committee on Rules and Regulations.

W. A. Davis 340 S. Leavitt St., Chicago, III.

Michael Furst, Esq 16 Court St..Brooklyn, N. Y.

Transportation Committee.

W. M. Brewster 309 O live St., St. Louis, Mo.

Racing Board.

Chas. S. Davol Warren, R. I.

George Collister 147 Ontario St., Cleveland, Ohio
Robert D. Garden Chicago, 111.

W. H. DeGraat 47 W. 14th St., New York.
Geo. D. Gideon 17 No 7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hotel Committee.

George S. Atwater, 1210 Penn. Ave., Washington,D C
H. H.Hodgson. .13 tarondelet St., New Orleans, La
W. C.Marion.... 1255 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y

ANNUAL DUES.

Article III, section 5 of the Constitution

provides that "Each Division and sub-Divi-

sion must, on or before the first day of April,

file in the office of the Secretary of the L. A.
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W. a certificate stating the amount, fixed as

its annual dues, and in default thereof the

amount shall be fixed by the Executive Com-
mittee of the League."

Special attention was called to this section

in Bulletin of January 31, last, and Secre-

taries were requested to file certificates.

The following Divisions have notified the

Secetary that their dues will be $i.co:

California, Connecticut, Massachusetts,

New Jersey, Tennessee, Wisconsin.

The following Divisions have filed in the

office of the Secretary certified copies of their

rules as required by the Constitution, and all

these provide that the dues shall be $1.00.

It may be inferred therefore, in the absence

of a notice, that the dues of the following

Divisions will be $1.00 the coming year:

Illinois, Michigan, New York, Ohio,

Pennsylvania, Rhode Island.

The following Divisions have neither filed

their rules with the Secretary nor certified to

him the amount of their annual dues, and

the Executive Committee will fix the same :

Colorado, Delaware, District of Columbia,

Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky. Louisiana,

Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, Ne-

braska, New Hampshire, Texas, Vermont,

Virginia, West Virginia.

Abbot Bassktt, Sec.

I' ris id.nit Dunn.

The address of President Dunn will be, until further
notice, James R. Dunn, Esq., Room 69^ No. 40 Wall
street, New York. Abbot Bassett, Sec.

Racing: Board.

I take much pleasure in announcing the appointment
of Mr. George D. Gideon, No. 17 North 7th street,

Philadelphia, Pa., as a member of the Racing Board.
Yours very truly, James R. Dunn,

President L. A. W.

Ohio.

Additional Hotel.

Lewisburg, Preble County, Eagle House, $1.00; to

L. A. W. $i.oo, meals 20 cents.

Additional Local Consul.

Uhricsville, Tuscarawas County, H. S. Francis.
William D. Kempton,

Sec. Treas. Ohio D>. L. A. W. Cincinnati, O.

Reinstatement.

By unanimous vote of the Racing Board Will C.
Palmer of New Haven, Conn., has been reinstated as

an amateur. Chas. S. Davol,
Chairman I,. A. W. Racing Board.

Michigan.

I have made the following appointment of League
Hotels End Repair Shops :

HOTEL list no. 8.

Grand Haven, Kirby House, regular rate $2.00; L.
A. VV., $1.50.
Three Rivers, Three River=, regular rate $2.00; L.

A. VV., 25 per cent.

Ypsilanti, Hawkins, regular rate $2.00; L. A. W.,
$1.50.
Benton Harbor, Higbee, regi.Iar rate $2.co; L. A.

W., $1.50.
St. Joseph, Lakeview, regular rate $2.00; L. A. VV .,

$1.50.

repair shop list no. 7.

Battle Creek, E. C. Adams, Zuny Biock.
Union City, Mr. Green.
Ypsiianti.'Wm. Judd, 11 W shington street.

Yours fraternally, A. B. Richmond,
Chief Consul.

(^Pennsylvania Division.

The assoc'ated cycling clubs of Philadelphia have
invited the Division to hold its next meet in Philadel
phia, on the 271)1 and aSlh of June next, 1 hereby an-

nounce to the Division that 1 have accepted the invita-

tion, and that the meet will be held at the time and
place named.

Special arrangements will be made for transportation,
and the rates and other features call for a large atten-

dance. Further particulars will be given later.

Samuel A. Boyle, Chief Consul.

Illinois Division. tZT*£~ZS
F. B. Stumpf is appoinUd Local Consul of Eureka,

J. S. Davis resigned.
F. L. Herrling is appointed Local Consul for Bensen

ville.

Hotels.

Bensenville, K ch's Hotel, regular rate $1.00; L. A.
W. rate 80 cents.
Chenoa, Leedom House rate $125, meals 40 cents;

regular rate $1 50, meals 50 cents.

Wheeling, Union House, rate $1.00, meals 35 cents.

W. A.Davis, Chief Consul.

Michigan.

Meeting of Board of Officer-, Michigan Division, L.
A. W.
Meeting called to order by Chief Consul Richmond,

at 8 45 P. M., at Sweet's Hotel, City of Grand Rapids.
Members present : Chief Consul A.B.Richmond;

Representatives J. Eimer Pratt. W. S. Turner, Junius
E. Beal and W. E. Metzger; Secretary-Treasurer C.
A. Conover, and C. W.Jones, Cha.rman of Rules and
Regulations Committee.
Minutes of last annual meeting of Board of Officers

and Division Meet, at Ypsilanti, were read and ap-
proved.
The Chief Consul made a verbal report, stating that

all official acts had bten published in the Bulletin
from time to time.
Reported the appointment of C. A. Palmer, of Man

istee, as a Representative on the Board.
The Chief Consul also reported that he had collected

a great many reports on new routes for the new road
book, and that the matter was all ready for compiling,
and he could proceed at once with that, and have same
ready for publication soon. Report accepted.
The Secretary-Treasurer reported as follows :

Cash on hand at last meeting $ '64.23
Received from Abbot Bassett, Secretary 1S7.00

Total $451 23
Paid out for accounts, as per vouchers 7 1.70

Balance on hand $37953
Report accepted.
C.W.Jones; Chairman of Rules and Regulations

Committee, then submitted the Constitution and By-
Laws.
On motion of Mr. Beal the report of the committee

was accepted, and the Constitution and By Laws were
adopted for the government of the Division.
On motion of Mr. Pratt, the Chief Consul was in

strutted to have icoo road books published for distribu-
tion to all members of the Division who renew the
coming year, also to all new mtmbers.
The matter of League hotel certificate and applica-

tion forms, were then discussed by the Board, and the
Secretary-Treasurer was instructed to procure same
and send them out soon as possible.
On motion of Mr. Beal, the Chief Consul was author-

ized to compile and have published 2000 hand books
containing the League and Division Constitutions and
By-Laws, laws of cycling, hotels, Consuls, and such
other matter as he might deem proper.
No requests for the Division meet being before the

Board at this meeting, the Executive Committee were
instructed to decide the date and place for next meeting
and give proper notice of same in the Bulletin
On motion of Mr. Beal, Mr. J. H.Johnson, of Detroit,

was unanimously elected a member of the Executive
and Finance Committee.
On motion adjourned.
After adjournment, members repaired to the parlors

of the Grind Rapids Bicycle Club, where they were
entertained in a royal manner peculiar to said club.

C. A. Conover, Secretary-Treasurer.

Rhode Island Consul.

No. 22—W. O. Donnell, P. O. Box 145, Natick.
Chas. S. Davol,

Rhode Island Chief Consul.

I would therefore very much like to see each member
of our Division make a resolve right at the beginning
of the riding season to obtain us at least one new member
before April 3d h. and as many thereafter as possible.
Our present membership has ijow passed the highest
point ever reached and is now 370. This much has
been accoinp ished by the untiring efforts of a few offi-

ecrs of this Division, but we should not rest here as the
membership is still not what it could he, pro. ided a
united effort was made to gain recruits. By working
together we can easily pass the 400 mark before May 1st,

and as we now have good hard workers in large cycling
centres, such as Joplin, Hannibal, Kansas City and St.
Louis, the figures 400 should be left far in the back-
ground. Our road book will be out in the early part of
May, and you will be surprised at its completeness.
This, taken in connection with the defeat of the War-
ner bill, should be used as an argument in obtaining
new members. The Division meeting at Columbia this
year will be the finest one yet held, and only League
members will be entitled to take part in the special
features of the programme. The Road Improvement
Committee is doing yeoman service, but are sorely
handicapped by our lack of members. We intend to
push legislation on this subject the coming year, ai d if
we are to be successful we must have at least 500 mem-
bers. With ali these advantages put in a clear light to
the non-members they will be sure to join us, provided
you make it your business to ask them.

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm,
Chief Consul.

Missouri Division Tour.

To members :

The annual tour of this Division from Clarksville to
Columbia will start from the Carroll House at Clarks-
ville on July itt, at eight A. M. sharp, and will reach
Columbia in time for the State meet- W. P. Laing is

hereby appointed marshall of the tour and will have full
charge of same. Full particulars can be learned by
addressing him at No. 1724 Olive street and will be
published later. The number will be limited, and in-
tending participants should therefore notify the mar-
shall at once. Fraternally yours,

Robt. Holm, Chief Consul.

400—Missouri Division—400.

To consu s and members :

It i ght at the opening of the cycling season it may be
perfectly in keeping with] the season to say that the

cause owes as much to individual as to collective effort.

Proceedings of Semi-annual Meeting <f (he
Board of Officers, New York State

Division, Is. A. W
At Grand Union Hotel, New Tork City, Feb. /j, iSoo.

Chief Consul Bull in the chair; Mr. Geo. M. Nisbett,
Secretaty.
Meeting called to order at 3.30 P. M.
The Secretary-Treasurer called the roll, and the fol-

lowing members of the Board were recorded as being
present in person

:

W. S. Bull, Chief Consul; G. M. Nisbett, Seer, lary-
Treasurer. Representatives—W. H. DeGraaf, J. L.
Miller, ]. A. Clairmonte, F. P. Prial, C. C. Ah en, C.
W. Wood, C. F. Cossum, W. S. Jenkins.
Club Representatives—E. L. Heydecker, L. H. John-

son, R. G. Betts, C. A. Sheehan, W. L. Beck, H. W.
McBean, R. C. Chapin.
By proxy Representatives—J. C. Gulick, H. Gallien,

H. W. Arnold, W. G. Shaak, Robt. Thomson, G. E.
Blackham.
Club Representatives—C. W. Adams, G. H. Courter,

F. C. Bird, E. B. Penn, E. L. Lancaster, W. E. Find-
ley, E. E. Bogatt.
Also present Mr. Geo. R. Bidwell, ex-Chief Consul;

Mr. E. J. Shrher, Chairman Rules and Regulations
Committee, and Mr. I. B. Potter, Chairman Improve-
ment of Highways Committee, by courtesy.
Mr. W. S. Jenkins— I desire to make a motion before

proceeding further with the business of this Board.
As will be observed by i he proposed amendments to the
By-laws appearing in the Bulletio of a recent date,
an amendment to the By-laws is to be presented to this

meeting permitting Chairman of Standing Committees
of the division, not otherwise members of the Boar<°,
to be present and take part in the deliberations of the
Board, but not to vote upon questions coming up. I

desire to move— anticipating the action of the Board
upon this question, and following out the line for this

meeting suggested by the proposed amendments—that
we extend to the Chairmen of Standing Comm:ttees
who may not be members of the Board, the privilege of
attending and taking part in the deliberations and dis-

cussions of questions coming before this Board, but
not to \ote. I would also include in my motion, if it be
proper, to extend the same courtesies to cxChief Consul
Bidwell, whom I see present here. I include that in

my motion unless the Board prefer to have it in a

separate motion. Motion carriid.

The reading of the minutes of th; previous meeting
was cispensed with.
Mr. C. W. VV o d in the chair.

Mr. Wood—We will listen to the report ol the Chief
Consul.
Chief Consul Bull—To the Board of Officers, New

York State Division, L. A. W. : ft is ixpeded of the
Chief Consul to report at the semiannual meet-
ings of this Board the progress that has been accom-
plished in the work of the Division, and to make such
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recommeniations as he shall consider proper. The
six months that have intervened since my annual re-

port have been quite an eventful period in the history
of the Division, and I shall endeavor to be as brief as is

consistent with that fa<ft, in presenting to you this re-
port of its work.
As all who were present at the annual meet of the

Division, in September last, are aware, that mtetand
the meeting ol the Board was, barring a few slight dis-
appointments, caused principally by the unfavorable
weather, one of the mo t successful in our history.
There are some matters connected with the business ot
the meet that have rot yet b>en closed up, so I am not
able to give a full report as to that matter, but it is ex-
pected that we shall soon be in a posit ;on to determine
whether the treasury of the Division is the gainer from
the meet. I can, however, assure the Board that there
is no financial loss. Mr DcGraaf, Treasurer cf the
committee having the management of the meet in
charge, presents a report showing up to the present
time a small balance of cash in his hands.
Through some oversight, the Board failed to elect at

the annual meeting a third member of the Executive
Committee. Upon discovering this fact I at once sent
to the individual members of the Board the following
circular letter, which is self-explanatory :

"Through an oversight the Division Board of Officers
failed to elect a third member of the Executive and
Finance Committee, as provided by Sub division i,

Section i, of Article VI., of the Division By Laws, at
its last meeting in New York. These By-Laws are
si'ent as to the time when such election shall be held,
merely providing that such member shall be elected by
the Board.
Under these circumstances the question arises as to

what course shall be pursued. We can either .'et the
matter stand over until the February meeting, in which
case Dr. George E. Blackham, the present incumbent,
will hold over, or we can take a mail vote.

I would like you to advise me at once as to which
course you would prefer to be taken. As soon as I
shall have received replies from the various members
of the Board, I will decide upon the matter in accord-
ance with the views of the rrajority.

Kours fraternally, W. S. Bull,
Chief Consul."

Pursuant to the request contained in that letter, re-
plies were rece'ved from fifteen members of the Board,
with the following result:
In favor of Dr. George E. Blackham holding over

—

M. L. Bridgman, W. H. DeGraat, John C. Gulick,
Tames L. Miller, F. P. Prial, Henry Gallien, Charles
W. Wood, H. W. Arnold, Charles F. Cossum, W. S.
Tenkins, Robert Thomson, E. L. Heydecker, J. C. Mc-
Clelland— 13
In favor of taking a mail vote— Charles A. Sheehan,

C. C. Alden—2.

Accordingly Dr. George E. Blackham has continued
up to this time 10 hold the office of third member ot the
Executive Committee. I see no reason why the Board
should not, under the circumstances, hold the election
at this meeting, if it shall so determine, and I think
that would be the proper co irse to pursue.
Soon after the September meeting of the Board my

attention was called to a discrepancy between the
National Constitution and By-Laws ana the State Di-
vision By Laws, as to who shall constitute the Division
Board of Officers. The Division By-Laws provide that
Chairmen of standing committees, if not members of
that body during term of office. (Section 2, Article
VI.) This provision is precisely similar to that of
Section 3, Article VI., of the L. A. W. Constitution
providing for the National Assembly. It was the evi-
dent intention of the revisers of the L. A. W. Constitu-
tion and Division By-Laws that the two should not
conflict, and indeed the same reason which would make
it advisable that the National Assembly should have
the benefit ot the counsel and assistance of the Chair-
men of its standing committees, would seem to apply
with equal force to the Chairmen of the Division stand-
ing committees, but it seems that the gentlemen who
revised the Division By-Laws to harmonize with the
L. A. W. Constitution adopted at Baltimore, in June,
1S88, overlooked Section 2, Article IV., of the L.A. W.
Constituion, which, in providing who shall constitute
the Division Board of Officers, makes no mention of
the Chairmen of standing committees. By Section 3,
Article IV., State Divisions are prohibited from adopt-
ing By-Laws inconsistent with the L. A. W. Constitu-
tion or By-Laws. The first intimation I received of the
above discrepancy was by a letter received from Mr.
Chas. H. Luscomb, President of the L. A. '.V., calling
my attention to the fact that at the September meeting
of the Board, as he had been informed Chairman of
standing committees were present and voting, and also
stating that such action was contrary to the provisions
of the L. A. W. Constitution and By Laws, and might
invalidate the action of the Board taken at that meet-
ing, and suggesting that 1 take such action as seemed
proper under the circumstances. The question as to
the leeality of the action of the Board raised by the
Prtsident heing a legal one, I decided before replying
to the President's letter to refer the matter to Mr. W. S.
Jenkins Chairman of the Rights and Privileges Com-
mittee and Division Counsel for his opinion. The fur-
ther fact appeared that assuming the fact to have been
that Chairmen of Standing Committees were present
and votinsr, as stated by Mr. Luscumb, no question of
their right to do so was raised at the time. I was as-

sured by Mr. Jenkins that under the circumstances
there could be no question of the legality of the action
of the Boa d, in his opinion, and then I so advised
President Lusc imb. At the same time, 1 sugmsted
the advisability of permitting such sction on the part of
Divisions, and that he take steps to have the L. A. W.
Constitution so amended as to provide for that. I also
requested him to suggest any co'irse which he thought
proper under the circum« tances. Since that time, how-
ever, I have receivid no further communication from
the President upon this subject. By reason of this dis-
crepancy between the Division and League Constitu-
tion By-laws, it is very unfortunate that such a mis-
take as failing to include Chairmen of St inding Com-
mittees in the list of those ei tilled to a seat and vote in
the Division Board of Officers should have occurred,
for the Board should surely be enabled to avail itself of
the advice and the votes of such men as Mr. Potter,
Chairman of the Improvement of Highways Commit-
tee; Mr. Barkman, Chairman of the Koad Book Com-
mittee; and Mr. bhriver, Chairman of the Rules and
Regulations Committee. By the adoption of an amend-
ment to the By laws, which will be presented for your
consideration, we shall be able to avail ourstlves of
their advice and counsel, but notwithstanding the fact
that they do a large portion of the work of the Division,
the Chairmen of the Standing Committee will be with-
out a vote in the deliberations of the Board.
By let ers of date of October 171I1 and iSth, 1SS9, I re-

quested Dr. George E. Blackhim of the Executive
Committe, to prepare a system of vouchers and
quarterly reports which would show in a brief form
exactly what the noney of the Division was being ex-
pended for, s-nd the ex;;ct financial condition of the
Division. In those letters I explained to him that I

had not published the report of the Seer tary-Treasurer
presented at the September meeting, in full, for the
reason that it was not sufficiently in detail. I further
stated that I was of the opinion that a detailed report
should be presented by the Treasurer of the annual and
semi-annual meetings of this Board, which reports
should be published for th^ benefit and information of
the membership at large. I made these statements to
him lor the purpose of aiding him to prepare a system
of vouchers and reports which should readily present
at a glance the information inttndedtobe given, and
in accordance with my ideas upon the subject. In re
sponse to my request Dr. Blackham prepared and sent
to me October 24th, a set of vouchers and forms for
quarterly reports, which seemed to me to answer very
fully the requirements, and it was my opinion that if
they were adopted they would put the membership in
possession of full information from time to time as to
the exact financial condition of the Division, and enable
them to see at a glance just how, and for what purposes
the money of the Division had been expended. I im.
mediately forwarded the papers to Mr. Bridgman, ask-
ing him to consult with the Secretary-Treasurer, in-

corporate any improvement they might think necessary,
and get the system into working order as early as pos-
sible. On November 7th, in reply to an enquiry from
me, Mr. Nisbett informed me that he had seen nothing
of the proposed forms, and my letter was the first

intimation to him of any such thing. I was unable
to learn anything further in regard to this matter
from the Vice Consul until January tenth, of this
year, when after repeated letters of inquiry to him
he informed me by letter of that date written
from Chicago, that he failed to see the neces-
sity for the blanks, and on account of the ex
pense of printing them he did not think it advisable to
adopt the system, but that it would be cheaper to use
up the old stock of blanks. The expense would have
been very slight, if anything, for in regard to the re-

ports, as they would have to oe only quarterly, it would
not have been necessary to p. int any forms, but they
could have been written. I rearetted exceedingly that
the Vice Consul could not see the advisability and pro-
priety of adopting a system of reports which would
show at a glance just how much money the Division
had on hand and its assets and liabilities, how much
it had spent and just how it had been expended, for 1

believed that tne membership at large should at all

times know of the disposition of the funds of the Di-
vision by a system of quarterly reports, and I so ad-
vised Mr. Bridgman by letter. Had I leceived the
forms back from him in time I could, to be sure, have
proceeded on my own responsibility and had the reports
printed, but I only got them back about the first of
February, so that I can do nothing more now than to
submit the whole matter to the Board for their consid-
eration, recommending its adoption. W hile I might,
notwithstanding the fact thit the Vice Consul disa-
grees with me as to the advisability of adopting the
svstem, doubtless go on with the scheme, yet I prefer
to have the benefit of the wisdom and advice of the
Bonrd in view of such disagreement. I have, how
ever, requested the Secretary Treasurer to prepare a re-

port for presentation at this meeting, arranged upon
the general plan of the reports, and I think you will

be able to see some of the advantages of that proposed
system.
By a system of reports from Local Consols, dealers

and other;, I have compiled a list of upwards of four
thousand non-League wheelmen in this State, to which
list [ am continually adding. The advantage of such
a list is apparent when you consider the fact that is is

often quite desirable to send circular letteis to the
wheeling fraternity at large. I have made some use

of this list in the past, and shall doubtless find oppor-
tunity to use it in the future. Under date of Novem-
ber 1st I prepared a circular letter, and caused it to be
mailed to al. non-1.eague wheelmen in the State whose
names appeared on this list, in addition to our member-
ship generally. A copy of this letter is annexed to my
report, and was d< signed to stir those wheelmen who
should receive it and were rot already members of the
League, to send their names at once to Secretary Bas
sett. As fast as new names are added to that list a
co^y of that circular is mailed to such person. While
the returns from that labor have not been as great as I

had hoped, yi t I think it has not been w ithout its effect
and hope for still better results from it as the riding
season again opens.

[To be Continued.]

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list ol applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. ot the Constitution, whicn is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of
two Lea, ue members in good standing, or of three re-

putable 1 ilizens ol the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and sucn dues for the
year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
he approval of the Board of Officers, or a committee
hereof, two weeks after the publication ot the name it

a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
t
u • applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

fresses are correct.

Members are requested to examine carefully these
lists as thev are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members are
given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as
it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.
The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication.- All applica-
tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 1—Total 210.

Boston, April 4, 1S90.

Colorado Division—4.

Unattached.

13067 Brown, Mrs. A. ff., 1070 So. 14th St., Denvei
13<v6S Carson, J. Harry, 1616 Blake St.,

13069 Lauterman, T- H., 1622 WTelton St.,

13015 Harrington, Wm. G., Box 129, Leadville

Connecticut Division—21.

Columbia C. C.

13074 Hermon, Jacob, 196 Front St., Hartford
13073 Francis, Albert A., 56 Hudson,
Hartford Wheel Club.

13070 Dow, Rion L , 106 Seymour,
13071 Hubbard, Chas. E., Wethersfield ave., "

13072 Shaffer, Chas. 0,41 Grand St.,

12983 Latimer, Edw. H., 71 Buckingham St., "

Hickory Bi. Club.

129S4 Eastwood, Miles, 4 Crany Hill, Stepney

Torrington Wheel Club.

12900 Workman, S. C, Torrington

Unattached.

129S2 Hirst, James W., 73 Franklin ave., Hartford
13054 Lamb, Lorenzo, Box 19,

"

13075 Dickerson, Theodore B., 60 Maple ave., "
13076 Fletcher, Harry A., Box 747,

13077 Gruet, W. D., Box 30,

1307S Williams, A. N., 64 Pearl St., "
.

13051 Ela, Elwood S., Manchester
13052 Waring, John, "

13053 Anthony, Wm. A.,
13050 Chipman, Frank S., 31 Downing St.,

New Haven
13032 Porter, Wrm. L., 12 Wash. St., So. Norwalk
12901 Bradley, Fred'k, Saugatuck
131 01 Gregory, Samuel H., Box 94, Salisbury

Illinois Division— 12.

Chicago C. C.

13102 Walsh, Wm. J., 75 So. Water St., Chicago

Danville, Cy. C.

12785 Learned, Geo. A., 710 Gilbert St., Danville

Jax Wheelmen.

13034 Thompson, Maro R., 411 Xo. Main St.,

Jacksonville

Toulon Bi. Club.

12904 White, Frank E
,

Toulon
12903 Bartram, Wm. H.. "
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Unattached.

13033 Atwater, L. D., 308 Phenix Bld'g, Chicago
13079 Kronenberger, C. H., care Marshall Field & Co ,

Chicago
12903 Snow, W. S.. 420 S. Oakley ave., "

1301* Todd, Henry O., Boyd St., Dixon
12905 Cooper, H.J.

,

Mendoti
13*80 Ewing, Edwin A., no E. William, Decatur
13081 Hatch, L. W., Telephone Exc'ge, "

Indiana Division—2.

Ft. Wayne Bi. Club-

12986 Bruder, August, 9S Calhoun St., Fort Wayne
Unattached.

129S7 Warner, Augustus S., Box m, Crown Point

Iowa Division—2.

Des Moines Cy. C.

12988 Kenyon, Ernest D., 200 W. Court Ave.,
Des Moines

13063 Reinecke, Wm. F., L. Box A.. Elkader

Kansas Division— 1.

Unattached.

13017 Bailey, M. C, L. Box 97, Burlington

Kentucky Division— 1.

Louisville C.C.

13055 Nefler, Carl C, 752 3rd St., Louisville

Mainb Division—5.

Portland Wheel Club.

12906 Davis, Edward B., 59 Carlton St., Portland

12907 Swasey, Fred D., 278 State St., "

12908 Harris, Frank F , 273 Brackett, "

L. and A. Wheel Club.

13035 Putnam, J. F., Jr., 517 Main St., Lewiston
13036 Stetson, Jno., N. S., 119 Ash St., "

Maryland Division— 10.

Unattached.

12909 Musgrave, Walter, 921 No. Calvert, Baltimore
12910 Ruoff, Geo. F., 16 E Baltimore St., "

1 291

1

Cummins, Robert P.,4i2E.Townsend St.,"

12912 Diflenderffer, W. H., 1421 Bolton St., "

12913 Diflenderffer, J. K. E., 1421 Bolton St., "

129S9 Rogers, Wm. F., 323 N. Charles St., "

1301S Kenney, Edmund J., 200 W. Townsend, "

13019 Snmwalt, Charles Hamlin, McDonogh
12914 Thomas, Chas. G., 21 W. Patrick St., Frederick
12990 Jones, S. T., Box 16, Oakland

Massachusetts Division—24.

Bay State Bi. Club.

12917 Mclntire, Herbert F., 42 Portland St., Worcester
13052 Watson, James H„ 3 Goulding St.,

Rovers Bi. Club.

13037 Huntress, H. C, 50 Green St., Charlestown

Tufts College Bi. Club.

1291S Fiske, Warren H.,41 Columbus ave., Somerville

Y. M. C. A. Bi. Club.

13020 Lee, Louis A., 9S Court St., Westfield

Wanderers.

13103 Hathaway, H. B., Box 131, Oxford

Unattached.
_

13064 Beatty, Robert G., Abington
12915 Read, John, 107 Wash. St., Boston
12922 Billings, F. W., S3 Main St., Biockton
13043 Baker, H. B., Box 46, Dighton
13056 Magee, Wm. R., 25 So. Main St., Fall River
13039 Bordan, Jefferson, 34 Locust, "

13035' Brow, Willi- H., Box 292, "
12991 Alden, Frank H.,

13041 Ciaig, Kred T.,

13040 Bowker, Thos. F.,

12919 Wallace, Fred A., Lynnfield

13 42 Browntll, C. F., No. Dighton
12920 Coath, Daniel, Rockpoit
12921 Coggswcll, James, "

12916 Everett, Percival H., 115 Highland ave.,

Somerville

130.9 Wood, Geo. L., 21 Stafford St., Worcester
13053 Pressey, Janus F., Jr., Box 572, West Newton
13054 Webb, C. Eastman, Dedham

Michigan Division—7.

Grand Rapids Bi. Club.

13021 Jackson, Ahs. Maude 5., 34 Monroe,
Grand Rapids

13022 Schravesande, II. P., Home and Salem ave.,
errand Rapids

13033 Kemp, Erve- F., 378 E. Bridge,

3024 Esler, A. W., 12S No. Division St., "

Unattached.

12923 Buchanan, Jno. L., care School Furniture Co.,
Grand Rapids

13104 TilloUon, H. C
,
(P. O. ddress 293 Wabash
ave., Chicago) Grand Rapids

13105 Jackson, B. D., 103 Monroe St.,

Minnesota Division—3.

Unattached.

12925 Kelso, W. C, Crookston
12924 McMullen, W. H., 601 4th St., Minneapolis
13100 Ward, Reecher H., Fairmount

Missouri Division— 13.

Missouri Bi. Club.

13056 Garner, Robert W..4049A Olive, St. Louis
Maiion Co. Wheelmen.

12927 Mu ger, C. Austin, 207 No. cth St., Hannibal
12929 Richmond, Howard, 1641 Broadway, "
12925 RoBards, A. C, 1st Nat'l Bank, "

Unattached.

12930 Walters, J L., H. and St. J. R. R„ "
13011 Sittler, Mrs. G. W., Box SS5, Springfield
13010 Richmond, F. B.,4249 1-2A Evans ave., St. Louis
12926 Chariot, Fred S., 11 28 Channing ave., "

13089 Oughton, Wm., 1435 N. Broadway, "

130SS Neuberger, Frank, 1948 Montgomery St., "
13057 Leoflel, Gus, 1234 So. Broadway, "

13085 Braggins, A. L., 905 S. 9th St., "

13C90 Gerard, Charlie S., 1114 Vine St., Kansas City

Nebraska Division—4.

Omaha Wheel Club.

12992 Kastman, Jno. H , 1132 No. 16th St., Omaha
Unattached.

13025 Bell, S.J.

,

13026 Wrigh f
, Fred E..

12931 Bell.W. C,

David City

New Jersey Division— S

Foxboro
Hatfield

New Jtrsey Cycle: s.

13045 Coane, Edwin H
, (P. O. add-ess

36 S. Front St., Phila.) Merchantville
13C47 Scull, Henry L.. "

13046 Greenwood, Isaac, 116 Linden St., Camden
Unattached.

12933 Krause, Chas, D., 1010 Atlantic ave.,

Atlantic City
12932 Moore, H. M., 10S Oak St., Jersey City
12934 Burton, F. Eugene, 66 Snyder St., Orange
Hudson Co. Wheelmen.

13091 Ruddeiow, Edward D., 95 Summit ave.,

Jersey City Heights
13107 Marden, Ralph, Box 59, Passaic

New York DivisioN-40.

Harlem Wheelmen.

12993 Bellmer, C. H , 136 St. and Sth ave., New York
12994 Osborn, C. W., 201 W. 135 St., "

12995 Morrison, Thos., 539 E. 154,
"

12596 Fernald, Fred A., 10th ave. and 155
"

12997 Pollock, Ed. E., 15 Cortlandt St., "

1299S Price, H. L., 200 W. 133,
"

12999 Kittle, FranK L,, 200 W. 133,
"

13000 Van Ambergh, Wm. M , iS E. 16th St., "

13027 Rough, E. G., 566 E. i3Sth St., "

Hempstead Ramblers.

12954 DeMott, Charles F., Box 222, Hempstead
Flower City Wheelmen.

13062 Mason, Fred E., 40 Rowley St., Rochester

Long Ishmd Wheelmen.
I3r93 Lee, Herbert S., 143 Lefferts Place, Brooklyn
Lockport Wheelmen.

129^5 Furrival. J. W., 58 Cottage St., Lockport
12946 Sthephainski, R. A., 2S1 Market St., "

12947 Tothill, Thomas, 204 Ontario St., "

Manhattan Bi. Club.

12939 Thuriot, Maurice A., 104 W.24th St., New York
12940 Schnur, Jacques, 26 E. 76th St., "

Suspension Bridge Bi. Club.

13014 Wadhams, N. E. G., Suspension Bridge
Queens Co. Wheelmen.

12943 Torrens, Robert, Richmond Hill

12944 Burton, Chas. E., "

West End Bi. Chib.

13001 Bettys, Freeman H., 157 Jtllerson ave ,

Rochester

Unattached.

13044 Clark, John Franklin, 107 E.5ith St., New York
12941 Welcke. Edward J., 33 E. 133d St., "

12937 Lawrence, A. C, 2016 7th ave.,

12935 Riddle, James T., 19^3 7th St.,

^

"

12936 Irving, Charles M., 4 East 60th St., "

12935 Irving, Alexander, 4 East 60th St., "
13093 Low, J. T., Jr., iS E. 40th st

,

"

1 2942 Conklin, Geo. C, 79 Wil:oughby ave., Brooklyn
13094 Case, Frank E., 333 Hancock St.,

"

13013 Buell, Leslie D., 56 Irving PI., Buffalo
13C57 Van Benschoten, E. T., Freedom Plains

12945 Newton, Harry P., Hamburg
12949 Newton, Marion T.,

12950 Gressman, L. I.
,

"

12951 Drummer, Geo. A., "

12952 Winkle, Frank J.,
"

12955 Barhite, Eirl S , Box 16S, Portland
13012 Sturges, Effingham M . 126 E. Buffalo St., Ithaca
12953 Parkes, Fred W., Box iS, Tonawanda

Ohio Division— 30.

Canton Bi. Club.

12961 Meyer, Harry C, 151 W.Tuscorowas st.,Canton
12962 Oberly, W. C, 31 So. Market St.,

Painesville Ramblers.
I29? Thayer Alpha R., Painesville
12967 Andre, Harry W., State St., "

Porkopolis Wheelmen.
1295} Gobrecht, Emil W., S. E. cor. 12 and Walnut,

Cincinnati
Unattached.

13061 Goodwin, O. D., Scott
12965 Gibson, EE Calumet
12963 Howson, A.B., Chillicothe
12964 Gramm, B. A., 11

1 <96o Eger, Geo Jr., S39 Central ave., Cincinnati
12959 Muth, Fred W., 976 Central ave., »
12957 Krohn, Irwin M., care Blacker Gerstle & Co.,

_ . , „ , _ Cincinnati
13002 Spicker, Fred E., S. E. cor. Sth and Race,

^ t» •. ,. 1 „ Cincinnati
12956 Pritz, Sydney E., 32 Main St., "
13106 Sterling W. S., Clifton,
13058 Beirce, E. T., B. and O. Freight Office,

„. , ' _ Sanduskv
13059 Finch, H. B..C.S. and C.R.R., "
13060 Marshall, Wm. N., Moss Nat'l Bank, "
13066 Smith, H. H., Box 62, Toronto
13065 Francy, E. H-, .<

Pennsylvania Division— 2 1

.

Clover Wheelmen.

12S68 Geissel, August, Jr., 517 Dillwyn St.,

Mt. Vernon Wheelmen.
Philadelphia

13003 Haines, John W., S35 No. 25th St., "
13004 Rahn, C. E., 1212 Pine St., "
13005 Smith, Howard E.,2041 Mt. Vernon St., "

Penn Wheelmen.

13030 Dundore, Chas. S., Reading
Philadelphia Bi. Club.

12969 Langworthy, H. B., Broad and South,
Philadelphia

Century Wheelmen.
1310S Hawthorn, Ellsworth, A., 1740 Monument ave.,

Philadelphia
Unattached.

13031 Lang, F. P., Woodland and Westview aves.,
Allegheny

13096 Hallman, Chas. M., Allentown
13006 Mehl, Edward H., 11 14 State St., Erie
12971 Crane, William, Telephone Exchange, "

12972 Baxter, C. H., 150 East 19th, •"

13029 Liddell, Charles S., 447 West iolh St., "
1302S Kelso, C. M., •"

13095 Harris, D. R., 2030 N. 19th St., Philadelphia
11970 Potter, Robert B., Winona ave., Germantown
13974 Smith, R. E., Box 543, Hazleton
12973 Imhoff, Edward W., 345 Carver St.,

E. E. Pittsburg
1304S Becker, Wm. C, 72S Chestnut St., Philadelphia
13049 Gumpert, Albert, 3600 Walnut St., "

13109 Darling, Geo. A., 1740 Monument ave., "

Rhode Island Division—3.

Unattached.

12975 Budlong, Harry A.,

13007 Rose, Henry B., 704 Broad St.,

Auburn
Providence

Ti«ne^see Division— 1.

Citizens' Bi. Club.

1300S Johnson, Edwin L. (P. O. address 26 Moore St.

,

New York City), Memphis

VERMONT Division—4.

Vermont Wheel Club.

12975 Hubbard, F. A., Brattleboro

Unattached.

12976 Thompson, C. H., "

12077 White, Howard C,
12979 Reed, Wayne M., "

Wisconsin Division— 4.

Unattached.

12950 Warner, D. D., Box 146, Madison
12951 Warner, Harry J., 22i E. Main st., "

13097 Ritchey, Jas. V., Box 2S6, Oconomowoc
1309S Pradt, Louis A., Wausaw

North Carolina— 1

.

Unattached.

13C09 Wynne, W. A., Raleigh
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Division Officers.

Consuls and agents should draw upon Division Ol
ficers for supplies of Application and Renewal Blanks
and for League literature of all kinds. Post Office ad
dresses will be found below :

California—Chief Consul, R. M. Thompson ,Oriel

Hotel, San Francisco. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D.
Sheldon, 126 Davis street, San Francisco.
Colorado—Chief Consul, Edward S. Hartwell, 1319

Sixteenth street, Denver.
Connecticut—Chief Consul, David J. Post, Drawer

747, Hartford. Secretary-Treasurer, Edward A. De
Blois, Drawer 11, Hartford.
Delaware—Chief Consul, S. Wallis Merrihew,oo6

Tackson street, Wilmington.
District of Columbia—Chief Consul, George S.

Atwater, 1230 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington.
Secretary-Treasurer, W. H. Stearns, 1421 G street, N.
W., Washington.
Illinois—Chief Consul, Wm. A. Davis, 340 South

Leavitt street, Chicago. Secretary-Treasurer, Thoma>
F. Sheridan, 141 1 North Fourth street, Springfield.

Indiana—Chief Consul, Harry T. Hearsey, 149 No
Del. street, Indianapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. N.
Smith, Terre Haute.
Iowa—Chief Consul. Tames B. Green, 711 Locus',

street, Des Moines. Secretary Treasurer, Walstein
Seymour, 2d and Walnut street, Des Moines.
Kansas—Chief Consul, W. C. Bradley, Western

Security Co., Ottawa. Secretary-Treasurer, Otto H
Wulfekuhler, Leavenworth.

Kentucky—Chief Consul, Andrew J. Lamb, Box
65, Louisville. Secretary-Treasurer,G. E. Johnson,
1919 Floyd street, Louisville.
Louisiana—Chief Consul, Harry H. Hodgson, i\

Carondelet street, New Orleans. Secretary-Treasurer,

J. W. Dodge, 803 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
Maine—Chief Consul, Dr. G. E. Dow, 507 1-2 Coi

gress street, Portland. Secretary Treasurer, \. L. 1
Cummings, Biddeford.
Maryland—Chief Consul, Albert Motl 203 Lenoi

street, Baltimore. Secretary-Treasurti, G. W.H. Carr,
Box 675, Baltimore.
Massachusetts—Chief Consul, Dr. W. H. Emery,

109 Warwick street, Roxbury. Secretary-Treasurer,
Chas. S. Howard, Globe office, Boston.
Michigan—Chief Consul, A. B. Richmond, 370 So

Lafayette street, Grand Rapids. Secretary-Treasurer,
C. A. Conover, Coldwater.
Minnesota—Chief Consul, T. M. Slosson.Box 380,

Minneapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. W. Laird,
Winona.
Missouri — Chief Consul, Robert Holm, 9.8 La

Salle ttreet, St. Louis. Secretary-Treasurer, J. H.
Kelley, Smith Hardware Co., Sedalia.
Nebraska—Chief Consul, Frank N. Clarke, First

Nat'l Bank, Omaha.
New Hampshire—Chief Consul, Frank A. Mc

Master, 101 Ash street, Nashua. Secretary-Treasurer,
Frank O. Moulton, Manchester.
New Jersey—Chief Consul, Dr. G. Carleton Brown,

40 Orchard street, Elizabeth. Secretary Treasurer,
Geo. C. Pennell, Elizabeth.

New York—Chief Consul, W. Sheldon Bull, 754
Main street, Buffalo, N. Y. Secretary-Treasurer,
George M. Nisbett, Co Wall street, New York City
Ohio—Chief Consul, M. A. High, 165 Vine street

Cincinnati. Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. W. D. Kemp
ton, 550 Freeman avenue, Cincinnati.
Pennsylvania—Chief Consul, Samuel A. Boyle,

Ass't Dist. Atty, Philadelphia. Secretary-Treasurer,
John J. Van Jnort, Scranton.
Rhode Island—Chief Consul, Chas. S. Davol, War

ren. Secretary-Treasurer, Nelson H. Gibbs, 218 West
minster street, Providence.^ttsee—Chief Consul, Joseph R. Wilson, Jr.,
Clarksvihe. secretary-Treasurer, B. A. Patch, Clarks
ville.

Texas—Chief Consul, Geo. C. Arbuckle, Room 5,
Merchants' Exchange, Dallas.

Vermont—Chief Consul, H. A. Webster, Mont
pelier.

Virginia—Chief Consul, Ira B. White, Box 147,
Norfolk. Secretary-Treasurer, Alex. K. Schaap,
617 E. Broad street, Richmond.
West Virginia—ChiefConsul, Clarence. E. Irwin,

150 No. F street, Wheeling.
Wisconsin—Chief Consul, V. Mumfora Moore, 04

19th street, Milwaukee. Secretary-Treasurer, W. L.
Simonds, 3S2 East Water street, Milwaukee.
Foreign Marshal—Joseph Pennell, care J. S.

Morgan* Co., 22 Old Broad street, London, E. C.
England.

L. A. ¥. Renewal Blank, 1

Fill out this blank, enclose $1 to pay
your dues to April 30, 1891, and send

to Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston,

Mass.

Stamp must be enclosed if sender

wants receipt. Otherwise the ticket

must be the receipt.

Don't Forget to send your Number.

Don't send checks for $1.

Write very plainly

—

printing pre-

ferred.

Stamps of a denomination above

two cents will not be received.

If you live in one State and have

your mail sent to another, state the

fact that you may be located with the

Division in which your home is.

If you desire your address changed,

make the request on another sheet

than this.

Ticket holders, 25 cts. ; with name
stamped, 50 cts.

Leave space above this lini Blan

Number

Name,

t and Number \
F. O. Box, /

Street and Number
or

City,

State,

Club.

Enclosed for Holder cts.

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.
ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you -will find $ for initiation jee and dues in th.

League oj American Wheelmen to April 30, 1891. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years oj age, and that / am an amatew
within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named beloiv.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Numb et, o? Box,.

References

.

City,.

State,

Enclosed. for Holder

.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first half year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and 50 cents during the second half, Nov
10 April 30. Enclose $2.00 with this blank on any date between date ol paper and Oct. 31, 1S90. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage sumps will not be receive.

t»- II you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle lor ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and ccket for pi

onaijeards send ' cents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the margins in using this blank
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Warwick Perfection Cycles are Constructed of Wrought Steel and Absolutely INTERCHANGEABLE.

PRICE $135.

SEND FOB

CATALOGUE.

WiI3 BXACE REMOVED

IT MAKES A

LlsJit and Superior

Ladies' Wheel.

To facilitate delivery of goods, we have arranged with the following firms to supply you in

their respective territory. They will be our exclusive wholesale dealers, and it is their mission to aid you
in every way. Address them for catalogues

:

For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Eastern Massa-
chusetts, A. O. VERY, 173 Tremont Street, Boston.

For New York State, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,
O. B. BIDWEII, 313 West sSth Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey, E. ALSDORF & CO., 11 Academy St., Newark, N.J.
For Southern New Jersey, and territory contiguous to Philadelphia,
EDW. K. TKTON, JR., &'CO., 10 and 12 North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania, and Northern Ohio,
STANDARD CYCLE CO., 5SS Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

WARWICK CYCLE MFC. CO.,

For Maryland, EISENBRANDT BROS., 424 E. Baltimore St..Baltimore, Md.
For Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Tennessee, and West Virginia,

J. E. POORMAN, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.
For '.he Northwest,

CHAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO., 293 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. SNITJER, 1012 Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope,
THOS- H. B. VARNEY, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Territory not named, Local Agents, or The Manufacturers,

Springfield, Mass.

will be interested in the

pages devoted to T H E
SPECIAL LADIES'
PREMIER SAFETY in

our new 44-page catalogue

now ready, and they are

invited to send for a copy,

which will be mailed on

application. There is no

experiment about the
LADIES' PREMIER-
its success last year is

ample guarantee of its

sterling qualities.

$135 FISH SADDLE SMOOTH RUBBERS. SUPERFINE THROUGHOUT

LLEWELLYN H JOHNSON, Manufacturing Importer,

401 & 403 Main St., ORANGE, N. J
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The Chicago down-town retail store of the Gonnully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. will be
located at No. S5 Madison street, next door to the Madison St. Theatre, and
directly opposite McVickar's Theatre. It is only one block from Michigan avenue,
and is in the very heart of the city. The location cannot be surpassed for a retail

store, and the move will undoubtedly be one that will result in the most satisfactory
results to Messrs. G. & J. Co. The fitting will be of the very best and no money
or pains will be spired to make the down town depot of the American machines
most attractive and convenient. The plate windows are large, and e!ega> t esses
are being fitted up to display sample machines and sundries therein.

It would seem as if there was something in the "rational" type of ordinary. A
correspondent tells us that "in New Orleans the rational pattern of the Light
Champion is fast crowding not only the regulation ordinary, but tint several safety
riders also, have abandoned i he dwarf for the rational." A rational ordinary, it

may be well to explain, differs from the everyday type mainly in having a larger
rear wheel, and consequent shorter backbone and greater forward throw to the
front forks. This, it is claimed, greatly lessens the vibration and the chances of
headers.

We have received an interesting photograph of Miss Edith Hurst and Mr. S.

L. Beals, President of the Star v\ h el Club, of Detroit, mounted tandem on a
Catford Premier Safety. The young lady's weight is given as 40 lis., Mr. Beal's
as 153 and the extrt saddle with attachments at 4 lbs., while the safety itself

weighs 33 lbs. The combination is very attractive, and we are assured is a ^reat
success on the road. Copies of the photograph may be obtained from the Premier
headquarters at Orange, by sending twelve cents in stamps. The attach nent,
which requires no a teration of machine, costs $3 00 complete.

Mr. J. B. Kae'CHEr, of Pittsburgh, whose ad. of the American Rambler
appeared in the World of the 21st. March, is but a recent' appointee of th: Gor-
mully & JefFery Co , but he is a live one and promises to make the American cycles

cut quite a figure in his vicinity. B. Frank McDaniel & Co., of Wilmington, have
also just been appoint d G. & J. agents for Delaware, and N.T. S!ee tor Baltimore,
while L. B. Graves & Co. will make the "American" wheels take a big leap
upward with the Washingtonians. Messrs. Gormully & Jeffery's staff of agents,
especially in the larger cities, wou'd now be hard to excel.

It will not do to put "New Wine into Old Bottles." This is an old saying,
but nothing is said against putting old wine into new bottles. Now what has this

to do with Dikes, you will say. Wait a moment and you will see. The Premi-r
bicycles are not new and untried, but are made by one of the oldest and largest
manufacturing firms in England, are well known and warranted in every detail,

are claimed to be perfectly interchangeable, even so far as parts of different st3'les

of machines fitting others The firm of Fairbanks, Sanborn & Co. may be n< w to

the bicycle business, and in so far may be likened unto the new bottles to hold the
old wine so much sought after; thus is the comparison complete. The members
of this firm are possessed of integrity, enterprise and push, the requisites of
success. They have the Eastern agency for these justly popular machines, and
have a full assortment an1 a large stock constantly on hand from which to make a .

selection, at their new store, 145 Coiumbus avenue, where you can see the famous
Catford, the Premier Universal, the Premier Populir, the Special Ladies' Wheel,
also the Premier Tandem and Youths' Wheel, and last but not least, the Premier
Full Roadster, a machine made for use by hard riders. Their Premier Universal
we are requested to make a special mention of, $Sj.oo being the price, and for a full

sized weeel is a handsome, strong machine, ball bearings all around, steel fr rnie,

and fully warranted. Every man who desires a wheel that is at once light and
strong should examine the Catford. Their Special Ladies' Wheel is a very de
sirable family mount, as either a lady or gent can ride it, it being claimed to be a

p irticularly stiff and reliable wheel. An examination of their stock will well
repay anyone interested. They are prepared to do repiiringin all its departments,
and fully guarantee all work done to be first c!ass, at moderate charges.

E. C. Himeon of Cam ridgeport, Mass., has secured the agency of the Referee
Safety for Boston anri vicinity Mr. Himeon can be found at No. 58S Main street,

Cambridgeport, at which placr- he will be pleased to show to ride-s the Referee
Safety.

The little pnmphle' issued last year by H. G. Rouse of Peoria, III., entitled
"Hints to Lady C\clers," met with such success that the publisher determined to
issue a second edition, and we have now before us the 1890 edition, improved,
amplified, and giving excellent illustration. The work is woith four times the
price asked (10 cents), an ^ by sending a d me to H G. Rouse the lady rider will
receive hints and f icts which will prove of vast value to her, be she veteran or be
she tyro.

FIX! UKh S.

APRIL.

S—Orange Wanderers Tournament at Orange, N. J.

MAY.
3—Grand reunion run of Missouri cyclists over the roads of Pike Co., Missouri.
17—Harvard University Cycling Association will hold a race meet at Holmes

Field, Cambridge.

24—"Ponv Tournament," at St. Louis, Mo. Address Harold Child, Secretarv.
101 z Olive street, St. Louis.

24—Spring Tournament of St. L^ uis Track Association.
24—Race meeting at Hami'ton. Ont.
24—Race meeting at Woodstock, Ont.
2$—Tournament at Hamilton, Ont.
30—Ray Stite Bicycle Club races at Agricultural Park, Worcester, Mass. Ad

dress B. A. Lamo-t, Worcester, Mass.
30- -Maine Division L. A. W., annual meet, at Lewiston.
30—Road race, Irvington-Milburn, N J.
30 and 31—New Jersey Division, L. A. W., annual meet at Plainfielrt

.

30—Pullman road r»ce at Chicago, 111.

30—Rome, N. V., Bicycle Club tournament.
31—Intercollegiate games at Berkeley Oval, New York.

JUNE.

7—Hill climbing contest, Sonof-aGun Hill, at St. Louis, Mo.
7—Elwell party starts for Europe.
9—New Haven, Ct.. race meet.
27, 28 -Pennsylvania Division meeting at Philadelphia.
27, 2S—Probable dates, great century run, Orange to Philadelphia.

2S—Chicago Cycling Club vs. Wilmington Wheel Club team race, Lancaster
Pike, Philadelphia, Pa.

JULY.

1 to 3—Missouri Division tour to Louisiana.
4—Chicago, 111., Cycling Club's race meet.
4—Open handicap road race, Cincinnati, Ohio, address J. E. Poorman, Sth and

Race streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
4—Brownsville, Pa., Cycle Club race meeting-

4, 5—Missouri State Division meet at Columbia, Mo.
7—Kentucky Division meet at Richmond.
S—Kentucky State Diviison meet at Maysville, Ky.
24, 26—Ohio Division meet at Cincinnati.

AUGUST.

16—Annual tournament St. Louis Bicycle Race Track Association, St. Louis,
Mo. Address Harold Child, 1012 Olive street, St. Louis.

20—Detroit to Niagara Falls tour. Particulars to C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam ave-

nue, Detroit. Mich.
2?. 26, 27—L A. W. annual meet and national championship at Niagara Falls,

N. Y.
SEPTEMBER.

12 13—Peoria, 111., Cy le Club tournament. Address H. G. Rouse, Peoria, 111.

1, 2 -Hartford Wheel Club tournament

ERIE KNITTING MILL,
ERIE, E=7S..

Make to order the finest line of

goods for the use of wheelmen.
Send for samples of fabric and
price list.

N. B. Elwell is recommending these

goods to all the members of his tour.

SCIENTincAMERICAN
ESTA&LI SHED 1845.

Is the oldest and most popular scientific nrd
mechanical paper published and has I he largest
circulation of any paper of its class in the world.
Fully illustrated. Best class of Wood Engrav-
ings. Published weekly. Send for specimen
copv. Price $3 a year. Four months' trial, $1.
MtfNN & CO., Publish eks, 3(11 Broadway, N.T.

ARCHITECTS* BU1LDERC
Edition of Scientific American. O

A crreat success. Each Issue contains colored
lithographic plates of country and city residen-
ces or public buildings. Numerous engravings
and full plans and specifications lor the use of
such as contemplate building. Price $2.50 a year,
15 cts. a copy. MUNN & CO., PUBLISHERS.

PATENTS
I 40 years' experience and hav

100,000 applications for Aruerii
*™ eign patents. Send for Handb

I may be seonr-
| ed by apply-
ing to MUNN
& Co., who
have had over

ire made over
can and For-

1 eign patents. Send for Handbook. Corres-
pondence strictly confidential.

TRADE MARKS.
In case your mark Is not registered In tho Pat-

ent OIBce, apply to MUNN k Co., and procure
Immediate protection. Send for Handbook.
COPYRIGHTS for books, charts, maps,

etc., quickly procured. Address
MUNN & CO., Patent Solicitors.
GENiHiL Office: (61 Bboadwav, N. T.

Improved Automatic Telephones.
Pat. Nov. 30, 1SS0, and June 21, 1SS1.

For use between Office, Store, Resi-
dence or Factory. Cheaper than Speak
ing-tubes throughout a building. These
new instruments (see above cut) are em-
phatically superior to all others for line*
within a mile.
They embody all latest improvements,

work splendidly in all kinds of weather,
and are great favorites with business men.

Price Per Set, S7.SO.
Over 2000 in practical operation in this

city. Send lor illustrated circular and
testimonials. Address

EDW. E.HAEBEKT& CO.
Dealers In Telephone and Electric Supplies o<

Every Description.
132 W. Van Buren Street,. • - Chicago, III
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HERE WE ARE,
A little late perhaps, but the fact is we have been too busy to write up an Ad. All we have to

say is that if you want to buy a wheel for your own use--or if you want to engage in the sale

of wheels--or better still— if you are now engaged in their sale--or if you want CYCLE CLOTH-
ING, or BICYCLE SUNDRIES of any kind, just send for our CATALOGUE. You will find the

largest, finest and most complete assortment carried by any house in America described and beau-

tifully illustrated therein. WHEELS ranging in price from $4 50 to $250. We can equip DEAL-
ERS complete. It will only cost you one cent to answer this, and it will cost us ten to reply,

so you see we give you ten to one on the start, and it's ten to one that you will deal with us if

you ever get our CATALOGUE and PRICES

CHAS, F, STOKES MFG. CO , 293 and 295 Wcibosh Avenue, CHICAGO.

We have shown you a new dropped frame, a
new spring frame, a new chain and a new saddle,

all of which you must acknowledge are as good or
better than anything before produced by cycle mak-
ers. Next week we will show you a new diamond
frame, a new chain adjustment, convertible, a new
steering device and a new brake principle ; all of our
own mention and patented by us. We will also as-

sure you that we have dropped forge necks and
heads and sprocket wheels, also new, as all three

are innova'ions in cycle making.

STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO.,
FREEPORT, ILL.

^V^HY I» lOT that the entire Cycle Trade have copied the

aREFEREE" SAFETY.
14,205 and 17,215; Registered Nos.

We challenge onr

The original Diamond Frame, DESIGNED IN 1886 (Patent Nos

83 504, 115,900, and 116,849).BECAUSE it is the best mechanically-oonstrncted Safety in the World.

imitators to excel

The < < Referees "

For Lightness, Strength, Comfort, Speed, Design, Workmanship, Style, Finish and Improvements.

"Holds 12 World's Records, and Won over 130 Prizes in five months.

BRETZ, CURTIS &, COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
AGENTS WANTED. SOLE TJ. S. IMPORTERS.

DON'T FAIL TO SEE THE

"REFEREE SAFETY."

Pure Diamond Frame, Tangent

Spokes. Weight only 47 lbs.

EDW. C. H1MEON,
588Main St., Cambridgeport

,

Agent for

BOSTON AND 1ZICI1SITV.

See Bretz, Curtis & Co.'s advt, in this Paper.

WHEELMEN'S
HOME GYMNASIUM,

Consisting" of

Standard Chest Weight.
Pair 3-Pound Dumb Bells.
" Wooden Dumb Bells.
" i-Pound Indian Clubs.
" Indian Club Hooks.

Instruction Book.

1

1

1

1

1

1

By express or freight on receipt of price,

Complete, • - - -
'

8.1.00

Takes very little space in your chamber. Morninp
and Evening exeicise will enlarge the chest in one

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
WORCeSTGR, - raASS.

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a
bottle of Wilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also
prevent Nickel and steel fro n rusting. There is no
grease to rub off, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on leccipt ot 50
cents in stamps. Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.

Free To Agents and Dealers
for one year,

THE BEARINGS,
the only first-class cycling paper in the West. Send
business card to

11 Randolph St., Chicago.

Send for sample copies everyone.
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UTILE DULCI.

we hll use it.

THE LITTLE GIANT SAFETY FOR BOYS.

$35.00,

H. A. LOZIER & CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
WM. READ & SONS. Boston, Mass.
MERWIN, HULBERT & CO., New York
E. ALSDORF & CO., Newark, N J.
WHITE CYCLE CO.. Trenton, N. J.

BRETZ, CURTIS & CO., Philadelphia.Pa
STANDARD CYCLE CO., Buffalo, N Y.

W. H. WILHELM & CO , Reading, Pa.

B FRANK McDANIEL& CO.,
Wilmington, Del.

EISENBRANDT CYCLE CO.,
Baltimore, Md

CAPITAL CYCLE CO., Washington,DC.
EDWD.L ROSE & CO., Wheeling, W.Va

J. E. POORMAN, Cincinnati, Ohio.
MACY & CO., Nashville, Tenn
GEORGE BROWN, Knoxville, Tenn
A. K. & C. E. SCHAAP, Richmond, Va.
A. G. SPALDING & BROS , Chicago, 111.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., Peoria, 111.

E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO .

St. Louis, Mo.
WM. R. BURKHARD, St. Paul, Minn.
P. H. SEECOMBE Milwaukee, Wis.
."RANK P. MOSS, Denver, Col.

THOS. H B. VARNEY,
San Francisco, Cal.

U. S. BRANCH:

6 &8 BERKELEY ST.,

BOSTON, MASS,

CHICAGO, ILL:

Staler Cycle Co,

AGENTS,

201 Randolph St.

NEWYORM.Y.:

G. A,

AGENT, •

352 Lenox Ave.

Singer Safety,

Weight
Complete. Price.

49 lbs., $135

Royal Singer Safety, - 40 lbs., 140

Light Royal Singer Safety, 32 lbs., 135

Apollo Safety, - - 50 lbs., 105

Intermediate Safety, - 39 lbs., 90

Miniature Safety, - 37 lbs., 75

Official Outfitters to the League of AmericanjWheelmen.
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

Browning, King \ Co.,

Official Tailors of the L. A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only Official Tailors to the Li.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Snt;7!I Bntlons, 3c% each.

A. G, Spalding \ Bros,,

Makers of the Official L. A. W. Sundries.

V^'^PS. League Regulat.on 1.25
Clf \ -M+o League Regulation 2 OO
IOJU.1JL U©» No. XX Fine Cheviot ior hot

wr-ather wear 1.00
Q4-/-v/>l7-i -n tva Our celebrated LinenOLUf^i^lllgO. Sole Slocking, League

color 1.00

Tidltc ^° - ^ Silk, Edge's Leaeue color,
-Dv/±L©. white 'entre, Snake Buckle 50

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40

Ql| 4^/jo O lir new L-A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,OUUt?S. hand made, light, str n^, elastic.5.00
No. i, Canvas, leath. r trimming's.3.50

Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing ind Training Suits.

A, G, SPALDING & BROS,,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 i\Tadlson St., Chicago
I'hllnriAlfihla. 1«22 Market St.

Western Wheel Works.
Manufacturers of All Kinds of

BICYCLES, SAFETIES, ETC

CHICACO:
495 to 505 Wells St.

J

NEW YORK:
35BarklaySt.,

40 Park Place.

Elwell European Bicycle Tour.

A few vacancies left. Applications for membership

must now be accompanied by deposit of $25, to secure
berth on steamer.

For full information address

F. A. ELWELL,
152 Pearl St., - PORTLAND, ME
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THE "GAZELLE,"

JUVENILE SAFETY BICYCLE.
The lightest and strongest machine of its kind yet

made. Tubular steel drop frame, with or without de-

tachable cross-bar, adjustable steel cone bearings for

wheels and crank-shaft, hard rubber handles, 24 and 26
inch wheels, with crescent steel rims, steel spokes and
3-4 inch best rubber tires, reversible seat post, with
long and short bends, thus giving wide range of ad-
justment to suit children from eight to sixteen years of
age; all wearing parts detachable and interchangeable;
handsomely finished in nickel and enamel; weight,
with adjustable suspension saddle and tool bag, com-
plete, 34 lbs. Price $40,—and well worth the money,
in comparison with any other machine ot its kind in

the market.
The '• Gazelle " has absolutely the strongest wheels

of any bicycle made, large or small, and as the frame
is strong enough to carry a heavy man over the roughest
riding, the machine will stand the rough usage to which
children's bicycles are frequently subjected, with little

danger of breakage. The Ladies' " Gazelle," much
the same style as the above, with 28-inch wheels, chain
guard, and some additions and improvements, will be
ready in April. Will run about as light as a ball bear-
ing machine. Price $50. Liberal terms to agents.
We will deliver these machines at any place in the
United States, east of the Mississippi, where we have
no agent and which is reached by a railroad, at prices
named, transportation free. When ordered to be sent
C. O. D., an advance remittance of $5 will be required.

CRAWFORD & CO.,
1116 E ST., N. W., - WASHINGTON, D. C.

£&ft

$3,00

Per Pair.

$3,00

Per Pair.

TOULMIN'S KANGAROO BICYCLE SHOES
T Greatly improved. Best and cheapest Shoe in the
Country. In addition to the above, we also make an
elegant Bicycle Shoe, all Hand-sewed, $4.50. High
cut above ankle, $5.00. This makes an elegant street
shoe. Special inducements to Agents. Send for cat-
alogue containing rules for self measurement. Corre-
spondence promptly answered. Address
W. B. TOULMIN, 385 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

ELASTIC TIP CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

$2.50 per pair

Bicycle Tires, Bicycle Handles of every Descrip

tion, Pedal Rubbers, etc.

Spade Handles, complete, full nickel,
Forged Steel Spades, in the rough, with

bolts and grip, -

Spade Grips, Vulcanite, any style
Double Grip Pedal Rubbers,
Tire Cement,
Electric Tape, -

P'< jcle Balls, spokes, etc.

Mould Wort of Any Kind Solicited.

THE ELASTIC TIP CO.,
RUBBER SPECIKLTIES,

Oor. Oornhill and Washington '. St., Boston.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

PERFECT.

Can MAKE more MONEY on our Toe Clip
than on any other Sundry in the MARKET,
as EVERYBODY WANTS

Rankin's Pat. Toe Clip.

Just Hustle, Boys, and Beg, Borrow or
you know, 50 cents, and get a Pair.

Ask your Local Agent for them.

AGENTS WANTED in every city or town in the
United States. Write forterms, etc. Mention this

paper, please.

RANKIN & BRUCE] { & MWfturers.
Box 103, 23 Custom House St.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Carries a Stock of over 100 Bicycles, Tri-
cycles, Safeties, Velocipedes, etc. Only
"Cycle Castle" in America.

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.

PERFECT POCKET OILER.

One-halt size.

For bicycles, Guns, etc. No Leakage. Throws only
small quantity of oil at a stroke. Handsomely nickel
plated. For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt
of price, 50c. each. CUSHMAN & DENISON, 17J
6th ave., N. Y.

Indespensable to Bicyclists

and Athletes.

Call's supporter, with elastic
back, lace front and adjustable back
straps. Light, easy and durable.
A sure fit. No.

J,
same as cut, 75

cts. No. 6, pockets each side of
lacing, $1.00. No. 7, with hose
supporters, $100. No. S, hose sup-
porters and pockets, $1.25. Order

FRONT VIEW by number and give waist measure.
Vostpaid on receipt of price Trade supplied.

P. (ALL 385 Main St., Springfield, Mass.

—AND—

A. O. VERY,
New England Agent for the

if Cycles.
—ALSO—

The Standard SewingMachine

173 Tremont Street, Boston.

AGENTS WANTED,

SIDWELL&SABEN,
New England Agents For

RUDGE & QUADRANT.
Dealers In

New and Second-Hand Machines for Cash

or Installment. Machines Exchanged

or Sold on Commission.

Cycle Repairing In All Its

Branches.

We carry a full line line of Cycle Parts

and sundries,

MAKINC A SPECIALTY OF RUDGE PARTS
of every description. Call and inspect s#ock.

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK.

182 Columbus Aye., Boston, Mass.

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Russet
Oider.

The juice oi russet apples
treated«n accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Orab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance ot natural fruit acid

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice oi sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh irom the

Eress, with carbonic gas. Spark.
ng and brilliant, but containing

no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep our

'
" write us and we will send

c///«Jfr/in<7

?A V/) IS/Pa ST004*8
.

case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. R. & J. C. MOTT,
1 18 'Warren Street, New York

.

Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co
established 1S65.
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THE Cyclist who buys a New Machine on the faith of an advertisement is

too good for this world, therefore we do not expect to sell

aNEW RAPID" CYCLES
on the strength of the following statement alone

:

During 1889 we made over 7000 of our Celebrated "New Rapid,"
True Tangent Wheels for use in our machines, using something over
350,000 spokes; now out of this enormous number WE DID NOT HAVE
A SINGLE BROKEN SPOKE REPORTED TO US.

The above proves that our5 wheels are perfect, but does not relate to the
machines themselves ; the ordinary cycler, however, is a man of intelligence,
and he will acknowledge that a firm who are careful in the construction of the
wheels, must also be careful, and devote considerable attention to every part of
the machine, and this we do.

After reading this send for a descriptive Catalog of " New Rapid " Cycles
to the CLARK CYCLE CO., 340 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Md., who are
our Agents.

ST. GEORGE'S ENGINEERING COMPANY,
BIRMINGHAIH, - - - ENGLAND,

Inventors and Sole Makers of the NEW RAPID CYCLES.

I. A- WESTON & CO.,
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.,

Manufacturers of

PATENT

Improyed

Suspension

Steel Wheels.
All grades and sizes,

irom 12 to 42 inch di-

ameter, in quantities,

for Bicycles, Tricycles,

Velocipedes, &c, &c.

Safety Wheels a

Specialty.

Those contemplating

manufacturing such will

do well to write us for

prices.

TEMPLE CYCLeTeXCHANGE,
47 & 49 State St., Chicago.

Best equipped bicycle house in U. S. Finest riding
school in Chicago. High and medium grade

1MEKICAN AND ENGLISH CYCLES
Good exchanges made for second-hand wheels. Write

for catalogue. Alention this paper.

RALPH TEMPLE. Managing Prop.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE'S
FAMOUS SPORTING SHOES.

THEY NEED NO RECOMMENDATION.

Men's Bicycle Shoe:
No. 1. Kangaroo, hand sewed fS"00

No. 2. Kangaroo, hand sewed $3"5°
No. 3. Dongolia, calf $3-oo

Men's Base Ball Shoe :

No. 1. Kangaroo, hand sewed $7.00
No. 2. Kangaroo 5.00

No. 3. Russett, calf. 5.00

Sprint Running:
No. 1. Hand sewed $5.00
No. 2. Hand sewed 3.00

Agents should place their orders now to avoid delay.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE, Randolph, Mass.

MY Cycling Log Book. By "Papa" Weston.
The transitory pleasures of cycling can be made

as permanent as its physical benefits, by jotting down
in a wel. devised log book, the distances and incidents

of one's various journeys. Knowing that such a

record is a most pleasant tiling to have, and believing,

that the keeping of such should be encouraged, as

tending to the permanent good of cycling in more ways
than can be referred to here. The Log Book is hand-
somely and strongly bound in red leather, will last for

years of constant use, and is the best arranged book of

its kind ever yet devised. It fills a want often felt by
the cyclist who values records ol interest for future

reference. Price, post paid, $1.25 For sale by Bicy-

cling World Co., 12 Pearl St., Boston.
g&~ Postage stamps not received in payment.

Cycling Art, Eneijy and. Locomotion.

The most valuable, interesting, unique

and amusing book on

SCIENCE OF CYCLING
Ever issued.

It contains 300 pages 01 solid meat for

those interested in the

Art of Cycling as a Science.

Profusely illustrated and beautifully print

ed and bound. Price, $2.00.
For 6ale by the

Bicycling World Co.,

12 Pearl Street, Boston.

A good master always has an
anchor aboard his vessel, and
depends on it for safety in case
of necessity for prompt use at

critical moments. He would be
a poor captain, indeed, to forget
this important part, and he does
wisely. On the voyage of life,

\ no one can afford to be without
Phenol Sodique, as. like an
anchor, it can be relied on in all

emergencies. It cures burns, scalds, wounds;
allays and soothes all fevers, prevents spread o!

contagious disease, etc. Its healing properties are
always prompt and perfect. Price, 50 cents.
For 'descriptive circulars and testimonials, address
Proprietors, Hance Bros. & White. Philadelphia.
For sale by Druggists Sf O'encralMercliandise Utalers
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JSAI^K^TY BICYCLES.

Leading Styles. Fully Guaranteed. Weil-Known Manufacturers.

$18.00 to 100.00.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS.

LKIWPS. BELLS Sfc HLL HCCESSORIES.
LOWEST PRICES.

Bicycles Kepaired. Special Attention Given to Out of Town "Work.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND TERMS.

NEW AND USEFUL
PERFECTION TIRE HEATER.

Price $1.50. Price $1.60.

Patented No. 323,686, Aug. 4th, 1885.

Loose Tires Cemented on the Road
in a few Moments.

Can be Carried in the Tool Bag.

A Simple Saver of Time, Money and
Patience.

Can be procured of any dealer in Bicycles, or

of the Manufacturer,

Geo. R. Pidwell. 313 W. 58th St., Mew York.

"ORMONDE"
liIGHT ^OADSTEH-

WEIGHT, 36 LBS.

HAP30ME, • LIGHT, + STRONG,
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

BANKER & CAMPBELL, 1788 Broadway, New Yot
AGENTS APPLY.

is the Safety, and the price of ordinary wheels is going down with a crash that is very sickening to

all the dealers. Wc are still ready, however, to take ordinaries in trade for all styles of new Safeties

and if yon can't make flgnres with yonr nearest local dealer, you had hotter write to ns; also, SEND
YOUR NAME IN FOR A COPY OF OUR 1890 CATALOG, which will he the finest thing in its line of the season.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., ST. LOUIS, MO., 311 N. 14th St.

PREMIER BICYCLES.
Apply at once for Local Agencies. This will be a great year for PREMIERS.

The Catford at $140.00 and the Universal at $85 00 LEAD THEM ALL.
FAIRBANKS, SANBORN & CO., Eastern Agents, 145 Columbus Ave , Boston.

Examine our wheels or send for catalogue.
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WE CLAIM
A Diamond braced Cross Frame,
well proportioned, (as in the

Union Safety), to be the strong-

est method devised for connect-
ing the driving and steering

wheels, and reachingthe desired

points for attaching crank axle

and saddle post.

It is not necessary to jump into

high mathematics to prove this.

LOOK AT THE UNION AND SEE IF IT IS BUILT RIGHT.

UNION CYCLE MFD. CD.,

ZHIO-IEILJLICTICrVIIjILjIE, IMI.A.SS.

Our Eighth Year at the Ola Stand.

W. W. STALL,
4 WARREN AVENUE.

MASS.
ODD FELLOWS' HALL,

509 TREMONT STREET,

IB O S T O UST,

Safety Bicycles, Wholesale and Retail.
SOLE NEW ENCLAND AGENTS FOR

ST. NICHOLAS MFG. CO., - Chicago, III.

INDIANA BICYCLE MFG. CO., - Indianapolis, Ind.

CAPITAL CYCLE CO., - Washington, D. C, PSYCHOS.
JOHN WILKINSON CO., - - Chicago, III., ROVERS.
SWEETING CYCLE CO., Philadelphia, Pa., COVENTRY RIVAL.

We are practically headquarters 011 low-priced wheels especially, and are prepared to supply the

trade. Safeties for men at from $60.00 upward; Ladies at from $45 upward, and Boys at from $18.00

upward.

We offer the above goods to the New England trade, and solicit corre-

spondence with agents and parties desiring to become such.

LIBERAL INDUCEMENTS TO LIVE MEN WHO WILL "HUSTLE."
Send 5 cents in stamps for our new Catalogue.
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$100,000 REWARD.

For any well authenticated case of INCURABLE DISEASE induced by riding " BRONCHO"

SAFETY BIKE, that will not yield to "THREE KNOT SKOOKUM OIL "—SKUDERDRAK'S

EMBROCATION—and LIVINGSTON'S "SURE CURE "—used under the direction of our reg-

ularly retained physician.

We shout as above on account of statements made to our Traveling Agents, by riding men who

have been warned by Agents of other manufacturers and importers of Cycles, that all sorts of in-

curable ailments will surely afflict the riders of the " BRONCHO" BIKE. We don't imagine that

the aforesaid manufacturers employing the said Agents, sanction any such DISINTERESTED

CAUTIONARY ADMONITIONS. Oh dear, no, of course not. It is the pestiferous Agent, who

takes the responsibility of making above statements.

Now we want the POOR CUSSES to have a show to make a dollar hunting up invalids.

They h-we got to live somehow. Now produce your victims. Meantime, all you chaps not fright-

ened by ghost stories, superinduced by over-wrought brains, and broken down digestion, had better

investigate for yourselves, and take no man's word, unless he is a rider of the " BRONCHO "

BIKE.

Now then, CACKLERS, SCREAMERS and CROAKERS, note our offer of $100,000, and

note what it is for. Light your lanterns and go hunting. Before you set out, however, get an out-

fit of "THREE KNOT SKOOKUM OIL," SKUDERAK'S EMBROCATION and LIVING-

STON'S SURE CURE * You will need them all before you round up and brand any "BRONCHO"
INVALIDS. "BRONCHO" riders are HUSKY RUSTLERS, and don't you forget to make a

note of it. One of the best fellows in the Cycle Biz. says: "YES, 'BRONCHO' IS A HIT.

IT IS A BIG THING, BUT THEY ARE ABOUT FOUR YEARS TOO SOON WITH
IT." WHY BROTHERS? WHY, OH WHY? OH YES—WE, Alas—have got some

chains on hand—all nickelled too—Well, the junk men buy chains when the boys have no use

for them WAKLOSE WAKEMI-KAHTIKEE. Send for 90 "CATS." Watch for cuts

showing how the little joker gets in its work in the rear hub.

WHITE ••• CYCLE ••• CO.,
WESTBORO', MASS., U. S. A.
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Boston, 1 April, 1890.

Gentlemen and Ladies :

We thank you for your gratifying

increase in orders this Spring.

Your favor grows as our ability to

justify it grows, year by year.

We are filling all orders promptly.

We feel confident that we can
meet all demands during April ; and
wi have our manufacture so well in

hand that we hope to maintain this

through the season.

Don't delay sending in your or-

ders, however.

POPE MFG. CO.

OUIDPROQUO,

BOSTON.

Heaven seems to smile on the

efforts of the Pope Manufacturing
Company and their two thousand
local friends who united in opening
the season last Saturday night.

The sun has kindly made the season

open after a week ofstorm, as the gates of the wonderful cave did to the

words, "Open, Sesame," in the tale. One feature of that pleasant

celebration was not down in the program. The more than half a

hundred employees at the Boston offices had a little private celebra-

tion of this thirteenth season beforehand. Ouidproquo got in

enough to see the prevailing look of hopefulness and contentment

and to hear the stimulating words of President Pope, between ices

and coffee, in response to their request. I wonder how" many that

were here Saturday night remember the little force of more than a

dozen years ago at the beginnings on the upper floors at 87 Summer
street, Boston, when Col. Pope, with coat off, worked himself, at

every detail of the business, from mailing circulars up to setting

the method as well as the pace in each department as he called it

into existence.

To the present thirteen thousand
members of the L. A. W., greeting.

It is just about ten years since the

League was organized. Secretary

Bassett said at the last annual meet-

ing that of the 1558 members who
joined the League during the first year, there are now but ninety-

five remaining on the roll. That shows how rapidly changes occur,

and it shows that some things need
re-telling constantly to keep the

whole body informed. Ouidproquo
is one of that ninety-five, and four

or six others of them still preside

over the construction of Columbia

Cycles ; so,—here's a wish that the other ninety may stand by the

noble League until their limbs are folded in the long box.

NOTICE TO

L. A W.

HURRAH FOR THE

"NINETY-FIVE .'"

There were four makers of Ameri-

can wheels at that Meet, but only

one survives,—to tell the tale of its

Columbia Cycles, then in their third

year, ridden in that memorable
parade. The third pattern of Co-

lumbia was just out, and the first half dozen "Special" Columbias

were ridden there. Quidproquo rode one of them from Taunton to

Boston (about thirty-eight miles) the next day.

AMERICAN WHEELS A T

NEWPORT.

That's just what I am coming to,

ladies and gentlemen. I have been
recounting on this page some things
that you might almost call ancient
history as to the doings and suc-

cesses of the Pope Manufacturing
Company and the Columbia Cycles from thirteen to seven years
ago. What for?.

WHAT

OF IT?

BECAUSE it shows that they have served their apprenticeship
long ago ; because at the bottom of this success is the fact of

the best machines. The fitttest sur-

vive. You cannot keep on selling

for a dozen years and increase the
output until it far exceeds the out-
put of any contemporary maker in

the same line unless the machines
are best.

SUCCESS

BUILT.

BECAUSE you cannot hold the same patrons and add new ones
and build up an ever-growing business and always command the

best and enough of it and when you want it in materials and in men
and in credit, and win the preference

ON SOLID over comPetitors and weave a net-

work of testimonials on wheels all

jrnm- over tne counrry for a dozen years
KUCK. unless you have as a foundation

that fact of the best machines, and
one other fact,"—good, sound business judgment.

SOME years ago when the worthy Henry Ward Beecher was in

the full tide of life in New York a friend evoked from him a

forcible illustration substantially in these words:—"My friend,"

said he, taking out his watch," see this plain watch ; it has been my
delight for years and it never tails

BEECHER'S 'n Precisfely what you want a watch
for; I would not exchange it for any
watch made, nor part with it for a

WA TCH. thousand dollars ; but to you per-

haps it has no especial charm either

in form or in finish of the case, or in the features on its dial. It is

all in the movement, my friend ; it is all in the movement."

SOMETHING to stand by and a way of standing by it—those

are the two necessary things. It used to be the rule that a

trade or employment related to the production of a necessary or

useful article, and it took seven years for a good average man to

learn to make it well, and then he

TtniiKrn Tn worked some years as a journeymanBUUMiJ 1 u
before he became head of a busi .

ness. When a man or a concern
STAND.

]ias ha(} seven years apprenticeship.

and three years more in successful

business, it commands confidence. The Pope Manufacturing Com-

pany has won the respect and confidence due to age, and experi-

ence, and reliable business methods, and reliable products.

NOW you can see, can't you, that when it is said that the Pope

Manufacturing Company are the oldest makers of high-grade

bicycles in America, and have grown to do the largest business in

them in the world, it means something worth noting? It is in the

movement of their machines for

thirteen years. It is in their care-

ful and intelligent construction of

machines, and in their reliable busi-

ness methods, and in the alertness

of their experience, and judgment

and sympathy, kept in touch all the time with the riders themselves

and their needs. And every purchaser of a Columbia cycle is buy-

ing along with his machine, and without additional price, his share

oAhis thirteen years of accumulated wisdom and perfection.

"IT IS IN THE

MOVEMENT."
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Class in ancient history, stand up
and toe the mark. Now, children, what
do you remember of last week's lesson?
No, no! tubular felloes and spangled
spokes were not first used in Australia,
nor in America, but were old English in

their origin. That's good for old England, for the features are
good ones.

VERITAS.

CHICOPEB FALLS.

COMMON
DRUNK.

By the way, can any of you tell what
it was that killed the illustrious J.
Caesar? Too bad to scandalize the
family, but it is commonly reported that
it was too many Roman punches.

THAT is aside from the question, however, so let us now turn
our attention to more serious matters, and make some in-

vestigations in the line of finding out, first, what is a high grade
bicycle? second, who first made them in America?

DO YOU

KNOW ?

Probably you have an idea as to
what a high grade bicycle should be.
The answer to the second of the two
questions above depends somewhat on
the definition given in answer to the
first.

IF the term applies to a bicycle with hollow felloes, tangent spokes,
hollow cow hern handle-bars, every ounce of metal in "it fine

forged steel, ball bearings to both wheels, and pedals without extra
charge,

THEN!
Yes, then the Overman Wheel Co.

were the first makers of high-grade bi-
cycles on this side of the water. The
Victor Bicycle for 1885 was a machine of

the above description, and was the first American machine to be

furnished with these and other high grade features without addi-
tional charge.

MORE TEXT

BOOKS.

conclusion in the matter.

We would suggest, while on this sub-
ject, that the 1885 catalogues of Ameri-
can makers would give very good testi-

mony as to the "state of the art" at that
date, and if you get a chance to look
them over we think you'll form a correct

LOOK OUT FOR

COUNTERFEITS.

Now there ought to be some way of
bringing current statements (as well as
current coins) to the test occasionally,
to see whether they are genuine, or are
clipped, or distorted way out of all

truthful shape, or even counterfeit en-
tirely. Somebody or other, a while ago, mentioned the style of
pedal rubber now so generally in use, and claimed it as original!
Everybody who remembers, and lots of people do, will know that
the Vidtor Square Rubber Pedal was the original departure from
the old round rubbers formerly used.

COPIED

originality.

Oh, yes, people know a good thing
when they see it, and the square rubber
was soon copied with just variation
enough to give it a slight appearance of

Lots of people use them now.

OUR editorial labors take up the most of our time now, but in
the odd moments we manage to get out a few safeties, proba-

bly more than any other maker in America, and yet we can't get
them fa6t enough.
Have you seen the Victor for '90? Send for catalogue. It's a

good one. Address Overman Wheel Co., care "Veritas," Chicopee
Falls, Mass.
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JOHN P. LOYELL ARfflS CO
BICYCLE MAKERS OF THE
CATALOG

\
S<k

\ DIHMOND

SAFETY
STEEL TUBING, HRQF FQREING-8 and

ZB.A.LXJ BB^.E,insrO-S [TO ALL PABTS.
147 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

SUPPOSE YOU WRNTGD TO BUY M W^COIM.
Hold on ! Now don't make any unholy comparisons,

because sometime you might be sorry you did. If this
wagon was for use, as we will assume, and you wanted
it to carry a ton, and you had some doubts about its

strength, and the maker permitted you to test it, and
you proceeded to do so, how would you do it? How
much load would you put on it? Wou'd you try it with
a hundred pound, or would you trot it around empty?
No? Well, if you should see a man making such a
test what would you call him ? Honor bright now!
Would you seriously consider him except as a freak?
Of course you wouldn't. What has this to do with
Hickory Bicycles? Oh nothing. Only we saw you
testing a pedal that way, that's all. Is any given thing
right simply because a great many persons believe it?

They tell us that ball bearings, wire wheels, and steel
frames are right, because their use is universal. Do
jou defend rum because more dollars are put into it

than is paid for bread? Is chewing tobacco the acme

of asthetic taste simply because many of the world's
best men use it ? "Doyou think you know to-day what
will be the standard in wheels 5 years hence? Oh!
you do, do you? Well, it is lucky that the memory of
man runneth not more than six months . All the railroad
brains got together in Edinburg in iyqi, and "resolved"
that whatever was in doubt, one thing was assured,
namely, that the tradtion of a smooth locomotive wheel
on a smooth rail could never be repended on to pull

trains. How that sounds to-day, doesn't it? And yet
railroading was twice as many years old then as bi-

cycling is now. Of course you would have known
better, but you wasn't born then and Symington and
Watt had to go on their own judgment, which it seems
was defective. Why should the front wheel of a safety
be larger or even as large as the rear one? For the
same reason that a baby sucks his thumb while being
weaned from his accustomed pap, and a few years la er

doesn't want to believe that he ever sucked anything.

The front wheel of a safety s-hould be smaller than ihy
rear one we think, and we can always prove it. Whe
does a man wear buttons on his coat tails? Answer:
For the same reason that he wants the front wheel of
his safety as large as the rear one. Why does he want
the fiont wheel as large? For the same reason that he
has the buttons. There! We'll bet four dollars thit
someone will say this was the result of a disordered
stomach, so we'll tell you the immediate cause of it.

We have just received, through one of our agents, an
order for a Hickory Bicycle from a man who a year
ago was one of the most aggressive enemies the
"wooden cart wheels" ever had. He not only didn't
believe in them himself, but was greatly exasperated to
think that anybody did. Verily, there is more blood in
one such man than in^a whole bushel of turnips.

Yours,

P. S. Col. Sellers was right. No one knows what an air line is until the surveyors go through.

^e^wtora., Mass,

Jersey-Fitting Supporter.

Bicycle Riders, Base Ball
Players, Athletes, Gymnasts
tell us that it is the best and
most satisfactory supporter
made.

Let every Sportsman
Try Them.

Price $1.00. Will send by
mail on receipt of price. Send
size of Waist and Hip.

Send Stamp for Catalogue

No. 884. Heavy Bib.

FULL PANTS.
(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.
Improved

double seat,

strap & pocket.

KNEE PANTS.

(Patented.)

Sio. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

P A I IT I fl Kl We nold Letters Patent for

UAll I I U IN improvement on Pants,
iTights, Supporters, and Support Jacket,

as represented in these cuts. Each garment
jis marked H. & C, Pat. Dec. 3d, '89, and we
'caution all dealers against selling any gar-
jments infringing on these patents. Oar-
jments not bearing our patent mark are
infringements, and parties selling them
{will be held responsible to the extent of the
[law. S^HOLMES & CO.

Athletic and Gymnasium Garments Manufactured by

HOIalKTCS «£ CO., 109 Kingston St., Boston,
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CLOTHIERS

Suits for Wheelmen
IN LARGE VARIETY,

-Manufactured from—

Serges, Blue Flannels,

Corduroys, Homespuns
and Tweeds, in light and
dark mixtures.

NORFOLK
AND

BICYCLE JACKETS,
$5, $6, $7 and S8.

BICYCLE PANTS,
(Single or double seat)

$4 and $5.

A.SHUMAN
RCO.

Manufacturing Retailers,

Washington Street,

(COKNER SUMMER STREET,)

BOSTON.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, tj cents a line. IR-Cash mu*t

accompany the order.Jgt
{gj** Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken. «=J§<!

WANTED—A 54 inch Light Roadster, in good
condition, New Mail preferred, in exchange for

new safely, any prominent make. HOWARD B.
SMITH, BufTdo, N.Y.

FOR SALE—48-inch Special Star, 2-3 nickeled, h.
frame and balls for $50; also 39x24 Special Star,

almost new, 2-3 nickeled, balls, h. frame and bars, Star
touring bag and luggage carrier, for $90. Address
DR. G. E. DOW, 507 '-2 Congress St., Portland, Me.

Ci t f\f\ CASH will buy a full nickeled "Eagle."
q?JL\J\J Bought last fall. Used very little. As
jjood as new. E. R. HOLMES. West Winsted, Conn.
KODAK for sale at great reduction. Address DR.

R., 150 E. 60 St., New York.

Ct.

BRAND NEW American Rambler for sale
for only $105. Address H. W. CASE, Ansonia,

SWIFT and Ormonde Safeties, new, original crates,
$125.00. One each. H. B. SMITH, Buffalo, N. Y.

ifiiO"! or best offer above will secure my 55-inch '89
<&*sX Columbia Light Roadster. Cost $130. Almost

|

new. Ridden but little. No better or handsomer wheel '

made. In crate, charges prepaid. T. E. TENNEY,
Oberlin, Ohio.

ODAK CAMERA—For sale. Cash offer. In-
cluding 2 extra roils of film (200). Ai condition.

S. B., 9 E. 62 St., N. Y. City.

<t2*>^> £Lfl SAVED. Bran new Columbia L ght
qP^^.tJKJ Roadster. 49-inch, lull nickeled,
latest pattern, for $110. Regular price $132.50. P.J.
A., Box 364, Fort Wayne, Ind.

RACER, 21 lb., genuine Beeston Humber, stiff and
true, balls to head, wheels, rat-trap ball pedals,

racing saddle, complete, $42.50. G. W. WALTER,
61 Winder Bldg., Washington, D. C
tffe (7 K f\(\—'89 Colum. L. Roadster, 51 inch, lamp,
<JP«eJ.vFVF bell, tools. Balls all over. Mould I

mark not worn off tire. WM. H. GARNGARS, 1616 I

Brandywine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

s
u
p
p
L
I

E
S

FOR SALE—At about 1-3 cost. One 4S-inch light
roadster Star Bicycle, in fine condition, hollow

frame, handle bar, and levers. Cost $140. Address
C. H. TOWNSEND. Willimantic, Conn.

FOR SALE—$40 each or $75 for both, 2 tricycles,

both in good order, one Columbia, one Singer
Traveler. Can be seen at 50 Virginia St., Dorchester,
Mass.
l"OQA Pattern Warwick Perfection Safety, just
-1-CJ *J\J received, not uncrated. Warranted.
Delivered free in N. E. Price only $125. Sickness
prevents my keeping it. Address H. W., care
Bicycling World Office.

IG BARGAINS—One 50-inch Viiftor, one forty-
seven pound tricycle, one brand new Ladies' high

grade bicycle, at second-hand price. Write for partic
u ars to Drawer X, Holyoke, Mass.

OR SALE—New Mail Safety, iSS

$100. EVERETT W. STONI
Avenue, Medford.

ANTED—A 50-inch Eagle bicycle. FRANK
LEINBACH, No. 20,271, Denver, Pa.

pattern, price
10 Highland

w
BARGAINS—51 and 53 inch Col. L. R's, $65 each.

Crescent Safety, balls all over, $75. O. W.
SWIFT, Danbury, Conn.

ARGAINS—One 54 Light Roadster, one 54 Expert,
and one 56 Expert, all Columbia, full nickel, and

all balls machines^, 18S9 pattern, just like_new. Your
choice for $ico. Write quick
Jefferson, Iowa.

W. M. FERGUSON,

J^Q-INCH Columbia L. Roadster, 'S8 pattern, ex-
Jt %J cellent condition, lamp and bell. H. G. G.
RUPP, 551 N. 16 St., Philadelphia, Pa.

i

i

QAFBTT TANDEM," new, for sale cheap; also^ a "Tandem Tricycle" and a few "Safety Bicy-
cles." SAMUEL CLARK, 161 Franklin St., Boston.

CYCLOMETERS—I have several~"Butcher" Cy-
clometers, 10,coo-mile pattern, for sale cheap, or ex-

change for other goods. Write me. J. W. BADGER,
6 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass.

± K -INCH SPECIAL STAR BICYCLE, in first-
^t*J class condition, for $70. Cost, last season,
$117.50. Enameled. H. B. WIESE, Bordentown,
N.T.

FOR SALE—A Columbia Tandem Safety, in first-

class condition. Address G J. McARTHUR, 23
Union St., Boston, Mass.

wINDLE'S 54-INCH VICTOR racer tor sale
by FRED. P. HAMMES, Uticn, N. Y.

C
-
OLUM BIA L VI) I KS' TKIC VCLE, goo 1 as new.
Address JOHN F. SIMONS, 611 Sansom street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.'S

TOURING CAP.
Light and comfortable, is made

entirely of wool, without pasteboard

or sweatband ; in navy or color.

Leather visor. By mail, Price 75c.

GENERAL AGENTS
—FOR THE-

COLUMBJAS, PSYCHOS,
STARS, HARTFORJDS,

J. & G.'s, CRESCENTS,
VICTORS, GALES, JUNIORS,

And all other First-Class Makes.

Very Large Stock of

Second-Hand Wheels
Send for printed list.

Send for our Unabridged

Illustrated Catalogue,
Now being mailed free.

LIVE AGENTS WAITED
To take up Territory

IN STATE OF NEW JERSEY.
Write for particulars.

Manufacturers and Importers of

CYCLINC GOODS.

Complete Repair Stiop.

Howard A> Smith $ Co.,
Cor. Broad and Bridge Sts.,

NSWHRK, - N.J.
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fl Positive Cafe

for all Cyclists suffering* from,

or are likely to suffer from, the

effects of vibration in all parts

of the body.

SWIFT SAFETY, SPRING FRAME, $145.

It is $10 more than other high-grade wheels. We know it! Is it not worth

$10 extra to be free from the continued jarring when you are riding?

SZEHSTID FOB C^T^LOGrTTIE.
NEW YORK:

J. R. JUDD & CO.,
IOI W. 36th St.

CHICAGO:
STOKES MFG. CO.,

293 Wabash Ave.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Boston, Moss.

MAI
offered as the He^GOOD AGENTS WANTED.
HANDSOMEST

-AND-

BEST + SAFETY
YET PRODUCED.

Spring fork; very easy. Ours is a

diredt vertical spring, allowing front

wheel to run perfectly true. No yield-

ing of lorks sideways. A coiled spring
inside fork column.
Rear axle band brake (cannot spat-

ter mud on chain), very powerful.
The only wheel with Trigwell's

Patent Ball Head. All parts inter-

changeable. An American made wheel
for American wheelmen.

Surely send for Catalogue

SOLE NEW ENGLAND AGENTS
-F=OF2 THS-

Little Giant Boys' Safety

$35

Notice graceful Handle Bars.
and see it.

WILLIAM READ & SONS, - - 107 Washington St., Boston.
ESTABLISHED 1826.
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r
I "HERE seems still to be uncertainty in the minds of some of
* our contemporaries and the Division officers, as to the posi-

tion of the Divisions and District Racing Boards, on the question

of methods for defraying expenses under the new racing rules. Let

us see once more if we can clearly lay down the position of the two

bodies in this matter.

We do not mean to say that Divisions must ratify the new racing

rules, but we did wish to say that it would be an excellent and de-

sirable thing for them to do. In that case the District Racing
Boards would then know where to find each Division on the money
question. There is no compulsion about it, in fact there could be

none. The only power that can properly assess the Divisions is

by vote of the National Assembly. The Racing Board cannot, ol

course, compel Divisions to pay anything towards the expenses ol

racing men.
The matter of raising funds for the expenses of racing men is

entirely in the hands of the District Racing Boards, and in case

the Divisions do not facilitate matters and make things easy for

the District Board by voting to provide certain sums, then the

District Board must devise other wajs and means to secure the

necessary coin. The responsibility rests with the members of the

District Racirg Board to raise the funds, it therefore would be well

to suggest to the District Racing Boards that they bestir them-
selves in getting the Divisions to ratify and share expense, and in

our making the suggestion to the Divisions we may have assumed
prerogatives, which rightly and exclusively belong to the District

Boards.

Ratification or not, the championships will be run a6 laid down
in the new rules, and the burden of raising the necessary funds

rests entirely with the District Racing Boards. Now, will the

Divisions as Divisions make the burden a light one or not?

TN these days of big clubs and palatial club houses we often ask
-* ourselves if the real enjoyment of cycle club life is to be gotten

out of these big organizations and splendid quarters? There is

much to be said in favor of large membership and luxurious quar-

ters, but we think history will bear us out in saying that in a ma-
jority of. cases the moment a club's membership runs up into the

hundreds that moment the disturbing element of cliques, conten-

tions and rival interests is very likely to make club harmony and

club government a very difficult affair.

In the smaller clubs of say fifty to seventy-five membership, there

is more of the "family feeling," more esprit de corps, every mem-
ber knows his fellow member, and each one feeh that he is an im-

portant factor in the success of his club, instead of being a very

small drop in a bucket of larger and more sumptuous dimensions.

This editorial is not written in the spirit of discouragement to

those clubs which have reached the pinnacle of their ambition and

are happy in the possession of a big membership and grand

quarters, all honor, harmony and happiness be their reward for the

hard work and enterprise, but we do raise a warning voice to the

small clubs which are anxious to expand into luxurious quarters,

and increase its membership. Think before you do it; for our

part the quiet, small, strictly cycling club has pleasures for us that

the more pretentious organizations could never contain.

THE PRESS CLUB SMOKER.

"The pipe, with solemn, interposing puff,

Makes half a sentence at a time enough;
The dozing sages drop the drowsy strain,

Then pause, and puff, and speak, and pause again."
— Cowper.

The picture thus conjured up by Cowper represents the scene
(barring the "drowsy" part) at the office of W. W. Stall,

last week Friday night, on the occasion of the smoker and recep-
tion tendered the Boston Press Cycle Club. Some one score and
ten sage members of the Press Club sat in mystic circle, each man
armed with a full length "clay," charged with a bowl full of the most
fragrant cut plug. There was a lot of "puffing," a heap of "speak-
ing," and mighty little "pausing," "solemnity," or "drowsiness" in
that conclave. Good stories were told and most excellent music
was listened to, and last but by no means least, was a delicious

supper served. Among the more prominent of the guests was the
good old "bull pup," Bess, and of course Doc. Kendall. The mem-
bers of the Press Club were out in full force, and besides these we
noticed Captain A. W. Robinson, Captain Cubberly, Representa-
tive Pillsbury and others.

The music was very fine, and was furnished by Captain A. W.
Flint, Lieutenant E. A. Wilkins and Messrs. F. A. Hunt and G. E.
Dunbar, composing the Wakefield Bicvcle, Mandolin and Guitar
Club.
Mr. Stanley Clemens sang "Nancy Lee" and other selections in a

most acceptable style. A break was made at 11 P. M., for trains

for the out-of-town visitors, and the party dispersed well pleased
with the hospitality received at the hands of good old Stall.

THE GREAT ANNUAL IRVINGTON-MILBURN 25-MILE

RACE.

Mr. A. B. Barkman is now actively engaged in preparing for

the great annual 25-mile h ndicap road race to be held over the
Irvington-Milburn course on Decoration Day. Road riders all over
the country should rt member that this is one of the most importan
road racing events of the cycling year, and it is an undoubted fact

that the wonderful success which has attended Mr. Barkman's
management of the past events, will be a big factor in making the
1S90 race a still greater success. For entry blanks and particulars

address Mr. A. B. Barkman, z\\ Broadway, New York City.
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assembled for that special purpose, cheered the plucky militiamen
to the echo.

BOSTON NOTES.

" TONEY."

The majority of Massachusetts wheel-
men waited until Sunday to take their fir6t

ride of the season, and they are by no
means sorry for so doing, as the "clerk of
the weather" looked down with beaming
countenance on the busy world below.

Both the roads and atmosphere were in as good a condition as could
be desired, and barring the heavy head winds that prevailed, one
could not have wished for a better day. At the reservoir, the place
where cyclists most do congregate, was what remains of that grand
old Massachusetts Club, minus its Captain, who was ill in bed. A
little gathering of wheelmen were discussing whether the em-
broidered letter "T" on the lapel of the coat worn by a member of
the Somerville Club signified "Tramp" or "Treasurer," and finally

a committee of one was appointed to investigate the affair and re-

port immediately after so doing. The committee performed its

duties and reported that the gentleman in question was the Treas-
urer of the Somerville Cycle Club, and furthermore that the social

officers of that organization had the first letter of their title em-
broidered on their cycling clothes. But these are not all the wheel-
men that gathered about the old favorite rendezvous, as Capt.
Robinson of the Rovers, and Capt. Kehew of the Cambridgeport
Clubs were therewith a number of their followers, and the Newton,
Somerville, Jamaica Plain, Boston and other organizations were
represented.

The members of the Somerville Cycle Club have long been dis-

satisfied with their present quarters on Winter Hill, and have been
discussing the advisability of either renting or building a new club
house. Knowing that the erection of a house would be beyond
their means, they appointed a committee to look around for new
quarters, and that committee hearing that a new building was to be
constructed on the corners of Medford and Pearl streets, near the

Winter Hill station, it made arrangements whereby the club will

have the entire second floorf built as it desires. It is proposed to

have the room fitted up in the latest improved manner, and if pos-

sible make them far more pleasant and comfortable than any wheel
club rooms in the State. This club has the reputation of being the

leading club in road affairs in the State, although Capt. Kehew of

the Cambridgeport Club questions the fact. On the first run of the

season the club turned out about twenty members, and although
there was no club run called for Sunday, several members repre-

sented the club on the road.

The Cambridgeport Club generally manages to turn out a goodly
number of riders on club runs, and on the afternoon spin of last

Sunday some fifteen members participated, including the major
portion of the officers.

The Charlestown Rovers gave a full dress rehearsal of their min •

strel show in Association Hall on Wednesday evening, and the

members said their "little ditties" to the entire satisfaction of

"Band Master" Hall.

As was stated in my last letter, the touring committee of the

Division is hard at work preparing for a tour to the Niagara Meet.

It has already been decided that if arrangements for the proposed
tour are consummated, the start will be from Buffalo [Does not our
correspondent mean Albany?

—

Ed.] and not from New York as was
first contemplated. Capt. Cubberly of the committee left for a trip

West during the week, and while there will talk the matter over

with several officials of other States and find out what are the best

roads and hotels to stop at while on the trip.

The wheelmen of Boston 6eem to be much pleased with the idea

of holding the annual spring meet of the Division at Worcester on
Decoration Day, as it will give them an opportunity of meeting
their Worcester brethren, and also of attending the annual races of

the home club.

Ten members of Company H, First Regiment Infantry went
through a bicycle drill at the annual party of that organization in

Chelsea last Tuesday evening. As they turned by company front,

fours and by single file, the Governor, Adjutant-General, other

military gentlemen, and the members of the Chelsea Ramblers,

NEW YORK.

• HA WKSHA W:

How few riders there are who when up-
on the road, think that their appearance
there is somewhat in the light of an ob-
ject lesson to the public, ajid that in con-
sequence they should endeavor \p show
the onlooker what a pleasure cycling really

is ! Unfortunately most wheelmen when once they are mounted and
off, seem to forget this fact, and by costume, carelessness, and bad
riding form, often cause unfavorable criticism from the observant
public, instead of praise. To practice form, i. e., to ride gracefully
and easily, was one of the first lessons I ever received in wheeling,
and that I profited no more than I have, was purely my own fault,

and not that of my teacher, as I had as a preceptor in this, one of
the best exponents of all that is worthy of admiration in cycling
that I have ever seen, and that man is the "Old Vet," W. R. Pit-

man. In my first road rides, I had him for a companion, and he
never failed to remind me that to ride well and easily was the best
and surest way of advancing the cause of wheeling. Many and
many a time, when he and 1 have been on a steady grind, up a
heart-breaking hill, or endeavoring to force our wheels through a
bad spot in the road, has he cautioned me, as we approached a
pedestrian or driver, to hide from their scoffing eyes every evidence
that I could of the labor I was doing, and often have I tried to do
so, with a smile upon my lips, when my heart and lungs seemed
threatening to tear themselves to pieces from the exertion I was
making. The "Old Vet" was right though; when an observer see6
a rider bending over his wheel, eVery muscle and line in his face

and body tensioned and straining with the labors he is making, the
onlooker is certainly not tempted to take up riding from any ad-
miration he may have for its ease and grace, as shown him by such
an example; but let a rider come by, causing each stroke of his legs

to tell their tale in the propulsion of the wheel, making perhaps
less speed than the "scorcher," but making his headway with ease
and grace, and if the observer be not then taken with cycling, it is

because he never will be. Understand me, I do not mean that men
"should ride to the grand stand," i. e., be constantly on parade as it

were, but I do want to convince my readers that appropriate dress,

abandonment of the nose grinding position on a wheel, and an en-
deavor to disguise the punishment of a long up grade or a bad road,
are three things that constitute what I call good riding form, and
will win for those who exhibit it and for cycling, the plaudits of all

those from whom praise is wanted, or worth having.

Few persons who glance over the pages of the World each
week, have any idea or appreciation of the labor that has been em-
ployed in spreading before them a diary of the week's wheel doings,
from all over the world. I do not refer to any other than the
purely literary labor involved. To fill each and every column of

this paper takes nearly four fools-cap pages of closely written man-
uscript and when one multiplies the number of columns in the
paper by four, and as a result sees the number of pages of copy
that the editor has to wade through and endeavor to get into read-

able shape, a faint idea begins to dawn on one of the labor involved.

How often have I heard a reader pick up a wheel paper, and after

glancing over it, throw it aside with some damnatory remark of
dispraise, when in almost every case the critic would be himself
unable to either write, correct, or correctly write, one column of
copy to save his soul. To any one who has tried the trade, profes-

sion or pastime, call it which you wijl, of journalism, reporting or

"copy grinding," such critics as the foregoing are not valued very

highly, in fact they are not valued at all. It is easy enough to pro-

duce copy when one has a choice or variety of subjects, but when you
are kept down to only one thing,day after day, week after week, year
after year, as in cycling literature for instance, the copy producing
capabilities of the brain are soon reduced to a minimum. Take my
own case as an example, I am, I think, the Nestor of American
wheel writers, there being to day, not one regular writer upon the

wheeling press in this country who was there when I started, I

have therefore during the past eight years and over, written column
upon column of stuff relative to cycling, viewing it from every

possible and impossible point, past, present, and future ; I have sung
its praises, damned its enemies, and indulged in its politics,

mourned over its failures, rejoiced over its success, encouraged its

defenders, derided its enemies, and in a thousand other ways turned

the kaleidoscope df cycling round and round to secure new pictures

for the eyes of the reader, and yet I am expected to write for them to-

day just as many and as novel bits of reading matter as though for

nearly nine years I had not been constantly doing so for them upon
the one subject of cycling. Therefore, kind reader, and would-be

critic, be lenient with those who like myself, fail sometimes to des-

troy fair paper and good .pens in a satisfactory manner to you. You
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can see how hard up I must be for copy at this very moment, when
I sit down and use up nearly my entire space this week in telling

you about the shortage, but then you see, " there are tricks in every
trade but ours" and we don't have any, because our readers are

always so shrewd that they never fail to discover trickery, so there

would be neither gain nor glory in attempting to impose anything
upon them.

One summer I was beguiled into spending a few weeks' vacation

back in the country, trying to convince myself that the canned
vegetables I got there were better than those I had in the city, be-

cause they were more poorly cooked and of a cheaper variety than
I had been used to. That I failed as others have has nothing, how-
ever, to do with this story. On the adjoining farm to where I was
stopping, lived, or rather vegetated, an ancient "hay Reuben,"
whose face was ornamented with a set of straggling whiskers that

looked like fine-cut chewing tobacco, and which caused the city

boarders at our place, to nickname "Old Lilacs." Now "Old
Lilacs" had a mare that was as skittish as he was seriate, and as

hard mouthed as her owner was hard headed. Notwithstanding the

fact that whenever she felt inclined she used to take the bit between
her teeth and run away, dumping her owner out if it suited her, the

old man always saidshe was just as gentle as a kitten, though he never
did say just whar kind of a kitten he referred to. He said she would
not !C ra at anything on earth, except one, and that one was a bi-

cycle, 60 you can just imagine how much "Old Lilacs" liked our
party of three, each with a wheel. One day, when returning from
the village, where he had taken more than one drink of apple Jack,
the mare several times gave "Old Lilacs" notice that she was bent
on mischief, but he failed to take the hint. All of a sudden there
was a snort, a jump and an upset all mixed up in one, and the mare
with the wagon sped towards home, at a mile a minute gait. "Old
Lilacs" gathered himself together, and began to look around for

the bicycle, which was the only thing he claimed would scare
his mare, but he couldn't see any signs of one, and he was at

a loss to explain the sudden departure of his favorite animal, until

his eye happened to rest upon a sign freshly painted upon a neigh-
boring fence, then a smile of contentment and knowledge came
upon his face, as he muttered, "I knowed that are mare must 'a

seed one of them bysickels or she wouldn't got so almighty scared."
The sign read, "Buy Calcutta Cycles." That was a mighty know-
ing mare, wasn't she?

The Columbia Cvclers held their first

PENNSYLVANIA. l
m °k" ««» *thle&!

;
entertainment

:
on

Saturday night, April 5th, in the riding

''ARIEL" school of Strong & Green, North Broad
street, back of which the club rooms are
located. The affair was a remarkably

successful one, both in point of events and numbers, there being
representatives from nearly all the local clubs, a number of the
Century and Wissahickon men attending in a body. Sparring and
wrestling cons-tituted the principal attractions of the evening, some
well-known talent appearing in each, and lest their guests should
go dry the hospitable entertainers had provided, in the rear room,
a barrel of most excellent cider, with pretzels as an accompani-
ment. The last event of the evening was a polo match on Eagle
bicycles, between Messrs. John Hazleton and Edwin Roe, of the
club, whose clever work with theirmachines elicited much applause.
It was a close game, but Mr Hazleton finally won with three goals
out of five. The Columbia Cyclers are one of the thriving young
clubs springing up in the vicinity of Broad and Culumbia avenue,
and are rapidly growing.

With so many ladies riding in Philadelphia, it was only a matter
of time before an organization for their exclusive benefit would be
formed, and on Saturday night, at the residence of Miss Dunbar,
Sixteenth and Park avenue, the "Fairmount Lady Cyclers" began
its life, with some twenty-odd names at the start. The officers
elected were as follows : President, Miss E. A. Dunbar; Vice Presi-
dent; Mri. Charles Sulzner; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss C. V.
Westacott; Captain, Mrs. C. W. Dalsen ; Lieutenant, Miss Ida
Barnes. For the present the monthly meetings will be held at the
houses of the various members, but club runs are to be regularly
called, and the youngest and fairest of Philadelphia's c\ cling organi-
zation's new color—deep orange—will soon be a famifiar figure on
the road.

Many times the question has been asked, of what good are the As-
sociated Clubs? Well, that organization recently succeeded, in con-
nection with the efforts of the Chief Consul, in having some of the
objectionable restrictions relative to the use 01 cycles in Fairmount
Park removed ; and the Philadelphia, Newtown and New York
Railroad has just rescinded the order making charges for bicycles,
the association having taken up that matter.

Arrangements for the Division meet in June are being rapidly
pushed, and all the committees will be announced this week. The
endeavor has been made to give all the clubs as equal a representa-
tion as possible, while at the same time making the appointments
of such well-known business men whose especial fitness and ex-

perience for the work could not fail to materially aid the success of

the movement. It must be borne in mind that the older organiza-
tions have more men of this class than the younger clubs ; hence
the principal appointments must come from their ranks.

In the appointment of Mr. George D. Gideon to the National
Racing Board, President Dunn has not only paid a graceful tribute

to the Division, but has made the best selection possible. It i6,

emphatically, the right man in the right place.

Nearly all of the city clubs will wind up the social season in a
blaze of glory. Century gives the annual club dinner at Reiss'

restaurant, on 22d inst. (by the way, at their last meeting this club
decided to limit it adtive membership to 200 and its associate to

50) ; South End has a full dress ball at St. George's Hall this

month, and Pennsylvania also has a full dress affair.

The regular monthly meeting of the

PFORTA TT T
Peoria Bycycle Club will be held next Mon-

' ' day evening, at which Mmethe regular tour-

" CYCT np<i " nament committee will be chosen and
instructed to take up the labor of raising

funds and making all the necessary arrange-
ments for our second annual tournament, at once. It is proposed
to make the canvass this year for cash only, and the prizes can then
be selected and purchased by the committee themselves, which will

assure contestants of a much better class of prizes than those of
last year. It is also proposed to offer a "full line" of special

prizes for Eastern and Western flyers, breaking of records, etc.

Mr. Owen Eyeman of McPherson, Kan., is doing a little

touring awheel, combining pleasure with business. He writes a

friend here that he rode from Scott City to Garden City the other
day in two hours and forty minutes, distance forty miles, and the
roads like a floor. What a heavenly country that must be for a
wheelman ; why, a man couldn't ride forty miles in Illinois just

now in two months, but let us hope that the movement of the Illi-

nois Division to form an Illinois State Road Improvement Associ-
ation will meet with the encouragement it deserves, and that we
shall soon derive some benefit from it. The Kankakee Valley Hor-
ticultural Society brought the matter up in open meeting a few
days ago, and voted unanimously to join the association that is

being formed by the wheelmen of this State for the improvement
of public highways in a body as soon as organized. This is an
encouraging sign surely, and it is only one of many. The report of
Mr. Nichols, Chairman of the Committee on Road Improvements,
will doubtless overflow with encouragement to the Division.

CHICAGO.

THE STROLLER.

The Lincolns have been taking a
hand in politics, our recent local elec-

tion giving them the opportunity to do
so. One of their members was nomi-
nated for a local office and thought he
ought to be elected. His club mates

thought the same and they immediately proceeded to boom him
with the usual brass band and band wagon accompaniments. In
fact every one on the North Side knows all about the Lincoln Club
now. And what is more they succeeded in electing their man by a
fair majority, and the club is entitled to the credit of his election.

The Illinois Club have finally perfected arrangements by which
they will have a club house built for them on Washington Boule-
vard. The same to be ready for them at an early date and to be a
marvel of completeness when finished.

A drizzling rain spoiled the Easter riding for us in the after-

noon, although the forenoon was enjoyed by many wheelmen.
Sherman of the Chicago's has chanced his mount this year from

a safety to an ordinary, and it is gently whispered around that Sher-
man's march to the sea was as nothing when compared with Sher-
man's grand and lofty tumbling on the first day's struggle with the
ordinary.

The Chicago's vs Lincoln Billiard Tournament has been won by
the three C's representative, and now comes the pool and baseball
contests. Roger Hall says the Lincolns will come out victorious
in these contests, while "Twinkle" sighs and says he hopes so.

The ex-president of the Chicagos has an "ad" in the last num-
ber of a local cycling paper that is a startling commentary on the
manners of many of hi6 club mates, unless, indeed, he refers to the
eating capacity of " Our Win " and " Bro. Geo."
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The Englewood Club netted something like $450 lrom their

raffle. Quite a nest egg, which will be carefully set aside as the
nucleus of a building fund, as they are ambitious to own their own
club house in the near future.

In commenting on the article

NEW JERSEY NOTES. Lubli?hed t1!
n

?*. BeTtel^J March 19th, stating that "the

"NITRAM " Rutherford Wheelmen have about
gone under," I should like to say
that this club is very much alive

for a club that has gone under. The Bearings probably got their
information from some very unreliable source. The club has of
late been in a very torpid condition it is true, but that was simply
"the calm before the storm." Within the past few weeks, how-
ever, fresh interest has been awakened, and hopes are entertained
of a marked improvement this season. A very enthusiastic meet-
ing was held last week, and a new Board of Officers was elected.

Six members were expelled from the club at a recent meeting,
and their names were ordered published. [Our correspondent
sends us the names of the six but we decline to publish them. In
the first place we doubt the good taste of publishing these names,
and next we refuse to hold up to contumely any man, unless we are
personally satisfied that such action is justifiable.

—

Ed.] The talk
of the club has been one of the expelled member's recent escapade
with the Hancock medal. This was a diamond centre gold medal
given to the old Rutherford Wheelmen, now the Rutherford Field
Club, by Hancock Council A. L. of H., to be ridden for semi-
yearly, and to become the property of the rider winning it three
times in succession. This expelled member, who won it last
spring, took it away with him. He "hocked" it and then sold the
ticket. The purchaser redeemed the prize, took the diamond out
and melted the medal. This expelled member came here to defend
the medal, and was defeated by the ever-popular F. N. Burgess, and
so the story came out.

At a meeting of the Rambling

BRIDGEPORT CONN Wheelmen held April 2d, the semi-
'

' annual election of officers took

"NOSTAW " place. The meeting was a very en-
thusiastic one ; a letter was read from
Chief Consul Post regarding the

many advantages obtained by becoming a League club and the
matter will be brought up and voted upon at the next meeting.
The members of the club seemed entirely in favor ot the new prop-
osition and the Rambling Wheelmen will undoubtedly be the next
•club in Connecticut to join the L. A. W. ranks.

The Rambling Wheelmen will hold their 3d annual meet in this
city on Decoration Day. This event bids fair to rival all efforts ot
this club in previous years.

The number of lady riders of the safety this year is surprisingly
large. Nearly every day we now see some fair friend most unexpect-
edly come out mounted on a safety. For health, vigor, and ruddy
cheeks nothing is its equal. Who ever heard a wheelman disparage
the sport or say he had received no benefit therefrom ? In all my
experience I have never met a single one who was so (myopic) as
to let such phrase pass his lips.

DETROIT, MICH.

"JUDGE."

Although cyclists at large have
not known much lately about what
was going on in the " City of the
Straits," things have been going on
all the time and I am very happy
to state " going on" in the right

direction. All winter the Star Club members have enjoyed to the
utmost the pretty little club rooms at 89 Miami avenue; many a
good time have the Star boys had; theatre parties, pleasant enter-
tainments, have helped to pass a rather disagreeable winter.

What were the Detroit Bicycle Club members doing all this

time? Well, they were talking quietly amongst themselves about
"reorganizing." They were perfectly aware of the fact that for the

past two seasons they have been (to put it mildly) rather slow. A
meeting for the purpose of reorganizing was called ; a letter from
Mr. Bassett was read as to their right to a change of name and as

he (Mr. Bassett) stated the change could be made if it was not a
new organization, the name was changed to the "The Detroit
Wheelman." The club did not wish to lose its League standing, as
it is the twelfth oldest club in the L. A. W. New members are
coming in rapidly and the success of the club is assured. I shall

keep the readers of the World informed as to wheeling matters in

this vicinity to the best of my ability, only don't expect too mnch
of me. We can't all be Hawkshaws, you know. Without doubt,
Mr. Hawkshaw's notes are the best that appear in any wheeling
paper in this country. I have enjoyed them very much (of course
it is hardly necessary to say I mean Hawkshaw of New York) !

BALTIMORE.

"NORVAL."

The Hagerstown, Md. , Globe says:Our
local wheelmen have been able to enjoy
the exhilarating pleasure of cycling almost
without interruption the entire winter sea-

son. The fact is likewise remarkable.
Even on occasions when the ground was

slightly frozen, and at one time when snow covered the ground, be-

ginners were seen practicing on new mounts and veterans were
seen spinning through the streets. Possibly it will be j'ears before
6uch a piivilege will again be enjoyable in this latitude. But, with
an average season, there are only a few months in the year that
wheeling is not a pleasure in and around Hagerstown.

A good track fit for training and fast time is especially wanted
by the wheelmen here.

All new members joining the Maryland Division, L. A. W. , will

be furnished with a road book until the present supply is exhausted.

On Saturday, April 5th, John F. Oldfield succeeded in climbing
Tower Hill, Druid Hill Park, on his bicycle. This path is very
6teep and leads from Mt. Royal avenue to Druid Lake. Few wheel-
men ever attempted to climb it. Mr. Oldfield accomplished the

extraordinary act in the presence of several officers of the Park.

A new club will probably be organized in the northern part ot

the city in the near future. Already twenty-five have signified their

intentions of joining, and soon as twenty-five more join, the club

will be incorporated. Baltimore then will have the honor of having
seven clubs.

Mr. Thomas Lightcap, late a member of the Hagerstown, Md.,
Club, died at Hagerstown on Thursday night, April 3d. Several

members of the Hagerstown Club attended the funeral of the de-

ceased, which took place on Friday, April 4th, from his parent's

residence at Chambersburg, Pa.

Among the recent events in this city, oc-

'iVRACTT'iF curred the death of Mrs. Milton S. Weaver,
' wife of an active member of the Syracuse Cv-

iicAjTjijA » cling Club. This was the nearest to an in-
J-1J>'A -

vasion by the dark enemy into the clubs' ranks
since its organization five years ago. A dele-

gation of wheelmen attended the funeral and the club expressed its

sympathy by sending a large floral tribute. Mrs. Weaver would
have ridden a safety this season had she lived.

The past week has brought sunshine and dry streets to us again,

and cycling has revived considerably. Our only street of asphalt is

blue with bicyclers every afternoon. Nearly all of the ordinary
wheels in this city are for sale, the owners being desirous of pur-

chasing safeties.

It has been the custom of the Syracuse Cycling Club to enjoy a

club run or an excursion of some kind every year on Decoration
Day. "Where shall we go this year?" is being asked, and Avery
always answers "Rome." The Rome Bicycle Club has extended
an invitation for that date to join in their tournament. It is said

the Cortland County Cycling Club is arranging for a race meet on
Decoration Day. The choice undoubtedly lies between these two
places.

Lady bicycle rider No. 2 has been discovered in Syracuse. She
is the wife of A. L. Bradley of the Syracuse Cycling Club. It is

claimed on good authority that Mrs. Bradley learned to ride before

Mrs. G. H. Harris who was supposed to be the first lady cyclist in

the city.

NEWS .

At a special town meeting held recently

in the town of Newtown, Ct., it was re-

solved : That, the selectmen be authorized

.. »rr. ^^.^i^mrT to macadamize the main road of the townAND COMMENT. from the head of the street to the depot
(about two miles) at a cost not to exceed

$4500. Work to begin as soon as practicable. Thus the good
work goes merrily on. May we live to see the entire list of towns
in Connecticut follow in the steps of the enterprisinj citizens of

this beautiful town and build good roads, which shall not only

prove a source of pleasure but of profit as well.

Among the most prominent of St. Louis' fast men on track, road

and hill are named, George Tivy, Percy Stone, H. C. Wolzendorf,

Captain Jordan, Hal Greenwood, George Wilder and Bert Taylor.
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# \ZIBRMTION *
is one of the ills that the average cycler falls heir to,

-JL2sTX>

ANTI-VIBRATORS
are what cycle makers have been striving to produce.

With what success, we leave the wheelmen to judge.

Now Ave have not tried to get up any patent, new fangled anti-vibrator

for the Eagle.

In the first place we don't need to.

In the second place—well, we think the first reason is good enough, and
we will not give any other.

There is no vibration to the rider of the Eagle, that is, no more than
there is to a man when he is walking or running

The Eagle is nothing more than a -walking machine, on which the rider

walks or runs on the pedals.

Now Nature has provided the man with a good set of anti-vibrators in
the muscles of his legs and ankles, and as we don't pretend to improve on
Nature, we have left well enough alone.

A little study of the construction of the Eagle will show that all the
vibration to the rider is taken up by his legs and ankles, and a practical
trial proves that the Eagle can be ridden on a rough road with more ease
and smoothness than any other wheel.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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Speaking of Spring frames.

How much cord wood could a man saw with a Spring

Frame Buck Saw, as compared with the man who uses

the Saw with a proper frame?

ROVERS are built with proper frames.

We handle five styles, ranging in weight from 38 to

48 pounds. They all start from the word go, and get

there.

See Oxii* Catalogue before jron tovi^r a Bicycle.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO, Sole Importers,

BB STATE ST., - - OHICAQO, IXjXj.

Another Original Feature of THE AMERICAN RAMBLER
is its Ball Bearing Head.

The balls in which are located at both upper

and lower ends, and which are rendered dust

proof by a new and unique device, arranged in

such a way that the oil channel is exposed only

when the handle bar is turned at right angles

to its usual position. The head is reinforced at

its lower end, doubling its power for resisting

strains, and the distance between the series of

balls is double that of the average steering

head. This makes the -joint extremely rigid

sideways, yet perfectly free to turn, and, at the

same time, twice as durable as the shorter

joints, on the same principle that two hinges

on a door are superior to one. The adjust-

ment, too, is another noteworthy feature of

this ball bearing head. It requires no lock

if nut and can be instantly made tight or loose,

as may be required, by the moving of a single

clamp screw.

GORMUl^I/Y «& JBFFBRY MI^O. CO.,
NEW ENGLAND BRANCH HOUSE

:

FACTORY

:

178 COLUMBUS AVENUE, 222-228 FRANKLIN STREET,
BOSTON, MASS. CHICAGO, ILL.
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Chief Consul Bull of New York State has issued a most
attractive card, printed in purple and red, to the trade, clubs and
hotels. To the card are attached application blanks for member-
ship to the L. A. W. It is a capital idea, and the card i6one that is

bound to attract attention and secure members.

Fast Day was a great cycling day in New England. The air

was balmy in most sections and the roads from good to fair. The
roads round Boston and vicinity just swarmed with riders, and if

any one who thinks "Cycling is on the decline," had been on the

boulevard on Fast Day they would have changed their mind6. The
safeties were vastly in the majority.

The Scientific American in treating of the all-absorbing question
of Road Improvement quotes Prof. Jenks of Know College, Illinois.

If every farmer and country store keeper would only lay the pro-

fessors words to heart and realize how true these are, no stronger
argument would be needed. "Professor Jenks argues that with
good permanent roads freight could often be hauled ten miles on
wagons cheaper than it could be taken one mile on a dirt road to a
railway station, unloaded, put on the cars, and carried to its desti-

nation. Of the social influences of good roads he says that ' a large

part of the mental inspiration of the farmers depends upon their

ability to attend church, lectures, concerts, and social gatherings at

a distance; and really good roads, by enabling them to go so much
more easily, would doubtless raise the whole intellectual tone of the

farming community, besides keeping within the healthful influence

of the farm, many who are now forced into the towns."

The new athletic grounds at the St. Joseph (Mo.), Exposition
Grounds will be opened April 20, with general sports. The first

event will be a two mile handicap, free for all, with twenty starters,

three in each heat, and seven in the final, making eight heats.

The Exeter, N. H., Gazette, says : " Twelve eminent engineers
and railroad presidents, and experts from Europe, San Francisco,
Oregon, Colorado, New York and Canada, tested Boynton's bicycle

road Friday. The opinion was unanimously expressed that all

railroads would have to adopt the system, from its safety and speed,
which was admitted to be possible from 120 to 150 miles per hour.
Severe tests of curves, grades and obstructions were successfully

made."

In answer to our correspondent from Baltimore we would say
that the distance ridden in the Irvington-Milburn road race is 25
miles. Address M. A. Barkman, 240 Broadway, New York.

The St. Paul (Minn.) Pioneer Press produces the following soul-
stirring, muse-inspiring opinion of cycling and cycles by a local

lady :
" Oh, yes, I shall be glad to welcome the cyclers with the

robins this spring," exclaimed a beautiful St. Paul lady with an eye
for the poetry of motion as well as sentiment. "They look so
weird and ghostly in the gloaming, when the dusk hangs its heavy
curtain abroad on the earth, and the spirituelle form of a young
bank clerk or stenographer goes gliding through space, high above
the shadowed ground, his wheel invisible, and only himself cleav-

ing the dusk heavy with ambrosial dews. I think they are real

cute."

Her single auditor turned away to conceal his emotions, and
when she again spoke he had fortified himself for further disclo-

sures. She continued

:

" And when the red lantern is seen moving mysteriously adown
the hill on Third street, or bowling along Summit avenue like an
unearthly meteor in the dead hour of a dark night, that, too, is real

weird and— and funny. I do really think that the procession of
bicyclers, with Chinese lanterns, at the last Third street illumina-
tion wa6 the finest feature of the whole affair. 'Twas really
magnificent. I have put a few of my thoughts on this subject into
poetry. Would you mind listening to a stanza?"
"Most assuredly not," replied her companion. The girl there-

upon recited the following in a clear, rich voice

:

" The wheel ! the wheel ! The beautiful wheel

;

Lighter than ever was waltzer's heel

;

Gliding, sliding everywhere,
Cutting the circumambient air

;

Fading away o'er the messy green,
The prettiest sight that was ever seen

;

A rider bold and his cigarette
Is a sight for gods and men— you bet."

The Ramblers of Hyde Park, Mass., had a very enjoyable smoker
at their headquarters last week Wednesday. Music, athletic sports,
refreshments and a vigorous puffing at pipes and cigars was the
order of the evening. Captain Robert Grant and George Dunham
put on the gloves and gave as good an exhibition of amateur spar-
ring as was ever seen in that town. George Walters and John C.
Kennedy, two light weights, also gave an entertaining exhibition
in the same line for two rounds. There was singing by W. Eugene
Bolton and Peter Hu66ey, piano playing by Norman Scott, E. E.

Abbott and B. B. Barton, banjo playing by Fred Presby, while
•Phil. Bird manipulated the tamborine and E. E. Abbott the bones.
Grant and Dunham, while sparring, were photographed in a flash

light by T. Walters.

Now that Nelly Bly is credited as being an expert cyclist, why
does she not try to beat Tom Stevens' record and ride round the
world on a safety? We believe the little lady is equal to any test of
pluck, and were it not for the impossibility of an unprotected
woman to perform that feat we should say that Miss Nelly was just
the girl to do it.

A correspondent from Williamsport, Pa., over the signature
of " Sawdust," writes us : "The many readeis of the World
may have thought long ere this that this section of Pennsylvania
is a " dead rabbit" as ^ar as wheeling is concerned, hence we now
haste to put to flight all such impressions and let all know that the
coming year will be the best in the history of the Williamsport
Wheel Club. We now have a membership of about sixty-five and
every one is anxiously waiting for the glorious (?) mud to disap-

pear that we may enjoy the country rides which were prohibited
last year because of nothing but rain and floods. The question
which is exercising our local riders most is, ' When will the new
Athletic Park be finished?' When that is completed the wheelmen
here will be in their glory, for in addition to a fine cinder track, we
shall have one of the finest club houses in the State and shall then
be prepared to give all visiting cyclers a hearty welcome in our own
home. It is very likely that we shall arrange a race meet later in

the season, notice of which will be given in your valuable paper."

The Farragut Bicycle Club of Chicago was organized March 22d
with some twenty members. Only members of the Farragut Boat
Club are eligible for membership. The Boat Club is well known
among the oarsmen of the country, and we hope that the Cycling
Club will soon be as well known among the wheelmen. The club
house is located at 3016-3018 Lake Avenue, and is second to none
in the WesL
The following startling item is taken from a Baltimore paper and

the truthfulness of the statement is vouched for by the secretary of
the Centaur Club: " A member of the Crescent Cycle Club of

Baltimore met with a peculiar accident on Sunday. While riding

on Falls Hill, above Reisterstown, his cycle, one of the safety pat-

tern, struck some object which caused the machine to jump, and
both rider and cycle went over a five-rail fence. The rider escaped
serious injury. Members of the Baltimore Centaur and of the

Westminster Cycle Clubs saw the accident."

The Union Cycle Club, composed of wheelmen residing along
the Pawtucket Valley with headquarters at Natick, R. I., was or-

ganized March 24, 1890. The club starts in with ten enthusiastic

members, who will endeavor to awaken a new and added interest

among riders and others in the popular and healthful sport.

Speaking of the New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament the Pal-

ladium sajs: "Everything looks very encouragingly for the race

meeting of June 9. There will be 1,000 wheelmen in the city from
all parts of the country, and in the morning a grand parade will

occur. The races will occur at Elm City park during the latter

part of the morning and in the afternoon. The club will furnish

$600 worth of prizes for the winners."

A correspondent from Cherry Valley, N. Y., writes us :

"There are two ladies riding safety bike here but have become so

frightened from their dresses catching between cranks and pedals,

not in chain, that they can hardly be induced to ride at all. There
must be some way of overcoming this, as we constantly note in-

crease in number of lady riders. Please answer above and greatly

oblige." [To our correspondent and others who have seen and
experienced the same difficulty we would say that the trouble must
be in the construction and length of the dress. We can recall no
instance of the trouble alluded to except in cases where length or

elaborate trimming has been the offender, or else a tear in the dress

or loose braid has led to the winding up. Have the skirt plain and
do not let loose ends remain and we think there will be no
trouble.

—

Eq.]

A young man named Roderick M. Campbell, who says he lives

in Pittsburg, Pa., was arrested at Washington, D. C, on Saturday
April 6, charged with selling a rented bicycle to H. T. Cook for $25.

He had rented the machine from a local dealer. H. T. Cook, how-
ever, had Campbell arrested before the check was cashed. Campbell
when arrested had in his possession a signed receipt for two bicy-

cles, dated for the month of May, 18S9. The charge of forgery

will likely be placed on him now.

Two bicyclists, of Raleigh, N. C, Will Wynne and Tom Dunn,
will start on their trip to Boston in a few days. They will go by
way of Richmond, and expect to make Boston in ten days. They
propose to make at least a hundred miles a day, and will go the
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whole distance to Bobton and return on their bicycles. They will

follow the route designated by League hand books.

The New Bedford (Mass.), Cycle Club dinner Wednesday even-
ing at the Mansion House, New Bedford, was a successful and
pleasant occasion. Forty-six persons enjoyed the spread. George
W. Parker was toast master, who opened the speech making, and
called on Dr. William H. Emery, Chief Consul of the Massachusetts
Division, L. A. W., he responding in remarks upon the good influ-

ence of cycling upon the young men of to-day. He was followed
by Representative George F. Tucker; Albert B. Drake, superin-
tendent of the Board of Public Works; Mr. Doane of Dorchester,
and Mr. Nettleton of Meriden, Ct. Toastmaster Parker paid a
high compliment to Superintendent Drake. A musical programme
was enjoyed in the parlor of the house. •

Since some of the prominent cycling clubs of Philadelphia have
decided not to admit ladies to membership on account of the ex-
pense of the luxury, the lady-cyclers have organized a Cycling
Circle to enjoy the pleasure and expense on their own account.
About thirty names to start with is an assurance of success.

The Portland (Me.) Wheel Club are looking at a house which
will afford them new club rooms and storage for wheels—their
present quarters being too small.

We would like to hear more particulars about those claimed
records of Tom Busst, of Australia, of the mile in 2.27 1-4, and the
five miles in 13.25 1-2. These times, it is claimed, were made in
competition.

The Rovers of Charlestown, Mass., held their minstrel enter-
tainment last evening. We are sorry we have to go to press with-
out giving the particulars, and we are also sorry that we could not
avail ourselves of the complimentary sent us.

The St. Augustine, Fla., city authorities lately passed an ordi-
nance that bells be attached to all bicycles ridden after nightfall. It
seems that a number of riders wishing to take a ride and not, as
they claimed, being able to purchase the regular signal bell several
of the cyclers, wishing no doubt to express their disapproval of the
ordinance, fastened large gongs, dinner bells and cow bells to their
bicycles and started out. It was said that the mayor had learned of
the scheme and had instructed the police force to arrest the riders
for creating a nuisance. Five of the cyclists were arrested on this
charge. The cyclers claimed that they complied with the ordi-
nance, which does not specify what the size of the signal bell shall
be, and that they could not violate one ordinance while complying
with the provisions of another. They were tried by Judge Cooper,
who stated that while the wheelmen evidently intended to comply
with the ordinance, they complied to such an excessive extent that
he would have to fine them $1.00 and costs for disturbing the peace.

The Niagara Falls Bicycle Club gave a very enjoyable party at
its club house last week Wednesday. Thirty-five couples were
present. Music and progressive whist was the entertainment
furnished.

In all probability the spring meeting of the Massachusetts Divi-
sion will be held at Worcester, May 30th, on the occasion of the
Bay State Wheelman's tournament of that city.

The Item Five Mile Bicycle Championship Challenge Cup road
race promises to be an immense success, and the entries of many
prominent racers have been assured. The prize which is to be
given by the Item will be a handsome silver cup, beautifully en-
graved and suitably marked to denote the Five Mile Bicycle Cham-
pionship of Philadelphia. The entrance fees are to be used for the
purchase of a second or consolation prize. Mr. B. F. McDaniel,
the well-known racer, has become interested in the race, and
although ineligible to compete, will give a handsome third prize.
Only residents of Philadelphia may compete, and the entries, of
which the Item reserves the right to reject any, will close on May
ist., 1890. The first race will be held on Saturday, May 10th, over
the " Century" course, starting at Haverford and finishing at Bala.
The race to start at 3.30 o'clock promptly. The second race, (the
cup is to be won twice before becoming personal property) will be
on Saturday, June 7th, over the same course, the entries for the
second race to close on June 1. Entry and entrance fee to the
6porting editor of the Item.

Charles Wilson, Jr., of Philadelphia, had an extremely narrow
escape on Wednesday afternoon last. While riding on Rope Ferry
road, near the Philadelphia Driving Park, he was deliberately run
down by a couple of "road hogs" in a carriage. Mr. Wilson was
chased and canght by several other drivers and one of them, a
liquor dealer by the name of Keenan, drew a revolver on Mr. Wil-
son and would have shot him had it not been for the prompt action
of the latter, who held his assailant until he was disarmed by a
police officer. After the two horseman saw how serious the matter

was for them they tried to square things up by offering to pay for

the damage to the wheel, but Mr. Wilson declined to accept any
settlement, rather preferring to have the matter settled in the courts,
where he proposes to prosecute his case to the full extent of the
law, and make an example of these two.

.BANQUET TO FIRST VICE PRESIDENT EMERY.
Doctor Emery's fellow club members gave the First Vice Pres-

ident a pleasant surprise in the form of a complimentary banquet
at Young's Hotel last Saturday evening. It was given in
honor of the election of the club's President to the high position
of First Vice President of the League. Over thirty members and
guests sat down at 8 P.M., and it was well nigh midnight before
the exercises were brought to a close.

In response to the toast of "Our Honored Guest," Dr. Emery re-

plied in a very feeling way, touching on the good fellowship and
the pleasant relations which had always maintained among the
members of the club. Other speakers followed, and all gave testi-

mony to the sterling qualities of the Doctor as a cyclist, a club
member and a League worker.
The outside guests of the evening were Abbot Bassett, C. S.

Howard, E. G. Whitney, A. W. Robinson ard C. W. Fourdrinier.
A sketch of the Roxbury Club (The Doctor's club) will not be

devoid of interest here.

The Roxbury Bicycle Club was organized June 11, 1886, with
eight members, five of whom are still active.

Dr. W. H. Emery was the first president of 'he club and has been
continued in that office up to the present time.
Mr. John S. Lowell was its first captain and neld the position up

to a year ago, when he was elected vice-president.

The original idea that the Roxbury Club should be an active rid-

ing club has been adhered to, and the boys have always made a
creditable showing "on the road." On February 4, 1887, its first

annual dinner was held at the Reveie House with every member
present but one, and he was called away at the last moment by special

business. The dinner has been a regular feature ever since.

The first annual ball was held January t8, 1888, and was so suc-

cessful that each year it is looked for as one of the cycling events
in this vicinity.

On July 16, 1886, several vacancies existing in the board of offi-

cers of the State Division, the club recommended to the Chief
Consul the appointment of Dr. Emery as a member of the board.
This was the first L. A. W. office held by him. The club has been
a League Club from its formation.
While many clubs have taken headers to dissolution in the last

five years, the Roxburys have grown steadily up to the present
time. When one has dropped out more have come in and to-day it

numbers forty-two active members with several applications, the

idea of limiting its membership is being discussed. Its members
are noted for kindly courtesies to each other and many acts of
kindness might be enumerated. No quarrel has ever taken place
in the club, the disposition to pull together being so strong as to

overcome all personal differences.

Captain Keltie, the present captain, is well known as a sterling

road rider who seldom gazes upon anybody's back wheel. He was
the winner of the club medal last season. The club has no crack
racing men to boast of, but has a number of riders who always
show up well on a hard day's run, amongwhom might be mentioned,
A. Keltie, J. Dolph, J. J. Fecitt, J. J. Bligh, J. Graham, A. Otis, R.
Pinksohn, G. Marsters, F. F. Scholl.

THE CRESCENT CLUB OF BALTIMORE, MD
Editor Bicycling World: Referring to your paragraph, under the

heading of "Baltimore, 'Norval,'" on page 499, of March 28th

edition, relative to the " Crescent Club :"

The writer who has always taken an interest in the welfare of the

club, wishes to say, that the rumor which is being floated abroad,

has no foundation. The club at one time did boast of a member-
ship of from forty to forty-three members, which gradually decreased

to about twenty, when there arose some dissatisfaction amongst its

members, which was the result of several more sending in their

resignation with the objedt in view of joining the Atlanta Wheel-
men; this, of course, does not hurt us in the least.

I am pleased to state that the Crescent Club is still in existence,

comprising a membership of nine interested individuals who have
decided to stick to the club, let come what may.
The present outlook is fair and if the membership increases, as it

surely will, from the number of applicants who have expressed a

desire to come into the club as soon as we succeed in getting into

our new quarters, the booming of the club will be a certainty, and in

course of time we hope to be well known for the interest we take in
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wheeling matter. I hope you will corroborate the above statement
in your next issue of the Bicycling World, and remain

Very respectfully yours, Enoch M. Barker,
In behalf of the Crescent members. Vice President.

ORANGE WANDERERS' TOURNAMENT.

On Tuesday evening, April 8th, the Orange Wanderers held a
grand tournament in Park Rink, Orange, N. J., and owing to the
inclemancy of the weather the attendance fell far short of what it

ought to have been. The programme was in every respect a first-

class one. The events resulted as follows :

One-mile ordinary bicycle—D. Oakes, Riverside A. C, first;

Chas. Hedges, Orange Y. M. C. A , second. Time, 3m. 27s.

One mile safety bicycle—C. F. Coggeshall, Bloomfield Cyclers,
first; Geo. Payne, Jr. , second. Time, 4m. is.

Tug of war.—It was expected that this would be the principal
contest of the evening, as teams from the Atalanta Wheelmen,
Orange Y. M. C. A. and Elizabeth Wheelmen were entered. When
the critical moment arrived the Atalantas refused to contend with
the Y. M.C. A. team, as E. W. Logan, who was acting anchor, was
their instructor, which makes him an out and out professional.
The Elizabeth Wheelmen and Atalantas nerved themselves on the
hemp, and with a long pull and a strong pull and a pull all together,
which lasted !or five minutes, the Atalantas finished victorious by
two inches.
The next feature was the slow bicycle race. The trial heats were

won by D. Oakes, R. A. C, C. T. Coggeshall, Bloomfield cyclers,

and E. Townsend of the Orange Wanderers. In the final heat,
Townsend had a regular walk over.

An exhibition of polo on bicycles between Dan J. Canary and C.
E. Gaylor, and an exceptionally fine exhibition of trick and fancy
riding by Canary, called forth a deal of applause from the appre-
ciative audience.
The prizes consisted of medals and handsome trinkets in the

jewelry line. Mr. L. H. Johnson acted as starter, S. L. Beals as
timer.

THE BRIDGEPORT .WHEEL CLUB'S BANQUET.
The banquet of the Bridgeport (Conn.) Wheel Club, which al-

ways occurs just after the annual meeting, proved to be quite as
great a success this year as in years past, on the evening of April
ist. At the banquet, which was held at the Opera House cafe,
there were about fifty of the club, and their friends from New
Haven, Messrs. C. T. Bartlett, Geo. C. Peterson, C. W. Morse and
A. A. Munson,' as well as Mr. A. Kennedy-Child. A pretty feature
of the affair was the reserving of space on the menus for the auto-
graphs of all those present, thus making each person present the
recipient of a virtual "autograph album" of his fellow wheelmen.
When cigars were doing all in their power to solace the weightier

thoughts, and while the attendant waiters were summing up their
gains in "tips," President Latham was loudly and repeatedly called
upon for a speech. He said that, being the first of April, he would
'fool" the assembled cyclists in the time-honored way, and not
make any speech. Some more-than-usually smart wheelman, how-
ever, had the good sense to look at his watch, and when he dis-
covered that it was about twenty minutes past twelve, and conse-
quently the second day of April, Mr. Latham was forced to continue,
which he did appropriately, briefly summing up the past of the
club and congratulating the members on the improved outlook,
both socially and financially. Other members of the club were then
called upon, and each said something. The merit of what they
6aid was, that it was usually brief. No one had to go to sleep to
get over the wearying effect of the regulation speeches. Then to
vary the programme, Mr. Rowland read a poem (and stick a poem)
about "Mr. Horr and His Loud Trousers." Mr. Horr being the
best known of the club members outside the city, this was very en-
thusiastically received. Then the New Haven visitors were called
on, and Mr. Bartlett spoke with congratulation upon the good feel-
ing existing between the New Haven Bicycle Club and the Bridge-
port Wheel Club, saying he doubted if two other clubs in the coun-
try felt so perfectly in harmony. His remarks were loudly cheered,
and Mr. Morse, of New Haven, followed with "more of the same,"
and thanking his hosts in the name of the visiting members. Mr.
Peterson had a few words to say about Bridgeport young ladies,
and as he said it particularly well, the roof nearly loosened itself.

When the fellows had done laughing at this, Mr. Anderson, of the
Bridgeport Club, was called upon for a sea story, which he gave in
his own inimitable way, bringing out the point with striking effect.
It was said that even the "pig" which had been manufactured out
of an olive, with toothpicks for legs and some parsley for a tail,
could not help roaring.
Mr. Neuman spoke for the ladies with considerable evidence of

knowing what he was talking about. Several other speeches ( ?)

of a similar character closed this part of the entertainment, and
then the club returned to their rooms where an impromptu, very
impromptu dance was held, Mr. Stevenson, the ex-secretary, ac-
quitting himself with more than his usual amount of celerity.

Then came the wind up of the proceedings with a " wedding." Mr.
Ellison in " Millsey's" number eight and a quarter hat, was the
clergyman (?), Mr. Newman was the " blushing.bride," and Mr.
Rowland with his usual dignity, not to say " nerve," personated
the groom. The boys afterward agreed he was making this a
chance to practice up before such a ceremony should take place in
earnest. Mr. Neuman dressed in the pool table cover, draped with
an American flag, and with three train bearers, was the very essence
of maidenly grace, while Mr. Ellison with a copy of the World in
his hand, made an impressive minister. The music was furnished
by Mr. Horr and Mr. Jennings on guitar and violin and was the
well-worn "Mendel 6sohn's Wedding March." The people within
three blocks must have thought two o'clock in the morning a
rather queer time to hear such a musical composition, but they get
thoroughly used to such things in the Park City. The rendering
of " Annie Laurie," and several other wheelmen's songs closed the
affair, which was voted to be the most successful one in the history
of the club. Every one was satisfied and no one "kicked," a rare
thing among wheelmen. The clock struck three, and the boys
having done their whole duty, dispersed with the "Good Night"
song from "Erminie." The banquet was a thing of the past.

" Extra Dry."

OPENING OF THE PASSAIC CITY WHEELMENS
CLUB HOUSE.

The handsome new club house of the Passaic City Wheeling and
Athletic Association was opened on Wednesday evening, April 2d,
with a reception to the members and citizens of Passaic. Invita-
tions were sent to many prominent people in New York and vicinity,

and the resultwas an enthusiastic gathering of about 300, which in-

cluded many prominent amateur athletes and representative citizens

from New York, Rutherford, Paterson, and Elizabeth.
Mr. Orville Oddy, Jr., champion amateur billiardist, gave a very

interesting exhibition of fancy billiard playing.
L. H. V. Angel of Brooklyn also took a hand at billiards, and

Messrs. H. Rhody, of the American Athletic Club and M. Berger,
of the Y. M. C. A. of New York, gave exhibitions of wrestling and
boxing. The athletic exercises were interspersed with vocal and
instrumental music. The singing of Mr. L. T. Shaw, a basso of
Boston, was warmly applauded.
The building was accepted from the Building Committee by Mr.

J. T. Granger, President of the club, and in an able speech, was
turned over to the members and formally declared open for their U6e.
The new building is large and commodious, fitted with every ap-

pliance of a modern gymnasium, and is lighted by electricity, heated
by steam, and cost about $15,000, most conveniently situated near
the railroad, and has special accommodation in the basement for

bicycles.

The club now has a membership of 115, and is rapidly growing.

AN AMENDE FROM "ARIEL."

I am advised, by several of my South End friends, that in my
account of "Pennsy's" Athletic Entertainment, I omitted mention
of the fact that the South End tug-of-war team pulled the men In

gray. They have my apologies. The omission was due to the
simple fact that the festivities were kept up to an unusually late

hour, and understanding that the Century-Pennsylvania pull was
not only the piece de resistance, but also the la6t event of the even-
ing, as soon as it was over a grand break was made for the last car,

at 11.45, down Girard avenue, the failure to catch which meant
either a four-mile walk or a roundabout two-hour trip by night
lines. I have, personally, no knowledge of what look place after I

left, and in fact everyone who took the car with me supposed the
affair to have been wound up. I re-open the matter—trifling as it

may seem—at this late day, only that any erroneous impressions
may be corrected. "Ariel."

Philadelphia, April 6th, 1890.

THE QUARTER MILE RECORD.
We received the following telegram dated Montgomery, April

8th: "I broke world's quarter, officially timed, thirty-two seconds;
documents forwarded." Frank M. Belt.

The Elizabeth, N. J., Wheelmen are highly incensed over an
assault made on Capt. F. C. Gilbert, L. B. Bennett, W. H. Cald-
well, A. F. Calkins and H. Whipple by Theodore Glaser and Fritz

White. [Particulars too late for the issue.

—

Ed.].
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ROUTE WANTED.
Editor Bicycling World: Will some member of the L. A. W.

kindly advise me of the best bicycle route from Columbia or Nash-
ville, Term., to Louisville, Ky., and Cincinnati, O. Several of
us contemplate making the trip next month, and as we are unac-
quainted with the country in that section we will appreciate any
information concerning roads, etc. * * *

YSurs very truly, W. H. Jones.
Sheffield, Ala. L. A. W. No. 20526

A NEWSY LETTER FROM " SENATOR" MORGAN.
Editor Bicycling World: The world of cycling, as reflected by

the weekly receipt of my old friend, the Bicycling World and
L. A. W. Bulletin, serves to keep the fact before me, as the Rev.
John Jasper, of Richmond, Va., would remark, that the "wheeling
world," as well as the sun, "do move," and moves with a rapidity
that is undoubtedly one of the wonders of this athletic century—or
rather, athletic half century, as the boom in physical culture can of
course be easily traced as commencing since the fifties. The mar-
vellous increase of the trade, and the numerous additions to the
smoke-stacks of cycling factories, not only in England, but in

America, the past two years, must be to all the pioneers a gratify-

ing sign of the times, be they—the pioneers—active or retired at

the present stage of the cycling rapid march of progress. Five
years ago—yea, three years ago—we could easily count the native
producers and big importers on the fingers of one hand, almost,
but now one only has to consult the columns of the American
"Thunderer" of the sport, to remark a pi ogress, as I before stated,

unprecedented in athletic history.

The East and West, who are claiming to have the only .champion
in Windle, Campbell and Lumsden, should khow that there are
three native-born Californians, named Frank Elwell, Charlie
Wheaton and Harry Davies, all of 'Frisco, who, if trained properly,
could in my opinion give Windle, et al., a race of no small order.

I verily believe in Frank Elwell, California has a champion among
champions, and having only seen him about twice in motion I can,

by the evidences I collected of his ability while in Upper California,

believe if brought to the post fit and well that he can defeat any
American or English amateur to-day. Elwell stands about six

feet, weighs about 180 pounds in racing trim, rides a 58-inch racer,

and is as fearless and strong as a young lion, and is the quickest
big man, barring Howell, I have ever beheld on a racer. Why
don't the San Francisco Club go to work and get the three men, or

at least two of them, and send them East in charge of an experienced
trainer, as I verily believe they have the champion, if properly
handled.

This reminds me to also state that while in 'Frisco I met John J.

Wirtmer (late financial Secretary of the famous Buffalo Ramblers)
and W. L. Hughson of the same club, who came West on—well on
business, and succeeded in making more friends, I believe, than
they did business. Wirtmer I met in Buffalo when there, and he
reflects the many virtues of his club and city. Well, John got
"stuck in 'Frisco" to use a vulgarism, and many 'Frisco boys (not
saying anything of the girls) got smote on John, until cruel fate, as

he calls it, sent him to Portland—and a good addition to the soul-

ful boys here he made. He soon made friends here, and photo-
graphs of the Rambler in bicycle races, and in a canoe race on
First street during our big flood in January sell big. His serious

side of life consisted in representing Eastern manufacturers of

Jack-pots, coal oil stoves, dinner pails, and lamps to light us poor
North Pacific denizens on our waj' to . Well, the Rambler
rambles back to Buffalo next week, first going to 'Frisco to pick up
his side partner Hughson, they stop to deliver lectures on the

beauties of the Pacific Coast en route home, and can be engaged at

boarding rates by bicycle clubs, restaurants, and other corportions
and individuals who can trust them implicitly to eat three times a

day. Wirtmer showed me a letter from his club mates and Presi-

dent yesterday. I refrain from publication as those heavy presses,

whose "forms" you sometimes lift, would surely break down with
the burden of the Rambler's song.
We don't want any editors out this way who will refrain from

shouting, "We want good roads." A-la my good brother—Welsh-
man Ap-Griffiths of the Buffalo News, I can readily forgive you
Ap-Griffith6 for taking liberties with Henry Sampson's nom-de-
plume, but you would take back all you said about the tiresome
practice of shouting, "we want good roads," if you lived in Oregon
only two hours. Why sinners, saints, and the gang generally

swear here on returning or going to church, at the vile state of not

only our roads, but our sidewalks, Wirtmer, Knapp and self will

back for utter badness against the world. Knapp left for the East
accompanied by a backer whose pockets bulged out with cash two
days ago ; look out for Wilbur, if he trains hard, there's none better

few as good. W. J. ("Senator") Morgan.
Portland, Or., March 28th, 1890.

A REPL Y TO MR. CLARKE OF MISSISSIPPI.

Editor Bicycling World: Mr. George Clark of Greenville,
Miss., makes a stirring appeal in your issue of 21st March, to have
the League meet in some southern city, in order to help the good
cause in his state.

In reply will state :—That already four members have been se-
lected to serve on the Racing Board of the 5th District, which com-
prises the states of North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Tennessee, Arkansas and
Indian Territory, and as soon as the fifth member is selected there
will be a meeting held, and active preparations made to hold the
meet of these eleven states in New Orleans some time in June, and
Brother Clarke can therefore prepare his Mississippi League mem-
bers for a big meet in the Crescent City, in June, when the fastest
men in the South will meet in friendly contest for the first time.
Then at this meet active plans can be perfected by which the
League membership of this District can be increased, and boom
cycling in the South.
As for the League meet being held in the South, we are too far

from cycling centres, and the meet would be attended by a few;
then again, the expense would be too great to put on a Southern
Division, Kentucky being the largest Division, with only no
members.

I beg to say that Brother Clarke does an injustice to the League
officials, when he says that no attention is paid the South by them
I can say for Louisiana, that our State has been represented on the
national committees for the past four years, and every appeal made
by us to the national officials, has been met by prompt and pleasing
attention, and in proportion to the South's membership we have
received as much attention and representation as any section in the
United States.

The eleven States in this District number less than 300 members,
or an average of about twenty-five to each State, and if more repre-
sentation is wanted we must get to work and build up our Di-
visions, and show by our good and earnest work that we deserve it.

Fraternally yours, H. H. Hodgson,
Chief Consul Louisiana.

THROUGH EASTERN PENNSYL VANIA.

The possibilities of this great and glorious climate of ours were
never better illustrated than in a trip lately taken by the writer
through the Pennsylvania coal regions. Leaving Broad and Cal-
lowhill, the weather was as delightful as an early April morn, but
heavy mists began descending before Phcenixville was reached and
by the time the train had passed Reading and was rushing along
through the hills where grimy mountains of coal dirt proclaimed
the reign of King Coal, the clouds dissolved into rain. At Wil-
liamsport the rain was coming down in torrents, which kept up
until near Wilkesbarre, where it ceased, only to resolve itself into

a snow that covered the ground the next morning. The Williams-
port and Wilkesbarre Clubs are all in a thriving condition, but the

Scranton Bicycle Club seemed to me to be the most enterprising of
the inland organizations. Mr. J. J. Van Nort, secretary-treasurer

of the Division, very kindly placed himself at my disposal and
took me to the club house, whtch certainly is unsurpassed in its

cozy and home-like arrangements by any club house in the country.

Readers of the World are all familiar with the sketch published at

the time it was occupied by the club, but it must be seen to be
appreciated. The Penn Wheelmen of Reading, Pa., are also just

housed in new quarters on Penn Square above 5th street, and they

are now occupying the most handsomely fitted up rooms ever de-

voted to the use of riders in that city. The club numbers upwards
of sixty, composed of voung business men of the town, and as

cycling is growing rapidly in Reading, they evidently have a future

before them. In both Scranton and Reading I just missed the

annual elections of both clubs, which passed of quietly, the 6tated

tickets scoring heavy majorities. In the Scranton Club the most
noticeable event was the retirement of Ex-Chief Consul Jessup from
the presidency, with the best wishes of all the members. The
Reading Club has been increased by a new (prospective) member
since I was there, Captain Schmidt being the happy man. He has

already ordered a machine for the new arrival but I regret to say

it is a quadricycle, and he will have to furnish the motive power
himself.

At Harrisburg, much as I should have liked it, I had no time to

visit the club rooms. Consul Stone and Representative Lusk,

however, did all they could to make my short stay a pleasant one.

In fact, although the weather was abominable, I enjoyed the trip

meeting everywhere the greatest kindness. To Messers Updegraft

of Williamsport, Johnston of Wilkes Barre, Van Nort of Scranton,

Stone, Lusk and Hutman of Harrisburg, Gorrecht of Lancaster,
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Grubb of Pottstown, Schmidt of Reading, Mills of Pottsville, and

many others, my thanks are especially due. The saddest thoughts

were those of my ulster, far away in Philadelphia. When within

the short space of twenty-four hours, a man run9 the gauntlet of

spring's sun, drenching rain, winter's snow and March gales, it is

apt to cause him to be somewhat cynical in mood, nor was my tem-

per improved by finding, upon returning home, that balmy zephyrs

were the order of the day.

Everywhere the same 6tory was found ; the greatest season ever

known in the history of the sport; dealers laying in stock and con-

sumers getting ready to buy. " 'Tis a consummation devoutly to

be wished." " Ariel."
Philadelphia, April 7, 1890.

CONVICT LABOR OV ROADS.
Editor Btcycling World: While all the agitation is going on

about road improvement, the proposition ot having the convicts

build the roads, seems to have been lost sight of. I don't think it

has ever been lost sight of. I don't think it has ever been tested on
a large scale so we don't know that it is impracticable. It would
surely give them healthy employment and would lessen the com-
petition of which the trades complain.
Some of the objections to this method are, the danger of convicts

escaping, the necessity of providing temporary accommodations for

them when at work long distances from the State's prisons, and
the opposition of those who think this would be interfering with

local government.
The extra expense to the State for furnishing the necessary

guards, etc., would be fully warranted by the improvement that

would be gained in the roads by the systematic work ; under the

direction of a competent engineer; which would then be possible.

They might work only on the county roads i. e. roads between
large towns or cities. These roads are used nearly as much by
people living outside the districts in which they are situated as they

are by those who are taxed to keep them in the poor condition in

which they are generally to be found. This would leave the local

roads to be taken care of by the districts and in most cases the road

masters would find they had more miles of road than they could

keep in even fair condition with the same amount that they now
expend. Yours fraternally.

Closter, N. J. L. A. W. No. 24691.

ON THE\ LADIES'$ WHEEL.
Well do I remember my first encounter with the two-wheeled

•teed. Well do I remember my sensations when first I took the
handles in my hands. Once aboard it seemed to me that never
before had I been so elevated, and that a fall would either land me
very high up or very low down, according to St. Peter's estimate of
my accounts
What started the machine I never knew, and concerning the first

two or three rounds my memory is a blank. Ten minutes had not
elapsed before, like all beginners, I discovered that the seat was too
far away from the handles and that the pedals were too low; but
not anything that I could say seemed to make the slightest impres-
sion on the young man who was giving me instruction.
Round and round the room we went. I clinched each handle

with a pressure of one hundred pounds, it seemed, and what frantic

efforts I made to preserve equilibrium 1 Realizing keenly the
ludicrousness of the performance, I glanced up to say to the lady
attendant that she would be justified in laughing heartily. Her
head was bent very low, and she appeared to be intently crochetting.
As I spoke she glanced up, her face the picture of suppressed

laughter and feigned surprise. I have noted that expression under
similar circumstances before. In a tone suspiciously bland, she
disclaimed any inclination to laugh. I have noted that same tone
before also.

It is something remarkable what attraction foreign bodies have
for bicycles. In the room in which I was practicing was a cavern-
ous tool chest, standing open. It seemed as though it wielded an
occult influence over my machine, to induce it to toss me in, and
that the treacherous craft was determined I should go. In the
opposite end of the room, a machine belt passed up and down
through the floor, and to my horror the wheel seemed bewitched to

sally through it.

My utmost exertions alone prevented its going, and then, to my
intense disgust, it would dart cheerily off to go between two solid
granite blocks about six inches apart, that stood in the side of the
room. I would no sooner plan a campaign around a certain post
than the wheel would leer airily off by the other side.

The third lesson was taken on the the wide track at Roger Wil-
liams Park, and there all went well until I reached my "first hill."

A steep bank on either side led down to lakes o'er which I had

spent many a glorious winter afternoon on the frisky steel. But
now the murky waters on either side seemed to hold a solid rank of

expectant eels, frogs and little pickerel, all on the qui vive for a

feast.

I called loudly for assistance, but, though it was instantly ren-

dered, the wheel could not have made a more zigzag track had I

been quaffing the most crinkling tanglefoot that ever sparkled.

If any of the park authorities should happen to peruse this article,

it will probably then be clear to them how it happened that such a

quantity of bark came to be removed from one of the beautiful shade
trees. I was myself present when the operation was performed,

and at its conclusion, the wheel and I were softly, very softly, laid

upon the greensward.
Two or three more lessons followed, but it was some time after

before I could mount or dismount without paying tribute to the law
of gravitation.

When I began to ride upon the road the effect was most amusing*
though an experience somlwhat chilling to my ardor was the re-

ception accorded to me by "the small boy."
The most unnerving ordeal of all was the meeting a brigade of

middle-aged woman returning from a sewing circle. So narrow
had been their lives, that they had not kept posted on the decline

of Mrs. Grundy's imperial power, and still regulated their opinions

of nineteenth century needs and propriety by the mawkish prudery

of forty years ago. If looks could have annihilated, wheel and
rider would instantly have become an indiscriminate heap of bone,

old rags and scrap iron. I daresay they were completely scanda-

lized because the action of the pedals revealed almost as much shoe
leather as they themselves would exhibit in crossing a muddy
street; because a girl dared to do that which would make her breathe

to the full extent, the sweet, pure air of Heaven ; because she could

prefer the exhilarating motion on the graceful wheel to the more
quiet joy of sewing patchwork or dusting bric-a-brac.

I have not yet encountered any "road hogs." In fact, all who I

have met seem quite disposed to leave me all possible room.
I saw in the columns of the Bicycling World and L. A. W.

Bulletin of January 3rd, that the young man who gave me in-

struction, and who was then in the employ of Campbell & Co.,

Providence, R. I., has since removed to San Francisco. That he
should have betaken himself so very far away, just as I was begin-

ning to ride upon the road, is significant to me of how little confi-

dence he placed in my ability to steer.

One glorious summer afternoon, while riding along a fairly good
road, I met two young ladies "working their passage" on a sociable.

The energy with which they trod the pedals would have sent my
single track up quite a hill. The comparative anatomy of the two
machines gives the palm to the bicycle. Think how ridiculously

the boasted civilization of the nineteenth century arranges the lots

of the sexes. [Papa Weston please take notice.

—

Ed.].

The lightly-dressed, strong man may ride the light-running,

single-track, fifty pound bicycle.

The thickly dressed and long skirted, weaker woman must trundle

the lumbering, three-track, one hundred pound tricycle.

Perhaps it will be news t:;at will tone up some of Mrs. Grundy's
languishing serfs to knov* that the ladies' wheel has come to stay

;

that it is a success and grows more and more popula-; that, by
another year, there will not be a single first-class cycle manufactory
in the country that cannot exhibit to you its ladies' wheel.

There is one obstacle that the wheel will itself remove—long
skirts. Men have a special suit. Why should not women? Men
could not ride with long trousers so they shortened them.
Women can shorten their skirts, and still look quite as well in

the clinging negligee of the salt water with half a great city look-

ing on.

The old maid, be she married or single, who becomes rigid with

horror at this suggestion, will have to be told that the skirts would
then be a great deal longer than the original one in which, under
God's management, she made her debut on the stage of life.

Thousands of whole-souled, hearty girls hail with joy the advent

of the ladies' wheel. The wealth of field and wood and river, of

dreamy summer landscape, sweet country air and the glorious sun-

shine over all is laid at their feet.

They need no longer squat crinkled upon the side edge of a

horse's back—a position so unnatural and abominable that no one
can ride for any length of time in it. Under some friendly shelter,

learn to ride, mount, dismount and turn, and when you have the

machine under control you will be ready for the road. When you
go upon it wear a loose -waist and short dress; be moderate till you
have acquired muscle, and somewhere, sometime you will find the

bright eyes, cherry lips and rosy cheeks that Miss Namby Pamby
has been searching the apothecary shops after for years, Remem-
ber that there is infinitely more beauty in a perfect physical develop-

ment, than in all the charms that art 2nd dainty drapery and costly

frabics can lend to an inferior one. Marion Steele.
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ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENT A WHEEL.
(BY GEO. D. MITCHELL.)

(Continued.}

We took dinner at the little inn, Am Stein, 6122 feet above the

sea, which is the last house on the pass, just at the foot of the

Stein glacier. Shut in by barren mountains, in a desolate valley

subject to snows all the year round, and several miles away from
everywhere, it seemed indeed a dreary place; but we were very
hungry, of course, and were glad to get anything to eat, although
the soup was a trifle goatey.as it were, and the roast mutton turned
out to be goat, into the bargain, while the omelette was one of

those nondescript productions of chance that are quite common in

Germany and Switzerland, combining the various characteristics of

an ordinary omelette, a huge pan cake and a liver pad. We visited

the Stein glacier, which is only a few hundred yards from the inn,

and saw where it had advanced once and destroyed the road, al-

though it is now receding. The vast upper surface was level, al-

most like a lake, while the face resembled a frozen waterfall, from
the huge rifts in which rushed the "glacier milk," white with the
products of erosion, which flowed down to form the Gadmen-Aare,
for many of the Swiss rivers find their sources in the glaciers.

Bounding the path of the glacier on either side was a vast moraine
of rocks, gravel and earth, while in the middle a huge hill of the
same material had been heaped up by the terrific force of the ad-
vancing mass. As we left the inn, with a hard two hours' climb in

prospect, it began to snow, and to add to our difficulties the snow
on the ground kept getting deeper and deeper as we proceeded and
the cold became intense, until it was with the utmost difficulty that
we made any progress up the declivitous and unfrequented path,
and there was not a living plant, a human habitation, or sign of life

of any kind to encourage U6 on. Finally, however, we reached the
small level space on the top of the pass, 7400 feet above the sea,

where the snow was now a foot in depth, and as Hodge defiantly
mounted his machine he plunged suddenly into a deep drift which
brought his wheel to an abrupt standstill and fired him into the
snow some distance ahead. The journey down the opposite side

was about as tedious as the first part of our day's work, for the road
was full of rocks and too steep to ride, and the bridges were many
of them long rotted away, so that we had to carry our machines
across mountain torrents on single logs. We reached the hamlet
of Meien, composed only of a few shepherds' huts, by nightfall, and
the next morning soon reached Wasen and the famous St. Gotthard
road, our objective point.

We were the first bicyclists to cross the snowy Sustan pass
awheel, and in sympathy for the fraternity, I hope the last, al-

though after it was all over and we had gotten the snow out of our
shoes and dried our clothing, I did not regret the experience. We
now found ourselves on the famous St. Gotthard route, the direct

road to Italy, with the St. Gotthard pass before us, the most pic-

turesque and noted of the Alpine passes, involving a climb of 4500
feet, and beyond prospects of long down-grades, sunny skies and
plenty of maccaroni and garlic. About the beginning of the present
century the St. Gotthard route was much frequented, but the subse-
quent development of other passes, together with the construction
of railroad tunnels, diverted traffic into other channels, and to-day
it is comparatively deserted. At Gescheuen we passed the northern
terminus of the famous St. Gotthard tunnel, and as I thought of the
nine short miles through to the other end, I would have regretted

the climb over the pass of over twice that distance, had I not known
that the scenery would repay us for our extra labor. This road is

doubtless the most admirable example of its kind that the world has

to offer. It ascends by numerous windings, which reduce the grade
to an average of less than 300 feet to the mile, crossing and re-cross-

ing the turbulent Reuss, and leading on through gorges whose
precipitous walls rise to a dizzy height, over masonry viaducts and
through tunnels cut from the solid rock, always amidst scenes of

the wildest and most impressive grandeur. Through this con-
stantly changing panorama we at last arrived at the "Devil's
Bridge," a single arch boldly spanning the fearful chasm of the

deafening Reuss, where it is said the Austrians and the French had
a conflict in 1799, and where everything seems to join in one cul-

minating scene of savage wildness. Just beyond is Andermatt, a

little village reposing peacefully at the lower end of the fertile green
valley that opens here, in sudden contrast to its barren and desolate

surroundings. From here we rode the three kilometres to Hospen-
thal, the last village, where we fortified ourselves with a dinner
before attacking the remaining dreary two hours' climb between us

and the summit of the pass. We reached the hospice on the top, a

little over 7000 feet above the sea level, without encountering any
s now to 6peak of, but as we swept with fearful rapidity down the

southern side, anxious to get into warm weather again, we met an
intensely cold wind which nearly froze our hands.

{To be continued.}

SOCKET STEERING ROVER.

(John Wilkinson Co ., Chicago, III , Importers.)

We present this week a cut and description of one of the celebrated Rover Safe-

ties It is probably known to a great ra my of our readers that J. K. Starley &
Co. of Coventry, England, the makers of the Rover, were the first to see the

excellent qualities of the rear driving safeties and to put them on the market.

Hence nearly all speak of rear drivers as "the Rover type." The machine under

description is the socket steering ball bearinc head Rover. It is also known as the

heavy roadster, but it weighs only forty-four pounds with "all on."

The specifications are as follows : Adjustable ball bearing head, wheels, crank

shaft and pedals, 30 inch wheels, driver geared to 54 or 56 inch, moulded endless

refined rubber tires, 7-8 to rear, and 3-4 to front wheel, tangent spokes nickeled at

center hollow rims, seamless tubular steel curved front fork, double tubular steel

frame,' best forged steel chain, detachable steel cranks 5 1-a to 6 1 a inch throw,

front spoon brake, square rubber, ball pedals, tubular steel detachable curved

handle bar 3-4x28 inch, adjustable for height, large black horn handles, Garford

saddle adjustable L seat rod, guirds to wheels and chain, lantern bracket, foot

ests, tool bag, wrench and oil can, weight all on 48 pounds, black enamel finish,

'ined in two colors. Price, $135.

We shall describe the ladies' Rover next week.

See page 570 Jor Trade Notes and Fixtures.

|EW KODAK BBPiEBBS -FORiWHEELMEN
" YOU PRESS THE^ BUTTON,^C^ f£-

3

WE DO THE REST."
(OR YOU CAN DO IT YOURSELF.)

SEVEN NEW STYLES and SIZES
ALL LOADED WITH

TRANSPARENT FILM.

g^For sale by all Photo, Stock Dealers. Sendfor Catalogu,

.

THE EASTMAN COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS

:

13 Pearl Street, .... Room »7,

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1890—91.

President,

JAMES R. DUNN,
40 Wall St., Room 69. New Yoik.
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First Vice President.
DR. W. H. EMERY,
109 Warwick street, Roxbury, Mass.

Second Vice President,
GEO- R. BIDWELL,

313 W. 58th street, New York City.

Treasurer,
W. M. BREWSTER.

300 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo

Secretary,
ABBOT BASSETT,

12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. Abbot Bassett, Secretary-Editor L. A. W.:
Dear Sir—You are hereby authorized to publish in

the Official Bulletin the accompanying list of appoint-
ments upon the various committees 01 the League of
American Wheelmen, lor the current fiscal year. Ad-
ditional appointments will be announced at an early
date. Yours truly, James R. Dunn,
New York, March 11, 1890. President L. A. W.

Appointments.

Membership Committee.

Sanford Lawton Springfield Mass.
George C. Pennell Elizabeth, N. J.

Committee on Improvement of Highways.

Isaac B. Potter, Esq .Potter Bldg., New York
Albert Mott 203 Lenox St., Baltimore, Md.
Maj. Chas. L. Burdett Hartford, Conn.

Committee on Rights and Privileges.

Samuel A. Boyle, Esq Philadelphia, Pa.
Chas. F. Cossum, Esq Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
L S. Dean, Esq 28 State St., Boston, Mass.

Committee on Rules and Regulations.

W. A. Davis 340 S. Leavitt St., Chicago, 111.

Michael Furst, Esq 16 Court St.,Brook]yn, N.Y.

Transportation Committee.

W. M. Brews'er 309 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
Racing Board.

Chas. S. Davol Warren, R. I.
George Collister 147 Ontario St., Cleveland, Ohio
Robert D. Garden Chicago, 111.

W. H. DeGraaf 47 W. 14th St., New York.
Geo. D. Gideon 17 No 7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hotel Committee.

George S. Atwater, 1230 Penn. Ave., Washington, D.C
H. H. Hodgson. .13 Carondeiet St., New Orleans, La
W. C. Marion 1255 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y

Special Notice to New Jersey Division Members

Dear Sir—The New Jersey Road Book that the Board
of Officers last fall decided to get up is now, after a great
deal of very hard work, nearly completed and will be is-

sued during the month of May. It is somewhat on the

plan of the Connecticut Division Book, being a system
of maps with the cycling roads designated by red lines,

and numerals, figures and letteis indicating the grade,
condition and material, so that one can-see at a glance
the road and all necessary information. The book will

contain besides the maps of the several sections, into

which the State has been di . ided, a map of Westches'er
County, N. Y., and a section twelve miles around Phila-
delphia. The work will be handsomely bound and
altogether will be one of the finest and most complete
Road Books ever issued by any State. The Connecti
cut was so much sought after and valued that the first

edition was exhausted in a short time.
The first edition of our book will be one thousand

copies, and the price has been fixed by the Board of
Officers at $2.50, L. A. W. members outside the Divi-
sion, $1.50, and to New Jersey Division members the
book will be furnished for the extremely low price of
25 cents and the necessary postage, 5 cents.
Division members, also members of other Divisions,

wishing the Road Book should apply at once as the
book will be sent out according to the number of the
application. Please send stamps, coin or postal notes,

not money orders or checks.
George C. Pennell,

Secretary-Treasurer New Jersey Division.
Address, Elizabeth, N.J.

Elizabeth, April 5th, 1S90.

Massachusetts.

A meeting of the Board of Officers, Massachusetts
Division, will be held at the Clarendon, Friday even-
ing, April 11, at 7.30 sharp. When the roll is called let

every man respond. W. H. Emery, Chief Consul.

Louisiana Division.

During the season ol 18S9-90, the Louisiana Division
made the best record of any Division in the League;
renewals 96 per cent., and new members S5 per cent.

I now desire that the season 1S90-91 shall be an im-
provement over the last, and ask that every member of
our Division send their $1.00 for renewals to J, W.
Dodge, Secretary-Treasurer, No. 893 Carondeiet street,

New Orleans, before the 30th of April.
In addition to the Bulletin, there will be issued to

i every member of the League, a hand book containing
the names of every League hotel and repair shop in the
United States, and other matter of interest to each bi-

cycle rider.

I also urge that each member will try and secure one
new member during the year, or send me the name of
any rider who is not a member. p j. w

The race meet of the Fifth Racing District: will be
held in New Orleans some time in June, due notice of
which will be given.
A new road law will be introduced into the Legisla-

ture in May, and I urge every member to call on the

, Representative lrom his district and use his influence
in securing his vote for same, as this bill will be of
vital importance to the whole State, and is one in which
all classes are interested, and if passed will do much
good to the cause in which we are all interested.

I desire to appoint a number of Local Consuls in the
State, and will be pleased to receive the address of any
rider outside ofNew Orleans or Shreveport.
Again asking that in all these matters you will assist

me in making this the banner Division for the coming
season, I am, Fraternally yours,

Harry H. Hodgson,
Chief Consul Louisiana Division L. A. W.

League Clubs.

The following clubs have qualified as League clubs
and filed the certificate required in the office of the
SecretaT

:

252—Porkopolis Wheelmen, Cincinnati, Ohio. Dr.
H. M. Kempton, Secretary.

254 West Jersey Cyclers, Camden, N.J. Frank W.
Cramer, Secretary.

Missouri Division Hotels.

The following have been appointed official hotels for

the cities named

:

Louisiana, Palmer House, regular rate $2.00 per day;
to L. A. W. $1.00, meals and lodging 25 cents.

De Soto, Commercial Hotel, regular rates $2.00 per

day; to L. A. W. $1.50, meals and lodging 35 cents.

Present your card to obtain reductions. Certificate

of appointment should be found hanging in hotel office

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm,
St. Louis, April 4. Chief Consul.

G. F. Waldron.

G. F. Waldron of Omaha, Neb., is hereby declared

to have forfeited his amateur status by competing with
professionals. Being a violation of clause b, section 4,

article V, L. A. W. By-laws. Chas. S. Davol,
Chairman L. A. W. National Racing Board.

Ohio.

The following hotels have been appointed by Chief
Consul M. A. High :

Greenville, Darke County, Turpen House, $2.00; to
L. A. W. $1.50, meals 50 cents.

Canal Dover, Tuscarawas County, Iron City House,
$2.00; to L. A. W. $1.50.

William D. Kempton,
Sec.-Treas. Ohio Div. L. A. W.

Cincinnati, O., April 5, 1S90.

Illinois Hotels.

Aledo, Transit House, rate $1.40; regular rate $2.00.
Dwight, McPherson Ho.;se, rates $1 50; regular rate

$1.00.
Genesee, Genesee House, rate $1.50, regular rate

$2-2.50.
Lincoln, Lincoln House, rate $1.50; regular rate

$2.00. W. A. Davis, Chief Consul.

California.

The annual business meeting of the California Divi-
sion, League of American Whee'.men, will be held in
Sachem Hall, Red Men's Building, 320 Post street, on
the evening of Saturday, April 19th, 1890.

This meeting will consider the reports of officers and
select the date and place for holding the annual meet of
the Division.
.Any member may be represented by proxy, but no
member shall vote more than ten.

Walter D. Sheldon, Secretary-Treasurer.

Wisconsin Consuls.

I have appointed the following Local Consuls. Will
you publish them in the Bulletin?
Asnland, A. F. Warner.
Kenosha, H. B. Robinson.
LaCrosse, J. W. Skinner.
Medford, F. D. Shaw.
Monroe, L. A. Hodges.
Milwaukee, H. P. Andrae and P. H. Sercombe.
Neenah, F. B. Bissell.
Onalaska, E. W. Tiffany.
Oshkosh, J. A. Hinman.
Port Washington, H. L. Coe.
Racine, J. W. Knight.
Sheboygan, Anson Prescott.
Shullsburg, C. J. Miller, Jr.
Tomah, W. W. Warren. 1

Two Rivers, L. C. Travers.
Warsaw, Frank Grout.
Wauwatosa, Wm. Splitt.

Waukaw, C. J. Bean.
Waukesha, J. B. Cristoph.
Green Bay, W. T. Casey.

Fraternally, V. Mumford Moore,
Chief Consul.

Consul List No. 3, New Jersey Division.

I have appointed the following additional Local Con-
suls to act in their respective localities

:

Vineland, Chas. P. Jones.
Moorestown, C. F. Atkinson.
Somerville, John Van Eps.
Hillsdale, Norman Gardinet.
East Orange, John B. Dodd.
Metuchen, E. C. Moss.
Morris Plains, Chas. M. Allen.
New Egypt, J. Harley Compton.
Roseville, Dr. Wm. L. Fish.
Ridgewood, Howard Maltbie.
Seacaucus, F. D. Boulanger.
Swedesboro, H. McColli-ter.
Schralinburgh, L. L. Clarke
Chester, W. A. Hoffman.
Clarksborough, W. H. Burk.
Mr. B. O. Miller having been appointed State Rep-

resentative, Mr. Frank W . Cramer has been appointed
to take place as Local Consul for Camden.

J. Carlton Brown, C. C.

400-Missouri Division -400.

To consuls and members :

Right at the opening of the cycling season it may be
perfectly in keeping with the season to say that the
cause owes as much to individual as to collective effort.

I Would therefore very much like te see each member
of our Division make a resolve righ» at the beginning of
the riding season to obtain us at least one new member
before April 30th, and as many thereafter as possible.
Our present membership has now passed the highest
point ever reached, and is now 370. This much has
been accomplished by the untiring efforts of a few offi-

cers of this Division, but we should not rest here, as the
membership is still not what it should be, provided a
united effort was made to gain recruits. By working
together we can easily pass the 400 mark before May 1,
and as we now have good hard workers in large cycling
centres, such as Tophn, Hannibal, Kansas City and St.
Lo lis, the figures 400 should be left far in the back-
ground. Our road book will be out in the early part of
May, and you will be surprised at its completeness.
This, taken in connection with the defeat of the War-
ner bill, should be used as an argument in obtaining
new members. The Division meeting at Columbia this
year will be the finest one yet held, and only League
members will be entitled to take part in the special
features of the programme. The Road Improvement
Committee are doing yeoman service, but are sorely
handicapped by our lack of members. We intend to
push legislation on this subject the coming year, and if

we are to be successful we must have at least 500 mem
bers. With all these advantages put in a clear light to
the non-members they will be sure to join us, provided
you make it your business to ask them.

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm,
Chief Consul.

Proceedings of Semi-annual Meeting of the
Board of Officers, New York State

Division, L- A. W.
At Grand Union Hotel, Neiv fork City Feb. jj, 1S00.

(II—Continued.)

As probably every member of this Board is ; ware,
the question of Highway Improvement legislation is

one of the most important and widely discussed issues
now attracting the attention, not only of wheelmen, but
of the general public. There seems to be considable
ignorance on the part of the Natioaal League officials

as to the policy of this State Division and what it has
a^omplished in this direction. This condition of
things is rather unfortunate, for it has lead to lack of
harmonious action between the League and tfu Divi.

sion Officers. In November last 1 visiUd New York,
and in company with Mr. Geo. R. Bidwell also visited
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Boston. While in New York City [had the pleasure
of calling upon President Luscomb and discussed
with him qnite thoroughly the Road Improvement
question. 1 was under the impression that I gave him
a good understanding of the work that had been and
was contemplated being done in this Division, inform-
ing him that we had in preparation and should intro-
duce at the present Session of the Legislature a bill

looking toward an improved system of highway con-
struction and maintenance in this State; that the bill

was well nnder way, and was in charge of Mr. I. B.
Potter, Chairman of the State Division Committee of
the Improvement of Highways. I then learned from
him that he had in contempbtion the calling of a con.
ference of certain of the League Committees to meet in
New York in December, to consider what action should
be done'in the way of legislation of that character in the
different States by the L. A. W., and outlining a general
scheme which he had of introducing bills into several
States simultaneously. The call had not then been
published, nor had the invitations been sent out to any
one to attend this conference. I was informally in-
vited by him to be present at the conference on Decem-
ber 7th, he stating that he should issue an invitation
through the columns of the Bulletin to Chief Consuls
to attend, and I then told him that I wouid be unable to
visit New York so soon again, and that if there were no
objection on his part I would reply to such invitation in
the same manner as it should appear, through the col-
umns of the Bulletin I endeavored to dissuade him
from undertaking any policy in this State which would
be at variance with that of the Stato Division, and that
the Division itself would undertake to carry on the
work of securing this legislation in this State, and
tried to point out to him that if the scheme outlined by
him should be carried out in this State it would seriously
interfere with the plans and wojk of our Division. My
interview with the President occurred on the 19th of
November last, and on the following 22A. day of Novem-
ber there appeared in the columns of the Bulletin a
notice of the conference, but no invitation to the Chief
Consuls appeared, as I had been led to expect. Hear-
ing nothing further from the President in regard to the
conference, I addressed an open letter upon the sub-
ject which was published in the Bicycling World
and L. A. W. Bulletin of December 6th, addressed
to the Editor of the Bicycling World, and signed by
myself as Chief Consul. I will make no extended
reference in this connection to that communication,
further than to merely refer to it as having outlined as
clearly as I was able to state it, the policy of this State
Division as it then existed and had been followed ever
since the question of Highway Improvement had been
considered a part of the work to which we might as an
organization devote our energies.
For the purpose of illustrating to you the position

which this Division has taken upon this momentous
question, permit me to travel back for a little time in
the history of our work.
One of the earliest utterances upon this subject is

contained in a circular letter of Chief Consul Bidwell
to the Local Consuls of the Division, under date of
July 14th, 18S7, in which he calls attention to the then
recent great victory of the Division in the passage of
the "Liberty Bill," and goes on to say: "Our next
organized effort will be in the direction of Improving
the roads, and when the time arrives I shall need the
aid of every member of the Division." And exhorting
them in the meantime to use their best efforts to in
crease the membership of the Division. Again, in his
annual report presented to the Division September 23d,

1887, he says : "This Division will probably take the
initiative towards introducing a reform in our existing
road laws, with a view to effecting a permanent im-
provement of the highways of the State. On this sub-
ject I cannot at present say more than I have, but de-
velopments may be anticipated in the near future, and
when we are ready for action every member will be
asked to assist us in attaining our object." Again, in
a circular letter issued to members, dated February
21 st, 18SS, he calls the attention of those members in
particular who had failed up to that time to renew, to
this important subject and urges upon them the import-
ance of renewing tnelr membership. Again, in another
circular letter, sent out to one thousand non-League
wheelmen, Mr. Bidwell uses the following language

:

"All the energies and resources of our organization in
this State will now be devoted towards securing an im-
provement in our highways, and we hope through
legislative action to reconstruct our main arteries of
travel, and at the same time provide tor their proper
maintenance afterwards. If we are successful and our
plan is adopted by the Legislature, three years and
even less time will see a marked improvement in our
roads. I would gladly give you our plan in detail, but
space and time forbid, and I can only say that we shall
commence action at once, with the object as above
stated as our goal, and I ask you as a wheelman to

give us your support by joining our organization for

this, if for no other reason." At about this time, as
will be seen by circular letters hereinafter referred to,

the movemtnt thus begun in favor of Improvement of

Highways, took substantial form in the organization
of the "New York State Roads Improvement Associa-
tion " with Mr. I. B. Potter, then Chairman of the
Rights and Privileges Committee, as its Secretary.
The objects of this association were, and are, in brief,

the improvement of the highways of this State, and up-
on this paint and to this extent, are identical with what
are now the objects of tht L. A. W. under its Constitu

tion adopted at Baltimore in June, iSSS. Under date of
April 2d, iSSS, Mr. Potter, the Secretary of that asso-
ciation, issued a circular letter setting forth the ad-
vantages and denning the objects of it, which letter
Chief Consul Bidwell enclosed In another circnlar
letter over his own signature, to all members of the
Division. In his own circular letter, calling attention
to this association, Mr. Bidwell said: "The objects
for which this association has been formed deserve the
applause and support of every wheelman in this State,
and I have pledged to its officers our hearty co-opera-
tion and assistance." Again, in his annual report sub-
mitted to the Division at the Buffalo meeti g, Septem
ber 4th, 18S8, Chief Consul Bidwell referred to this sub-
ject in the following language : "We have inaugurated
a movement looking towards the improvement of the
highways of this State, and It is proposed to give this
the same hearty support that secured the passage of
the 'Liberty Bill.' " Thus it will be seen that to this
Division belongs the credit of inaugurating this move-
ment, in the persons of its Chief Consul, Mr. George
R. Bidwell, and Mr. I. B. Potter, the Chairman ol the
Rights and Privileges Committee at that time. For it

was not until June, 1S88, that the L. A. W. Constitution
contained any reference to the subject of road improve-
ment, or contained any provision for the appointment
of an Improvement of Highways Committee. Up to
that time the League could not constitutionally under-
take the prosecution of this object. Since that time the
L. A. W. and the State Division have both been doing
more or less towards the accomplishment of the objects
set forth in the prospectus of the New York State
Roads Improvement Association, and endorsed by the
Division. Upon assuming the office of Chief Consul
at the time of the resignation of Mr. Bidwell, in an
address to the members of the Division announcing
such change, which address was published tn the Bul-
letin of April 5th, 1889, I indicated my purpose of
continuing the policy of Mr. Bidwell, in the following
language : "All the energies and resources of the Divi-
sion are being devoted to securing an improvement in
our highways. In order to secure the necessary legis-
lation we need a largeiy increased membership." And
under date of April 5th, 1S89, 1 sent to the cycling trade
throughout the State, and the large manufacturejs of
wheels ontside of the State, a circular letter, in which I

stated that "every effort to influence legislation favora-
ble to improvement of the highways is Being made, and
the moral influence of a largely increased membership
will aid us greatly in this work." In line with this
general scheme, there was published in the hand book
an article on "Roads and Road Improvement," and
over six thousand of these hand books were distributed
through the State, which has doubtless served to
awaken additional interest in this question. In another
circular letter, dated November 1st, 1889, as the time
was approaching for the election of the members of the
Legislature who were to consider the bill then in course
of preparation upon this subject of roads improvement,
of which there were between three and four thou-
sand mailed to officers and consuls of the Division and
to non-League wheelmen, I referred to the matter of
road improvement in the following manner : "There is

another great work which the League is entering upon,
in which it desires the aid of all wheelmen. The roads of
this country, with comparatively few exceptions, are in
miserable condition. They are far inferior to those of
most other civilized countries. It is one of the chief
aims of the League to secure reform in this direction.
That it is sorely needed, all will admit; it seems to be
admitted by general consent that the L. A. W. is the
organization upon whose shoulders shall rest the bur-
den of the undertaking. When the Ltague has demon-
strated its ability to intelligently lead in this matter, it

wijl have the following of large numbers of those who
desire to see a thorough reform in this direction insti-

tuted, but who are unable, through lack of organization
to accomplish anything by themselves. Much work
has already been done the accomplishment of this end,
but much more yet remains to be done. It is proposed,
not only to show townships the advantage of good
highways, but to compel them to build and maintain
the very best. Plans are on foot for the systematic
pursuit of this object, and soon a movement will be
made along the whole line. We need and desire the
co-operation of every cycler in this work. There is

strength in numbers; there is power in organization.
Be one of us. Let us double our numbers in this State.
In all the other States the work is being rapidly pushed.
They are perfecting their plans and at the same time
strengthening their ranks. Let us in the Empire State
be not left behind. There is now in course of prepara-
tion a bill looking to a b-tter condition of things in this
direction, which will be introduced into the State Legis-
lature the coming winter. To secure its passage we
need your influence as a member of the League. Join
our ranks, and do so at once." On the 7th of January,
1S90, I received from Dr. C. S. Butler, Chairman of the
L. A. W. Improvement of Highways Committee, the
following letter

:

"Buffalo, N. Y., January 6th, 1S90.

W. S. Bull, C. C. New York Division, L. A. W.:
Dear Sir—That the work of securing laws looking

toward a bitter system of construction and repair of the
public highways may go forward as rapidly as possible
and receive the greatest amount of assisstance from our
organization, it is necessary that this Committee should
know what, if anything, if being done or contemplated
by your Division. Harmony of aim and action between

the National Body and the Divisions thereof is essen-
tial to success, and to this end it is very desirable that
the Committee—charged, under the Constitution and
By-laws of the League, with the work—should be fully
informed of whatever is proposed or undertaken. You
will therefore assist us greatly in our work if you will,
at your earliest opportunity, inform me of what has
been done and what is prepared by your Division for
the coming winter.

Awaiting an early answer, I am
Yours fraternally,

C. S. Butler, Chairman."
This communication I immediately referred to Mr.

Potter, with the request that he give* the Chairman of
the L. A. W. Improvement of Highways Committee
the information asked for at once, and I informed the
writer of the disposition I had made of the matter. Mr.
Potter at once gave to Dr. Butler full information as to
the drogress that had been made in the preparation of
a bill intended to be introduced into the Legislature at
its present session, and notifying him that he expected
to visit • Albany within a verv few days from that time
and place the bill in the hands of Senator Coggeshall
for introduction. The next information received as to
the action of this or any other National Committee was
observing in the public'press notices of the introduction
into the Legislature of a bill currently reported to have
the support of the National Committees, and which was
introduced without consultation with the officials of
this Division or even any intimation to them that such
action was then intended. You may perhaps imagine
the surprise with which the officejs of this Division re-
ceived this information, in view of the facts which have
just above been referred to, and coming, as it did, upon
the eve of the departure of the Chief Consul and the
Chairman of the Improvement of Highways Committee
tor Albany with a copy of the bill referred to in the
communication of Mr. Potter to Dr. Butler. On Janu-
ary 19th, 1890, in company with Mr. Potter, I visited
Albany and there had a consultation with Senator
Coggeshall, Assemblyman Rhode and several other of
the leading and influential legi*lators, upon the sub-
ject of road improvement legislation. The result of
this visit and these consultations was the introduction
of what is called the "Coggeshall-Rhodes Highway
Improvement Bill." This bill is the result 01 long,
arduous and painstaking labor on the part of Mr.
Potter, for which he is entitled to the gratitude of every
friend of highway improvement, and which it is believed
will accomplish, if it shall become a law, the reforms
which we are all so earnestly advocating, and is well
worthy the cordial support of every member of this
Division. Therefore, in view of the fact that this Di-
vision, as shown by this statement, inaugurated the
Roads Improvement movement, and has been steadily
and consistently working to that end for the past two
years, culminating in the introduction, within the past
month, of a bill in the Legislature by the New York
State Roads Improvement Association, and the New
York State Division L. A. W., jointly, and in view of
the lurther fact thit there has also been introduced into
the State Legislature another highway improvement
bill, so-called, purporting to have been prepared and
introduced by certain committees of the National As-
sembly L. A. W., notwithstanding a full knowledge on
their part of the contemplated action by the State Divi-
sion, and against our earnest prottsts, the result of
which will be, if persisted in, to seriously hinder and
delay, if not entirely defeat, the accomplishment of
this great and needed reform, I recommend the
adoption, by this board, of a resolution to the National
Assembly, requesting the withdrawal by the National
Assembly from the New York State Legislature of
Assembly bill Number 10.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list of applications for member-

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, which is as fol-

lows :

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement oi
two League members in good standing, or of three re-
putable citizens ol the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the
year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval of the Board ol Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication of the name in
a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
th? applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correct.
Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as thev are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members are
given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as
it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.
The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-
tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.
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Oakland

Stockton

Benicia

Danbury

List 2—Total 192.

Boston, April 11, 1800.

California Division—3.

Oakland Bi. Club.

13119 Gage, Harold J., 41S 12th St.,

Oak Lea? Wheelmen

.

13142 Burkett, Horace P., Box 102,

Unattached.

1322S Colby, Chas. Warren,

Connecticut Division—23.

Danbury Wheel Club.

13143 Barnum, Dana Dwight,

13144 Booth, John R., 142 Deer Hill ave.,

13145 Brooks, Clarence D., Westville ave

13147 Dalton, F. B., News Office,

13145 Flint, Geo. W., 2SS Main St.,

13149 Judson, Clarence W., 34 Maple ave

13150 Kinner, Herbert, 173 Main St.,

13151 Knapp, Chas. E., 394 Main st.,

13152 Ritch, E. Walter, 101 Garfield ave.,

13153 Taylor, W. Ferd, 37 Fairview ave..

Rambling Wheelmen.

13231 Coulter, Geo. H., 31 Austin St.,

13232 French, D. C, 26 Arch St.,

13233 Smith, Francis H., 6S1 Main St.,

Southington Wheel Club.

13197 Hazard, Emerson W., Box 167,

Unattached.

13230 Blood, Fred. C, 12 Harrison St.,

13155 Kelsey, Horatio, Box 245,

13146 Bulkely, Wm. C, News,
13229 Bardin, J.N. , 49 Williams St.,

Bridgeport

13277 Valentine, Henry, 198 Whalley ave.,

13154 Newman. Eugene C., Box 42,

13122 Bartram, A. L.,

13121 Kirby, Geo. W.,
13120 Rttd, Wm.C,

Illinois Division— i.

13278 Brown, J. Roy, 626 Maine St.,

Iowa Division— i.

Ottumwa Bi. Club.

13234 Gibson, T. N., 629 East Main St.,

Kentucky Division—2.

Unattached.

13156 Crutcher, J. W., 732 4th ave.,

Schieffer, J., 323 1st St.,

Southington

Bridgeport
Clinton

Danbury
Hartford

New Haven
Mianus
Sharon

Quincy

Ottumwa

Louisville

>3'57

Maine Division— 14.

Unattached.

1315S Richards, P. W., 15 Mechanic St., Portland
13160 Burgess, H. G., 55 Atlantic St., "

13161 Southworth, C, 10S Newbury St., "

13162 Farrington, A. R., 33 Smith St., "

13163 Drinkwater, Fred, 165 Cumberland, "

13164 Merrill, W. C, 191 Pine St., "

13165 Gould, O. C, 167 Pearl St., "

13166 Hodson, O. T., Odd Fellows Hall, "

13167 Eastman, E. E., 73 North st-, "

13168 Babcock, Geo. 6., 80 Melbourne St., "

13160 Laman, S. E., care Owen Moore & Co., "
13170 Fay, F. R., 19 1-2 Exchange, "

13171 Higgins, H. D., 293 Congress St., "

13159 Bursley, C. M., Box 90, Woodfords

Massachusetts Division—3a.

Chelsea Cycle Club.

13123 Walker, Wilbur C, 77 FranKlin St., Boston
Roxbury Bi. Club.

13198 Petersen, Frank E., 163 Hampdon St., Roxbury
13199 Mcintosh, A. S., 163 Hampdon St., "

Unattached.

Allen, Miss Nina D., 77 Franklin St., Boston
Atherton, E. A , Roxbury Latin School, "
Barto, D. O., 760 Tremont, "

Cole, Henry H., Box 4,
'<

_ Ridler, Frank Martin, 77 Franklin St., "

13224 Holman, Mrs. C. F., 20 Isabella st., "

13297 Tracy, Geo. W., 77 Franklin St., "

13224 Johnson, J. F., Box 109,
"

13280 Martin, J. R., 3 Chaucer, East Boston
13111 Groby, Henry E., 251 Main St., Clinton
13225 Cutter, Charles G

,
Quincy cor. Belleview,

Dorchester
131 10 Hentz, Frank A., 49 Minot, "

13174 Shaw, Sam'l, Elmwood
13175 Crane, Mrs. Laura, "

13201 Belliveau, J. B., Box 250, Melrose Highlands
13176 Lawrence, W. S., Box 28, Readville
13200 Spaulding, C. F., 24 Quincy St., Somerville
13226 Sayward, Charles F.., 19 Weston St., Waltham

I3«3
13';'
i3'73

1329s

>3»7S
13276

Harris, F. M., 629 Tremont St.,

Humphrey, Nelson F., 89 Revere St.,

Boston

13237 Porter, Arthur W., 63 Richardson st,

13236 Lahar, Claude M., 74 Bay St.,

13235 Hall, George N., 17 Chandler St.,

13279 Bacon, Anselm L., 13 Auburn St.,

i32Si Wells, Emily F., 2S09 Wash. St.,

13299 Fletcher, E. O,
13300 Smith, L. H., 77 Franklin St.,

13301 Freeman, G. T.,
13136 Schaaf, Albert E., 24 Alpine St.,

, Newton
Taunton

Worcester
Roxbury

Melrose
Boston

Arlington
Roxbury

Michigan Division—2.

Unattached.

13202
1383S

Bates, Lafayette H., 39 East Huron, Ann Arbor
Stringer, Ed. S., Lake Linden

Minnesota Division—1.

St. Cloud

Unattached.

13239 Montgomeiy, W. C,

Missouri Division—4.

Unattached.

13241 Wilson, Jno. Harner, 522 No. 2d St., St. Louis

Webb City
13240
"3125
13120

Kreidler, E. A., 12 So. 22d St.,

Ellis, Ed. E.,
Marrs, J. E., Box 23,

New Hampshire Division—5.

3283
13*84
13283
13286

13204
13205
13206
13207

13129
'3!27
13130
13131

Nashua Cycle Club.

13282 Cummings, Fred K. 12 Mulberry St., Nashua
Parkhurst. Almon H., 37 Amherst St., "
Smith, A. T., 137 Main St., "

Wallace, Chas. M., 137 Main St., "
Woods, Ernest S., 97 Vine St., "

New Jersey Division—14.

Hudson Co. Wheelmen.

13203 Doyle, Geo. C, Jr., 143 York St., Jersey City
Frazee, Walter H., 39 Summit ave., "

Mandeville, Walter S., 26 Belmont ave., "
Markham, Wm.T., 5 Wiley St., "

Post, N. V. H., 17 Mandeville ave., "

Mercer Co. Wheelmen.
13181 Apgar, W. Herman, 216 West State st., Trenton

West Jersey Cyclers.

13178 Lugar, Geo. E., 406 No. 6th St., Camden
13179 McCormick, Thos. A., 405 Linden St., "

131S0 Reeves, Josiah G., 833 Penn. st

,

"

Unattached.

1312S Doremus, D. P., Box 54,
Jones, Arthur R., Box 9,
Knapp, Wilbur, Box 785,
Krom, Louis John, 71 Madison ave.,
Clark, Dr. H. Lyman, Box 137,

New York Division— 31.

Amsterdam Wheelmen.
13287 Reid, Wm. K., Box 1094,
132SS DeGraff, Edward T., Box 1039,

Harlem Wheelmen.
13182 Cooper, W. H., 2620 3rd ave.,

13183 Barrett, Wm., 453 Hudson St.,

Glens Falls Bi. Club.

13115 Hays, S. A., 149 Glen St.,

Lockport Wheelmen.

13211 Gaidner, Amos H., 73 Main St.,

13212 Field, Wm. G., 152 Transit St.,

Rochester Bi. Club.

13112 Graham, John A , 5S7 N. St. Paul St., Rochester

Unattached.

13137 Medbery, R. Montrose, Box 1000, Ballston
13134 Dutcher, W. H., 117 Gates ave., Brooklyn
13227 Gumaer, A. G., M. D., 802 Bailey ave., Buffalo
13135 Langdon, W. Chauncy, 175 North St., "

13132 Fairlamb, Remington P., 701 6 ave., New York
13133 Goldsmith, Louis, S2 Wall St., "

131S4 Smillie, G. F. C, 123 "Tribune Bld'g" "
131 14 Westcott, F. B., Box S4, Katonah
13209 Johnson, Frank D., Box 205, Pulaski
13210 Paddock, Chas. D., Box 162,

"

1320S Scott, William G., Box 60, "

131 13 Player, Charles J., 29 Henion PL, Rochester
13242 Whitelaw, FredC 114 Lexington ave.,

New York
13243 McGurn, Frank A., 419 Pacific St., Brooklyn
13244 Edward,

J.
C, 434 E. Water st., Elmira

13245 Grover, 1 had T., 367 W. Chemung pi., "

13246 Harris, Abraham, 311 E. Water, "

13247 Randall, G. H., 113 Catherine. "

13248 Zimmerman, Frank L., 112 E. Chemung pi.,

Elmira

Closter

Montclair
Plainfield
Rahway

Amsterdam

New York

Glen Falls

Lockport

13252

13*49
i3 JSO
132S1

Olney, Fred'k A., Box 905,
Peltit, Minnie E., Box 916,
Styles, Geo. B„ Jr., Box 040,
Van Wagoner, McDonald, Box 869,

Kingston

Ohio Division—23.

Crescent Wheelmen.

13289 Aszman, Chas. H., 345 Central ave., Cincinnati
13290 Bauers, Gej. H., 213 Freeman ave., "

13291 Ried, Charles, 53S Main st., "

Porkopolis Wheelmen.

13253 Diemer, Hugo. Brooklyn ave., 25 Ward, "
13254 Moore, Dr. J. D., N. E. C. 7th and Race sts.,

Cincinnati
13255 Streng, Edward, 134 Main St., "

13256 Taaffe, H. B., 216 Mad Anthony St., 25 Ward,
Cincinnati

Valley City Wheel Club.

13258 Marshall, A. O., Box 42, Sidney
13259 Mathers, Hugh T., Box 1 104,

"
13260 Studtvant, L. M., Box 1100, "
13261 Swain, Jos. B., Box 23, •'

13262 DeWeese, C. B., Box 67, "

Mt. Vernon Bi.Club.

13186 Israel, George, Mt. Vernon
13187 Curtis, Dwight, Box 584, "

Fountain City Bi. Club.

13139 Bollmyer, Fred, Wauseon
Painesville Ramblers.

13138 Stiverson, Frank, Box 832, Painesville

Y.M. C. A. Club.

131SS Folckemer, S. Harper, 9S Chestnut ave.,

Springfield

Unattached.

13213 Stephenson, Henry T.., SS E. 4th St., Cincinnati
13185 Jacob, George C, N. W. cor. Findlay and Canal

Cincinnati
13214 Deatrick, C. L., Defiance
13215 Hooker, W. H., •'

13216 Daoust, Billy, <

13257 Stix, Sol. N., care Louis, Stix & Co., Cincinnati

Pennsylvania Division— 17.

Erie Cy. C.

13263 Beckman, S. O., 506 State St., Erie
13264 Beckman, W. R., 506 State St.,

13265 Densmore, Park, "

13266 Fairbairn, Frank, West nth St., "

13267 Hudson, W. D., care Henry Beckman, "
1325S Reed, Wm. W., Erie Water Dp't, "

York Bicycle Club.

131 17 Campbell, James H., Box 674, Harrisburg
13191 Wiley, Charles G., Park St., York
Unattached.

13190 Toland, Arthur De, 15th and Master st.,

Philadelphia
13116 Van Houten, C. W., 325 Chestnut, "

13140 Bedford, Theo. T., Lost Creek
13192 Yarnall, C. J., Phoenixville
13217 Boyd, Hirry Wilson, 47 7th St., Pittsburgh
13270 Dennison, J. McL., Jamestown
13269 Cheney, Harry, Box 973, Union City
13292 Bucher, Samuel, Denver
13293 Hacker, Dr. Isaac B., '«

Rhode Island Division—10.

Prov. Ladies Cycling Club.

13189 Martin, Mrs, C. F., 471 Broad St., Providence

Unattached.

1321s
13219
13220
13271

13294
13396
13295
13272
13273

[ollie, Wm. H., Box 23, Saylesville
Gardiner, W. Bert, "
Davenport, Percy, "

Holden, L. S., 6S Vinton St., Providence
Griffith^Walter A., Box_ 1324,

"

5 CoHunt, Chas. H., Prov. Gas I

Himes, Thomas P., S3 Westminster st., "
Johnson, Arthur E., 43 Manton ave., "

Clarke.'Fred H., (P. O. address Worcester
Academy, Worcester, Mass.) Jamestown

Vermont Division— 1.

Unattached.

13274 Collins, Carl Clifton, White River Junction

Wisconsin Division—4.

Unattached.

13195 Ott, Wilhbald, 609 So. 3rd, La Crosse
1311S Salzer, John B., "

13194 Nichdlson, Walter G., 422 Milwaukee St.,

Milwaukee
13193 Kirkby, Wm. R., 405 6th St., Racine

Alabama— 1.

Unattached.

13196 Haygood, Wilbur F., Sheffield

Arkansas— 1.

Arkansas Traveller C. C.

13141 Dukes, H. S., Box 304, Little Rock

Missis.- ippi— 1.

Unattached.

13177 Teunisson, Jno. N., Box 15, Summit

Nova Scotia— 1.

Unattached.

13221 Robb, F. B., Box 601, Amherst
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Division Officers.

Consuls and agents should draw upon Division Of
ficers for supplies of Application and Renewal Blanks
and for League literature of all kinds. Post Office ad
dresses will be found below

:

California—Chief Consul, R. M. Thompson ,Oriel

Hotel, San Francisco. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D.
Sheldon, 126 Davis street, San Francisco.
Colorado—Chief Consul, Edward S. Hartwell, 1319

Sixteenth street, Denver.
Connecticut—Chief Consul, David J. Post, Drawer

[47, Hartford. Secretary-Treasurer, Edward A. De
Blois, Drawer 11, Hartford.
Delaware—Chief Consul, S. Wallis Merrihew,oo6

Tackson street, Wilmington.
District of Columbia—Chief Consul, George S.

Atwater, 1230 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington.
Secretary-Treasurer, W. H. Stearns, 1421 G street, N.
W., Washington.
Illinois—Chief Consul, Wm. A. Davis, 340 South

Leavitt street, Chicago. Secretary-Treasurer, Thomas
F. Sheridan, 141 1 North Fourth street, Springfield.

Indiana—Chief Consul, Harry T. Hearsey, 140 No.
Del. street, Indianapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. N.
Smith, Terre Haute.
Iowa—Chief Consul. James B. Green, 711 Locust

street, Des Moines. Secretary Treasurer, Walstein

Seymour, 2d and Walnut street, Des Moines.
Kansas—Chief Consul, W. C. Bradley, Western

Security Co., Ottawa. Secretary-Treasurer, Otto H
Wulfekuhler, Leavenworth.

Kentucky—Chief Consul, Andrew J. Lamb, Box
65, Louisville. Secretary-Treasurer,G. E. Johnson,
1919 Floyd street, Louisville.
Louisiana—Chief Consul, Harry H. Hodgson, 1 j

Carondelet street, New Orleans. Secretary-Treasurer,

J. W. Dodge, 893 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
Maine—-Chief Consul, Dr. G.E. Dow, 507 1-3 Coi

Sress street, Portland. Secretary Treasurer, A.. L. 1 .

ummings, Biddeford.
Maryland—Chief Consul, Albert Moti 203 Lenox

street, Baltimore. Secretary-Treasurti, G. W.H. Carr,
Box 675, Baltimore.
Massachusetts—Chief Consul, Dr. W. H. Emery,

109 Warwick street, Roxbury. Secretary-Treasurer,
Cnas. S. Howard, Globe office, Boston.
Michigan—Chief Consul, A. B. Richmond, 370 So.

Lafayette street, Grand Rapids. Secretary-Treasurer,
C. A. Conover, Coldwater.
Minnesota—Chief Consul, T. M. Slosson.Box 380,

Minneapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. W. Laird,
Winona.
Missouri — Chief Consul, Robert Holm, 9C8 La

Salle street, St. Louis. Secretary-Treasurer, J. H.
Kelley, Smith Hardware Co., Sedalia.
Nebraska—Chief Consul, Frank N. Clarke, First

Nat'l Bank, Omaha.
New Hampshire—Chief Consul, Frank A. Mc-

Master, 101 Ash street, Nashua. Secretary-Treasurer,
Frank O. Moulton, Manchester.
New Jersey—Chief Consul, Dr. G. Carleton Brown,

40 Orchard street, Elizabeth. Secretary-Treasurer,
Geo. C. Pennell, Elizabeth.

New York — Chief Consul, W. S. Bull, 754
Main street, Buffalo, N. Y. Secretary-Treasurer,
George M. Nisbett, 50 Wall street, New York City
Ohio—Chief Consul, M. A. High, 165 Vine street

Cincinnati. Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. W. D. Kemp-
ton, 550 Freeman avenue, Cincinnati.
Pennsylvania—Chief Consul, Samuel A. Boyle,

Ass't Dist. Atty, Philadelphia. Secretary-Treasurer,
John J. Van Nort, Scranton.
Rhode Island—Chief Consul, Chas. S. Davol, War-

ren. Secretary-Treasurer, Nelson H. Gibbs, 218 West
minster street, Providence.
t^v-je-see—Chief Consul, Joseph R. Wilson, Jr.,

Clarksvihe. secretary-Treasurer, B. A. Patch, Clarks
ville.

Texas—Chief Consul, Geo. C. Arbuckle, Room 5,
Merchants' Exchange, Dallas.

Vermont—Chief Consul, H. A. Webster, Mont-
pelier.

Virginia—Chief Consul, Ira B. White, Box 147,
Norfolk. Secretary-Treasurer, Alex. K. Schaap,
617 E. Broad street, Richmond.
West Virginia—Chief Consul, Clarence. E. Irwin,

150 No. F street, Wheeling.
Wisconsin—Chief Consul, V. Mumfora Moore, 94

19th street, Milwaukee. Secretary-Treasurer, W. L.
Simonds, 382 East Water street, Milwaukee.
Foreign Marshal—Joseph Pennell, care J. S.

Morgan & Co., 22 Old Broad street, London, E. C.
England.

LAW. Renewal BM, 1890.

Fill out this blank, enclose $i to pay

your dues to April 30, 1891, and send

to Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston,

Mass.

Stamp must be enclosed if sender

wants receipt. Otherwise the ticket

must be the receipt.

Don't Forget to send your Number.

Don't send checks for $1.

Write very plainly

—

printing pre-

ferred.

Stamps of a denomination above
two cents will not be received.

If you live in one State and have

your mail sent to another, state the

fact that you may be located with the

Division in which your home is.

If you desire your address changed,

make the request on another sheet

than this.

Ticket holders, 25 cts.; with name
stamped, 50 cts.

Leave space above this line Blan

Number

Name,-

Street and Number
or P. O. Box,

'}'

City,

State, -

Club-

Enclosed for Holder cts.

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.
ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you will find $ for initiation fee and dues in tht

League of American Wheelmen to April 30, i8gi. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years of age, and that I am an amateur

within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, o? Box,.

References :

.

City,.

Enclosed. for Holder

.

State,.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first halt year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and co cents during the second half, Nov. 1

1 April 30. Enclose $2.0:1 with this blank on any date between date oi paper and Oct. 31, 1S90. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be received.

4^- If you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best call skin, with a receptacle lor ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and ocket for per

na.'cards send ' cents extra. If you want your name, in £old, stamped on the holder, send 50 cents extra. Leave the margins in using this blank
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Warwick Perfection Cycles are Constructed of Wrought Steel and Absolutely INTERCHANGEABLE.

PRICE $135.

SEND FOB

CATALOGUE.

WITH BRACE REMOVED

IT MAKES A

Light and Superioi

Ladies' Wheel,

To facilitate delivery of goods, we have arranged with the following firms to supply you in

their respective territory. They will be our exclusive wholesale dealers, and it is their mission to aid you
in every way. Address them for catalogues:

For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Eastern Massa-
chusetts, A. O. VERT, 173 Tremont Street, Boston.

For New York State, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,

G. R. BIDWEIX, 313 West 5SO1 Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey, E. ALSDORF &CO., 11 Academy St., Newark, N.J.
For Southern New Jersey, and territory contiguous to Philadelphia,

EDW. K. TBYON, JR., & CO., 10 and 12 North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania, and Northern Ohio,
STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

WARWICK CYCLE MFC. CO.,

For Maryland, EISENBRANDT BROS. , 424 E. Baltimore St.,Baltimore,Md.

For Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Tennessee, and West Virginia,
J. E. POORMAN, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

For the Northwest,
CHAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO., 293 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. SNITJER, 1012 Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope,
THOS. H. B. VARNEY, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Territory not named, Local Agents, or The Manufacturers,

Springfield, Mass.

BICYCLE DEALERS V AGENTS
throughout the United States will find "meat" in the following letter

from the leading firm of cycle dealers in Cincinnati:

244 Clark Street, CINCINNATI, O., January 7th, 1890.

Mr. L. H. Johnson, Orange, N. J.:
Dear Sir:—We wish to say regarding the "Premiers," that all in use in this vicinity are giving

the best of satisfaction. The Tandem is pronounced by all who are familiar with tandem safeties,

far superior in all respects to any other in use; and the "Catford," notwithstanding its lightness,
is all that could be desired as a racer or light roadster for medium weight riders, standing the use
on our rough roads as well as any of the high grade safeties that weigh from ten to fifteen pounds more.

The simplicity of construction, judicious distribution of metal and fine running qualities, are
the strong points of the Premier Safeties. Yours truly, FRANK T. MILES & CO.

The Simplicity of Construction, Judicious Distribution of Metal, and
Fine Running Qualities are the Strong Points of the Premier Safeties."

There are no stronger Selling Point, than these, insuring the best of
satisfaction to the purchaser and the most substantial profit to the dealer.
Application for terms and territory should be made at once, as same is

being rapidly taken up. New 44-page Catalogue, illustrating and de-
scribing seven different styles of PREMIER SAFETIES, mailed free.

LLEWELLYN H. JOHNSON, Manufacturing Importer

401 & 403 Main St.,

J

ORANGE, N. J,
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Mr. Harry D. Hedgek, 473 Tremont street, Boston, Mass., has secured the

Boston agency for Banker & Campbell's celebrated "Ormonde" cycles, and will

soon have a complete line of these machines on exhibition.

Mr. Lewis F. Small, formerly general manager of the Boston Association
gymnasium, is now a partner in the Kingston Knitting Co., of 27 Kingston street,

Boston, Mass., at which place Mr. Small will be pleased to see his ola friends and
others who may wish goods in his line.

Mr. Charles H. Weld & Co., of 235 Tremont street, Boston, has established

a cycle and general sporting goods depot at the above address. They represent

the Vulcan line of safeties tor men, ladies, misses and youths.

H. G. Rouse has just returned from his California trip. While in Pasadena he
bought out the entire stock of Mr. A. T. Atkins and secured the services of Mr.
Atkins for his house here. This will add one more hustler to the ranks of the
Peoria wheelmen and will swell the list of Rouse, Hazard & Co.'s employees to

twenty-four.

Prince Wells, the well known trick rider, has settled down permanently in

Louisville, Ky., at which place he has opened up a first-class cycle agency and
repair shop. Mr. Wells has just refused an offer for a six months engagement at

the Olympic Building, London. In case any good American trick rider would
like to apply for the position refused by Mr. Wells, there is a good chance to secure
same. Mr. Wells also offers to give any such rider full particulars of the proposed
engagement.

FIXTURES.
APRIL.

20—W. Van Wagoner starts on his record ride to Chicago at 12 noon, from the

Tremont House, Boston. (Weather permitting-)

MAY.

3 Grand reunion run of Missouri cvclists over the roads of Pike Co., Missouri.
4 Reunion of cyclists of St. Louis, Quincy, Hannibal and Clarksville, at

Louisiana.
it) First race for the Item 5-mile road race for Philadelphia riders.

17 Amateur race meet of the Harvard University Cycling Association, on
Holmes' field, Cambridge, Mass.; entries close May 3d. Address W. B. Green-
leaf, 41 Weld Hall, Cambridge, Mass.
24 "Pony Tournament," S. and L. B. T. Association. Address Harold Child,

Secretary, 1112 Olive street.

24 Spring Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.

24—Race meeting at Hamilton, Ont.

24—Race meeting at Woodstock, Ont.

28—Tournament at Hamilton, Ont.
30—Bay State Bicycle Club races at Agricultural Park, Worcester, Mass. Ad-

dress B. A. Lamont, Worcester, Mass.
30--Maine Division L. A. W., annual meet, at Lewiston.
30—Road race, Irvington-Milburn, N. J.
30 and 31—New Jersey Division, L. A. W., annual meet at Plainfield.

30—Pullman road race at Chicago, 111. .

30—Rome, N. Y., Bicycle Club tournament.
30—Tournament of the Rambling Wheelmen at Bridgeport, Ct.
31—Intercollegiate games at Berkeley Oval, New York.

TUNE.
7—Second race for the Item 5-mile road race for Philadelphia riders.

7—Hill climbing contest, Son-of-a-Gun Hill, at St. Louis, Mo.
7—Elwell party starts for Europe.
9—New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament and annual meet Counecticut Divisiom

L. A. W.* Address A. G. Fisher, P. O. Box 1558.

27, 28—Pennsylvania Division meeting at Philadelphia.

27, 28—Probable dates, great century run, Orange to Philadelphia.

28—Chicago Cycling Club vs. Wilmington Wheel Club team race, Lancaster
Pike, Philadelphia, Pa.

JULY.

1 to 3—Missouri Division tour to Columbia, starting from Clarksville. Address
W. P. Laing, Matshal, 1724 Olive St., St. Louis.
4—Chicago, 111., Cycling Club's race meet.
4—Open handicap road race, Cincinnati, Ohio, address J. E. Poorman, 8th and

Race streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
4—Brownsville, Pa., Cycle Club race meeting-

4, 5—Missouri State Division meet at Columbia, Mo.
7—Kentucky Division meet at Richmond.
S—Kentucky State Diviison meet at Maysville, Ky.
24, 26—Ohio Division meet at Cincinnati.

AUGUST.
16—Annual tournament St. Louis Bicycle Race Track Association, St. Louis,

Mo. Address Harold Child, 11 12 Olive street, St. Louis.
20—Detroit to Niagara Falls tour. Particulars to C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam ave-

nue, Detroit, Mich.
25, 26, 27—L. A. W. annual meet and national championship at Niagara Falls,

N. Y.
SEPTEMBER.

12, 13—Peoria, 111., Cycle Club tournament. Address H. G. Rouse, Peoria, III.

1, 2—Hartford Wheel Club tournament.-

Now on the market, and admitedly

a wheel giving full value for price asked.

Our facilities are such as to insure

prompt shipments.

THE HARTFORD CYCLE CO.,

MHNUFHCTUR6RS OF

The Hartford
HARTFORD, CONN.

Ball Bearings All Around. Perfectly

Interchangeable and Warranted.

Price $100.

The Automatic Spoke and Nipple Grip.

Every Cyclist
His Own Re-

pairer !

No Screws, no
Nuts, no Peeling
of Enamel.
#g~ It takes a posi-

tive grip. The harder
you pull the tighter it

holds.

&f Catches any size
Spoke or Nipple, round
or square.
49-Can be carried in

the vest pocket.

Price, (Nickeled)Sl.
Liberal Discount to

Dealers.

Cut full size.

JORDJlN & OELLIEN,
1320 Washington Ave., St. Louis, MoNo.
Ask your local .Dealer i^iven gratis,) for

HINTS- CARE of
CYCLE-
CHAINS

$3,00

Per Pair.

$3,00

Per Pair.

TOULMINS KANGAROO BICYCLE SHOES
>TGreatly improved. Best and cheapest Shoe in the
Country. In addition to the above, we also make an
elegant Bicycle Shoe, all Hand-sewed, $4.50. High
cut above ankle, $5.00. This makes an elegant street

shoe. Special inducements to Agents. Send for cat-

alogue containing rules for self measurement. Corre-
spondence promptly answered. Address

W. B. TOULMIN. 285 Main St., Buffalo, N. T.

The Cyclist, the leading paper of England, is a
* well-filled newspaper, containing the earliest, the
best and fullest reports of all wheel matters. No other
paper covers the ground as the Cyclist does, and it is

not only the largest in size, but has by far the largest
circulation of any wheel paper. Edited by Henry
Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per year, including
postage.
tS~ Postage stamps not re ceived in payment.

KINGSTON KNITTING CO,,

Artistic Athletic

Suits.

Kingston

Manufacturers for

the Trade and Clubs
The most desirable

line ofAthletic Goods

made, for Bicycle,

Gymnasium, Base
Ball, Boating,
Bathing and Sport-

ing Outfits, all at

very reasonable
prices.

Correspondence so-

licited.

Send for Catalogue.

Knitting Co.,
27 KINGSTON STREET, near Summer St.,

BOSTON. 7WSKSS.
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EASY PAYMENTS, WITH • NO EXTRA • CHARGE.
DON'T SKIP—IF NOT INTERESTED FOR YOURSELF, YOU WILL BE

FOR SOME FRIEND WHO " CAN'T AFFORD A WHEEL."

WE can make it to your interest to buy of us, whether you want to buy for Cash or not, hence we ask that you do not buy

or trade for a wheel before corresponding with us or seeing our new Catalogue, Second-Mand and Bargain List,

now out.- Our constantly increasing trade from every State and Territory is evidence that we offer superior inducements,

hence are able to make good the above statement.

We are Agents for every American maker or importer, and guarantee to furnish any 1890 wheel as low as it can be pro-

cured in the United States, either for cash or on our Payment Plan.
We take Second-Hand Wheels and Type Writers in exchange at as good figures

as can be offered consistent with a fair profit.

Our payment plan consists simply in selling a wheel (and any sundries desired)

at one-fourth to one-half cash, and the balance on time to suit the customer, at 8 per

cent, per annum, with the security usually required in all time purchases—the same
being such as any trustworthy man, young or old, can easily give. It is a transaction

on ordinary business principles for the protection of the customers and ourselves—no
lease or "cut-throat" arrangement whatever being required. We have sold several

thousand wheels, in every part of the United States, on these terms, with entire satis-

faction to every customer. The item of interest is inconsiderable, being but 6 2-3 cents

per month on a $10.00 note, hence very many men of considerable financial ability

buy of us on this plan, as it enables them to pay for a wheel out of their regular in-

come without feeling the expense. We have had Government bonds, savings bank

books, real estate and similar security on such purchases; we by no means require

this class of security, and only mention it to show that a person is not necessarily im-

pecunious because he prefers to pay for a wheel on payments instead of ca6h down.

There is no necessity of waiting to " save up" the money to buy a wheel, or denying

yourself other things ; we shall be glad to furnish any wheel desired on payments that

we shall endeavor to make meet your convenience.

Our Catalogue Contains Full Particulars—Send For It*

NEW WHEELS AT CUT PRICES.

"PUT MONEY IN THY PURSE."

We are always in the market to buy job lots of new. wheels for cash, and now
have a fine stock of New Wheels of nearly all standard makes, which we offer at re-

ductions of from $20 to $4:0. Below we list a few bargains. We have nearly all

sizes of each make at correspondingly low prices. Remember these are NEW
Wheels, the most of them never having been uncrated

:

List. Our Price

48-iu. American Champions, $100.00 $70. OO
49-in. American Lt. Champions, 107.50 80.00
50-in. Volunteer Columbias, 100.00 72.50
50-in. Expert Columbias, - 120 00 90.00
53-in. Columbia Lt. Roadsters, 137.50 105.00

Volant Safeties,
50-in. Universal Clubs,
52-in. Budge lit Roadsters,
48-in. Vineyards,

Crescent Safeties,

List.

$115.00
HOOO
! 27.50
OO.OO
90.00

Our Price.

$80.00
62.OO
90.00
27.OO
60.00

Liberal Discounts to Agents from Above Figures.

We also carry a large stock of Second-Hand wheels at prices correspondingly lower than above.

Our stock ranges from 60b Cycles upwards, and, a6 we constantly keep orders 'placed weeks ahead at the factories we can

usually fill orders promptly when the makers themselves would be unable to ship for days or weeks. We have unexcelled shipping

facilities, and ship by fast freight or express, securing low rates and quick time to all parts of the United States, by reason of com-
petition of 13 railroads, water routes to Great Lakes and Mississippi, while all the principal express companies operate lines

into Peoria.

We have had ten years' experience in the cycle business, and have ample capital, a large corps of wheelmen employees, and
the desire, ability and intention to make dealings with us not only pleasant, but profitable and satisfactory. Write us, and it wil

not be our fault if we do not do you good.

CATALOCUE, SECOND-HAND AND BARCAIN LIST FREE.

r^OUSE, HAZARD & CO., 9 G Street, PEORIA, ILL.
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SAVE MONEY. New ^S-00 High Grade Safeties for $100. New
Universal Safety, balls to wheels, pedals and crank shaft, $70. An odd lot of new
Safeties at from $28 to $40, less than factory price.

BARCAINS IN JOB LOTS. ACENTS WANTED.
A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio,

Bicycles, Guns and Typewriters taken in Exchange. Job Lots Bought. We carry 700 Bicycles in Stock

THE COVENTRY RIVAL.
Interchangeable. Guaranteed one year.

Credenda Steel Tube,
Bown's Ball Bearings,

Warwick Rims.
SOLE U. S. IMPORTERS,

THE SWEETING CYCLE CO., Philadelphia.

a^HJE> IR^HE^IvJL, ROADSTER SAI^K^TY.
We believe this the best $100 machine ever offered to the American Public It is built in the best manner

and of the best material. It has solid steel hubs, and it is difficult to see how anything can be built better, even
to sell for a price forty per cent, higher. Tool bag, wrench, oiler and bell included. Agents wanted. Sole Importers,$100

THE CENTURY CYCLE CO, 1404 Oxford St, Philadelphia.

ELASTIC

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Bicycle Handles of every Descrip-

tion, Pedal Rubbers, etc.

Spade Handles, complete, full nickel, $2.50 per pair

Forged Steel Spades, in the rough, with
bolts and grip, - - - $2.00 per pair

Spade Grips, Vulcanite, any style - $ .50 per pair

Double Grip Pedal Rubbers, - $1.75
Tire Cement, - - - $ .25 per box
Electric Tape, - - - - $ .25 Per ro11

Bicycle Balls, spokes, etc.

Mould Wort of Any Kind Solicited.

THE ELASTIC TIP CO.,
RUBBER SPECIALTIES,

Oor. Oornhill and Washington St., Boston.

The New "39" and "24" Star

HO MACHINE ON THE MARKET ITS EQUAL.

Easiest Running Wheel
—AND—

Best Hill Climbing Machine Ever
Produced.

We Challenge Honest Criticism.

In this Machine we have combined ALL
the advantages of a low wheel and the speed
of a high one.

Send for Catalogue of STAB BICYCLES.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

Smithville, N. J.

ERIE KNITTING MILL,
•* n

ERIE. F=K..

Make togorder !rhe finest line of

goods for the use of^whê Imen^
Send for]*samples of fabric and
price list.

N. B. Elwell is recommending these

goods to all the members of his tour.

r

M ^

Ask your local dealer for

g-l& Cycle-
Chains fi

*m Graphite.
(tk<t) OEG.STfMO.

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

THE] "GAZELLE,"

JUVENILE SAFETY BICYCLE.
The lightest and strongest machine of its kind yet

made. Tubular steel drop frame, with or without de-
tachable cross-bar, adjustable steel cone bearings for
wheels and crank.shaft, hard rubber handles, 34 and 36
inch wheels, with crescent steel rims, steel spokes and
1-4 inch best rubber tires, reversible seat post, with
long and short bends, thus giving Wide range of ad-
justment to suit children from eight to sixteen years of
age ; all wearing parts detachable and interchangeable

;

handsomely finished in nickel and enamel: weight,
with adjustable suspension saddle and tool bag, com-
plete, 34 lbs. Price $40,—and well worth the money,
in comparison with any other machine of its kind in
the market.
The *• Gazelle " has absolutely the strongest wheels

of any bicycle made, large or small, and as the frame
is strong enough to carry a heavy man over the roughest
riding, the machine will stand the rough usage to which
children's bicycles are frequently subjeAed, with Ijttle

danger of breakage. The Ladies' " Gazelle," much
the same style as the above, with aS-inch wheels, chain
guard, and some additions and improvements, will be
ready in April. WU1 run about as light as a ball bear-
ing machine. Price $50. Liberal terms to agents.
We wiU deliver these machines at any place in the
United States, east of the Mississippi, where we have
no agent and which is reached by a railroad, at prices
named, transportation free. When ordered to be sent
C. O. D., an advance remittance of $5 will be required.

CRAWFORD & CO.,
1116 E ST., N. W., - WASHINGTON. D. C.

J. W. BATE & CO.,
NO. 324 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN.

55-inch Columbia L. Roadster, - $60
53-inch " " " - - 75
Two-Track Columbia Trike, - - 40
50-inch Volunteer Columbia, - - 45
52-inch British Challenge, - - 50
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HERE WE ARE,
A little late perhaps, but the fact is we have been too busy to write up an Ad. All we have to

say is that if you want to buy a wheel for your own use--or if you want to engage in the sale

of wheels--or better still—if you are now engaged in their sale—or if you want CYCLE CLOTH-
ING, or BICYCLE SUNDRIES of any kind, just send for our CATALOGUE. You will find the

largest, finest and most complete assortment carried by any house in America deseribed and beau-
tifully illustrated therein. WHEELS ranging in price from $4.50 to $250. "We can equip DEAL-
ERS complete. It will only cost you one cent to answer this, and it will cost us ten to reply,

so you see we give you ten to one on the start, and it's ten to one that you will deal with us if

you ever get our CATALOGUE and PRICES.

CHAS. F, STOKES MFG. CO., 293 and 295 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.

THE "IROQUOIS" SAFETY
is a High Grade Safety, with convertible
diamond frame, and is in its dropped frame
form the most Rigid and Easy Riding safety
made. Fitted with the Buffer Saddle
(Ladies' form) it is a splendid machine for
Ladies use. All Drop forgings, Weldless
tube and steel fittings. It is not to be com-
pared with cheaper machines, and the Best
is alwaysthe Cheapest Price complete, $125.

STDVER BICYCLE IDFQ. CO., Freeport, III.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

WHY 1^ :rTP that the entire Cycle Trade have copied the

"REFEREE" SAFETY.
The original Diamond Frame, DESIGNED IN 1886 (Patent Nos. 14,205 and 17,215; Registered Nos.

83,504, 115,900, and 116,849).

IESIOO^lTTJSIO it is the best mechanically-constructed Safety in the World. We challenge our
imitators to excel

The " Referees "

For Lightness, Strength, Comfort, Speed, Design, Workmanship, Style, Finish and Improvements.

Holds 12 World's Records, and Won over 130 Prizes in five months.

BRETZ, CURTIS & COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
AGENTS WANTED. SOLE U. S. LMPORTERS.

DON'T FAIL TO SEE THE

"REFEREE SAFETY."

Pare Diamond Frame, Tangent

Spokes. Weight only 37 lbs.

EDW. C. HIMEON,
588 Main St. , Camhridgeport,

Agent for

BOSTON 7*ND iZICIMITY.

See Bretz, Ourtis & Co.'s advt. in this Paper,

WHEELMEN'S
HOME GYMNASIUM,

Consisting ot

i Standard Chest Weight.
1 Pair 3-Pound Dumb Bells.
1 " Wooden Dumb Bells.
1 " i-Pound Indian Clubs.
1 " Indian Club Hooks.
1 Instruction Book.

By express or freight on receipt of price,

Complete, .... $5.00
Takes very little space in your chamber. Morning

and Evening exercise will enlarge the chest in one
week.

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
liiiORCSSTSR, - 7UY7SSS.

FOUND
What you have been looking for since you have been
riding a wheel is what you will say when you get a
bottle of Wilson's Wonderful Nickel and Enamel
Restorer. It will polish Nickel and Enamel, also
prevent Nickel and steel from rusting. There is no
grease to rub oft, and it will positively keep your
wheel from rusting. Sent by mail on leceipt ot 50
cents in stamps. Liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, Mass.

Free To Agents and Dealers
for one year,

THE BEARINCS,
the only first-class cycling paper in the West,
business card to

71 Randolph St., Chicago.

Send for sample copies everyone.

Send
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UTILE DULCI.

WE HLL USE IT.

THE LITTLE [GIANT SAFETY FOR BOYS.

$35.00.

H. A. LOZIER & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
WM. READ & SONS, Boston, Mass.
MERWIN, HULBERT & CO., New York.
E. ALSDORF & CO., Newark, N J.
WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton, N. J.
BRETZ, CURTIS & CO., Philadelphia.Pa.

STANDARD CYCLE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
W. H. WILHELM & CO , Reading, Pa.

B. FRANK McDANIEL & CO.,
Wilmington, Del.

EISENBRANDT CYCLE CO.,
Baltimore, Md.

CAPITAL CYCLE CO., Washington,D.C.
EDWD.L ROSE & CO., Wheeling, W.Va

J. E. POORMAN, Cincinnati, Ohio.
MACY & CO., Nashville, Tenn.
GEORGE BROWN, Knoxville, Tenn.
A. K. & C. E. SCHAAP, Richmond, Va.
A. G. SPALDING &BROS-, Chicago, 111.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., Peoria, 111.

E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO.,
St.* Louis, Mo

WM. R. BURKHARD, St. Paul, Minn.
P. H. SEECOMBE, Milwaukee, Wis.
PRANK P. MOSS, Denver, Col.

THOS. H. B. VARNEY,
San Francisco, Cal.

U. S. BRANCH:

6&8BERKELEYST.,
BOSTON, MASS.

CHICAGO, ILL:

Slier Cycle Co.,

AGENTS,

201 Randolph St. 352 Lenox Ave.

NEW YORK, N.Y.:

G. A.

Weight
Complete. Price.

Singer Safety, - 49 lbs., $135

Royal Singer Safety, - 40 lbs., .140

Light Royal Singer Safety, 32 lbs., 135

Apollo Safety, - - 50 lbs., 105

Intermediate Safety, - 39 lbs., 90

Miniature Safety, 37 lbs., 75

i-^^C-^^st-^>t<«^^^ioe>^*>^--^^

Official Outfitters to the League of American Wheelmen,

Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

Committee.

A. G. Spalding \ Bros,,

Makers of the Official L. A, W. Sundries.

V^ciP©* League Regulation 1.25
Ql, J t»+cj League Regulation 2.00
lOlllX I9t No. XX Fine Cheviot ior hot

weather wear 1.00
C!-d-/"i/-»l-'-i i^ rvo Our celebrated Linen
k5HJ^Ji.H±gO. Sole Stocking, League

color 1 .00

T^aI^Q ^° - -^ Silk, Edge's League color,
J-»v5XIjH« white centre, Snake Buckle 50

No. XX Worsted • Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40

dllAOfi Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,OHUvS. hand made, light, str ng, elastic.5.00
No. I, Canvas, leather trimming's. 3.50

Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing ind Training Suits.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago.
Philadelphia, 1022 Market St.

Browning, King \ Co,,

Official Tailors of the L.A.W.

^406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only OfflcialTailorstotheL.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

Western Wheel Works.
Manufacturers of All Kinds of

BICYCLES, SAFETIES, ETC

CHICAGO:
495 to 505 Wells St.

NEW YORK:
35Barklay St.,

40 Park Place.

Elwell European Bicycle Tour.

A few vacancies left. Applications for membership

must now be accompanied by deposit of $25, to secure
berth on steamer.

For full information address

* F. A. ELWELL,
152 Pearl St., - PORTLAND, ME
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements m this Department 30 cents a line.

JQF"" Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only -will be taken.

L, A, W, BADGES,
The official design in solid gold.

Prices, $2.50, $3.50, $5.00 and up-
ward. Patented. Send for free

Catalogue and address orde rs to

C. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle St., Fortland,Me.
Send 25 certs and get one of the

New L. A. W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of rolled Silver Plate, oxy-
dizcd. Very neat and serviceable.

N. H. GIBBS.
PROVIDENCE, K. I.

"POB SALE—A "New Mail" Safety, only used two
-- months. Cost $135. Enameled, ?nd as good as
new in every paiticular, $110. F. WOOLWORTH,
Box S03 Syracuse, N. V.

Box 632.

IH)R SI.00. Send $1.00 and get achance for a high-
grade safety. R< ference, if necessary. CHAF.

H. GARDINER, Fort Scott, Kas. Box 47a,

RAFFLE—7J tickets ieft on new '90 pattern Colum-
bia L. R Safety. Tickets 50c. Send postal note

or stamps. F. COLSON, Noiwalk, Ohio.

SWIFT SAFETY-Almost new. Bargain at J95.
W. A. MEEKER, 329 River st , Troy, N. Y.,

agent New Rapid and American cycles.

OOK, L.ITITZ, PA., takes wheels in payment for

books, stationery, type-writers, organs, buggies,
cigars, steel engravings, printing, etc. Best party to

buy any new wheel of, and has the choicest bargains in
second-hand wheels. $250 Humber tandem, used 50
miles, $75, and 24 o'her surprising bargains. Write to
him before you buy. An "Eagle," 53 wanted, also a
"Hickory" and "Broncho."

FOR THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-
ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and

other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,

$14.00, $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list oi 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East
60th St., New York City.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers,
or mailer] by the mann'acturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.
L'qR SALE—A Safety bicycle, never ridden. Price
-C $2.50. An elegant filled gold miniature safety
bicycle, worn as a watch charm ; entirely new style,
parts all movable; also Solid Gold "Ordinary" Badge,
$1.75, or $4.00 for both. Samples to Bicycle Dealers.
Sent postpaid on receipt of price. DURYEA JEW-
ELRY CO., Wholesale Jewelers, 71 Nassau St., New
York City.

fij Of\ CASH, with order at once, buys 54-inch ball
*JPO" bearing bicycle, in good order, cost $135.
CLINTON CYCLE CO., Clinton, Mass.

WILL SELL •

SAFETIES from $11.00 upwards. Columbias from
$20.00 upwards. Stars from $15 00 upwards.

Lowest prices for new and second-hand bicycles.
Send for catalogue and price lift. THE WHITE
CYCLE CO., Trenton, N. J. Second-hand wheels
taken in exchange for new mounts.

FOR SALE.
(1) One Premier Tandem Safety, Ai con., rode

25 miles, - - - $iS-.

(1) One Club Tandem Tricycle, Fair Con., a
Bargain at .... 125.00

"(Best offer over $100 takes it.)

fi) ONE Viaor Safety, (iSSS), Bargain at

$S5.oo. $75.f0 takes it, (Speak Q_ ick).

(1) 52-Inch EAGLE BICYCLE, rULL
NICKLE, AiCon., - 12500
(This wheel is almost new.)

1 or 2 Stars, in good Con. Full particulars by mail
upon application.

RANKIN & BRUCE,
Custom House Street, Providence, R. I.

GILLOTTS STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

PERFECT.

Can MAKE more MONEY on our Toe Clip

than on any other Sundry in the MARKET,
as EVERYBODY WANTS

Rankin's Pat. Toe Clip.

Just Hustle, Boys, and Beg, Borrow or

-, you know, 50 cents, and get a Pair.

Ask your Local Agent for them.

AGENTS WANTED in every city or town in the

United States. Write for terms, etc. Mention this

paper, please.

Write for prices on JACK'S OIL, in one and two
ounce bottles. Will not thicken up in the Bearings.

RANKIN & BRUCE, <! ^nTurers.
Box 103, 23 Custom House St.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Carries a Stock of over 100 Bicycles, Tri-

cycles, Safeties, Velocipedes, etc. Only
"Cycle Castle" in America.

For all kinds ol

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.

PERFECT POCKET OILER.

One-halt size.

4 For bicycles. Guns, etc. No Leakage. Throws only
small quantity of oil at a stroke. Handsomely nickel
plated. For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt
of price, 50c. each. CUSHMAN & DEN1SON, 172

6th ave- N . Y.

lndespensabie to Bicyclists

and Athletes.

Call's supporter, with elastic

back, lace front and adjustable back
straps. Light, easy and durable.
A sure fit. No. 5, same as cut, 75
cts. No. 6, pockets each side of
lacing, $1.00. No. 7, with hose
si.pporters, Sioo. No. 8, hose sup-
porters and pockets, $1.25. Order
by numher and give waist measure.

Ifostpjid on receipt of price Trade supplied.

S.JB. CALI,«:385 Main St., Springfield, Mass.

BACK VIEW

A. O. VERY,
New England Agent for the

» a

-AND—

"Giant' Cycles.

-ALSO—

The Standard Sewing Machine

173 Tremont Street, Boston.

AGENTS WANTED.

SIDWELL* SABEN,
New England Agents For

RUDGE & QUADRANT.
Dealers In

New and Second-Hand Machines for Cash

or Installment. Machines Exchanged

or Sold on Commission.

Cycle Repairing In All Its

Branches,

We carry a full line line of Cycle Parts

and sundries,

MAKING A SPECIALTY OF RUDGE PARTS
of every description. Call and inspect stock.

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 9 O'OLOOK.

182 ColnmbnsAve., Boston, Mass.

Snitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Russet
Older.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Orab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance ol natural Iruit acid

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice ol sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh Irom the
Sress, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ng and brilliant, but containing

no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, expressage
prepaid.

S. K. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New Tork.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED l86$.
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THE Cyclist who buys a New Machine on the faith of an advertisement is

too good for this world, therefore we do not expect to sell

"NEW RAPID" CYCLES
on the strength of the following statement alone :

During 1889 we made over 7000 of our Celebrated "New Rapid,"
True Tangent Wheels for use in our machines, using something over
350,000 spokes'; now out of this enormous number WE DID NOT HAVE
A SINGLE BROKEN SPOKE REPORTED TO US.

The above proves that oup wheels are perfect, but does not relate to the
machines themselves ; the ordinary cycler, however, is a man of intelligence,
and he will acknowledge that a firm who are careful in the construction of the
wheels, must also be careful, and devote considerable attention to every part of
the machine, and this we do.

After reading this send for a descriptive Catalog of "New Rapid "Cycles
to the CLARK CYCLE CO., 340 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Md., who are
our Agents.

i

ST. GEORGE'S ENGINEERING COMPANY,
BIRMINGHAM, ... ENGLAND.

Inventors and Sole Makers of the NEW RAPID CYCLES.

I. A. WESTON & CO.,
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.,

Manufacturers of

PATENT

Improved

Suspension

Steel Wheels.
All grades and sizes,

from 12 to 42 inch di-

ameter, in quantities,

for Bicycles, Tricycles,

Velocipedes, &c, &c.

Safety Wheels a

Specialty.

Those contemplating

manufacturing such will

do well to write us for

prices.

TEMPLE CYCLE
3

EXCHANGE,
47 & 49 State St., Chicago.

Best equipped bicycle house in U. S. Finest riding
school in Chicago. High and medium grade

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CYCLES
Good exchanges made for second-hand wheels. Write

tor catalogue. Mention this paper.

RALPH TEMPLE, Managing Prop.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE'S
FAMOUS SPORTING SHOES.

THEY NEED NO RECOMMENDATION.

Men's Bicycle Shoe:

No. 1. Kangaroo, hand sewed ?S -00

No. 2. Kangaroo, hand sewed %}'$°
No. 3. Dongolia, call $3-00

Men's Base Ball Shoe :

No. I. Kangaroo, hand sewed $7.00
No. 2. Kangaroo 5.00

No. 3. Russett, calf 5.00

Sprint Running:
No. 1. Hand sewed $5-00
No. 2. Hand sewed 3.00

Agents should place their orders now to avoid delay.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE, Randolph, Mass.

MY Cycling Log Book. By "Papa" Weston.
The transitory pleasures of cycling can be made

as permanent as its physical benefits, by jotting down
in a wel. devised log book, the distances and incidents

of one's various journeys. Knowing that such a

record is a most pleasant thing to have, and believing,

that the keeping of such should be encouraged, as

tending to the permanent good of cycling in more ways
than can be referred to here. The Log Book is hand-
somely and strongly bound in red leather, wili last for

years ol constant use, and is the best arranged book ot

its kind ever yet devised. It fills a want often felt by
the cyclist who values records ol interest for future

reference. Price, post paid, $1.25 For sale by Bicy-

cling World Co., 12 Pearl St., Boston.
£5* Postage stamps not received in payment.

Cycling Art, Enemy anft Locomotion.

The most valuable, interesting. . unique

and amusing book on

SCIENCE OF CYCLING
Ever issued.

It contains 300 pages 01 solid meat for

those interested in the

Art of Cycling as a Science.

Profusely illustrated and beautifully print

ed and bound. Price, $2.00.
For sale by the

Bicycling World Co.,

12 Pearl Street, Boston.

The"OTTO"
Rubber
Tires.

52 in

t 50 in
-= n 48in

E"-Hin
£ =,f 42 iu

BICYCLES
Factory Price. Our Price

*6& (in $3? 40
65 00 23 70
60 on 27 OO
«6 00 24 38
fooo 2 1 8O
85 00 .. . I 8 OO

SAFETY
DICYCLES

sj:mi fok catalogck.
Small P.0T8' 20 In., wheels, will] Parallel Boarlnej... $25 01
Lar;re Hoys' 2 1'lu., with Krake and Mud Guards 35 00
1 adles 1 nr Men's 30 In., Hull Hearing (0 both wheel*. 75 r,r\

Ladles' Or Ben's SO In., Rail Bearings ALL OVKR. ... 90 00
ST

-efco^
,s

' E. C. MEACHAM ARMS C'G,
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SAY TO YOUR FRIENDS,

Men or women, who wish to learn to ride the

bicycle, that Private Lessons are given in my

Large Hall (floor space clear, 50x100), every

day and evening (Sundays excepted.)

Lessons are by appointment. Hours can be

secured in advance, and further particulars learned

at my office. Come personally, write or tele-

phone.

NO SPECTATORS.

NEW AND USEFUL
PERFECTION TIRE HEATER.

Price $1.50. Price $1.50.

Patented No. 323.6S6, Aug. 4th, 1SS5.

Loose Tires Cemented on theiRoad
in a few Moments.

Can be Carried in the Tool Bag.

A Simple Saver of Time, Money and
Patience.

Can .be procured of any dealer in Bicycles, or

of the Manufacturer,

GEO. R. BIDWELI,,
313 "W. 58TH STREET, Near 8TH AYE, 2sT. 1ZT.

Telephone 1164, 39th St.

"ORMONDE"
liIGHT HOflDSTEf*.

[WEIGHT, 36 LBS.

HANDSOME, • LIGHT, + STRONG,
[SElvD} FOR CATALOGUE.

BANKER &ICAMPBELL, 1788 Broaflway, New Yoi
AGENTS APPLY.

is the Safety, and the price of ordinary wheels is going down with a crash that is very sickening to

all the dealers. Wc are still ready, howeyer, to take ordinaries in trade for all styles of new Safeties

and if yon can't make flgnres with your nearest local dealer, you had better write to us; also, SEND
YOUR NAME IN FOR A COPY OF OUR 1890 CATALOG, which will be the finest thing in its line of the season.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., ST. LOUIS, MO., 311 N. 14th St-

PREMIER BICYCLES.
Apply at once for Local Agencies. This will be a great year for PREMIERS.

The Catford at $140.00 and the Universal at $85.00 LEAD THEM ALL.
FAIRBANKS, SANBORN & CO., Eastern Agents, 145 Columbus Ave , Boston.

Examine our wheels or send for catalogue.
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WE CLAIM
A Diamond braced Cross Frame,
well proportioned, (as in the

Union Safety), to be the strong-

est method devised for connect-
ing the driving and steering

wheels, and reachingthe desired

points for attaching crank axle

and saddle post.

It is not necessary to jump into

high mathematics to prove this.

LOOK AT THE UNION AND SEE IF IT IS BUILT RIGHT.

UNION CYCLE MFD. CD.,

Our E>ig:lvtli Year at tlxe Old »tand.

W. W. STALL,
4 WARREN AVENUE.

MASS.
ODD FELLOWS' HALL,

509 TREMONT STREET,

IB O S T O IN",

Safety Bicycles, Wholesale and Retail,
SOLE NEW ENGLAND AGENTS FOR

ST. NICHOLAS MFG. CO.,

INDIANA BICYCLE MFG. CO.,

CAPITAL CYCLE CO.,

JOHN WILKINSON CO.,

SWEETING CYCLE CO.,

Chicago, 111.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Washington, D. C, PSYCHOS.
Chicago, 111., ROVERS.

Philadelphia, Pa., COVENTRY RIVAL.
We are practically headquarters on low-priced wheels especially, and are prepared to supply the

trade. Safeties for men at from $60.00 upward; Ladies at from $45 upward, and Boys at from $18.00
upward.

We offer the above goods to the New England trade, and solicit corre-

spondence with agents and parties desiring to become such.

LIBERAL INDUCEMENTS TO LIVE MEN WHO WILL
Send 5 cents in stamjis for our new Catalogue.

HUSTLE."
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Forward! March!
Yes, brethren, "Dearly Beloved, DEARLY BELOVED" (?) Oh, yes. WE don't lay up anything against the hide-bound, narrow

gauge, small bore contingent. Our hearts are GLAD and our faith and hope buoj'ant enough so that we can say "DEARLY BE-

LOVED BRETHREN." They give us so MANY striking tokens of regard, OF LATE, that our affections WARM UP, at the mention

of their names, daily. But we wander—we are discursive—to return to our MUTTONS. (Now, Typo., if you leave off the "S" final

on MUTTONS, there will be a collision, don't you forget it.)

WE were about to observe that "FORWARD, MARCH!" means SOMETHING. FIRST :—Which Way IS FORWARD—AD-
VISEDLY? Why, WESTWARD, of course, you bet, every time, by a large majority.

As near as we can get at FACTS in the matter, CIVILIZATION started in the Valley of the Euphrates; it has been steadily advanc-

ing WESTWARD, until Civilization has, at last, after its long, long journey, got back where it started. An enterprising lot of

fellows have put their heads together and are bringing irrigating ditches, from a long distance away, too, wherewith to wet down the

hard, sun-baked earth, to the end that it may yet again produce abundantly, and become as of yore, a veritable GARDEN OF EDEN.

Oh, yes, this is the same VALLEY where ADAM and EVE first started the fruit Biz. Those APPLES have been travelling WEST-

WARD, for a long, long time. All the sweet grasses, beautiful flowers and toothsome fruits once grown in ADAM'S NURSERY took

up their line of march WESTWARD. They have IMPROVED on the jxirney. Well, HAVEN'T they, tho?
- AT LEAST, SOME OF

THEM.

Well, we really should remark, AUDIBLY, too. EVERYTHING IMPROVES that goes West, and KEEPS GOING. CYCLES had

to go WEST to get fixed up just about right, FRANCE to ENGLAND, thence to AMERICA. NOTE THE IMPROVEMENT in the

Stock transplanted into the first garden patch in AMERICA. THAT'S the HUB, OF COURSE. THAT Strain of Stock has been

STEADILY IMPROVING. Seeds have been scattered, far and wide, by MAN, and BIRDS, and the WINDS, and they have TAKEN
ROOT and are bringing forth fruit.'

BUT right here in NEW ENGLAND, even in WESTBOROUGH, was brought forth the finely improved "BROTH OF A MACHINE,"

a BRAND NEW SPECIES, not a Sprout or Sucker from some old Tree, but SOMETHING NEW, NOVEL, WONDERFUL, SOME-

THING FINE, SOMETHING that TEETOTALLY TICKLES the "BOYS" who have seen it and ridden it, THAT WONDERFUL
REAR HUB, THAT ACME of SIMPLICITY. Those LITTLE GEARS, that will stand a breaking strain ofTWO TONS and WON'T
BREAK then, even. Those LITTLE GEARS that will, if belted on to, transmit FOUR HORSE POWER, DAY and NIGHT, for an

INDEFINITE PERIOD, and NEVER get weary. Why, the TEETH where they MESH are SCARCELY BRIGHT after a run of A
THOUSAND MILES

ALL the RIDING MEN, SOUTH and WEST, are writing us FINE LETTERS, daily, about the "BRONCHO" and its LIGHTNESS,

BEAUTY of OUTLINE and FINISH, COMPACTNESS, EASE of RUNNING, STEADINESS in STEERING, EASE with which it

can be ridden UP STEEP HILLS, EASE with which you can RIDE IT, HANDS OFF, for Miles, EASE with which it can be ridden,

HANDS OFF, ON ONE WHEEL. NO, NOT THE FRONT WHEEL, at least, NOT YET. THAT will be a matter for AFTER
CONSIDERATION. Tnat is, when we have MORE TIME than at present.

Any of you, gentle readers, who have not yet been FORTUNATE enough to get a look at a "BRONCHO" or a CATALOGUE, had

better apply for the latter, AT ONCE. READ, PONDER and be WISE, you CANNOT be OTHERWISE—if you have got HORSE
SENSE. You want to READ UP on the subject of "BRONCHOS," THREE KNOT SKOOKUM OIL, SKUDERDRAK'S EMBROCA-
TION and LIVINGSTON'S SURE CURE. That little procession of goods and chattels will MAKE THE WORLD GO ROUND
EASIER, for some time to come.

Send for '90 "CAT." LOOK OUT for ico CUTS, later.

WHITE ••• CYCLE ••• CO.,
WESTBORO', MASS., U. S. A.
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Quidproquo continueth since
14th March, 1890, to discourse on

QUIDPROQUO, the last page of the Bicycling

World each week, pages 458, 488,

BOSTON. 518, and 548. It may interest you

to look over these pages, They
are not all printed in enormous and

large face type to catch the eye, nor with enormous claims and large

face statements to catch the credulous purchaser. They are written

not only with the intention to tell the truth—which, though com-

mendable, might alone result in the slovenliest misstatement (for

one sort of pavement for one sort of place is made of good in-

tentions, you know), but what is more to the point, these pages are

written after investigation and when memory has been verified by
the records. No mistake has yet been pointed out to the writer,

but there may be a slip for some reader to discover, If so, please

send along a note to 77 Franklin street, Boston, Mass., as Quidpro-

quo drops in each day at the principal offices of the Pope Mfg. Co.

fore using them? Why, the Pope Manufacturing Company, of

course

.

O PEAKING of wheels, have you noticed that larger front wheel^ on the Columbia Light Roadster Safety? Most people have,

and the riders of it are perfectly satisfied therewith. Although sev-

eral things about this Safety have received the compliment of imi-

tation already, this feature has not so far been copied. Why is the

front wheel larger? Not to save expense, for it were cheaper to

make both wheels the same size

;

not to save weight, for a 30-inch

wheel were lighter than a 32-inch
;

not to save vibration, for that is

taken care of by the spring fork.

But that Columbia Light Roadster

Safety was made after many experi-

ments, many changes, slighter or greater, in the model. It has had

the most successful career of any Safety on the market, and there

must be something in it.

NOT YET

COPIED.

COME say ***** one wav an^ some another. But I

*— don't say either. I say, buy what you want, and have a good
reason for wanting it. But I have noticed one thing. You can buy

a watch, or a ring, or a set of jewelry, at any one of a dozen stores,

new, or small, or foreign or home supplied. But, everything else

being equal, if you go into Tiffany's, for instance, you get a good
thing and are satisfied with it. Perhaps you may not really get

anything better or finer, or for less money ; but there is the satis-

faction of buying of a large house,

well known to be honorabie and re-

1T PLEASES sponsible. And when your best

girl sees the name of Tiffany on the

THE GIRL. box, the present pleases her. It is

the same way in other things. It is

worth something to have Brewster's

name on a buggy or a brougham. It is worth something to have

Pope Manufacturing Company's name on a Ladies' Safety, or a

Columbia Light Roadster Safety.

"jVTOT ONLY the parts of a good cycle are tested, not only does
-L^ the result of all previous good points arrived at in the same
factory go into a new model machine, but the machine must be

tested as a whole. It is an organization like an animal. Parts

must be proportionate. They must
be correlated. In a good shop, that

''LION AMONG is done with the models, before a

machine is put on the market ; but

SAFETIES." then, be it done never so carefully,

corrections and changes, slight in

themselves but important to the

rider, are afterwards made to bring a machine to perfection. Thus
has the Columbia Light Roadster Safety been wrought out until it

has earned the title of "The Lion Among Safeties."

YOU'VE noticed how the railway companies have men go
around all the cars at the stops of their fast trains, and clink

the wheels to see if they're safe and sound ; and you know that the

large manufacturers of guns and of

bridges, and of other instruments of

CLINKING THE accuracy and importance, test not

only the finished thing but the ma-

WHEELS. terials of which it is made. Well,

. just as rigid methods of inspection

are practiced by the Pope Manufac-

turing Company on the Columbia Cycles and the materials "of which

they are made. Who was it that began, years ago, to take samples

of its materials to the Government testing machines, and submit

them to the rigid, impartial tests of the Government Inspectors, be-

"T^vID you ever notice that the nobler animals have the higher end
-*-'' forward? The lion among animals and "the Lion among
Safeties" have a noble front. The Columbia Light Roadster

Safety (acknowledged to be the

handsomest machine on the market)

NOBLE ANIMALS has been proved to be the easiest

running and the easiest steering. If

HIGH FOR WARD. you compare the riding of this ma-
chine on the road you will see the

virtue of the 32-inch steering wheel.

Any machine may ride nicely in a hall, or in front of a store on a

good piece of macadam, but ride it off by the hour, up hill and down
hill, on loose road and hard road, ruts and ridges, as roads average,

and you find that the Columbia Light Roadster Safety steering is

never erratic, and is always positive.
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VICTOR, Zing of Safeties,
#B6ST ON EHRTH#

ASK ••• VICTOR ••• t^lDE^S.
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JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO,
BICYCLE MAKERS OF THE
cAmoG ^c\ DIHMOND

sp

SAFETY
STEEL TUBING, HRQF FQREINES and

BALL BEAE,I2Sra-S TO ALL
147 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

PABTS.

THE TARIFF 03ST WHEELS.
Its effect on the price of them, and what its removal
would do for the American Manufactuier, are quei-
tions_ which have been often referred to us for an
opinion.
We have refrained from any public expression on the

subject, knowing.the esteem in which our judgment is

held, and iearing to take the responsibility of deciding
so important a question. However, we will, if we can
be assured that Congress will take no decided sction
in the matter without further looking into it, (and we
are probably safe enough on this points Hov we see
it can best be illustrated bv the following true story, and
a. strictly true statement bearing even mataphoricallyon
thetarin'question.is in itself noteworthy. During early
life we were permitted to associate, more or less, with
cattle, (this may account for many things about which
our friends have wondered.) Among our former com-
panions was a cow, whose offspring had at a tenr'er
age been taken from her, to be made into turtle soup.
x*er maternal instinct was strong, and in her grief sheH
g
<

wandered far into the woods and thus her owner was
unable to perform the functions formerly attended to by
the calf. Finding herse f in need of relief, having a
long neck and a belief in patronizing home industries,
she was able to take from her own udder the milk that
was "seeking an outlet." Indulged in at first as a
necessity, (a sort of "war measure" as it were) the
habit grew upon her until she came to consider it quite
the proper thing and declined other forms of nourish-
ment. Our employer attempted in various ways to
make obvious her error. "It is true," said he, "she is

fetting 14 quarts of good rich milk every day, but she
oesn't consider where it comes from." She was still

unwilling to swap her own product so as to get more
nourishing food which could be produced by others at

a profit, and insisted on keeping out "foreign com-
petitions," determined to supply herself with sus-
tenance at whatever cost. Well, the cow couldn't see
it otherwise, but her owner did, and when her body got
so much poorer that her head found nothing from

P. S. The duty on hides comes out of more hides than the wearers of them suspect.
paid, and offer it to yon free, even though that might seem to be all it's worth.

which to get fatter, he put her in a straight jacket, and
when she got to eating the right sort of cheaper food
she produced milk enough when sold in the open market
to more than twice pay for it. And the people who
raised the hay and grain made a profit so that they
could afford to buy the milk. They tell us that if

English made bicycles were admitted duty free into
this country, it would drive out of business the Ameri-
can makers. We deny this, but let that pass and
suppose that American makers could not compete.
What of ilt Is the one man who makes wheels of
more consequence than the ninety and nine who want
to buy? We wot not, as Coleridge would say. Per-
sonally we are young and green and may be "away
off" on these things, but we don't want to be protected,
even from the jeers of those who don't know the
virtues of Hickory Wheels. When we can't hold our
own, provisions are made for us to be suppoited at the
public expense, but we want(it called by its right name,
and then the public know what they are paying for.

= JVe^vton, Mass.
Our catalogue is not bound in calf, but there is a tariff on it which zve have

Jersey-Fitting Supporter.

Bicycle Riders, Base Ball
Players, Athletes, Gymnasts
tell us that it is the best and
most satisfactory supporter
made.

Let every Sportsman
Try Them.

Price 81.00. Will send by
mail on receipt of price. Send
size of Waist and Hip.

Send Stamp for Catalogue

No. 884. Heavy Bib.

FULL PANTS.
(Patented.)

S28.

Heavy Rib.
Improved

double seat,

strap & pocket.

KNEE PANTS.

(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

CAUTION
We hold Letters Patent for

improvement on Pants,
Tights, Supporters, and Support Jacket,
as represented in these cuts. Each garment
is marked H. & C, Pat. Dec. 3d, '89, and we
caution all dealers against selling any gar-
ments infringing on these patents. Gar-
ments not bearing our patent mark are
infringements, and parties selling them
will be held responsible to the extent of the
law. HOLMES & CO.

Athletic and Gymnasium Garments Manufactured by

HOLMES <£ CO., 109 St., Boston.
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CLOTH IERS.

Suits for Wheelmen
IN LARGE VARIETY,

—Manufactured from—

Serges, Blue Flannels,

Corduroys, Homespuns
and Tweeds, in light and
dark mixtures.

NORFOLK
AND

BICYCLE JACKETS,
$5, $6, $7 and $8.

BICYCLE PANTS,
(Single or double seat)

$4 and $5.

A.SHUMAN
SCO.

Washington Street,

(COKNER SUMMER STREET,)

BOSTON.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In this Department, is cents a line. tSfCash must

accompany the order.-gjl

g^y Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only will be taken.*J@A

FOR SALE.—50-inch New Mail, very little ustd;
in first c'ass condition; only $55.00; a bargain.

Address C. V. DENNY, No. 361 Madison ave., N. Y.
City.

EAGLE WANTED. — 54-inch. State condition,
finish and lowest price. H. A. WOLCOTT,

Stevens Institute, Hoboken, N.J.

NEW PREMIER TANDEM SAFETY. - 200
tickets, $1.00 each; drawing May 1. Only a few

left; stnd at once. References, First National and
Citizens' Banks. T. W. HAWORTH, Waverly, N.Y .

K O-IN. Columbia Lt. Roadster $50.00. or will ex-
'J O change for boy's safety. F. H. McKEE, North
Adams, Mass. Bit
SURPRISE COLUMBIA TRICYCLE—In splen-

did condition, at a bargain. C. W. EDGERTON,
Fort Wayne, Ind.

WANTED AT ONCE—Six experienced bicycle
repairers. Apply to No. 45, Bicycling World

office.

wANTED—To hire a safety wheel for the season.
Address W. I . L., 4 Winter St., Portsmouth, N. H.

FOR SALE—45-inch Star bicycle, new last season,
in first-class condition, with Brook's cyclometer,

for $So. EDGAR E. BROWN, Providence, R. I.

WILL SELL—Columbia Light Roadster, 55-inch,
first-class condition. Looks like new. WM. M.

LYBRAND, 2151 Uber Place, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE—54-inch ordinary, in fine condition, full

nickel, ball bearings, "King of the Road Lamp."
Price $45. Address 73 Rutland St., Boston.

FOR SALE—Coventry Rival safety, bell and wrench.
New last June; cost $S5; has been overhauled

and new tire put on. Will sell for $60. EUGENE J.
BUSH, 500 N. Broad, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE—48-inch Special Star, 2-3 nickeled, h.
frame and balls for $50; also 39x24 Special Star,

almost new, 2-3 nickeled, balls, h. frame and bars, Star
touring bag and luggage carrier, for $90. Address
DR. G. E. DOW, 507 1-2 Congress St., Portland, Me.

Ct.

BRAND NEW American Rambler for sale
for only $105. Address H. W. CASE, Ansonia,

<jl>Q"| or best offer above will secure my 55-inch '89

*fl'«-'-'- Columbia Light Roadster. Cost $130. Almost
new. Ridden but little. No better or hindsomer wheel
made. In crate, charges prepaid. T. E. TENNEY,
Oberlin, Ohio.

RACER, 21 lb., genuine Beeston Humber, stiff and
true, balls to head, wheels, rat-trap ball pedals,

racing sadd'e, complete, $12.50. G. W. WALTER,
61 Winder Bldg., Washington, D. C.

IG BARGAINS—One 50-inch Viftor, one forty-
seven pound tricycle, one brand new Ladies' high

grade bicycle, at second-hand price. Write for partic
u ars to Drawer X, Holyoke, Mass.

ARGAINS—One 54 Light Roadster, one 54 Expert.
and one 56 Expert, all Columbia, full nickel, and

all balls machines, 1889 pattern, just like new. Your
choice for $ico. Write quick. W. M. FERGUSON,
Jefferson, Iowa.

YCLOMETERS—I have several "Butcher" Cy-
clometers, 10,000-mile pattern, for sale cheap, or ex-

change for other goods. Write me. J. W. BADGER,
6 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass.

$3,00

Per Pair.

$3,00

Per Pair.

TOULMIN'S KANGAROO BICYCLE SHOES
Greatly improved. Best and cheapest Shoe in the

Country. In addition to the above, we also make an
elegant Bicycle Shoe, all Hand-sewed, $4.50. High
cut above ankle, $5.00. This makes an elegant street
shoe. Special inducements to Agents. Send for cat-
alogue containing rules for self measurement. Corre-
spondence promptly answered. Address

W. B. TOULMIN, 385 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

in ,!
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HOWARD A. SMITH & CO/S

TOURING CAP.
Light and comfortable, is made

entirely of wool, without pasteboard

or sweatband ; in navy or color.

Leather visor. By mail, Price 75c.

GENERAL AGENTS
-FOR THE

—

COLUMBJAS, PSYCHOS,
STARS, HARTFORDS,

J. & G.'s, CRESCENTS,
VICTORS, GALES, JUNIORS,

And all other First-Class Makes.

Very Large Stock of

Second-Hand Wheels
Send for printed list.

Send for our Unabridged

Illustrated Catalogue,
Now being mailed free.

MVE AGENTS WAITED
To take up Territory

IN STATE OF NEW JERSEY.
Write for particulars.

Manufacturers and Importers of

CYCLI NG G OODS.

Complete Repair Sfiop.

Howard A> Smith $ Co,,
Cor. Broad and Bridge Sis.,

N. J.
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fl Positive Care

for all Cyclists suffering* from,

or are likely to suffer from, the

effects of vibration in all parts

of the body.

SWIFT SAFETY, SPRING FRAME, $145.

It is $10 more than other high-grade wheels. "We know it! Is it not worth
$io extra to be free from the continued jarring when you are riding ?

SZEHsTTD IFOiR, CATALOGUE.
NEW YORK:

J. R. JUDD & CO.,
101 W. 36th St.

CHICACO:
STOKES MFG. CO.,

293 Wabash Ave.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Boston, Mass.

EW MAIL.
offered as the H®*GOOD AGENTS WANTED.

Notice graceful Handle Bars.

HANDSOMEST
—AND—

BEST + SAFETY
YET PRODUCED.

Spring fork ; very easy. Ours is a

direct vertical spring, allowing front

wheel to run perfectly true. No yield-

ingof lorks sideways. A coiled spring
inside fork column.
Rear axle band brake (cannot spat-

ter mud on chain), very powerful.
The only wheel with Trigwell's

Patent Ball Head. All parts inter-

changeable. An American made wheel
for American wheelmen.

Surely send for Catalogue

and see it.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

SANBORN'S SAFETY BRIDLE.
An Accepted Success ! Looks as if Every Safety

Ride* in the Country were ordering one! A Deluge of

Orders ! A simple attachment for steady steering,

the rider can attach it to any safety. Only SI. 50.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.

All the trade can sell them largely In ordering,

state maJce of safety.

WILLIAM READ & SONS, - - 107 Washington St., Boston.
ESTABLISHED 1826.
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Published Every Friday

THE WHEEli]V[flH COJVTPAriY,
Incorporated under the Laws of Massachusetts,

12 Pearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

$&• Entered at the Post Office as second-clas* mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

the Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old

address and Folio number.

For advertising rates address either the WHEELMAN CO., 12 Pearl Street,

or NEUMANN BROS., 118 "W. 19th Street, New York.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.

Copy for new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure
their Deing inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
later than Monday, to insure attention tor the following issue.

8f All checks and postals for advertising or subscriptions must be made to the
order of the Mi heelman Co.

Jgf** Postage Stamps will not be accepted hereafter in

payment for advertisements or subscriptions. checks,
Money Orders or Postal Notes only will be taken..

The management of this paper refuse to print in the advertising
columns of this paper any matter that is disparaging of a rival or

which in its estimation is objectionable in any way.

EDITORS

:

C. W. FOURDRINIER. J. S. DEAN.

BOSTON, 18 APRIL, 1890.

SPECIAL ARTICLES WANTED.
The editor of the World solicits from the readers of this paper

and others special articles of general and practical interest on all

the branches and phases of cycling. Such articles as are accepted

will be paid for and the contributor notified. Those that are not

accepted will be returned to the writer if postage is enclosed to

cover same.

We wish contributors to avoid personalities, as these are not of

"general or practical value." We shall also be pleased to receive

accounts of tours on the same subject and terms.

TT^OR purposes of convenience the proprietors of this paper have
-"- incorporated its business, under the laws of the State of Massa-
chusetts, under the name of The Wheelman Company. The
officers are E. C Hodges, President; C. W. Fourdrinier, Treas-

urer, and J. S. Dean, Clerk; and the Directors are the same.

O INCE our last issue we have taken our first ride of the season.^ We cannot but regret that we have not kept our muscles in

condition by frequent spins during the winter months. To those

who, like ourselves, have not yet got in good riding trim we advise

moderation. There is nothing which is so apt to disatisfy one w ith

cycling than to attempt a long, hard run when out of condition.

Cycling, like all good things, should be used and not abused.

' I
AHE character of the material Boston's Street Superintendent is

-*- using to patch the highway reflects upon his capacity for the

position he occupies. The size of the rocks he has strewn along

Chester Park and other streets is enough to make Macadam turn in

his grave. The fact is that Boston's streets are in very bad con-

dition.

/CAMBRIDGE has elected a new Superintendent of Streets. We
^-^ should think it about time, if the conditions of its streets is any

test of the capacity of its Superintendent.

QUINCY, Mass., Wheelmen ask that the ordinances against

sidewalk riding be modified. We don't blame them much.
There is no place with more good material for road .building than

this town, and yet there is no place so near Boston with such dis-

graceful roads. If Faxon would only devote some of the energy he

wastes in a vain attempt to procure universal total abstinence, and
expend in improving his town, he would earn greater rewards, both

on earth and in heaven.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY CYCLING ASSOCIATION
TOURNAMENT.

The Harvard University Cycling Association will hold its race
meet May 10, on Holmes' Field. L. A. W. rules will govern. En-
tries close April 30. For entry blanks address W. B. Greenleaf,
Manager, 41 Weld Hall, Cambridge, Mass.

THE ROVERS' OF CHARLESTOWN {MASS.) MINSTREL
SHOW.

Judging from the broad smiles and audible smiles of the many
wheelmen assembled in Association Hall, Charlestown, last week,
Friday evening, the entertainment in cork given by the Charles-
town Rovers was a big success. The Herald thus speaks of the
performance :

" The programme was a long one, and every num-
ber on it was given in a manner which well deserved the applause
received. The work of the circle itself was of a very interesting
character, many funny hits being made on local topics, the club
and individual members. " The Whistling Coon," by Walter E.
Stone was well rendered, as was also " Woman, Lovely Woman,"
by E. H. Close; " Who's Dat Callin' So Sweet," by A. B. Daven-
port; " Swing Dose Gates Ajar," by Frank Swift, and the humor-
ous musical sketch by Messrs. Heymer and Webster, while "A
Smile with Walter E. Stone," not only earned its title, but suc-
ceeded in convulsing the audience, upon which some one "spoke"
up and said ' "Wheel' be 'tired' to-morrow and in luck if our
'backbone' don't 'break' " The remainder of the programme in-
cluded well known professionals and semi-professionals as end-men
and a quartette selected from the choirs of the best of Boston's
churches. Bouquets were presented the performers by the Cam-
bridgeport Club and by Messrs. Charles and John Burns and Haley
of the Cambridge Club. After the show a reception was held at
the club room, Monument Square, which was attended by twenty-
five members of the Cambridgeport Cycle Club, under command
of Captain Kehew; a delegation from the Boston Bicycle Club,
under command of Captain Kendall; President Amory, Lieut.
Sprague and E. B. Pillsbury of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club;
President Blackmer and a delegation from theMedford Cycle Club,
members of the Press Cycling Club of Boston, and several other
clubs."

MASSACHUSETTS WHEELMEN ATTENTION.
The committee appointed at the last meeting of the Board ol

Officers, to arrange for a tour from Worcester on the day following
the holding of the spring meet, would like fo hear from Captains of
clubs who have any idea of calling a run from that city, and from
persons who propose to participate in the return tour. Address
the committee, care of this office.

We are in receipt of an original and unique invitation and pro-
g amine of an entertainment for Friday night, sent out by that
original and unique man, Mr Sterling Elliott As we expect to be
on hand further particulars will be given next week.
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bicycle on South street, Roslindale, in June 1889. Plaintiff ran
into a pile of bricks, which he alleges were negligently left un-
guarded in the street. The case is probably the first ever brought
against the city by a wheelman, and consequently its outcome i6

being watched by lawyers, horsemen, wheelmen and others, as it

will practically decide whether the city can be held accountable for

injuries received by being thrown from a wheel that should strike
any obstruction left unguarded. At the time of going to press the
case was still pending.

"Who's Data Callin', Who's Data Call-

RCfiTON NOTFS *n ' ^° Sweet," sung by some hundred odd
jolly bicyculars greeted the Charlestown

" TONFY" Rovers as they hove within hailing dis-

tance of the rendezvous at the reservoir one
morning last week. The little hill in the

rear, upon which wheelmen love to recline, was dotted here and
there with groups oi wheelmen whose gray and blue uniforms
stood out in bold relief against the background of fresh green grass
and gray clouds, thus forming such a picturesque scene as can be
witnessed at that place on any fine Sunday. As the cyclers min-
gled together and exchanged fraternal feeling, the league uniform
worn by the Roxbury Bicycle Club was easily distinguished, as

was also the natty gray uniforms ot the Somerville Cycle Club,
and the Charlestown Rovers, and the quiet dark blue costume of the
Massachusetts Club, yes, and even the uniform of the Rhode Island
Wheelmen, worn by President Spiers, Tourmaster W. S. Cook,
H. L. Perkins, and Lieut. Ballou. The gray uniform of the Cam- .

bridgeport Club predominated, and no matter to what portion of the
reservoir you might go the glittering badge 01 that organization
appeared before your optics. Captain Kehew reports that the reg-

ister at Bailey's at South Natick bears the signature of seventeen
of his good and true men who attended the run on Sunday. The
gentlemen from Rhode Island came to Boston on Saturday to wit-
ness the athletic exhibition and falling into the hands of Represen-
tative Pillsbury and Lieutenant Spragueof the Massachusetts Club
were enticed to stop over Sunday and take a ride to South Natick,
where they met the Cambridgeport Club members. The Rovers
ran to Waltham where a large number of wheelmen were met, and
the Roxbury Club to Norwood. The roads between Charlestown
and Waltham were reported to be in a very bad condition, and con-
sequently the Rovers and other wheelmen journeyed to the city of
watches by way of West Newton and Auburndale, returning the
same way.

The Charlestown Rovers are considering the advisability of re-

peating their minstrel show for the benefit of the Associated Char-
ities of Boston. If they decide to take such an action, as they
undoubtedly will, they will not only assist a good cause, but also
please a number of their friends who were unable to obtain seats

for their last performance.

In the window of a bicycle firm on Tremont street opposite the
Common, two safeties are run by electricity, and are attracting a
great deal of attention from passers-by. The front wheels of the
machines are placed in a rest, while the driving wheels rest on a
wheel, the end of which is just level with the window. These
latter wheels are turned by an electric motor hidden beneath the
window bottom, which also drives a sewing machine.

Dr. W. G. Kendall, the ever accommodating Captain of the
Boston Bicycle Club, has invited the Charlestown Rovers to make
his residence in Atlantic their stopping place to and from Hough's
neck and on all other runs to places in that direction, and further-

more has invited Captain Robinson to call a moonlight run to

Atlantic whenever he chooses.

The journalistic wheelmen of Buffalo are considering the advis-

ability of following the example of Boston news gatherers by
organizing a bicvcle club to be known as the Buffalo Press Cycling
Club.

About the proudest members of the Cambridgeport Bicycle
Club are A. E. Lynch, J. S. Sanborn, and J. S. Shedd, who were
the three leading men in the billiard tournament when it closed

last week, and it was with a pretty grace that they carried off their

trophies of victory. The club's pool tournament is still unfinished,

and considerable interest is centred therein as it practically decided
the question of who is the best player in the organization.

Quite a novel and unusual case was brought to the attention of

Judge Blodgett in the second session 01 the civil court last Tuesday
afternoon. It was nothing more nor less than a suit of action

brought by Thomas G. Fowler, against the city of Boston, to re-

cover damages for personal injuries received while riding on a

NEW YORK.

"HA WKSHA W:

If bicycles had been as common in the
days of Alexander Dumas as they are now,
I certainly would think that it was after

viewing one of them that this great novelist
wrote "that human inventions march from
the complex to the simple, and simplicity

is always perfection. " The whole history of the modern wheel is

encompassed in these words of the French novelist, it seems to me.

The careiess and ungraceful manner in which, in these days,
girls shuffle through a quadrille or get knocked about in avalse can
hardly be spoken of as the art of dancing. If they would overcome
this let them take to riding a wheel. This will teach them how to

stand, walk and move with grace, better than a thousand leftures

would, since it will cause all of these qualities to become natural,

not artificial, accomplishments. No other exercise can give such
freedom, for every part of the body is continually in action and the

idle practice of standing on one leg, so universal with young girls,

and which is known to have often caused irreparable mischief to

the figure, is prevented by learning to ride. In riding the legs are

so placed that the body rests equally on both feet, with the excep-

tion of the support it receives from the saddle. This, with proper
raiment and constant exercise awheel in the open air, will bring to

the present generation of girls that suppleness and grace of form
that makes dancing an art and woman divine. If I were asked
what two things would be most likely to make a woman become
beautiful, I should not hesitate to declare that they were a bicycle,

and the proper and constant riding of it. This may seem to be

claiming a great deal, but I believe it is a fact nevertheless.

To Miss Marion Steele greeting. Yours is the best letter on the

trials, tribulations and pleasures of woman's cycling career I have
ever read, and if you only ride one half as well as jou write the

number of fair converts you will make to cycling will be great.

One writer and rider like you will do more good for wheeling than

a dozen Mrs. Grundys can do harm. Believe me, you are welcome
indeed to the ranks ot those who strive with precept and pen to do
yeoman work for cycling.

Ex-King Theebaw, of Burmah, purchased a tricycle before his

death, and when the court circular was issued, the fact was stated

in the following language: "The Royal Mindoon Min, the golden-

footed lord of the white elephant, master of a thousand gold um-
brellas, owner "of the royal peacocks, lord of the sea and world,

whose face is like the sun, has purchased from the bull-faced, earth-

swallowing English, a man wagon of steel." Now there's glory for

you ! Think of a man who had gold feet, and owned a thousand

golden umbrellas, taking to cycling. Unfortunately for the "owner
of the royal peacocks," however, he became an angel befere he had
time to take up cycling, and now he is employing the time he would
have expended in learning to ride in finding out how to manipulate

his wings with the least amount of exertion.

She had just returned from a trip on her new bicycle, and her

best fellow had called and was inquiring how she had enjoyed her

ride in the park. "It's just too lovely for anything," she replied.

"Why, it just runs so easy that I really thought it was going to run

away with me." He saw his chance and murmured, "I don't blame
it. If I had its chances I'd do it, too." Notice of the wedding
shortly.

There are nearly a dozen mutes who are constant riders of the

wheel in Central Park, and the number is daily increasing. In

fact the cry is "still" they come.

I think it was at the quadri-centennial celebration at Philadel-

phia that a party of us went over to attend the wheel races held there,

taking along with us Ernest Thompson and the "Old Vet," Pitman,

as our racing representatives. Now Pit and Ernie had been train-

ing with each other, and each knew that when it came to a finish it

wouldn't be any easy thing for the one that won. Finally they met
in a mile race, with both of them at scratch. A better or harder

race no man ever witnessed, and most of us thought the finish was

a dead heat, though the judges decided that Thompson had the best

of it. Victor and vanquished, though, both knew they had been to

the races, and when I got to them they lay across the rail casting

up accounts, as though they were 6ea-sick in the middle of the At-
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lantic. "I feel sick at heart," said Pitman when I told him the

judges decision. -'I'm with you," remarked Thompson, "only mine
is further down." Doc. Beckwith, who stood near, and had heard

the foregoing remarks, then took a hand in the conversation and
said, "well, boys, you know you can't eat your dinner and have it,

too." And that was the straw that broke the camel's back, as both

Ernie and Pit thought it time to retire from the view of such a

sympathetic audience as was there assembled.

'INDIAN."

A meeting of the wheelmen

rvn^v^D/irrc ,r/,T r C was held last night (5th) in theINDIANAPOLIS NOTES. Hding haU of He£r8ej>8 8(ore , for

the purpose of organizing a cy-

cling club. A constitution and
bylaws were adopted and the

officers elected. The officers will constitute the Executive Com-
mittee. The name of the club will be the Indianapolis Wheelmen.
Lady riders are eligible to membership, and three ladies are en-

rolled as charter members. The club is made up largely of busi-

ness men, and its objects are to encourage cycling, protect the

rights of the wheelmen and prevent reckless riding.

Captain George C. Pyle is one of the old timers, and is well

known in the East as well as the West. Lieutenant Hearsey will

also be remembered by some of Boston's early riders. He was em-
ployed by the Cunningham Co. in the early days, and can tell many a

fairy tale of cycling at the Hub years ago. The question of making
the club a League club was discussed and laid over until the next

meeting.

Mr. A. A. Taylor, of the Pope Mfg. Co., was present at the

meeting, and at the request of President Newcomb, made some re-

marks about the object of the League and the benefits to be derived

from membership in that great organization. It is possible that

this club will soon become a League club.

The Y. M. C. A. Bicycle Club will soon appear in a neat uniform
which was adopted at a recent meeting.

Chief Consul Hearsey is about to commence active work in

League matters, and it is hoped this Indianapolis Division will

make a far better showing in membership ere long.

A Division tour which will end at Cincinnati at the time of the
Division meet in July is talked of. As the starting place will be
Indianapolis, "the famous seven" of the Chicago Cycling Club will

probably be invited to take the trip on their wheels.

Colonel A. A. Pope delivered an address on road improvements
before the Commercial Club the other night. He was the guest of
the Commercial Club, and was well taken care of while in the
Hoosier Capital.

CHICAGO.

The Illinois Club are making great
preparation for their athletic entertain-
ment to beheld at the Madison Street

•THE STROLLER" Theatre, April 28th, and an attractive
programme has already been prepared.
Billy Arthur, Chicago's champion ama-

teur boxer and Captain of the club, is down for a number of events,
and the wrestling and other features of the entertainment will be
of the best. The Illinois Cycling Club quartette will make their
first public appearance at this time, and a full house is already an
as 6ured fact.

The Oak Park Club netted some $500 as the result of their dra-
matic entertainment

;
quite a nest egg for their building fund. Tem-

ple gave an exhibition of trick riding after the play that was well
received by the suburbanites.

The Chicago's raffle Saturday eve, was a success from start to
finish, thanks to the energetic efforts of the House Committee, and
the club's coffers are enriched some six hundred dollars thereby.
Nearly all the prizes were drawn by outside parties, although Lums-
den and Roberts were lucky enough to be among the winners. The
gentleman who drew the entry to the Pullman road race run was
on a wheel, and will probably wonder when he strikes a balance
whether he is ahead or behind on the raffle.

The athletic part of the programme was very fair, the wrestling
match between Barrett and Knode, Barrett to throw his opponent
in fifteen minutes or forfeit a gold medal, was exciting from start to
finish, and resulted in two falls for Knode and defeat for "Gentle-
man Geo," and many Chicago boys bewail the I06S of their hard
won dollar on account of the result of the match. The Chicago
Cycling Club Quartette was on hand and rendered several pleasing
selections. The members of the quartette are all cousins, and if

they are really members of the three C's, the club is to be congratu-
lated on having four such excellent vocalists in their midst. A6
Sieg say6, they are "out of sight."

That circular of the Secretary's announcing the regular monthly
meeting of the three C's was a literary effort worthy of the pen of

the late lamented E. Southerland Southside, and they do say that

Randall fairly frothed at the mouth when he read it.

The Wilmington-Chicago road race has finally collapsed in spite

of the amount of printers' ink used over the same, and it is well.

The Chicagos had nothing to gain and everything to lose, and
reading between the lines, both clubs would have enjoyed having
the race take place, provided it be ridden at home under their own
vine and fig tree, while neither club desired to risk a los6 of five or

six hundred dollars, win or lose, and consequently made this an
excuse to call the race off, accusing each other of backing down.

The Lumsden-Campbell race seems to have become lost in the

shuffle also, as Mr. Campbell's brother has failed to materialize,

and perfect arrangements; and this shows great sense on the part

of Mr. Campbell, as he would have found that when it came to

spurting, be the distance long or short "our Art" is right in close.

Cyxlists in Illinois and surrounding States will do well to ob-

tain a copy of the Chicago Cycling club's road book with copious
maps, directions explaining the routes, etc., etc.. Any information
regarding the same will doubtless be furnished by the club on request.

ST. LOUIS.

"LINNEUS."

A stranger once said St. Louis is a city

of clubs, and so it is with the exception of
cycling cluts. In the Social, Turner and
Athletic line we have numerous organiza-
tions, all of which boast large and influential

memberships, and for the greater part own
their buildings. Cycling has perhaps been of too recent a growth
to expect this here, but when the rapid progress of the clubs at

Chicago is taken into consideration, I am somewhat surprised that

we do not have more here. Take out the Missouris and the Cycling
Clubs and no organization of any size is left. This, in spite of the

fact that even these two clubs have a very small membership when
the total number of riders is taken into considerations. Five years
pgo the clubs stood relatively just where they stand to-day. The
Missouris at that time claimed some seventy odd members and the

Ramblers about forty. To-day the Missouris have about the same
membership, while the Cycling Club has less than thirty members.
The cause for all this must lie in the fact that in recent years the

better element has been dropping out of cycling faster than it has
been recruited, and as a consequence of the low prices ruling for

second-hand wheels, as well as their immense quantity, an element
has crept in which does the sport no good. They, for the most
part, cannot pay the dues demanded by the leading clubs, thus
swelling the unattached army into hundreds. Various remedies
have been suggested time and time again, to alter this condition of
affairs, chief among which was the reduction of club dues. This
met the opposition of the conservative side who claimed that high
dues were the only safeguard against admitting objectionable
parties to a club. Our club dues, which are $24 per year, are too
high to my thinking, and if they were reduced to $18 per year a
great many desirable young men who cannot afford the present ex-

pense will come in and join them.

The special election held atKirkwood on April 8, for the purpose
of voting upon a proposition to borrow $10,000 for street improve-
ment, was carried in favor of the proposition by an overwhelming
majority. With her streets well paved and graveled Kirkwood's
wheeling population will be rapidly increased, and Harry Finlay
will doubtless see his wish for a club fulfilled ere many days.

McCullough tells a good story of Daniel Webster, that, if ever
before printed, had slipped out of sight. He was addressing a
crowded audience in Faneuil Hall, after Jackson had vetoed a bill

to construct a national road to the Mississippi. It was an indigna-
tion meeting. Webster spoke of the necessity of such road between
the East and the growing West, and of its national character.
"There is," said he, "no road over which the majority of the people
can travel except"— "The road to luin?" interjected someone.
"Yes," cried Webster, "the road to ruin; and that is an adminis-
tration road." Curious it is that even jokes have fresh applica-
tions long after they have been uttered, and even forgotten. How
many riders of to-day know that it was "Old Hickory" that pre-
vented the construction of the national road to East St. Louis?

A local M. D. is of the opinion, and it is shared by many other
riders, that when cycling the less fluid the better, and runs of many
hours are practicable, even in the hottest weather, without indulg-
ing in any fluids. This I know from repeated experiments. The
muscles speedily acquire a firmness and tone impossible when
fluids are taken, while exertion becomes a positive delight. In this

way the risk, always appreciable, of taking. cold water in unsanitary
villages i6 avoided ; though how many eviU attributed to the bad-
ness of the water are reallv due to the amount of cold drinks im-
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bibed ? When the run is over, then, if you must, take a little fluid,

but not much. The more you drink the more you want to diink,
and nothing is worse for you.

Last Sunday, while the Missouris were returning from their
run to Ballwin, Jno. Hurck succeeded in climbing the famous
Undertaker Hill, which to that day had defied all the hill climbers
of the city. The hill is situated about a quarter mile west of the
famous Son-of-a-Gun, and had until recently no surface. The bed
of gravel which was placed upon it has improved it wonderfully,
but it is nevertheless a great feat to surmount it. The climb was
witnessed by W. P. Grath and T. P. Ring, but unfortunately no
time was taken.
The board of directors of the Track Association will hold a

meeting next Friday night at which the various committees will
make full reports relative to their part of the work in the coming
tournament. Some few insanely prejudiced parties, who have all

along done what they could to harm the organization, have caused
a rumor to go the rounds that the track was in a horrible condition
and that it would be a sheer waste of good money to repair it. This
is not the case, on the contrary the track has stood the winter well,
considering the exceedingly wet weather, and with a few dollars
spent in repairs will be in better condition than ever before.

Nearly $200 has already been subscribed by the citizens of
Columbia for the entertainment of visitors to the State Meet. It

promises to be the best attended and appointed meet that the Divi-
sion has yet had. The programme will be an artistic production
and will rank among the finest yet published in connection with a
State Meet.

The down- town ladies' riding school has now been opened but a
little over a week and already the pupils number over a dozen. Har-
old Child tells me that there is a genuine boom in feminine cy-
cling and that before the end of spring there will be at least thirty
of the fai rriders in the city where last year at this time there was
hardly one.

ing at any time within the limits of Druid Hill Park, and fixing
the penalty for violation of the order at not less than $5 and not
more than $20.

BAL TIMORE.

'NORVAL."

At the last meeting ol the board of offi-

cers of the Maryland Division it was
decided that those joining the Maryland
Division, L. A. W. , up to June 30 shall

receive free of charge a copy of the new
road book. The Chief Consul says that

this is the proper time for renewing membership in the League,
and urges that all now members of the division renew promptly.
It is suggested, too, that a proper accompaniment to a renewal is

the application for membership of some friend not now a L eague
member.
On Tuesday right, April 8, the Centaur Club gave an enjoyable

Easter dance at their club house, 2215 East Pratt street. The house
was beautifully decorated with potted plants and fairy lamps. The
members of the club wore their uniforms and the ladies were in full

dress. Michael's orchestra was present and refreshments were
served by the caterer of the club.

On Arbor Day the Centaur Club planted a chestnut tree in

Patterson Park. This is the second tree planted by the Centaur's.

The ceremonies were conducted by the President of the club, W.
W. Search, who was assisted by Fred Eisenbrandt, J. Harry Cook
and others. Several ladies were present.

The Maryland Club gave their annual full-dress reception on
Friday evening, April 11, at their club house. Dancing was the

feature of the evening and was indulged in by many, and lasted

until an early hour in the morning. The club house was decorated.

The lamp* along the Mt. Royal drive were lighted by order of the

park board.

The Hagerstown, Md., Club held a meeting recently and adopted

resolutions of regret and respect on the death of Mr, Thomas E.

Lightcap, a member of that club.

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen G. Lightcap and family have returned

their sincere and heartfelt thanks to the Hagerstown, Md., Club,

and others, for their acts of kindness and sympathy toward them

during their sad affliction which recently visited them in the death

of their son, and brother Thomas E. Lightcap.

On April 7th several members of the Hagerstown Club took part

in the first official run of the season. They proceeded out the Wil-

liamsport pike to Half Way, but returned on account of the wind

blowing too strong.

The Governor has signed the bill to amer.d the law authorizing

the construction of a turnpike from Hagerstown, Md., to Sharps-

burg, Md.

At the meeting of the park board held on April Sth, an order

was passed prohibiting racing with horses or bicycles, or fast driv-

HARTFORD.

"CLAYTON."

It is generally understood that our
friends in New York State are making
arrangements to hold their Division meet
in connection with a two days' tourna-
ment, at Syracuse, September 1st and 2d.

At the February meeting of the Hartford
Wheel Club a committee was appointed to secure the refusal of
Charter Oak Park for the above dates, and at the March meeting
when the committee, having secured the park, made its report it

was unanimously voted to hold the seventh annual tournament on
those days, official notice of which has appeared in the Bicycling
World.
Financially this "clash," as a paper has termed it, will not

affect: us in the least, but it might prevent the breaking of many
records, inasmuch as our track is considered the fastest in the
country. Fast riders are more numerous this year than ever be-
tore it is true, but at the same time the list is not so extensive but
what Syracuse, I think, or Hartford could accommodate them all,

therefore it is unfortunate that each tournament will be obliged to

put up with a portion of them. The National Trotting Association
could not run two successful "grand circuit"' meets on the same
day, but every town in the country can run a successful "horse
trot." As before stated we will make it just as successful this fall

as in former years, even if there are a dozen tournaments held on
our dates, but as "big tournaments" are few and far between, com-
paratively speaking, it is a pity that these can not be held satisfac-

torily to all concerned.

Editor Goodman, in company with several experts, covered the

distance between this city and Windsor on Sunday last, in some-
thing less than four hours.

Chief Consul Post leaves for an extended Western trip some
time this week.

In all probability the Hartford Wheel Club will have a field day
at an early date. With Mr. Thomas Fahy at the head of the affair

it will undoubtedly prove a decided success.

Our "big four," Forster, Harding, Wood and Shea, are in great

form this season. These fellows will be heard from at New Haven.

Trainer Wm. J. Corcoran was a welcome visitor at our rooms
the past week.

Mr. A. H. Schumacher was elected Color Bearer of'ihe Hartford

Wheel Club, at a special meeting held on Monday evening.

"STAR."

The influence of the coming

pnnwnr>m t<i NOTR^ meet
'

like the sunshine in thePORKOPOLIS NOlBb.
8pringi is stimulating the growth
of cycling in this vicinity. In

addition to the three new clubs,

an old one is to be revived. Harry
Ellard of the old Brighton Club declares that that organization is

not dead as some had supposed, and that it will yet be a power in

the local cycling world. As Harry is a success at everything he

undertakes, his prophecy will undoubtedly be fulfilled.

The water famine, inasmuch as it caused the sprinkling fiend to

halt in his dastardly work, has proved a blessing in disguise.

Easter Sunday was so bright and pleasant that each of our clubs

went out on a run. The "Porkopolis" Wheelmen, by alternating

between the road and the path beside the O. and M. R. R., succeeded

in reaching Delhi without riding through mud. The pjace where

meals were usually served was closed on account of a famine created

by the last batch of wheelmen, and Capt. Barth in search of a din-

ner was referred to a butcher shop, a bakery, a boarding house, a

saloon and several other places without success, and it was not till

he bribed a small boy with a big red cent that a place on the river

bank near the station was found. Fried chicken (the four footed

kind that wear bristles) beans, potatoes, pink vaseline and other

delicacies of the season constituted the dinner. The boys though

at first inclined to grumble, swallowed their dissatisfaction when
they observed the tired and careworn look of the wife who had pre-

pared the meal , as they realized that she had done the best she could.

Notwithstanding the many predictions to the contrary, the

Crescent Wheelmen still continue to take long runs. As none of

them are addicted to the use of either tobacco or liquors, or are in-

clined to dissipate in any way, they are not only able to endure the

fatigue of long journeys but seem to enjoy them. They propose on

August 3rd to start on a tour to Chicago and the Northwest. They
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JUST THE THING!!

It is Free to All. Send for it.

The Mileage Book.

A neat little book just large enough to go nicely in the vest pocket,

has twenty pages of heavy paper and tough cheek cover.

It has a space for the distance ridden each day, a space for the total

for the week and month.

Twelve pages carefully arranged in the most convenient form for

keeping record of the number of miles ridden during 1890.

SENT FREE TO ANY ADDRESS,

WITH COMPLIMENTS OF

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

STAMFORD, CONN.
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Speaking of Spring frames.

How much cord wood could a man saw with a Spring

Frame Buck Saw, as compared with the man who uses

the Saw with a proper frame?

ROVERS are built with proper frames.

We handle five styles, ranging in weight from 38 to

48 pounds. They all start from the word go, and get

there.

See Otur Catalogue before jrou Xyxxy el Bicycle.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO., Sole Importers,

55 STATE ST., OIIICA.C3-0, ILL.

ANOTHER FEATURE
POSSESSED ONLY BY THE AmE^ICAf* Hfl^BliE^

IS the extreme distance which separates r.c

BXliTHE BEARINGS ""
on which the crank axle revolves. This permits
of loose adjustment of the balls, without allow-

ing any side play or rattle. This result is ob-

tained by dispensing with the hub usually con-

necting the sprocket wheel to the crank shaft,

and securing its rim to arms forged on the crank,

and locating the rim between the bearing ex-

tremities in a manner which permits the force of
the chain being received within the bearing instead

of outside of it, thereby avoiding excessive
strain on either set of balls.

STILL ANOTHER FEATURE
is the

LENGTH OF CRANK,
with which the Rambler is fitted. They have an
extreme throw of six inches—an inch less than
that adopted by other manufacturers. This was
given considerable study, and it was found that

a comparatively short crank could be used on
the Rambler, owing to its extreme light running '*

(note this), and at the same time compete suc-
cessfully in hill climbing with other safeties,

which compel their riders to lift their feet two
inches higher at every revolution, a serious defect where speed or comfort on a level is desired.

OORMXTX^IvY «& j:E>J3\E\E&»Y M^O. CO.,
CHICAGO. BOSTON.
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expect to ride from Cincinnati to Indianapolis on the first day on
their wheels and not on the train, as certain Chicago wheelmen did.

Somb of our cycling papers devote considerable space to the

complimentary notices they receive. This is not very flattering to

the reader's intelligence. It is too much like saying to him : "Of
course we know you are not capable of judging of the merits of our

paper and therefore we give you the opinions of competent judges."

The Cincinnati correspondents to the Wheel, the Bearings, and

the Referee have been indulging in some very strong language in

regard to the actions of one of our clubs.

The Poorman road race will be started from the Hamilton end of

the course.

Mr. Andrew Hanauer, the "populous" captain of the Aquilo
Cyclers, is of the opinion that a combined run of the local clubs

would be very conducive to harmony and good fellowship. The only

thing needed is for someone to start the ball rolling, and if he will

only take charge of it there is no question of it being a decided

success.

How many people we hear say,

RBrnrPPDPT CONW when asked why they do not pur-BRIDGBPORI, CONN.
chage a wheel> ..Qh, I will wait

<i AinvTA us» awhile, and then the price will be
ivusiA w. much cheaper.» it is indeed to be

regretted that so many people con-

tinually delude themselves on this score, and the result is that they

never purchase at all, much to to the sacrifice of health and per-

sonal comfort. To wait for a decrease in price is a rash thing to

do. When the inspiration to buy is made, purchase immediately,

for it is a well-known fact that the more you have to labor for a

thing the more you enjoy it.

Mr. Julian Sterling, the Bridgeport correspondent of the New
York World, came out in last Sunday, s edition with a brief history

of the Bridgeport Wheel Club, together with the likenesses (?) of

several of the leading members. Mr. Sterling's son is the star

rusher of the Bridgeport polo team, and an enthusiastic wheelman.

The Rambling Wheelmen are contemplating another change of

location. This time they will seek to obtain quarters sufficiently

large enough to meet the demands of the club for some time to

come.

DETROIT, MICH.

" JUDGE. "

Cyclists of Michigan prepare
for a surprise for I have a mighty one
for you. There are no longer two
bicycles clubs in this burg, oh, that's

no surprise you say. ah, but wait
till I have finished. The Star Club

and the Detroit Wheelmen are one. Now what do you say? You
who knew both of these clubs and knew of the bitter enmity between
the members of these rival clubs formerly had for each, will be sur-

prised I know. The Detroit Bicycle Club has changed its name to

"The Detroit Wheelmen." This was done with the understanding
that the Star Club would come in, in a body and bring all fur i'uve,

etc., from its old club rooms on Miami avenue. The name was
changed simply to please the Star memhers who would not consent
to enroll themselves under the old name. It is well, and everything
points to a very successful season. The new rooms are at No. 30
Bagg street, and all visiting wheelmen and unattached wheelmen
of this town are invited to call.

We all realize what a grand thing tnis amalgamation is. The
Detroit's were always known as steady, level headed fellows.

Most of them are much older than the Star men, and have had a
great deal more experience in management, but lacked the push
and energy of the younger club which would be found out twenty
and twenty-five strong as an average on their club runs, although
the membership was but a trifle over thirty. In combining the two
into one we have both quantities and both are excellent ones.

The consolidated clubs called a joint meeting and held an election.

President, A. H. Griffiths; Treasurer, Fred Case; Secretary, Harry
B. Doane; Captain, Frank H. Whelden. The Lieutenants and
standard bearer are appointed by the Captain, who has not as yet
even hinted as to whom he should choose.

Mr. Griffiths is a stranger to most Michigan wheelmen, but
is well known in Springfield, Ohio, the home of dear old "Kirk."
He is one of the finest gentlemen I have ever had the pleasure of
meeting, and is already one of the most popular wheelmen ifi

Detroit.

The roads in this vicinity are in an awful state, owing to the
constant rains. Outside runs are a long ways ahead yet.

I would like to ask "Mr. Kismet" if he is in earnest about put-
ting ten to one on Campbell, or is he joking?

I am glad to note that the

NBW JERSE T NOTBS. member6 °.f
.

the
,

West Jersey C>-
J clers have joined the L. A. W. to

uirrTDii/ii a man, and have been made a"NITRAM. T
'

. , t,, . . . . ,League club. I his is certainly

encouraging for our Chief Con-
sul, who has been and is working with a deal of energy to boo6t the
membership of this Division higher than ever before.

At a meeting of the Plainfield Bicycle Club, held on Mor.day
evening, April 14, four new members were elected. The members
of this prosperous club »re enthusiastically at work making prepa-
rations for the meet to be held in their city on May 30 and 31.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen are in a state of excitement over the
rough treatment received by five of their members, Capt. F. C.
Gilbert, L. B. Bonnett. W. H. Caldwell, A. F. Calkins and Hy
Whipple, on Saturday night, April 5th, by Theodore Glaser and his

son Fritz, while they were out riding on Rahway avenue about
9.30 P. M. the cyclists were passed by Mr. Glaser, who was out
driving; the horse shied, which made Mr. Glaser very angry, and
caused some pretty strong adjectives to pass his lips.

Mr. Glaser struck Caldwell with his whip, when they threatened
him with prosecution, and he drove ahead and disappeared down
what the wheelmen supposed was a side road. The wheelmen dis-

mounted, and in a few moments Glaser came back and charged
upon them with his horsewhip. His son, whe accompanied him,
wielded a hoe. The scrimmage was indeed a hot one, and lasted

several minutes. Messrs. Gilbert and Bonnett were severely cut
and bruised about the head and face. Young Glaser broke his hoe
over Capt. Gilbert's head, and seizing a whitewash brush from his

mother's hand, he nearly stunned Capt. Gilbert with it. The elder
Glaser used the butt of his whip, striking Capt. Gilbert over the
head and stunning him. When Bonnett attempted to interfere

Glaser struck him also. The Glasers returned to the h juse in

triumph, threatening to shoot ony wheelman who again ventured
in the vicinity. Warrants have been issued for the arrest of the
Glasers, and the L. A. W. will prosecute them and have justice

meted out to the full extent of the law.

If the others had supported Gilbert and Bonnett the affair would
probably never have happened, as the assailants are the kind of
men who fight best when they are able to overpower their oppo-
nents. Let this be a lesson to unattached wheelmen in this State
to join the League at once, and secure its support in such cases.

On Tuesday the Glasers were arrested and taken befere Justice
Hetfield at police headquarters. They pleaded not guilt}', and fur-

nished bail for trial at the May term of Court.

Prof. C. H. McCormick, instructor at the

<\VR A CI/l/i ^' ^' ^' ^" SyrnnSi& ^ Xirn m tn ' s c'ty ' s a g reat
lover of bicycle racing and is doing his best to

11 cat tva " advance the racing interest here. He has
aut orized me to announce that he will include
in thu iui of events at tne annual field day in

June, a two mile ordinary and a one mile safety bicycle race for the
championship of the city and valuable medals. The races will be
open to members of the Syracuse Cycling Club and the Knicker-
bocker Cycling Club, besides members of the gymnasium.

Many wheels were brought out during the past week. The roads
are becoming dry and the weather warm. Captain Judd of the

Syracuse Cycling Club announces that if the weather is fair he will

call the first run in about a week.

At the last regular meeting of the Syracuse Cycling Club six

active members were admitted, making the total membership eighty-
seven. At the May meeting a year ago, thirteen members were
admitted ; the same number this year will make the total one hun-
dred. It bids fair to go ahead of the '89 record, judging from the
number of applications already in.

NEWS

AND COMMENT.

The Eagle Wheelmen of Jersey City
and New York i6 composed of young
riders whose age averages about sixteen
years. A few of the members are anxious
to join in the great Century run from
Orange to Philadelphia, and an applica-

tion to make one of the party by Capt. F. A. Mauvas has been for-

warded to the managers of the Century run.

Gov. Leon Abbett has signed the amended road bill, permit-
ting the Boards of Chosen Freeholders in those counties of New
Jersey which have availed themselves of the new road law to raise

additional money to complete the construction of the roads already
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declared county loads, affords great satisfaction to the friends of

good roads in New Jersey.

An exchange states that there will probably be nearly 200 entries

to the great Pullman race at Chicago this year on May 30.

The Standard Cycle Co. of Buffalo propose to have a 50-mile

road race to Corfu and return on June 21. The entrance fee will

be $1, and the Company will add $25, and provided 50 entries are

received they will add $50 towards purchasing the prize.

The New Haven Palladium is wrong in stating that Tom
Stevens is the only cyclist that ever crossed the American Conti-

nent on a bicycle. Notably Mr. Geo. B. Thayer of Hartford, ac

complished the feat without a doubt, and several others have made
excellent and plausible claims of accomplishing the same.

Some of the sections of the Pacific are specially interesting to

the touring wheelman. There are few places outside of Califor-

nia where can be found so many beautiful rides within a compara-

tively short distance of San Francisco. The Yosemite Valley,

Geysers, Lake Tahoe, Santa Cruz, Pascadero, and a host of other

places make very attractive objective points that are easily reached

in the course of a fortnight's riding. Already several parties have

been formed to tour to Lake Tahoe and the Yosemite.

Frank E. Weaver of New Haven, who holds the road and long

distance record of the New Haven Bicycle Club, is to start on the

2 1st of this month for a bicycle trip to San Francisco. He will be

accompanied by the members of the New Haven Club as far as

Bridgeport.

D. M and Walter Rogers have made preparations for a bicycle

trip to California, and will start about April 28 from Plymouth,

and expect to be gone about eighteen months. They have not de-

cided on their route as yet, but calculate to take in all the principal

points of interest. Before returning they intend to go to Portland,

Oregon.

Mr. Isaac B. Potter was last week elected to the Presidency of

the Brooklyn Bicycle Club after an exciting contest.

At the monthly meeting of the Women's Wheel and Athletic

Club of Buffalo, N. Y., held last Monday evening, Mrs. Randall

gave an informal talk about "What We Can but Don't Do," and

Miss Davenport's subject was "Wheeling Places In and About

Buffalo."

We hear that President James R. Dunn will make his home in

New York City hereafter. He will still claim his Ohio citizenship

and membership in the L. A. W.

Dr. Ida Bender is Secretary of the Women's Wheel Club of

Buffalo, N. Y. The club runs will occur Tuesdays, Thursdays and

Saturdays of every week, starting from the house of the President.

The club walks began last Saturday evening. The club has decided

to change its quarters, and will meet at the Women's Union through

the summer.

The Pacific coast papers still teem with reports of disaffection at

the hands of the League members of that section. A certain fac-

tion desire to form a separate League or organization of their own.

Mr. F. A. Elwell of Portland, Me., was in town last week. He
reported that his list for the 1890 tour abro d was rapidly approach-

ing the limit. Mr. Elwell will profit bj. ;lu experience of the 1889

tour and give more time in the different towns and places of interest

visited.

In speaking of the new road law in New Jersey, Mr. Chauncey

B. Ripley among other good things sajs: * * * " What I re-

gard as most important in the interest of improved roads are the

facts that no citizen of Union county would consent to go back to

the old system, and no one would, if he could, have his money re-

turned on condition that the new roads be torn up and the former

state of things restored. One of our chronic croakers against taxes

for improved roads, when asked by me if he would consent to have

the portion of the new road in front of his own property restored

to its former condition and thereby save his taxes, answered : 'Well,

I shall not be required to pay more than $2 a year for the rest of my
life; it would hardly be worth while.' This man's property is

worth $15,000. The next significant fact is that we have the press

solidly in favor of these improved roads. Our Legislature is almost

a unit in their favor."

The Lynn, Mass., Wheel Club is one of the latest organiza-

tions, made up of most of the old timers, among whom we notice

the names of F. W. Goodwin, President; G. G. S. Buttrick, Sec-

retary; C E. Whitten, J. F. Lynch and J. H. Shurrrran.

The New York World perpetrates the following pun on the late

fracas between five members of the Elizabeth Wheelmen and Mr.

Glaser: "Some bicyclists were routed in a fight. It wasn't a good

route for them to cycle in.

'

The Westchester (N. Y.) County Wheelmen of New Rochelle

held their annnal meeting on Wednesday evening, Apiil 2. There
was a large attendance. The club voted to become incorporated,
and will lease or build a suitable club house at an early date, as the
membership is increasing, and the want of permanent headquar-
ters is strongly felt. An active season is promised, and medals will

be given for road records above one thousand miles.

Route, Philadelphia to Pittsburg—We received the following in

answer to our request tor information : "In re "Advice is Wanted,"
in jours April 4th, would say, if L A. W. 26,376 will call at 442
North 13th street, it would give me pleasure to give him my ex-

perience in riding from Pittsburg to Philadelphia. H. W. T."

That record of 32 seconds for the quarter mile claimed by Mr.
F. M. Bell (not Belt, as printed last week) needs verification. The
promised documents have not yet been received.

We suppose that now President Dunn is practically settled in

New York City that New York will claim the honor of having a

citizen of that State President of the L. A. W. Mr. Dunn, how-
ever, still claims to hail from the good old State of Ohio.

A gentleman signing himself 'Ordinary," from Spencer, la.

.

thus writes us : "I would like to inform the brotherhood in other
parts that in Spencer, our little city of 2500, we have thirty-three

cyclists, including two ladies, and I here challenge any town in the

State of like size to beat that record of proportion. There is no
doubt the number will reach forty by the first of June. We pro-
pose to send in 25 members for the L. A. W. this spring, as by a

little work 15 names were sent in for membership after the cycling
season wa over last year. Our wheelmen congratulate themselves
on being situated only fourteen miles from Iowa's famous sum-
mer resort, Okoboji and Spirit Lakes, the Mecca of the State

League runs for several' years. The question of roads improve-
ment ia what makes our riders use words that newspapers won't
print, for the way they are improved (?) here generally consists in

plowing them up about twice a year.

The Aquilo Cyclers, of Covington, Ky. , have a clause in their

Constitution which provides that "no aftive member can remain
the non-possessor of a wheel for a period of time exceeding three

months." The club management put this clause in to prevent any
tendency that might show itself toward drifting into a "social

club."

It does seem to us queer that two men were permitted to lay out

five cyclers, as was the case in the late scrimmage between Glaser
and son vs. five athletic Elizabeth wheelmen !

!

Arthur L. Atkins, so well known in the East, who has been
in California for the past few years, has closed out his business

there and started for Peoria, 111., where he is to go into the bicycle

business. His wife and children will continue on to Marlboro',

where they will make a visit to her rclatiues.

" Broad Street paved with asphalt. Carriages by the hundreds
rolling over it to the Park. The bicyclists provided with one road-

way over which they can travel in-safety and comfort. Old resi-

dences torn down and tha finest mansions in the city springing up.

The grandest boulevard in America taking the place of the bone-
breaking stones, and all paid for in a short time by increased val-

uation of property. How do you like the picture?"

—

Philadelphia

Inquirer.

The Poughkeepsie, N. Y. , Bicycle Club was tendered a compli-
mentary supper by Sweet & Grisard last Friday night. Over fifty

wheelmen occupied seats at the tables. The double quartette of

the club rendered several selections with excellent effect, and
speeches were made by several members of the club and represen-

tatives of the press.

" Chief Consul Brown of the New Jersey division of the

League of American Wheelmen is confident of raising the member-
ship in his 6tate to 15,000 during the coming year."

—

N. T. Sun.
[" The Sun shines for all," but like all other non-cycling papers it

makes some awful breaks once in awhile when it tries to deal with
cycling facts.—Ed.]

COMPANIONS WANTED FOR OUR EUROPEAN TOUR.

Having made arrangements for a tour of England and France,

and possibly Italy, on the wheel, we are desirous of opening cor-

respondence with two young men, bicyclists, who would care to join

us. We leave Boston on or about July 12, 1890.

W. J. Emerson,
President Somerville Cycle Club.

A. E. Jacobs,
26 North Market street, Boston.

Both members of the L. A. W.
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THE RAMBLrNG WHEELMAN'S THEATRE PARTY.

The latest and what has proved to be the gala event in wheeling
circles during the past season was the first grand benefit entertain-

ment and banquet of the Rambling Wheelmen, of Bridgeport, Ct.,

Friday evening, April nth. Prodtor's Grand Opera House, where
the benefit was held, had been handsomely decorated with club

colors and club emblems for the occasion. Everything had the

flavor of wheeling about it. The audience was largely composed of

wheelmen and their friends. In the handsomely decorated boxes
sat the members of the club and the out-of-town guests, who were :

Chief Consul David J. Post and Mr. Joseph Goodman, of Hartford;
Messrs. W. C. Roe and E. G. Fischer, of New Haven ; and T. W.
Gillette, of Danbury. It is needless to say that the play, "The
Editor," with Louis Aldrich in the title role, made a decided hit,

and when the ladies of the company came out wearing the club

colors they were greeted with vociferous applause. At the con-
clusion of the performance an adjournment was made to the Wilson
House—the L. A. W. hotel—where a bountiful spread was served.

The menu had been prepared by Landlord Wilson in an excellent

manner, and L. A. W. members who visit this city in the future

will undoubtedly be well pleased with the change that has been
made. When the inner man had been sufficiently satisfied, and
blue wreaths of smoke from the fragrant Havana began to blur the

atmosphere, toasts were announced to be in order, and on motion
of Mr. Atwater, Mr. Post was unanimously appointed to the posi-

tion of toastmaster. Mr. Post appropriately responded to 'The
League," and his good sound arguments tended to more fully con-
firm in the minds of the Ramblers their decision to become a League
club. Mr. Joseph Goodman, on being called upon, responded with

a few well-chosen remarks. When a toast on "The Ladies" was
announced Mr. Roe was found to be thoroughly qualified to discuss

the subject, and his witty and amusing sayings brought forth

rounds of applause. Mr. Fred Atwater, Local Consul Moore and
various other members of the Rambling Wheelmen also had a few
remarks to make.
When at two o'clock in the morning the festivities were brought

to a close, everybody felt that the affair financially, socially and in

every other way had been a grand success, and the general verdi<5t

seemed to be that the Ramblers had made the "hit of the season."
"Nostaw."

LADIES' CYCLE CLUBS.

We can scarcely look through a cycling paper without noting some
article which appertains to lady riders, and of late there seems to be
here and there a little talk of ladies' clubs; perhaps just at present

as we approach the beginning of another League year, it would not

be amiss to say a few words on this subject. It would I think be

only fair to acknowledge at the start that I am in favor of ladies'

cycling clubs, perhaps in the general acceptation of the word
" club" it is rather a misnomer when applied to the kind of organ-

izations among the lady riders that I have in mind.
Without attempting to enlarge upon the many articles that have

been written on the healthful advantages of riding to ladies, I would
like to urge the importance and pleasure of better social acquaint-

ance. The wider my experience grows I find that there are many
riders, who have taken up this sport from pure love of athletic and
calisthenic exercise, and who hail with delight some kind of an or-

ganization that would bring them in fellowship with other lady

riders and the nearest approach to such a union is a "Ladies'
Cycling Club." It is unnecessary to have club rooms with all the

elaborate and extravagant accessories of the modern social clubs.

Ladies have no use lor such quarters, which would only be a needless
tax upon the members. There are many who predict a sure and
speedy failure to any organization composed of women, and invari-

ably base their arguments on the startling assertion that " women
are not built that way;" without explaining wherein the building
construction is faulty, we would not wander far afield if we ven-
tured to hint that such prophets must be closely allied to the indi-

viduals who " not many months ago" shrugged their shoulders at

the very thoughts of a woman learning to ride a bicycle and said

"That won't amount to much, she will soon give it up, etc"
In passing would sa}' I am always sorry to r c ad such articles 11 in

the pen of lady riders as occasionally appear in a paper coming
from Chicago. Not long since the writer bemoaned to state of
affairs in Cycledom because there was no club in Chicago such as

she had dreamed of, which if ever organized would be a congrega-
tion of champion scorchers, each firmly convinced that she could
outride any man in the country ; there is certainly neither grace,

beauty nor pleasures in fast riding for a woman, but there are few
prettier sights than a number of ladies sitting lightly and gracefully

in the saddle, gliding along without any apparent effort, taking time
to look above and around them and enj ying the ride, involuntarily
we turn a look of admiration toward a lady tquestrian, and the two
pleasures are closely related.

A6 yet, the " Ladies' Cycling Club" which was organized in the
city of Providence last winter is the only one that is founded on a
basis that promises sure success to the future of the club, that of

the L. A.W. membership, every member of the aforesaid club being
a League member, and the 6ame ten excellent reasons Secretary
Bassett has so ofcen given for joining the League of American
Wheelmen are exactly the same r asons that this club will be a suc-

cess, for each new member who is not already such is made a
member of the League This club has received the necessary cer-

ttificate from the L. A. W. making it a League club, and is at pres-

ent in a very promising condition, the official 6taff being composed
of excellent material if energy and ability are of any account, the
President is more than popular and fully capable of filling the posi-

tion. The Secretary, to whose efforts the club chiefly owes its exis-

tence, is always ready with a hearty welcome and cheerful word of
encouragement to new riders, while the Captain is the cream of the
club, being not only an excellent rider but is so pleasant and genial
in disposition that she holds first place in the hearts of all the mem-
bers, and her word is law. In fact I might add that the entire club
is one that its friends may feel justly proud of it.

THE W1SSAHICKON WHEELMEN TO THfi FRONT.
PHILADELPHIA OPENS WITH HEAVT MILEAGES.

If the early bird catches the worm, then the wheelmen through
this section are out for records. A week since McDaniel, Merri-
hew and Seeds, of the Wilmington Wheel Club, made the first cen-
tury o. the season for their club, and, as they supposed, for this

locality, by riding from Wilmington to Dover and return; but at

the same time E. G. Kolb, of the South End, and L. Guyler, of
Century, were running up a hundred-mile mark in this city.

These figures stood for just one week, when, tempted by the lovely
weather of Saturday, Captain Welch, of the Wissahickon Wheel-
men, thought that the Germantown club might as well hold the
record for a while, so starting with his brother he did not 6top un-
til he had covered 156 miles, his brother quitting at 115. It was
reported that Dr. W. N. Keim, Jr., of the Century Wheelmen, was
also riding for heavy mileage the same day, but was unable to

verify the report. Understand that he did somewhere in the neigh-
borhood of 150.

Broad street to be asphalted is now the cry, and if the wheelmen
will only take hold actively the scheme should be carried through.
The ordinance which was introduced into Councils last week by
Mr. Anderson provides for the paving of Broad 6treet with sheet
asphaltum, from Passyunk avenue to Columbia avenue, and the
local press have championed the idea, the Inquirer going so far as

to print a blank petition on its first page to be filled out by all who
have the success of the movement at heart, and it engages to present
the petitions in proper form. Certainly no more important move-
ment, so far as cyclers are concerned, has ever been started in

Philadelphia, and if there is even half a disposition to do a little

work for the cause we will have in the Quaker City what has long
been a crying need—a first-class boulevard and approach to one of
the finest parks in the world. We who live up town are already
di-counting the nickels we have been obliged to hand out for the
privilege of hanging on to the platforms of crowded street cars.

Unfortunately we are not out of the woods yet.

The five-mile road race of that enterprising your.g club, the
Columbia Cyclers, has been postponed indefinitely for the present.

Philadelphia, April 14. 1890. Ariel.

A NOVEL ENTERTAINMENT.
We take from the Baltimore, Md., News parlicu'ars of a novel

banquet entertainment served in that city at the club house of the

Baltimore Cycle Club.
"The Baltimore Cycle Club gave a dance and banquet to its

members and friends on Friday night at the handsome club rooms,
Eutnw Place near McMechin street. It had been determined by
.\Lsb. I*. G. E. Painter, E. M. Wright and H. E. Oliver, the com-
mittee in charge, to make this a memorable event and the first-named

gentleman has called into play all his mechanical ingenuity and
electrical skill. The dancing was in the three rooms on the lower
floor, which are connected by folding doors. Two sets of musicians
furnished the music and there were no intermissions. The musi-
cians occupied seats in the hall. On the wall facing them was
placed a patent automatic indicator with the names of dances
painted upon its face. This was operated by means of electric
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buttons, which were placed in an adjoining room. When the floor

manager wanted a waltz York or Berlin he touched a button and
the hand on the indicator pointed to the one wanted and remained
there until another button was touched. But the greatest novelty
of the evening was found in the supper rooms. For this purpose
two of the three rooms composing the dance hall were used, but
owing to Mr. Painter's device, the first room was closed but fifteen

mirutes and the second but three before the banquet was announced.
The table is in sections and can be put together in a moment. In
the centre was a track in which two brass rails were fitted. On the
track was placed an electric car about thirty inches long by a foot
wide, which was operated by means of a cable hidden in the groove
in the track and running over a roller at either end of the table.

This car shot out through a door in a closed window to the butler,

who placed the courses in trays upon the car and they were shot
down the table, each guest helping themselves. Three trips were
necessary to supply the guests. On the car was placed an electric

bell, which rang at the will of the operator. Connected with the
butler's pantry was a speaking tube through which all orders were
sent. Under the middle of the table was placed a music box con-
taining ten airs. This was also operated by means of electricity,

and whenever an air was wanted a button was pushed, which set the
machine in motion. The table ran very smoothly down its thirty-

five ieet of track, and a cup of coffee was carried without danger of
being spilled. There were fifty-six people seated, and the four-

course supper was served in fifty minutes. There was no waiter
whatever in the room during supper, as every thing was served by
the car, even the water. The whole thing passed off without a
hitch, and all agreed that it was the best and quickest waiter they
ever saw. The caterer said it took the place of six waiters and did it

in half the time and with less confusion. Five minutes after the
banquet the rooms were cleared and again in order for dancing.
The whole contrivance denoted great mechanical and electrical

skill and is the result of severa days of hard labor. Mr. Gwynn
E. Painter is an employe of the Southern Electric Company and
one of their most skilled artisans. The automatic indicator is one
of his own inventions and is patented.

REUNION OF MISSOURI CTCLISTS.

There has been no cycling event the past season which has at-

tracted so much of this city's cyclibts' attention as the reunion of
the cjclists of St. Louis, Hannibal and Quincy at Louisiana, May
4. The crowd that will go up on the evening of May 3 bids fair to

be the largest that has ever left St. Louis on a similar excursion,
and the people of Pike county are more enthusiastic than ever over
it. The most serious drawback in previous years has been the lack

of sufficient hotel accommodations to properly care for the visitors.

This will be obviated this year and every visitor will be well cared
for provided his name is left at any one of the agencies. Lists for

this purpose have been distributed to all cycle agencies in this city.

The trip is a beautiful one. There are ninety miles each way of

steamboat or railway travel, with an exceedingly picturesque
county as an objective point and arrangements are now being made
vhich, if consummated, will allow participants to go up by boat
and return by rail. H. C. Woodruff will have charge of the Han-
nibal delegation, and promises a large crowd. The Quincy boys
will be down under command of Captain Burroughs of the Ram-
blers and Captain R. B. White of the Quincy Bicj'cle Club

Linneus.

THE NEW YORK DIVISION MEET AT SYRACUSE.
The invitation from the Syracuse Cycling Club to have the

annual State meet of the L. A W. held in this city has been offi-

cially accepted by the League and the dates set down for Sept. 1

and 2. These days it was found were the same as those selected for

the Hartford, Conn., tournament. The Hartford wheelme/i, it is

said, were not pleased at the confliction of dates and thought that

the New York State meet would prevent a number of fast wheelman
from attending their meet. When this situation was learned in

Syracuse the executive committee appointed to arrange for the

meet, sent the Chairman Charles W. Wood to Hartford. He saw
Chief Consul Post of the Connecticut Division and stated emphat-
i ally that the Syracusans did not desire to go a single step further

in the plans for the York State meet, if the Hartford people would
get the idea that we were running the meet as a rival or a competi-
tive attraction. Syracuse wanted the dates Sept. 1 and 2 because
the former is Labor Day, a great holiday in that city, and the attend-

ance at the races would be much larger than on an ordinary day.

Chief Consul Post replied go ahead with the arrangements, that there
would still exist the most friendly feeling. Chairman Wood also

made a trip to Buffalo and secured the pledged co-operation of the
wheelmen of that city, who agreed to have no counter attraction to
head off the wheelmen touring eastward or to keep their own men
at home. Syracuse has always been represented by large delega-
tions at the great meets in Buffalo, and has the promise of a recip-
rocation. There are many advantages to be gained by Holding the
State Meet in Syracuse, such as pleasant tours, first-clas6 hotels, a
good race track, and above all a central location, which will have
the tendency to draw a much larger attendance of wheelmen than
if the meet were to be held at one end or side of the State. In case
of a season of wet weather before the meet, we have two plank
roads in different directions into the country, which are always in
condition for wheeling. The executive committee are arranging a
programme of entertainment which they will endeavor to make
eclipse all others of a State or National Meet. That is a pretty
broad announcement, but I make it with the assurance that the
statement will be fully realized. " Salina."

FROM BOSTON TO NIAGARA FALLS.

As already announced in these columns, a party of wheelmen
from Massachuseetts will start on a tour from Boston to Niagara
Falls, to attend the League meet, 25, 26, 27 August. The pro-
gramme so far completed is for the wheelmen to start Sunday,
August 17th, from Boston, by train to Albany, and from thence
to take the wheel to Niagara Falls, a distance of about 325 miles
The route has been laid out, and will pass through Schenefladj ,

Fonda, Utica, Canastota, Syracuse, Auburn, Geneva, Lima and
Buffalo, arriving at the latter place on Sunday, August 24. The
ride to Niagara of 25 miles will probably be taken on Monday. At
Geneva a side trip will be taken to the celebrated Glens Falls.

Captain A. W. Robinson reports that he has heard from the
Consuls all along the route, and he is promised the heartiest
assistance and reception from all points. Next Friday the Com-
mittee of Arrangements will meet, and further details will be settled

and published in this paper. The expenses, we are told, will be
from $1.50 to $2.00 per day.
For particulars apply to any member of the committee, which is

composed of Captain A. W. Robinson. Charlestown Rovers, ad-
dress No. 89 State street; Captain W. G. Kendall, of the Boston
Bicycle Club, address No. 24 Boylston street; and Captain C. P.
Cubberly, of the Somerville Club, address care W. W. Stall, No.
509 Tremont street ; all of Boston, Mass.

SEDALIA, MO., CYCLERS' SMOKER.

The Sedalia, Mo., Cyclers, of which Secretary-Treasurer Kelly is

the moving spirit, gave a gran i smoker at Sichers Park hotel last

Tuesday, at which Harry Gordon and W. P. Laing of this city were
present by invitation. That it was a grand, joyous, cheery, invit-

ing affair goes without saying. The fun com menced at nine o'clock

,

and soon, to the inspiring music of Prof. Gregg's full orchestra, the

waxed floor was filled with couples joining in the "merry maze,"
the representatives of the gentler sex being distinguished by hand-
kerchiefs, scarfs, etc., arranged on different parts of their garments.
The programme was a lengthy one and embraced every known style

of dance, besides a good many original with the participants.

Harry Gordon gave a fine exhibition of trick riding, and a fine

supper was a fitting finale to the affair. Wheeling is on a big boom
there now, and the devotees to the sport will soon be counted by
the dozens. "Linneus."

ROADS IMPROVEMENT LEGISLATION IN NEW
YORK STATE.

The "Richardson Bill," providing for a State loan often millions

of dollars, to" be expended exclusively in the improvement of the

public roads, was brought up for consideration in the New York
State Senate on Friday evening, 10th inst., and after an interesting

discussion was progressed. The membership of the New York
Roads Improvement Association is increasing rapidly, and many
prominent men in various parts of the State have become members
since the Utica meeting of March iSth.

The "Weller Bill," enlarging the powers of County Boards of

Supervisors in the matter of local highway improvements, was re-

ported favorably in the Assembly on Friday. Both this bill and
the "Richardson Bill" are supported by the State Roads Improve-
ment Association and by the New York State Division of the

League
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BR1MCEK-GASSLER RACE.
Editor Bicycling World: In contradistinction to the boasting of

your Niagara Falls correspondent regarding the Brinker-Gassler
race, Mr. Brinker is modest enough to say, when asked about it,

that, although confident of winning, it is not a sure thing. The
wheelmen of Buffalo have an entirely different opinion as to that,

and as your correspondent mentions that the Falls people are great
betters, if they will mortgage their village we will go down there

and cover what they get for it.

A lot of the wind they are now wasting might help them out race

dav. Yours, etc.. Swift.

WHY THE WILMINGTON-CHICAGO RACE FELL
THROUGH.

Editor Bicycling World: There has been so much discussion in

regard to the Chicago-Wilmington race, which has now fallen

through, that it may be of interest to you to have a statement of
just why it will not come off, and I enclose herewith copies of the
last two letters, which, with the statement that our final proposi-
tion was to put up $250 cash by each club and the Sporting Life
would put up $100 additional in the hands of Mr. F. P. Prial of the
Wheel, the whole $350 to go to the winning team for prizes or ex-
penses as they saw fit, explain themselves. As there is now no
prospect of a race, I would be obliged if you would look into the
matter carefully and state which side, in your judgment, is to blame
for the fiasco.

We claim that the demands of the Chicago Club were exorbitant
and inadmissable, and that they were made for the sole purpose of
breaking off the race. Neither in the challenge to us nor in the
negotiations was a word said about expense* until we had conceded
everything asked, and this was the only remaining way to block the
race. We think that the difference between an amateur and a pro-
fessional is that the former races for fun or "glory," and that the
terms demanded were more fitting for a professional race than any-
thing else. If we had challenged the Chicago Club we should have
expected to go to Chicago and pay our own way, just as we did to
Buffalo, Reading, Irvington, etc., and will do to Crawfordsville and
Irvington, and if we do not have the money to go we stay at home.
This is the way amateur events are conducted almost without ex-
ception, and it is only necessary to run over a few cycling races
such as the Murphy -Van Wagoner, Lumsden-Campbell, West vs.
East at Crawfordsville, Rochester-Buffalo, Wilmington-Reading,
N. Y. & N. J. T. R. R. A., and such amateur events as foot ball
matches, cricket matches, the yacht races for the America Cup and
the sending of teams of athletts to Europe, to show how universal
this custom is.

The Chicago Cycling Club does not care to race for glory or even
what is probably the largest amount of cash ($350) ever offered in
one amateur event. This $350 would easily cover the expenses of
a team of six men if they were at all economical, but they demand
$600 for a junketing trip, knowing that it was utterly impossible for
us to risk such a sum, and $250 additional for prizes, even if we
were willing to throw it away in this reckless fashion when there
are so many other pressing needs for it.

There has been so much talk about the Chicago and Wilmington
teams being more anxious to talk than to race that we wish to show
that we were anxious to race, and have used every exertion to have
the race come off. Yours truly,
Wilmington, Del., April 14, 1890. L. Wallis Merrihew.

S W. Merrihew, Esq., Capl. W. W. C, Wilmington, Del :

Dear Sir :—Your favor of March 13th duly received and contents
noted. You will kindly excuse my delay in answering. After giv-
ing the matter due consideration I decided to lay your last proposi-
tion before our Board of Directors. Acting under instructions
from them I have this to say : We will abide by our original prop-
osition, i. e. , loser to pay for prize and expenses of winner, or if

you refuse to consider that, we will agree that the expenses of the
two teams be lumped and each pay half, win or lose, loser to pay
for prize in addition to half of expenses. Further than this we
cannot go, (or the following reason : If we accepted your proposi-
tion it would cost us for expenses of six men, one substitute and
trainer, round trip to Philadelphia and $250 for prize about $850 if

we lost, while should we win and take the $250 you propose to put
up and the $100 offered by the Sporting Life and apply same toward
paying our expenses we should be $250 out and have no prize. This
we consider an unfair proposition and one which we cannot accept.
The proposition made to you in my last communication, dated

March 7th, was made in good faith. Do I hear you refuse to ac-
cept a proposition that you expect us to accept ? An early reply
will be gratefully received. Fraternally,

(Signed) N. H. Van Sicklen.
Chicago, March 25, 1890. Captain C. C. C

N. H. Van Sicklen, Esq., Capt. Chicago Cycling Club, Chicago, III.:

Dear Sir:—Your favor of March 25th duly received and contents
noted. I regret very much that you refuse to accept our proposi-
tion, as this decision ends all prospects of a race. As I stated
before, it is impossible for us to raise more than $250, even if we
were inclined to do so. Even if it was customary to make an
allowance for expenses, we would regard this race as being exempt
from that rule on account of the peculiar nature of the challenge

;

but when it is remembered that there is scarcely an instance where
expenses were allowed in amateur contests, the natural inference is

that your former great eagerness to race has abated and that this is

but an excuse to back out.

Regretting that so much time has been wasted, and that we will
not have the pleasure of meeting you, I remain,

Yours truly,

S. Wallis Merrihew.
Captain Wilmington Wheel Club.

Wilmington, Del., April 5, 1890.

AN INTERESTING LETTER FROM VICTOR EMERSON.
Editor Bicyling World: Excuse delay in answering your iuquiry

of the 17th relating to " Windigate Hill." A party and myseft
have just returned from a pleasant and exciting trip down the
Swany (pronounced Suwanee) river; the river which the his-

toric song of Swany River was dedicated to. Our party, consist-

ing of four, three of whom were natives, took trout from three to

ten pounds, in quantities to suit our appetite. At night we giged
by lights, and as an experiment giged an alligator about ten feet in
length, which in turn upset, our boat in trying to free himself, but
with the boat filled with water we took a ride down the river in speed
second to no steamer, connected to the 'gator by a rope which was
attached to the boat at one end and to the bearded gig at the the
other. We were only glad when we were able to cut the rope and
put on brakes, we conld only imagine what whaling must be, and
imagine by the cloud of water which boiled over us that we must
have spurted the quarter in about thirty-five seconds.
In regard to Windigate Hill ; the hill proper is 645 yards in

length with varying grades from three inches to two feet in ten,

full height to top or amount of elevation eighty-two feet. The.
surface is covered with sand and boulders or rocks the size of ordi-

nary cobble down, the conditions varying according to the rains

and amount of wasting. It is the first hill to the sight after leav-

ing Mt. Washington, Md., a short ride from Baltimore. Any one
of ordinary ability can climb the hill when it is favorable as many
times as they wish, but I would invite the hill climbers to try the
hill or road from Lake Roland to the summit of Windigate Hill.

The surface on this hill is dirt and generally good, is 1160 yards in

length with a steady grade, and is above the lake 542 feet. So far

I have ridden the only bicycle to the lop. Trusting this may reach
you in time, I am, Yours very- truly.

Victor L. Emerson.

ROUTE WANTED.

Will some person please give me the best route from Canton,
O., to Detroit, Mich., by way of Toledo. O , and state distance be-

tween points? L. A. W. No. 24.5:;

Allegheny, Pa.

CHICAGO CYCLE EXHIBIT AND TOURNAMENT.
The second annual Chicago Cycling Exhibit and Tournament

will be held at the Exposition Building in that city, the first week
in June. It will last a week, and the events will be exclusively
amateur. The races will be run on a five-lap track, and the prizes

will aggregate over $1500 in value.

ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENT A WHEEL.
{BY GEO. D. MITCHELL.)

{Concluded.")

We now began to realize that we were approaching the land 01

the "roasta chestnutte" man, for though nominally in Switzerland,
of course, the canton of Ticino, on the south side of the Alps, is

essentially Italian in all its characteristic features; the vine, laden

with its seductive fruit, began to appear again, our German saluta-

tions ceased to be understood and the language became suddenly-

Italian; the children too had the warmest complexions, the most
lustrous eyes and rich dark hair imaginable, and the girls especially,
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wjth their black lace fichus thrown loosely over their heads, com-
pleting the harmonious picture, looking out at us as we whisked by
with the startled look of the "hunted fawn," made me long more
than ever to know the liquid language that they render so musically.
We spent the night at the town of Faido, where we had to arrange
with our host through the scanty medium of our very meagre and
veey bad Italian, and where the natives looked at us as if we had
dropped from the clouds, for they could not conceive how we ever
came over St. Gotthard. Next morning we had twenty-six miles of
down grade to Bellinzona, at the head of Lake Maggiore where
we stopped for dinner during the heat of the day, which by this

time had grown intense. We then had a climb over the ridge of
mountains 1500 feet high, which divides the valley of Lake
Maggiore from the Como district, regaling ourselves with the
blackberries growing profusely along the way and grapes from the
neighboring vineyards, and resting in the shade of the fine old
chestnuts that cover the mountain side, laden with their prickly
burden.
From the summit we had one of the finest roads we have encoun-

tered ; we rode for some miles along the shore of Lake Lugano, and
as I looked down ihto its clear waters, glistening in the sunlight,
surrounded by verdant mountains whose slopes were dotted with
villas, and over all that clear Italian sky that we read about, it

seemed to me the fairest pidture I had ever looked upon. A short
ride now brought us to Chiasso, the Italian frontier, where at the
Swiss custom house we were reimbursed for the duty we had paid
on our machines on entering the country at Basel, but there just

across the line, fifty feet away, stood a number of Italian soldiers,

ready to prevent our escape past their custom house, and, though
we submitted a strenuous " Kick," we were forced to pay a duty of
eighty-four francs apiece, besides fees, to the Italian government.
And not only thi6, but they officiously insisted on our designating
the particular custom house at which we were to leave the country,
in order to have our money refunded, and we were compelled to

name Genoa, though at that stage, when our itinerary was indefi-

nite, it submitted us to great inconvenience. In this beggar-ridden
and " flea-girt" country every official seems to be a law unto him-
self and any cyclist who enters it for a tour without knowing all

the ropes must expect to be the victim of capricious and meddle-
some intererfence on the part of the authorities, no end of
cheating by hotel keepers and impositions of every kind on every
hand. My only advice is that if anybody contemplates such a trip

he had better give it up and stick to England, France, Holland and
Switzerland, where " people live," or if he be bent on it let him
commit to memory a repertory of choice and expressive swear
words and buy a gun, not forgetting to put money in his purse, for
it is these things he will find most frequent use for. The express
system is unknown here, and on two occasions when we have for-

warded our luggage ahead into another country it has required the
best part of two days in diplomatic parley with custom house offi-

cials who know no English and not even their own business, to get
our property out of host, and that only after the payment of num-
berless fees and tips.

We rode on to Milan by a fearfully soft aud dusty road and the
only redeeming feature that the country had to offer us was the
abundance of fruits of all kinds; we purchased a watermelon and
sat in the shade of a hedge enjoying it, while gathered around was
a crowd of half-naked boys and girls, allured to the spot by the
hope of plunder, who snapped up the rinds as we threw them down
like chickens after corn. From Milan to Genoa it was also a hard
ride, over hilly and dusty roads and through a country parched
with heat and offering little to repay us for our exertions under the

broiling sun. Arrived at Genoa, the birthplace of Mr. Columbus,
the gentleman who is said to have discovered America while on one
of his hand organ tours, we went bathing in the blue Mediterranean,
at the invitation of Mr. James Fletcher, the American Consul, and
surrounded by the elite of Genoa, with whom sea bathing is fash-
ionable, although bathing of no kind seems hardly common enough
with the general Italian public to be called habitual, we disported
ourselves in the warm and gentle surf. Just one month before we
had been bathing in the North Sea, at Scheveningen, near the
Hague, and in the meantime we had traversed the intervening dis-

tance of over 1 000 miles awheel, crossing Holland, Germany,
Switzerland and Italy and cutting Europe in two.

THE LADIES' ROVER.

{John Wilkinson Co , Chicago, III , Importers.}

We present this week a cut and description of the Ladies' Rover. The special

features of excellence claimed by the makers and importers of this machine is

that ample room has been given between the point of the saddle and the handle
bar, and at the same time the handles are brought well back, so as to be within
proper reach by the rider. The pedals as to length and position are so placed that

the lady in mounting does not have to step very high. To quote from the cata-

logue of Messrs. John Wilkinson Co. :

"The Ladies' Rover frame is constructed from the finest steel tubing that can be
produced. Weight all on, 40 pounds, and we guarantee the machine to carry a

person weighing 165 pounds, under all ordinary circumstances, and is_strength-

ened for gentlemen's use by an adjustable hollow steel tube between saddle post

and neck.
Rear driver 26 or 28 inch, front wheel 2S or 30 inch, as desire^, refined rubber

tires, 3 4 inch to rear wheel and 5 8 to front wheel, cranks, Starley's patent ad-

justable 5 io 6 inch throw, ball bearings to both wheels, crank shaft and pedals,

Garford patent saddle, adjustable from 46 to 56 inch ordinary reach, tubular steel

handle bar, adjustable, tangent spokes, nickeled at centre, semi-hollow rims, all

necessary guards to protect the dress from mud, or contact with rear wheel or

chain, adjustable plunger brake, forged steel chain, most improved form, hollow

steel handle bar, large horn handles, practical adjusting device for taking up any
slack in chain, lantern bracket, foot rests, tool bag, wrench and oil can." Stan-

dard finish, black enamel, lined in two colors, nickel trimmings. "Price, standard

finish, $130; price, nickeled, except wheels, $140.

A good chance to trade tricycles for safeties, is offered in another column, only

good machines are wanted, for particulars address Holland & Havener, Worcester,

Mass.

MR. F. E. Weaver of New Haven, who will start on the 21st inst. to ride from

New Haven to San Francisco, will ride on this trip a 48 "Eagle." A new club

has just been formed in Newport, R. I., called the Eagle Bicycle Club. The
members will ride Eagle machines.

See page 602for Trade Notes & nd Fixtures.

HEW KODAK 6BPIEBDS- -FOR WHEELMEN.
"YOU PRESS THE BUTTON,

WE DO THE REST."
(OR YOU CAN DO IT YOURSELF.)

SEVEN NEW STYLES and SIZES
ALL LOADED WITH

TRANSPARENT FILM.

g^For sale by all Photo. Stock Dealers. Sendfor Catalogue.

THE EASTMAN COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y.

LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS :

13 Pearl Street, .... Room 37.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

President,

OFFICERS FOR 1890—91.

IAMES R. DUNN,
40 Wall St., Room 69, New York.
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First Vice President.
DR. W. H. EMERY,
109 Warwick street, Roxbury, Mass.

Second Vice President,

GEO- R. BIDWELL,
313 W. jSth street, New York City.

Treasurer,
W. M. BREWSTER.

300 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.

Secretary,
ABBOT BASSETT,

12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass..

Appointments.

Membership Committee.

Sanford Lawton .Springfield Mass.
George C. Pcnnell Elizabeth, N. J.

Committee on Improvement of Highways.

Isaac B. Potter, Esq Potter Bldg., New York
Albert Mott 203 Lenox St , Baltimore, Md.
Maj. Chas. L. Burdett Hartford, Conn.

Committee on Rights and Privileges.

Samuel A. Boyle, Esq Philadelphia, Pa.
Chas. F. Cossum, Esq Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
I. S. Dean, Esq ..28 State St., Boston, Mass.

Committee on Rules and Regulations.

W. A. Davis 340 S. Leavitt St., Chicago, 111.

Michael Furst, Esq 16 Court St.,Brooklyn, N.Y.

Transportation Committee.

W. M. Brewster 309 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
Racing Board.

Chas. S. Davol Warren, R. I.

George Collister 147 Ontario St., Cleveland, Ohio
Robert D. Garden Chicago, 111.

W. H. DeGraaf 47 W. 14th St., New York.
Geo. D. Gideon 17 No 7th St , Phi adelphia, Pa.

Hotel Committee.

George S. Atwater, 1230 Penn. Ave., Washington, D C
H. H. Hodgson. .13 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La
W.C.Marion 1255 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y

Missouri Division Hotels.

The following have been designated as official hotels

for their respective towns :

Bonne Terre, Shcpard House, regular rates $2x0 per

day; no reduction.
Joplin, Joplin Hotel, rates $200 per day; meals and

lodgirg 50 cents.

De Soto, Commercial Hotel, rates $2 coper day; to

L. A. W. $1 So, meals and lodging 35 cents.

Memphis, Reddish House, rates $2 co per day ; meals

and lodging 50 cents.

Certificate of apDointment should be found hanging
in a conspicuous "place in hotel office Consuls will

please report any infractions of this rule.

Fnternally yours, Robt. Holm,
St. Louis, April 9, 1890. Chief Consul.

Colorado.

The following hotels have been appointed as Leagu
hotels for this Division :

Denver, Charpiot's Hotel, regular rati s $3.00 per day

;

to League members. $2 00 per day
Colorado Springs, the Alamo Hotel, regular lates

$3.00 ;md $3.50 per day; to League members $2.00 and

$2 50 per day, meals, 75 cents; to League rr.embirsso

cents. Very sincerely yours, E. S. Hartwell,
Chief Consul Colorado Division.

Denver, Colo., April Sth, 1S90.

New League Clubs.

The following clubs have qualified as League clubs

and filed the certificate required in the office of the

Secretary

:

25S—Central Cycling Club, Junction City, Kansas.
W. S. Lydecker, Secretary-Treasurer.
256- Dayton Bicycle Club, Dayton, Ohio. Elmer H.

Houck, Secretary-Treasurer.
257—Trojan Cycling Club, Troy, Ohio. R. H.

Marsh, Secretary.

Illinois Hotels.

ANNUAL DUES.

The annual dues of all Divisions and Sub-

divisions will be, for the year 1890-91, one

dollar. All those Divisions that have noti-

fied the Secretary regarding their dues have

fixed the dues at one dollar, and this order is

made to apply to all that have not sent in

the required notice, and it makes the dues

uniform throughout.

James R. Dunn President,

For the Executive Committee.

Galva, Galva House, rate $1.50 per day.
Preemption. Hammond House, L. A. W. rate $1.35,

meals 35 cents; reg lar rate $2.00.
W. A. Davis, Chief Consul.

Chicago, April nth, 1890.

Ohio
Additional Consul.

Chillicothe, Ross County, B. A. Gramm.
William D. Kempton,

Sec.-Treas. Ohio Div. L. A. W. Cincinnati, O.

Massachusetts Spring Meet.

The spring meet of this Division will be held at

Worcester, May 30th. Members will receive a badge
upon presentation of L. A. W. ticket for 1890 and 1891,

which will admit them to parade, races and entertain,

ment.
Members who have not renewed for this year;hould

do so at once in order to receive their ticket before the

meet.
Wheelmen who are not members should forward

their application at once to Abbot Bassett, Box S'67,
Boston, as none but League members will be admitted
to parade or entertainment. Further details will be
published as soon as arranged. Fraternally,

W. H. Emery, Chief Consul.

Sew York Representative.

This is to certify that Mr. Frederick Tenkins has been
duly elected to represent this club, the Westchester
County Wheelmen at meetings of the New York State

Division of the L. A. W. Yours very truly,

E.5Hanfokd Sturges, Secretary W. C. W.
New Rochelle, N. Y., April 5, 1S90.

Missouri Championship.

The following Missouri State Championships are

hereby established

:

One, two and five mile ordinary; one, two and five

mile safety; one, two and three mile t.indem ; ten mile

ordinary. Yours fraternallv, Geo. M. Wilder,
Chairman Mo. Div.'L. A. W. Racing Board.

H. V. Croll.

Mr. H. V. Cioll, of Denver, Col., is hereby declared
to have forteited his amateur status, by competing with
a professional, being a violation of Section 4, Article

V., L. A. W. By-Laws. This declaration carries with
it expulsion from the L. A. W. Amateurs are warned
not to compete with Mr. Croll. Chas. S. Davol,

Chairman L. A. W. Racing Board.

Championship Medals.
C. G. Malliett, 23 John street. New York City, will

make the L. A. W. championship medals, for the sea
son of 1S90.
The prices are as follows :

Gold medal, 14 kt., $25.00, or
Gold medal, 10 kt., $20.co.

Silver medal, sterling, $10.00.
Chas. S. Davol,

Chairman L. A. W. Nat. Racing Board.

Hotel List No. 3, New Jersey Division L. A. W.
Arlington, Arlington House, per day, $1.50; break-

fast, $.50; dinner, f.50; supper, $.50; lodging, $.50.
Atlantic City, Hotel Hoffman, per day, $2 75; break-

fast, $.75; dinner, $1.00; supper, $.75; lodging, $.50.
Burlington, Beldin House, per day, $2.00; breakfast,

$ 50; dinner, $.50; supper, $ 50; lodging, $.50.

Cape May, Hotel Lafayette, per day, $3.50; breakfast,

$.75; dinner, $1.00; supper, $.75; lodging, $.75.
Chatham, Fairview House, per day, $2.00.
Cherry Hill, Hackensack, Hackensack House, per

day, $2.00; breakfast, $.50; dinner, $.50; supper, $.50;
lodging, $.75-
Freehold, American Hotel, per day, $1.50; breakfast,

$.50; dinner, $.50; supper, $ 50; lodging, $.50.
Hightstown, Stockton Street House, per day, $1.50;

breakfast, $.35; dinner, $.35; supper, $.35; lodging,

$•50.
Hoboken, Naegch's Hotel, per day, $2.00; breakfast,

a'la carte, dinner, $.75; supper, $.50; lodging, $1.00.
Hillsdale, Hillsdale House, breakfast, $.40; dinner,

$.40; supper, $40; lodging, $45.
Lakewood.Old Homestead, per day, $2.00; breakfast,

$.50; dinner, $ 7;; supper, $.50; lodging, $ 50.

Laii'bertvi.lc, Lambertville House, per day, $2.00;
breakfast, $ 50; dinner, $.5 ; Supper, $.50; lodging, $ 50.

Plainfitld, Laing's Hotel, per day. $2 ro; breakfast,

$.50; dinner, $.50; supper, $ 50; lodging, $ 50.
Pennington, Mathew's Hotel, per day, $150, break-

fast, $.40; dinner, $.40; supper, $.40; lodging, $.40
Red Bank, Central, per day, $i.Jo; breakfast, $.50;

dinner, $.50; supper, $.50; lodging, $ 50.
Ridgewood, Ridgewood House, per day, $1.50;

breakfast, $.50; dinner, $.50; supper, $.50; lodgirg, $.50.
Roi-evillc, The Rosevilfe Hotel, per day, $2.00; Dreak-

fast, $.25; dinner, $.50; supper, $.25; 'odging, $1.00.
Saddle River, Paramus Road House, per day, $1.50;

breakfast, $.35; dinner, $.50; supper, $ 35 ; lodging, $.50.
Vineland, Baker House, per day, $'.S°! breakfast,

$.40; dinner, $-40; supper, $.40; lodging, $ 40.
Bordentown, Washington House, per day, $i.co;

breakfast, $40; dinner, $.40; supper, $.40; lodging,
$.40, (or supper, lodging and breakfast, $.75.)
Elizabeth, Ryan's Hotel, per day, $1.50; breakfast,

$.50; dinner, $ 50; supper, $.50; lodging, $.50, (Euro,
pean plan— single room, $.75, double, $50, meals 10
per cent oft Bill Fare.)
Newark (Rest.) Jacoby's Cafe, breakfast, $.30; din-

ntr, $.35; supper, $30; lodging, $.75; [10 per cent de-
ducted on everything but regular meals, (B. D. &. S.)]

Paterson, United States Hotel, (European Plan)
lodging, $1.00.

Proceedings of Semiannual Meeting of the
Board of Officers, New York State

Division, L- A. W.
At Grand Union Hotel, Nnv York City Feb. /j, iSqo.

(Ill—Continued.)

In my annual report I recommended that a revision
of the road book be made. No action was taken at that
meeting upon tliat recommendation and I now again
call it 10 your attention. The road book as it now is is

somewhat out of date, and it is high time that it be re-

vised. I would most earnestly recommend that the
Division authorize and direct the revision and publica-
tion of the road book, together with proper and suitable
road maps. It would thus become a very valua v

le book
and would be in great demand, not only among cyclers,
but. I believe, among the general public. This action
would, I firmly believe, tend greatly to bocm the League
among wheelmen, strengthen its influence with those
who are not members, by showing a practical and valu-
able work, and would also prova a desirable source ot
income to the Division. I have been urged to this
course by a number of men engaged in the trade, and I

now have a standing offer from a large and responsible
dealer to take one hundred of tnose books at the price I

have mentioned, one dollar, just as soon as they are
published. This work would also be right in line with
the road improvement work of the Division, and I fully
believe will greatly aid us in accomplishing the objects
of the organization in that direction.

I desire to report that I have well under way the work
of issuing a new hand book of this Division for the
year 1S00, and hope to make it a great improvement
over the year 1889. I am now engaged in soliciting ad-
vertisements to appear in connection with the book and
the time when it shall be issued depends very largely
upon the success I meet wifh in this necessary branch
of the work. It will doubtless appear at an early date,
and I am confident will serve to add largely to our
membership. The hand book of 1SS9 has been con-
siderably patterned after in other State Divisions, and I

have had many inquiries from other C hief Oonsuls who
have been desirous of getiing out a similar bok for
their Divisions.

In my annual report presented to this Board in Sep-
tember last, I called attention to the system of record
books which I had placed in League hotels throughout
this State. I then urged all League members to take
pains to make use of this book when visiting League
hotels, in the hope that by so doing we could obtain
much material useful in the revision of the road book,
and with the further view that in that way the attention —
of landlords and others would be sharply called to the
value of the appointment as a League hotel. I regret
very much to say that these books have not been used
as extensively as I had hoped for in some places, and
thus the objects sought to be accomplished in the adop.
tion of that system have largely, not wholly, failed to be
attained. I again desire to call attention to thi- natter
and to impress it quite sharply upon yo tr minds. The
system will be continued another year in the hope that
the members will avail themselves of the advantages
thus offered and at the same time discharge a duty
which they really owe to the organization. If they
would make use of it even to the extent of registering
in it, it would largely benefit the League. I could, if

this book is properly used, point out to landlords the
increasad patronage which he had enjoyed by reason of
such appointment, and such appointment would from
3'ear to year become more valuable and more valued.
To illustrate how this will be appreciated, let me quote
from a letter recently received by me from the pro-
prietor of a League hotel in a small village near
Buffalo:
"Dear Sir— I write to thank the L. A \\ . through

you for their liberal patronage the past season. 1 ne
hundred and seventy -five have stopped with me between
M:u 2rtih and Octobi r nth. I would respectfully re-

quest a hotel certificate tor 1S90. H.ving taken care of

the boys for a number of years, and this neing a small
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place, would request that mine be the only League
hotel here."
What is true in this case can be made equally true in

all other cases, and it would seem to bi apparent to any
one that this system could be made of great value to

the League.
I desire to thank the various Committees for the very

able and zealous assistance which they have rendered
me in the work of the Division during the past year.
They have at all times shown themselves ready to

respond to any call which might be made upon them.
The various Chairmen of the Committees will present
their reports and 1 ask for them careful consideration
at your hands.

I desire to call particular attention to the proposed
amendment to the Division By-laws, presented by the
Chairman of the Rules and Regulations Committee,
and ask that you give them your careful consideration.
I think they are all such as should be adopted, and
would recommend such action on your part.

At this time, it net being in the riding season, the
consular system is much the same as at the time of my
annual report. I can only express my appreciation of
the assistence which they have rendered me at all times
when I have called upon them, and thank them for the
readiness and willingness with which they have done
their work. It has not been necessary for me to make
any removals whatever, and the only change in the
personel of the corps is where some have fouud that

they were unable to give the time they desired to the
worn, and lor that reason have resigned and other men
have been appointed to the vacancies thus caused, and
a few additional consuls that have been appointed. As
the spring opens I shall make still further additions 10

the corps. In jhe work of pushing the roads improve-
ment agitation they will be found of invaluable assist-

ance, for they are active, intelligent and energetic, and
will doubtless make the power and influence of the
Division largely felt.

In my last report I stated that the membership of the
Division, as reported in the L. A. W. Bulletin of
September 6th, 18S9, was 1965. There has been a con-
stant increase in our membership from that time until

it now, as reported in the Bulletin of January 31st,

1S90, is 2143- This increase, in view of the fact that it

has occurred out of the riding season, very largely, is

certainly gratifying. I feel perfectly safe in predicting
that during the coming six months the Division will
show a greater growth than at any corresponding
period of its existence. It surely shall, if by any efforts

which I can put forth I can bring about such a result.

The Division now stands at the head in membership,
the nearest approach being the Massachusetts Division,
which is s-till some distance behind us.

I desire to call your attention to the report of the
Secretary-Treasurer, which will show to you just how
the financial part of the Division business has been
conducted, and as to the available resources at our
command. This report is made up, as nearly as the
limited time would allow, upon the lines of the quarterly
reports recommendei by me, and will in some measure
show you the advantages of that system. I have also
compiled from the records of the Division, and with
assistance of the Sfcretary-Treasuier, a statement of
the financial condition of the Division, with an estimate
of the receipts and expenditures for the period between
the ti e of holding the last annual meeting and the
time of the next annual meeting, which will throw some
light upon the condit'on and ability to carry on the
work which we now have in hand.
Cash on hand September 13th, 1SS9 $726.39
Due from Ab'-ot Bassett, SVc. L. A. W., to the

date, and not appearirg in the report of the
Secretary-Treasurer made at that meeting. 520 50

Total assets September 13th, 1SS9 $1246.89
Estimated receipts, from renewals and applica-

tions, on. basis of receipts for fiscal year
ending September 1st, 1SS9, as follows:

1451 renewals, at 50 cents $725.50
541 applications, at $1.50 771 oo

$1496.50

Estimated income from September, i8S9, to
September, 1S90 $2743.^9

Expenditures, amounts voted at last annual meeting:
Chiel Consul's allowance $600.00
Chairman of Rights and Privileges Committee,

as Division Counsel 100.00
Secretary-Treasurer's allowance 150.00
Estimated additional expenses, including sta-

tionary, postage, printing, and travelling
expenses of the Chief Consul, R. and P.
Com., and Ex. Com., stenographer, and all

other incidental expenses estimated on
basis of last year's expenses for similar
purposes 300.00

Total expenses $1650x0

Est mated surplus on hand September 1, iS90..$i093.39

The estimated expenses as above stated have been
estimated on a liberal basis, while the receipts will
doubtless be much larger from renewals and new ap-
plications than the estimate provides for. I h:ive not
attempted to make any estimate upon any unusual ex-
penditures which may become necessary in carrying
on our roads improvement measure. Unless it shall

be found necessary to incur such expenses, the actual
and available assets of the Division on September 1st
1S90, will doubtless be considerably larger than they
were September 1st, 1SS9, notwithstanding the increased
appropriations made at the annul meeting of the
Board in September, 1SS9.
There is another matter connected with the financial

business of the Division to which I wish to call your
attention, and for which I bespeak your earnest and
careful consideration. In pursuance of an official call
for a meeting of the Executive Committee and in re-
sponse to my earnest personal solicitation, Dr. George
E. Blackham, the third membej of that Committee at-
tended the committee meeting held in this city at the
time of the annual meeting of the Board in September
last. Thereafter, and under date of October 10th, Dr.
Blackham presented to me his voucher for expenses in
attending that meeting, to the amount of $34x0. I at
once approved it and in the usual course ot business
forward it to Vice Consul Bridgman. Under date of
January 10, 1890, Mr. Bridgman wrote me from Chicago
in reference to the matter staling that \v. failed to find
any article in our Constitution and By-laws which
would allow of this expenditure, and knew of no pre-
cedent for it. As I construe section 3, article 6 of the
Division By-laws, the Executive Committee have the
express power to permit such expenditure, both under
the amendment adopted at the September meeting, and
as they stood before that amendment. As to their being
any precedent for such action, I am not able to point to
any expenditure of a precisely similar nature since the
adoption of the new By laws in September, iSSS. for
the reason that that meeting ofthe Executive Committee
was the first one held under those By-laws. Dr. Black-
ham was holding, by appointment to fill a vacancy, an
elective office. It was his duty as a member of the
Executive Committee to examine and audit the accounts
of the Secretary-Treasurer as presented at the annual
meeting, and while, as above stated, there may be no
precedent in the State Divi ion for such expenditure,
it is strict conformity with the practice and custom of
the National Body, to pay such expenses. I would
therefore recommend that this Board carefully consider I

this matter and audit and allow this expenditure, and
'

direct the payment of that voucher.
Under date of December 2d, 1SS9, I made out and

forwarded to the other members of the Executive and
Finance Committee my voucher for the month of
November. That voucher is for the following items :

Postage (this item is itemized in voucher) $u.co
Expenses to New York and Boston, Roaas Im-
provement business 57-48
Chief Consul's allowance for November 50 00

Total $nS 4S

This voucher was duly approved by Dr. Blackham.
Under date of January 10, 1S90, Vice Consul Bridman
wrote me that he could not approve the voucher upon
the ground that, as stated in his letter: "Your
allowance of $50.00 a month was voted to you to pay
the expenses of your office, and it seems to me that the
expenses of your office, properly speaking, are for
postage, printing and other sundry expenses." Mr.
Bridgman having in this manner raised a question as
to the proper construction of the reso'ution making the
appropriation voted the Chief Consul at the September
meeting of this Board, I requested him to return the
voucher to me that I might lay the whole matter before
this Board. This he has done, and I now present the
whole matter before you for your consideration. Since
rendering the voucher above referred to, in order that

there should be no misunderstanding whatever upon
this subject, I have rendered no voucher whatever, but
have paid all the expenses nee-essarily incurred by me
out of my own pocket. In regard to this matter, I

have no recommendation whatever to make, further
than to refer the whole subject matter to the consid-
eration of this Board, and ask that you take such actfon
in regard thereto as to you in your wisdom shall seem
just and proper.

I have also further to report that on January 2Sth,

1S90, Mr. Michael Furst, one of the Representatives
elected by this board in September to the National
Assembly, tendered to me his resignation of that office,

and by virtue of the power vested in me under the
Constitution and By-Laws, I have duly appointed Mr.
Howard E. Raymond, of Brooklyn, to the vacancy so
caused.

It is with some pride that I look back to the work
accomplished since my last report. I have endeavored
to the best of my ability to discharge my duties and
perform the work of the Division. The work inaug-
urated in this Division has, in many instances, been
followed in others, notably in the work ot getting out
the Hand-Book, agitating the wheelmen by means of
circular letters, and only recently by the action of a
sister Division in organizing a State Roads Improve-
ment Association for the purpose of pushing to a sue
cessful issue the reform for which we in this Division
are so earnestly striving.

I hope to be able in my next report to this Board, to

report even greater progress in the work and strength
of this Division than it is now my pleasant duty to do.

Respectfully Submitted, W. S. Bull.
Chief Consul.

Mr. Jenkins.— I would move that the Report of the
Chief Consul be received.
Motion carried.

ship received up to date, and published in accordance
vith Article III. of the Constitution, w

APPLICATIONS FOB MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list ot applications for member.

' id in accordance
which is as fol-

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement of
two Lear ue members in good standing, or of three re-
putable eilizens ol the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League upon payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues for the
yeur as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval oi the Board of Officers, or a committee
hereof, two weeks after the publication of the name in
a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
t
u ~ applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi-

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice it their names and ad

dresses are correct.
Members are requested to examine carefully these

lists as thev are published, and to report errors add
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members are
given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-
ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as
it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.
The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the

Monday preceding day of publication. All applica-
tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 3—Total 2S4.

Boston, April iS, 1S90

California Division— 2.

Unattached.

13319 Lomont, Chas., cor. Ripley and Carrillo,
Santa Rosa

13320 Sawyer, Elbert, 517 4th St., "

Connecticut Division—21.

Bridgeport Wheel Club.
13525 Halligan, Frederick M., 217 State St., Bridgeport

New Haven Bi. Club.

13522 Parsons, L. J., 11 Madison st

,

New Haven
13521 Jones, Roland Kelsey, 2S0 St ite St.,

"

13520 Booth, W. C, S Pearl St., "
135 10 Coan, Geo. R., 1S4 Wooster St.,

"

1351S Bishop, Wm. F., 15 Warren Place, "

13517 Bailey, F. M., 676 State st.'
"

Torrington Wheel Club.
13400 Maine, Warner, Box 250, Torrington
13401 Wilmot, Edw. A., Box 131,

Rambling Wheelmen.
13527 Brautigam, H. H., 34 Hanover st., Bridgeport

Unattached.
13532 Case, Ralph E., Avon
13530 Hill, Geo. S., 176 Park ave., Bridgeport
13529 Potter, Cha'l.-s M., 149 West ave.,

13526 Taylor, Jno. H., 56 Lafayette St., New Have.
13525 Leggett, Willis S., 144 Howard ave., "

13524 Law, Sherman B , 204 Howard ave., "

13523 Lav?, J. H., 204 Howard ave., "

13531 Hale, C. \V., Jr., Box SS9, Rockville
13302 Hubbard, Franklin G., Walnut St., Middletown
13346 Grannis Hial S., 37 Summer St., Plantvi le

13345 Finch, Wm. A., L. Bex 20, Southington

District of Columuia Division— 1.

Washington Cycle Club.

13436 White, Geo.-W., S09 Water St., Washington
Illinois Division—23.

Carrollton Cycling Club.

13470 Fischer, Jno. H., Carrollton

13471 Felmley, David,
13472 Morrow, Dee,

Lincoln Cycling Club.
13350 McDonald, F. R., 527 Belden ave., Chicago

Peoria Bi. Club.
13429 Bunch, Frank M., 322 Sixth st

, Peoria
13430" Hatch, James E., 211 Elizabeth St.,

13431 Howe, Lewis, 211 Perry St., "

13432 Wing, E. C, care Peoria Transfer and
Storage Co., "

Unattached.
13349 Bernbrock, Wm F.. 117 DeKalb St., Chicago
1334S Henriques, Mrs. Susie H., 359 Warren ave.,

Chicago
13347 Stone, Norton F., 277 Campbell ave.,

13437 Faust, Wm. H., Dixon
1343S Raymond, E. Burt, Box 11 12,

13439 Scovell, H. H., "

13443 Lomison, J. L., Forrest

13440 Whittington, A., Marseilles

13303 Fassett, Elisha P., Mendota
13444 McDaniel, David A., Minonk
13445 Ramser, Paul, 1S27 Second ave., Rock Island

13441 Gardner, C. E., Vermont
13442 Van Syckel, J. W., "

13584 Worthington, Ed. A., 1 1 1 Mich, ave., Chii it;o

13533 Boyd, Charley, Box 391, Lanaik

Indiana Division—i.

Social Wheelmen.
[13534 Sibley, A. P., 146E. Tutt st., So. Bend
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Iowa Division—2.

Unattached,

mci Russell, Chas. M. (P. O. address Aires, Iowa)

Ij; < West Side

13535 Edmonds, A. B., Algona

Kansas Division— 11.

Central Cy. Club.

13536 Bag-gage, C. W., Junftion City

'3537 Bagnafl, 1. T.,

13538 Chase, John H.,

13539 Faringny, Geo. R., "

13540 Greene, James, "

13541 Franklin, Deane, "

13542 Lemley, Fred G., "

13543 Miller, Fred D., "

13544 Scholer, Arthur, "

13545 Starcke, H. W. Walter,

13546 Striplin, W. N., "

Kentucky Division— 1.

Unattached.

13547 Tanner, W. L., 123 Lewis St.,

Maine Division—2.

Unattached.
13353 Soule, Miss Maude //.,

13352 Maxfield, Herbert N.,

Maryland Division— i.

Unattached.
13304 Hudson, Wm. H.,-Pier, 16 Light St., Baltimore

Massachusetts Division—35.

Dudley Ass'n Wheel Club.

13550 Robinson, Nathan S., 50 Vernon st., Roxbury
13549 Hill, Arthur C. C, 32 Regent St.,

"

Roxbury Bi.Club.
135S5 Hoffman, G. F., 141 Central St., Somerville

Unattached.
13540 Mansfield, Herbert M., 77 Franklin St., Boston
13321 Blaisdell, J- Will, 60S Washington St.,

"

13446 Hoffman, Louis G., 77 Franklin St.,
"

13402 Howe, Sidney, 77 Franklin St.,
"

13505 Leslie, Edward, 61 E. Concord St.,
"

13433 Lougee, Gilman M., 77 Franklin St.,
"

'3'54 Palmer, Geo. B., 7 Dana St.,

13434 Peterson, John B., 77 Franklin St.,
"

1344S Taylor, Joseph A., 77 Franklin St.,
"

Frankfort

So. Freeport
Woodfords

13447 White, Geo. V., 77 Franklin St.

D., Brookline
Chicopee Falls

Chicopee

Haverhill
Franklin

Fitchburg

13403 Dexter, Wallace
13355 Htderman, Wm., Box 1S2

13356 Richard, Chris, Box 2S1,

13357 Barry, J. W.,
1335S Boudry, Peter,

1335J Lyon, Albert B., Box 551,

13360 Booth, L. F., Box 42S,

14361 McCrackerv, John, Box 777,
134C4 Curtis, Joe D., Box 285,

1345a Snow, Walter H.,
I34'5 Holland, Joseph, 162 Main St.,

13406 Bowker, K. E., 162 M tin St.,

133-2 Edgar, Charles M., Green St., Jamaica Plain

13306 Bradbury, Samuel A., 55 Monroe St., Lynn
13450 Slocum, Charles R., Box 404, New Bedford
13451 Strange, Frid W., Pleasant St., "

13+53 Mi rritt, Henry D., Box L., No. Attleboro

13454 White, Henry M., Jr., Orne St.,
"

13323 Small, Cyrus K., 22 St. James St., Roxbury
13449 Sizer, F. R., 61 Pochassic, Westfield

13551 Turner, James, ai Main St., Taunton
13552 Collins, Frank E., 93 Summer St., Worcester

Michigan Division—3.

Star Bi. Club.

13553 H .dger, Wm. D , 22 Witherall St., Detroit

Unattached.

13455 Shepherdson, A. E., Box 703, Three Rivers

13554 Abel, Frederick L., 1S7 Charlotte ave., Detroit

Missouri Division—8.

Unattached.

13557 Massa, Robert F., 1726 Harrison St.,Kansas City

13558 Duncan, W. A., Pierce City

13559 Gregory, A. J , 717 Main St., "

13560 Merideth, Sol., "

13362 Burkhardt, Chas. A., California

13363 Loren, Albert W., "

13556 Balmcr, Chas., Jr., 2C9 No. 4th St., St. Louis
13555 McCorkle, Hugh D., Room 17S Laclede Bld'g,

St. Louis

New Hampshire Division—3.

Unattached.

13307 Brown, II. B., 162 No. Main, Concord
i3V5 Emmons, Harry G., 64 No. Main St.,

"

13309 Harding, E. W.,SS No. Spring St., "

New Iersey Division—34.

Atalanta Wheelmen.
13325 Pridham, Sam'l R., 19 Hill St., Newark
13324 Millar, Ernest F., 36 Fulton St., "

13326 Rummell, Alfred T., 37 Frelinghuysen ave.,"

13317 Scudder, A. H., Jr., root Broad st
,

"

13328 Thorne, Lewis N., 2S1 High st

,

"

'33'9 Walker, C. L. S., 153 Plane st., "

13334 Ilomfeck, Herman G., Verona
Elizabeth Wheelmen.

13310 Ensworth, Frank E., 576 Madison ave., Elizabeth
13311 Pennell, Miss M. A., 414 So. Broad, "

I 3312 Douglas, A. P., 544 Adams ave., "

Rutherford Wheelmen.
13331 Bowers, Joseph L., Box 237,

Union Co. Wheelmen.
13333 Wheeler, William O., Box 165,

Unattached.

Rutherford

Westfield

Asbury Park13561 Zacharias, C. R.,
13562 fetaufier, W. H.,

13563 Kilmer, Nelson P., "

13564 Ford, Dr E. I., "

13565 Sexton, T- H., "

13566 Burtis, J". N.,
"

13567 Bird, M. F., "

13568 Hore, E. M.,
13569 Tonkins, W. B., "

13570 Smock, G. A., "

13571 Barber, J. Emery,
"

13572 Carpenter, C. K., "

'3573 Young, Rev. S. Ed., "

13574 Colby, Rev. F. C, "

13575 Smock, Harry W., "

1340S Evans, Edwin, Hotel Hoffman, Atlantic City

13409 Myers, J. L., Box 2734,
"

13407 Tilzel, James A., 1719, Atlantic ave., "

'333° Greenlie, David, Passaic Bridge
13410 Carrigan, Andrew J., Box 6, Rldgewood
13332 Darsh, Chas. H., Westfield

13576 Woodworth, Oscar, no So. Broad St., Trenton

New York DivisioN-45.

S. B. Bi.Club.
135S3 Kraemer, Chas A., Suspension Bridge

Flower City Wheelmen.
13335 Ross, P. B., 6S Concord ave., Rochester

Newburgh Bi. Club.
13425 Callahan, Geo. M., 4 Washington Place,

Newburgh
Rome Cyclers.

13364 Miller, Carroll G., Rome
13365 Yarwood, E. S ,

"

13365 Tyler, Fred A., "

13367 Garrison, Dewitt J.,
"

Syracuse C.TJ.

13339 Olmsted, Will H., 413 Clinton st., Syracuse

Wanderers Bi. Glub.
13315 Leach, Addison C, 1S7 Keap st., Brooklyn

Westchester Co. Wheelmen.
13415 Fuller, Bayard C, Bay View ave.,New Rochelle
13416 Hawley, Hughson, "

13417 Pagan, Frank, "

1341S Safford, R. F., Main st.,
"

13419 Smith, R C, Residence Park, "

13420 Tyler, Dr. N. P., M. D., Main St.,
"

13421 Valentine, Eugene, Locust ave., "

13422 Moore, Herbert P., Mamaroneck
13423 Sammis, T, A., "

13424 Howland, Edw. A, Jr., Mt. Vernon
13414 Coleman, F. A., (P. O. Address Windsor Hotel,

New York City) Mt. Vernon
Unattached.

3337 Potter, Leslie H., Box 449, Binghamton
13536 Smith, Myron J., 126 Liberty St.,

"

13413 Woodbridge, Charles E., 363 Henry St.,

Brooklyn
13477 Hotchkiss, Wm. H, 292 Main St., Buffalo

13473 Cooley, George B., Box 944, Canandaigua
13474 McGlashen, Henry S., Box 657,

"

13475 Sackett, Albert B., Box 875,
13476 Watson, Geo. H., "

13370 Loyster, J. Arthur, Cazenovia
13457 Bryan, N. T., Mechanicsville
13456 Bruno, Richard M., 146 Broadway, New York
13314 Hirsch, Gus W., 120 East 112 St.,

"

13411 McKinley, W. G., 353 West 57th St.,
"

13412 Readio, Wm. C, 721 Madison ave., "

1333S Casselmar, D. L., M. D., Purdy Statiou

13340 Barlow, Fred U., 151 Main St., Sing Sing
13341 Hart, Glentworth B., 145 Main St.,

"

'3579 Daily, Fred S., Adams
13368 Parker, James A., 408 W. Park St., Rome
133-39 Frey, Wm. A., Rondout
13550 Alward, C. F., 55 Park Place, Buffalo
1357S Davis, William, Box S37, Kingston
13582 Beebe, A. N., Box 9c6, Hamilton
'3577 Cole, Percy, 2116 Madison ave., New Yoak
13551 Bradley, Harry, Wcllsville

Ohio Division—2S.

Dayton Bi. Club.
13371 Baumann, Carl L., 10 East 3d St., Dayton
13372 Binkerd, A. N., 1014 No. Main St.,

"

'3373 Bookwalttr, Alfred G., 51S W. 4th St., "
13375 Custer, Levitt E., 2S East 3d St.,

"

13376 Daugherty, Edw. F., 44S E. Fifth St.,
"

13377 Finke, Ellis J., 20 East 3d St.,
*'

13378 Flotron, Jno. R., iS So. Brown St., "

3379 Folsom, Clarence, Stillwell & Bierce Mfg. Co.,
Dayton

13350 Herby, D. Clinton, care A. W. Gump & Co.,
Dayton

13351 Kecnan, Paul, 251 W. 5th St., "

133S3 McGee, Thomas F., 118 No. Main st., "

13584 Mclntire, John S., 39 Monument ave.,

13385 More, Richard F., 400 W. 1st St.,
"

13386 Phelps, Allen, 268 LaFayette St.,
"

13387 Phelps, Sam F.~, 26S LaFayette St.,
"

133SS Rice, Herbert, 40 So. Main St.,
"

13389 Rike
;
Fred H., 15 E. 3d St.,

13390 Schriver, Chas. A, 221 So Jefferson, "

13391 Speck, Dr. G. Howard, 3d and Jefferson St.,

Davton
13392 Stephans, J. G., 438 W. 3d St., "

'3493 Wells, N. D., cor. 3d and Ludlow, '

13394 Whiteside, Dr. A. T., 3d and Jen. St., "

13395 Wilcox, Richard S., Dayton Nal'l Bank, "
13382 Keyes, John G., Box F., National Military Home
"3374 Brown Harvey, Brandt
ulPaWert Bi. Club.

1 £458 Mounts, P. H., Box 3, Scott

Unattached.
1347S Meuttman, Wm., Avondale, Cincinnati
13426 Wickerham, P. A., Peebles

Pennsylvania Division— 26.

Century Wheelmen.
13479 Ocllers, J. M., 2006 N. 13th St., Philadelphia
13480 Carr, C. N., 15th and Columbus ave., "
13481 Whitesides, F. W., 1503 Allegheny ave.,

Philadelphia
Clover Wheelmen.

13427 Keith, William A., 2316 Hancock St., "

Frankford Bi. Club.
13461 Kiilhour, W7m., Bustleton Pike, "

13462 Lesher, Milton, Paul and Orthodox sts.,

Frankford, Philadelphia
Unattached.

13460 Hatcher, T. Franklin, 1528 Swain st., "
13483 Sparks, W. R., Box 33, Connellsville
13316 Froelich, Wm., 142 No. 7th St., Philadelphia
'3459 Froelich, August P., 142 No. 7th St., "

!3399 Thompso, Charles R, 91 Bath St., Bristol
'3343 Sheelig, Rev. V. G., Bridgeville
13342 Plush, A. L., Box 201. Bryn Mawr
'3397 Booth, H. W., (P. O. address University of

Minnesota, Minneapolis) Erie
13463 Hitchcock, Chas. D., care Erie City Iron Works,

Erie
1331S Vaux, William S., Jr., Haverford College
13466 Small, Chas. H., 501 No. Front st., Harrisburg
13467 Small, J. Murphy, 501 No. Front St., "
13468 Small, Miss Eliza C, 501 No. Front St.,

Harrisburg
13465 Roberts, George, 10 So. Second St., "

13396 Emmert, M. H., 4321 Columbia ave.,
» Philadelphia

1342S Smith, A. B., Ogontz
13454 Cooper, W. P.. 129 Webster ave., Pittsburg
13464 Hamilton, D. Edw., 21 W. Main St.,

Shippensburg
1539S Miller, Arnon P., So. Bethlehem
13482 Shipman, J. C , Box S25, Sunbury

Rhode Island Division- 5

Bristol Co. Wheelmen.
34S7 Woodward, Frank, Box 263, Warren
Unattached.

133 1 S Leonard, Edw. H., 10 America St., Auburn
13344 Bucklin, George, Narragansett Hotel,

Providence
13455 Macomber, Herbert C, 136 Pine st., "

13456 Rankin, Wm, G., Box 103,
"

Tenessee Division—28.

Unattached.
134SS Baxter, Mrs. Jerome, 335 Linden St., Memphis
134S9 Tates, Mrs. W. T., 1)4 Wash. St.,

"

13490 Deupree, Mrs. T. J., 356 Main St., "

13491 Maydviell, Mrs. Willie C, cor. Court and
Second, Memphis

13492 Klyce, Wm., 57 Peyton ave.,

13493 Hickey, N. C., 253 Main St., "

13494 Black, R. J., 323 Poplar St., "

12495 Goodwin, Thos., 242 Main, "
13496 Scott, Chas. R., 6 West Court,
13497 Harwell, Fisher, Orgill Bros. & Co., '*

13498 Willins, Jno. T. Jr., Orgill Bros. & Co.,
Memphis

34991 Ware, W. S., 41 Madison St.,
"

13500 Whitmore, R. H., 17 Union St.,

13501 Schuman, Frank, 412 Main, "

13502 Armstrong, A. D., 272 Second St., "

13503 Voegelin, £. H., 39 Madison St., "

13504 Maydweli, Charlie H ., Court and Second St.,

Memphis
13505 Tresevant, H. S., 2? Union st.,

13506 Wood, Wm., 413 Main st., "

13507 Siegfried, W. C, 290 Main St., "

13508 Hodges, C. R., 223 Second St., "

13509 Broadwax, Geo. T., 290 Main St.,
"

13510 Thayer, Frank B., 265 Main St.,
"

135 1

1

Ferguson, Jno. A., Menken Co.,

13512 Slusser, R. W., "

13513 Hayley, H. S., 306 Vance St.,
"

13514 Prosselle, W. A., 5S Jonis ave.,

13515 Wiggs, Robert J., Cotton Exchange, "

Wisconsin Division— a.

Beloit Academy.
13469 Adams, W. Vincent, Box 13S7,

Unattached.
13516 Riordan, J. E., 702 Niagara,

Alabama— 1.

Sheffield Bi. Club.

13435 Dimick, I.. YV .,

\iw Mexico— 1.

Capital City C. C.
13313 Crump, J. Henry.

Reloit

Sheboygan

Sherheld

Santa Fe
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Division Officers.

Consuls and agents should draw upon Division Of
ficers for supplies of Application and Renewal Blanks
and for League literature of all kinds. Post Office ad
dresses will be found below :

California—Chief Consul, R. M. Thompson ,Oriel

Hotel, San Francisco. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D.
Sheldon, 126 Davis street, San Francisco.
Colorado—Chief Consul, Edward S. Hartwell, 1319

Sixteenth street, Denver.
Connecticut—Chief Consul, David J. Post, Drawer

747, Hartford. Secretary-Treasurer, Edward A. De
Blois, Drawer 11, Hartford.
Delaware—Chief Consul, S. Wallis Merrihew,oo6

Tackson street, Wilmington.
District of Columbia—Chief Consul, George S.

Atwater, 1230 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington.
Secretary-Treasurer, W. H. Stearns, 1421 G street, N.
W., Washington.
Illinois—Chief Consul, Wm. A. Davis, 340 South

Leavitt street, Chicago. Secretary-Treasurer, Thomas
F. Sheridan, 141 1 North Fourth street, Springfield.

Indiana—-Chief Consul, Harry T. Hearsey, 149 No
Del. street, Indianapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. N.
Smith, Terre Haute.
Iowa—Chief Consul, James B. Green, 711 Locus'

street, Des Moines. Secretary -Treasurer, Walsteii

Seymour, 2d and Walnut street, Des Moines.
Kansas—Chief Consul, C. S. Davis, Junction City.

Secretary-Treasurer, Otto H. Wulfekuhler, Leaven-
worth.

Kentucky—Chief Consul, Andrew J. Lamb, Box
65, Louisville. Secretary-Treasurer,G. E. Johnson,
1919 Floyd street, Louisville.
Louisiana—Chief Consul, Harry H. Hodgson, 1 \

Carondelet street, New Orleans. Secretary-Treasurer

.

J. W. Dodge, 893 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
Maine—-Chief Consul, Dr. G.E. Dow, 507 1-2 C01

gress street, Portland. Secretary Treasurer, A.. L. T
Cummings, Biddeford.
Maryland—-Chief Consul, Albert Mott 203 Lenox

street, Baltimore. Secretary-Treasurti , G. W.H. Carr,
Box 675, Baltimore.
Massachusetts—Chief Consul, Dr. W. H. Emery,

109 Warwick street, Roxbury. Secretary-Treasurer,
Chas. S. Howard, Globe office, Boston.
Michigan—Chief Consul, A. B. Richmond, 370 So.

Lafayette street, Grand Rapids. Secretary-Treasurer,
C. A. Conover, Coldwater.
Minnesota—Chief Consul, T. M. Slosson, Box jSo,

Minneapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. W. Laird,
Winona.
Missouri — Chief Consul, Robert Holm, 908 La

Salle street, St. Louis. Secretary-Treasurer, J. H.
Kelley, Smith Hardware Co., Sedalia.
Nebraska—Chief Consul, Frank N. Clarke, First

Nat'l Bank, Omaha.
New Hampshire—Chief Consul, Frank A. Mc

Master, 101 Ash street, Nashua. Secretary-Treasurer,
Frank O. Moulton, Manchester.
New Jersey—Chief Consul, Dr. G. Carleton Brown,

40 Orchard street, Elizabeth. Secretary-Treasurer,
Geo. C. Pennell, Elizabeth.

New York — Chief Consul, W. S. Bull, 754
Main street, Buffalo, N. Y. Secretary-Treasurer,
George M. Nisbett, Co Wall street, New York City •

Ohio—Chief Consul, M. A. High, i6« Vine street

j

Cincinnati. Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. W. D. Kemp.
ton, 550 Freeman avenue, Cincinnati.
Pennsylvania—Chief Consul, Samuel A. Boyle,

Ass't Dist. Atty, Philadelphia. Secretary-Treasurer,
John J. Van \ort, Scranton.
Rhode Island—Chief Consul, Chas. S. Davol, War-

i ren. Secretary-Treasurer, Nelson H. Gibbs, 218 West-
minster street, Providence.
^.w!-see—Chief Consul, Joseph R. Wilson, Jr.,

Clarksvihe. secretary-Treasurer, B. A. Patch, Clarks
ville.

Texas—Chief Consul, Geo. C. Arbuckle, Room 5,
Merchants* Exchange, Dallas.

Vermont—Chief Consul, H. A. Webster, Mont
pelier.

Virginia—Chief Consul, Ira B. White, Box 147,
Norfolk. Secretary-Treasurer, Alex. K. Schaap,
617 E. Broad street, Richmond.
West Virginia—Chief Consul, Clarence. E. Irwin,

150 No. F street, Wheeling.
Wisconsin—Chief Consul, V. Mumfora Moore, 04

19th street, Milwaukee. Secretary-Treasurer, W. L.
Simonds, 382 East Water street, Milwaukee.
Foreign Marshal—Joseph Pennell, care J. S

Morgan & Co., 22 Old Broad street, London, E. C.
England.

L. A. W. Renal BM, 1890.

Fill out this blank, enclose $1 to pay
your dues to April 30, 1891, and send

to Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston,

Mass.

Stamp must be enclosed* if sender

wants receipt. Otherwise the ticket

must be the receipt.

Don't Forget to send your Number.

Don't send checks for $1.

Write very plainly

—

printing pre-
ferred.

Stamps of a denomination above

two cents will not be received.

If you live in one State and have
your mail sent to another, state the

fact that you may be located with the

Division in which your home is.

If you desire your'address changed,
make the request on another sheet

than this. Pu tnew address on blank.

Ticket holders, 25 cts.; with name
stamped, 50 cts.

Leave spice abive this line Blan

Number

Name,-

Street and Number
or P. O. Box, •}

City,

State,

Club

Enclosed for Solder cts.

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.
ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you -will find $ for initiation Jee and dues in tht

League of American Wheelmen to April 30, 1891. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years oj age, and that I am an amateur

within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St. and Number, o? Box,.

References: City,.

State,

Enclosed. for Holder .

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $1 during the first half year, May 1 to Oct. 30, and co cents during the second half, Nov. 1

jo April 30. Enclose $2.00 with this blank on any date between date ol paper and Oct. 31, 1890. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be received.

l» if you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle for ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and ecket for per

onaljcards send ' cents extra. If vou want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send ?o cents extra. Leave the nargtns in using thu blank
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Warwick Perfection Cycles are Constructed of Wrought Steel and Absolutely INTERCHANGEABLE.

PRICE $135.

SEND FO&

CATALOGUE.

WITH BRACE REMOVED

IT MAKES A

Light it Superioi

Ladies' Wheel,

To facilitate delivery of goods, we have arranged with the following firms to supply you in

their respective territory. They will be our exclusive wholesale dealers, and 'it is their mission to aid you
in every way. Address them for catalogues:

For Maryland, EISENBRANDT BROS. ,424 E. Baltimore St..Baltimore, Md.
For Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Tennessee, and West Virginia,

J. E. POORMAN, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.
For the Northwest,

CHAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO., 293 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. SNITJER, 1012 Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope,
THOS. H. B. VARNEY, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Territory not named, Local Agents, or The Manufacturers,

For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Eastern Massa-
chusetts, A. O. VERY, 173 Tremont Street, Boston.

For New York State, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,
O. R. BIDWELL, 313 West sSth Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey, E. ALSDORF & CO . , 11 Academy St., Newark, N.J.
For Southern New Jersey, and territory contiguous to Philadelphia,
EDW. K. TRYON, JR., & CO., 10 and 12 North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania, and Northern Ohio,
STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

WARWICK CYCLE MFC. CO., Springfield, Mass.

>
H
H

4

T

T
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We have before us a copy of the "Mileage Book" for 1890, issued by the Eagle
Bicycle Mfg. Co. It is made small so that it can be easily carried in the pocket.
The days of each month are separated into squares with the heading of the week
day. In these squares are inserted the number of miles ridden, and a space is

left at the bottom of each page for the total mileage for the month. It is a useful
little book, and one that is bound to be popular with wheelmen. By reference to
the advertising page of the Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co., it will be seen that that com-
panv offer to furnish a copy of the Milage Book free to all who will send for one.

The bicycle stand advertised by Messrs. Rjnkin & Bruce, it is claimed has ex-
cellence in the fa<ft that it will without adjustment take in any wheel from 20 inches
to 60 inches. Another excellent featnre is the price|$i.25.

"Mr. Frank L. C. Martin, Captain of the Plainfield Bicycle Club has opened a
bicycle agency at No. 75 Park avenue, where he would be pleased to furnish all

kinds of bicycles, tricycles and velocipedes, suitable for gentlemen, ladies, boys
and girls."

—

Press, Plainfield, N. J.
" In the city of Orange is located the United States' house of Hillman, Herbert

<Sc Cooper, limited, for many years sole manufacturers of the celebrated Premier
cycles. Mr. L. H.Johnson is owner and manager of this part of the business,
and to his practical knowledge of the sport and his unremitting attention to its

development, the popularity of the Premier Safeties in America to-day is largely
due. Premier agencies are to be found in every locality where cycling is possible,

» and Premier wheels are to-day running in every State in the Union*
A brief visit to Mr. Johnson's establishment shows us first, four large show

windows, each exhibiting a different pattern of Premier Safety. Entering, a
large salesroom consisting of two stores which have been thrown into one, and in
which are placed neat rows of machines greets the view. At the eastern side are
the private offices, containing desks, safe, and type-writer's department. In the
lofts above are, first, stock room, where the Premier Safeties are neatly arranged,
ready for crating, on both floor and ceiling, the assembling and crating rooms and
lumber storage. Every part of the business is reduced to the most perfect system
in order to economize time when the rush of orders of the Spring trade com-
mences. Facilities for shipping fifty machines a day are had and our local and
general express and freight lines are at the instant call of this establishment to
transport its goods to Maine, Texas, California or intermediate points."

—

Ex.
The Daisy bicycle bell, a cut of which will be found in our advertising columns

is without doubt a most excellent bicycle bell.. It is strong and well made, melo-
dious in tone and it does not require winding. All you nave to do is to pull the
lever and it rings out strong and clear. Every rider who wants a first-class auto-
matic alarm cannot afford to be without a Daisy bell. See page 603 for advt.

We call attention this week to the advertisement of the Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
in which will be found excellent cuts of the centre brake, the chain adjustment,
and the saddle. We specially call attention to the fact that the name of the saddle
used by the firm has been changed from the Buffer to the Phcenix. This firm re-
ports excellent sales and big results from their ad. in the World.

The "Champion Vest Pocket Manual of Sports and Pastimes" is a neat little

book of official records of best time, etc., in all the sports. It also contains a
complete schedule of the Baseball fixtures of both the National and Player's
League for the year 1890. As a book of reference it is a most excellent thing.
Published by F. K. Lanpher, 48 and 50 Summer St., Boston. Price five cents.

Van Wagoner will use in his ride from Boston to Chicago the Eagle wheel
which he rode all last season. He will also ride the same wheel in the 100-mile
road race.

FIXTURES.
APRIL.

20—W. Van Wagoner starts on his record ride to Chicago at 12 noon, from the
Tremont House, Boston. (Weather permitting-)

28—Illinois Cycle Club of Chicago. Athletic entertainment at Madison street
theatre, Chicago.

3—Grand reunion run of Missouri cyclists over the roads of Pike Co., Missouri.
4—Reunion of cyclists of St. Louis, Quincy, Hannibal and Clarksville, at

Louisiana.
10—First race for the Item 5-mile road race for Philadelphia riders.
10—Amateur race meet of the Harvard University Cycling Association, on

Holmes' field, Cambridge, Mass.; entries close May 3d. Address W. B. Green-
leaf, 41 Weld Hall, Cambridge, Mass.

24—"Pony Tournament," S. and L. B. T. Association. Address Harold Child,
Secretary, 1112 Olive street.

24—Spring Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.
24—Race meeting at Hamilton, Ont.
24—Race meeting at Woodstock, Ont.
28—Tournament at Hamilton, Ont.
30—Bay State Bicycle Club races at Agricultural Park, Worcester, Mass. Ad-

dress B. A. Lamont, Worcester, Mass.
30—Maine Division L. A. W., annual meet, at Lewiston.
30—Road race, Irvington-Milburn, N. J.
30 and 31—New Jersey Division, L. A. W., annual meet at Plainfield.
30—Pullman road race at Chicago, 111.

30—Rome, N. Y., Bicycle Club tournament.
30—Tournament of the Rambling Wheelmen at Bridgeport, Ct.
31—Intercollegiate games at Berkeley Oval, New York.

JUNE.

2 to 7—Second annnal cycling exhibit and tournament at Exhibition Building,
Chicago, one week.

7—Second race for the Item 5-mile road race for Philadelphia riders.
7—Hill climbing contest, Son-of-a-Gun Hill, at St. Louis, Mo.
7—Elwell party starts for Europe.
9—New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament and annual meet Counecticut Division

L. A. W. Address A. G. Fisher, P. O. Box 1558.
21—Fifty Mile Road Race at Buffalo, N. Y., under the auspices of the Standard

Cycle Co. of Buffalo, N. Y. For entries and particulars apply to them.
27, 28—Pennsylvania Division meeting at Philadelphia.
27, 28—Probable dates, great century run, Orange to Philadelphia.
28—Chicago Cycling Club vs. Wilmington Wheel Club team race, Lancaster

Pike, Philadelphia, Pa.
JULY.

1 to 3—Missouri Division tour to Columbia, starting from Clarksville. Address
W. P. Laing, Marshal, 1724 Olive St., St. Louis.

4—-Chicago, 111., Cycling Club's race meet.
4—Open handicap road race, Cincinnati, Ohio, address J. E. Poorman, 8th and

Race streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
4—Brownsville, Pa., Cycle Club race meeting-

4, 5—Missouri State Division meet at Columbia, Mo.
7—Kentucky Division meet at Richmond.
S—Kentucky State Diviison meet at Maysville, Ky.
24, 26—Ohio Division meet at Cincinnati.

AUGUST.
16—Annual tournament St. Louis Bicycle Race Track Association, St. Louis,

Mo. Address Harold Child, 11 12 Olive street, St. Louis.
17—Start of the party of Massachusetts Wheelmen in the tour from Boston to

Niagara Falls. Adddess A. W. Robinson, S9 State St.
20—Detroit to Niagara Falls tour. Particulars to C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam ave-

nue, Detroit, Mich.
25, 26, 27—L. A. W. annual meet and national championship at Niagara Falls,

N. Y.
SEPTEMBER.

i-2—New York State Division, L. A. W. meet at Syracuse, N. Y. Address
Charles W. Wood care R. Wood & Sons, Syracuse, N. Y.

12, 13—Peoria, 111., Bicycle Club tournament. Address H. G. Rouse, Peoria, 111,

1, 2—Hartford V> heel Club tournament.

Now on the market, and admitedly

a wheel giving full value for price asked.

Our facilities are such as to insure

prompt shipments.

THE HARTFORD CYCLE CO.,

MHNUFKCTURGRS OF

The Hartford Safety,
HARTFORD, CONN.

Ball Bearings All Around. Perfectly

Interchangeable and Warranted.

Price $100.

is the Safety, and the price of ordinary wheels is going down with a crash that is very sickening to

all the dealers. Wc are still ready, however, to take ordinaries in trade for all styles of new Safeties

and if you can't make figures with your nearest local dealer, you had better write to us; also, SEND

YOUR NAME IN FOR A COPY OF OUR 1890 CATALOG, which will be the finest thing in its line of the season.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., ST. LOUIS, MO., 311 N. 14th St.
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This cut gives the top of bell, showing there is no windiug.

THK^ DAISY.
Our Pats, are Nov. 21, '86; April 12, '87; March 12, '89. Trade Mark granted, Oct. iq,

•86. Foreign Pats., Sept. 21st, *S6, Dec. 6, '86, July 18, '87.

NEW ENGLAND DEPOT,
[

WESTERN DEPOT,
ETJEEKA DOOK BELL 00., Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.,

No. 86 Beverly St , Boston. CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE IN BOSTON by

Win. Read & Sons, John P. Lovell Arms Co., W. W. Stall.

4* IT'S fl DAISY &
So say all that have seen it and used it. It is the

most thorough and durable made bell on the

market.
It has a perpetual automatic motion, and it

never has to be wound up, thus avoiding the

nuisance of winding.
It gives the electric cathedral sound. It is the

best sounding bell ever constructed for bicycles
and tricycles. All bells are warranted. Any im-
perfection in any way, shape or manner will be
made good at our Factory free of charge. They
fit all kinds of machines.
For sale by the leading dealers throughout the

country. If you cannot get one in your section send us

$2.50 and it will be sent to you Free of Express
Charges

Special discounts to the trade.

"HUSTLING AGTS." wanted. If you contemplate

buying a bell call for the "Daisy," and do not be
put off with bluffs and inferior bells by those who
are gettiug extra inducements, i. e., discounts
to push inferior goods. When once you have
known the " Daisy " it will be to always like it.

Remember it never has to be wound up; it

is perpetual. They are packed very neatly in

wooden boxes.

"EUW DOOR BELL GO.,

No. 86 Beverly St., BOSTON, MASS.

Three of the Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co.'s Specialties.

From now on the Saddle we have advertised as the

Buffer will be known as the PHOENIX. The name BUF-
FER is used by others for an inferior article, hence the

change. Note the Centre Brake and Chain Adjustment,
as applied to the Stover Cycles.

CHAIN ADJUSTMENT. PHOENIX SADDLE.

SZEHSTID FOR CATALOGUE.
'Kf

CENTRE BRAKE. STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO., Freeport, III.
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SAVE MONEY. New $ I 35-°° High Grade Safeties for $100. New
Universal Safety, balls to wheels, pedals and crank shaft, $70. An odd lot of new
Safeties at from $28 to $40, less than factory price.

BARGAINS IN JOB LOTS. ACENTS WANTED.
A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio,

Bicycles, Ouus and Typewriters taken in Exchange. Job Lots Bought. We carry 700 Bicycles in Stock.

THE COVENTRY RIVAL.
Interchangeable. Guaranteed one year.

Credenda Steel Tube,
Bown's Ball Bearings,

Warwick Rims.
SOLE U. S. IMPORTERS,

THE SWEETING CYCLE CO., Philadelphia.

THJE^ XR\xrEbI*I+ ROADSTER SAI^TY.
$100

We believe this the best $100 machine ever offered to the American Public. It is built in the best manner
and of the best material. It has solid steel hubs, and it is difficult to see how anything can be built better, even
to sell for a price forty per cent, higher. Tool bag, wrench, oiler and bell included. Agents wanted. Sole Importers,

THE CENTURY CYCLE CO, 1404 Oxford St, Philadelphia.

The New "39" and "24" Star

NO MACHINE ON THE MARKET ITS EQUAL.

Easiest Running Wheel
—AND—

Best Hill Climbing Machine Ever
Produced.

We Challenge Honest Criticism.

In this Machine we have combined ALL,
the advantages of a low wheel and the speed

of a high one.

Send for Catalogue of STAB BICYCLES.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

Smithville, N. J.

ERIE KNITTING MILL,
ERIE. F=K..

Make to order the finest line of

goods for the use of wheelmen.
Send for samples of fabric and
price list.

N. B. Elwell is recommending these

goods to all the members of his tour.

Premier Safeties,

$65 to $200.

EASTERN ACENCY.
Full Line and Large Stock to Seleift From.

Second-Hand Safeties Low.

The World Renowned "CATFORD."

FAIRBANKS, SANBORN & CO.,

No. 14 ^ Columbus Ave.

Send for Premier Catalogue.

THE "GAZELLE,"

JUVENILE SAFETY BICYCLE.
The lightest and strongest machine of its kind yet

made. Tubular steel drop frame, with or without de-
tachable cross-bar, adjustable steel cone bearings for
wheels and crank-shaft, hard rubber handles, 24 and 36
inch wheels, with crescent steel rims, steel spokes and
1-4 inch best rubber tires, reversible seat post, with
long and short bends, thus giving wide range of ad-
justment to suit children from eight to sixteen years of
age ; all wearing parts detachable and interchangeable

;

handsomely finished in nickel and enamel; weight,
with adjustable suspension saddle and tool bag, com-
plete, 34 lbs. Price $40,—and well worth the money,
in comparison with any other machine of its kind in
the market.
The '• Gazelle" has absolutely the strongest wheels

of any bicycle made, large or small, and as the frame
is strong enough to carry a heavy man over the roughest
riding, the machine will stand the rough usage to which
children's bicycles are frequently subjected, with little

danger of breakage. The Ladies' "Gazelle," much
the same style as the above, with aS-inch wheels, chain
guard, and some additions and improvements, will be
ready in April. Will run about as light as a ball bear-
ing machine. Price $50. Liberal terms to agents.
We will deliver these machines at any place in the
United States, east of the Mississippi, where we have
no agent and which is reached by a railroad, at prices
named, transportation free. When ordered to be sent
C. O. £>., an advance remittance of $5 will be required.

CRAWFORD & CO.,
1116 E ST., N. W„ - WASHINGTON, D. 0.

J. W. BATE & CO.,
NO. 324 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN.

55-inch Columbia L. Roadster, - $60
53-inch " " " - - 75
Two-Track Columbia Trike, - 40
50-inch Volunteer Columbia, - - 45
52-inch British Challenge, - 50
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HERE WE ARE,
A little late perhaps, but the fact is we have been too busy to write up an Ad. All we have to

say is that if you want to buy a wheel for your own use—or if you want to engage in the sale

of wheels--or better still— if you are now engaged in their sale—or if you want CYCLE CLOTH-
ING, or BICYCLE SUNDRIES of any kind, just send for our CATALOGUE. You will find the

largest, finest and most complete assortment carried by any house in America described and beau-

tifully illustrated therein. WHEELS ranging in price from $4.50 to $250. We can equip DEAL-
ERS complete. It will only cost you one cent to answer this, and it will cost us ten to reply,

so you see we give you ten to one on the start, and it's ten to one that you will deal with us if

you ever get our CATALOGUE and PRICES.

CHAS. F, STOKES MFC GO,, 293 and 295 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.

GREAT BARCAINS IN H1CH-GRADE SAFETY BICYCLES.
In order to make more room for our STOCK OF

MACHINES of ALL MAKES AND STYLES, we
have decided to offer the following wheels at these Very
Low Prices.

Machines sent to any part of the Unit.d States upon
receipt of enough money to cover express charges.
Remember Every Machine isJust as Represented.

i New Mail Safety, just as good as new $9500
1 " " " used last season go 00
1 Premier Safety, in fine condition 93 00
1 " " used one season Sj.oo
1 Ivel Safety, as good as new 00.03
1 " " in very good order, used last vear 85.00
1 Ormonde Safety, new, brought from England

last fall 100.00
1 Ormonde Safety, new, brought from England

last fall 110.00

1 Premier Popular, n^w, never used 100.00

1 " Ladies' Safety, new, never used 120.00

1 Premier Tandem Safety, new, never used .... 190 00

1 " " " used last season. ..

.

175.00

ORDINARY BICYCLES..

1 53-inch Royal Singer, in good order 35.00
1 " American Rudge, in good order 35-00
1 54-inch Standard Columbia, cow horn bars,

spade handles 30.00

1 54-inch Rudge Light Roadster, fine condition 50.00
1 " New Mail, almost new, '89 make 7S-°o
1 " Singer Apollo, fine order 50.00

1 55-inch Singer Special Apollo, new 75-0°

1 Victor Tricycle, English make 50.00

1 Rudge Tandem, in good order , 100.00

1 Singer Tandem, in good order 100.00

Now is your time to secure a First-Class Machine at
a REASONABLE PRICE. We are the Cambridge
Agents for the following fimous Safeties, all of which
we carry in stock and can be examined at our store

:

The NEW MAIL, the SWIFT SAFETIES, the
PREMIER, the ORMONDE, the REFEREE, the
SINGER, the RUDGE, and the J. P. LOVELL
SAFETIES. In conclusion, we will furnish our cus-
tomers with any Make, Safety or Ordinary, English or
American Manufacture.

We import and sell all kinds of Sundries and Sup-
plies at Lowest Prices, and Discount to the trade. All
kinds of Repairing Done.

Machines to let by the Hour, Day or Week.

W. J. NEWMAN, IMPORTER &
DEALER, 420 Hararl St.,

Harvard Sguare.

College Library.

Opposite Harvard
(Open Evenings.)

^THY I<S I'DF that the entire Cycle Trade have copied the

aREFERE 99 SAFETY.
The original Diamond Frame, DESIGNED IN 1886 (Patent Nos. 14,205 and 17,215; Registered Nos.

83,504, 1.15,900, and 116,849).

JESJEOO^^TJ^JB^ it is the best mechanically-constructed Safety in the World. We challenge our

imitators to excel

ii TBS ^^^GSt-niBi^SiC* W

For Lightness, Strength, Comfort, Speed, Design, Workmanship, Style, Finish and Improvements.

Holds 12 World's Records, and Won over \30 Prizes in five months.

BRETZ, CURTIS & COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
AGENTS WANTED.

DON'T FAIL TO SEE THE

"REFEREE SAFETY."

Pure Diamond Frame, Tangent

Spokes. Weight only 37 lbs.

EDW. C. HIMEON,
588 Main St., Cambridgeport ,

Agent for

BOSTON KND VICINITY.

See Bretz, Curtis & Oo.'s advt. in this Paper.

TRICYCLES WANTED,

We want a few good tricycles,

in exehange for 1890 safety bicy-

cles, for ladies or gentlemen. Give

description of machines. Address

HOLLAND & HAVENER,

WORCESTER, - MAS •

SOLE U. S. IMPORTERS,

A GOOD WHEEL FOR $1,0(T
I have a Springfield Roadster which I will sell to

somebody lor the small sum of $1.00. The wheel is

ball bearing all around, has only been run a short dis-

tance and is in the best of conditions ; for road work
and hill climbing is unexcelled. Send me $1.00 and
you will receive a chance in this wheel. If you do not
need it yourself tell your young friends about this cheap
way ot procuring a wheel. Address JAMES H.
FORBES, Carthage, N. Y.

Free To Agents and Dealers
for one year,

THE BEARINGS,
the only nrst-ehiss cycling paper in the West. Send

business card to

71 Randolph St., Chicago.

bend for sam] U copies everyone.
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$35.00.

UTILE
WE KLL

THE LITTLE GIANT
H. A. LOZIER & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
WM. READ & SONS, Boston, Mass.
MERWIN, HULBERT & CO., New York.
E. ALSDORF & CO., Newark, N J.WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton, N. J.
BRETZ, CURTIS & CO., Philadelphia.Pa
STANDARD CYCLE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
W. H. WILHELM & CO , Reading, Pa.
B. FRANK McDANIEL & CO.,

Wilmington, Del.

EISENBRANDT CYCLE CO.,
Baltimore, Md

CAPITAL CYCLE CO., Washington,D.C.
EDWD.L ROSE & CO., Wheeling, W.Va

DULCI.

USE IT.

SAFETY FOR BOYS.
J. E. POORNIAN, Cincinnati, Ohio.
MACY & CO., Nashville, Tenn.
GEORGE BROWN, Knoxville, Tenn.
A. K. & C. E. SCHAAP, Richmond, Va.
A. G. SPALDING & BROS., Chicago, 111.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., Peoria, 111.

E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO.,
St. Louis, Mo

WM. R. BURKHARD, St. Paul, Minn.
P. H. SEECOMBE, Milwaukee, Wis.
FRANK P. MOSS, Denver, Col.

THOS. H. B. VARNEY,
San Francisco, Cal.

U. S. BRANCH:

6&8BERKELEYST.,
BOSTON, MASS-

CHICAGO, ILL:

Singer Cycle Co,

AGENTS,

NEW YORK, N.Y.:

G. A.

AGENT,

201 Randolph St. 352 Lenox Ave.

Weight
Complete. Price.

Singer Safety, - 49 lbs., $135

Royal Singer Safety, - 40 lbs., 140

Light Royal Singer Safety, 32 lbs., 135

Apollo Safety, - - 50 lbs. 106

Intermediate Safety, - 39 lbs., 90

Miniature Safety, - 37 lbs., 75

*-<^L><Jc*t*c+*%^/g^

Official Outfitters to the League ofJAmerican Wheelmen,
Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

Committee.

A. G, Spalding \ Bros.,

Haters of tie Official. L. 1. W, Sundries.

V'cijJJS. League Regulation 1.25

STl \ T»+C League Regulation 8.00
K3.IX.IJL t»» No. XX Fine Cheviot for hot

weather wear 1.00
C+/\^»l7-iTl O'C Our celebrated Linen
R3UUl>±VlllgO. Sole Stocking, League

color 1.00
TRol't'G No. X Silk, Edge's League color,JJvl L». white centre, Snake Buckle 50

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40

^IhnPQ Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
OiMJUyRwi hand made, light, str njj, elastic.5.00

No. i, Canvas, leather tnmmings.3.50

Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing ind Training Suits.

A. 6. SPALDING & BROS,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago.
Philadelphia, 1022 Market St.

Browning, Kino \ Co.,

Official Tailors of the L. A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

Tie Only Official Tailors to theL.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

Western Wheel Works.
Manufacturers of All Kinds oi

BICYCLES, SAFETIES, ETC

CHICACO:
495 to 505 Wells St.

'J

NEW YORK:
35 Barklay St.,

40 Park Place.

Elwell European Bicycle Tour.

A few vacancies left. Applications for membership
must now be accompanied by deposit of $25, to secure
berth on steamer.

For full information address

F. A. ELWELL,
152 Pearl St., - PORTLAND, ME
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SPECIAL.
All Advertisements in this Department 30 cents a line.

IQP*' Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Pasted Notes only -will be taken.^g&

L, A, W BADGES,
The official design in solid gold.

Prices, $2.50, $3.50, $5.00 and up-
ward. Patented. Send for free

Catalogue and address orders to

C. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle St., Portland,Me.

Box 632.

Send 25 cents and get one of the

New L. A W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of rolled Silver Plate, oxy-
dized. Very neat and serviceable.

N. H. GIBBS.
PROVIDENCE, B. I.

FOB SALE—54-inch New Mail, ridden about 2x1
miles, 'So pattern. Almost new; anything over

t
75.00 takes it. COLLIER SHOT TOWER CO

,

t. Louis, Mo.

SEND STAMP for 1S90 samples of L. A. \V. Ad-
dress Cards. Get some with your niw number.

BRISTOL PRINTING CO., North Easton, Mass.

FOR SI.00. Send $1.00 and get a chance for a hiyh-
grade safety. Ri ference, if necessary. CHAS.

H. GARDINER, Fort Scott, Kas. Box 47*.

X>AFFLE—75 tickets left on new '90 p itb in Colum-
-»-»' bia L. R Safety. Tickets 50c. Send postal note
or stamps. F. COLSON, Noiwalk, Ohio

WIFT^SAFETY—Almost new. Bargain at $95.
W. A. MEEKER, 329 River st , Troy, N. Y.,

agent New Rapid and American cycles.

."POB THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles writ-
*- ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite and
other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts,
$14.00, $15.00, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers,
etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—Many like new.
Prices very reasonable. Old mounts taken in part

payment for new. Cycling accessories. Spalding's
general sporting goods. Send for list oi 100 bargains.
'EW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and 6 East

60th St., New York City.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers,
or mailed by the manufacturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

T^O" SALE—A Safety bicycle, never ridden. Price
-*- $2.50. An elegant filled gold miniature safety
bicycle, worn as a watch charm ; entirely new style,
parts all movable; also Solid Gold "Ordinary" Badge,

ti.75,
or $4.00 for both. Samples to Bicycle Dealers,

ent postpaid on receipt of price. DURYEA JEW-
ELRY CO., Wholesale Jewelers, 71 Nassau St., New
York City.

1881 1 HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW 1 1890

BUTCHER DYCLOHIETER ?

Ask Your Dealer to Show It to You.

With New Oil Can Attachment in
place of Balance Weight, $1.00
Extra. Oil can alone, to suit our
1889 Cyclometer, hy Mail, $1.25.

The Butcher Cyclometer Co,,
338 WASHINGTON STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

PERFECT.

HEAR YE, HEAR YE, HEAR YE,
Tha

Rankin's Pat. Toe Clip

is the proper thing for your wheel. You can charm
the natives riding hands off. In ordering name your
kind of wheel and this paper. Clips 50c. a pair. We
are putting JACK'S OIL up in 1 and 2 ounce bottles-

Send for prices.

We have the POOREST Bicycle Stand on the mar-
ket. Takes in anything from 20-inch to 6oinch wheel
automatically, and lists at $1.25. Good Discounts to

agents.

RANKIN & BRUCE,
Office, 23 Custom House St.,

Providence, R. I.

Factory, 21 Abbott Park Square.

Carries a Stock of over 100 Bicycles, Tri-
cycles, Safeties, Velocipedes, etc. Only
"Cycle Castle" in America.

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS & HABERER,
st Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.

PERFECT POCKET OILER.

One-halt size.

For bicycles, Guns, etc. No Leakage. Throws only
small quantity of oil at a stroke. Handsomely nickel
plated. For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt
of price, 50c. each. CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172
9th ave., N. Y.

7 Indegpensable to Bicyclists]

and Athletes.

Call's supporter, with elastic

back, lace front and adjustable back
straps. Light, easy and durable.
A sure fit. No.

J,
same as cut, 75

cts. No. 6, pockets each side of
lacing, $1.00. No. 7, with hose
supporters, $100. No. 8, hose sup-
porters and pockets, $1.25. Order

BACK VIEW by num'er and give waist measure.
< Osip.ucl on receipt of price Trade supplied.

S. B. < ALI ,

r3H5 Main St., Springfield, Mass.

A. O. VERY,
New England Agent for the

Warwck "Pertection," "Union"

—AND—

"Giant' Cycles.

—ALSO—

The Standard Sewing Machine

173 Tremont Street, Boston.

AGENTS WANTED,

SiDWELL &SABEN,
New England Agents For

RUDGE & QUADRANT.
Dealers In

New and Second-Hand Machines for Cash

or Installment. Machines Exchanged

or Sold on Commission.

Cycle Repairing In All Its

Branches,

We carry a full line line of Cycle Parts

and sundries,

MAKING A SPECIALTY OF RUDGE PARTS
of every description. Call and inspect stock.

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 9 O'OLOOK.

182 Columbus Aye., Boston, Mass.

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Ensset
Older.

The juice of russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Orab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance ot natural truit acid

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice of sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh from the
Bress, with carbonic gas. Spari-
ng and brilliant, but containing

no trace of spirit.

All in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, ezpressage
prepaid.

8. R. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ESTABLISHED 1S65.
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THE Cyclist who buys a New Machine on the faith of an advertisement is

too good for this world, therefore we do not expeci to sell

itNEW RAPID" CYCLES
on the strength of the following statement alone

:

During 1889 we made over 7000 of our Celebrated "New Rapid,"
True Tangent Wheels for use in our machines, using something over
350,000 spokes'; now out of this enormous number WE DID NOT HAVE
A SINGLE BROKEN SPOKE REPORTED TO US.

The above proves that our5 wheels are perfect, but does not relate to the
machines themselves ; the ordinary cycler, however, is a man of intelligence,
and he will acknowledge that a firm who are careful in the construction of the
wheels, must also be careful, and devote considerable attention to every part of
the machine, and this we do.

After reading this send for a descriptive Catalog of "New Rapid" Cycles
to the CLARK CYCLE CO., 340 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Md., who are
oar Agents.

ST. GEORGE'S ENGINEERING COMPANY,
BIRMINGHAM, ... ENGLAND.

Inventors and Sole Makers of the NEW RAPID CYCLES.

KINGSTON KNITTING CO,,

Artistic Athletic

Suits.

Manufacturers for

the Trade and Clubs
The most desirable

line ofAthletic Goods
made, for Bicycle,

Gymnasium, Base
Ball, 'B o h t i T! £r ,

Bathing and Sport-
ing; Outfits, all at

very reasonable
prices.

Corresjio dence so-

licite.1.

Send for Catalogue.

Kingston Knitting Co.,
27 KINGSTON STEEET, near Summer St.,

BOSTON, .7VC75SS.

THE
TEMPLE CYCLE EXCHANGE,
47 fit 49 State St., Chicago.

Best equipped bicycle house in U. S. Finest riding

school in Chicago. High and medium grade

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CYCLES
Good exchanges made for second-hand wheels. Write

for catalogue. Mention this paper.

RALPH TEMPLE, Managing Prop.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE'S, ELASTIC TIP CO.,
FAMOUS SPORTING SHOES.

THEY NEED NO RECOMMENDATION.

Men's Bicycle Shoe :

No 1. Kangaroo, hand sewed fS -00

\o i. Kangaroo, hand sewed ¥$5°
\o. 3. Dongolia, call $3-°°

Men's Base Ball Shoe :

\ 1 1. Kangaroo, hand sewed . $7.00

\o 2. Kangaroo S ,0°

\n. 3. Russett, calf 5-°°

Sprint Running:
\>. 1. Hand sewed $5.00
\o. 2. Hand sewed 3-°°

Agents should place their orders now to avoid delay.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE, Randolph, Mass.

W.. Cycling Log Book. By "Papa" Weston.
The transitory pleasures of cycling can be made

as permanent as its physical benefits, by jotting down
in a wel. devised log book, the distances and incidents

of one's various journeys. Knowing that such a

record is a most pleasant thing to have, and believing-

that the keeping of such should be encouraged, as

tending to the permanent good of cycling in more ways
than can be referred to here. The Lost Book is hand-

somely and strongly bound in red leather, will last for

years ol constant use, and is the best arranged book ol

its kind ever yet devised. It fills a want often telt by
the cyclist who values records ol interest for future

reference. Price, post paid, $1.25 For sale by Bicy-

cling World Co., 12 Pearl St., Boston.

SSf Postage stamps not received in payment.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Bicycle Handles of every Descrip-

tion, Pedal Rubbers, etc.

Spade Handles, complete, full nickel, $2.50 per pair

Forged Steel Spades, in the rough, with
bolts and grip, -

Spade Grips, Vulcanite, any style
i U.oo per pair

! ; .50 per pair

iil-75

$ .25 per box
$ .25 per roll

Double Grip Pedal Rubbers,
Tire Cement,
Electric Tape, -

En jele Balls, spokes, etc.

Mould WorK of Any Kind Solicited.

THE ELASTIC TIP CO.,
RUBBER SPECIALTIES.

dor. Oomhill and Washington St., Boston.

Th
R
eu'ffi°"BICYCLES
Tires. Factory Price. Our Price.

52 in. ...$C& 00 $32 40
"= 60 in 66 00 29 70
•= a, (Sin SO 00 27 OO
•2"|J46in 45 00 24 30
E
K-344in.... 40 00 2| 00

16 00 18 90

CAFETY
BICYCLES

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
Small Boys' 20 In., wheels, wllh Parallel Bearing!... $25 00
Large Boys' 24lln., with Brake and Mud Onards 3 5 00
Ladles' or Men's 30 In., Ball Bearings to both wheels, 75 00
Ladles' or Men's SO In., Ball Bearings ALL OVER ... 90 00
ST. LOUIS,

MO. E. G. MEAGHAM ARMS CO,
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SAY TO YOUR FRIENDS,

Men or women, who wish to learn to ride the

bicycle, that Private Lessons are given in my

Large Hall (floor space clear, 50x100), every

day and evening (Sundays excepted.)

Lessons are by appointment. Hours can be

secured in advance, and further particulars learned

at my office. Come personally, write or tele-

phone.

NO SPECTATORS.

NEW AND USEFUL
PERFECTION TIRE HEATER.

Price $1.50. Price $1.60.

Patented No. 323,686, Aug. 4th, 1SS5.

Loose Tires Cemented on the Road
in a few Moments.

Can be Carried in the Tool Bag.

A Simple Saver of Time, Money and
Patience.

Can be procured of any dealer in Bicycles, or

of the Manufacturer,

GEO. R. BIDWISIiI*,
313 "W\ 58TIE3: STREET, Near 8TH .A-ATIE, 2ST. "X".

Telephone 1164, 39th St.

"ORMONDE"
liIGHT f*OADSTE$.

WEIGHT, 36 LBS.

HAP30ME, * LIGHT, 3TR0NG.
KSEim FOB CATALOGVE.

BANKER & CAMPBELL, 1788 Broadway, New Yori.

AGENTS APPLY.

T T T

Thousands of Bicycles were saved from rust, season of '89, by the use of

Wilson's Wonderful

NICKEL AND ENAMEL PRESERVER.
Clean your Bicycle with it. No Bicyclist can afford to be without it. Sold by

all Cycle Agents, or sent by mail for 50c.

JOHN W. WIIiSON, 6 Hanover St., Boston.
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FINISH.
A good way to detect the

grades of articles is to compare

finishes. Cheap goods cannot

be finished in a high grade

manner, for the defects in ma-
terial and workmanship are

bound to stick out in spite of

all efforts to daub them over.

Compare the UNION with them all in this respect, and all others.

UNION CYCLE MFD. CD.,

HIO-HIL^LlsriD'VIXjLE, IMLAJ3S.

Our- ESiglxtlx Year at tlxe Old »tand.

W. W. STALL,
ODD FELLOWS' HALL,

509 TREMONT STREET, 4 WARREN AVENUE.

BOSTON, IMI^SS.
Safety Bicycles, Wholesale and Retail.

SOLE NEW ENGLAND AGENTS FOR

ST. NICHOLAS MFG. CO., - Chicago, III.

INDIANA BICYCLE MFG. CO., - Indianapolis, Ind.

CAPITAL CYCLE CO., - Washington, D. C, PSYCHOS.
JOHN WILKINSON CO., - - Chicago, III., ROVERS.
SWEETING CYCLE CO., Philadelphia, Pa., COVENTRY RIVAL.

We are practically headquarters on low-priced wheels especially, and are prepared to supply the
trade. Safeties for nien at from $60.00 upward; Ladies at from $45 upward, and Boys at from $18.00
upward.

We offer the above goods to the New England trade, and solicit corre-

spondence with agents and parties desiring to become such.

LIBERAL INDUCEMENTS TO LIVE MEN WHO WILL "HUSTLE."
Send 5 cents in stamps for our new Catalogue.
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Forward! March!
Yes, brethren, "Dearly Beloved, DEARLY BELOVED"' ( ?) Oh, yes. WE don't lay up anything against the hide-bound, narrow

gauge, small bore contingent. Our hearts are GLAD and our faith and hope buoyant enough so that we can say "DEARLY BE-

LOVED BRETHREN." They give us so MANY striking tokens of regard, OF LATE, that our affections WARM UP, at the mention

of their names, daily. But we wander—we are discursive—to return to our MUTTONS. (Now, Typo., if you leave off the "S" final

on MUTTONS, there will be a collision, don't you forget it.)

WE were about to observe that "FORWARD, MARCH!" means SOMETHING. FIRST :—Which Way IS FORWARD—AD-
VISEDLY? Why, WESTWARD, of course, you bet, every time, by a large majority.

As near as we can get at FACTS in the matter, CIVILIZATION started in the Valley of the Euphrates ; it has been steadily advanc-

ing WESTWARD, until Civilization has, at last, after its long, long journey, got back where it started. An enterprising lot of

fellows have put their heads together and are bringing irrigating ditches, from a long distance away, too, wherewith to wet down the

hard, sun-baked earth, to the end that it may yet again produce abundantly, and become as of yore, a veritable GARDEN OF EDEN.

Oh, jes, this is the same VALLEY where ADAM and EVE first started the fruit Biz. Those APPLES have been travelling WEST-

WARD, for a long, long time. All the sweet grasses, beautiful flowers and toothsome fruits once grown in ADAM'S NURSERY took

up their line of march WESTWARD. They have IMPROVED on the journey. Well, HAVEN'T they, tho?' AT LEAST, SOME OF
THEM.

Well, we really should remark, AUDIBLY, too. EVERYTHING IMPROVES that goes West, and KEEPS GOING. CYCLES had

to go WEST to get fixed up just about right, FRANCE to ENGLAND, thence to AMERICA. NOTE THE IMPROVEMENT in the

Stock transplanted into the first garden patch in AMERICA. THAT'S the HUB, OF COURSE. THAT Strain of Stock has been

STEADILY IMPROVING. Seeds have been scattered, far and wide, by MAN, and BIRDS, and the WINDS, and they have TAKEN
ROOT and are bringing forth fruit.

BUT right here in NEW ENGLAND, even in WESTBOROUGH, was brought forth the finely improved "BROTH OF A MACHINE,"

a BRAND NEW SPECIES, not a Sprout or Sucker from some old Tree, but SOMETHING NEW, NOVEL, WONDERFUL, SOME-

THING FINE, SOMETHING that TEETOTALLY TICKLES the "BOYS" who have seen it and ridden it, THAT WONDERFUL
REAR HUB, THAT ACME of SIMPLICITY. Those LITTLE GEARS, that will stand a breaking strain ofTWO TONS and WON'T
BREAK then, even. Those LITTLE GEARS that will, if belted on to, transmit FOUR HORSE POWER, DAY and NIGHT, for ar

INDEFINITE PERIOD, and NEVER get weary. Why, the TEETH where they MESH are SCARCELY BRIGHT after a run of A
THOUSAND MILES.

ALL the RIDING MEN, SOUTH and WEST, are writing us FINE LETTERS, daily, about the "BRONCHO" and its LIGHTNESS,

BEAUTY of OUTLINE and FINISH, COMPACTNESS, EASE of RUNNING, STEADINESS in STEERING, EASE with which it

can be ridden UP STEEP HILLS, EASE with which you can RIDE IT, HANDS OFF, for Miles, EASE with which it can be ridden,

HANDS OFF, ON ONE WHEEL. NO, NOT THE FRONT WHEEL, at least, NOT YET. THAT will be a matter for AFTER
CONSIDERATION. That is, when we have MORE TIME than at present.

Any of you, gentle readers, who have not yet been FORTUNATE enough to get a look at a "BRONCHO" or a CATALOGUE, had

better apply for the latter, AT ONCE. READ, PONDER and be WISE, you CANNOT be OTHERWISE—if you have got HORSE
SENSE. You want to READ UP on the subject of "BRONCHOS," THREE KNOT SKOOKUM OIL, SKUDERDRAK'S EMBROCA-
TION and LIVINGSTON'S SURE CURE. That little procession of goods and chattels will MAKE THE WORLD GO ROUND
EASIER, for some time to come.

Send for '90 "CAT." LOOK OUT for ico CUTS, later.

WHITE • f

WESTBORO', MASS., U. S. A.
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ELECTRIC BRAZING.-ss^m
In the issue of this paper for 14

March, I started here what the editor

QUIDPROQUO, was pleased to speak of editorially as

"a new departure in their (Pope
BOSTON. Mfg. Co.'s) style of advertising;" a

style which he further described as

"unique." We held it three weeks
before the pirates got aboard. It has found many readers and
much commendation—the five preceding numbers—so here goes
some more of the same.

First, there is imitation in make-
believe, or deceptive imitation; as

THREE KINDS OF illustrated, for instance, in what I

pointed out two weeks ago in the
1MITA 7 ION. matter of pedals made to imitate the

Columbia Double Grip Pedal near
enough to deceive the unwary, but,

without the right to a complete reproduction, avoiding the full ad-
vantage of the invention. The Pope Mfg. Co. bought, in 1884,
the right to make that pedal, under the first patent for a practical
improvement on the cylindrical rubbers in bicycle pedals.

If you see other folks copying my
style of presenting facts as I find

them and opinions as I form them,
with the reasons therefor, just see
whether or not they copy my candor

In coins, a genuine one has a true ring

I have attacked no one, and intend no un-

fairness to anyone. When I quote I use quotations marks, and
facts and dates I verify.

BY THE WAT.

and carefulness, as well,

that a counterfeit lacks.

A SHORT while ago I came accidentally upon an interesting

statement about the manufacture of the Columbia cycles

which was entirely unprejudiced and incidental. It has been known,
of course, in America, for some time

COLUMBIAS that the Pope Mfg. Co. first applied

the electric welding process to braz-

BRAZED BY ing, and introduced it into their

manufacture of bicycles. What in-

ELECTRICITY. terested me, however, was a report

of A. B. W. Kennedy, F. R. S., a
distinguished British civil engineer, who came over last year for

The City of London Contract Corporation, Limited, to examine the

Thompson Electric Welding process. His report reads: "The
Thompson Welders have been used for brazing as well as welding.

I found at the immense bicycle works in Hartford, Conn., a brazing
welder which had been at work
about nine months, and which had

TOLD BY AN made, by register, 29,800 separate
operations. When I saw the ma-

ENGLISHMAN. chine it was brazing the two limbs
(tubes) of bicycle driving wheel
forks. ***** Apart, how-

ever, from the strength of the joints made, the process has very
great advantages in the 'cleanness 1 of the heat, in the rapidity with

which it is obtained, in the extraordinary ease with which it can be
maintained uniform, increased, diminished, or regulated in any way,
and also in the localization of the heat in those parts of the metal

where it is wanted. All these are points of which the immense im-

portance is thoroughly understood by practical men."

MY READERS have doubtless noticed that when I began to

talk about imitations a couple of weeks ago or so, I did not

blame anybody for honest imitation. I admitted, on the contrary,

that honest "imitation is sincerest

flattery." Imitation by consent,

IS IT THE imitation by rightfully obtaining the

right to copy, is commendable.
RIGHT KlND/

t
Direct imitation sometimes denotes
poverty of resources, and sometimes
good judgment. In the case of elec-

tric welding, imitated and applied to brazing the parts of Columbia
Cycles,'by buying the right, it appears to be commendable.

Secondly, there is the imitation
which is illustrated by the fable of

sESOP'S "The Jackdaw and the Peacocks,"
which any one can interpret as occa-

JACKDAW sion arises. "A certain Jackdaw
was so proud and ambitious that,

not contented to live within his own
sphere, he picked up the feathers which fell from the Peacocks,
stuck them in among his own, and very confidently introduced him-
self into an assembly of those beautiful birds. They soon found
him out."

A THIRD KIND of imitation consists in the honest selection of
what is thought to be the best, and the reproduction of it with

improvement. This has been illustrated in the manufacture of the

Pope Mfg. Co. from the beginning. The very first thing that com-
pany did was to imitate the best

WHEN THE Y English-made bicycle for road use
that there was ; and the second thing

DO SO they did was to announce in their

catalogue and in their advertise-

THEY SA T SO ments that they had done so. That
machine was the "Duplex Excelsior"

then sold in this country not only by the Pope Mfg. Co., but by the

other importers, by whom it was held up then and for some years

longer, as the best English bicycle for American use.

HAVING fully prepared the first machine of its own make for

the market, the Pope Mfg. Co. issued a new catalogue de-

scribing it, and introduced the manufacture of the Columbia Bicy-

cle as follows : "After six months 1 careful labor in making tools

and machinery, we have now pro-
HOW THEY vided a road machine superior to

most and equal to the best English

SAID IT IN bicycle. This is conceded by all

the riders who have examined and
1878. tested them, and also by one of the

best English manufacturers. Our
President having made a trip to Europe for the special purpose of

finding out which was the best road machine, and having examined
all the best makes, finally decided upon the celebrated 'Duplex Ex-
celsior.

1 Our machines are made upon the same pattern."

After a good imitation they pro-

LEADERS IN ceeded to original work, and for

many years have led, rather than

1890. followed, in designing and improv-
ing the highest grade cycles. Their

1890 catalogue is the best authority on this point. Send for a

copy of it.
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LDYELL
DIAMOND

SAFETY.

Price
$85.00 Price

Strictly high grade. All steel

tubing and steel drop forgings.

Ball bearings to all parts.

Bicycle Catalogue Free.

JOHN P. LOYELL ARMS CO.,
147 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS.

TH9 STON9 HG9"
is a subjed: in which we are always' interested. It

makes us feel immense to read of those benighted
people who had no metal of any kind, no tariff, no
world's fair, no bicycles. Think of the long ages when
they had no fire nor anything of any value lor it to burn.
Then to see U12 gradual unfolding ofmm's discoveries.

Think of the grand thrill that must have gone through
primeval man when he was first able to shave himself
with a copper razor. Then came iron and our modern
historian calls that the "iron age," and this the "age
ol steel," while some of the more hopeiul think they
can almost see over into the "Aluminum Age," when
by the use of th.it much over-estimated metal a fourteen

pound bicycle will be possible.

All these strides of human progress are apt to make
us "stuck up," and feel above the generations that have
passed. When the naked savage made his first rude
attempt at navigation he "paddled his own canoe" with
a hickory paddle, which is still in existence, and th;y
don't keep it done up in vaseline either. It wasn't
"second growth" hickory, for the conditions were not

yet right for that. A solemn looking gentleman said

to us recently, how can you, on the eve ofthis aluminum
age "go back," (yes, go bach is what he said) to th

P. S. Hickory is the stuff.

STERLING BIvIvIOTT,

most ancient material known, and advocate its use for
the construction of wheels? Wh.it is your religion we
asked? I am a Catholic, said he, with some show of
pride. "How can you," we said, '.'in these days of
Unitarianism and even Infidelity still cling to one of
the oldest forms of religion?" He declined to argue
what seemed to him so unreasonable a question, and
curtly informed us that that was no comparison, as it

was a very different matter, to which of course we
readily assented, though he was willing to admit that
for the purposes of crop raising the earth was still the
thing, notwithstanding its extreme age. Said an en-
thusiastic convert of ours the other day: "I don't
consider that it will be a question of Steel or
Hickory, but the real issue will, in time, be Hickory or
nothing." (Don't overlook those quotation mirks.)
"Is there really such a thing as a wooden bicycle, and
if so why don't you print a cut of it," writes one George
Stimpson. We have sent George one of our catalogues,
and by with holding his address so that others can't
find him, we hope to catch his order, for he adds that
he has "got the cash to pay for a bicycle, but don't
propose to send it to anybo :y until he knows what they
have got." It is refreshing at this season to h >ar of a

customer who would accept a printed cut as "evidence
of things not seen." Wonder if he would buy a mer-
maid on the same terms. We have several letters
asking if we shall exhibit the Hickory Wheels at
Niigara Falls during the national meet. We certainly
expeiX to be there. We are told that it is desirable to
have as many as possible of the makers get together at
that time, and we are asked to do our part toward so
desirable an end. Knowing what a drawing card it

would be, the managers have invited us to ride one ol
the Hickory wheels over the Falls. We dislike to
appear selfish, but Hickory Bicycle Manufacturers
are scarce just at present. The -wheel would, no doubt,
stand it, but we don't like to get wet "to make a Roman
ho'iday." Our heart goes out in a deep gush of grati-
tude towards the many who express a desire to see the
hickory -wheels, but we feel even better to know that a
large portion of those who see it are touched in the
right spot. When we see an advertisement of cycles
that are "all steel" it strikes us as if a shoemaker
should advertise ladies' slippers that were "all cow
hide." How does it strike you?

Neiwrton, Mass.
SAFETY JOB LOT EXTRAORDINARY.

We have just purchased the entire rem lining stock of ' 889 Safeties carried over by the Western Wheel
Works—about 300 in number—and offer same at prices heretofore unkuown in this country. These wheels
had an immense sale last year, and are well known to be O. K. We list the JUNO (ladies' safety), balls to rear

wheel, at $40; formerly $60. The CRESCENT, balls both wheels, at $50; formerly $75. The full ball

CRESCENT at $60; formerly $90. Liberal discounts from above prices to t\xc trade.

1890 Catalogue now out. ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 9 Gr Street, Peoria, 111.

is the Safety, and the price of ordinary wheels is going down with a crash that is very sickening to

all the dealers. Wc are still ready, however, to take ordinaries in trade for all styles of new Safeties

and if you can't make figures with your nearest local dealer, you had better write to us; also, SEND
YOUR NAME IN FOR A COPY OF OUR 1890 CATALOG, which will be the finest thing in its line of the season.

ST. LOUiS WHEEL CO., ST. LOUIS, MO., 311 N. 14th St.
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BICYCLES ami TRICYCLES.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO.,

Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th St., NEW YORK.
KEY TO DESCRIPTION.

FINISH.—"1" Full nickeled. "2" All nickeled ex-

cept rims. "3" Wheels enameled, balance nickeled.
"4" Enameled with nickeled trimmings. "5" Enam-
eled with polished parts. "6" Half bright and enam
eled or painted. "7" Spokes nickeled, balance enam-
eled.
BEARINGS.—"1" Balls to both wheels and pedals.

"2" Balls to both wheels and plain pedals. "3" Balls

to front, cone to rear, plain pdals. "4" Plain to front,

cone to rear, plain pedals. "5" Balls to front, cone to

rear, ball pedals.
CONDITION.—"1" Very little used, fully as good

as a new machine. "2" Tires show but very slight

wear, finish and bearings as good as new. "3" Tires

but little worn, finish only slightly marred, bearings A
1. "4" Finish, bearings and tires all in condition of

uniform excellence. "5" Tires slightly worn, finish

somewhat marred, bearings Ai. "6" Finish and
bearings in first-rate shape, tires somewhat worn

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
Ir. this Department, is cents a tine. $9" Cask muat

accompany the order Jtt
ggy* Postage Stamps will not be accepted

hereafter in payment for advertisements or

subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or
Postal Notes only will be taken..

(Si o

Special Star, 107.00

Victor Lt. Roadster, 130.00

Victor Lt. R'dstr, (So),130.00

Singer Matchless, 135.00

Columbia Expert, 130.00

706 Singer Tandem, 275.00

707 51 Special Star, 125.00

52 New Rapid Roadster, 132.50

52 Victor Lt. Rdstr (So), 137.50

Boy's Safety, 35-°°

4S Columbia Standard, 90.00
" Special Star, 13*-S°

Star Safety, i35-°°

Quadrant Trike, No. 8, 185.00

Victor, I32-5

Girl's Tricycle, 35.00

White Flyer Safety, 135 00

Columbia Expert, 127-5°

Otto Special, 65.00

New Mail, 132-5°

Col. Lt. Rdstr Trike, 160.00

Otto, 25.00

Star Safety (So\ 135-°°

Col. L. Rdstr. Trike, 160.00

New Mail Safety, ('89) 150.00

Columbia Expert, 12500
Columbia Standard, 85.00

80239x24 Pony Star, ('89) 115-°°

56 Victor Roadster, i3 2 -5°

52 Columbia Expert, 127.50

53 ColumbiaLt. Roadster, 127.50

48 Apollo Lt. Roadster, 135.00

54 Special Club, 135-°°
— Junior Safety, (Boy's) 35.00
— Ivel Safety, (Ladies') 135.00

54 Am. Rudge, 125.00

54 Am. Sanspareil, 135-°°

56 Columbia Expert, 127.50

4S Columbia Standard, 90 00

52 Columbia Expert, '37-S°— Columbia Tandem, 250.00
— Juno Safety, (Ladies'), 60.00

45 Special Pony Star, i»5-oo
— Nonpareil SPty (Boy's) 4000
Improved Crescent Safety, 75.00

696
69S
700
7°3

7°S

710
712

7H
726
727

73 1

732

736
738
74°
75*
77°
77S
782
784
785

793
794
799

54
5°
52

S4

4 S

S°

44

808
811

813
8lS
816
817
818
S20
S22
823
825
S26
827
S29
830

!«
834

!3I83s
S42
S45
846
848
85'

fS3
S5S

45
65
110

60
'5°

65
100
120

25
25

75
SS
125
63
IS
S5

48
3°
So
100
8

100
100

9S

65
60

75
65
60
3°
110

40

l
S

°9
IS
100

135

s°

Plain'6

WANTED—A Victor Safety (second-hand) must
be a bargain, for cash. H. E. FINE, 1S6 W.

Hanover St., Trenton, N. J.

FOR SALE—A New Mail Safety; only riddenjpart
of last season; Lakin Cyclometer and Lamp.

Whole cost $153; will sell for $100 cash. C. E.
WOOD, No. 203 E. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Ball 2

4 1

3 4
Ball 3

4
Ball

4
Ball

6 Plain 1

4 1 1

4
Ball

4
4

COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER—54-in.; also
ball bearing Springfield; late patterns; fine con-

dition; cheap. J. G. FORD, Dryden, N. Y.

FOR SALE—4S-inch Star; balls to front wheel;
good condition. $50 buys it. Address ARTHUR

SOMERS, Ansonia, Ct.

A 52-INCH Bicycle for sale cheap; in first-class

condition. Applv to A. J. P. PIONNIE, 66
Warren St., Newark, N. J.

IG BARGAINS — Springfield Roadster; 1889;
No. 5; balls all around; in good condition. For

particulars write to Lock Box No. 13 Wappingers
Falls, N.Y.
WANTED—An Ai Bicycle Repairer at once. A

permanent position and good pay to the right
man. Address WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—A 53 Lakin Cyclometer; fine condi-
tion. $7. R. B. KIMBER, Richmond Hill, N.Y.

COLUMBIA TANDEM TRICYCLE for $175.00.
Cost $250.00; in perfect condition; tires some worn.

Also a Butcher Cyclometer for 51-inch wheel. Cost
$10.co ;

price now $4.75. Will take in exchange two
second-hand safeties of good make, or in part pay-
ment a double barrel shot gun, it in first class shape.
H. C. WEBSTER, Montpelier, Vt.

BARGAIN—59-inch Columbia Lt. Roadster; in
first-class condition. Price $60. Address C. E.

TITCHENER, Binghamton, N. Y.

RUDGE RACER, almost new, perfect condition,
55-inch, weight 21 lbs, for sale or will exchange

for safety. J. A. BECKER, 44S Broadway, Albany,
N.Y.

FOR SALE—Swift safety racer, good as new. A
bargain; also Rudge 54-inch Racer. H. F. M.,

1909 McCullohst., Baltimore, Md.w
office.

ANTED AT ONCE—Six experienced bicycle
repairers. Apply to No. 45, Bicycling World

WILL SELL—Columbia Light Roadster, 55-inch,
first-class condition. Looks like new. WM. M.

LYBRAND, 2151 Uber Place. Philadelphia, Pa.

40
65

52 Columbia Expert, 127.50 45 3 1 3
— Junior Safety, (Girl's) 35.00 3° 4 4 3

44 Ariel, 75-oo 16 4 4 4
— Vi<ftor Safety, ('89), 135.0O 105 4 1 1

— Junior Safety, (Boy's) 35.00 30 4 4 1

— Col. Tandem Safety, 200.00 150 4 1 1

— Dart Safety, (Ladies'), 135.00 125 4 1 1

— Ivel Safety, (Ladies'), 135.00 100 4 1 1

46 Columbia Standard, 90.00 25 3 4 1

j — Rush Safety, ('90), 115.00 100 4 1 1

S57 52 Special Club, 130.00 30 4 2 4

S59 — Am. Rambler Safety, 130.00 90 4 1 4

860 51 ColumbiaLt. Roadster, 125.00 bo 4 1 4
35, _ Humber Safety, 140.00 80 4 1 1

863 48 Vidor Junior, 60.00 25 4 5 1

S65 42 Ideal, 7S-oo 18 4 4 4

Upon receipt of $5 any Bicycle on above list will be
sentC. O. D.for balance, with privilege ofexamination.

Correspondence Invited.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO,

Nos. 4 & 6 East 60th St., N. Y. CITY.
Dealers in New and Second-Hand Machines.

Agents for Messrs. A. G. Spalding & Bros., H.
B. Smith Machine Co's "Star"' Wheels, R. L.

Coleman & Co., Medium Priced Safeties.

FOR SALE—48-inch Special Star, 2.3 nickeled, h.

frame and balls for $50; also 39x24 Special Star,
almost new, 2-3 nickeled, balls, h. frame and bars, Star
touring bag and luggage carrier, for $90. Address
DR. G. E. DOW, 507 1-2 Congress St., Portland, Me.

BIG BARGAINS—One so-inch Vittor, one forty-

seven pound tricycle, one brand new Ladies' high
grade bicycle, at second-hand price. Write for partic-
ulars to Drawer X, Holyoke, Mass.

CYCLOMETERS—I have several "Butcher" Cy-
clometers, 10,000-mile pattern, for sale cheap, or ex-

change for other goods. Write me. J. W. BADGER,
6 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass.

ORDINARIES
Bought, sold and exchanged for new safeties, Colum-
bias and other leaders. Send 25c, fully describe your
wheel, with price, and we will offer exchange or put
on our list, Com. 10 per cent. Purchasers please send
stamp for list, stating what is wanied. A few special
bargains : 54 inch L. R., b. b., C. H. bars and spades,
all extras, fine order, $40, worth $75. 54-inch Victor
L. R., $65. 54-inch Apollo, L. R., ball head, splendid
wheel, almost new, $75. 56-inch Rudge, all balls, tine

shape, $35; and many others. Write for full de-
scription. SentC. O. D.

CLINTON CYCLE CO., - Clinton, Mass.

Tn and Around Cape Ann, by John S. Webber, Jr
* being a hand book of that most charming section o
Massachusetts. It is a book equally valuable and in

teresting to the wheelman, tourist, the student and res

ident. lt is illustrated finely and bound handsomely
It is one of the most complete and well written little-

books of the kind ever published. Price 80 cents, post
paid. For sale by Bicycling World Co., 12 Pearl St.,

Boston.
SfS" Postage stamps not received in payment.
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HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.'S

TOURING CAP.
Light and comfortable, is made

entirely of wool, without pasteboard

or sweatband ; in navy or color.

Leather visor. By mail, Price 75c.

GENERAL AGENTS
—FOR THE

—

COLUMBIAS, PSYCHOS,
STARS, HARTFORDS,

J. & G.'s, CRESCENTS,
VICTORS, GALES, JUNIORS,

And all other First-Class Makes.

Very Large Stock of

Second-Hand Wheels
Send for printed list.

Send for our Unabridged

Illustrated Catalogue,
Now being mailed free.

LIVE AGENTS WAflTED
To take up Territory

IN STATE OF NEW JERSEY.
Write for particulars.

Manufacturers and Importers of

CYCLI NG GOODS.

complete Repair shod.

Howard \. Smith $ Co.,
Cor. Broad and Bridge Sts.,

NeiSiHRK, - N.J.
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iiBREVITY IB THE SDUL Ut WIT."
Therefore we will not go into

details on the merits and de-

merits of the different makes of

machines, but instead commend
the "SWIFT" machines to the

attention and inspection of the

great Army of Wheelmen.

CATALOGUE FREE.

COVENTRY '

CO,, Boston, Mass.
NEW YORK:

J. R. JUDD,
105 W. 3<6tli St.

PITTSBURC, PA.:

J. A. JOHNSTON,
706 Smithfield, St.

CHICACO, ILL.:

Stokes Mfg. Co.,

293 Wabash Ave.

BALTIMORE, MD.:

Sportsman's
Furnishing Co.,
215 No. Howard St.

AN APOLOGY FOR ONLY A HALF PAGE!
Our Advertisement treats of our wheels, not of ourselves. We are not for Sale!

To write one's own estimate of his own greatness takes a whole page (such is the 99 ct. store

style in pushing cheap goods) but while we use only a half page the

NE MAIL
GETS THERE JUST THE SAME!

Wheelmen are not non-compos and are not misled.

The New Mail is bought so largely because it is known to be First Class and has a record. It

has the testimonials of such riders as W. T. Murphy, who rode one New Mail ordinary over 12000

miles in two years, and of Albert Beers, who rode a New Mail Safety over 8000 miles in one season,

winning on it the Road Record of 1889, and the awarded medals are now in our windows on ex-

hibition. The New Mail has the Diamond Frame, the accepted Standard of form, as it gives

additional strength with lightness. The front wheel of New Mail runs as true as an Ordinary.

SURELY SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND SEE IT.

WILLIAM READ & SONS 107 Washington St., Boston.

ESTABLISHED 1826.
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Devoted To Tut IriltRBSrs Of

Published Every Friday

THE WHEELi]V[flH CO|V[PflflV,
Incorporated under the Laws of Massachusetts.

12 Pearl Street,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

49* Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.

League members who desire a change of address should notify

the Secretary, Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston, sending their old

address and Folio number.

For advertising- rates address either the WHEELMAN CO., 12 Pearl Street,

or NEUMANN BROS., 118 W. 19th Street, New York.

TO OUR ADVKRTISBRS.

Copy tor new advertisements must be handed in by Tuesday morning, to insure
their being inserted in the current week's issue. CHANGES must be in hand no
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rT"vHE use of the safety for military purposes has been exciting a
* great deal of attention abroad during" the past three years, and

especially in England.

The first experiments were made in England, during the regular

annual Easter evolutions of the British volunteer force, in 1887,

under the direction of Col. Savile. The success of this initial trial

was such as to encourage the government to repeat the experiment
in each succeeding year, and as a'result of the outcome of the 1887

attempt was the formation of the Twenty-sixth Middlesex R. V.
Cyclist Corps, since followed by the formation of similar corps in

different parts of the Kingdom.
These 1887 evolutions caused much comment and created rather

a false impression as to the limit of the cycle's usefulness in war, as

will be seen from this excerpt, taken from the English Cyclist:

"Indeed, for a while, not only the cycling public, but the great
British public themselves seem to have gone a trifle mad upon the
subject, and discussions anent the possibilities of the cycle-mounted
soldier ultimately supplanting cavalry were common. Indeed, these
curious hallucinations and misconceptions as to cycular possi-
bilities affected even the military mind, for at Aldershot we can
recall a series of absurd trials, during which men were asked to ride
machines down precipices, across rough common land, at huge
balks of timber, and even to drag them through the canal by the
aid of a length of clothesline."

While the most sanguine and practical advocates of the use of
the cycle for scouting purposes of course saw the fallacy of encour-

aging these extreme expectations, they still persisted in adhering

to the claim that these cyclers as mounted infantry would prove to

be a most valuable adjunct to the volunteer and regular forces, to

act as scouts and rapidly moving skirmishers.

For work that requires swiftness and stealth, and where the

roads and highways can be used, they far excel the cavalry. It was
absurd to suppose that cycles could be used in charging, to take the

place of cavalry or in cross country riding, but in making rapid

and silent movements with small bodies of men the evolutions of

1888, '89 and '90 have proven "that a cycle corps of the British

volunteer force will hereafter be a permanent and most valuable

arm of the British home forces.

The single safety is of course almost invariably used, though a

few of the men rode tandems. The tandem is not so good, as in

case of a catastrophe to one of the riders the survivor would have a

heavy, cumbersome machine to. handle.

The men of these cycle corps are lightly clad, the accoutrements,

arms and ammunition are carried on the wheels, and can be in-

stantly detached for use. On the wheels also, are carried the usual

camp kits. Thus lightly clad, lightly armed and well mounted,

these cyclers are able to move from one spot to another quickly and

silently, and when dismounted for scouting or fighting they are

enabled to move over the broken ground with a rapidity and free-

dom that the heavily armed and accoutred infantry man could not

hope to equal.

At the present day we in America cannot expect to see the "cy-

cle in war" utilized here as it can be in Great Britain, but in the

"Tight Little Isle" it will become one of the most important branches

in the volunteer home defence, and the "utility [of the cycle" is

still further proven.

NIAGARA FALLS AND LEAGUE MEET NEWS.

In my letter of a few weeks ago, in which I attempted to describs
something of the beauty and grandeur of Niagara and assured all

wheeelmen who would be so fortunate to attend the League meet
at that place in August, that it would be an occasion they would
never forget, I find that through an oversight I entirely omitted
saying anything about our dear beloved lady riders- Since the
aforesaid letter was written we have received many letters from
ladies all over the country, asking if their presence would be accept-
able, and what provision had been made for them. As yet nothing
definite has been said or done, but I can assure them all that we
will take great pleasure in placing them in thfe front ranks of the
parade, and every attention will be paid them while here. I will
say. "come all ye ladies and bring another one with you."

Shortly after the L. A. W. decided to hold the '90 meet at Niagara
an article appeared in the World written by the Secretary of the
Ottawa Wheelmen, stating that inasmuch as Niagara had been the
place selected, and owing to its close proximity to Canada, he
suggested that the C. W. A. unite with the L. A. W. and hold its

meet and races together, thus making the largest gathering ot
wheelmen ever known. Accordingly the Secretary of the Niagara
Falls Bicycle Club was instructed to extend an invitation to them.
At the meeting of the Executive Board held at Toronto on April 7th,
the applications of the several clubs were read, and Niagara Falls
was not considered ; the meet will be held at Ottawa on June 30th
to July 2d. We wish them all manner of success, and hope to see a
large representation at our meet in August.
Almost every week we notice in the different cycling papers, that

some club or another intend touring to Niagara Falls at the time of
the meet, and ask for information regarding roads, etc. We are
desirous of communicating with any such clubs, and will be glad to
give them any information thay may wish, by addressing A. W.
McBean, Secretary.

Circulars have been sent to the various clubs of Western New
York and Canada, urging the formation of a road racing team in
all of the clubs to compete for an International prize sometime
during July. It is the intention of the promoters to make it an an-
nual event, committees from the different clubs will meet to decide
the number of men, distance, prizes, etc. We hope the scheme wtl
materialize.

A special meeting of the club will be held on Monday evening,
when all of the different committees for the League meet will be
announced. ''Kismet."
Niagara Falls, N. V.
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NEW YORK.

"HA WKSHA W:

The Elizabeth Wheelmen are not the
energetic club that I have always heard
them credited with being, if they do not
cam' their war against the Glaser thugs
to the bitter end. It is high time that
such individuals as the Glasers are taught

a lesson in the only way that 6uch individuals can be taught any-
thing, i. e., by mulcting them a good round sum for damages, and,
if possible, adding thereto about thirty days' residence in jail, to
enable them to get it through their block heads that they do not
own the entire world and New Jersey besides. The average every-
day, two-for-a-quarter road hog is bad enough, heaven knows, but
when they go further and assault wheelmen, as the Glasers did,

then they should be brought to task. I sincerely trust that this

affair will not be allowed to go unpunished, and think that in their

fight the Elizabeth Wheelmen should receive the encouragement
and aid of the New Jersey State Division, L. A. W-> in every way
that it is possible for that body to help them. Remember, Eliza-
beths, the eyes of the cycling world are upon you, and we expect
to see you show that their really is such a thing as "Jersey justice."

" When the devil was sick, the devil a monk would be, but when
the devil was well, devil a monk was he," is an old, trite and true
saw, and I have used it before in this column and to illustrate

very nearly the same phase of affairs that I am going to use it for

now. How often is the question asked by non-League members,
"of what good is the L. A. W. , anyway?" and yet how often do
these same gentlemen get into some difficulty with individuals,
corporations or officials, and at once will answer their own query by
running to the L. A. W. for succor or advice ! Then they at once
wish they were members, and sometimes actually join, expecting
that the League will at once take up their cause for them, even
though their injury happened them when they were not members
of the organization. I don't like to get off that old cry of "I told

you so," but really I can hardly refrain from doing so, when such
a state of things comes around. Recently a New Jersey town passed
some sort of an ordinance forbidding wheelmen to ride upon the

sidewalks, and proceeded to enforce the same. As the roads in this

village are but wagon trails through the sand, this ordinance meant
the total extinction of wheelmen within the town's limits; forthwith
great was the howl that ascended from those who owned or rode
cycles, and they came together to consider what had best be done in

the matter. Well, they protested, and they protested fervently and
hard against the ordinance, and that's about all they did or could
do. In that meeting of wheelmen perhaps there was not one who
was an L. A. W. member, or who had not in some time gone by de-
clined to join it, because he couldn't just see what good it did him
personally, but do you think any of these gentlemen are asking
now, "What good is the L. A. W?" Oh, no, they know exactly
the benefits that unity, discipline, and organization give to any
body of men, and they see now that in their hour of prosperity that

they failed to prepare for the one of adversity that came, and they
know not what to do or whom to appeal to. I do not say that had
they been members of the L. A. W. that it would have taken up
their fight for sidewalk privileges, because I do not know that it

would, but I do say that if they have or had any rights thereto, that

it certainly would have seen that they were not defrauded of them,
and they would have had competent authority to consult and advi-e
with, that would be worth many times the $i per year they paid.

To return to the,, adage at the beginning of this item though, I

guess the devil is pretty sick down there in that New Jersey village,

and wants to become a monk very bad just about now, because I

see that some fifteen wheelmen from there have suddenly discovered
that the L. A. W. is a pretty good sort of a thing, and have sent in

their application for membership to it. Next!

How many of us who have reached the stage of our lives where
the hair on the top of their heads has become a thing of the past,

can look back to our younger days when our beloved mothers or
our detested family practitioner prescribed for our juvenile ailments
some of his noxious drugs in the shape of pills of one sort or

another, and how the taking of them was usually preceded by a
flogging because our junevile stomachs and throats rebelled against
the distasteful and bitter pellet! Finally, however, a smart man
thought it would be a good scheme, and please all hands, if the
pills should be made pleasant to take, and he forthwith sugar-coated
them, and to the younger generation his name should be blessed.

In the same way the inventors of to-day seem to be aiming at dis-

guising labor as play, and in many cases are indeed successful.

The latest instance of this kind emanates from Chicago. Perhaps
there is nothing so unlike play as carpet sewing, in fact carpet sew-
ing and playing are as far removed from each other as the two
poles, and the man or woman who has done a day's work and
sewed eight yards ofcarpet don't feel as though they ever would want
to play again. The inventor knew all of this, and what has he done
but proceeded to use the greatest of human energies, that of a small
boy and a bicycle, to do this sewing. A juvenile rider is mounted
upon a kind of quadricycle and propels it along the carpet to be
sewed, while an electrical attachment to the vehicle rapidly sews
the material together. The inventor claims that with six boys and
two of his machines he can accomplish an amount of work equal
to that now done by three hundred girls, and have it of a superior
finish to that done by hand. This is indeed carrying the sugar-
coating principle to an extreme, and will be the means »f making
many juvenile riders, since mothers who have heretofore seen
nothing but expense to be derived from the cycling tendencies of
their boys will now encourage them to become riders, with a view
of taking out the payment of their investment later on, when they
mount them upon one of these new fangled machines and make
them sew the family carpets. If any boy wants to get a bicycle now
is his chance. Justlet him cut this item out and paste it in the top
of his mother's bonnet, and when she thoroughly understands it

—

if she ever does—she will at once get him a bicycle—perhaps.

Richard T. Ely, in the April

D/no^/^D/n/ re XT/Trot- Century, throws a calcium lightPORKOPOLIS NOTES. Qn the^rowing evil of Sun|ay
" 'sTA ff " labor. Twenty-five or thirty years

ago few Cincinnatians except
policemen, firemen and bus drivers

were on duty on Sunday. Now, however, the number of those who
labor seven days a week is not only astonishingly large, but is

rapidly increasing. Frequently, in recommending to a pale,

anaemic and debilitated individual the use of a bicycle, and depict-

ing to him the many delights of a Sunday ride into the country,

where he could breathe an abundance of fresh air and allow his

weary eyes to drink in the beauties of the scenery, I have been met
with the reply: "Yes, I would no doubt enjoy it and be benefitted

as you say, but then I am a barber, or a grocer, or a tailor, or a

dentist, or a photographer, or a confectioner, etc., and am obliged

to remain at my place of business until twe or three or four o'clock

every Sunday afternoon, for if I do not my patrons will soon go to

my neighbor." If something is not done to check and remedy this

evil we will soon get to that point where we will be compelled to

toil without intermission for three hundred and sixty-five days in

each year, and will then be worse than slaves. Mr. Ely tells how
the barbers of Baltimore combined and secured the passage of an
ordinance closing barber shops on Sunday. This might also be

done elsewhere if those concerned could be prevailed on to wipe
their glasses so that they might clearly discern what was to their

own interest.

In a recent discussion with a Methodist minister, on the subject

of Sunday riding he said : "If you would only go to church in the

morning and do your riding in the afternoon it would be all right,

but this thing of devoting the whole day to the sport is all wrong!"
I endeavored to show him that it was not so much the exercise as

it was the recreation that we were alter, and that afternoon rides

soon degenerated into scorches which wearied without refreshing

the rider, whilst by starting out in the morning and reaching our

destination before the heat of the day, and not starting on our re-

turn till after several hours' rest we derived the full benefit of the

ride. He took the ground that a man's spiritual welfare was para-

mount to his physieal condition, and perhaps therefore my argu-

ments did not carry conviction.

A physician said to me not very long ago that he was opposed

to cycling because it was so often overdone. Well, said I, I suppose

you have ceased prescribing antipyrine for the same reason ? Oh

!

said he, that's different. •

The water famine has been attributed to the organization of the

"Porkopolis" Wheelmen.
Chas. Hanauer has offered a gold medal for the wheelman ot

the Three Cities who makes the largest mileage between May i and

November i. It may fall to one of the Crescents provided Chiet

Consul High does npt compete.
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The combined run continues to be discussed Captain Andrew
Hanauer, its projector, is very sanguine of its being a decided suc-

cess. He argues that as we now have eleven clubs there should be
no difficulty in getting an attendance of at least 200. Several clubs

have already expressed their intention of participating.

Another new club was organized last week. It is called the

Ramblers, and Dan McCarthy is its President. They have adopted
a black uniform including a black silk shirt, and of course will ride

enamelled wheels. As every new club in this vicinity is immedi-
ately nicknamed they will probably be called the Ravens. They
have limited their membership to fifteen. They do no not believe
in scorching, and are a set of good fellows who propose to enjoy
themselves. They will be a League club with all that that implies.

"What's the matter with the Ramblers?"

Mr. Poorman's riding school for ladies continues to be well

attended. Quite a number of ladies have learned to ride, and a

ladies' club in the near future is not at all improbable.

CHICAGO.

Some of the wheelmen who attended
the Oak Park Club's dramatic entertain-

ment from this burg came back with a

THE ^TROT IFR'" g"evance >
and aired the same in the

columns of our local cycling papers, in

a very enterprising and manly way.
The parties referred to were aggrieved, doubtless, because no dele-

gation of leading citizens met them at the depot with a coach and
four to escort them to the hall, or perhaps because they were not
given the freedom of the town, and by reason of this neglect on the
part of the Oak Parkites they accused them of being uncivil in their

treatment, chilly in hospitality, etc., etc., when there was no occa-
sion for it at all, as the Oak Park Club sent invitations to all the
clubs to be present at this entertainment, stating the price of ad-
mission, and that the fund so obtained was to be used toward build-

ing a club house. Those who went seem to be veiy well satisfied

with everything, except the half dozen, who, one would think, ex-

pected a free pass into the entertainment, and disappointed in this

came back and kicked; not for any particular reason, but just
simply because they like to kick on general principles at every-
thing.

Any wheelman, or body of wheelmen, when in Oak Park, may
be sure of courteous treatment by the wheelmen thereof, and the
latch string is always out at their club house, in spite of all roasts
to the contrary.

I notice in your column of fixtures that July 4th the Chicago
Cycling Club race meet is to be held. I think this is a mistake, as
I have heard nothing of it. The Chic3gos wanted the State Di-
vision meet held here at that time, but failed to get it, and failing
in this will hardly have a meet here on that day, much as they
might like to.

The second annual Cycle Tournament and Exhibition is an-
nounced to take place in the Exposition Building here, under the
management of the Referee and Bearings. June 2d to 7th, and will
be for amateurs only this year. With the success of last year's
tournament this one ought to be far more so. I understand that all

the cycling clubs will assist the promoters in their enterprise, and
that the prizes this year will be of the finest.

Our Pullman road race this year bids fair to eclipse them all, in
prizes, entries and interest taken in the same by the public at large.

Bets are being offered here that Van Wagoner will not be able to
reach here in ten or even twelve days by wheel. I think when he
strikes into Indiana that he will find the walking pretty fair. I have
been there. Never mind, Van, you will have plenty of pacemakers
into Chicago, and I hope you will succeed in your undertaking,
but I doubt it.

Club runs were numerous here Sunday, the fine weather of the
week past putting all roads in a fairly good condition, Pullman,
Oak Park and Blue Island being some of the objective points.

Editor Barrett, or "Gentleman George," is engaged on a
literary work bearing the suggestive title of "What I 'Knode' About
Wrestling; or Lost, a Handsome Gold Medal," so his colleague,
Root, says.

NEW JERSEY NOTES.

"NITRAM."

New Jersey is in Racing I) s-

trict No. 2, with New York, and
soon the arrangements for the
preliminary meets will be made.
In this connection I want to say
that I do think it would not be

just to the flyers to hold the races on a dirt track like the one at
Plainfield, as it would in all probability result in the defeat of the
fast men and the victory of the strong men, thereby debarring the

fast men from the National Champiomhips. The committee in

charge of the racing at the meet decided after giving the matter due
consideration, to have the races run on the track of the New Jersey
Athletic Club at Bergen Point. The races will be the wind-up of
the Division Meet, and will be run on the afternoon of Saturday,
May 31st. A special train will be chartered to run from Plainfield.

The loss of time will be very slight, as it is- only about half an
hour's ride. I am informed (and correctly too) that a grand treat

is in store for those who attend the theat-e party to be held in con-
nection with the meet, as it will be a h.sl-c'.ass affair, and will be
purely amateur. It will be under the management of Mr. Elliott

W. Johnson, and is styled "The* Hudson County Wheelmen's
Amateur Minstrel and Vaudeville Combination." During the win-
ter this "Company" has played to crowded houses in Jersey City.

The pi ice of tickets for the theatre party will be $1, 75 cents and
50 cents ; the price of tickets for the banquet has not yet been
settled. Each club will be asked to notify the Committee in charge
how many tickets they will require, as it is very important that the
tickets should be disposed of early to avoid the rush and complica-
tions liable to arise if the sale ol tickets is left to the last minute.
Everything in connection with the meet is moving along nicely.

About the 15th of May a handsome souvenir programme will be
sent to each member and when it is received let me suggest that its

contents be carefully read before attending the meet.

In my notes last week I omitted to state that Mr. A. F. Calkins
of the Elizabeth Wheelmen was one of the wheelmen concerned in

the fracas with the Messrs. Glaser. He stocd by his friends through
the whole of the assault and did all he could to assist them.

An adjourned meeting of the Board of Officers of this Division
was held on Tuesday evening, April 15, at the club house of the
Elizabeth Wheelmen. At this meeting considerable important
business was transacted relative to the Division Meet to be held in

Plainfield on May 30 and 31st. Dr. Benedict, Chairman of the

Road Book Committee, stated that the new book will surely be
ready for distribution by May 1st. The following resolution was
passed by the Board: Resolved, "That it is the opinion of the
Board of Officers of the New Jersey Division, that as road racing is

illegal and detrimental to the cause of wheeling, that wheelmen are

requested to refrain from holding such races in New Jersey."

The West Jersey Cyclers of Camden at a recent meeting decided
to adopt the L. A. W. uniform for their Club. I understand a
large percentage of the wheelmen from lower Jersey are already
making plans to attend the meet at Plainfield.

Mr. A. A. Zimmerman of the Freehold Cyclers and New Jersey
Athletic Club, won second place in the Eastern Championships at

Boston, on April 12th, in the standing broad jump and second in

the standing three jumps. In the latter he came only 1 1-4 inches
from the world's record.

NEWS
Trainer Corcoran is now at Yale

College, and is hard at work on material
to compose a college team. He speaks

AND COMMENT, well of the personnel of » he racing men,
and is sanguine that they will be heard
from in many of the coming race meets.

He also reports that the New Haven Club men are working like

beavers to make their big tournament on June 9th a great success,
with everything in their favor.

The New Haven (Ct.) Bicycle Club have offered a very hand-
some silver shield, as a prize to be contested for bj' Harvard and
Yale in a team bicycle race, at their meeting on June 9th. The
matter is under the consideration of the athletic associations of both
colleges at present. Harvard has 6ent a challenge to Columbia for

a bicycle race similar to that recently refused by Yale.

The Pine Tree Wheelmen, of Portland, Me., had a trial road race
last week, to determine on the material to make up a challenging
team. The distance is given as five and one half miles, and re-

sulted as follows: H. M. Breen, 28m. 12s.; E. B. Davis, 29m. 50s.
;

W. E. Tobie, 30m. 26s.; E. G. Scully, 32m. 30s. ; W. Merrill,

33™- 15s.

A slight change has been made regarding the dates of the
Gassler-Brinker races. The first, the quarter-mile, will be run on
June nth, at Niagara Falls; the second, the one-mile, at Buffalo;
and the third, half-mile, if necessary, jround to be selected by
winner of the second. Gassier is in training on the Berkeley Oval
at New York, under the care of Levi Troy.

Tom Eck has on hand a scheme to establish a large athletic

garden in Minneapolis, Minn. The Times of Minneapolis thus
describes the plans : "In the garden will be a one-third mile cinder
bicycle track, and a similar sized dirt track for horse racing. This
will allow for the racing of horses and bicyclists togther. as is often
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done. The dirt track will also be used for a training track for
ladies who desire to become proficient horseback riders. On the
interior of the track circle will be a 125-yard sprinting path. A
grand stand will be built within the grounds, and the club house
will be fitted up a6 training quarters, etc. Once a year a bicycle
'Derby' will be held, either amateur or professional, which will be
conducted the same as the running 'Derby' in England. Every-
thing is tree except grand stand privileges. This bicycle 'Derby'
will be open to every bicyclist in the country, and will undoubtedly
bring a great many strangers here, as liberal purses and prizes will
be hung up. The park will be a stock concern, and a certain num-
ber of shares sold at $25 each."

The Rockland, N. Y., County Wheelmen will hold a race meet
at Spring Valley, N. Y., on Saturday, May 17th. There will be
seven races on the programme. Handsome medals will be awarded
to the winner of each event.

The following appears in the court news of the Boston Journal:
"Thomas G. Fowler vs. City of Boston. Action of tort to recover
damages for personal injuries received by plaintiff, who was thrown
from his bicycle on South street, West Roxbury, in consequence of
the alleged defective condition of the street. The defence is a
general denial. Verdict for defendant. H. Dunham for plaintiff;

T. M. Babson for defendant."

Next Monday, the 28th, the brothers, Messrs. Dexter H. and S.
Walter Rogers, start from Milbury, Mass., on their tour across the
continent. They are members of the Wanderers' Club of Milbury,
and are also League members.

On North Main street, Providence, one evening last week, a
horse, driven by John Irish and Joseph Goldsmith, ran down a
small boy seated upon a bicycle. Both boy and machine were
found under the wagon. The little fellow was badly frightened but
not hurt. The bicycle was completely demolished. The boy was
propelling the machine close to the curbing, and was entirely
blameless for the accident. As if the two men had not already
done enough to imperil the boy's life and limb, to spoil his wheel
and evening ride, Goldsmith turned round to him after the catas-
trophe, and is reported by witnesses of the collision to have said :

" d—n you; you ought to be killed, if you will ride such a
thing as that in the street." The boy was too young and too badly
frightened to make reply, or assertion of his rights. A sympa-
thetic shopman, however, consoled the boy by informing him that
he had just as much right on the street as Irish and Goldsmith.

TheI Peaquag Cycle Club is the outgrowth of the Wethersfield
(Ct.) Wheel Club. It is organized under very strict rules. No
games of chance allowed, no intoxicating liquors, no smoking at

club meetings, and the club rooms will not be open on Sundays.
The paper from which we take the above points then naively re-

marks as to the strictness with which these rules will be enforced :

"Anyone having any doubt as to the enforcement of the rules will,

on application to the President, be given a key to the rooms, where
they can see for themselves how matters are conducted."

A telegram received as we are going to press informs us that
a large consignment of Psychos on steamer City of Berlin have
been seized by the Government in New York.

Mrs. Thomas Windle, the mother of Will W. Windle, rides a

safety.

The Toronto, Canada, road scorchers want to try conclusions
with_a team_composed of riders from the United States.

The Bloomington, 111., Bicycle Club and other wheelmen of that

city, are actively at work on a scheme to get the Illinois Division
of the League of American Wheelmen to hold its annual meeting
at Bloomington on July 4th next.

The following remarkable production was sent to a gentleman
in Scotland who advertised his wheel in the Scottish Cyclist, and
that paper prints the document verbatim et literatim :

March tho.

"Sir I write a few lines to you that if you would sale your Bycile

to me because I am after getting and I would pay her as soon as I

got her you could set her and if you couldin set her you could set

her with the train and i get her at the brigodin station and i would
pay the Carriage of her and if your fear come out we her set the

price of her money Before hand or money after oney you like write

a letter and let me now about her i could do without it for a month
yet let no write."

As a kind of sequel we may add that after the owner of the ma-
chine had "set her," it was found that the writer of the above would
"have to do without her" for a little more than a month, as he was
blessed with more humor than cash, and the "bycile" is still in

the market.

We learn that Mi. Ewalb Schmidt, who is put down in the L.

A. W. road book as official cycle repairer for Danville, Ohio, is

lately deceased. He died. March 11 of Bright's disease.

The Newport (Ky.) Bicycle Club entertained a large delegation
of friends one evening last week with a sumptuous banquet at their
club rooms on Fourth Street. The rooms were handsomely adorned
with tropical plants and flowers while the walls were profusely dec-
orated with bright banners and bunting. The menu presented was
prepared by a leading chef of one of the principal hotels of Cin-
cinnatti. The toasts of the evening were drank in Mumm's Extra
Dry. Vocal music and recitations were next in order and the talent
displayed on this occasiou was brilliant and received the worthy
recognition it deserved.
Consul, not Counsel, as we often hear League members pro-

nounce C-o n-s-u-1. We have often wondered how apparently well-
informed cyclers could make such a blunder in pronunciation, but
when a "Public Educator" like the Journal of Kingston, N. Y.,
prints the word Counsel four times when it should have been
printed Consul, then we think it time to call attention to the fast
growing idiosyncrasy, if we may call it so.

A correspondent from Minneapolis, Minn., sends the follow-
ing interesting item: "lam pleased to say that the bicycle thief
who has stolen so many machines in the last two years is at last

behind the bars and quite a number of the machines recovered,
some of them having been taken over a year ago."

Last Tuesday the St. Louis Cycling Club held a very enjoyable
sociable at its club house, 2712 Pine St., St. Louis.

The members of the Cincinnati Ladies' Bicycle Club "will
wear a riding dress almost the counterpart of the Mabel Jenness
"horseflesh" riders' habit. Divided skirt, tight-fitting waist, a
"dandy" little cap, perfectly fitting high boots. And this last is an
all-important item, for the foot is very conspicuous on the rider of
the metalsome metal horse." So "Katinka" tells us.

The Canadian Wheelmen's Association met at the club house of
the Toronto Bicycle Club, Toronto, last week, and decided that the
annual meet this year should be held at Ottawa, the dates being
June 30 and July 1. The racing rules were revised, the special
committee deciding to abandon the tricycly championship races and
divide the Dominion championships into ordinaries and safeties.

In the former class the events will be one and five miles, and in the
latter the championship race will be one mile. Safeties are pro-
hibited from competing in races with ordinary machines.
The Providence Journal prints a large map of Rhode Island

showing suggestions of locations for the proposed system of Im-
proved State Highways. That paper in alluding to the map says :

State Roads Improvement is not a scheme for the pleasure of the
rich but for the benefit of the whole community, and more partic-

ularly for the farmers and all who use the roads in their daily

work."

Mr. C. H. Plumb of Washington, D. C, sends us the following
incident illustrating the innate courtesy of the southern gentlemen
towards the fair sex: " On one of the many pleasant cycle trips

enjoyed by my wife and myself during the past winter, we had a
little experience which impressed me with certain traits of gallantry
so invariable in southern men. My wife and I were standing in

front of a hotel waiting for our wheel when we were joined by a
young gentleman who had noticed the L. A. W. badge worn by my
wife. He introduced himself as the local Consul of a certain city

and as he was riding we invited him to join us. Our friend proved
an excellent and most charming guide and he made the ride very
interesting. On the top of one long hill I remarked that he had
better take the coast and we would follow. He looked up in sur-

prise and taking off his cap politely said :
" I could not be so un-

gallant as to coast ahead of a lady." True enough, he could not be
prevailed on to take any of the splendid coast ahead of us and thus
actually spoiled his own sport. This courteous action was strangely
refreshing for how many men are there in other sections whose
chivalry would have prevented them from taking a coast even if

they ran ahead of a dozen ladies?

A correspondent from Sheffield, Ala., writes us : "The Shef-

field (Ala.) Bicycle Club was organized on the iothof this month.
The club starts out under very favorable circumstances, having fif-

teen members on the roll, all of whom own and ride bicycles. Our
favorite run is to Florence, Ala., about four miles from here on the

opposite side of the Tennessee River. We enjoyed a pleasant

run over there last Sunday. Several of the Florence wheel-

men met us and escorted us over the city. As yet Florence
has no club, but our frequent visits there is creating considerable

enthusiasm, and I have no doubt one will be organized very shortly.

All the members of the Sheffield Club intend joining the L. A. W.
" I find an excellent suggestion in some arguments of a deputa-

tion of Troy laundry girls who appeared before a legislative com-
mittee to protest against convicts doing laundry work at prices
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WHY IS IT?

THE question has been often asked during the past winter, Why is it that the riders who
own Eagle Machines ride them regardless of the condition of the roads, and ap-

parently ride with ease in the streets when the mud is several inches deep? Also, why
is it that the riders of the "Ordinaries" and "Safeties" are so little seen at such times?

The answer is very simple. The Eagle is the Ollly bicycle in the world on which
the weight of the rider is entirely carried upon one large wheel. The "Ordinary" drags a

small wheel which carries at least one third of the rider's weight, and could not be expected to

run very freely in either mud or sand. The " Safety," with its two thirty-inch wheels, is still worse

off when it comes to soft roads, and is sure to flounder when it strikes sand.

We do not wish to infer that the " Eagle " rides in mud and sand with such ease as to

make snch roads preterable to asphalt and macadam, but it is certainly an undeniable fact that

it runs easier under such circumstances than any other cycle that has yet been put upon the market.

Any kind of a cycle with ball bearings will run easy on asphalt pavement, and if you

always intend riding upon such pavement it does not matter much what style of a wheel you
ride, but if you wish to ride on the roads it is best to buy the wheel that will make road

riding the easiest, and that wheel is undeniably the Eagle.

SEND FOR THE "EAGLE" MILEAGE BOOK.

We think it is just what you want.. It is arranged to keep account of the distance

ridden each day in the year; it will go in your vest pocket and, best of all, it will not cost

you anything.

C-A-TJLIjOQ-TTZE fbeb.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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Speaking of Spring Frames.

How much cord wood could a man saw with a Spring

Frame Buck Saw, as compared with the man who uses

the Saw with a proper frame?

ROVERS are built with proper frames.

We handle five styles, ranging in weight from 38 to

48 pounds. They all start from the word go, and get

there.

See OtAr* Catalogue before jrou tytx^r sl Biejrele.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO., Sole Importers,

55 STATE-ST., - - CIKICLAJ3-0, ILL.

Wfiat Is fin No means

TUB Least of tfielGoofl Points contained in tBe HIIIERIGHN RHIIIBLERS
IS THG

RKMBLER SHDDLE
with which they are fitted, and which we believe to be HX3 P UZV.

THE MOST COMFORTABLE EVER PLACED ON A SAFETY.
To produce it, we tested and discarded every saddle known to the market, and a number which had

never been shown for sale. It has two elastic springs, the forward one being lighter than the rear one; both are capable

of independent downward movement, but the- forward one is prevented from any upward and backward movement that the straining

of the leather might cause. The rear one is arranged in a manner admitting of its adjustment to change the leather's

tension. The saddle has a black seat portion of leather specially curried for this use, and containing exa&Iy enough material

to insure its softness and durability, -with no excess of lubricant. The best portion of the hides only is used in the saddle, and

this is thoroughly stretched and strained to prevent alteration in later use. The shape is one adopted after exhaustive experiment.

The seat portion is made 13, 11, and 8 inches in length; the former is much used for hill climbing, as it enables the rider

to take a position forward or rear, as desired, the medium size, however, is always furnished unless otherwise indicated. The
shorter one is fitted with a lighter spring, and used on ladies' bicycles, and for such is positively without an equal.

New England Branch House: Factory and Principal Office:

178 COLUMBUS AVENUE, 222-228 N. FRANKLIN STREET,
BOSTON, MASS. CHICAGO, ILL.
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ruinous to honest labor. A similar grievance has been presented

by many different trades, but this deputation advised a good substi-

tute and remedy; namely, that convicts should be set at work re-

pairing the public roads. I doubt if any better thing could be sug-

gested on this subject. The reads need improving, need it griev-

ously, and there is unlimited work of that sort to be done. There

is in this no competition with any trade. Moreover, good public

roads are a great public benefit. They bring people so mucn nearer

to market, to church, to school, to rairoad, to library. They
cheapen the cost of production and marketing, enhance the value

of property, popularize summer resorts with city visitors. Every

one knows that a bad road of a mile is practically as long as a good
road of five miles, and much less inviting. Let the convicts make
good, stone-filled roads on the main lines of travel, and, while it

will add to general prosperity, comfort, and intelligence, it will give

the convicts healthy outdoor work and a chance to profit by Nature's

silent preaching."

—

Christian Union.

Our readers will do well to arrange their vacations so that they

can attend the annual League meet at Niagara Falls on August 25,

26 and 27,

The Harvard University Cycling Association hopes yet to receive

an acceptance from Yale for a team race. The Association has

challenged Columbia, and possibly they may challenge the Boston
Athletic team.
W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N. ; J. H. Draper, Pennsylvania Bicycle

Club; D R. Perkenpure, Oxford Wheelmen; J. K. Osborne, Mt.

Vernon Wheelmen, and J. H. Hazleton, Columbia Cyclers, are the

entries so far for the Philadelphia Item five mile championship
road race, on May tenth.

Paterson, N. J., bicyclists have organized as the Paterson Wheel-
men. It was decided to adopt the uniform of the League of Ameri-
can Wheelmen, but the question of a formal alliance with that body
was postponed.
Class of New York is 6aid to be training with W. W. Windle on

the former's private track at Milbury, Mass.

"Teddy" Mayes, the English crack, will race no more. He has
retired and sold out his steed of racing wheels.

"The Maryland Club's (Baltimore) donation party was a glitter-

ing success. There was a big attendance and plenty of music,
plenty of dancing and general good cheer. The donations were
liberal and will be supplemented by the contributions of many pru-
dent ones who delayed sending anything until it could be seen what
the earlier contributors had overlooked. A glance over the things
already sent revealed a dining table, a cricket bat, cups and saucers,

a foot ball, napkins, a cook stove, a bath tub, a boiler, pots and
pans, tableware of all sorts, pictures and lots of other things, among
them a cradle, perhaps intended to give those who will carry the
country club to success proper appliances for bringing up the infant."—Exchange

.

VAN WAGONER'S. RIDE.
Promptly at noon on Sunday last, W. Van Wagoner mounted

his wheel in front of the Tremont House, Boston, and in the
presence of a large number of friends and curious spectators started
on his long trip to Chicago.
Among the wheelmen who started with him on the first sprint

were his clubmates of the Rhode Island Wheelmen, Messrs. Smith,
Hutchins and Rand, and also E. C. Anthony, Taunton's great road
rider, Dave Drummond, of Boston, and the World's representa-
tive. Out over Beacon street the party sped at a hot pace, and
along the route to the Reservoir they were joined by parties from
the Roxbury Club, the Charlestown Rovers and the Somerville
Club. At the Reservoir a large number of cyclers had gathered,
and they gave Van cheers and bugle blasts as he swept along,
convoyed by his plucky companions. At Newton the wheel-
men began to lag behind, and by the time the Falls were reached
only a few of the fast ones "cared" to keep along. At Wellesley
Van was left alone, and his few companions left him with cheer6 of
encouragement and wishes for good luck.

The distance to Chicago is about 1100 miles, and Van Wagoner
intends to try and cover the distance in ten to eleven days, and he
has arranged for checkers to meet him along the route and verify
his claims. The chief places he will pass through are Fitchburg,
Troy, Schenectady, Buffalo, Detroit, etc. At the latter place he ex-
pects escort all the way into Chicago.
We received the following postals, which up to going to press

are the last we hear of him :

Fitchburg, April 20.
Got here 6 P. M. Rode 51 1-16 mile6. Roads good but very

dusty. Start to-morrow for Greenfield for dinner. "Van."
Shelburne Falls, April 21, '90.

Rode 60 miles. Roads very dry, hilly and in general bad. Ma-

chine and I in good shape. Meant to make North Adams to-night,

but no good stopping place between here and there. "Van."

"HICKORY HALL" IS DEDICATED TO THE LADIES.

It was a question in the minds of many whether the unique in-

vitations issued by Sterling Elliott, to attend the dedication of
Hickory Hal' , were bona fide, or "one of the Elliott jokes." Investi-

gation proved them to be bona fide, and so some two hundred or more
ladies and gentlemen well known in the wheel world gathered in

Hickory Hall, on Friday evening, April 18th, to dedicate it to its

intended purposes—a riding hall and instruction room for those
ladies who are in the novitiate of cycling.
The North Shore Tourists were out in full f>rce, and the Middle-

sex Club wa6 well represented. There was a large preponderance
of ladies, for Mr. Elliott is one who believes in doing all he can to

promote riding by the wives and daughters of men.
It was to be expected that the programme would be unlike that

of an ordinary occasion, and this expectation was gratified. At
one time Mr. Elliott remarked : "I don't want you people to think
this affair is intended as an advertisement of my business," when a
shower of hickory nuts rained down upon him from some unknown
source up among the rafters. Mr. Elliott is a firm believer in
hickory, you see, and he was not inclined to use chestnuts to in-

dicate the 6taleness of his remark.
The Ogden Concert Company furnished vocal and instrumental

selections, which included a violin and a cornet solo.

Mrs. Dr. Southwell presented an original sketch, in which a
Japanese maiden told of bicycles in general and the hickory bicycle
in particular, and narrated her experiences as a rider of the same.
Miss Maud Brown, of Chelsea, read "The Modern Lochinvar,"

by Will Carleton.
Mrs. Hopkins introduced Mrs. O'Grady in an original sketch.

Mr. Elliott limited the lady to five minutes, and in order to keep
within the limitation Mrs. Hopkins wore a large clock "warranted
to go five minntes in three quarters of an hour," and by this she
timed herself and got even with the manager.
Mr. Abbot Bassett was down on the programme to sing "White

Wings," but he did not come forward. Several people refused to

attend if this number were carried out, and Mr. Bassett was bought
off. The choir sang, "Let Those Refuse to Sing who Never Knew
the Lord."
Now came an Italian fruit vender, mounted on one of Elliott's

Express Cycles, which was loaded with fruit. The pedler sang a
little song, and sang it so badly that he was put out of the hall,

and the fruit was left behind for the company to enjoy.
Mr. Elliott's "Cycle Tutor" was next introduced. This is a

safety bicycle, with an attachment of arms and wheels, made for
instruction purposes. A lady can get upon this wheel and learn to
balance without fear of a fall.

During the evening Mr. Elliott exhibited a wooden bicycle made
by a boy, out in the backwoods of Missouri. It was hewn out of
fence rails, with no other tools than a very primitive saw, a jack-
knife, a hatchet and an auger bit. Mr. Elliott bought the machine
and the tools from the boy and encouraged him to learn the ma-
chinist's trade, and he is now in a machine shop in the West.

After the formal came the informal. Refreshments were served,
and then an hour was spent in social converse. Several ladies tried

the "Tutor," and were delighted to find that they could ride a bi-

cycle without falling.

And so we dedicated Hickory Hall. It was an evening filled

with innocent fun and unalloyed pleasure. The hostess, Mrs.
Elliott, succeeded charmingly in making her guests feel at ease,
and all went merry as a cycle bell.

Hickory Hall is for the ladies, and is always open to them to

ride, with or wiihout assistance. It is one more agent to multiply
the number of lady riders, and as 6uch we welcome it gladly.

Helen Grey.

WHEELMEN WIN A CASE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Editor Bicycling World: The case of Moore et al. vs. Ward,

which has just been tried here before a jury, has again been decided
in favor of the wheelmen. Ward appealed from the decision of the
Police Court, where he was fined three dollars and costs, amount-
ing to about fifteen dollars. The jury sustained the decision of the
lower court, finding the defendant guilty of malicious and illegal

obstruction of the highway. The case has been postponed several
times, and it was the intention of the County Solicitor to throw it

out. It was his duty to try the case, but he refused, and the boys
employed other counsel. The suit was begun by advice of Chief
Consul Bennett and Geo. A. Perkins, Esq., of the Committee on
Rights and Privileges, and the expense will be borne by the New
Hampshire Division. Wheelmen in this vicinity are beginning to
realize that it is an advantage to belong to an organization which
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will assist them in 6uch cases as this, and they will know at the next
election of county officers for whom not to vote for County
Solicitor. Consul for Exeter.

CHOCOLATIERE OF THE LADIES OF THE PENNSYL-
VANIA BICYCLE CLUB.

The unfortunate male who wandered by chance into the precincts
of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club's house on last Saturday after-

noon, was not long in discovering that he was thoroughly de trop,

for the ladies of the club had swooped down upon the place, and
holding it by the might of possession speedily converted it into a
regular hot bed of pretty feminine gossip. It was one of those
sacred and mysterious affairs, dear to the feminine heart, and
yclept "high teas." Or, I understand it was dignified with the
title of "Chocolatiere"—principally, I suppose, on account of the
absence of chocolate. It is certain the venturesome man who first

braved the enchanted portals came back with an air of trying-to-
find-out-what-it-is; and it is equally certain that it required half a
dozen of the infinitesimal affairs—by courtesy termed cups—to give
one a taste of what they were supposed to contain. Nevertheless
the ladies managed to eke the small proportion of the cups out by a
very large share for chatter, and it is but fair to say they succeeded
most admirably. Truth to tell it was the most entirely, successful
affair of its kind in the annals of Philadelphia Cycling Club his-

tory—unique in both its inception and execution.
It occurred not long since to a number of the fair dames who

honor the organization by their membership, that it would not be a

bad idea to hold a little entertainment at the club house from which
their lords and masters should be entirely excluded, and although
they hoped for some measure of success they did not anticipate the
results obtained. Invitations were sent out to all ladies known to

be interested in cycling in Philadelphia to attend the reception to

be given by the ladies of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, from three
to five, and it is safe to say that upwards of three hundred ladies

were present in response. In the reading room a beautifully decorated
table bore light refreshments, which really tasted as good as they
looked, and although it seemed a pity to spoil the pretty effects, yet
the viands went the way of all things perishable in a marvelously
short time. The centre piece was a magnificent basket of flowers

—

"From the men who were not invited," and it was doubtless in re-

membrance of their little acknowledgement that the two or three
club members who strayed in at the tail end of the affair were
treated with so much kindly hospitality. Among the ladies present
were members of the Philadelphia Bicycle Club and from the newly
organized Fairmount Lady Cyclers, some fifteen or twenty of the

latter riding over on their wheels.
The ladies who received were as follows : Mrs. Nelms, Mrs.

Detwiler, Mrs. Street, Miss Nelms, Mrs. Chambers, Mrs. Baer,
Mrs. Bromell, Miss Goldsborough, Mrs. Levy, Mrs. Riddle, Mrs.
Harvey and Mrs. Crowther. "Ariel "

Philadelphia, April 21, 1890.

DATE AND PARTICULARS OF THE CENTURY RUN,
NEW YORK TO PHILADELPHIA.

A meeting of the Committee in charge of the "Great Century
New York to Philadelphia Run" was held on Monday evening,
April 2 ist at the club house of the Riverside Wheelmen, New York
City. The following members of the committee were present

:

Captain W. E. Fuller, Brooklyn Bicycle Club; Captain
F. M. Cossitt, Riverside Wheelmen ; Captain William F.

Murphy, Kings County Wheelmen ; and Captain Frank L. C.

Martin, Plainfield Bicycle Club. Captain A. T Rummell, Atalanta
Wheelmen, was also present. The resignation of Messrs. Clarke
and Coggeshall from the Committee were accepted and the Com-
mittee was enlarged from seven to ten members. The following
gentlemen being unanimously elected, Captain E. J. Day, Hudson
County Wheelmen; Captain F. C. Gilbert, Elizabeth Wheelmen;
Captain Robert V. Whitehead, Trenton Wheelmen; Captain A.
T. Rummell, Atalanta Wheelmen ; and Captain C. W. Dalsen, Cen-
tury Wheelmen of Philadelphia. The other member of the Com-
mittee is Captain L. H. Wise, Long Island Wheelmen. It was de-

cided to hold the run on Saturday, June 14th. The start will be
made from the Continental Hotel in Newark at four o'clock A. M.
The route will be through Elizabeth, Crawford, Plainfield, New
Market, Bound Brook, Somerville, Belle Mead, Plainville, Blawen-
burg, Hopewell, Pennington to Trenton, where dinner will be had
at the Trenton House, thence through Bristol to Philadelphia,

where supper and lodgings will be had at the Continental Hotel.

I will endeavor to 6ecure an estimate of the cost of this run to those

participating, for publication at an early date. It is the intention

of the Committee to offer a prize to the club carrying the greatest

number of men through the entire 100 miles. "Nitram."

PROPOSED MARYLAND STATE DIVISION MEET.
The Board of Officers of the Maryland Division, League of

American Wheelmen, held a special meeting last week Wednesday
evening and discussed the projeft of a State Meet. The board is
now in direct communication with President Frank Brown, of the
Maryland Agricultural and Mechanical Association, and will shortly
sub -nit to him a written proposition concerning a race meet to be
held at Pimlico, probably some time in June, which will be co inci-
dent with the regular event of the Division, and will take the place
of the regular May meeting which has been talked of. The Chief
Consul, with Mes'srs. James B. Reed and E. F. LeCato, were ap-
pointed a committee to take the matter in charge.

—

Baltimore Herald.

THE MAINE DIVISION MEET.
The Lewiston (Me.) and Auburn (Me.) wheelmen had a lively

and well attended meeting at the Auburn Board of Trade 100ms,
last evening. Various committees on the State Division Meet,
May 30, reported. The local club has another meeting at the same
place next Friday evening. Things are looking well for the State
League meet. The plans indicate a large gathering, and, among
other things, on Tuesday evening a letter was introduced from the
Lake Auburn Hotel people indicating that the hotel could be en-
gaged for the day of the meet. A big dinner will be served there,
and later a collation or banquet at the De Witt in the evening. The
plans at present do not include a ball, for which all the young ladies
will be sorry.

MISSOURI DIVISION MEET.
The following programme has been arranged for the Missouri

Division Meet, July 4 and 5 :

July 4—Reception of guests; 9 A. M. parade through the busi-
ness portion of" the city to university grounds; 10 A. M., photo-
graph at university terrace; 11 A. M.. Division meeting, nomina-
tion of officers for the ensuing year; 12 M. , dinner on university
campus; 2 P. M., races, ten events, for which valuable prizes will
be given

; 3 P. M., banquet at Powers' house.
July 5—8.30 A. Mi, runs over the finest gravel roads in the State

to Rocheport, Ashland and Moore's lake; 12 M., dinner at Colum-
bia; 2 P. M., hill climbing contest on Broadway hill for champion-
ship of Missouri. Participants will be handicapped commensurate
with their speed; 3 30 P. M., runs to Moore's lake and to county-
line on Fulton gravel road ; 8 P. M., smoker.

,

In connection with the League meet a three days' tour will be
arranged to start from Louisiana on or about June 30, arriving at
Columbia in time for the meet. The tour will be in charge of W.
P. Laing of St. Louis, and John Sanson of Kahoka.

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA WHEELMEN'S TOURNA-
MENT.

The second annual meet of the wheelmen of Central Pennsyl-
vania will be held at Sunbury, Pa., on May 30, 1890. Extensive
preparations are being made for the event. A large number of in-
vitations will be issued and a large turnout is anticipated. The
programme will likely consist of a run of five miles over level road
to Selinsgrove at nine o'clock; returning parade at eleven o'clock.
In the afternoon a five-mile road race, a hill climbing contest for
the championship of Central Pennsylvania, will be the attraction.
Any information pertaining thereto will be furnished on receipt of
a stamp by Chas. O. Bigony, president, Sunbury, Pa., or R.J.
Wilson, secretary, Mt. Carmel, Pa.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY CYCLING ASSOCIATION.
The amateur race meet of the Harvard University Cycling Asso-

ciation will be held on Holmes Field, Cambridge, Mass., Saturday,
May 10, 1890, at 2.30 P. M.
We append a programme of the events : One mile ordinary,

scratch, open ; one mile safety, handicap, open ; one mile safety,

scratch, open; half mile ordinary, handicap, open; one mile tan-

dem safety, handicap, open; one mile ordinary, interscholastic

scratch open to all preparatory schools in New England; two mile
ordinary, intercollegiate handicap, open to I. C. A. A. A. A. and
M. I. T. Three very valuable medals (gold, silver and bronze),
struck from special dies owned by the association, will be given in

each event A silver cup will be given to the club scoring the most
points, to be counted as follows : ist place, five; 2d, three; 3d, one.
In the interscholastic race a silver cup will be presented, to be com-
peted for annuallv by the schools, at the H. U. C. A. meet, under
rules similar to those which govern the Mott Haven games. Spe-
cial conditions : L. A. W. rules to govern. The tandem safety
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race is open to Rover type rear driving tandems road wheels only.

Any race in which the number of entries shall warrant it will be
run in heats. Entrance fee, $1.00 for each event; entries close

Saturday, May 3d, at 1 2 P. M. The right to reject any or all entries
is reserved. Fill out the blanks and return with fees to W B.

Greenleaf, 41 Weld Hall, Cambridge, Mass. Entrance fees must
accompany entries. A large and convenient dressing room will be
provided. It has shower baths attached, and opens on a balcony,
overlooking the track, and directly opposite the tape.

RHODE ISLAND IS MO VING.

Some few weeks ago we alluded briefly to several bills which
were to be presented to the Rhode Island Legislature for the provi-
sion of a State Highway Superintendent, State Highway and other
methods of a like nature.
We are pleased to hear that the Rhode Island Legislative High-

way Committee have agreed to report on the proposed measures
favorably. The vote stood six in favor of and two not quite in

favor. The friends of the measure are now very hopeful of suc-
cess.

The more weight you rest on the handle bar the more easy and
graceful will be your mount. Don't be in a hurry to get into the
saddle.

HOW LADIES SHOULD MOUNT A SAFETY BICYCLE.
(.Br STERLING ELLIOTT.}

First, get your safety. If I can be of any assistance to you in

making the selection don't hesitate to let me know. If you are
entirely new at riding and feel that you want the best wheel on
earth, even if you don't know anything about it yourself, you can
make no mistake if you consult the advertising columns of the
World. This, mind you, is in case you really want the best. If

you want an inferior or even a very poor wheel you can't find it,

at least I never 6aw such a thing advertised, and I read most all the
papers, too.

Although this advice as to how to mount a safety is intended
more especially for ladies, I have in the cuts pictured the tobacco
eating animal, as the absence of drapery gives a better idea of what
we are talking about. It is one of the paradoxes of cycling that you
must ride a bicycle before you can mouut it. On the subject of
"How to Learn to Ride", I have something which I want to say
later. At this time I will assume that you already ride and I have
attempted to make clear a style of mounting which js practiced by
many ladies, but is not as generally understood as it should be, for
it is the most graceful method for either sex. Preliminary to this
it is not a bad idea to practice riding with your weight entirely on
the pedals either without a saddle or by having it low. A smooth
surface should be selected. Place the saddle about two inches
lower than for road riding, and as far back as you can have it and
reach the handle bar, which should be set rather high. Stand at
one side of the wheel, (I mention this to forestall the tendency of
beginners to stand on both sides). ' If you are on the left side place
the left pedal anywhere between its highest point and the posi-
tion shown in cuts as you find be6t suited to your height. Seize
the machine firmly by the horns, lean it from you until the pedal
will stand nearly over a line drawn between the two wheels on the
floor.

The most important thing is to place your other foot on its pedal
before the first reaches its lowest point. Lean forward close up to
the handle bar while riding on your pedals. This will allow jour
skirts to fall into proper shape, i. e. if they were made in proper
shape in the first place. As it often happens that the skirts will

not come quite central, it is well to mount from the side opposite the
chain. It is quite enough that a lady should be able to mount well
from one side only, though the more expert will find it pleasant to

be able to mount from either side. Ladies having an escort should
be assisted in mounting a bicycle just as they should in mounting
a horse or entering a carriage. Though the importance of being
competent to " play it alone" when required i6 obvious.

" Dismounting" gracefully from a safety or simply "getting off"

are two distinct things and neither is difficult. The last will always
be first, however, and can best be done this way: If you are to "get
off" on the left side, bring your machine nearly to a standstill with
the right pedal just leaving its highest point. Remove both feet at

once, bring the right through to the left side, allowing machine to
fall to the left. Don't attempt to leave the saddle until both feet

are on the ground. To dismount, slacken speed to a walk. When
left pedal is at its lowest point put your weight entirely on that foot,

and as the pedal begins to rise keep the knee straight. This will

take you off the saddle and at the same time nearly stop machine.
Remove right foot and step through to the ground on left 6ide,

with right foot in front of the left, which should until then, remain
on its pedal. Nearly everybody has advised you what to wear
when riding. Don't order anything in that line until you hear
from me. I know just as little about it as anybody, and will tell it

next week.

Stand well up to pedal. Don't push with the foot that is on the
floor. Your weight on the pedal will give motion enough. Lean
forward and put a part of your weight on the handle bar. Don't
jump or try to make too quick a motion, but step from the floor to
the pedal as you would from one step to another in going up stairs.

DUTY ON CYCLE CHAINS AND GEARISGS.

"The Treasury Department has decided that bicycle gearings or
chains are entitled to entry under the tariff provision for chains of
all kind. This action is taken upon the advice of the Attorney
General, and upon the understanding that these gearings are chains
within the definition of lexicographers and within the commercial
meaning of the term. These articles have heretofore been classfied
as manufactures of metal at a much hightr rate of duty."— Wash-
ington Star.

EXCURSION FROM NEW YORK TO WASHINGTON.
To New York Wheelmen: I beg to call your attention and to ask

your co-operation in a wheelmen's excursion to Washington, D. C.,
which I am now arranging for: Party to leave New York Saturday
May 10th, at 5 P. M. , in special coach via the B. & O. Short Line,
arriving at Washington at 11 P. M. party will go to the Ebbitt
House, the leading hotel at Washington. Sunday and Monday will
be occupied in touring in and about the city and visiting the many
public buildings, the Capitol, Washington's Monument, White
House (reception at 1 P. M. Monday) etc, etc. The entire cost of
the trip, including fare, hotel, and Pullman Palace Sleeper return-
ing will be $t6 50.

The party will be limited to forty people, and I would urge that
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^ ou or your friends desiring to take thi6 trip in, would register at
once.
Will you kindly place this matter before your club, so that others

may avail themselves of this extraordinarily cheap trip if they so
desire, and thereby confer a favor on them and the undersigned.

Register at once, if you contemplate this trip.

Yours very truly,

415 Broadway, New York City. Chas. Newbourn.

EL WELL EUROPEAN BICYCLE TOUR.
A WORD TO ALL WHO ARE INTERESTED.

Our party now numbers twenty. This is a goodly number, and
makes the tour an assured success. There is, however, room for
ten more, and if any of the many with whom I have been corre-
sponding, or others who may have the tour in contemplation, have
been able to decide definitely, I would take it as a great favor if

they would at once inform me how they stand, as I desire to close
up this part of the programme at as early a date as possible.

Yours truly, F. A. Elwell.

ENGLISH RECORDS.

The following claims for record during 18S9 have been accepted
by the Road Records' Association of England : 50 miles, safety bi-

cycle, M. A. Holbein, 2h. 43m. 32s. ; 12 hours', ditto, M. A. Hol-
bein, 175 1-2 miles; 24 hours', ditto, M. A. Holbein, 324 miles; 50
miles, tandem bicycle, Holbein and Blair, 2h. 51m. 51s. ; 100 miles,
ditto, Holbein and Wilson, 7h. 24m. 10s; 12 hours', ditto, Holbein
and Wilson, 163 miles; \2 hours' ordinary bicycle, G. T. Langridge,
154 miles; 50 miles, tricycle, W. Goulding, 2h. 50m. 5s.; ico miles,

ditto, F. T. Bidlake, 6h. 55m. 585.; 12 hours' ditto (dead heat),

Ward and Goulding, 151 miles ; 24 hours', ditto, Goulding, 280 miles.

" WE BELIEVE BOTH OF 'EM."

A writer in the Portland, Me., Globe whose veracity can not be
questioned contributes some startling facts anent cycles and cyclers

,

a couple of specimens of which we print below.
* * * I was in Montreal a short time ago, in company with a

Portland journalist, also a cycler, who from the time we left the

United States firmly declined to talk anything but French. He had
occasion to call up a Frenchman, but couldn't make himself under-

stood The man said afterwards that it struck him at the time that

it was an insane German trying to talk a mixture of Southern plan-

tation dialect, and corrupted Hebrew, using a very marked low
Dutch accent. We went to the central office, and the operator said

the telephone was to blame. That it was an English instrument

made under American patents, and that being in the sulks over the

Irish home rule question, it simply wouldn't talk French.

But if I had time I would like to follow up this line of thought
and tell you a story of a Maine " cycle" that was taken west. The
story was told me at Sioux Falls last fall. The machine was taken

from Moosetookmyguntickitdroopped Lake, where as all of you
know rocks abound, and it was put in use in a section where for one
hundred miles in any given direction there wasn't a rock. Stop,

there was just one rock above ground within that limit as it proved.

The owner of the wheel said that for some time after he got West
his machine went about as though trying to dodge the rocks as it

had been in the habit of doing, and seemed to be a little down
hearted about something, it seemed to him. He said that it was
hunting for something most of the time.

At last he said it settled down to business one day, and with

little effort on his part wandered off into the country. It entered

at last a side road, one would as quick think of using as he would
of visiting the section prayed for by the Augusta deacon when he

said 'And we ask Lord that thou wilt be pleased to bless not only

Augusta, and some other portions of Maine, but also those remote
isles of the sea upon which the foot of man has never trod, nor the

eye of God looked upon.' And in that remote road it stopped, and
landed him on the top of the only rock in all that vast section of

rockless land.

Now comes the oddest part of the matter. The cycler sent that

rock back to Maine to a Justice of the Peace, a man who took out

his own license and didn't leave his member of the legislature to

pay the bill, and he in company with the Methodist minister found

the place on the shore of the lake from which that rock was re-

moved in the 'ice period.' I am told, for I don't remember the 'ice

period' myself, that the flow of ice was from east to the west. It

follows the same general law now but costs more per ton, and

there is no doubt that the intelligent Maine machine found that bit

of Maine rock, homeless, homesick and stranded out there in

Dakatoo."

IMPORTANT TRADE PURCHASE.
Just as we go to press we learn that Col. A. A. Pope has com-

pleted the purchase of the entire stock of the Weed Sewing Com-
pany of Hartford. Up to this time the Colonel has owned one-
fhird of the stock, but now he has purchased the other two-thirds
tor $300,000. The transfer will be made in June and at that time
the money will be paid. Particulars later.

ROUTE FROM ERIE, PA., TO NEW YORK CITY
WANTED.

Which is the best route via bicycle from Erie, Penn., to New
York City? Would it be better to go up to Buffalo, then east to
Albany, and then down the Hudson to New York City, or to cut
straight east from Erie through southern New York or northern
Pennsylvania. I have no idea of the country in last locality, but
thought that it might be mountainous or hilly with rather poor
roads, though shorter than via Buffalo and Albany. Is such the
case? Give me full information in regard to best route and send
me names of Consuls of each city along the Buffalo-Albany line if
you can. Also let me know where I can get a good road book of
New York and Northern Ohio. Please reply by earliest convenient
date and oblige. Yours truly,

Marseilles, 111. George C. Poole, League No. 22315.

ROUTE FROM PHILADELPHIA TO PITTTSBURG
GIVEN.

In reply to your inquiry, page 523, of a late issue, would say, that
from Philadelphia to Chambersburg, via Lancaster, York, Hanover
and Gettysburg is fairly good with some fine stretches of road, but
the balance, 150 miles to Pittsburg, is miserable and a dangerous
road, but with steady walking and riding, from thirty to forty miles
can be made per day, over the mountains and hills between Cham-
bersburg and Pittsburg.
Any further information will be cheerfully given.

Yours truly, Frank G. Lenz,
63 Water street, Pittsburg, Pa.

ROUTE GIVEN FROM LOUISVILLE TO CINCINNATI.
In answer to "Route Wanted" in World of April nth, I reply

by giving route from Louisville to Ghent, Ky., almost or quite
correctly, and from here to Cincinnati I don't think I miss it far.

From Louisville to Lagrange, Ky., there is fine pike; Lagrange
to Campbellsburg, dirt, good; Campbellsburg to Milton via Bed-
ford, fine pike; Milton to Ghent via Carrollton pike and dirt, very
fine in fair weather ; cross Ohio river at Ghent,and have good road,
dirt and pike, through Indiana to Cincinnati. I would like to re-

ceive a note from the boys when they start, and will meet them in
Carrollton.
Houghton House, Carrollton, $2.00 day, to L. A. W. touring

parties, $1.50.
I have just reported this hotel to our Chief Consul A- J. Lamb.
Ghent, Ky. Vernon Driskell, L A". W. 12,375.

TRADE NOTES.

Much interest is felt among wheelmen in Memphis, Tenn., in

the 100-mile road race of the Memphis Wheelmen. Three elegant
solid gold medals, first, second and third prizes, are offered. These
prizes, of different designs, are made of bright gold, ornamented by
heavily carved scrolls and wreaths of Etruscan gold. Figures of bi-

cycles, handle-bars, bands, etc., are raised, modelled and nicely

chased. A fine, modelled eagle surmounts the first prize. The;
are the work ofJohn Harriott, of 3 Winter street, Boston, and cost

$ 1 50 00.

The New York Bicycle Co. , of New York City, (Nos. 4 and 6
East 60th St.) we observe are now making a specialty of the repair

department of their business. We note this fact with much pleas-

ure, as every reliable repair shop started adds still another to the

comparatively few already existing in different portions of the

States. Estimates are cheerfully furnished by the Company, and
out of town customers, as well as those nearby, are assured prompt
attendance, guaranteed satisfaction, and charged moderate prices.

Cycles are delicate pieces of mechanism, and it behooves riders to

see that the most skillful workmen are employed in fixing up their

wheels. That the New York Bicycle Co., employ none but the

most expert we are assured.
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The New Era with all on tips the'scales at 51 1-2 pounds.
Price, $135. Its manufacturers will be pleased to send their

catalogue on application.

THE NEW ERA.

{Ne-w Era Bicycle Co., Chicago.)

We present this week an illustration of the New Era Safety. The
cut was hurriedly gotten out and it is claimed does not do the ma-
chine justice. Still it gives a fair idea as to how the new comer
looks. In material and workmanship it is claimed to be no better

than the other high grade wheels, being an all steel machine, it6

tubing cold drawn and weldless, and its bearings all balls, includ-

ing the head. But it possesses some unique and original features

which seem worthy of notice. The frame is constructed of two
pieces of be6t quality English steel telescope piping, joining at the

head of the steering fork and following the curve of the front

wheel backward and downward to the level of the hubs ; thence
rearward on the same horizontal plane to the axle of the driving

wheel — continuous without joints— connecting and covering these

pipes from near the head downward and backward to near the rear

wheel, then dividing to partially cover to the rear axle is a curved,
arched and moulded bridge of high grade sheet steel, securely

riveted and brazed its entire length to each pipe, thereby forming a
frame so staunch and firm that it is claimed that no strain, twisting

or wrenching short of actually tearing the parts asunder, can pos-

sibly affect the relative position of the bearings.

The advantage of such construction claimed by the manufactur-
ers is that "every bearing and journal at all times runs true, the
lateral strain and friction is prevented and the wear lessened." Its

manufacturers guarantee it to carry three hundred pounds or more
with safety. . _
The bearings are simple and adjustable laterally and it is claimed

are absolutely dust proof. A felt washer is inserted at the intersec-

tion of the outside caps, to exclude dust, mud or even dampness
Should some collision or serious shock crush a ball or shatter a
bearing, it can easily and quickly be replaced, as a shell can be
sent in a letter.

Another special feature of the New Era is the Edwards saddle,

which they claim "not only combines the good points of all the
hammock seats hitherto manufactured, bufcan be adjusted perfectly

lor weights from 25 to 300 pounds. It is also adjustable to the shape."

As an indication of the increased interest being taken by
physicians in wheeling as a hygienic exercise, it is pleasing
to notice that the Pope Mfg. Co. have been requested to
make a show of bicycles and tricycles at the exhibit to be
held next June in connection with the annual meeting of the
Massachusetts Medical Society. This exhibit is to be of sur-
gical apparatus, pharmaceutical preparations and sanitary
appliances. Under this last head the display of wheels will

very appropriately come.

The Coventry Machinists' Co. report business as boom-
ing and they send U6 two specimens of most attractive hang-
ers. They represent a most beautiful young lady, repre-
senting "Fame", who with a golden trumpet, is heralding
the fame of the Coventry Machinists' goods. These hang-
ers will form a very attractive ornament for the Coventry
Machinist's Company's Agents' Stores.

Mr. Murray V. Livingston, lessee of the White Cycle
Co., is preparing to put in immediately two Kendall &

Son's boilers, each 86-horse power. The foundations are also
being laid for a large chimney to be built in the fall. Large daily
shipments of Bronchos are being made this week, and the orders
continue to increase. Mr. White will go abroad again about the
first of June.

Messrs. A. C. Banker and W. S. Campbell have reorganized
their bicycle firm into the Banker & Campbell Company, Limited,
A. B. Rich, who formerly rode under the Staten Island Athletic
Club's colors, being a new partner. These three bicycle riders

have not begun to train as yet, and it is more than probable that
their new business interests will keep them out of races altogether.

We are pleased to hear that the New Mail seems to be everywhere
this season; it is having an enormous demand, and the factory is

strained to its utmost to keep up with orders. Truly a superb wheel.

Mr. D. J. Canary has, during the past tew months, been giving
exhibitions of Polo playing on the Eagle bicycle. This has been a
very attractive feature of his entertainments. He is also practicing
some very neat trick riding on the Eagle.

The Eagle Mileage Book has proved a great hit. It will be sent
free on application.

In the fire at Lititz, Pa., on the morning of April nth, which
destroyed over $30,000 worth of property, the bicycle riding school
of J. G. Zook was consumed, and thirteen tricycles. The loss was
about $1200, and was covered by insurance. The fire originated in

a large four-story cigar factory adjoining, and consumed it and seven
other buildings, five of which were stables. The origin of the fire

is a mystery, and was first seen at about 12 o'clock.

The Fay Manufacturing Co., of Elyria, Ohio, are manufacturers
of the well known Fairy Cycles. This concern makes a specialty

of machines for use by cripples, and they present no less than six

different styles of machines of this character, so that the afflicted

can be fitted to a machine to meet the peculiar exigencies of their

case. They also make a most splendid pattern of invalid chair.

By all means send to the Fay Mfg. Co., Elyria, Ohio, for a cat-

alogue.

Ball Bearings All Around. Perfectly

Interchangeable and Warranted.

Price $100.

Now on the market, and admitedly

a wheel giving full value for price asked.

Our facilities are such as to insure

prompt shipments.

THE HARTFORD CYCLE CO.,

MHNUFHCTURGRS OF

The Hartford
HARTFORD, CONN.
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LEAGUE HEADQUARTERS:
13 Pearl Street, .... Boom 37.

ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary.

OFFICERS FOR 1890—91.

PRESIDENT,

TAMES R. DUNN,
40 Wa I St., Room 69, New Yoik.

FirstVice President.
DR. W. H. EMERY,
109 Warwick street, Roxbury, Mass.

Second Vice President,

GEO- R. BIDWELL,
313 W. sSth street, New York City.

Treasurer,
W. M. BREWSTER.

309 Olive Street, St. Louis. Mo.
Secretary,

ABBOT BASSETT,
12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mas;.

Appointments

.

Membership Committee.

Sanford Lawton Springfield Mass.
George C. Pennell Elizabeth, N. J.

Committee on Improvement of High-ways.

Isaac B. Potter, Esq Potter Bldg., New York
Albert Mott 203 Lenox St., Baltimore, Md.
Maj. Chas.L. Burdett Hartford, Conn.

Committee on Rights and Privileges.

Samuel A. Boyle, Esq Philadelphia, Pa.
Chas. F. Cossum, Esq Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
J.S. Dean, Esq 28 State St., Boston, Mass.

Committee on Rules and Regulations.

W. A. Davis 340 S. Leavitt St., Chicago, 111.

Michael Furst, Esq 16 Court St.,Brooklyn, N. Y.

Transportation Committee.

W. M. Brewster 309 O live St., St. Louis, Mo.
Racing Board.

Chas. S. Davol Warren, R. I.

George Collister 147 Ontario St., Cleveland, Ohio
Robert D. Garden Chicago, 111.

W. H. DeGraaf 47 W. 14th St., New York.
Geo. D. Gideon 17 No . 7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hotel Committee.

George S. Atwater, 1230 Penn. Ave., Washington, D.C
H. H. Hodgson. .13 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La
W.C.Marion 1255 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y

Massachusetts.
Circular No. 22.

The following appointments have been made in this
Division

:

Representatives

.

Charles W. Pierce, Union street, Brighton; Herman
Stursberg, Jr., Germania Mills, Holyoke.

Consuls.

Chelsea, G. Warren Hardy, iSS Chestnut street.

Florence, Wm. Haven, 20 Park street.

Gloucester, Geo. H. Morse, 154 Western avenue.
Hopkinton, A. E. Blanding 9 1-2 G:ove street.

Hotels.

No. Attleboro, Bowens Cafe.
Westfield, Central Hotel.

Fraternally, Wm. H. Emery,
Boston, April 21, 1S90. Chief Consul.

New League Clubs.
The following clubs have qualified as League clubs

and filed the certificate required in the office of the
Secretary

:

25S—Bay State Bicycle Club, Worcester, Mass., B. A.
Lemont, Secretary.
259—Colt Bi. Club, Hartford, Conn., A. L. Ulrich,

Secretary.
260—Bergen County Wheelmen, Ridgefield, N. J.,

William H. Whyard, Secretary.
261—Salt Lake Social Wheel Club, Salt Lake City,

Utah, Harry R. Brown, Secretary.

CBPIEBHS - FOR WHEELMEN,
"YOU PRESS THE BUTTON,

WE DO THE REST."
(OR YOU CAN DO IT YOURSELF.)

SEVEN NEW STYLES and SIZES
ALL LOADED WITH

TRANSPARENT FILM.
&3P*Por sale by all Photo. Stock'Dealers. Sendfor Catalogue.

THE EASTMAN COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y.

Transportation Committee.

Mr. Amzi T. Dodd, No. 70 Park Place, Newark, N.
J., has been appointed a member of the National Trans,
portation Committee. Truly yours,

W. M. Brewster, Chairman.
St. Louis, April 15th, 1890.

Missouri Division.

To Consuls and Dealers :

The Missouri Division recruiting pamphlet will be out
early in Mayjfor distribution; 2CO0 copies will be
printed, and as it is very desirable that a copy of the

work should reach every non-League wheelman in the

State, you are urgently requested to send me the names
of all your non-League wheelmen in your respective

towns, and thereby greatly aid me in increasing the

Division's membership. Fraternally yours,
Robt. Holm, Chief Consul.

Missouri Appointment.

J. E. Marrs is hereby appointed local consul for Webb
City and vicinity. Yours Fraternally,

Robt. Holm, Chief Consul.
St. Louis, April 16, 1890.

400—Missouri Division—400.

To Consuls and Members :

With the applications published in this issue the

membership has reached 382, and but eighteen more
name* are needed to reach the coveted 400. By a

united effort we can easily reach this mark by May 1,

and I will guarantee to obtain the large part of the re-

cruits right in St. Louis. Let us take off our coats and
go to work with a will to again place "Grand Old Mis-
souri" in tenth place where she rightfully belongs.

Fraternally yours, Robt. Holm,
Chief Consul.

Iowa Division.

To Local Consuls and members :

At this time, the opening of the cycling season and
the new League year, we must put forth all our efforts

to push the Iowa Division to the front. If you have
not already renewed do so at once, for an old member is

worth two new ones (to get) . Reports lrom a number
of the towns show that all our old members are staying
with the League.
Last year we fell back seme few in our members;

this year we must double our present membership.
April 1, 1891, Iowa should have 250 League members.
We can more than accompli- h this by each one bring-
ing in a new man.
The League's recruiting circular, together with one

from the Iowa Division, has been sent to each non-
League member whose name we have. Send the Sec-
retary-Treasurer, Walstein Seymour, Des Moines, la.,

the names of all non-League wheelmen residing in

your vicinity.

A new hand book will soon be issued, and will con-
tain much information valuable to the Iowa wheelmen.
The State meet will be held about the second week in

July, just where is not yet decided. Every effort will

be made to have this the most successful one ever held
in Iowa.
The State Agricultural Society will again this fall

have a series of bicycle races, with valuable prizes, for

Iowa amateurs.
And now let me urge every Iowa member to give the

League his personal support. A few words with a
little argument and persuasion with a non-member will

put the Iowa State Division where we belong— to the
front. Don't fail to renew. Fraternally,

Jas. B. Green, Chief Consul.

Kentucky Division.

Louisville, Apiil 21—The following is a statement ot
the receipts and expenditures of Kentucky Division for
the League year ended April 1 :

Receipts.

On Hand, July 1 $S8.os
Dues, Oct. 1 12.00
Dues, Jan. 1 21 .00

Dues, April 1 4-00

$12505
Expenditures.

Stationery, Oct. 16 $ 2.75
Paper and envelopes, Feb. 19 3.50
Postage stamps 7 xaa

$ '3-*S

Balance on hand April 1 $111.So

On July 1, the Division had seventy eight members,
fifty-nine of them renewals. During July there were
four new members added; during August, two; Sep-
tember, two ; October, four ; November, two ; December,
thirteen; January, one; February, one ; and March, two.
During the year the officers of the Division have

written on an average of three personal letters or circu-
lars to every member in the State, and a large number
of letters have been sent to non-members setting forth
the advantages of the organization.

In the past, Kentucky has made but little noise, con-
tent to roll along in the old ruts, only now and then
waking up to "take a header," as it were, soon to

mount again and proceed at the old slow gait. For the
future, it is not good to make loo many or too glowing
promises; but it is safe to say the Division will be
heard from before the League year ends. Every rider
in the State is having enthusiasm hammered into him,
and there will be a revival soon that will bring them all

into the fold. Renewals are coming in rapidly, and if

every member does his duly there will be over a hun-
dred names on the books by July 1.

This promises to be the greatest year in the history
of the bicycling trade in Kentucky ; let us all pull to-

gether and make it the greatest in the historv of the
L. A. W. G. E. Johnson, Sec.-Treas.

District Championship Racing Foard.

District No. 1—1. Chairman, Louis A. Tracy, P. O.
Box 336, Hartford, Conn.; 2. H. L. Perkins, Provi-
dence; 3. W. L. Merrill, Portland; 4. L. A. Miller,
Meriden; 5. A. D. Peck, Jr , Boston.

District No. 2—1. Chairman, Wm. H. DtGraaf, 47
W. 14th St., New York City; 2. A. B. Barkman,
Brooklyn; 3. Henry Gallien, Albany; 4, Frank Eve-
land, Jersey City; 5. A. F. Ballenger, Elizabeth.

District No. 3—1. Chairman, Geo. D. Gideon, 17 No.
7lh St., Philadelphia, Pa.; 2. W. Van Deusen, Phila-
delphia; 3. E.F. LeCato, Baltimore; 4. W.F.Kurtz,
Wilmington.

District No. 4— 1. Chairman, Geo. Collister, 147
Ontario St., Cleveland, O.; 2. R. D. Garden, Chicago;
3. H. G. Rouse, Peoria, 111.; 4. W. M. Brewster, St.
Louis, Mo.; 5. P. N. Jacobsen, Detroit, Mich.

District No. 5— 1. Chairman, H. H. Hodgson, 13
Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.; 2. J. R. Wilson, Jr.,
Clarksville, Tenn.; 3. C. H. Fenner, New Orleans; 4.
G. C. Arbuckle, Dallas, Tex.

District No. 6—1. Chairman, Robt. L. Thompson,
122 W. 2d St., Muscatine, Iowa. J^
District No. 7—1. Chairman, R. A. Smyth, P.O.

Box 2317, San Francisco, Cal.; 2. F. C. Clift, San Fran-
Cisco; 3. A. C. McKenney, San Jose, Cal.; 4. H. G.
Stewart, Los Angeles, Cal.; .5 C. N. Langton, San
Francisco.
Additional appointments will be announced later.

Chas. S. Davol,
Chairman National Racing Board.
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Distri t Handicapperg.

There are fifteen Handicap Districts, as follows

:

district no. 1.

New England States.

E. P. Burnham, 25 Park st„ Newton, Mass
Henry Goodman, P. O. Drawer 9, Hartford, Conn

district no. 2.

New York and New Jersey.

F. P. Prial, P. O. Box 444, New York City

DISTRICT NO. 3.

Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware.

Geo. D. Gideon, 17 No. 7th st., Philadelphia, Pa
DISTRICT NO. 4.

Virginia, North and South Carolina.

DISTRICT no. 5.

Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Florida.

Chas. J. Scherer, 211 Main St., Memphis, Tenn
T. L. Ingram, 14 1-2 nth St., Columbus, Ga

DISTRICT no. 6.

Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas.

A. M. Hill, us Canal St., New Orleans, La
DISTRICT NO. 7.

Missouri, Kansas, Indian Territory.

C. H. Stone, 3129 Franklin ave., St. Louis, Mo
DISTRICT no. 8.

Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.

John T. Huntington, Brush Eleftric Co., Cleveland, O
R. M. Wright, Clark Brittian Ptg. Co., Cleveland, O

DI.TRICT NO. 9.

Indiana, Illinois, Michigan.

A.J. Street, 9th floor Phenix Bldg., Chicago, 111

DISTRICT NO. 10.

Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa. *

S. F. Heath, 307 Hennepin ave., Minneapolis, Minn
DISTICT NO. 11.

Colorado, Nebraska, New Mexico.

DISTRICT NO. 12.

North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, Wyoming.
district no. 13.

Idaho, Utah, Arizona.

district no. 14.

Oregon and Washington.
district no. 15.

California and Nevada.

Fred Russ Cook, 415 Market St., San Francisco, Cal
H. C. F. Smith, Sec. Los Angeles Wheelmen,

Lcs Angeles, Cal

Additional appointments will be announced later. It
ii the intention to have two handicappers in each Dis-
trict. Race promoters may employ either.

Chas. S. Davol,
Chairman National Racing Board.

Rhode Island Consul.
No. 23, Harrie Davis, East Piovidence.

Chas. S. Davol,
Chief Consul for Rhode Island.

Racing Board.

Members of the National Racing Board have had
assigned them the following territory

:

W. H. DeGraaf, 47 W. 14th street, New York City, in
charge of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa-
chusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York and
New Jersey.
Geo. D. Gideon, 17 No. 7th street, Philadelphia, in

charge of Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia,
West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Geor-
gia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi.
Geo. Collister, 147 Ontario street, Cleveland, in charge

of Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, Indian Territory, Mis-
souri, Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona.
R. D. Garden, 291 Wabash avenue, Chicago, in

charge of Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin. Minnesota, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Wyoming, Montana,
Idaho, Washington, Oregon, California, Nevada, Utah.

Parties having business with the National Racing
Board will communicate through the member in charge
•f the territory in which they reside.

Chas. S. Davol,
Chairman National Racing Board.

New Jersey Road Book.

Tne New Jersey Road Book will be ready lor dis-
tribution about May 1st. New Jersey Division mem-
bers wishing to procure the book early can send their
names and 30 cents (which includes postage) to Secre-
tary Geo. C. Pennell, Elizabeth. Books will be sent
out in the order that applications are received.
The present edition will be limited to one thousand,

and members are advised to send applications at once.
Only one copy will be sold to each member.
League members outside of New Jersey can procure

the book lor $1.50; to all others the price will be $2.50.
G. Carleton Brown, Chief Consul.

Proceedings of Semiannual Meeting of the
Board of Officers, New York State

Division, L. A. W.
At Grand Union Hotel, New York City Feb. 13, iSqo

(IV—Continued. )

Secretary-Treasurer Nisbett read his reports as fol-

lows :

George M. Nisbett, Secretary Treasurer, in account
with the New York State Division L. A. W., from 16th
February, 1SS9, to 1st February, 1S90.
Balance cash on hand 16 Feb., 1S89, as

per report $378.30
18S9.

May 13, A. Bassett, Sec. L. A. W., ap-
plications and renewals $387-63

July 9, A. Bassett, Sec. L. A. W., ap-
plications and renewals 506.05

May 27, Sales of Road Books 7.C0
Aug. 13. Sales oi Road Books 31.00
Oct. 1, A. Bassett, Sec. L. A. W., ap-

plications and renewals 495-50
1890.

Jan. 4, A. Bassett, Sec. L. A. W., ap-
plications and renewals 134-50 1551.68

$2129 SS
Chief Consul's office.

Chief Consul's allowance, 38, 61, 64, 71,

76, 83, 89, co $3 1 6.65
Stationery and printing, 60, 61, 62, 63,

69. 75. 77. S2, 93 175 9°
Postage and telegrams, 58, 61,63, 64,70,

76,80, 81,85,87,89.90,91 1S6.13
Travelling expenses, 63, 68, 89 S0.50
Record books for hotels, 74 SS 53
Express charges (including charges on

record books), 57, 63, 64, 66, 70, 76.

.

38.21
Sundry expenses, 5S, 70 7.95 $893.87

Legal expenses,
i J. O. Bowman, 51 (re Hart matter) ...

.

10.00
Potter & Potter, 52 (re Sloane vs.Frisby) 26.00
Travelling expenses, 67, 86 43-50
Stationery, 72 540
Sundries, 47 '6.45 101.35

Secretary-Treasurer's office.

Postage and telegrams, 7S, 84 28.96
Stationery and printing (including bal-

lots, etc.), 59, 65, 79 34.05
Stenographer at September meeting, SS 50.00
Sundries and clerical help, 73, 78 31 .66 143.77

Total expenditures $1138.99
Balance cash on hand 990.S9

$2i29.8S
George M. Nisbett, Sec.-Treas.

New York, 7th February, 1S90.

Mr. Prial—To carry out Mr. Bidwell's idea, I make a
motion that the report be referred to the Auditing Com-
mittee.
Motion seconded and carried.
Mr. Wood—The next in order will be the report of

the Rights and Privileges Committee.
Mr. Jenkins—To the Board of Officers, New York

State Division, L. A. W. : Gentlemen— During the
past six months, since my last report, the cases which
have come to the attention of this committee arising
upon the complaints of wheelmen have not been
numerous. This is doubtless owing largely to two
facts ; one is that the period referred to embraces so
little of what is called "the riding season," and another
reasen doubtless is that under the policy pursued by
this Division and the work accomplished by it, par-
ticularly in the passage of the "Liberty Bill," has so
enlightened the general public as to the rights of wheel-
men upon the public highways that those rights are
less infringed upon than formerly.
At the time of my last report there was one case then

pending to which reference was then made. It was
the claim of Mr. Goring, ol Wappingers Falls, lor
damages, by reason of having been attacked and bitten
by a vicious dog while riding upon his wheel. That
matter I am happy to say has been brought to a trial in
a court of law which resulted in a verdict by a jury,
awarding to Mr. Goring the sum of $500 damages.
There is at present but one case now engaging the

attention ot this committee. That iflis in the nature of
an action brought by a woman resident of Buffalo
against a young gentleman by the name of Homer, a
member of the L. A. W., for damages arising out of
the following alleged facts : The plaintifl was walking
along upon the sidewalk of one of the streets of the
city and was desiring to cross the street to the other
side. Instead of passing over at a street crossing, and
instead of passing directly across the street, she stepped
upon that portion of the street between the curbs de-
voted to the use of vehicles, and walked along in such
a direction as would carry her diagonally across the
street, and following for some distance the direction of
the street itself. The defendant, Homer, was coining
down a street, crossing at right angles the street upon

which the plaintiff was proceeding. Arriving at the
intersection of those streets he turned the corner at the
side upon which the plaintiff was and proceeded in the
same direction as the plaintiff was travelling. Almost
immediately after turning the corner the wheelman
came in collision with the plaintiff, throwing her upon
the ground and really causing her serious injury. The
plaintiff claims that it was this particular wheelman,
who caused this injury, and also of course claims that
it was entirely the fault of the wheelman, and without
any fault upon her part. The wheelman, as one of his
principal defenses, claims to be able to show con-
clusively that he was not the person who caused the in-
jiry, and if he shall succeed in establishing that fact to
the satisfaction of the court and jury, that will neces
sarily be the end of the case. There are some very in-
te esting legal questions -which will doubtless arise in
the course of the trial, as to the rights of the plaintifl
upon the street at that particular time and manner, and
also as to the rights of the wheelman upon the street
and what was his duty in this connection The case is
not one in which this committee engaged, but the
Chairman has been employed by the wheelman to act
as his counsel assisting his attorney upon the trial of
the action. What may be the result of course it would
not be proper to attempt to state; nor do I care at this
time to discuss the legal propositions involved, thus
forestalling the argument which will be made upon the
trial. The case will be closely watched by your com-
mittee, and if there should be anv legal propositions
decided which should be of interest"to wheelmen, pains
will be taken to thoroughly iniorm the members of the
organization of the principles decided.
Soon after the annual meeting of this Board in Sep-

tember, the Chief Consul referred to the Chairman of
this Committee, a communication from President Lus-
comb, calling attention to an alleged violation of the
Constitntion and By-laws of the National Body by this
Board at such annual meeting. Such violation con-
sisted in the alleged fact that Chairmen of Division
Standing Committeas were present at that meeting and
voted. The President raised the question as to whether
such action in permitting Chairmen of Standing Com-
mittee, not regularly elected Representatives, to take
part in it's deliberations and vote upon questions com-
ing before it might not wholly invalidate the action of
the Board. The Chief Consul requested me to examine
the question involved and report to him my opinion
thereon. There was a further fact which was of con-
siderable importance in the decision of the case that
did not appear in the President's communication, but
which was known to the Chief Consul and to myself,
namely, that if the facts alleged in the President's
communication were true that Chairmen of Standing
Committees not members of the Board were presint
and voting, no attention was called to that fact, nor v as
any protest made against such action on the part ol
such Chairmen. After consideration and examination
of the legal authorities bearing upon this question I
rendered my opinion to the Chief Consul that the
validity of the action of the Board could in no way be
impeached by reason of it.

The officers of the Division have, duiing the past six
months, been devoting a large part of their time In the
prosecution of the work of securing highway improve-
ment legislation in this State. The Chairman of the
Improvement of Highways Committee, which Com.
mittee is the one properly having the matter in charge,
has borne the brunt of the labor in connection with this
duty. The Chairman of the Rights and Privileges
Committee has however been at times consulted in refer-
ence to it, both by the Chief Consul and by the Chair-
man of the Improvement ofHighways Committee. The
bill which has been introduced into the Legislature with
the endorsement of the Division was submitted to me
in the course of its prep? ration, for my examination and
suggestion, and the action that has been taken in re-
gard to this line of work has been done with the san-
tion of the Chairman of the Rights and Privileges
Committee.

It is unnecessary to go into detail as to all the matters
upon which we have been consulted by the Chief Con-
sul. It will perhaps be sufficient to say that the Chief
Consul has frequently called upon the Chairman for his
opinion and advice in matters connected with the busi-
ness of the Division. Such opinion and advice has at
all times been freely and promptly given to the best of
our ability.

We have received a number of communications from
other State Divisions inquiring in regard to the "Liberty
Bill" and some asking that a c^py 01 that bill might be
sent to them. I have made copies of that statute and
foiwarded it to all such as have requested it, giving
them such information in regard to it as I have been able.
The work of our Committee will doubtless be con-

siderably greater in the coming six months than it has
since my last report, and I hope that we shall be able to
render to this Board at its annual meeting in 1890 a
satisfactory account of the trust reposed in us.
Mr. Aid n— I move that the report of the Rights and

Privileges Committee be received and filed as read.
Motion carried.
Mr. Cossum— 1 would say in addition to the facte

stated in the report, that the $500 has been paid to Mr.
Goring.
Mr. \V00d—The next business in order will be th»

report ot the Rules and Regulations Committee.
Mr. E. J. Shriver—The only report we have to make

has been published in the Bulletin, being'the notice
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in reference to the amendments to the By-laws which
we wish to submit to the meeting, and which I will read
from a clipping from the Bulletin. The original re-

port was sent to Mr. Bassett to be printed from and
has not yet been returned to me. The clipping from
the Bulletin is as follows :

"At the next meeting of the New York Division of
Officers, in February, the Committee on Rules and
Regulations will submit the following amendments to

the Division By-laws;
First—Add to section i of article 3 the following

:

"All questions of interpretation of these By-laws
shall be submitted to him and his decision thereon
shall stand as the law of the Division, unless reversed

by the Board of Officers.'

Second—In section 1 of article 6 add to list of com
mittees

:

"5. Road Book. 6. Racing Board."
Third—In section 2 of article 6, strike out all after

the word "chosen" and substitute "shall be entitled to

sit with the Board and take part in debate, but without
a vote."
Fourth—Add to first clause of section 1, article 6, the

following; "At the February meeting of the Board."
Fifth—Add to article 6 new sections to read

:

"Section 5. The Committee on Road Book shall have
full charge of the compilation and publication, from
time to time, as thev may deem advisable, of the road
book issued by the Division, but shall confine their ex-
penditures to such sums as may be appnopriated to

them by the Board of Officers.

Section 6. The Racing Board shall have charge of
all Division Championships, shall allot time, place or
places, and conditions for running them, and may at

any time add to, alter or reduce the number and dis-

tance of same.
Section 7. The Chairman of the Committee on Rights

and Privileges shall be an attorney in actual practice

and shall serve as the legal adviser and attorney of the
Division, for which he shall receive such retainer as

may be voted him at the February meeting of the Board,
said retainer to be not less than $50 nor more than $200
per annum. He shall keep a docket and record of all

cases coming under his notice, pertaining to cycling,

and shall at all times be ready to advise the officers of
the Division legally as to their duties without further
special compensation, except that the Board may at any
time appropriate a sum or sums to reimburse him for

expenses incurred by him in the discharge of his duties."
(Signed) E.J. Shriver,

A. B. Gardner,
J. M. Warwick,

Committee on Rules and Regulations.

Mr. E. L. Hydecker—I move that the report be re-

ceived. Motion carried.

Mr. Wood—The next business in order will be the
report of the Committee on Improvement in the High-
ways.
Mr. I. B. Potter—To the Honorable Chief Consul and

Board of Officers of the New York State Division :

In accordance with the proper and established cus-

tom, and under circumstances peculiarly appropriate,

your Committee on Improvement of the Highways
presents for your consideration, its annual report.

The State of New York, the most populous and the

most wealthy of the several States, having within its

limits not only a community of abundant intelligence

upon whose minds the importance of good roads may
be easily impressed, but also a supassing exhibit of in-

ternal commerce and manufactures, presents for the
work of your Committee, afield of exceptional promise.
It must be observed, however, that notwithstanding
these iavorable conditions, the projectors of any move-
ment for the improvement of the public roads within
this State must meet and surmount the same obstacles

which stand in the way of other species of popular
reform. The natural tendency of the masses to adhere
to established methods and their obvious reluctance to

submit to the imposition of an-increased money tax for

whatever purpose, are the main features of the opposi-
tion with which the movement for improved roads will

have to contend. Your Committee, with the concurrent
judgment of the Chief Consul, and other officers of the

State Board, has followed the line of policy inaugurated
more than two years ago as the policy of the State Di-

vision in matters relating to the prescribed work of this

Committeee. Mindful of the facts that the aggregate
valuation of taxable property within the State is now
approaching four thousand millions of dollars and ih.it

the entire population of the State is now nearly six mil-

lions, it is apparent, not only that the moneys expended
for highway improvement must be almost wholly col-

lected from citixens who have no fraternal interest in

our organization, but also that the Division, constitut-

ing as it does only about one three-thousandth part of
the entire population, mnst enlht the interest of the
general public in the movement to which the energies
of your Committee are directed. These have been the
views of the Division as expressed by its officers, and
the work of your Committee has therefore been directed
in harmony therewith.
The existence within this State for the last two jears

of a popular and fast growing organization for the im-
provement of public roads has been well known to the
members of the Division, who have so ably and ear-

nestly assisted in its developement. This organization
was founded within the Division and by the effoits of
he wheelmen in all parts of the State has taken into

ts membership several thousands of citizens of all

branches of trade, professions and commercial employ-
ment as well also as twenty-seven members of the
Senate and Assembly of the New York Legislature
the chief executive officers of the agricultural societies
of twenty-two of the different counties and several offi-
cers of the State government. A bill has been prepared
under the auspices of this Association and introduced
in both branc hes of the Legfslature (or the improvement
of the public roads within the Siate. This bill has been
widely distributed among the members of the Division
and elsewhere throughout the State and further copies
can be procured upon application to the Chief Consul
or to the Chairman of your Committee.
The progress of this bill is being urged in every

proper manner by the Division; but the incidents, plans
and recommendatons touching the present conditition
of this bill and its immediate prospects are believed to
be more clearly within the line of the executive duties
of your Board and therefore not entirely germane to
the subject matter of this report.

APPLICATIONS FOB MEMBERSHIP.
The following is a list of applications for member-

ship received up to dale, and published in accordance
with Article III. of the Constitution, which is as fol-

lows

:

"Any amateur wheelman, in good standing, eighteen
vears of age or over, shall, with the indorsement ot
two League members in good standing, or of three re
putable citizens ol the United States or Canada, be
eligible to membership in this League up on payment
of an initiation fee of one dollar, and such dues lor the
year as may be provided for in the By-Laws. Upon
the approval oi the Board of Officers, or a committee
thereof, two weeks after the publication of the name ir

a list of candidates in the official organ of the League,
the applicant shall become a member."
Tickets will be issued fourteen days after the publi

cation of names.
Candidates will please notice if their names and ad

dresses are correct.

Members are requested to examine carefully these
lists as thev are published, and to report errors and
omissions to the Secretary. In order that no objection
able person may unite with the League, members are
given the right to protest, but such protest must be re-

ceived by the Secretary within two weeks from the date
of publication, and contain specific charges so far as
it is possible to make them. All such communications
will be considered confidential.

The application list is closed at 10 A. M. on the
Monday preceding day of publication. All applies
tions received after that hour must go over to the list

of the following week.

List 4—Total 318.

Boston, April 25, 1890.

California Division- 6.

Oakland Bi. Club.

13S34. Van Orden, L., M. D., . Alameda
Unattached.

13631 Davis, Percy L., 1234 Market St., San Francisco
13632 Janzen, A. T., 100 Jones St., "

13718 Talbot, C. F. A., Box 2215, "

13586 Ward, Fred W., Visalia
13675 Hyde, Lemuel C., "

Colorado Division—7.

Rafield Roadsters.

13533 Fristoe, Mark Groves, 402 So. Nevada ave.,
Colorado Springs

13534 Reed, H. J.,
"

13535 Reed, Raymond, "

13536 Taylor, Chas. E , 623 E. Kiowa st., "

13537 Witten, Geo. T., 13 No. Tejon St., "

13538 Gilhausen, J. C, 13 No. Tejon St., "

13539 Habel, Henry A., 13 No. Tejon St., "

Connecticut Division—22.

Haitford Wheel Club.

13535 Babcock, C. H., Box 22S, Hartford
13536 Cudworth. Henry J., 1335 Broad, "

13537 Ripley, C. E., Drawer 8,
"

Colt Bi. Club.

13719 Abernathy, Edward T., 42 Seymour St., "
13720 Dalton, Richard J., 55 Van Block,
13721 Donnelly, Bernard, 172 Main St.,

"

13722 Helfricht, Cuno A., 13 Webster St., "

13723 Jacobs, Wm. C, 86 Retreat ave., "

13724 Lucas, James H., 60 Retreat ave.,

13725 Mclntyre, John J , Charter Oak Hall, "

13726 Meagher, Thos. F., 12S Maple ave.,

'3727 O'Brien, Henry J., Si Arch St.,

13728 Rooney, B. A., 5S Van Block St., "

13729 Trowbridge, Elisha, 91 Main St.,

13730 Twiss, Marshall C, 10 Wooster St.,
"

'373 1 Webster, Dana, 16 Governor St., "

13732 Goodell, Herbert W., Wethersfield

Unattached.

13733 Pyle, Harry C, 9 Courtland PI., Bridgeport
13S3S Beckwith. Prof. I. T., Trinity College, Hartford
13S39 Martin, Chis. E., 5 Chestnut St., "
13840 Millett, Eugene, Parkville
13S41 Erbe, Frank J, 106 Bank St., Waterbury

Chicago

District of Columuia Division—2.

Unattached.

•3734 Houenstein, J. T., Jr., care Amour & Co.,
Washington

13788 Meyers, C. W., 531 15th St., N. W.,

Illinois Division—50.
Illinois C. C.

3790 Barker, Wm., Jr., S34 Wash. Boul.,
3792 Bond, W. E., 25 W. Erie St.,

3793 Burrow, A. J., 43 Park ave.,

3794 Chandler, E. W., 310 Marshfield ave.,

3795 Clark, J. V., 171 Aberdeen St.,

3796 Cummingsj. R., Warren ave.,

3797 Edington, F. C, 422 Oakley ave.,
379S Graham, Chas. B., 748 Van Buren St.,

3799 Keller, D. M., 35S Oaden ave.,
3S00 Palacher, Leon, 929 Monroe,
3801 Smith, Chas. P., 366 Warren ave.,
3S02 Waugh, W. E., 1374 Jackson St.,

3803 Wells, W. H., 303 Tacoma Bldg.,

Chicago C. C.

3641 Norton, G. S., 44 River St.,

Lincoln C. C.

3676
3677
367S

3679
36S0
3681
3682

Freund, Otto E., 460 Wells St., "
Hochkirk, Wm. F., 315 Wabash ave., "
Lynn, George Russell, 1S50 Fredrick St., "
McDonald, J. S., Jr., 26 Randolph St., "
Pound, Harvey Leslie, S4 Dearborn ave., "
Rauscher, E. P., 236 Wash. Boul., "
Smith, A. S., ic6 Hammond St., "

Ottawa Cycling Club.

3542 Burke, D. R., Ottawa
3543 Dunavan, Clarence,

3544 Eldredge, Ed.,

3845 Farrell, T. B.,

3846 Johnson, Harold,
3847 Megaffin, Jos. M ,

3545 McManns, R. c.,
3S49 Smith, L. H.,
3850 Stead, W. H.,
3851 Taylor, Chas. P.,

Unattached.

37S9 Barber, Miss Maude £., 57S Jackson St.,

Chicago
3791 Blackmail, Mrs. L. I., 57 De Kalb St., "
3S05 Lloyd, Miss Grace L., 269 So. Leavitt s*., "
3S04 Lloyd, Mrs. Geo. £., 269 So. Leavitt St., "

3735 Alderman, Chas. S., 509 Buchanan St.,

Danville
3736 Greenewald, Oscar J., Gimbel & Co., "

3737. Kent, J. Perrin, "

3738 Holmes, Robert, 34 N. Hazel,
3739 Back, Ed. A., 26 W. Main St., "

3740 Brittingham, Clarence, 443 Oak St., "

3741 Woodbury, Chas. M., 14 W. Main St., "
3742 Jordan, Geo. N., "

3743 Wright, Geo. M., M. M. Wright & Co., "

3744 Swaim, W. E., 5C9 Buchanan St.,

36S5 Rubendall, Willard C, Freeport
36S4 Webb, Jean F., Jr., Box 4, Lebanon
36S3 Neilson, Chas. B., Marseilles
3605 Lyon, Chas. R. (P. O. address Poughkeepsie,

N. Y\, River View Academy), Waukegan
13596 Griffith, C. Edgar, 321 Chicago ave., Chicago'

Kentucky Division— 1.

Lou. Cy. Club.

13S52 Jefferis, H., 310 W. Main St., Louisville

Kansas Division—1.

Unattached.

13540 Gilhousen, J. C, 411 3d ave., East Hutchinson

Iowa Division—1.

135S7 Blakeney, Wm. A., Muscatine

Maine Division—4.

P. Wheel Club.

13542 Loring, Everett G., Box 219, Brunswick

Pine Tree Wheelmen.
13SC6 Carter, Geo. W., 155 Newbury, Portland
13S07 Robinson, L. G, 267 Brackeit,
13S0S Sparrow, Clarence, 65 Merrill St.,

Maryland Division—3.

Unattached.

136S6 Fells, Wm. Edward, S72 W. Lombard St.,

Ba.timore

13645 Needham, Geo. R., 233 E. German St., "

13643 Schwab, Lewis M., 671 W. Fayette St.,
"

Massachusetts Division— 40.

Bay State Bi. Club.

13510 Hoyt, Edward D., 19 Portland St., Worcester
13511 Parker, N. W., 70 School st

,

13512 Pease, Herbert L., 16 Lancaster St.,

13594 Ford, Frank W., 124 Chandler St.,

13595 Locke, Harry S., 130 Southbridge,

13597 Worcester, Herbert L., 4 Dover St.,
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Everett

Somerville Bi. Club.

13809 Roffe, Henry C, 253 Medford St., Somerville

Dudley Association Wheel Club.

13554 Seaver, Llewellyn D., 177 Ruggles St., Roxbuiy
Somerville Cycle Club.

13901 Minch, Edward H., 3 Fairlce St.,

West Somerville
139CO Smith, Herbert W., Stickney ave., Somerville
13S97 Tucker, Nathanial W., 14 Brattle sq., Boston

Unattached.

13691 Bean, Harlan B., Arlington Heights
13690 Bean, Harry L , 119 Milk St., Boston
13746 Childs, Frank C, 134 Pearl st., "

136S8 Davis, Bliss N., S5 Waltham St., "
13853 Emerson, Wm. I., 7 Tremont PI., "
136S7 Kenfield, L. S., 300 Shawmut ave.,

136S6 Mattocks, W. D., 1 19 Milk St.,

13589 Orcutt, Edgar, Hotel Flower,
135&S Towle, Geo. C, 77 Ftanklin St.,

13590 Fisher, Henry S., 20 Corey St.,

13546 Henderson, Robert B., Box 159,
"

13692 Bennett, Winfred S., 57 Clifton st., Dorchester
13693 Bennett, Mrs. Grace £., 57 Clifton St., "
13599 Reed, Rev. Chas. F., Haydenville
13593 Allen, C. E., 2 Walden St., Lynn
1374S Phaneuf, Ezra E., 6S Carnes St., "

13591 Timlin, W. F., Box 249, Melrose
13647 Matthews, Miss Flora M., 140 Union St.,

New Bedford
13592 Barrows, Fred S.,

13645 Baker, Wilbur S , Sycamore St.,

13595 Sage, Hollister, 396 Union St.,

13644 Odiorne, Charles A., 9State St.,

13695 Owen, Maude A., 33 Bobbins St.,

13694 Dewey, Louis M., 279 Elm St.,

13596 Whitney, A. E., 1050 Main St.,

13903 Potter, Ralph E., 44 Bioad St.,

13902 McCutchins, F. M., 6 Dexter Row, Charlestown
13S9S Dolge, Chas. E., Box 141, Needham
13S99 Hanks, Arthur, '<

Michigan Division—2.

Detroit Wheelmen.

13555 George, Wm. H., 795 4th ave., Detroit

Unattached.

13647 Keyser, Ed. L., Birmingham

Missouri Division— 6.

Clarksville Cycle Club.

13S59 Forgey, Nim, Clarksville

Unattached.

13648 Crandall.C^R.,

Norwood
Roslindale
Springfield

Taunton
Waltham
Weslfield
Worcester

Boston

Brookfield

13765 Olmstead, Charles Hammer, 1310 Forrest ave.,
Kansas City

13858 Ross, Barney D.; Hannibal
13856 Brown, Ed M., 522 -No. 2d St., St. Louis
13S57 Witte, Alexander J., Grawis and Jefferson ave

St. Louis

Nebraska Division—5.

Fremont Wheel Club.

13696 Barothy, A. M., Fremont
13697 Burgeis, J. W , Box E, "

13^98 Ellsworth, C. B, "

13699 Smith, Frank E., 90S N. Clarkson ave., "

13700 Treat, Stanhy W., care Theo' Huette & Son,
Fremont

New Hampshire Division—2.

Unattached.

13S61 Dole, Fred L., 77 Pleasant st, Concord
13860 Crockett, H. H., 75 Pleasant St., "

New Jersey Division—25

Atalanta Wheelmen.

13601 Belknap, W. V., Box 65, Newark
Bergen Co. Wheelmen.

13751 Hansmann, Julius, Ridgefield

13752 Benneit, Fred S., "

13753 Bennett, Frank R., "

13754 Whyard Wm. H., "

13755 Ftlnmann, Henry P., Nordhoff
13756 Probst, J. D., Jr., Englewood
13757 Cooper, Ira H., "

13758 Varley, Thomas, "

13759 Meyer; Wm. F., Edgtwater
13760 Cooper, Jno. H. (P. O. 294 W. nth st.,

N. Y. C), Edgewater
13761 Hinners, Jno. II., "

13762 Hinners, George, "

13763 Hinners, Fred, "

13764 Hinners, Edward F., "

Union Co. Wheelmen.

13651 Hall, Jno. C, Box 375, Westfidd
13650 Pearsall, Herbert, Box 272,

•'

Unattached.

13652 Bartow, Edward, Second St., Bound Brook
13749 Scofield, Wm. Hedges, Budds Lnke
13600 Tillard, Richard, 253 Roseville ave., Newark

13602 Dobbins, Horace Stanley, Box 212, Palmyra
13649 Chapman. Chas. S., Ridgewood
13813 Palmer, Philip F., Box 80,

"

13750 Woods, A. Lincolr, Box 46, Three Bridges
13S62 Meigh, Josiah, cor. Division and Hewitt,

Trenton

New York DrvisiON-51.

Bay Shore Wheelmen.

13665 Bishop, Wm. H., Park ave., Bay Shore
13666 Brewster, Carl E., Main St., "

'3667 Jarvis, Percy B., Main St.,
"

1366S Jenney, Samuel H., Box 231, "

13669 Smith, Geo. M., Bay St.,
"

Ft. Edward Wheelmen.

13777 Wing, Asahel R., Box 224, Fort Edward
Knickerbocker B. C.

13814 Derbyshire, Rev. A. J., 1921 Vyse ave.,
West Farms, New York

13769 Eickwort, Louis, Jr., 712 Tremont ave,, "
13765 Pringle, Marie L., IC55 E. 175th St., "

13767 Pringle, John R. D , 1055 E. 175th St., "
13766 Pringle, Frank L., 1C55 E. 175th St., "

K. C. W.
13604 Wiegand, H. S., 79 Duane St., '

Harlem Wheelmen.

13603 Moore, James H., 23S W. 134th St.,
'*

Hempstead Ramblers.

13656 Hanford, C. W., Box 15, Hempstead
Newburgh Bi. Club.

13778 Wallace, Chas. S., 236 Liberty St., Newburgh
Unattached.

13773 Fell, Geo. E., M. D., 72 Niagara St., Buffalo
13863 Butterworth, Geo. B., 300 Connecticut St., "

13774 Peck, Frank B , Maple ave., Cohocton
13707 Conkling, Warren B., Box 643, Brockport
13S16 Diven, Louis, 957 Lake, Elmira
13817 French, S. B., 318 W.Clinton, "

13818 Lupton, Wilbur, 447 W. 5th, "
13S19 Hollingworth, T. M., Box 17F, "

13657 Van Deusen, Chas. H., Journal, Hudson
13658 Phillips, Wm. J., Box SS8, "

13663 Hoyt, James, Box 84, Katonah
13779 Sa'sers, Charles John, Box 926, Hoosick Falls
1370S Forrester, Dr. H. E., Box 803, Lyons
13670 Westcott, Milan, Mahopac
13776 Wisner, Henry B., Jr., Box 173, Middlttown
13775 Florence, F. C, 17 Houston ave., "

13659 Woods, Wm. J., 117 12 Grand St., Newburgh
13655 Airy, F. G., 310 W. 14th St., New York
13771 Anderson, T. D., Box 993,

"

13770 De Coppett, E. J., 17 Westooth st., "

13701 Cornell, A. B., 36 Wall St., "

13653 Kahn, George, 2003 Madison ave., "

1377a Marquadt, A. E., 311 W. 39th St., "

13654 Riedeier, Emil J., 145 West 94th St., "

13564 Law, Fred. H., Box 2, Oxford
13565 Kendall, Albert W., PennYan
13702 Anderson, R. W., Box 43, Rondout
13703 Anderson, Wm R., Box 43,

"

13704 Edinger, U. G., "

13705 Hogan, Charles, Box 947, Kingstop
13706 Hudler, Harry, Box 211, "

13061 Strope, Frank M., Box 210, Silver Creek
13660 Kelsey, Walter B., "

13064 Ambler, C. G, Stissing
13662 Booth, W. G.,.D. L. and W. Ticket Office,

Syracuse
13815 Simonson, U. Grant, Box 127,

West New Brighton

Ohio Division— 38.

Buckeye Rovers.

13673 Keplinger, Warren E., Bex S76, Bucyrus
13674 Pope, Henry, "

Dayton Bi. Club.

13671 Black, Arthur D., 129 W. 1st., Dayton
13672 Myers, W. F., 1315 W. 2d St., "

Fremont Bi.Club.

13709 Jeremias, C. D., 41S N. 5U1 St., Fremont
Porkopolis Bi. Club.

13566 Thompson, Chas. H., 66 West 4, Cincinnati

Ramblers.

13S69 Miner, Chas. L., Fairmount ave.,

13S6S Hooke, H. Gage, Auditors' OIBce, C. H. and
D. R. R., Cincinnati

13567 McCarthy, Dan, Jr., 100 W. 7th St., "

Unattached.

H7S4 Teel, A. A.,
137S3 Burdsal, J. O.,
13751 Goetze, Henry,
13752 Miley, J. E..

13753 Kiddle, W. L.,

13870 Merrell, M. J., 602 Monroe St.,

13606 Gibbs.T. J.,
13607 Mullaney, Jas. F.,
13605 Duer, Walter,
136.-9 Broomha'.l, A. F.,

13610 McPherson. Sherman T.,
13611 Gantz, M. K.,
13612 Sttil, Otto D.,

Alliance
Lockland

Toledo
Troy

'3613
13614

'361S
136'°
13617
13618

13619
13620
13621
13622

'3623
13624

'362S
13626
13627
13628

Ullery, Harry,
Riley, Hanson M.,
D.ury, Jno. H.,
Sinks, E. A.,
Brooks, T. W.,
Childs, Frank P.,
Re-id, T. E.,
Grosvenor, C. F.,
Brown, F. J.,
Carr, C. G.,
Marsh, R. H.,
Hunt, A. S

,

Snook, C. G.,
Long, Geo. S.,
Scott, Warren,
Mitchell, W. F.,

'3S7S
13S21)

13629

Harrisburgh

Oil City

York

Catawissa
Coatesville

Erie
Hazleton
Oil City

Pennsylvania Division— 19.

Century Wheelmen.

13710 Allen, Clifford P., Jr., 1516 Marshall St.,

Philadelphia
13711 Kirk, Geo. F., 177S Frankford ave., "

13712 McCune, Geo. M., 10 N. 13th St., "

ErieC. C.

13877 Saltsman, H. A., East rSth, Erie
13575 Whitley, W. M.' P. & E. Shops,

Key; tone Bi. Club.

13715 Evans, French E., T. G. Evans & Co.,
Pittsburgh

Harrisburgh Bi. Club.

13571 Kelker, Luther R., Box 114,

13572 Thorley, T. A., 449 State,

Oil City Wheelmen.

13573 Chambeis, Fred N
,

13521 Vincent, D. P., Box 18S,

York Bi. Club.

137S5 Noss, Jno. W , 340 West King st.,

Unattached.

13576 Rinard, A. L , Box 185,
13786 Thompson, Isaac F-, Box 364,
13713 Kirschner, J. F., 43S East 10th,

13714 Clark, Frank D., i6j N. Church St.,

13574 Simpson, T. B.,
Simpson, S. H.,
Fisher, Harley W., Box 71s,
Hill, Charles H., 2530 N. 9th St., Philadelphia

Rhode Island Division—13

Bristol County Wheelmen.

13531 Greene, Fred C, Box 2SS, Warren
Narragansett Wheelmen.

137S7 Caswell, W. Herbert, Box 233,Narragansett Pier

Providence Ladies Cycling Club.

13522 Bowen, Miss Mary C. W., 73 Ring St.,

Providence
13523 Campbell, Mrs. Walter C, 213 Pavilion ave.,

Providence
13524 Cunningham, Miss Mary £., 14S Lockwood St.,

Providence
13525 McAuslan, Mrs. Geo. R., S Elmwood ave.,"
13826 Phillips, Mrs. Eugene F., 516 Broad St., "

W. W. Association.

13716 Hackctt, Thomas A., Box 333, Woonsocket
Unattached.

13830 Nye, Caleb R., 6 Eighth St., East Providence
13S*7 Wientge, Chas. H.,6aS High St., Providence
13S2S Jacobs, Elmer B., 2S Luther St., "

13S29 Coggeshall, Charles A., Box 932,
"

13532 Norman, Hugh H., So. Portsmouth

Vermont Division— i.

Unattached.

13630 Messer, W. H., Box 191, West Randolph

Wisconsin Division— 6.

Unattached.

13833 Park, Allen G., Madison
13S79 Calmerton, Miss Eva E., 14 Belvedere Block,

Milwaukee
13550 Calmerton, Miss Gail H., 14 Belvedere Block,

Milwaukee
13551 Kceney, C. H., 101 Wisconsin St.,

"

15717 Jones J. Roland, Jr., 730 Park ave., R.cine
13552 Kling, Willard J.,

"

Utah—13.

Social Wheel Club.

3SS3
'3^4
13SS5
13SS6

'3^7
13S&S

13889
13*90
13S91
13S9J
I3S93

>3S<H
>3S95

Ma.kland, C. B ,

Browne, Harry R
,

Beach, C. H.,
Evans, M. R.,
Hall, W. W.,
Dinsmore, S.,

Rnmmell, Frank,
Jon s, Eugene P.,
Ensitrn, A. 11.,

Sharp, fno., Jr.,

Angcll, O.,
Forsythe, Jas ,

Lambert, R. ].,

Salt Lake City
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Division Officers.

Consuls and agents should draw upon Division Of
ficers for supplies of Application and Renewal Blanks
and for League literature of all kinds. Post Office ad
dresses will be found below :

California—Chief Consul, R. M. Thompson .Oriel

Hotel, San Francisco. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D.
Sheldon, 126 Davis street, San Francisco.
Colorado—Chief Consul, Edward S. Hartwell, 1319

Sixteenth street, Denver.
Connecticut—Chief Consul, David J. Post, Drawer

747, Hartford. Secretary-Treasurer, Edward A. De
Blois, Drawer 11, Hartford.
Delaware—Chief Consul, S. Wallis Merrihew,9o6

Tackson street, Wilmington.
District of Columbia—Chief Consul, George S.

Atwater, 1230 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington.
Secretary-Treasurer, W. H. Stearns, 1421 G street, N.
W., Washington.
Illinois—Chief Consul, Wm. A. Davis, 340 South

Leavitt street, Chicago. Secretary-Treasurer, Thomas
F. Sheridan, 141 1 North Fourth street, Springfield.

Indiana—Chief Consul, Harry T. Hearsey, 149 No.
Del. street, Indianapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. N.
Smith, Terre Haute.
Iowa—Chief Consul, James B. Green, 711 Locust

street, Des Moines. Secretary Treasurer, Walstein
Seymour, 2d and Walnut street, Des Moines.
Kansas—Chief Consul, C. S. Davis, Junction City.

Secretary-Treasurer, Otto H. Wulfekuhler, Leaven-
worth.

Kentucky—Chief Consul, Andrew J. Lamb, Box
65, Louisville. Secretary-Treasurer,G. E. Johnson,
1919 Floyd street, Louisville.
Louisiana—Chief Consul, Harry H. Hodgson, \\

Carondelet street, New Orleans. Secretary-Treasurer,

J. W. Dodge, 893 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
Maine—-Chief Consul, Dr. G. E. Dow, 507 1-2 C01

gress street, Portland. Secretary Treasurer, \. L. 1 .

Cummings, Biddeford.
Maryland—Chief Consul, Albert Moti 203 Lenox

street, Baltimore. Secretary-Treasurti, G. W.H. Carr,
Box 675, Baltimore.
Massachusetts—Chief Consul, Dr. W. H. Emery,

109 Warwick street, Roxbury. Secretary-Treasurer,
Chas. S. Howard, Globe office, Boston.
Michigan—Chief Consul, A. B. Richmond, 370 So.

Lafayette street, Grand Rapids. Secretary-Treasurer,
C. A. Conover, Coldwater.
Minnesota—Chief Consul, T. M. Slosson, Box 380,

Minneapolis. Secretary-Treasurer, A. W. Laird,
Winona.
Missouri — Chief Consul, Robert Holm, oc8 La

Salle street, St. Louis. Secretary-Treasurer, J. H.
Kelley, Smith Hardware Co., Sedalia.
Nebraska—Chief Consul, Frank N. Clarke, First

Nat'l Bank, Omaha.
New Hampshire—Chief Consul, Frank A. Mc-

Master, 101 Ash street, Nashua. Secretary-Treasurer,
Frank O. Moulton, Manchester.
New Jersey—Chief Consul, Dr. G. Carleton Brown,

40 Orchard street, Elizabeth. Secretary-Treasurer,
Geo. C. Pennell, Elizabeth.

New York — Chief Consul, W. S. Bull, 754
Main street, Buffalo, N. Y. Secretary-Treasurer,
George M. Nisbett, 50 Wall street, New York City
Ohio—Chiet Consul, M. A. High, 16c Vine street

Cincinnati. Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. W. D. Kemp-
ton, 550 Freeman avenue, Cincinnati.
Pennsylvania—Chief Consul, Samuel A. Boyle,

Ass't Dist. Atty, Philadelphia. Secretary-Treasurer,
John J. Van Nort, Scranton.
Rhode Island—Chief Consul, Chas. S. Davol, War-

ren. Secretary-Treasurer, Nelson H. Gibbs, 218 West-
minster street, Providence.
Tf.tivi'see—Chief Consul, Joseph R. Wilson, Jr.,

Clarksvilie. secretary-Treasurer, B. A. Patch, Clarks-
ville.

Texas—Chief Consul, Geo. C. Arbuckle, Room 5,
Merchants' Exchange, Dallas.

Vermont—Chief Consul, H. A. Webster, Mont
pelier.

Virginia—Chief Consul, Ira B. White, Box 147,
Norfolk. Secretary-Treasurer, Alex. K. Schaap,
617 E. Broad street, Richmond.
West Virginia—Chief Consul, Clarence. E. Irwin,

150 No. F street, Wheeling.
Wisconsin—Chief Consul, V. Mumford Moore, 94

19th street, Milwaukee. Secretary-Treasurer, W. L.
Simonds, 382 East Water street, Milwaukee.
Foreign Marshal—Joseph Pennell, care J. S.

Morgan & Co., 22 Old Broad street, London, E. C.
England.

L.A.I. Renewal BM, 1890.

Fill out this blank, enclose $i to pay
your dues to April 30, 1891, and send
to Abbot Bassett, Box 5267, Boston,
Mass.

Stamp must be enclosed if sender
wants receipt. Otherwise the ticket

must be the receipt.

Don't Forget to send your Number.

Don't send checks for $1.

Write very plainly

—

printing pre-
ferred.

Stamps of a denomination above
two cents will not be received.

If you live in one State and have
your mail sent to another, state the

fact that you may be located with the

Division in which your home is.

If you desire your address changed,
make the request on another sheet

than this. Put new address on blank.

Ticket holders, 25 cts. ; with name
stamped, 50 cts.

Leave space above this line Blar.k

Number-

Name,

Street and Number
or P. O. Box,

City,

State,

Club-

Enclosed for Holder cts.

Application for Membership in the L. A. W.
ABBOT BASSETT, Secretary, Box 5267, Boston:

—

Enclosed you will find $ for initiation fee and dues in the

League of American Wheelmen to April 30, i8qi. I hereby certify that I am over 18 years of age, and that I am an amateur

within the meaning of the League definition. I refer to the persons named below.

Date. Name,.

Club, St', and Number, or Box,
s

References : City,.

State,

Enclosed. for Holder.

(Each Applicant must give as references the names of two L. A. W. members or three reputable citizens.)

Membership Fee.—The initiation Fee is $1.00; the Annual Dues are $i during the first half year, May i to Oct. 30, and to cents during the second half, Nov.

to April 30. Enclose $2.00 with this blank on any date between date of paper and Oct. 31, 1890. Write plainly—Printing preferred. Postage stamps will not be received.

49- It you want a waterproof ticket holder, made of the best calf skin, with a receptacle for ticket, where it can easily be exposed to view, and p acket for per

onal cards send 25 qents extra. If you want your name, in gold, stamped on the holder, send $0 cents extra. Leave the margins in using thtt Hank
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Warwick Perfection Cycles are Constructed of Wrought Steel and Absolutely INTERCHANGEABLE.

PRICE $135,

SEND FOB

CATALOGUE

WITH BRACE REMOYED

IT MAKES A

Light aid Snperioi

Ladies' Wheel.

To facilitate delivery of good*, we have arranged with the following firms to supply you in

their respective territory. They will be our exclusive wholesale dealers, and it is their mission to aid you
in every way. Address them for~catalogues

:

For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Eastern Massa-
chusetts, A. O. VERT, 173 Tremont Street, Boston.

For New York State, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,
G. K. BIDWELL, 313 West sSth Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey, E . ALSDORF & CO . , 1 1 Academy St., Newark, N.J.

For Southern New Jersey, and territory contiguous to Philadelphia,

EDW. K. TKVON, JR., & CO., 10 and 12 North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania, and Northern Ohio,
STANDARD CYCLE CO-, 5SS Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

WARWICK CYCLE MFC, CO.,

For Maryland, EISENBRANDT BROS. ,424 E. Baltimore St.,Baltimore, Md.
For Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Tennessee, and West Virginia,

J. E. POORMAN, Sth and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.
For the Northwest,

CHAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO., 293 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. SNITJER, 1012 Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope,
THOS. H. B. VARNEY, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Territory not named, Local Agents, or The Manufacturers,

Springfield, Mass.

"GOOD AS GOLD"
is what Everybody says of the

Youths' Premier Safety.

No wonder. All steel throughout,

all adjustable ball-bearings, in-

cluding pedals,butt-ended spokes,

combination saddle and spring.

We guarantee the YOUTHS'
PREMIER SAFETY not to

wear out in ten years, and we
have never had a dissatisfied pur-

chaser. Send for our new Cat-

alogue, now ready, and learn all

about PREMIER SAFETIES.

LLEWELLYN H, JOHNSON, Manufacturing Importer

401 & 403 Main St., ORANGE, N. J.
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FIXTURES.

3—Grand reunion run of Missouri cyclists over the roads of Pike Co., Missouri.
4—Reunion of cyclists of St. Louis, Quincy, Hannibal and Clarksville, at

Louisiana.
10—First race for the Item 5-mile road race for Philadelphia riders.
10—Amateur race meet of the Harvard University Cycling Association, on

Holmes' field, Cambridge, Mass.; entries close May 3d. Address W. B. Green-
leaf, 41 Weld Hall, Cambridge, Mass.

17—Rockland Co. wheelmen's Tournament at Spring Valley, N. Y.
24—"Pony Tournament," S. and L B. T. Association. Address Harold Child,

Secretary, 11 12 Olive street.

24—Spring Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.
24—Race meeting at Hamilton, Ont.
24—Race meeting at Woodstock, Ont.
2S—Tournament at Hamilton, Ont.
30—Bay State Bicycle Club races at Agricultural Park, Worcester, Mass. Ad

dress B. A. Lamont, Worcester, Mass.
30--Maine Division L. A. W., annual meet, at Lewiston.
30—Road race, Irvington-Milburn, N. J.
30 and 31—New Jersey Division, L. A. W., annual meet at Plainfield.

30—Pullman road race at Chicago, 111.

30—Rome, N. Y., Bicycle Club tournament.
30—Tournament of the Rambling Wheelmen at Bridgeport, Ct.
30—Central Pennsylvania wheelmen's Meet at Sunbury, Pa, Address C. O.

Bigony, Sunbury, Pa. (Enclose stamp.)
31—Intercollegiate games at Berkeley Oval, New York.

IUNE.

2 to 7—Second annnal cycling exhibit and tournament at Exhibition Building,
Chicago, under the auspices of the Chicago Referee and the Chicago Bearings.

7—Second race for the Item 5-mile road race for Philadelphia riders.

7—Hill climbing contest, Son of-a-Gun Hill, at St. Louis, Mo.
7—Elwell party starts tor Europe.

o—New Havtn Bicycle Club Tournament and annual spring meet Counecticut
Division L. A. W. Address E.J. Perkins, Secretary, 173 Olive street. Entries
close Monday, June s.

14—Century run from New York to Philadelphia; start to be made from Conti-
nental Hotel, Newark, N. J., at 4 A. M.
21—Fifty Mile Road Race at Buffalo, N. Y., under the auspices of the Standard

Cycle Co. of Buffalo, N. Y. For entries and particulars apply to them.
27, 2S —Pennsylvania Division meeting at Philadelphia.
2S—Chicago Cycling Club vs. Wilmington Wheel Club team race, Lancaster

Pike, Philadelphia, Pa.
JULY.

1 to 3—Missouri Division tour to Columbia, starting from Clarksville. Address
W. P. Laing, Maishal, 1724 Olive St., St. Louis.

4—Open handicap road race, Cincinnati, Ohio, address J. E. Poorman, 8th and
Race streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.

4—Brownsville, Pa., Cycle Club race meeting-

4, 5—Missouri State Division meet at Columbia, Mo.
7—Kentucky Division meet at Richmond.
8—Kentucky State Diviison meet at Maysville, Ky.
24, 26—Ohio Division meet at Cincinnati.

AUGUST.
16—Annual tournament St. Louis Bicycle Race Track Association, St. Louis,

Mo. Address Harold Child, 11 12 Olive street, St. Louis.
17— Start of the party of Massachusetts Wheelmen in the tour from Boston to

Niagara Falls. Adddess A. W. Robinson, 89 State St.
20—Detroit to Niagara Falls tour. Particulars to C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam ave-

nue, Detroit, Mich.
25,26,27—L.A.W. annual meet and national championship at Niagara Falls,

N.Y.
SEPTEMBER.

1-2—New York State Division, L. A. W. meet at Syracuse, N. Y. Address
Charles W. Wood care R. Wood & Sons, Syracuse, N. Y.

12, 13—Peoria, 111., Bicycle Club tournament. Address H. G. Rouse, Peoria, 111.

1, 2—Hartford Wheel Club tournament.

New York Bicycle Co.
Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th St., New York,

DEALERS IN

New& Second-handWheels
of Every Description.

Full Line of Cycling Accessories

Old mounts taken in Part Payment for "new

machines of every make.

Do not fail to send for our Bargain List of Second-hand "Wheels,

FREE upon application.

Repairing in all its branches. DIFFICULT REPAIRING a SPECIALTY.

RENTING ! NICKELING ! ENAMELING !

City Agents for the H. B. Smith Machine Co., Star Ordinaries and Safeties.

Agents for Messrs. A. G. Spalding & Bros., Victor (Men's) and Nonpareil (Boys')

Safeties.

Agents for Messrs. R. L. Coleman & Co., New York and Chicago, Medium Priced

Safeties and Tricycles.

BICYCLES,

Wholesale &Eetail.

Exclusive agency for

the St. Nicholas Manu-
facturing Company.

Men's Safeties, $75, $90, $110.

Ladies' " - - $60, $75, $90.

Boys' and Girls' Safeties, $25, $35, $45.

Agents also for

CAPITAL CYCLE CO., - Washington, D. C,

PSYCHOS.
INDIANA BICYCLE CO., - Indianapolis, Ind.

Every Wheel Fully Guaranteed.
Terms one half cash and 810 per month.

Liberal Discount to the Trade. Send (jr Catalogue.

Baltimore Bicycle Co.,
116 North Howard St., Baltimore, Md.

Repairs ! A Repairs

Bicycle Eepai ing "'tlCf Difficult

in all its 1*V/ Bepairing

Branches. W a Specialty.

1—Estimates cheerfully given!
2—Out-of-Town orders promptly attend?d to !

3—Send your madi'iic to our Headquarters
and so f ave paying two or three profits

4—AU work done on our premises under our
personal supervision.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO.,
No. 4 and 6 East 60th St., N. Y. City.

Ask your local Dealer (given gratis) for

CYCLE-
HINTS-CARE of

CHAINS

Suitable to All Tastes and Occasions.

Sparkling Golden Busset
Oider.

The juice oi russet apples
treated in accordance with approved
methods for Champagne.

Sparkling Grab Apple Oider.

Slightly spiritous and containing
an abundance oi natural fruit acid

Sparkling Sweet Oider.

Unfermented juice oi sound,
ripe apples, bottled fresh lrom the
press, with carbonic gas. Spark-
ling and brilliant, but containing
no trace of spirit.

AU in Champagne style, one
dozen quarts or two dozen pints
per case.

Superior Old Oider Vinegar.
If your grocer does not keep our

goods, write us and we will send
you a case on approval, ezpressage
prepaid.

8. R. & J. C. MOTT,
118 Warren Street, New York.
Mills, Bouckville, Madison Co.

ISTABLISHED lS6j.

The Automatic Spoke and Nipple Grip.

Every Cyclist
His Own Re-

pairer !

No Screws, no
Nuts, no Peeling
of Enamel.
9&~ It takes a posi-

tive grip. The harder
you pull the tighter it

holds.

AS* Catches any size
Spoke or Nipple, round
or square.
49~Can be carried in

the vest pocket.

Price, (Nickeled)S 1

.

Liberal Discount to
Dealers.

Cut full size.

JORDAN & OELLIEN,
No. 1320 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo
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SATURDAY,

MAY 10th, 1890.

MEET
ON HOLMES FIELD,

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

GIVEN BY THE

Harvard University Cycling Association

L. A. W. RULES TO GOVERN. ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 3d.

FOR ENTRY BLANKS ADDRESS

W. B. GREENLEAF, Manager,
41 WELD HALL, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Jersey-Fitting Supporter.

Bicycle Riders, Base Ball
Players, Athletes, Gymnasts
tell us that it is the best and
most satisfactory supporter
made.

Let every Sportsman
Try Them.

Price Sl.OO. Will send by
mail on receipt of price. Send
size of Waist and Hip.

Send Stamp for Catalogue

No. 884. Heavy Rib.

FULL PANTS.
(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.
Improved

double seat,

strap & pocket.

KNEE PANTS.

(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib,

Improved double

seat and pocket.

P A I IT I ftM We hold Letters Patent for

UAU I I U II improvement on Pants,
Tights, Supporters, and Support Jacket,

as represented in these cuts. Each garment
is marked H. & C, Pat. Dec. 3d, '89, and we
caution all dealers against selling any gar-

ments infringing on these patents. Gar-
ments not bearing our patent mark are
infringements, and parties selling them
will be held responsible to the extent of the
law. HOLMES & CO.

Athletic and Gymnasium Garments Manufactured by]

HOIaMESS *£ GO., I09 on St., Boston.
WILL TAKE YOUR OLD WHEEL IN TBADE for one of our 12forms

(4 Ladies', 7 Diamonds, 18 Weights),

PSYCHO SAFETIES.
Send accurate description and ask for our Catalog.

CAPITAL! CVCLiE CO., Washington, d. c.
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SAVE MONEY. New $135.00 High Grade Safeties for $100. New
Universal Safety, balls to wheels, pedals and crank shaft, $70. An odd lot of new
Safeties at from $28 to $40, less than factory price.

BARCAINS IN JOB LOTS. ACENTS WANTED.
A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio,

Bicycles, Guns and Typewriters taken in Exchange. Job Lots Bought. We carry 700 Bicycles in Stock.

THE COVENTRY RIVAL.
Interchangeable. Guaranteed one year.

Credenda Steel Tube,
Bown's Ball Bearings,

Warwick Rims.
SOLE U. S. IMPORTERS,

,THE SWEETING CYCLE CO., Philadelphia.

THE} IRV*r;E>ryXy ROADSTER jsai^ty.
We believe this the best $100 machine ever offered to the American Public. It is built in the best manner

and of the best material. It has solid steel hubs, and it is difficult to see how anything can be built better, even
to sell for a price forty per cent, higher. Tool bag. wrench, oiler and bell included. Agents wanted. Sole Importers,$100

THE CENTURY CYCLE CO, 1404 Oxford St, Philadelphia.

The New "39" and "24" Star,

NO MACHINE ON THE MARKET ITS EQUAL.

Easiest Running Wheel
—AND—

Best Hill Climbing Machine Ever

Produced.

We Challenge Honest Criticism.

In this Machine we have combined ALL
the advantages of a low wheel ar.d the speed

of a high one.

Send for Catalogue of STAR BICYCLES.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,

Smithville, N. J.

ERIE KNITTING MILL,
ERIE, F=75..

Make to order the finest line of

goods for the use of wheelmen.
Send for samples of fabric and
price list.

N. B. Elwell is recommending these

goods to all the members of his tour.

1881 1 HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW 1 1890

BUTCHER CYCLOinETER?
Ask Your Dealer to Show It to You.

"With New Oil Can Attachment in
place of Balance Weight, $1.00
Extra. Oil can alone, to suit our
1889 Cyclometer, by Mail, $1.25.

Premier Safeties,
$65 to $200.

EASTERN ACENCY.
Full Line and Large Stock to Seletft From.

Second-Hand Safeties Low.

The,World Renowned "CATFORD."

FAIRBANKS, SANBORN & CO.,

No. 145 Columbus Ave.

Send for Premier Catalogue.

The Butcher Cyclometer Co.,
338 WASHINGTON STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.

$3.00

Per Pair.

$3.00

Per Pair.

TOULMIN'S KANGAROO BICYCLE SHOES
Greatly improved. Best ana cheapest Shoe in the

Country. In addition to the above, we also make an
elegant Bicycle Shoe, all Hand-sewed, $4.50. High
cut above ankle, $5.00. This makes an elegant street

shoe. Special inducements to Agents. Send for cat-

alogue containing rules for self measurement. Corre-

spondence promptly answered. Address

W. B. TOULMIN, 285 Main St., Buffalo, H. T.
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ARE YOU IN LINE?
SELL PLXIECIETHEY

IF YOU ARE NOT IT^IS YOUR
OWN FAULT.

HOT CAKES'
THE LEADER, 24-in. Safety, $35.00 | THE EUREKA, 27-in. Safety, $45,00

THE GUIDE, 30-in. Safety, $60.00
Dealers are requested to write us for prices. Send for our 64 Page Cat. We can

ship LEADERS, EUREKA and GUIDE Safeties promptly.

BBTTBR CATCH O IV

.

CHAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO., 293 and 295 Wabash Avenue, Chicago ,111.

We carry the largest stock of Bicycles in the United States.

GREAT BARCAINS IN HICH-CRADE SAFETY BICYCLES.
In order to make more room for our STOCK OF

MACHINES of ALL MAKES AND STYLES, we
have decided to offer the following wheels at these Very
Low Prices.

Machines sent to any part of the United States upon
receipt of enough money to cover express charges.
Remember Every Machine isJust as Represented.

1 New Mail Safety, just as good as new $95-oo

I " *' " used last season 90.00
1 Premier Safety, in fine condition 90.00
1 " " used one season Sj.oo

1 Ivel Safety, as good as new 90.00
1 " " in very good order, used last vear 85.00
1 Ormonde Safety, new, brought from England

last fall 100.00

1 Ormonde Safety, new, brought from England
last fall 110.00

1 Premier Popular, new, never used 100.00

1 " Ladies' Safety, new, never used.... 120.00

1 Premier Tandem Safety, new, never used. ... 190.00
1 " " " used last season 175.00

ORDINARY BICYCLES.

1 5»-inch Royal Singer, in good order 3S-0O
1 " American Rudge, in good order 35-00
1 54-inch Standard Columbia, cow horn bars,

spade handles 30.00

1 54-inch Rudge Light Roadster, fine condition 50.00
1 " New Mail, almost new, '89 make 75-oo
1 " Singer Apollo, fine order 50.00

1 55-inch Singer Special Apollo, new 75-°°

1 Victor Tricycle, English make 50.00

1 Rudge Tandem, in good order 100.00

1 Singer Tandem, in good order 100.00

Now is your time to secure a First-Class Machine at
a REASONABLE PRICE. We are the Cambridge
Agents for the following famous Safeties, all of which
we carry in stock and can be examined at our store :

The NEW MAIL, the SWIFT SAFETIES, the
PREMIER, the ORMONDE, the REFEREE, the
SINGER, the RUDGE, and the J. P. LOVELL
SAFETIES. In conclusion, we will furnish our cus-
tomers with any Make, Safety or Ordinary, English or
American Manufacture.

We import and sell all kinds of Sundries and Sup-
plies at Lowest Prices, and Discount to the trade. All
kinds of Repairing Done.

Machines to let by the Hour, Day or Week.

W. J. NEWMAN, IMPORTER &
DEALER, 420 Harvard St.,

Harvard Square. Opposite Harvard PnnihrvjrlrrQ Moop
College Library. (Open Evenings.) UdlllUllUp, ITlduu,

WHY 1^ 11^ that the entire Cycle Trade have copied the

liREFEREE" SAFETY.
The original Diamond Frame, DESIGNED IN 1886 (Patent Nos. 14,205 and 17,215; Registered Nos.

83,504, 115,900, and 116,849).

BE/CAUSK it is the best mechanically-constructed Safety in the World. We challenge our

imitators to excel

46 "Kl £kfAnA<3hC* "

For Lightness, Strength, Comfort, Speed, Design, Workmanship, Style, Finish and Improvements.

Holds 12 World's Records, and Won over 130 Prizes in five months.

BRETZ, CURTIS & COMPANY, Philadelphia/ Pa.
AGENTS WANTED. SOLE V. S. IMPORTERS.

DON'T FAIL TO SEE THE

"REFEREE SAFETY."

Pare Diamond Frame, Tangent

Spokes. Weight only 37 lbs.

EDW. C. H1MEON,
588Main St., Cambridgeport,

AOBNT FOR

BOSTON HND VICINITY.
See Bretz, Onrtis & Oo.'s advt. in this Paper.

TRICYCLES WANTED,

We want a few good tricycles,

in exehange for iSgoJsafety^bicy-

cles, for ladies or gentlemen. Give

description of machines/j Address

HOLLAND & HAVENER,

WORCESTER, -]

Free To Agents and Dealers
for one year,

THE BEARINGS,
the only first-class cycling paper in the West. Semd

business card to

71 Randolph St., Chicago.

Send for sample copies everyone.

J. W. BATE & CO.,
NO. 324 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN.

55-inch Columbia L. Roadster, - $60
53-inch " " " - - 75
Two-Track Columbia Trike, - - 40
50-inch Volunteer Columbia, 45

^ MASS. J 52-inch British Challenge, - - 50
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'UTILE DULCI.

WE HLL USE IT.

THE LITTLE GIANT SAFETY FOR BOYS.

$35.00.

H. A. LOZIER & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
WM. READ & SONS, Boston, Mass.
MERWIN, HULBERT & CO., New York.
E. ALSDORF & CO., Newark, N J.
WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton, N. J.
BRETZ, CURTIS & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
STANDARD CYCLE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
W. H. WILHELM & CO , Reading, Pa.
B. FRANK McDANIEL & CO.,

Wilmington, Del.

EISENBRANDT CYCLE CO.,
Baltimore, Md.

CAPITAL CYCLE CO., Washington.D.C.
EDWD. L. ROSE & CO., Wheeling, W.Va

J. E. POORMAN, Cincinnati, Ohio.
MACY & CO., Nashville, Tenn.
GEORGE BROWN, Knoxville, Tenn.
A. K. & C. E. SCHAAP, Richmond, Va.
A. G. SPALDING &BROS., Chicago, 111.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., Peoria, 111.

E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO.,
St. Louis, Ma

WM. R. BURKHARD, St. Paul, Minn.
P. H. SEECOMBE, Milwaukee, Wis.
PRANK P. MOSS, Denver, Col.

THOS. H. B. VARNEY,
San Francisco, Cal.

U. S. BRANCH:

6 & 8 BERKELEY ST.,

BOSTON, MASS.

CHICAGO, ILL.:

Sinpr Gycle Co,

AGENTS,

201 Randolph St.

NEW YORK, N.Y.:

G. A.

AGENT,

352 Lenox Ave.

Weight
Complete. Price.

Singer Safety, - 49 lbs., $135

Royal Singer; Safety, - 40 lbs,, 140

Light Royal Singer Safety, 32 lbs., 135

Apollo Safety, - - 50 lbs., 105

Intermediate Safety, - 39 lbs., 90

MiniaturelSafety, - 37 lbs.,

Official Outfitters to the League ofj American Wheelmen,

Authorized by the Uniform Committee,

y.^^M^^^^^Lze^I^^' Committee.

Browning, Kino \ Co.,

Official Tailors of the L. A. W.

406, 408, 410 & 412

Broome Street,

NEW YORK.

The Only Official Tailors to theL.A.W.

COAT, $8.25, BREECHES, $5.50.

Cloth, $2.25 per yard.

Large Buttons, 5c. each.

Small Buttons, 3c. each.

A. G, Spalding k Bros,,

Makers ol tbe Official] L. A. W. Sundries.

V^clJjS. League Regulation 1.35
G1-.-S -i.+cj League Regulation 2.00Ollll L». No. XX Fine Cheviot (or hot

weather wear 1.00
0+i-v/-» "It-i »-» rvo Our celebrated Linen
K3HJ!/JHL±Ilg». Sole Stocking, League

- color 1.00
"O^I+q No. X Silk, Edge's League color,
JDt51 li». white centre, Snake Buckle 50

No. XX Worsted Solid, League
color, Snake Buckle 40

QllAAQ Our new L.A.W. Kangaroo Shoe,
£3A±""B>« hand made, light, str< ng, elastic. 5.00

No. i, Canvas, leather tnmmings.3.50

Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits.

A, G. SPALDING & BROS,
241 Broadway, New York.

108 Madison St., Chicago.
Philadelphia, 1022 Market St.

Western Wheel Works.
Manufacturers of All Kinds of

BICYCLES, SAFETIES, ETC

CHICACO:
495 to 505 Wells St.

NEW YORK:
35 Barklay St.,

40 Park Plaoe.

Elwell European Bicycle Tour.

A few vacancies left. Applications for membership

must now be accompanied by deposit of $25, to secure
berth on steamer.

For full information address

F. A. ELWELL,
152 Pearl St., - PORTLAND, ME
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Thousands of Bicycles were saved from rust, season of '8g, by the use of

WILSON'S WONDERFUL NICKEL 'and ENAMEL PRESERVER.
Clean your Bicycle with it. No Bicyclist can afford to be without it. Sold by

Cycle Agents, or sent by mail for 50c.
MANUFACTURED BY

JOHN W. WILSON, Cottage City, mass.
OFFICE, 6 HANOVER ST., BOSTON.

SPECIAL.
All Advertisements m tkis Department 20 cents a line.

\ffi~° Postage Stamps will not be accepted
hereafter in payment for advertisements or
subscriptions. Checks, Money Orders or

Postal Notes only -will be taken.

L, A, W BADGES,
The official design in solid gold.

\ Prices, $2.50, $3.50, $5.00 and up-
ward. Patented. Send for free
Catalogue and address orders to

C. H. LAMSON,
177 Middle St., Portland,Me.

Box 632.

Send 25 cents and get one of the

New L. A. W. Lapel Buttons.

Made of rolled Silver Plate, oxy-
dizcd. Very neat and serviceable.

N. H. GIBBS,
PROVIDENCE, B. I.

SECONDHAND MACHINES—Prices very rea-

sonable. Old mounts taken in part payment for

new. Cycling accessories. The celebrated Warren
Oils and Enamel. Send for list of 100 bargains.
NEW YORK BICYCLE CO., Nos. 4 and -6 East
60th St., New York City.

OOK, I.ITITZ, PA., takes wheels in payment fo r

books , stationery, typewriters, organs, buggies>
cigars, steel engravings, printing, etc. Best party to

buy any new wheel of, and has the choicest bargains in

secondhand wheels. $250 Humber tandem, used 50
miles, $75, and 24 other surprising bargains. Write to

him before yon 'juy. An "Eagle," 52 wanted, also a
"Hickory" and "Broncho."

END STAMP for 1S90 samples of L. A. W. Ad-
dress Cards. Get some with your new number.

BRISTOL PRINTING CO., North Easton, Mass.

TjH)R THE HOLIDAYS—Thirty-two styles wri t-J ing Desks and Book Cases. Boy's Favorite an d
other bicycles. Tricycles for any cripple. Road Carts

,

$14.00, $K.oo, and $16.00. Cutters, Home Trainers
,

etc. Send for circulars. M. A. WOODBURY,
Bradford, Pa.

LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, for Ordi-
nary or Safety Bicycle. Convenient, durable,

noiseless, cheap. 75c. and $1.00. Sold by all dealers,

or mailed by the manu'icturer, C. H. LAMSOM,
Portland, Me.

F«yR SALE—A Safety bicycle, never ridden. Price
$2.50. An elegant filled gold miniature safety

bicycle, worn as a watch charm ; entirely new style,

parts all movable; also Solid Gold "Ordinary" Badge,
$1.75, or $4.00 for both. Samples to Bicycle Dealers.
Sent postpaid on receipt of price. DURYEA JEW-
ELRY CO., Wholesale Jewelers, 71 Nassau St., New
York City.

For all kinds of

Bicycle Repairing,
Nickel Plating,

Enamelling, etc.,

Send your Wheel to

HARRIS '& HABERER,
15 West Chippewa Street. BUFFALO. N. Y.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

PERFECT.

HEAR YE, HEAR YE, HEAR YE,
Tha

Rankin's Pat. Toe Clip

is the proper thing for your wheel. You can charm
the natives riding hands off. In ordering name your
kind of wheel and this paper. Clips coc. a pair. We
are putting JACK'S OIL up in 1 and 2 ounce bottles-

Send for prices.

We have the POOREST Bicycle Stand on the mar-
ket. Takts in anything from 20-inch to 60-inch wheel
automatically, and lists at $1.25. Good Discounts to

agents.

RANKIN & BRUCE,
Office, 23 Custom Hou e St.,

Providence, R. I.
Factory, 21 Abbott Park Square.

PERFECT POCKET OILER.

SlE&KEtSB - :
------

_ _ :

One-hall size.

For bicycles, Guns, etc. No Leakage. Throws only
small quantity of oil at a stroke. Handsomely nickel
plated. For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt
of price, 50c. each. CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172
9th ave., N. Y.

Indespensable to Bicyclists

and Athletes.

Call's supporter, with elastic

back, lace front and adjustable back
straps. Light, easy and durable.
A sure fit. No.

J,
same as cut, 75

cts. No. 6, pockets each side of
lacing, $1.00. No. 7, with hose
supporters, $100. No. S, hose sup-
porters and pockets, $1.25. Order
by number and give waist measure.

Postpaid on receipt of price Trade supplied.

S. B. CALL, 358 Main St., Springfield, Mass.

A. O. VERT,
New England Agent for the

1! (!

—AND-

-ALSO-

The Standard Sewing Machine

173 Tremont Street, Boston.

AGENTS WANTED,

SIDWELL&SABEN,
Niw England Agents For

RUDGE & QUADRANT.
Dealers In

FRONT VIEW

New and Second-Hand Machines for Cash

or Installment. Machines Exchanged

or Sold on Commission.

Cycle Repairing In All Its

Branches,

We carry a full line line of Cycle Parts

and sundries,

MAKINC A SPECIALTY OF RUDGE PARTS

of every description. Call and inspect stock.

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK.

182 Columbus Aye., Boston, Mass.
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THE Cyclist who buys a New Machine on the faith of an advertisement is

^too good for this world, therefore we do not expect to sell

iiNEW RAPID" CYCLES
on the strength of the following statement alone

:

During 1889 we made over 7000 of our Celebrated "New Rapid,"
True Tangent Wheels for use in our machines, using something over
350,000 spokesj; now out of this enormous number WE DID NOT HAVE
A SINGLE BROKEN SPOKE REPORTED TO US.

The above proves that our -wheels are perfect, but does not relate to the
machines themselves ; the ordinary cycler, however, is a man of intelligence,
and he will acknowledge that a firm who are careful in the construction of the
wheels, must also be careful, and devote considerable attention to every part of
the machine, and this we do.

After reading this send for a descriptive Catalog of " New Rapid " Cycles
to the CLARK CYCLE CO., 340 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Md., who are
our Agents.

ST. GEORGE'S ENGINEERING COMPANY,
BIRMfflGHAM, - - - ENGLAND.

Inventors and Sole Makers of the NEW RAPID CYCLES.

KINGSTON KNITTING CO,

Artistic Athletic

Suits.

Manufacturers for

the Trade and Clubs
The most desirable

line ofAthletic Goods

made, for Bicycle,

Gymnasium, Base
Ball, Boating,
Bathing: and Sport-

ing- Outfits, all at

very reasonable
prices.

Correspondence so-

licited.

Send for Catalogue.

Kingston ^Knitting Co.,
27 KINGSTON.STKEET, near Summer St.,

BOSTON, 7UVKSS.

THE
TEMPLE CYCLE EXCHANGE,
47 & 49 State St., Chicago.

Best equipped bicycle'house in U. S. Finest riding
school in Chicago. High and medium grade

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CYCLES
Good exchanges made for second-hand wheels. Write

for catalogue. Mention this paper.

"XI RALPH TEMPLE, Managing Prop.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE'S
I [LAST I

C

FAMOUS SPORTING SHOES.
THEY NEED NO RECOMMENDATION.

Men's Bicycle Shoe:

No. 1. Kangaroo, hand sewed I^-00

No. 2. Kangaroo, hand sewed $3*5°
No. 3. Dongolia, calf $3-00

Men's Base Ball Shoe :

No. 1. Kangaroo, hand sewed $7.00

No. 2. Kangaroo 5.00

No. 3. Russett, calf 5.00

Sprint Running:
No. 1. Hand sewed $5.00

No. 2. Hand sewed 3.00

Agents should place their orders now to avoid delay.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE, Randolph, Mass.

Ask your local aeaJer lor

II Cycle- -4
m Chains *

m Graphite, fflj

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Bicycle Handles of every Descrip-

tion, Pedal Rubbers, etc.

$2.50 pet pair

Sj.oo per pair
$ .50 per pair

$ .25 per box
$ .25 per roll

Forged Steel Spades, in the rough, with
bolts and grip, -

Spade Grips, Vulcanite, any style

Double Grip Pedal Rubbers,
Tire Cement, ....
Electric Tape,....

Bicycle Balls, spokes, etc.

Mould Work: of Any Kind Solicited.

THE ELASTIC TIP CO.,
RUBBER SPECIHLTIES,

Oor. Oormhill and Washington St., Boston.'

The"OTTO"B I /*Vnf* I ECRubber DlvTVkCO
Tires. Factory Price. Our Prf*.

82 in. ...$60 00 $32 40
66 00 29 70
60 00 27 00
46 00 24 3ft
40 00 2 I 80
15 00 I 8 90

CAFETY
BICYCLES

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
Small Boys' 20 In., wheels, with Parallel Bearings... S25 00
Large Boys' 24|ln., with Brake and Mod Guards 35 00
Ladles' or Men's SO In., Ball Bearings to both wheels, 75 00
Ladles' or Hen's 80 In., Ball Bearings ALL OVER ... 90 00
ST'&» ,S

< E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO,
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PSYCHO SAFETY CYCLES.
Men's Light Roadsters,

ACTUAL SCALE WEIGHT,

32 TO 45 LBS.

Ladies' Light Roadsters,

ACTUAL SCALE WEIGHT,

32 TO 39 LBS.
Dealers in New York State, also New Jersey, can get exclusive

Agencies at paying discounts.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AND TERMS ON APPLICATION.

O. fit. BIDWISIiIi!
GENERAL AGENT,

313 \XT. 58th. »t., ^irvir york.

"ORMONDE"
LilGHT $OflDSTE$.

WEIGHT, 36 LBS.

HA|W$0ME, + LIGHT, + &TIJ0NG.
iSElTIXj FOR CATALOGUE.

BANKER & CAMPBELL, 1788 Brainy, New Yort.

AGENTS APPLY.

WE WISH TO IMPRESS THE FACT
ON THE PUBLIC MIND

that there is not an ounce of cast metal in either the Iroquois
or Paragon Cycles, except the front sprocket wheel, (which is

cast steel), and also that the workmanship and material of both
machines are equal to the Best ; in points of comfort an I utility

hey are superior to any,

And We Guarantee Every Hit eel.

SGND FOR CATHLOGUe,

STOVER BICYCLE MFC. CO.,
FREEPORT, ILL.
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7\ UNION OF

STRENGTH

AND

BEAUTY,

SPEED

AND

COMFORT.

THE UNION SAFETY
is Correct in design and Elegant in appearance. Strictly high grade in all its details, and all parts

interchangeable. Write for catalogue.

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO,, Highlandville, Mass.

Our Eighth Year at the Old Stand.

W. W. STALL,
ODD FELLOWS' HALL,

509 TREMONT STREET, 4 WARREN AVENUE.

BOSTON, ^d!_A.SS.

Safety Bicycles, Wholesale and Retail.
SOLE NEW ENGLAND AGENTS FOR

ST. NICHOLAS MFG. CO., - Chicago, III.

INDIANA BICYCLE MFG. CO., - Indianapolis, Ind.

CAPITAL CYCLE CO., - • Washington, D. C, PSYCHOS.
JOHN WILKINSON CO., - - Chicago, III., ROVERS.
SWEETING CYCLE CO., Philadelphia, Pa., COVENTRY RIVAL.

"We are practically headquarters on low-priced wheels especially, and are prepared to supply the
trade. Safeties for men at from $60.00 upward; Ladies at from $45 upward, and Boys at from $18.00
upward.

We offer the above goods to the New England trade, and solicit corre-

spondence|with agents and parties desiring to become such.

LIBERAL INDUCEMENTS TO LIVE MEN WHO WILL "HUSTLE."
Send 5 cents in stamps for our new Catalogue.

1
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OBSERVATIONS.

WE read that "the LION roareth and the WHANGDOODLE mourneth;" why didn't the brilliant Editor tell us what the remaining

member of the trio was up to—viz : "the GIASCUTIS?"

But why roars the LION? Because he FEELS GOOD?—Or wants to impress somebody with a proper appreciation of HIS POWERS
TO MAKE A NOISE ? QUIEN SABE ? WE DON'T.

Why does the WHANGDOODLE MOURN? Most likely he FEELS BADLY about something or other. WE only know that he

MOURNS, "For he, himself, hath said it—and it's greatly to his credit," &c, &c, &c, to OWN UP, when he has a PAIN in HIS

MISERY.

Now, the LION seems to be in a happy frame of mind. Oh, yes, "He's ALL RIGHT," but something must be done for his high and

mighty WHANGDOODLE3H IP. And WE say to all MOURNFUL WHANGDOODLES, and to the PARTICULARLY lugubrious

WHANGDOODLE who proclaims his grief in public print, "Go thou, straightway, and buy for thyself a "BRONCHO SAFETY BIKE."

Annoint thy BEARINGS with ' SKOOKUM OIL"—yea, RUB THYSELF DOWN with "SKUDERDRAK'S EMBROCATION." For-

tify thy grumbling "innards" with "LIVINGSTON'S SURE CURE" and then mount thy "BR ONCHO" Bike and learn the poetry of

motion. LIMBER UP thy MOURNFUL SOUL; yea, laugh and sing—"HOORAY for HOORAY." Thou wilt soon forget thou wast

ever mournful and be glad thou art ALIVE."

When the GIASCUTIS unburdens himself as to HIS feelings, we'll prescribe for HIM.

While we wait for returns from the balance of the MENAGERIE, we'll calmly pursue the even tenor of our way, turning out

"BRONCHOS," in a vain attempt to keep up with the orders that are POURING in upon us from all over this great and glorious

Country. And the "Skookum" sang gaily:

"Oi'm glad Oi'm Oloive"

"WHY do the HEATHEN RAGE?"

Address us at the same old place. We haven't moved yet. Oh no, but we are putting in two additional BOILERS, made by KENDALL
& SONS of Cambridgeport, Mass., to give us STEAM to run the ADDITIONAL MACHINERY necessary to enable us to KEEP WITH-

IN RIFLE SHOT of the orders as they pile up on the Spindle. You bet we are rustling, these days.

Send for "CAT." LOOK OUT for CUTS of INSIDE of REAR HUB.

WHITE ••• CYCLE ••• CO.,
WESTBORO', MASS, TJ. S. A.

Please Mention this Paper.
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"I say, Sam!" said one
colored brother to another,

"ON A . "What dis yere yearth rest on?
What hold it up?"—"G'way,

GREAT ROCK." niggah! De yearth rest on a
great rock."—"Huh Sam, what
dat great rock rest on?"

—

"Why, dat rest on 'nudder great rock."—"G'way, Sam!
What dat yudder great rock rest on?"—"Why, you fool

niggah ! des rocks all de way down !"—This story is about as

old as Columbia Cycles, but one helps to illustrate the other.

What does the success of the

SOLID Ladies' Columbia Safety of this

year, 1890 rest on? Why, on
" WAY DOWN." the magnificent success of the

Columbia Light Roadster
Safety of 1889, increasing the lead which the Veloce took

in 1888, and the Columbia Safety in 1887.

Behind thcjsuccess of Co-
lumbia Safeties is the success

"NUDDER GREAT of the Volunteer Columbia Bi-

cycle, which has well earned its

ROCK." popularity as the best bicycle

for its price ($90.00 for a 50-

in.) ever offered in the market.

It is a "high grade" bicycle in every respect, though not equal

to the Columbia Light Roadster or the Expert. The "rea-

sons why" are well explained in the 1890 catalogue of the

Pope Manufacturing Company, which gives a full description,

and says just as did that for 1888, that "there is no metal but

steel in either machine."

Before the Volunteer Bi-

cycle and the Surprise Tricycle

SUCCESSES came the Columbia Light Road-
ster Tricycle in 1887, the Co-

ALL THE WAY. lumbia Racer and Columbia
Light Roadster Bicycle in 1885,

the Expert Columbia Bicycle

in 1882—still leading, each of them in their kinds or types of

machines because proved to be the best by the use and con

sent of most riders. What successes these are to build on

!

DON'T FORGET THE

j*-*?-* *

VOLUNTEER COLUMBIA," only $90.
One of the Best Bicycles eyer made for the money.

POPE MFC. CO.

Oh, no. The trade is not all in

Safeties by any means. The most

NOT ALL talk is about the newest thing.

Dealers advertise what they have to

SAFETIES. sell. Many, especially those who
have just gone into the business,

haven't anything else but Safeties

yet. There was a time years ago when the "Extra," a lever and

crank machine, seemed to most people as the machine of the future

;

then a lever and clutch machine seemed to many to be the coming

machine ; afterwards a two-chain front driver Safety came in and
took the hot cakes. Now the pres-

ent general style of rear-driving

THE HOT Safety comes in and gets rather

hotter. But the Pope Manufactur-

edKE NOW. ing Company has not clean gone off

on any tangent, nor have the riders

of bicycles. This company is sell-

ing and delivering more safeties than any other maker of high grade

machines by a good large plurality ; but it is ALSO selling right

along the most regular bicycles and tricycles.

When our foreign friends are

patronized by a royal family, they

MAKERS TO THE style themselves "Makers to the

King," or "Makers to the Queen."
RIDERS' You read it at the foot of British

patents that Eyre & Spottiswoode

are "Printers to the Queen's Most

Excellent Majesty." But the Pope Manufacturing Company have a

better and a prouder title. They are makers to the American riders'

most excellent intelligence. The heads of that company. Presi-

dent and Treasurer, became actual

and constant riders before they sold
MOST BXCEILENT awheel or made one. Every man

whose voice or hand goes to the de-
INTELLIGENCE. signing, making or selling of the

Columbia Cycles is a practical rider.

It was so from the beginning, and is

so still. Eight years ago they said, with frankness, in their fifth

annual catalogue : "We have grateful acknowledgments to make to

the thousands who have favored us with their*, patronage, and to

many who with kindly criticism or intelligent suggestion where we
have seemed to err, and with friendly

commendation where we have suc-

"K/NDL1' ceeded, have aided us in our efforts

to do at least our part in the build-

CRITICISM." ing up and strengthening of the bi-

cycling interest in this country, air

in supplying good, staple nv. chines
for American riders. * * •* * * The new is not always ihu

best, and alterations are not always improvements. While we are

conservative about the adoption of
novelties, we make a constant si

SO EIGHT of the experiments of others. * *

* * * We take note of the sug-
YEARS AGO. gestions of riders. We apply our-

;

selves as practical riders to mechan-
ical study of the bicycle : our me-

chanics are active riders, and we draw upon the advice of a corps of
experts " And they seem to have lived up to it.

QUIDPROQUO continueth since

tinue further week after next.

B oston.

14 March, 1890. and will con-

Address 77 Franklin street,














